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A Word by the General Chairs
We	
  are	
  delighted	
  to	
  host	
  the	
  14th	
  edition	
  of	
  the	
  New	
  Interfaces	
  for	
  Musical	
  Expression	
  conference	
  for	
  
the	
  first	
  time	
  in	
  the	
  UK.	
  As	
  novel	
  forms	
  of	
  interaction	
  are	
  increasingly	
  found	
  in	
  everyday	
  technologies,	
  
with	
   impressive	
   computational	
   power	
   in	
   smaller	
   and	
   smaller	
   devices,	
   new	
   interfaces	
   are	
   no	
   longer	
  
exotic.	
  In	
  the	
  late	
  Mark	
  Weiser’s	
  words,	
  “The	
  most	
  profound	
  technologies	
  are	
  those	
  that	
  disappear.”	
  
	
  
The	
  full	
  assimilation	
  of	
  sophisticated	
  technologies	
  into	
  everyday	
  life	
  means	
  that	
  interfaces	
  and	
  modes	
  
of	
  interaction	
  are	
  increasingly	
  in	
  the	
  public	
  consciousness.	
  This	
  creates	
  an	
  opportunity	
  for	
  the	
  NIME	
  
community	
  to	
  extend	
  the	
  reach	
  of	
  our	
  work	
  to	
  new	
  publics.	
  At	
  the	
  same	
  time,	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  interactive	
  
technologies	
   are	
   now	
   commonplace	
   does	
   not	
   mean	
   that	
   people	
   automatically	
   understand	
   their	
  
richness.	
  Alongside	
  the	
  potential	
  for	
  opening	
  up,	
  we	
  have	
  the	
  prerogative	
  as	
  a	
  research	
  discipline	
  to	
  
advance	
  the	
  science	
  of	
  musical	
  interaction.	
  
	
  
It	
   is	
   with	
   these	
   two	
   mutually	
   reinforcing	
   thrusts	
   that	
   we	
   present	
   NIME2014:	
   The	
   scholarly	
   conference	
  
with	
   cutting	
   edge	
   research	
   published	
   as	
   papers,	
   presented	
   as	
   posters	
   and	
   demos,	
   shared	
   in	
  
workshops,	
  performed	
  and	
  exhibited.	
  This	
  year	
  we	
  also	
  open	
  up	
  a	
  significant	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  programme	
  
to	
   the	
   general	
   public.	
   The	
   keynote	
   talk/performances	
   are	
   open	
   to	
   the	
   public.	
   All	
   concerts	
   and	
  
installations	
   are	
   public	
   events,	
   taking	
   place	
   at	
   Goldsmiths	
   and	
   across	
   a	
   range	
   of	
   venues	
   in	
   town,	
  
connecting	
  us	
  to	
  the	
  thriving	
  London	
  music	
  scene.	
  And	
  we	
  have	
  added	
  a	
  full	
  day	
  to	
  the	
  programme	
  as	
  
an	
  open	
  day,	
  including	
  a	
  hackathon,	
  Unconference,	
  public	
  discussion	
  panels,	
  and	
  an	
  open	
  jack	
  gig.	
  
	
  
Whether	
  you	
  are	
  here	
  with	
  us	
  now	
  at	
  the	
  conference	
  or	
  revisiting	
  these	
  proceedings	
  at	
  a	
  later	
  date,	
  
we	
  welcome	
  you	
  to	
  NIME	
  2014!	
  
	
  

	
  
Dr.	
  Rebecca	
  Fiebrink	
  
Prof.	
  Atau	
  Tanaka	
  
	
  
NIME	
  2014	
  General	
  Chairs	
  

	
  

	
  

A Word by the Scientific Chairs
NIME	
  has	
  always	
  been	
  a	
  key	
  conference	
  for	
  the	
  music	
  research	
  community	
  to	
  meet	
  and	
  share	
  new	
  
knowledge	
   and	
   ideas,	
   facilitating	
   new	
   collaborations	
   between	
   colleagues,	
   students	
   and	
   institutions.	
  
One	
  thing	
  is	
  certain:	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  venue	
  for	
  art	
  and	
  for	
  the	
  publication	
  of	
  good	
  science.	
  As	
  we	
  always	
  have,	
  
we	
   will	
   continue	
   to	
   discuss	
   and	
   present	
   the	
   challenges	
   we	
   face	
   in	
   building,	
   creating	
   and	
   practicing	
  
expressive	
  musical	
  interfaces.
As	
  scientific	
  chairs,	
  we	
  hope	
  that	
  the	
  technical	
  programme	
  will	
  contribute	
  to	
  knowledge	
  and	
  expand	
  
research	
   horizons	
   to	
   develop	
   new	
   ideas	
   for	
   a	
   new	
   era	
   of	
   musical	
   practice	
   on	
   digital	
   musical	
  
instruments.	
  NIME	
  has	
  always	
  been	
  a	
  single	
  track	
  conference,	
  and	
  this	
  year	
  we	
  present	
  the	
  following	
  
sessions:	
   Musicianship	
   and	
   Practice-‐based	
   Research,	
   Collaborative	
   Music	
   Making,	
   Sensing	
   and	
  
Augmented	
   Instruments,	
   Motion	
   and	
   Gesture,	
   Musical	
   Interaction	
   Design,	
   Networked	
   Wireless	
  
Systems,	
   Machine	
   Learning	
   Applied,	
   Audio	
   Applications	
   and	
   Installations,	
   Interfaces:	
   Development,	
  
Deployment	
   and	
   Evaluation,	
   Robotic	
   and	
   Mechatronic	
   Systems,	
   and	
   Tangible	
   Interaction	
   and	
  
Interfaces.	
  
The	
  selection	
  process	
  was	
  highly	
  competitive	
  this	
  year,	
  with	
  a	
  record	
  number	
  of	
  submissions	
  leading	
  
to	
   an	
   acceptance	
   rate	
   of	
   25%.	
   In	
   order	
   to	
   maintain	
   a	
   high	
   scientific	
   rigour,	
   this	
   year	
   all	
   the	
  
submissions	
  went	
  through	
  a	
  new	
  review	
  process	
  comprised	
  three	
  layers	
  of	
  evaluation	
  of	
  each	
  paper:	
  
reviewer,	
  meta-‐reviewer	
  and	
  scientific	
  chairs.	
  This	
  new	
  structure	
  for	
  the	
  review	
  process	
  follows	
  the	
  
model	
   of	
   leading	
   conferences,	
   ACM	
   Computer-‐Human	
   Interaction	
   (CHI),	
   User	
   Interface	
   Software	
   &	
  
Technology	
   (UIST),	
   and	
   Tangible	
   Embodied	
   and	
   Embedded	
   Interaction	
   (TEI).	
   As	
   such,	
   we	
   sought	
   to	
  
provide	
   authors	
   with	
   objective,	
   unbiased	
   views	
   about	
   the	
   quality,	
   academic	
   and	
   scientific	
   merit	
   of	
  
their	
   papers	
   as	
   well	
   as	
   constructive	
   comments/suggestions	
   to	
   improve	
   the	
   quality	
   of	
   the	
   content	
   and	
  
the	
  clarity	
  of	
  their	
  presentation.
Meta-‐reviewers	
   are	
   domain	
   experts	
   who	
   act	
   as	
   associate	
   chairs,	
   spanning	
   all	
   interests	
   within	
   the	
  
NIME	
   community.	
   In	
   this	
   review	
   process,	
   they	
   carefully	
   considered	
   their	
   assigned	
   papers,	
   considering	
  
recommendations	
   of	
   reviewers	
   in	
   order	
   to	
   make	
   initial	
   recommendations	
   to	
   the	
   paper	
   chairs.	
   The	
  
result	
  is	
  a	
  selection	
  the	
  top	
  subset	
  of	
  recommended	
  papers	
  for	
  presentation	
  at	
  NIME2014.
We	
   would	
   like	
   to	
   thank	
   all	
   the	
   meta-‐reviewers	
   and	
   reviewers	
   again	
   for	
   serving	
   on	
   the	
   Programme	
  
Committee	
  and	
  all	
  authors	
  for	
  their	
  submissions.	
  We	
  hope	
  that	
  the	
  reader	
  will	
  find	
  these	
  proceedings	
  
an	
  inspiration	
  to	
  push	
  NIME	
  further	
  as	
  a	
  research	
  field.
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Dr.	
  Baptiste	
  Caramiaux	
  
Dr.	
  Koray	
  Tahiroğlu	
  
	
  
NIME	
  2014	
  Scientific	
  Chairs	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

Organising & Steering Committees
	
  
ORGANISING COMMITTEE
	
  
General	
  Chairs	
  
Atau	
  Tanaka	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Rebecca	
  Fiebrink	
  (Goldsmiths)	
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  Chairs	
  
Baptiste	
  Caramiaux	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Koray	
  Tahiroğlu	
  (Aalto	
  University)	
  
	
  
Artistic	
  Chairs	
  
Sarah	
  Nicolls	
  (Brunel	
  University)	
  
Adam	
  Parkinson	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
	
  
Posters	
  and	
  Demos	
  Chairs	
  
Marco	
  Donnarumma	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Alessandro	
  Altavilla	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
	
  
Special	
  Sessions	
  Chairs	
  
Marco	
  Gillies	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Alex	
  McLean	
  (University	
  of	
  Leeds)	
  
Jean-‐Baptiste	
  Thiebaut	
  (ROLI/Music	
  
Hackspace)	
  
	
  
Conference	
  Producer	
  
Steph	
  Horak	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
	
  
UnConference	
  
Freida	
  Abtan	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
	
  
Open	
  Jack	
  Concert	
  
Hans	
  Leeuw	
  
	
  
Technology	
  Café	
  
Jean-‐Baptiste	
  Thiebaut	
  (ROLI/Music	
  
Hackspace)	
  
Michela	
  Magas	
  (Music	
  Tech	
  Fest)	
  
	
  
Student	
  Volunteer	
  Coordinators	
  
Freida	
  Abtan	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Peter	
  Mackenzie	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
	
  
Technical	
  Team	
  
Nicky	
  Donald	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Peter	
  Mackenzie	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
	
  
Webdesign	
  and	
  Social	
  Media	
  
Marco	
  Donnarumma	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Nuno	
  Correia	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Will	
  Gallia	
  (Goldsmiths)

STEERING COMMITTEE
	
  
The	
  Steering	
  Committee	
  is	
  responsible	
  for	
  
guiding	
  future	
  directions	
  with	
  regards	
  to	
  the	
  
NIME	
  conference.	
  Its	
  members	
  currently	
  
include:	
  
	
  
Alexander	
  Refsum	
  Jensenius	
  (University	
  of	
  Oslo)	
  
Georg	
  Essl	
  (University	
  of	
  Michigan)	
  
Woon	
  Seung	
  Yeo	
  (KAIST)	
  	
  
Atau	
  Tanaka	
  (Goldsmiths)	
  
Jesse	
  Allison	
  (Louisiana	
  State	
  University)	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  Advisory	
  Board	
  consists	
  of	
  former	
  chairs,	
  
and	
  serve	
  as	
  advisors	
  and	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  
Steering	
  Committee:	
  
	
  
Sidney	
  Fels	
  (University	
  of	
  British	
  Columbia)	
  
Andrew	
  Johnston	
  (University	
  of	
  Technology,	
  
Sydney)	
  
Michael	
  Lyons	
  (Ritsumeikan	
  University)	
  
Norbert	
  Schnell	
  (IRCAM)	
  

	
  

NIME Call for Papers
	
  
The	
  call	
  for	
  papers	
  has	
  been	
  publicized	
  on	
  September	
  30th,	
  2014	
  
	
  
On	
  behalf	
  of	
  the	
  NIME	
  2014	
  Committee,	
  we	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  
invite	
  you	
  to	
  be	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  14th	
  international	
  conference	
  on	
  
New	
  Interfaces	
  for	
  Musical	
  Expression.	
  
We	
  invite	
  submission	
  of	
  new	
  works	
  in	
  the	
  following	
  
categories:	
  

•
•
•
•

Papers	
  and	
  Posters	
  
Demonstrations	
  
Workshops	
  and	
  Tutorials	
  

Performances,	
  Installations	
  and	
  Demo-‐
performances	
  
Note	
  that	
  contributions	
  must	
  be	
  formatted	
  according	
  to	
  the	
  
NIME	
  template	
  (for	
  Papers,	
  Demos,	
  Workshops	
  and	
  
Tutorials)	
  and	
  submitted	
  via	
  the	
  dedicated	
  website.	
  
	
  
IMPORTANT	
  DATES	
  
Artistic	
  programme	
  
•
Performances,	
  Installations,	
  Demo-‐Performances:	
  	
  
Submission	
  on:	
  December	
  1,	
  2013	
  
Review	
  Notification:	
  February	
  1,	
  2014	
  
•
Scientific	
  programme:	
  Papers,	
  Workshops,	
  
Demonstrations:	
  
Draft	
  on:	
  January	
  31,	
  2014	
  
Final	
  submission	
  on:	
  February	
  7,	
  2014	
  
Review	
  notification:	
  April	
  11,	
  2014	
  
Camera-‐ready	
  paper:	
  April	
  25,	
  2014	
  
N.B.	
  Please	
  note	
  that	
  the	
  art	
  programme	
  deadline	
  this	
  year	
  
does	
  not	
  coincide	
  with	
  the	
  paper	
  deadline.	
  
N.B.	
  Note	
  the	
  new	
  system	
  in	
  the	
  scientific	
  programme	
  for	
  
mandatory	
  draft	
  submission	
  followed	
  by	
  full	
  submission.	
  We	
  
have	
  implemented	
  this	
  new	
  system	
  to	
  address	
  the	
  perennial	
  
deadline	
  extensions.	
  This	
  year,	
  we	
  will	
  not	
  offer	
  extensions.	
  
The	
  Draft	
  Submission	
  deadline	
  corresponds	
  to	
  previous	
  
years’	
  submission	
  deadline.	
  On	
  this	
  date,	
  the	
  author	
  must	
  be	
  
registered	
  on	
  the	
  online	
  submission	
  system	
  and	
  have	
  
submitted	
  a	
  full	
  draft	
  manuscript	
  of	
  their	
  paper.	
  You	
  will	
  then	
  
have	
  one	
  week	
  (the	
  time	
  of	
  prior	
  years’	
  extensions)	
  to	
  make	
  
minor	
  edits	
  to	
  your	
  manuscript.	
  
	
  
CALL	
  FOR	
  PAPERS	
  
We	
  welcome	
  submissions	
  of	
  original	
  research	
  on	
  scientific	
  
and	
  artistic	
  use	
  of	
  new	
  interfaces	
  for	
  musical	
  expression.	
  A	
  
non-‐exhaustive	
  list	
  of	
  NIME	
  related	
  topics	
  is	
  found	
  below.	
  
This	
  list	
  is	
  inclusive,	
  and	
  indicative.	
  The	
  thematic	
  focus	
  of	
  this	
  
year’s	
  edition	
  is	
  Liveness,	
  and	
  is	
  described	
  in	
  the	
  introduction	
  
above.	
  We	
  also	
  encourage	
  submissions	
  that	
  extend,	
  stretch,	
  
or	
  challenge	
  the	
  NIME	
  topics	
  and	
  themes.	
  
	
  
Acceptance	
  criteria:	
  The	
  paper	
  under	
  consideration	
  must	
  
propose	
  an	
  original	
  contribution	
  to	
  NIME	
  research;	
  it	
  must	
  
cite	
  prior	
  related	
  work	
  and	
  should	
  demonstrate	
  rigorous	
  
research	
  methodology.	
  	
  
	
  
There	
  are	
  three	
  different	
  paper	
  submission	
  categories:	
  

	
  

•

Full	
  paper	
  (up	
  to	
  6	
  pages	
  in	
  proceedings,	
  longer	
  
oral	
  presentation,	
  optional	
  demo)	
  

•

Short	
  paper/poster	
  (up	
  to	
  4	
  pages	
  in	
  proceedings,	
  
shorter	
  oral	
  presentation	
  or	
  poster,	
  optional	
  
demo)	
  

•

Demo	
  paper	
  (up	
  to	
  2	
  pages	
  in	
  proceedings,	
  
demonstration)	
  

Submitted	
  papers	
  will	
  be	
  subject	
  to	
  a	
  peer	
  review	
  process	
  by	
  
an	
  international	
  expert	
  committee.	
  All	
  accepted	
  papers	
  will	
  be	
  
published	
  in	
  the	
  conference	
  proceedings,	
  under	
  an	
  ISSN/ISBN	
  
reference,	
  and	
  will	
  be	
  archived	
  online	
  after	
  the	
  conference	
  to	
  
be	
  tracked	
  by	
  citation	
  tools.	
  A	
  manuscript	
  submitted	
  for	
  
review	
  cannot	
  be	
  already	
  under	
  review	
  for	
  publication	
  
elsewhere,	
  or	
  be	
  submitted	
  for	
  a	
  second	
  review	
  elsewhere	
  
while	
  under	
  review	
  for	
  NIME	
  2014.	
  Authors	
  of	
  both	
  full	
  and	
  
short	
  papers	
  are	
  greatly	
  encouraged	
  to	
  submit	
  a	
  video	
  in	
  
support	
  of	
  their	
  paper.	
  A	
  video	
  is	
  mandatory	
  for	
  
demonstration	
  submission.	
  
A	
  best	
  paper	
  award	
  will	
  be	
  presented	
  to	
  the	
  individual(s)	
  
judged	
  by	
  the	
  scientific	
  committee	
  to	
  have	
  written	
  the	
  best	
  
paper	
  appearing	
  in	
  the	
  conference	
  proceedings.	
  
In	
  the	
  aim	
  to	
  constantly	
  improve	
  the	
  conference,	
  this	
  year	
  the	
  
papers	
  and	
  demos	
  will	
  go	
  through	
  a	
  modified	
  review	
  process	
  
compared	
  to	
  the	
  previous	
  years.	
  The	
  complete	
  process	
  is	
  
detailed	
  below.	
  Note	
  that	
  paper	
  and	
  demo	
  submissions	
  must	
  
be	
  anonymized.	
  	
  
	
  
CALL	
  FOR	
  WORKSHOPS	
  
We	
  invite	
  submissions	
  for	
  half-‐day	
  (3	
  hours)	
  or	
  full-‐day	
  (6	
  
hours)	
  workshops	
  and	
  tutorials.	
  These	
  can	
  be	
  targeted	
  
towards	
  specialist	
  techniques,	
  platforms,	
  hardware,	
  software	
  
or	
  pedagogical	
  topics	
  for	
  the	
  advancement	
  of	
  fellow	
  NIME-‐ers	
  
and	
  people	
  with	
  experience	
  related	
  to	
  the	
  topic.	
  They	
  can	
  also	
  
be	
  targeted	
  towards	
  visitors	
  to	
  the	
  NIME	
  community,	
  
novices/newbies,	
  interested	
  student	
  participants,	
  people	
  from	
  
other	
  fields,	
  and	
  members	
  of	
  the	
  public	
  getting	
  to	
  know	
  the	
  
potential	
  of	
  NIME.	
  
Tutorial	
  proposals	
  should	
  clearly	
  indicate	
  the	
  audience	
  and	
  
assumed	
  knowledge	
  of	
  their	
  intended	
  participants	
  to	
  help	
  us	
  
market	
  to	
  the	
  appropriate	
  audience.	
  Workshops	
  and	
  tutorials	
  
can	
  relate	
  to,	
  but	
  are	
  not	
  limited	
  to,	
  the	
  topics	
  of	
  the	
  
conference.	
  This	
  is	
  a	
  good	
  opportunity	
  to	
  explore	
  a	
  specialized	
  
interest	
  or	
  interdisciplinary	
  topic	
  in	
  depth	
  with	
  greater	
  time	
  
for	
  discourse,	
  debate,	
  and	
  collaboration.	
  
Workshop	
  and	
  tutorial	
  submissions	
  will	
  go	
  through	
  the	
  same	
  
review	
  process	
  as	
  for	
  paper	
  submissions,	
  except	
  that	
  
workshop	
  and	
  tutorial	
  submissions	
  do	
  not	
  have	
  to	
  be	
  
anonymized.	
  
We	
  anticipate	
  that	
  workshops	
  will	
  be	
  varied	
  in	
  structure	
  and	
  
audience,	
  so	
  there	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  clear	
  submission	
  format.	
  However,	
  
please	
  address	
  the	
  following	
  points:	
  

	
  

•
•
•
•

Description	
  of	
  the	
  workshop	
  

•
•

Any	
  technical	
  needs	
  you	
  request	
  from	
  NIME	
  

•

Track	
  record	
  –	
  details	
  of	
  any	
  similar	
  workshops	
  you	
  
have	
  delivered	
  

Relevance	
  to	
  the	
  NIME	
  conference	
  
Duration	
  –	
  Half	
  day	
  (3	
  hour)	
  or	
  full	
  day	
  (6	
  hour)?	
  
Audience	
  –	
  projected	
  numbers,	
  and	
  for	
  tutorial-‐
style	
  workshops,	
  required	
  
background/knowledge/technology	
  
Outputs	
  –	
  what	
  will	
  be	
  the	
  projected	
  outcome	
  of	
  
the	
  workshop?	
  

	
  
TOPICS	
  
Core	
  topics	
  central	
  to	
  NIME	
  include	
  the	
  following.	
  In	
  addition	
  
to	
  submissions	
  that	
  address	
  specific	
  themes	
  of	
  this	
  year’s	
  
edition	
  of	
  the	
  conference,	
  original	
  contributions	
  are	
  
encouraged	
  in,	
  but	
  not	
  limited	
  to,	
  the	
  following	
  topics:	
  
-‐	
  Novel	
  controllers	
  and	
  interfaces	
  for	
  musical	
  expression	
  
-‐	
  Novel	
  musical	
  instruments	
  
-‐	
  Augmented/hyper	
  instruments	
  
-‐	
  Novel	
  controllers	
  for	
  collaborative	
  performance	
  
-‐	
  Sensor	
  and	
  actuator	
  technologies	
  
-‐	
  Haptic	
  and	
  force	
  feedback	
  devices	
  
-‐	
  Motion,	
  gesture	
  and	
  music	
  
-‐	
  Interfaces	
  for	
  dance	
  and	
  physical	
  expression	
  
-‐	
  Multimodal	
  expressive	
  interfaces	
  
-‐	
  Interfaces	
  for	
  musical	
  expression	
  for	
  hearing	
  or	
  visually	
  
impaired	
  people	
  
-‐	
  Interactive	
  game	
  music	
  
-‐	
  NIME	
  intersecting	
  with	
  game	
  design	
  
-‐	
  Robotic	
  music	
  
-‐	
  Mobile	
  music	
  technology	
  and	
  performance	
  paradigms	
  
-‐	
  Biological	
  and	
  bio-‐inspired	
  systems	
  
-‐	
  Musical	
  mapping	
  strategies	
  
-‐	
  Interactive	
  sound	
  and	
  multimedia	
  installations	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
-‐	
  Musical	
  human-‐computer	
  interaction	
  
-‐	
  Interaction	
  design	
  and	
  software	
  tools	
  
-‐	
  Interface	
  protocols	
  and	
  data	
  formats	
  
-‐	
  Sonic	
  interaction	
  design	
  
-‐	
  Perceptual	
  and	
  cognitive	
  issues	
  
-‐	
  Performance	
  analysis	
  
-‐	
  Performance	
  rendering	
  and	
  generative	
  algorithms	
  
-‐	
  Machine	
  learning	
  in	
  musical	
  performance	
  
-‐	
  Experiences	
  with	
  novel	
  interfaces	
  in	
  live	
  performance	
  and	
  
composition	
  
-‐	
  Surveys	
  of	
  past	
  work	
  and	
  stimulating	
  ideas	
  for	
  future	
  
research	
  
-‐	
  Historical	
  studies	
  in	
  twentieth-‐century	
  instrument	
  design	
  
-‐	
  Artistic,	
  cultural,	
  and	
  social	
  impact	
  of	
  NIME	
  technology	
  
-‐	
  Novel	
  interfaces	
  in	
  music	
  education	
  and	
  entertainment	
  
-‐	
  Reports	
  on	
  student	
  projects	
  in	
  the	
  framework	
  of	
  NIME	
  
related	
  courses	
  
-‐	
  Practice-‐based	
  research	
  
approaches/methodologies/criticism	
  
-‐	
  User	
  studies/evaluations	
  of	
  NIME	
  
-‐	
  Language	
  and	
  state	
  in	
  live	
  interaction	
  
-‐	
  Musicianship	
  of	
  new	
  musical	
  interfaces	
  

NIME Review Process & Statistics
	
  
REVIEW PROCESS
The	
  review	
  process	
  for	
  NIME	
  2014	
  has	
  been	
  changed	
  compared	
  to	
  previous	
  years,	
  with	
  the	
  aim	
  of	
  
providing	
  a	
  more	
  rigorous	
  and	
  robust	
  process	
  for	
  fairly	
  evaluating	
  the	
  very	
  large	
  number	
  of	
  
submissions,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  ensuring	
  mechanisms	
  for	
  helpful	
  feedback	
  to	
  authors.	
  	
  
	
  
Papers	
  submitted	
  to	
  NIME	
  2014	
  underwent	
  the	
  following	
  process	
  of	
  review:	
  
• Each	
  paper	
  was	
  assigned	
  to	
  one	
  meta-‐reviewer,	
  a	
  member	
  of	
  the	
  NIME	
  community	
  with	
  
expertise	
  in	
  the	
  general	
  research	
  topic	
  that	
  the	
  paper	
  deals	
  with.	
  
• The	
  meta-‐reviewer	
  and	
  scientific	
  chairs	
  chose	
  at	
  least	
  two	
  reviewers	
  to	
  review	
  the	
  technical	
  
quality	
  and	
  innovation	
  of	
  the	
  submission.	
  	
  
• Following	
  submission	
  of	
  the	
  reviews,	
  the	
  meta-‐reviewer	
  wrote	
  a	
  meta-‐review	
  summarising	
  
the	
  reviewers’	
  comments	
  and	
  making	
  a	
  preliminary	
  recommendation	
  regarding	
  acceptance.	
  
The	
  meta-‐reviewer	
  also	
  had	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  initiate	
  discussion	
  with	
  the	
  reviewers	
  and	
  ask	
  
for	
  clarification	
  of	
  the	
  written	
  reviews.	
  
• The	
  scientific	
  chairs	
  gathered	
  reviews	
  and	
  meta-‐reviews	
  and	
  finalised	
  the	
  decisions	
  for	
  all	
  
papers,	
  initiating	
  further	
  discussion	
  with	
  meta-‐reviewers	
  when	
  necessary.	
  Final	
  decisions	
  
regarding	
  acceptance,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  final	
  presentation	
  format,	
  were	
  made	
  with	
  respect	
  to	
  
the	
  quality	
  of	
  the	
  submissions,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  desire	
  to	
  keep	
  the	
  oral	
  presentations	
  in	
  a	
  single	
  
track	
  spanning	
  three	
  days.	
  Therefore,	
  a	
  number	
  of	
  high-‐quality	
  submissions	
  were	
  accepted	
  
for	
  presentation	
  as	
  posters	
  rather	
  than	
  oral	
  presentations.	
  
	
  
NIME	
  2014	
  employed	
  a	
  double-‐blind	
  submission	
  process,	
  with	
  mutual	
  anonymity	
  between	
  paper	
  
authors	
  and	
  reviewers/meta-‐reviewers.	
  
	
  
	
  

STATISTICS

	
  
Program	
  committee	
  comprises	
  
• 2	
  	
  
Scientific	
  chairs	
  
• 27	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   Meta-‐reviewers	
  
• 211	
  	
  	
  	
   Reviewers	
  
	
  
Acceptation/rejection:	
  
• 300	
  	
  
Submissions	
  	
  
• 31	
  	
  
Long	
  papers	
  accepted	
  (acceptance	
  rate	
  =	
  27.68%)	
  
• 26	
  	
  
Short	
  papers	
  (acceptance	
  rate	
  =	
  23.01%)	
  
	
  
Posters:	
  
• 10	
  	
  
Posters	
  accepted	
  
• 72	
  
Additional	
  posters	
  accepted	
  from	
  among	
  short	
  and	
  long	
  paper	
  submissions	
  
	
  
Demos:	
  
• 10	
  	
  
Demos	
  accepted	
  
• 15	
  
Additional	
  demos	
  from	
  papers	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

NIME Meta-Reviewers & Reviewers
	
  
NIME META-REVIEWERS
Jesse	
  Allison	
  
Edgar	
  Berdhal	
  
Frédéric	
  Bevilacqua	
  
Nick	
  Bryan-‐Kinns	
  
Baptiste	
  Caramiaux	
  	
  
Miha	
  Ciglar	
  
Christophe	
  D’Alessandro	
  
Georg	
  Essl	
  
Sidney	
  Fels	
  

Rebecca	
  Fiebrink	
  
Stéphane	
  Huot	
  
Alexander	
  Refsum	
  Jensenius	
  
Andrew	
  Johnston	
  
Sergi	
  Jordà	
  
Ajay	
  Kapur	
  	
  
Benjamin	
  Knapp	
  
Michael	
  Lyons	
  
Thor	
  Magnusson	
  

Andrew	
  McPherson	
  
Dan	
  Overholt	
  
Joe	
  Paradiso	
  	
  
Davide	
  Rocchesso	
  	
  
Norbert	
  Schnell	
  
Koray	
  Tahiroğlu	
  
Atau	
  Tanaka	
  
Fanis	
  Tsadnilias	
  	
  
Woon	
  Seung	
  Yeo	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

NIME REVIEWERS

A	
  

Miriam	
  Akkermann	
  
Patricia	
  Alessandrini	
  
Ali	
  Allaoui	
  
Alessandro	
  Altavilla	
  
Davide	
  Andrea	
  Mauro	
  
Sarah	
  Angliss	
  
Joanne	
  Armitage	
  
Federico	
  Avanzini	
  

B	
  

Marije	
  Baalman	
  
Stefano	
  Baldan	
  
Stephen	
  Beck	
  
Renick	
  Bell	
  
Ross	
  Bencina	
  
Peter	
  Bennett	
  
Michel	
  Bernays	
  
Louis	
  Bigo	
  
Alan	
  Blackwell	
  
Andrew	
  Bluff	
  
Sinan	
  Boekesoy	
  
Patrick	
  Borgeat	
  
Tifanie	
  Bouchara	
  
Nicolas	
  Bouillot	
  
John	
  Bowers	
  
Oliver	
  Bown	
  
Eric	
  Boyer	
  
Jonas	
  Braasch	
  
Cameron	
  Britt	
  
Carolina	
  Brum	
  Medeiros	
  
Nicholas	
  Bryan	
  
Ivica	
  Bukvic	
  
Christopher	
  Burns	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

C	
  

Andres	
  Cabrera	
  
Emilios	
  Cambouropoulos	
  
Antonio	
  Camurri	
  
Joanne	
  Cannon	
  
Michael	
  Casey	
  
Hongchan	
  Choi	
  
Kameron	
  Christopher	
  
Ching-‐Hua	
  Chuan	
  
Alexis	
  Clay	
  
Nuno	
  Correia	
  
Alain	
  Crevoisier

D	
  

	
  	
  

Luke	
  Dahl	
  
Palle	
  Dahlstedt	
  
Alberto	
  de	
  Campo	
  
Mariska	
  de	
  Groot	
  
Stefano	
  Delle	
  Monache	
  
Matthias	
  Demoucron	
  
Dimitri	
  Diakopoulos	
  
Teresa	
  Dillon	
  
Marco	
  Donnarumma	
  
Paul	
  Doornbusch	
  
Gershon	
  Dublon	
  
Nicolas	
  d’Alessandro	
  

E	
  

Jose	
  Echeveste	
  
Peter	
  Edwards	
  
Arne	
  Eigenfeldt	
  
Tom	
  Erbe	
  
Philippe	
  Esling	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

F	
  

H	
  

G	
  

J	
  

Carl	
  Faia	
  
Nicolas	
  Farrugia	
  
Sarah	
  Fdili	
  Alaoui	
  
John	
  Robert	
  Ferguson	
  
Sam	
  Ferguson	
  
Lionel	
  Feugère	
  
Federico	
  Fontana	
  
Jonathan	
  Forsyth	
  
Jules	
  Françoise	
  
Heather	
  Frasch	
  
Jason	
  Freeman	
  
Andrew	
  Cavan	
  Fyans	
  
Will	
  Gallia	
  
Jérémie	
  Garcia	
  
Leslie	
  Garcia	
  
Susanna	
  Garcia	
  
Thomas	
  Gardner	
  
Jason	
  Geistweidt	
  
Steven	
  Gelineck	
  
David	
  Gerhard	
  
Émilien	
  Ghomi	
  
Nicholas	
  Gillian	
  
Marco	
  Gillies	
  
Aron	
  Glennon	
  
Lyn	
  Goeringer	
  
Nan-‐Wei	
  Gong	
  
Fabien	
  Gouyon	
  
Mick	
  Grierson	
  
Michael	
  Gurevich

	
  

Rob	
  Hamilton	
  
Yoonchang	
  Han	
  
Louise	
  Harris	
  
Lauren	
  Hayes	
  
Jingyin	
  He	
  
Mara	
  Helmuth	
  
Tomas	
  Henriques	
  
Cyrille	
  Henry	
  
Darsha	
  Hewitt	
  
Bill	
  Hsu	
  
Daniel	
  Hug	
  
Javier	
  Jaimovich	
  
Elena	
  Jessop	
  
Bridget	
  Johnson	
  
Daniel	
  Jones	
  
Carles	
  F.	
  Julià	
  

K	
  

Martin	
  Kaltenbrunner	
  
Haruhiro	
  Katayose	
  
Chris	
  Kiefer	
  
Gerard	
  Jounghyun	
  Kim	
  
Bongjun	
  Kim	
  
Seunghun	
  Kim	
  
Mari	
  Kimura	
  
Shelly	
  Knotts	
  
Juraj	
  Kojs	
  
Mats	
  Küssner	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

L	
  

N	
  

S	
  

V	
  

Cathy	
  Lane	
  
Inkwon	
  Lee	
  
Jeong-‐seob	
  Lee	
  
Kyogu	
  Lee	
  
Hans	
  Leeuw	
  
Sebastian	
  Lexer	
  
Cort	
  Lippe	
  
Simon	
  Lui

Adam	
  Neal	
  
Kia	
  Ng	
  
Oriol	
  Nieto	
  
Kristian	
  Nymoen	
  

Diana	
  Salazar	
  
Ozan	
  Sarier	
  
Jan	
  Schacher	
  
Margaret	
  Schedel	
  
Andrew	
  Schloss	
  
Matthias	
  
Schneiderbanger	
  
Marlon	
  Schumacher	
  
Diemo	
  Schwarz	
  
Stefania	
  Serafin	
  
Xin	
  Wei	
  Sha	
  
Diana	
  Siwiak	
  
Tamara	
  Smyth	
  
Jeff	
  Snyder	
  
Da	
  Stewart	
  
Dan	
  Stowell	
  
Thomas	
  Svedström	
  

Owen	
  Vallis	
  
Doug	
  Van	
  Nort	
  
Alejandro	
  Van	
  Zandt-‐
Escobar	
  
Bill	
  Verplank	
  
Anja	
  Volk	
  
Gualtiero	
  Volpe	
  

T	
  

Y	
  

M	
  

	
  	
  

Esteban	
   Maestre	
  
Charlotte	
  Magnusson	
  
Joseph	
  Malloch	
  
Adnan	
  Marquez-‐Borbon	
  
Scott	
  Mc	
  Laughlin	
  
Chad	
  McKinney	
  
Alex	
  McLean	
  
Sebastian	
  Mealla	
  
Dave	
  Meckin	
  
Christos	
  Michalakos	
  
Parag	
  Mital	
  
Thomas	
  Mitchell	
  
Nicola	
  Montecchio	
  
Jim	
  Murphy	
  
Tim	
  Murray-‐Browne	
  
Michael	
  Musick	
  
Jascha	
  Narveson	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

O	
  

Reid	
  Oda	
  
David	
  Ogborn	
  
Miguel	
  Ortiz	
  
Gascia	
  Ouzounian	
  

P	
  

Irini	
  Papadimitriou	
  
Laurel	
  Pardue	
  
Martin	
  Parker	
  
Gaëtan	
  Parseihian	
  
Philippe	
  Pasquier	
  
Kevin	
  Patton	
  
Yaxu	
  Paxo	
  
Nils	
  Peters	
  
Lorah	
  Pierre	
  
Miller	
  Puckette	
  

R	
  

Rafael	
  Ramirez	
  
Nicolas	
  Rasamimanana	
  
Evan	
  Raskob	
  
Alain	
  Renaud	
  
Christophe	
  Rhodes	
  
Bruno	
  Ruviaro	
  
	
  

	
  

Hiroko	
  Terasawa	
  
Jean-‐Baptiste	
  Thiebaut	
  
Jim	
  Torresen	
  
Shawn	
  Trail	
  
Pierre	
  Alexandre	
  
Tremblay	
  
Jeffrey	
  Trevino	
  
Eldad	
  Tsabary	
  
George	
  Tzanetakis	
  
	
  

	
  

W	
  
Graham	
  Wakefield	
  
Anna	
  Weisling	
  
Valtteri	
  Wikström	
  
Lonce	
  Wyse	
  

X	
  

Anna	
  Xambó	
  
Xiao	
  Xiao	
  
Vanessa	
  Yaremchuk	
  
Matthew	
  Yee-‐King	
  
Tomoko	
   	
  Yonezawa	
  
Ji	
  Won	
  Yoon	
  

Z	
  

Mark	
  Zadel	
  
Bruno	
  Zamborlin	
  
Iannis	
  Zannos	
  
Victor	
  Zappi	
  
Mo	
  H.	
  Zareei	
  
Michael	
  Zbyszynski	
  
Iohannes	
  Zmoelnig	
  

Past NIMEs
	
  

NIME	
  2013:	
  KAIST,	
  Daejeon	
  +	
  Seoul,	
  South	
  Korea	
  
NIME	
  2012:	
  University	
  of	
  Michigan,	
  Ann	
  Arbor,	
  USA	
  
NIME	
  2011:	
  University	
  of	
  Oslo,	
  Oslo,	
  Norway	
  
NIME	
  2010:	
  University	
  of	
  Technology	
  Sydney,	
  Sydney,	
  Australia	
  
NIME	
  2009:	
  Carnegie	
  Mellon	
  University,	
  Pittsburgh,	
  USA	
  
NIME	
  2008:	
  Casa	
  Paganini,	
  Genoa,	
  Italy	
  
NIME	
  2007:	
  New	
  York	
  University,	
  New	
  York,	
  USA	
  
NIME	
  2006:	
  IRCAM	
  Centre	
  Pompidou,	
  Paris,	
  France	
  
NIME	
  2005:	
  University	
  of	
  British	
  Columbia,	
  Vancouver,	
  Canada	
  
NIME	
  2004:	
  Shizuoka	
  University	
  of	
  Art	
  and	
  Culture,	
  Hamamatsu,	
  Japan	
  
NIME	
  2003:	
  McGill	
  University,	
  Montreal,	
  Canada	
  
NIME	
  2002:	
  Media	
  Lab	
  Europe,	
  Dublin,	
  Ireland	
  
NIME	
  2001:	
  CHI	
  2001,	
  Seattle,	
  USA	
  

Keynotes
We	
   are	
   pleased	
   to	
   present	
   two	
   keynote	
   speakers,	
   both	
   accomplished	
   leaders	
   in	
   their	
   fields.	
   Hiroshi	
   Ishii	
   and	
  
Laetitia	
  Sonami	
  represent	
  scientific	
  and	
  musical	
  excellence,	
  respectively,	
  though	
  both	
  individuals	
  are	
  innovators	
  
renowned	
   for	
   pushing	
   beyond	
   conventional	
   disciplinary	
   boundaries.	
   The	
   choice	
   of	
   these	
   two	
   speakers	
   reflects	
  
the	
   value	
   we	
   place	
   on	
   our	
   community’s	
   roots,	
   while	
   also	
   serving	
   to	
   highlight	
   the	
   relationship	
   of	
   NIME	
   to	
   the	
  
larger	
  research	
  and	
  artistic	
  communities.	
  Sonami	
  created	
  the	
  first	
  version	
  of	
  the	
  Lady’s	
  Glove	
  instrument	
  in	
  1991,	
  
long	
  before	
  “NIME”	
  was	
  a	
  concept;	
  this	
  work	
  has	
  influenced	
  countless	
  researchers	
  and	
  musicians	
  over	
  the	
  past	
  
two	
  decades,	
  and	
  today	
  one	
  finds	
  glove	
  controllers	
  in	
  use	
  in	
  pop	
  music	
  performance	
  and	
  receiving	
  wide	
  attention	
  
in	
  the	
  general	
  press.	
  Ishii’s	
  pioneering	
  work	
  on	
  tangible	
  interfaces—both	
  musical	
  and	
  non-‐musical—has	
  directly	
  
informed	
   many	
   projects	
   in	
   our	
   community	
   over	
   the	
   years;	
   today,	
   the	
   work	
   of	
   Ishii	
   and	
   others	
   in	
   the	
   broader	
  
community	
  of	
  human-‐computer	
  interaction	
  researchers	
  inspires	
  us	
  with	
  new	
  perspectives	
  on	
  what	
  interactions	
  
between	
  people	
  and	
  technology	
  might	
  mean,	
  and	
  new	
  visions	
  for	
  what	
  they	
  might	
  become.	
  

	
  

Scientific	
  Keynote	
  by	
  HIROSHI	
  ISHII	
  
Tangible	
   Media	
   focuses	
   upon	
   the	
   design	
   of	
   seamless	
   interfaces	
  
between	
   humans,	
   digital	
   information,	
   and	
   the	
   physical	
  
environment.	
   Hiroshi	
   Ishii,	
   a	
   Jerome	
   B.	
   Wiesner	
   Professor	
   of	
  
Media	
   Arts	
   and	
   Sciences,	
   joined	
   the	
   MIT	
   Media	
   Laboratory	
   in	
  
October	
   1995.	
   He	
   founded	
   the	
  Tangible	
   Media	
   Group	
  to	
   pursue	
   a	
  
new	
  vision	
  of	
  Human	
  Computer	
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Composer,	
   performer,	
   and	
   sound	
   installation	
   artist	
   Laetitia	
   Sonami	
   was	
   born	
   in	
  
France	
   and	
   settled	
   in	
   the	
   United	
   States	
   in	
   1975	
   to	
   pursue	
   her	
   interest	
   in	
   the	
  
emerging	
   field	
   of	
   electronic	
   music.	
   She	
   studied	
   with	
  Eliane	
   Radigue,	
  Joel	
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  Robert	
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  and	
  David	
   Behrman	
   Sonami’s	
   work	
   combines	
   text,	
   music	
  
and	
  “found	
  sound”	
  from	
  the	
  world,	
  in	
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  which	
  have	
  been	
  described	
  as	
  
“performance	
   novels.	
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   the	
  Lady’s	
   Glove,	
  is	
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   a	
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  of	
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  the	
  slightest	
  motion	
  of	
  her	
  enigmatic	
  dance:	
  with	
  
it	
  Sonami	
  can	
  create	
  performances	
  where	
  her	
  movements	
  can	
  shape	
  the	
  music	
  and	
  
in	
   some	
   instances	
   visual	
   environments.	
   The	
   Lady’s	
   Glove	
   has	
   become	
   a	
   fine	
  
instrument	
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  challenges	
  notions	
  of	
  technology	
  and	
  virtuosity.	
  Sonami’s	
  sound	
  
installations	
   combine	
   audio	
   and	
   kinetic	
   elements	
   embedded	
   in	
   ubiquitous	
   objects	
  
such	
   as	
   light	
   bulbs,	
   rubber	
   gloves,	
   bags	
   and	
   more	
   recently	
   toilet	
   plungers.	
   She	
  
collects	
   electrical	
   wire	
   and	
   embroids	
   them	
   in	
   walls.	
   Sonami	
   gives	
   extensive	
  
workshops	
   and	
   classes.	
   She	
   tries	
   to	
   familiarize	
   and	
   enthuse	
   students	
   to	
   adapting	
  
old	
  technologies	
  and	
  new	
  media	
  to	
  the	
  creative	
  process	
  and	
  thus	
  expand	
  their	
  field	
  
of	
  imagination	
  and	
  play.	
  Sonami	
  has	
  been	
  performing	
  in	
  numerous	
  festivals	
  across	
  
the	
   United	
   States,	
   Canada,	
   Europe,	
   Japan	
   and	
   China,	
   among	
   which	
   the	
   Ars	
   Electronica	
   Festival	
   in	
   Linz,	
   the	
   Bourges	
  
Music	
  Festival	
  in	
  France,	
  the	
  Sonambiente	
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  in	
  Berlin,	
  the	
  Interlink	
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  in	
  Japan,	
  Bang-‐on-‐a	
  Can,	
  The	
  Kitchen	
  
and	
  Other	
  Minds,	
  S.F.	
  Awards	
  include	
  the	
  Alpert	
  Award	
  in	
  the	
  Arts	
  (2002),	
  Foundation	
  for	
  Contemporary	
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Arts	
   Award	
   (2000),	
   the	
   Civitella	
   Ranieri	
   Fellowship	
   (2000),	
   Studio	
   Pass-‐Harvestworks	
   residency	
   (2001)	
   and	
   a	
   Creative	
  
Work	
   Fund	
   award	
   (2000)	
   for	
   a	
   collaboration	
   with	
   Nick	
   Bertoni	
   and	
   the	
   Tinkers	
   Workshop.	
   Sonami	
   lives	
   in	
   Oakland,	
  
California	
  and	
  is	
  guest	
  lecturer	
  at	
  the	
  San	
  Francisco	
  Art	
  Institute	
  and	
  the	
  Milton	
  Avery	
  MFA	
  program	
  at	
  Bard	
  College.	
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ABSTRACT

have. However, as such it also exerts a kind of gravitational pull because there is relatively little from within the
sub-disicpline that reflects on how the goals of, say, interaction designers and practice researchers may well differ,
despite their obvious overlap. The danger here is that practice researchers bring amateur interaction designs, rather
than capitalising on the distinct perspectives and insights
afforded by their mode of investigation.
This paper will make a particular argument for how knowledge claims can be situated for practice-led research, and
position this in interdisciplinary relation to the activities of
NIME. I will contextualise this by presenting two pieces of
work and suggesting how insights and experiences from the
lived texture of practice may usefully enrich the kinds of
discussion NIME is able to have about musicality.

To engage with questions of musicality is to invite into consideration a complex network of topics beyond the mechanics of soundful interaction with our interfaces. Drawing on
the work of Born, I sketch an outline of the reach of these
topics. I suggest that practice-led methods, by dint of focussing on the lived experience where many of these topics
converge, may be able to serve as a useful methodological ‘glue’ for NIME by helping stimulate useful agonistic
discussion on our objects of study, and map the untidy contours of contemporary practices. I contextualise this discussion by presenting two recently developed improvisation
systems and drawing from these some starting suggestions
for how attention to the grain of lived practice could usefully contribute to considerations for designers in terms of
the pursuit of musicality and the care required in considering performances in evaluation.

2.

Keywords
NIME, musicality, practice-led research, interdisciplinarity

1.

THE EVALUATIVE HORIZON

To confront questions of musicality is to move beyond a focus on technical systems and bring into consideration questions of context. Whilst the evaluative focus of many NIME
contributions has concentrated on these technical systems,
there is evidence of a willingness to expand the analytical frame. Stowell et al [23] consider the relative strength
of quantitive and qualitative methods, and develop usefully sensitive guidelines for when each may be appropriate.
O’Modhrain [17] retainins a focus on the technical artefact
but recognises the range of involved parties and the diversity
of perspectives that follow from this. She proposes that performance is the most appropriate focus for evaluation. Lai
and Boverman [15] draw on this to develop an approach to
evaluating audience experience.
Meanwhile, Gelineck and Serafin [11] develop another important extension to considering artefacts in isolation by acknowledging the diachronic nature of musical practice and
the shortcomings of evaluation through first impressions
(something anticipated also in [17]). They develop a longitudinal study with a focus on evaluating a system when
integrated into ‘real world scenarios’. Johnston [14] develops a different perspective on what the goals of evaluation
studies might be in the context of his practice-led research
and tries to assess the extent to which interfaces act as
provocations to creative action.
Each of these studies widens the analytical frame but retains the technical artefact at the centre, which is perfectly
appropriate if this is the primary outcome of research. But
to consider musicality is to invite an greater broadening
of focus. This breadth has been systemically mapped by
Born’s [5] outline of a programme for an interdisciplinary
musicology that encompasses four topics:

INTRODUCTION
“If our goal is musical expression we have to
move beyond designing technical systems.” [25]1

So stated Michel Waisvisz in the guiding text for a panel
discussion at NIME 2006. My purpose in this paper is to
outline a way in which I think practice-led methods can
be helpful to NIME in moving beyond technical concerns
and developing a firmer, more nuanced grasp on complex,
vexatious questions of musicality.
The proposal is neither a call for wholesale revision of
NIME’s outlook or methods, nor is it a prescription for the
only appropriate manner in which to approach practice-led
research in this area. Rather, this is suggested as a useful
way of complementing NIME’s already impressive achievements and of strengthening the kind of contribution that
practice-led researchers are able to make.
In live electronics, in particular, NIME has become something of a centre of gravity, as its proceedings represent the
closest thing to a specialist literature of technique that we
1

Many thanks to Marco Donnarumma for drawing my attention to this quotation
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sociality Born divides social aspects of music into four irreducible planes: the micro-social aspects of musical
action (1st) and associated ’imagined communities’
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(2nd), through to larger formations, such as the ways
in which music mediates relations of race, gender and
class (3rd) and is bound up in political and historical
currents (4th).

of compartmentalisation they achieve between what is research and what is practice also affords clarity about the
types of knowledge claim they are respectively concerned
with during each iteration.
However, such clean separation of concerns is not a given
for all practitioners. Barbara Bolt [4, 3] proposes a different approach, where the knowledge claims of practiceled research can lie in embracing the extent to which the
complexities of practice confound repeatability. By this account, supplementing our technological or musical outcomes
with reflections on how these complexities interacted with
the development of our work (Born’s framework may be a
useful mapping device here), allows us to develop a discourse
of shared observations about our conventions and practices
that may otherwise go unnoticed.
This describes a mechanism for valuable contribution to
NIME from scholars whose primary research focus is the
doing of music but that are otherwise engaged in a similar palette of activities to those engaged in more artefactcentred projects. The potential of this type of contribution,
as I see it, is the possibility for a productively agonistic
type of interdisciplinary engagement [2] which allows to seriously and frankly, but convivially, ask questions of each
other’s conceptions about foundational aspects of NIME’s
areas of interest, such as musicality. This is borne from my
experience that interdisciplinary borrowings, such as signal
processing in the pursuit of music, can not necessarily be
characterised as the simple addition of one body of techniques to another (though sometimes they can), but can
be more like a convolutive mixture: elements of each could
be highlighted or suppressed. Consequently, the respective
‘handlings’ of the same materials by different researchers
with different questions in mind could generate wholly, productively distinct ways of understanding the same phenomena.
A paradigmatic example of work in this vein is John
Bowers’ ‘Improvising Machines’ [6]. Bowers impressively
manages to trace the textures of his practice such that the
various contingencies of social and technological forces are
accounted for in the way that they affected design and musical activity and gave rise to a set of practical priorities
that made clear the extent to which making and musicking
can be productively and performatively intertwined. In doing so, he brings forth a distinctive illustration of how he
has come to know his various technologies and is able to
articulate how this informs and is informed by the qualities
of his musicking.

temporality is likewise given four aspects. The first addressing the most immediate temporalities of musical
experience, through to the ways in which music refers
back to or anticipates other music (2nd), the currents
of genre formation and change (3rd) and the broader
epochs of musical history such as classicism, avantgardism and so forth (4th).
technology Born’s discussion focuses primarily on recording, but can comfortably incorporate the concerns with
instrumentality, interaction and so forth that serve as
focal points for NIME.
ontology Here Born incorporates a productively pluralist
stance on the diversity of conceptions of what music (or indeed musicality) is, and underscores the important point that ontologies have a formative role in
structuring the direction and priorities of researchers.
Born’s motivation here is to allow for the development of
perspectives that afford richer discussion of cultural activity than can be achieved by oppositional dualisms between
music as a social formation or music as a sensuous experience. One reduces music to games of social positioning, the
other to texts, sounds or technologies. Considering musical
expression, then, entails admitting in to the discussion some
consideration of aesthetics that avoids reduction or determinism. This is noted by Gurevich and Treviño [12], who
are critical of a tendency within NIME to reduce musical
expression to a framework of text and act, instead proposing
a more ecological understanding (see also [26]).
The reach of the questions raised by such broad considerations exceeds the scope of NIME and, indeed, of any
single discipline. What I wish to discuss here is whether,
and how, practice-led methods might bring to NIME’s discourse insights and perspectives that help to develop further
an approach to musicality that is responsive to the manifest
complexities of the topic.

3.

PRACTICE-LED RESEARCH

Practice-led methodologies have received a deal of attention in recent decades as an effort has been undertaken to
formalise the nature and protocols of artistic research in
the academy [22, 1]. However, there has been less discussion of this with reference to musical scholarship, despite
the longstanding academic presence of musical practitionerresearchers, and even less within the electronic music subdisciplines2 .
One exception comes from Brown and Sorensen [8] who
cast the relationship between their live-coding practice and
research activities in iterative terms: periods of research
activity produce findings and artefacts that can then be
mobilised in episodes of musical practice and subjected to
evaluation that then influences the direction of further research. This account raises a number of good points. Like
O’Modhrain, the authors usefully acknowledge that any evaluation of the results of musical practice-led research speaks
to a range of audiences with distinct evaluative criteria.
They also go into detail about the approaches they take
to assessing the aesthetic value of their work. The degree

4.

TWO EXAMPLES

In order to provide some context and make this discussion
more concrete, I wish briefly to present two examples of my
work. I shall give an overview of their operational details
before drawing out some strands that illustrate the sorts of
issue that these sorts of observation of practice can afford.

4.1

And Now For Some Music

And Now For Some Music is a piece for a single improvising player with miniature microphone and infra-instruments
[7]. The software is implemented in Max and ‘listens’ to the
microphone on the basis of a very simple musical model that
divides sound in to two classes: pitched and noisy, using a
PSOLA [27] scheme from IRCAM’s FTM framework [20].
One layer of the electronics is an immediate extension of
the player’s gestures, and can therefore be thought of in
quasi-instrumental terms. The player’s sounds are deconstructed into atoms of pitched and noisy material and reassembled, but in an errant way. Pitched material is drawn
out beyond its original duration, and quantised in frequency,

2
Which may well be due, in part, to the somewhat distinct relationship with academia that music has had vis-avis other artistic practices
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Figure 2: And Now For Some Music typical performance ecology

Speaker Distribution

rive an underlying tactus. Instead, irregular trains are produced by subjecting the incoming signal to extreme downsampling (a factor of hundreds or thousands, which dictates
the general time-scale of emerging sequence) and using a
long-term autocorrelation measure of the resulting signal to
produce a pulse-rate. These trains are by no means metrical, but do (generally / sometimes) have a musical timeliness about them appropriate to my improvised preferences.
The trains then control the articulation of the patch in various ways, most notably in controlling moments at which
certain variables are subject to change. Again, this disrupts
at tendency towards continual variation in the electronics in
an attempt to imbue a sense of rhythmicity and punctuation
at once linked, yet not bound, to my playing.
A further pitch tracker is employed, additional to the one
controlling the initial segmentation of the microphone input.
However, all it is used for is determining the quantity of
disagreement between the two feature extraction processes.
This measure of disagreement then controls various aspects
of the signal processes that may result in lesser or greater
senses of roughness or timbral disruption of the recirculated
material.
Although the software could be considered in isolation,
it is worth stressing that it was neither developed, nor ever
played in that way, not least because the sound world of the
resulting music is highly dependent on the materiality of
what goes into the microphone. Rather, it has always been
conceived as a component in what Bowers terms a ‘performance ecology’ [6]: some more heterogeneous coalition of
materials and circumstances.
Elements of this ecosystem have taken root over time.
Most particularly, in addition to an array of limited-interaction
sounding objects, I have take to having available a small
loudspeaker that reproduces the computer output additional
to any front-of-house reinforcement: the input to the system
can optionally be its own output, mediated by the speaker
cabinet and surrounding air (playing the bass port of a
speaker can be rewarding in this context). Furthermore,
the use of a small mixer has also become integral. Being
able to actively play the microphone gain, for instance, has
established itself as a key component of being musical with
system. Likewise, having a means of modulating the level
and composition of what emerges from the feedback speaker
affords a further dimension for play. As such, the piece is
conceived of as a terrain of possibilities that are, in naked
homage to Bowers, available for playful disruption.

Figure 1: And Now For Some Music signal flow
overview

to give it the character of an auto-tune process that pushes
back. At the same time, the threshold between pitchedness and noisiness is subject to continual adaptation, not
on the basis of trying to establish more ’truthful’ estimates
but simply of maintaining a longish-term equality between
the relative quantity of pitched and noisy segments. This
endows the system with a kind of resistance from a player’s
perspective: the production of particular effects is no longer
a matter just of the action at hand but is made deliberately
contingent on the qualities of what has gone before.
Meanwhile, the electronics contribute two further layers
that are more gesturally removed. Two recirculating textures are constructed from the noisy and pitched materials
respectively. New material is transformed and overdubbed
into the current texture, whilst short, looping snatches of
the textures are periodically written on top at arbitrary
points, so that we are left with constantly shifting and mutating recapitulations of prior moments. The articulation of
these textures in the final mix is derived from various control signals constructed, again, from the microphone input.
Rather than trying to infer specific qualities of the player’s
action through sophisticated feature extraction, these control signals tend to be based on cruder measures subjected
to some degree of transformation.
Amplitude envelopes of various speeds are generated, but
then interfered with in a variety of ways: buffered and radically resampled, or treated to pronounced non-linearities
like fold-over with low thresholds. The effect of these is
to interrupt continuity and a sense of conspicuous gestural legibility without disrupting entirely the possibility of
there being a phenomenological connection between what
the player and computer do.
Pulse tracks are generated that eschew the orthodox approach of using some measure of inter-onset intervals to de-
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4.2 Exchange. Value

Audio from Ableton Live

Exchange. Value(2012) is a piece for three laptoppists using the Ableton Live software. It was written for a laptop
trio with who I have been playing for some years. We generally use commercial controllers, with a cultivated lack of
attention to concerns of bodiliness, performativity or signal processing athleticism, preferring to use this a forum
for making music with the means immediately to hand. We
tend to share audio with each other over ADAT connections,
in the interests of stealing each other’s sounds and confusing ourselves and our audiences about who is doing what.
The impulse for what I developed here was to build upon
this interconnectedness and to indulge my own tendencies
towards despotism, whilst imposing as little restriction as
possible on the flexibility of controllers and musical process
available to the players.
The most noteworthy feature is that the electronics for
this piece don’t produce sound, but take it away. The primary signal processing at work is the targeted muting of
players, based on analyses of their sounds and actions (by
proxy, via MIDI events), and their relation to the other players. Each participant runs a Max For Live patch in their
Ableton session that performs these analyses, and will periodically mute the outputs of that player. This muting can
happen at different rates, with different musical effects: fast
chopping, slower articulations, and prolonged withdrawals,
or combinations of all three, as there is no attempt to explicitly synchronise the interventions of each player’s patch.
The primary metaphor for controlling when this muting
happens is that of a bucket filling. Each patch has an accumulator, and the rate at which this is filled is driven by the
analyses described above, which also determines the amount
of time the patch spends in mute-mode. Two factors affect
how quickly a bucket fills, all else being equal. One of these
is the player’s level relative to the overall level of the trio,
taken as a fraction of the overall maximum level in the preceding 5 second window. The other factor is based on analysis of audio and MIDI onsets. The ratio of these onsets
is subject to further analysis by measurement of its standard deviation over a sliding 25 second window. This tracks
the amount of variety the player is bringing to proceedings.
If this falls below a threshold, then the filling rate of the
bucket is affected proportionally. Players are able to also
manually adjust the sensitivity of their bucket or, of course,
opt-out entirely by disabling the object at any time. The
relative certainty of detecting MIDI onsets, it is worthwhile
to note, is counterbalanced by a purposely lightweight and
crude approach to detecting onsets that uses a simplified
version of the scheme presented in [13] to estimate signal
flux.
What happens when a muting cycle takes place is based
on an assessment of the relationship between a player’s levels of physical activity relative to the amount of audio activity. This is taken in terms of a ratio of audio to MIDI
onsets accumulated over a time window. This ratio, taken
at the time a bucket fills, determines which of three possible
rates muting takes place at: fast (semi-quaver-ish), medium
(crotchet-ish), slow (whole-bars). The mapping is not linear
with respect to the audio midi ratio, as this would encourage
gaming the patch. Rather, lots of relative MIDI activity3
will yield medium muting, so that short bursts of rapidly
changing textures might emerge. Little MIDI activity will
yield fast muting, so the computer takes over the role of articulator, in a sense. The slow mutes happen when there is

MIDI Events

Audio from co-players

audio analysis
audio analysis

muting

*
Control signal
Stereo audio signal

Audio out

Figure 3: Sceheme for each player’s patch in Exchange. Value

a middle of the road audio-MIDI relationship on the—quite
groundless—assumption that this is the most boring kind
of material. A future embellishment will be to make this
more sophisticated by nesting time scales within a cycle in
more complex ways.
The muting is also subject to a rhythmic patterning, so
as to make it less monotonic. These patterns are generated on the basis of the patterning of the detected onsets
from the other two players by using a Schillinger-inspired
method to generate a new rhythm from these two seeds.
This can, contingent upon a variety of factors, produce
rhythmic behaviours that feel musically congruent with the
overall sound, but is equally apt to produce surprising results.
The measured MIDI activity is also used to set the tempo
of Live’s clock, using a simple scheme from [18]. This is
done as an alternative to having all clocks synced to one
master clock, which can bring a lack of flexibility, or just
having all players running free. By linking the tempo to
inferred physical activity, the possibility (but by no means
certainty) exists that the resulting sonic flow could tie itself
to the physical rhythmicity of the player and that a common groove could emerge between each sequencer. This is
implemented in such a way that the player is still able to
manually intervene and set the clock themselves, so that,
again, opt-out is possible.

5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Designing and Wayfinding
In both pieces, the process of development was guided by an
exploratory attitude where the endpoint was not something
established in advance of commencing work, but emerged
through the process of making, and remains somewhat contingent insofar as the systems are liable to further modification and development if that seems attractive. In this
sense they depart somewhat with the notion of design being
geared towards the implementation of a set of known, preexisting requirements and have more in common with what
Tim Ingold calls ’wayfinding’, whereby a terrain is explored
intuitively and attentively. Similarly, it chimes with Bolt’s
characterisation of practice as something proceeding from
the unknown to the known. As an outlook and orientation,
it also owes a good deal towards the improvisatory nature
of the musicking that I seek to do with these systems; these
are not names for works in any strong sense so much as
labels for territories.

3
MIDI activity is derived from Note On events, and CC
changes. De-bouncing is used to filter out rapid repetitions
of CCs within a single gesture.
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Particular technical decisions, then, were guided less by
a process of modular, cleanly decoupled development and
more by a processes of looking for (more) musicality. One
way of characterising this might be by analogy to the way
David Sudnow [24] describes ‘grabbing’ for music in his account of developing a skilled be-bop practice with the piano.
This pertains, in particular, to teasing out the musicality of
longer-term dynamic interactions with these systems: one
thing that characterised my working process when I started
trying to design these things was to not to leave sufficient
time for programmatic changes to bed-in to my playing
based, I believe, on an unquestioned assumption that the
musicality (or not) of the results rested on the strength of
the algorithm. This always gave development something of
a fidgety character of too-quick cycles between playing and
tweaking.
However, what distinguishes the current forms of And
Now For Some Music and Exchange. Value has been a
gradual assumption of greater responsibility for my playing
in the musicality (or not) of the results. Besides helping me
develop less haste in development, I find I have also become
less anxiously goal driven in the kinds of processing, for
instance, that I design and err increasingly often towards
Bowers’ dictum of ‘crude but generally useable’ solutions
[6]. Furthermore, I have found that less and less of what I
do is orientated towards modelling. Whilst it was one thing
to derive interesting short-term signal features from some
reasonably informed model of the mechanics at work, when
it came to longer musical time-scales the corollary seemed
to be to model musicality, which seemed not only like a
tall order, but also generated such constrains as to militate
against musicality rather than encourage it, as I left myself
nowhere to go in play. This tallies with recent warnings by
both Linson [16] and Poepel [19] about the perils of overformalising or constraining one’s musical interface.
So it is that the various mechanisms described above, such
as that for deriving pulse in And Now For Some Music, are
based on schemes that might work as imagined, some of the
time, but are not brittle with respect to unexpected input
and tend, in their own ways, to bestow on the software its
own wayfinding-like behaviour, in favour of predictable or
repeatable contributions.
Beyond the details of my own experiences and proclivities, however, a more general question is raised about the
transition or relationship between designing and practising
(in the conventional musical sense). How do people manage the business of discovering and cultivating musicality
on systems that are available to perpetual modification and
tweaking? Is it just a matter of self-discipline? Are we even
sure what skills it is that we’re practising at any given moment? Very little seems to have been written about how
this process is navigated specifically by maker-musicians,
although the subject is broached in effect by Collins [9]
who considers possible practising techniques for live coders,
who of course integrate the making into the musicking.
However, a broader discussion of the breadth of practitioners approaches to this developed from situated accounts
of practice—many of which will have much to recommend
them over my own sometimes neurotic working patterns—
seem like a worthwhile thing to bring into NIME’s purview
in the interests of developing new coping strategies to accompany new interfaces.

into the texture of one’s various activities and relationships.
Co-dwelling with my instruments and systems invites a
slightly different perspective on the central role of performance as a site of evaluation that we saw in section 2,
insofar as performances are not singular, focal points but
rather periodic, albeit critical moments in the texture of
one’s practice. Introducing consideration of this sense of
livedness can, I believe, usefully supplement a concern with
liveness by attracting our collective attention to formative
aspects of musicality that may otherwise fall between the
cracks of focussing on works, instruments or performances
as discrete outcomes.
In particular, I see this as a way of usefully correcting a
temptation to treat ‘performance’ in the abstract, without
due attention to the many social and material contingencies
that can have a profound impact not just on the way that
music is made but also on the way it is received. There
are many types of gathering and ritual that we are happy
to group together as ‘performance’, and the various conventions that give these their character are by no means
coincidental to the way that musicality is perceived and assessed.
There are two principal risks that arise from not taking
this variety into account. First is a tendency to homogenise
conceptions of what performance consists of or what may
be desirable. To the extent that these conceptions can feed
into design assumptions for makers of interfaces, this could
interfere with making interfaces that are sensitively targeted
to particular types of performance context, or for being able
to communicate clearly and effectively with the community
about the worth of specialist approaches. In other words:
an assessment of musical suitability necessarily entails a detailed engagement with the aesthetic priorities at work in
context. Second, to insist on performance as a preferable
site of evaluation without considering the enormous range
of things that this can mean, particularly given perspectives like those of Small [21] and Frith [10], can result in
over-idealising some notion of performance in relation to,
say, recordings (as Born is critical of Auslander for doing
[5]) which in turn blocks off ranges of perfectly legitimate
practice from consideration.
In this sense, the addition of situated, practice-led discourses to NIME can help by more accurately mapping the
contemporary performance-scape, albeit at the cost of some
certainty of operating assumptions. At a minimum, we need
a considerably more developed vocabulary for describing the
range and grain of current practices. More desirable would
be to be able to meaningfully communicate about the ways
in which particular approaches to technology, and particular types of social gathering relate to and inflect the conduct
of particular ways of being musical.

6.

CONCLUSION

These are opening thoughts on an approach to practice-led
methods may contribute helpfully to NIME by affording
richer and more sophisticated understandings of musicality
in context. Nevertheless, I believe that they have a degree
of promise. I have suggested that practice-led researchers—
who I take to form part of the NIME community—can bring
valuable insights, complementary to the technical focus of
interaction designers. I focused in particular on how such
insights might relate to the grain of lived experience with
respect to technological work and to performing.
Obviously, there is much to be developed. Priorities for
immediate future research in this area involve considering
specific methodologies geared at co-practice and at ways of
eroding the residual cultural barrier to wider participation

5.2 Livedness
Navigating such folds, such as those between designing and
practising, emphasises the extent to which the concerns of
practice are diachronic and, as such, lived. To do music in
any capacity is to integrate a set of habits and proclivities
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presented by the institutional boundary. My aim here is
to facilitate richer exchange between musical practice-led
researchers and allied colleagues by promoting discussion
around the development of richer methodologies within the
sub-discipline.
A guiding idea is that much of this hinges on communication and that there may be value in reflecting on the communicative tactics employed by musicians more generally
as possible blueprints for more formally developed methods. For instance, if musicians play together as a means
of communication—to learn about each other—then can
this be formalised as a practice-research method? Similarly, what might we learn about each other by engaging
in the kinds of exchanges of musical material that characterise interactions between practitioners more generally, or
by drawing more explicitly on the broad range of cultural
contexts outwith the university that our work takes us to?
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ABSTRACT

to make the walls of a room into loudspeakers so as to give the
impression of the listener being immersed in their domestic ‘hifi’. Rolen Star transducers can be screwed into materials or
bolted on. Rainforest performers today (and there have been a
proliferation of revisitings of this series in recent festivals) have
a number of transducer/audio actuators to explore including the
Dayton NXT, Mighty Dwarf and, for low bass emphasis,
ButtKickers, amongst others.

This paper outlines a concept of hybrid resonant assemblages,
combinations of varied materials excited by sound transducers,
feeding back to themselves via digital signal processing. We ground
our concept as an extension of work by David Tudor, Nicolas Collins
and Bowers and Archer [NIME 2005] and draw on a variety of
critical perspectives in the social sciences and philosophy to explore
such assemblages as an alternative to more familiar ideas of
instruments and interfaces. We lay out a conceptual framework for
the exploration of hybrid resonant assemblages and describe how we
have approached implementing them. Our performance experience is
presented and implications for future work are discussed. In the light
of our work, we urge a reconsideration of the implicit norms of
performance which underlie much research in NIME. In particular,
drawing on the philosophical work of Jean-Luc Nancy, we commend
a wider notion of touch that also recognises the performative value of
withholding contact.

Keywords
Hybrid resonant assemblages, performance, touch, instrumentality,
infra-instruments, speaker-objects.

1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Rainforest I block diagram: sound sources are
played via transducers into speaker objects which heard
front of house via attached contact microphones, eight such
objects is the typical number.

In this paper we present an initial exploration of hybrid
resonant assemblages, describe some of our design and
performance experience working with this concept, and discuss
its potential implications for a number of issues of relevance to
New Interfaces for Musical Expression. In particular, we show
how our work casts a critical light on the primacy often
accorded touch in the design of musical interfaces. Our concept
of hybrid resonant assemblages has a number of sources of
inspiration, some drawn from work in music, some drawn from
the social sciences, some drawn from philosophy. Let us
introduce these in turn.

1.1 David Tudor and Rainforest
Famously, David Tudor explored resonant ‘speaker objects’ in
a number of works, most particularly the Rainforest series of
compositions/installations (1968-). In these pieces, a transducer
is attached to a selected object or material and driven by a
sound source. Tudor typically used Rolen Star transducers
which were initially marketed in the 1960s as enabling the user
Figure 2: Rainforest I in rehearsal at the Rambert Dance
Studios (2009), assorted speaker objects (plastic bin, slinky,
wooden box, panettone tin, metal rolling pin, copper sheet,
plastic mixing bowl, grille).

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not
made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

One of the authors (JB) extensively worked with Tudor’s
techniques in collaboration with the Rambert Dance Company
in their 2009-11 revival of Merce Cunningham’s RainForest
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reconstructed violin from Bowers’ Atonement for Violin
Quartet). Naturally, such constructions/de(con)structions do not
have the functional capability of a sensor-augmented cello (to
cite a hyper-instrument ‘classic’ [5]) but their restricted sonic
capabilities and material aesthetic may be just right in other
performance contexts.

(1968), Tudor’s music to this comprising the first in his
Rainforest series, as well as in a 2009 realisation of Rainforest
IV, a large-scale, multi-participant, installation variant. This
experience prompted us to investigate extensions of Tudor’s
ideas.

1.2 Nicolas Collins and Pea Soup
As originally realised in 1974, Collins’ Pea Soup employed an
amplitude envelope follower to vary phase delay in an allanalogue feedback circuit between microphone(s) and
loudspeaker(s). Omni-directional microphones pick up the
sounds in the performance space. As these sounds increase in
amplitude, so the phase delay on them is increased before they
are amplified back into the performance space. Collins intended
this variation of phase delay to mimic the effect of manually
placing a microphone near a loudspeaker and withdrawing it, so
as to obtain a self-modifying feedback circuit with modes
unique to each performance architecture and sensitive to the
movement of performers or audience or, on occasion, disturbed
by the contributions of an instrumental player.

Figure 4: Infra-instruments in the life-cycle of instruments.
In a related spirit, through a critical engagement with
anthropology, archeology, architecture and various other
disciplines, Ingold [e.g. 4] has done much to reemphasise the
importance of ‘following the materials’ in creative work.
Ingold’s work is replete with examples of ‘makers’ of all sorts
incrementally interrogating materials, working up artefacts into
a (relatively, provisionally) finalised form in a give-and-take of
action and response. Ingold contrasts this to-ing and fro-ing
with the alleged ‘hylo-morphism’ that is often supposed to
underlie creative work as the creator imposes a pre-formed idea
onto the yet-to-be-formed materials. Often, however, we are
just presented with ready-made objects without access to the
means by which they were produced because, say, they are part
of an archeological record or they are part of an industrial
production process we cannot inspect. In contrast, for Ingold,
we should turn from objects to ‘things’. Drawing on
Heidegger’s essay The Thing, Ingold [4, p85] argues that the
object is “complete in itself… We may look at it or even touch
it, but we cannot join with it in the process of its formation…
But if objects are against us, things are with us. Every thing, for
Heidegger, is a coming together of materials in movement. To
touch it, or observe it, is to bring [ourselves] into affective
correspondence with… its constituent materials.” It is often
remarked that the etymology of the word thing lies in ‘ting’
meaning a gathering or an assembly. Ingold [4, p85]: “To
witness a thing is not to be locked out but to be invited in to the
gathering”.
We are interested in pursuing this idea of thinghood to see if
a musical performance setting (our gatherings) and instruments
within it could have some of these qualities. Rather than work
with pre-formed instrument-objects, we want to explore infrainstrument-things: assemblies or assemblages (cf. Deleuze and
Guattari [3]) of materials-in-movement/resonance whose
material formation/deformation is in play in the performance
itself.

Figure 3: Nicolas Collins’ Pea Soup functional diagram.
Revisions of Pea Soup in the period 2002-11 have explored
the use of digital technologies to perform envelope following
and modulate phase delay. Collins’ current Max/MSP patch for
Pea Soup contains lots of performance refinements including
support for three channels, input limiting and equalization, an
FFT based filter which can duck current feedback frequencies
so as to excite new modes. As we shall shortly make clear, an
important component of our work is to combine Tudor’s
interest in speaker objects with Collins’ concern to put a selfmodulating delay in the feedback loop to excite resonances.

1.3 Infra-Instruments, Objects, Things and
Assemblages
In NIME 2005, Bowers and Archer [1] outlined a concept of
infra-instruments as an alternative to hyper-, cyber- and metainstruments. While hyper- and the rest seek to add functionality
to an instrument (e.g. through sensor augmentation), an infrainstrument is something simpler, restricted in functionality,
shantily built, closer to its materials of construction. Bowers
and Archer was an early attempt to bring some of the makerhacker spirit to NIME as well as critically and playfully
questioning what the NIME design space should be.
Developing the account in the 2005 paper, we can situate infrainstruments at a number of key moments in what we can think
of as the lifecycle of instruments (see Figure 4).
Infra-instruments exist at the interstices between raw
materials and instruments (cf. as depicted, The Strandline
Guitar [1] made from material scavenged from the ‘strandline’,
where the tide deposits materials at the sea shore), and between
instruments and garbage (cf. as depicted, a broken and partially

2. HYBRID RESONANT ASSEMBLAGES
This is the musical, social scientific, philosophical and critical
background to our notion of hybrid resonant assemblage. To be
more specific, we see such ‘things’ in terms of five critical
features.
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transducer and pickup attached to a single speaker object) to
allow more varied transient combinations.
• Free materials. These are other materials brought to the scene
to resonate, rattle or otherwise respond – driven by Tudorian
sounding-elements.
• Processing in the loop. Our Tudorian microphones are preamplified and sent via a multi-channel ADC to a laptop.
There the digitized signals are processed before being sent to
the DAC and on to the Tudorian sounding-elements. We have
experimented with a variety of digital signal processing
algorithms in the loop (various filters, equalizers, spectral
FFT manipulations, versions of classic ‘stomp box’ style
processing such as chorusing and distortion) and, while this is
a wide-open area for experimentation, we have tended to
focus on delays and phase-delays which vary as a function of
input amplitude in the style of Collins. In addition, we have
designed an adaptive ‘super-limiter’ which disciplines
extremes of amplitude variation and, as a byproduct, helps
avoid the sound getting trapped in uninteresting continuous
unvarying feedback pitches. All digital signal processing
experimentation has been conducted using Pure Data.
• Mixing and front of house. Our assemblages tend to make a
clear acoustic sound without further amplification. However,
for performances in concert halls and more flexibility, one
can experiment with different mixer-routings and varied
selections for what goes ‘front of house’ (FOH). This again is
an area for wide experimentation. The loop through the
assemblage/signal processing can be tapped at various stages:
direct from Tudorian mics, post-ADC, post-processing, and
so forth. Different mix matrices can exist for routing
Tudorian mics to ADC inputs, ADC inputs to processes,
processes to DAC outputs, DAC outputs to Tudorian
sounding-elements, taps to FOH channels. In addition,
conventional air microphones might be positioned to
reinforce the direct acoustic sound of the assemblage. These
can also add to the mix. In our work we have tended to
simplify the routings so that, for the most part, a feedback
loop is a single chain of 1:1 routings, and FOH is a mixture of
what is picked up by the Tudorian microphones reinforced by
one or two air microphones which do not get processed
further.

• Assemblages. We are concerned with things that are multipart, drawn together from a variety of materials and
structured loosely. Elements are commonly rested against one
another, rather than firmly fixed or bolted down.
• Hybrid. The material variety should cross between different
material ‘idioms’. We are interested in how light and sound
might interplay, how the electrical, the electronic and the
computational might interfere, and so forth. Much as in
Collins’ latest versions of Pea Soup, we are interested in how
the analogue and the digital might work together.
• Resonant. Naturally, as sound artists, we are interested in
specifically resonant assemblages but, furthermore, we want
to explore what might be called…
• Immanence – ways of making the self-generated resonances
of the assemblages we work with the most prominent
concern. In particular, through feedback, we explore
assemblages without a necessary ‘external’ sound source.
• Transience. The loose structuring of our assemblages means
that their construction/de(con)struction can be a performable
gesture. Indeed, more than this, we regard the making and
unmaking of a hybrid resonant assemblage the preferred arc
of performance. This emphasizes the transience of the
assemblage and the concern to allow, in Ingoldian terms, coinvitees to the gathering.

3. IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
As outlined, of course, our notion of hybrid resonant
assemblages allows for many, many different manifestations.
This openness is part of the point. However, in our explorations
we have worked with a more specific implementation
framework. This consists of five parts.
• Tudorian sounding-elements. Here we want to particularize
the David Tudor notion of a ‘speaker object’ and give it
potentially a finer grain. In our assemblages, transducers can
be attached to something relatively large and evocative of a
sound sculptural element as in Tudor’s work. But they can
also be attached to smaller things or be left free and manually
positioned. The point is to allow the performer to bring
resonant elements into contact with one another potentially ad
hoc. Thus, a transducer may be attached to a metal plate (say
3 inches square) but this plate may in turn be rested against a
membrane upon which a number of screws bounce around or
be placed edge on to another plate or a lump of wood or a tin
can or whatever. Except in the limiting case of a manually
held transducer, the bounds of a Tudorian sounding-element,
in our terms, is given by the extent of its rigid connection. We
have experimented with a variety of transducers to drive
materials in sounding-elements. We have found the Mighty
Dwarf to be most flexible and convenient for experimentation
as it integrates a USB-powered amplifier in a small footprint.
A wider range of frequency response can be had using
Dayton NXT transducers though these require a separate
power amp and a larger area of attachment.
• Tudorian microphones. Classically, in Tudor’s work, a
contact microphone (usually a brass and ceramic piezoelectric pickup) is placed on a speaker object so as to pick up
the sound source ‘filtered through’ the object. Again, we
wished to particularize and mobilize this notion by creating
Tudorian microphones in which the pickup is pre-attached to
a smaller manipulable element which can enter into
combination ad hoc with other elements in an assemblage.
We have also experimented with microphone elements (e.g.
electrets) suspended or cushioned in particular housings (e.g.
in a glass jar, against which sounding-elements might be
placed). In this sense, we are separating out what is rigidly
affixed in most performances of Rainforest (a single

4. MAKING AND PERFORMING A
HYBRID RESONANT ASSEMBLAGE
Over a period of a year up to the time of writing, we have
explored a great variety of materials and objects in different
kinds of assemblage. There is not space here to review all the
work we have done. Rather, in all this range of
experimentation, we are going to highlight just one trajectory of
development as (a) it concerns the assemblages we have most
performance experience with and (b) it manifests an approach
to the structuring of assemblages which we think might be
instructive.
We typically organise our assemblages around a base and a
superstructure. For the base, just to note a few examples, we
have experimented with wooden sheets, metal plates, drums
and drum-like membranes. Superstructural elements have
included tins, glass jars, wooden and cardboard boxes,
polystyrene beakers, rough cut lumps of wood, and, a particular
favourite, Petri dishes. The various elements have been more or
less loosely attached or adhered to each other by using tape,
string, fishing filament, glue, BlueTak, nails, wire or rested
against each other. Tiny objects like nuts and bolts, small
pieces of glass or plastics, electrical components, sand and so
forth might also be added.
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swing, turn and bump against each other as the base and wire
conduct vibration. Two piezo elements are enclosed in papiermaché to make Tudorian microphones which can be freely
applied to various points in the assemblage.
The assemblages in Figures 5 and 6 both permit a variety of
performance gestures as the assemblage itself can be
manipulated and the sound elements and microphones variably
deployed. The introduction of the wire and hanging elements in
Figure 6 explore a further degree of gentle structuring over the
‘pile’ of elements in Figure 5. While there are still materials
which can be freely moved and manipulated, there is also a
more relatively fixed structural component from which
elements can be attached. This approach to gently structuring
an assemblage is taken further in Figure 7.
In Figure 7 we see an assemblage with a thin plywood base, a
membrane angled so that its hoop frame makes contact at just
one point with the base, bent wire from which mobile elements
can be suspended, a variety of materials resting on the
membrane, Mighty Dwarf transducers (one attached to base,
one freely deployable – at the moment at the rear of the
assemblage). Both the base and the membrane are Tudorian
microphones and other, variably enclosed and attached piezo
elements can be deployed.

Figure 5: Two views of a hybrid resonant assemblage.
In Figure 5, we see an assemblage with a plywood base
(cushioned from the table-top with four BluTak ‘legs’, unseen,
below) and a superstructure of a tin and a number of Petri
dishes. Both the tin and the base are Tudorian sounding
elements (in the sense described above) through the attachment
of Mighty Dwarf transducers. A piezo element is attached to
one of the Petri dishes and an electret capsule is to be found
within an inverted drinking glass, comprising the assemblage’s
two Tudorian microphones.

Figure 7: A complex hybrid resonant assemblage.
As such Figure 7 manifests an assemblage with a variety of
structuring principles in play. There is a (relatively fixed) base
and a (relatively manipulable) superstructure and a frame from
which mobile elements can be suspended. There are variable
forms of attachement/adherence (from resting to rigid). There
are variable regions of contact (from point-touching to edge
and surface-sharing).

5. Performing Hybrid Resonant
Assemblages

Figure 6: A hybrid resonant assemblage with wire frame,
layered base and papier-maché enclosed Tudorian mics.

In a significant sense, performing (with) hybrid resonant
assemblages starts with, and in part consists of, their making
[cf. 1.3]. This puts emphasis on performance as a process of
creating transient, ephemeral situations in contrast to
performing a work with pre-existing instruments or interfaces.
It becomes a performance choice, and so one which can in
principle vary between performers, whether making first
happens on stage before an audience (at one extreme) or as a
long careful durational activity without an audience in the

Figure 6 shows another assemblage. This one has a layered
base of two large sheets of wood with a centimeter gap between
them, a plywood sheet on top, and on that an embroidery hoop
holding cotton fabric to make a loose membrane, upon which is
placed a transducer. A wire roughly bent above enables Petri
dishes to be attached by mono-filament nylon so that they can
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least as long as to let a new sonic behaviour emerge (see Figure
8). Slowly, then, one begins to explore the different tactile
qualities of the materials anew.
From an audience’s point of view, the performer’s conduct
may not only engender a curiosity as to how the sound is being
created but cause a tension as the performer distances and
approaches or half-reaches to the assemblage and then stops.
Generally, our performances have had a slow pace which some
audience members have found, pleasingly, to be enigmatic,
tension filled and always on the edge of failure.

workshop or studio (at the other). Even when aiming for the
former, we have tended to engage in much prior
experimentation to determine a preferred strategy for
positioning Tudorian microphones and sounding elements and a
preferred palette of different sounding objects and materials
that are about to be assembled.
We tend to attach one of the loudspeaker-transducers and a
contact-microphone to the base to provide a vibrating
‘reservoir’ or ‘environment’ within which to investigate the
sound colours that are possible to achieve through
manipulating, positioning and assembling other materials and
objects. We also tend to set up ADC, DAC and FOH mixing
levels and gain structure so as to optimally accommodate a
variety of materials and manipulations of them. We pre-select
the kind of in-the-loop processing we are interested in
exploring and again optimize its paramterisation to encourage a
variety of effects to be obtained. The intention here is to make
object and material manipulation and other actions with respect
to the emerging assemblage the focus and not working a mixer
or tweaking a patch.
Within this environment, the superstructural elements are
now put on the vibrating base and re-arranged in various ways.
The elements may be juxtaposed, tied together or thrown
loosely onto other objects. They may be moved or replaced
during a performance. The base may be lifted or transformed
with tools. It might occur that things fall to the floor, that the
assemblage dissolves due to vibration, and that single objects
are destroyed. The brittle Petri dishes we favour for their
occasional shrieking resonance and dynamic response are
especially vulnerable to shattering. From time to time, an
assemblage can be created which manifests a kind of supersensitivity with different touches in different locations enabling
different vibrational modes. On other occasions, an assemblage
will respond to pressing or squeezing two materials together to
facilitate the transmission of vibration between them.
The transience and occasional fragility of assemblages
encourages an orientation to performance, and indeed a
deportment of the performer’s body, which emphasizes care,
deliberation, attentive listening and judicious touching. This
form of auditory-tactile exploration makes for a notable
performance aesthetic which is often characterized by moments
of withholding and hesitating to touch the assemblage. We
found ourselves confronted with the need/demand to listen to
the assemblage and to experience the phenomenon of touch as
part of musical expression in a novel way. Beyond considering
touch as the means by which physical force is transmitted to
actuate an instrument or as an expressive gesture, we rather
experienced touch as a matter of tension – in particular, a
tension between expressive and destructive potentialities.

6. DISCUSSION
Drawing on a variety of influences from music, critical studies
of material culture and philosophy, we have offered the notion
of a hybrid resonant assemblage as an affair to investigate for
sonic and performance potentiality. Hybrid resonant
assemblages are transient, manipulable combinations of varied
materials, some of which have the form of (Tudorian)
microphones or pseudo-loudspeakers. Together they make up
an assemblage which can be made and unmade as a
performable affair. We have investigated assemblages which
are ‘immanent’ in that carefully configured feedback loops
allow sounds to emerge without any further source. Combining
our inspiration from David Tudor with Nicolas Collins, we
have investigated assemblages which have (digital) processing
in the feedback loop to create a variety of autonomously
varying sonic behaviours. We have outlined an implementation
framework for hybrid resonant assemblages which permits
one’s thinking about them to be requisitely organized without
eliminating considerable scope for creativity within the
concept. We have sketched how our own explorations have
been guided by simple ‘structural’ distinctions between base
and superstructure. We have given an account of our
performance experience with assemblages and, in particular,
how this has caused us to rethink and expand our vocabulary of
touch in performance to recognise, amongst other matters, how
the withholding of touch can both enable an assemblage to
sonically evolve and for a certain palpable tension to appear in
performance.

6.1 Assemblages, Struktion, Things
Alongside some of the other philosophical and aesthetic
forebears of our notion of assemblage (notably Deleuze and
Guattari), it is worth noting Jean-Luc Nancy’s concept of
Struktion. Nancy draws attention to the etymological fact that
many of our English words related to ‘structure’ derive from
the Latin word struo meaning to pile something up
hapharzardly. The neologism of Struktion is an attempt to keep
the etymological echo alive and to denote a process rather than
an object. So instead of a construction plan or list of
instructions, the concept of hybrid resonant assemblages is the
paradoxical attempt to (un-) create something with no firmly
fixed order, or mode or principle of organization. Instead,
emphasis lies on the contingent co-presence of parts that are not
absorbed or subsumed in an integrated entity or object.
Everything is at once and together, not juxtaposed one after
another, without linearity or (final) cause and (resultant) effects
– as, indeed, feedback insists it should be. While we might
orient ourselves with ideas of base and superstructure, this is as
far as it goes.
The transience of an assemblage and the challenge of
researching (perhaps before an audience) different materials,
combinations and sonic potentialities creates a very different
performance situation and sense of instrument than if a
‘structure’ was actuated by gestural force. It is through this that
we try and honour Ingold’s [4] Heideggerian concern for
‘things’ and creating ‘gatherings’ of ‘co-invitees’. Rather than

Figure 8: Performing with a hybrid resonant assemblage
depicting stages of tension, withholding touch, and contact.
Our experience with hybrid resonant assemblages has added
to our performance vocabulary in a number of ways. Naturally,
we anticipated making the act of constructing and manipulating
such an assemblage part of our performances with them.
Indeed, that was our whole motivation. It has been more of a
discovery though that different forms of touch/touching need to
be considered in performance including the most important
possibility of ‘non-touch’, of withholding and letting be, for at
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6.3 Rethinking Instruments

objects-manifesting-structure, our hybrid resonant assemblages
are things-undergoing-Struktion.

It is in these complex fields of tension that we would like also
to rethink the notion of instrument. An artefact that we can
relate to haptically, that we can transmit energy to through
touch or gesture, that transduces this energy into sound (either
acoustically, electro-mechanically, electronically or digitally),
and that stays effectively rigid and maintains its structure in the
process is a limit case of instrumenthood – a particular way in
which the tensions of body, artefact and touch can be
articulated. But our investigations of hybrid resonant
assemblages have convinced us that there is a wider field of
instrumenthood and ‘instrumenting’, a field of Struktion as
much as construction, a field of things and gatherings rather
than objects and their demonstration [4], a field in which many
forms of touch can be mobilised, a field in which the body can
perform in very many ways. Much as Bowers and Archer [1]
wished to enlargen the design space of NIME with their notions
of infra-instrument, we wish to suggest possibilities which are
open to many forms of touching, many performance aesthetics,
and many new ways in which instrumenting and interfacing can
be done.

6.2 Rethinking Touch
The tension and uncertainty that is characteristic of our
minimalistic, less activity or gesture-oriented performance style
suggests that a wider notion of touch in the context of musical
interaction is worth considering. Nancy’s writings on touch
provide some more nuances that have resonance with our
performance experience. He writes colourfully of, e.g. ‘the
superlative movement of proximity’, of ‘stroking’ or ‘setting in
motion’ [6]. From this perspective, clashing objects against
each other or bumping the assemblage in a heavily physical and
haptic manner appears as a very harsh form of touching that can
be contrasted with all the ways in which touch indexes
moments of tension between a body and an assemblage,
including those moments when contact is withheld.
Indeed, we would like to emphasize especially the
importance of withholding touch to certain minimalistic styles
of performance, especially when considering means of musical
expression that implement generative sound processes and
electro-acoustics that do not necessarily have to be excited by
the physical energy of touching – such as our assemblages and,
for that matter, Pea Soup and some realizations of Rainforest.
From this perspective, we support a broader notion of touch
that considers it to be a movement of the whole body in relation
and in tension with the things we perform with and that our
body is, in a sense, exposed to. Touch implies “a permanent
movement, an undulation […] an air of continual change […]
in contact with all that comes near and all that is approached”
[6]. The performance palette/vocabulary of touch as a
movement of “motion and emotion” [6] consequently also
includes the listener, the listening ‘sonorous’ body that
resonates to the sounds it is exposed to – comparable to the
resonant body of a drum [7]. So not to touch does not mean not
to perform. Referring to Nancy, Arno Böhler emphasizes that
“[…] touching always implies a moment of dispense; a
withdrawal; a step backward; a dance of difference; of
separation and ‘dis-dance’” [2].
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ABSTRACT

perceivable movement, lost in thought as they manipulate files
and patches” [14]. This is presented by some as a problem, and
work within the NIME community often attempts to bring to
the field a more traditional sense of performance and,
specifically, tangible gesture [10,15].
Such issues are exemplified through many instances in popular
music. The electronic duo Autechre are intensely active in their
performances, but choose to conceal themselves in darkness;
fellow electronica pioneer Aphex Twin performs DJ sets of his
own music, but draws from a collection of custom unreleased
tracks, sometimes hot off the press; the duo The Books play
guitar and cello over backing tracks of their studio-produced
work, accepting that they could not perform the intricate
electronic parts of the compositions live.
Cascone [5] contextualises the perceived problems of laptop
performances within the concert hall tradition, the political
economy of pop and the expectation of ‘spectacle’. Sitting
uncomfortably in this context, he proposes that laptop
musicians need to move away from spectacle and find their
own way to establish ‘aura’. It could be argued, from these and
other examples, that audiences have simply adapted to the
nature of liveness in electronic music. Audiences may perceive
the sonic activity itself as a type of performance, to be
exploited by experimental artists, as suggested by Stuart in his
notion of aural performativity [14]. They may simply not
conceive of energetically performing persons as part of the
experience of live music, a view advocated by artists such as
Francisco Lopez [11], who claims that the notion of the
performing artist is a hangover from past traditions. Yet despite
this, audiences appear to value the presence of the artist, ‘live’;
as Prior says, “‘aura’, far from disappearing, is alive and well in
attitudes to the immediacy and presence of the live performer”
[13].
In our view much contemporary electronic music practice does
involve a performer meaningfully controlling the music, often
not in a gestural, instrumental manner, yet otherwise true to a
notion of “musical performance”. The performer’s control may
be of more or less interest to different members of the audience.
Regardless, concerning perception of what is happening, laptop
performance is not as utterly opaque as some have implied
from the visual opacity of the performer’s actions. Information
about performance control can also be found in the audio itself.
An understanding of what performers do is growing among
listeners of emerging electronic subgenres, even when
performer actions are visually obscured. Performers in some
genres seem to purposefully foreground this liveness in the
audio itself.
We believe that instead of acknowledging these subtleties,
liveness in laptop performance is too easily cast in extremes:
the standard of instrumental performance versus the

Audiences of live laptop music have been known to express
dismay at the opacity of performer activity and question how
“live” such performances actually are. Yet motionless laptop
performers endure as a musical spectacle from clubs to concert
halls, suggesting that for many this is a non-issue.
Understanding these perceptions might help performers better
achieve their intentions, inform interface design within the
NIME field and help our understanding of what ‘liveness’
means in the context of new performance practices. To this end,
a study of listeners’ perception of liveness and performer
control in laptop performance was carried out, in which
listeners were presented with several short audio-only excerpts
of laptop performances and answered questions about their
perception of the performance: what they thought was
happening and its sense of liveness. The study suggests that
listeners naturally associate liveness with perceived performer
activity (such as improvisation and the audibility of gestures).
Listeners were also shown to be able to recognise generative
music processes,

Keywords
laptop performance, liveness

1. INTRODUCTION
Live laptop performance appears to be subject to an inherent
philosophical anxiety, stemming from its historical status as
deriving from, but being fundamentally different to, live
instrumental performance: the performer commands control
over a powerful, layered, mesh of sound, but as far as the
observer is concerned, they might as well be checking their
email. Whilst the recent proliferation of digital musical
interfaces has seen a resurgence of gestural performances with
digital instruments, many performers choose not to work
gesturally, having carved their niche in the meta-control of
machine-produced elements using standard computer
interfaces: clicking buttons, entering text, dragging-anddropping and so on. Embracing this approach, in the words of
Stuart, they “sit behind their screens with little or no
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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provide a definition of the less common term ‘generativity’:
“computer processes such as randomness for making melody or
beat patterns”.

performative shortcomings of the opaque laptopper. The reality
requires more study, along the lines of [6]. In this paper we
explore the idea that a person listening to an audio recording of
a laptop performance can make statements about liveness and
other qualities in the performance, and describe what they think
the performer might be doing. We do not claim that listeners
can necessarily infer the right answers (though they may do),
but that their perceptions can be revealing, and probably
ultimately influence how performers conceive of their
performances. We expect that listeners frequently make
informed guesses about performance activity and in doing so
manage to experience laptop performance not so differently
from other musical performances. The use of generative
elements and increasing audience awareness of such methods
further complicates considerations of liveness. While there has
been much discussion of where to attribute authorship when
generative elements are used, there has been little discussion of
how their use impacts perceptions of liveness.
We have conducted a survey and used the responses to examine
both listeners’ conceptualisations of liveness and their
perception of performer action, instrumentation, and
generativity. We present our findings and use them to develop a
more detailed understanding of liveness and the perception of
performance in laptop music.

3. Study
3.1 Related Work
Others have done studies of listening and perception, but there
remains an absence of empirical data on perceptions of laptop
performance. Gurevich and Fyans [9] undertook a related study
in which they showed subjects videos of performances using
gestural ‘DMIs’ (Digital Musical Instruments). Taking an
‘ecological’ approach in which performances are seen as
occurring within networks of relations, they considered the
effects of new technologies on creating new musical ecologies
and performance practices. They note that interacting with a
digital system through moving a slider requires fundamentally
different skills – often intellectual, as oppose to perceptualmotor – than interacting with a drum through striking it.
However, they are interested in how skill is perceived
predominantly through visual clues, and we would like to bring
a similar focus to the purely aural. In addition, while their study
involves electronic instruments, it does not examine the laptop
itself as an instrument.
Bergsland and Tone [4] presented a vocal performance to two
groups of students, one of which was blindfolded. Whilst the
seeing group focused more on the performer's actions and
technologies used in the performance, there were only minor
differences in describing the amount of skill and control in the
performance. Whilst one could conceive of the visual
dimension as adding to an audience’s understanding of the
performance, it was also shown to be a distraction, as the
audience tried to figure out what was happening, rather than
listening to the music.
Against this background, there is a place for additional studies
of user perceptions of live laptop music, with a focus on
listening.

2. Concepts and Definitions
While aware of the analysis of liveness in [1,2,7,8] and others,
we were interested in leaving the definition of ‘liveness’
relatively open within the survey. We were not only interested
in how participants qualified liveness, but also in what was
perceived as not-live: whether this was looping, backing tracks,
generative processes, or things sounding sequenced.
Performance and performativity have varied meanings. In a
common contemporary usage [3], notions of performativity can
be applied to even the most everyday behaviour. From this
viewpoint the artists we discuss are undoubtedly performing.
Even if doing nothing or even faking, the essence of their
performance lies in the fact that they stand on stage, in control,
and with all eyes on them, and thus avail themselves to an
analysis of performativity. In some forms of dance and street
performance, after all, motionlessness is itself clearly
performative. Such a perspective therefore relieves us of the
problem of explaining performance in terms of physical action.
By contrast, from a traditional understanding of instrumental
musicianship, we can define performance as what the performer
on stage is doing to control the music being heard. We can also
include the notion that a computer (or other non-human entity)
can be a performer too by taking part in musical decisionmaking, and that some of the things that contribute to the
experience of a musical performance happen prior to the
concert (e.g., the preparation of material or of performance
conditions, as in prepared instruments).
We define generativity as any process whereby what happens
next is not determined directly by the performer, but indirectly
by algorithmic processes set up by the performer. This includes
full compositional decision-making systems such as the
improvising agents of Pachet [12], or simple uses of
randomness to reconfigure melodic patterns. Whilst this
definition allows for some very trivial cases, including sampleand-hold LFOs, we assert simply that ‘more generative’
systems would be identified with being ‘more sophisticated’, as
perceived by listeners.
We define improvisation as any decision-making that is made
during the performance rather than in advance.
While we did not offer definitions of liveness, performance or
improvisation to those taking our survey, as we wanted to
understand how these terms would be interpreted, we did

3.2 Aims
Through this survey, we set out to examine:
- Conceptualisations of liveness: what perceived aspects
feature in listeners’ formation of what is live, such as whether
the performer is directly manipulating sound through gesture,
whether the performer is highly active (regardless of how
they are controlling the sound), whether the music is nonrepetitive, contains preconceived elements, and inferences
made from indirect factors such as genre.
- Listeners’ identification of specific performer actions and
instrumentation, including the perception of generativity and
gestures such as ‘moving a fader’ or ‘hitting a button’.
We approach this use of survey methods with an awareness of
the danger of over-interpreting the results. Amongst many
reasons for this two prominent points to note are: (1) our
survey was directed towards respondents who would have
some degree of familiarity with electronic music and
contemporary electronic music culture, through the choice of
mailing lists that it was promoted on. We did not go to great
pains to classify respondents in this first instance. In the future
results could be better distinguished based on background; (2)
the survey explicitly requires participants to make guesses with
no benefit of certainty. Thus all answers are inherently
speculative. Some answers might not be confidently asserted,
while some might be very confident assertions based on a
thorough understanding of the processes, performer and tools
involved.
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preference or offhand comments. However, in general
respondents made reasonable attempts to listen and make
guesses about what the performers were doing. Variation in
numerical results was relatively high and given the small
sample sizes responses were not analysed for significance.

4. Method
We gathered eight recordings of recent live laptop
performances from eight different artists (five solo artists and
three duos) and selected two minute excerpts from each. The
performances were made in live public concerts, not for the
purpose of this study. The rationale for our choice of artists was
that they performed with laptops, and we were in prior contact
with them and thus able to obtain information from them about
what they were doing, along with the audio. Beyond this
requirement, we simply set out to gather a diversity of laptop
performance styles, without any preconceptions about what
styles might provoke what responses. We presented these in an
online survey and asked survey participants to listen to three
pieces and answer a number of questions. Pieces were
presented anonymously and in a random order.
Participants were recruited through an email call-out, targeted
mainly at communities of electronic music practice.
Participants were invited to respond to three pieces, but were
able to carry on to respond to all pieces if they wished.
Participants were asked an open-ended question about what
they thought the performer or performers were doing to control
the music, including what type of interfaces they might be
using. Participants were not told anything about
instrumentation or number of performers, except that the study
was of live laptop music performance. They were asked to be
as specific as possible, referring to specific sounds and timestamps in the recording. They were then asked a number of
Likert-scale questions relating to (i) perceived familiarity of the
piece/performer, (ii) the perceived degree of improvisation, (iii)
the perceived degree of liveness, (iv) the perception of
mistakes, (v) how preconceived the material sounded, (vi) the
perceived use of backing tracks, (vii) the perceived level of
activity of the performer(s), (viii) the perceived use of
generative elements, (ix) the perceived use of user interfaces
besides the laptop, and (x) the level of enjoyment. Participants
were also asked their age and gender, whether they made
electronic music, whether they played an instrument, how often
they went to performances of electronic music, and their level
of knowledge of electronic music software.
A repository containing the original survey questions,
descriptions of the tracks and their performers’ activities, and
the original (numerical only) survey results is available to
accompany this paper.1 A very brief overview of the tracks is
given in Table 1, but readers should refer to the more detailed
descriptions given in the online documents to get a better idea
of the material. Links to the excerpts are included there.

5.

5.1 Liveness
We first look at perceptions of liveness, considered in terms of
the text-based responses and the relevant questions (ii-vii).
Description

M

G

1

Techno, Ableton, FX tweaks, fades.

Y

N

2

Avant garde, MaxMSP, sample triggering
and FX tweaking.

N

N

3

Entirely
live-coded
Extempore,
statistically generated melodies and drums.

Y

Y

4

Entirely live-coded custom
language, mostly percussive.

rhythmic

Y

Y

5

Live coded system, live triggered events.
Meta-control and FX control.

N

P

6

Electronica,
duo
using
Ableton,
SuperCollider, and a gestural controller.

Y

N

7

Electronica, drums and simple melodies,
loop-based with loop triggering and FX
tweaking.

Y

P

8

Avant garde breakbeat, duo using semigenerative elements. Triggering of clips,
fades, meta-control of statistical generative
elements.

P

P

Table 1: Basic summary of tracks, M = metronomic, G =
generative, P = partially
The responses to the question of perceived liveness themselves
show a slight overall tendency towards viewing excerpts as
live, with track 5, followed by 2, 6 and 8 most commonly
perceived as live and track 7 in particular viewed as non-live.
The perception of track 5 as live confirms a traditional
instrumental sense of liveness, in which triggering via drum
pads was correctly perceived and is the obvious reason for
participants associating the track with liveness. Track 2 has a
similar triggered feel, supporting this view. Tracks 6 and 8 do
not involve drum pad triggering, and the basis for the
perception of liveness here is less clear.
Tracks 2, 5 and 8 were also the most commonly regarded as
improvised and track 8, although not live triggered, has a
chaotic, erratic structure, which seems the most likely
explanation for the perception of liveness. Interestingly,
though, reports of performer activity were more ambivalent,
suggesting that conceptualisations of liveness do not require
intense activity.
The reporting of track 6 as live is harder to interpret, but was
also weaker overall. Participants describe hearing the performer
‘manually tweaking’ or hearing a ‘little tweaking’ (‘tweaking’
being a recurrent term used throughout the descriptions) and
that the performer ‘manipulated pre-structured elements’,
implying that the performer used pre-composed material and
the liveness consisted of small but audible adjustments to
parameters within pre-determined structures.
These results show the expected association between liveness
and a sense of improvisation. Tracks perceived as being live
tended to be perceived as improvised but with exceptions that
may be of interest. For example track 7 was deemed the least

Results

We had 146 responses to our survey, resulting in a response
rate per excerpt of between 24 and 33 (owing to the random
allocation of excerpts). The age of participants ranged from 18
to 69. The majority of respondents both created electronic
music and played an instrument (74%), and went to electronic
music concerts sometimes (40%) or often (38%). Although
29% described themselves as experts and only 3% described
themselves as knowing nothing at all, the distribution of selfevaluation of expertise was widely spread between these two
extremes (3% ‘know nothing’, 11% ‘rough idea’, 20% ‘some
experience’, 18% ‘pretty experienced’, 19% ‘know a lot’, 29%
‘expert’). Text responses indicated that a number of participants
objected to the idea of having to guess something that was
impossible to know, whilst others gave only statements of
1

ID

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x1l8ocivyurfp7r/0AZUqOqCO3
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some of the variation by looking at text responses and other
questions for specific respondents. For the most widely spread
excerpt, track 1, the respondent who viewed the track as most
live showed in their text response a good awareness of what the
performer was actually doing and considered the performer
active. However, this respondent also viewed all of the tracks
they listened to as sounding live, suggesting they simply
accepted them as such. Those who rated the track as non-live
viewed the music as boring and repetitive and considered the
performer inactive.
Text responses gave an indication of other factors that
influenced perceptions of liveness. Participants often assumed
something was played live based on timing or quantization.
Comments show how ‘inaccurate’ timing was seen to be played
live: “There are some beats that aren't locked/tightly quantised-

live, followed by track 1, whereas track 1 was deemed the least
improvised, followed by track 7.
Further studies might not demonstrate a strong correspondance
between improvisation and liveness, as many performances are
clearly live yet not improvised. For example, a track that
sounds more pre-emptively structured is less likely to be
perceived as improvised, but the artist may still be active in
creating the structure. Alternatively, in the case of, track 1
which was viewed as neutral in terms of liveness but very unimprovised, the performer is engaged with controlling a ‘lead
voice’. An improvised track, by contrast, may convey a sense
of disorder and ambiguous structure, as exhibited by tracks 2, 4,
5 and 8. Despite being least live, track 7 was third in terms of
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Figure 2: Perceptions of preconceivedness (top) and
backing track (bottom).

80%#
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60%#
50%#

this could be played live on drum triggers, or a wonky loop
triggered, or again a backing track,” “The background strings
seems to be played from a keyboard as they are not quantized,
and they are a bit random”, “it does sound performed because
of the lack of precision of the timing”. This reveals a strong
association between the conceptualisation of live and the idea
of human instrumental performance. Of course we are aware of
the possibility that the performer might be sampling live
keyboard, in which case seeing the performer play would
clarify whether this was the case.
Similarly, tight timing was seen as indicative of non-liveness:
“The drums are clearly quantized”, “the military bugle seem
quite precisely timed so I would be impressed if they were cued
in live.”
Other examples show the basis on which participants identified
gestural actions: “the 'skronky' twisting sounds are raw enough
to be created live by a person using an odd interface (knobs,
sliders or Wacom-style pen”; “the loud note repeated twice so
fast suggests that this is a start point being punched in using a
drum pad or similar” and even attributing a gesture to
“experimental physical interface (light sensors or similar).”
Tracks 2 and 5 were perceived more as being free of a backing
track. These pieces were non-metronomic and involved a small
number of in-unison or well-coordinated voices. Tracks 3 and 4
were also perceived as being free of backing tracks, although
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Figure 1: Perceptions of liveness (top), improvisation
(middle) and activity (bottom) for each track (brighter
blue = stronger agreement, brighter orange = stronger
disagreement, light grey = neutral).
perception of there being a backing track. With the exception of
track 7, however, which may be anomalous, we also note that
participants may have been biased against declaring tracks as
non-live given that the survey was described as being about
‘live’ laptop music.
Liveness and activity also appeared to be closely related for
some tracks, supporting the idea that liveness is perceived as
the degree of activity of the performer. Liveness and the
perception of mistakes were somewhat related for some tracks.
Track 5 was associated with a stronger perception of mistakes.
Track 2 less so. Track 8 was perceived as being reasonably live
despite not being perceived as containing mistakes. As the
graphs in Figure 1 show, responses were highly varied, with
most tracks receiving a full spread of opinions. We consider
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and liveness, or it may be that respondents consider generative
elements to 'have liveness'. This distinction would make an
interesting future study.
The two pure live coded tracks (3 and 4), strongly associated
with generativity, were also correctly strongly identified as
being laptop-only. Track 2 was strongly identified as being
laptop only, possibly corresponding to written responses that
the performer was clicking and dragging on a waveform or
timeline to cut up an existing pattern, and also possibly to the
piece's sparse instrumentation. Track 5 also has sparse
instrumentation but was clearly identified as using drum pads.
Some respondents suspected track 2 as using drum pads, but we
believe there was less evidence of tightly timed rhythmic
control, thus less evidence from drum pads.

less strongly. These were the two pure-live-coded
performances. In the case of track 3 this is surprising because
there appear to be background elements such as a beat. In the
case of track 4, the instrumentation is stark so the inference is
less surprising. It is possible therefore that they involved subtle
coordination and synchronisation of elements enabled by the
live coding. The two tracks most associated with backing tracks
(1 and 6) were also the least associated with generativity. Thus
a hypothesis is that regularity and repetition are more indicative
of backing tracks, despite our expectation that precision and
complexity might be equally associated with backing tracks.
This would be interesting to examine further, for example by
considering perceptions of complex studio compositions.
Tracks 1 and 6 were strongly associated with preconception,
whereas tracks 2 and 5 were disassociated with it.
Preconception may be negatively related to generativity but not
necessarily with liveness (recall track 6 is associated with
liveness and improvisation). This suggest that preconception is
associated with fixed composed elements. Thus a
"preconceived generative element" or a "preconceived
configuration" is a weaker concept.

5.3 Specific Knowledge
Some participants revealed specific knowledge of software and
techniques that they thought they could identify in tracks,
sometimes with strong convictions. Participants would
associate certain sounds or styles with specific software, for
instance, the sound of the built-in effects in Ableton Live:
“Ableton Live loop slicer. I'm willing to bet a few Euros on
this. The choppyness sounds exactly like that” (in fact the piece
in question was entirely live-coded); “mostly the piece sounds
like Ableton’s inbuilt effects”. Sometimes pieces of software
are associated with the sorts of musical processes they might
afford, for instance, “something tells me it's a Max patch
sequencing sounds in a partly predefined fashion.” These
responses may reveal biases either towards software well
known to the respondent, or to software that the respondent
knows is commonly used (both Ableton and Max being the
most common in their respective areas), and the ways in which
they expect it to be used.

5.2 Generativity
Generativity was accurately identified by a number of
participants. We found this to be a reasonably surprising result.
Most surprising is that track 5 is associated with generativity
despite also being associated with live triggering. Tracks 3, 4
and 8 were strongly associated with generative elements
(correctly – i.e., in each track there is some algorithmically
controlled randomisation of what is happening). Track 2 was
incorrectly mildly associated with generative elements. The
only track strongly disassociated with generative elements was
track 1. We interpret this as meaning that continual microchanges in drum and melodic lines that are typical of generative
music are easily identified as such and distinguished from
variation that derives from pre-composition. This may either be
because they have a distinctive 'computer generated' quality,

6. Discussion: Auslander and Liveness
Although these are only indicative results, they show a
correspondence between perceptions of activity, improvisation,
and liveness. A natural conclusion from these results then is
that liveness is being associated first with human action (bodily
liveness), with triggering being more salient than tweaking
(possibly because rhythmic action is more noticeable). Liveness
is then associated with other forms of control (cognitive
liveness), which include anything indicating ‘live’ decisionmaking, the stronger manifestations of which are understood as
‘improvisation’. We could also imagine a third completely
imperceptible level of ‘live’ which merely requires the artist to
be present, and presenting their own creation.
Our study makes no comment on what Stuart refers to as ‘aural
performativity’ [14] since we have stripped the essential
contextual elements away. This remains a parallel and
complementary conceptualisation of live musical experience.
But we feel it affirms our belief that forms of non-gestural
control can be heard as live performance, thus broadening the
idea of liveness as a manifestation of performer control beyond
the paradigm of instruments being manipulated by traditional
physical gestures.
The results can be compared with the treatment of liveness in
the writings of Auslander [1,2], who argues that there is
nothing essential in the mode of presentation of musical
material, or the material itself that distinguishes live from nonlive. Thus film and theatrical performance do not naturally fall
into categories of non-live and live respectively, but can drift
across categories according to context. For example, recorded
film material can be placed into a theatrical context without it
creating a confusion of liveness. Auslander preferences a
cultural-historical interpretation of what it means for something
to be live, with liveness arising historically as a concept in
response to the emergence of recorded media, and specifically
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Figure 3: Perceptions of generativity.
given away by traits such as systematic loudness variation and
rhythmic randomness, or because the ongoing variation is
evident and clearly not human-controlled.
Some text responses confirm which elements are being
perceived as generative, but do not indicate how these views of
generativity are formed: “changes in music patterns are changes
of algorythms,” “melody and rhythm both sound generated,”
“the melody seems algorithmically generated”. Respondents
also made reference to randomness as a computational process:
“note in tracks are chosen randomly”; “piano in a certain range
of notes randomized in notes speed and level”.
The perceived generativity in tracks 2 and 5 are harder to
explain. Generative systems may be meta-controlled (e.g., a
slider controlling the pitch-range of a randomly modulated
melody), and thus both live-controlled and generative. This
may explain the correspondence between generative elements
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The ideas discussed here suggest further studies, particularly
more detailed interviews and observations, that would truly
engage with the subtlety of notions of performance using new
(and old) technology. These hypotheses should be tested
against alternative explanations, such as the possible claim that
our respondents are left to guess and the opacity of the audio
leads to ambivalence, except in the cases where gestural
performance cues give a clear reason for reporting liveness.
There may be other views of liveness that are not present in the
audio. If we had provided longer video footage of a DJ mixing,
for example, then they may have been identified as live in a
way that the current study would never have identified. These
dimensions are also important to explore.

in opposition to the term mediatised. Thus Auslander’s notion
of liveness is coherent with the view that electronic musicians
and their audiences have naturally coevolved an understanding
of liveness that is relevant to their practice, regardless of the
use of sampled and precomposed material in performances, the
DJ being the definitive case in point. Auslander adds that “the
anxiety of critics who champion live performance is
understandable, given the way our cultural economy privileges
the mediated and marginalizes the live.” [2]
In this light, we consider the following four points developed
by Auslander:
1. Liveness and mediatization derive their difference from
historical factors rather than ontological conditions [2].
Live performance cannot remain “ontologically pristine”
[2]. “Mediatized” means “a product of the mass media or
media technology”. [2].
2. “Live and mediatized performances are parallel forms” [1].
3. The live gets overwhelmed by the mediatized [1; 2].
4. Liveness exists dually in opposition to the quality of being
recorded [2], yet doesn’t exist before 20th century audiovisual technology, written and oral accounts are not
considered as recordings [2].
From the observed perceptions of laptop performance, we
believe a concurrent, more traditional sense of the terms is
needed:
1. Liveness can be based on the prior perception of performer
activity or decision-making.
2. Liveness and mediatization can co-occur. Live laptop music
involves the performance of the mediatized. Mediatization
may in fact amplify perceptions of liveness.
From this viewpoint, audiences call something ‘live’ when they
feel aware of performer decisions, typically but not always
manifest in explicit physical activity in the moment of the
performance, and this is independent of the media used,
whereas for Auslander ‘live’ comes as a historically determined
duality with ‘mediatized’.
But while ‘live’ in this usage is said to appear in 19342,
seemingly a time of increasing use of media technology, its use
is said to mean ‘in person’. ‘In person’, with the meaning of ‘by
bodily presence’ dates to the 1560s. Where ‘live’ is satisfied by
the concept of ‘bodily presence’, a live performance is one in
which the bodily presence of the performers can be perceived,
with apparently increasing levels of presence. That bodily
presence may have become more abstract and cognitive in
response to the laptop mode of performance, crossing over into
the technological sphere.
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7. Conclusion
As we have stressed, the results are not conclusive but serve as
the basis for hypotheses which also largely confirm our
intuition. Whilst our study does not and cannot show that
audiences can know what a laptop performer is doing, it
suggests that (a) certain processes, tools and techniques of
laptop performers are understood (b) different levels of liveness
are apparent, from lower level event-triggering and effecttweaking to more meta-level process control and (c) there are
also competing notions of liveness (and its opposite), and
various things will signify liveness to certain audiences. The
results also support the idea that the identification of specific
pieces of software (such as Max or Ableton) and controllers
(such as the monome or MPD) reflect different ‘idioms’, much
as one might describe the idiomatic sound of a Stratocaster or
more traditional instruments.

2

Etymology examined using the Online Etymology Dictionary
http://www.etymonline.com/ (accessed 5/02/2014).
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ABSTRACT

drone music. The system notates selected features of the drones, such
as the spatial location, pitch, amplitude, filtering, and other
parameters in a two dimensional score. Instead of the traditional
linear score, the Threnoscope is circular, where drones (or the notes)
circumnavigate a multichannel pitch space. The piece is composed
for multichannel surround where the idea is to visualize the location
of sound in space.
Figure 1 shows the score interface of the Threnoscope, with the
harmonic series represented by the circles and the speakers by the
lines crossing the score. In this instance the system is set up for eight
channels. The colored annular wedges represent “drones”, or longduration note events. A drone intersecting a speaker line will sound
out of that speaker. Thus, if the system is set for eight channels, we
might say that we have eight static playheads, each of flexible rates,
since the drones can travel at different speeds. This form of
descriptive score represents the static and circular nature of the music,
reducing the importance of linearity and temporality; the drones are
not ephemeral musical events, but rather constants that can be altered
in various ways, for example by silencing, pitch shifting, filtering,
and moving them around in space.

Live coding emphasizes improvisation. It is an art practice merging
the act of musical composition and performance into a public act of
projected writing. This paper introduces the improvisational features
of the Threnoscope system, which implements a live coding microlanguage for drone-based microtonal composition. The paper
discusses the aims and objectives of the system, elucidates design
decisions, and describes its code score that can render a visual
representation of past and future events in a real-time performance.

Keywords
Live coding, improvisation, code scores, notation, graphic scores.

1. INTRODUCTION
Live coding addresses a key problem of interaction in improvisation
with computers, where the programming language is considered to
have the potential for being an elegant instrument for musical
expression [1]. As a method for computer-based performance, the
typical setting is widely documented: it involves performers on stage
programming computers in real-time where their actions are
projected onto the wall for the audience to follow [4][6]. Live coding
can be seen as a performance form where the instrument, the
composition, and the performance are defined in front of audience
members; an ad-lib public writing where the written text serves both
as communication with the audience and as specific instructions that
delegate actions to a musical system in constant state of revision.
The systems used in live coding have typically been designed for
high-level musical expression through code, i.e., a few keystrokes
result in expressive sound synthesis or musical patterns that can be
changed in real-time. In this respect, live coders compose their
systems as much as they code them. This is typically done prior to a
performance, where musicians build their patches, libraries, or
languages in concordance with their musical goals. Thus, behind
every live coding system lies a well grounded set of compositional
decisions, although they vary at the levels of abstraction. During
performance the projected code can be seen as a musical score
written in an improvisational context that emphasizes the dialogue
between musician, audience, and the system [10].

2. THE THRENOSCOPE
This paper presents the Threnoscope, originally conceived of as a live
coding piece for microtonal performance. It is a system built in
SuperCollider [7] and makes use its powerful audio server to run
complex synth instances that can be controlled through the interface
modalities discussed in section 4. The design goal was to create a
helpful graphical representation of the sonic texture in microtonal

	
  
Figure 1. The Threnoscope’s representational score in
harmonics-mode. The crossing lines represent the speakers.
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The center of the score is 0 Hz and the first circle is the tonic of the
system, by default an A of 55 Hz. The second circle is the second
harmonic, or 110 Hz, the third is 165 Hz, the fourth is 220 Hz, etc.
The performer can create drones on any of these harmonics or
anywhere in-between, using the following creation arguments:
frequency, harmonic, ratio, degree, or combinations thereof. A drone
could therefore be created like this:
// a saw wave on the first circle, with a cutoff on the third harmonic
~drones.createDrone(\saw, tonic: 1, harmonics: 3);
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features, so a group can be created at any pitch. The general state of
the system can be stored and recalled at any time, superimposed upon
other states, and set to appear or disappear over a longer time period.

// a saw wave as a just intonation fifth above the tonic
~drones.createDrone(\saw, tonic: 3/2 );
// triangle wave based on the second harmonic, on the fifth degree of
the selected scale (depending on tuning, the fifth of the 2nd harmonic
might, or might not, be equal to the third harmonic)
~drones.createDrone(\tri, tonic: 2, degree: 5);

// a minor 7th chord created on the fifth of the second octave
~drones.createChord(\saw, \minor7th, octave: 2, degree: 5 );
// a group of 40 satellites in in the iwato scale over four harmonics
~drones.createSatellites(\saw, \iwato, tonic:4, range:4, num:40 );

A saw wave created on the tonic (55 Hz) with high cutoff frequency
would naturally contain energy on all of the harmonics. A saw wave
created on the second harmonic would contain energy on every other
harmonic of the tonic, a saw wave created on the third harmonic
would contain energy on every third harmonic, and so on. Drones
can easily be transposed in pitch, supporting scale creation based on
harmonic intervals. The system has two graphical pitch-notation
modes: harmonics or scales. By default the circles represent
harmonics, but the user can switch to pitch intervals of a selected
scale. When displaying a scale, the octaves are indicated by a special
color, and the degrees of the scales are drawn in another color
between the octaves (unless it is a non-octave repeating scale). The
Threnoscope supports the Scala file format (http://www.huygensfokker.org/scala/scl_format.html), and custom made scales and
tunings can be written in this format. Figure 2 shows the score in the
scale display mode.

Finally, the system allows for the creation of a code score, where
code snippets can be evaluated at specific points in time. The code
score will be discussed below, as it presents unique opportunities for
a live performance supported by either a linear or a generative score.
The performer can delegate control to the system itself through
creating machines that operate on the drones. The drone machines
work on diverse properties of the drones, such as pitch, amplitude,
harmonics, etc. As seen in Figure 2, the machines appear in the
middle of the circular score, and can be live coded during
performance, allowing the user to specify their behavior in real-time.
The machines function as co-players, or agents, that affect changes to
the music, yielding more variety and excitement than the live coder
might be able to create on their own with their single-task focus.

3. THE CODE SCORE
The system’s initial design considerations focused on direct real-time
performance through the method of live coding, where any parameter
of a complex synth definition can be programmed. This includes
creating temporal tasks that would change parameters at regular
intervals in time independently of performer control. However, it
slowly became clear that the system ‘suggested’ other performative
modes, such as automated machines, hardware interfaces, GUI
control, networked communication, and a temporal score. The linear
temporal code score is designed for impromptu playback of precomposed generative temporal patterns that run along with the
performer’s live coding, but it can also be used for offline or nonperformative contexts. Such a setup mixes the improvisational nature
of traditional live coding with a score-based approach to musical
performance. It also poses questions as to what extent we compose
our instruments, and to what degree musical theory is embedded in
our new interfaces for musical expression. Can musical instruments
be designed with inherent timelines? When does the system stop
being an instrument and become a playback system? These concerns
are not new, as arpeggios or chord structures in traditional synths are
examples of such harmonic and temporal design. Early work with
Max at IRCAM or controller design at STEIM are fine examples of
this line of thinking in the areas of algorithmic composition and
instrument design.
The code score in the Threnoscope is a two dimensional array
listing the scheduled time and the associated code to be executed.
The score is written in a simple, linear and human readable format
that can be written in any text editor. It can be composed by hand,
recorded from a live coding performance, or both (where the
performer improvises on top of an already running score). Such
textual format is not ideal for gaining an overview of what the piece
is doing in time as array-based chronographics do not use the spatial
dimension as an ordering principle [3]. There might be large
quantities of code appearing within the same second, but then
nothing might happen for a while. In order to gain a visual overview
of the code score, it can be represented as a graphical timeline. This
helps the composer to get an overview of the piece, but it also makes
working with it easier as the score is interactive and code can be
moved around using the graphical interface.
Figure 3 shows a visualisation of the code score as designed in the
Threnoscope interface. The timeline runs from the top and down, like
common tracker interfaces [9]. A general code-track exists where any
system wide code can be inserted: both Threnoscope-specific code

	
  
Figure 2. The Threnoscope in scale-mode. The live coding
terminal is on the right. In the center a drone machine is
working on the drones according to defined rules.
The drones themselves can be of various waveforms (e.g., a saw,
triangle, square, noise, custom made waveform, or a sample). In
addition to defining pitch, the initial arguments when a drone is
created are the waveform type, harmonics, location, size, speed,
amplitude, etc. The drones are color-coded according to the
waveform type and have transparency according to their amplitude.
Their width is the frequency bandwidth of the resonant lowpass filter.
The drones represent complex synth instances, where any of the
synthesis parameters can be controlled from the live coding interface,
the visual interface, hardware, through the network, or from a score.
Since all these parameters can be easily defined, the drone can range
from a static drone that spreads over all the speakers, to a small fastmoving drone that triggers quick sounds when crossing speaker lines.
Fast sequencing patterns can therefore be created using the system,
for example drum beats or melodies, but the general system design
discourages such compositional approach.
Various types of drone classes exist. DroneChords are a
combination of two or more drones at specified intervals.
DroneSatellites is a form of multi-drone creation that results in a
cluster of short drones appearing randomly or within a scale at a
certain range, often moving fast, and by default at a random speed.
There are also DroneGroups, where information like pitch,
amplitude, and location is defined and stored in a preset of relative
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4.1 The Terminal

and general SuperCollider code. The drones appear on the vertical
tracks on the timeline. They have a beginning and an end, with code
affecting the drones represented as square blocks on the drone track.
The score can be manipulated in real-time, as we are accustomed to
with MIDI sequencers or digital audio workstations; the drone can be
dragged up and down, and the events within it can also be moved in
time. By clicking on a drone, all the code related to that particular
drone appears in a text field on top of the main circular score left to
the code score. The user can change time values, rewrite instructions
or create new events that will be automatically updated on the
graphical representation of the drone’s score.

On the right of the Threnoscope interface we find the live
coding terminal where any SuperCollider code can be written.
Below the terminal is a post window, displaying the state of the
system and error messages.
This author has found that textual control over sound is often
the ideal interface as graphical user interfaces or hardware are
always at a higher abstraction level, limited to certain ranges
and resolutions. Furthermore, graphical user interfaces
“present” or even “suggest” possible actions through their
visibility and prominency. Of course, some degree of
algorithmic design and control can be achieved through
graphical user interfaces, where the interface practically
becomes a visual programming language, but at a certain level
this flips over to the user interface becoming a much more
complex and time consuming interface than the pure textual
input of the programming language.
One limitation of the textual interface, as opposed to the
graphical interface that “presents” its options, is remembering
the right command names, the order of arguments, and what
methods actually exist. The Threnoscope has methods that
remind you of all these, printed in the post window (provided
that the user remembers the names of those). For the well
trained live coder, the lack of a GUI means freedom from
compositional imperatives.

	
  

4.2 The Graphical User Interface

Figure 3. The visual representation of the code score.
The drones are drawn on vertical tracks on a timeline. By
clicking on a track, a text view shows the relevant code.

The representational score in the Threnoscope can be considered to
be one large graphical user interface controller, although it serves
mostly as a representation of the state of the music. However, the
user can click on a drone to select it and alter its state in various ways,
such as using the arrow keys to move it, number keys to jump to
degrees in the scale, or use the delete key to remove the drone. As
mentioned above, the user can also draw more complex patterns to
be used as part of automating algorithms. This is shown in Figure 4.
For example the following two commands:

Most timelines in music software run horizontally from left to
right. In the Threnoscope it was decided for various reasons to make
the score vertical. Firstly, the screen space available, when the
circular score has taken up the main space on the left, is rectangular.
Secondly, when a user clicks on the visual representation of the
drone, its score pops up in textual form where the order of events is
the same in the textual drone score and the visual representation of
the drone track itself.
Since any SuperCollider code can run within the system and its
score, it is impossible to represent the code’s output and its meaning
as a graphical score: at this level of interpreted programming
languages, the code itself is most often its best representation and its
output (what it presents), such as sound or graphics, demonstrates
best what it does. It should be noted here that we are not concerned
with tracing the code and its internal functionality, but in direct
representation of the code as a score and in its sonified output. There
are impressive code tracing systems, e.g., for JavaScript (such as
TraceGL and Google Trace), but those trace the internal logic and
functionality with some graphical notation, and not representations or
outcomes of the code.

~drones.setParameter(\freq, 300, 500);
~drones.recParameter(\harmonics, 2, 12);
create a line with crossing the interface with a number next to the
box-shaped handle, enabling the performer to drag the handle to set
the desired value of a selected parameter within the specified range.
In this case, it is a frequency parameter in the range of 300 to 500 Hz.
Since we don’t always know what we want to do, this interface
enables live coders to be less “cerebral” and get to a satisfying result
through a more circular feedback process of constant action and
evaluation. In the case of the “recParameter” method, the performer
can drag the handle over a longer period of time, and on release, the
recorded gestures are played back in a loop. These two examples
illustrate cases where live coding is not an ideal interface due to either
not knowing what you want, or the algorithm being to complex or
time consuming to code in a live context.

4. PERFORMANCE INTERFACES
The Threnoscope is a work intended for live improvisation. The
method of interfacing with the system is multi-modal as it aims
to provide simple and natural interfaces for different tasks. For
example, if the intention is to create a number of new drones
every ten seconds over a few minutes, the best interface is
probably code. This can be quickly written in a few lines of text
resulting in an automated process, whereas a GUI interface
would make the process complex and inflexible. If, however,
the objective is to create a looping non-linear temporal
trajectory of a drone’s filter cutoff frequency, it might be better
to draw this with the mouse, or some other hardware, as it
would be too time consuming to write the algorithm for such a
gesture. Similar examples can be provided for gestural
interfaces and embodied musical performance. Below the five
different control-modes of the Threnoscope are described.

4.3 Tangible User Interfaces
The system supports a range of tangible user interface methods, from
basic mouse and keyboard to bespoke hardware communicating via
OSC. MIDI controllers can be used although a majority of them are
not particularly suitable for microtonal music.

4.4 Networked Music
Networked music is an interesting research area related to live
coding. Projects vary in their design solutions, but the way the
Thenoscope supports networked collaboration is through one
computer being the server computer where other computers can send
messages over the OSC protocol to the main server. This practically
requires performers to be present in the same space although working
on separate computers. However, future plans involve using the
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rather than a general live coding system. Of course, writing any live
coding system involves defining possible sound objects and methods,
their temporal and spatial structure, but when writing a musical piece
the design decisions are stronger, options are closed, and a bespoke
aesthetic is developed and emphasized.
The compositional limitations of the Threnoscope are primarily
introduced through the graphical score and interface. The system
encourages certain musical decisions and makes other more difficult.
Through a constant visual feedback and limited syntax of the microlanguage, the performer is habituating a space of musical
possibilities, in a manner discussed by musical ecologists [2], where
the surroundings and physical setup of equipment is seen as the
design of performance affordances. Due to the spatio-visual nature of
the Threnoscope, improvising with it is in many ways similar to the
situation of an instrumentalist who has shaped or composed their
instrument and surroundings with external technology and extended
technique, and explored the musical potential of the particular setup.
Improvisation through code has proven to be very powerful.
However, there are musical events that can better be defined through
notation, drawing, and bodily gestures using hardware. This paper
has introduced the ways in which the live coder can interact with the
Threnoscope, and also explored the coexistence of concurrent score
following and improvisation in a live performance.

OSCthulhu system as a server [8]. This is a system with a global
server that receives commands from distributed clients and pushes
the global state back.

	
  
Figure 4. Drawing parameters with a handle on the
graphical interface of the representational score.

4.5 The Code Score
The code score was initially implemented to enable small designed
temporal patterns to be started at any point in a performance.
However, it immediately became clear that the code score also served
well as a notation system for offline composition, not necessarily
deterministic as the code can be generative. The score can range from
being a single event to hours of activity – it can be started and
stopped at any point in a performance, and the performer can
improvise on top of it. As an example, a performer in the middle of a
performance might choose to run a three-second score that builds up
a certain tonal structure. Another example would be a performer who
might choose to run a long and slow score, improvising on top of it.
The code below shows the code required to start a score.

6. CONCLUSION
The Threnoscope is a system that visualizes complex microtonal
music, through graphical representation of independent drones. It is a
descriptive score system that helps the performer to better understand
the origins and behavior of the current musical activity and gain
faster and more intuitive control over all the musical parameters.
This paper has presented a system still in development, and one
that has changed considerably from being a musical piece for live
coding performance to becoming a general musical instrument.
Further possibilities have been suggested, such as the system serving
as a music player for other composers’ music. This author still
considers the work a musical piece, but acknowledges the fact that
categories such as instrument, composition, performer, and composer
typically blur in digital musical systems.

~drones.playScore(\myScore, 1) // name of score and time scale
~drones.showScore(\def, 1) // visual display of the score
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5. THRENOSCOPE IMPROVISATION
The default mode of live coding performance is improvisation. Live
coding is quite unique in that it is almost unimaginable that a
performer would follow a score or a memorized performance. Since
live coders often begin from the “blank slate,” i.e., starting the
performance with an empty text document, they need to know their
system well. Using systems like SuperCollider or Extempore gives
users much freedom in expression, but at the cost of speed and
simplicity. Live coders therefore typically create their own systems
on top of other languages. The Threnoscope is such a system,
although it began as a constraint musical piece for live improvisation
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ABSTRACT

these four distinct fields, however it is common to find some
overlap between research in these areas.

New technologies have led to the design of exciting interfaces for collaborative music making. However we still have
very little understanding of the underlying affective and
communicative processes that occur during such interactions. We carried out a study where we collected both
self-report and continuous behavioural, and physiological
measures from pairs of improvising drummers. Correlations
were found between self-report scores and continuous measures. Absence of visual contact between participants was
also shown to affect some of these measures. We discuss how
our findings could influence the design of enhanced, collaborative interfaces for musical creativity and expression.

Musical Interactions: Mutual engagement is an important feature of multi-user musical interactions. Bryan-Kinns
identifies five important design features for supporting mutual engagement: i) mutual awareness of action; ii) annotation, iii) shared and consistent representations, iv) mutual modifiability, and v) spatial organisation [2]. Motion
tracking studies involving groups of string musicians have
shown that head movement features can indicate levels of
engagement [12] as well as complex interaction patterns and
rhythmic synchronisation [15].
Rhythmic interaction has also been studied in relation to
audio and visual coupling. Konvalinka et al. [22] looked at
mutual prediction and adaptation during joint tapping experiments. They found that when both participants could
hear each other they continuously adapted to each other’s
millisecond beat timings, such that no leader-follower relationship emerged. Vera et al. [33] studied the effect of
line-of-sight on the precise note timings of a string duet.
They found that even partial line of sight was sufficient to
improve synchrony.

Keywords
Psychophysiology, affect, improvisation, music, creativity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Advances in wireless communication, touch screen sensing,
and motion recognition have greatly facilitated the design
and development of exciting new interfaces for collaborative
music making. Researchers readily utilise such interfaces as
a means evaluating designs and investigating the nature of
joint music composition. This is a valuable approach, however it is inherently centred around the affordances and restrictions of the technology, as opposed to the sensitivities
and needs of the users. We still lack a good understanding
of the basic communicative and affective processes which
accompany collaborative music making. To investigate this
we carried out a study in which we asked pairs of experienced drummers to perform improvised drum beats, with
and without visual contact. During the performances we
collected physiological, behavioural, and MIDI data, as well
as post-performance subjective reports.

Group Creativity: Examples of group creativity are commonly found in everyday conversation. Conversation analysts have described how interlocutors use turn taking [27],
eye gaze [17], and body position [18] to maintain successful
conversations. It seems reasonable to infer that similar phenomena may exist in creative musical interactions. Healey
et al. [16] examined the spatial behaviour of a group of seven
improvising musicians. They observed how the use of space
played a complex role in maintaining the coherence of the
performance, and drew a number of parallels with conversational interactions.
An important idea that spans all forms of group creativity
is that of emergence [29] - “the arising of novel and coherent structures, patterns, and properties during the process
of self-organization in complex systems” [13]. Sawyer [28]
adopts the term collaborative emergence to refer specifically
to emergence in small groups. He points out that group
members are often constrained as to what they can contribute to the emergent creative act. For example, improvising musicians might be constrained to play within the
confines of a specific key and tempo. In the context of live,
co-present group creativity group members need to work
within these constraints, whilst also continuously monitoring and providing novel contributions to the interaction.
Evidently this involves a combination of conscious and subconscious processing. However, Sawyer’s interviews with

2. RELATED WORK
Our work is influenced by theories, models and tools that
are drawn from research in musical interactions, group creativity, affect recognition, and psychophysiology. For clarity we separate our review of existing research according to
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musicians suggest a preference for the dominance of nonconscious mental states during improvised performance [29].
As an extension of Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of flow [5],
Sawyer conceives the idea of group flow [29], referring to a
state of peak performance at the level of the group, rather
than the individual. He points to the importance of factors
such as parallel processing (simultaneous awareness of self
and collaborator(s)) and visual attention in establishing a
state of group flow.

ments of romantic couples [26]. High partner influence resulted in an in-phase relationship between the partners’ BP
measurements, and low influence resulted in an anti-phase
relationship.
Numerous studies have sought to uncover links between
brain activity and creativity. A comprehensive review of
neuroimaging studies of creativity can be found in [9], where
the authors highlight that the literature is, on the whole,
fragmented and inconclusive.

Affect Recognition: Human emotion is commonly separated into three components; behavioural (expressions and
actions), cognitive (thoughts and feelings), and physiological (biochemical and electrical changes in the body). In the
field of Affective Computing researchers utilise these components with the goal of developing technologies that are
able to recognise, react to, and/or express emotions. For
example, functional MRI and EEG are able to identify felt
emotions by analysing the brain’s response to affective stimuli such as music [30] and images [31]. The analysis of facial
expressions and posture can successfully discriminate emotional states [35], and in the study of anxiety, physiological
parameters such as heart rate [1], galvanic skin response
(GSR) [34], and salivary cortisol [32], have been shown to
vary with levels of stress.
In recent years affective computing research has matured
from controlled laboratory-based investigations to more trueto-life, spontaneous settings. Software developed by researchers at MIT Media Lab has collected global data using webcam images to continuously monitor the faciallyexpressed emotion of people viewing online videos [24]. In
another application, the musical score and sequence of scenes
in a film were guided by the emotional responses of the audience, as inferred from physiological measurements [25].
Such measures have also been used to detect musicians’
emotions during musical performance [21].

3. THE STUDY
Incorporating methods and techniques from the research
discussed above, we designed a study to gather both subjective, and continuous quantitative measures from pairs
of co-present, improvising drummers. In each session the
drummers performed two 5-10 minute improvisations, once
where they were not visible to each other, then again where
they were fully visible. The main aims of the study were to:
• Assess the practicalities of using various types of physiological and behavioural monitoring devices in a live
performance setting.
• Identify which measurements and features are most
informative/useful for our future work on the design
of a collaborative interface for musical expression.
• Report some findings linking creativity, engagement,
and emotion to quantitative features and measures
such as motion and physiology.
We chose to use drumming in our study because it presents
some noteworthy advantages over other forms of musical
expression. In particular, beat timing and velocity can be
accurately recorded using electronic pads. Large amounts of
motion are involved, which increases the information conveyed through movement. There is also far less melodic
content, which might otherwise influence participant emotion and constrain improvisational freedom. We simplified
the experiment further by requiring that each participant
only used one hand to drum on a single drum pad.

Psychophysiology: Psychophysiology involves the study
of how psychological experiences (thoughts, feelings, emotions) relate to the physiological activity of the body. Equipment for physiological measurement has become increasingly non-invasive, miniaturised and affordable, making it
easier to conduct studies outside the laboratory. These developments are also leading towards the integration of physiological sensors in everyday technologies such as phones and
computer games consoles.
In a study of flow during piano playing, Manzano et al. [7]
measured heart rate, respiration and facial muscle movements while professional pianists gave five performances of
a pre-prepared piece. They found a significant relationship
between self-reported flow and heart rate variability, respiratory depth, and facial muscle movements. The same
measures were employed, along with skin conductance, in a
study of audience reactions to a live music performance [11].
The study used a computational model to determine high
information content (IC) segments of the performed piece,
whilst participants provided continuous subjective ratings
of expectedness. Unexpected and high-IC events were generally associated with a rise in skin conductance, and decreased heart rate. Respiration rate increased only after the
onset of unexpected events, and facial muscle movements
showed no event-related responses.
Regarding human interactions, research into user experience with game technologies found differing physiological
responses when participants were playing against a computer compared with playing against another human [23]. A
study of partner influence during conversation found ‘physiological linkage’ between the blood pressure (BP) measure-

3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants
Participants were recruited via email lists and word of mouth.
We required that all participants had prior drumming experience and were confident enough to improvise rhythms ‘onthe-fly’. Five pairs of participants took part in the study (2
mixed-sex pairs, 3 male pairs). Participants in each pair
knew each other, and three of the pairs had previously
played music together. The participants were aged 26 to
34 (M =29.1, SD=3.1), their drumming experience ranged
from 1 to 17 years (M =7.4, SD=5.0), and their level of
expertise ranged from 2 to 4 (M =2.7, SD=0.7) on a five
point scale representing novice (1) to expert (5).

3.1.2 Measures
Given the exploratory nature of our study, we chose to collect a wide range of measurements so that we would have
the flexibility to test various hypotheses in our post-study
analysis. To measure heart rate and perspiration we used
small, wireless ECG and GSR sensors provided by Shimmer
Research. We used the Emotiv EEG headset to wirelessly
record 14 channel EEG measurements from each participant. All of the physiological sensors contained accelerometers for recording motion. To provide more accurate motion
measurements, we also used a Vicon marker-based motion
tracking system to record continuous head, torso, arm, and
feet position.
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Figure 1: Image taken from the overhead camera illustrating the setup and the equipment used in the study
For the drums we used two identical Roland V-Drum electronic drum pads. By recording MIDI data from the pads
we were able to log the exact timing and velocity (strength)
of each drum beat. Three video cameras were set up - one
facing each participant, and one overhead camera to capture the entire interaction. Figure 1 illustrates an image
taken from the overhead camera. The annotations indicate
the positioning of the measurement apparatus.
A post-performance questionnaire (PPQ) was designed
to collect subjective report data from each participant while
they reviewed video footage of their improvised performances.
The PPQ asked participants to rate their individual levels
of creativity, engagement, energy, positivity and boredom
on a 9-point scale; as well as who they thought was leading the performance (1 = ‘All me’, 9 = ‘All them’). The
first two items assess subjective interpretations of the drumming task, while the latter four items were chosen to gauge
emotional state, relating closely to the dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance, commonly used in affect research [14].

their index and middle finger. The EEG headsets were positioned and fitted with motion capture markers, which were
also placed around the participants’ wrists, and on their
shoulders and toes.

3.1.5 Tasks
The experiment consisted of three drumming tasks. The
first task (tM , duration ∼ 1 min) required the participants
to play along to a metronome click track at a tempo of 110
bpm. The second (tS, duration ∼ 1 min) required them
to repeat a set rhythmic phrase, which they listened to
and learnt prior to the task. These initial two tasks were
designed to provide baseline measurements of the participants’ rhythmic timing and physiological measures. For
the third and final task (tI, duration ∼ 6-10 min) the participants were asked to improvise with one another, where
the only condition was that they did not use verbal communication. All three tasks were performed twice, once under
a non-visual (N V ) condition, then again under a visual (V )
condition. In the N V condition participants were either
facing away from each other (sessions 1-3), or blocked by a
screen (sessions 4 and 5). In the V condition they faced towards each other with no obstruction, other than the drum
pad. The participants performed all the tasks as a pair, except for in the V condition, where they performed the tM
task individually. Following completion of the drum tasks,
the participants sat individually and watched the overhead
videos of their two improvised performances. After each
minute1 of video they were asked to complete all the items
on the PPQ, in relation to that particular minute of their
performance.

3.1.3 Data Synchronisation
We used two computers and four separate applications to
record the continuous measurements. Consequently we were
faced with the problem of how best to synchronise all of
the data. Our solution was to place the physiological and
EEG sensors on top of one of the drum pads and use a
beater (with a motion capture marker on it) to tap the drum
10 times. This meant that we had 10 clearly identifiable,
short-duration peak events in the EEG and physiological
accelerometer data, accompanied by 10 MIDI note events
and 10 visible motion capture/video events. When processing the data, we were able to use these events as reference
points, enabling us to align all of the data sources to a high
(millisecond) precision.

3.2 Data Processing
3.2.1 Preparation
The EEG, ECG, GSR, and MIDI data was imported into
MATLAB2 . For each session the accelerometer synchronisation peaks and MIDI note events were used to align the
data to a common start point (t0 ). Using the video footage
we found the start and end times of each experimental task,
relative to t0 . For each data source these time points were
used to extract and label blocks of data corresponding to
measurements for each participant and each task.

3.1.4 Setup
The study was held in a performance lab with stage lighting
set up to make it feel more like a live music venue. The drum
pads were positioned in the centre of the room, with speakers either side (see Fig. 1). The two computers were placed
out of sight behind blank screens at one end of the room;
this is also where the experimenter sat during the drum
performances. ECG modules were strapped around each
participant’s waist, with the electrodes attached to their
chest. GSR modules were placed around the wrist of their
non-drumming hand, and the electrodes were strapped to

1
For session 5, two minute segments were used because the
improvisation tasks were longer in duration.
2
Due to software issues, we have not yet been able to process
the Vicon motion capture data.
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3.2.2 Feature Extraction

participant within each condition (N V or V ). Features were
then extracted from each tIw . We performed baseline scaling on the features using two separate procedures. The
first method (bAdjI ) divided each tIw feature by the equivalent feature extracted over the entire tI task. The second
method (bAdjS ) scaled relative to the tS values. For the SR
scores we used both adjusted and non-adjusted values. In
this case adjustment was performed using the bAdjI method
only, as we did not have SR scores for any of the other tasks.
Treating every window as an independent row of samples,
we ran pairwise Pearson correlation analysis between each
column of SR scores and each column of features. Significant correlations are shown in Table 1.
We can see that all of the physiological data sources have
at least one feature which correlates with at least one SR
item. For ECG and GSR, the mean HR/SCR and number of HR/SCR extrema are the most informative features.
For EEG, MIDI, and motion data, the informative features
are the four spectral band powers, number of beats, and
mean body QoM respectively. Strong (r > 0.4) correlations
are highlighted in bold, with the majority of these falling
under energy, positivity, and boredom SR items. Of particular note are the correlations with no. of SCR extrema, and
with mean H-Beta power. The correlations with mean body
QoM are to be expected, given that high amounts of movement are generally linked to high arousal and valence [4].
Self reported creativity is most significantly correlated with
BPS, followed by average heart rate and mean body QoM.
Engagement is correlated negatively with heart rate and
positively with BPS and QoM. Leadership is positively correlated with Beta activity and BPS.

Features were extracted from individual data blocks according to the type of data they contained. We manually labelled anomalous physiological data so that it could be excluded from further analysis.
ECG: We used ECGtools3 to filter the raw ECG data
and extract the R-peaks, which correspond to individual
heart beats. The distance between consecutive peaks was
then used to find the instantaneous heart rate (HR) values. These values were interpolated to give an evenly spaced
time series from which we extracted the mean, variance, SD,
maximum, minimum, the positions of maxima and minima,
and the number of extrema divided by the task duration.
GSR: Skin conductance response (SCR) has been shown
to be a useful metric in analysis of GSR data [19, 20]. We
used Ledalab4 to extract the timing and amplitude of SCR
events using Continuous Decomposition Analysis (CDA).
Again, interpolation was performed and the mean, variance, SD, positions of maxima and minima, and number
of extrema divided by task duration, were calculated from
the SCR amplitude series.
EEG: Frequency band power values are often computed in
EEG studies, as they provide information on cognitive activity. Using EEGlab [8] we initially bandpass filtered the
signal between 3 and 30 Hz. We then performed manual
artefact rejection to remove noisy segments of data caused
by head and facial muscle movements. Artefactual channels were removed entirely and the average power over all
remaining channels was computed within the following standard frequency bands: Theta (4-7 Hz), Alpha (7.5-12.5 Hz),
L-Beta (12.5-25 Hz), and H-Beta (25-30 Hz).

4.2 Effect of Visibility
To test for effects of participant visibility we performed
paired-sample t-tests comparing both SR and continuous
features in N V and V conditions. In this case we used
features averaged over the entire improvisation session for
each participant, under each condition. The continuous feature values were all baseline adjusted using bAdjS , meaning
that we compared tI features relative to tS features within
each visual condition. The results are shown in Table 2.
We see that engagement is the only SR measure which
shows significant differences, whilst the p-values for creativity and boredom suggest potential significance if more
trials were performed. The sign of the t-values indicates
that Creativity and Engagement were given lower ratings
in the N V sessions than the V sessions, and Boredom was
given higher ratings. Regarding continuous features, the
mean heart rate appears to be significantly higher in the
N V condition, whereas the SD in SCR amplitude is lower.
Again, the effects of visibility on SD in heart rate and mean
SCR amplitude show potential significance given more trials. The same can be said for MIDI and motion features,
where we see that the mean velocity and mean bodily QoM
were higher in the N V condition.

MIDI: The number of beats per second (BPS), SD in time
between consecutive beats, and mean velocity were computed as basic MIDI features. To measure the timing synchrony between one participant (P x) and the other (P y) we
compared their individual beat onsets (tP x and tP y) and
considered any beats which occurred within 70ms of each
other to be single rhythmic events [10]. For these beats we
calculated the time difference (tP x - tP y). We then found
the mean, and absolute mean over all the difference values.
For tM data the same procedure was used to measure the
synchrony between individual participants and the MIDI
encoded metronome events.
Motion: We took the accelerometer readings from the
ECG, GSR and EEG sensors and summed the absolute values of the axial components across the entire measurement
block for each sensor. This gave us approximate quantity
of motion (QoM) values for the head (EEG), torso (ECG),
and non-drumming hand (GSR).

4. ANALYSIS & RESULTS
4.1 Subjective Reports Versus Continuous Interaction Features

5. DISCUSSION
Some of the most significant correlations in our analyses
in 4.1 came from EEG measurements. This is somewhat
surprising, as we had expected that the susceptibility to
movement artefacts might have distorted any trends in the
data. In comparison with SR measures of energy and positivity, Beta activity was positively correlated, whilst Theta
and Alpha activity were negatively correlated. These results
concur with previous studies which associate Beta activity
with engagement and cognitive challenge; and Theta and
Alpha activity with drowsy states, and reflective states of
relaxation, respectively [3].

The first part of our feature analysis aims to test whether
participants’ post-performance subjective reports were correlated with their within-performance continuous measures
for the improvisation task. To do this we segmented the
continuous tI data into 1 or 2 minute windows (tIw ), identical to those used for the PPQs. This was done for each
3
4

http://www.ecgtools.org/
http://www.ledalab.de/
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Table 1: Pearson correlation coefficient (r) values for significant correlations between extracted features and
self report ratings (using windowed epochs of tI data from both V and N V conditions)
Data

Self report items

Feature

Creativity
ECG
GSR
EEG
MIDI
Motion
-

Mean HR
No. of HR extrema
Mean SCR amp.
No. of SCR extrema
Mean Theta power
Mean Alpha power
Mean L-Beta power
Mean H-Beta power
No. of beats per sec.
Mean body QoM
-

Engagement

∗•†

.32

∗∗◦

−.39

Energy
∗•†

.39

.42∗∗∗◦
.34∗•†
−.31∗◦
−.30∗◦
.34∗•
.57∗∗∗•
.29∗∗•
.41∗∗†
.27∗•
.31∗∗◦

.30∗†

.33∗†

.22∗•
.38∗∗•†

.22∗•
.57∗∗∗•†

Positivity
∗•†

.34
.27∗◦

.48∗∗∗◦
.35∗•†
−.35∗◦
−.39∗∗◦
.48∗∗∗•
.78∗∗∗•
.38∗∗◦
.38∗∗†
.52∗∗∗•†

Boredom

Leadership

∗∗◦

.32
−.26∗◦
.42∗∗∗◦

−.32∗•
−.40∗∗•

.31∗◦
.38∗∗◦
.30∗†

−.44∗∗•†

Note: ∗ p < .05, ∗∗ p < .01, ∗∗∗ p < .001, features adjusted using ◦ bAdjS or • bAdjI , † SR scores adjusted using bAdjI ,
r > 0.4 highlighted in bold.

due to the N V tasks always being held prior to the V ones.
However, if validated by further experiments, these findings
could have a large impact upon the design of collaborative
musical interfaces.
Throughout our analysis we found that the choice of baseline adjustment method had a large effect on the results.
Understanding the nature of these effects will be important, especially if such sensors are to be incorporated into
interfaces for public use, where baseline data collection is
challenging.
In summary, our findings indicate that continuous physiological, motion and performance measures can be used to
infer subjective aspects of participant engagement, creativity and affect during live collaborative music making. Such
measures could be adopted as a means of gathering continuous evaluation metrics during the testing of new interfaces.
This would allow designers to manipulate the layout of their
interface on-the-fly, whilst obtaining quantitative indicators
of how each layout influenced the user experience. Regarding the design of interfaces, we envisage that such measures
could be used in a similar way, enabling the interface to
adapt to the participant in real-time. For example, an interface might detect boredom and respond by providing new
options, whilst also conveying this emotional state to the
other participants, so that they may choose to adjust their
contributions. It is foreseeable that as physiological measurement and motion capture technology becomes increasingly non-invasive and user friendly, such devices could be
readily incorporated into interface designs.

Table 2: Paired-sample t-test results for effect of visual condition on SR items and continuous features
Data
t
p
df
SR
-

Creativity
Engagement
Boredom

−1.80
−2.85∗
1.98

.146
.047
.120

4
4
4

ECG
GSR
MIDI
Motion

Mean HR
SD HR
Mean SCR amp.
SD SCR amp.
Mean velocity
Mean body QoM

4.17∗∗
1.97
−2.24
−3.95∗
1.96
1.76

.009
.106
.075
.011
.091
.122

5
5
5
5
7
7

Note: t = t-score, p = p-value, df = degrees of freedom, ∗ p < .05, ∗∗ p < .01.

Extracting the number of extrema as a feature of continuous HR and SCR data is not a method commonly used
in other studies. However, we found this to be one of the
features which showed the strongest correlations to our SR
data. In particular, the number of SCR extrema showed
strong correlations with reported energy and positivity. Correlations were weaker for the number of heart rate extrema.
Creativity appears to share correlation features with self
reported energy and positivity. This lends support to previous research which highlights the importance of arousal and
positive valence in the generation of creative ideas [6]. The
lack of relations between creativity and EEG features is interesting, because it may be indicative of the contrasting use
of both non-conscious and conscious thought during creative
action. This holds true with previous EEG research, which
has struggled to show conclusive links between creativity
and localised brain activity [9]. The correlations between
leadership and Beta activity make sense, since we would
expect leadership to induce higher cognitive engagement.
Our results in 4.2 suggest that participant visibility has
effects, not just upon self reported aspects of interaction,
but also on physiology and performance features. Further
trials need to be performed in order to verify the statistical
significance of these effects. Our experimental design also
means that these results may be subject to an ordering bias,

6. CONCLUSIONS
The scale of this study means that our experimental results
are more suggestive than conclusive. However, our findings
support the hypothesis that continuous measures of affect,
psychophysiology, and performance are potentially valuable
in the evaluation and design of interfaces for collaborative
music making. Our future work will explore how these measures can be used to provide live emotional and behavioural
feedback to interacting musicians. Further experiments will
then allow us to evaluate how such interventions influence
the participant experience, and the outcomes of the interaction.
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ABSTRACT

ing these metrics. Starting from these premises and analyses, we propose a concept and platform for interactive musical performances, in which the audience can manipulate
elements of Augmented Reality (AR) environments. Such
AR elements are superimposed with the performance stage,
generating an Augmented Stage. By interacting with AR
elements using their own smartphones and tablets, the audience can access and control different aspects of the performance, while keeping a focus on the performance stage.
The design and setup of the first performance based on the
Augmented Stage concept is discussed. An evaluation of the
concept main features is done through the analysis of audience experience, based on questionnaires and comments,
and performers’ feedback.

Designing a collaborative performance requires the use of
paradigms and technologies which can deeply influence the
whole piece experience. In this paper we define a set of
six metrics, and use them to describe and evaluate a number of platforms for participatory performances. Based on
this evaluation, the Augmented Stage is introduced. Such
concept describes how Augmented Reality techniques can
be used to superimpose a performance stage with a virtual
environment, populated with interactive elements. The manipulation of these objects allows spectators to contribute
to the visual and sonic outcome of the performance through
their mobile devices, while keeping their freedom to focus on
the stage. An interactive acoustic rock performance based
on this concept was staged. Questionnaires distributed to
the audience and performers’ comments have been analyzed,
contributing to an evaluation of the presented concept and
platform done through the defined metrics.

2.

APPROACHING
INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCES

In the design of interactive performances, choosing a specific technology and interaction paradigm crucially affects
the definition of the performance itself. While describing
The Interactive Dance Club[13], Ulyate et al. listed out “10
Commandments of Interactivity”. The guidelines encourage
the design of an interactive venue where no cumbersome interfaces or instructions are needed. Participants do not need
to be experts, so interaction must be simple but meaningful
to the performance outcome. Interacting spectators should
immediately understand the effects of their actions.
Recent studies introduced the use of the participants’ mobile devices to provide them with access to interactive performances. Oh and Wang discuss different approaches to
the use of mobile technology in participatory environments
and performances [9]. The use of such devices can increase
the involvement and gratification of large audiences within
interactive setups. This application of audience mobile devices is in agreement with Ulyate et al. commandments,
since it provides the participants with interfaces which are
familiar, un-cumbersome and versatile.
As the study in [8] suggests, the emotional experience of
an audience is positively influenced by the perceived connection between the performer’s actions and the resulting
output. In participatory performances, the transparency
issue strongly applies to the relation between the audience
manipulation and effects.

Keywords
Interactive Performance, Evaluation, Augmented Reality,
Mobile Devices, Music Control

1. INTRODUCTION
Interactive performances allow the audience to interact with
the piece of work presented by a performer. Spectators
may be able to access different aspects of the performance,
as individuals or as a whole crowd. Access to the performance can vary in quality and quantity, and can include
real time feedback given by the crowd to the performer, or
direct control of audio and visual content by one or multiple participants. Research on specific interaction devices,
techniques, mappings and proper interfaces is necessary, in
order to provide the audience of such performances with the
desired level and quality of control.
In this paper we define a set of metrics for the evaluation
of concept and platforms used by interactive performances.
Some existing solutions will be described and evaluated usPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.1

Metrics Definition

The mentioned studies and other research [10] inspired us
in the design of 6 metrics, which can be used to describe
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and evaluate technological and conceptual platforms used
by participatory performances:

to be developed for a specific OS or device. The three platforms allow high control design freedom, system versatility
and audience interaction transparency, and are obviously
offering a strongly distributed audience interaction.
The TweetDreams[3] performance used real-time tweets
to generate visuals and short melodies (low control design
freedom, high a/p audience affinity), while the performers
controlled how the tweets were musically and graphically
rendered. All the mentioned mobile-based performances
tend to attract the audience attention on their own devices
during interaction, lowering the focus metric.

Control Design Freedom: How freely audience interaction can be designed with the platform.
System Versatility: Overall performance setting up simplicity and performer’s comfort on stage.
Audience Interaction Transparency: Clearness of the
relation between audience manipulation and its effects.
Audience Interaction Distribution: To what extent
interaction can be located towards the participants (strongly
centralized interface vs. every participant holds one).

3.3

Focus: How easily the audience can freely focus on different performance aspects (the stage, their interaction, visuals, music, etc.).
Active/Passive Audience Affinity: How much the noninteracting and interacting audience experience can be similar.

3.

PLATFORMS AND EVALUATION

The metrics defined in Subsec. 2.1 are here applied to the
evaluation of some platforms and concepts used by interactive performances. Each platform analysis is done based
on available documentation, such as referenced papers, images or videos. Significant metrics of each platform will be
mentioned. Complete evaluation schemes for some of the
platforms can be found in Fig. 1.

3.1

Audience-driven Performances

Addressing large audience interaction, Feldmeier and Paradiso [4] created cheap radio frequency transmitters to be distributed to a virtually unlimited audience. Through sensors
data, audience dance during a performance was mapped to
different music parameters. Audience interaction distribution is high, since interaction is happening through each
participant’s sensor. The dance-triggered interaction implies a strong active/passive audience affinity. Participation
depends on the sensors only, allowing the system to be used
in any venue (significantly high system versatility).
The authors of iClub[11] created an interactive dance club
application, allowing the guests of a dance venue to influence music playback of a computer-controlled DJ. Visuals
are synchronized with the music, while audience interaction
is provided by touch displays and physical devices (which
allow high control design freedom and the design of transparent audience interaction). The platform can be extended
with new modules (good system versatility).
The Interactive Dance Club (Ulyate et al [13]) consisted
in a specifically designed interactive venue, where guests
controlled projections, lights and music. Audience manipulation happened in interactive zones located throughout
the club, each with a dedicated interface. Interfaces variety
shows a high control design freedom, but system versatility
is low, due to the complexity of each interface and to the
fact that the stage was adapted to a specific venue. Since
the installment forces the audience to move to each interface, the audience interaction distribution results low.

3.2

Performances based on other technologies

In the dream.Medusa audiovisual performance [12] four of
the audience members where provided with accelerometerbased control devices (quite limited control design freedom).
They manipulated visual aspects of the piece while standing
in front of a projected screen, as the rest of the audience
enjoyed the performance (low a/p audience affinity). The
authors highlight how this kind of setup created a sense of
responsibility and gratification in the participants.
The small audience of the Hybrid Reality performance
Virtual Real [15] interacted with virtual objects using passive markers for IR motion capture placed on their fingers.
Nonetheless, distribution is moderate because interaction
relies on tracking done within a specific stage setup, and
control design freedom is partially constrained. Interaction
was not mapped to audio features, but visually influenced
the performance. The virtual environment was perceived
as moving towards the audience and surrounding the performer, thanks to stereoscopic projection and Virtual Reality techniques (focus easy to distribute, since stage, visuals
and interaction overlap).
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Figure 1: Interactive Dance Club, SWARMED,
dream.Medusa and Virtual Real platforms evaluation.

Mobile-based Performances

Mobile devices allow interesting approaches to platforms
and interaction design. The SWARMED [6], NEXUS [1]
and massMobile [14] platforms allow the audience to interact with live performances through browser based user
interfaces, using their own mobile devices. This approach is
enjoyable for participants, and versatile from a design perspective: by running on a browser, the interfaces don’t need

4.

AUGMENTED STAGE CONCEPT

Starting from the observations of Sections 2 and 3, we elaborated a concept for the design and development of participatory performances, based on Augmented Reality technol-
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ogy for mobile devices. Recent smartphones are powerful
enough to provide enjoyable AR experiences, which allow
interesting and novel interaction design solutions [5]. AR
technology modifies the view of a real-world environment
by superimposing virtual elements. This empowers the creation of interactive environments in which the manipulation
of an enriched reality is possible. When the real-world view
is watched through a camera feed, virtual elements can be
visualized in correspondence to trackable images (AR targets) placed within a real environment. Previous work involving AR and music technology includes YARMI [7], a
collaborative, networked, tangible musical instrument.
In our concept, the performance stage becomes an AR
environment, which can be enjoyed through the cameras of
the audience personal smartphones or tablets. Big posters
placed on the stage act as AR targets, becoming part of the
performance installment. The posters serve as placeholders for AR elements, characterizing the Augmented Stage.
By watching the targets through the devices cameras, the
audience can watch both the stage and the AR elements.
Features of these AR objects are associated to visual and
sonic controls. By manipulating these objects using their
devices, spectators contribute to the performance outcome,
together with the performers. A fixed camera is pointed at
the stage, watching the performers and the posters. The
feed of the camera is displayed, showing to the entire audience the Augmented Stage and the interactions taking place
within it (Fig. 2). We expect the Augmented Stage concept to influence different experience aspects of interactive
performances, from the point of view of the audience and
of the performers.

4.1

strictly related to the nature of AR technology, while other
are a consequence of its use in performances design.
AR tracking is done on the camera feed of spectators’
devices, allowing them to enjoy the Augmented Stage from
their personal point of view. To interact with each virtual object spectators may have to physically move, in order to put the desired AR target in their devices camera
frame. Typically, 3D interactive environments do not provide this kind of experience, since the virtual environment
is displayed on a shared screen, and from a single point of
view. In our design, this still happens for the spectators who
watch the Augmented Stage on the public screen, shown by
the point of view of the fixed camera.
Since the stage augmentation is applied to the big AR
targets placed near the performers, all members of the audience have visual access to what is happening on the stage,
even when they are manipulating virtual elements through
their devices, or watching them on the public screen. This
is not possible with traditional on screen interfaces, which
force the participants to focus their attention on the screen
of a device in order to perform the desired manipulation, or
to watch visuals on a display.
According to the performers’ preferences, the controllable elements populating the Augmented Stage could be
designed to enhance audience interaction transparency.
Performer’s interaction transparency could also be enhanced, thanks to AR visualization techniques. This could
be done by showing additional information on her/his mappings and interaction, as seen in Berthaut[2]. An increase
in transparency can enhance performer’s gestures expressiveness, as well as the liveness of the whole performance as
perceived by the audience.
In order to access the AR environment, spectators need
to install a specific AR application, and connect their device
to a wireless LAN. The device needs to be suited to run the
AR application. This represents the only limit to audience
active participation.

Augmented Stage Platform

In the AR audiovisual platform we propose, the changes
made to the Augmented Stage by someone in the audience
are perceived by everyone, simultaneously and coherently.
Based on these changes, the AR environment controls sonic
and visual features of the performance.
A client AR application runs on spectators’ devices, allowing them to visualize the Augmented Stage and interact
with its elements. The mobile application connects to a
server, which monitors the changes done to the AR environment by its clients. Whenever a change needs to take
place, the server communicates it to all connected clients.
The features of the Augmented Stage elements manipulated
by the audience are mapped to audiovisual changes. The
server codes these features manipulation into parameters,
which are then streamed over the network, allowing external softwares to be controlled.
In our implementation, the server and the AR mobile applications were developed using the Unity3D game engine1 .
The AR capabilities where added by the Vuforia Unity3D
extension2 . This setup provides the tools needed to design
and develop a shared Augmented Stage, its interactive visuals and the associated Android client applications. A computer running Ableton Live3 receives OSC messages from
the server through custom Max for Live4 patches, and controls audio production based on changes happening within
the Augmented Stage.

4.2

4.3

Performers’ Experience

In our concept, audience access to controllable content is
completely provided by spectators’ devices. This opens interesting possibilities for the performers to experiment with,
when deciding which aspects the audience may control, and
how. It has to be noted that by granting the audience a
direct access to the production of audiovisual content, the
performers accept to introduce a potential element of distraction. The unpredictability of the audience contribution,
especially in the sonic domain, could result in an increased
difficulty to perform the live act. On the other hand, a
significant audience contribution may provide the starting
point for the creation of ever-changing performances, stimulating their creators in new ways, and providing them with
a unique experience. Still, these effects strongly depend on
each performance design choices, and are independent from
the Augmented Stage concept itself, which is conceived for
design flexibility.

5.

CON I PIEDI PER TERRA

con i piedi per terra is the first participative musical performance based on the Augmented Stage concept. The performance was designed in collaboration with il GRANDENERO, an acoustic rock duo. It was presented to the invited
audience as an interactive musical event, in which the spectators were given the possibility to conduct part of the music
by exploring a virtual environment through their Android
mobile devices.
The stage setup was rather simple (Fig. 2), and based
on the platform described in Subsec. 4.1. Three A0 for-

Audience’s Experience

The use of AR in participatory live performances may improve audience experience in a number of ways. Some are
1

http://www.unity3d.com/
https://www.vuforia.com/
3
https://www.ableton.com/
4
http://cycling74.com/products/maxforlive/
2
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Figure 3: The interactive objects used for the performance are here superimposed with smaller scale
test AR targets.

Figure 2: con i piedi per terra stage. AR interactive elements can be seen on the projected screen.
On the right, the performers are playing and AR
targets posters can be seen behind them.

bile devices touchscreen (Fig. 4): some elements could be
dragged with a finger, other behaved like on/off buttons,
while other required the touch of multiple spectators at the
same time, in order to produce a stronger feedback. AR
objects and elements where visually designed according to
each track aesthetic theme (Fig. 3). The manipulation of
AR controls also influenced the visual behavior of AR objects, which resulted in simple choreographies.

mat posters were distributed horizontally at 2.15 meters
one from another, and hung on the rear wall of the stage.
The posters acted as AR targets, and were clearly visible.
Their placement left two empty spaces among them, to be
occupied by the performers during the live act without covering the AR targets. This setup allowed the interacting
audience to watch the AR environment while also watching
the stage and performers.
A small table behind one of the performers hosted a multitrack audio interface and 2 computers: the first one ran
the Augmented Stage server, and the second one Ableton
Live. On the roof of the venue, pointed at the stage, a Full
HD Logitech C920 webcam was installed. Its video feed was
processed by the server in order to show the stage augmentations to the whole audience, on a portable projection screen
placed on the left side of the stage. This allowed also the
non-participatory audience to watch the Augmented Stage
and the interactions taking place within it. A wireless router
hosted a LAN to allow the communication among the two
computers and the connected audience devices.

5.1

Performance Design
Figure 4: A participating audience member manipulates music by interacting with AR elements. The
whole stage can be seen through the device camera.

During the performance, il GRANDENERO played four
tracks from its existing repertoire. In addition to the duo
usual instrumentation (two guitars and a lead voice), new
arrangements were written to be played by Ableton Live
during the performance, and controlled by the audience.
Before the beginning of each song, musical transitions were
played by the computer. These intermissions were written using exclusively the audience-controllable instruments
accompanying the upcoming track. This allowed the spectators to explore the controls of each track on their own,
right before using them together with the band.
Each track provided three different audio channels to be
controlled by the audience, one for each AR target. Depending on the instruments and effects present on a specific
channel, one or more of their parameters were exposed for
audience control. Each parameter was chosen so that its
effect could be easily perceived by the spectators as a consequence of their interactions.
The audio parameters were mapped to features of AR virtual objects shown in correspondence of the stage posters.
The simplest mappings, using only one parameter, associated the position of AR objects to audio synthesis continuous controls, for example the distortion of a bass synthesizer or the frequency of an LFO. More complex mappings
included a sequencer-like tremolo pattern programmer and
a discrete delay beat selector, using up to 10 parameters.
Interaction with AR objects happened through the mo-

AR controllable elements were not available for the whole
duration of each track. In fact, they appeared and disappeared in different combinations, based on pre-programmed
patterns. Controls of the first track were available only
during the track outro and preceding intermission. The alternation of participatory and non participatory moments
was introduced both as a performance design choice, and
as a cue to highlight the difference between controlling the
additional arrangements and only listening to them.
During the whole concert, the audience could watch the
Augmented Stage on the projected screen, shown from the
point of view of the ceiling mounted camera. Non interacting spectators thus enjoyed a shared view of the Augmented
Stage, while the interacting audience had an additional way
to verify when interaction was available.
Before the concert, a tutorial track was played to introduce the audience to the interaction paradigms, and to verify that their devices were working properly. The spectators
were kindly asked not to monopolize the controls throughout the performance. More structured strategies like time
limits or turns were avoided: based on first-hand experience
with other performances, we think such solutions induce the
participants to perceive interaction as a game.
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6.

EVALUATION

S7a statement, “The setup of my device required a short
time and/or was a simple operation”, received an average
agreement score of 6.
Even if the desire to be part of the interacting audience
was evaluated with an average score of 5.56, different aspects of the performance were well received by the non interacting audience as well. They found their own involvement in the performance was quite strong because of the
presence of an interacting audience (S1b, average agreement
score 5.31), and the projected screen contributed in making the performance more interesting (Q6b, average agreement score 5.63). Together, interacting and non interacting
spectators evaluations generated an agreement score of 5.97
when describing the performance as different from previous
attended installments.
Other sentences response highlighted an overall positive
experience. One of the interacting participants left an “I
ROCKED!” note in the middle of the questionnaire, while
another participant expressed the desire to “have some more
objects”. The two comments address the topic of reward
in participatory performances, showing that audience interaction was rewarding, but some participants desired more
quantity or variety in interaction. Another participant underlined enthusiasm towards the performance, saying that
he can not play any musical instruments, while the AR controls gave him the possibility to play music during a live act.

con i piedi per terra was attended by 25 spectators. After
the concert, questionnaires were given to receive feedback
on the audience experience. The surveys were composed by
statements, to be evaluated in terms of agreement level with
numbers from 1 to 7 (1: “I totally disagree with this statement”; 7: “I totally agree”). The 9 attendees who interacted
with the Augmented Stage received a set of 18 statements.
The 16 spectators who did not interact received 16 different
statements. Topics touched by the statements addressed
the metrics defined in Subsec. 2.1 and other aspects. Blank
space was left on the questionnaires for personal comments.

6.1

Questionnaires

6.2

Performers’ Feedback

The performers found the experience stimulating and creatively challenging. They preferred the audience to manipulate computer-timed arrangements, so their usual setup was
slightly changed to support this specific choice. The only
significant constraint was that of not covering the posters
too much with their bodies, but their usual on-stage act and
presence was kept unvaried. One of the performers stated
that “It was challenging to play while they [the interacting
audience] changed all the musical references I had during
rehearsal”. Later, he added that he would like to repeat the
experience, organizing rehearsal sessions in which a selected
audience participates to help the performers getting used to
unexpected changes in the music. The suggestion made by
the performer underlines how musicians, dancers and actors who are new (as the performer was) to participatory
live acts may be used to mistakes and changes happening on
stage, but not to significant contributions coming from the
audience. Nonetheless, it addresses an issue which is not
specific of the Augmented Stage concept, but potentially
touches all platforms for participatory performances.

Figure 5: Audience agreement average values and
standard deviation for sentences addressing audience interaction transparency (in blue), focus (in
green) and device setup simplicity (in purple).
Some of the data extracted from sentences agreement can
be seen in Fig.5. Based on a 5.22 average agreement score
of statements S2a and S17a of interacting spectators questionnaires (“The virtual objects manipulation I did was connected to the sounds I heard”; “During interaction I was
understanding my contribution to music”), audience interaction transparency was good, but probably the association
between some AR elements manipulation and their sonic
effect was unclear. A spectator noted in the free comments section that “Audience sonic actions were not evident enough, compared to the performance sounds”, probably addressing a volume mixing problem which partially
affected the performance (some volumes had to be raised
halfway through the concert). Consistently, the non interacting spectators agreed with an average 5.25 in saying that
“It was clear when the spectators were interacting” (S3b)
and that they “managed to understand what the devices of
interacting spectators were used for.” (S16b).
Generally, focus was perceived as easy to distribute between the stage, the music and the interactive visuals, from
both interacting and non interacting attendees. In particular, interacting spectators statement “The device camera
allowed me to interact and follow the performance at the
same time” (S10a) was given an average agreement score
of 6, with only two evaluations below 6, one of which was
commented by the note “I was actually not distracted visually, but only from the music”. This suggests us that
the superimposition of virtual controls and stage video feed
helps the audience in keeping a focus on the performance
elements. Also, other statements evaluations suggest that
the non interacting audience found the projected content
to increase their interest towards the performance, but did
not completely distract them from the real stage.
The personal devices setup was considered quite simple:

6.3

Augmented Stage Concept Evaluation

Following the approach used in Sec. 3, we present an evaluation of the Augmented Stage concept and platform. The
evaluation relies on the metrics defined in Subsec. 2.1, and
takes advantage of the analysis done on con i piedi per terra
in previous Subsections.
Audience interfaces are strongly distributed, being placed
exactly in the participants’ hands. The AR interfaces allow a high control design freedom and audience interaction
transparency. The overlapping of stage, virtual environment
and interaction facilitates the focus distribution, by not hiding the performance aspects from the audience’s eyes. Questionnaires data analysis suggests a satisfactory a/p audience
affinity. The mobile devices setup was considered simple by
the audience. No complex technology is required to setup
the stage, and the platform allows performers to choose to
which extent modify their setup and habits. This makes
the concept suitable for most venues and performers (high
system versatility).
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Figure 6: Augmented Stage concept described by
the participatory performance evaluation metrics.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We defined a set of metrics to evaluate platforms for participatory performances, and analyzed some existing solutions
using such metrics.
Consequently, the paper presented the Augmented Stage
concept and platform for participatory audiovisual performances, based on AR technology. In our concept, members
of an audience can perceive virtual objects superimposed
with the performance stage, through their mobile devices
camera. AR elements populating the stage can be manipulated by the spectators to control visual and sonic feedback.
The Augmented Stage can also be watched on a public display through a fixed camera pointing the stage.
An interactive musical performance based on the presented concept was staged: through personal devices, part
of an audience manipulated different sets of AR objects of
an Augmented Stage, modifying electronic music arrangements while an acoustic rock duo was playing. After the
performance, questionnaires given to the audience and collected comments allowed the evaluation of different performance aspects. General response was strongly positive,
with many attendees expressing the desire to repeat the
experience, and the performers interested in the further exploration of the concept potential.
The Augmented Stage platform was then evaluated using
the previously defined metrics. The platform provides the
freedom to design different kinds of choreographies and interactions, coherently with performances style and purpose.
The simplicity of the setup permits to stage performances in
most venues. The use of spectator’s personal devices allows
the design of transparent and powerful audience and performer interactions, contributing to the generation of everchanging performances. This kind of experience increases
audience reward and contribution awareness. AR could improve the transparency of the performers’ actions as well.
The concept of Augmented Stage can be applied to all performing arts, including music, theater and dance.
The positive feedback received through comments and
questionnaires encourages us to continue the study and development of the Augmented Stage concept, also through
the design of new performances. It is our intention to investigate the potential of visual elements to affect audience
interaction transparency, and to invest our efforts in testing
the concept with larger audiences.
We are also interested in developing the performer side
of the Augmented Stage concept. Smaller copies of the AR
targets could be placed in front of the performer, who could
explore the AR environment with a personal device, and
use it as a DMI to access additional mappings. The device
may give visual information about the stage and interaction, provide simple haptic feedback through vibration and
help to monitor spectators’ interaction, with no need for additional visualization channels. As a further exploration of
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ABSTRACT

1.1 Touch Screens and Dementia

This paper presents new touch-screen collaborative music
interaction for people with dementia. The authors argue that
dementia technology has yet to focus on collaborative multiuser group musical interactions. The project aims to contribute
to dementia care while addressing a significant gap in current
literature. Two trials explore contrasting musical scenarios: the
performance of abstract electronic music and the distributed
performance of J.S. Bach’s Goldberg Variations. Findings
presented in this paper demonstrate that people with dementia
can successfully perform and engage in collaborative music
performance activities with little or no scaffolded instruction.
Further findings suggest that people with dementia can develop
and retain musical performance skills over time. This paper
proposes a number of guidelines and design solutions.

Touch screen and tablet technologies are playing a valuable role
in dementia care. Studies such as [20], [21] demonstrate how
touch screen tablets, such as the iPad, can be effective in both
the care facility and home environments. Touch screen
technologies have been used to support reminiscence, aid recall,
increase interpersonal interactions, promote intergenerational
relationships, improve staff and resident relationships and
enhance quality of life. Easier to use than a computer and more
portable, the use of touch screen technology “encourages
increased interpersonal interaction and a positive social
environment.” [20, pp.27]
At present there are few published studies investigating music
interaction with dementia users [16][18][14]. Although ambient
music iPad apps such as Trope & Bloom [6] are often installed
onto dementia care iPads, there have been no published studies
investigating their use. Collaborative and multi-user music
interaction, a special focus within the NIME community, has yet
to be trialled and documented for older people with dementia.
Upton et al., [20] suggest that touch screen tablets require a
scaffolded (one-to-one mentoring) interaction approach in
dementia care. Although this may demonstrate itself over time
to be the most appropriate model for dementia user interaction,
a one-carer-to-one-dementia user model is neither practical, nor
possible to provide in most care facilities. Situated groups of
people with dementia, around tables or in sitting areas are
common. In this scenario, collaborative and multi-user music
activities could be valuable, where a single caregiver can
mentor/scaffold an ensemble of people with dementia.
Touch screen tablet computers have been used to create
powerful and expressive controllers for digital music. Jazz
Mutant’s LEMUR controller has demonstrated the power of
multi-modal and multi-touch control. Contemporary iPad Apps
including Midi-touch and TouchOSC [7] are well suited to
developing collaborative [1], multi-user [9] performance
systems whereby a number of performers iPads each transmit to
a single host computer. The host computer interprets the control
gestures and produces the resulting sound, which is amplified
for the musicians (and audience).
The gathering of controllers to a single host computer creates
opportunities where many players can actively contribute to the
formation of just one sound, create a texture or part in the
musical fabric, or participate in complex interactions.
Additionally the computer can provide agency in the creative
process where algorithms compose melody, harmonization,
audio-mixing or engage random and generative processes. The
success of a system depends on the balance of complexity and
expressivity [1] and on how well the player is engaged and
encouraged [8].

Keywords
Touch-screen technology; Collaborative Interaction;
Dementia

1. DEMENTIA AND MUSIC
Defined as a syndrome, dementia is a collective name for
several degenerative brain disorders, which include Alzheimer’s
disease (the most common form of dementia), dementia of the
Lewy Bodies, and Frontotemporal dementia [21]. Attributed to
injury or disease, dementia can affect people at any age and is
progressive and eventually fatal. It affects memory, cognition,
behaviour and emotion. Alzheimer’s International reports global
dementia numbers to increase fourfold in the vicinity of 135
million by 2050 (Alzheimer’s International, 2013).
Within dementia care, music therapy is used to control mood,
problem behaviours and even reduce the need for some
pharmacological and physical treatments [15]. Music therapy’s
aim to “promote communication, relationships, learning,
mobilisation expression, organisation and other therapeutic
needs” provides meaningful engagement for people with
dementia continuing right to the final stages of the disease [21].
Both receptive (music listening) and active types of music
therapy (where participants are actively involved playing
instruments) are tailored to suit the individual’s particular needs
(ibid). Music therapy sessions are often carried out in groups
embracing improvisation and supporting reminiscence activities.
Growing evidence (although mostly anecdotal) is revealing
musical memory’s robustness, oftentimes spared right into the
later stages of the disease [6].
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30-July 4, 2014, Goldsmiths, London, UKCopyright remains
with the author(s).

2. RESEARCH STUDY
We set ourselves the task of designing a NIME project to
collaboratively engage a group of older adults with dementia
using a range of music touch screen applications. 12-14
participants were recruited from an activity group of elderly
people with dementia (and their carers) organised by Wyndham
City Council as part of their ageing-well program. The council
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1.

Poor vision, due to macular degeneration and
glaucoma (restricted fields of vision)
2. Significant hearing loss
3. Loss of touch and tactile sensitivity (tactile agnosia)
4. Motor tremors and mild spasms restricting fine motor
control (apraxia)
5. Short and limited attention span
6. Cognitive impairment and mild aphasia
People with aphasia experience gaps in their recognition of
speech, words, letters, symbols and numbers. As it is caused by
degenerative disease and or injury, one patient’s expression of
aphasia is often unique [22].
These age-related factors represent a considerable challenge
for NIME designers. The multi-modality of touch screen
interaction clearly offers potential though. For example, we
observed at the beginning of each session that most of the
participants could not find (or remember) how to physically
switch their iPads on. The power switch for the iPad is small
and around the side of the tablet. Once the tablets were on and
displaying the log-in window however, all participants would
effectively accomplish the “slide and unlock” gesture to reach
the tablet desktop screen. The swiping gesture was remembered
from one session to the next, whereas the pushing of a small
black plastic button was not.
We also observed a number of participants who had difficulty
making capacitive contact with the touch screen surface. As far
as we can ascertain this is due to the lack of moisture of the
surface skin of their fingertips, the amount or distribution of
pressure, (due to apraxia and /or tactile agnosia) or a
combination of both.

had purchased 12 iPads with the objective to engage older
people with dementia in technology use. The management
realised that the older people had no iPad experience, and that
the centre had no suitable applications to engage this group over
an extended period. Our initial aims were to explore the
potential of iPads and music while focusing on the needs and
capabilities amongst those in our group of participants. We
wanted to discover the potential and limits of such an activity
and co-design (with the dementia participants) controllers and
music interactions that were enjoyable and engaging.
The group met at a community centre facility during their
routine Friday morning activity session. The 12 iPads were
managed via a sync/recharge station and a central computer and
another laptop was used to develop music interaction software
using Max5 object orientated programming language.
Interactions and performances were recorded for study
comparisons.
The study involved four stages:
1.
2.
3.

Preliminary observation of participant interactions
with existing music apps
Collaborative design of a music controller
a. Abstract electronic sound
b. Distributed performance of Bach
Interaction studies identifying skill development

For stages 2 and 3, a separate laptop computer was used to
host music sound and interaction software. Portable personal
speaker systems were connected to this computer for the
participants to monitor their performance.
Data was collected in various forms, initially through
journaling observations and voluntary interviews, and then by
recording iPad gestural control data and video. IPad controller
software was designed in TouchOSC and set to transmit to a
single host laptop computer. The host computer software was
composed in Max5 alongside data recording and analysis
software engines.

3. INSTRUMENTS
Our approach was to adopt a collaborative design process using
TouchOSC and Max5. Given these design constraints we opted
for a simple controller approach and planned to maximise the
expressive capabilities of the interactions. We also decided to
amplify the sounds using external speakers (or headphones). To
test our idea of music expression and simple control
mechanisms we decided to put the participants in an unfamiliar
musical setting, i.e. abstract electronic music.
Our first offering to the dementia group was an abstract
synthesis instrument consisting of nine touch buttons arranged
in a grid and a 2D (x/y) touchpad controller situated left (see
figure1). We coupled these controllers via OSC (via WiFi) to an
unusual abstract synthesis sound engine in Max5 comprising a
simple FM synthesis algorithm, modulation tones and ring
modulator effects. This sound engine was located on a laptop,
which in turn was coupled to an audio interface and four
loudspeakers. The parameters of the Max patch were mapped
across the 2D touchpad to maximise a large range of sound
transformation. Particular settings of the algorithm were saved
as snapshots using the preset object and this allowed each of the
nine buttons to play distinct sounds as departure points for 2D
x/y control pad improvisation.

2.1 Data collection: Observations
The first visits to the centre were spent getting to know the
group of participants. This was an essential and important step
in our research process and it took a number of weeks to
establish trust and a good rapport. Activities undertaken during
this phase of the research included playing games on the iPads
together, exploring existing commercial music apps and singing
around a piano (played by one of the researchers).
The exploration of commercial music apps proved very
enlightening. These music apps consisted of the Tiny Piano
(http://www.tinypiano.com/)
and
Rhythm
Pad
apps
(http://rhythmpad.com/). Neither of these applications kept any
of the participants engaged for very long (approx. 5 minutes).
Through observations we concluded the main reasons for this
were:
1.

Screen controls and objects were way too small (both
to see and locate with the fingertip)
2. iPad speaker sound was too quiet
3. The sounds demonstrated a blunted expression (i.e.
same attack and dynamic)
4. Interaction was limited to one-shot triggering of
sounds
In addition, participants commented on the toy-like quality of
these apps. Riley, Alm, & Newell [14] discuss the importance of
engaging older people with dementia without patronising them.
Most of the participants also struggled to operate the apps
successfully. This poses an interesting design challenge.
Further, close and careful observation revealed that many of the
group participants suffered from other age-related conditions
including:

Figure 1. iPad Controller 1, 2D Touchpad and 9 Buttons
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also rendered in four different colours for ensemble settings,
green, orange, red and purple (see figure4 Controller Iterations).

The system produced a large array of abstract yet expressive
sounds including tones, whines, chortles, groans, roars, whistles
and pops. First a sound is selected, using one of the nine
buttons. Then by moving the x/y control pad, a large range of
transformations and modifications could be made to the sound
in real-time.
“Sound is very good—very interesting. I like this!” says one of
the participants who loved the controller. The participant played
with the app for well over an hour and had never played a
musical instrument nor heard of electronic music before. The
care-staff were all very surprised to see his enjoyment and
engagement in the activity.

Figure 4. iPad Controller Iterations
During this trial phase the iPads’ music activity shifted to a
more conventional stimulating musical setting, that of Bach.
The interaction centred on controlling the expression of a prerecorded keyboard performance of Bach’s Goldberg Variations.
This pre-recorded MIDI performance was data-stripped in realtime. The x/y pad was mapped to control the attack (loudness &
brightness along the x-axis), while the duration of each note was
mapped to the y-axis, (notes being shortest towards the bottom
of the screen).
Two participants would play as a duo, each iPad controlling
either the bass (left-hand) or treble (right-hand) parts. The
distribution of performance roles allows participants to
collaboratively re-interpret the performance. The MIDI file data
was recorded by a concert pianist and contained a great deal of
expressive information, i.e. ornamentation, touch and timing.
The control mapping preserved the timing and ornamentation
yet allowed for the control of dynamics, touch and note duration
(extending from very short staccato through to broad legato
playing).
The keyboard was used to select different instrument sounds
ranging from acoustic grand pianos, forte piano, harpsichord,
guitar, harp etc. together with a range of modern electric pianos,
Wurlitzers and clavichords. The sounds were equalised, blended
and mixed with reverberation. Care was taken to present high
quality realistic sounds each with its own distinct
characteristics.
Care was also taken to reward the participant’s movements
with rich and responsive sonic detail. The quality of the
engagement was strongly evident during these trials with
participants commenting on the beauty and the quality of the
musical experience. There was little need for explanation,
simple demonstration sufficed. After a period of exploration, the
participants were encouraged to listen to each other’s playing
and then respond. At this point the interaction would change, as
each participant listened and adjusted to one another’s
dynamics, touch and expression. Often players would adjust
their note durations to be in opposite, accentuating their own
parts in the mix (see figure 5).

Figure .2 The Author & Participant Playing
Also other participants explored the controller in depth and
played together in a number of improvised jam sessions. The
simple layout required a minimum in scaffolding and
mentoring, which consisted of a minimal 20 second
demonstration. The facilitation of a separate loudspeaker greatly
aided the enjoyment of music making. “There are many
different sounds and things you can do,” commented one
participant. A trace of x/y control pad movements over 5
minutes (see fig 3. left) compared to the author’s (see figure 3.
right) demonstrates a prolonged and methodical exploration.
We discovered right-handed players would sometimes
accidently activate the buttons with their palm or other fingers
while playing the x/y pad. Other participants that had previously
played music commented that the controller bore no
resemblance to any musical instrument. A few participants
refused to play saying that the sounds (although interesting)
were just noise or just too weird.

Figure 3. Five Minute Trace of Jam session (participant’s
interaction on the left and author’s on right side)

Figure 5. Two participant’s joystick traces over 30 seconds
Other styles of piano music including Jazz and Ragtime were
also trialled. However, the contrapuntal lines of the Bach
examples were better suited to collaborative play where each
participant could clearly identify their own part and how their
actions related to changes in the sound and expression of the
music.

3.1 Bach’s Goldberg Variations
Responding to ongoing feedback, a number of controller
iterations were trialled with the participants. The buttons were
arranged to resemble a piano keyboard. The x/y control pad was
re-located in the lower right and additional speaker panning
controls were added (then later removed). The controllers were
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4. INTERACTION STUDIES

5.1.1 Rich and stimulating exploration
We found that a number of participants were happy to play
bizarre abstract electronic sounds and Bach’s Goldberg
variations. Unlike the commercial iPad apps that we also
trialled, both the electronic and Bach interactions provided a
large variation of expressiveness with a simple layout affording
exploration.

Collaborative performance became a focus for a range of
investigative work exploring changes in interaction over time.
Video, audio, MIDI, OSC data alongside careful observation
and staff feedback were gathered for study and analysis. Of
special interest were a smaller group of four people who
participated throughout all of the data recording sessions. Two
of these participants in particular, had been disinterested during
the previous iPad activities including games, Google searches
and reminiscence activities.
These two participant’s touch-pad traces demonstrated a
change (refinement) in interaction style across a six week trial
period with the Bach interactive activity. This was also
confirmed by music and video data. Certain features emerged
such as shorter deliberate movements (changing note durations),
leaving the 2D controller in a specific place for a period, bursts
of focused activity within a specific sector and long sideways
sweeps changing musical dynamics.
These examples of actions (see examples in figure. 7)
contrasted markedly with their initial style of play (see
examples figure. 6). The initial style of play typically
maintained a slow steady speed, with minimal changes to
direction and circuit tracing around the perimeter of the
touchpad. This development of style over time signalled a shift
from exploratory to performatory action [10] or development of
adroit action [4]. The emergence of performative data features
suggests that these two participants developed and retained
performance skill during the six week trial period.

5.1.2 Appropriate amplification
The quality of play is dependent on the quality of auditory
feedback. The participants loved their own speakers and loved
to hear the sounds of other participants through their own
respective speakers around the table.

5.1.3 Responsive and expressive interaction
We also found the participants tuned in quickly to the
expressive attributes of the interaction. They delighted in the
discovery of bizarre chortles and beating effects. They enjoyed
the detail of the sounds and their capacity to change the music’s
character.

5.1.4 Provide participants with identifiable roles
Successful collaborative play required clearly defined roles for
each participant (such as playing the bass for example). They
required separate fold-back speakers and benefited from being
seated facing or side-by-side.

5.1.5 Encourage participants to engage each other
When participants listened to each other and played together the
results were quite surprising. Some of the participants who were
socially withdrawn clearly benefited from the inclusive and noncompetitive activity.

5.1.6 Reward movement but allow for rest
All the participants in our group needed to rest during their
musical interactions either from tiredness, spasms, pain or other
related injuries. It is essential to take this into account when
designing music interfaces for older people. Force feedback,
haptile pressure sensors and auto centring controls are not
appropriate for older people with dementia.

5.1.7 Simple design but not patronizing

Figure 6. 1min exploratory actions (2users, week1)

Older people with dementia respond to simple and easy to use
control interfaces. However, the participants in our study group
responded well to rich and complex musical situations. IPad
apps such as Tiny Piano and Rhythm Pad were considered by
many of them to be suited for children.

5.1.8 Minimal scaffolding (short demonstration)
The participants in our group were much more interested in
doing rather than being shown how to do something. Touch
screen music interaction has the potential to provide endless
hours of enjoyment and interest and help introduce dementia
users to technology in group settings (see figure 8).

Figure 7. 30sec of performative actions (same users, week 6)
However, further studies with more participants are needed to
confirm these findings. Nonetheless they are quite intriguing as
they suggest that older people, with progressed dementia, are
not only capable of performing and enjoying musical computer
interaction, but also able to develop and retain performance skill
over time.

5. DESIGNING FOR DEMENTIA
Our experience working with older people with dementia and
iPads suggests that success is dependent on the quality of the
musical interaction. To assist other NIME researchers,
composers and musicians wishing to design for older people
with dementia we propose the following eight guidelines.

Figure 8. Group Setting
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6. CONCLUSIONS
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This paper presented new iPad controllers and interactive music
software for engaging older people with dementia. We have
identified a number of key design challenges for researchers
concerning older people with dementia. This paper also
demonstrates dementia to be a relevant new area for NIME
research.
Results from two trials established that older people with
dementia can successfully participate in collaborative music
performance activities for extended periods (up to 90 minutes)
with little or no scaffolded instruction. A six week trial suggests
there is potential for older people with dementia to acquire and
retain performative action (skilled performance) in a
collaborative music setting.
The project offers eight design guides that can be adapted to a
wide range of musical styles and scenarios. Our work suggests
that careful attention to sound, collaborative interaction and
touch screen control are essential for success.

7. NEXT STEPS
The findings of this study are currently limited by the size,
scope and spread of dementia types and stages within the
investigated group of participants. Although our group
represents a typical cross-section of dementia stages and types,
typical of day care centres, targeted studies with larger groups,
could reveal therapeutic effects attributable to touch screen
music activity.
Touch screen music interaction also has the potential for use
in the home and through network interaction the power to
connect socially isolated participants with their carers or be used
to monitor participants’ engagement and activity levels
remotely. Work also needs to be done to develop musical
scenarios involving larger numbers of participants. Our next
collaborative projects are for four participants, four
loudspeakers and one musician (laptop).

Figure 9. iPad Quartet
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ABSTRACT

Lf

Co-located tabletop tangible user interfaces (TUIs) for music performance are known for promoting multi-player collaboration with a shared interface, yet it is still unclear how
to best support the awareness of the workspace in terms of
understanding individual actions and the other group members actions, in parallel. In this paper, we investigate the
effects of providing auditory feedback using ambisonics spatialisation, aimed at informing users about the location of
the tangibles on the tabletop surface, with groups of mixed
musical backgrounds. Participants were asked to improvise music on “SoundXY4: The Art of Noise”, a tabletop
system that includes sound samples inspired by Russolo’s
taxonomy of noises. We compared spatialisation vs. nospatialisation conditions, and findings suggest that, when
using spatialisation, there was a clearer workspace awareness, and a greater engagement in the musical activity as
an immersive experience.
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Figure 1: Imaginary circle representing ambisonics
on a tabletop system. The sound source is dependent on the angular position and distance of the
object on the sphere in relation to the position of
the loudspeakers.

Keywords
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Rf

INTRODUCTION

on tabletops, it becomes difficult to identify simultaneously
individual actions (or voices in music) from other participants’ actions happening on the workspace. Addressing this
issue is a challenge in tabletop studies [7, 17, 19, 25], as well
as studies in sound and music computing [1, 6, 27].
In collaborative interactive systems, awareness issues are
generally addressed by using mechanisms such as real-time
feedback. With the advent of tangible user interfaces
(TUIs), particularly tabletop TUIs, visuals have been often
used as a mechanism to provide feedback about people’s
actions. The role of the tangible objects is to both control
and represent digital data [8], and so features of the objects such as position, orientation, identity, or relationships
between objects are digitally augmented in the form of projection or display. In the case of tabletop TUIs for music,
the manipulation of objects produces audio feedback generally in combination with visual feedback, as exemplified by
systems such as the AudioPad [18] or the Reactable [10].
Our approach is to explore the possibilities that auditory feedback, in combination with visual feedback, bring to
teamwork processes in musical tabletop interaction, focusing on the overall group experience. In particular, this study
investigates the effects, when using ambisonics spatialisation, on group collaboration and awareness during musical
improvisation with a tabletop system (see Figure 1).

Tabletop tangible interfaces are especially suited for realtime collaboration. At the same time, such interfaces allow
for a better analysis of collaboration issues such as awareness. Technically, real-time collaboration refers to the support of concurrency or parallel actions and interactions in
interactive systems, not necessarily based on a tabletop interface (e.g. network music or collaborative writing using
individual interconnected mobile devices). Particularly in
a context of digital musical instruments, apart from supporting parallel processes, real-time collaboration involves
supporting multiple musicians (cf. [9]) and complex interactions or the ‘artist spec’ [2]. Workspace awareness (referred
to later as just awareness) is a term widely used in tabletop
studies, which refers to “the up-to-the-moment understanding of another person’s interaction with a shared workspace”
[5, p. 412]. During the performance of collaborative tasks
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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We designed a study with co-located small groups using SoundXY4, a basic tabletop TUI prototype for music
performance that implements ambisonics spatialisation [4]
for 4 loudspeakers. Our hypothesis was that the spatialisation condition, compared to the no-spatialisation condition,
would result in higher awareness in terms of space territoriality and themes about awareness emerging from verbal
communication. The sounds used for this research were
based on Russolo’s 1913 taxonomy of noise sounds [21].
We conducted the experiment with 8 groups of 4 people,
and findings revealed that, using spatialisation, there was a
clearer awareness of individual vs. group actions, sounds,
and filters; and a greater association of the musical task
to an immersive and realistic experience. With these results, we expect to inform tabletop research on potential
uses of ambisonics auditory feedback, in particular how to
cope with collaboration and workspace awareness on musical tabletops for co-located small groups.
In the following sections, we first introduce the SoundXY4
system, we then describe the study, present the findings,
and end with the discussion and conclusions.
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Figure 2: System overview of SoundXY4.

We developed a tabletop tangible interface for music performance using open source technologies1 . The design approach is based on the Reactable [10] principles of a collaborative interface based on constructive building blocks
with physical objects that trigger or modify sounds, and a
lack of division of the interface into territories as a mechanism for promoting self-regulation of spaces [27]. However,
SoundXY4 focuses on i) using only sound samples (i.e. no

sound synthesis is used) and ii) delivering audio using ambisonics with 4 speakers for supporting an overall group
auditory experience.
We built a low-cost wooden tabletop based on the commonly used diffused illumination (DI) technique [16] and
inspired by the Reactable approach. The tabletop measures 87x89x100cm with an inner square frame of 58x58cm
that has an acrylic sheet for projection and object detection.
The size was designed to keep a balance between mobility
and multi-player capabilities. The object tracking was processed using reacTIVision [12], a computer vision engine for
object tracking, based on fiducial markers.
The software was written in SuperCollider [14]. We used
SETO Quark2 , the implementation of the TUIO protocol
by Till Bovermann, which allows SuperCollider to communicate with reacTIVision. Figure 2 overviews the system.
SoundXY4’s implementation follows a Model-ViewController pattern. The Controller module classifies the
objects between sound player objects and effects, and tracks
their behaviour in terms of presence, location, or rotation.
The Model module manages the buffers to play the sound
samples, operates the relation between sound player objects
and effects according to their vicinity, and controls the order of execution of the synth nodes on the server including
synths for sound samples, effects, and spatialisation. The
View module manages a visualisation of sound player objects and effects.
SoundXY4 tracks the identity, position and orientation
of tangible objects tagged with fiducial markers and maps
them to sound players or effects. In this version, there is a
subset of 36 different fiducials that are mapped to 36 different sound samples. Sounds are grouped in 6 categories
inspired by Russolo’s 6 families of noises (see Section 2.3).
We used physical cubes with a unique marker on each side
of the cube. Thus, each side represented a sound, and
each cube represented a sound category. For this version
of SoundXY4, we used another group of 4 different cubes
with 6 different filters repeated in each. Filters used are
a band pass filter, a resonant low pass filter, a high pass
filter, a comb delay, a pitch shifter, and an amplitude modulator. For each tangible object of the collection explained
above it is possible to modify one parameter: volume for
sound player objects, and a relevant parameter for each of
the effects. Sounds are looped.
The application maps sounds and filters to a 2D plane
using ambisonics spatialisation [4] for 4 loudspeakers. The

1
The SoundXY4 code is publicly available at: http://
github.com/axambo/soundxy4

2
http://sourceforge.net/p/quarks/code/HEAD/tree/
seto/

2. SOUNDXY4: “THE ART OF NOISE”
2.1 Motivation
SoundXY4 is designed to facilitate collaborative musical
performance using a surround sound system with 4 loudspeakers, providing information on the location of tangible
objects on a tabletop surface where each performer receives
information from all of the speakers. We aimed at promoting a group experience in contrast with a more individualistic experience of using individual speakers or headphones
for each of the listeners. This approach can be useful to
support awareness of both individual and group actions on
the tabletop surface using the same soundfield for everybody with no disruptions as it would happen when using
headphones. It can also permit musicians to explore and
discover together a set of sound categories during a music
performance. Finally, it aims at supporting collaboration
across people with different musical backgrounds.
“Soundxy4: The Art of Noise” is a celebration of the centenary of Russolo’s 1913 “The Art of Noise” [21] and his taxonomy of sounds, which includes urban, noise and industrial
sounds. We believe that Russolo’s material can be useful for
music performance by users both experienced and inexperienced in music making when using suitable technologies.
On the other hand, everyday sounds such as the noises proposed by Russolo are traditionally associated to everyday
listening [3], which implies a greater attention to the spatial
dimension than traditional musical listening (see [26] for an
exploration of everyday listening in electroacoustic music).
Russolo’s ideas have influenced the NIME community such
as in The Croaker system [23] or aesthetic reflections on using the loudspeaker as a musical instrument [15]. However,
as far as we know, exploring Russolo’s taxonomy of sounds
on a tabletop system is novel.

2.2 Implementation
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ambisonics technique is founded on theories of psychoacoustic perception, centred on how the listener perceives sound
when decoding an audio signal. We opted for a surround
sound system because it offers an integrated group and
individual musical experience: headphones could disrupt
the group experience. Particularly we chose the ambisonics technique because, among low-cost systems, it is the
most sophisticated in terms of realism compared to other
systems such as quadraphonics or stereo panning. We implemented the technique in the basic horizontal surround
using 4 speakers as it remains an easy and cheap setup,
and keeps a direct mapping with the tabletop interaction:
loudspeakers at 90◦ each from the table, and positioned
facing a corner of the table each, as illustrates Figure 1.
In SoundXY4, we used a SuperCollider implementation of
ambisonics, which is divided into two unit generators: the
2D encoder PanB2, which analyses the soundfield; and the
2D decoder DecodeB2, which synthesises the soundfield.

2.3

Figure 3: 360◦ panoramic photo of SoundXY4 experiment setup. Photo by Dave Perry (2013).

no-spatialisation, that is, same sound output from the 4
loudspeakers. Different aspects of group collaboration and
awareness were compared between the two conditions of
spatialisation with ambisonics (SP) versus no-spatialisation
(NSP). In particular, we were interested in looking at events
related to space territoriality; events related to the themes
of identification of sounds, filters, and categories; realistic
scenes; and musical immersion.

Taxonomy

The choice of the sounds followed the six families originally
proposed by Russolo. From the original text, it can be interpreted that the second level of the taxonomy is formed with
characteristic sound types: “we have included in these 6 categories the most characteristic fundamental noises, the others are hardly more than combinations of them” [21, p. 10].
We seeked examples of these categories from Freesound3 .
The main criteria were to find iconic sounds for each of the
definitions in the text, but at the same time avoiding overlaps that could be easily produced. Following this idea, we
extended our search when necessary in order to have six
sounds per category, trying to find sounds that were clearly
distinct and yet all representative of the main category4 . A
summary of the sounds used can be found in Table 1.

3.2

Participants

8 groups of 4 participants, 32 people in total, participated
in the study as volunteers from local recruitment. There
was a total of 13 females and 19 males, aged from 15 to
57 (M = 33.13 years old, SD = 11.91). All groups were
gender mixed groups. Participants were also mixed in terms
of years of musical training, including 8 beginners (“none”),
12 intermediates (8 with “1–2 years”, 2 with “2–4 years” and
2 with “4–6 years”), and 12 experts (“more than 6 years”).
All groups were mixed level groups: 1 group with beginners
(B), intermediates (I), and experienced (E); 3 groups with
B and I; 3 groups with I and E; and 1 group with B and
E. Some of them knew each other (7), others new some of
their group (8), and some didn’t know each other at all (17).
Participants were international (26 from Europe, 4 from
Asia, 2 from North America). Groups and participants were
anonymised to G# for groups and to P# for participants
(e.g. G1 P4 refers to participant 4 of group 1), which is the
nomenclature used from here on.

2.4 Usage
Sound players are represented by white cubes, and filters
are represented by black cubes. Each white cube represents one of Russolo’s categories. Each filter modifies the
sound of the nearest white cube. Visual feedback informs
users about the position of the objects, the sound category,
and what sounds are being affected by which filters. When
a sound player cube is on the tabletop surface, it is highlighted by a coloured square. There is a different colour for
each category of sound players, and the nearest filter will
be highlighted in the same colour to indicate the sound that
it is affecting. It is possible to change the volume for each
cube by rotating clockwise (volume up) or counterclockwise
(volume down). There is a mark of the volume value in the
range (0–100), and also a number for each of the six sounds
(1–6). Rotation of the black cube modifies a parameter of
the filter. The rotation and position of a white cube on the
table surface defines the position of the sound source in the
room, related to the position of the loudspeakers5 .

3.3

Setup

We built a closed room made of display screens in the middle of a multipurpose lab space, below 4 dome cameras,
which could see the centre of the closed area from 4 different extremes of it. In order to improve the acoustics of
the closed area, we positioned the display screens to avoid a
perfect square. Instead, we created irregular, random, acute
and obtuse angles at the joints of the display screens. The
tabletop system was positioned in the middle of the closed
space, with 4 loudspeakers at a distance of 1.2m from the
table, facing each one of the corners of the tabletop surface, at 90◦ from each other, and with two additional floor
standing cameras on tripods. Figure 3 shows the setup.

3.4

3. THE STUDY
3.1 Study design

Procedure

The study used a within-subjects design (groups being ‘subjects’), in which all groups took part in both conditions
of spatialisation and no-spatialisation. The order was randomized to control possible learning effects. After a short
introduction to the activity, participants were asked to improvise music with the tangible objects by playing with the
sounds and filters in coordination with the group for 15
minutes. Before starting the trials, each group performed
two rehearsals of the trials in the same randomized order
as in the experiment, so that participants could familiarise
themselves with the interface, in line with Hancock et al. [6].
After completing the experiment, participants were asked to

The overarching research question was: What are the effects of ambisonics spatialisation on group collaboration and
awareness on a tabletop system for music performance? Our
main hypothesis was that spatialisation with ambisonics
supports tabletop collaboration and awareness better than
3

http://www.freesound.org
For a full list of tracks used see: http://github.com/
axambo/soundxy4
5
A video demo of this version is available here: http://
vimeo.com/user15175243/soundxy4-the-art-of-noise
4
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Category
explosions
percussion
screeches
voices
whispers
whistles

Table 1: Used sounds by category
Used sounds
boom rumble, car crash, gun shot, thunderstorm, war boom explosion, water splash
ceramic impact, falling metal, metallic impact, rocks smashing, tom drum, wood impact
fire crackle, howl, lamp buzz, metallic whine, metallic-ceramic friction, plastic rustling
cat howling, groan, kid laugh, man laugh, scream, tibetan chant
cat purring, crowd murmur, group whispering, stomach gurgling, wind mouth gurgle, wind mouth whisper
air escaping hiss, boat whistle, leaking gas hiss, long snort, tunnel short whistle, water pipe hiss

fill in a background questionnaire. Before this study took
place, we did a pilot with two groups to test the procedure.

ence using spatialisation in some groups (G2, G4, G5, and
G8).

3.5 Methods of data analysis

4.1

We collected video recordings of all the sessions. We used a
qualitative approach to thoroughly analyse 4-hours of video
data and identify themes. Qualitative analysis is inspired
by the interaction analysis framework [11], and also more
broadly by a social science approach to qualitative analysis
[13]. We analysed video using informal note-taking first
and subsequently formalising the transcripts with Elan6 .
Figure 4 shows a view from one of the dome cameras.

We observed that the use of territories was similar to the
social protocols established in tabletop studies on territoriality [22] of personal (next to the person), group (centre
of the tabletop surface), and storage (rim area) territories.
However, we noticed differences in some groups about transitioning from individual to shared spaces and exploring the
tabletop workspace. Here we give example vignettes to illustrate these findings.
Vignette 1 (G2, SP): The 4 members build a story together using discrete gestures of positioning on-off sound
player objects on different parts of the tabletop surface, including the centre and corners, while explaining a collective
story using turn-taking.
Vignette 2 (G6, SP): The group members are working
individual voices in their personal spaces, and at some point
they position a set of objects at the centre of the workspace
and build in parallel, all together, a shared voice.
The above vignettes reveal that, for G2 and G6, ambisonics spatialisation helped them to discover certain areas of
the tabletop surface. For G2, the SP condition promoted
them to use not only individual spaces and the central
shared space, but also in-between spaces. For G6, ambisonics spatialisation helped them to discover the centre of the
tabletop surface as a shared area and to explore in team
the tabletop surface, which indicates the approach supports
fluid transitions between personal voices and group voices.
Vignette 3 (G1, SP): After individual explorations, group
members build together in the central shared space different configurations with the tangible cubes, in a playful and
active manner.
Vignette 4 (G4, SP): The group starts with all objects in
the centre of the tabletop surface, then they choose cubes
for themselves to play. P1 and P2 keep manipulating cubes
next to themselves, whilst P3 and P4 build in collaboration
by positioning the cubes in the centre.
These vignettes illustrate how ambisonics spatialisation
supported versatility in the use of territories and roles. For
G1, the SP condition helped to transition from individual to
shared spaces. For G4, the SP condition supported versatile
roles of two musicians collaborating in the middle shared
space, whilst the other two musicians where manipulating
tangible objects in their individual spaces.

4.

FINDINGS

We identified qualitative differences between groups regardless of the conditions. For example 2 out of 8 groups tended
to be non-talkative. We relate these variations to different
group dynamics with a different understanding of musical
improvisation from story-telling to music performance, and
a different understanding of producing music with noisetype of sounds. If we had a continuum, on one extreme
G2 and G4 adopted a story-telling approach, on the other
extreme G3 and G6 adopted a mostly non-talkative music performance approach, whilst, in the middle, the rest of
groups used both verbal and nonverbal communication with
no apparent predominance of any of the two approaches.
We analysed the video data focusing on space territoriality, and the types of conversations around tabletop collaboration and awareness. Findings show how ambisonics is
explored differently between groups, and for some of them
(G1, G2, G4, and G6), it made them discover areas of the
tabletop surface and transition fluidly from individual to
shared spaces; and for some others (most of the talkative
groups), it explicitly helped them to identify more easily
the different sounds and filters. Findings also indicated a
greater association of sounds to realistic scenes for storytellers (G2 and G4), and a greater immersive group experi6
See: http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan, developed by
the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen,
The Netherlands [24].

4.2

Space territoriality

Sounds, categories, and filters

We found several strategies for the identification of sounds,
categories, and filters by different groups, regardless of the
condition. We provide exemplar vignettes of these results.
Vignette 5 (G1, SP): The group is trying to identify the
category of a cube [explosions category]. P4 manipulates
the cube and says “so red is ...” [we hear a loop of a water
splash] and P2 continues “gat sounds”, and P4 seconds “gat
sounds and gunshots and stuff”. P3 contributes “that’s why
red is danger...” [we hear now a car crash] “... warning”.

Figure 4: G5 interacting with SoundXY4.
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Vignette 6 (G8, NSP): The group decides to try cube by
cube to have a clearer idea of the categories. P2 chooses
a cube [voices] and starts trying different sounds of it [we
hear a cat howling, a tibetan chant, a man groaning, a kid
laughing, a cat howling again, a man laughing]. P2 says
“Ok, so quite a lot of animal noises on that one”.
Vignette 7 (G4, NSP): P2 is operating a cube [screeches
category] with no visual feedback [the tabletop system is
momentarily not tracking it], then P2 turns the side of the
cube and drags it left to right [we hear a subtle metallicceramic friction, while others’ cubes are heard louder], and
says “mine is very inconsistent”.
Using cubes that represent categories of sounds seems
useful for both individual and group awareness in the two
conditions: individual awareness is connected to a relation
between identity of the tangible object and personal ownership; whilst group awareness is connected to a relation
between the tangible object and the collective experience
of discovering its identity, a situation supported by using 4
speakers where everybody can listen to the sounds because
listeners share the same soundfield.
Vignette 8 (G2, NSP): P3 changes the side of the cube
[we hear a man laughing]. P2 asks “oh, who’s got that one?”,
and P2 replies “it’s me”.
Vignette 9 (G6, NSP): P2 puts a tangible cube he was
playing from the tabletop surface to the rim area, and adds
another cube [the tabletop system is momentarily not tracking it]. The other team members are manipulating cubes as
well. P2 changes the side of the cube [we hear a car crash
very loud]. P2 lifts the cube up and down again [we hear
again a car crash very loud]. P2 says “that’s me?”, and P1
replies “yes”.
As shown in the above vignettes, in most groups we found
explicit questions about awareness issues of individual and
group actions related to identifying who is manipulating a
particular sound, and also related to identifying own sounds.
Identifying the own voice as well as others’ voices is relevant here as an aspect of musical tabletop collaboration
and awareness. For these groups, these issues happened
less in the SP condition.
Vignette 10 (G8, SP): P3 proposes to try whether changing the side of the “modifier” [filter] matters. P2 replies
“no, it is very subtle”. P1 asks “are all the blacks [filters]
the same?”, and P3 replies “no”. P2 adds “they modify the
sounds slightly differently” [from previous experience in the
NSP condition]. P1 suggests “this black is the same than
this black one?”, and P3 comments “shall we try it?” [they
try a couple of black filters]. P2 affirms “that’s different!”,
and P3 confirms “that’s better”. P4 seconds “there is difference” while lifting up and down a filter next to a sound
player.
This vignette illustrates how a few groups (G1 and G8)
explicitly commented about the subtlety of the filters, but in
SP, they noticed greater changes in the sounds being modified by different filters, which points to greater awareness
of the filters in the SP condition.

cal output as more realistic, and associated the location of
the sound player objects on the tabletop surface to the location of speakers. Particularly, we found comments about
the realism of the musical events, which signals a greater
immersion and awareness of the group experience, as illustrated in the following example vignettes.
Vignette 11 (G4, SP): All participants are manipulating
tangible cubes. Then, P2 explains “when we manipulate
this, all I can think of is scenes of places, and things happening”.
Vignette 12 (G2, SP): After having built a story all together using sound player objects, P2 says “we don’t have
the time or patience to create another scene, have we?”.
In these examples we can see an association of the musical
activity to the creation of scenes, which only appears in
the SP condition. This involves a connection of musical
sequences to places and situations, which points to a greater
immersion and awareness of the group musical activity. We
also found evidence in the SP condition of associating the
sounds to realistic “scenes”, and of associating the position
of the sound sources (cubes) to where the sound was located
in the soundfield, as shown in the following vignettes.
Vignette 13 (G2, SP): Previously, the group positioned
a sound of a fire [fire crackles] in the corner referring to “a
campfire in the corner”. A few minutes later [we hear the
sound of a thunderstorm], P1 turns his head to the speakers,
then he turns back his head looking at the tabletop surface,
points to his back left speaker, and says “the fire sounds
really nice, it sounds as it is actually fire”. Later, P2 says
“it seems realistic at least in terms of urban noises”.
Vignette 14 (G2, SP): The group is listening to a “scene”
they have created by looking at the objects [a sound of fire
crackles in one corner of the tabletop surface, a sound of a
thunderstorm in another corner]. P2 says “I wonder whether
it is interesting where we put these [tangible cubes] cause we
wanted the fire in the corner, if it had some significance, we
created a geographical representation as well as the sound
one”. P1 adds “it could be a suggestion [to be added to
the software]... geographical representations that change
something”.
Vignette 15 (G4, SP): P4 turns his head looking at the
speakers, then turns it back and asks about the 4 speakers
and whether it is stereo. P1 replies “it could be 4 channel,
you could actually orient the proximity of the cube to the
speakers, which channel to use”.
The above vignettes show how some groups (G1, G2, and
G4) had conversations about the perception of ambisonics
effects, although non-explicit, such as the mapping of the
location of tangible objects on the tabletop surface to the
location of speakers, which indicates workspace awareness.

4.4

Musical immersion

We found differences in describing the musical outcome,
pointing to a greater association of producing enjoyable music in the SP condition. In the NSP condition, there were a
few comments (G1, G4, G6, and G8) about the musical outcome such as “for a moment something nice” (G4 P2) or “we
are very close to a preview performance, aren’t we?” (G4
P3); whilst in the SP condition, we identified more comments in more groups (G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, and G8) about
engaging with the group musical output such as “ I think
we have reached some musical plateau” (G4 P2), “it’s music
now” (G8 P3), “we should record a song like this” (G6 P3),
or “we’ve arrived, we are doing Stockhausen now” (G5 P1).

4.3 Realistic scenes
Groups tended to associate the music to films, particularly
horror films, regardless of the condition (G2, G4, and G7).
In SP, P2 in G4 said “it’s like the soundtrack of some movie”,
and P2 in G7 described it as “noises from film”; in NSP, P1
in G2 and P2 in G7 referred to a “horror film”. Also in both
conditions, we find description of or associations to situations: “a supermarket” (P2 in G4, SP), or “that’s horrible
like the computer humming back in the background” (P2 in
G2, NSP). However, we discovered that in SP, the 2 groups
who adopted a story-telling approach, attributed the musi-

5.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Findings showed how the use of ambisonics spatialisation in
tabletop collaboration is “beyond one-size-fits-all”, as group
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dynamics are different, and so it is explored differently. Rick
et al. [20] recognised these differences in group dynamics and highlighted the importance of supporting them on
interactive tabletops for promoting collaborative learning.
For those groups where using ambisonics spatialisation had
a greater impact to space territoriality, it allowed them to
discover and use individual vs. shared spaces distributed
respectively next to themselves and in the centre and corners of the tabletop surface. Our study shows, in contrast
with Hancock et al.’s study [6] in the context of auditory
icons, in that case using localized sound with individual
speakers vs. mixed sound with one shared speaker without
spatialisation, that simultaneous support of awareness for
both individual and group actions is possible.
This study also showed how mixed groups engaged with
the music performance process using different working styles
from story-telling to music improvisation. Blaine and Perkis
[1] experimented with audio delivery to mixed groups of
people with different musical backgrounds, and found that
the best choice was to combine individual speakers with a
surround sound system. We here highlighted a more ecological approach, using only a surround sound system to
support the overall group musical experience with no detriment of the individual musical experience. Whilst nontalkative groups tended to have an immersive experience
in any case, using ambisonics spatialisation, we found evidence of a greater engagement with the musical activity as
an immersive experience for the most talkative groups, including associations to realistic situations for those strictly
story-tellers. This approach seems thus promising for investigating further how to best deliver immersive musical
experiences using auditory feedback with tabletop systems
that can inform users at both individual and group levels
in a democratic setting.
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ABSTRACT

in the way that the parties involved need to (inter)act as a
system in order to create a pleasant musical outcome,
which will be experimental improvised electronic music;
Allow for expressivity, exploration, and improvisation,
enabling immediate feedback loops, so that expressivity is
reinforced by recognizing the personal contribution;
Guarantee a low threshold system entry point to those who
possess limited musical skills, but also to challenge
experienced users with more difficult or sophisticated
mapping set-ups.

When looking at modern music club settings, especially in the area of
electronic music, music is consumed in a unidirectional way on a
sound engineering level – from DJ or producer to the audience – with
little direct means to influence and participate. In this paper we
challenge this phenomenon and aim for a new bond between the
audience and the DJ through the creation of an interactive dance
concept: Experio. Experio allows for multiple audience participants
influencing the musical performance through dance, facilitated by a
musical moderator using a tailored interface. This co-creation of
electronic music on both novice and expert levels is a new
participatory live performance approach, which is evaluated on the
basis of thousands of visitors who interacted with Experio during
several international exhibitions.

In the following, related work is presented, then Experio is
introduced, after which we describe an evaluation of the design and
draw conclusions. We conclude with an outlook on future steps.

Keywords

2. BACKGROUND

Dance, electronic music, group improvisation, collaborative
performance, co-creation, public social interaction.

In group music live performances, the feedback loops between the
performers, the instruments and the audience [1] complicate the
collaborative nature of music making on the one hand, but also
intensify the experience and sophistication of the created music on
the other hand. Next to this there is the challenge of creating a bond
between the audience and the artist. Some related work can be found
here in the area of audience participation systems, such as the work at
M.I.T. Media Laboratory on using disposable wireless motion
sensors [2] and the work of D. Maynes-Aminzade, R. Pausch and S.
Seitz on techniques for interactive audience participation [3].
Inspiring though these examples are, these researchers consider the
audience as a whole and as such limit the participatory interaction
possibilities. As a result, these systems lack individual feedback
loops, in our view hampering expressivity of individuals.
Our work is more in line with “The Interactive Dance Club” [4],
which aims at creating a type of venue where people can have the
opportunity to become players in a large, interconnected, interactive
musical and visual environment. In The Interactive Dance Club, the
input that participants generate is analyzed and filtered using both
software and a DJ to deliver a musically coherent experience.
Similarly, we consider the Jam-O-Drum project [5] as inspiring, even
though it was especially keen on visual feedback instead of audio
feedback. Our research takes this last step and adds a musicianmoderator to allow for more improvisation, collaboration and
control, not only enhancing the interplay between moderator and
dancers, but also creating a different experience for all parties
involved. We do this by focusing on sound influence, using one
interaction possibility for the audience to participate: the interaction
they are already emerged in, i.e. dance. The first part of the project
consisted of a systemic design challenge, more elaborately described
in a previous paper [6]. Here we describe the steps taken in a followup process.

•

•

1. INTRODUCTION
In contemporary live music performances, there is a clear difference
between the input of the musician or DJ (in the following moderator)
and the audience. Typically the former has sole responsibility over
the musical design, to which the latter is merely exposed. Yet, both
share in the experience. Informed by trends in participatory
interactive systems, we became interested in how the aforementioned
differences can be overcome in order to come to a truly shared
experience; a participatory live performance with the active
involvement of moderator and audience.
In this paper we approach this by turning physical movement of
audience members into sound to create a new interaction between the
audience and the musical moderator during a live performance. In
specific, the objectives of our research-through-design project are to:

•

Encourage co-creation between audience and moderator,

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30-July 3, 2014, Goldsmith University, London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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3. EXPERIO
Experio allows for participants from the general audience in a
dance club to step (i.e., dance) into several designated areas on
the dance floor, marked and illuminated through laser beams.
By doing this, audience members interrupt the laser in certain
spots, as such influencing (layers in) the music. By interacting
with other dancers, and by responding to their co-created
layered music piece, a new live music experience emerges that
is explicitly not limited to consuming music, but instead
extends to shaping the experience.
Three parties participate together in a live performance, each
being located in a different area of the club:
•
The dance club as a whole, where the (passive) crowd
gathers for dancing and socialising. People who are
here passively participate but have the option to adopt
a more active role. (area A in Figure 1);
•
Multiple modular interactive dancing areas, where
one or more audience participants can dance and
actively participate in the musical experience. People
who are in this area co-create the music through their
dance moves. (area B in Figure 1);
•
A central stand for a moderator (area C in Figure 1).
This role shares some skills with the a DJ’s role, but
at the same time, it shares skills with a Producer’s
role, being open to the (co-)creation of music and
also improvisation.

Figure 2. Experio dance floor with a single audience
participant interacting with the laser beams.
Each area allows for one audience participant to voluntarily
step in and dance for the length of one or more tracks. Instead
of dancing to externally provided music, they are given the
possibility to join in the music making themselves. The current
design consists of two laser machines projecting laser light
parallel to the floor for an approximate distance of 3.5 meters
from the moderator booth towards a sensor bar. Using an
additional haze machine emphasizes the visual effect. When the
laser light is interrupted, a MIDI signal is generated and sent to
a computer. Detection of player activity happens with 16 photo
diodes for each of the two sensor bars. This detection could
have been facilitated with other types of sensors, e.g., by using
motion tracking or pressure sensors on floor tiles. However, the
directness of the combination of photo diodes and interrupted
laser light was the most appealing and effectual solution–apart
from that this was the least constraint method of obtaining
reliable signals in the club context specifically. By dancing in
the designated area and interrupting the laser light with their
feet, the audience participants are invited to move around the
platform and explore the bond between their movement and the
final musical outcome (Figure 2). While musical sounds can be
triggered like this, continuous control of sounds effects is
likewise possible.

The next section describes the concept devised in this project in
more detail and the context in which it should be implemented.

3.2 Moderator Interface
In addition to the interactive dance floor, a touch screen
interface was developed to let the moderator perform three
tasks (Figure 3). This interface is mounted in the center of the
Experio system (area C in Figure 1), so the moderator has live
access to all Experio parameters and can directly interact with
the dancers in area B (cf. Figure 1).
Figure 1. Experio system with three main areas for the
general crowd (A), the audience participants (B), and the
moderator (C) in the centre.

3.1 Interactive Dance Floor
Experio’s interactive dance areas allow multiple participants
from the audience to simultaneously translate their bodily
expression (i.e., their dance moves) into a musically blended
outcome. The current design consists of two of these sections,
but this could be extended to as many as six (Figure 1).

Figure 3. Moderator live interface design.
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First, much like a contemporary DJ mixes tunes, the moderator
prepares tracks in advance, which are built up from a base beat
(providing a solid base to dance to). They are prepared using
different audio editing software and subsequently loaded into
the system interface. Similar to the beat, the moderator
preselects a collection of sounds to be assigned to the
individual dancing areas to be played live by the audience
participants. This might involve fine-tuning and pitching, so
that the overall sound is pleasant. A second task is performed
live and consists of assigning certain sounds and effects to each
section. However, the moderator has access to global sounds at
all times to allow for improvising beyond the predefined
settings. A third task of the moderator is to mix the inputs he
receives from the dance floor. The volume of each individual
dancing area can be defined by sliding either up or down the
digital dancing area on the interface according to the moment.
Apart from that, the moderator can prepare up to two tracks in
advance for a smooth transition to the next beat. Detailed
information about each track allows for quick browsing and
easy selection.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we describe how Experio works and the context
it would ideally be placed in. On a social level the audience
participants and the moderator communicate through audible
and visual contact. On a technical level, the role of the audience
participant and the moderator are integrated into a bigger
musical organism consisting of users and technology. We
describe the feedback loops between the individual entities as
shown in Figure 4. In each individual dancing area, a laser
machine projects a laser light on the sensor bar in the form of a
line parallel and in close proximity with the ground. The laser
machine is controlled by a DMX (Digital Multiplex)
communication protocol and detected by photo diodes in the
sensor bar. When the light is uninterrupted, nothing happens.
As soon as the light is interrupted, the sensor that is not
receiving light input anymore sends a serial signal to a MIDI
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface) converter. This MIDI
signal is than interpreted by a code written in Processing. This
code processes them and sends out another MIDI signal
according to the settings applied by the moderator on the user
interface. This processed MIDI signal together with the beats
selected in the user interface are then sent to a music processing
program, in our case Fruity Loops, where it is mapped to
trigger a certain musical output.
Experio is designed to be portable so it can be placed in many
different environments with a free (semi-) circular space. The
targeted visitors of such a venue are creative people with
openness towards participation and improvisation, not restricted
to indoor locations. As far as the sound design is concerned, the
platform allows for several genres to be played. However, in
this prototype demonstrator we decided to scope it in terms of
contemporary music and a fitting age group, leading to a
selection deep house and techno music.

Figure 4. Schematics with feedback loops of the
Experio system.

5.1 Physical Interaction
We observed that audience participants are willing to interact
and explore, as long as they are able to distinguish their
personal input and there is an instant synchronisation between
the movement and the sound produced. As pointed out in the
work performed by Todd Winkler [7], the different body
parameters (i.e. weight, range of motion and force among
others) should be mapped to similar sound characteristics. For
example, in our case, the audience participants would expect
different audio feedback when they applied little pressure on
the ground compared to pounding their feet onto the floor. As
far as the technology itself is concerned, a few people pointed
out how detection only on the x axis could be sometimes
limiting, as one expects something different to happen the
closer they get to the moderator booth. When it comes to free
body expressivity, we purposely limited to feet expression for
two reasons: first, the audience participants can benefit from
the natural tendency of first moving the feet to the beat.
Second, the moderator would be overwhelmed by too many
inputs to master.
Overall, the low threshold to join the experience was
confirmed, since many audience participants understood and
participated in the interaction without instruction.

5.2 Social Interaction
The overall atmosphere is based on the increased social
interaction between audience (participants), since all entities
involved co-create a new musical experience based on socially
mediated, reciprocal influence. Our observations in China and
the Netherlands have shown us an increase in social interaction
among people, in particular among people that did not know
each other before. Additionally, the circular shape of Experio
was chosen to achieve maximum social interaction through
establishing visual contact. Resulting from a certain hierarchy
in responsibility for the overall experience [8] we derive
hierarchy in control as follows. The moderator has control of
the whole system and the audience participants have control

5. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
We showcased Experio in several well visited venues with
more than 7000 visitors both in The Netherlands as well as in
China during the period September 2013 to December 2013.
These experiences allowed the designers to observe many users
interacting with the system, as well as collect a significant
amount of qualitative data in the form of verbal comments.
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have different entrance thresholds as audience participant
become more and more skilled over time.

over individual aspects of the musical experience. However,
they can always be overruled by the moderator for the sake of
living up to the responsibility of the overall experience.. On a
social level, Experio works because it well exploits the
expertises of the two entities involved: on the one hand the
audience participant is most likely skilled at dancing to the
beat, while on the other hand the moderator is not only
triggered by the visual contact with the audience in front of
him, but also from real interaction on a musical level.
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The system is designed in such a way that the parties involved,
namely the moderator and the audience participant, have to
actively participate in the performance: the base beat would be
boring if not completed with the sounds that are generated by
the dance floor. In the same way, only audience participants
would produce casual musical patterns, without a solid
rhythmic base provided by a moderator. It is a fact that most of
the people, in order to be able to dance, need to hear a beat
playing [4]. Therefore, a parameter distinction was made, with
the moderator responsible for both the beat as well as the output
choice at each section, and the audience participants adding
new layers of either instruments or effects (i.e. the output
choice) on top of the existing rhythm. In short, a moderator
appeared to be necessary as too much improvisation could lead
to chaotic musical output.
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musician in a club. The different areas of expertise among the
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using Experio, allowing the audience participants to express,
and requiring the moderator to improvise. The low-threshold
entrance level for audience participants allows for quick
exploration and understanding of the system to induce
improvisation. In living up to these goals, the system manages
to create a pleasant outcome without having to accommodate
on any of them, despite the experimental trait of the concept.
For the future we believe that such an experimental set-up
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ABSTRACT

the creative task itself, we aim at investigating the extent
of rhythmic complexity and expressivity that users would
want to pursue without being either underwhelmed or overwhelmed, as this is detrimental to the experience of Group
Flow. Especially regarding the support for heterogeneous
groups, this question is essential.
However, to our best knowledge, sufficient empirical results do not exist. Therefore we aim to perform a comparative study with several prototypical applications that
successively give more degrees of freedom to the users with
regard to shaping rhythmic structures and then evaluate
their responses. We will furthermore measure the rhythmic
complexity of the created rhythmic structures and compare
them to these responses. In this regard, we try to shed some
light into this issue such that later applications may be able
to perform their role of the mediator more intelligently. We
make use of a multi-touch table as shared interface, since
this offers means that simplify social communication protocols [15, 4].
There have been several contributions that addressed the
collaborative creation of rhythmic forms. One can distinguish between real time input driven systems such as BeatBugs [14] which allow users to directly perform percussive
patterns that are then recorded into the system and sequencer based approaches such as the reacTable [5] or The
Planets [7]. In case of the latter, users can modify the musical events asynchronously to the produced audio. We consider this temporal decoupling as beneficial since it conceptually allows for a larger variety of access points for collaboration and the mediating role of the IT-system. Therefore
we design our prototypical applications as collaborative sequencing environments.
Additionally, we want to support melodic elements (e.g.
bass sounds, simple harmonics) rather than primarily focusing on percussive ones, since we believe embedding the
shared composition in a more musically comprehensive context reflects a more realistic use case. Furthermore, we seek
to allow the modification of timbres in real time as timbre itself is an important part of the musical structure [3],
especially for modern popular music (e.g. dance music).

In this contribution we will show three prototypical applications that allow users to collaboratively create rhythmic
structures with successively more degrees of freedom to generate rhythmic complexity. By means of a user study we
analyze the impact of this on the users’ satisfaction and
further compare it to data logged during the experiments
that allow us to measure the rhythmic complexity created.

Keywords
Collaborative Music Making, Creativity Support, User Study

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the last century the importance of rhythm has undergone a remarkable transformation from an equal to the most
visceral element in the musical trinity of melody, rhythm
and harmony - in both the high art and popular music
[8]. Rhythm is social, it binds communities through dances
they may share, such as in tribal or rave cultures, but also
through participation in drum circles [10]. This participatory facet of rhythm, the collaborative creation of music, especially if intrinsically motivated, can be a highly engaging
activity, the joy of the groove [12]. The related phenomenon
of Group Flow [11, p. 158] is beneficial for social creativity,
it is a motivator and means for the group to innovate in a
creative task. In a musical context, it has been shown empirically to lead to more valuable results [6]. The personal
experience of Flow itself, defined as “a holistic sensation
that people feel when they act with total involvement” [1],
is an enabler for the empathic involvement with music and
stimulator for the implicit learning process [9].
We see these social factors as highly beneficial for musical
creativity and therefore aim at supporting the collaborative
creation of rhythmic structures while fostering Group Flow
with help of a computer system. In such a setting, the
computer can be seen as a mediator for the collaboration,
helping to communicate musical intent or to facilitate the
realization of musical ideas. Furthermore, in the context of
group creativity, the heterogeneity of individuals, and their
overall knowledge diversity, experience, and expertise are
key elements [2]. The integration of these elements is also
part of the mediating role of the computer. Focusing on

2.

CONCEPT

One of the most prevalent sequencing concepts in electronic
music production is the step sequencer which dates back
to the early 20th century (e.g. Raymond Scott’s Circle Machine) and has been employed in various drum machines
(e.g. Roland TR-808) but also in modern Digital Audio
Workstations (e.g. Fruity Loops). In general, a musical duration is divided into a discrete set of units, the steps. At
every step a musical event can be set to be triggered. This
step sequence pattern is then played back in a loop. In
many cases a 4/4 bar is divided into 8 or 16 steps, mean-
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construct the graph. Dragging forms outside of the
workspace deletes them.
• A pinch gesture on the forms scales it and modifies
its loudness. Forms can be muted when scaled to a
minimum value, thus constructing rests.
• Rotation (2D or 3D using a multi-touch gesture) modifies synthesis parameters. Each form has 3 modifiable
parameters associated. The global amount of a rotation of a form is indicated as one of three arc segments
around it.
Edges of the graph are indicated as simple lines, the progression of the sequence(s) is indicated by small circles that
travel along the edges from node to node at the pace of the
pulse duration of the sequence. In this way it is visually indicated which forms are about to be triggered next. If this
indicator reaches a form, the sound generator is triggered
to produce an aural result. This is also shown visually by
changing the brightness of the form according to the amplitude level of the generated sound.
We used six different sound generators that all allow to
synthesize a large variety of different sounds. They can
be controlled in real time therefore influencing the sonic
output immediately. In this way users are able to alter the
synthesized timbres and alter the musical result even when
the rhythmic structure is static.
The first prototype p1, which is an adoption of a simple step sequencer, consists of 8 subdivisions represented as
static, non-audible forms to which forms can be attached
to. Only for this prototype no other graph constructions
are allowed. Thus, only rhythmic constructions equivalent
to that of a step sequencer can be manifested.
The second prototype p2 allows the construction of tree
structures. The root of the tree is represented as nonaudible form. Sub-trees leading from the root are looped
according to the longest path from root to leaf node (each
with the same pulse). This construction allows for parallel
events to happen in parallel paths.
The third prototype p3 is a modification of the second
one, where the pulse interval can be changed per sub-tree to
a multiple of 1/8th. This is set by changing the distance of
the first node of the sub-tree to the center of the workspace.
The global tempo in each prototype can be altered with
one of four sliders placed around the workspace.

Figure 1: Screenshots of prototype 1 and 2
ing that events can happen at most at granularity of 1/8th
or 1/16th. In this regard, a step sequencer is very limited
in terms of rhythmic expressivity since only one time line
exists that is fixed in length and because the musical subdivisions of a bar can only be even multiples of the duration
of a step (e.g. triplets can not be used). We will make use
of this core concept and successively extend it to allow for
more degrees of freedom in regard to rhythmic expressivity
for our prototypes.
The first extension allows to create polymeters such that
looping rhythmic structures with even or odd overlapping
elements can be constructed. This differs from the original
concept as now several time lines (step sequencers) with the
same pulse but different length are necessary.
The second extension concerns the duration of subdivisions in order to construct polyrhythms. This can be enabled by allowing each of the time lines in the polymeter to
have a different pulse frequency. This makes it possible to
create complex rhythmic patterns.
If we disregard the pulse frequency for a moment, then
the step sequencer metaphor can be expressed as a graph
construct in which nodes represent audible musical events
(such as a hit of a bass drum) and edges express the succession of these events. In this way, a step sequencer with 8
steps can be seen a simple linear list of 8 nodes that are connected by edges. Similarily, a polymeter can be expressed
as a tree that is to be traversed starting at the root. We
will make use of this perspective on rhythmic constructs as
interaction metaphor for our prototypes because in this way
we can coherently express time-event relationships for all of
our prototypes.

3.

4.

EVALUATION

For the evaluation we will make use of both a user study
as well as tracking the use of the application by logging the
interaction. With the latter it is possible to reconstruct the
rhythmic patterns that have been created and therefore to
apply measures for rhythmic complexity but also to analyze
whether users alternatively preferred to shape the timbre of
sounds via measuring the duration of gestures. 31 persons
took part of our user study in groups of 3-4 people. With
respect to their demography, their age was between 19 and
43 years, while 24 were male and 7 female. A large portion
of our participants had a musical background (21 had performing experience). This is also reflected in the average
time per week a test person makes music (9.4 hours). We
performed the study by first presenting the second prototype and then the first followed by the third. Each of these
sessions took 10 minutes after a short introduction about
the basic usage. We tried to minimize any necessary instructions as we wanted to force participants to explore the
prototypes. After the evaluation, participants were asked to
fill out a questionnaire that contained questions regarding
personal information and self-assessment, individual experience, group and interaction workflow as well as general feedback. Most questions used a 5-level Likert scale. Using the

PROTOTYPES

In our prototypes, nodes represent sound generators directly, we chose to use different abstract three dimensional
forms and colors to differentiate between them in the visualization (cp. fig. 1). These forms can be interacted with in
the following way to change the graph structure and timbre:
• Dragging a form across the shared workspace (re-)
connects it to the nearest form, thus this is used to
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Figure 2: Plots of the logged data: a) Weighted Note To Beat Distance, b) the duration of gestures during
interaction and the questionnaire: c) subjective assessment, d) perceived musical complexity, e) manner of
changing objects (high means experimental, low means targetted) and f ) the changed attributes (high means
timbre, low means rhythm) for the respective prototypes p1 (green), p2 (red), p3 (blue)
logging data from the interaction with the applications, the
graph structure at every time instant of the session can be
reconstructed. This can be further transformed into a pattern notation in which every sound generator class is given
its own staff and where all the trigger onsets of their respective multiple of a 1/8th are recorded. The length of the
pattern is determined by the number of steps it takes until
the whole rhythmic structure repeats (the smallest common
multiple of the constituent patterns). After this transformation it is possible to apply rhythmic complexity measures
for the whole pattern. We used the Weighted Note to Beat
Distance measure since it was shown in [13] to agree with
human perception and because it reflected more of the dynamic variation of the rhythmic structures in our data set
compared to other measures.

5.

manner. The degree of verbal communication varied,
some groups debated about the next steps while others did not talk at all but merely used gestures and
eye-contact.
• Frequent Processes: We frequently observed the same
sequence of steps that groups performed repeatedly to
create their compositions. Namely exploration, where
several persons experiment in parallel in a loosely coupled way. Followed by restriction, where after complaining about the non-musical quality of the aural
output the group decides to remove all nodes and to
restart the construction. Planning after a consulting
conversation about improvement suggestions with the
division of roles and working methods to avoid earlier mistakes. Constructing while the pace of the conversation fades and the interaction and collaboration
becomes goal oriented. And finally reception of the accomplished if the musical result is felt worth listening
while the group shows positive emotions of joy.

RESULTS & CONCLUSION

In general, the feedback to all of our prototypes was very
positive (cp. fig. 2c) with some of the groups playing
up to one hour longer with the prototypes after the experiments. Several observations were made during the experiments themselves or when watching the corresponding
recorded video material:
• Flow: Participants frequently moved to the beat by
nodding head, clapping hands, tapping feet on the
ground or the fingers on the edges of the tabletop.
Even though people sometimes showed how much they
enjoyed the rhythms by facial expression, many of
these actions were done apparently unconsciously. The
participants were especially engaged with the application when modifying timbres and discovering sounds
(as they were shown only a small subset of the sound
palette in the introduction). This was accompanied by
showing emotions of amusement via verbal statements
facial expressions (e.g. grinning). This shows that the
exploration of sounds further caused constructive involvement leading to more engagement and curiosity,
which are characteristics of a flow experience.
• Group Flow: Participants frequently showed not only
positive emotions with regard to their own actions but
also in regard to actions of their collaborators. We
observed that the articulation of Flow of several participants at the same time led to a more extroverted
expression of engagement such as vividly dancing to
the produced music, collectively clapping to the beat
or energetic laughing. In this sense it can be claimed
that at times collaborators felt to be ’in the groove’
with each other.
• Styles of interaction: In all groups a division of labor was observable. In many groups a single participant took the role of a coordinator, expressing his
ideas while others helped executing them or assigning roles (as in a band setting) to his collaborators.
This was done in an equally directed and undirected

We now look at the data generated by logging the users’
interaction with the prototypes. Regarding the question
whether the additional degrees of freedom for rhythmical
complexity have been used in a consequent way, the answer
is negative on average (fig. 2a). The median values of the
reconstructed rhythmical complexity values for each prototype show that the complexity generated by prototype two
is less than for prototype one, although the opposite result
would have been expected: for prototype one the maximum
amount of rhythmic complexity that is producible is limited
due to the fixed amount of ”steps” and prototype two allows
more the degrees of freedom. However, in accordance with
expectation, the rhythmic complexity created with prototype three surpasses the results of the other two. These
results agree with the results of the questionnaire elements
asking for the perceived complexity of the created music
per prototype (fig. 2c). One can conclude that the user’s
perception and the measurement of rhythmic complexity
match, which not only indicates the validity of WNBD as
an appropriate measure but also that the subjective user’s
assessment is also valid objectively. However, one question
is whether the rhythmical complexities are voluntary or involuntary results. For this we will take a closer look at the
results of the questionnaire.
The duration of gestures can be used as measure for
whether users preferred to alter the timbre of sounds in
real time rather than changing the rhythmic structure of
the sound forms. Figure (fig. 2b) shows the mean of the
duration of gestures for each prototype. We chose the mean
here since it is susceptible for outliers and thus may better
represent extended gesture input. Here it is apparent that in
all applications timbral transformations of the sound forms
were performed. However, regarding prototype one it is also
visible that users may also have performed a large amount
of rhythmical modifications.
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For the evaluation of the questionnaire, we calculated
Spearman’s R as correlation coefficients for pais of answers.
Regarding the collaboration itself, a high correlation is apparent between the ability to implement own ideas and fostering one’s own creativity (0.71) as well as between the
ability to implement own ideas and the preference to use
the applications collaboratively (0.52). This means that
users saw their collaborators and the applications as aids to
pursue their own ideas. A highly positive correlation also
exists between enjoying collaboration, on the one hand, and
either evaluating the three apps as fostering creativity (0.55)
or discovering new musical means (0.56) on the other hand.
Users that expressed curiosity when working with the applications also expressed being inspired by the work of other
users (0.61). Furthermore users who evaluated the musical outcome as harmonious or danceable liked not only the
musical outcome in general (0.62, 0.52) but also liked the experimentation with sounds in a collaborative setting (0.36,
0.50). This may also lead to the conclusion that the collaboration may foster experimentation rather than the targeted
construction of sound forms. This is apparent in the correlation between musical skills (a score accumulated from
several biographical questions assigned to every user) and
more critical evaluations of our prototypes: the higher the
musical skill the more disappointment (0.37), confinement
(0.45), and overstrain (0.46) for all applications were expressed, especially regarding the general assessment of prototype two (0.38). However, it seems unlikely that musically
skilled users evaluated the applications negatively because
of the actions of their collaborators, since the higher the
musical skill the more positively collaborators and the interaction with them was seen (0.25). Many of our higher musically skilled participants attended a conservatory and thus
may have substantial experience regarding musical collaborations. Given the correlation (0.32) that musically skilled
users preferred to use the application three for a more targeted construction of sound forms and that users having
stated that the applications exceeded their expectations especially assessed application one positively (0.65), it can be
stated that for skilled users, application two is seen as too
constrictive (corr. btw. skills and general assessment: -0.34)
and application three as too difficult to comprehend (corr.
btw. skills and comprehensibility: -0.23). The assessment of
application one correlates positively with enjoying the experimentation with sounds (0.52). Additionally, there are
positive correlations between the comprehensibility of the
musical results generated with application one, on the one
hand, and being able to implement own ideas (0.31) or experiencing pleasure (0.30) on the other hand. This comprehensibility of prototype one also correlates to perceiving
the music as rhythmic (0.40) and to being inspired by other
collaborators (0.39). This leads to the conclusion that application one in general is seen as more comprehensible and
therefore traceable for collaboration. Additionally it seems
suitable for sound-forms whose articulation is more rooted
in timbre than in rhythmic (complexity) as can be found in
today’s dance music.
We assume that musically skilled users are adept to cope
with and to create more rhythmically complex music. In
this regard, a good prototype would allow such users to
create rhythmically complex music compared to less skilled
users. To gain more insight into such a relationship between musical skills and created rhythmical complexity, we
performed a linear regression for these variables for each
prototype. For prototype two, the slope of the best fit
straight line is negative (coeff. -0.159), which may indicate that skilled users are not be able to express themselves
accordingly while less skilled users may have created the

complexity involuntarily. For prototype three the slope has
no clear trend (coeff. 0.05), which may indicate that skilled
users were unable to use their expertise for more targeted
exploration. For prototype one, the slope has a stronger upwards trend (coeff. 0.24). Thus, from the viewpoint of the
assumption previously made, this shows that this prototype
is the one that scales best with users’ musical skills. This
more targeted interaction with prototype one, especially regarding the construction of the rhythmic structure, is also
apparent in the users’ evaluation of how they performed
their changes (fig. 2e) and what was changed (fig. 2f). Furthermore this is also supported by the observation that the
duration of gesture interaction includes a large portion of
short events.
Concluding, it is to say that it is important to gather
more empirical data in order to be able to make further reliable statements investigating the appropriate level of expressivity for collaborative composition support. This is our
intention for future work.

6.
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ABSTRACT

Sensors measuring the performer’s actions can instead be
used to detect pitch [12], but the mechanics of most instruments makes these solutions incomplete. On string instruments, finger position and string tuning (which can vary
during a performance) must be known; on winds, both fingering and embouchure affect the pitch. Thus, regardless of
the accuracy of the sensors, audible pitch errors are likely.
We propose a hybrid approach which uses sensors to produce an initial pitch estimate. The estimate restricts the
search space of a low-latency audio analysis algorithm whose
accuracy would otherwise be unacceptably low. Because
audio and sensors tend to produce different types of errors
(harmonics being common in audio, slight mistuning with
sensors), the combination can be both fast and accurate.
This paper demonstrates the approach using position sensing on a violin fingerboard, with sensor-assisted versions of
two commonly-used audio analysis algorithms.

This paper presents a multi-modal approach to musical instrument pitch tracking combining audio and position sensor data. Finger location on a violin fingerboard is measured
using resistive sensors, allowing rapid detection of approximate pitch. The initial pitch estimate is then used to restrict the search space of an audio pitch tracking algorithm.
Most audio pitch tracking algorithms face a fundamental
tradeoff between accuracy and latency, with longer analysis
windows producing better pitch estimates at the cost of noticeable lag in a live performance environment. Conversely,
sensor-only strategies struggle to achieve the fine pitch accuracy a human listener would expect. While this paper is
violin centric, it demonstrates a more general concept for
augmented instruments that by combining the two differing approaches, high accuracy and low latency pitch can be
simultaneiously achieved.

2. PRIOR WORK
2.1 Augmented Violin

Keywords
pitch tracking, position sensing, audio analysis, multi-modal,
violin, fingerboard

1.

Augmented stringed instruments have a long history from
Max Mathews’ early electric violin [18] in the 1970s, to
Young’s “Hyper-Cello” [22] in the 1990s, to Overholt’s “Overtone Violin” [20] and “Overtone Fiddle” [21] and Jensenius’s
violin augmented with video motion tracking [13]. Poepel
[24] provides a review of work up to 2006.
While many augmented instruments aim to enable completely new performance techniques and gestures, this paper focuses on measurement of traditional technique. Traditional technique analysis focuses in two areas: left-hand
finger placement (connected to pitch) and right-hand bow
tracking. Bow tracking has been well-explored [2, 26, 16,
27, 23], though it is by no means a solved problem.
Fingerboard tracking is in certain ways an easier problem
as physical contact location between the finger and the instrument can be measured. Freed has examined use of commercial position and force sensors [8, 10] for finger position
tracking in a traditional context, while Grosshauser augmented a traditional violin with both capactive and pressure based position sensors [11, 12]. Ajay Kapur’s “E-Sitar”
[14] is a fretted instrument which uses a different fingerboard measurment method, linking the metalic frets with
resistors and measuring string-fret contact by electrifying
the strings. Although this is not a technique available to
fretless instruments the E-Sitar is notable for using audio
analysis to refine estimated pitch, as sitar pitch is determined by both the frets and the bending of the strings.

INTRODUCTION

Monophonic pitch tracking is sometimes considered a solved
problem in audio analysis, but existing approaches do not
always meet the stringent accuracy and timing demands of
live instrumental performance. Musicians can detect reaction latencies of 20-30ms in musical instruments [17, 1], and
latency under 10ms is an accepted target for interactive audio systems [9]. Expert live performance also demands an
extremely low detection error rate.
Most audio pitch tracking algorithms are based on windowing the signal, whether the analysis is performed by
FFT or directly in the time domain (as in autocorrelationbased approaches). But a commonly-used window size of
4096 samples at 44.1kHz requires 93ms to fill; even a 512sample window, short enough to degrade the performance of
most algorithms, lasts over 11ms. Where multiple consecutive frames are compared to improve robustness, this will
multiply the total latency. In many algorithms, minimum
window size is inversely related to the lowest frequency to be
detected, reflecting inherent tradeoffs of time and frequency
resolution in short-time spectral analysis.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.2

Monophonic Pitch Tracking

In-depth reviews of monophonic pitch tracking are presented
in [3] and [6]. There are three primary means of pitch detection: spectral methods, temporal methods, and combina-
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tions of the two. Spectrally-based methods work by shorttime Fourier analysis of the audio signal, looking for a dominant frequency and its harmonics. The dominant frequency
can be identified in several ways, including autocorrelation
within the spectral domain [15], cepstral analysis [19], and
constant-Q methods [4].
Temporal methods are typically based on autocorrelation.
By cross-correlating a windowed signal with itself, peaks occur in the autocorrelation function at harmonics of the fundamental frequency within that window [25]. Ideally, the
largest peak is the target frequency; however, resonances
and variations in the signal result in non-trivial error rates.
Since basic autocorrelation weights results equally no matter the lag, it often leads to the frequency estimate being
too low. An alternative is to reduce the weight at greater
lags τ = FSR /FP , by effectively reducing the correlation
window using the equation:

rt (τ ) =

t+W
X−τ

xj xj+τ

still noticeable height, and with that, noticeable edges. The
height and edges alter the feel of the instrument, making
the sensor non-ideal for use on traditional instruments.
We instead apply a bare resistive strip directly to the fingerboard, making use of the conductivity of metal strings
and the normal air gap between the string and the fingerboard (Figure 1). A single thin layer of velostat (carboninfused polymer) is glued to the fingerboard with connections hidden under the bridge end of the fingerboard. Along
with its resistive properties, the velostat has a smooth finish
similar to the fingerboard. Each violin string is electrified by
running the ball end through an electrically connected solder tab. We removed the fine tuner from the violin E-string
as it was made of non-conductive plastic. We successfully
used both generic inexpensive strings and high-end professional strings. With the exception of added wires from the
fingerboard, the feel of the violin is only minimally changed.

(1)

j=t+1

While Equation 1 reduces the likelihood of underestimating the fundamental frequency, it does this at the cost of
increasing the likelihood of overestimating the fundamental
as shorter periods are weighted more heavily. This paper
uses the intentionally “biased” equation, Equation 1, as one
of the two test algorithms for pitch estimation.

dt (τ ) =

W
X

(xj − x2j+τ )

(2)

j=1

A third variation of temporal-based autocorrelation is to
use a normalized difference function. With Kawahara and
Cheveigné’s Yin [7], using a difference function, Equation 2,
reduces the influence of amplitude changes on the autocorrelation function, Equation 1, to achieve a dramatic decrease
in errors. Yin has been proven highly robust and reliable
and has become the dominant means for pitch detection. It
is also the second test algorithm used.

Figure 2: Circuit consists of a current mirror on one
end of the velostat, and a MOSFET on each string
which is used to switch between strings.
As shown in Figure 2, a current source (here, a current
mirror based on a BC212 PNP transistor) provides a constant current to the variable fingerboard-string resistance,
producing an output voltage which is linearly related to resistance: Vo = IRC . The resistor RC should be chosen to be
greater than the maximum resistance of the velostat strip
in order to detect across the full length of the strip. Our
strips had a typical resistance of around 80kΩ so we chose
RC = 100kΩ.
Expected pitch based on finger position is determined
by considering the ratio of change between the open string
length (lOS ) land the new string length measured from the
bridge(lBF ):

3. LOW-LATENCY PITCH TRACKING
3.1 Capturing Finger Placement
We propose using high-speed position sensors to assist audio
pitch-tracking. Our fingerboard hardware is designed to improve upon existing methodologies by being non-intrusive,
non-destructive, and retaining seamless fingerboard feel and
appearance.

fplayed = fstring

lOS
lBF

(3)

To determine the new string length we subtract the distance of the finger to the nut (lF N ) from the overall string
length. We find the finger position from the measured voltage output. As Vo must be normalized against the full velostat length (lV ) along the fingerboard, with VM S as the
maximum measured voltage, the equation for determining
finger position from the nut becomes:

Figure 1: Fingerboard sensor configuration. The
fingerboard is covered with a layer of resistive velostat. Contact between a string and the fingerboard
produces an electrical connection.
A typical means for making a linear potentiometer strip
is to place a conductive layer over a resistive strip with an
air-gap separating the two. When pressed, the conductive
material contacts the resistive strips at the point of pressure, forming a voltage divider. Commercial linear potentiometers have a built-in air gap which requires minimal but

lBF = lOS − lF N
lF N = lV (1 −
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Vo
)
VM S

(4)
(5)
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Further this gives an overall function for voltage to pitch of:
fplayed =

fstring × lOS
)
Vo
lOS − lV (1 −
)
VM S

with a window size of W = 2048 samples had a 4.8% error
rate1, but a 2048- sample window incurs an unacceptably
high 46ms latency. Reducing the window to 512 samples,
the error rate rose to 21.1%. At 256 samples, corresponding
to an inherent latency of 5.8ms at a 44.1 kHz sample rate,
the error rate grew to 41.1
We use the sensor-based pitch estimate (Equation 6) to
restrict the range on which we search for the maximum of
Equation 1. For autocorrelation-based pitch detection, errors tend to occur at harmonics of the correct pitch. While
octave errors are most common, fifths are sometimes also
found. With this in mind, we started by restricting the
autocorrelation search space to be within a just-intonation
major third (±25%) of the touch sensor estimate. Subsequent trials found that for small windows, where pitch
estimates were less robust, it was useful to use a whole-tone
search window (±12.5%), as in all cases, the hardware pitch
estimate was typically within 8% of the correct pitch. However, for window sizes above 512 samples, at least two full
periods fit within the window for all notes within the violin’s frequency range. The increased robustness of the pitch
estimate allowed relaxing reliance on the hardware sensors
enabling an increased search range of a fourth (±33%).
If there is no position estimate from the fingerboard, we
assume the audio must be produced by an open string and
restrict our search to a set of narrow frequencies around
each string.
If the window length W is too short to effectively evaluate a low frequency, rather than search for the fundamental
frequency, we search the area around the expected second
harmonic as demonstrated in the second example of Figure
3. The second harmonic will sometimes be a minimum instead of a maximum of the autocorrelation function, since
the lag corresponding to the second harmonic also represents a 1800 phase shift of the fundamental. We thus search
for either a minimum or maximum in this case, choosing the
stronger of the two responses.
Lastly, the autocorrelation function can only be evaluated
at integer multiples τ of the sample interval, even though
the actual period of the signal may lie between those multiples. In an effort to estimate the theoretical maxima, we use
parabolic interpolation based on the peak value and the two
surrounding points [7]. If the optimal lag τ is on the edge of
the window and the correlation function is monotonic, we
do not perform interpolation.

(6)

An Atmel AVR32UC3C board is used to sample the voltage at each string and calculate a normalized position for
the finger closest to the bridge. A sample rate of 300kHz is
possible with each sample being the average of 4 ADC measurements. Position accuracy using non-conductive material to press the string was found to be roughly 3mm. Due
to the high resistance of the velostat, the conductive properties of the human hand introduces significant noise, halving
accuracy with single string contact to around 6mm. Using a lower-resistance material would reduce the noise from
human interaction substantially, but as we have quite high
noise tolerance for left hand input, the velostat is acceptable. For simplicity, in this paper, we assume single string
contact only since we are restricting ourselves to monophonic tracking.
Obviously, with accuracy only within 6mm, finger position alone can not be used to determine the exact pitch.
This accuracy is sufficient to estimate the target pitch within
a whole tone. For the lower octave on each string, the distance between semitones is between 10-17mm. Even if it
were perfectly accurate in determining finger position, there
would still be issues of string tuning and slight differences
between the point of pressure and the effective vibrating
end of the string. In order to find the actual pitch being
performed, we proceed to the audio domain.

3.2 Assisted Pitch Tracking
Audio pitch tracking, though fairly accurate especially at
long window sizes, suffers two related problems in real-time
low-latency scenarios. The first is harmonic errors, the tendency of many algorithms to identify the harmonic of a
frequency rather than the fundamental. The second is the
fundamental limitation of needing one or more periods of a
wave to fit in the window, placing a lower bound on window
size (and hence latency).
For instance, the low G on a violin (192Hz) takes 5.2ms
for a complete wavelength, and on a cello, the low C (65Hz)
takes 15.3ms for a complete wavelength. But with sensorassisted pitch tracking, we begin with a rough estimate of
pitch based on finger position. This allows us to use even
the most basic algorithm with shorter window settings to
achieve a more accurate result.
Finger placement nearly eliminates harmonic errors. Moreover, where the sensors indicate a fundamental frequency
below what could be detected with a given window size, we
can instead search for a harmonic of that frequency using a
shorter window, allowing us to estimate the fundamental in
shorter than one period.

3.2.1

3.2.2 Restricted Search Yin
We have also implemented a frequency restricted search version of Yin, as Yin typically yields much better results than
biased autocorrelation. Yin improves on simple autocorrelation in five stages. The first is the use of the Equation 2 from
Section 2.2, a modified autocorrelation based on difference
in signals rather than the raw signal. This method increases
resistance to errors due to amplitude change. Second, Yin
uses a cumulative mean normalized difference function to
reduce “too high errors”, by weighting a result on its difference from a running cumulative average.
We incorporate the sensor data restriction in the third
stage of Yin. Since Yin starts from a difference-based autocorrelation variation, it looks for a minimum instead of a
maximum and defines an arbitrary threshold which any result must be below. Yin selects the minimum from the first
contiguous set of values under the chosen threshold, or the
overall minimum if nothing is below the target threshold.
Rather than using an arbitrary (though effective) threshold, we replace the threshold search by the same frequency
restriction technique used in biased autocorrelation, restricting the search for the minimum to be within a given range

Biased Search Restricted Autocorrelation

We used two audio methods for sensor-assisted pitch estimation: biased autocorrelation with quadratic interpolation, and a variation on Yin [7]. Biased autocorrelation is
based on Equation 1. This equation is commonly used in
signal processing, as it weights events with less lag more
than higher-lag events, creating a decay envelope that can
be seen in the top of Figure 3. Typically, estimated pitch
period is determined by picking the highest peak in the autocorrelation function. However, this method is prone to
error, especially at smaller window lengths when there are
fewer accumulated wavelengths or notes below the minimum detection frequency. For instance, testing against a
sample violin recording, using basic biased autocorrelation
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of the estimate from the fingerboard sensor. The Yin search
uses the same search intervals as the assisted auto-correlationa just whole tone for W < 512 and a just fourth otherwise.
Similarly, we apply the same concept of looking for second
harmonics when the expected period is otherwise too long
for reliable estimation, and we finish with parabolic interpolation. When the sample window is small and the frequency
is too low for even a second harmonic Yin estimate, we use
the raw sensor pitch estimate.

3.2.3

the pitch estimate would be incorrect without the assistance
of fingerboard hardware.

4. TESTING AND RESULTS
4.1 Test Setup
Tests of low latency pitch detection were done by recording
a performance and the corresponding data feed. In order
to directly explore differences in performance for variable
window size, results were collected post-performance using
the original audio and data for repeat processing. The audio and data samples were synchronized by recording a low
sample rate version of the audio as part of the sensor feed
and then matching onsets in the low sample rate audio with
the regular 44.1kHz sample rate audio. The session was then
played back with live analysis of the audio informed by the
sensor data measured at the corresponding time when originally recording. The method is equally suited to real-time
use in live performance, though latency from gathering the
sensor data over USB should be considered and the audio
delayed to compensate if needed.
Three sessions of 2-3 minutes made up of 40, 137, 202 and
notes were evaluated. Two of the segments were recorded
at 44.1kHz, and one at 48kHz. The segments consisted of
scales and arpeggios spanning all notes in G major in first
position range of the violin (G3-B5). There was a weighting
towards lower notes on the D and G string (under 440Hz).
As the performance was to be hand labeled using standard pitches, the violinist was asked to avoid vibrato and
to try to minimize holding multiple fingers down on different strings since the current system only presently supports
monophonic performance. They were otherwise free to play
normally.
Pitch estimates were collected for window sizes of 128,
256, 512, 1024, and 2048 samples. In each case, the hop
size was set to one quarter of the window, with the exception of the 2048 sample window which, for on-line computational reasons, had a hop size of one half the window. For
W < 512, the algorithm used a search window of a (just
intonation) whole-tone around the fingered expected pitch
and a semitone around expected open strings. Otherwise,
the search region was within a perfect fourth. Results were
filtered to exclude periods of silence (defined as < -48db)
and the result from each hop compared against two sets of
labels. The first were hand labels of the expected pitch, and
the second set was from a 2048 sample window, 64 sample
hop-size, Yin-FFT analysis using the Aubio pitch detection
plugin by Bossier and Cannam in Sonic Visualiser [5].
The reason for the two comparison sets is that the audio
is a human performance on a violin. Hand labels matched
intended pitch which may differ from actual pitch. This
may be because of performer error or instrument tuning.
For instance, in one session, the entire violin was out of
tune by 40 cents. As performer pitch error would influence
scoring of pitch estimates, a Yin estimate at a high window
size was also used as Yin is widely accepted as a solution
to (high-latency) monophonic pitch tracking. The Yin estimate will itself have errors as Yin is not 100% accurate– for
instance, note changes typically result in momentary loss
of valid estimate – however, when stable, the Yin label is
expected to be more accurate than the hand label.
Comparisions were made within 5 (0.28%), 10 (0.57%),
30 (1.75%), 50 (2.93%), and 100 (5.95%) cents of the central pitch. Some of these are quite tight tolerances but were
chosen based on psycho-acoustic tolerances. Pitch differences within 5 cents are largely indistinguishable, 10 cents
is tolerable, an estimate within 50 cents should round to the
correct MIDI pitch, while 100 cents is the nearest equally

Implementation

Finger position estimates are received by USB and forwarded by OSC to a VST audio plugin which performs the
pitch tracking. The plugin was implemented using JUCE1
and hosted in the REAPER environment. Block size for
audio analysis is selectable, and four pitch estimation techniques can be chosen: biased autocorrelation and Yin, with
or without sensor data.

3.2.4

Example

Figure 3: Examples of biased autocorrelation (top)
and Yin difference function with cumulative mean
(bottom). Both examples, taken at different points
in time, use W = 256 and FSR of 44.1kHz.
Figure 3 demonstrates the advantages and mechanisms
of sensor assistance. While the algorithms would normally
search across the whole function, the fingerboard sensor informs us that the pitch must lie in the non-shaded area. In
the autocorrelation example (top), the hand labeled target
pitch is 246.94Hz, as marked by the red line. The g-string
gives us a normalized voltage reading of 0.778 which, using
Equation 6, provides a hardware pitch estimate of 243.12Hz.
The major third either side of the hardware estimate defines the autocorrelation search area of 194Hz-304Hz, corresponding to a τ between 145 to 227. The algorithm then
searches that tau range to find the maxima, resulting in a
pitch estimate of 247.23Hz.
In the Yin example (Figure 3 bottom), the hand labeled
target pitch is 293.66Hz. This frequency is actually below
Yin’s range when using a 256 sample window at 44.1kHz.
However, the finger sensor input tells us the expected frequency is 296.61Hz so we define a minima search around
the second harmonic, 593.22Hz, or τ = 74.34. We find the
minima at τ = 75 which then undergoes quadratic interpolation and is doubled to provide a pitch final pitch estimate
of 294.99Hz. Both examples in Figure 3 are instances where
1

http://www.juce.com
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tempered semitone.
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Yin
Ass. AC

4.2 Results

2000

Results for window size, W , of 128, 256, and 512 are given
in Table 1. These window sizes convert to window lengths
of 2.9 ms, 5.8 ms, 11.6 ms at 44.1kHz, and 2.7 ms, 5.3 ms,
10.7 ms at 48kHz respectively. Window lengths of 1024
and 2048 samples, 23.2 ms and 46.4 ms, were calculated for
reference and discussion, but are not considered fast enough
for low-latency use.
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Figure 4: Pitch estimates derived using Yin and
Assisted autocorrelation with a 256 sample window
and major third search area at 44.1kHz for an audio
segment consisting of scales. The sensor assisted
results have significantly less variation in error.
information gives the algorithm over an uninformed estimate can be made clear by considering Figure 4. First,
the search limits provided by the sensors help screen out
noise during a pitch change so that the new pitch is typically found faster. As visible in Figure 4, the loss of pitch
estimate during transitions is easily visible with Yin, but
far less so with assisted autocorrelation. This additional
improvement in accuracy when finding a new pitch directly
enhances the low-latency performance.
Next, a 256 sample window at 44.1kHz corresponds to
a 5.8 ms window so that no frequency under 172 Hz will
complete a wavelength within the window. Additionally
performance will improve with multiple wavelengths. Yin
has a minimum detection period of 21 τmax where τmax is
limited to the length of the window. Hence, with a 5.8ms
window, Yin will fail to detect frequencies under 344Hz,
a result clearly illustrated in Figure 4. However, sensor
assisted autocorrelation is able to reasonably estimate the
correct pitch, is never further off than a minor third, and
rarely significantly underestimates the frequency.
One issue with the present sensor arrangement is that
on the violin, the finger can stop the string without being
pressed firmly into the fingerboard, so a fingered note will
not always produce an electrical connection. This is particularly problematic on the thin E-string, which can make a
groove in the finger and not contact the fingerboard. An
example of failed electrical contact affecting pitch estimates
can be seen on the right side of Figure 4, around 170 seconds. Identifying and removing instances where the string
unexpectedly lost electrical contact with the fingerboard improves estimation accuracy roughly 1.5-5.0% over present
accuracy for both modes of assisted prediction. This improvement is enough that if the contact error can be eliminated, assisted pitch detection is expected to outperform
Yin for all window sizes.
Beyond refining sensing arrangements, a major opportunity for improving results is to fully calibrate the hardware
sensor for correct pitch. At low window sizes, accurate pitch
estimate turned out to be heavily reliant on hardware estimate accuracy, but we did not fully exploit hardware sensor
accuracy and stability. For this paper, we used open string
voltage as VM S and did not diligently tune the hardware
beyond ensuring that fingering near the nut would be minimally detectable. Of the three test sets analyzed, only one
had an average hardware pitch estimate error within 100
cents of labeled pitch, thus enabling us to experiment with
a semi-tone search window. With a 256 window size and the
semi-tone search window, this set was 91% accurate within

Table 1: Pitch detection accuracy for 3 window sizes
of 128, 256, and 512 samples. Comparisons use both
hand-labeled performance data and a 2048 sample
Yin-FFT pitch detection analysis.
It is clear that for shorter windows under 512 samples,
sensor-assisted pitch estimates outperform traditional “biased” autocorrelation and Yin. Within 100 cents using a
128 sample window, assisted autocorrelation and assisted
Yin triple the accuracy of traditional methods. With a 256
sample window, assisted pitch detection still significantly
out performs existing means– assisted Yin offering a 25%
improvement, and assisted autocorrelation offering a 48%
improvement over standard Yin (100-cent accuracy, Yin labels). Increasing the window size to 512 samples, the advantage of sensor assistance is reduced and accuracy differences
become insignificant.
At window sizes above 512 samples, assisted pitch-tracking
tends to slightly out-perform Yin when evaluated using hand
labels: .956 (AC+S) vs .941 (Yin) accuracy at 50 cents, and
.952 (AC+S) vs. .928 (Yin) accuracy at 50 cents with a
2048 sample window. This also hold true using Yin-FFT
annotations: .939 (AC+S) vs. .931 (Yin) within 50 cents
with a 1024 window, and .926 (AC+S) vs .901 (Yin) within
50 cents with a 2048 sample window. It is possible that
comparing against Yin annotations will give Yin results an
artificial advantage, since both the algorithm under test and
the annotations may produce the same errors.
An additional advantage of sensor assisted pitch detection for some contexts is that the error range is much more
limited. As visible in Figure 4, for fingered notes, error with
assisted autocorrelation is limited to within a minor third
with the only large error occuring during an open g-string.
In contrast, the raw Yin estimate fluxuates dramatically
across more frequencies.

5.

125

DISCUSSION

While the 66.8% hit rate using a 128 sample window is too
low for practical use, using assisted autocorrelation with a
256 sample window is promising. The advantage the sensor
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100 cents using assisted autocorrelation and 89% accurate
using assisted Yin. 3-4% of the error was due to contact error with much of the remaining error occuring during open
g-strings. Presumably, if we had calibrated hardware estimates to be closer to expected pitch, we would see higher
accuracy at low-latencies.
An additional hardware challenge is that velostat is temperature sensitive so its resistance is not stable. This was
dealt with in the short term by adding a potentiometer to
control the current supply so we could vary the drive current and more intentionally calibrate the fingerboard sensor.
We also found that charge appeared to build in the velostat
when left on for a long time. This further altered conductivity but could be countered by turning off power for a while.
Both these issues could use more robust solutions.

6.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

CONCLUSIONS
[13]

Combining audio analysis with sensor input allows us to significantly improve pitch-tracking results. In isolation, the
audio pitch tracking algorithm and the sensor data both exhibit significant amounts of error, especially at small audio
window sizes. However, because the errors are of different
types, combining the two produces improvements over the
current state-of-the-art in pitch tracking, allowing accurate
detection at low latencies.
Improved low-latency pitch-tracking has applications to
a wide variety of live electroacoustic performance situations, such as corrective learning strategies fixing pitch,
live synchrony with performance derived visuals, and enable non-predictive score following or auto accompaniment.
Although the sensor methods presented in this paper are
both violin and pitch specific, the utilization of both hardware sensor and audio analysis need not be. As evidenced
by the already well utilized “E-Sitar” [14], a similiar strategy of sensor and audio analysis could be employed for a
multitude of augmented instruments.
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ABSTRACT

In this work, we continue the development of the Actuated
Guitar [1] that began to address these issues via development of
a solution for people with one side of their body paralyzed – for
example, those with Cerebral Palsy Hemiplegia or stroke
victims – to start learning to play the guitar or regain the ability
to play. While it is still likely that they will be unable to reach
the instrument's full potential, just enabling them to actually
play a guitar that otherwise would be out of reach is viewed as
a huge accomplishment.
The focus of this research is to use technology in combination
with existing instruments to enable alternative methods of
playing the guitar for people with cerebra Palsy Hemiplegia. By
using small linear actuators, feedback systems, and flexible /
adaptive interaction design techniques, we present a novel
design optimized for easy customization.
In terms of therapy, playing music can be a good activity for
"Forced Hand Use" training [2]. This method encourages those
with Cerebral Palsy or stroke patients, for example, to use their
affected arm, with the aim that they will begin using that arm
more in daily life or regain control with the arm or hand.

People with a physical handicap are often not able to engage and
embrace the world of music on the same terms as normal functioning
people. Traditional musical instruments have been refined over the
last centuries, developing highly specialized and powerful interfaces;
but nearly all require two functioning hands. In this study we try to
enable people with Hemiplegia to play a real electrical guitar, by
modifying it in a way that allows people with Hemiplegia able to
actually use the instrument. We developed a guitar platform utilizing
sensors to capture the rhythmic motion of alternate fully functioning
limbs, such as a foot, knee or the head to activate a motorized fader
moving a pick back and forth across the strings. This approach
employs the flexibility of a programmable digital system which
allows us to scale and map different ranges of data from various
sensors to the motion of the actuator, thereby making it easier to
adapt to individual users. To validate and test the instrument platform
we collaborated with the Helena Elsass Center in Copenhagen,
Denmark during their 2013 Summer Camp, to see if we actually
succeeded in creating an electrical guitar that children with
Hemiplegia could play. The initial user studies showed that children
with Hemiplegia were able to play the actuated guitar by producing
rhythmical movement across the strings, enabling them to enter a
world of music they so often see as closed.

1.1 Related Work
A wide range of approaches to either customizing existing
instruments, or designing entirely new music interfaces exists.
These range from simple mechanical aids [3] to advanced
bioelectric controllers allowing users to produce computergenerated music [4]. Many of the customized instruments focus
on percussion-like input modalities, such as simple tap-pad
interfaces developed for disabled users. One such example is
the TouchTone [5]. However, our research focuses on stringed
instruments, in this case the electric guitar, not percussion,
wind, or other families of musical instruments.
The work described here involves creating a semi-robotic
musical instrument. A historical view of robotic musical
instruments is included in [6]. Robotic instruments focused on
the guitar include the League of Electronic Musical Urban
Robots (LEMUR’s) GuitarBot [7], among others. While the
GuitarBot is much more capable of completely automating the
motions needed to play a guitar than our current work, it
discards any affordances of direct human playing skills, due to
a design that places each string on a separate ‘neck’. We
purposefully aim our development at traditional guitar bodies,
thus enabling users to develops skills that are as close to the
normal techniques as possible. This also follows in some of the
author’s related past work with actuated instruments [8].

Keywords
Interactive performance systems; Interfaces for sound and
music; Music and robotics; Social interaction in sound and
music computing; Actuated instruments; Actuated guitar;
Musical instruments for the disabled.

1. INTRODUCTION
Music is a big part of human culture. Music is consumed,
performed and enjoyed by nearly everyone in every layer of
society. But the feat of performing music is more of a challenge
to some than others. Those of us living without disabilities can
just pick and choose an instrument of our liking and start
learning. Some people succeed and actually learn to play an
instrument, but many give up along the way when they realize
what it takes in time and effort to actually learn to play a
musical instrument well. People with disabilities might not be
able to use an arm or a leg, and thereby are unable to use the
instrument.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2. METHODS
Playing a guitar traditionally requires the use of both hands.
The right hand does the strumming and the fingers of the left
hand are used for fretting the strings. As stated in the
introduction, the scope for this research is to enable or reenable people who are not able (or lost the ability), to play the
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The three initial candidates were an infrared distance sensor
from Sharp (GP2D12), an accelerometer from Analog Devices
(ADXL322) and a simple momentary push button, see Figure 1.
For prototyping, sensors can be fitted, with e.g. a velcro
armband and strapped onto various parts of the body. Many
other types of sensors can also work as input for the actuated
guitar, such as Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs), which
capture orientation changes, sensors to capture blinking, etc..
An individual that can only rotate their head, for example,
could use an IMU, with the orientation data translated to the
actuator’s linear output. However, the chosen candidates were
used because of availability and time constraints in this initial
prototype implementation.
To interpret the sensor signals an Arduino Nano V.3 board
with an ATmega328 microcontroller was used, because of its
small form factor and simple usage. To drive the actuator, we
used a ‘2motor’ controller board from Gravitech, Inc., which
has an L298 dual H-Bridge driver on-board. For the actuator,
we chose a Penny+Giles PGFM3200 motorized fader due to
it’s specification with the strongest linear force we could find.
The firmware used on the Arduino in order to drive the
motorized fader was inspired by the FireFader project [3].

guitar. This approach focuses on the right hand's strumming
motion, and how it interacts with the guitar. The are some
common and complex interactions of the right hand that have
been divided into three stages:
Stage 1: Simple strumming up and down movement
Stage 2: Individual string picking and string skipping
Stage 3: String muting both multiple and individual strings
The research approach has been divided into the above stages,
based on their complexity where stage 1 is the simplest form of
interaction and stage 3 the most difficult. We have focused on
the strumming as the best candidate for a proof of concept to
investigate the possibilities, before including the other types of
right hand interaction. Next we describe and discuss our
approaches to strumming a guitar when the user does not have
full control of the right hand.

2.1 Suited Body parts for Rhythmic
Movement
As one hand, right or left depending on the user, is occupied
fretting the strings, possible limbs for control of our actuated
strumming include the legs, feet, head or neck. These parts of
the body do not offer any realistic means of physically
strumming the strings in a normal playing position. One of the
simpler main tasks of the strumming hand is moving in a
continuous rhythmic pattern. While most limbs can offer a
similar type of motion, the feet or legs are likely the best
options, as humans are accustomed to naturally moving these
body parts in rhythmic patters for long periods of time (e.g.
when walking, running or dancing). For people with no control
of their legs nor right arm, the head could also be used to move
in a rhythmic pattern, but as the muscles in the neck are made
for stabilizing the head and not for prolonged rhythmic
movements, this is not optimal due to possible fatigue or injury.
Nevertheless, over shorter periods of time this could still give
such individuals the ability to strum the guitar.

2.2 Interpreting Rhythmic Motion
Because rhythmic movement of the suited parts of the body is
not able to physically strum the strings in a conventional
fashion, the system somehow needs to capture and interpret the
motions. This can be done through the use of various sensors
that can be mounted on the desired parts of the body, in order to
capture the rhythmic moment made by the user. One example
would be a user with a partially paralyzed leg, but who can still
stomp their foot. Mounting a sensor on the foot will translate
that motion into input for a microcontroller, which can then
map this input to control the actuator's full range of motion.
This gives us the possibility of amplifying small motions to
move the output actuators an entire strum-length, translate
rotation motions into linear motions (if using angular sensors
such as a gyroscope), etc. Doing such by purely mechanical
means would require highly complex constructions and be
difficult to quickly modify to fit different users with different
needs. Therefore electronic sensors and actuators prove very
useful when combined with programmable microcontrollers in
this eontext.

Figure 1: The three candidates for acquiring motion
information from the user. To the left a Sharp GP2d12 IR
Distance sensor, in the middle a momentary pushbutton
and to the right the ADXL322 tilt sensor from Analog
Devices.

2.3 Implementation of Development Platform
One of the most important aspects when working with any form
of interaction design is latency. This is even more important
when you need to control the sound produced by your
interactions. To determine which sensor was the best fit for
realizing the construction and playability of the guitar, we ran a
series of prototype development iterations with each sensor.

Figure 2: Motorized fader used as the actuator for driving
the pick back and forth over the strings of the guitar.
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2.3.2 Final Development Platform
The final development platform ended up consisting of an
Epiphone SG Standard electrical guitar, the Arduino Nano V.3
board, "2motor" controller board from Gravitech as described
in section 2.3, a 3D printed foot pedal pushing a momentary
button, see Figure 9 and a 3D printed mount used for mounting
the Penny+Giles PGFM3200 motorized fader, see Figure 5.

Figure 3: Top, the Arduino Nano V. 3. Bottom, the 2Motor
controller.

2.3.1 Linear Mapping and sensor selection

Figure 4: The guitar used for this project is an Epiphone
SG. [12]

The accelerometer (see Figure 1) was tested in a first iteration
with a simple linear mapping between its tilted position and the
fader’s position. When the accelerometer pointed straight up,
the actuator was at one of its extremes and when the
accelerometer pointed straight down the actuator was at its
other extreme. A problem became apparent right away, which
is the inability of an accelerometer to separate accelerations due
to dynamic motion from accelerations due to gravity (tilt
angle). While an IMU would have solved this issue, we did not
have easy access to one – so we moved on to the next prototype
iteration, even though filtering of the raw sensor data was
attempted. Filtering did solve the problem partially, but it also
introduced a slight latency. This was still playable, but at the
same time noticeable and annoying. As mentioned above, this
is not optimal considering the context of its use in a musical
application.
The first tests using the distance sensor (see Figure 1) showed
that it had less initial problems when compared to the
accelerometer, but still had some needed of filtering. A simple
linear mapping was applied but the filtering again introduced a
noticeable latency, so it turned out to be difficult to do a
difficult to play with.
A solution instead of the linear approach to mapping, would
be to set a threshold for actuation. This was tried with both of
the above described sensors. It worked in such a way that when
e.g., the accelerometer exceeded a certain g force it would
trigger the motor to run the fader to the opposite extreme,
thereby strumming the strings. The same was applied to the
distance sensor. This worked a lot better in terms of playing,
and seemed a lot more stable. However, these two sensors were
still prone for accidental activation of the fader, which resulted
in unwanted output. This threshold approach is really similar to
a simple binary trigger, which led us to consider the next sensor
type..
The last prototyping test used a simple push button. There are
of course two types of buttons, latching and momentary. The
latching type hold its state until changed again and momentary
only changes state while being pressed. Momentary behavior is
appropriate in this context, as there is simply no need for
latching
The motorized fader itself is driven by a rubber band to pull
the fader back and forth. However, the rubber band is able to
stretch a bit, which results in a small overshoot of the fader’s
position on the linear potentiometer. This feedback is what tells
the microcontroller its current position, so this needs to be
taken in to consideration in the final implementation.

Figure 5: The finished system with the actuator mounted in
the customized mount on top of the guitar body.
The Arduino Nano sits on top of the 2motor board, both of
which are plugged into a simple breadboard that is adhered
inside the guitar's body (part of the control cavity). The foot
controller is connected to the microcontroller's input pin via
connectors mounted in the existing holes (where the volume
and tone knobs sat). An external power supply is plugged into
the guitar body, again through one of the spare holes, which
powers the Arduino, motor board and the motorized slider. The
USB port on the Arduino is still accessible and allows for quick
data access and easy upload of software to the Arduino during
development. With a few simple modifications, the system
could also be battery powered. The electronics are all protected
by covering them with the original backplate on the guitar. This
makes the system robust enough for testing purposes.
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the staff and children could find enough time in the busy
schedule.
The test tried to investigate if children with Hemiplegia
Cerebral Palsy were able to play the actuated guitar. It was
expected that the children have no previous experience with
playing traditional musical instruments; this was of course
verified by asking them as well. The success criteria was two
fold. The first success criteria was if they could sit with the
guitar, position their hand and fingers of their non-paralyzed
side on the guitar neck, fret a chord and press the foot switch
producing some sound (it was not needed or expected to be
pristine sounding). The second and more demanding criteria
was if they were able to take it a step further and produce a
continuous rhythmic motion, which might indicate an inherent
musicality.
For testing these criteria, a qualitative method was used. It
included observations using video and sound recordings for
later in-depth observation and analyses. The observations were
followed by semi-structured interviews that were used to
investigate the children’s familiarity and use of music. E.g.,
have they taken guitar or piano lessons, or if and how they
listen to and use music, or if they have ever imagined/dreamed
of themselves performing music and if so, what song they
would like to perform.
The guitar was tuned in an open-G tuning for easier fretting
of chords. This means that if you do not fret any strings and
strum all strings you play a G-Major chord, and if you want to
fret another Major chord you simply press all the strings on the
same fret. Further simplify chording and fretboard navigation,
the neck was color-coded with stickers beneath the strings to
indicate certain chords. The color-coding was combined with a
sheet of paper telling the children how to play “Sweet Home
Alabama” by Lynyrd Skynyrd, which was chosen because of its
simplicity. It only contains three Major Chords: D, C and G.

Figure 6: The Arduino and motorcontroller mounted on a
breadboard inside the guitar’s empty control cavity for
protection (but still providing easy access to the electronics).

2.3.3 Dataflow
When a user presses the foot pedal’s momentary button, the
signal is sent to the Arduino. The microcontroller then reads the
current position of the pick by checking the value of the fader’s
potentiometer. Depending on the position, it reverses the
direction of the motor and drives the pick the opposite direction
across the strings. The microcontroller continues reading the
potentiometer’s value as it moves, and stops the motor when it
reaches the other end. Once there, it waits on further messages
via interaction from the user. An illustration of the data flow
throughout the system is shown in Figure 7.

3. RESULTS
The children attending the Summer Camp were between 11 and
13 years old. They had different types of Cerebral Palsy, but
mainly Hemiplegia. Because of the tight schedule and planning
of the summer camp, there was only enough time for testing
with five children, from ages 11-13, all with Hemiplegia, but in
different sides of the body and severity stages. The semistructured interview focused on three main areas: The
children’s knowledge about their own condition, their musical
experience, and their own and their family’s use of music in
their every day life. All of the children except for one didn’t
know what type of paralysis they had but simply responded: “I
just know I have Cerebral Palsy.” This was a bit problematic,
because then they were not able to answer on what level they
were according to the Gross Motor Function Classification
System – Expanded and Revised (GMFCS - E&R) that ranges
from Level 1, best functioning to Level 5, worst functioning
[11]. Based on observations during the Camp and the user tests,
the children attending the Summer Camp and the test were
either level 1 or 2.
None of the children had attended any prior instrument
lessons, besides the mandatory music lesson at their schools.
Four of the children had a desire to start learning to play an
instrument, and when asked what type it ranged from guitar,
piano, and drums to tambourine. None of the test participants
came from homes where their parents or siblings played any
instruments. Only one had a mother that had attended some
piano lessons when she was younger. When asked if they
listened to music, they all responded ‘yes’, and two said that
they listened to music quite a lot. When asked how they used
the music (to see if it was something that the whole family

Figure 7: Simple dataflow throughout the system.

2.4 Test method
The user test was conducted at the Helena Elsass Center in
Charlottenlund, Copenhagen, during the 2013 Summer Camp.
This is an annual week-long camp for children with Cerebral
Palsy. The goal of the summer camp is for the kids to challenge
themselves through various activities, proving that they can be
more physically capable than they might think. The test was not
an actual part of the summer camp, but was conducted when
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4. DISCUSSION

used), most answers were “just in my room, on my iPad, on
youtube,” etc. Only one said “on the radio and in the car”.
The children were introduced to the actuated gjuitar with a
brief explanation on how the instrument worked, and how they
could operate the it. They got the sheet music showing the
simplified view of how many times they should play a color to
play Sweet home Alabama (1 x Green, 1 x Yellow, 2 x Blue)
The instrument was placed so that their good side operated the
guitar’s neck for fretting the strings and pressing the pedal.
One of the children insisted on doing the opposite and using his
weakened side. He was also by far the least affected child in the
test, and had nearly the same strength in both sides.
From notes during the test and review of the recordings, it
became clear that all of the test participants are able to interact
with the guitar. They could fret the guitar and press the foot
pedal to produce sound. It was obvious that it would take time
to gain speed along the fret board and foot, hand and eye
coordination (to lower the time between fretting and striking
the strings, etc.), but nothing more substantial than normal
children have when they interact with a new and unfamiliar
instrument. One child stood out in the test. He was actually the
most severely paralyzed. He had never played a normal
instrument before, but was able to play Sweet Home Alabama
by following the color-coded chart. After the test he said his
mind was blown. In his wildest fantasies, he had never
imagined that he would be able to play guitar and even actually
able to play a song. Compared to the others rhythmic
tendencies, he seemed to have an inherent musicality or talent.
This does not mean that the other children couldn’t maintain
consistent rhythms, but that they maybe needed a bit more
convincing. Overall, the test has shown that these children are
able to produce rhythmic motion, and would be able to start
learning basic chords by going to regular guitar lessons like
normal children.

There are many possible directions for future work that would
be interesting to pursue, following this initial research. One
example would be to experiment further with different types of
sensors. It is likely worth pursuing Inertial Measurement Units
(IMUs) that combines data from an accelerometer, gyroscope
and magnetometer to provide a more precise estimation of
orientation and motion. This would allow us to remove the
coupling effects between gravity and dynamic motion
experienced in the initial test with the accelerometer.
Commercial sensor options such as e.g. the Leap Motion
device, could also be interesting. This could be mounted in
various locations, because if its small size, to capture player
inputs.
The current implementation of the guitar foot pedal, using the
momentary push button, does not facilitate coarse motor control
exercises of paralysed limbs (unless it happens to be that leg).
Using the pushbutton approach also limits the range of motion
which might be unwanted in a rehabilitation perspective. In
fact, therapeutic use may purposefully require larger motions
for successful interaction. However, the system at this stage is
very flexible and can easily be adjusted to accommodate many
diiferent styles of interaction that might be more focused on
training and rehabilitation of the paralysed or affected limb.
This could e.g. be done with the alternative sensors as
suggested in the interaction methods in section 2.3 or above.
When customizing the actuated guitar for people with various
disabilities, our digital approach attempts to make it easy to
perform the necessary mapping of data from various input
sensors (simple filtering, scaling and offset operations) to give
control of the strumming actuator. This is especially true when
compared to the wide variety of mechanical approaches that
would be needed for different scenarios and users. At the
moment, these changes are managed in the firmware of the
micro-controller that our system uses, but these parameters
could also be changed graphically via a simple GUI presented
via a small screen or a laptop running visual programming
environments such as MaxMSP or PureData . This approach,
which could easily be based on the FireFader system [9] would
likely be preferable for individuals who wish to modify the
system themselves.

Figure 9: The 3D printed foot pedal used to activate the
actuator strumming the strings of the guitar. The print is
fitted with a momentary button that is connected through
wires to the Arduino inside the guitar.
Figure 8: A user with Hemiplegia Cerebral Palsy playing
the guitar for the first time. It can be seen that the user is
partially paralyzed in his right side.
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4.1 Limitations

[2] M.D. Crocker, M. MacKay-Lyons, and E. McDonnell,
“Forced Use of the Upper Extremity in Cerebral Palsy: A
Single-Case Design,” American Journal of Occupational
Therapy Volume 51, November 1997 pp. 824-833.

The fine motor control of a normal functioning human arm,
hand and fingers will be extremely difficult if not impossible to
replicate via this low-cost approach. A human hand can move
in almost every direction of the wrist. Fingers can stretch, bend
and move sideways and the hand can bend and rotate at the
wrist. Furthermore, we receive sensory feedback from our
hands and fingers that help immensely when touching or
operating objects. As we are still in the initial stages of this
research, and in this installment only focuses on strumming
(coarse movements), it is clear that custom actuators would
need to be designed and implemented, if more advanced and
hand-like interaction should be possible (finger-picking or other
playing styles).
It is also worth noting that we are working with an electrical
guitar for this prototype, and that the actuator we are using can
cause electrical noise in form of a electromagnetic field and
audible motor noise to bleed from the motor into the guitar’s
pickups. This occurs due to the proximity of the electrical
guitar pickup, be it single coil or humbucker design, near the
plucking location on the strings (a position required to best
capture the sound). This noise problem can be substantially
circumvented by running the pulse-width modulation (PWM)
signal that controls the motorized fader at a frequency higher
than normal human hearing (more than 20kHz). While an
acoustic guitar would not have this problem, the more fragile
body makes it somewhat difficult to mount actuators on the
guitar’s body without damaging it, or compromising its ability
to produce a good acoustic sound.

[3] J. P. Snedeker, “Adaptive Engineering for Musical
Instruments,” in Medical Problems of Performing Artists:
Volume 20 Number 2: Page 89 (June 2005).
[4] R. Benjamin Knapp and Hugh S. Lusted, “A Bioelectric
Controller for Computer Music Applications,” in
Computer Music Journal, Vol. 14, No. 1, New
Performance Interfaces 1 (Spring, 1990), pp. 42-4, MIT
Press.
[5] S. Bhat, “TouchTone: an electronic musical instrument for
children with hemiplegic Cerebral Palsy,” in Proceedings
of the fourth international conference on Tangible,
embedded, and embodied interaction (TEI '10). ACM,
New York, NY, USA, 305-306.
[6] A. Kapur, “A History of Robotic Musical Instruments,” in
Proceedings of the International Computer Music
Conference. Barcelona, Spain, September 2005.
[7] E. Singer, K. Larke, and D. Bianciardi, “LEMUR
GuitarBot: MIDI robotic string instrument,” in
Proceedings of the 2003 conference on New interfaces for
musical expression (NIME '03). National University of
Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 188-191.

5. CONCLUSION

[8] D. Overholt, E. Berdahl and R. Hamilton, “Advancements
in Actuated Musical Instruments” in Organised Sound, 16,
p. 154 – 165 (2011)

The results clearly points in a direction that children or adults
with Hemiplegia can play an actuated guitar, potentially even
bringing it to a traditional guitar teacher and start learning basic
chord shapes with their good hand (with standard tuning). In
the prototype’s current state – where string skipping and muting
is not possible – it has to be limited to things possible only with
strumming. Nonetheless, is it a huge step for people with
disabilities to simply be able to play a real guitar. It is also
possible to use it as a training and rehabilitation instrument for
the affected arm as a therapeutic tool with a few more iterations
of prototype development. Using the motivating factor that
playing guitar and learning new tunes can be fun possibly leads
to more consistent training the affected arm, and thereby
hopefully increase the dexterity of the affected limb more
quickly.
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ABSTRACT
Although an analog technology, many DJs still value the
turntable as an irreplaceable performance tool. Digital vinyl
systems combine the distinct haptic nature of the analog
turntable with the advantages of digital media. They use
special records containing a digital timecode which is then
processed by a computer and mapped to properties like
playback speed and direction. These records, however, are
generic and, in contrast to traditional vinyl, do not provide visual cues representing the structure of the track. We
present a system that augments the timecode record with
a visualization of song information such as artist, title, and
track length, but also with a waveform that allows the DJ to
visually navigate to a certain beat. We conducted a survey
examining the acceptance of such tools in the DJ community
and conducted a user study with professional DJs. The system was widely accepted as a tool in the DJ community and
received very positive feedback during observational mixing
sessions with four professional DJs.

Figure 1: DiskPlay visualizes track length, playback
progress, cue points and the waveform on a timecode vinyl.

Keywords

media playback. These vinyls contain a timecode that is
decoded by a computer and mapped to playback position,
speed, and direction. As the timecode record only contains
a generic audio signal, the visual cues of the vinyl do not
represent the structure of the track actually being manipulated in software. The duration of the timecode tracks
ranges from 10-17 minutes but, depending on the length
of the track loaded in the software, only a part of that is
used. This forces the DJ to look at the computer screen to
find essential information such as the remaining time in the
song. This phenomenon where the DJ seems to constantly
stare at his laptop and loses the connection to the crowd
is called the “Serato face” [1]. The audience might perceive
this as a distraction since the DJ could also be checking her
email [10].
To overcome this problem, we developed a system that
brings back these visual cues and displays not only start and
end of the track, but also cue points, track metadata and
track waveform. Using top-projection, we bring the major
sources of information of DVS software to the turntable
that the DJ manipulates, thereby recombining visualization
and control. We integrated our tool (Fig. 1) into Serato
Scratch Live, a professional DVS used by many DJs, and
made the software available to the community along with
a questionnaire investigating the acceptance of such tools
in the DJ world. To get a detailed understanding of the
interaction with our system we did an observational study
of its use with four DJs in our lab.

Digital vinyl system; DJ; turntable; music; visualization;
tangible interface; augmented reality

1. INTRODUCTION
The interaction with vinyl records and a turntable is unique
as the content of the medium is directly at your fingertips.
This direct manipulation is the reason why, despite being
an analog technology, the turntable has survived long into
the digital era and is still an irreplaceable performance tool
for many DJs [2]. If we take a closer look at traditional
vinyl records, we can see that the physical features of the
engraved track also provide visual cues about the structure
of the music [9]. However, the traditional vinyl record has
the disadvantages of being heavy and wearing out when
played often. Furthermore, music production and distribution are digital processes today, and manufacturing vinyl
records is only of interest to a growing, but small number
of people [13]. Digital vinyl systems (DVS) such as Traktor
Scratch1 or Scratch Live2 use special timecode records to
combine the haptic handling of the turntable with digital
1
2

http://www.native-instruments.com
http://www.serato.com
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2. RELATED WORK

d

Combining the physical handling of the turntable with the
advantages of digital media was subject of a series of interesting projects. However, none was able to reconstruct all
the features of traditional vinyl while maintaining its haptic
handling.
D’Groove [4] is a prototype to explore the possibilities
that emerge when the turntable is used as a haptic input
and output system. A record with four marks is mounted
on top of a software-controlled stepper motor. Since the
software knows the structure of the audio track, it can adjust the speed to have one revolution match to one bar and
thereby provide a beatmatching aid. The system also provides haptic feedback of the song structure, e.g., by o↵ering
higher resistance to movement when playing a section with
high-energy music or by creating a haptic bump on every
beat.
The Lupa hard- and software interfaces [11] are designed
to prohibit all physical and minimize visual interaction with
the laptop during the performance. The user interface provides an at-a-glance overview and does not support presets
or automation. This design promotes the liveness of a performance and creates an experience for the audience that is
truly unique.
A series of projects looked into the use of multitouch
screens and interactive tabletops for their use as DJ controllers. Lopes et al. [12] compared the mixing performance
of a multitouch DJ interface running on a tabletop to traditional vinyl, DVS, and a standalone software. Although
the participants showed great interest in the system, they
took longer to complete the mixing task using the multitouch installation. While the multi-touch system suits the
expectations of mix-DJs, especially scratch-DJs preferred
the turntable and DVS, since they provide better haptic
feedback and control.
Instead of having a virtual turntable rotate, the interface
can also be a viewfinder moving over the waveform, also referred to as the “conveyor-belt” metaphor [12]. Consisting
of a large touchscreen, the Attigo TT 3 is designed as an inplace substitute for the turntable. Similar to vinyl records,
it lets you manipulate the song by touching the waveform,
making it easy to shortly stop the track, scroll forward and
backward, or scratch, but it lacks haptic feedback and requires learning a new set of gestures.
Being portable and providing enough storage capacity for
a large music collection, multi-touch tablets are an attractive platform for DJs. Traktor for iOS 4 does not mimic
the traditional setup of two turntables and a mixer, but
provides an interface adapted to small touch screens. It
uses two conveyor belts to show the waveforms and provides a two-channel mixer with equalizer and e↵ects section. The integration of loops and e↵ects extends the DJ’s
performance from mere playback to live remixing of tracks.
Fukuchi [6] presented a similar multi-track mixing interface.
That allows rapid switching between tracks by just dragging
from one track to the other, thus using the entire surface as
crossfader.
Like all touch devices, it does not provide any haptic feedback and the space for artistic expression is fairly limited. In
their analysis of scratching, Hansen et al. described that the
crossfader can be opened in bursts as short as 10 ms [9], for
which the predominant techniques require a physical control [8]. This need also explains the growing number of
dedicated hardware DJ controllers available for iPad and
iPhone.
3
4

f
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Figure 2: The visualization in detail: (a) overall
track length, (b) remaining track length, (c) unused timecode, (d) cue point, (e) track waveform,
(f ) entry/exit point for the waveform

DiskPlay [10] visualizes basic track information such as
track length and cue points on a timecode vinyl. This allows the DJ to come back to his known skill set from the
traditional turntable and to keep the interaction focus on
the turntable. The software is an extension of Mixxx [3], an
open source DJ software designed to support easy prototyping of new interaction models. DiskPlay only shows a very
small subset of the information that DJ software provides
on a computer screen. Additionally, the timecode-tracking
of Mixxx is not as smooth and robust as the fine-tuned algorithms of professional software.
The project Two turntables and a mobile phone [5] provides a very small, rotating window running over the track’s
waveform. A smartphone is mounted on the platter of a
turntable and detects rotation speed and direction through
its onboard sensors. It then creates a waveform of the loaded
track and shows the part that is supposed to be underneath
the smartphone. With this display, finding a precise beat is
easy, but it is not possible to get an overview at a glance or
to see the beginning of the track approach. DJs will have
to adapt their techniques to the missing tonearm and to the
smartphone’s weight.
Overall, none of the above projects has recreated the visual features available on traditional records while maintaining the physical properties of the turntable.

3.

THE VISUALIZATION

We designed a visualization that brings all major UI elements of DVS software onto the turntable, and thus only
requires the DJ to look at the computer screen when she
wants to switch to another song.
The visualization builds on the structure described in [10].
Similar to their software, the part of the timecode that was
already played is colored dark green, the remaining track is
colored bright green, while the unused part is colored red
(Fig. 2).
In this project we tackle two big issues of this visualization: the lack of a waveform to support visual navigation
and the navigation to cue points. We added a semitransparent white waveform laying on the top layer and positioned
at the half radial distance from the outside of the record to
the label. The waveform represents the content of one rev-

http://www.attigo.co.uk
http://www.native-instruments.com
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olution and sticks to the record, meaning that the peak in
the waveform always corresponds to the peak in the audio
signal. To have a maximum of the waveform visible on the
record, it appears/disappears opposite of the stylus. The
visualization can thus be considered as a circular conveyor
belt with a view of approximately the size of the record’s
circumference.

3.1

their tools. Scratch Live however, can be extended with Serato Video, a plug-in that allow VJs to use timecode records
as controller for their multimedia installations, or DJs to extend their performance with visuals. On the Mac platform,
this plugin also plays Quartz Composer5 patches and provides these with precise timing information. Quartz Composer is a visual programming language, initially designed
to quickly create animations such as iTunes visualizations
or screen savers. The visualization we wanted to create,
however, was too complex to be realized with a Quartz
Composer patch, so we decided to stream the data to an
external application using a UDP network connection.
Serato’s Quartz Composer API does not provide access
to the cue points. We decided to determine the time of
the five cue points that Scratch Live supports by taking
a screenshot of the application every second and get the
timestamps using OCR.
A projector mounted above the turntable displays the
visualization on a white timecode record. At the time of
writing, an implementation integrated into Traktor Scratch
was work-in-progress, but will be available on the project
webpage6 .

Cue points

Cue points are very helpful to bookmark specific points in
a song, e.g., the beginning of a break or a vocal. These are
visualized as small dots, color coded as in the DVS software.
A black concentric circle, the orbit, serves as hint where to
place the stylus to quickly navigate to that cue point. As
the resolution of the projector is too low to render a line
that matches to a single groove, it is hard to hit the cue
point exactly. To compensate for this problem, we added an
animation that helps decide whether you have to rotate the
record clock- or counter-clockwise to reach that cue point.
When the playback is closer than 8 s to the cue point, a
rectangle and a bar appear next to the stylus (Fig. 3 a).
The horizontal bar indicates the time to the cue point in
both directions and the direction in which to rotate. When
the cue point is hit, the border of the rectangle is thickened
as visual feedback (see Fig. 3 c).
As requested by some of the participants in [10], the
record flashes red if the track is closer than 30 s to the
end, similar to the visualizations in DVSs. In summary, the
representation on the turntable contains the major sources
of information that the DVS software provides on the computer screen.

a)

b)

c)

5. EVALUATION
5.1 Acceptance
We conducted an online survey to gauge the acceptance of a
tool like ours in the DJ community. We compiled a package
with the software and detailed explanations how to set up
the system. We published the link to the survey and the
software in a series of popular DJ forums and got 20 valid
responses in total. The respondents had an average experience as DJ of 9 years (SD=6) and on average 4 years (SD=3)
of experience with digital vinyl systems. Most used Scratch
Live or Traktor Scratch, only one worked exclusively with
a di↵erent software. Mixing with timecode records was not
perceived as being more complicated than with traditional
vinyl (Mdn=3 on a 5-point Likert scale), but 75% of the
respondents felt bothered by having to look back and forth
between computer screen and turntable (Mdn=4). More
than half regularly used cue points to find certain positions
in a track, and mostly 1-2 cue points were set per track.
When asked if systems like this should not be used, the
participants strongly disagreed (Mdn=1), which suggests a
high acceptance. Most of the participants would feel comfortable to perform with a system like ours (Mdn=4, 68%
approval). One of the major concerns that the respondents
mentioned is the installation of one or two projectors above
the turntables. This is of course a limitation of the current
prototype and the hardware would need to be ruggedized to
be transportable to a nightclub, but for our research purposes it is a feasible solution. The system could also be part
of a fixed installation in the DJ booth of a club.

d)

Figure 3: Detailed view of the visualization passing
a cue point. The horizontal bar shows the time
to the cue point (a) and the direction in which to
rotate to reach it (b,d). The rectangle’s outline is
stroked when the cue point is reached (c).
When designing new interfaces for DJs, one has to be
aware that the community is split in their acceptance of
these tools. A large part embraces new technology and tries
to extend their artistic performance, whereas some consider
using new technology as cheating [7], as it automates techniques that need a lot of practice if done manually, e.g.,
beatmatching. These two aspects are also visible in the
two most popular DVS: Traktor Scratch provides automatic
speed adjustment, sample players, and a series of e↵ects,
and Scratch Live keeps functionality minimal but provides
a sleek UI that focusses on optimal performance support.
We did not integrate a BPM indicator because this would
extend the visualization far beyond what is available on traditional vinyl. Cue points are an extension of the stickies
that scratch-DJs put on their records to mark specific beats,
and the waveform is an extension of the grooves on traditional records. Displaying BPM values would break this
concept and might be considered inappropriate [7].

5.2

Mixing task

To evaluate the use of our system in practice, we conducted
mixing sessions with four professional DJs with two to 25
years of experience. We let the DJs perform a mixing
task between di↵erent tracks with traditional vinyl, using
Scratch Live, and with our system. We set up two Technics
SL-1200 MK5 series turntables and a standard DJ mixer,
along with Serato Scratch Live running on a laptop next
to the turntables. The projector was mounted above the
left turntable only. To ensure this would not a↵ect observations, we asked the participants if they noticed any preference in the direction of mixing, but none reported such

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
To take advantage of the better timecode tracking compared to open-source solutions as Mixxx [3] and to have the
DJs work in their known environment, we integrated the
visualization into professional DJ software. Unfortunately,
neither Serato nor Native Instruments provide an SDK for

5
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7.

observations. The sessions were recorded by two cameras,
one capturing the two turntables and the mixer, the other
one was mounted above the computer screen to see where
the DJ was looking.
We could not verify our expectation that visualizing track
information counters the “Serato face” problem. The number of focus switches between turntable and computer screen
did not di↵er in the di↵erent conditions. One DJ even stared
at the computer screen when he was mixing with traditional
vinyl, and the DVS did not show anything meaningful. The
participants described this as a habit, which is consistent
with previous evaluations [10].
To achieve their sophisticated skills, DJs often restrict
their equipment to a small set of hardware that they know
really well. A new component probably needs some time
to be fully integrated into the performance, which is why
we suggest a long-term study to evaluate the changes in
behavior.
We observed that two of the DJs used the headphones
only for a last check or not at all, mixing purely with visual
feedback from the DVS. Our system is very well suited for
this kind of mixing, since finding a beat or a cue point is
supported visually directly on the turntable.

5.3

SUMMARY & FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a visualization of song information on a timecode record. It includes track start and
end marks, cue points, and the song’s waveform. The tool
was integrated into Serato Scratch Live, a professional DVS
software, and made available for download. In an online
survey, the project received very positive feedback and was
accepted by the community. A lab study with four professional DJs could not show that this visualization helps to
prevent the “Serato face” [1], likely because the participants
watched the computer screen by habit. However, we received encouraging feedback and comments suggesting that
this is a suitable approach to address this problem.
As future development, we will port the software to the
other popular DVS, Traktor Scratch. Backed by the two
major platforms, the next step would be the integration of
the display into the turntable itself, making the projector
obsolete and addressing the major concern of our study participants. To evaluate if such a visualization helps to reduce
the constant glimpse at the computer screen, such an integrated hardware would make a long-term study feasible.

8.
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In both the online survey and after the mixing sessions,
participants were asked for feedback about the system and
how to improve it. The overall feedback was very positive
to enthusiastic. During the survey we got responses such as
“everything...perfect idea and this would help DJs a lot” or
”the idea is really top and thought through! thumbs up!”. In
the interview after the mixing sessions, three participants
mentioned being bothered by the focus switches when using
a DVS. One said “It’s about time that someone does something about this. It has been bothering me since I bought my
DVS”, and another added that he liked the idea of having
“the visualization right where he is working”.
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6. CONTROLLERS
With the integration of sample players in the DVS software
(called Remix Decks in Traktor or SP-6 Sample Player in
Scratch Live), which can be triggered by standard MIDI
controllers, the barriers between the performance as a DJ
and as an electronic music live act blur. A controller like
the Novation Dicer7 , today, is a common add-on to the
traditional setup of two turntables and a mixer. The new
Reloop RP-80008 turntable even has the controller already
integrated. This evolution represent a shift, moving the
turntable from a pure playback device more towards being
a controller. With the adoption of new technology, we imagine the display becoming an integral part of the turntable,
making the additional top-projector obsolete and having a
single, robust piece of hardware.
The visualization we presented in this paper can also be
transferred to CD players or DJ controllers. These MIDI
controllers, potentially with motorized platters like Numark’s
NS7II9 , essentially have the same problem of separating visualization and control. Augmenting these with an additional display in the jog wheels (similar to Pioneer’s CDJs10 )
would make these even more powerful. The handling would
still be di↵erent than a real turntable, but could fit the personal preference of some DJs.
7
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for locating the position of
a strike on an acoustic drumhead. Near-field optical sensors were installed underneath the drumhead of a commercially available snare drum. By implementing a time difference of arrival (TDOA) algorithm, accuracy within 2cm
was achieved in approximating the location of strikes. This
method could be used for drum performance analysis, timbre analysis and can form a basis for an augmented drum
performance system.

Keywords
augmented drum, position sensing, optical sensors, TDOA,
gesture capture

1.

INTRODUCTION

Position measurement of impacts on an acoustic drum has
applications both for performance analysis and for extended
percussion instrument performance, but few performanceready solutions exist. Several commercial electronic drum
pads offer forms of position measurement, but these lack
the same tactile response and richness of sound provided
by a good acoustic drum. Measurements directly on an
acoustic instrument require careful design in order to avoid
disrupting the player’s performance. Practical issues such
as transport and setup time should also be considered.
This paper describes a method for capturing the location of strikes on an acoustic snare drum. The system is
easy to transport and non-intrusive to the player since it
is hidden inside the drum frame, beneath the head. Six
near-field optical sensors are installed inside the drum to
capture the displacement of the skin (Figure 1). The location of the hit is approximated using time difference of
arrival (TDOA) [18], a technique commonly used in radar
and other fields which has also been applied to interactive
systems [13]. The current system maintains the acoustic
properties of the drum while recording position information
in real time.

Figure 1: Hardware design for the system. Top: drum
without the skin. Bottom: inside the drum, looking up
toward the head

prominent systems make use of piezo transducers and force
sensing resistors (FSR). The location of strikes was approximated with the use of several vibration sensors that are
closely positioned underneath a rubber drum pad. Simmons SDX [15], Roland Handsonic1 , and DrumKat2 make
use of the FSRs since when placed closely together, they
are less susceptible to crosstalk than piezo sensors. Roland
V-Drums approximated radial distance from the centre of
the cymbal pad by measuring the period of the first halfwave of output signal received by the sensor [1]. In [17],
Tindale et al. used audio analysis to classify drum strikes

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Position Sensing Percussive Systems
Tindale et al. [16] give a very descriptive list of percussive
gesture capture tools and techniques. Some of the more
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Vibrating drumhead

according to timbre. With the use of machine learning they
could classify the radial position of a drum strike based on
its spectral features.
There are only a handful of systems that attempt to solve
the issue of capturing position of a drum strike. An augmented djembe drum [10] made use of computer vision. By
installing a webcam underneath the skin of the drum the
system was able to interpret shadow displacement into 3D
position of the hand. The shortfall of systems using shadows
is the requirement of adequate lighting to be present during the performance. Similarly Gray et al. [5] augmented a
snare drum to allow the performer to trigger audio and video
samples. To reinforce information obtained by the camera,
the system also featured piezo transducer attached to the
drum skin and flex sensors embedded into the brushes.
Paradiso et al. [13] proposed a glass surface that could approximate the location and distinguish different gestures by
their acoustic features, knocks, metal taps and fist bashes.
This was achieved by capturing their acoustical features
with the use of piezo transducers. Lopes et al. [9] created
a multi-touch surface which builds on the same principle
but with contact microphones instead and used Laser Light
Plane for multi-touch. The system’s goal was to explore the
possibilities of integrating touch and sound to expand input
language of surface interaction. Using the same method
with addition of FSRs, McCloskey et al. [11] created a percussive performance surface. Ishii et al. [6] used an array of
microphones underneath a ping pong table to approximate
the location of ball impacts.

Voltage

Strike

Direction of travel

LED

Phototrans.

Time

Figure 2: Wave propagation is captured with the use of
near-field optical sensor.

A laser-cut wooden frame was assembled and installed inside the drum. The frame was designed to hold six printed
circuit boards (PCBs) with the QRE1113 sensors (Figure 1).
The height adjusting design of the frame allows further experimentation with tension of the drumhead. The schematic
in Figure 3 is taken from [14] with an additional capacitor. IC1 acts as a transimpedance amplifier, converting the
collector current from Q1 into a voltage according to the
relationship Vo = -Io * Rl . C1 blocks the DC level of IC1
before it is sampled by the audio ADC.
Recorded signals were analysed in Matlab and approximation was carried out with the use of TDOA method.

2.2 Optical Sensors in Musical Instruments

Vi

Roland D-Beam is one of the commercial products that captures performance gestures using infrared (IR) technology.
The system can detect the distance between the hand and
the sensor. The distance can be mapped to parameters on
the performance device. Buchla Lightning makes use of IR
technology to capture 2D position of two drumsticks that
are waved in the air. Buchla Thunder also used IR sensors
to measure distance between the finger and the performance
pads.
Although there are a small number of percussive instruments that use optical sensing for capturing musical gestures there are no systems that use optical sensing for capturing the position of a drum strike.
Authors in [14] demonstrated the usefulness of near-field
optical sensors in musical performance gesture capture. The
sensors were installed on a bow of a violin to capture bow
position. The paper addressed the issue of capturing some
of the performance gestures of a violin player without limiting the performance with the size of the system and its
affect on the performance. Leroy et al. [7] devised a violin
pickup using near-field IR sensors to capture the vibrations
of each string. The system yielded good results and could
track the pitch of vibrating strings. McPherson [12] used IR
sensor for capturing continuous key motion on piano. The
system featured MIDI out capability and could extend the
performance of an acoustic piano.

3.

Signal captured by the the sensor

Rl

Io
−

Vo

+

Vb
Figure 3: Schematic of near-field optical sensors.

3.2

TDOA

TDOA is a common technique used in GPS tracking, radar
systems and sound-source localisation problems [18], [8] and
[13]. The method is based on measuring the difference of
wave arrival time to two receivers at known locations. By
observing Figure 4a we can denote that pairwise difference
can be obtained using
S1 P − S2 P = s∆T,

(1)

where s is the speed of signal propagating through a medium
and ∆T is the time difference. From these measurements a
hyperboloid can be constructed using:
x2
y2
− 2
= 1,
2
a
c − a2

METHOD

Six QRE1113 optical reflectance sensors (also used in [14])
are placed radially around the head of an acoustic snare
drum. The IR LED of each sensor illuminates the underside of the head, and the intensity of the reflected light is
converted to a voltage by a phototransistor circuit (Figure 2). The signal from each phototransistor is sampled at
96kHz by an audio interface.

(2)

where a = s∆T /2 and c = S1 S2 /2. Since hyperbola produces two loci, one locus is chosen using the sign of the
TDOA. There are infinite number of points P that satisfy
the measurement. The unique location is obtained by reading the intersection of several hyperbolas derived from multiple pairs of sensors. Since sensors on our system are not
placed linearly we need to translate and rotate the hyperbola.

3.1 Hardware
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P (x,y)

O(x,y)
Δx

c

θ

a

(a) Hyperbola is defined as the locus of all points P.

Δy

(b) Intersection of pair of hyperbolas. The signal source is at O.

Figure 4: TDOA algorithm geometry.

4.

Current implementation uses a low pass filter at 10kHz to
decrease some of the noise. Due to the interference caused
by fluorescent lighting a notch filter at 100Hz was implemented to eliminate this source of noise. TDOA was approximated using simple thresholding set above the noise
level (Figure 5). The limitation of using such an approach
is its susceptibility to false triggering which is caused by previously decaying strike. With this in mind the time between
strikes is set to 1 second. Such method does not consider
low intensity strikes. The drum hits have to be hard enough
to breach the threshold level. The speed of the wavefront
produced by the strikes in the drum used in (1) is calculated
using:
s=

2πrf
,
2.045

RESULTS

Distance in mm

Strike Approximation

(3)

as described by Fletcher and Rossing [4], where f is the
frequency (in Hz) of the fundamental mode of the drum
and r is the radius.
For the approximation of a unique location of a drum
strike six hyperbolas were constructed. Each hyperbola was
produced by two neighbouring sensors. In an ideal membrane all of the hyperbolas should intersect at a unique
location. Due to the imperfections of the drumhead and
imprecise tensions around the edges of the skin some hyperbolas did not intersect. In Figure 6 we can see that
hyperbolas derived from S1 S2 did not intersect S5 S6 and
S3 S4 did not intersect S6 S1 . For the hyperbolas that did
intersect the average was calculated. Non-intersecting pairs
of hyperbolas were not included in the calculation.

Distance in mm

Figure 6: Intersections of all pairwise hyperbolas and approximation of the drum strike.
To test the system’s accuracy, the tip of a drumstick was
painted to leave marks on the drumhead at the time of
impact. A photo was then superimposed on the design of
the drum and measurement of each strike was annotated.
The error was measured using Euclidian distance between
strikes and approximations. The middle point of the marking left on the drumhead is considered as the ground truth.
Two drumheads of the same brand were used with different tensions, however there were no significant differences
in error approximation for the two drumheads. The average
error for 100 drum strikes was 18mm with maximum error
of 54mm.
The correlation analysis for the two drumheads showed
that the distance from the centre of the drum is positively
correlated with the error of the approximation of the strikes
(p < 0.01, r = 0.52). This can be seen in figure Figure 7, as
the distance from the centre increases so does the range of
errors. The black dashed line shows the ideal measurement.
Equation 3 assumes that the velocity of wave-front propagating through the drumhead is uniform. This assumption
is violated the most when the strikes occur near the rim
since the speed of the wavefront dissipates with time. One
possible solution to this problem is discussed in the next
section.

Amplitude

Analysis Window

Samples at 96kHz

Figure 5: Analysis window for approximating the differences. The time is read and compared with the other sensors
to get the TDOA.

5.
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Approximated distance in mm

can be conducted.
In the context of performance analysis playing techniques
could be studied and compared between players.

Measured vs Approximated
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7.
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Figure 7: Approximated and measured distance from the
centre of the drum.

8.
The current implementation assumes that the speed of the
wave propagated through the drumhead is constant, however as shown by Fletcher and Rossing [4] the fundamental
pitch at the time of impact can shift as much as 10% depending on the intensity and position of the strike. The intensity
of strikes is not considered in current implementation due
to inherent manufacturing differences for the phototransistor. Transistors of the same brand produce different current
output. One of the suggestions would be to fine-tune the
pull-up resistor R2 in Figure 3 as suggested in [14]. The
change of speed could also be approximated by taking into
consideration bending stiffness and non-uniform density of
the material of the drumhead.
In literature the TDOA for wave-source localisation problems are approximated using cross-correlation. In current
implementation such method was not used because of the
peak-ambiguities present in the raw signal which produced
more erroneous results. Current method uses simple thresholding which as discussed before is not reliable for drumstrikes in a quick succession. One of the suggestions would
be to use a more robust onset detection algorithm. There
are many onset detection methods described in [2], however
most of them are dealing in frequency domain which might
not be acceptable in live performance where the latency of
the system is crucial. One possible solution would be to
use combination of very small FFT window and backtracking algorithm [3]. The backtracking algorithm could look
at the acceleration changes of the filtered signal within the
FFT onset window.

6.
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APPLICATIONS

In current state the system can be used for sample triggering through the use of MIDI. As well as triggering samples
the system can be used for controlling performance parameters or toggling an effect on or off. In the context of live
performance the size and cost of the system could be reduced by installing an embedded hardware device such as
BeagleBone3 or a DSP chip. At the moment the main cost
of the system is the ADC (audio interface), optical sensors
and the electronics are inexpensive. The main advantage of
using embedded hardware device in the future is its set-up
time and portability.
As discussed in the review section, Tindale et al. [17]
classified drum strikes according to timbre. With the use of
augmented drum proposed in current report we can investigate how do small changes in the locations of strikes affect
the frequency spectrum. By installing the system underneath other percussive instruments such as timpani, further
study into timbre analysis of other percussive instruments
3

CONCLUSION

This paper has described a method of approximating the
location of drum strikes using optical sensing and time difference of arrival (TDOA) calculations. The present implementation achieves mean accuracy within 2cm on a snare
drum. The TDOA technique is suitable for real-time use,
though improved onset detection is needed prior to use in
most performance situations. Possible applications of position detection include performance analysis, timbre analysis
and augmented percussion performance.

http://beagleboard.org/
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with technology are forever changing. Touch, in the computing and
NIME communities, has been focused on screens, where a lot of
instruments and interactions have been designed around a screen[4,
5, 10], even delving into ways of expanding their sensing abilities[1,
3]. Touch capacitive sensing has not seen many breakthroughs
outside of the application to multi-touch screens. At least that was
true until Munehiko Sato and his team developed the Touché project
and their new technique for capacitive sensing called Swept
Frequency Capacitive Sensing[9]. This new technique opens up a
whole dimension of touch sensing capabilities and gesture
recognition. For the NIME community, this ability to create unique
sensors and combinations of sensors that can take almost any shape,
will allow for the development of instruments and interfaces
designed for the musical gesture, rather than for the electronic sensor.
In this paper the idea and importance of touch will be explored as it
pertains to developing instruments, interfaces, and installations for
musical expression, specifically focusing on touch capacitance, and
the new technique of swept frequency capacitive sensing, using an
Arduino micro-controller, as a means of creating new and nontraditional sensors that allow for greater sensitivity and increased
gesture recognition. The older method of touch capacitance will be
analyzed and compared to this new method, and the benefits of this
new method will be illustrated through various test results. Lastly,
this paper will explore this technique through specific use within the
context of the project known as Cultivating Frequencies, which is a
interactive sonic sculpture with a hydroponic garden as its subject,
where the plants are given touch sensing abilities through this new
technique, allowing the observer to directly interact with the musical
system through the plants.

This paper introduces a new technique for creating Swept Frequency
Capacitive Sensing with open source technology for use in creating
richer and more complex musical gestures. This new style of
capacitive touch sensing is extremely robust compared to older
versions and will allow greater implementation of gesture recognition
and touch control in the development of NIMEs. Inspired by the
Touché project, this paper discusses how to implement this technique
using the community standard hardware Arduino instead of custom
designed electronics. This sensing technique requires only passive
components and can be used to enhance the touch sensitivity of many
conductive materials, even biological materials such as plants. This
paper also introduces a new Arduino Library, SweepingCapSense,
which simplifies the coding required to implement this technique.
Lastly, this paper will discuss its use in the project known as
Cultivating Frequencies.

Keywords
Swept Frequency Capacitive Sensing, Capacitive Sensing, Touch,
Arduino, Open-Source, Gesture Recognition, Sound Sculpture,
Biotechnical Interfaces

1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of electronics, and consequently electronic
instruments, the relationship between touch and sound has changed
drastically. Touch has not been a requirement of musical expression
since Theremin introduced his eponymous instrument in 1920[2].
Although many electronic instruments and interfaces employ touch
as the main technique for sound activation, manipulation, and
expression, in most cases, the connection between the sound and the
gesture is more of an abstraction when compared to acoustic
instruments. For example, the same violin in the hands of a novice
and a virtuoso will sound immensely different even when the same
simple gesture is performed; with many electronic instruments and
interfaces, it is not the quality of the sound that changes between the
novice and the virtuoso, especially when examining a simple gesture,
rather it is the understanding of the instrument and range of sounds
and consequent manipulations, and even the crafting of the sound
itself that is learned over extended use and practice. The gesture in
this situation has been applied, arbitrarily in most cases, to the sound.
With acoustic instruments, it was the gesture that physically created
the sound, and even had a role in the evolution of the instrument.
In computing, touch dominates the interaction between human and
computer. However, touch in this context takes on a slightly different
meaning, and differs completely from how one touches a musical
instrument. Only recently is touch steadily becoming less of a
requirement in the realm of human computer interaction. As
computer vision and 3D sensing technologies become more
advanced and more accurate, the fundamentals of how we interact

2. History of Touch Capacitance
Touch capacitance is not a new technology nor is it a novelty in the
context of NIMEs. It has found its way into many devices and has
many unique and industrial applications; from measuring
micrometer displacements between silicon cantilevers, to Stud
Finders, which detect wooden studs through plaster[6].
However, large-scale use has only found its way to the consumer
electronics market in recent years. In the open source community
there have been few advancements in the technology driving it, most
of which has come in the form of more commercially available parts
such as cheaper touch screens and sensors. Because the basic form of
a touch capacitance circuit is quite easy to replicate there is no need
for industrial grade touch circuitry for most of the DIY and
experimental electronic arts community. However, until now, this
basic circuit has only allowed the detection of proximity and varying
degrees of absolute touch.
This kind of sensor can be implemented as a discrete or
continuous sensor depending on the circuit used. This, plus the
fact that capacitive sensing can sense conductive objects
through other non-conductive materials make it an ideal sensor
for industrial and consumer electronics alike. These facts also
make capacitive sensing ideal in the development of NIMEs,
allowing instrument and interface makers the ability to extract
rich touch information while being able to hide the sensor from
sight. This is important because often times the development of
NIMEs is not only about technology and sensors, but about

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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instrument design, and it can be very hard to negotiate these
two objectives when dealing with sensors that have specific
spatial and topographic requirements.
While most of the progress in capacitive touch sensing has
been seen in the mobile computing field more recently Sato and
his team, of the Disney Research Touché project, have taken a
big step forward for the embeddable capacitive sensor. By
exploring ways in which everyday objects can be transformed
into rich touch sensors, that not only sense touch but the
manner of touch, they were able to implement a unique style of
Swept Frequency Capacitive Sensing (SFCS). The novelty of
this method is found in the “Swept Frequency” portion of the
name. While traditional capacitive touch sensors detect
conductivity at a fixed frequency, SFCS uses an entire range of
frequencies. By sweeping through this range of frequencies the
readings from a single sensor take on a two-dimensionality,
which, when graphed, makes it easy to actually see the
difference between a single-finger touch, a two-finger pinch,
and a whole-handed grab.
Below, we will analyze the difference between single and
swept frequency techniques and it will become obvious how
much more rich the sensor data is with the latter. Before
looking at this data, it is important to note that the Touché
project utilized a unique and purpose built sensor and
microcontroller, which is to say, it is not a community standard
open-source technology. Intrigued by this work Mads Hobye1,
with the help of Nikolaj Møbius2, both members of the
interactive art studio Illutron3, figured out how to employ this
technique on an Arduino. By acting directly upon the built-in
timers of the Arduino, they were able to output a waveform and
change its frequency, allowing for SFCS. Details of how they
did this will be discussed below.

Send Pin

Receive Pin

R*

Foil

* R = 100k - 50M

Figure 1: CapSense Diagram
As described on the CapSense webpage, the value of the
resistor alters the sensitivity of the sensor allowing a range of
interaction from absolute touch to proximity of up to 2 feet.
The Arduino and CapSense method has been ideal due to its
simplicity and ease of use. However, beyond proximity and
absolute touch, there isn’t much more information that can be
gleaned from the sensor data.
Later in this section we will test this method against the
SFCS method using identical materials and test gestures to
visualize the difference in quality of the data returned.

3.2 Swept Frequency Capacitive Sensing
While Sato and his team were the first to implement the SFCS
method, it was Nikolaj Møbius who figured out how to do it
using an Arduino and passive components. In the Touché
project they use an AD5932 Wave Generator IC that can
produce a sine wave with very high resolution at frequencies
between 1kHz and 3.5MHz. While the Arduino can also
produce a signal at these frequencies, its resolution is lower and
it can only produce a square wave so there are a lot of
unwanted harmonics that are produced as well. Møbius figured
out that using a simple LC (inductor – capacitor) circuit, also
known as a resonant circuit, could help transform the square
wave into a sinusoidal wave[7]. Figure 2 shows the components
and schematic for Møbius’ technique.

3. Implementation
Touch capacitance was a novel way of opening a capacitive
circuit to allow the introduction of influence from outside
conductive objects. Now, touch sensitive electronics have been
integrated into the daily fabric of our digital lives. From touch
screen phones to track pads, our fingers regularly slide over
smooth capacitive surfaces, reaching levels of ubiquity where
we no longer are aware of or even impressed by them.
For those who are a part of the open source and NIME
communities, touch capacitance has been an area of great
interest and inspiration for many years. While multi-touch
screens have usurped most of that interest in the past decade,
the ability to create your own sensor and hide that sensor within
an object may prove to be more important than how we interact
with flat screens.
In this section we examine how sensing technology has been
achieved in the recent past using open source technologies. This
section also introduces a new technique for Touch Sensing using
SFCS and a new Arduino library, SweepingCapSense.
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Figure 2: SFCS Circuit for Arduino Mega - Send pins
change depending on Arduino model and Timer used

3.1 Capacitive Sensing
On an Arduino, the standard and recommended way of creating
a capacitive touch sensor was by means of the CapSense4
library using the circuit shown below (see Figure 1). This
method is simple and involves very few components, at the
very least a single resistor and some conductive material, and
uses only two digital pins on an Arduino. The coding is very
simple as well and requires the setup of the CapSense object
and then a reading.

The example code that Møbius gives is a little intimidating for
those unfamiliar with using hex code and binary to directly
address and alter the hardware timers on the Arduino. To make
the code side of this technique as simple as the CapSense
library, the SweepingCapSense library was created. At the time
of writing, the library is only for the Arduino Mega but will
soon be available on as many versions as possible.
The SweepingCapSense library uses two main objects,
SweepingCap and Touch, which control the sweeping
frequency signal and store the touch data respectively. When
constructing the SweepingCap object there are two options, one
(seen in Figure 2), to set how many frequencies to sweep (up to
198) and which of the 16 bit timers to use, and two, to use all

1

http://www.hobye.dk
http://dzlsevilgeniuslair.blogspot.se
3
http://illutron.dk
4
http://playground.arduino.cc/Main/CapSense
2
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that not only returns a peak value similar to the previous
method, but also returns the values at every other frequency.
The resulting shape gives greater insights into the object’s
response to the interaction and allows more opportunity for
gesture recognition.

four 16 bit timers by only passing in the number of frequencies.
The Touch object constructor requires only one variable to set
the Analog input pin, however the Touch object is not a
requirement to achieve SFCS, rather it is a convenient data
structure to store the values returned at each frequency.
To use the SweepingCap object, requires only two other
steps. One, to call the setup() method inside the Arduino setup
function. And two, to call the sweep() method inside of a for
loop that counts to the number of frequencies set in the
constructor. Passing the iterator into the sweep() function sets
the frequency. The Touch object has several steps as well. It
needs to be reset() at the top of the main loop; inside the
sweeping frequency for loop, readPin() can be called to
automatically read and store the value at the current frequency;
the topValue() and topPoint() can be determined, stored, and
retrieved; and the value can be interpolated, with setter and
getter methods.

Electrode Position	
  1

No Touch
Single Finger
(pad)

Figure 3: Electrode test results using SFCS method
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Figure 4: Plant test results using SFCS method
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This section shows analysis comparing both techniques. Below the
sensor readings for two test materials with different touch
positions and touch gestures for both the old and new
techniques for capacitive sensing. The objects used were a
copper electrode (approximately 5cm x 2cm) and a small
rosemary plant (approximately 15cm tall) with the electrode
placed in soil. The same series of tests were conducted with
both objects using the two libraries and circuits, and the results
can be seen below in Table 1, and Figures 3 and 4.
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Two Finger Press
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Single Finger
(tip)

V
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These graphs only show the results of each gesture at one
position. It is important to note that this technique is not only
sensitive to gesture but to position as well. Figure 5 shows the
results of the same gesture, a two-finger pinch, in all the testing
positions on the rosemary plant.
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Figure 5: Plant test - one gesture (two-finger pinch), all
positions.
The data clearly shows a vast improvement over the single
frequency method in all aspects. Even when the resonant
frequency is similar there is enough difference throughout the
rest of the values to discern gestural subtleties. Also, the
repeatability of these shapes, if not the specific peak frequency
and value, is very high. This suggests that with enough testing
and training, a single sensor could detect many different
gestures and interactions.

Table 1: Results from CapSense Test
Using the CapSense library we see in Table 1 that only a
single piece of data is given. While some gestures may be
recognizable with this single piece of data, overall, it is difficult
to clearly understand these results as unique gestures. Table 1
shows that some values appear at different positions and
different gestures, for instance, on the electrode a fingertip at
position 4 is perceived to be the same as a pinch at position 3.
At least the plant’s test results show that the dispersion of the
signal through the soil and into the plant helps to create a wider
range of results. However, these results tend to be very
susceptible to outside influences that result in a lowered
repeatability over time.
Using Møbius’ circuit and the SweepingCapSense library,
with the same objects and gestures, results in a different kind of
data altogether. As seen below in Figures 3 and 4, the data
representation of a single gesture is a two-dimensional data set

5. Case Study: Cultivating Frequencies
Cultivating Frequencies is a hydroponic garden and sound
installation that uses this technique for SFCS and the
SweepingCapSense library to turn each of its fifteen plants into touch
sensors. The installation also includes several hydroponic sensors to
collect data and use it to drive a generative musical system. The
touch sensitive plants encourage users to interact with the garden as a
living thing and as a sound installation. Musically, the plant sensors
give the users note-level and effect-level control over a series of
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one controller that “does everything,” is an interesting pursuit but it
seems to suffer from a lack of permanent cultural relevance. The
NIMEs that last tend to be simpler and are approached more like
instruments than interfaces.
This new technique for Swept Frequency Capacitive Sensing will
hopefully reignite an interest in the possibilities for touch based and
gestural NIMEs. Further development is needed to create easier
methods for achieving gesture recognition and more studies need to
be done to test the limits of this technology. In Cultivating
Frequencies, fifteen plants running off the four 16 bit timers on an
Arduino Mega required a lot of processing power and memory.
Because of the time required to read each pin at each of the
frequencies, the system slows down considerably with each added
touch point. Strategies can be implemented so that all sensors are not
reading at once but this also limits the interaction possibilities.

oscillators and audio effects. MAX/MSP was used for the sound
design and generative system and an Arduino Mega with a custom
designed and printed shield was used for the touch sensors and the
ultrasonic sensors (for user detection).
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Figure 6: The garden at its permanent home in Aiguablava,
Spain
Inspired by the Botanicus Interacticus project[8], which applied the
new Touché technology to plants, this project is perhaps the first to
utilize the open source method on such a large and permanent scale.
As the installation grows, it seems logical that the data will grow as
well. However, just how much the data and interaction is affected in
the long run is unknown. Fortunately, another aspect of the project is
to make a comprehensive collection of all data for as long as the
piece runs, so this change will be monitored and freely displayed for
all who are interested.5

6. Conclusion
Touch is an integral part of the human experience. It brings with it an
intimate and innate knowledge that often times can only be
understood through the act itself. Almost all traditional musical
instruments require the player to touch them in order for sound to be
produced. Indeed it is the physical nature of the instrument that
allows a performer to achieve virtuosity through repeated movements
and gestures, eventually allowing them to free their minds from the
physical movements and focus on higher-level musical ideas such as
phrasing, expression, and improvisation.
Touch, as it is used in technology, lacks a certain subtly that is
readily found in most tools and instruments. In the development of
NIMEs touch has focused so much on multi-touch displays and
gesture-restricting sensors that the conversation of what touch in
other contexts can achieve has been almost forgotten. Some of the
flaws with the current trend of new interface development in music
are lack of imagination (i.e. grids, banks of knobs/sliders), an over
complication of design, or a reliance on novelty. Striving to find the
5

www.cultivatingfrequencies.com
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components of projectors led to the discovery of new
vocabularies for different sound-worlds and new ways to create
direct interactions between aural and visual elements.
Norman McLaren was another artist who explored the
potential of this optical sound interface. His films concerned
audio-visual relationships and further experiments with handdrawn optical soundtracks. On McLaren’s first of these films,
Dots from 1940, Brian Wilson states that McLaren “achieved a
level of sophistication using this technique. The musical range
is over several octaves and integrates perfectly with the moving
blue and white dots that bounce across the bright red
background.” [2] These synchronized motions and explorations
of sonic material further exposed the potential of these
components and yielded many hand-drawn films from McLaren
and his contemporaries.
Two other innovators that explored the potential for lightsensitive components as music-making devices are Evgeny
Murzin with the ANS Synthesizer, and Daphne Oram with the
“Oramics” machine. Completed in 1958, the ANS Synthesizer
is based on the idea of “synthesizing a sound from an
artificially drawn sound wave.” In an article on the ANS,
Stanislav Kreichi, an engineer and composer who worked on
the ANS describes one of the main parts of the instrument
consisting of a “photo-optic generator…designed in the form of
a rotating glass disk…with 144 optic phonograms of pure
tones, or sound tracks. A unit of five similar disks with
different rotating speeds produces 720 pure tones.” The
interactions between visual and sonic materials that the
composers for this instrument experienced were meant for
musical composition. Kreichi continues his description by
describing the process of composition for the ANS. “To select
the needed tones, a coding field (the ‘score’) was designed in
the form of a glass plate covered with an opaque, nondrying
black mastic. The score moves past a reading device made up
of a narrow aperture with a number of photoelectric cells and
amplifiers. Scraping off a part of the mastic at a specific point
on the plate makes it possible for the light from the
corresponding optic phonogram to penetrate into the reading
device and be transformed into a sound.” [3]
At around the same time in the late 50s, Daphne Oram was
working on prototypical schematics for another light-sensitive
instrument named ‘Oramics.’ This project took a number of
years to come into fruition and was finished in 1970. The
Oramics machine uses a multi-track system that accepts handdrawn waveforms that are used to determine different qualities
of sounds. The waveforms are drawn onto strips of film that are
read across light-sensitive scanners devised by Graham Wrench
– one of the main engineers in Oram’s group. The signals from
these scanners are sent to different equipment modules that
determine the variables associated with the qualities of the
produced sounds. [4]

ABSTRACT
This project presents a control surface that combines a grid of
photoresistors with a microcontroller to allow a musician to
simultaneously manipulate multiple analog components. A brief
background on past uses of photosensitive components for music and
film composition and instrument-building introduces a few contexts
for the controller. Topics such as implementation, construction,
performance scenarios of the controller are also discussed.

Keywords
Photoresistor, light-dependent, Max/MSP/Jitter, electroacoustic,
audio-visual, performance, Arduino

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of photoresistors for the purpose of sound-production
has been fruitful throughout the 1900s. In the work of soundfilm pioneers like Oskar Fischinger and Norman McLaren, and
optical sound-synthesis innovators like Daphne Oram
(Oramics) and Eugene Murzin (ANS Synthesizer) from the
1930s through the 60s, photosensitivity has been an important
subject within the music-making world.
This paper starts off with a brief history of precedents to a
light-sensitive controller – the 16-CdS. The 16-CdS’s design
and building specifications are presented along with a few
performance possibilities. These include ideas that combine
software with techniques for obstructing light on the controller
as well as potential adaptations for future projects.

2. BACKGROUND AND INFLUENCES
During the early years of experimentation with sound-film
technologies, a few concepts were explored concerning audiovisual relationships and the components that produce them.
Oskar Fischinger experimented with sound-on-film
techniques throughout the 1930s, discovering various
associations between sound and image that led to a deeper
exploration of the light-sensitive components that produce
audio signals in film projectors. On the early pioneers of
abstract sound-on-film work, Richard Brown mentions that
they had “the sudden realization of an entirely synthetic, virtual
environment of musical space. Much like the grooves of a
phonographic record, the images on the soundtrack were
directly linked to the original sound, and this indexical
relationship was clearly demonstrated and easily understood.”
[1] The light-sensitive properties of the optical-sound
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3. THE 16-CdS INTERFACE
The device that was built for this project combines some simple
woodwork and design with a few photoelectric components,
specifically photoresistors, and an Arduino Mega 2560.

3.1 Design and Layout
The framework for this device is made up of two different
materials: A 9¾” x 11¾” x ⅛” sheet of clear acrylic and a 9¾”
x 11¾” x ½” slab of birch plywood.
The acrylic is screwed onto the wooden slab, creating a slim
solid frame for the circuit and the Arduino. There is a grid of
sixteen holes in the main part the structure. A slot on the upperleft corner of the wood allows the microcontroller to sit within
the frame of the device.
The photoresistors are laid out in a 4”x4” grid near the lowerright portion of the surface of the device. The grid is small
enough so that a performer can manipulate a large portion of
the photoresistors with one hand. Its size also accommodates
simple implementations of objects that obstruct light and add
another layer of interaction with the interface – a subject
discussed later in this document.

Figure 1: The first version of the controller
rate of displacement is another variable tied to the mean intensity
values for each quadrant, creating different patterns of moving pixels
depending on the amount of light shining onto the controller.
For the Max Patches described in the above sections, audio
examples, and further documentation regarding the controller, visit
http://charlossound.wordpress.com/16-CdS.

3.2 The Circuit
The components used for this project consist of sixteen
photoresistors of varying resistance ranges, sixteen 10k Ohm
resistors, and an Arduino Mega 2560. The photoresistors
communicate with the microcontroller via the analog pins of
the Arduino. Each photoresistor has one pin connected to the 5volt pin of the Arduino and the other pin going to its
corresponding analog pin as well as to the ground with a 10k
resistor in series.
The choice to exclude other variable components in the
circuit was made to keep the controller as simple as possible.
The point is to have all of the interaction on the photosensitive
level, allowing the performer and/or programmer to find a new
ways to interact with light and the controller. Any data scaling
or shaping is done on the software end in the Max/MSP
programming environment.

5. FUTURE POSSIBILITIES
One important thing to remember about the 16-CdS is that there
are many different ways of obstructing or shining light onto it.
Ideas that have been discussed and partially implemented
include the following:




4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Scaling and Calibration in Max/MSP
Once the connection between Max and the Arduino was
established, we scaled and interpreted the data. It was important
to keep in mind that the controller would be used in different
performance spaces. Therefore, a method for calibrating, or
tuning, the instrument to different lighting conditions was
implemented. To allow the user to quickly calibrate the
controller, two visual elements were put into the patch. A series
of number boxes display the scaled values and the object,
“nodes”, was used to visualize a grid of sixteen circles that
expand and contract depending on the values that they are
receiving.



Using small squares of materials that can cover
photoresistors independently. The material can be
slightly translucent, allowing for the possibility of
stacking squares to create different amounts of
opacity.
Creating a small, three-dimensional, rectangular
structure that sits on top of the photoresistor-grid. The
structure would have slits on its sides, allowing for
the placement of other objects through the structure
that will obstruct light in different ways.
Using the digital pins on the Arduino, one idea is to
create a grid of LEDs that are in communication with
the software and shine light on the controller,
allowing for a higher level of interaction between the
performer and the controller.
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4.2 A Visual-Performance Implementation
Apart from the audio patch that was created to test the controller, a
quick, generative visual system was developed to see what the
possibilities were of using this controller for audio-visual
performances. The system divides the projection screen and
photoresistor grid into four quadrants, assigning a relative position on
the screen to each group of photoresistors. The program runs
analyses to determine mean intensity values for each quadrant. These
values then determine the rate of generation of pixels within each
quadrant’s corresponding space on the final screen. A running
transformation and feedback loop of these pixels displace them. The
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2. HARDWARE DESIGN

In this paper, the authors introduce a stand-alone synthesizer,
“B.O.M.B. – Beat Of Magic Box –” for electronic music
sessions and live performances. “B.O.M.B.” has a wireless
communication system that synchronizes musical scale and
tempo (BPM) between multiple devices. In addition,
performers can change master/slave role between performers
immediately.
	
  Our primary motivation is to provide both musicians and
non-musicians with opportunities to experience a collaborative
electronic music performance. Here, the hardware and the
interaction design of the device are presented.

Keywords
Stand-alone Synthesizer, Wireless Synchronization System,
NIME, Musical Session, Electronic Music

Figure 1: Hardware

2.1 Sensors

1. INTRODUCTION

Previously, several musical interfaces were developed to
achieve intuitive musical operation by use of the two-handed
gesture interaction [5][6].
	
  The “B.O.M.B.” allows performers to control the pitch,
timbre, and volume by single-handed interaction (Figure 2).
This is achieved by assigning eight position and pressure
sensors (MicroNav STRIP, Interlink Electronics) values to
pitch control and acceleration sensor (Triple Axis
Accelerometer Breakout - MMA7361, SparkFun Electronics)
value to timbre and volume control (satisfying requirement (1)).

To date, numerous collaborative musical instruments have been
developed in electronic music field [1][2][3]. The authors are
interested in formations of musical sessions using stand-alone
devices and leader/follower relationship in musical sessions [4].
The authors specify three important requirements of instrument
design for musical session. They are as follows:
(1) Simple Interface: Interface that enables performers to
control three sound elements (pitch, timbre, and amplitude)
with simple interaction.
(2) Portable Stand-alone System: System that runs standalone (with sound generators, speakers, and batteries). Because
musical sessions can be happened in anywhere and anytime, the
authors consider that the portability is essential in designing
musical instruments for sessions.
(3) Wireless Synchronization: System that supports ensembles
by automatically synchronizing tempo (BPM) and tonality
between multiple devices by air because of portability. In
addition, performers can switch master/slave roles smoothly
during a musical session.
	
  In this research, the authors introduce “B.O.M.B. - Beat Of
Magic Box -” for electronic music sessions.

2.2 Microcontroller and Sound Synthesis
The Arduino based sound generator (Arduino Pro Mini,
microcontroller board based on the ATmega328, operating at
5V and 16 MHz) was included in the proposed device because
of its portability. “B.O.M.B.” requires no external power supply,
but is powered by a battery (fulfilling requirement (2)).
	
  This device assigns sensor values to MIDI note numbers
according to scale settings, and generates sound using simple
oscillators (sine and saw wave oscillator) from a built-in
speaker or a Φ3.5mm stereo jack. The authors use “Mozzi”, the
sound synthesis library for Arduino. This library is possible to
generate various synthesis sounds without the need of
additional shields [7].
	
  Performers can select one of eight musical scales by use of
the scale select switch (Figure 1). This switching function
changes the scale setting in the following order: minor
pentatonic, major pentatonic, minor, major, lydian, ryukyu,
octave, chromatic, continuously.
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2.3 Wireless Synchronization

3.2.4 Looper Function

“B.O.M.B.” has a wireless communication function that
synchronizes musical scale and BPM (Tempo) between multiple
devices. This system provides smooth switching between
master/slave roles (fulfilling requirement (3)). If a performer
desires to alter the BPM controller (Potentiometer), the device sends
the controller values to other wireless devices. Simultaneously, the
transmitting device is automatically set to master mode while the
receiving devices are set to slave mode. This function is achieved by
XBee wireless Module (Digi International Series1).

3. INTERACTION DESIGN

Figure 4: Loop Mode
This device can record the pitch sequence pattern by the act of turn
the device upside down. Also, performers can clear a memory buffer
in the same way. The recording duration of one sequence pattern is
eight steps. These modes are distinguished by the LED’s color
(Figure 4, Manual Loop: Purple, Kick Loop: Orange,
Sequencer Loop: Sky Blue).

3.1 Interaction

4. USED IN PERFORMANCES

Figure 2: Interaction
As mentioned above, “B.O.M.B.” allows performers to control
pitches by a “grasping” interaction. Additionally, performers can
change the timbre and volume by “tilting” this device (Figure 2).

3.2 Musical Instrument Modes
Figure 5: Performance
The authors gave ten live performances using this “B.O.M.B.”
at domestic and international events. In these events, the
authors confirmed that our proposed wireless synchronization
system worked in stable condition. It is suggested that our
system demonstrate the practicality of wireless synchronization.
In future, the authors will evaluate the device in terms of its
stability in multi-performer musical sessions.

5. CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Mode Change Control

The “B.O.M.B.” is the stand-alone device for electronic music
session, which has wireless synchronization system. The purpose of
the proposed device is to enable musicians and non-musicians
to participate in electronic music sessions.

“B.O.M.B.” has three musical instrument modes, which
performers can manipulate by a “shaking” interaction.
Performers can select from one of three performance modes
(Manual, Kick and Sequencer Mode) providing the experience of a
band performance. Modes are distinguished by the colors of an
internal Full-color LED, visible through a slit in the device
body (Figure 3).
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3.2.1 Manual Mode (LED color: Red)
Manual Mode generates melodic and harmonic phrase using
eights sine wave oscillators. In this mode, eight pressure sensor
values are assigned to pitch in real-time. The maximum number
of notes that can be played simultaneously is eight.

3.2.2 Kick Mode (LED color: Green)
Kick Mode is the 8-step drum like sound sequencer using a
single sine wave oscillator. If performers apply pressures to
sensors, this mode generates drum like sounds in time with
BPM.

3.2.3 Sequencer Mode (LED color: Blue)
Sequencer Mode is the 8-step pitch sequencer using a single
saw wave oscillator. In this mode, this device assigns pressure
sensor values to pitches and generates sounds in time with
BPM.
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ABSTRACT

through the drumhead are struck to create a quick, "ping-pong ball
bouncing" effect. A trapezoidal piece of sandpaper is taped onto the
drum, which is scratched with the hand or a knitting needle to create
a granular, white noise sound. One side of a pair of Velcro strips is
glued to the drumhead. When the free side is slowly pulled away
from the other fixed one, a light popping sound is created, or a louder
hissing sound when pulled quickly. A small chain is looped through
the head and drum shell to create an "infinite growl" sound. An
attached rope is pulled on with the fingernails for a dark, rubbing
sound. A rectangular section of attached moleskin enables muted
sounds when tapped or scraped. Also, a small rubber ball that has
been cut in half and attached to a wooden skewer is used to create a
nontraditional "lion's roar" effect. It can also create muted whale-like
sounds.

This paper describes the technologies, collaborative processes, and
artistic intents of the musical composition Engravings for Prepared
Snare Drum, iPad, and Computer, which was composed by Timothy
Polashek for percussionist Brad Meyer using a jointly created electroacoustic and interactive musical instrument. During performance, the
percussionist equally manipulates and expresses through two
surfaces, an iPad displaying an interactive touch screen and a snare
drum augmented with various foreign objects, including a contact
microphone adhered to the drumhead’s surface. A computer program
created for this composition runs on a laptop computer in front of the
percussionist. The software captures sound from the contact
microphone and transforms this sound through audio signal
processing controlled by the performer’s gestures on the iPad. The
computer screen displays an animated graphic score, as well as the
current states of iPad controls and audio signal processing, for the
performer. Many compositional and technological approaches used
in this project pay tribute to composer John Cage, since the premiere
performance of Engravings for Prepared Snare Drum, iPad, and
Computer took place in 2012, the centennial celebration of Cage’s
birth year.

Keywords
composition, interactive music, iPad, John Cage, prepared snare
drum, percussion

1. INTRODUCTION
Engraving is the art of incising a design onto a hard, usually flat
surface, by cutting grooves into it. Engravings for Prepared Snare
Drum, iPad, and Computer directs the percussionist to create and
sculpt in sound by performing gestures on an iPad and a prepared
snare drum through tactile and interactive processes. A computer, fed
by a contact microphone on the drum and wireless signals from the
iPad, renders these inputs into sound and displays a score consisting
of a series graphical images based on statistical data from the state of
Kentucky for the performer to interpret and “engrave” through time.

Figure 1. Overhead view of the prepared snare drum.

3. REFLECTING JOHN CAGE
The premiere performance of Engravings for Prepared Snare Drum,
iPad, and Computer took place in 2012, the centennial celebration of
Cage’s birth year, and several decisions in the technological design
and composition of this piece are inspired by Cage’s work. The
previously described prepared snare drum is inspired by Cage’s
tendency to modify traditional instruments and to score for “found”
objects, such as tin cans, radios, and flower pots, which are nontraditional musical instruments, to produce compositions such as
Cage’s Water Walk [2] and Sonata and Interludes [1] for prepared
piano.
Cage is well-known for creating graphic scores and implementing
aleatoric procedures to make musical decisions, therefore Timothy
Polashek decided to combine both approaches in the composition of
Engravings. Polashek searched through images providing statistical
data about his home state of Kentucky on the internet. Some of the
randomly returned images, for example, show the Annual Mean
Temperature of Louisville, Kentucky, the Unemployment Rate in
Kentucky (1975-2012), the Kentucky Coal Mining Production and
Employment (1979-2008), the 2009 Kentucky Derby Positions

2. THE PREPARED SNARE DRUM
Brad Meyer created the prepared snare drum by modifying the
drumhead of a standard snare drum. Although snare drums are
usually used to produce sound by being struck with drumsticks, the
prepared snare drum is equipped with a contact microphone to
capture and amplify softer sounds created by rubbing, tapping, and
scraping. Six tightly-wound metallic springs that vertically protrude
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including the effect level and delay time. If the performer changes the
delay time, after several seconds, it will gradually sweep back to the
default delay time, which eases the workload of the performer and
facilitates the utilization of accelerating and decelerating rhythmic
effects. Although these audio signal processing algorithms are
relatively simple, but quite flexible, the performer can predictably
combine multiple iPad control gestures with various percussive
gestures on the prepared snare drum to synthesize a great variety of
both static and transitioning timbres, ranging from acoustic to
electronic, pitched to indefinitely pitched, metallic to wooden, and
inharmonic to harmonic spectra.

Through Race, and the Gamma Radiation Gross Count Rate in 2011
for Lexington, Kentucky. Thirty-eight of these images were selected
to form the score for Engravings, and Polashek created a computer
program, written in the MAX language [3], to sequentially display
them to the performer along with a red, vertical cue line, which
moves from left to right over each graph. Again paying homage to
Cage, the perucssionist is given the instruction to perform on the
prepared snare drum and iPad with improvised gestures that mimic
the process of engraving the shapes and lines presented in the current
image. Conversely, the performer is also instructed, at times of his or
her choosing, to decide to improvise freely and to ignore the graphs,
or to musically respond to unseen and unheard gestures and sounds
of an imagined performer that is responding to the graphs. As the cue
line is moving through a score image, a small copy of the next image
is displayed to the upper right of the current image in order to help
the performer create seamless musical transitions between the given
images.

Figure 3. Prepared snare drum and iPad positioned for
performance. Visual interface on laptop computer screen
(cropped out of picture) is centered below and in front.

Figure 2. The computer animates for the performer a cue
line moving from left to right over the graphic score for the
current section (left) while providing a preview of the next
section’s graphic (upper right), audio level indicators and
system controls (middle right), and iPad control states and
override controls (lower right).

5. CONCLUSION
Engravings for Prepared Snare Drum, iPad, and Computer is a
collaborative work between composer and performer in the joint
development of performance technology, a fusion of acoustic,
electro-acoustic, and digitally interactive musical frameworks. The
purpose of this work is to maximize the diverse and expressive
rhythmic and timbral potentialities of the prepared snare drum by
empowering the percussionist with simultaneous and equivalent
expressive control of both acoustic and electronically processed
sounds. In addition, this work commemorates and reflects upon the
widely influential approaches and philosophies of composer John
Cage in honor of the centennial of his birth.

4. iPAD INTERFACE AND AUDIO SIGNAL
PROCESSING
The role of the iPad in Engravings for Prepared Snare Drum, iPad,
and Computer is to provide the performer with a tactile interface of
controls for a variety of audio signal processing algorithms that
extend and transform the timbres of the prepared snare drum.
The iPad wirelessly sends control signals to the program running
on the performer’s computer, which does the actual audio signal
processing of audio captured from the contact microphone on the
prepared snare drum. The signal processing features ring modulation,
frequency modulation, and delay effects, which are routed to
speakers for the audience.
During performance, the performer uses the iPad interface to
choose different behavior modes for the audio signal processing of
the prepared snare drum. Three of the modes ring modulate the signal
with an oscillator whose frequency is also modulated at performer
selectable slow, medium, or fast rates. There is also a randomizer
mode for the oscillator feeding the ring modulator that randomly
alternates its frequency in rapidly or slowly changing rhythmic
pulses. Another mode allows the performer to manually control the
frequency of the oscillator. For all of these modes, the performer has
control over the mix level ratio of the ring-modulated level to the
original signal. The performer also has control of a delay/echo effect,
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7. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
1-Video recording from a performance of Engravings for Prepared
Snare Drum, iPad, and Computer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mu9cQBrejjU
2-Timothy Polashek’s website: http://www.tdpmusic.com
3-Brad Meyer’s website: http://www.brad-meyer.com/
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ABSTRACT

The circular shape of a collaborative instrument makes
it equally accessible from any point as observer or participant [3]; the Circular Optical Object Locator (COOL) [8]
adapted this concept as a cooperative music-making device.
The behaviour of this device is closely related to Radear as it
has a rotating platter. The user manually spins the platter
and puts pucks on its surface which are detected by a camera mounted above the instrument. In contrast to the video
image processing of COOL, Radear uses near-field optical
sensors which allow a sub-millimetre measurement of the
distance from sensor to reflective object [7]. Blaine’s JamO-Drum, another multi-user instrument [3] allows novice
and musically experienced users to collaborate around a
shared tabletop surface. Like Radear, visual feedback is an
important component of the system, helping participants
understand the operation of the device. Another similar
multi-user instrument is Daisyphone [4], a screen-based circular sequencer allowing multiple users to collaborate remotely.
One of the most well-known tangible musical interfaces
is the reacTable [6], an interactive tabletop instrument for
multi-user collaboration. Objects are placed on the table
surface; the objects themselves are passive but computer
vision techniques identify the type, position and orientation
of each one on the surface, allowing each object to have a
different function. Polymetros [1] takes a different approach
to multi-user music creation, using three Novation Launchpad controllers with additional visualisations and controls.
By comparison to this previous work, the Radear system
is quite straightforward, but its simplicity also carries the
benefit of an immediate intuitive understanding for both
performers and audience.

This paper presents a new circular tangible interface where
one or multiple users can collaborate and interact in real
time by placing and moving passive wooden pucks on a
transparent tabletop in order to create music. The design
encourages physical intuition and visual feedback on the
music being created. An arm with six optical sensors rotates
beneath a transparent surface, triggering sounds based on
the objects placed above. The interface’s simplicity and
tangibility make it easy to learn and suitable for a broad
range of users.

Keywords
sequencer, tangible interface, collaborative, interactive design, real-time manipulation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional music sequencer interfaces often rely on a screen
or a row of buttons. The relative complexity of many sequencers, coupled with the lack of tactility in screen-based
solutions, has encouraged designers to explore interfaces
that are simpler, more intuitive, and more easily learned.
The field of Tangible User Interfaces has contributed a number of new approaches to musical interface design based on
physical interaction.
This paper presents Radear, a new tangible interface for
music sequencing, replacing traditional step sequencer controls with an interactive and intuitive circular configuration.
Performers can shape the music quickly and easily by moving small physical tokens around a transparent tabletop.
A mechanical spinning arm equipped with optical sensors
reads the location of the tokens and offers immediate visual
feedback to the performer on the state of the system.

2.

RELATED WORK

Previous work has suggested a number of design guidelines
for tangible and collaborative music systems. When creating participatory musical interfaces for the general public,
the design should be as simple as possible to minimize the
amount of time needed to understand the interface [2]. As
previous studies attest [5], simplicity of interface design can
nonetheless give rise to musically sophisticated results.
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Figure 1: Radear’s tangible interface
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3.

RADEAR: A TANGIBLE SEQUENCER

visual feedback is also an important part of the interaction.
Moreover, having engraved rings on the surface makes the
interaction and puck placement easy to understand.
The instrument was presented for a demonstration at
Queen Mary University of London. It was observed that
most users immediately understood its operation. Some of
them experimented with different, idiosyncratic uses of the
device, including throwing tokens randomly over the surface. The ease of manipulating wooden tokens gives the
impression of playing a game, instead of playing a complex
instrument; this led some people to join others in creating
musical sequences together. Some participants suggested
that the interface could be used for teaching children music. In order to start over and remove all the placed pucks,
the participants just swept these passive objects from the
tabletop.

Radear (Figure 1) is circular music sequencer built with six
optical reflectance sensors attached to a spinning arm. One
or more users can interact with the device by placing or
moving reflective chips on the transparent surface.

3.1 Design
The device mechanism consists of three primary elements:
one stepper motor, one slip ring and six optical reflective
sensors. The motor and the slip ring are connected by a
rubber belt. The slip ring enables the wires to rotate and
the sensor arm to spin freely without becoming tangled.
Support structures around the slip ring and stepper motor
prevent the belt from slipping off.
A wooden arm containing six optical sensors is attached
to the top of the slip ring. The sensors contain an infrared
LED and a photo transistor which measures reflected light
[7] and therefore, the distance between the object and the
sensor. Any IR-reflective object will work with the sensors.
An Arduino reads signals from the sensors; when an object
is detected, a signal is sent to a computer to trigger a sound.
Max/MSP is used to control the sounds, which are drawn
from simple percussion samples, one for each sensor. Next
to the tabletop lies a box with a potentiometer to modify
the arm’s rotation speed, and six switches to mute each
sound individually.
A transparent acrylic surface rests above (but not touching) the spinning arm. The surface has six engraved circles
which illustrate the trajectory of each of the sensors. 2cm
circular pucks are placed on top of the surface, with their location determining the timing of identity of the sound. The
pucks are passive, which makes the interaction more fluid,
since the participants do not have to worry about making
an electrical connection or placing them in any particular
orientation. The performer can also easily add and remove
the chips in order to affect the music in real time. The engraved rings aid the performer in knowing where to place
the chips, and the position around the circle intuitively corresponds to the position in the rhythmic sequence.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In our informal study, we found that in many cases, the level
of engagement was dependent on the musical background
of the user. The more understanding of what was going
on, the more time a participant spent playing the device.
Nonetheless, the ease of use makes the instrument accessible to everybody without requiring any previous knowledge
about sequencers or music performance. The tangibility of
the interface and the simple passive pucks make interaction
intuitive.
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Figure 2: Diagram of Radear’s mechanism

3.2 Interactivity
Radear aims to offer one or more users an easy and interactive way of making music. Its straightforwardness is part
of the design goals, allowing anyone to use it, whether or
not they are an experienced musician. The visual analogy
(and the name) is inspired by spinning radar dishes, and the
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ABSTRACT

nants which obstruct completely and temporally the vocal
tract are called oral plosives (e.g. /p,b,t,d,k,g/) while the
ones which obstruct completely and temporally only the
oral tract are called nasal plosives (e.g. /m,n,N/). Consonants which partially obstruct the vocal tract, resulting
in a turbulent noise at the constriction are called fricatives
(e.g. /f,v,s,z,S,Z), while the ones which let the air flow free
without friction (or very little) are called semi-consonants
(e.g. /w,4,j/).

In this demonstration, the mapping and the gestural control
strategy developed in the Digitartic are presented. Digitartic is a musical instrument able to control sung syllables. Performative rule-based synthesis allows for controlling semi-consonants, plosive, fricative and nasal consonants
with a same gesture, despite the structural differences in
natural production of such vocal segments. A graphic pen
tablet is used for capturing the gesture with a high sampling
rate and resolution. This system allows for both performing various manners of articulation and having continuous
control over the articulation.

2. STYLUS CONTROLLED ARTICULATION
2.1 Digitartic
Digitartic (DIGIT(al) ARTIC(ulation synthesizer)) is a rulebased formant singing synthesizer [7]. With the help of two
graphic tablets (e.g. Wacom Intuos5), the user can control
pitch, voicing, vocal effort, vocalic color, articulation phasing, manners and places of articulation, through a sourcefilter model using the RT-CALM glottal wave model [5]
(Figure 1 gives a picture of the Digitartic control). In this
demonstration, the focus is put on the synthesizer control,
particularly on the detailed and accurate control of all articulation phases between vowel and consonant.

Keywords
Singing voice, gestural control, phoneme articulation, performative synthesis

1.

CONTEXT

Phoneme articulation in speech and singing involves synchronization of many vocal tract and glottal organs. When
simulating voice synthesis and attempting to control it in
real time, it becomes very difficult to control so many parameters, and above all with the temporal constraints of a
music band performance.
In some works, articulation is controlled by only triggering the transition between vowel (V) and consonant (C) or
between C and V. Simple triggering is used together with
formant synthesis by rules in projects such as Glove-Talk [6],
or with corpus-based concatenation synthesis such as in the
Luna Park performance [2].
Other works address the more complex question of continuous transition control. Using fixed syllable sequences,
one can apply time-streching techniques like PSOLA-based
voice modification [8] or pre-synthesized phonemes lists,
as in the voice physical model SPASM [3]. Continuous
phoneme control is possible as well with HMM-based synthesis, but this results in at least one phoneme delay, like
in the MAGE system [1].
In the present demonstration, all the temporal phases of
Vowel-Consonant-Vowel sequences are accurately controlled
by hand gestures. In phonetics, Vowel-Consonant-Vowel
dissyllables (VCV dissyllables) can be classified according
to the manner of articulation of the consonant. Conso-

Non preferred hand

Preferred hand

Manner & place of articulation,
Articulation phase,
Consonant voicing

Intonation,
Voice strength

Vocalic color

RT-CALM Source
Articulation rules
Consonantal
noise source

Formantic filters

Synthetic voice

Figure 1: Principles of Digitartic control.
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2.2

Continuous control of articulation phasing

Articulation is continuously controlled by a stylus in the
tablet plane. The tablet is divided in several areas, corresponding to manner of articulation. After the selection of
a given consonant (and then a specific area) the user can
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• A fast movement is required for plosives. More specifically, velocity is important for producing an effective
burst noise. If the gesture is too slow, the burst noise
will be perceived rather as a friction noise.

control acoustic phases in phonemic transition with a continuous motion. As soon as the gesture begins, the articulation is modified until the end of the movement. The main
advantage is that timing is fully under control: the player
can synchronize accurately with other musical events. Note
that this is not possible in triggered systems (e.g. the Luna
Park system in the case of semi-consonants and fricatives)
for which the musical attack is located at the end of the
articulatory transition.
A printed layer attached to the tablet gives visual references of the transition phases. The pen must slide along the
transition path without losing contact. The printed layer is
divided in 3 areas as shown in Figure 2:

• A medium velocity is required for fricatives, nasals
and semi-consonants
Digitartic has been effectively used for performing music
at several occasions e.g. NIME 2013 in Korea and JDEV
2013 in France. A video extract of this last performance is
available online 1 as well as some VCV sounds recorded all
at once2 (/apa/, /apa/, /ata/, /aka/, /ava/, /aza/, /aZa/,
/awa/, /a4a/, /aja/, /ama/, /ana/).

• A vowel area (at the bottom of the tablet) which corresponds to the vowel target (in terms of formants).
No sound modification occurs when moving the pen
inside this area;

3.

• A consonant zone (at the top of the tablet) which
corresponds to the sustained targeted consonant (in
terms of formants, and friction noise if any). No sound
modification occurs when moving the pen inside this
area, except the vocal effort depending on the pressure;
• A transition area (in the middle of the tablet, between
the vowel and consonant areas). If one moves from the
bottom to the top areas, the articulation goes from
the vowel to the consonant. If one moves from the
top to the bottom areas, the articulation goes from
the sustained consonant to the vowel. If a forward
and downward movement is performed, then a VCV
disyllable is produced. Formants evolve depending on
the stylus position in this zone, as well as burst noise
for plosives for the CV transition (no burst for the VC
transition).

4.

Sustained
consonant

Silence /
voicing bar
Consonant
formants

Consonant
formants

Fricative
Noise
+
Consonant
formants

Vowel

Vowel-Consonant
transition
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----------------Evoluting
formants
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formants
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The passage from one to another adjacent area is continuous in terms of articulation. Duration of the consonantal transition is determined by the stylus velocity. In this
way, it is possible to simulate any degree of hypo- or hyperarticulation.
Phonem production
depending on Stylus
direction movement

PERSPECTIVES

Digitartic proved successful at performing intelligible syllables with accurate timing control. However, it is more
difficult to articulate multi-syllabic words. As a perspective, we plan to implement a playing mode where the user
can chain pre-defined syllables (with about 3 different consonants) using the same gestures as above.
Finally, comparing the voice apparatus gestures and hand
gestures would be interesting to study further how the hand
manages to imitate the voice. Gesture controlled vocal instruments could be compared to voice articulation in the
same way as vocal prosody has been compared to chironomic prosody [4].

Figure 2: Articulation zones on the tablet

1

The same type of movement is used for each manner and
place of articulation. The only difference lies in the required
stylus velocity:

http://youtu.be/d4TV-IcK8c8?t=6m40s
http://groupeaa.limsi.fr/_media/membres:feugere:
these_apatakavazajawauayamana.wav
2
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ABSTRACT

!
!

The Well–Sequenced Synthesizer is a series of sequencers that create
music in dialog with the user. Through the sequencers’ physical
interfaces, users can control music theory-based generative
algorithms. This series –a work-in-progress– is composed by three
sequencers at this time. The first one, called The Counterpointer,
takes a melody input from the user and responds by generating
voices based on the rules of eighteenth–century counterpoint. The
second one is based on a recent treatise on harmony and counterpoint
by music theorist Dmitri Tymoczco: El Ordenador lets users explore
a set of features of tonality by constraining randomly generated
music according to one or more of them. El Ordenador gives the user
less control than The Counterpointer, but more than La Mecánica, the
third sequencer in the series. La Mecánica plays back the sequences
generated by El Ordenador using a punch-card reading music box
mechanism. It makes the digital patterns visible and tactile, and links
them back to the physical world.

!
!

The sequencer’s interfaces are physical: our intention is to bring the
experience of interacting with music theory rules nearer that of
playing an instrument than to that of reading a species counterpoint
textbook. The language on the sequencers’ interfaces evokes Bach´s
time, their visual design, components and materials evoke Carlos´,
their functionality and production process is only possible in ours.

2.THE COUNTERPOINTER
The Counterpointer is a step sequencer that creates second and third
voices based on a melody entered by the user, and the rules of first
species counterpoint.
A set of sliders, each ranging an octave, define an eight-note
sequence. All notes are equal in duration. As the sequencer steps
through them in a loop, the user sets each slider to a note, creating
her melody: the Cantus Firmus (CF). Above the sliders lay two
buttons labeled “compose” (Figure 1). When the user presses one of
them (for example, the one labeled “second voice”), the system
generates a higher voice based on counterpoint rules. Similarly, the
“compose” button on the right triggers the generation of a voice
lower than the user’s CF. These melodies are represented in terms
of degrees in a scale, not specific notes: the user can change the
scale type (minor, major) and its tonic in real time by turning the
potentiometers to the left of the sliders. Tempo can also be adjusted
as the melodies play, and each voice can be switched on or off.

Keywords
NIME, Generative music, Interaction Design, Physical Computing

1. INTRODUCTION
This project was inspired by J.S. Bach's The Well Tempered Clavier
(1722), and Wendy Carlos’ The Well Tempered Synthesizer (1969).
Both works explore music through the lens of the new technologies
of their time: Bach’s preludes and fugues explore the possibilities of
counterpoint and the well–tempered tuning system; Wendy Carlos’
albums, under their irreverent covers, explore the programming and
the timbric possibilities of analog synthesizers.
The Well-Sequenced Synthesizer is a series of sequencers. Taking
advantage of current technology –digital representations of music,
open source algorithms and programming frameworks, and widely
available micro-controllers and digital fabrication tools– these
sequencers create music in dialog with the user, who is given varying
degrees of control over the system.

CONTROL

CANTUS FIRMUS

E

F

G

D

A
C

!

!

B

Figure 1. The Counterpointer's interface.

The algorithm that generates the second and third voices constructs
new melodies by trying to add successive intervals and evaluating
the results against a set of rules. These are:
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1. The notes in the melody must be above those in the base.
2. The first interval must be an unison, an octave, or a perfect
5th over the CF.
3. The last interval must be an octave.
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4. Vertical intervals must be consonant.

listen if the music sounds increasingly tonal. El Ordenador
implements the constraints in his experiment, and gives them on/off
switches, allowing users to listen to the musical qualities yielded by
different combinations.

5. The range should not be larger than 16 steps.
6. There should be no tritone leaps.
7. There should be no ties (repeating a note).
8. There should be no hidden perfect intervals.
9. There should be no parallel 5ths or octaves.
10. There should bee at most three of the same interval in a
row.
First species counterpoint also requires the Cantus Firmus to be valid:

Figure 1. El Ordenador’s interface.

1. It must begin and end on the tonic.

With all switches set to off, El Ordenador plays a completely random
chord sequence. With the “voice leading” switch on, the randomness
is constrained: each note must move only by a scale step from chord
to chord. The “harmonic consistency” switch forces chords to be
stacks of a given interval (thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.). Finally, the
“diatonic macroharmony” switch forces notes to be taken from the
same diatonic scale. With all switches off, the sequence sounds
chaotic; with all switches on, it sounds, if not particularly interesting,
clearly harmonic and organized.

2. Its range must be larger or equal to seven steps.
3. From one note to the next there should be no tritones, and
no augmented seconds.
4. There should be no more than two consecutive jumps.
5. Jumps should be smaller than ten steps.
6. The direction of the melody should change after a jump
greater than a third.
7. There should not be two consecutive jumps in the same
direction.

4. LA MECÁNICA

8. The melody must end by a step.

During the development of El Ordenador, we implemented a
rudimentary notation for its chord progressions –white squares
representing notes, scale position on the Y axis, time on the X axis. It
was a utility, meant for verifying the algorithm, but it caught our
attention. We noticed, for instance, that as we started to hear melodic
lines when turning on the voice leading switch, we also started to see
lines on the notation. Tymoczko’s features seemed more immediately
recognizable in these simple graphs than they had been in traditional
notation.

During early user testing it became clear that there was a tension
between the strict application of rules and a fluidity of interaction.
This posed a couple of design issues:
1. Enforcing Cantus Firmus correctness means that a user might
spend a long time with the device before hearing any
counterpoint at all.
2. Maintaining the counterpoint correct at all times limits the users’
ability to experiment: if each time the user changes their melody
the second and third voice adapt, she will lose the grounding of a
repetitive melody to play against, and to try variations over.

It was compelling to watch the square patterns on the screen as we
switched constraints on and off, but it also distracted us from the
aural and tactile experience, drawing us into the screen and the
interaction modes of the computer. We decided that the third
sequencer in this series should emphasize these visual patterns while
keeping the experience tactile.

We decided to prioritize expressiveness over the correctness of the
counterpoint, and to encourage the breaking of rules, while making
these departures explicit:

La Mecánica is a mechanical sequencer: it uses a traditional music
box mechanism to play back punch card scores generated by El
Ordenador. The bamboo and acrylic box serves as a resonance box.
Users can choose which chord progression to play, and have control
over one variable: tempo. Their control is limited, but feels
surprisingly expressive. One of the constraints from El Ordenador is
determined by the device’s mechanism: the music box is on a
diatonic scale, so ‘diatonic macroharmony’ is always enforced. The
fact that the interpretation of the scores isn’t exact reminds us there is
loss in the translation between the purely digital and the physical
world.

1. Cantus Firmus checking was disabled, meaning the generated
sequences will often be an approximation to first species
counterpoint, but not strictly correct. The next version of The
Counterpointer will have a switch to turn CF checking on or off.
2. The voices generated by the system only change if the user
explicitly requires it by pressing the “compose” button. This
means that incorrect counterpoint is likely to happen as the user
tweaks their melody once system voices have been composed. A
strip of red LEDs placed over the sliders will indicate if there is a
problem, and where –but the music will go on.

3. EL ORDENADOR

5.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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1. Conjunct melodic motion.
2. Acoustic consonance.
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4. Limited macroharmony.
5. Centricity.
To prove that they do, he proposes an informal experiment: to
constrain randomly generated notes according to these features, and
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ABSTRACT

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

We have introduced a new gesture-detection technique that
utilizes the interference of earphones on a magnetic pickup. This
technique is advantageous because it can be easily applied to
almost any type of electric guitar without cracking it, and it can
be used as a gesture-based effect control system. This system
utilizes a theoretically audible, but practically inaudible range
(TAPIR) acoustic signal, which can rarely be perceived by most
people, to trace the guitar player’s hand motion. The frequency
band of a TAPIR signal can be played on typical transducers
such as headphones and speakers. Therefore, this system is also
advantageous in that it can be built using an earphone as a signal
transmitter, an electric guitar as a receiver, and a PC as a sound
processor. From the transmitter attached on the player’s picking
hand, the TAPIR signal is transmitted to the magnetic pickup
installed on the electric guitar. The player’s gestures are captured
by analyzing the Doppler shift of the original signal, and the
processor converts this Doppler shift value into a delay time. By
using this system, players can control the effector by using their
own guitar and earphone.

2.1 TAPIR Signal
A theoretically audible, but practically inaudible range (TAPIR)
signal is one in the highest bandwidth of human hearing [5, 8]. It
is barely perceptible by most people, but it can be transmitted
and received by typical transducers such as headphones,
microphones, and speakers. The originality of this system is
derived from the fact that this system utilizes an electromagnetic
pickup instead of an acoustic receiver. The system utilizes the 19
kHz frequency band as a TAPIR signal beacon.

2.2 Doppler Shift
Doppler shift (or Doppler effect) is a phenomenon, which is the
change in frequency of a wave for an observer moving relative
to its source. Furthermore, this change in frequency is closely
related to the velocity of observer’s movement. In our system,
the wave source is an earphone attached to the hand and the
observer is a guitar pickup. Therefore, the observer’s position is
fixed, but the wave source moves. The velocity of the wave
source
can be derived from the relationship between observed
frequency and emitted frequency : see formula (A). is the
velocity of waves in the medium.

Keywords
TAPIR, Doppler effect, musical interface, novel controller, gesture,
sonic interaction design

(A)

1. INTRODUCTION
For the electric guitar, which is widely used in modern pop music,
an effector (or guitar effect) is no longer optional. Many
guitarists already “play” their effectors like a part of instrument.
However, it is not easy to control these effectors while playing
the guitar, and therefore, many new controllers and interfaces
have been devised. One example is a pedal-type effector that
helps players to control effects with their foot while using their
hands to play the guitar; the player should kneeling beside pedals
while he is playing them. Another example is installing an extra
controller on their guitars. This method may damage the
instrument, and is unrealistic for most of players.
To overcome these problems, we designed a new control
system for electric guitars. This system uses off-the-shelf
earphones and a PC and entails no physical damage to the guitar
to provide gesture detection. The Doppler shift, which is
generated by sonic wave from earphones, is captured and
analyzed to calculate the distance between hand and guitar.
Depending on this distance, the effect value is changed.

2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Existing
Guitar Sound Controllers
A pedal-shaped effector is useful to guitarists when their hands
are busy playing the guitar. They can turn effects on or off and
change the strength of the effect using their foot. Therefore,
many types of effect pedals are widely used even today.
However, the player needs to stay beside the effectors to control
the effects. This is a negative aspect from the viewpoint of a live
performance.
The EBow (or E-Bow) is a handheld electronic device for
playing the guitar [4]. This device generates an electromagnetic
field that produces a sound reminiscent of using a bow on strings.
For example, U2’s song “With or Without You” contains the
sound of a guitar played using the EBow. This device does not
require any physical modification of the guitar. EBow has been
loved by many guitarists for its simplicity.
Some other types of controllers are installed on guitars. One
example is the “Touch Screen Guitar” [1]. A touchscreen is
implemented on the guitar board, and people can play the guitar
using a touch sensor on the neck and a touchscreen on the body.
Matthew Bellamy, the guitarist of the band Muse, is a famous
artist who modifies his guitar with a touchscreen. These
modified guitars are suitable for playing specialized sounds and
songs. However, most players prefer not to modify their
instrument because it is better to not change the shape and
characteristics of a conventional guitar.
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A filtered signal that only carries a 19 kHz band goes into a
Doppler shift analysis module that calculates the Doppler shift
and sends the velocity value to the effecter unit; by integrating
the acquired velocity over time, we are able to know the
displacement of hand whether moved forward or backward. The
effector has two inputs; the original guitar sound signal and the
gesture data. At this stage, the original guitar sound is modified
by the effector, which is controlled by the Doppler shift value.

2.4 Gesture-based Controller
The Theremin is one of the most famous gesture-based electronic
musical instruments [6]. When playing this instrument, the
player controls the frequency with one hand and the amplitude
with the other. Basically, this instrument utilizes a radio
frequency signal as its medium. Roland’s D Beam Controller is
a similar instrument, which utilizes infrared rays as a medium
[2]. However, these media cannot be utilized without RF and IR
sensors, respectively. To avoid the installation of additional
devices on the guitar, we should aim at utilizing the sensor it
already has, namely, the magnetic pickup. We chose a TAPIR
signal (18 - 22 kHz) as the medium because it is easy to generate
using typical earphones and speakers.

3. RESEARCH PURPOSE
This study aims to develop a gesture-based electric guitar sound
control system using a magnetic pickup and a TAPIR signal
transmitter. The system would not require a complicated
installation or unfamiliar control style, because usually the
players are conservative to the characteristics of instrument. The
playing style or the instrumental tone can be a unique
characteristic of musical instruments.

Figure 2. Sound processor

4. SYSTEM DESIGN

4.3 TAPIR signal transmitter

4.1 System Overview

In this study, an Apple EarPod is selected as the TAPIR signal
transmitter; however, we can utilize any earphone, with
bandwidth over 19 kHz. When connected to the playback
machine, the earphone continuously generates a 19 kHz
sinusoidal sound signal. It is attached on the palm of the player’s
picking hand using a band (Figure 3).

The proposed system consists of an earphone as a signal
transmitter, a guitar pickup as a receiver, and a PC as the sound
processor (Figure 1). An earphone attached to the player’s
picking hand plays the role of a TAPIR signal transmitter. The
player moves his or her hands back and forth to control the
effector. Then, the magnetic pickup on the electric guitar senses
the TAPIR signal and sends it to the sound processor. The input
channel receives the signal from the guitar, and the output
channel sends the effected sound to the amplifier. The sound
processor performs two functions: (1) it detects the Doppler shift
using the TAPIR signal and converts its value to the delay time,
and (2) it processes the guitar sound.

Figure 3. Transmitter and receiver (earphone and pickup)

5. EVALUATION
We performed tests to evaluate the TAPIR signal filter for
several scenarios; (1) muting/strumming guitar, (2) with/without
TAPIR signal and (3) minimum/maximum distance between
pickup and earphone. With combining above 3 criteria, 6 tests
are selected for the evaluation. Frequency responses are captured
before and after the TAPIR filter for each test.
The efficiency of tracking hand motion was also measured.
The system captures the motion of hand by analyzing the
Doppler shift of received TAPIR signal. The case that the hand
travels away from the body of the guitar was tested, and the hand
velocity was recorded every 5 millisecond. Continually, to see
whether the system detects the change in motion, the hand
traveled back and forth three times.

Figure 1. System overview

4.2 Sound Processor
The sound processor is shown in Figure 2. As aforementioned,
signal from the guitar is a mixture of guitar –playing sound and
received TAPIR signal. Hence, those signals are divided into two
ways by means of filters; TAPIR signal filter and another the low
pass filter. As the original signal is noisy, TAPIR signal filter (a
band-pass filter with 19 kHz center frequency, gained with 5 and
slope with 30) filters out all noises other than the TAPIR signal.
In the case of the low-pass filter, it eliminates the TAPIR signal
before the sound processing.
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6. RESULTS
6.1 Effectiveness of TAPIR Filter
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Figure 5. Time versus velocity graph of hand motion
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The graphs included in figure 4 shows frequency response of
input from the guitar pickup for each scenario. Graph (1) of
figure 4 serves as references for the muted test. (2) shows the
case in which the distance between the earphone and the pickup
is the minimum (0 cm). (3) shows the case in which the distance
is the maximum (15 cm). After three tests under the muted
condition, we strummed the guitar strings and tested another
three identical cases including a reference: graph (4) to (6). The
effectiveness of TAPIR filter is evaluated by comparing 19 kHz
band of the left and right graph.
In all cases except the reference, the peaks at 19 kHz can be
observed after filtering the signal, and we can observe the peaks
even when the strings are strummed (noisy environment). In the
fourth case, a signal is captured at 19 kHz band, which was
originally a guitar sound. This implies that a high frequency part
of guitar sound can pass through the TAPIR filter and may cause
an error. Fortunately, the TAPIR signal was loud enough to
distinguish it from the guitar sound.
Filtered signal

(1) 0 cm, Muted, No TAPIR Signal

Round 1

Round 3

Round 2
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(2) 0 cm, Muted

Time

Figure 6. Time versus velocity graph of back and forth
movement

7. CONTROL SCENARIO

(3) 15 cm, Muted

For an application of this system, we suggested a scenario for
controlling a delay effect by gesture input. When a typical
playing situation, the system is off; because it will capture the
stroking motion as a gesture input. Usually when guitarists
sustain their guitars, they do not use their picking arm, therefore
the system is able to work properly in this situation.
An integration of velocity data is mapped to a delay time. In
other words, according to the distance between hand and guitar
pickup, delay time changes. When the player moves the hand to
the outside, the delay time decreases (Figure 7).

(4) 0 cm, Strummed, No TAPIR Signal

(5) 0 cm, Strummed

Delay time

(6) 15 cm, Strummed

Figure 4. Frequency responses of input from the guitar in
multiple situations with frequency range from 0 to 22 kHz.

6.2 Tracking of Hand Motion
Figure 2 shows the result of hand moving away from the guitar.
The data were collected every 5 millisecond, but plotted every
50 millisecond; because it is hard to display all. The x-axis
represents the time coordinate, and the y-axis represents the
velocity of the hand motion. The hand starts moving at 505
millisecond. It reaches the maximum speed at 705 millisecond
and decreases to zero at 955. On figure 3, we performed threetime movement of the hand traveling back and forth to see
whether the system detects the change in motion. Though
fluctuations (circled area) were detected every time between
each rounds, the plotted data shows three repeated segments
clearly.

Figure 7 Relation between gesture and delay time

8. CONCLUSION
In this study, we introduce a system that captures a gesture of the
guitarist by interference between a typical earphone and a guitar
pickup. This system utilizes an installed pickup of a conventional
guitar; therefore it does not require a physical modification or an
attachment on the body of the guitar. This enables almost any
kind of guitar to become a motion capture interface. The
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earphone attached on the player’s hand transmits a TAPIR signal,
and a signal processor connected to the guitar analyzes a
received signal from the guitar pickup. A movement of the hand
generates the Doppler effect of the TAPIR signal. Therefore, we
made an algorithm that calculates the current velocity of the hand
by analyzing the Doppler shift on received TAPIR signal. The
system was tested to evaluate the efficiency of noise filter and
the accuracy of the motion-tracking algorithm. Finally, a
scenario suggests an application of this system.
When designing this system, we tried to reinterpret and utilize
typical devices. Sonicstrument, which was the previous research
of this project, reinterpreted stereotypical transducers (like
earphones, speakers and microphones) and suggested as a new
interface. Continually, a follow-up study suggested a new
concept named TAPIR; and the motto of this concept is also
reinterpreting and combining conventional devices into a new
system. It would be much easier to introduce an interface that
utilizes conventional devices.
In this study, we reinterpreted the electric guitar, which is
essential in modern pop music history, as a TAPIR interface.
Actually, the concept of data communication, which utilizes
guitar pickup as a receiver, was already commercialized by
TonePrint system of TC Electronic [7]. However, it is totally
irrelevant to the live performance, so it is far from musical
interface. This research is about developing a gesture-based
control system, so the actions that controlling the system can be
integrated into live performance. In addition, even though we
designed the system that reinterprets the guitar as an interface, it
does not require any modification because the system utilizes the
unique features of the electric guitar.
To improve the performance of the system, the first plan is to
adopt more sound effects, which is able to control by hand
gesture, on this system. In addition, we are planning to design a
wearable transmitter, which is implemented with earphones in
this study, to improve convenience and playability of the player.
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usually limited by the band’s equipment and relies on the
equipment available at the concert venue (amplifiers, monitors, and mixer). Therefore, the sound of each player and
the output mix is significantly shifted from the composer’s
original intention. In certain cases, this shift is harmless or
even contributes to the liveness of the performance. However, for some bands, the sound and recorded samples are
an integrated part of the composition (for example music
that involves ”concrete music” or background samples [6]).
In these cases, this shift can significantly reduce the experience in a live performance [11].
These two challenges can be reduced greatly or even eliminated by using a high cost music production. However, this
is not the case for the standard music band who playing at
a standard venue. Hence, many bands in a range of music
genres have this limitation of bringing their own sound from
the studio to the audience in an interactive and convincing
way.
Max/MSP specializes in creating an interactive interface
between sound, visual and physical playing in real time[8,
1, 10]. Nowadays, there are also many commercial or open
source virtual plug-ins of audio digital effects that can replace and simulate analog amplifiers and effects for electric
guitars, bass guitars, and vocals [9, 12, 3]. Governing these
new technological advantages, we can take the advantage of
Max/MSP [8] to manage and create the virtual plug-ins as
well as the mix, audio routing in order to reduce and almost
eliminate the dependency on the venue’s equipment. As a
result, the sound and music ideas can be taken out from the
studio to the stage.

We use the Max/MSP framework to create a reliable but
flexible approach for managing live performances of music
bands. This approach allows an easy and low cost way to
apply innovative music interfaces for live performance, without losing the professionalism required on stage. In the approach, every 1-3 players are plugged to a unit consisting of
a standard sound-card and laptop. The units are in charge
of auto-changing presets to manage virtual instruments, effects, and gestures for each player. All the units are then
remotely controlled by a conductor patch which in charge of
the synchronization of all the players and background samples in real time, as well as providing sensitive metronome
and scheduling visual enhancement. Last but not least, we
can take the advantage of using virtual instruments and
effects in Max/MSP to manage the mix and routing the audio. This provides metronome and monitor system to the
players’ ears, and also virtual live mixing. This privilege almost eliminates the dependence on the venue’s equipment,
and in that way, the sound quality and music ideas can be
brought directly from the studio to the stage.

Keywords
Liveness, interactive interfaces, synchronization, intiligent
performer, Max/MSP, live bands, low cost.

1.

†

INTRODUCTION

In live performance, the ability to deliver the same music
or sound concept as in the studio is a challenging aspect.
Previous works [6] debate the issue of loss of performativity
in live performing with laptops due to lack of gestures and
visual expressions from the performer [11].
Music bands have another significant challenge on bringing ideas from the studio to the stage. In the studio, almost unlimited variations of sound modulations and effects
can be assigned together to each instrument. Yet in live
performance this process cannot be easily achieved. It is

2.

RELATED WORKS AND TARGETS

Many works have been done in the area of combining laptops in live performances to synchronize music and coordinate media [4, 5]. For example, works on automatic synchronization[10] and accompaniment systems for classical
music performance [2], and recently, an important work by
Dawen at al. suggested a framework of media synchronization with intelligent tempo detecting on ’real time’ [7]. Here
in this work, we focus on controlling the whole environment
for live performances in a practicable way. The aims and
considerations of the approach are as follows:
The first aim is to enhance the interaction between the
live playing and the electronic music by; synchronizing samples and visual enhancement (by static tempo), ability to
use metronome, and automation for changing sounds and effects in live. In this stage, we still wish to consider ’known’
tempo for media synchronization instead of using intelligent
tempo detector for practical reasons as will be discussed
later. The second aim is to control the audio signal and
audio-routing of the band. This approach uses laptops and
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sound-cards to manage the audio routing to eliminate the
dependence on the venue’s equipment (”plug and play”).
There are some considerations that took into account while
developing the approach. The reliability along the performance is in high priority, keeping the CPU and latency low
enough to get smooth performance at every concert. Still,
it is also important to use standard quality of sound cards
and computers to achieve high performance result in low
cost equipment.

3.

provide the stage monitor system for the performers, as will
be described later in the audio routing section. The Conductor adjusts the metronome’s volume relative to the sound
signal and sends these massages to the Child patches. This
automatic volume balance makes the metronome convenient
for all the player, which is crucial in order to avoid leakage
of the metronome click to the audience in very quiet music
phrases, or on the other hand, to be high enough (especially
for the drummer) in ’full’ volume playing phrases.

3.1.2

METHODOLOGY

The approach is programmed in Max/MSP. All the audio
signals from the music instruments are controlled by standard 13” laptops with 2.4Ghz, Intel core 2 duo processors
and external standard portable sound-card contains 4 audio
inputs , 4 audio outputs, and a standard S/PDIF or optic
audio connection. Each laptop is connected to one audio
card and can be assigned to typically two players without
overloading the CPU and keeping the latency low enough
(performance tests are detailed later in section 5).
The approach contains three main patches. A scheme of
the connections between the patches and laptops is provided
in Figure 1. Massages between the laptops are remotely
transmitted via UDP massages (around 1ms latency for
UDP massages in inner network). The first patch, named
’Conductor’, is used for triggering samples and synchronizing all the players. The second patch named ’Child’ is an
interface that provides all the virtual environment for every
player on stage. The third patch, named ’Virtual mixer’,
allows virtual mixing of all the live music instruments. All
the patches are described further in this section.
Wireless messages
Wireless mixing

Conductor

3.2

Visual

Using in the same computer

Players

Virtual
Mixer

’Child’

The Child patch is designed to manage the audio signal of
the instrument for each player. In that manner the musical
instruments (electric guitars, bass guitar, and microphones)
should be plugged to sound-cards (typically 2 players per
one sound-card and Child patch). The audio signal from
the instrument is generated by VSTs (see figure 1) controlled via Max/MSP in the Child patch. The VST can
be either a commercial plug-in of virtual amplifiers and effects, in order to simulate the sound of an analogue amplifier
for the electric guitar and bass or a ’homemade’ Max/MSP
effects and virtual instruments. The role of the Child is
therefore,to give an automatic control of the sound in live.
The player chooses his sound in the desired VST, adjusts
his effect and volume. Then set a preset to a specific time
in the music track (bar and beat). In real time, when a
trigger massage is sent from the Conductor to the Child, a
specific song’s plan is generated and the presets are automatically changed. Figure 2 shows an example of presets
that was planned for a song with a metronome of 97bpm.
This automation allows the player, such as the guitarist or

Can be used in any child

Child

Visual Accompany

In this approach it is also possible to trigger and control
visual art, movies, or pictures during the performance. We
built a Max/MSP/Jitter patch that provides the visualization and also controlled by the Conductor. It receives from
the Conductor presets massages as well as audio signal values to make interactive visual, stimulated by the music.

Child
Players

VST effects VST plugins VST instruments

Figure 1: Scheme of the communication between
the leptops and patches.

3.1

’Conductor’

This patch is made to conduct the songs and the whole
performance. It is designed to trigger background samples
and loops via MIDI massages in order to accompany the
song in live playing, and to send UDP massages to trigger
the other patches (Child, a visual patch, and Virtual mixer ).
Usually it is favourable to control the conductor patch by
the keyboard player, so the player can control some music
parameters, such as dynamics and filters with sliders and
knobs, in order to increase the interactivity of background
samples in real time. The conductor also consists a time
synchronization part, to track the time (bar and beat) of
each child patch. This is done by feedback massage of the
time (bar and beats) from the other laptops.

3.1.1

Figure 2: The Child patch that made for automations of presets (close-up view on one song plan).
the singer to get many variations along a song in real time,
and reach a similar sound in every performance.

3.2.1 Using ’Home-made’ Virtual Instruments
In order to show the ability to combine interactive interfaces
in the approach, we demonstrate three patches of virtual
instruments that we built in Max/MSP. These patches are
made for modulating sounds and adding effects, sampling
and granulating sounds, and creating loops. A short demonstration of the virtual instruments is provided1 . With this

Metronome

Additional purpose of the Conductor patch is to send sensitive metronome massages. A sub-patch of metronome is
embedded in each Child patch to provide metronome for every player via ”in-ears” headphones. The headphones also

1
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Figure 3: Bird’s eye view scheme of the audio routing between the players on stage.
approach it easy to combine such instrument patches in the
main Child patch to get automatic control by presets or by
the instrument’s player via MIDI massages.
Creating MIDI and physical gestures in these virtual interfaces is especially important to enhance the interaction.
For instance, in the attached URL2 , we demonstrate one example of the use of the virtual instruments in a guitar solo.
The pedal of the guitarist is assigned to modify the sound of
the guitar (via pitch and filter modulation). It suggests an
interactive bridge between the popular distorted sound of
the electric guitar to digital sound modulation, maintaining
the same expressions founded with playing a guitar.

3.3

regardless the stage’s equipment and to achieve the same
sounds and balance at every venue.

5.

’Virtual Mixer’

Since all the live instruments are connected directly to the
sound-card and routed through Max patches, the live mixing can be made via UDP massages to the Child patch of
each player. Therefore, we built the Virtual mixer patch to
control the output sound (volume and filter) of each player
without the use of physical mixing. In this way of virtual
mixing, it is possible to maintain the same balance in rehearsals and in live performances.

4.

AUDIO ROUTING

5.1

Since the audio signal is created with VSTs via Max/MSP,
the audio routing which includes sending outputs and self
monitors system for the players, can be managed directly
through the laptops and the sound-cards. Figure 3 shows
a scheme of the audio connections between the players and
the outputs and inputs on stage. The audio signal is routed
between the sound-cards via an S/PDIF cable which transmits two audio channels in one cable. In that way, the
sound-cards are chained together and all the audio-signals
are summed up to one stereo output (see figure 3) that is
sent directly to the main output.
Routing the audio between the sound-cards also allows
to use the headphones connections of each sound-card as a
monitor for each player on stage (the monitors routing are
shown by the red lines in figure 3). These monitors also
transmit the metronome click for each player. This method
where all the audio routing is managed by the band, allows
the players to always play in high professional standards,
2

LIVE PERFORMANCE

Figure 4 shows an installation of a live performance and the
organization on stage. In a typical performance, one laptop and sound-card unit was assigned to two players (guitar and bass), one unit to 3 players (vocal, guitar, electric
drum set), and one unite to the ’conductor’ patch and another player (keyboard). The reliability of the approach in
real-time is in high priority, and it was realized that after
few rehearsals, the players were fully trusting the automation and the synchronization during the performance. This
allows, the player can focus on the playing alone, and to deliver the music with natural expressions, and on the other
side, giving the audience the ability to fully relate the performance for the following reasons: (a) The live playing are
synchroized with background music. (b) Many of the synthesized sounds, and effects are assigned to physical gestures
of the players and automatically changed without interrupting the players. (c) The sound and the mix is authentic and
well identified with the band at every show.

Demonstrations

Two demonstrations of this approach are provided in this
work. The first demonstration is a short scene recorded
with a standard camera from the audience during a live
show (http://youtu.be/JBY-nHzlWpk).
This authentic scene shows clearly how the band’s playing
and background samples are well synced with dramatic music style variations. During the scene, it is also shown how
a virtual effect made via Max/MSP is scheduled automatically, and applied on the singer voice without a noticeable
latency(in time 00m:48s).
Another video accompanies this article. This video shows
how the patches communicate and trigger massages, and
massages between the Conductor and the Child s patches
(noting that in the video the Child patch is called Autopress,
the previous name of the patch).

5.2

Performance Tests

Plugging the equipment (tested on a band with 6 players),
takes 10-20 minutes. We made performance tests for the La-

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=es3Ue7_g5vk
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Figure 4: Installation on stage of the approach in live performance.
Table 1: Latency and CPU at background state, 1 guitar player, 1 vocal singer, and 2 players.
1 guitar player
1 vocal Player
2 players
Buffer-Size
No vst
(commercial vst)
(Virtual instrument)
(2 vst instrument)
Latency(ms) / CPU(%) Latency(ms) / CPU(%) Latency(ms)/ CPU(%) Latency(ms)/CPU(%)
512
29 / 3-4
30 / 21-25
54 / 19-23
40.36 / 45 - 50
256
18 / 4-5
18.75 / 22-27
31 / 21-24
25.4 / 49- 57
128
14 / 4-6
16.6 / 23-30
19 / 25-30
17.6 / 51 - 60
64
9 / 5-6
13.5 / 26-32
13.3 / 29-34
15.2 / 53 - 64
32
7 / 9-10
9 / 32-42
11 / 38-43
11.6 / 55 - 70

7.

tency and CPU on stage. The tests made for one and two
players with a unit consists of laptop, 2.4Ghz core 2 duo
Intel processor, and a portable Saffire pro 24DSP Focusrite
sound-card. For the guitar player, we use a commercial VST
to simulate physical amplifiers and Max/MSP ’home-made’
virtual instrument (as done in live performance and in studio). For the vocal we use virtual effects made in Max/MSP
(as used in live performance and in studio). The results are
summed in table 1. The tests show that the latency can get
to a maximum of 40.36ms on 512bit buffer size. Reducing
the buffer size to 256bit allows comfortable performing with
insignificant latency while keeping the CPU low enough to
not cause sound glitches or distortions during the live performance.

6.
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CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a reliable and low cost approach that
utilizes laptops in live performance for live music bands.
We have introduced the ability to bring the sound from
the studio to the stage by synchronizing loops and samples,
automatic changing presets of VST plug-ins , and managing ’Home-made’ VSTs. Using the Max/MSP environment
makes it possible to adapt this approach to every band and
maintain the ability of the player to introduce new interactive interfaces which later can be combined in live performance. This helps the band to maintain creativity as well
as professionalism on stage.
Moreover, by using a virtual environment of standard laptops and sound-cards, we show the ability to manage the
audio signal routing at any venue with low costs and standard equipment (no need for mixer, monitor system, and
amplifiers on stage). This advantage also makes the sound
quality and volume balance close to the original intention
of the band as in rehearsals or in the studio.
Despite the common use of Max/MSP in an experimental
way, the performance tests shows that this approach is confidently can be used in live performance, and the ”real life”
test of many concerts in various venues suggests that this
approach is reliable and practical for the standard band.
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ABSTRACT

practice simple music jamming with the pattern. Then the musicians
will be familiar with it and hence able to add transition chord within
the pattern. Eventually they will be able to jam outside this basic
pattern. Thirdly, it can be used as a real-time assisting tool for
keyboard performance. For example, in a party or a causal
performance event, musicians are often requested to play some
enjoyable music. It could be a keyboard solo or singing
accompaniment. The main challenge is how to perform immediately
with no score in hand and having no time for preparation. On the
other hand, the audience usually doesn’t know the original chord
progression of the song. They only know the melody. They just want
to listen to some good listening music with a good chord progression.
In this case, the 13642571-pattern can help the musician to jam a
good listening performance instantly. Moreover, a well-experienced
keyboardist might also find it difficult to jam a song with a lot of
sharps and flats. For example, an untrained male amateur singer
usually prefer to sing in the C# major instead of D major. It is
because both low tonic note C#3 (138.6Hz) and D3 (146.8Hz) are
easy to sing, but the high tonic note C#4 (277.2Hz) is easier to singer
than D4 (293.7Hz) for male amateur singer. However, C# major
have 7 sharps which is not easy to jam without preparation. The
13642571-pattern provide a unified and simple guide for the
keyboardist to jam instantly to overcome the clumsy mess of a lot of
sharps and flats.
The 13642571-pattern is good enough for jamming simple pop
music. However there are many possible complex chord transition
patterns in the other kinds of music. There were a lot of previous
works researched on this. For example, Paiement [2] proposed a
complete probabilistic model for chord progression using the
expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm. Absolu [3] summarized
a set of chord progression data with the top-k queries method. In this
paper we focus on the presentation of chord progression on a
smartphone to assist performance. Our interface and system design
can work on any kind of chord progression. So we first work on the
13642571-pattern. We can use the same system to guide the user to
perform music in the other chord progressions.

Pop music jamming on the keyboard requires massive music
knowledge. Musician needs to understand and memorize the
behavior of each chord in different keys. However, most simple pop
music follows a common chord progression pattern. This pattern
applies to most simple pop music on all the 12 keys. We designed an
app that can reduce the difficulty of music jamming on the keyboard
by using this pattern. The app displays the current chord in the
Roman numeral and suggests the expected next chord in an easy to
understand way on a smartphone. This work investigates into the
human computer interaction perspective of music performance. We
use a smartphone app as a bridge, which assists musician to react
faster in music jamming by transforming the complex music
knowledge into a simple, unified and easy to understand format.
Experiment result shows that this app can help the non-keyboardist
musician to learn pop music jamming. It also shows that the app is
useful to assist keyboardist in making key transpose and playing
music in the key with many sharps and flats.

Keywords
Chord progression, pop music jamming, human computer interaction
on music, music performance guiding tool

1. INTRODUCTION
Many people know how to play a musical instrument as well as
understand the basic music theory. However not all of them play the
keyboard. Moreover, not many keyboardists can jam and improvise
simple music. It is well known that most pop music follow the
common chord progression as shown in Figure 1. We call it the
13642571-pattern. The pattern fits in most simple pop music [1]. It is
not a strict pattern. Musician can skip some intermediate states in the
pattern. They can make changes in the chord inversion or adding 7th,
9th or 6th note. A few chords may not follow the 13642571-pattern,
but the whole song usually follows the pattern in general. Some pop
music is not composed in the 13642571-pattern originally. However
the melody part of that song can usually fit in this pattern as well.
The 13642571-pattern can be used for three purposes. Firstly, it
can be used for causal enjoyment. The 13642571-pattern can fit in
most simple pop music. Musicians with some basic music theory
background can jam most simple pop music in this pattern without a
score. Secondly, it can be used as a music jamming learning tool. It is
the first step towards learning improvisation. Musicians can first
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Figure 1. The common chord progression for simple pop
music
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2. TARGET AUDIENCE

with rotating circle in different sizes according to their transition
probability. It is as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

There are three kinds of target audiences. 1) Non-keyboardist
musicians who know music theory. 2) Keyboardists who need a
chord progression guide during their performance. This is especially
important when they play music with key transposition or in the key
having a lot of sharps and flats. 3) Anyone who wants to learn to play
the common chord progression on the keyboard that can fit in most
simple pop music.

3. DESIGN PRINCIPLE
This is a smartphone app for real-time and instant usage. Hence the
system display must be simple, easy and quick to read. Firstly, we
only display one single note per chord and we choose to display the
root note of each chord, since it is the most essential and simplest
way to represent a chord. We expect the professional musician to be
able to derive and come up with the rest of the notes of the chord, no
matter it is a major, minor, or 7th chord. For amateur user, jamming
by just playing the root note is also adequate for the enjoyment and
learning purpose. For the medium level amateur user, jamming with
a root note, a 5th note, and then an 8th note pattern by the left hand
also sounds very good for the causal performance purpose, which is
independent of the chord type but just depends on the root note of the
chord. Secondly, to make the app quick to read, we avoid additional
text description. We present every instruction graphically and unified
as a single symbol. For example, the app highlights the next expected
chord with a rotating circle with size contrast, and the Roman chord
numeral is embedded on the key surface in the app. This is to make
sure that the user can read as many information as possible on one
sight. Thirdly, we minimize the number of control steps such that the
user can easily access it during the performance, and yet make the
app customizable. For example, we only provide one single key
transpose button. No other button is provided in order not to mess up
the GUI design. Also, the screen can be swapped horizontally. Some
users might want to have the root note displayed on the leftmost of
the screen, while some user might want to display the F note or C
note on the leftmost instead. Fourthly, we display the next expected
chord in the simplest way. We avoid additional arrow and text
description in order not to mess up the display design. We just
highlight the current chord in blue and the next expected chords with
a rotating circle spot.

Figure 2. After the key initialization.

Figure 3. User is playing a vi chord in a music of D major.
The app suggests the user to play a IV or ii chord
afterwards.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We implement the app on an iPhone running iOS7, since iPhone is
portable, widely used, and supported by a lot of MIDI I/O devices.
We use a Kawai CL20 digital keyboard with MIDI I/O for music
performance input. We use the iRig MIDI interface that supports the
iOS CoreMIDI framework to connect iPhone and Keyboard.
Firstly, the app initializes the key. User can either input the key
manually or use the key estimation mode: user can play a melody
and the app will estimate the key of the piece by analyzing the
melody notes. We use the Krumhansl–Schmuckler key-finding
algorithm [4] to estimate the key. After the key initialization, the app
will display the Roman chord numeral on the root note of every
chord respectively as shown in Figure 2. The user can drag the red
“key” icon left and right to change the key at any time.
Then, the user can play music on the keyboard. The app will
display the root note of the current playing chord and the expected
next chord. For simplicity in this first implementation, we request the
users to play all chords in the root position only. So the root note of
the current chord can be easily measured, which is the note with the
lowest pitch. There are many chord estimation algorithms available.
For example, Scholz [5] performs chord recognition from symbolic
data using pattern matching and a rule-based optimization technique.
Pardo [6] recognizes chord by a graph search based approach. We
will use one of the most suitable algorithms afterwards. It doesn’t
affect the design of the app interface, which is the aim of this paper.
The app displays several next expected chord. They are highlighted

Figure 4. User is playing a IV chord in a music of A major.
The app suggests the user to play a iii, V, I or ii chord
afterwards.
For acoustic piano with no MIDI I/O port, user can manually set
the key of the piece and simply use the Roman chord numeral as
shown in Figure 2 for performance reference. In the future we will
work on recognizing chord from acoustic piano in real-time with a
smartphone microphone. For example, Yoshioka [7] recognizes
musical chords from real-world audio signals in compact-disc
recordings by estimating chord boundary by a hypothesis algorithm.
He gets an accuracy of 77%. Mauch [8] achieves an accuracy of 71%
of chord identification with a multi-layered Bayesian network. Sheh
[9] is able to identify 75% chord correctly by using the expectation–
maximization (EM) algorithm and train it with the HMM model. We
believe the technique of real-time acoustic chord recognition will be
mature soon and will have much better accuracy. However it is out of
the scope of this paper.
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5. EXPERIMENT

Table 2. Rating interpretation
Value
Interpretation

We invited 10 keyboardists, 10 non-keyboardist musicians, and 10
non-musicians to participate in the experiment. First, we provided a
brief introduction about the app followed by a short training of 5
minutes. They had 3 minutes to try out the app before the experiment.
We prepared 5 simple songs in major key. All songs have 16 bars
with sol-fa name melody and Roman chord numeral written on a
paper. The list of songs is as shown in Table 1, which require two
13642571-patterns to play each song. The participants were invited
to pick two songs and choose a key. Then they performed it with the
app. The keyboardist players randomly chose from all 12 possible
keys, while the other participants only random chose a key with less
than or equal to 2 sharps or flats. They were asked to sing the melody
and play the accompaniment part on the keyboard. After playing the
songs, they were invited to rate our app on three questions in the
scale of 1-7 as shown in Table 2. The questions are as shown in
Table 3. Figure 5 to 7 show the rating of the participants in a
histogram.
We found that the non-musicians have much less enjoyment on
using the app compared with musicians. Non-musicians reflected that
the Roman chord numeral is difficult to understand. The nonkeyboardist musicians gave the highest rating in learning. The app
design is helpful for non-keyboard musicians who understand music
theory to pickup keyboard jamming quickly. We also find that the
keyboardist players gave a high rating for the app as a performanceassisting tool. They reflected that the app is very helpful for them
especially when they need to play music in the key with a lot of
sharps and flats. Overall, non-musicians seem not to like the app very
much. This app is perceived as a great learning tool for the nonkeyboardist musicians and a good performance-assisting tool for the
keyboardists.
We also invited the participants to give us further comments after
the experiment. A professional keyboardist was asked to perform
Moon River in B major with 5 sharps. He found that the app really
helped him in locating chord when there were so many sharps to
handle. A non-keyboardist musician suggested that we should also
display the 13642571-pattern flow chart as in Figure 1 in the app
interactively. However he had no idea of how to combine the chart
into the app in a unified way. A non-musician participant commented
that he needed more real-time guide on using the app. For example,
guide him playing the music with an arrow or with a voice
instruction. Since he had difficulty to look at both the app and the
keyboard key at the same time. He suggested that we could use a
projector to project the Roman chord numeral on the keyboard, or
design a transparent sheet and stick it on the keyboard. One of the
non-musicians has difficulty to use the app after more than 10
minutes of training. Hence we simplified the task and she just need to
play the root note of each chord with one finger. She eventually can
play music with the app and found it fun. Now she can sing along
and play the keyboard accompaniment with one finger in C Major.
She can do it for a lot of simple pop music without a score.

7

Entirely good

6

Very good

5

Quite good

4

Somewhat good but somewhat bad

3

Quite bad

2

Very bad

1

Entirely bad

Table 3. Participant average rating
Questions
Keyboardist Nonrating
keyboardist
musician rating

Non musician
rating

Enjoyment

5.4

5.8

3.9

Learning

4.2

6.3

4.6

Performanceassisting tool

5.9

4.6

3.6

Figure 5. Participants’ rating of the app for Enjoyment.

Table 1. List of songs
Love me tender
Try to remember
Moon river
The way we were
My heart will go on

Figure 6. Participants’ rating of the app as a Learning Tool.
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people that are not themselves users of the app can help us to further
improve the app design.
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Figure 7. Participants’ rating of the app as a Performance
Assisting Tool.

6. FUTURE WORK
Our app will support other chord progressions, for example, the
simple jazz progressions. In order to display a jazz chord progression,
we need to provide additional note information other than the root
note. We will develop the app on an iPad such that more information
can be displayed on a larger screen. We will work on the music in
minor key. We will further investigate into the HCI perspective of
music. For example, how to adjust the design of showing the
expected next chord in different color and size contrast; how to
display more chord information in a single unified symbol such as
combining 7th chord and sus chord information with the roman chord
numeral and the key; how to show the next expected chord in the
best way, especially to link the app and keyboard in a better way such
that the user doesn’t need to switch their eye between the app and the
keyboard frequently. We will also look into the possibility of
embedding this system into a digital keyboard. For example, compact
the GUI design and show it on a tiny LED display, or display it with
a dim light symbol on the key. It will be an interesting extra feature
for the digital keyboard. We will also invite musician to evaluate the
performance of non-musician in using this app. The comment from
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ABSTRACT

pieces such as Lacrosse (1976) and Cobra (1984). The
application of the game format, in Sounds of Solitaire, is useful
in structuring musical experiences where a playful approach is
taken to composition, by way of interaction with the
musical material provided.

Sounds of Solitaire is a novel interface for musical expression
based on an extended peg solitaire board as a generator of live
musical composition. The classic puzzle game, for one person,
is extended by mapping the moves of the game through a self
contained system using Arduino and Raspberry Pi, triggering
both analogue and digital sound. The solitaire board, as
instrument, is presented as a wood and Perspex box with the
hardware inside. Ball bearings function as both solitaire pegs
and switches, while a purpose built solenoid controlled
monochord and ball bearing run provide the analogue sound
source, which is digitally manipulated in real-time, according to
the sequences of game moves. The creative intention of Sounds
of Solitaire is that the playful approach to participation in a
musical experience, provided by the material for music making
in real-time, demonstrates an integrated approach to concepts of
composing, performing and listening.

2.1 Peg Solitaire
Peg Solitaire has been a popular game for a single player for
centuries (see Figure 1). The object of the game is to begin with
a peg in each of the 33 holes, except the centre, and then, by
making a series of leapfrog style moves, the peg that is jumped
over is removed until the situation is reduced to a single peg in
the centre. The game does not stop at one solution: it is also
possible to play the game from starting points other than the
centre, returning to the chosen point.

Keywords
Interface, Peg Solitaire, Monochord, Arduino, Raspberry Pi,
Pure Data.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sounds of Solitaire is an undergraduate final year music
technology project presented to Edinburgh University. The aim
is to develop a novel interface to allow for interactivity between
the mapping of the moves of a traditional game to both
analogue and digital music systems, in order to generate
musical compositions.

Figure 1. Traditional peg solitaire game

3. EXPERIMENTATION

2. CONTEXT
In the mid 20th century, John Cage's aleatoric theatre piece,
Reunion (1968), used a “sound distributing chess board” [1],
built by Lowell Cross. There, the moves of the game played by
Cage and his Dadaist friend Duchamp, triggered sounds played
by musicians, essentially using the chess board as a form of
mixing desk.
Despite the semi indeterminate nature of the playful
characteristic of game pieces of music, the rules of the game do
help with "harnessing"[2] compositional formats. Such was the
approach taken by John Zorn and his teams of improvisers in
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Inspiration for the experimentation stage was taken from
kinetic artist, Jean Tinguely's curious sound sculpture Meta
Matic 17, which reportedly made “40,000 unique drawings”[3]_
on paper strips reminiscent of the graphic scores used in
pianolas and programmable music boxes. The first stage in the
project was to experiment with a way of mapping the moves to
a musical context using an analogue music generator. The
moves of a correct solution were mapped onto a punched paper
strip to be wound through a music box mechanism. An
analogue sound was produced simply by turning the handle of
the music box, but the result was limited to a fixed melody
punched laboriously onto the paper, the focus of attention at
this point was turned to real-time melodic generation and the
question of action reaction to improve user experience.

3.1 Real-time Interaction
Joel Chadabe defined interactive music as: "A performance
process wherein a performer shares control of the music by
interacting with an instrument that itself generates new
material”[4]. In the context of the project, a Raspberry Pi and
Arduino were brought in to make the augmented peg solitaire
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board operate as a stand-alone instrument. Pure Data was used
to trigger analogue sounds in real-time using solenoids, while
simultaneously manipulating the sounds through the use of
digital signal processing.

3.2 Autonomous self-contained system
The first prototype experimented with incorporating the
hardware inside the installation. I have a slight issue that some
real-time performances and installations have laptops on show
even when not in active use by the performer. So one of the
requirements of the prototyping stage was to use compact and
relatively powerful hardware such as the Arduino and
Raspberry Pi.

Figure 3. The prototype
In a more elegant solution, the final peg solitaire board is
designed with an array of 33 x 3 contact points forming tripods
to hold 20mm ball bearings. The ball bearings act as conductive
pegs to serve as switches: placing the ball bearing on the tripod
sets the switch to "on" completing the circuit with the tripod
and so a musical event can be triggered. (see Figures 4 and 5).

Raspberry Pi is a tiny computer that can run open source
software and due to its small size is ideal for use inside the peg
solitaire installation. The Raspberry Pi runs the CCRMA
Satellite image to load a Pure Data patch on startup, allowing
the box to run autonomously, waiting for user interaction,
through the Arduino. The Raspberry Pi comes with only one
audio out socket, so in order to feed it audio for installation, a
compact Behringer Xenyx 302USB soundcard was used to
improve audio output to that of the Raspberry Pi, while
providing the necessary balanced input for the contact
microphone, as well as channels for the monochord. A
flowchart of connections in the board is outlined in Figure 2.

Figure 4. The tripod switch

Figure 5. Profile of the switches
Figure 2. Flowchart of connections

4. AUDIO DEVELOPMENT

Useful for its compact size, the open source Arduino Nano was
chosen as a micro controller for interfacing the switches and
solenoids with Pure Data, run on the Raspberry Pi. Like the
majority of Arduino boards it only has 8 analogue inputs: to
extend the number of inputs to match the 33 positions of the
game, five CD-4051 BE multiplexing chips were used,
providing 40 inputs. The rules of the game were programmed
onto the Arduino, using serial communication to send game
statistics such as number of available moves, peg locations and
move stage detection as a continuous stream, for mapping in
Pure Data.

The main focus of the musical intention was the
experimentation with automation of an electric guitar. Rather
than preparing a ready-made guitar, an automated electric
monochord was built, played by an EBow and solenoids,
triggered from within Pure Data, interacting with the solitaire
game.

4.1 The Monochord
The monochord is built using a single electric guitar string,
resonated using an EBow [5] (see Figure 6). A 24 gauge
unwound string was chosen as it requires less vibration to
produce the same volume as a thinner string and also provides a
richer tone. EBows set up electromagnetic fields causing the
string to vibrate, this is positioned directly above a hum-bucker
pickup for optimum resonance.

3.3 The Board
The first working prototype was a wooden box topped with an
array of split washers as peg holes, copper caps completed the
circuits to trigger sound (see Figure 3). The Arduino and
Raspberry Pi were wired inside the box. The copper caps were
rejected as they had stability problems and were awkward to
handle.
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4.2 Ball Bearing Run

Figure 9. Ball bearing run
Figure 6. Front side of board showing monochord
There was a small issue with what could be done with the ball
bearing once removed from the board. For Sounds of Solitaire,
they are placed through a hole in the side of the box to roll
down a wooden run, punctuated with a pathway of nails of
various sizes, adding a percussive dimension to accompany the
melody of the monochord (see Figure 9). As the ball bearings
zig zag down the incline colliding with the nails, the sound is
picked up by a contact microphone. The floor of the run is lined
with velvet to reduce the sounds of rolling, allowing the nail
sounds to be emphasised, adding an industrial timbre explored
in the compositional development.

To generate seven different notes, six 12v solenoids are
positioned to act as movable frets (see Figure 7). Often
solenoids are used in similar applications to press down on
strings as a mechanical finger, however, the approach of
pushing up on the string from below seems to be a more
elegant, space-saving solution.

4.3 Composition Generation
4.3.1 Interaction of player, game and monochord
The composition generation occurs in Pure Data which is
responsible for the mapping of values to melodic patterns for
the monochord and audio manipulations. Sounds of Solitaire
invites participation following the rules of the game. Every
interaction with the board has the potential to create a unique
composition within the constraints of the hardware, depending
on the way in which the game is played. The real-time musical
composition generation begins with the first move of the game.
The Arduino has been programmed to report legal moves; if an
illegal move is made it recognises this and waits for the move
to be rectified or until a new move is made.

Figure 7. Solenoid moveable fret
The solenoids and EBow are controlled from serial
communication from Pure Data to the Arduino. Each time a
move is made, Pure Data triggers a solenoid to raise a fret bar
to contact the string, depending on the coordinate of the ball
bearing on the board. Two clear rods are positioned at either
end of the fret to keep it orthogonal to the string. The EBow is
used to control duration of the notes and is controlled in the
same way as the solenoids. Each solenoid is connected as
shown in the circuit diagram in Figure 8.

4.3.2 Solenoid Melody
The monochord solenoid melody is determined by the
coordinates of the peg that is lifted to be repositioned (see
Figure 10). Each move generates 3 or 4 different notes
depending on the direction of the move. The overall effect is
that positive direction moves have an ascending melodic
pattern whereas negative direction moves have a descending
melodic pattern.

4.3.3 Note Duration
Note duration is determined by the time taken for each move to
be completed. The EBow is switched on when a peg is lifted to
be repositioned and switched off after the time taken to
complete the move has elapsed since the move was completed.
The compositional effect of the duration feature is that if the
game is played quickly then the notes will have a shorter
duration and vice versa.

Figure 8. Circuit diagram for one solenoid
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The final board design is constructed in wood and Perspex,
with the electronics contained inside (see Figure 12). A
demonstration of Sounds of Solitaire can be found at:
http://youtu.be/GUkLDZmi9bM

Figure 10. Diagram of peg co-ordinates

4.3.4 Effects Modules
Adding to the sound character of the board, four effects
modules were programmed: delay, reverb, bit crushing and
cross synthesis. The effects process both the marble run sounds
and the monochord; the effects applied depend on the location
in which the peg is repositioned. Each effect pertains to one of
the four quadrants of the board: the upper quadrant triggers
reverb, the right quadrant triggers bit crushing, the bottom
quadrant triggers delay and the left quadrant triggers cross
synthesis (see Figure 11). The middle peg has no effect, and
there are 4 pegs that have two effects, these are pegs of
importance when the common solution is played. The effect
parameters are controlled by statistics from the game: direction,
lift duration, peg count and available moves; these values are
scaled appropriately for each effect. The order in which the
effects modules are triggered builds structure into the pieces.

Figure 12. Final board design
Once the hardware is set up, ultimately it would be possible to
change the way in which Pure Data responds to the moves. By
altering the default patch via SSH connection, the solenoid
mappings, effects and structure can be changed and
consequently generate radically different pieces. This opens up
possibilities for changing contexts.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Sounds of Solitaire is designed with a playful approach to the
realisation of an algorithmic, interactive interface, capable of
generating multiple runs of music. Due to the correlation
between game participation and the material presented for
making music in real-time, the participant generates variations
in musical output. Through the restricted format of a game,
Sounds of Solitaire presents a recognisable interface for realtime composition generation.
Figure 11. Locations of effect application

There may be a possibility of using the Raspberry Pi's
networking potential to allow a larger audience to interact with
the music generating process via smart phones; for the time
being, the project is characterised by its direct physical
participatory nature.

4.3.5 Loopers
Two four-track loopers were implemented: one for the marble
run and another for the monochord, to establish a sense of
coherence in the composition. Loop playback speed is
independently controlled on each track, determined by the
number of moves available when at rest and the direction of the
preceding move, if the direction was negative then the loop is
played in reverse and vice versa. The monochord looper
records a new track each time a new solenoid is triggered; the
loops are played back at slow speeds determined by the number
of available moves. The loops are cleared one at a time to
create a slowly morphing drone texture.
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4.3.6 Structure
The instrumental structure is hard coded to change when
specific numbers of pegs are on the board; determining
different combinations of marble run, monochord and loopers.
The variations in time taken by the player to complete these
sections mean that each composition acquires an individual
nature.
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Figure 1: Auraglyph in use.

ABSTRACT

1.

Effective software interaction design must consider all of
the capabilities and limitations of the platform for which
it is developed. To this end, we propose a new model for
computer music design on touchscreen devices, combining
both pen/stylus input and multitouch gestures. Such a
model surpasses the barrier of touchscreen-based keyboard
input, preserving the primary interaction of touch and direct manipulation throughout the development of a complex
musical program. We have implemented an iPad software
application applying these principles, called “Auraglyph.”
Auraglyph offers a number of fundamental audio processing and control operators, as well as facilities for structured
input and output. All of these software objects are created,
parameterized, and interconnected via stylus and touch input. To enable these interactions, we have employed a preexisting handwriting recognition framework, LipiTk, which
is capable of recognizing both alphanumeric characters and
arbitrary figures, shapes, and patterns.

Touch interaction has profoundly altered the landscape of
mainstream computing in the early 21st century. Since
the introduction of the iPhone in 2007 and the iPad in
2010, numerous touchscreen devices have entered the popular consciousness – mobile phones, tablet computers, smart
watches, and desktop computer screens, to name a few.
New human-computer interaction paradigms have accompanied these hardware developments, addressing the complex shift from classical keyboard-and-mouse computing to
multitouch interaction.
We propose a new model for touchscreen interaction with
musical systems: the combined use of stylus-based handwriting input and direct touch manipulation. This system
provides a number of advantages over existing touchscreen
paradigms for music. Stylus input, complemented by modern digital handwriting recognition techniques, provides a
number of advantages in this scheme. Firstly, it replaces
the traditional role of keyboard-based text/numeric entry
with handwritten letters and numerals. It additionally allows for modal entry of generic shapes and glyphs, for example, canonical oscillator patterns (sine wave, sawtooth
wave, square wave, etc.) or other abstract symbols. Finally, the stylus provides precise graphical free-form input
for data such as filter transfer functions, envelopes, and parameter automation curves. Multitouch finger input continues to provide functionality that has become expected of
touch-based software, such as direct movement of on-screen
objects, interaction with conventional controls (sliders, buttons, etc.), and other manipulations. Herein we discuss the
design, prototyping, and evaluation of such a system, which
we have named “Auraglyph.”

Keywords
handwriting input, computer music systems, handwriting
recognition, touchscreen, tablet computing
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2.

RELATED WORK

3.

In our research, handwriting recognition has previously found
limited use in interactive computer music. Most notably,
Garcia et al. studied the use of handwritten sketches and
outlines as a preliminary exercise in electronic composition [5]. This study was then used as the basis for mapping
the strokes of an camera-augmented pen to real-time musical synthesis, aiding the compositional process. Graphical
manipulation of computational data via pen or stylus, augmented by computer intelligence, goes back as far as Sutherland’s Sketchpad [13] and the RAND Tablet by Davis et
al. [3], which incorporated the Graphical Input Language
(GRAIL) by Ellis et al. [4]. GRAIL is the first system
to our knowledge in which computer programs are created
via stylus input. In GRAIL, hand-drawn figures are automatically recognized and converted to meaningful symbols
within the system, which may then be further modified with
stylus gestures, such as drawing connections between nodes
and scratching out symbols to erase them.
Recent developments in sketch-oriented computing include
Landay’s SILK, a software prototyping system in which user
interfaces are hand-sketched with a digital tablet [7]. Where
appropriate, sketched graphical widgets (buttons, sliders,
etc.) are recognized as such, and converted into actual interactive widgets. Interestingly, recognized widgets are not
transformed into any canonical visual representation; rather
they retain the idiosyncrasies and hafnd-drawn characteristics of the original sketched figures. The SILK system
further employs stylus gestures to describe transitions between different parts of the interface, offering an extent of
programmability for GUI interactions.
Object graph-based programming languages such as Puredata [12] and Max/MSP [19] have tremendously influenced
the space of visual computer music design and composition.
More recently, the Kronos programming language extended
functional programming models to a block diagram-based
visual space in the context of real-time music composition
and performance [11]. Mira, an iPad application, dynamically replicates the interface of desktop-based Max/MSP
programs, joining conventional music software development
with touch interaction [14]. The Reactable [6] and the
work of Davidson and Han [2] have both provided significant foundational work in interacting with digital music
via touch and direct manipulation.
Languages designed (or repurposed) for live-coding, such
as SuperCollider [9] and ChucK [15], suggest interesting
possibilities for the expressive use of natural input for music programming. Such systems also constitute the modern
incarnation of unit generator-based sound design and synthesis, to which this work owes much of its technical underpinnings. Live-coding practice in general is discussed by
Collins et al. [1] and Wang and Cook [17].
Work from the commercial iPhone developer Smule has
explored the space of possibilities for musically enabling
mobile touchscreen devices [18]. Smule’s Ocarina is both
an iPhone musical instrument and a musical/social experience, in which performers tune in to each others’ musical
renditions around the world [16]. Ocarina’s feature set (four
finger-sized tone-holes on the touchscreen, breath input for
dynamic control, tilt-based vibrato, and location-based social networking) is tailored specifically to the technical capabilities, physical dimensions, and limitations of the iPhone.
This approach to design — the deliberate consideration of
what interactions leverage the characteristic features of a
technological platform, and of what interactions are distinctly unsuitable — has directly influenced the development of Auraglyph.
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A CASE FOR HANDWRITING INPUT IN
COMPUTER MUSIC DESIGN

This work is motivated by the desire to better understand
the distinguishing capabilities and limitations of touchscreen
technology, and, using these as guiding principles, to enable
expressive musical interactions on such devices. Complex
software developed for a given interaction model — such as
keyboard-and-mouse — may not successfully cross over to a
different interaction model — such as a touchscreen device.
The initial insight leading to this work was that numeric
and text input on a touchscreen might be more effectively
handled by recognizing hand-drawn numerals and letters,
rather than an on-screen keyboard. We soon realized that
we could use handwriting recognition to analyze a substantial number of handwritten figures and objects beyond just
letters and numbers. A user might then draw entire object graphs and audio topologies to be realized as an audio
system or musical composition by the underlying software
application in real-time.
Evidenced by the previously mentioned work of Garcia et
al., handwritten planning is a vital component of many compositional processes, whether the resulting musical product
is electronic, acoustic, or both. More generally, writing and
drawing with a pen or pencil on a flat surface is a foundational expressive interaction for an incredible number of individuals; this activity is continuously inculcated from early
childhood around the world. Therefore sketching, as a natural interaction for expressing ideas in the real world, might
be apt for realizing them in a virtual world. The original
work described herein seeks to apply this to the context of
computer music and audio design. By shortening the distance between a users’ abstract musical thought and the audible realization of that thought, handwriting input might
arm its users to more effectively express those thoughts.
Another distinct advantage of handwriting input in this
context is the ability to run and evaluate musical constructs
in real-time. As in Landay’s SILK, sketches in Auraglyph
are reified into entities specific to the system (e.g., a drawn
object might be converted to a sine wave generator, or a
timer). These entities can then present controls and interfaces for direct touch manipulation or stylus gestures, customized to that object type or mode. This level of real-time
creation and manipulation affords a composer or programmer expressive control similar to live-coding.

4.

INTERACTING WITH AURAGLYPH

As a framework to prototype and evaluate the concepts discussed above, and for use in composition and sound design,
we developed Auraglyph, a software application for iPad.
A user interacts with Auraglyph using an iPad-compatible
stylus (many models of which are widely available) and traditional touch interaction.
The basic environment of Auraglyph is an open, scrollable canvas in which the user freely draws. Using a variety
of pen strokes, a user creates interactive objects (such as
unit generators, control rate processors, and input/output
controls), sets parameters of these objects, and forms connections between them. Collectively, these objects and their
interconnections form a patch. After a user completes a pen
stroke (a single contour between touching the pen to the
screen and lifting it off the screen), it is matched against the
set of base object glyphs available in the main canvas, via
a handwriting recognition algorithm (discussed in Section
4.2). Main canvas objects whose glyphs can be matched include an audio rate processor (unit generator), control rate
processor, input, or output (see Section 4.1). If the stroke
matches an available glyph, the user’s stroke is replaced by
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Figure 3: Modifying the “freq” parameter of a unit
generator with handwritten numeric input.

pass, high-pass, band-pass, band-reject, parametric EQ, or
hand-drawn transfer function), and a reverberator. Controlrate processors include timers, counters, mathematical formulae, discrete time-step sequencers, a pitch-to-frequency
converter, and hand-drawn parameter control curves. Inputs consist of on-screen keyboard controllers, graphical
sliders, and buttons. Outputs consist of numeric displays
and binary “LED” indicators.

Figure 2: A full Auraglyph patch, with annotations.

the actual object. Unmatched strokes remain on the canvas, allowing the user to embellish the canvas with freehand
drawings.
Tapping and holding an object will open up a list of parameters for that object (Figure 3). Selecting a parameter
from this list opens a control into which writing a number will set the value. This value can then be accepted
or discarded, or the user can cancel setting the parameter
entirely.
Every base object may have inputs, an output, or both.
These appear visually as small circles, or nodes, on the
perimeter of the object. Drawing a stroke from an input
node to an output node, or vice-versa, forms a connection
between those two objects. For example, connecting a sawtooth object’s output to the freq input of a sine object
creates a simple FM (frequency modulation) patch, with
the sine as the carrier wave and the sawtooth as the modulator. Most objects only have one output source, but an
input node may have several destinations within that object
(e.g. frequency, amplitude, or phase of a given oscillator).
In such cases, a pop-up menu appears from the node to
display the options a user has for the input destination.
Objects and freehand drawings can be moved around on
the canvas by touching and dragging them, a familiar gesture in the touchscreen software ecosystem. While dragging
an object, moving the pen over a delete icon in the corner
of the screen will remove that object, along with destroying
any connections between it and other objects. Connections
can be removed by grabbing them with a touch and then
dragging them until they “break.” The entire canvas may
be scrolled through using a two-finger touch, allowing for
patches that extend well beyond the space of the tablet’s
screen.

Figure 4: Base objects (left to right): unit generator, output, input, control-rate processor.
After creating a base object, a drawing area and menu
open to allow the user to select an object sub-type. In some
cases, a glyph for the sub-type can be directly drawn by
the user to select that object. For example, basic oscillators
and filter types lend themselves to simple glyph patterns.
A user can create a sine wave oscillator by simply drawing
a circle (creating a generic unit generator object) and then
drawing a sine wave within it.
Some object sub-types do not have straightforward glyph
mnemonics, for example a sequencer or a reverberator. To
support such objects, a menu appears after creating a base
object, displaying a list of subtypes to select from. For
completeness, objects that can be drawn as corresponding
glyphs are also listed in this menu.
Some objects have more advanced needs for modifying
values beyond the standard parameter editor. For example, the wavetable oscillator’s table parameter brings up
a large input space for precisely drawing the desired waveform, as does the xferFn (transfer function) parameter of
the hand-drawn filter. The formula object eschews the standard parameter editor entirely, instead directly soliciting
handwriting input of a sequence of mathematical operations (currently addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division are supported, with one input and one output).

4.2

Implementation of Handwriting Recognition

The concepts presented herein are generally invariant to
the underlying algorithms and framework for handwriting
recognition, but these topics merit discussion with regards
to our own implementation in Auraglyph. The handwriting recognition engine used by Auraglyph is LipiTk [8], a
comprehensive open-source project for handwriting recognition research. LipiTk is not natively designed to function
with iPad applications, but we extended it to do so with
straightforward code changes and additions.
LipiTk’s default configuration uses dynamic time warping (DTW) [10] and nearest-neighbor classification (k-NN)
to match pen strokes to a pre-existing training set of pos-

4.1 Objects
Four base types of objects can be drawn to the main canvas: audio-rate processors (unit generators; represented by
a circle), control-rate processors (represented by a square),
inputs (a downward-pointing triangle), and outputs (an upward triangle) (Figure 4). Unit generators currently available include basic oscillators (sine, sawtooth, square, and
triangle waves, plus hand-drawn wavetables), an audio file
player, envelopes (linear and ADSR), filters (resonant low-
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sible figures. The result of this procedure is one or more
“most likely” matches along with confidence ratings for each
match. We have found the speed and accuracy of LipiTk
in this configuration to be satisfactory for real-time usage,
though a slight, noticeable delay exists between finishing a
stroke and the successful recognition of that stroke.
Before they can be used to classify figures of unknown
types, the recognition algorithms incorporated into LipiTk
must be primed with a set of “training examples” for each
possible figure to be matched. This training set is typically created by test users before the software is released,
who draw multiple renditions of each figure into a specialized training program. This training program serializes the
salient features of each figure into a database, which is distributed with the application itself.
In our experience, LipiTk’s recognition accuracy is highly
linked to the quality, size, and diversity of the training set.
For instance, a version of our handwriting database trained
solely by right-handed users suffered reduced accuracy when
used by a left-handed user. A comprehensive training set
would need to encompass strokes from a range of individuals of varying handedness and writing style. Interestingly,
though, LipiTk’s algorithms are able to adapt dynamically
to new training examples. An advanced system might gradually adjust to a particular user’s handwriting eccentricities
over time, forming an organically personalized software interaction. Auraglyph takes advantage of this feature to a
small degree, allowing a user to add new training strokes
via a separate training interface.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

While effective in replacing the keyboard as a textual/numeric
input device, touchscreen stylus input also affords a broader
set of interactions apt for computer music. We have developed an iPad software application, Auraglyph, to leverage
these principles into an interactive music environment. We
intend to release Auraglyph under an open source license
when it is reasonably mature and bug-free, via the project
website. 1
This system has fulfilled our goals of expressivity and versatility, but we believe this conceptual framework provides
many more opportunities for computer music. Stylus input might be extended to traditional music notation, more
complex mathematical formulae, or even Turing-complete
programming code, whose digital representations can then
be refined, augmented, and extended with direct manipulation and touch input. We believe that this is only the
beginning for handwritten computer music.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the challenge of achieving nuanced control and
physical engagement with gestural interfaces in performance.
Performances with a prototype gestural performance system, Gestate,
provide the basis for insights into the application of gestural systems in
live contexts. These reflections stem from a performer's perspective,
summarising the experience of prototyping and performing with
augmented instruments that extend vocal or instrumental technique
through gestural control.
Successful implementation of rapidly evolving gestural technologies
in real-time performance calls for new approaches to performing and
musicianship, centred on a growing understanding of the body's
physical and creative potential. For musicians hoping to incorporate
gestural control seamlessly into their performance practice, a balance
of technical mastery and kinaesthetic awareness is needed to adapt
existing approaches to their own purposes. Within non-tactile systems,
visual feedback mechanisms can support this process by providing
explicit visual cues that compensate for the absence of haptic
feedback. Experience gained through prototyping and performance
can yield a deeper understanding of the broader nature of gestural
control and the way in which performers inhabit their own bodies.

Keywords
Gestural interaction, non-tactile, augmented instruments, vocal,
ancillary gestures, Kinect, audiovisual.

1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of body as instrument, unconstrained by the physical
constraints of a tangible interface or screen-based controller, reflects a
body-centric approach to examining how performers adopt gestural
sensor technology in their own practice. This concept is particularly
applicable to vocal performance, where the vocal sound source
emanates from the body, bearing the personal and emotional
expressive imprint of the performer [11]. This individual body
signature is further magnified when the voice intersects with motion in
a non-tactile control interface.
Gestural control offers vocalists remote access to the real-time
processing capacity of audio software with larger scale gestures and
energetic input than available through conventional control modes.
The broader range of movement available through spatial control
contrasts with the behavioural conformity that accompanies the
physical design of a particular instrument or the micro-movements [6]
of laptop performance.
The opportunity to directly engage with the audience while

maintaining sole responsibility over vocal signal processing, a role
usually relegated to a sound engineer, attracts vocalists who prefer
independent control over their overall sound. The ever-shifting
dynamics of body movement provide a rich source of control
information, fuelling exploration by bypassing conscious approaches
to creative decision-making and any form of artificiality. This added
physical engagement could deliver potentially varied and
unpredictable sonic outcomes, transcending the influence of the mind
and ego on live music-making. The innate movement styles of
individual performers can also colour sound in unexpected ways.
The creative potential of gestural control will be explored through
reflections on prototyping and performance experiences that stem
from an artistic perspective.

2. BACKGROUND
The prototype system described in this paper relates to gestural
enhancement of vocal performance [4, 14, 19] and augmented
instrument design that embraces the unique gestural nuances of
individual performers.
Non-sound-producing performer movements, infused with the
idiosyncrasies of an individual musician’s playing style, have been
identified as significant in communicating expressive intent [21].
Referred to alternately as ancillary, extra-musical or expressive
gestures, these intuitive body movements contain expressive and
emotive content, conveying musical meaning between the performer
and audience [5]. Motion tracking studies have confirmed the
communicative impact of ancillary gestures, influencing emotional
expression, timing, musical structure and audience perception [7, 8, 9,
20].
Augmented instruments that rely on ancillary movements as a
control input include the gesturally controlled improvisation system
for piano by Nicholas Gillian [12], Multimodal Music Stand [2], and a
guitar enhancement system that provides control of digital audio
effects with head and weight shifting movements [16]. In a vocal
performance context, the design of Donna Hewitt's eMic [13]
integrates common gestures displayed by vocalists.
In addition to ancillary gestures, virtual instruments and looping
functions in Gestate are controlled by open air gestures, borrowing
features from non-tactile gestural controllers, which are defined by
Rovan and Hayward as alternative performance interfaces that employ
non-contact sensing technologies such as near-field capacitive
measurement, infrared, ultrasound and video [18]. Open air gestures
are not traditionally associated with music-making, offering the
performer an opportunity to transcend habitual movement patterns and
explore fresh links between gesture and sound.

3. PROTOTYPING FOR PERFORMANCE
3.1 Mapping
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As musicians seek to adapt existing controllers to their unique
musical purposes or develop their own gestural instruments for
sonic experimentation, knowledge of mapping is paramount in
bridging
gestural
input
to
sonic
parameters.
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Figure 1. The rich background of gestural interactive interface design shown in this diagram demonstrates the primary influences that
this research builds on.
In a field dominated by customised and personalised approaches, the
absence of standard gestural libraries can make prototyping a daunting
undertaking for performers. Without prior programming knowledge,
inventing a mapping scheme that represents meaningful relationships
between gesture and sound represents a significant challenge.
A range of toolkits are available through academic institutions
including McGill University, Canada.1 The Centre for New
Music and Audio Technologies (CNMAT) at the University of
California in Berkley also provide Max/MSP objects that can
route movement data from selected sensors and audio processing
modules to aid in constructing mapping designs for individual
projects. For a more integrated solution, the Metasurface,
implemented in AudioMulch,2 simplifies the process of
designing mappings further for musicians [3].

3.2 Kinaesthetic Awareness
The development of mappings require much experimentation
and adjustment to feel natural and intuitive for a musician. By
reflecting on first-hand physical experiences with gestural systems,
performers' skills in translating deliberate and unconscious aspects of
their innate body language into sonic form constantly evolve.
Carrie Noland sees kinaesthetic awareness as a force that
encourages experimentation and freedom from habitual “socially
acquired bodily practices” [17]. Like every instrument, the experience
of practice and exploration leads to greater levels of familiarity and
proficiency. It is not adequate to rely on the system to deliver all of the
expression. The performer's degree of physical engagement and
heightened sense of proprioception also play a major role. By shifting
the emphasis in non-tactile gestural interface design to prioritise
movement awareness, creative practitioner perspectives founded on
direct experimentation and experience in live performance scenarios
can enrich the development of these technologies.
Well-developed proprioceptive or kinesthetic awareness of
individual body state, such as position, velocity and forces exerted by
the muscles is essential when using alternative controllers [18].
Dancers are trained to develop this type of awareness and motor
control. However musicians often need to acquire these skills through
direct engagement with the interface, processing visual and
proprioceptive feedback in order to orient and calibrate their
performance gestures.
Studies investigating performance movements from a performer's
perspective are rare [14]. Focusing attention on the lived body and
drawing from musicians' experiences can provide insights into the
nature of physical engagement during live performance. To facilitate
1 http://idmil.org/projects/mappingtools
2 http://www.audiomulch.com
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such understandings, a design diary is used throughout the prototyping
process to document first-hand impressions of initial mappings in
performance. Video recordings of rehearsals and performances
provide an added source of information about the effectiveness of
selected mappings and experiences of gestural control. Insights
gathered thus far reveal an increasing sense of bodily awareness and
kinaesthetic skill, evolving simultaneously with the technical aspects
of the system design. Physical engagement with the system during
rehearsals and performances has influenced the refinement of
mappings, highlighting the equal importance of bodily awareness and
understanding of technical mapping concepts for the gestural
performer.

3.3 Embodied Metaphors
The Gestate system also borrows from embodied metaphor
theory to inform interaction and establish meaningful
relationships between gesture and sound. Interactive audio
systems that incorporate bodily awareness and pre-reflective,
automatic knowing [1] incorporate familiar associations and
embodied understandings of physical phenomena. By tailoring
movement-based systems to pre-existing knowledge, grounded
in bodily experience, users are armed with a real-world basis for
exploring mapping relationships.
The initial metaphors employed in Gestate relate pitch to
verticality, panning to horizontal movement and magnitude of
movement to processing intensity. These culturally specific
metaphors form a starting point for developing intuitive links
between open air gestures and sonic outcomes. A user
evaluation to test the effectiveness of selected embodied
mapping strategies is currently in progress.

4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system's name, Gestate, represents an environment for the gradual
development of creative ideas, springing from bodily experiences and
sensations. This evolution of inspiration does not reside in a completed
work, but in the unfolding process of creation. Gestate aims to provide
a framework to improvise with the temporal and spatial aspects of
gestural control in a way that suits the dynamic and experiential
aspects of live performance.
The prototype explores the paradigm of a gestural control system
that can be used “naturally”, in a non-inhibitive or artificial way, to
augment instrumental performance with virtual instruments, effects
and visualisation. The exemplar refers to performances for voice and
piano.
The ideas of mapping gesture and intuitive gesture extend work in
the areas of (i) flowing gestural manipulation, e.g. by exploring the
continuous control potential of movement to shape the evolving
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timbral characteristics of a sound, and (ii) naturalness, intuition, nontactile gestures for musical control and augmenting expressivity, and
(iii) considering the user experience for the performer, especially from
the perspective of visualising music, visual monitoring and efficacy of
mapping in the predictability, control and expression of gesturecontrolled augmentation of sound. The latter draws on questions of
correlation, spatial and proprioceptive awareness, responsiveness,
latency and accuracy in flowing gestures. Unlike particular cues that
are recognised by gesture-recognition systems, this kind of system that
analyses continuous flowing gestures does not require an
instrumentalist to fundamentally or radically alter their approach to
their conventional instrument. This sets it apart from gesture-only
interfaces or dancer-actuated systems.
The ancillary motions of the performer are tracked with a Kinect
depth camera using freely available motion tracking software,
Synapse.3 Acceleration of upper body motion is mapped to two effects
bus levels, a looper and a selection of virtual MIDI instruments within
Max/MSP4 and Ableton Live.5 Acceleration reveals information about
position, speed and magnitude of gesture. When the acceleration
stops, the bus levels return to 0, much like a sprung wheel control.
Minimal movement or static poses return the user to a dry signal. The
distance of either limb from the torso is mapped to increasing volume
and processing, thus linking sonic intensity to effort expenditure.

Figure 2. A screenshot depicting skeleton tracking in
Synapse and visual feedback in Isadora Core for the
audiovisual instrument used in the work, Alignment.

4.1 Feedback
The visual feedback component of the Gestate system, designed
in Isadora Core6, aims to enhance performability by
compensating for the absence of haptic feedback in non-tactile
controllers. In seeking to supplement the remaining information
channels of aural and proprioceptive feedback for the performer,
this system offers insights into the application of visual
reinforcement in the context of non-tactile gestural interfaces,
building on research findings in the field of multimodal
environment design.
Visual feedback offers the potential to expand the
communication channel between an instrument and performer
[15]. It also strengthens audience engagement by illuminating
mapping strategies, helping audiences understand the underlying
musical processes behind a performance. The capacity for visual
feedback to present 'audio' feedback and movement data in
visual form can encourage intuitive understanding and mastery
of the interface, allowing simultaneous control of multiple
parameters [15]. Visual feedback that reflects varying levels of
intensity in the piece establishes multidimensional cues for the
performer to support creative exploration.
Another strength of visual feedback is to amplify the subtleties
of movement that are sometimes lost in a passing performance.
Sensors transform and simplify movement – making it a

valuable exercise to depict this data in different ways to advance
our understanding of how the machine interprets key movement
qualities. This becomes a way to nurture creative engagement,
offering a form of representation that highlights previously
hidden aspects of gesture and emerging movement patterns.

5. APPLICATIONS
The Gestate system has been tested in a range of solo and group
performances for both augmented piano and voice.
During a performance at the 2013 Electrofringe Festival in
Newcastle, Australia, six pieces with accompanying visual
feedback were presented. Each of these studies explored a
distinct aspect of gesture manipulation across a range of musical
applications, including rhythmic, synthesis, mixing and effects
control.
Visual feedback was projected onto a semi-transparent scrim
erected in front of the performer. The scrim performed the dual
function of providing direct visual feedback to the musician and
displaying a visualisation of their motion trajectories to the
audience in abstract form.
In the first work, Alignment, punching motions in the right arm
trigger a selection of MIDI notes from a predefined scale in
Isadora Core that are then arpeggiated in Ableton Live. The
sound source is an adapted physical mallet model from the
Ableton Collision7 collection. The visual feedback for this
process illustrates each punch, or arpeggiated chord trigger, with
one spin of a three-dimensional cube, as shown in Figure 2. The
left hand controls a range of effects over the sound, visually
expressed as a 'spray' of particles emerging from the cube. Each
chord transition does not change predictably in pitch, but is
subject to a random selection process implemented in Isadora
Core, resulting in an almost generative effect. The intention
behind controlling a physical model and assigning chords to
each cube side was to display a transparent mapping to help
orient the audience early in the performance before progressing
to more abstract mappings.
This approach illustrates the balance between sonic parameters
that are triggered consciously by a collection of discrete
gestures, and the control of audio effects by movements
naturally occurring during vocal performance.
For the piano application, more subtle effects could be
achieved. The 2012 performance of Concentric Motion:
Concerto for Voice, Piano and Gestural Controller, was
composed for a 17-piece orchestra and soloist performing with
two forms of gestural control – the first using the ancillary
gestures of piano performance and the second driven by the
extra-musical motions of the vocalist.
The first movement is introduced with a percussive piano part.
Subtle effects manipulations emerge from rhythmic torso
rocking and head motions, increasing the resonance and overall
sustain of the acoustic piano. The transition to the second
movement occurs when the soloist appears to physically grab the
tail-end of the last phrase with an upward arm motion, before
assuming a standing posture in preparation for a vocal solo.
The subtle effects manipulations that characterise the piano
movement contrast with the more pronounced digital signal
processing produced by increasingly expansive gestures
accompanying the vocal performance. Selected phrases are
intensified by granular delay and echo, triggered by sweeping
arc-like movements specific to the vocalist's style.

5.1 Performance Challenges
Personal insights that have emerged from these performances confirm
well-documented issues related to gestural and augmented instrument

3 http://synapsekinect.tumblr.com
4 http://cycling74.com/products/max
5 https://www.ableton.com/en/live
6 http://troikatronix.com/isadora/about/

7 https://www.ableton.com/en/packs/collision/
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performance, including cognitive overload [16]. When performing
with effects controllers, the responsibility of maintaining
constant audio levels and sonic clarity can distract the performer
by adding an additional control layer to existing vocal or
instrumental technique. One proposed solution is to introduce
non-direct gesture-sound links through a multi-layered mapping
strategy that frees the user from full conscious control over
effects [16].
Repeated practice can also assist in reducing cognitive
overload. When gestural controllers are used extensively as the
main instrument throughout a performer's career, a deeper sense
of mastery can develop [13]. The temptation to undertake lastminute instrument redesigns is common with interactive
systems, leading to possible unresolved technical issues and a
steep learning phase for the performer before a performance.
The benefit of moving away from the cycles of constant
refinement by 'freezing' development allows the performer to
explore the system thoroughly, promoting confidence and the
multitasking skills that such interfaces require.
Any time the performer uses an augmented instrument it will
exercise some influence on their existing technique and
movement style, even if this contradicts the intuitive design aims
behind such interfaces. The unconscious movements of the
performer can be constrained in unnatural ways, causing the
performer to adapt their behaviour to the system's output rather
than playing in their usual, idiosyncratic style.
With no specific instrument design to conform to or
microphone stand to use as a prop, the performer can also feel
very exposed before an audience. For vocalists, the freedom of
movement offered by non-tactile controllers, paired with
wireless microphones, can appear equally liberating and
daunting. In these situations, performers need to invent new
ways of performing, perhaps even extending or exaggerating
their movements to create more dramatic sonic results or impact.
For vocalists accustomed to performing with a microphone and
stand, this novel way of working with the body may only
become comfortable after many rehearsals and performances.

6. REFLECTION
The main contribution of this practice-based research is a
mapping design approach guided by experiential factors. This
research aims to improve user experience by contributing to
performability while also broadening our understanding of
gestural interaction. The value of combining physical awareness,
a commonplace practice in all vocal and dance training, visual
feedback and intuitive mapping are explored as a means to
improving the effectiveness and accessibility of gestural
performance systems.
The success of gestural technologies relies as much on skillful
technical design as the user's openness to exploring their own
body's potential. In a mutually beneficial relationship, musicians
willing to become more aware of their unconscious movement
patterns and bodily sensations during rehearsal and performance
are rewarded with richer sonic outcomes that complement
technical advances in gestural control of live music.
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ABSTRACT
Two related versions of an unstable live algorithm for the
Disklavier player piano are presented. The underlying generative feedback system consists of four virtual musicians,
listening to each other in a circular configuration. There
is no temporal form, and all parameters of the system are
controlled by the performer through an intricate but direct
mapping, in an attempt to combine the experienced musician’s physical control of gesture and phrasing, with the
structural complexities and richness of generative music. In
the first version, Circle Squared, the interface is an array
of pressure sensors, and the performer performs on the system without participating directly, like a puppet master. In
the second version, control parameters are derived directly
from playing on the same piano that performs the output
of the system. Here, the performer both plays with and
on the system in an intricate dance with the unpredictable
output of the unstable virtual ensemble. The underlying
mapping strategies are presented, together with the structure of the generative system. Experiences from a series of
performances are discussed, primarily from the perspective
of the improvising musician.

Figure 1: The overall structure of the Circle Keys
system. In Circle Squared, MIDI input comes from
a pressure pad controller (QuNeo or TriggerFinger),
but the rest is similar.
system of four virtual musicians, which is inherently unstable thanks to extensive internal feedback, and a mapping engine that in addition to a dynamic parameter vectorization
also imitates the effort-based expression that is the basis
of most acoustic instruments, affecting dynamics, intensity
and complexity. Playing such a system is a special situation, and requires very fast reactions and a good ear. In
performance, I have developed strategies for exploring the
state space. Without direct control and with insufficient
predictive capabilities, I have to rely on trial and error, or
rather on performance patterns such as probe and react,
find and rest, explore and contemplate (what you have before you lose it). Or ponder and vary, discover and exploit,
or possibly even: go to the limit and jump ship.
The system exists in two versions. Circle Squared (CS,
2011) is controlled through 16 pressure sensors (MacMillen
QuNeo), presented at Disklavier concerts in Stockholm and
Gothenburg. Circle Keys (CK, 2013) is controlled from
playing the actual piano keyboard, performed in Gothenburg, Singapore, London and Tällberg. Since the mappings
and the underlying agent systems are essentially similar,
they provide an opportunity to compare how the different
interfaces affect the musical output. This is done through
analysis of the emerging performance techniques and musical results from recordings and performances.

Keywords
mapping, phrasing, gestural control, generative music, multiagent system, feedback, performance, improvisation

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, extensive effort has been spent on
the development of advanced synthesis techniques and elaborate generative algorithms. But as a musician, you also
want to play your instrument. This implies physical effortbased interaction, aiming for direct control of musical expression. But mapping gesture to synthesis and generative
performance is a challenge. I have previously worked extensively with the development of novel mapping approaches
for synthesis (e.g., [2, 4]). Here, I explore how such mappings can be applied to generative processes, combining the
structural complexity of generative music with the intuitive
physical control of the trained musician, resulting in organic
phrasing and direct interaction with and performance on intricate note textures.
The system consists of two parts: an underlying agent

1.1 Previous and related works
Yamaha Disklavier pianos are equipped with MIDI in/out
and electro-mechanical activators for each key. In effect,
they are modern player pianos, and have inspired a number of composers. Such a piano can form a real-time link
from virtual algorithms to physical reality in a way that
electronic synthesizers and digital pianos cannot. There are
many possible approaches to such an instrument. Conlon
Nancarrow (1912-1997) sequenced complex music impossible to play and notate, in his many pieces for player piano.
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current pitch, duration (expressed as a frequency of subsequent notes) and amplitude (velocity), and it is controlled
through a set of interaction coefficients and some parameters that directly affect the playback (articulation, overall
dynamics, etc.). The feedback connections between agent
parameters are shown in Fig. 1. The feedback connections
have a nonlinear component, implemented as a folding function with parameter control of the amount of folding. All
agents are equal, and all interconnections follow a rotational
symmetry, hence the titles “Circle ...”.
The feedback system design was based on experiences
from autonomous generative systems designed for interactive evolutionary exploration of parameter sets [1]. This research showed that, in spite of the high potential for chaotic
behavior, the parameter space for such systems could be explored by ear. Alternative connection patterns and formulas
have been tried, but with less interesting results.
Each virtual musician has three parts (see Fig. 2), controlling duration, pitch and velocity. Internal states are
updated based on a pulse generator that also controls duration, through rate modulation. Feedback connections are
of the form xt = F old(xt−1 + ayt−1 , b) where y is an internal state from another agent, a is the connection strength,
and b is the amount of nonlinear folding, the latter two
controlled from the vector mapping engine. Duration is affected by the pitch of the left neighbor. Pitch is affected by
the duration of the right neighbor, and the velocity is affected by the velocity of the neighbor opposite in the circle.
Articulation (note on/off proportion) is controlled directly
by the mapping engine.

Figure 2: The system of four virtual musicians (one
per column), implemented in the Nord Modular
G2. Feedback connections are shown in yellow. The
mapping engine is not shown.
Compositions for Disklavier can be based on real-time interactive systems, e.g., Max patches [10], statistical models [13], or complex systems that interact with the player,
like the system presented in this paper. Others have based
event streams on audio analysis from the piano sounds, in
a feedback loop [11]. Disklaviers can also be used to perform full pieces generated from non-real-time algorithmic
systems, thus bypassing the notation phase, enabling a very
fast turnaround (as in [3]).
Systems of interacting agents have been used in many different contexts to producing musical structures. Low-level
neuronal nets were used by Laine to produce drum patterns
[8], and he has also discussed feedback in musical systems
on a more general level [7]. An example of a feedback system generating musical structures, in the context if interactive evolution of system parameters, was presented in [1].
Multi-agent systems for the Disklavier, without musician
interaction, have been also been presented [5].
In the presented system, the interaction between musician and agent system consists of parameter control for the
feedback connections within the system, as derived from a
complex dynamic mapping from interface to system parameters. The actual music played by the pianist (in CK) is
not used by the system, but is still an integral part of the
musical output. The musical domain of the system is atonal
free improvisation, and more important than the harmony
and tonality are rhythm, phrasing, gesture and structural
aspects of the music.

2.2 Mapping
As mentioned, the dynamic mapping engine is based on previous research, but this is the first time it is used to control a
generative system, shaping the structure of the music. The
current implementation is briefly described below.
The mapping translates from a set of control parameters
(pressures or velocities) from the interface (pressure pads or
MIDI keyboard) to a set of system parameters of the generative agent system. The system parameters are: a number
of feedback strength coefficients between the internal states
of the different agents in the agent system, the amount of
non-linearity (folding) of these connections, and some parameters for articulation and dynamics.
Each control parameter controls the magnitude of its corresponding vector in system parameter space (Fig. 3a). If
several pads or keys are pressed, the resulting vectors are
added, resulting in a single point in parameter space, i.e., a
set of system parameters (Fig. 3b). For example, by applying varying pressure to two pads, complex 2D trajectories
in the system parameter space can be created. There is no
limit to the number of simultaneous pads or keys played.
Vectors are also scaled by a global parameter, to allow for
wild exploration or minute nuances. The origin of the vector sum can be shifted to the current point at any moment,
by the press of the 16th pad in the pad version or a press of
a pedal in the keyboard version. It is reset by a hard/long
press on the same pad/pedal.
The mapping is a many-to-many mapping, or rather, an
all-to-all mapping, since every single change in control parameters affect all system parameters. This is based on
results showing that coupled mappings are more expressive
and interesting to play [6]. Further mapping research influential for my chosen approach can be found in [9, 12]. The
concept of intimate control of the sonic output, as introduced by David Wessel et al [14], has also been important.
The mapping is dynamic, in the sense that this the player
can change it on the fly. The primary ways to change it are

2. IMPLEMENTATION
Both the agent system and the mapping engine are implemented in the Nord Modular G2 environment, to avoid
regular computers and screens on stage, and to make the
system robust, reliable, and easy to setup. The overall
schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 1.
The G2 is a DSP hardware platform (with or without
keyboard and control surface), programmed through hiresolution (24bit/96kHz) signal connections between sets of
predefined modules, edited in a graphic environment. Finished patches are stored in flash memory in the DSP hardware, and can be run as stand-alone. The system is capable
of both audio and MIDI synthesis and processing.

2.1 Four virtual musicians
The underlying agent system consists of four simple interconnected virtual agents, each with three internal states:
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brake. You can always stop, but have to be careful when
you start, unless you are brave or in a safe area. If it goes
well, you keep going. If you see catastrophe approaching,
you can turn, slow down, or stop. If you see a pattern in the
movement, you can exploit this insight and dance around
in more controlled patterns. Although a bit risky, you can
still go somewhere with this kind of vehicle.
Although complex, the Circle system has some properties
based on physical analogies, making it easier to play. E.g.,
pressure/velocity is mapped to volume, based on the idea
that physical effort corresponds to loudness; true in most
acoustic instruments. Pressures/velocities also scales vectors, with more effort resulting in larger parameter changes
(from status quo). Since inter-agent connection strengths
are scaled by vector parameters, more musical change follows from more effort. Vectors also controls folding amount.
Hence, more effort leads to more complexity.
A specific combination of control parameters (pressures/
velocities) generates a specific set of system parameters.
Each pad or key affects all parameters. The mapping is not
random, but deterministic, and a scenario can be repeated,
with regards to system parameters. However, because of the
internal states, the exact musical behavior is unpredictable.
The skill acquired by extensive practice consists of learning how to quickly react to what is actually happening, and
quickly detect the effects of current pressure or key combinations by cognitive extrapolation.
A key technique is to shift the vector origin when an interesting behavior is encountered, to further explore the region
around this point. This can be seen in CS1, 0’44” (upper
right pad press). It can clearly be heard that the following
music is colored by this. The origin is reset at 0’57”.
In CS, organic control of phrasing is easy. You can play
very softly, then switch to very loud by increasing the pressure or hitting a pad very hard. It is also easy to play single chords or bursts of notes by distinct pad playing. Also
common is to quickly shift between different textures (pad
combinations) to shape a musical phrase, in something that
feels like real-time composition. Reacting to what happens,
you shift when new material is needed. Overall intensity is
affected by pressure, and the internal states of the virtual
musicians ensure a smooth transition (CS2, 0’00”-0’20”).
Behavior can be frozen by holding fingers still (CS1, 2’03”),
or gradually changed by slowly changing the pressure pattern. For a radical change without losing the current texture quality, a burst of change can be induced by a hard
but short pad hit, while keeping others still. In this way,
internal states are perturbed, but system dynamics retained
(CS1, 2’09”; CK1, 0’24”-0’44”).
By strong pressure or very loud chord playing, the agent
system can be brought into very fast movement, rushing
quickly, possibly exponentially, to the edge of the pitch register and very fast sequences. Just before total chaos, you
release keys or pads, or switch to another pad or key combination. I call this to the limit, then jump ship. Repeated
exploration of such patterns are possible (CS2, 4’29”-5’10”;
CK2, 3’20”; CS1, 1’50”).
In CK, playing any key gates the system activity, i.e., the
virtual musicians freeze then nothing is played. This can be
exploited by pausing a texture, bringing out just pointillistic
fragments of it, or by repeated playing of short bursts of the
same, or similar key combinations.
CK also allows for more controlled attacks, because the
actual pressed keys produce a sound, and because of the
velocity-based mapping. In CS, the focus is on kneading
structures, physically and metaphorically, since vectors are
scaled continuously. In CK, change happens in steps, which
significantly affects the character of the musical output.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3: An illustration of the vector mapping engine (from [2]). a) A pad/key corresponds to a vector in system parameter space. Vectors are scaled
by velocity/pressure. b) Vectors from simultaneous
pad/key presses are summed to reach the target
point. c) The vector system can be shifted, to explore different regions.
to change the vector scaling and to shift the vector origin
to a new position. In this way, the player can, for example,
zoom in on interesting behavior.
The mapping is non-designed, meaning that the specific
vectors used to translate from control parameters to system parameters are not hand-tuned in any way. Instead,
they are randomized at design time, with the possibility to
re-randomize them at will (although done rarely). There
are several reasons for this choice. First, the mapping algorithm is developed for exploratory improvisation, and the
unpredictable aspects of the system provides input to the
performer, which can be elaborated upon and trigger new
ideas. This is especially useful in a solo context, without input from co-players. The vector set resembles a full modulation matrix, but is controlled and conceptualized differently.
To set the vectors by hand would would be tedious and difficult. Approaches based on principal component analysis
of actual playing have been considered, but goes against the
idea of improvisation as exploration of unknown possibilities. The goal is not to repeat previous deeds but to explore
and learn while playing.

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Over a number of sessions, performances and recordings,
characteristic playing techniques have emerged – from what
is possible to do, what is easy to do, and the challenges that
are potentially possible to overcome, in interaction with the
aesthetic preferences and physical constraints of the performer. Since the underlying generative system is chaotic
and unstable, the player has to be very alert at every moment. You can never rely on what will come out. Demos
of performances on CS1 , and CK2 are posted on YouTube,
referenced in the following discussion.
An adequate metaphor is driving a car with control only
over average speed and rate of turning, plus an emergency
1
CS1:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gcCLfmLyeE,
CS2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-b1cKBsG1I
2
CK1: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkTi8PfKFhY,
CK2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5sMRIY_D5o
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In CK, a chord triggers an immediate response from the
agent system through a reset of the pulse generators of each
agent. This ensures that the agents produce notes in sync
with the human playing. With legato playing, pulse generators are not reset – triggering only happens in transition
from no key to one or more keys pressed.
For the performer, a significant difference between CK
and CS is that in CK, I play with the system, not only
on it. Every key makes a sound, and affects the system
parameters. This makes me listen in a different way than
when performing with human performers, or normal solo piano improvisation. I listen for things that work with what
I actually play, structurally and harmonically, at the same
time as I, with every note I play, affect the behavior of the
system. This is truly balancing on a tight-rope. Still, it
does not feel like I am playing with another musician. The
experience it more like performing within a dynamic system that flexes, bends and changes as I play. The effect of
any change is immediately felt, and the interaction is very
evident, yet intricate and obscure in its inner mechanics.
Focus is on flow and presence more than on cognitive analysis. As a performer, I feel that I have an effect, but I do not
have time to think about how it works. The music emerges
from these interactions in a very unpredictable yet organic
way. Other performers may experience this differently. The
system has so far primarily been used by me.
An interesting observation came from listeners accustomed
to my acoustic piano improvisations – they say the CS system sounds like me playing. Every single design choice in
a generative system has an aesthetic impact, even minute
tweaks might affect musical results noticeably, sometimes
radically. It is an interactive process of realizing a preliminary version of the idea, listen to it, apply tweaks, while
possibly embracing unexpected results, promoting them to
become integral parts of the concept of the work. In this
process, aesthetic preferences of the designer are crucial.
So, it may not be surprising that the system sounds like
me. Maybe more surprising is that this kind of playing can
be codified and controlled in such a compact way.

genre of game-pieces, as used by, e.g., Christian Wolf and
John Zorn. In their works, improvisers play within a framework of predetermined interaction patterns, while there is
still room for their individual style, forming an artwork that
can be realized in many different ways.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The presented generative live algorithm is simple in structure, but complex in results, thanks to internal feedback.
Such feedback systems are notoriously difficult to control,
but since all parameters are played by ear, the performer
can respond to its playing, change direction when needed, or
enhance what is going on. Through these fast interactions
between man and machine, characteristic music emerges.
The project shows a new approach to the old co-improviser
paradigm, by allowing simultaneous physical gesture and
parameter control of a complex generative system – while
interacting musically with it through the very same piano
playing. Playing on and with the system at the same time.
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3.1 Systemic improvisation
The way this system is intimately coupled to the playing
of the performer makes it feel like I am performing with an
autonomous, very responsive co-improviser with very big
ears. The system reacts to nuances in my playing, often
in unpredictable but interesting ways, which gives material for further improvisation. This in turn triggers new
responses, etc., in an iterative exploratory process. From
this interplay between human performer and the agent system emerges very characteristic and rich music. The output
cannot sound in any arbitrary way, because the system has
potential to produce a certain kind of textures with regards
to rhythm and pitch patterns. Still, this material is quite
varied, and there is plenty of room for exploration. Even
after a number of performances and recordings with the system, I do not feel it is near to be exhausted. However, the
very characteristic style of the output makes me regard it as
an artistic work, and not as an generic instrument or tool.
Still, there is no predetermined form or time-line. The
form follows from the interactions between player and the
system, and the ”style” of the result is recognizable and characteristic. I call this kind of music, emerging in a characteristic way from such interactions a systemic improvisation.
The system provides a mode of interaction that results in
specific musical patterns on many levels. It can be considered an artistic work, because it is a direct consequence of
the design of the system, but it is also dependent on the
performer who plays it. There are many parallels with the
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ABSTRACT

duction in the device size causes greater acoustic feedback
between loudspeakers and microphone and prohibits the
normal operation, and techniques such as adaptive filtering are exercised to increase the intelligibility of the incoming sound signals [16]. Even in musical performances
where sound quality coming out from a PA system is of
utmost importance, while proper sound design can help
alleviate acoustic feedback present in PA systems, sound
technicians also sometimes employ automatic acoustic feedback cancellation methods such as prediction-error-methodbased acoustic feedback cancellation [23]. The deployment
of such AFC methods prevents normally very loud and unpleasant howling sounds and provides optimal musical signal experience to the audience.
Acoustic feedback is also an inspirational source of achieving a rich textural palette of sounds in creative works. In
popular music, rock guitarists such as Jimi Hendrix often
make use of feedback that emerges between a guitar pickup
and an amplifier to create distortion and special effects [19,
21]. When such technique is appropriately executed, the
feedback allows strings on the electric guitar to vibrate and
a note to be sustained indefinitely. We also find many example experimental compositions that incorporate acoustic
feedback. One of the early composers who extensively used
feedback in his work was David Tudor [2]. The “no input”
electronic circuit design used in his pieces such as Untitled
were arranged in a self-governing analog feedback loop system to create aspects of performance unpredictable to the
performers and have them “discover” the performance in
real time [10, 25]. Other notable early composers who used
feedback in their work are numerous and we would like to
direct readers to [19].
More recently, musicians and researchers have been incorporating acoustic feedback mechanisms in interactive installation systems and new musical interfaces. The Audible Eco-Systemic Interface (AESI) project by Di Scipio
[3], SD/OS (dirac) by Sanfilippo [18], and feed-drum by
Michelangelo Lupone [12] demonstrate techniques for establishing sonic couplings of environment, audiences’ audible
gestures, and a machine using acoustic feedback to create
musical systems that spontaneously and aesthetically react to users’ gestures. The electronic pipe instrument and
Laptap projects [9, 8] as well as feedback control of acoustic
musical instruments by Berdahl et al. [1] demonstrate practical approaches in creating new musical instruments using
acoustic feedback. These projects focus on the creation of
environments in which acoustic feedback can be effectively
controlled so that the users can produce consistent sonic
results.
Sonic interaction design (SID) demonstrates a promising
study field to address human sound perception in interactive contexts and also lead us to think about designing effective interactive systems that involve acoustic feedback.

Acoustic feedback controllers (AFCs) are typically applied
to solve feedback problems evident in applications such as
public address (PA) systems, hearing aids, and speech applications. Applying the techniques of AFCs to different
contexts, such as musical performance, sound installations,
and product design, presents a unique insight into the research of embodied sonic interfaces and environments. This
paper presents techniques that use digital acoustic feedback
control algorithms to augment the sonic properties of environments and discusses approaches to the design of sonically
playful experiences that apply such techniques. Three experimental prototypes are described to illustrate how the
techniques can be applied to versatile environments and
continuous coupling of users’ audible actions with sonically
augmented environments. The knowledge obtained from
these prototypes has led to the Acoustic Feedback Ecology
System design patterns. The paper concludes with some
future research directions based on the prototypes and proposes several other potentially useful applications ranging
from musical performance to everyday contexts.

Keywords
Acoustic feedback control, sonic interaction design, interactive sonification, experiment, prototyping

1.

MOTIVATIONS AND BACKGROUND

Traditionally, the relationships between acoustic feedback
(also known as electro-acoustic feedback or audio feedback)
and musicians, researchers, sound designers, and sound engineers have been mixed. When creating systems for public address (PA) system-based musical performance and interactive installations as well as electronic hearing aid and
speech applications, unless the planners intentionally incorporate them as an integral part of the system, unwanted
acoustic feedback sounds such as howling and screeching
are subjects to be controlled to improve the performance
quality [24, 13]. For example, in teleconferencing systems,
the quality of audible communication degrades when acoustic feedback sounds are present, and engineers make effort
to suppress such sounds using signal processing techniques
such as gain reduction, phase modification, and frequency
shifting/transposition [6]. In hearing aid systems, the re-
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One of the central investigation of SID is on the role that
embodied action and sound perception play and relationships between them. Some SID researchers examine how
users’ action can be guided by sound and how the sound
generated by the environment in a real-time process with
continuous feedback in augmented everyday context affects
sonic experiences [5, 15]. For instance, in the Sound of
Touch, by Merrill and Raffle, a hand-held wand with sound
recording and playback capability is continuously filtered
by the acoustic interaction with the material being touched
using digital convolution technique [14]. Almost all creative
sound works mentioned in previous paragraph also feature
the same unceasing sonic feedback, creating unique interactions between human, machine, and environment.

2.

Figure 1: Left: VibroDome. Right: Interaction
with VibroDome (scratching, hitting, and pressing).
due to the programming instructions embedded in the synthesis engine, to perpetually stimulate the curiosity of visitors towards the presented materials. While visitors interact
with the sculpture, this dynamic synthesis engine produces
sound by arbitrarily exploiting and combining the aforementioned two signal processing methods with one condition:
the amplitude of sounds generated by the transducers is
constantly controlled by the amplitude of the reconstructed
input sound captured by the contact microphones. Such
configuration was used to correlate the user generated audible actions with their perception of augmented sound from
the materials. Given this arrangement, some sections of
the synthesis instruction utilize signal processing methods
based on time delay and granularization while other sections
generate sounds by applying pitch and spectral analyses on
the input signal to generate sawtooth, formant, and white
noise-based synthetic sounds.

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPES

Many existing programming languages for interactive music systems and multimedia such as Pure Data, Max/MSP,
and Supercollider provide solutions for prototyping AFC algorithms. The basic Unit Generators (UGens), audio generation and processing components of the synthesis engine,
natively provided by these languages enable building elementary AFCs to varying degrees. Because of the number of available UGens in the language that allowed us to
rapidly prototype AFC algorithms, we chose to use Supercollider for the prototypes. The three prototypes, called
VibroDome, WavTop, and Feedback Augmentation Toolkit
(FATkit), explore and apply a mixture of different mediums, algorithms, and metaphors of interaction with a focus
on creative interaction design and robustness.
In these prototypes, the type of AFC techniques used are
strictly based on adaptive filtering, a filter that is designed
to identify the feedback path and track its evolutions [24].
The adaptive filtering algorithm is used in these prototypes
to minimize the error between the real and the estimated
feedback signal to obtain the sound generated by the users
and to apply digital signal processing techniques to it. Furthermore, in all of our experimental prototypes, the usergenerated sound is used to produce sound in two ways: by
directly applying signal processing techniques to augment
its sound, and analyzing its acoustic properties to use the
extracted features to control parameters of the synthesis
engine.

2.2

WavTop

Control music with hand gestures above a laptop.

2.1 VibroDome
What you see/feel is not like what you expect to hear...
Figure 2: The WavTop interaction model.
This first design is inspired by the idea of transforming
physical properties of a material surface to point out the incongruity in people’s perception of vision, touch, and sound.
It aims to betray people’s expectation about a material. VibroDome consists of eight panels mounted on a quarter of
a geodesic dome structure built with press-fitting medium
density fiber (MDF). Various flat materials are framed using plywood which then are installed on the geodesic dome
structure. Each panel incorporates a unique flat material
such as glass, metal, and carpet. Each material is equipped
with a contact mic and a transducer, both attached on the
back side of the material. This configuration necessitates
having a total of eight pairs of I/O channels feeding in and
out of an audio computing device to augment sound properties for each material. Furthermore, each pair of signals
is processed using an adaptive filtering technique to augment the tactile and sonic properties of each material when
visitors play with the panel.
The sound generated from VibroDome in correspondence
to visitors’ gestures changes over time in a looping fashion,

This next prototype was inspired by projects that pair a
speaker and a microphone to act as a sensor to detect the
presence and gesture [7, 22, 17] as well as projects that take
advantage of sound in inaudible range for designing musical
applications [26]. While the previous works focus on analyzing the frequency shift and phase contents of the sound to
determine the presence and gesture of the users, the WavTop system measures the intensity fluctuations of feedback
sound in virtually inaudible range (18kHz to 22kHz) interrupted by a mid-air hand waving gesture above a laptop
computer. The system produces frequency varying sine tone
above inaudible range and then simply uses the Schmitt
trigger [20] for thresholding fluctuating sound intensity to
determine if the hand is present above laptop. The system
then uses the measurement result to control another audible
sound signal from the same speaker in real time (see Figure
2). This dual usage of speakers proved to work well and
such implementation was possible due to deployment of the
AFC algorithm in the signal processing chain.
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Currently, the system can only detect slow moving hand
gestures that are maximum 10 inches away from the speakermicrophone setup. This is because the system needs some
time for the intensity of feedback sound to rise to a certain
level. We also found that as long as audible sounds do not
excessively interfere with the inaudible sounds used for the
presence detection, the system can produce wide range of
audible sounds. Because users are interacting with a set of a
speaker and a microphone directly with their hand, the system gives an impression to the users that they are tangently
touching the sound with their hands. WavTop demonstrates
a potentially practical use of acoustic feedback in creative
applications to turn anyone’s laptop, mobile devices, and
PA systems into musical controllers with mid-air hand and
body gestures.

tinuously coupled sonic response that the players feel while
playing the instrument affect their musical experience.

3.

ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK ECOLOGY

These series of experimental prototypes led us to think
about extracting common design patterns and how to harness the power of AFC techniques to apply to various sound
related creative works and product designs in meaningful
and playful ways. Our logical consequence in this direction
is to propose a general framework that utilizes AFC techniques to create interactions among, human, environment,
and a machine. We call this framework Acoustic Feedback
Ecology System (AFES) and the system diagram is illustrated in Figure 4. In this system, a microphone collects
acoustic signals from both users’ audible actions and sound
generated by a loudspeaker resulting in signal s[t]. Since
the system knows what was outputted from the speaker
indicated as x[t], it also uses this signal to refine the parameters of the adaptive filter signal that we call y[t]. The filter
is then applied to s[t] to estimate the audible actions generated by the users that is denoted as e[t]. The estimated
signal e[t] can then be used in two different ways. One is to
analyze the audio features of the signal to produce sound using custom synthesizers. Another is to directly apply audio
effects to the estimated signal to alter its properties.

2.3 Feedback Augmentation Toolkit
Turn sonorous objects into interactive sonic entities.
The third prototype, called Feedback Augmentation Toolkit (FATkit), expands the previous two prototypes in the
direction to generalize the system of AFC in the creative
application contexts. In this iteration, we looked into ways
to augment sonic properties of any sonorous objects with
users’ audible actions and explored the effect of directly
producing electroacoustic sounds from a body of a musical
instrument on music instrument players. FATkit consists
of an audio amplifier (for output) / preamplifier (for input)
box, a contact microphone, a transducer, audio cables, and
double-sided stickers to quickly attach and remove the contact mic and transducer on any surface (see bottom right
of Figure 3). Replaceable stickers allowed us to experiment
with FATkit on various objects including tables, mobile devices, glass bottles, and plushies.

Figure 4: The Block diagram of AFES.
Designing interactive applications using the AFES system
suggests unique approaches in engaging users in embodied
playful experience. For example, the facilities for the system to continuously generate sound in correspondance to
users’ audible actions and to augment the sonic properties
of tangible sonorous objects can introduce incongruities in
the users’ senses. Sensory incongruities can elicit the feelings of suprise from people who interacts with objects and
provide out of ordinary pleasant interactive experiences to
them [11]. As demonstrated with VibroDome, we believe
that making use of the AFES system to create conflicting
sensory experience can lead to users’ playful interactive experience.
We also believe that using the AFES system to design and
embed electroacoustic sound production mechanism into
the body of musical instrument increases the physical connection to the generated sound, and the continuously coupled sonic and tactile responses that the players feel while
playing the instrument can affect their musical experience.
As suggested by Essl and O’Modhhrain [4], integrated sensorimotor experiences and their ongoing support by repeated
interaction are important factors in the playability of a musical instrument. As demonstrated with both WavTop and
FATkit, the musical instruments and controllers designed
using the AFES system can have immediate and steady tactile and auditory feedback to the players’ audible actions.
Furthermore, the system can be instrumental in designing
interactive musical experience under well-defined physical
constraints.

Figure 3: FATkit on a guitar. Bottom right: The
basic parts of FATkit.
While FATkit can effectively be applied to almost any
objects, we primarily experimented FATkit on a classical
guitar to see if an AFC technique can be used to change the
acoustic properties of traditional acoustic instruments and
create unique playful experience for the musicians (See Figure 3). Since classical guitar already possess a rich source
of musical timbres, we essentially focused on layering additional electroacoustic sounds on the soundboard to accompany the original guitar sound. We applied standard
guitar effect unit such as delay, reverb, pitch shifting, and
distortion, and the electroacoustic sound produced by the
transducer adequately caught attentions of the players as
they exhaustively experimented with extended techniques
such scraping strings, tapping on the guitar body, and harmonics. This suggested us that embedding electronic sound
production mechanism into the instrument body increases
the physical connection to the generated sound and the con-
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Three experimental prototypes in this paper have provided
understandings of the AFC techniques in the context of designing sound-based creative interactive applications. We
found that AFC techniques can be deployed both to create continuous sonic interaction with users’ audible gestures
and detect the presence and gesture of the users to further
be used as a control source for interaction. Furthermore,
such findings directed us to framework a preliminary design pattern called the Acoustic Feedback Ecology System.
However, further fine tuning of the acoustic feedback cancellation algorithm are still required. We plan to make this
happen in several ways to create better filtering system including: modeling the acoustic properties of environment
on the fly; trying out different AFC algorithms; and incorporating machine learning techniques. Currently, the software system runs on a computer capable of running Supercollider, but to further enable the area of applications, we
hope to integrate the better system presented in this paper on embedded audio computing devices so that it can
be applied to more versatile environments including music
performance and installation as well as everyday contexts
such as musical augmentation of everyday object sounds
and interactive objects that work with audible gesture. We
also hope that materials provided in this paper will enable
a wave of AFC-based sonic applications beyond traditional
domains in which AFC is primarily used.
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ABSTRACT

personalization. These factors have then served as the basis of inquiry
in a qualitative evaluation where the major goal has been to identify
directions for future work within this ongoing project.
Widespread work is ongoing both within and beyond the NIME
community towards hybrid acoustic (physical) / electric (digital)
musical instruments. Background work specifically related to violinbased research includes many electronic violins enabling extended
gestural control, such as those discussed in [4,7,12], amongst others.
A more complete overview of the field is described in [9].

We introduce and describe the initial evaluation of a new accessible
(easily replicable) augmented violin prototype. Our research is
focused on the user experience when playing such hybrid physicaldigital instruments, and exploration of novel interactive performance
techniques. The goal of wider platform accessibility for players and
other researchers is approached via a simple ‘do-it-yourself’ design
described herein. All hardware and software elements are opensource, and the build process requires minimal electronics skills. Cost
has also been kept to a minimum where possible.
Our initial prototype is based upon a relatively inexpensive electric
violin that is widely available online. This instrument serves as the
starting point for construction, to which our design adds Digital
Signal Processing (DSP), gestural sensing, and local sound output.
Real-time DSP algorithms run on a mobile device that incorporates
orientation/gesture sensors as well, with the resulting sound amplified
and rendered via small speakers mounted directly to the instrument.
The platform combines all necessary elements for digitally-mediated
interactive performance; the need for a traditional computer only
arises when developing new DSP algorithms for the platform.
An initial exploratory evaluation with users is presented, in which
performers explore different possibilities with the proposed platform
(various DSP implementations, mapping schemes, physical setups,
etc.) in order to better establish the needs of the performing artist.
Based on these results, future work is outlined leading towards the
development of a complete quartet of instruments.

1.1 Hybrid Approach
Our research platform, the prototype hybrid violin, was created with
provisions for embedded audio processing to enable real-time effects,
and simulations of acoustic body models. The DSP techniques used
are able to transform from one model into another – including
extrapolations beyond realistic models – in order to explore
interesting new timbres. Models can include everything from
traditional violin bodies to guitars, sitars with their sympathetic
strings, and even physically impossible acoustic bodies. The research
focuses on augmenting the expressivity of the violin by finding novel
timbral possibilities and gesturally controlled effects, rather than
attempting to simulate purely acoustic violins with high fidelity (as
seems to the be goal of a somewhat related project by Weinrich Labs
[14]). The opportunity to control a malleable virtual instrument body
while playing, i.e., a model that changes reverberant resonances in
response to player input, can often result in interesting and possibly
musically inspiring sonic output [10]. Many common audio effects
can also be employed, and simultaneously controlled via the
performer’s movements.

Keywords
Hybrid Instruments, Augmented Instruments, Electronic Violin,
Gestural Sensors, Digital Signal Processing, Evaluation of New
Interfaces for Musical Expression

1.2 Gesture Acquisition & Augmentation
Our research also explores several approaches to gestural playing
techniques extending normal practices that can be applied to bowedstring and other acoustic instruments, in order to provide inherent
creative control over the possibilities offered by DSP. For example,
gestural movements of the instrument are tracked via the embedded
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) in mobile devices, which can be
mapped to alter parameters of effects. Mappings can include posturebased control of the wet-dry mix of a simple ‘octave doubler’ – or
other more advanced audio effect algorithms – further augmenting
the potential expressivity of the player.
While many interesting opportunities exist for precision acquisition
of gestural movements today (e.g., Kinect, LeapMotion, Thalmic
Myo), it has been deemed important to avoid external or wearable
peripherals, as these make it less practical for a player to simply pick
up and play the instrument. We also avoided adding additional
weight to the bow (as seen for instance in the KBow [8]) for this
reason. Furthermore, it was found that the bow is a rather
individualized element for violin players. It is very important for their
personal feel of control, and therefore best left untouched. We have
chosen to initially explore larger bodily gestures by employing solely
the IMU in a mobile device as our gesture sensor (either on the violin

1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
The primary goal of this project is to provide creative control and
augmented expressivity for stringed instrument performers, in this
example specifically for the violin. However, many elements may be
applicable to other stringed instruments as well. In order for
augmented violins to be more broadly adopted, important
characteristics must be identified and further pursued. The overall
methodology for identifying these characteristics has been an
iterative design based approach, where prototype development and
evaluation has been carried out in order to identify user needs. As
such, the initial prototype development has explored factors such as
gesture acquisition, DSP algorithms, amplification, sensor usage,
accessibility, new playing techniques, form factor, cost, mobility and
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
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player’s shoulder. The intentional lack of enclosures for the
loudspeakers sacrifices a bit of loudness and bass response, for better
omnidirectionality of the soundfield. This trade-off seems reasonable,
given the low frequency response still extends down towards 100Hz
(and all the way up to 20kHz). Beyond full-range response, the
choice of drivers is primarily based upon their omnidirectional
response, as Balanced-Mode Radiator (BMR) speakers are known to
provide superior off-axis response, compared to conventional driver
speaker designs. While we have not taken precise measurements, this
approach is a simple tradeoff towards soundfield omnidirectionality
without resorting to much more complex designs, such as spherical
speaker arrays [12] (which would simply be too heavy to incorporate
into a handheld instrument directly).

itself or in the case of the evaluation described later, attached on the
non-bowing arm of the player).

2. HYBRID PHYSICAL-DIGITAL VIOLIN
In order to initiate the design process choices have been made
regarding the following elements:
Mobility – We chose a battery-powered solution in order to free
the player from the restraints of having to deal with wires. The
design is entirely self-contained, in order to avoid the need for
any external peripherals while playing.
Gesture Acquisition, DSP processing, Amplification – Instead
of transferring sensor data and audio signals to a computer, we
embed all sensing, audio-DSP and amplification entirely in the
violin platform. An audio interface for the mobile device (which
serves as the processing unit for DSP and sensing) is used to
receive the audio signal from the pickup, and send the output to
small speakers mounted on the instrument.
User Interface – Besides performing with the violin, the user
also has to be able to control settings, monitor the system,
etc. This interface is provided by the mobile device.
Accessibility – In at attempt to increase the availability of the
platform, it was decided to base it on a low-cost electric violin (as
mentioned earlier). Nonetheless, some may wish to use higher
quality instruments, depending on personal desire.

Class-T
ampl.
module

BMR
lou dspe ak er s

Batter y+
AmpKit
LiNK

In order to accommodate the considerations presented above, we
decided to build the platform around an iPod Touch running the
Mobile Music Platform app MobMuPlat [5] which is a free, opensource application providing the capability of running PureData (Pdvanilla) patches on iOS, with access to device resources (including
internal sensors, processing and wireless communication). Other
software environments are possible as well, including the iOS port of
SuperCollider, LibPD, or MoMu toolkit [2]. However, MobMuPlat
has the lowest entry barrier, especially for users who may not have a
background in programming.

Te mpo ra r y spe ak er mo unts
will be le ss o btr usive whe n
fina l de sign is e stablish ed

3. Implementation
Implementation of the prototype was kept as simple as possible, in
order to achieve better accessibility for other musicians who might
like to build one for their own use. The list of materials used in this
first version of the prototype include (see also Figure 1):
•

•
•
•
•

iO S d ev ice ca n m ou nt to
instr ume nt (with Ve lc ro ®)
or to play er ’s for ea rm

Low-cost electric violin (from eBay, in our case), many
models available. However, this particular model was
convenient, as the form factor allowed mounting the
required augmentation hardware with very little to no
modification of the instrument, using zip-ties and similar.
Two Balanced-Mode Radiating speakers for wide sound
diffusion, model HIBM130H10-6 ‘HARP BMR Driver’.
Stereo Class-T audio amplifier module DTA-2 ‘Tripath
TA-2024’ with 15W/ch continuous output power.
Rechargeable lithium polymer battery: 11.1volts, 850mAh
capacity, weight 73grams (charger separate).
Audio interface for iOS devices (many models available),
this prototype uses an AmpKit LiNK HD, which also
happens to be compatible with Mac OS X.

Figure 1. Components of the hybrid violin platform. Top
left, front view of loudspeakers. Top right, rear view of
amplifier module, battery & iOS audio interface. Middle,
side view close-up. Bottom, audio flow diagram.

The speakers and audio amplification module were purchased at
Parts Express (an online component supplier), and are likely the
only somewhat esoteric or difficult to find elements. The battery and
charger are available online and at local remote control car &
airplane hobby shops, and the iOS audio interface is likewise widely
available both online and at local music shops.
While overall weight is clearly a concern with this prototype, our
choice of components has minimized the contribution from each
element, and the design places the majority of extra mass towards the
bottom of the instrument, so that the weight rests primarily on the

3.1 Audio processing
We tested the prototype hybrid violin with several Pd Patches
running on the iPod Touch (via MobMuPlat) – with different
parameters coupled to the gestures based on our own intuitive
mappings. Several gesturally-controlled patches based upon
simple DSP algorithms of well-known audio effects are
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described below, as they were used in the initial evaluation
session with a group of performers.

•
•

4. Evaluation

Most of the above subjects arose naturally, while others were directly
asked for. When test participants would ask about specific features to
do with the augmented violin and associated audio processing, the
test conductors would elaborate enough to encourage further
exploration. In other words, the evaluation was not meant to directly
uncover usability errors by deliberately omitting information from
the participants.

In order to evaluate the prototype, a qualitative evaluation was carried
out in the form of an exploratory focus group session in which three
experienced string players (two violinists and one cellist, all female,
who played together in an electronic string quartet) were asked to
explore various augmentation algorithms based on the same physical
prototype1. The participants were all classically trained and had at
least 12 years experience playing their instrument. During the
exploration sessions the participants were encouraged to comment on
how they experienced the prototype in regards to musical features,
exploratory features, ergonomics and form factor, considering
limitations/opportunities regarding the instrument.
The evaluation took place at the home of one of the test subjects
and took approximately two hours. Test participants were asked to
explore four variations of the same prototype each designed to
represent different opportunities and limitations in regards to the
aforementioned design factors. They were chosen in order to present
a diversity of what the platform had to offer while at the same time
encouraging discussion. These included:

4.1 Analysis of the observation data
The session was video recorded and notes were taken by one of the
two test conductors. Recordings and notes were analyzed using a
bottom-up grounded theory approach inspired by Stowel et al. [11].
Themes from the interview guide together with the notes taken
during the session were used to initiate the identification and
categorization of important statements and performed actions.
Additional categories were found during the review of evaluation
material. These were then used to group important statements and
actions, which were finally compared and contrasted in order to form
the following results.

Granulation via Munger1~ [3] – The violin was coupled via
cable to a computer running Max / MSP. While the munger1~
object is not part of Pd-vanilla (so cannot run in MobMuPlat
without porting it), we included this setup in order to trigger
discussion about the importance of a wireless approach. The
mapping allowed yaw-rotations (turning while playing, which
potentially tangles the player in the wire) to control various
parameters of the granulation. This led to discussions about
extended musical functionalities of granulation-based effects.
AutoWah – here players were able to control the wet/dry mix of
the effect by tilting up and down with their upper body, wherein
pointing the violin upward made the effect more prevalent. It
was included in order to explore an audio effect that was
normally used in a genre that was not familiar to the players.
TransposeTilt – here the players were able to transpose notes
played by tilting up/down while controlling a wet/dry mix of the
effect by tilting to the sides while playing.
Feedback delay – the user was able to control a feedback delay
with a fixed delay time controlling the amount of feedback with
the up/down tilting motion. Tilting right/left would control a
“feedback hold on/off”, which when turned on held the last note
in a separate feedback delay loop allowing them to play along
with the generated feedback. Note that this version was explored
using external amplification from a mid-range studio monitor in
order to establish the importance of the built-in amplification.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Form factor and Ergonomics
Test subjects were very pleased that the violin was playable as
a standalone instrument. Even though they were used to playing
electronic string instruments it increased the accessibility of the
violin. The fact that they could use their own bow unmodified
was also appreciated.
The weight of the violin was an issue for one of the test
participants stating quite early on that her arm began to tire.
This statement was repeated each time she played the
prototype. Part of this had also to do with the fact that the iOS
device was strapped around the players non-bowing arm during
the evaluation session. Placing the device closer to the bottom
of the instrument was suggested – however, that would make
system monitoring through the GUI of the device challenging.

4.2.2 Amplification
The initial impression of the built-in amplification was that it
improved the feel of the electric violin making the players feel
a closer connection to the instrument. One of the participants
found that the emitted sound was too loud forcing her to restrict
her playing. After comparing to an acoustic violin it was found
that the augmented violin was not actually louder. The
perceived loudness was caused by one speaker, which was
placed in such a way that it directed sound directly into the left
ear. Additionally, this placement partially obstructed bowing
close to the bridge of the violin.
When exploring the last prototype, users noticed a large
increase in audio quality, as this was tested with external
amplification from a studio monitor. They stated that this was
of course an important factor and proposed that perhaps the
audio could be amplified both externally (for better audio
quality) and internally (for improved feel). Traditional mic’ing
techniques could possibly be used for this as well.

As described above, the session was conducted as an exploratory
focus group evaluation. In order to structure the discussion, a semistructured interview guide was used. For each of the variations the
following subjects were discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

Software integration (Live, Logic, Protools, etc.)
Any other business (traditional classical music vs.
experimental, repertoire, acoustic vs. electric, etc.)

General feedback (first impressions)
Form factor (placement of iPod Touch, placement of
speakers, weight issues, importance of wireless)
Amplification (internally / externally)
Possibilities of iPod Touch (increased visual feedback
during play, input possibilities)
Gesture acquisition (additional sensing needs)
Musical potential (synthesis, audio effects, gesturs, etc.)

4.2.3 Gestures and Mappings
While subjects expressed a great enthusiasm for playing the
instrument, observation showed that the musical gestures were
not explored as much as expected. Additionally, due to the
short amount of time for learning the different systems, subjects
never got to a point where they played the instrument very
expressively. Most gestures were limited to upper body tilting
where tilt angle was directly mapped to a parameter of the
audio processor. It would have been interesting for the test

The cellist did not actually play the violin prototype but
participated in the discussion, while also having her electric
cello present for demonstrating various discussion topics.
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

participants to control parameters with amount of movement
instead of position. Especially for the Granulation patch (which
was the more abstract of the implementations), it would seem
natural to couple movement with a parameter such as perceived
chaos, energy or dry-wet. Not only would this encourage
exploration and perhaps ornamental or conversational
interaction [6], but it would also fit in the theatrical context.
During the session the discussion fell upon how the
functionality of the violin could be extended and the test
participants were shown a video of an earlier prototype that
implemented sensing of the position of the bow-hand relative to
the body of the violin, making mid air gesture-mappings
possible. They all seemed very intrigued by these possibilities.
Not only could it extend the control possibilities (gestures-tosound, playing technique, etc.) it would also extend possibilities
from a theatrical point of view. In general there was a request to
provide more extreme audio processing (especially with
composers in mind – see next point.)

Several issues were discovered throughout the evaluation, which we
consider worthy of further investigation. The next steps in the project
involve working with two overall methodological approaches in
parallel. One will be a continuation of exploring and improving the
current prototype. Here composer participation will be crucial for
informing new design requirements especially in regards to gesturesound exploration and to implementation of the platform in larger
ensembles. The second approach entails a series of more focused
usability studies of the issues discovered throughout the evaluation.
These are necessary to understand the importance and quality tradeoffs of integrated amplification, optimal placement of speakers,
optimal integration of mobile devices, analysis of upper body gesture
space with special focus on resolution and naturalness of mapping to
the audio processing. We believe that working with these two
methodologies in parallel will lead to an improved overall platform
that can prove more accessible to string instrument performers.
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A discussion arose about the importance of evaluating this sort
of prototype by including also composer’s inputs. The
performer can provide valuable insight in regards to usability of
the proposed systems, but it is only together with the composer
that one is able to assess the overall musical and performance
potential of such a system. The test participants would often
state that they could only assess what the system provides from
a players point of view, but that the composer was needed,
especially for assessing the potential of the different audio
processing techniques. This aligns well with recent work by
Bevilacqua et al [1] where the composition was integral in the
way mappings and gesture-following techniques were
developed and assessed.
Testing on a different kind of violinist would have definitely
produced different results regarding this issue. For example,
these performers were not accustomed to improvisation, instead
they built their repertoire by playing sheet music.
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4.2.5 Soloist versus Quartet
Especially when assessing the nature of the different gestures,
there was a discussion regarding the difference between
designing gestures for a soloist performance and for a string
quartet. This discussion also relates to the earlier point about
the importance of including the composer in the design and
evaluation process. Experimentation with the gesture-sound
relationships in a string quartet demands a more coordinated
approach, where musical expression and overall performance
issues (including theatrical issues) are considered from higher
level. Each approach has it’s own opportunities and limitations.
Table 1. Summary of Evaluation Session
Positive
Formfactor/
ergonomics

standalone,
non-modified
bow

Amplification improved feel

Negative
weight
audio
quality,
loudness

Gestures/
Mappings

interest/
enthusiasm

Performer/
Composer

performer usability
issues

limited
exploration
info on
musical
potential

Soloist vs.
Quartet

-

-

Solution
placement of mobile
device
speaker placement,
combine built-in
and external
amplification
more complex
mappings,
additional sensing
Include composers
in evaluation
establish target
group
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ABSTRACT

Free improvisation in particular provides an interesting
perspective on the relationship between humans, tools and
creativity. Although generalisations about free improvisation are difficult, one relatively consistent element is the
focus on searching and exploration. In terms of engagement with tools, this presents a relatively unusual situation
in that the tool is not a means to achieve a fixed end, but
something that is actively investigated by the musician during the performance. The requirements that a musician will
have of their instrument can therefore be very different from
the requirements of everyday tools and of musical instruments in less exploratory contexts. Any method of eliciting
sound from the instrument is as valid as any other, just as
any sound is as potentially valid as any other: scratching
the body of a violin, bowing with the wood of the bow,
rubbing the body with a finger, extremely gentle bowing,
extremely harsh bowing, etc.
Many free improvisors embrace chaotic or unstable elements in their instruments, whether electronic or acoustic.
Saxophonist John Butcher has said of his practice that “a
lot of the material I work with is right at the border of the
instrument - the reed - seizing up and breaking down. It’s
on the edge of controllable sound.” [21]. This attitude is
perhaps an explanation for the widespread use of feedback
in improvisation, as this is a useful way to achieve unstable,
chaotic properties with simple systems.
A discussion of the properties and affordances of dynamical elements in musical instruments is followed by five case
studies of instruments that include such elements, and for
contrast, two that do not, linking each to specific musical
proclivities and affordances.

This paper examines electronic instruments that incorporate dynamical systems, where the behaviour of the instrument depends not only upon the immediate input to the
instrument, but also on the past input. Five instruments
are presented as case studies: Michel Waisvisz’ Cracklebox, Dylan Menzies’ Spiro, no-input mixing desk, the author’s Feedback Joypad, and microphone-loudspeaker feedback. Links are suggested between the sonic affordances
of each instrument and the dynamical mechanisms embedded in them. These affordances are contrasted with those
of non-dynamical instruments such as the Theremin and
sample-based instruments. This is discussed in the context
of contemporary, material-oriented approaches to composition and particularly to free improvisation where elements
such as unpredictability and instability are often of interest,
and the process of exploration and discovery is an important
part of the practice.

Keywords
Dynamical systems, nonlinearity, free improvisation, affordance, mapping

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper examines electronic instruments with dynamical
elements, where the audible output is dependent not only
on the instantaneous state of a user’s input - i.e. the current
values of the various controllable parameters - but also on
the history of the user’s input. This examination is motivated by particular contemporary attitudes to musical tools
in composition and improvisation where the acceptance that
ideas are often formed through active engagement with such
tools, and the recognition that the instrument is not a transparent medium, are deeply embedded ([14]; [1, p. 1]; [4, p.
276]; [2, p. 205, 286]; [23, p. 65]; [6]). It is hypothesised
that the potential for exploration of musical territory afforded by the tool may be enriched through the inclusion of
such dynamical elements.

2.

AFFORDANCES IN ELECTRONIC AND
ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS

It is useful here to consider the dynamical nature of acoustic instruments. Blown instruments, bowed instruments,
plucked instruments and struck instruments have nonlinear
dynamical properties which can be explored and exploited
by performers [15, 19]. Although electronic instruments
should not be relegated to simulating acoustic instruments,
a common criticism of electronic instruments when comparing the two is a perceived lack of depth and expression [5,
16, 9]. The terms depth and expression can be problematic
however as they are both relative to particular attitudes
to music. Attempting to compare software such as Ableton
Live with a saxophone in terms of expression or depth is relatively meaningless, as both allow different forms of depth
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and expression, and each affords different kinds of musical
activity. The frustration with expression and long-term engagement in electronic instruments can perhaps be viewed
as a difference in affordances: in general, electronic and
particularly digital instruments allow for the slow sculpting
and crafting of sounds, while acoustic instruments allow for
spontaneity and subtlety of gesture (although many exceptions can be found on either side). There have been many
explicit attempts to develop electronic instruments with the
kinds of affordances found in acoustic instruments [7, 8, 16,
12, 11].
Hunt and Kirk [7] frame the debate in terms of engagement, stating that many electronic instruments encourage
an analytical approach to the instrument and the sounds
produced rather than the more holistic approach suggested
by acoustic instruments. Their experiments highlight a link
between long term engagement with digital instruments and
the use of cross-mapped parameters: mappings where multiple inputs may effect the same output, and multiple outputs
may be affected by a single input. In experiments with such
interfaces, although the inner workings were not so easily
understood by the participants, many judged them to be
more fun to engage with over longer periods than the other
interfaces. By comparison, the simple one-to-one mappings
were seen by the participants as being understandable but
ultimately limited, less fun and not as capable of producing complex results. Kvifte [10] reaches similar conclusions,
citing complex mappings as being “more interesting and
rewarding to use than systems of simple one-to-one mappings.” Dynamical systems naturally incorporate this approach, as the output is a complex combination of a variety
of inputs.

3.

of electronic instruments: they span a broad period of recent history, encompass both digital and analog approaches,
include both linear and nonlinear systems, and utilise a variety of input and output methods. The properties of these instruments are then contrasted with examples of static (nondynamical) instruments.

4.1

MUSICAL PROPERTIES OF DYNAMICAL INTERACTIONS

The nonlinear dynamical nature of certain acoustic instruments, such as the feedback relationship between the reed
and the bore in saxophones and clarinets, and between bow
movements and vibrating strings in string instrument [19]
can be linked to their complexity, instability and unpredictability. Although these elements can be initially frustrating to users hoping to develop sufficient proficiency to
be able to put the instrument to use towards a particular
end, these unpredictable areas can be very rich areas to explore in the musical contexts described above, regardless of
whether one has mastered the instrument beforehand.
Despite their potential complexity, nonlinear dynamical
systems are essentially deterministic, which allows a particular series of events to be reproduced (although chaotic
sensitivity to initial conditions and time-dependance may
make this difficult). This points to a potentially important
distinction between the nature of complexity and unpredictability in dynamical systems in comparison with stochastic systems, a difference which may be highly significant for
musical interactions, and creative engagement with tools in
general, but is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.

Waisvisz’ Cracklebox

The Cracklebox (Kraakdoos) presents an interesting case
study as it is comprised of a relatively basic circuit that
makes use of touchpads to allow the user to connect together different parts of the circuit through their body (or
through multiple bodies). The relationship between the
user’s input and the sound produced can initially seem very
unpredictable and unstable, and pressing the same pads at
different points in time can produce different results. The
touchpads are sensitive to very slight changes in finger position, and even when the fingers are kept completely still,
the resultant sound is rarely stable (e.g. in pitch or volume) as the capacitors in the circuit are charging and discharging over time. In most cases the changes in output
tend to be proportional to the changes in input, but chaotic
points can be found where tiny adjustments in the input
lead to very different trajectories in the resultant sound.
In addition to this, the instrument’s behaviour begins to
change as the battery power fades. This invites a certain
kind of play and exploration, and although the instrument
can be initially confusing it can retain interest by allowing
for unexpected things to be found through longer term engagement. Musical events are repeatable, but the charging
and discharging of capacitors must be taken into account to
achieve this, meaning that an event cannot necessarily be
repeated spontaneously.
Although the user has only six touchpads as controls, the
position on each pad is of great importance, and more interestingly, the combination of pads and the timing of the
presses affords a much greater range of possibilities than
might be expected from a mere six controls.

4.2

Menzies’ Spiro

Spiro represents a direct attempt by Dylan Menzies to explore the incorporation of dynamics into the control system
of an instrument (see [12] for more detailed information).
The instrument is deliberately simple in terms of the audio output, which consists of a modulated sine tone, inviting comparisons with Waisvisz’ Cracklebox described above.
The result is consciously reminiscent of the cyclic sounds of
birds and frogs, where patterns are repeated with subtle
variations. The instrument is controlled via a MIDI keyboard using the keys, the modulation wheel and the pitchbend control. Although the system is essentially deterministic, itself sensitivity to velocity makes it very difficult to
exactly repeat a specific sound, as the velocity has an impact on the frequency of the output (see technical diagrams
in [12]).
Different MIDI keys trigger enveloped oscillations with
different parameters for frequency, attack, decay, waveform,
mode (cycle/one-shot) and velocity sensitivity. These are
combined together to determine the amplitude and frequency
of a single oscillator. Different combinations of keys will create different patterns, and these combinations change over
time as the envelopes for the different keys interact. In comparison to the other instruments discussed here, Spiro has
relatively little scope for chaotic behaviour as the system is
linear. Although it is tricky to repeat a sound exactly, a
small change in the input parameters or the relative timing
of events can only lead to a small change in the resultant
sound. As such there are none of the drastic discontinuities

FIVE DYNAMICAL ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS

The five instruments examined in this paper provide examples of dynamical electronic instruments, which is to say
that through the use of feedback, they maintain a memory of past events which can affect the present interaction.
Each instrument is described in an attempt to relate the
dynamical mechanisms to the particular affordances of the
instrument. They are selected to present a fairly wide range
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exhibited in the other instruments described here, and any
unforeseeable emergent behaviour is largely confined to the
subtleties of the sounds.

microphone-speaker coupling only just begins to feedback,
it will take several recursions for the feedback to build up,
and a change in the position of the microphone may temporarily halt the sound as the particular frequency that is
feeding back is no longer reinforced by the system, and a
new frequency may take time to appear. Varying the microphone gain therefore alters the rate at which the system
can feedback and affords the musician some control over the
behaviour. Such properties form both the character of the
sound, and the nature of the interaction

4.3 No-Input Mixing Desk
‘No-Input mixing desk’ has been used as a technique and
as an instrument by a variety of practitioners, notably the
Japanese improviser, Toshimaru Nakamura, who has become closely associated with the instrument. Mixer channels are fed back on themselves, or networked with other
channels with sufficient gain for the noise in the system
to feed back and produce a sound. Simple alterations to
the volume and EQ can have a variety of effects on the
sound: volume changes, frequency changes, rhythmic fluctuations (produced from very low frequencies) and timbral
effects. While linear in places, the sound can jump dramatically at certain points with minimal adjustments to the
controls (Nakamura notes [17] “It’s unpredictable and uncontrollable”). No-input mixing desk can be seen as a subcategory of audio feedback processes in general, although
the system’s response is much faster than with is in the
case of microphone-speaker feedback.
The simple addition of feedback to a regular mixing desk
demonstrates very efficiently the power that feedback has
in terms of affecting control, affordances and user engagement with a system. Mixing desks are usually examples
of a one-to-one mapping par excellence, with each control
having a very singular and separate function from the other
controls, and surprises are unwanted and unlikely in such an
interface. Introducing feedback into the system changes the
nature of the interaction completely however, with the controls now interrelated as described above, producing sudden
unexpected transitions in the sound at variable thresholds
for any of the volume or EQ parameters.

4.5

Feedback Joypad

This instrument was created by the first author in 2008 to
explore cross-mappings from a USB gamepad to a filtered
digital feedback loop audio engine [13]. Resonant filters
are used to pitch the feedback and various other filter, limiter, delay and feedback settings can be altered in a web of
many-many mappings. The device was created for personal
use, with the focus being on creating an instrument that
could be used alongside acoustic performers in improvisational contexts.
The use of delay and feedback means that a user’s input may start a process which gradually tends in a particular direction over time (e.g. swelling, diminishing, shifting from one pitch to another). The state of the system
at any given time is therefore dependent on the history of
the user’s input. Although the instrument exhibits various discontinuities and instabilities, some of these are deliberately included through the specific parameter mappings
(e.g. threshold-crossings from analog inputs), whilst some
are due to the chaotic nature of the feedback system. Digital feedback loops can explore a wide range of delay times,
affording different possibilities: very long delay times allow
for slower and more clearly periodic phrases to be slowly
evolved in different directions. Very short delay times allow for more spontaneous changes, and produce frequencies
related to the inverse of the delay time. These frequencies
can interfere with the frequencies selected for the resonant
filters in the loop producing further instabilities. The ability to filter the feedback to specific fundamental frequencies
using a three button system analogous to trumpet valves
means that a continuity between stable, controllable pitches
and unstable, unpredictable properties can be explored. A
similar approach was employed by Menzies in his Bird instrument [12] allowing the instrument to play stable equal
tempered pitches in a melodic fashion, or to be pushed to
unstable regions that invite timbral exploration.

4.4 Audio Feedback (Larsen Effect)
A wide spectrum of instruments and systems could be considered under the heading of audio feedback. The ‘audio’
prefix has been used here to denote microphone-loudspeaker
feedback to separate it from other kinds of feedback, such
as the no-input mixer described above, or instruments incorporating the feedback of control data. Audio feedback
has a long history of use in many styles of music. Whilst
it is generally employed in conjunction with a source sound
(as with guitar feedback) it is often deployed as an instrument in itself both in compositions (e.g. Hugh Davies Quintet or Steve Reich’s Pendulum Music), and by a variety of
improvising practitioners. The fact that feedback can be
’explored’ has often been a key feature, and the chaotic behaviour of the feedback is embraced aesthetically ([3]; [20];
[17]; [18]). Audio feedback has interesting links with the
harmonic series as feedback will often occur at integer multiples of a particular frequency based on the time taken for
the sound to travel around the loop, and hence the distance
between the microphone and the speaker. Although abrupt
jumps in pitch occur, they are often related to a single fundamental frequency and therefore related harmonically.
The relationship therefore between the distance from microphone to speaker and the frequency of the sound produced sets up different interaction possibilities. One may
move the microphone position or alter a setting that controls how the sound is passed from the microphone to the
speaker (volume, EQ, delay setting, etc). Such changes
may alter the frequency of the sound continuously producing smooth glissandi, but the frequency may also jump
abruptly into a different register as described above. The
speed of the system’s response to such changes is limited by
the speed of sound. If for instance, the gain is set so that the

4.6

Comparisons with Static Instruments

The dynamical elements in the above instrument seem to
relate to the following key tendencies:
1. one-to-one mappings between input parameters and
sonic results are relatively rare; the parameters are
generally interrelated in complex ways,
2. the instruments may be initially confusing and unpredictable,
3. the instruments may reward long term engagement
by revealing new sounds or behaviours that are not
immediately obvious.
The emergent properties of such instruments can be contrasted with the nature of a static (non-dynamical) instrument such as the Theremin. As the Theremin allows for
control of only two separate parameters, frequency and volume, the instrument has essentially no hidden sonic or behavioural depths to explore, no emergent properties. Once
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a user has experienced the instrument once, they are able in
principle to infer all the possible states and sounds that the
instrument may produce. This is not true of an instrument
like the Cracklebox where the possible range of sounds and
behaviours is enormously varied, and cannot be intuited
without extended engagement with the instrument.
Another class of static approaches that is useful to consider is sample-based performance. In interfaces that allow
for sample playback and manipulation through alterations
to the segment of the sample that is currently playing (see
“Scrubbing and its Variants” and “Dipping” in [22]), the
relation between control and the resultant sound can be
extremely nonlinear. If the content of the audio file is heterogeneous, the performer will be able to leap from one
musical area to another at will and can explore the musical possibilities afforded by the particular sound file. It is
however only explorable in one-dimension. Unlike the examples given above, setting the control to the same value
twice will result in the same outcome (although sampling of
a live audio source complicates this).
Whether the possibility for such exploration is of importance to a musician can perhaps be linked to the musician’s
wider attitudes to music. The idea of music as communication from performer and/or composer to listener seems
to necessitate transparent instruments that allow the musician to realise sounds that have already exist in the artists
mind. This approach may be better served by static instruments. More material-oriented attitudes to music such
as those cited in the introduction consider the interaction
with the tool or instrument as fundamental to the musical
material, and such practitioners are perhaps more inclined
to explore systems that yield unexpected results.
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CONCLUSIONS

The inclusions of dynamical systems in musical instruments
appears to translate the properties of such systems into
the musical domain, allowing for complexity of interaction,
cross-mappings of parameters, chaotic points, difficulty of
analysis and unpredictability of outcomes. This is not put
forward as a model for all musical interaction, but rather
as a mode of musical engagement that engenders specific
types of affordances that can be linked to a range of current
attitudes to contemporary music, and may be of particular relevance in free improvisation where many examples of
dynamic instruments can be found. The properties of an
instrument are viewed as a landscape of affordances to be
explored by a musician that does not reveal itself all at once,
as the behaviour of the system at any given point is determined not just by the instantaneous state of the inputs,
but also by the history of the inputs to some degree. The
deployment of dynamical elements in digital systems may
have wider implications for HCI as a method of encouraging divergent responses to a given situation, and facilitating
exploration and long-term engagement.
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ABSTRACT

architectures are effective at inspiring innovation and
stimulating creative play because they empower children to
construct and use their own inventions. What if composers,
musicians, dancers, artists, K-12 students, etc. were empowered
to use sensing technology to control their digital world with no
requisite knowledge in microprocessors, circuits, or
programming? What implications would this have for
expanding the NIME community? The eMersion system opens
up this learn-by-doing ethos to a broader population that has
creative skill and vision, but limited technical expertise and
time. The architecture of these kinds of toys is applied in an
attempt to respond to three emergent NIME issues: singleserving innovations, accessibility, and invasiveness.

In our current era, where smartphones are commonplace and
buzzwords like “the internet of things,” “wearable tech,” and
“augmented reality” are ubiquitous, translating performance
gestures into data and intuitively mapping it to control
musical/visual parameters in the realm of computing should be
trivial; but it isn’t. Technical barriers still persist that limit this
activity to exclusive groups capable of learning skillsets far
removed from one’s musical craft. These skills include
programming, soldering, microprocessors, wireless protocols,
and circuit design. Those of us whose creative activity is
centered in NIME have to become polyglots of many
disciplines to achieve our work. In the NIME community, it’s
unclear that we should even draw distinctions between ‘artist’
and ‘technician,’ because these skillsets have become integral
to our creative practice. However, what about the vast
communities of musicians, composers, and artists who want to
leverage sensing to take their craft into new territory with no
background in circuits, soldering, embedded programming, and
sensor function? eMersion, a plug-and-play, modular, wireless
alternative solution for creating NIMEs will be presented. It
enables one to bypass the technical hurdles listed above in
favor of immediate experimentation with musical practice and
wireless sensing. A unique software architecture will also be
unveiled that enables one to quickly and intuitively process and
map unpredictable numbers and types of wireless data streams,
the Digital Data Workstation.

2. CURRENT ISSUES
2.1 Reinventing Wheels
Each newly created sensor interface invariably becomes one-ofa-kind and characteristic to individual aesthetics and projects.
For example, Wanderley and Orio posit, “extended instruments
have been designed to fit the idiosyncratic needs of performers
and composers, but as such they have usually remained
inextricably tied to their creators” [2]. One may arguably
generalize this sentiment beyond “extended instruments” to
include all types of NIMEs. Consider, for example, how often a
particular NIME is widely adopted and used for a significant
period of time (e.g. Theremin, Radio Baton, EWI/EVI) versus
those that remain exclusively bound to the life of their
inventors. Furthermore, the particular innovative developments
these NIMEs employ commonly disseminate only in a limited
number of instances (conference presentations in particular)
preventing many valuable innovations and performance
practices from reaching the broader community. To further
detail this issue of sustainable innovation, Mark Applebaum
mentions in an essay Culture Sculpture,
“Inventing a new instrument provides immediate
gratification: one instantly becomes the world’s greatest player
of that instrument. The problem is that one abruptly realizes
that one is also the world’s worst player. So the satisfaction
that comes from being novel is tempered by the fact that there
is no communal standard by which to form a meaningful
judgment, no cultural practice [3].”
It is important to observe, however, that the single-serving
approach to instrument development is not counterproductive.
This hand-made ethos is a catalyst for the rich diversity of
solutions we have today. While the solution may not be to flood
the community with yet more diverse technologies, identifying
what we are forced to repeatedly build from scratch in most
every project and creating alternatives that quickly enable one
to overcome these recurrent technical barriers may help to
expand our practices to include a larger community and inspire
new innovations by building on older systems.

Keywords
Wireless Sensor Mesh Network (WSN), eMotion, eMotes,
eMersion System, DIY, PnP, Digital Data Workstation (DDW)

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Thought Activity
Andy Russell explains an idea that is integral to this system’s
architecture in his article called What Makes a Great Toy for
Creative Play [1]. Think back to the first system you used as a
child to create, model, and experiment with. It was probably
something like LEGOS, Tinkertoys, or Lincoln Logs. These
toys are comprised of self-similar, interconnecting pieces that
one can assemble, reconfigure, and literally play with to create
endless variety and fulfill individual aesthetics and goals. These
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for proﬁt or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the ﬁrst page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior speciﬁc permission and/or a fee.
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2.2 Accessibility

3.2 Four Principles

Despite valuable advancements in wireless networking and
microprocessors, along with growing DIY (do-it-yourself)
communities like ARDUINO, Sparkfun, and Adafruit, the
technology is at a point that still requires at least a hobbyist’s
knowledge of microprocessors, programming, and sensors to
even begin to experiment with novel interactive systems.
While it is arguable to what degree of intensity this barrier may
be (as it widely differs with individual personality, experience,
and project), it’s not unreasonable to posit that it does limit the
use of NIME practices almost exclusively to those who can
acquire a certain level of technical expertise beyond
conventional musical practice.

3.2.1 Modular
An eMersion sensor network is comprised of individual
“eMotes” (a transmitter/sensor pair) and a single universal
receiver that collects the sensor transmissions and sends
compiled packets to the computer via USB. Each eMote is
dedicated to only transmitting the data of its attached sensor
and broadcasts its own unique identifier. For instance, one
eMote may be dedicated to transmitting sonar data and another
may be dedicated to measuring ambient light. The user is then
free to utilize one, both, or neither of these by turning them on
or off – attaching or detaching. Multiple eMotes of the same
sensor type may also be used (for example, a matrix array
comprised of a group of sonar nodes may be constructed). In
this manner, one can acquire a variety sensor eMotes and use a
subset of them in any combination as needed for a particular
application. When one sensor is turned off (in the event of
battery depletion, user preference, out of range, etc) the other
eMotes on the network remain unaffected.

2.3 Invasiveness
The display of wires can sometimes lend itself to a technically
appealing visual aesthetic. The tradeoff (through our own
experience) is the need for a performer to significantly alter
their playing style to contend with shifting weight, decreased
flexibility, and the risk of disconnecting sensors. One popular
and long-produced sensor system, Electrotap’s Teabox [4],
connected sensors to a central hub using quarter-inch cable,
making it challenging to attach complex networks of sensors
onto moving or small sensing surfaces. Wires are still
meddlesome factors even for many ‘wireless’ sensor interfaces
that employ a central transmitter hub (like WISEAR[5] and La
Kitchen’s Kroonde Gamma). It would be of great value to
eliminate the need for wires entirely by dedicating one wireless
transmitter for each individual sensor.
By dedicating a wireless transmitter for each sensor in an
environment, one can eliminate the need for wires entirely and
limit the application of electronics exclusively to the desired
sensing surfaces. Admittedly, this sensor-transmitter structure
is not ideal in all situations (e.g. measuring the fingertips of a
pianist) due to the size of transmitters today, but
miniaturization of hardware could make this constraint moot in
the near future.

3.2.2 Reconfigurable
The nature of this modular interface design allows the user to
easily reconfigure the placement and combination of individual
sensors for any given project and instrument. This enables the
user to find the most optimized sensor combination, sensing
locations, and mapping scheme to meet their unique aesthetic
goals in realtime – without having to redesign or reprogram the
hardware itself. The sensor nodes may even be distributed
amongst several instruments or non-instrumental performers,
like dancers, to create novel modes of musical interactivity.
For instance, a dancer may control filtering of a flute player’s
audio signal through their body movements.

3.2.3 Transparent
One of the issues plaguing some forms of NIMEs, especially
augmented instruments, is the network of wire often required.
This issue can be mitigated when each eMote wirelessly
transmits its own data; localizing only short wires to the
sensing surface. The eMotes are designed to be exceptionally
small (the largest prototype node is 1 x 2.5 inches in area) to
minimize weight and clutter on the instrument. In this manner,
the sensing technology is not the object of focus or celebration,
but rather the seemingly enchanted ‘object’ or performer.

3. EMERSION SYSTEM
3.1 Back to Toys
What do systems like LEGOS, Tinker Toys, and Lincoln Logs
all have in common? They are comprised of self-similar, interconnectable, modular components by which anyone can
construct a seemingly infinite variety of combinations and
configurations to suit personal desires. Robert Moog, in a paper
called Voltage-Controlled Electronic Music Modules (the title
from which this paper is derived) solved an incredibly complex
issue facing synthesizer hardware [6]. Moog revolutionized the
ad-hoc construction methods of synthesizers by “chunking” the
complicated processes of synthesis into discrete “blocks” or
units, including oscillators, amplifiers, filters, envelopes, and
modulators. By interconnecting these modules, one could come
up with a unique sound without having to redesign the
synthesizer itself. What does this have to do with NIME?
Taking a similar approach to wireless sensor interface design,
eMersion is an all-purpose, modular sensor network that a user
can implement to quickly and intuitively assemble wireless
sensor nodes for control/interaction of computer processes
including sound and visual effects. The novelty of this system
with regards to all other human-computer interfaces right now
resides in the network architecture. Each embodiment of this
network is distinctive from user-to-user depending on the
unique aesthetic and technical demands of the individual or
project. Although sensor configurations and mapping may vary
widely from one use to the next, the core hardware/software
itself need not be redesigned. The design philosophy adheres to
four general principles.

3.2.4 Reversible
eMersion should not require any destructive alterations to
musical instruments, environments, of human bodies
themselves so that the user can easily revert back to the original
state when finished with the sensor network. Thus, various
methods including “hook-loop” fasteners, weak removable
adhesives, and bendable soft materials are being explored for
attaching and detaching the eMotes.

3.3 System Overview

Figure 1: System overview.
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applications. A Digital Data Workstation flows through 3 major
processes: input (visualization), processing, output (mapping).

eMotes independently transmit data wirelessly to the central
hub. Next, the hub parses eMote data streams based on a
custom addressing protocol developed by Chester Udell and
sends the streams via USB to its attached computer. Then, a
software client enables the user to process, mix, and map the
data streams to interact with computer processes. The computer
software client allows the user to convert sensor data into
industry-standard MIDI and OSC protocols, DMX light control,
web based UDP, or computer key and mouse commands. This
enables the user to interact with virtually any hardware or
software regardless of physical location. Each component of the
system will be broken down and explained below.

Figure 2: DDW Workflow
Looking at Figure 3 below, a user selects from a list of
available data streams on a left-side toolbar. The data is
visualized in the center, allowing the user to apply various
processing algorithms to the stream including: threshold
detection, smoothing, filtering, inversion, beat tracking, and
rescaling number range (e.g. translating floating point 0. – 1.
data range to 0 – 127 for a MIDI application). The processed
data is subsequently assigned to control parameters by choosing
from a list of outputs in the right-side toolbar. This method
allows the user to experiment with the most optimal and
intuitive mapping scheme for a sensor project in real-time. The
outputs available for mapping can be virtually any software or
hardware device using MIDI, OSC, over network (UDP), and
DMX. A special output module called eMotion SwitchBlade
emulates keypad and mouse commands, letting the user control
virtually any application on a computer beyond the protocols
listed above, which might be useful for web applications, video
games, and PowerPoint. Custom outputs can be created and
automatically populated in the output list using custom eMotion
tools in MaxMSP.

3.3.1 eMotes
Each eMote consists of a single sensor type, an ADC, a
processor, flash memory, power source, and a 2.4 GHz wireless
RF transceiver. Each node also includes a red and a green status
LED to provide the user with visual feedback of the
transmission stream. For each data packet the node transmits,
the red LED is configured to blink if it is out of range of the
receiver or does not get an indication that the receiver is on.
The green LED blinks when the sensor node is within range of
a receiver properly transmitting data packets.
eMotes transmit data at 50Hz and have a line-of-sight transmit
range of about 75 meters. The optimal transmission rate was
chosen based on inversely correlational parameters of balance
between battery consumption versus reaction time. While the
rate is too slow to pick up the fastest of musical motions, like
the 2-handed flam (around 200Hz analyzing the peaks in a
sound sample), 50Hz is more than adequate at representing the
majority of musical performance gestures that we can see with
our eyes as they relate to actuating and shaping sound over
time. This parameter will become user definable in the future.
An eMote lasts more than 24 hours on a single charge and take
1 hour to completely charge from a depleted battery.

Figure 3: Three DDW data tracks showing input,
visualization, and output.

3.3.1.1 Data Hub
A single data hub can be used to receive the sensor streams
transmitted by the eMotes and sends each stream to the
computer. If multiple computers are to have access to the
sensor data, a single computer with the hub may act as a
networked host and share the data to the other computers using
the software client’s OSC and UDP features. Multiple data
hubs may also be used in the same space on different channels.
eMotes can be synchronized to a specific hub or multiple,
different hubs. This creates a remarkable variety of possible
configurations. The data hub includes an RF transceiver with
an antenna, an asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART), a
processor, a channel button, indicator LED, charging ports for
eMotes, and a USB interface for connecting to a computer.

4. DIGITAL DATA WORKSTATION
A unique software architecture was created to visualize,
process, and map a dynamic and unknown variety of wireless
data streams on the network at any given moment.
Experimentation with different architectures (including ad hoc,
patch bay, and matrix) led me to a layout that most musicians
are already familiar with to intuitively visualize, process, and
map audio tracks: Digital Audio Workstations, DAWs. Similar
to software like Protools, Logic, or Garage Band, a Digital Data
Workstation (DDW) layout was conceived for a user to manage
data streams and control assignments using data “tracks.” Up to
the point of this writing, the author believes it is the first time
anyone has used this layout as a solution to handle massive and
unpredictable amounts of wireless data streams for musical

Figure 4: Sensors on the network are automatically
visualized in realtime. This shows the visualization of the
eMotion Twist, a 360º orientation sensor.

4.1 DDW Implications, Advantages
This architecture, in practice, has proven incredibly effective at
providing an intuitive and visually appealing method for
visualizing, processing, and mapping unpredictable amounts
and types of data streams. While each track may have its own
unique sensor input, the ability to create discrete tracks (each
with its own internal processing) enables a user to use a single
sensor input in many different ways. For example, perhaps a
sonar data stream tracking the distance of an object will be the
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Version 2 systems are currently in production and are expected
to be available for general use August of 2014.
There are vast implications for eMotion Tech in the rapid
prototyping, robotics, industry, and Arduino communities. To
that end, an eMersion Arduino Shield is in development that
will enable eMotes to readily communicate with the existing
variety of Arduino platforms. Another add-on, the eMersion
Portal, will essentially be a wireless receiver module that sends
eMote transmissions to any microcontroller using a SPI, I2C
(or 2-wire) interface.
In the near future, we hope to apply and evaluate eMersion
systems toward developing new STE[A]M (STEM+Arts)
curricula for K-12 programs. Given the system’s ease of use, it
seems well positioned to become a useful tool for providing a
hands-on platform for educating teachers and students about
using wireless sensing and how we might interact with the
digital world around us.

input of several data tracks. The user might run filtering on one
track, measure beat tracking on another, and do threshold
detection on the third track without having to program custom
software. Additionally, each track’s output may be uniquely
assigned while the input all relates to a single sensor stream,
enabling a user to control multiple parameters and/or programs
using one axis of control, escaping the common one-to-one
paradigm in favor of multi-dimensional control.
Another notable advantage of the DDW architecture is that all
settings can be saved. The idea is to have a DDW file for each
unique project or piece. This is a powerful concept because
once sensors are placed and DDW files are configured, the user
could quickly recall unique processing/mapping schemes in
realtime (during a live concert or performance). Essentially, the
entire behavior of the sensor network could be changed
instantly by recalling unique DDW configurations. This, along
with the ability to freely add and remove sensors from the
network while maintaining the overall integrity of the system,
offers an exciting spontaneity to the process of play,
experimentation, and exploration in the process of NIME
creation and performance.
The final advantage is that the DDW software is not restricted
to the eMotion hardware system. Because it’s built entirely on
OSC at the core, one can use the DDW software for any project
requiring the realtime visualization, processing, and mapping of
data streams to musical or visual parameters. The implication is
that this could be a powerful centerpiece for virtually any datadriven project, NIME-oriented or otherwise.
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ABSTRACT
We present the FingerSynth, a wearable musical instrument
made up of a bracelet and set of rings that enables its player
to produce sound by touching nearly any surface in their
environment. Each ring contains a small, independently
controlled exciter transducer commonly used for auditory
bone conduction. The rings sound loudly when they touch
a hard object, and are practically silent otherwise. When
a wearer touches their own (or someone else’s) head, the
contacted person hears the sound through bone conduction,
inaudible to others. The bracelet contains a microcontroller,
a set of FET transistors, an accelerometer, and a battery.
The microcontroller generates a separate audio signal for
each ring, switched through the FETs, and can take user
input through the accelerometer in the form of taps, flicks,
and other gestures. The player controls the envelope and
timbre of the sound by varying the physical pressure and the
angle of their finger on the surface, or by touching differently
resonant surfaces. Because its sound is shaped by direct,
physical contact with objects and people, the FingerSynth
encourages players to experiment with the materials around
them and with one another, making music with everything
they touch.

Figure 1: The FingerSynth enables its wearer to
play music anywhere while exploring the resonant
qualites of objects around them.

user interaction and mode switching. Each ring is tuned
to a different note in a given scale, allowing the wearer to
play simple melodies and harmonies by touching different
objects in their environment. When not in contact with an
object, the instrument is silent. If the player touches their
own (or another person’s) head, the sound is audible only to
the contacted person, through bone conduction. The player
controls the envelope and timbre of the sound by varying
the physical pressure and the angle of their finger on the
surface, or by touching different objects and materials. Because its sound is shaped by direct contact with objects and
people, the FingerSynth encourages players to experiment
with the materials around them and with one another.

Keywords
wearable, transducer, synth, glove

1.

INTRODUCTION

Despite their widespread use in art and increasing use in
consumer products, exciter transducers continue to fascinate people by seemingly magically producing sound in objects, and through bone conduction, inside our heads. In
recent years, a new class of small, efficient transducers have
been used in a variety of products to produce auditory and
haptic feedback. In this paper we present the FingerSynth,
a new musical instrument that leverages these technological
developments and the magical powers of vibratory transduction to let its wearer play music on anything and anyone. The FingerSynth consists of a bracelet and a set of
five independently driven transducer rings that make sound
when they touch a hard surface. The bracelet generates
audio signals and contains the battery and charging circuitry, as well as an accelerometer to enable gesture-based

1.1

Background

The idea of vibratory excitation and bone conduction in
art goes back several decades; Laurie Anderson’s groundbreaking 1978 installation The Handphone Table invited
pairs of participants to sit opposite each other, elbows on a
specially-equipped table and heads in their hands, and hear
sound conducted through the table to their arms and inner
ears [1]. Artist Wendy Jacob uses transducers at both infrasonic and audible ranges in her work with deaf students
and collaborators, blurring the line between audition and
tactile vibration [5].
Several individuals and companies have made instruments
that use trigger sensors on the fingertips and produced sampled sound through a single speaker in the wristband; among
these are two products: ThinkGeek’s finger piano toy and
the Piano Gloves from Brando [2]. While similar in form factor, these examples lack the connection to the environment
that the FingerSynth brings through its directly physical
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wave shaping and audio-tactility. While not an instrument,
the PianoTouch from Huang et al. [4] uses vibration motors
on each finger and audible sound to accelerate piano learning; the motors indicate which fingers the wearer would use
to play the sound they are hearing. Though we have not explored this possibility, we believe the vibrating transducers
in the FingerSynth could be used in this capacity as well,
while also allowing users to play back the patterns they have
learned.

2.

THE FINGERSYNTH

The FingerSynth hardware consists of five cotton finger hats
wired to a wrist-worn device, with the transducers held in
small pockets on each ring. Balancing size, form factor and
desired loudness, we chose the Dayton Audio BCT-1 bone
conducting transducers. We found the hard attachment interface of the BCT-1 to be ideal for the application, where
the transducer is not well coupled to the surface and the
object is hard but not necessarily resonant; most alternatives use flexible adhesive rings to attach to the surface,
and are better suited to excite hollow objects or flat panels. A custom-designed enclosure contains the electronics,
consisting of an 8-bit microcontroller (ATmega328) running
at 20MHz, a set of switching FET transistors, an Analog Devices ADXL345 accelerometer and a lithium polymer
battery with charging circuitry. The microcontroller produces waveforms that are fed to the transistors, which drive
the transducers. The system can output square waves and
saw tooth waves, the latter synthesized using wave tables.
Analog-like output is achieved using the microcontroller’s
built-in high-frequency PWM outputs and the inherent lowpass filtering of the transducers. Due to clock speed limitations and the necessity for five simultaneous voices, the FingerSynth firmware outputs signals no higher than 1200Hz,
corresponding to note D6. Five-voice synthesis pushes the
8-bit microcontroller close to its limit, though some processor cycles can be spared because there is no need for
envelopes or sequencing.

Figure 2: Experimenting with a different objects.
deeply, while the head (through bone conduction) is inaudible to others but extraordinarily loud for the player.
We have yet to fully characterize the experience of playing
the instrument on the body (except to verify that it is indeed worthwhile to pursue), but for now direct readers to [3]
for a thorough treatment of directed vibration and musical
experience.

3.

FUTURE WORK

The FingerSynth turns everything in the wearer’s world
into an interactive surface for playing music, encouraging
exploration and play. Going forward, we intend to miniaturize the wristband and further develop the firmware to
support wavetable FM synthesis for more complex voices.
These synthesizer improvements would necessitate growing
the space of input gestures to allow users to manipulate synthesis parameters directly, perhaps by adding a gyroscope.
Finally, we would like to include the option of connecting
the transducers to an off-board sound source, like a mobile
phone. Feeding the transducers a live stream of the wearer’s
voice, for example, would enable users to converse in a loud
place using bone conduction, holding each other’s heads in
a pose resembling the Vulcan mind meld.

2.1 User Interaction and Play
Using simple hand gestures captured by the onboard accelerometer, players can control the synthesizer as they play.
To save processor cycles for synthesis, we use the accelerometer’s internal gesture recognition to interrupt the processor;
upon detection of a gesture, the processor reads the internal memory of the sensor to verify the gesture and extract
more features (direction, magnitude, etc). The system detects single and double taps on the wrist to switch voices
and scales, respectively, while leftward and rightward flicks
of the wrist decrement and increment the output notes by
predetermined intervals (5 notes in the given scale).
Envelopes and timbres for each voice are a direct result of
the physical pressure and the angle of each of the player’s
fingers on the contacted surface. Because the filtering is
mechanical, these parameters are extremely sensitive and
responsive to the player’s actions. The broadband energy
in the sharp edges of the square and sawtooth voices also
provides substantial dynamic range for expressive control.
Tremolo effects can be achieved by subtly vibrating the finger. The timbre of the sound is also a function of the material qualities of the object producing it: hollow objects
(boxes, musical instruments) produce a louder and fuller
sound; metal objects tend to ring; glass windows carry the
sound further; cups project the sound. The unique response
of each object makes the FingerSynth fun to try in different
environments and with others.
The player’s own body serves as another exciting space
for audio-tactile exploration. The chest cavity resonates
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ABSTRACT
While the channel strip metaphor offers precise control over many
sonic parameters in a mix, there is one main challenge with the
mapping techniques that are used for width and depth: By looking at
a mixing console, the position of a sound source within the image is
not necessarily immediately apparent. Pan potentiometers are a
reasonable representation of apparent lateral position, however the
channel that is physically located on the left-most side of the interface
may in fact be panned hard right, creating a dissonance for the user.
The user must look at the position of the pan knobs for every channel
to get a sense of the lateral position of a source, and there is typically
no direct way to visualize this sense of stereo image. In addition, with
the channel strip metaphor, faders control level, which has a
perceived impact on depth of a sound source. The challenge with this
mapping is that the fader position is actually inversely proportional to
apparent depth. A fader that is in the position closest to the user
produces a sound that is perceived as being the farthest away. This
inverse relationship is easily learned by the user, however, when
compounded with the dissonance created between the lateral position
of the channel strip and the position of its corresponding sound
source, this can make it difficult to localize multiple sound sources
simultaneously, posing challenges to the user in the perception of
relationships between sources.

This paper presents a control interface for music mixing using real
time computer vision. Two input sensors are considered: the Leap
Motion and the Microsoft Kinect. The author presents predominant
design considerations, including improvement of the user’s sense of
depth and panorama, maintaining broad accessibility through
integration of the system with Digital Audio Workstation (DAW)
software, and implementing a system that is portable and affordable.
To provide the user with a heightened sense of sound spatialization
over the traditional channel strip, the concept of depth is addressed
directly using the stage metaphor. Sound sources are represented as
colored spheres in a graphical user interface to provide the user with
visual feedback. Moving sources back and forward controls volume,
while left to right controls panning. To provide broader accessibility,
the interface is configured to control mixing within the Ableton Live
DAW. The author also discusses future plans to expand functionality
and evaluate the system.

Keywords
music mixing, music production, computer vision

1. INTRODUCTION
The impact of technology on music over the past 60 years is quite
difficult to overstate. It has changed the way music is performed,
recorded, consumed, and in many cases, how it is composed. It has
spawned the invention of new musical instruments. Without these
developments, the NIME conference and community may not exist
today. It is quite remarkable then, to consider that new interfaces have
had such a limited impact on music production and recording studio
technology. Since the first analog mixing console was released in the
late 1950s, very little has changed in its design. For each incoming
channel, a channel strip is used with several knobs, switches, and a
fader, each controlling a specific parameter in a one-to-one mapping.
This interface has carried through to digital mixing consoles, and
metaphorically into software mixers in digital audio workstations.
It is a common goal in audio mixing to create a specific sonic
image for the listener, utilizing psychoacoustics to provide
localization cues. In a stereo mix, the most basic parameters that
control this sonic image are lateral position and depth. With the
channel strip metaphor, these parameters are approximated using a
pan potentiometer and a fader (controlling level) respectively. The
author would like to specify that these are approximate correlations,
because, in a physical space there are other psychoacoustic
parameters that correlate with sound localization in humans,
including spectral content, and time delays. These parameters are
often emulated using artificial reverberation.

Figure 1. Channel Strip vs. Stage Metaphor
The current work addresses the control of apparent lateral position
and depth using the stage metaphor. The stage metaphor defines a
listening point and allows the user to control panning and level with
the distance between the sound source and the listening point in two
corresponding dimensions simultaneously. While most
implementations of the stage metaphor either use keyboard and
mouse or multi-touch (see Section 2) , the current work explores an
implementation using computer vision with position tracking.
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tracking, speed, accuracy, and affordability/accessibility. With these
factors in mind, the author felt that two sensors specifically should be
considered: the Microsoft Kinect [17] and the Leap Motion [11]. The
author has performed some prior work using skeleton tracking with
the Kinect to control various sonic parameters. The author considered
the Leap Motion as well, primarily because it allows joint-based
tracking (similar to the Kinect), but optimized for the hands and
fingers. This kind of tracking does not require the user’s entire body
to be in-view of the sensor in order to identify specific joints,
meaning the user can use the system while seated at a desk or table
surface, typically a familiar, comfortable working position for anyone
who is mixing music. Working in this position could potentially allow
for greater comfort and ergonomics than requiring a user to remain
standing, as such would be the case with the Kinect. In addition, the
frame rate of the Leap Motion is significantly faster than that of the
Kinect, allowing for more accurate real time tracking. For these
reasons, the author decided to implement a system using the Leap
Motion.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Depth Mixing and the Stage Metaphor
There have been several implementations of “depth mixing” using
the stage metaphor. Gibson [9] discusses a theoretical “virtual mixer,”
in which sounds are represented as spheres in three dimensional
space. The position of the sphere in each plane controls a different
sonic parameter, with three main modes: mix, effects, and
equalization. For the mix mode, he proposes a stereo option and a
surround option. Pachet and Delerue [18] propose a standalone
mixing application with a two dimensional GUI controlled by a
computer mouse in which end-listeners are presented with widgets
for all instruments and a widget for the listener. Each widget is
moveable, allowing the users to customize their own mixes.
Holladay [10] also proposes a standalone mixing application with a
sound stage GUI controlled by the computer mouse, but it is designed
for professional audio mixing engineers as opposed to end-listeners.
Diamante’s system [5] also allows the user to move all widgets,
including the listener position, but it is implemented as a GUI on a
tablet PC acting as a control surface for a digital audio workstation.
In addition to attenuating sound sources as they are placed farther
away, this system also shelves high frequencies when sources are
placed farther still, providing additional spatial realism. Carrascal and
Jordà [3] use the multi-touch capabilities of the Reactable [20] in their
implementation of the stage metaphor. Gelinek et al [7-8] also use the
Reactable, but they include fiducial tracking with tangibles and
“smart tangibles,” which are essentially fiducial tangibles containing
micro-controllers, allowing for additional flexibility in the mapping
of multiple parameters.

4.2 Challenges of a Touch-Free Interface
There are significant challenges in implementing any touch-free
system based solely in computer vision. Any system without a
tangible, physical interface will, by design, lack haptic and tactile
feedback. The presence of this feedback, in many domains can
improve upon the performance of the system. In addition to
feedback, precision can be a concern with computer vision systems
as well.
In early stages of implementation, design options were considered
that would keep the interface entirely touch-free, allowing channel
selection and sound source positioning to be controlled via motion
tracking and gesture recognition using sensor data from both hands.
The initial design utilized the Leap Motion’s built-in finger tracking
as a means of channel selection. Users could hold up a certain
number of fingers that would correspond to the channel number they
wished to enable for mixing. One significant challenge this posed
was in getting the sorting algorithm used in the Leap Motion SDK to
comply with this design. The algorithm labels user hands in order of
detection, and does not differentiate between left and right. With this
type of sorting implemented into the mixing interface, users would
need to insert their hands into the sensor’s field of view in a particular
order, and keep them in range during the entire mixing task, or the
mapping of hand data would default to the first hand when one hand
was removed. Manually sorting hands by locating the left-most and
right-most palm positions was effective, but was disrupted when the
user crossed hands. In addition, the need to keep both hands above
the sensor throughout the mixing task quickly caused “gorilla arm”
fatigue.

2.2 Gesture and Computer Vision Control
There have been several implementations of computer vision control
in music systems. Many of these systems focus more on sound
transformation [6], [16] and synthesis [4], [19] rather than depth,
panorama, spatialization or mixing. There have been some
implementations of gesture-controlled interfaces with Digital Audio
Workstation (DAW) software. Balin and Loviscach [2] recognize
importance of the integration of gestures with DAW software,
however they focus on gestures performed on the computer mouse.
Many of the implementations using gesture control for mixing or
spatialization [14], [21] utilize physical sensors and motion capture
rather than computer vision. After thorough review of the literature,
Lech and Kostek [12] provide the only use of computer vision and
gestural control of audio mixing utilizing the stage metaphor. They
implement a system that identifies specific gestures (static and
dynamic), and sends them as MIDI messages to a DAW. The system
uses a webcam, a multimedia projector, and a projector screen. The
camera feed is subtracted from the projector image to locate any
change in hand position. While user testing for this interface
produced results suggesting reasonably precise control, the use of a
projector screen may be a limitation for users in some environments.
The author would like to address this in the current interface.

To address these issues, the author resolved to the introduction of
an additional affordance to function in a supplementary role,
performing simple channel selection. This would then allow for onehanded gestural control of sound source placement. When
considering an additional affordance for channel selection, the author
aimed to preserve the design goals of portability and accessibility.
Bearing in mind the ubiquity of the mobile phone and tablet, a
custom TouchOSC layout was developed, usable by anyone with an
iOS or Android device. An overview of the system can be found in
the following section of this paper.

3. DESIGN GOALS
In approaching a design for an audio mixing interface using computer
vision, the author proposes some important factors:
1.) To provide the user with a better sense of depth and panorama, the
interface should use the stage metaphor.

4.3 System Overview

2.) The interface should be designed as a controller, sending data to a
DAW, rather than a standalone, autonomous mixer.

The current system captures sensor data from the Leap Motion using
the Leap Motion SDK, Max [15] and a Max external written by R.
Luke DuBois, a colleague of the author’s.

3.) The interface should be portable, accessible, and easy to use.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1 Choosing the Input Sensor

The TouchOSC layout is used to open gates in Max, assigned to
channels in Ableton Live [1]. Once a channel is selected, the user can
control the position of the sound source according to the stage
metaphor. Position data of a user’s hand is mapped to control the
depth (level) and panning of the corresponding channel within

In choosing an input sensor to use for the current work, the author
kept a few factors in mind, primarily optimization for human body
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The same palm position data that is scaled to MIDI values and sent to
Ableton Live is also scaled to control the position of the Open GL
sphere corresponding with the user-selected channel. Lateral
positions of spheres are thus representative of the lateral position of
their corresponding sound sources. In addition, sources that are closer
to the user are seen as larger spheres, while sources that are deeper in
the mix are seen as smaller spheres. Rather than simply representing
panning and mix level values via a potentiometer knob and dB values
from a fader, the GUI provides the user with a sense of the space
being created while mixing the audio sources.

Ableton Live, and to supply the user with additional visual feedback
through a custom graphical user interface (described further in
section 4.4).

Figure 3. Graphical User Interface

5. DESIGN CHALLENGES WITH THE
STAGE METAPHOR

Figure 2. System Design

One of the most significant challenges in designing a mixing
interface using the stage metaphor is the organization of channels and
the parameters corresponding to those channels. While the channel
strip metaphor does make it more challenging to visualize
spatialization and the concepts of depth and panorama, it also makes
it incredibly easy to access a specific parameter of a specific channel,
as the channel is always in the same place. In contrast, the channel
organization and labeling in a mixing interface designed with the
stage metaphor gets more difficult as the number of channels
increases. Mixing engineers typically work with upwards of 24
channels in any given session. Gelinek et al [7] point out that this
may likely be why even novel audio mixing interfaces, like Liebman
et al. [13] are using the channel strip metaphor. Often times,
complexity can be minimized by including layers of functionality
within a system. While layers of functionality can make an interface
easier to use, they can also make the system more time-consuming to
use. This issue is addressed more in section 6.

The palm position data in the x and z planes are scaled to
appropriate values for pan potentiometer and fader. The channel’s left
to right panning is controlled by the scaled x plane data, while the
depth of the source in the mix is controlled by the scaled z plane data.
Once a channel is enabled in the TouchOSC layout, moving a hand
over the sensor, the user can physically push the sound source back,
farther away on the virtual stage, or pull it closer, as well as slide it
laterally. Once the user positions the sound source in the desired
location, it can be locked in place by de-selecting the channel in the
TouchOSC layout. In addition to providing an easy solution for track
selection, the use of TouchOSC allows for improved ergonomics, as
the user does not need to keep a second hand over the sensor. Also,
when all tracks are locked, the position data is not applied to any
channel, in order to avoid unintended re-positioning of sound sources.
All data filtering and processing, in addition to the visual feedback
system are implemented within one single Max/MSP/Jitter
environment. The sensor data is sent over the Open Sound Control
protocol and routed to channels in Live using Max for Live devices
and the Live API.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The current system responds reasonably well to hand motion. In
personal testing, the author has set the tracking to be quite sensitive
to smaller movements, so one does not have to make large-scale
gestures to impact parameters. The author would like to expand
functionality of the system and test it with various subject
populations, including professional mixing engineers, performers,
and novices. By having subjects mix with the current system
alongside other audio mixing interfaces (analog console, a DAW
mixer), the author can gain insight into how the system compares.
In addition, asking subjects to blindly rate mixes performed on
different interfaces, additional subjective ratings can be drawn.
Carrascal and Jordà [3] found in a preliminary evaluation that when
users were given the chance to mix with their multi-touch stage
metaphor system and with an analog console, the tasks were
completed quicker by every subject on the multi-touch mixer. In
addition, users preferred the multi-touch mixer to the analog console.

4.4 Graphical User Interface
As discussed in Section 1, one significant reason behind using the
stage metaphor for mixing is to provide the user with a better sense of
sound source position in virtual space than is afforded in a traditional
channel strip metaphor. Left to right position of a channel strip on a
mixing console has no correlation with where a sound source is
actually being positioned. To assist the user in providing clarity of
sound source spatialization, a graphical user interface was designed to
give users visual feedback during the mixing process.
The GUI was designed using OpenGL animations in Jitter, and
loosely based on the visual approach used in Gibson’s Art of Mixing
[9]. Sound sources are represented as spheres in virtual threedimensional space, differentiated by color. Color assignment is
arbitrary, but provided to supply visual contrast. Additionally, all track
names are sent directly from Ableton to the GUI using OSC
messages, and the name of each channel is positioned in front of its
corresponding channel’s sphere.

Before evaluating the current system, the author would like to
expand its functionality. Before it can be compared to a traditional
mixer, the current system should have a similar level of control
parameters to a traditional mixer. The author would like to
implement different modes into the system, including equalization,
effects, and surround/multi-channel. Also, as mentioned in Section 5,
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adding more channels to the system would also be a highly desirable
feature. The main challenge with implementing additional channels
and control parameters with the current system is that the user
interface may get extremely cluttered. To address the addition of
more channels, the author would consider implementing a two
dimensional stage metaphor, as this would allow the user to see more
source widgets without the GUI getting overly-cluttered. It seems
that this technique was used with reasonable success by Carrascal
and Jordà [3] and Gelinek et al [7-8]. Another option would be to
stagger heights of sound source spheres. This technique is used by
Gibson [9] to visualize high channel counts in multi-track mixes. To
address the addition of more control parameters, the author would
like to consider adding support for advanced gesture recognition,
perhaps using static and dynamic gestures. This seemed to work well
for Lech and Kostek [12]. In this type of implementation, the author
would want to focus on gestures that are appropriate to the control
tasks.

[6] A.L. Fuhrmann, J. Kretz, and P. Burwik. Multi Sensor Tracking
for Live Sound Transformation. In Proceedings of New
Interfaces for Musical Expression, pages 358-362, 2013.
[7] S. Gelineck, M. Buchert and J. Andersen. Towards a more
Flexible and Creative Music Mixing Interface. In Proceedings
of ACM SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems, Paris, 2013.
[8] S. Gelineck, D. Overholt, M. Büchert, and J. Andersen.
Towards an Interface for Music Mixing based on Smart
Tangibles and Multitouch. In Proceedings of New Interfaces for
Musical Expression, pages 180-185, 2013.
[9] P. Gibson. The Art of Mixing: A Visual Guide To Recording,
Engineering and Production. ArtistPro Press, 1997.
[10] A. Holladay. Audio Dementia: A Next Generation Audio
Mixing Software Application. In Proceedings of the 118th AES
Convention, Barcelona, 2005.

In addition to adding functionality to the current system, the author
would like to connect the interface with other popular industry
DAWs. Using OSC, or perhaps sending MIDI continuous control
data over an IAC bus, it is possible to connect the interface with
Cubase, Logic, and Pro Tools. Expanding output connectivity could
allow more users to try out the system in a DAW of their choice.

[11] Leap Motion. http://www.leapmotion.com
[12] M. Lech and B. Kostek. Testing A Novel Gesture-Based
Mixing Interface. In Journal of the Audio Engineering Society,
vol. 61 (5), pages 301-313, 2013.
[13] Liebman, N., Nagara, M., Spiewla, J., and Zolkosky, E.
Cuebert: A new mixing board concept for musical theatre. In
Proceedings of New Interfaces for Musical Expression, 2010.

Given the current system’s performance, the author believes there
is some promise in the implementation of a computer vision-based
audio mixing interface.

[14] M. Marshall, J. Malloch, M. Wanderley, “Gesture Control of
Sound Spatialization for Live Musical Performance,” in
Gesture Based Human Computer Interaction and Simulation,
M. Sales Dias (ed.), Berlin , Springer, pp. 227–238 (2009).
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ABSTRACT

been used for prototyping embedded musical instruments as
well including the Variax [5] and the Chameleon Guitar [19].
In contrast, an intriguing question is how to provide an
embedded musical instrument with a direct, cleanly controllable acoustic output. This question is the topic of the
present paper, which aims to also share the technology with
the community.

An embedded acoustic instrument is an embedded musical
instrument that provides a direct acoustic output. This paper describes how to make embedded acoustic instruments
using laser cutting for digital fabrication. Several tips are
given for improving the acoustic quality including: employing maximally stiff material, placing loudspeaker drivers
in the corners of enclosure faces, increasing the stiffness
of “loudspeaker” faces by doubling their thickness, choosing side-lengths with non-integer ratios, and incorporating
bracing. Various versions of an open design of the “LapBox”
are provided to help community members replicate and extend the work. A procedure is suggested for testing and
optimizing the acoustic quality.

1.2

Embedded Acoustic Instruments

The concept of the most basic embedded acoustic instrument is represented in Figure 1, which shows human hands
manipulating sensors that are connected via a sensor interface to an embedded computation unit. A sound synthesizer implemented in software creates an output audio
signal based on the sensor data. Finally, an audio amplifier makes the output audio signal intense enough to power
an internal transducer (see Figure 1). The sound radiates
directly from the transducer while the enclosure can help
support the sound radiation by partially or wholly baffling
the driver and/or providing a port, etc. In general, lumped
element models can be employed to help guide the size and
geometry of the design [17].
In practice, different overall configurations may be desirable. For example, a differently shaped enclosure, more
loudspeaker drivers, more sensors, etc., may be useful in a
specific context. Here the intent is merely to describe what
is meant by the term embedded acoustic instrument.

Keywords
embedded acoustic instrument, embedded musical instrument, Satellite CCRMA

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Embedded Instruments
Since the beginning of NIME, most prototypes have contained only a small amount of integer-based computation
for processing sensor data or none at all. The sensor data
was transmitted to an external computer, which carried out
all of the computationally intensive tasks including sound
synthesis. However, in the past few years, native embedded
floating-point computation has become inexpensive enough
to more widely benefit the NIME community [2]. This trend
has enabled makers of new musical instruments and sound
art installations to embed computation into their designs.
For example, the Satellite CCRMA project has aimed to
help the community install embedded computation into musical instruments and sound art installations. The Satellite
CCRMA image can be used with the Raspberry Pi embedded computer, which costs only approximately $35 to $40
USD [3].
Embedded computation has many advantages including
reducing the number of cables required for operation and
helping prototypes remain operable for a longer period of
time with less maintenance. In many prototypes, an audio
out connector allows the output audio to be connected to an
external sound system [8, 4, 12]. Proprietary platforms have

Audio
Amp
Sensor Interface

Embedded
Computation
Sound Synthesis

Sensors

Figure 1: Embedded acoustic instrument concept.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Community members interested in building embedded
acoustic instruments will want to first experiment with the
simplest designs in order to efficiently learn the craft. Therefore, the approach taken in this work aims at providing the
community with a simple design that is easy to test, replicate, and extend. For this reason, the paper aims at pre-
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senting these concepts in the most general sense.

1.3

tic musical instruments and electroacoustic instruments in
live performance [18]. This concept is embodied by the
Bowed-Sensor-Speaker-Array (BoSSA), by Dan Trueman
and Perry Cook [16]. The BoSSA enclosure approximates
a sphere and has twelve independently controllable loudspeakers, which are nearly evenly distributed over the surface.
The technology has since been integrated into six-channel
loudspeakers that sit on the floor in laptop orchestras and
have become used by many institutions [15]. However, controlling the radiation pattern to more accurately simulate
specific radiation characteristics is difficult and could require 120 independently controllable loudspeaker drivers or
more [20, 1]. Thus for simplicity in the present work, the
examples associated with this paper are based on designs
using two independently controlled loudspeaker drivers to
provide each performer of an embedded acoustic instrument
with an individual sound source, as with the laptop orchestra. However, in the future, it could nonetheless be interesting to experiment with incorporating larger numbers of
channels into embedded acoustic instruments.
Actuated acoustic instruments are also worth mentioning. They radiate sound more similarly to acoustic musical instruments but have a more fixed radiation pattern
[13]. However, in contrast, the focus of embedded acoustic instruments lies in being able to create a wide range of
timbres that would ideally be unrestricted by the enclosure
geometry. This is why embedded acoustic instruments typically actuate sound waves directly using loudspeaker-type
transducers.

Radiation Pattern

It is possible to build embedded acoustic instruments that
radiate sound in many different ways. Therefore, it is interesting to consider how traditional acoustic instruments
radiate sound. Measured radiation patterns tend to be
quite complex, but a few approximate generalizations can
be made. Gongs and cymbals radiate sound approximately
in a dipole pattern, with very little sound radiating in the
plane of the instrument. Brass instruments tend to radiate
the highest frequencies directionally out of the horn with a
widening pattern at lower frequencies. Acoustic stringed instruments generally radiate sound in an even more complex
pattern [7].
On the one hand, highly directionally dependent acoustic instruments will present challenges in anechoic environments or environments with very little reverberation. For
example, when performing outside with such an instrument,
each performer will likely want to aim to have all audience
members lie within a somewhat homogeneous region of the
instrument’s radiation pattern. On the other hand, most
indoor performance venues provide for a reverberant environment that can help diffuse the sound throughout the
entire listening space. Therefore one can posit that a highly
directionally dependent radiation pattern may be satisfactory in such a reverberant environment.
Acoustical simulations of classical music concert performances provide some specific insights into performance environments with reverberation [14]. In reverberant performance halls, the sound radiated from an instrument can either travel directly to a listener’s ears and/or it can reflect
off of one or more surfaces before reaching the listener’s
ears. In either case, the listener has the possibility of hearing the instrument, no matter where it is placed on stage.
The ratio between the strength of the direct sound and the
strength of the reflected diffuse sound will affect how reverberant the sound is perceived to be [11]. Furthermore, if two
instruments on a stage have significantly differing radiation
patterns, then the room will typically filter the sound differently as it makes its way to a listener’s ears. In particular,
the timbre of the two instruments will be affected differently.
The same holds true between entire instrument sections, assuming that in each section, the instruments have similar
radiation patterns and are oriented similarly [14]. Thus,
when listening to a traditional orchestra, in which the different kinds of musical instruments have individualized radiation patterns, each instrument section’s timbre will be
shaped differently and individually by the room, providing
the listener with a “rainbow” of timbreally shaped sounds
[14].
If one wishes to follow the lead of orchestral history when
designing new embedded acoustic instruments, one should
consider endowing each embedded acoustic instrument design with its own individualized radiation pattern. This is
easy to do using even a small number of loudspeaker drivers.
For this reason, the examples associated with this paper are
based on designs using two independently controlled loudspeaker drivers.

1.4

2. DIGITAL FABRICATION
2.1 Overview
In order to make acoustic embedded instruments most accessible to the community, the authors have decided to pursue a digital fabrication approach for making enclosures.
While the author looks forward to the possibility of employing 3D printing techniques for making enclosures, and
while the lead author has a 3D printer at his institute, it has
been decided to employ a 2D laser cutting technique for this
work instead. One significant advantage of laser cutting is
that the material is much less expensive, enabling students
to engage more easily in creating acoustic embedded instruments in a classroom context. Also, it is hypothesized that
musicians might have an affinity for laser-cut wood as final
designs can moderately resemble some kinds of traditional
acoustic musical instruments. Finally, wood glue is convenient to work with, is non-toxic, provides a strong bond,
and is quite environmentally friendly. Figure 2 shows five
faces of an enclosure laid out on a table in preparation for
gluing them together.

Related Instruments

Some related prior instruments and concepts are discussed
here in order to provide for a more thorough historical perspective. In 1991, David Wessel suggested making digital
instruments with concentrated arrays of independently controllable loudspeakers to enable programmable control of a
digital instrument’s radiation pattern. He suggested that
this approach could make it easier to mix traditional acous-

Figure 2: Preparations for gluing together pieces of
laser-cut plywood to make an enclosure.
Approximately ten prototype enclosures for embedded
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acoustic instruments have been fabricated and tested. The
lessons learned are summarized here. The most significant
challenge to making lightweight enclosures out of laser-cut
wood is nonlinear rattling of the enclosure pieces or the electronic parts mounted to them. This occurs primarily due to
structural resonances in the enclosure. The following steps
can be taken to prevent rattle:

1. Choose a frequency near the lowest structural resonance frequencies of the enclosure,
2. increase the amplitude until the sinusoid is very loud,
3. sweep the frequency to search for resonance frequencies that rattle, and
4. for each rattle frequency, manipulate the enclosure
and components until the rattling is eliminated.
Repeat the process described above after adding each additional component.

Figure 3: The thickness of faces containing loudspeaker drivers can be doubled simply by gluing
two layers of laser-cut plywood together.

Figure 4: Pd patch for searching for resonance frequencies contributing to rattling.

2.3

• Use sufficiently stiff pieces of wood such as 0.2” (5mm)
thick plywood or medium density fiberboard (MDF).

Wires and all electronic parts need to be mounted very carefully so that structural vibrations they make will not cause
any rattling. It may be necessary to sandwich thin layers of foam between the enclosure and circuit boards being
firmly screwed to the enclosure. Similarly, if the loudspeaker
drivers come with foam gaskets, then they should be employed when fixing the loudspeaker drivers to the enclosure.
For parts that cannot be screwed to the enclosure, hot glue
is recommended for early prototyping. For example, hot
glued parts can sometimes be more precisely re-placed later
after viewing wire lengths etc. in order to route cables to
help prevent them from rattling.

• Install the loudspeaker drivers in faces with less area.
Place the drivers in the corners of these faces.
• Double the thickness of faces containing loudspeakers,
such as shown in Figure 3.
• Make the enclosure small so that the thickness of the
sides is as large as possible compared to the enclosure
side lengths.
• Choose the side lengths for the box so that the ratios of
the various side lengths have non-integer relationships.

3. THE LAPBOX
3.1 Selecting Dimensions

• Use “plane” braces that are glued to four different sides
of the enclosure to help reduce the strength of structural vibrations [9][17].

2.2

Carefully Check Freely Vibrating Wires
and Other Parts

The LapBox enclosure was designed so that it would be
easy for students to assemble and modify to make embedded acoustic instruments (see Figures 2 and 3). Due to
its simplicity and tutorial value, a simple dovetail enclosure
was used. Its dimensions were chosen considering the criteria described in Section 2.1. Louden’s ratio of 1:1.4:1.9 was
selected [6, 10]. However, it was decided to multiply the
longest side length by two in order to obtain a relatively
small box with the ratios 1:1.4:3.8 that could fit in the lap
of a performer as shown in Figure 5. A picture of a related
embedded acoustic instrument with ratios 1:0.7:3.8 is shown
in Figure 6.

Acoustic Testing

Acoustic testing is absolutely essential, especially for learning how to build acoustic embedded instruments. We recommend, as early as possible, screwing the loudspeaker
drivers to the enclosure parts and then controlling the drivers
with a loud sinusoid in order to check for possible rattling.
Only then is it convenient to systematically eliminate rattling. Indeed, if an enclosure is rattling at a specific frequency, then one can manipulate the enclosure while it is
rattling in order to find the problem. For example, one
might wish to hold certain faces more rigid, move cables,
tighten screws, loosen screws, and/or add feet, etc. until
the rattling is eliminated.
Due to the necessity of acoustic testing, it may be desirable to build acoustic embedded instruments within a studio or other soundproofed room. The enclosure should be
tested again after each additional part is added to eliminate
sources of rattling.
A Pure Data (pd) patch is included with the archive distributed with this work. This patch is shown in Figure 4,
which reveals how to search for resonance frequencies that
contribute to rattling. The process is as follows:

3.2

Open Baffle By Default

The LapBox is acoustically open by default on the bottom
face (not shown). Although this can reduce the strength of
the bass response below 200Hz, it is pedagogically useful. In
this case, students can always quickly get inside the instrument if necessary in order to make modifications. However,
the project files include a template for a bottom panel cover,
which can be attached using Velcro or wood screws in order to acoustically close the instrument. In this case, it is
advisable to insert some acoustic foam into the enclosure to
help dampen “air” resonances inside the enclosure.
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[5]

[6]

[7]

Figure 5: LapBox revision 3, with force-sensing resistors placed on the sides in the shape of the human
hand.

[8]

[9]

[10]

Figure 6: “The SuperSonicSoaker soaks you with
sound.” It is a derivative of the LapBox revision 4
that is designed to be held by a strap going around
the neck.

[11]

[12]

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Embedded acoustic instruments are an emerging and intriguing area of research and musical practice. Specific advice was given regarding enhancing the sound quality of
embedded acoustic instruments. The authors hope that by
placing the LapBox design within the public domain, the
advancement of the field can be accelerated. More detailed,
step-by-step instructions regarding making the LapBox, the
above-described pd patch, parts lists, and example templates for laser cutting can be found at the project website:
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~eberdahl/EAI/index.html

5.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the Parallaxis Score System, part of
the authors ongoing research into to the development of
technological tools that foster creative interactions between
improvising musicians and predefined instructional texts.
The Parallaxis platform places these texts within a networked, interactive environment with a generalised set of
controls in order to explore and devise ontologies of network performance. As an interactive tool involved in music
production the score system itself undergoes a functional
transformation and becomes a distributed meta-instrument
in its own right, independent from, yet intrinsically connected to those instruments held by the performers.

The relative starting speeds of the parts are flexible and
these relationships are malleable during a performance. The
score does not function as a fixed set of relationships that
must be maintained but as fluid document which encourages intervention. The system is a type of open form score
but unlike the hypertextual or mobile forms seen in Stockhausen’s Klavierstuck XI, Boulez’s Troisieme Sonate, Formant III, Constellation / Constellation-miroir or more contemporaneously in the generative and network scores of
Freeman[3], Vickery[5] and Hajdu[4], the PSS presents multiple asynchronous linearities with alternative readings of
the text emerging from the varied and constantly changing
part alignments.

Keywords

2.

SCORE AS META-INSTRUMENT

NIME, NetScore, Realtime Web, FOSS, Improvisation, Composition

1.

PARALLAXIS SCORE SERVER

The Parallax Score Server (PSS) is a networked score playout system targeted at human performers who interpret notational instructions from the web-browser. It is a multinodal server managed network with each performer’s browser
a node, these scores are tightly synchronised with one another over the network using realtime web technologies.
Written as a web-app, no special software is needed to use
the screen score it will run in any standards compliant web
browser[1]. The score may optionally be projected and visible to both audience and performers but each member of
the ensemble needs a laptop, tablet or touch-screen monitor
placed on a music stand to allow them access to the control
parameters of the score during performance.
This score playback system adopts a familiar[5], horizontal right to left, scrolling score paradigm, including a visual
“playzone” and “playhead”. The novel feature of this system is that each of the performance parts within the score
can proceed at different speeds from one another. The multiple procession speeds of the individual parts result in a
sonic equivalent to the parallax scrolling animation effect
used in early side scrolling 8-bit video games such as Super
Mario Brothers where the differing speed of the foreground
and background give the impression of 3D depth in a two
dimensional representation.

Figure 1: Parallaxis Live in Graz (Linux Audio Conference 2013).
The synchronisation between the individual score instances
is achieved through bi-directional communications between
the score clients and the score server. This network of multiple bidirectional links allows multiple forms of interaction
to take place. The score may be approached according to a
traditional top down hierarchical model where a master control interface has individual control over each of the scores.
In such a scenario a director of a performance “conducts”
by altering the speed of the different performers and subsequently alters the temporal relationship between the parts.
Alternately, the individual nodes (performers) may exert
agency and interfere with both the progression of their own
part as well as that of their co-performers. These interventions may represent an act of subversion within the director based system or provide an opportunity to explore
new structures and strategies in distributed performance
systems. Once the performers are aware of the systems capabilities in this area, pre-performance discussions around
version development may extend to incorporating game like
strategies as typified in pieces such as John Zorn’s Cobra.
The network synchronised score allows nonstandard spatial arrangements of the ensemble around (and beyond) the
performance space as maintaining eye contact with a conductor or each other may become less relevant. The spatial
arrangement becomes one of the pre-performance compositional decisions to be made by the ensemble in creation of
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
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republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 2: Network Schematic for Parallaxis
loop area for the part. All performers may operate their
own controls as well as the controls of any other performer
using the system.
Touch screens devices are a preferred score interface along
with an expression foot controller sending speed control
data via OSC. Access to the controls must be quick with
minimal effort or time with hands away from the instrument. More experimental instruments may incorporate score
controls directly into their own performance interface using
OSC which the score is listening for.
The scores prepared for this system by the author to date
have used a combination of traditional proportional “timepoint” notation and graphic notation. Scrolling this notational style over the fixed playhead demands a fixed moment
of attack assuring an adherence to the precise temporal flow.
Yet flexibility in interpretation of absolute pitch, tone, register colour and mode of attack remain under the control of
the individual. Interventions to that flow may be made by,
or directed at, any of the participants in the performance
resulting in a structural and persistent change to the interrelationships between all parts. So the influence of the
individual on the performance as a whole happens both on
the micro and macro levels.
The independence of these strict temporal flows creates
the parallax offsets and allows complex, organised rhythmic
ensemble playing easily accessible to amateur or improvising
musicians. Each musician may feel they are playing regular
quarter note values, yet one musician may be playing 10%
faster and another 10% slower. None of the musicians are
worried about counting subdivisions of the bar and trying to
execute complex nested duplets, yet very easily Liqetiesque
polyrhythmic ensemble textures become obtainable, even by
musicians who can manage traditional notation well, without the cognitive burden of the rhythmic calculations that

Figure 3: Distributed Model

a version. In the interpretation of scores written for this
system there are many such pre and intra-performance decisions which operate on the infrastructural level.
The score file is loaded on to the server as a series of equal
length vector graphics files, one SVG file for each instrumental/group part. These files are long strips of notation (not
dissimilar to player piano rolls in proportion). The animation of the CSS stylesheet rule determining the location of
these elements on the screen works so that the tail of score
joins up with the head creating an infinite loop of music.
Every prepared version may set new starting points within
these cyclical instrumental parts.
The notation streams appear from the right of the screen
and scrolls in a leftwards direction. In the left half of the
screen are the shaded areas called the playzones, in the centre of these playzones is a vertical line representing the playhead, as the music passes over the play-head it is executed
by the performer. The playback interfaces includes speed
and direction controls for each part as well as a playzone
and playhead, the playzone also acts as a pause button and
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Figure 4: Example of a single instrumental part showing graphic notation, shaded playzone and the red
playhead
may act to the detriment of the areas left more open to
free. Scores may be created with periodicity and rhythmic
structures in mind as with the author’s Parallaxis II for
Ensemble where the score was created on a grid structure
based on prime number sequences lending itself to exploitation of isorhythmic patterns.
The drifting polymetricism which causes the parts to constantly move in and out of phase with one another may
be seen as analogous to techniques used in Steve Reich’s
early tape works Come Out and Ain’t Gonna Rain and
more closely, Emmerson’s Spirit of ’76 with its accelerating delay. However with these works the outcome is fixed,
dependant on the staring conditions (the physical distance
between the play and record heads of the reel-to-reel analog
tape machine) whereas the author’s Parallaxis works allow
a constant ongoing adjustment of metric relationships. This
is perhaps closer to an instrumental analogy of Pierre Schaeffer’s concept of jeu as manifested through his studio based
electroacoustic improvisations with turntables and tape machines.[2]
With the Parallaxis system, these ongoing interventions
(or jeu) are distributed, often performed by multiple individuals within a group rather than by any one lone individual (as in a conducted/directed model). In this sense
the score itself undergoes a functional transformation and
becomes a collective meta-instrument used alongside those
held by the individual participants.

nipulated live during the recording from another location
2
.
The score server runs on the embedded Linux open hardware platform, BeagleBone or on a RaspberryPi, independent of the wide area network, so not vulnerable to problems with the internet connection, firewall or NAT restrictions. The score server is hosted on a specially created LAN
using cheap and easily available T-Link hardware and the
client-side score may run on any platform that is capable
of running a modern web compliant browser including (but
not limited to), Gnu/Linux, OSX, Windows, Android and
iOS devices. The complete score server system weighs less
than 200 grammes and costs under $100 including the wifi
router. It does not depend on the presence of any proprietary software such as Max/MSP nor does it require any
complicated software or hardware configuration. As such
it is a very easily deployed, reliable, low cost and flexible
solution.

4.

3. NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
The score server is publicly available for review/reuse online 1 and is made with open source software (Node.js) and
adheres to the Web Standard technologies HTML5, CSS3,
Javascript, Web Sockets and SVG. It runs on a Local and/or
Wide Area Network with intercommunication between score
instances enabled through sockets.io (a node.js implementation of WebSockets). The server also sends a stream of
OSC data (node-osc via an OSC Groups server) in tandem
with the WebSockets stream. This allows integration and
synchronisation of live electronics events with notational
events in the score. This OSC layer is also useful to operate and synchronise with the transport controls of a Digital
Audio Workstation either for alignment with a predefined
tape part or to facilitate the creation of studio a recording.
The score may also be hosted on the public internet and
used in tele-performance scenarios connecting performers
via an high bandwidth audio streams using Jacktrip. Many
networked performance scenarios may be facilitated by such
a score system as illustrated in Fig.2 In Parallaxis for Flutes,
2012 the OSC transport control feature was used to facilitate a network collaboration between a flautist and a “scoreist” with the flautist using multitrack overdubbing techniques in one location while the score and DAW were ma1
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ABSTRACT

pedagogical issues related to this idea.

In this paper, we present the “Mobile Device Marching Band”
(MDMB) as a new mode of musical performance with mobile
computing devices. We define an MDMB to be, at its most general,
any ensemble utilizing mobile computation that can travel as it
performs, with the performance being independent of its location.
We will discuss the affordances and limitations of mobile-based
instrument design and performance, specifically within the context of
a “moving” ensemble. We will also discuss the use of a Mobile
Device Marching Band as an educational tool. Finally, we will
explore our implementation of an MDMB, an electronic Brazilian
percussion ensemble.

2. RELATED WORK
The primary framework from which this research springs is the work
of Dan Trueman and Perry Cook, with their development of PLOrk,
the Princeton Laptop Orchestra in 2005 [5]. Since then, the idea has
spread and many different approaches have been explored. There has
also been an explosion of research on making audio with mobile
devices [4], and the work most directly related to our project is Ge
Wang’s development of MoPho, the Stanford Mobile Phone
Orchestra [3] [6]. Wang’s group has very similar goals, and is also
both a performance ensemble and an educational platform for
teaching electronic music. Much of this work involves performers
using mobile phones as instruments, but the actual mobility of
performers tends to be limited to moving around a standard
performance space. We consider our work to be an extension of
Wang’s mobile phone orchestra idea, reaching into the even more
mobile territory of an ensemble that travels while playing.
The closest musical work to our project that we are aware of is the
band Itchyo [7], from Colorado, most known for their performances
with David Byrne of the Talking Heads. This group is a marching
band using traditional acoustic instruments for the brass and
percussion, but they have some portable electronic instruments
mixed in to give a more modern flavor to their sound.

Keywords
Mobile, iOS, percussion, marching, parade, street, collaborative,
laptop orchestra, physical modeling, contact microphones, education,
electronic, ensemble

3. CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS
The stage-less, roaming nature of a Mobile Device Marching
Band places some restrictions on the types of devices and interactions
that can be incorporated into a performance. A minimal MDMB setup could involve equipping each performer with a mobile device, a
controller for audio, and a personal amplification device. We will
discuss the limitations of the “minimal” set up, as well as ways to
tackle these limits.
In general, performers in an MDMB will have much less
screen-based feedback than performers working in a stationary
setting. A mobile device screen will be significantly smaller than a
laptop screen, and the constant motion of the ensemble would make
concentration on the screen more difficult. Additionally, if the
performer is dedicating both hands to using their instrument, the
mobile device may not even be visible. These problems could
potentially be solved by creating wearable supports for the mobile
devices, and multiple devices could be used if extra screen space is
needed. Hands-free displays like Google Glass could also be used.
MDMB performers will also generally have a relatively
limited “working space.” A stationary performer can create a zone
around them where they can access different pieces of equipment in
turn, and as a result, could utilize a vast array of different physical
objects in a performance. MDMB performers would, for the most
part, have to carry much of their available gear with them. For
performers hoping to switch between multiple physical tools, this
could present quite the challenge. To use multiple pieces of
equipment during performance, performers could use a utility belt or
vest to carry the equipment on their person. Alternatively, extra
equipment could be moved on a cart that is moved along with the
performers, who could simply switch devices and store them on the

Figure 1. the Princeton Laptop Orchestra rehearsing as a
Mobile Device Marching Band.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, laptop orchestras have been a steadily growing
trend in academic institutions. As an ensemble in an educational
context, they provide an excellent platform for teaching electronic
music techniques, and combining engineering skill development with
artistic enrichment. However, the nature of electronic music
traditionally requires a static, concert or club style performance
environment. In the last few years, as mobile devices have become
ubiquitous, several of these electronic ensembles have explored
options for incorporating mobile computing into their musical
practices. We present one approach to this possibility, a marching
electronic percussion parade, and discuss some logistical and
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with electronics, where rhythmic feel and skill would be developed
through rehearsal. Lastly, it seemed like an especially enjoyable
musical experience for both the student participants and the
audiences.

cart throughout a performance. For larger performances, performers
could even set up a work area on a moving platform.
Mobile devices themselves may also present computational
limits. The limited processing power available on phones could limit
the number of live-synthesis instruments being run on a single
device. Also, networking between mobile devices on the move could
provide challenges; LAN networks can be unwieldy to set up in a
portable manner (although battery-powered routers exist), and 3G
connections may not provide the low latency necessary for some
applications. Another challenge of working with mobile devices is
the limited number of ports for external hardware. Battery powered
routers or bluetooth connectivity could be used to create movable
networks, and microcontroller platforms such as Arduino could be
used to build custom solutions for providing multiple hardware ports.

5.2 Implementation
Once the decision was made to focus on percussion-style electronic
instruments, we evaluated the possible methods of controlling the
synthesis. We wanted to take advantage of mobile devices such as
iPhones for the audio processing, but the obvious option of using the
touchscreen as a controller seemed less than ideal. The idea of simply
sending pulses over a network and having the performers adjusting
parameters seemed to lack musicianship and left the performers with
too little to do. It would also produce a sound that was too clean and
precise for the style of music we intended to make. The fun part of
percussion is that you get to hit things! Therefore, we decided to
build external triggers that we could use to control synthesis on the
mobile devices. Since getting wired data into an iPhone is not quite
as simple as a USB connection, we decided to take advantage of the
microphone/line input on the device as our input port.

4. ADVANTAGES
However, the movable nature of such an ensemble also presents
some unique performance opportunities.
A movable ensemble can interact with the concert hall in novel
ways, and can also interact with a wider range of environments than
the typical concert hall. When the performers, and thus, the sound
sources, are free to move around, they can freely explore the
acoustics of their performance space. Interaction with the reverberant
characteristics of the performance space could be pre-planned, or
even improvised. The portability of the instruments would also allow
for much more flexibility in what constitutes a performance space.
Rather than stay in a single room, performers could move throughout
an entire building, or even move through an outdoor area. This
freedom of movement would allow performers to make on-the-fly
decisions as to how they would select their performance space and
improvise based on their surroundings. Performers could even move
through a never-before-seen environment and react to their novel
surroundings.
Movable ensembles also allow for a high degree of performer
autonomy, and inter-performer spatial relations could be used in a
variety of ways. The data of the relative location between performers
could be used to control the auditory or visual elements of a
performance. Also, the visual organization of the players could be
utilized either artistically or as a way to give the audience greater
insight into the inner workings of the ensemble. For example, during
a particular piece, performers playing related parts could stand close
to each other, so the spatial movement of the performers would
reflect the thematic organization of voices in a piece. Furthermore,
performers’ ability to move around would allow them to adjust their
position to hear others better during a performance.
Individual mobility on the part of the performers would greatly
increase the potential for audience interaction and participation.
Rather than separating the performers and the audience, the two
could intermingle, and performers could change their positions in
predetermined or improvisatory ways. Most importantly, performers
could actively seek out audience members and engage them,
facilitating a two-way interaction that is almost impossible with a
non-moving ensemble. Two-way communication and the
intermingling of performers and audience members could allow for
many new types of highly interactive performance.

5.2.1 Trigger Instruments
Each student in the group built an input trigger instrument, to which a
contact microphone was affixed. The students had free reign over the
design of their instruments, and the variation in design ideas was
inspiring. Some were meant to be struck with sticks, some tapped
with the fingers, some scraped with a sandpaper block. The contact
microphone had to be fed into a simple transistor buffer circuit to
protect the phone input from voltage spikes and to match the
impedance of the source to the phone audio input. The students
soldered together these buffers from components and attached them
to their instruments. Another option would have been to purchase
inexpensive pre-built contact microphone amplifiers, but building
them from scratch was an interesting educational opportunity to learn
about simple transistor circuits.

Figure 2. Avneesh Sarwate’s sheet metal “trigger
instrument”, with different grits of sandpaper to allow for
scraping activation.

5. CASE STUDY: MOBILE ELECTRONIC
PERCUSSION MARACATU AND SAMBA
BAND
5.1 Goals
There were four main goals in creating the Mobile Electronic
Percussion Maracatu and Samba Band. First, it was imagined as an
educational tool for introducing students to digital musical instrument
design, signal processing and basic electronics. Second, it was an
experiment in the basic feasibility of a simple mobile device
marching band. Third, it was an opportunity to focus on musicianship
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Figure 3. Noah Fishman’s “trigger instrument”, a compact
design made from wood and foam rubber and tapped with
the fingers.

5.2.2 Synthesis

Figure 5. Cenk Ergün’s “trigger instrument”, nicknamed
the “burrito” and designed to be struck with a drum stick.

Next, we had to find some synthesis solutions to convert the
contact microphone signals into useful percussive audio sounds. We
used a combination of tools, including Daniel Igleisa’s MobMuPlat
[8] to wrap synthesis patches written using libPD [9], Brad Garton
and Damon Holzborn’s iRTCMix [10] to access the physical models
in the STK package [1], and an excellent commercial iOS app by
Jarosław Jacek called Impaktor [11] that is designed to create
synthesized percussion sounds based on microphone input. An
interesting addition to this arsenal would be Bruno Zamborlin’s
Mogees software [12], which is actually intended as a way to convert
contact microphone input on an iPhone into synthesis, but it isn’t yet
available for use as of the present writing. Another approach we used
to complement this mobile computing solution was to connect a
digital delay guitar pedal to the contact microphone and use an audio
rate delay as a comb filter to produce a simple, yet distinctive
electronic drum sound.

5.2.3 Amplification
For amplification, we initially used Behringer EPA-40 portable
amplifiers, which can be worn over a performer’s shoulder. These are
sufficiently loud for the purpose, and have a reasonable tone despite
the expected lack of bass frequencies. Due to a high failure rate of the
non-standard proprietary batteries they use, we eventually switched
to using Fender Passport Mini amplifiers, which use standard C-cell
batteries. The Passport Mini amplifiers did not come with a shoulder
strap, so we installed strap-lock strap buttons onto them, and attached
guitar straps. They turned out to be an excellent solution. One issue
we discovered is that the directionality of the speakers is a bit of a
problem. When the amplifier is worn over the shoulder, the speaker
points away from the musician, so that it is hard to tell how loud you
are. An ideal portable amplifier for this purpose would include a
monitor speaker pointed at the player as well. For bass frequencies,
we used a Roland MiniCube portable bass amplifier, which can be
worn with a strap, but is rather heavy and costly.

5.2.4 Musical Material
Part of the goal of this project was to teach musicianship through
the learning of a repertoire of existing music. We learned drum
patterns from Scott Kettner’s book on Maracatu [2] and listened to
samba recordings to parse out the rhythms. We chose to create
synthesized percussion instruments that mimicked the features of the
percussion instruments used in these traditional genres, while still
sounding identifiably “electronic” and taking the sound of the music
into unusual territory. We were not interested in producing a faithful
representation, but rather a unique electronic arrangement of the
musical style.

6. RESULTS
The Mobile Marching Band has proved to be a successful teaching
experience and an enjoyable musical experience for the students.
They felt that they had learned a lot about percussive synthesis
techniques, as well as many of the tools that can be used to program
audio. The mobile platform opens up many opportunities for the
ensemble to be involved in events for which a standard performance
situation would not be appropriate. We presented a concert by the

Figure 4. Carolyn Chen’s “trigger instrument”, with rubber
band strings for plucked activation.
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Princeton Laptop Orchestra at Princeton University in April of 2014
that utilized the Mobile Electronic Percussion Maracatu and Samba
Band as a way to lead the audience from one concert location to
another. The first half of the concert was in a standard concert hall,
and the last piece was staged in another location, since we would be
performing with a giant industrial robot that could not be moved into
the concert hall. We bridged these two locations by leading the
audience out of the concert hall, and over to the robot, playing our
electronic percussion music, and were also joined by two acoustic
musicians on a samba snare drum and an alfaia (Maracatu bass
drum). We complemented the percussion instruments in this
particular performance with a vocoded voice part, using a small iRig
MIDI keyboard for control, a headset microphone, a vocoder patch
created in MobMuPlat, and the same Fender Passport Mini amplifier
that was used for the electronic percussion instruments.

Figure 7. Quinn Collins’s “trigger instrument”, meant to be
struck with a drum stick.

7. FUTURE WORKs
While the current version of the group focuses entirely on percussion,
we would like to add many more instrument types, such as bass
instruments and portable electronic wind instruments. Other genres
of music, such as Balkan brass bands or New Orleans brass bands,
would be very interesting to approach electronically. While we chose
to perform existing repertoire to make the initial development of the
group simpler, we would like to work up original compositions,
preferably from within the group itself. We intend to continue
exploring this idea for the foreseeable future.
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Figure 6. Jeff Snyder’s “trigger instrument”, a marching
snare-style wooden surface with a wearable support.
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ABSTRACT

human communication as opposed to confronting human
beings with random or algorithmically generated pseudoinformation?
Through collaborative research in technology and art practice, combined experiments and practical applications, we
are investigating how we can use media fragmentation and
feature analysis to enable the potential of human expression
instead of replacing it by automatic re-assembly.

We present an instrument for audio-visual performance that
allows to recombine sounds from a collection of sampled media through concatenative synthesis. A three-dimensional
distribution derived from feature-analysis becomes accessible through a theremin-inspired interface, allowing the
player to shift from exploration and intuitive navigation toward embodied performance on a granular level.
In our example we illustrate this concept by using the
audiovisual recording of an instrumental performance as
a source. Our system provides an alternative interface to
the musical instrument’s audiovisual corpus: as the instrument’s sound and behavior is accessed in ways that are not
possible on the instrument itself, the resulting non-linear
playback of the grains generates an instant remix in a cutup aesthetic.
The presented instrument is a human-computer interface
that employs the structural outcome of machine analysis
accessing audiovisual corpora in the context of a musical
performance.

Keywords
Audio-visual, Instrument, Real-Time, Concatenative Synthesis, Embodiment, Glitch, Cut-Up, Scatter Plot, Point
Cloud, Video, Contact-free Control, Leap Motion

1.

INTRODUCTION

Feature analysis can help to understand the characteristics
and properties of a recorded media stream. It can pin-point
events and highlight sections in the stream that become
relevant to an observer. We can generate overviews, get
an idea of the range and distribution of parameters and
distinguish different elements, layers and chapters. We can
classify and sort them, generate navigable catalogs to find
them, et cetera.
With these contemporary tools for data analysis comes
the question of their re-application to the activity of making
music: How can we achieve intuitive access to the distribution of disclosed fragments, features and meta-tags for musical performance? How can we use the enormous amount
of information the analysis has disclosed to generate new expressions? How can we provide a direct instrumental access
to the re-assembly of media streams that enhances inter-

Figure 1: Top: video output in sync to the corresponding frames from the current playback unit.
Bottom: pointer and units of the analysed recording
scatter plotted in a 3D grid.

1.1
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Instrument: platform for discovery and
performance

In order to permit musicians to evoke specific perceptual
experiences, musical instruments need to provide performers with a sense of accountability—reliable and predictable
connections between player action and perceptual result.
How can we generate the potential for such accountability
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within the process of remixing fragmented media streams
that are often complex and difficult to memorize? In his
article Transforming Mirrors [11], David Rokeby describes
how accountability in exploratory interactivity emerges in
belief systems established by the perceived relationships between action and result.
Within this process of establishing accountability, exploration and performance fluidly merge into a single activity:
Exploring the point cloud, the user gradually accumulates
experience with the effects of their own physical actions on
the perceptual result. A relationship between expectation
and appearance unfolds that can sustain the interest of the
player, while the disclosed range of possible action strategies gradually permits the player to perform effects intentionally. This process is not only an increase in the control
over the behavior of the resulting playback, but following
Alva Noë [9] we could say that perceptual strategies are established and gradually evolve during both the exploration
of and performance with the instrument.

a different spatial distribution resulting in a different interactive accessibility (see bottom in figure 1). The varying
visualizations of the analysis simultaneously help to understand the nature of the recorded sound and provide the user
and player with an intuitive expectation of the unit’s contents. Organization by pitch for example makes contained
musical scales immediately visible. Correlations between
different feature dimensions become apparent, for instance,
when viewing the average pitch of a fragment versus the
number of zero crossings its audio waveform contains. In
that sense the remix instrument may also be used for Music Information Retrieval (MIR) as it permits the multidimensional analysis of a media artifact to be explored in a
quasi-haptic way.
In order to trigger points inside the resulting point cloud
we are using a non-haptic interface to define the right hand
as the focal point of the playback. The virtual representation of the hand-pointer acts as a light emitter in the scatter
plot, illuminating the distributed units and the Cartesian
grid. Light, shadows and grid can help enhance the user’s
sense for the position of the pointer within the depth of
the virtual space when it is displayed on a two-dimensional
screen [7].

1.2 How the remix instrument connects to its
users
The access a user has to the remix instrument has three
perspectives. First, the strategy of fragmentation and analysis that is applied to the media content to generate the
corpus has to be chosen and applied to the media stream. 1
In a second step, the analysis is visualized and transformed
into an interface metaphor. The user can choose the specific mapping strategy by which the result of the analysis is
transformed into a three-dimensional point cloud that can
be interactively browsed to re-assemble the fragments. Finally, in a third perspective, the user is addressed with an
audiovisual presentation: the playback of the re-assembled
media stream. In the following paragraphs we will describe
the current implementation of these components.

2. IMPLEMENTATION
2.1 Analysis and fragmentation
The instrument currently uses William Brent’s timbreID [3]
to decompose the audio component of a media stream into
a collection of fragments (further also referred to as unit
of the concatenative synthesis). Each unit is described by
a feature vector in which each analyzed sound feature appears as added dimension in a multi-dimensional Cartesian
space. The sound features analyzed are brightness, centroid, flatness, flux, irregularity, kurtosis, skewness, spread,
zero-crossings, pitch, amplitude and BFCC1–BFCC7. A
detailed description of the analysis strategies can be found
in Cepstral analysis tools for percussive timbre identification [3]. The media stream in our example is a four minute
audio-visual recording of a cellist. The musician has been
instructed to create as many different sounds as possible by
improvisation, thereby attempting to generate an encompassing corpus of the musical sounds that can be produced
on the cello.

2.2

Figure 2: control parameters: position (x,y,z) roll
(r) and tilt (t)

3. REMIXING
3.1 Human-Machine Interface
For navigation in the point-cloud we are using the Leap
Motion controller. This consumer USB device is a compact
infrared stereo camera with the necessary computer vision
software running on the host. The software extracts position, tilt and roll for both hands and all fingers from the
frames of the camera. Previously we had been using the
Microsoft Kinect as HMI [8]. Both devices are contact free
spacial sensing devices and have different capabilities. A
brief summary of our findings comparing the two is as follows: The Kinect provides depth information for anything
in the range of approximately 0.7-6m distance from the lens.
It’s output is a depth map which allows for a software based
estimation of a skeletal structure also referred to as ‘bones’.

Visualization and navigation feedback

Every unit appears as an individual point. Together, all
units of the recording visualize as a cloud. It forms a
three-dimensional scatter plot that can be zoomed and navigated in real-time. Depending on which feature dimension
is mapped on which axes of the cloud, the units appear in
1

In the current setup we pre-analyze the media before playback to generate the analysis meta data that allows for indexing and display. On-the-fly analysis and indexing (of
newly generated media) would be supported by the setup
with minor changes to its structure.
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The recognition of the skeletons fourteen joints’ positions
through the Synapse software is not instant and requires
the user to stand in a frontal position, sometimes even a
T-stance. When it recognizes a body once, the tracking of
its joints is usually stable, but tracking of body and arm
movements can be unreliable under certain circumstances,
for instance when arms are close to the torso. The Leap
Motion is designed to capture a much closer area and only
tracks the hands. It generally has a lower latency and higher
sampling rate than the Kinect. Access to the raw IR images is — as of today — not provided by the API. One can
poll various data from the sensor, but only the following six
values are of accuracy: palm position (x,y,z), tilt (x,y) and
roll. Meanwhile data for the individual fingers is lost when
they happen to be to close to each other or perpendicular
towards the sensor. When a second hand is tracked the index of the hand (0,1) is not persistent to the right or left
hand which makes this data unreliable to use. The latency
doubles when a second hand comes into the field of vision of
the sensor. With the developer tools comes a latency meter
which can show a graph visualizing the latency on a rolling
time axis. Since both devices use optical sensors they can’t
see that which is occluded from their vantage point. To
conclude: both devices have their strenghts but also serious shortcomings. By choosing the Leap Motion over the
Kinect we loose the ability to track the users head position
but gain a higher precision and lower latency.

ally organizing the fragments or units along freely selectable
analysis dimensions, the spatial layout of the corpus does
not need to adhere to abstract parameters such as pitch
transposition or particle length, but can be derived from
signal features that are emergent principal components of
the analyzed media artifact itself. Thus the performer of
the sample-based remix instrument does not have to think
in abstract synthesis parameters but is instead brought in
direct contact with the structural aspects of the analytical
corpus of available fragments.

3.4

Manipulated video

While the user navigates and performs the scatter plot and
thereby links the sound units found in the displayed pointcloud, our system simultaneously shows the corresponding
video frames. Analogous to the nature of concatenative synthesis in which non-consecutive units of the analyzed audio
waveform are linked into a continuous stream, the video is
played back alongside its respective audio fragment which
results in random-access cueing, a cut-up of the original
video footage: a real-time remix of audio-visual media fragments.

4. ADDITIONAL REMARKS
4.1 The corpus and ’instrument-inherent expressions’
As it may have become apparent to the reader, the purpose
of our instrument is not necessarily to hide behind the content that was analyzed and fragmented in the creation of
the corpus, but to instead use a performative approach to
the corpus as a vehicle for new forms of expression.
We can explain what this means by a simple example:
When regions of recorded sound are spliced together, the
perceptual result necessarily lies on a continuum between
two extreme cases:

3.2 Interaction
The tracking of the user’s hand allows one to access the
point cloud. The performer’s hand navigates the pointcloud and thereby selects particles to play back (see figure 2). Originally conceived as a two handed interface concept we now use only one hand. It’s spacial position is
directly mapped to the point cloud, while tilt is mapped to
volume and roll to the grainsize. Like any instrument, it
requires practice to accumulate experience with regard to
the relationship between the user’s self-movement and the
resulting behavior of the instrument.

1. the discontinuity can be imperceptible and undetectable.
The experience of the listener is the illusion of a transparency toward the recorded material. This is the goal
for example in the editing of classical music, where
fragments from various recording takes are seamlessly
assembled to create the impression of a continuous
cello performance. The involved technology and assembly strategy become imperceptible.

3.3 Performing concatenative synthesis
The re-assembly of sound from micro-fragments is usually
addressed as Granular Synthesis [10] and more recently as
Concatenative Synthesis, for example by Schwarz [13]. The
re-assembly of media streams from larger units has also been
addressed as Musaicing [1] and Sound Spotting [16].
While the waveform content of grains has been taken into
account in certain re-assembly methods of granular synthesis, for example to enable a seamless combination of grains
that avoids transition artifacts [2], the parameters used by
granular synthesis to re-assemble a continuous sound from
sound grains are generally agnostic to their specific content.
Concatenative Synthesis in the sense of Schwarz on the
other hand juxtaposes a database of sound units — the
corpus — to processes of algorithmic re-composition that
operate on the descriptive metadata harvested in a process of signal analysis [14]. This allows the re-assembly of
sound particles to relate to signal features present within
the original media artifact. The reassembly of particles is
organized along a guide signal for which appropriate units
are selected from the database. This enables the creation of
gestures within expressive dimensions that also characterize the various playing techniques of real instruments [15]—
from noise-like to tonal, from low to high pitch, et cetera.
Our remix-instrument allows the performance of this guide
signal coupled with the immediate perceptual result in the
form of a continuous media stream assembled from the respective units stored in the database in real-time. By visu-

2. the discontinuity becomes itself expressive to a degree
that the original source of the sound becomes unrecognizable. The technological treatment of the fragment
effectively severs the illusory connection between the
observer and the sound source and the experience appears to emerge from within the technological system.
In the realm of music, we find this strategy to remove
a sound from its source exemplified in Pierre Schaeffer’s Musique Concrete [12].
Perceptual artifacts generated within a technological system such as our remix instrument can alternatively be interpreted as disturbance or as an aspect of a specific expressiveness which the instrument makes available to the
performer.
With strategies such as those presented in [2], artifacts of
discontinuities between audio grains can be greatly reduced
and may allow for the emergence of a virtual cello. The
same is much more difficult to achieve for the video image.
As a result, the corpus of the cello is currently rendered as
a discontinuous playback of cut-up audio-visual fragments,
an experience that balances between the material’s origin
in a cello performance and a distinct instrument-immanent
experience.
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Cello as source instrument appears especially appropriate
for multiple reasons. On the one hand it offers an especially
rich range of possible timbres and a wide frequency spectrum. On the other hand, it appears in the video image
with roughly the same size as its player, which creates a
balance in the perception of instrument vs. musician. Additionally, due to the seated position of the instrumentalist
the movement is somewhat restricted and the instrument
is usually at rest while the player moves around it in different ways, making the the cut up video easier to follow
visually. Finally, we see the choice of the cello as an artistic
reference to musician Charlotte Moorman who collaborated
with artists such as John Cage and Nam-June Paik in experimental performances.

work is building upon Pure Data by Miller Puckette and its
external libraries Gem by Mark Danks/IOhannes zmölnig,
timbreID by William Brent and shmem by Cyrille Henry/
Nicolas Montgermont. It currently makes use of the leapmotion external by Chikashi Miyama built with the flext
environment by Thomas Grill. All dependencies are open
source.

7.

4.2 Perspective on particle clouds and embodiment
Different mappings between analysis parameters and interaction space evidently affect the intuitiveness of the interaction. Some mappings are more plausible than others, for
example to map pitch to the y-axis, with the lowest at the
bottom.
In (1.1) we have expressed a demand for reliable relationships between action and result that allow the user to
develop from an explorer to a performer, and for the described interface to be played and performed as an audiovisual instrument—a process of embodiment as outlined by
Paul Dourish [5]. We need reliable and stable connections
between the interaction paradigm and the resultant audiovisual feedback, both within the visual interface itself and
for the resulting playback of media fragments. This is especially important since our instrument does not provide
haptic feedback like most traditional musical instruments,
but instead relies on the comparably indirect visual feedback as well as auditory cues.

5. OUTLOOK
Future research may encompass the following aspects:
1. morphing strategies to fill the voids of the point cloud
with interpolations between the closest data points,
2. inclusion of image data analysis similar to that described by Collins[4],
3. principle component analysis for the creation of pointcloud layouts of maximal relevance,
4. experimenting with other tracking infrastructures, aiming for higher accuracy and lower latency, like OpenStage or DTrack),
5. the use of a 3D screen or VR goggles to enhance the
player’s understanding of the scatter plot,
6. effects of different unit playback sizes and the application of unit-blending algorithms to allow for a greater
control of perceptual artifacts occurring in the grain
assembly,
7. collapsing higher dimensional clouds into the threedimensional visualization using Multi-Dimenstional Scaling (MDS), as is implemented in the Daphne Oram
Browser described in [6].

6.
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ABSTRACT

cation network (Figure 1) . The second section presents a
custom-built Java application for the handling of the wireless communication and the parsing into both MIDI and
OSC protocols. The third section discusses the communitybased nature and importance of creating open source hardware controls and will provide links to Gerber files, PCB
layouts and links to instructions for construction of the wireless hardware interface(s) specified in this paper. The final
section is an discussion of one of the system’s applied performance contexts.

This paper describes the Modulome System, a new hardware interface set for group-based electronic music performance and installation. Taking influence from a variety of
established interfaces, the Modulome is a modular controller
with application dependant use cases.

Keywords
Musical Interface, Collaborative performance, open-source

1.

INTRODUCTION

We live an age where the nature of our social interaction is
rapidly changing in response to, and aided by, technological
development. It seems that the creation and consumption
of electronic music has not developed accordingly, in that
division of audience and performer still occurs on a large
scale: it is becoming more evident that we must create new
technologically-afforded experiences for social interaction in
electronic music if electronic music performance is to remain
relevant in this ever-changing technological landscape.
By transferring the hardware semiotics of music controllers
into social settings, we can create new, novel musical interfaces and experiences that reflect changes in our social and
technological landscape to challenge the nature of the division between performer and audience. Without the hardware semiotics, the legitimacy of smartphone/tablet interfaces as transparent performance tools can be questioned.
This paper presents the construction and implementation
of a networked system for electronic music performance by
group participation that is both inclusive and accessible to
performers of any experience level. Inspired by the social
nature of smartphone technology and designed with modularity in mind, Modulome attempts to avoid the often
criticized technological obscurity of electronic music performance and explore the second order abstraction of an
audience within electronic music performance.
This paper’s first section discusses the construction of the
Modulome System, a modular hardware interface for wireless communication and the resulting hardware communi-

Figure 1: Diagram of the Hardware communication

2.

MOTIVATIONS AND RELATED WORKS

Recent investigations into group participation in live electronic music have focused on utilising mobile phone technology [6, 3] to communicate data to a ‘master’ performer,
which could either be a musician on stage or a computer manipulating parameters of a digitized performance. Although
novel, the separation between the participating group (from
the audience) and the performer is still integral to the performance. Of a group-based, participatory performance, we
should expect that the participatory experience for audience members should behave as the performance itself and
the audience participation would subsequently be directly
causally related to the music performed. For this kind of
experience to truly be novel, the participatory experience
of the group performing must be essential to the resultant
“work”. Although the possibilities afforded by emergent
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smartphone technology allow for interface design as implemented within smartphones, the aesthetics of a tactile control still remain a predominant factor in live-performance
of electronic music and, as such, should be echoed within a
group-based electronic music performance in order to truly
challenge the issues of audience-performer dichotomies.
Although the Modulome diverges from the smartphone
technology previously mentioned, they both share a common ancestry of networked music performance groups such
as The Hub [2], The Machine Orchestra [4], SLOrk [9] and
PLOrk [7] specifically in the utilisation of technology to facilitate group collaboration in performance music. The use
of networks themselves as instruments has been highly influential in the creation of social music controllers as a way
to give control over the network and subsequently, the sonic
direction of a performance. The Modulome system was developed with the philosophy of network based instruments
in mind, but is interested in the behaviour and the social
relationships of individuals within the network, attempting
to showcase the network wholly without compromising the
autonomy of individuals.
The name “Modulome” is a portmanteau of “Modular”
and “Monome”, the controller family the Modulome is based
upon1 . The minimalist design and open-source nature of
the Monome system has been adapted and built upon, inspiring a lineage of designs with open-sources including the
Arduinome and Chronome projects [8] and a community
built around the devices themselves. Modulome proposes a
significant difference to these other designs by being both
modular and wireless.
Investigations into multi-performer instruments, such as
the EDholak [5], and the Tooka [1], have revealed that these
instruments are targeted towards performers/players with
prior musicianship training and the resultant music is semiotically related to the physical construction and aesthetics
of the instruments themselves. This suggests the importance of semiotics in the relation to the intended musical
output of the instrument itself. Following from this, the
“Modulome” system intends to adapt the semiotic language
of electronic music performance from both contemporary
and historic MIDI controllers and DJ equipment to present
controllers and instruments that have a level of intuitive use
cases and resultant music.

3.

Figure 2: The Button Pad-Module
button inputs directly in order to minimize the necessary
communication.

3.2

Figure 3: The Encoder Module
The Rotary Encoder Module (Figure 3) houses a 128
pulse-per-revolution non-detented rotary encoder with push
switch. Surrounding the Encoder knob is an array of 32
LEDs driven by two TLC5940 LED Drivers. Similarly to
the Button-pad Module, LED interaction is decoupled from
the rotary encoder input. The encoder has multiple modes
of operation (Figure 4). In “Wrap Mode” the encoder will
output 128 values mapped directly to the encoder’s rotational position which will be illuminated by the LEDs. “Fader
Mode” functions similarly except does not allow for the input to wrap from maximum to minimum, allowing the encoder to work similarly to a rotary potentiometer where
the value (between 0 and 127) is illuminated by the LED
ring. “Pan-Pot Mode” is fundamentally identical to “Fader
Mode”, however it maps the LED ring as a distance from
the center value (63) to function like a pan-pot on a mixer.
The switch on the encoder allows for two modes of operation to be operated at one time (with the switch pressed
and unpressed).

MODULOME CONSTRUCTION

Each module consists of a variety of sensors, an XBee wireless module, an Arduino Pro Mini (5 V) and a lithiumpolymer rechargeable battery, resting on a custom-built PCB
(Figure 8). Enclosures are constructed from a combination
of black and white 6 mm acrylic and 6.7 mm bamboo plywood, laser cut to specific dimensions from Ponoko2 . Each
module is named independently, after the moons of Saturn,
prefixed with the name “%me” (Modulome) (Table 1). Following are the three specific sensor arrays’ differences that
have currently been implemented in separate modules.

3.3

The Button-pad module (Figure 2) houses 16 single color
LEDs within 16 buttons arranged in a matrix. The LEDs
and switching mechanism are decoupled, such that the LEDs
can be addressed and operated independently of the buttons. This allows for application-specific visual feedback.
For applications in which a large amount of modules are
being used simultaneously, the LEDs can be mapped to the
2

Fader Module

The Fader Module (Figure 5) contains 3 linear slide potentiometers, but is designed in such a way that any combination of 3 analog sensors (of any variety) could replace these
potentiometers without any significant change to the Fader
Module’s firmware. Although the simplest of the modules,
the fader module allows for the most easily customizable
modules. This is because any 3 voltage dividers could be
used in place of the faders, or additional sensors could be
added (with minimal firmware changes) as the fader module
does not require any additional libraries or strong timing
mechanisms (due to the lack of visual feedback) that the
other two modules require.

3.1 Button-Pad Module

1

Rotary Encoder Module

www.monome.org
www.ponoko.com
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Figure 5: The Fader Module

Figure 6: The Java Interface
the size and shape of the Monome Emulation (in regards to
the Monome Arc and Grid arrangements). Additional options include the ability to choose the feedback the modules
receive. The feedback can either be directly from the module sensors, echoed through the Java application or set to
external control via MIDI or OSC. The ability to customize
the parameters is the key to making the system modular; it
can be utilized in any number of different ways, i.e. communicating to multiple different applications simultaneously.
This is done without having to make any changes to hardware or firmware and can be decided by the composer or
artist working with the system to fit their specific use case.

Figure 4: Diagram of LED feedback for each encoder mode

4.

JAVA INTERFACE

In order to coordinate and process the serial data transmitted by the modules, a custom Java application was programmed (Figure 6) to consolidate and communicate between existing protocols (Figure 7). If the application detects a new module, by referencing the XBee address the
application will dynamically resize to allow for visualization of the incoming module. The application is able to tell
what kind of module has been added based on the XBee
address. Settings can be adjusted per module to alter the
type of communication protocol (MIDI or OSC) and the
parameters of this output. For MIDI, the parameters are
whether a module outputs Control Change messages or NoteOn messages and the parameters of the messages. For
OSC the parameters are those specified by the Monome
Protocol3 , however, also included are settings for adjusting
3

5.

www.monome.org/tech
Module Name
anthe
daphnis
dione
helene
iapetus
loge
pallene
pan
tarvos
tethys

Module Type
Fader
Button-pad
Encoder
Encoder
Button-pad
Fader
Encoder
Button-pad
Encoder
Button-pad

OPEN SOURCE HARDWARE

Following in the footsteps of the Monome, Arduinome and
Chronome projects, the build files, including laser cutting
.eps files, the Gerber files for the printed circuit boards,
electrical schematics, build instructions, Arduino code, the
Java application and source code have been released. The
logic behind this decision is two-fold. Firstly, the project
is heavily based on the above projects and the communities built around them. It follows that Modulome can itself
become part of the chain of influence, modification and community driven design. The second reason is based on the
philosophy and aesthetics of the concept of the interface itself: given the idea was to create interfaces that could be
diffused into audiences in a way that is symbolic of breaking
down the barrier between audience and performer, releasing the source of the interface can be symbolic of taking the
philosophy to the logical extreme, whereby the knowledge
of how, and ability to create and operate the Modulome is,
itself, diffused.

Java/ LED Color
Indigo
Warm white
Lime green
Amber
Red
Turquoise
Yellow
Emerald green
Cool white
Blue

6.

ORBITS - INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION

The following is a discussion of an interactive multimedia
installation created specifically to demonstrate the social

Table 1: Module names and colors
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Figure 9: Television showing visual component of
Orbits

7.

CONCLUSION

The Modulome System is a novel group performance
controller that can be utilized in a multitude of different
performance and installation settings by virtue of its
modular design. It provides new opportunities for
group-based performance by offering traditional hardware
controller elements in dispersible wireless modules that
strongly link user input to sound and visual outputs. The
result is new social musical experiences resulting from
participation and collaboration.
Figure 7: Illustration of Communication Protocol

8.
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Figure 8: Printed circuit boards: Encoder module
board (left) and Modulome base PCB (right)

nature of the Modulome system. Orbits (Figure ??) is an
installation for four button-pad modules (pan, daphnis, iapetus and tethys), stereo audio and visual display. Each
module controls the speed, direction and radius of four
‘planets’ of corresponding color to the button-pad LEDs.
As planets collide, their direction reverses. As planets in
nearby ‘orbits’ pass each other they exert a ‘gravitational
pull’ upon one another. As planets pass a predefined point
they trigger a piano-like sound. Users are able to interact
with their planets (and subsequently the sound) through
the button-pad modules and influence other users’ planets
by colliding planets on the same orbits. The result is a
novel sequencer that exhibits different sonic characteristics
depending on the amount of players.
The core of the installation was programmed in ChucK,
receiving MIDI from the Modulome Java application and
output OSC to Processing for the visual elements, MIDI
back to the Java application for LED feedback and MIDI
to Ableton Live for the sound design components. Orbits
was presented at the Sonic Arts Engineering Expo 2013 at
Victoria University of Wellington on the 12th of October,
2013.
A video demonstration of Orbits can be found at:
https://vimeo.com/76930204
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the concept and design of Orphion, a new digital musical instrument based on the Apple iPad. We begin by outlining primary challenges associated with DMI design, focussing on
the specific problems Orphion seeks to address such as requirements
for haptic feedback from the device. Orphion achieves this by incorporating an interaction model based on tonally tuned virtual “pads” in
user-configurable layouts, where the pitch and timbre associated with
each pad depends on the initial point of touch, touch point size and
size variation, and position after the initial touch. These parameters
control a physical model for sound generation with visual feedback
provided via the iPad display. We present findings from the research
and development process including design revisions made in response to user testing. Finally, conclusions are made about the effectiveness of the instrument based on large-scale user feedback.

Gestural
Controller

Secondary
Feedback

Figure 1: A possible approach to DMI representation [11]
of these exploit the decoupling possible in DMI design, allowing for
multiple timbral identities, or in some cases radically different sound
production techniques within a single instrument. Some existing
DMIs, for example Reactable also allow for flexible mapping of
input gesture to sound production parameters.

multi-touch instrument, gesture, Orphion, iPad, physical modelling

1. INTRODUCTION

!

Malloch et al define a musical instrument as “a sound-producing
device that can be controlled by a variety of physical gestures and is
reactive to user actions” [8]. It could therefore be extrapolated that a
digital musical instrument (DMI) falls into the subset of musical
instruments that make use of digital technology. However, to understand and design new DMIs, an more nuanced view is required.
Miranda and Wanderley propose a model for DMIs whereby the
instrument contains a “control surface” and a “sound generation unit”
conceived as independent modules related to each other by mapping
strategies [11]. This model is shown in figure 1.
Drummond adds qualifiers to this model, proposing that the
primary challenge facing the designers of interactive (digital) instruments is to create “convincing mapping metaphors, balancing responsiveness, control and repeatability with variability, complexity
and the serendipitous” [5]. We note at this point that whilst there is
an axiomatic understanding (at least in Western culture) of what
“convincing” and “serendipitous” mean in this context, definitions
are by no means clear cut or easily measurable.
Additionally, Blaine and Fels propose that “over time and with
practice, a player can continue to refine their range of musical expression and become an expert.” [2]. This implies the notion that
(digital) instruments can offer the capacity for progression in discovery and mastery of playing techniques over an extended period.
A number of sophisticated commercially-available DMIs exist that
have addressed some or all of the criteria described above. Examples
include Eigenharp1, Seaboard2 and Reactable3, and Kaossilator4. All

2

2. DESIGN PRINCIPLES
2.1.Requirements for practical interfaces

!

The aim of Orphion was to research and develop a self-contained,
affordable and widely-available DMI with “long-term” potential for
virtuosity as described by Wessel and Wright [14]. and virtu. Additionally, a primary goal was to develop a DMI that had a distinctive,
coherent and readily identifiable set of timbral qualities and a fixed
mapping between input gestures and sound production. The aim was
also to embrace a natural user interface (NUI) paradigm in creating
an instrument that feels “natural” to someone familiar with the behaviour of existing acoustic instruments like drums and string instruments [15][9].
The history of instrument making shows that the development of
musical instruments had two major objectives: first, the expansion of
the tonal possibilities (dynamics, timbre) and secondly to improve the
playability of an instrument [4]. Unlike acoustic instruments, where
these two factors are inherently coupled, electronic instruments have
independent sound generation and control that can interact in a variety of ways depending on the design of the instrument. We define the
requirements for musical instrument design in general as follows:

!

http://www.eigenlabs.com
https://www.roli.com/seaboard/

3

http://www.reactable.com

4

http://www.korg.com/uk/products/dj/kaossilator_pro_plus
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•

Allow virtuosity and expression
Ergonomic design
Traceability (to the public)
Predictability (for the player)
Visual (primary) and audible (secondary) feedback

These factors are inherent in the design of acoustic instruments. With
a ’cello, for example, the movements of the bow give traceability for
the listener. Also, feedback for the player is created by the sounding
body the of instrument itself as well as by the position of the bow on
the string and the hand on the fingerboard. In contrast, due to the
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Figure 2: Orphion interface with virtual pads indicating touch
point size by colour
decoupled nature of controller and sound generator in the DMI model, a standard MIDI keyboard used as an interface for an electronic
instrument that runs as software on a laptop provides no perceptual
cues about the sounds the visitor of a concert can expect to hear. It is
equally difficult to provide feedback to the player who, for example,
wants to play a long-lasting crescendo, but receives no feedback,
whether the sound has already started or not. In this case the concrete
task determines decisively the requirements of the interface.

!

2.2. Musical instrument or controller

Figure 3: Simplified diagram of interface
and sound generation

Since its mechanical structure and the materials used for building the
enclosure of electronic instruments normally do not contribute to
their sound, which is especially true for software based instruments,
these instruments need a strong logical link between the action of the
player and the generated audio. This strong link between a very specific interface and the sound generation is what defines that structure
as an instrument [7].
Conversely, a hardware or software interface in isolation is an open
structure whereby arbitrary mappings can be made between human
input and resultant sound, and as such can be considered as a controller rather than as an instrument [6]. Such an interface can work
very well for a variety of situations, however the properties of an
instrument we define above are hard or impossible to achieve with
this setup. Additional layers of complexity arise if the interface does
not control the sound generation directly but drives a time-varying
process such as starting a sequencer. Such a “sequencing instrument”
points in a new direction but also marks the strongest possible departure from a traditional musical instrument design. For our purposes
Orphion therefore focusses on the idea of a strong coupling between
interface and sound generation.

3.1. Concept and design
Finding a logical interaction model and thus a suggested way of
playing is a key component in the development of a new instrument.
One of the design goals for Orphion was to allow polyphonic playing
of defined pitches with different articulations (staccato, legato) and
timbres for each individual voice. The following factors were therefore taken into account:

!

!

!

• haptic properties of touchscreens (size and tactile or kinaesthetic ways of interaction)
• musical playability (recognition of initial touch point and
matching of pitches), musical expression (dynamics, intonation, vibrato, timbre)
• intuitive and natural feel
• technical possibilities (precision of control data, processing
power)

As guiding models for the behaviour and gestures of Orphion these
two types of instruments seemed to be most suitable: drums and
string instruments.

3. ORPHION

!

In order to address our primary goal of creating an “affordable and
widely-available DMI”, it was decided that the design scope would
be limited to existing consumer devices that could be “transformed”
into a musical instrument through the addition of custom software.
The aim of Orphion has therefore been to find a way to achieve virtuosity and expressiveness within the constraints of a standard multitouch input device. Most commercial applications involving touchbased interaction use the finger or stylus as a replacement for the
mouse to control knobs and buttons. Since multi-touch has been
established, new gestures were created, for example pinching two
fingers to resize objects. In order to express musical ideas however,
more specific gestures and input models have to be developed [6].

!

• drums: round playing area with different timbres, release time
and damping depend on the velocity and duration of touch.
• string instruments: multiple individually tuned strings plus
ability to play the tuning via tapping the strings, control of
tone and articulation during sustain-phase (intonation/vibrato,
damping)

3.2. User interaction
The interface of Orphion therefore consists of virtual pads which are
capable of sounding either plucked like a guitar string or produce
timbres closer to a slap on a conga drum depending on the size of the
touch point. The timbre changes when hit closer to the “rim” like on
a real drum, and the sounding pitch is a function of distance from the
centre hit point, in order to model something that comes close to
“bending” a string (the range varies by the size of the touch point).

!
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Each parameter-per-voice is controlled by an individual finger. The
iPad currently supports up to eleven touch points, but polyphony is
currently limited to 8 voices by the processing power of the device
(Cf. figure 3 for the connection between the interface and the sound
generation by different parameters).
The visual representation is straightforward and functional: a pad is
defined as an outlined blue circle with its note name written in the
centre. When touching a circle, it is filled with colour, ranging from
red to yellow depending on touch size, thus indicating the amount of
damping (cf. fig. 2). A pad layout is defined as a set of pads with
variable size and position.
The different sets of pads allow the instrument to be adapted to
multiple musical situations and genres, and to provide possibilities
for virtuosity by the player. The arrangement structure with symmetrical intervals (e.g. fig. 4) in each axis can be used to find new harmonic structures by advanced musicians. Pad layouts with only
pentatonic tone material (e.g. fig. 5) or other simplified musical concepts (e.g. fig. 6) make it potentially interesting for musical beginners. Layouts with fewer pads can give the feel of a percussion instrument played with a fixed assignment between finger and pad (e.g.
fig. 7).

Figure 4: Symmetrical major 3rds horizontally, minor
3rds and semitones vertically, 4ths and 5ths diagonally

!

3.3. Research method
A practice-based research methodology was adopted where the author’s own artistic practice was used as a means for continuous evaluation of a working prototype. The first concept study for Orphion
used a trackpad interface to control physical modeling synthesis. It
was realised as a Max/MSP patch using the fingerpinger external1 to
gain raw trackpad data. In order to evaluate the prototype, six test
players were asked to experiment with the system and provide freeform feedback on its operation and potential for improvement.
One of the main shortcomings identified during testing was the
absence of direct visual feedback relating the haptic stimulus to the
resulting sound [1]. Various options were considered in order to address this including the use of stickers or laser engraving on the
trackpad. Eventually it was decided that basing the instrument on a
tablet device would provide the most appropriate form factor for the
instrument, allowing for the sound to be generated by the same physical device receiving haptic input, and for the same device to provide
visual feedback in response to input.
Therefore a new prototype was developed, using the iPad as a
controller and visual display. Touch data from the iPad as well as
Open GL drawing commands were obtained / set on the iPad via a
modified version of the Fantastick application by Juha Vehviläinen2.
The device communicated with the sound generating computer via
wireless network. At this stage, the predefined layouts of pads (fig. 47) were refined to achieve best ergonomic and expressive possibilities, taking the size of the iPad display into account. For a concert
performance with this working working prototype a specific layout
was designed to exactly meet the composer’s needs. The capabilities
of the instrument were also extended by adding a new gesture for
playing with very soft attack and allow ing continuous glissando
between the pads.
Furthermore, constructing the instrument using a tablet, plus an
“app” makes instrument production highly scalable—moving away
from bespoke and ad-hoc device concepts, and providing the possibility of ensemble performance using multiple instruments. Thus the
final implementation of Orphion is a standalone application on Apple
iPad. The device was chosen for its multi-touch capabilities, availability and integrated audio. Its sound generation is realized using libpd
[3], which provides a Pd audio graph controlled via messages from
iOS functions.
The sound synthesis is based on a physical model that simulates an
oscillating string (Karplus-Strong-like algorithm, [13]). It uses a
combination of a pulse of filtered noise and a sustained excitation

Figure 5: Circle arrangement of a pentatonic scale
in layered 4ths

Figure 6: Blues-scale layout

Figure 7: Five-finger layout, e.g. as tuned bass drums
1

http://www.anyma.ch/2009/research/multitouch-external-for-maxmsp/

2

https://github.com/jusu/Fantastick
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back for haptically sensing pad edges as a way of enhancing playability without constant visual feedback.

sound created by a two-operator FM synthesis structure. The lowpass filtering of the feedback path is controlled in real-time for lively
articulation of the sound after the initial touch. The complex excitation model allows a variety of different sounds from gently plucked
strings to xylophone-like hits or damped attack of muted drums. As
long as a finger is touching the surface of a pad the distance from the
pad's centre controls slight detuning (intonation) and variation of
timbre towards the “rim”. Synthesis parameters were determined and
refined empirically through process of iterative development and
testing.

!

4. CONCLUSION
Orphion accomplishes its goal to create an expressive multi-touch
musical instrument by providing a direct link between its interface
and the sound synthesis with an easily understandable interface. It is
now used by thousands of players around the world. By the availability of custom pad layouts this instrument is suitable for many different styles of music and musicians. Sufficient practice can allow musicians to become virtuosic and expressive, although it is a big challenge to play existing written music on it [12].
As with every instrument it is more interesting to compose or improvise music, which makes full use of the unique possibilities in
terms of expression, harmonics and voice leading. App store feedback shows that many musicians and composers already find the
sound and interface of Orphion interesting and will hopefully progress in including it into their repertoire.

3.4. Evaluation
The distribution of a musical instrument through an app store offers
the opportunity to easily reach a large number of potential users and
collect feedback through the integrated review mechanism. Thus a
“deploy-use-refine” model as described by Miluzzo et al [10] was
applied in order to iteratively improve the instrument’s capabilities.
Furthermore this data can serve as a source for evaluation the overall
user experience. Our data shows that this was perceived to be overwhelmingly positive with an average of star rating of 4.5 from 822
reviews. Figure 8 shows the 30 most frequently used words in review
texts following lemmatisation and removal of stop words. Whilst we
cannot make precise conclusions about the quality of Orphion from
this data, the prominence of semantically positive words such as
“fun”, “love”, “great”, “cool” and “good” and the absence of negative ones, correlates with the high average star rating suggesting that
overall reviewers wished to express a positive user experience. The
prominence of “sound”, “play”, “music” and “instrument” also correlate with the design goal of creating a “musical instrument”.

!
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Figure 8: word cloud of app store reviews

3.5. Further development
After the first release of Orphion, many users provided very positive
feedback about its performance capabilities and asked for a new
feature to internally record and export audio files, which became
possible in the first update. To accommodate the constant question
for using its versatile interface as a controller for other synthesizers, a
MIDI implementation was added after a few months, although this
stands against the initial goal of a strong connection between gestural
interface and sound generation To allow customization for any musical context, an editor for individual pad layouts with microtonal
adjustment capabilities was also integrated. These custom layouts can
also be shared through the internet.
Meanwhile Orphion’s interaction model has also been ported to the
iPhone as a new instrument called Orphinio. To ensure playability
with less screen space, adequate pad layouts had to be developed.
Furthermore a “shaker mode” was integrated to make use of the
smaller form-factor and allow new playing techniques. Its timbral
quality has been slightly modified to accommodate the smaller
device yet still keeping the relation to Orphion recognizable. In future
it would be interesting to explore the possibility of vibro-tactile feed-
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can harness the full potential of RPi’s connectivity. The cost
predicament once again places such solutions in the dubious realm
particularly in respect to providing Arduino functionality. This is not
to suggest Arduino solutions need to be supplanted—there are
undoubtedly scenarios where RPi’s added functionalities and
consequently their cost overhead are unnecessary. It appears, despite
the ability to utilize such integrative environment in conjunction with
built-in onboard A/V functionality through a comprehensive
operating system that also supports a variety of programming
environments to interface with peripherals, RPi’s usability remains
hampered by the lack of the aforesaid comprehensive access to
digital and analog sensors.
The second challenge of the RPi+shield solutions is ability to
seamlessly integrate the aforesaid connectivity through a single,
ideally comprehensive development environment. This problem has
been in part addressed through projects like Python GPIO module
(RPi.GPIO) [9] that provides comprehensive access to GPIO
infrastructure but suffers from limited audio functionality of the
python environment, and Miller Puckette’s RPi port [10] of the
ubiquitous Pure-Data real-time visual programming environment
[11] that provides only basic sysfs access to GPIO pins. The solution,
while providing access to audio and to a lesser extent video, falls
short by offering only low speed access to GPIOs via sysfs filesystem
[12]. This precludes a high speed GPIO communication
consequently preventing access to pulse width modulation (PWM)
[13], beyond the single pin with hardware PWM implementation that
remains accessible through sysfs. More importantly, the existing
implementation provides no simple way of interfacing with analog
sensors whose varying voltage requires an analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter [14].
It is therefore becoming increasingly apparent that a number of
hurdles remain for RPi to be considered a board capable of serving as
an Arduino replacement in a broad array of scenarios, with particular
focus on interactive multimedia art and installations: the lack of easy
access to GPIOs, an ability to interface with analog sensors, a
comprehensive integrative software development environment, and
an ability to achieve this at a competitive price point.

ABSTRACT
The following paper showcases new integrated Pd-L2Ork system
and its K12 educational counterpart running on Raspberry Pi
hardware. A collection of new externals and abstractions in
conjunction with the Modern Device LOP shield transforms
Raspberry Pi into a cost-efficient sensing hub providing Arduino-like
connectivity with 10 digital I/O pins (including both software and
hardware implementations of pulse width modulation) and 8 analog
inputs, while offering a number of integrated features, including
audio I/O, USB and Ethernet connectivity and video output.

Keywords
Pd-L2Ork, Raspberry Pi, Toolkit, Arduino Alternative, K-12

1. BACKGROUND
Since its introduction, Raspberry Pi (RPi) [1] platform has gathered a
sizable following. Arguably a part of its charm is in that it offers a
comprehensive operating system in a form of Linux [2] builds with a
variety of preinstalled software packages, such as PdPi [3] and
Satellite CCRMA [4], with onboard USB, Ethernet, audio, and video
connectivity, as well as general-purpose input/output (GPIO) pins for
interfacing with a broad array of equipment and sensors. Even
though it is priced competitively to similarly equipped Arduino
boards [5], its more widespread adoption in informal learning
environments, such as Maker workshops, where it could serve as a
viable alternative to the Arduino platform has been conspicuously
slow. This slump may be primarily attributed to the lack of legible
and easy access to individual GPIO channels and platform’s inability
to seamlessly interface with analog sensors.

2. RPi SHIELDS TO THE RESCUE
To address the aforesaid deficiency, we’ve seen an introduction of a
number of third party accessories and shields. The most cost-efficient
are the bridging interfaces between the GPIO and various breadboard
configurations, e.g. Adafruit’s prototyping accessories [6].
Intermediate solutions consist primarily of integrated shields whose
focus is on easier access to digital pins and/or additional dedicated
analog inputs, such as the Modern Device LOP [7]. Some go as far
as to provide a comprehensive, albeit costly Arduino-like
functionality built on top of RPi’s GPIO [8].
The two lingering challenges associated with the aforesaid third
party solutions is their inherent cost that often exceeds that of RPi
itself, as well as lack of an integrative programming environment that
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Figure 1. Pd-L2Ork K-12 module demo patch.
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3. INTRODUCING PD-L2ORK FOR RPI

3.2 Pd-L2Ork Externals

Pd-L2Ork [15] is a Pure-Data variant. Originally introduced as the
audio-visual foundation for Virginia Tech’s Linux Laptop Orchestra
(L2Ork) [15][16], it has since grown into a project of its own with a
comprehensive set of new features and bug fixes. More recently, it
has been extended with a K-12 educational module [17] (Figure 1),
enabling its use in a number of informal learning scenarios, including
a three-year partnership with the Boys & Girls Club of Southwestern
Virginia [17] and two Maker workshops [18]. The philosophy
behind the project is the focus on usability and turnkey solutions,
particularly when it comes to K-12 learning environments where the
fault tolerance threshold is particularly low. This is also reflected in
K-12 modules seamless integration of connectivity with various
controllers, such as Nintendo Wiimotes [19] and Arduino boards
using SARCduino firmware [20]. The latest addition to the PdL2Ork ecosystem is the RPi build that, in addition to supporting RPiArduino connection, also includes comprehensive access to RPi’s
GPIOs and with the addition of the MCP3008 A/D converter analog
inputs.

The software implementation relies upon two externals: disis_gpio
and disis_spi. The prefix “disis_” is used to distinguish this
implementation from other externals bearing similar name and
purpose.

3.2.1 disis_gpio
disis_gpio (Figure 3) external is in part based on the WiringPi library
[21], reimplementing PWM code to allow for dynamic instantiation
of supporting timing threads. For other aspects of GPIO connectivity,
disis_gpio statically links against the WiringPi library to allow for an
easily transportable monolithic external. The object aims to capture
the basic sysfs style connectivity with individual gpios, using
Raspberry Pi’s original pin numbering scheme. It is only available if
Pd-L2Ork is run with sudo privileges. This is because PWM
functionality requires faster access to the device than what sysfs
interface offers and is only possible through direct reads and writes to
device’s physical memory. If Pd-L2Ork is started without sudo
privileges, the object will fail to create and will output an error in the
console together with a suggested solution. Starting external on a
computer without the necessary hardware will also generate a
console error and terminate external instantiation. Before being able
to use this external, the system needs to load gpio driver by issuing
the following command:

3.1 Shield
The Pd-L2Ork implementation relies on a more comprehensive
intermediate approach to RPi shields, namely a relatively affordable
Modern Device LOP (NOP version) shield (Figure 2), providing
easy access to 10 digital I/O pins, as well as 8 analog inputs using
integrated MCP3008 A/D converter. Although the same is easily
achievable through the use of a breadboard, the attention here is on
an integrated approach that shifts focus away from dealing with
rudimentary wiring towards more robust error-safe solutions ready
for both introductory informal learning environments and real-world
production-level implementations. Latter in particular require a level
of stability and reliability that is difficult to achieve with prototyping
hardware, such as breadboards. The said LOP board offers a few
additional convenience features, like the co-located and labeled
ground, power, and GPIO pins, increased current throughput of
approx. 300mA instead of the usual 30mA (thus allowing for
interfacing with elements that require greater power draw, provided
RPi is supplied adequate power via a dedicated USB power supply),
and perhaps most importantly protection from short circuiting the
board due to faulty wiring which is also reflected by a subtle surfacemounted light emitting diode (LED).
Another notable feature of the NOP variant of the LOP shield is
ability to immediately access GPIO 4 pins using 4 microswitches on
the right. This can be handy in providing a simple access and
configuration interface in headless situations, as well as an ability to
test the connectivity without any additional sensors. In addition to colocated per-pin access to 3.3V, as is the case with other shields, LOP
exposes one auxiliary 5V pin directly off the GPIO connector (the
top-left pin on the Figure 2).

sudo modprobe gpio

Alternately, “gpio” can be added on the last line of the /etc/modules
system file which will ensure that the driver is automatically loaded
when the system boots.
To enable a gpio pin in digital (non-PWM) mode user needs to:
1. export the desired pin (or identify it using optional creation
argument)
2. specify pin’s data direction (in vs. out; can be changed at any time)
3. open the pin
4. use “bang” or a metro object to retrieve pin value at a desired
interval OR send values 0 or 1 to the pin to set its output value
disis_gpio will output connection status through the right inlet and
data values through the left inlet (when using input mode). RPi has
one hardware PWM-enabled pin (18). Its functionality can be
accessed using “togglepwm” message (available only when in output
mode) after which sending values between 0 and 1023 using the
“pwm” message will determine PWM behavior (1023 being 100%
on and 0 being off). The selected ranges are designed to correspond
with Arduino’s default behavior as per SARCduino’s firmware [20]
to allow for near-seamless transition between the two devices. This is
particularly important as Pd-L2Ork also offers seamless integration
with Arduino boards using the aforesaid firmware both in default and
K-12 modes.

Figure 2. Raspberry Pi with a LOP shield (NOP variant).
Figure 3. disis_gpio external help file.
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The software PWM implementation supports all pins, including the
aforesaid pin 18 mainly due to discrepancy between the software and
hardware implementation. Latter offers logarithmic scaling of values
and consequently a much finer grained control in the lower range that
is impossible to replicate in software without requiring an
impractically high CPU overhead. The software implementation
therefore utilizes a hardwired 1000Hz pulse, providing a reasonably
high resolution made possible by spawning a separate high-priority
clock thread with direct access to device’s memory. In this version,
however, LEDs tend to light up almost immediately at a value of 1
and continue to gradually increase in brightness up until the value
1023. Due to the ensuing scaling discrepancy, mixing software and
hardware iterations of PWM is not advised. Consequently, all 10
GPIO channels can be used for PWM-based analog sensors, as well
as digital I/O.
When closing a pin, one can issue a “close” message, followed by
an “unexport” message. Alternately, the same can be accomplished
by simply immediately invoking the “unexport” command—the rest
will be taken care of automatically by the external. Additional built-in
checks ensure that the proper pin closing steps are taken when
abruptly deleting object, or in other similarly extreme situations, to
ensure that the overall environment remains stable and unaffected by
the unusual course of action.

device simply send a “close” message. Once again, the individual
channel data conforms to the aforesaid 0-1023 range.
Consequently, disis_spi when coupled with the MCP3008 A/D
converter provides connectivity with up to 8 analog sensors and
devices. Taking into an account the additional 10 GPIO-based
channels capable of PWM, the ensuing RPi+LOP shield offers a
compelling Arduino alternative.

3.3 Applicability
Even though the externals have been conceived primarily with PdL2Ork and Modern Device NOP variant of the LOP shield in mind,
they are compatible with the vanilla Pure-Data [11] environment and
other vanilla-centric forks (e.g. Pd-Extended [22]). More so, both
externals should be capable of interfacing with any other breadboardbased approach to accessing either GPIO or inputs from the
MCP3008 A/D converter.

4. TESTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Each software PWM thread with runtime updates generates around
2% CPU overhead on a Rev. 2 RPi board suggesting a maximum of
20% of CPU for 10 software PWM instances running concurrently.
The actual overhead will vary depending on the rate of change.
While the RPi+shield combo is relatively affordable (est. $35 and
$23, respectively), it is still almost double the price of an Arduino
Uno (est. $30). Hence, despite the added sensor connectivity (10
PWM-enabled GPIO channels and 8 analog channels), the newfound
gadget’s true potential will be likely in scenarios that call for access
to a comprehensive operating system, specific toolkits (e.g. PdL2Ork), and/or RPi’s added connectivity (e.g. audio I/O and video).
Apart from unique advantages, such as the aforesaid comprehensive
operating system and a relatively broad choice of development tools
that in certain scenarios may prove sufficient in rationalizing the cost
difference, in projects requiring direct access to audio and video, the
Arduino price advantage quickly dissolves due to the cost of the
supporting accessories needed to provide proper audio (e.g. Wave
shield [23]; est. $22), and/or video I/O (e.g. Video Game Shield
[24]; est. $23).

3.2.2 disis_spi
disis_spi (Figure 4) complements disis_gpio by allowing users to
easily interface with the LOP’s onboard MCP3008 A/D converter. It
takes its name from the underlying driver that needs to be loaded
before MCP3008’s inputs can be registered and accessed. The code
borrows from a number of examples found online and consolidates
them into a comprehensive Pd-L2Ork external. Like disis_gpio,
disis_spi relies upon kernel drivers that are not loaded by default. To
load them manually, we need to issue the following commands:
sudo modprobe spi-bcm2708
sudo modprobe i2c-bcm2708

Alternately, said drivers can be once again added to the /etc/modules
system file by listing them one driver name per line to ensure that
they are automatically loaded on system boot. It is worth noting that
some builds deliberately blacklist aforesaid drivers, preventing them
from loading under any conditions. To fix this, simply remove them
from the /etc/modprobe.d/raspi-blacklist.conf file.
Given the uniform nature of the incoming data stream, the external
is considerably simpler than disis_gpio—the initialization is a simple
2-step process:

5. REAL-WORLD IMPLEMENTATIONS
The newfound environment served as the backbone of Virginia Tech
Institute for Creativity, Arts, and Technology (ICAT) Maker
workshop that took place in March 2014. In the summer 2014, the
same will also play a role in our annual multisite K-12 Makkr camp.
Finally, the newfound infrastructure will also serve as a foundation
for a commissioned communal arts installation “Cloud” (in
collaboration with an Artist and Architect Aki Ishida) set to premiere
in Ballston district, Virginia, near Washington D.C. Utilizing 50 RPis
clothed in weather-resistant vessels and equipped with audio I/O
(capture and playback), and light I/O (light/color sensor and LED
array respectively), these artifacts will be in part fashioned and
programmed by community participants using a K-12 variant that
promotes rapid prototyping with minimal learning curve, ultimately
generating a meta-cloud where each individual cloudlet interacts with
each other through sound and light in most unsuspecting ways.

1. open default device /dev/spidev0.0 (or specify alternative one)
2. send “bang” or use metro to retrieve current values which are
outputted through outlets corresponding to 8 channels/pins

6. FUTURE WORK
The two externals have reached a level of maturity and have been
integrated into a growing library of K12 abstractions that already
offer connectivity with Nintendo Wiimotes and their peripherals
[19], as well as SARCduino implementation of Arduino [16,18].
While the preliminary tests of the newfound current bandwidth made
possible by the LOP shield suggest the board can easily power four
80mA LEDs, additional tests are warranted to determine how many
sensors and emitters can RPi power stably and reliably over a longer
span of time. Finally, a future iteration of disis_gpio may also focus
on implementing the last remaining component—the one-wire-bus
protocol [25].

As is the case with disis_gpio, the rightmost (9th) outlet shows
Figure
helpclosed.
file. To close the
connection status,
with4.1 disis_spi
being openexternal
and 0 being
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7. OBTAINING SOFTWARE
Both externals come prepackaged with Raspberry Pi builds of PdL2Ork, together with supporting documentation. Users can access
externals in the default mode, as well as through a collection of K12
abstractions and their supporting documentation designed to provide
turnkey access to said functionality (Figure 5). Prebuilt deb packages
for the PdPi distribution, and a detailed documentation on how to set
up the system can be found on L2Ork’s website at
http://l2ork.music.vt.edu/main/?page_id=2288. The source can be
retrieved from Pd-L2Ork’s git page [26].

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

[16]

[17]

Figure 5. Pd-L2Ork K12 mode RPi analog input object.

[18]
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ABSTRACT

gestures involving pressing down keys can be considered
mostly sound-producing, as they physically cause the piano to generate sound. All of these movements, whether
they are sound-producing or ancillary, contribute to the
performer’s expression during performances [8, 7, 6]. Moreover, gestures are critical for the production and perception
of musical expressivity. This does not only depend on what
gesture is performed but also on how a gesture is performed.
Changes in dynamics, shapes, and efforts are the assembled constitutive blocks of gesture expressivity [3]. Given
that, a critical technical challenge is to capture such variations in order to use them as an expressive vector in gesture–
music interaction. Our approach is to use a machine learning based method for both gesture classification and estimation of gesture variation.
In this paper, we propose a software prototype that captures pianists’ gestures, extracts variations in their performance based on given gesture references, and use these estimated variations to manipulate audio effects and synthesis
processes. We first present related works on augmented piano performances using both hardware and software (Section 2). Then we present our software architecture (Section 3) and implementation (Section 4). We conclude the
paper with observations based on our first tests (Section 5)
and how they open towards pertinent future works within
the NIME community (Section 6).

When performing a piece, a pianist’s interpretation is communicated both through the sound produced and through
body gestures. We present PiaF (Piano Follower), a prototype for augmenting piano performance by measuring gesture variations. We survey other augmented piano projects,
several of which focus on gestural recognition, and present
our prototype which uses machine learning techniques for
gesture classification and estimation of gesture variations in
real-time. Our implementation uses the Kinect depth sensor to track body motion in space, which is used as input
data. During an initial learning phase, the system is taught
a set of reference gestures, or templates. During performance, the live gesture is classified in real-time, and variations with respect to the recognized template are computed.
These values can then be mapped to audio processing parameters, to control digital effects which are applied to the
acoustic output of the piano in real-time. We discuss initial
tests using PiaF with a pianist, as well as potential applications beyond live performance, including pedagogy and
embodiment of recorded performance.

Keywords
Augmented piano, gesture recognition, machine learning.

1.

INTRODUCTION

2.

Each performance of a piano piece is unique, especially when
considering what is communicated with movements and gesture. Performances vary highly between pianists and between interpretations, resulting in variations in the sound
produced as well as the audience’s perception of the pianist’s
movement. We present a prototype for augmenting piano
performance by capturing pianists’ gesture variations and
using these variations to digitally manipulate the acoustic
sound produced by the piano in an expressive way.
Pianists’ gestures are examples of music-related body gestures, where the concept of gesture is examined as a “bridge
between movement and meaning” [12]. Gestures are discussed as having either sound-producing or ancillary (i.e.
sound–accompanying) qualities. In piano performance, gestures involving the head, for example, can be considered
ancillary, as they do not directly create sound. Meanwhile,

RELATED WORK

Augmenting acoustic instruments has been a fruitful research topic within NIME related research, including a significant number of projects focusing on piano performance.
Freed et al. [9] propose a keyboard controller for capturing continuous key position. Hadjakos et al. developed the
Elbow Piano, which measures the movement of a pianist’s elbow when playing a note, and modifies the sound produced
according to the type of movement [11]. This was developed for pedagogical purposes, in order to increase piano
students’ awareness of their elbow movement. McPherson
created a system based on electromagnetic string actuation
and continuous key position sensing to augment acoustic
piano [13].
Other approaches involve using motion capture systems
to augment piano performance. Xiao et al. [14] use a
Yamaha Diskclavier and video projection to “mirror” piano performance in different scenarios. Yang et al. [15]
used a Microsoft Kinect to allow a user to control synthesis
parameters by performing pre-defined hand gestures in a
“gesture space” placed in front of the piano keyboard. This
system uses gestures as a directly mapped controller, and
requires the pianist to break from the natural interaction
with the instrument. A similar approach has been used
by Gillian and Nicolls where Kinect data feeds a machine

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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learning based classification algorithm [10]. The pianist assumes a series of pre-defined hand-arm positions to control
high level musical switches such as looping, layering, and
changes of preset. The vocabulary used consists of static
postures that are outside of the range of the keyboard, and
separate from pianistic gesture vocabulary. Our approach
differs in that it studies variations in the interpretation of
gestures that are inside the range of the pianists’ practice.
Machine learning has the potential to go beyond classification, and to be better integrated with instrumental
gesture by understanding complex and expressive musical
gesture [5]. Recent machine learning methods can take into
account temporal aspects and variation in gesture performance [1, 2]. Among these techniques, the gesture variation follower1 (GVF) [4] has been shown to bring new possibilities in continuous interaction for creative applications.
The algorithm goes beyond classification. It allows for realtime gesture recognition and gesture variation estimation:
when following a gesture, it outputs the gesture recognized,
the temporal position within that gesture, and variations in
characteristics such as speed, size, and orientation, relative
to the recognized reference gesture.
In this paper we present PiaF, a prototype for augmented
piano performance using gesture variations. We aim to embed GVF in a complex and generic system that allows the
performer to use gestures from the normal pianistic vocabulary and to harness their variations in performance to expressively modify the interpretation, by translating the bodily expression to sound.

3.

Our system has three main components which communicate with each other:
1. Gesture Capture: This portion of the system collects
data from a range of different sensors.
2. Machine Learning: This data is sent to the GVF algorithm, which computes both classification and adaptation characteristics. It identifies and outputs the label
of the reference gesture being performed, the temporal position within the gesture, and variations with
respect to the reference gesture.
3. Audio Processing: This information is then mapped
to various audio processing parameters, in order to
expressively modify the sonic output of the augmented
instrument. These mappings can be set by the user
according to their practice and the performance.

USER INTERFACE

PROCESSED
AUDIO

AUDIO PROCESSING

GVF

TEMPLATE
GESTURES

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

PiaF has been designed in order to be used in different augmented piano performance scenarios. Here we describe the
software architecture.

GESTURE INPUT

PIANO
AUDIO

Figure 1: System Architecture

3.1 Design Principles
PiaF was designed with the following principles:

3.3

• Self-Contained and Portable. We aimed to develop a
system that can be packaged into a single application
so that musicians can experiment with it on their own,
without the need for a lengthy and complex setup process;

The GVF Library

Gesture Variation Follower (GVF) [4] is a machine-learning
technique for classification and adaptation based on particle filtering. It allows for real-time gesture recognition
and gesture variation estimation. The algorithm operates
in two separate phases: training and following. GVF is
first trained on a set of reference gestures (also called templates). It requires only a single example per reference gesture. Once the gesture vocabulary is created (the training
phase completed), performance takes place in the following
phase. During this phase, a new gesture is performed live
and for each incoming gesture sample the algorithm classifies the performed gesture and estimates how it varies from
the recognized reference. Variations implemented are variations in speed, size and orientation. GVF makes use of
particle filter inference for recognition and adaptation to
variations, and can be considered as an extension of the
gesture follower (GF), developed at Ircam by Bevilacqua et
al. [1], which is based on Hidden Markov Modeling.

• Multimodal Sensor Input. The system should be able
to accept input from various sensory modalities, rather
than being limited to use with a specific sensor. These
sensory inputs can be used individually and combined,
in order to capture different accepts of gestural variations;
• Control over Synthesis Parameters. Musicians and
composers should be able to experiment with their
own gesture-sound mappings and audio synthesis. We
propose to embed an audio library that allows for
polyvalent uses (various sound synthesizers and effects), rather than mandating a specific audio processing chain.

4.

3.2 Architecture
The system2 is a C++ application using the openFrameworks3 environment, relevant add–ons, and external libraries.
We first designed the software architecture that draws upon
the principles mentioned previously in an organized structure of C++ classes. Figure 1 illustrates the system.

4.1

1

https://github.com/bcaramiaux/gvf
https://github.com/alejandrovze/oFxGVFxPiano.
3
http://openframeworks.cc/
2

IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the software architecture, we deployed a first implementation of this system on a real piano. Here we describe the gesture capture used, the interaction procedure
based on the machine learning method, and the audio-visual
feedback.

Gesture Capture

Our system is set up to accept multi-modal gesture data
from various sensors. We wanted to focus on wrist gestures
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and therefore began by using 3-dimensional accelerometers
placed on the wrists as sensors. In the current scenario we
focused on tracking the pianist’s wrist along the three dimensions: longitudinal keyboard, transversal keyboard, and
height. For that purpose, we used the Kinect depth sensor
for gesture capture. Using the Kinect in combination with
computer vision techniques from the OpenNI framework4
allows us to track the body skeleton in space: this provides 3-dimensional coordinations for each visible joint of
the pianist’s body (we worked specifically with data from
the wrists). A drawback is the need to calibrate the system
for each performance and each performer.

is within the template, and variations relative to the reference. In the current implementation we aim to spot variations in speed. In addition, we aim to determine whether
the performed gesture has a bigger or smaller spatial extent
which can be estimated via variations in scale along each
dimension of the 3 dimensions of the motion captured by
the Kinect. Figure 3 illustrates the performance phase.
In addition, to indicate to the system when a new gesture
is being performed, the system accepts input from a MIDI
pedal which the pianist can press after each musical phrase.

4.2 Machine Learning
At each sample, a gesture data vector is sent to the GVF
that is formed by concatenating all of the sensor inputs. As
described earlier, the GVF operates in two separate phases:
a training phase, in which a gesture vocabulary is built, and
a following phase, for performance.

4.2.1

Training Phase

For our implementation, we used the Kinect sensor alone,
and therefore our template data consists of solely spatial
positions of various points in the pianist’s hands, arms, and
upper body. We normalized each gesture according to the
first point in the gesture, such that gestures are characterized by the spatial translation rather than an absolute
trajectory.
GVF can store any number of template gestures, of varying lengths. We define template gestures according to the
musical phrases which make up the piece being performed,
as segmented by the composer or the performer. Each musical phrase has a corresponding gesture involved in playing
the phrase. Therefore, by segmenting the piece into musical
phrases we naturally create a set of template gestures which
are used to train the GVF.
Furthermore, when playing a musical phrase in order to
train the GVF on the corresponding template gesture, the
audio for the corresponding phrase is recorded with the gesture data. This allows the pianist to refer to the audio when
browsing through the template gestures, in order to identify
them. Figure 2 illustrates the training phase.

Figure 3: Following Phase

4.3

Feedback and Audio Processing

4.3.1 Visual Interface
The visual interface is primarily used for practice and debugging. It displays the current state of the system, a visual
representation of the recorded gestures, and the analysis
computed by the GVF during performance. When a gesture
is being performed, the recognized template is highlighted,
with a slider displaying the current temporal position within
the gesture. The numerical values of the computed variations are also displayed using sliders. By having such visual
feedback, the user can better understand how the system
recognizes his gestures and their variations. Beyond this familiarization, and once the system is trained correctly, the
user can perform on the piano without any interaction with
the visual interface.

4.3.2 Audio Processing
These variations are mapped to sound synthesis parameters
and used to augment the audio. We used the Maximilian
add-on for openFrameworks, ofxMaxim, for audio processing. Our system processes audio input (the sound produced
acoustically by the piano) and outputs augmented audio:
variations determined by GVF are mapped to parameters
of the audio processing which is applied to the sound input.
The specific mappings can be set by the users, according
to their requirements, the goal being to provide a generic
system which can be adapted to specific performers and performances. For example, variations in scale are mapped to
the cutoff frequency of a high-pass filter, and variations in
speed are mapped to the decay time of reverb effect.

Figure 2: Training Phase

4.2.2

Following Phase

During the following phase, GVF receives the Kinect gesture data representing the live pianist’s gesture. For each input sample while the gesture is being performed, GVF outputs the label of the recognized template, where the pianist
4

5.

DISCUSSION

We conducted an initial test with a pianist and received
valuable feedback. She expressed interest in the system

https://github.com/OpenNI/OpenNI
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in the hope that it could help achieve a way of playing
that approached the “bowable” quality of string instruments
or “breathable” quality of wind instruments. She also described the system as enabling the user to create a “dialogue
with one’s own arm”, with multiple layers of movement subtleties being sensed, allowing the system to go beyond triggering events as in other gestural control systems, instead
developing an experience with more continuous control and
feedback.
In terms of the gestural recognition, testing with a pianist
helped us understand what challenges we face in refining our
system so that it can fluidly be used in a performance. One
issue was recognizing distinct gestures during a continuous
performance, or the problem of segmenting continuous piano gestures. Our current solution is for the performer to
use a MIDI pedal to indicate the beginning of a new gesture.
Furthermore, the positioning of the Kinect sensor is critical
and the calibration process affects the usability of the system, and it will be important to find an optimal position to
capture the pianist’s movement.

6.

mance, thus creating an interaction with the recorded
piece.

7.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We developed PiaF, a prototype for augmented piano performance, in which the sound produced acoustically by the
piano is digitally altered according to variations in the pianist’s gestural performance. The result is a system which
can introduce what is communicated visually by the pianist’s body movement into the sound produced by the same
movement. We view this as a translation from a multimodal performance to a mono-modal performance. We expect it to be a useful pilot for future NIMEs, in that it
augments instrumental performance without needing to introduce a new, unfamiliar gesture vocabulary. Instead, the
system captures what is already being expressed with the
body, but not necessarily in the sound.
Our future work will explore the use of other gesture inputs, including muscle sensor data to capture notions of
strength, effort, or tension. We will also evaluate the system
with several pianists (professional and non-professional) in
different contexts.
Finally, our prototype can have other applications, such
as:
• Pedagogy. GVF allows comparisons between performed
gestures and reference gestures. If we consider the reference gesture as a target (in that it is a “correct” way
of playing a musical phrase, performed by an instructor), the variations computed by GVF can then help
understand how a gesture (performed by a student)
deviates from the template. We can communicate
these variations (visually or by adding a secondary
sound-source) to signal disparities, rather than augment a performance.
• Embodiment of recorded performance. We can imagine
an artistic installation that extends the MirrorFugue
interface, which Xiao et al. developed “to conjure the
recorded performer by combining the moving keys of a
player piano with life-sized projection of the pianist’s
hands and upper body” [14].
By combining this system with our augmented piano
application, we can treat the recorded performance
as a set of template gestures, and use GVF to compute gestural variations for a user who engages with
the reproduction by playing the same piece. This can
help the user understand how the current performance
differs from the recorded performance, and these variations can be used to affect the playback of the perfor-
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ABSTRACT

Fewer music applications explore the touchscreen and its
affordances for interaction as the foundation for a new interface, developed independently of established instruments,
although a number of frameworks allow for this. The urMus
project at the University of Michigan enables novel touch
based paradigms through openGL and lua scripting [3], as
does the MoMu Toolkit from Stanford [2]. Both projects enable development of unique touch experiences, however instruments developed on them still tend to gravitate towards
dividing the screen up into key-like regions for interaction.
Inspired by such mobile applications that do break the keypress paradigm, Pitch Canvas is an attempt at developing a
musical interface similar in depth, flexibility, and playability
to traditional music interfaces but based on quintessential
touchscreen interactions.

Mobile music applications are typically quite limiting to musicians, as they either attempt to mimic non-touchscreen
interfaces or do not offer enough control. Pitch Canvas is
a musical interface that was built specifically for the touchscreen, with the goal of providing the same depth and flexibility as traditional instruments without virtualizing an existing physical interface. Pitches are laid out in a hexagonal pattern that allow for easy scale, chord, and arpeggiation patterns, while notes are played by touch but sustained through continuous movement. Pitch bends can be
achieved by passing through the space between the notes, allowing slides, slurs, and rudimentary vibrato. The current
implementation of the interface runs only on Apple iPad
tablet computers using libPd [1] to convert user interaction
into audio. An iPad overlay offers physical feedback for the
circles as well as the pitch bend area between the circles.
A performable version of the application has been built,
though several active developments allow alternative sonic
interpretation of the gestures, enhanced visual response to
user interaction, and the ability to control the instrument
with multiple devices.

2.

Atau Tanaka outlined the existing paradigm of mobile instrument design at the 2010 NIME conference. In his paper,
the concept of affordances inherent in Mobile devices was
elucidated as “objects that project perceived possibilities of
usage” [9] based on ideas developed by Gibson [4] and Norman [7]. When applied to touch based tablets, we find that
many apparent touch interactions such as key-press interactions are quite deceptive. It appears as an affordance due
to the visual division of the screen, however the tactile response from pressing the screen is the same anywhere on the
device even though the sonic response may change. As an
extension of this, a dragging motion quite natural to touch
screens often produces a similar disconcerting effect: that
of moving across visual elements without any link to touch,
speed, or sound. As a result of the disconnect, constant
visual focus must be placed on the screen and interaction
with the device can occlude the interface.
Emerging from these ideas, two main motivations, nonskeuomorphism and full user control, inspired the original
conception of the Pitch Canvas interface. Touch events have
a distinct evolution - the initial touch, hold and/or drag,
and release. As natural elements of a touchscreen interface,
these became the building blocks for musical interaction.
To take advantage of this, Pitch Canvas was envisioned as
a hybrid application, fully functioning both as a musical
instrument and as a drawing interface. As a natural mode
of touchscreen interaction, drawing offers an intuitive way
to dictate a musical gesture, and has a potential application
as a means of communicating a musical score with a user
unfamiliar with reading music.

Keywords
NIME, Mobile Music, Touchscreen instrument, geometric
pitch space

1.

INTRODUCTION

Performing musicians rely primarily on traditional musical interfaces, which have the advantage of several centuries of developments and improvements resulting in a wellunderstood acoustic manner of producing sound. Over the
past few years, the ownership and computing power of tablet
computers has expanded, and with the relative ease of application development, has inspired a new generation of musical interfaces. Music applications built for tablet computers have tended to offer a touchscreen-simplified version of a
traditional interface, as musically-trained users will already
understand how to control these interfaces. Examples include Ocarina by Smule1 and Garageband by Apple2 .
1
2

MOTIVATION & PRIOR WORK

http://www.smule.com/apps
http://www.apple.com/ios/garageband/

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.1

Non-skeuomorphism

Contrary to many mobile music applications which attempt
to digitize the physical aspects of traditional interfaces, Pitch
Canvas was intended as a non-skeuomorphic instrumental
interface. Popular music applications often provide virtual
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representations of established traditional interfaces, as seen
in GarageBand’s suite of virtual guitars, keyboards, and
drums. Borrowing an interface design allows many users
instant familiarity with the manner of controlling the instrument, but without the physical components of their
predecessors, in migrating to a touchscreen can lose playability. As such, very few musicians attempt to use these
mobile applications in recordings and performances, finding the physical interfaces easier to control. With the goal
of creating an instrument that could take full advantage of
the touchscreen’s unique properties, Pitch Canvas was designed as a non-skeuomorph, which with original structure
and mapping would sacrifice potential user familiarity for
touchscreen compatibility. The representation of notes as
circles requires less precision than other virtual controller
shapes (such as guitar strings), and the hexagonal layout
allows easy transitions between notes in the same key.
Because the device represents discrete notes in circles that
can be pressed like piano keys, many first-time users compare the interface instrument to a keyboard interface optimized for the touchscreen. However, as a touchscreenbased instrument, Pitch Canvas makes use of the potential
for expression through sustained gestures and internal timbre and filter control, which are more difficult to replicate
in real time on a keyboard and require supplementary controls such as knobs and x-y pads. The current version of the
application limits the audible presence of key-press control,
and the planned directions for the project explore the potential of artistic expression through highly location-specific
gestural interaction.

offering a wide potential user base. Also, future research
will explore inter-device implementations of the instrument,
which would require using Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or OSC connections, all offered on the iPad. Finally, by using a commercial tablet with a large market share, Pitch Canvas offers
a costless musical instrument to a large number of people
unlikely or unwilling to commit money towards purchasing
a traditional instrument.

2.2 Full User Control
The second motivation shaping the design of Pitch Canvas
was providing the user with full control of produced audio.
Most mobile music applications that avoid borrowing aspects of actual interfaces can compensate for the conversion
to a touchscreen by delegating many musical functions to
the computer, as with repeating patterns and loops. Many
of these applications, such as Reactable Mobile [5], have
been well designed and can offer the user an intuitive way
to create music, but presets impose limitations on the realtime manipulation of audio. In order to restore user control of audio in real time, Pitch Canvas was constructed
to delegate as little audio production as possible, generating sound only when user interaction explicitly demands a
specific type of note. The resulting interface plays much
like traditional physical instrumentation, and with all audio configured in real time can prove useful to performing
musicians.
Musix [8], by Brett Park and David Gerhard, and Hex
Player [6]are examples of non-skeuomorphic iOS instruments.
They utilize hexagonal-based pitch structures to experiment
with multiple harmonic layouts or geometric pitch spaces.
The instruments offer several synthesized sounds and many
customizable settings, and employ a touch-based interaction. However, performing with the instruments tend to be
key-press interaction oriented and appear to have limited
gestural control over the resulting sound beyond pitch and
amplitude.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Device
The initial version of the interface was developed for Apple’s
iPad for a variety of reasons. Using a commercially produced tablet guaranteed reliable hardware, allowing time
to be spent on designing and programming the instrument.
Apple’s tablet computers claim the largest market share,
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Figure 1: Pitch Canvas hexagonal pitch map.

3.2

Interface Design

The Pitch Canvas interface consists of numerous circles,
each of which contains a certain note, arranged in a hexagonal layout (Figure 1). Currently, all notes are within a userspecified major key with pitch increasing vertically, and the
vertical pattern repeats every other column. The circles
are arranged so that circles adjacent on either side will be
only a whole or half tone in distance, and vertically adjacent circles will be a major or minor third. The triangular areas between the circles carry pitches intermediate
to those of the bordering circles, allowing for slides, bends,
and slurs between adjacent notes. When the program is
first run, pitches are mapped to each pixel on the screen,
and as the user plays a gesture, the corresponding pitches
are sent to a Pure Data patch that generates the audio.
In addition to mapping the frequency of a note to circle
location, Pitch Canvas maps volume to gesture speed and
feedback and overdrive to horizontal position. The layout
of the interface allows many common harmonic relationships to be played easily, including scales, triads, arpeggios,
and trills. Simple major and minor chords can be played
as three vertically-adjacent circles, and inversions can also
be constructed without difficulty. In addition, the interface
enables the guiding of a melody through different tones and
effects throughout its lifetime, and facilitates polyphony and
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counterpoint when controlled with two hands.

sition was a quartet piece of four Pitch Canvases at different
tunings and transpositions. It was a structured improvisation in two parts taking advantage of the rhythmic qualities
of the tap-based attack, and the organic sound of swirling
multiple fingers slowly across the canvas.

3.3 Audio Production
The application produces audio in a Pure Data patch, using
libPd. The Objective-C code sends control messages to the
patch on twenty-four different channels. The patch contains
eight audio channels for eight finger multitouch gestures,
accepting three values on each channel: the midi number
of the gesture’s current circle, the velocity of the gesture,
and the gesture’s current horizontal location. These three
values are then mapped to the frequency, gain and harmonic
activation, and the overdrive and feedback amounts. Each
new gesture first initiates a synthesized attack and then
transfers to a feedback loop with overdrive thus providing
tap-responsive and motion-responsive styles of performance.

Figure 3: LOLs Performing Recombinant Features.

3.4 Haptic Feedback
The initial design plan offered the user one method of identifying interaction, requiring the user to watch themselves
play the instrument to ensure their fingers aligned as intended with the circles. This is less than ideal, as it limits
the ability of a musician to sightread or communicate with
other musicians while maintaining control of the interface.
Furthermore, because fingertips have size comparable to the
size of the circles, there is a recognizable uncertainty as to
where exactly the finger is on the screen. This makes bound
motion difficult to control, and when using continuous gestures for polyphony, synchronizing transitions becomes difficult. A custom iPad case was developed to improve usability by providing haptic feedback, offering an intuitive mode
of identifying notes(Figure 2). A laser cutter was used to
cut circles out of a sheet of paper in a pattern based on
the interface’s structure. After attaching the paper to the
tablet, the interface was placed beneath a vellum overlay
which would allow a recognizable border without demanding too much effort to transition to a new circle. The paper
and vellum layers did not cause a noticeable interruption
in interaction with the controller. The haptic feedback offered by the overlay decreases uncertainty in touch location
relative to the interface and eases the demand on visual
attention.

5.

5.1

Trans-Device Instrumentation

User control will be expanded by allowing multiple devices
to connect to the same interface using OSC via Bluetooth or
Wi-Fi. Additional devices would allow multi-modal interaction, and the planned developments would afford greater
specification of audio in real time. One mode, currently in
development, would record the current gesture and redraw
the gesture at the location of the next touch. This would
offer repeated use of a visual pattern, and the retranslation at a different sonic location would allow exploration
of harmonic relationships. A second mode will allow application and specification of multiple audio settings and
effects, offering binary and fader controls beyond the scope
of single-device interaction. A third mode will enable realtime redesigning of the interface’s visual aspects, enabling
simultaneous artistic expression in both the sonic and visual
dimensions. With the iPad’s pre-existing screen-sharing capabilities, this will allow greater artistic expressibility and
further audience immersion. These multi-modal improvements were mainly designed with the goal of improving performance value, as the incorporation of multiple devices will
offer a stronger real-time control of the instrument.

5.2

Visual Feedback

Since conception, visual feedback has been one of the cornerstones of the Pitch Canvas interface as gesture-based interaction translates easily to drawing. The primary goal in
improving visual feedback is enabling drawing as the simple visual record of previous gestures. Although a drawing
capability has been implemented in the current app framework, the redrawing processes greatly overwhelms the synthesis capabilities of the device, rendering the application
unusable as either a drawing or musical application. Optimization will need to occur to make drawing images a viable
mode of interaction.
Once this functionality exists, visual representation will
be expanded across multiple modes, also allowing effects
such as the brightening of a circle upon initiation of a touch
or a diffused, fading trail behind a gesture. With a second device, the visual representation of the gesture can be
controlled in real time, allowing an aesthetic expression of

Figure 2: Haptic feedback iPad overlay.

4.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In August, a stable version of the interface was completed
that could perform capably even on the first generation
iPads. This version has been submitted to Apple for review,
and should soon be available through their app store. Several additional affordances are also planned as the subject
of future research, which should improve the instrument’s
virtuosity and performance capabilities.

PERFORMANCE

Pitch Canvas was used in the composition Recombinant Features by Jesse Allison and performed by the Laptop Orchestra of Louisiana in November 2013 (Figure 3). The compo-
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audio. With an established visual expression of specific settings, linking subtle audio effects to graphics parameters
such as texture and brush type, complex compositions can
be communicated to other musicians in a natural and understandable manner. As a real-time drawing application,
Pitch Canvas will encourage compositions arranged both
visually and musically, and as a translator of a visual gesture to a sonic expression, will also encourage gesture-based
improvisation. Implementation of drawing will offer multiple dimensions for artistic expression, and with pre-existing
haptic feedback, Pitch Canvas will become a more robust,
performable interface.

with libpd. In Proc Pure Data Convention 2011, 2011.
[2] N. J. Bryan, J. Herrera, J. Oh, and G. Wang. Momu:
A mobile music toolkit. In Proceedings of the
International Conference on New Interfaces for
Musical Expression (NIME), Sydney, Australia, 2010.
[3] G. Essl and A. Müller. Designing mobile musical
instruments and environments with urmus. In New
Interfaces for Musical Expression, pages 76–81, 2010.
[4] J. J. Gibson. The ecological approach to visual
perception. Routledge, 1986.
[5] S. Jordà, G. Geiger, M. Alonso, and M. Kaltenbrunner.
The reactable: exploring the synergy between live
music performance and tabletop tangible interfaces. In
Proceedings of the 1st international conference on
Tangible and embedded interaction, pages 139–146.
ACM, 2007.
[6] A. J. Milne, A. Xambó, R. Laney, D. B. Sharp,
A. Prechtl, and S. Holland. Hex player—a virtual
musical controller. 2011.
[7] D. A. Norman. The psychology of everyday things.
Basic books, 1988.
[8] B. Park and D. Gerhard. Rainboard and musix:
Building dynamic isomorphic interfaces.
[9] A. Tanaka. Mapping out instruments, affordances, and
mobiles. In Proceedings of the International Conference
on New Interfaces for Musical Expression, pages 15–18.
New Interfaces for Musical Expression, 2010.

5.3 Degrees of Freedom
The current Pitch Canvas interface utilizes three degrees
of freedom: circle/pixel location mapped to pitch, gesture
speed mapped to gain and level of harmonics, and horizontal location mapped to feedback and overdrive. Further
degrees of freedom, including proximity to center of circle,
curvature, direction, and tablet orientation will be mapped
to the tone of the produced note and further audio effects.
As the relation between gesture and audio will become much
more precise, custom settings to control how degrees of freedom are mapped to aspects of the audio will be explored.
Currently, the two degrees of freedom requiring functionbased relationships, velocity and horizontal location, relate
linearly to their audio attributes. In future iterations, the
mapping function, such as parabolic or exponential relationships, will be specifiable improving playability in a variety
of performance situations. Finally, the scale of the relationship will be adjustable so that small deviations from the intended gesture have a variable significance on the produced
audio.

6.

CONCLUSION

Built in a non-skeuomorphic approach to mobile music applications, the Pitch Canvas interface offers users complete
control of produced audio through touch gesture. The circular interface takes advantage of the touchscreen layout,
and the positioning of the notes allows users to easily create many musical patterns. Although the ultimate goal of
the project was to create a new interface that musicians
will find useful, user feedback has suggested that the instrument also has applications in multiple fields, including
music education and therapy. As a free instrument requiring no physical components, Pitch Canvas will be available
to thousands of users wishing to explore an interest in music. With trans-device interaction, audio visualization, and
more degrees of freedom, Pitch Canvas will offer musicians
more specific, real-time control, and will hopefully prove
useful when composing, recording, and performing.

7.
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ABSTRACT

intention has been to reconfigure artefacts drawn from museum
collections and find new ways in which they could be
understood and engaged with in creative artistic ways. In
particular, again drawing on [6], we sought to explore museum
artefacts as materials with potential for creative appropriation.
We seek to question some traditional thinking around heritage
and museum practice, which presents artefacts and objects from
the past, rather than framing them in the context of their
presence in contemporary culture and their ‘perdurance’ [6]
into the future.
Drawing on [5], we sought to create playful, ambiguous
artworks which did not didactically mandate any particular
interpretation of museum artefacts but allowed them to be
imaginative appropriated. To facilitate this, we employed two
main strategies. First, we juxtaposed the artefacts with other
materials and data so as to highlight questions of variability of
interpretation and the varied timescales (and ‘spacescales’) in
terms of which phenomena can be understood. In our case, this
involved juxtaposing geological and fossil samples drawn from
a collection with real-time atmospherical and meterological
data and simple, playful simulations of geological and
meterological processes. Several of our sonic and visual
displays are oriented around this concern. Secondly, we wished
to extend sensory engagement with artefacts and present
relevant phenomena in novel sensory forms. In some ways, this
is an extension of the practice that many museums conduct of
‘handling sessions’ where the look and feel of objects is
brought to attention. In our case, however, we were concerned
to go beyond what is normally the didactic business of such
sessions and make, for example, geological textures and
meterological data available in novel sonic forms.

In this paper we describe an artistic response to a collection of
natural history museum artefacts, developed as part of a
residency with an arts organisation. Drawing on a critical
literature in studies of material culture, the work incorporated
data sonification, image audification, field recordings and
created a number of instruments for exploring geological
artefacts and meterological data as aesthetic material. The
residency culminated in an exhibition presented as a
‘sensorium’ for the sensory exploration of museum objects. In
describing the methods and thinking behind the project this
paper presents an alternative approach to engaging artists and
audiences with local heritage and museum archives, which
draws on research in NIME and allied literatures, and which is
devoted to enlivening collections as occasions for varied
interpretation, appropriation and aesthetic response.

Keywords
Collections, Heritage, Sonification, Installation, Sound-Art,
Field Recordings, Digitisation

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we describe how we have drawn upon NIME
(New Interfaces for Musical Expression) and allied literatures
to experiment with a specific way of working with museums to
incite curiosity, provoke imaginative interpretation and
facilitate the future, creative appropriation of collected
artefacts. Our work takes a critical yet practical orientation to
collaboration with institutions and is devoted to creating new
sonic (and related) devices and displays and exploring new
working practices. We hope that our work is an interesting step
in enabling NIME (and related) research to reach out to public
settings in a mindful fashion while doing justice to various
critical scholarly traditions.
It is often argued that new technologies and innovative
archive digitisation can enhance a museum’s reach, improve
visitor experience and bring collections to life that may
otherwise be under lock and key. New technologies are often
seen to have an important role in opening up collections and
facilitating access to cultural institutions by social groups who
traditionally may have not engaged with such resources
[amongst many examples, see 7].
Our work seeks to add to this literature in a manner
specifically informed by some recent critical contributions to
archaeology, anthropology and material culture [e.g. 6]. Our

2. INTERGLACIAL / ERRATICS
As part of the Pacitti Company’s (www.pacitticompany.com)
Performing Collections series of events, we were invited to
respond during the course of a winter residency in 2014 to a
number of artefacts from the natural history collection at
Ipswich Museum in the UK. Using the artefacts as materials we
designed and developed a number of sonic instruments and
used forms of data sonification to create a multi-channel sound
and image installation. As the residency unfolded, with us
working in public [cf. 3], a more recognisable exhibition form
gradually evolved. Other than a commitment to work with
natural history artefacts and the general orientation described in
the introduction, the only other constraints set in advance were
the title of the residency and the technologies and skills we
brought with us. We entitled the residency Interglacial/Erratics
to bring to mind a connection between our era and that of
glaciation and to play metaphorically with the notion of an
‘erratic’, the geological term for a rock carried from its
indigenous place to another by glacial forces. Our repertoire of
software and hardware technologies included Pd/Gem,
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republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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image or obtaining statistical (e.g. luminance histograms) data
from it. We only have space here to outline our explorations. In
addition to the wavetable scanning technique just described, we
have explored an analogy of the famous ANS synthesizer’s
technique, whereby a scan across the image is used to create
amplitude values for an large oscillator bank (we have worked
with 60 or more). This creates characteristically aetherial
spectral sounds which vary in relation to the form of the image.
We have also explored a granular synthesis technique in which
the pixel grey values in a vertical or horizontal scan map to the
frequency of a sinusoidal grain. Again, this technique is
sensitive to characteristics of the image in legible ways. A
crystalline sample will produce a pulsing grain cloud. A
particulate sample will produce a more noisy grain cloud. A
smooth sample will create a gentle fluctuating tone.

Max/MSP, Python, Gadgeteer, Arduino, assorted sensors,
contact microphones, a solid state recorder, several laptops and
image projectors, amongst other, relatively transportable, items.
Other items were sourced or delivered during the workshop in
response to emerging design ideas.

Figure 1: Geological samples and fossils.
Upon arrival at the Pacitti Company’s space we were
confronted by a number of boxes that had already been
delivered by Ipswich Museum staff. The boxes contained
approximately 40 artefacts that had been chosen by the museum
specifically for this project most of which of local provenance.
They comprised mostly geological and fossil samples,
including several evidencing glacial action and other curiosities
such as a 330 million year tree root. Some of the objects were
designated ‘handling artefacts’ and others, including a
fossilised elephant ear and a woolly mammoth tooth, were
packaged individually as rare examples not to be touched.

3. OUR CONSTRUCTIONS

Figure 2: Textures of geological and fossil samples.

Over the course of our residency, a number of constructions
emerged responding to the artefacts we had been loaned. In
some cases, we engaged directly with the materiality of the
artefacts, albeit looking for transformations of them into
unusual sensory forms. In other cases, we juxtaposed things
with other materials and data to suggest new relationships or
contexts of interpretation. Some of our constructions involve
the deployment of ideas from the NIME and allied literatures in
novel ways, others are more prosaic but still play their part in
the overall work. Not all of our ideas made it through to a level
of development where we felt we could include them in our
(relatively) final assembly of things to exhibit.
Sonic Microscope and Image Sonification. In collaboration
with a photographer who visited our residency, we took many
close-up photographs of the samples which had been loaned to
us. Some of these are shown in Figure 2. We took these as
materials for sonification in a number of ways. A simple
technique was to scan the images horizontally and vertically
line by line and to use the grey values, suitably normalised, as
entries in a wavetable. In Pd/Gem, four oscillators, tuned to a
dramatic droning chord, played back these wavetables, the
scanned data creating timbral modifications characteristic of
each geological sample. A smooth rock sample would create
rounded wavetables and drones with fewer overtones than a
more particulate sample. A stock of images was selected and
chosen from at random and sonified in this fashion live to
accompany a large projection of the image.
An artist visiting the residency, Giovanna Maria Casetta, was
inspired by this technique and returned with a USB microscope
so create and manipulate the image material live. Based upon
this we developed a Sonic Microscope which can employ a
variety of sound synthesis methods based on scanning the

Figure 3: The Sonic Microscope.
To give the Sonic Microscope more of an instrumental
character, we mounted a 3axis accelerometer (HotHand™) on
the microscope body. We have used the data from this in
various ways: to select frequencies references or distributions
for scanned wavetable drones, ANS-style oscillator banks or
grain streams, to effect the rate at which scans or grain streams
are computed, to offer forms of amplitude control (e.g. tilt for
silence/accenting), and so forth. A small switch mounted on the
microscope also enables the player to freeze the image from the
microscope so that the motion of the instrument can be played
without effecting the image. This enables more abrupt
transitions to be played while controlling unwanted sonic
artefacts derived from camera movement or wobble.
Live Proximal and Remote and Historical Weather Data. To
provoke reflection on changing meteorological conditions, we
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using crocodile clips so that the ‘ring’made contact to one of
the battery terminals and the tip was positioned on a rock. The
other end of the jack lead was inserted into a small amplifier
(see Figure 5). There were very interesting sonic differences
between the different materials with, for example, particulate or
moisture containing rocks spluttering in a bursty fashion while
granite was largely mute.

built some simple visualisations and sonifications of various
forms of on-line and archival weather data. Using the
wunderground.com (‘the weather underground’, a site where
users can post real-time weather data) API and a Python script,
we took data from the nearest weather station (at a local
military installation) and counterposed this with data from ‘the
other side of the world’, a station in Auckland, New Zealand.
We located a 100 year archive of data from another local
weather station and reconstructions of temperature and rainfall
data from Central Europe over a 2500 year period.
Using Pd/Gem, we composed very simple sonifications and
visualisations of a selection of these data. For example, for the
Lowestoft data, maximum and minimum temperature and
sunlight data were mapped to colours (e.g. blue for the coldest,
red/orange for the hottest) and oscillator frequency (lowest for
coldest, highest for hottest). We played back the data archives
at various rates including very fast playback which gave the
sounds a granular feel and made the colours flicker. Under
program control, the display randomly switched from live to
historical data and made different selections of playback rate.
Spending a little while with this display enabled a number of
observers to spontaneously note the seasonal and historical
variations in data values. For example, notably higher pitches
could be heard as the data sampled enters the last twenty years.

Figure 5: A prototype Rock Harmonium.
Field Recordings. We located where a number of the artefacts
were discovered and captured field recordings from those
locations. This material was then played back using granular
synthesis techniques in the Borderlands iPad application [4].
The parameters of the grains were directly influenced by the
geological data extracted from the particular location. The
touchscreen allowed the public to interact with the piece and
open up performance possibilities for the installation.
Recording Water, Ice, Sand and Rocks. We conducted a
number of informal recording sessions involving ourselves
along with local musicians and non-musicians exploring
geological materials as musical materials. For example, one of
our number performed various ways of pouring sand into a
resonant metal bowl to which a contact microphone was
attached. Using non-precious samples, we created very simple
lithophones and recorded visitors percussing them. We placed a
contact microphone in a cup of water and recorded its output
over a three hour period as it froze in a refrigerator. We made
another recording as it melted over the course of three hours
when returned to room temperature. The water freezing and
melting sounds were played back at low volume as a
continuous ‘keynote’ for the installation. In addition, a Pd patch
was created to randomly select and layer up these recordings.
Throughout we attempted to organise our working space so
that visitors would have a pathway through it and that areas
devoted to ongoing work were partially segregated from areas
where artefacts that were relatively complete were on show in
some form. At the beginning of our residency, only the loaned
items were ‘relatively complete’ and showable to the public asis. These were placed on a desk near the entry to the space. As
our work unfolded, more constructions became showable and
we needed to rethink the overall organisation of the space.
Towards the end of our residency we wanted to give a shape to
our work and think about the trajectory [1] that a visitor might
have through it. In this way, a relatively final form (indeed, an
exhibition) emerged.
We gave the work the form of a ‘sensorium’ – an
arrangement in space to create a patterned variety of
overlapping sensory experiences, an ecology of activity and
presentation which could simultaneously be experienced as a
whole as well as its constituent parts explored. As people
moved though the space their movement created dynamic
crossfades of sound between the pieces. Each construction

Figure 4: Gadgeteer Atmospherics atop loudspeaker (left)
and Weather Station (right, photographed indoors).
Gadgeteer Ambient Atmospherics. Ambient light level,
humidity, barometric pressure and moisture sensors in the
indorr space we were working in were captured using the
Gadegeteer prototyping platform. The data were then parsed
into Max/MSP for sonification. Changes in the local
atmospherics had a direct effect on the sonic outcome. By
building a non-harmonic, fixed spectra additive synthesizer the
Gadgeteer sensors could exploit the same oscillator, resulting in
a characteristically contained but ever changing sound.
Weather Station. Outside we erected a SparkFun weather
station which enabled changes in air direction and speed and
rainfall to be tracked and directly relayed through an Arduino
micro-controller to a group of stepper motors. The weather
station was placed in a variety of locations to explore sonic
diversity. The motors were set up to strike and play various
sound sculptures within the space. A number of materials were
included to complement the collection of artefacts, including
non-precious rocks, raw earth, metals and sand sediment.
Rock Harmonium. In a manner reminiscent of Bowers and
Archer’s call to NIME to design ‘infra-instruments’ [2] and
drawing on work by sound-artist Ryan Jordan, we created a
‘rock harmonium’ in which several rocks were connected
across the terminals of a 9v battery. A jack plug was connected
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the concern to reformulate ‘objects’ as materials with a
potential new life through creative appropriation. We have
presented a variety of ways in which we have done this
including the creation of devices with an instrumental character
(Sonic Microscope and Rock Harmonium), various
visualisation and sonification pieces, juxtapositions of historical
(indeed paleontological) data with live data, of data from
locations which are near to those that are far, engaging in
recording sessions which prioritise the sonic possibilities of
materials, conducting ‘home science’ versions of larger
geological and climatological processes, and so forth and so on.
Some of our work has been enabled by sophisticated
technologies, some of it involves banging a rock or crudely
electrifying it. In all of these respects, we are materialising
museum objects in a very specific sense: encouraging their
creative appropriation through aesthetic-sensory work. We have
described how we assembled our collection of constructions as
a ‘sensorium’ and have sketched an account of visitors’ and
participants’ experiences in our work.
While there are considerable practical challenges involved in
the work we have started to do and have described here, we
believe the potential is worthwhile. We do not merely wish to
apply the knowledge and techniques we have learnt from NIME
and other research areas. Rather, we wish to mobilise that work
as a practical contribution to cultural critique. In our work,
throughout, we have been mindful of critical contributions to
heritage studies and disciplines with an interest in material
culture [6]. We are engaged in work which avowedly intends to
‘unlock’ or ‘unfreeze’ the collections of heritage institutions
and return them to life. And in a parallel argument, we want to
initiate a similar shift in ‘knowledge exchange’: from objects of
knowledge to materials of knowing, from ready-made
knowledge to making, showing knowing-that to be embedded
in multiple ways of knowing-how, and to do so publicly.

could be accessed at close proximity but by zooming out or
stepping back, visitors could experience the composition as a
whole – as an ecology of objects, sounds and images. To
reinforce the character of the sensorium, the room was
darkened with the only illumination coming from screens,
projections and a few carefully placed small lights.

4. REFLECTION
The more detailed evaluation of our work and its process is the
subject other papers as, in the space available her, we have
concentrated on what we built and our design intentions. But let
us sketch five topics around which we feel we can positively
review the work we have done and its underlying approach.
Curiosity. Our constructions aroused curiosity from visitors
in a number of ways. In several cases, we deliberately
presented our work with ‘wires exposed’ and/or code windows
showing. By exposing some of the inner workings of what we
were making, visitors felt free to engage with us about the
techniques, technologies and skills involved in making. We
were able to make seemingly quite impressive installations (e.g.
a large noisy visual projection and sonification of a microscope
image) accessible to people. This also encouraged their playful
engagement with several of our pieces and aroused their
curiosity about some of the topics we were gesturing towards
(geological time-scales, long-term meteorological change, the
particularities of Ipswich and its relation to the last ice age, etc.)
Occasions for Discussion. Our constructions provoked
discussions amongst visitors and between visitors and
ourselves. These included technical affairs but also the meaning
of individual pieces. Our installation was deliberately not
didactic. It was not intended to teach people about the geology
of the locality or how meterological and geological systems
change over time. But it was intended to provoke imaginative
discussions around such topics, which it successfully did.
Connection to Museum Collection. The first items visitors
would encounter would be the loaned items from the museum
collection along with standard interpretative material. This set a
frame of relevance for our creative responses and allowed
visitors to make comparisons between customary exhibition
formats and the kind of work we had done. Several visitors and
museum personnel celebrated our work as making (to use one
visitor’s vocabulary) the “dead objects come alive”.
The Aesthetics of The Sensorium. Our decision to present our
work in a darkened space highlighted its character as a
sensorium – as a space where materials were to be encountered
through the senses, rather than ‘dead’ objects to be understood
intellectually or didactically. Many of our visitors were clearly
affected by the special atmosphere we had created often
remarking on its “mystery” when entering the space.
Provoking Further Creativity. Throughout our time on site,
we were visited by many local artists and other creative
individuals. Two visual artists spent most of the duration with
us and created a multi-panel video work which we also folded
in to the installation. The visual artist who introduced us to the
possibility of using a USB microscope to investigate materials
has subsequently been inspired to consider the use of geological
and related sonic materials in her own work. In this way, our
work has provoked the creativity of others in turn.
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5. DISCUSSION
We have described how, over the course of a residency at the
Pacitti Company we created an exhibiton based around creative
responses to a collection of artefacts loaned to us by Ipswich
Museum in the UK. Our strategy for the residency drew upon
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ABSTRACT

Without auxiliary sensors, the capability of a touch screen is too
limited for directly requiring and sensing the extremes of effort a
performer can produce. Intentional physical difficulty can be
implemented within a touch screen interface by going the opposite
way of interaction efficiency and requiring effort over time,.
Game developers have been employing methods like this in miniexertion interfaces in video games for a long time. A common
example is requiring the player to continuously tap a button or move
a joystick/pointer above a certain pace while an action is being
performed (usually linked with in-game physical effort).
Effort is an essential part of music performance and it is closely
tied with expression [6]. Tanaka states that, by varying the exerted
effort of gestures that are essential to sound production, expressivity
can be shaped in an articularly fashion. This exertion of effort is a key
element for audience perception of a performance [9]. Audiences are
accustomed to observing physical effort in performances, which they
eventually link with commitment to the music and emotional
intensity [4]. Implementing intentional difficulty into a touch screen
music instrument can greatly enhance expressivity and visual
communication with the audience.
Studies related to physical activity in video games show that body
movement, meaningful physical actions, physical challenge and
exertion has significant positive effects on fun, enjoyment, pleasure
and engagement of video gaming [1] [7] [8][5]. The same positive
effects can be expected for music performance with non-trivial
physical difficulty. The satisfaction in music performance partly
comes from the difficulty involved just like video games. A suitable
level of difficulty is beneficial for enjoyment [4]. Physical activity is
also pleasurable on its own when it doesn’t cross over to the
unareobic region of exertion. It’s been observed that muscular
activity can arouse pleasure and brief episodes of pleasure are
experienced whenever a significant exertion ends.[2]. This might
explain the enjoyment that is experienced after performing a
physically difficult act on a performance.
Another role of effort on satisfaction is the investment factor. With
increased physical difficulty and invested energy, perceived value of
a musical act also increases. For example, sounding the very high
registers of a wind instrument are commonly valued higher than the
sounding of a relaxed register’s sound by both performers and
audience. Completing a task with adhered value can be expected to
evoke greater satisfaction.
Varying the physical difficulty amongst various features of a
virtual instrument can lead to the possibility of mastery. Though both
the beginners and the experienced can play such an instrument, some
of the instrumental features would require a seasoned player’s skills.
Lastly, kinesthetic feedback increases proportional to the muscular
exertion. Mechanical, chemical and temperature “signals” are created
in proportion to the muscular activity, which creates a peripheral
sensation descriptive of the act performed [2]. This feedback is

In the recent years many touch screen interfaces have been designed
and used for musical control. When compared with their physical
counterparts, current control paradigms employed in touch screen
musical interfaces do not require the same level of physical labor and
this negatively affects the user experience in terms of expressivity,
engagement and enjoyment. This lack of physicality can be remedied
by using interaction elements which are designed for the exertion of
the user. Employing intentionally difficult and inefficient interaction
design can enhance the user experience by allowing greater bodily
expression, kinesthetic feedback, more apparent skill acquisition, and
performer satisfaction.
Rub Synth is a touch screen musical instrument with an exertion
interface. It was made for creating and testing exertion strategies that
are possible by only using 2d touch coordinates as input and
evaluating the outcomes of implementing intentional difficulty.
This paper discusses the strategies that can be employed to model
effort on touch screens, the benefits of having physical difficulty,
Rub Synth’s interaction design, and user experience results of using
such an interface.

Keywords
NIME, human computer interaction, interface design, touch screen,
multitouch, mobile musical instrument, proprioception, kinesthesia,
muscular tension, intentional difficulty, exertion interfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION
Performing with physical instruments require varying amounts of
physical effort and most instruments accepts and responds to great
magnitudes of forces. On the other hand, most of touch screen only
instruments designed up to date neither require the same level of
physical effort nor have the sensory capabilities to directly capture
them.
Although this lack of necessity for effort is considered favorable in
terms of efficiency from the viewpoint of classical HCI, it is
unfavorable for musical instrument design as the presence of physical
effort has an important role in many aspects of musical interaction
[4].
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distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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beneficial towards creating virtual instruments that have distinctive
“feels”.

ineffective as the time passes thus making sustaining values
even harder.

2. DESIGN PATTERNS FOR
IMPLEMENTING INTENTIONAL
DIFFICULTY

2.4 Gating of the Input
In order to impose a starting condition, users input can be
gated before going into either of the methods. For example, the
users input can be ignored if it is under a certain velocity or
frequency. After the initial condition is met, the gating can be
dismissed. This can be used to simulate functions that are
harder to excite.

The amount of the range of effort that can be captured in an
instant by a touchscreen is extremely limited when no auxiliary
sensing such as force sensors, accelerometers and alike is
present. As the amount of work that can be sensed by a touch
screen in an instant is quite fixed, the main strategy towards
creating a touch screen exertion interface involves requiring
input over time. The simplest example to this is requiring a
swipe or double tap instead of a tap. The physical work done by
swiping or double tapping is greater than just tapping once. By
varying the velocity, count and frequency demands of a gesture,
different levels of physical difficulty can be achieved.

2.5 Using Multi-Stroke Connections Instead
Of On-Screen Buttons:
With this method, instead of simply touching a button, the user
has to drag his finger into various boxes to trigger an action.
The boxes can be placed along the opposing edges of the
screen, both making them easy to find and making the swipe
distance longer.
If the hand user’s hand travels more than 5 centimeters and
the user is in a hurry to complete the action, the whole arm
(including the fingers, wrist, upper arm and shoulder) is used.
Compared to activating a simple button with a direct touch, this
method requires tremendous activity. It is also easier to
memorize as a motor action and it has higher repeatability
when compared to pinpointing a small button amongst others.
In addition, target boxes can be arranged in such a way to
suggest a langue. For example going through sample1, reverb,
and bypass boxes turns the reverb effect on the sample number
1 in to a bypassed state. Although this implementation doesn’t
offer any expressive benefits, it is still beneficial in terms of
general pace, satisfaction, audience communication and
kinesthesia.

2.1 Excitation Gestures
The gestures listed below are for activation of a simple action
or a complex model that will be discussed in the section 2.2 .

2.1.1 Consecutive tapping
Instead of a single tap, a series of taps can be demanded from
the performer. The frequency of the tapping is the dominant
factor determining the difficulty

2.1.2 Continuous tapping
Instead of a single tap or a series of them, a continuous stream
of tapping can be required

2.1.3 Swipes, Consecutive Swipes and Continuous
Swipes
Swipes can be adjusted to a variety of physical demand. The
velocity, distance and the geometry of the swipe determine the
difficulty. Multi-finger swipe like gestures like pinching or
squeezing can also be adjusted in difficulty.
For increased difficulty, consecutive swipes can be
demanded. When the following swipe is in opposite direction
of the one before, the inertia of the hand comes into effect and
adds to the difficulty created.

2.1.4 Rubbing
Rubbing can be considered a sub-class of swipes, as it consists
of an endless swipe. The user can be expected to do a rubbing
gesture between two poles, a circular rubbing gesture or one
with a random path. The inertia of the hand and the friction
between the finger and the screen contribute to the physical
difficulty. Again, path, distance, speed and frequency can be
adjusted for varying levels of difficulty.

2.2 Leaking Value Pool Model
To further the energy expenditure, the excitation gestures above
can be connected to leaking value pool models. The name of
this model comes from the analogy of filling a container with
liquid. While the excitation gestures fill in the pool and raise
the value, a predetermined leak empties the pool thus reducing
the control value. With this model, the user has to continuously
spend energy to keep a value where he/she wants. By adjusting
the filling/leaking rate, the difficulty can be adjusted.
To add more levels of difficulty, leak rate can go up
proportional to the value held in the pool.

Figure 1. Rub Samples sound selection a1-b2-c3.

3. RUB SYNTH
Rub Synth is a touch screen musical instrument made for the
iOS operating system. It is made for demonstrating the usage of
methods described in the section 2 of this paper and evaluating
the benefits discussed in section 1.
Rub Synth uses Apple’s UIKit for display, custom gesture
recognizers derived from Apple’s classes for touch handlin, and
PDLib for the synthesis and implementing depleting value
models[3].

2.3 Diminishing Input Model
This model is similar to the leaking value pool. In addition to
employing a leak mechanism, this model employs a mechanism
in which the input gets scaled to a lower value over time. After
the initial excitation, the user’s inputs become gradually more

3.1 Implementation and Functionality:
Rub Synth employs a design which allows/encourages users to
“rub” the on-screen keys instead of just tapping on them for
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

activation. When a user rubs one of the keys, the corresponding
keys slowly start to change color, whilst the corresponding
sound slowly fades in. Rubbing excitation gesture is tied to a
leaking value pool model. While the user tries to rub and
activate a sound, this system tries to fade the sound out.
In order to sustain a sound, the user has to continuously spend
physical effort. The amount of difficulty in activating and
sustaining a sound is directly proportional to the strength of the
deactivation system. The difficulty can be set individually for
all the keys. The difficulty variance of playing different
registers of real world instruments can be mimicked with this
ability. In the alpha version of Rub Synth, the second octave
requires significantly more effort than the first. The difficulty is
also varied through the second octave. In the second octave, the
difficulty is proportional to the pitch in question.
The user can vary the vigorousness of the rubbing gesture to
change the attack of the sound. The attack portion of the
rubbing difficulty can also be set individually for each key.
In the current implementation of Rub Synth, a user can either
tap on a key to initiate a preset attack, then continue to rub the
key for further crescendo and sustain or initiate a sound by
rubbing and deciding on the envelope of the attack themselves.
By regulating the strength of the rubbing, users can sustain the
sounds, make the sounds stronger/louder and move between
different steps of dynamic markings.
The rubbing gesture is allowed to exceed the limits of the
graphical are of a key. The user only has to land a finger on the
correct key once, after that he/she is free to exceed the limits of
the graphical area. As long as the finger doesn’t go off the
screen, the rubbing gesture is continuously tracked –even the
whole screen can be vigorously rubbed. Multiple keys can be
rubbed at the same time even in different directions.
Another implemented feature is the detection of the direction
of the rubbing gesture. Rub Synth’s framework can
differentiate between diagonal, lateral or vertical rubbing.
Although it is possible to differentiate between all three, whilst
performance it is hard to consciously perform rubbing on three
different directions. It is very easy to accidentally perform a
diagonal rubbing gesture while trying a vertical or a horizontal
one. In this current implementation of the Rub Synth,
horizontal rubbing is linked to controlling the envelope of the
sounds while the vertical gesture is reserved for linking to other
synthesis parameters.
An additive synthesis engine is responsible for the synthesis.
The balance of the partials is affected by the excitation of the
keys. Upper partials increase in volume more than the lower
partials with rubbing. This allows the user to modify tone color
simultaneously while controlling the envelope.

4.1 Preliminary testing:
The alpha version of the Rub Synth was evaluated informally
by a small test group of 14 people at the time of writing. The
test group included both people with musical backgrounds (8
people) and non-musicians (6 people). Each participant was
asked to use two versions of Rub Keys for 10 minutes after a
brief demonstration (Some of the testing was done in groups.
In that case the time was shared amongst the testers.). While
one of the versions is identical to the one described in this
paper, the other version didn’t employ the rubbing gesture and
employed an effortless method to set the sustain instead
(swiping up on a key set the sustain, the length of the swipe
determined the level of the tone). Afterwards, participants are
asked to compare the two versions in terms of physical
difficulty, fun while performing, expressiveness, ability to
channel emotion and engagement.
All of the testers reported in favor of the version with the
rubbing gesture. They reported that they found it more
physically demanding, more pleasurable, more expressive and
easier to engage. People with musical background and nonmusicians reacted differently to some of the implemented
difficulty elements(further discussed in section 4.2). Although
the test group is too small to come to a complete conclusion,
the positive results encourage us to further our research.

4.2 Future direction:
The preliminary tests show that the suggested interaction
models were successful in creating artificial physical difficulty.
In the near future, Rub Synth will enter the beta stage and will
be put into a formal test with a larger test group.
During the preliminary tests, people with musical background
specifically reported that the exertion had an affect on
expressiveness. With the large test group, we would like come
up with qualitative and quantitative findings to support this.
We also observed that the musician test group enjoyed the
technical challenges caused by the poor coding at the time of
early testing. One of those challenges was that the rubbing has
to be done nearly perfect vertically, which added a steering
difficulty. Another challenge was that exciting a key slowly
without a predetermined attack required landing a finger on a
key in motion. This mini-gesture has a learning curve steeper
than the rest of the gestures. While the musician group enjoyed
the challenge of the mini-gesture and the increasing difficulty
in the second octave, the non-musicians found it a nuisance.
One of our future directions will be researching the difference
on reception of difficulty between non-musicians and
established performers. Understanding what kind of physical
difficulties increase the fun factor for non-performers, and what
kind does not can be important when designing instruments
with a high adoption rate in mind. Another correlation we want
to look for is between touchscreen instruments’ survivability
and the amount of physical difficulty they have. We suspect
that implementing the right amount of intentional difficulty into
touch screen music instruments can be beneficial in terms of
survivability.
Another future research topic of ours is the bounds of the
“aerobic” region of effort on a touchscreen. We would like to gather
data on what amount of effort falls into the aerobic region and
what amount falls into the not pleasurable and excessive region.
With the alpha version of the RubKeys, we found out that how
the touch screen device is held directly affects the difficulty of
implemented physical demand of various gestures. For
example, users are capable of performing faster rubbing

Figure 2. Rub Keys interface showing color display
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Lastly, additional difficulty can be implemented on already
existing augmented instruments. One example to such
instruments is the TouchKeys, which is a keyboard with
capacitive touch sensing capabilities [11]. The interaction
models that are in the RubSynth can be implemented on
TouchKeys to further augment the already interesting
instrument.

gestures while the device rests on a surface. When the device is
held, the maximum rubbing frequency decreases. In the future,
a system, which tracks the devices position and modifies the
difficulty according to the usage, can be developed.
Lastly, we are hoping to make the custom gesture recognizer
libraries available online when RubSynth is release ready. We
wish to see many new instruments that implement intentional
difficulty in the future.

4.4 Conclusion:

4.3 Inspiration and expansion of the listed
design patterns onto other interfaces:

Suggested interaction models were successful in creating
artificial physical difficulty. Using effort as an input has strong
ties with expressiveness, emotion and enjoyment. Novel
modalities of expression and interaction can be employed with
the interaction methods described in this paper.

While the design patterns discussed above are thought with
software interfaces drawn on touch screens in mind, they can be
used with many other software or hardware interfaces. In fact,
the main inspiration for this paper’s topic came from an
experimental thermosensitive controller called the “Rock
Bottom” [10].
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Figure 3. The Rock Bottom. Sensor grid before casting
(left), top surface (right)
The Rock Bottom consists of a 5x5 grid of metal plates with
resistive temperature sensors which is embedded in a block of
plaster cast. The sensors are both slow and insensitive, so the
users have to rub on the metal pads and warm them up to
interact. When the user interaction ends, the pads naturally
cool down, thus require input back again. Pads are painted with
thermochromic paint and change color upon warming up for
visual feedback. Although the intended interaction model was
the rubbing action, tests showed that laying one’s hand on a pad
was faster at heating it than the rubbing action. Still, the test
users spent extensive efforts to keep multiple pads warmed. As
the sensing limits were greater than the warmth that can be
generated by warming the pad with a stationary hand, the users
resorted to improvised methods such as blowing hot air onto
the pads. The Rock Bottom is similar to Rub Synth in terms of
interaction methods, value holding (although it is totally
analog), exhaustion ability and its inability to detect force. The
two interfaces are also similar in terms of the muscle work and
tension created when the users use a rubbing gesture.
The discussed patterns can also be made to work with
existing hardware controllers. Possible candidates range from a
simple device with just a momentary button to more complex
ones such as a gamepad, joystick and many others. For example
users can be asked to quickly alternate between two poles of a
joystick or any other 2d control. Combined with the value
holding and depletion strategies discussed in the section 2, this
would have a result similar to the rubbing gesture.
The patterns discussed can be put to use even without a
physical controller or a visual software interface present. One
example would be employing the “Leaking Value Pool” and
the “Diminishing Input” strategies in a skeleton tracking based
performance. Like requiring rubbing or hastily tapping, certain
alternating or repeating body movements can be asked from the
performer, and coupled with the strategies above to further tune
the difficulty and exhaustion demands.
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ABSTRACT
Real-time audio analysis has great potential for being used
to create musically responsive applications in live performances. There have been many examples of such use, including sound-responsive visualisations, adaptive audio effects and machine musicianship. However, at present, using
audio analysis algorithms in live performance requires either
some detailed knowledge about the algorithms themselves,
or programming – or both. Those wishing to use audio
analysis in live performances may not have either of these
as their strengths. Rather, they may instead wish to focus
upon systems that respond to audio analysis data, such as
visual projections or sound generators.
In response, this paper introduces the Sound Analyser –
an audio plug-in allowing users to a) select a custom set of
audio analyses to be performed in real-time and b) send that
information via OSC so that it can easily be used by other
systems to develop responsive applications for live performances and installations. A description of the system architecture and audio analysis algorithms implemented in the
plug-in is presented before moving on to two case studies
where the plug-in has been used in the field with artists.

Figure 1: The Sound Analyser plug-in interface with
integrated plotting. The user can set the destination IP address and port number that audio analysis
data will be sent to.

Keywords
audio analysis, live performance, VST, Audio Unit, plug-in

1.1
1.

Existing Software for Audio Analysis

There are several pieces of standalone software for performing audio analysis. An example is the excellent Sonic Visualiser [5] software. However, while this software is very
versatile, the algorithms are implemented in an offline fashion (even if they are causal), and it is not possible to send
the data elsewhere in real-time for use in performance applications.
At present, those wishing to use audio analysis in a live
performance context are faced with two options. The first
is to write their own audio analysis software (e.g. in C++,
Java or Python) or to interface with an audio analysis library, such as LibXtract [4]. This may be an excellent choice
for the project in question, if the audio analysis is very specific to the application or if the desired end result is some
standalone software. However, it does require a degree of
literacy with the specifics of audio analysis algorithms (and
programming!) that may not be the interest or strength of
those wishing to incorporate real-time audio analysis into
their system.
Another option is to use one or more third party objects,
such as the Zsa.Descriptors presented in [10], within a programming environment such as Max. Again, this may be a
wholly appropriate choice, but it still means programming a
new tool from scratch, requires some knowledge of Max and
assumes that the audio to be analysed was already going to
be received by Max, and not some other music software such

INTRODUCTION

The last 20 years have seen a large amount of interest in
the field of audio analysis. This has led to the development
of algorithms capable of onset detection [1], beat tracking
[8], pitch detection [7], downbeat detection [9], chord recognition [6] and many other forms of musical audio analysis.
A large driver of research in audio analysis to date has
been offline Music Information Retrieval (MIR) tasks on
databases of music, such as in [2]. However, there are also
many applications for audio analysis in real-time contexts –
including in the live performance of music and sound based
installations. We can point to examples of audio analysis
being used to produce responsive visualisations [15], playing
a role in augmented instruments [11], the many examples
of machine musicianship [12] and audio effect parameters
augmented using audio analysis [13].

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Figure 2: An overview of the operation of the Sound Analyser when it is loaded into a host application. The
audio remains unaffected and once the user has selected one or more audio analysis algorithms, the resulting
features are sent outside of the host via OSC to other applications.

2.2

as Ableton Live, or Logic Pro.

1.2 Sound Analyser

Each instance of the plug-in allows the user to select a custom set of audio analyses that run in parallel. As different
audio analysis algorithms can be added to or removed from
the plug-in as the user requires, selecting features for a given
live performance application can be done in an on the fly
‘browsing’ manner.
For algorithms that require the calculation of the Fourier
transform, this is computed only once and shared between
all analysis algorithms to reduce the computation overload.

In order to allow non-experts to use real-time audio analysis, this paper introduces Sound Analyser - a plug-in for
using audio analysis in live performances. It allows a user
to select a custom set of real-time audio analysis algorithms
using the audio plug-in interface, and sends the result of the
processing via Open Sound Control (OSC) [16] to other software. This approach is quick to set up for the user, flexible
in terms of the audio analysis algorithms performed and requires minimal knowledge about audio analysis algorithms
and programming from the user.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We proceed
in Section 2 with an overview of the system, including an
overview of the forms of audio analysis that are presently
implemented in the Sound Analyser. In Section 3 we briefly
discuss the software implementation of the plug-in before
proceeding to a discussion of the advantages of using an
audio plug-in for audio analysis in Section 4. Finally, we
turn to two case studies of where the plug-in has been used
with artists in real-time contexts in Section 5.

2.

Modular Selection of Audio Analysis Algorithms

2.3

Audio Analysis ‘Audition’ through Integrated Plotting

The plug-in has an integrated real-time plotting system (see
Figure 1), allowing users to ‘audition’ different forms of audio analysis before choosing the right one for the application in question. The plotting system can display both onedimensional time domain signals and vector signals, where
N samples are presented per frame, as with the FFT magnitude spectrum. For each audio analysis algorithm selected
by the user, options are presented to send information via
OSC, or to plot. If neither is selected for a given audio
analysis algorithm, the processing for that algorithm is not
performed to reduce unnecessary computation.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Sound Analyser plug-in is intended to be used with
host software that supports either the VST or Audio Unit
frameworks. Whilst being an audio plug-in, it has the added
functionality of being able to send audio analysis data over
a network to other software. In this section we give a brief
overview of the system and the audio analysis algorithms
implemented in the current version.

2.4

Audio Analysis Algorithms

We now present an overview of the audio analysis algorithms
implemented in the Sound Analyser at the time of writing.

2.4.1 Common Time Domain Features
The plug-in includes a number of time domain features,
including Root Mean Square (RMS), Peak Energy and the
Zero Crossing Rate.

2.1 Basic Operation
Once loaded, the plug-in operates as follows:

2.4.2 Common Frequency Domain Features

1. The user selects one or more forms of audio analysis to
be performed in real-time, as well as the destination
port and IP address for OSC messages.

The frequency domain features implemented in the plug-in
include the Spectral Centroid, Spectral Flatness and Spectral Crest.

2. The selected audio analysis algorithms are performed
on the audio provided by the host application, sending
the computed analysis data over a network via OSC.
This approach is outlined in Figure 2.

2.4.3 Onset Detection Functions
A number of onset detection functions (see [1] for explanations) are available including Energy Difference, Spec-
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tral Flux, High Frequency Content Detection Function and
Complex Spectral Difference.

2.4.4

Pitch Detection

The pitch detection algorithm implemented in the plug-in
is based on the YIN pitch detector found in [7].

2.4.5

Spectra

The plug-in can compute a number of spectra and these can
also be sent via OSC. Presently, the user is able to calculate
the FFT Magnitude Spectrum, Mel-frequency representations and the Constant-Q Transform [3].

2.4.6

Chord Recognition

The plug-in includes an implementation of the chord recognition algorithm presented in [14]. This allows both chords
and the chromagram features used to detect them to be sent
over OSC.

3.

Figure 3: Odile Auboin performs Ligeti’s Sonata
for Solo Viola in 2012 with accompanying visuals
informed by audio analysis from the Sound Analyser
plug-in

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The Sound Analyser plug-in is implemented in C++, using
the JUCE framework, and is available in both VST and
Audio Unit formats. The code for the plug-in is open source,
available under a GPL license1 .

4.4

4. DISCUSSION
We have presented a real-time audio analysis plug-in capable of sending analysis data via OSC. We will now discuss
some of the advantages of approaching real-time audio analysis in this way.

4.1

4.5

Potential for Use in Multiple Hosts

4.6

Audio Analysis Without Programming

5. CASE STUDIES
5.1 Case Study 1: Live Visuals for a Classical
Music Concert
The Sound Analyser plug-in originates from an audio-visual
project to develop responsive visualisations to classical music performances, led by artists Davide Quayola and the
duo Abstract Birds (Natan Sinigaglia and Pedro Mari). In
2012, the author worked with these artists to develop a system for responsive visuals during a performance of György
Ligeti’s Sonata for Solo Viola by Odile Auboin of the Ensemble Intercontemporain. The piece was performed during
the Nemo Festival in Paris, in December 2012.
The artists had prepared a number of visual themes using the programming environment vvvv. Using a prototype
of the Sound Analyser plug-in, the author helped the visual artists to map a number of audio analysis parameters
to control aspects of visual output. These included RMS
energy, pitch detection, the FFT magnitude spectrum and
onset detection functions.
Each visual theme required a different set of audio analyses, and we experimented with either presenting all audio
analysis data at once, or switching between different sets of
audio analysis algorithms by switching analyses on and off

Multi-track Audio Analysis

It is possible to run multiple instances of the plug-in on different ‘tracks’, allowing multi-track audio analysis. Furthermore, each instance can use a different set of audio analysis
algorithms to process the audio on that track. This would
allow, for example, audio analysis of a live band where several different audio streams were available for the different
instruments.
In order to distinguish the same form of audio analysis
produced by different instances of the Sound Analyser on
different tracks, each analyser has an instance ID that can
be changed, and this is prepended to the OSC message to
allow each track to be uniquely identified. This can be seen
in Figure 1 where the ID has been set to ‘viola’. This would
render the RMS address pattern as /viola/rms.
1

Storage of Audio Analysis Parameters With
the Host Application

Audio plug-in host applications automatically store plugin parameters and this allows the choice of audio analysis
algorithms and the parameters associated with each to be
automatically stored with the host application and recalled
when the host is reloaded.

It is also important to highlight the ‘no programming’ approach to performing audio analysis – the GUI allows the
user to select the required algorithms and so can do in minutes what may take at least several hours when writing custom software. Of course, some programming may be needed
on the application side of whatever the audio analysis is intended to be used for, but the lack of any need to program
the audio analysis stage both saves time and allows nonexperts to use audio analysis in applications.

4.3

Potential for Distributed Processing

The plug-in combined with OSC output allows the audio
analysis to be computed on one computer, with the use
of that data to occur on another computer. This may be
desirable as some audio analysis algorithms can be computationally expensive.

A key advantage of the Sound Analyser plug-in is that it can
easily be used in any software that can host VST or Audio
Unit plug-ins, including major software sequencers such as
Ableton Live and Logic Pro as well as programming environments like Max. This allows the extraction of multiple
real-time audio features without implementing entirely new
systems.

4.2

Audio Pre-processing

In some hosts, users can load other plug-ins before the
Sound Analyser, allowing them to pre-process the audio signal (e.g. by using an equaliser to remove some frequency
components) so that the parts of the audio signal that are
of interest can be emphasised.

http://www.adamstark.co.uk/sound-analyser
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Figure 4: Musician Imogen Heap during the filming
of the Me The Machine music video. In the photo,
information from her musical data gloves was used
to draw shapes with their magnitude determined by
audio features from the Sound Analyser plug-in
using the plug-in. A still from the performance can be seen
in Figure 3.

5.2 Case Study 2: Sound Responsive Visuals
for a Music Video
In December 2013, the author worked with a team of artists,
directors, engineers and others on the production of musician Imogen Heap’s music video for the song Me The Machine. The song itself had been written and recorded using
musical data gloves, and so the intention was for the gloves
to feature significantly in the video. This involved the information from the data gloves being used to augment visual
projections created by a number of artists.
During the development of the video, it became clear that
it would aid the overall effect of the visual projections if
they were able to respond to the music directly also. Ahead
of the filming, the author worked with visual artist Roman Miletitch to make his visual elements, implemented
using the library Cinder, responsive to musical aspects of
the song.
Using the Sound Analyser plug-in, the author and the
visual artist were able to quickly audition different forms
of audio analysis, inspecting the effect they produced on
the visualisations. In the end, it was found that very simple relationships between signal energy information and the
magnitude of shapes was the most effective mapping – but
the process of discovery was simple and allowed the audition
of several other forms of analysis including several onset detection functions and the spectral centroid. A still from the
video can be seen in Figure 4.

6.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented Sound Analyser, an audio plug-in
for performing audio analysis in real-time and sending the
result via OSC to other applications. We have argued that
this approach to real-time audio analysis is a simple way
for non-audio analysis experts to use such information to
create audio-responsive applications in live performances.
In future work, the audio plug-in will be expanded to be
capable of many other forms of audio analysis including beat
tracking, downbeat detection, key detection and multi-pitch
detection.

7.
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ABSTRACT
Networked musical performance – using networks of computers for live performance of electronic music – has evolved
over a number of decades but has tended to rely upon customized and highly specialized software designed specifically
for particular artistic goals. This paper presents Tangle, a
flexible software framework designed to provide a basis for
performance on any number of distinct instruments. The
network includes features to simplify the control of robotic
instruments, such as automated latency compensation and
self-testing, while being simple to extend in order to implement device-specific logic and failsafes. Tangle has been
tested on two diverse systems incorporating a number of
unique and complex mechatronic instruments.

back-end upon which any kind of interactive system can be
built.1 Its function is to simplify and enable working with
groups of musical robots and instruments rather than having
an intrinsic artistic purpose per se, and it is as valuable to a
solitary performer as to a group of many.
Before presenting our network and the details of the various mechanisms it provides to enhance usefulness and adaptability, we will first briefly examine the history of musical
networks with a focus on those created to share control
of instruments. We will look at special adaptations necessary for the control of sophisticated robotic instruments and
then proceed to examine the way in which Tangle provides
greatly enhanced facilities for unified control of a range of
heterogeneous devices.

Keywords

2.

network, performance, robotic instruments, shared instruments

Networked musical performance has evolved considerably
since its early appearances in the mid 20th century to suit a
range of specific needs. Some of the first examples are performances given by John Bischoff, Rich Gold and Jim Horton
in 1978 on three separate “microcomputers” in which each
performer controlled part of another’s synthesis algorithm
[3].
In the 1980s and 1990s, the Hub built on this idea [6]
by undertaking a number of innovative performances which
included the use of MIDI to send peer-to-peer control data,
sonifying poems posted to the internet and some exploratory
attempts at geographically separated performance using the
internet. Many works for the Hub focused on indeterminacy
and emergent behaviors very much in the vein of electronic
performances and works by “John Cage, David Tudor, Gordon Mumma, Pauline Oliveros and many others” [6].
The main focus these works has been to use network
technology to enable new kinds of performer-performer interaction. Weinberg notes that this is likely an evolution
of traditional instrumental performance practice in which
musicians are dependent on one another continuously for
feedback [15].
Weinberg also considers John Cage to have been among
the first to attempt the use of electronics to enable novel
interactions in this sphere with pieces such as Imaginary
Landscape No. 4 (1951) and Cartridge Music (1960). While
the technology has developed significantly, the approach

1.

INTRODUCTION

Tangle builds on the foundation provided by The Machine
Orchestra (TMO) [8] and software developed for it [12],
attempting to address issues of portability and flexibility
in these systems. It is currently being successfully used to
control two very different groups of instruments at separate
institutions – Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
and the California Institute of the Arts, Los Angeles.
Tangle differs from the now-classic laptop orchestra configuration [11] in that it focuses on the control of remote
instruments and arbitrary performer-instrument links as opposed to the direct 1:1 performer-instrument ratio found in
most laptop orchestras. A key focus is enabling the control of arbitrary robotic instruments, for which we provide
a latency calibration mechanism and the ability to easily
implement device-specific logic and failsafes where necessary.
The primary goal of the network is to provide a robust
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

BACKGROUND

1
A comprehensive taxonomy of social interactions within
musical networks can be found in [15].
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commonly taken by networked music is still to focus on
structuring the interaction between performers.

3.

as this is all that is necessary to control instruments. Where
the note-level control comes from and what is done with the
result is left entirely up to the user.
This topology connects an arbitrary number of musicians
to an arbitrary number of instruments. It does not limit connectivity; at any time any user may communicate with any
instrument. Indeed through the use of OSC’s pattern matching in conjunction with the unified interface presented, one
user can simultaneously control multiple instruments. The
effect of this topology is to turn the set of instruments into
one shared meta-instrument and thereby enable synchronous
multi-user interaction. This is important in enabling a TMO
style of instrument sharing in which all members of the
ensemble have equal access [12] but it is amenable to an
overlay of stricter structures.
To date the system has only been used to set up local
networks, but the benefit of OSC over UDP is that it enables
effortless scaling to wide area networks and so provides attendant remote performance opportunities. Using Barbosa’s
classifications [1] it fits either as a “Local Inter-Connected
Network” or a “Remote Music Performance System” depending on precisely how it is used.

OBJECTIVES

Tangle differs from related technologies in that it attempts
only to enable, not to limit composers and is agnostic to
inter-user interaction. Our focus is instead on providing a
building block which can be used for any artistic pursuit, as
opposed to previous efforts where the creation of the network
was a large part of the endeavour and the network itself
provided important constraints guiding the expression.
The goal of Tangle is to enable consistent and predictable
control of diverse groups of instruments. As the focus is
on enabling any number of artistic pursuits it follows that
the system must be capable of controlling arbitrarily complex sets of instruments. Inevitably, complex and expressive
instruments require complex control to maximize their capabilities. This is especially noticeable when considering
systems such as MechBass [9] and Swivel 2.0 [10] which
eschew the relatively simple solenoid actuation of many of
their predecessors in favor of the greater degrees of control
easily afforded by stepper motor or servo control.
These systems enable fine grained control over the produced sound in exchange for complexity of the mechanism.
For example, for Swivel to play a note, first a string must
be chosen, then the appropriate position for the pivot servo
must be calculated to achieve the correct pitch, the desired
pressure to clamp to the string must be chosen, and then
the force with which to pick the string needs to be decided
upon as well as the time until the string is damped and with
what pressure.
The number of decisions required to cause Swivel to play
a single note illustrate the complexity that comes with enhancing the expressive power of an instrument. Further, this
shows the degree of heterogeneity to which the network must
be able to adapt. Hence a primary design goal: maintain
extensibility and adaptability while presenting a consistent
and predictable interface to users.

4.

4.1

Client

The client software acts as a translator, turning MIDI into
OSC and sending the OSC across to the server. For convenience it consists of a single file of ChucK code, configured
through arguments using an accessible key=value syntax.
On starting up, the Client notifies the server of its existence and receives, by way of confirmation, a list of the
instruments connected to the server, the messages they have
available and any information about the instrument. This
handshaking ensures that the client software always has an
up to date list of instruments connected to the server which
enhances the network’s adaptability by allowing seamless
addition of instruments.
Open Directory

IMPLEMENTATION
Files
Remaining?

CLIENT
MIDI generator

Inter-application
MIDI

OSC

CLIENT

ChucK Client

SERVER

Instrument

MIDI

no

yes
yes

Instrument

Is Directory?

no

Robot

Determine Type

Figure 1: Overview of the network
Issue Error

The framework is implemented in ChucK [14] which provides easy to use implementations of common musical control
protocols in an approachable syntax for both experienced
programmers and novices. Network communication is performed through Open Sound Control (OSC) messages sent
via User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
The system uses a server-client topology similar to The Machine Orchestra [8, 12] (see figure 1). The network addresses
just one of Wanderley and Orio’s seven interaction contexts:
“note-level control or musical instrument manipulation,” [13]

no

Initialize
Successfully?

yes
Add to List
Server Ready

Figure 2: Server process for instrument discovery.
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4.2 Server
The server is designed in such a way that it is easy to
configure for new instruments and simple to organize for
arbitrary groups of existing instruments. Primarily this
is done through polymorphism and inheritance; the server
keeps a list of top-level Instrument objects which handle
the OSC setup and the sending of information about each
instrument to the client (name, messages it is listening for
and notes about what they do). The output to the physical
instrument is handled by specific subclasses. Currently
this includes a generic MIDI instrument which reads in
information from a configuration file and several specific
subclasses of this which contain additional logic. These are
described further in section 4.3.2.
On starting up, the server attempts to determine what instruments are connected by a process that combines reading
files in a directory and attempting to connect to instruments
to determine their availability. This process is illustrated in
figure 2.
What this entails is that the server scans through all the
files in a specific directory (ignoring subdirectories) and reads
the first line. If the line is equivalent to type=something it
will use the key something to look up which instrument to
instantiate. Once it has an instance it calls the instrument’s
initialization method, which operates on the remainder of
the file. This enables instruments to be configured in a
simple text file. If the instrument successfully parses the
configurations and connects to its output, the initialization
method returns successfully and the instrument is ready to
use. If it encounters a failure, such as if the specified device
can not be found, a warning will be emitted but the server
will continue searching for instruments and those that do
initialize successfully will still be useable.

Figure 4: Test setup for latency compensation.

4.3.1 Latency Compensation
At any time, a client can request that the server run in
latency-compensated mode. The OSC message to trigger
this requires, as an argument, a list of names of instruments.
Upon receiving this request the server iterates through the
list and attempts to measure the delay between when it
sends a note message to the instrument and when it detects
an onset in the system default audio stream. When testing
multiple instruments, it is currently simplest to mix the various microphone or direct signals to similar levels externally
and pass a mix to the server as it processing instruments
sequentially.
The server determines the maximum delay time across
all measured instruments and inserts the appropriate delay
between receiving a message and passing it to the instrument
so they will sound at the same time. This is calculated as

4.3 Additional Features
The system includes a series of features designed to assist in
control of heterogeneous groups of instruments, especially
those that may be physically actuated. These include a
latency compensation mechanism and the ability to extend
the network to introduce arbitrary per-instrument logic. We
discuss these further below and provide examples of when
this has been indispensable.

d(i) = tmax − ti
where d(i) is the appropriate delay for a given instrument i
and tmax and ti are the maximum and per instrument measurements respectively. If the instrument was not measured,
ti will simply be 0.
The onset detection method uses both the spectral flux and
the root mean square (RMS) level of the magnitude spectrum.
Spectral flux (or spectral difference) is for our purposes the
Euclidean distance between successive magnitude spectra.
The combination of these two methods ensures robustness at
determining both pitched and non-pitched onsets [2]. The
peak picking was performed with thresholds for each value,
which are currently set manually. In our testing, using two
rotary solenoid drum beater (figure 4), the system overcame
50ms of delay inserted into one beater to cause the two to
strike with no perceptible time difference.2
While a great number of onset detection algorithms have
been published [2, 4, 5] and implementation of a more complex algorithm does have the potential to improve results,
our approach is simple and effective. Time domain resolution
is limited to the period of the Discrete Fourier Transform
used, although precise frequency data is not strictly necessary so a small transform period is acceptable, increasing
time-domain resolution and decreasing processing time.
The drawback of adding delay to increase inter-instrument
synchronization is that it also delays the sounding result of
all user input to any instrument. In a performance context

For each instrument, for a series of notes
Send note,
Start timing
Onset detected

Max. time waited

Store time

Discard
Average valid values
per instrument
Find maximum latency
For each instrument

Subtract measured latency
from maximum
Set delay to result

Figure 3: Latency calibration process

2
a video demonstration can be found at: https://vimeo.
com/85770432
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this could be undesirable if the intent is to directly control
single instruments. For systems with a less direct mapping
between performer and instrument or where synchronicity
is paramount, this automated calibration presents a useful
tool.

4.3.2

Tangle is an essential step towards moving networked music forward from the device-specific, project-specific networks
that have previously been the norm towards a flexible and
general tool that can be used in any number of situations
and to enable any number of novel artistic practices.

Per-Instrument Extensibility
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Figure 5: String choosing process for MechBass.
An example of when this ability proved useful was demonstrated with MechBass, a mechatronic bass guitar [9] which
uses a separate MIDI channel for each string and can take
a long time to move to a note position. This instrument is
challenging to compose for, as it requires the composer to
be aware of the range and current position of each string
and to sequence each as separate tracks. In order to enable easier use two new classes were added to the hierarchy:
an abstract class descending from the basic MIDI Instrument which implements several string choice algorithms and
a descendant of this class which specializes its parent for
MechBass. The algorithm uses the current state of the four
strings and chooses a string for output based on whichever
is nearer to the desired note.
Kritaanjli [7] also required additional logic. This robotic
harmonium uses a DC motor to pump the bellows to provide
airflow and make sound. This can only be done safely
when at least one key is depressed or the instrument risks
damage. This is an awkward condition to deal with, but was
straightforward to solve with a specific subclass on the server
side which keeps track of the number of notes depressed,
turning off the bellows motor if no keys are pressed.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

Tangle provides an adaptable and extensible framework
for networked control of diverse and arbitrarily complex
instruments and robots. It incorporates useful tools for
composition and performance without limiting users to a
given paradigm. Adding and removing instruments is simple
and easy, as is extending the system to safely and effectively
control sophisticated and expressive instruments. Future
goals include expanding the output capabilities to encompass
non-MIDI devices as well as exploring grid configurations
where the instruments are distributed amongst peers.
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ABSTRACT

2.

This paper reports the results of an online survey of 160
laptop ensembles and the relative democracy of their organisational and social structures. For the purposes of this
research a laptop ensemble is defined as a performing group
of three or more musicians for whom the laptop is the
main sound generating source and who typically perform
together in the same room. The concept of democracy (i.e.
governance by members of the group) has been used as a
starting point to assess what types of organisational structures are currently used in laptop ensembles. To assess this
we recorded a number of data points including ensemble
size, whether the group has a director or conductor, use
of homogenous vs. heterogenous hardware and software,
whether they perform composed pieces or mainly improvise, the types network interaction and whether or not the
ensemble has an academic affiliation. The survey suggested
defining a scale of democracy in laptop ensembles and typical features of the most and least democratic groups. Some
examples are given of democratic and autocratic activity
in existing laptop ensembles. This work is part of a larger
scale project investigating the effect of social structures on
the musical output of laptop ensembles.

A survey was undertaken of 160 laptop ensembles, investigating their organisational and social structure in order to
determine the level of democracy evident in such groups.
For the purposes of the survey a laptop ensemble is defined as a group of 3 or more performers for whom the laptop
is the main sound generating source. This study focussed
on co-located groups as theories of small group democracy
focus on interpersonal interaction[10]. A small number of
groups who perform telematically are included where telematicism is not aesthetically integral to their performance.
The survey was conducted primarily through a literature
review and web searching for terms such as ‘Laptop Orchestra’ and ‘Laptop Ensemble’. Although the level of searching
was extensive it is not claimed to be exhaustive. However,
160 ensembles is a sufficient poll size to give an overview
of the types of ensemble models that exist. The types of
web resources used include ensemble websites, university
webpages, online videos of performances, gig and concert
listings, as well as academic publications. In some cases
ensembles were contacted directly to clarify information.
Several online wikis giving listings of laptop orchestras
and ensembles already exist, though none list more than
around 50 ensembles[9, 20] and most have fairly incomplete
information; while they were a useful starting point, most
data was collected from primary sources.
Precedents for studying the organisational politics of musical groups include Bourgon et al’s study of the Utrecht
Jazz Orchestra which maps performer’s perceived level of
influence in the group[5]; Davidson and Good’s study of
social and musical co-ordination in a student string quartet[8]; and Murnighan and Conlon’s study of the correlation
between internal dynamics and success in 24 string quartets[15]. More recently Booth and Gurevich’s study of the
Birmingham Laptop Ensemble (BiLE) considers the implications of work distribution in the group[4].
The above studies are all limited to a small number of
specific groups. Performer interviews and observations are
used in order to make a full analysis of group interaction.
The survey conducted here is designed to give a snapshot
overview of the developing laptop ensemble scene, the types
of organisational structures in use and the underlying politics. It, therefore, did not include any in-depth observational analysis of specific ensembles within the context
of their private rehearsals (though online documentation
videos and concerts were a source), and was limited to the
analysis of information available on the internet, as well as
key texts; the conclusions made necessarily involve a level
of deduction and generalisation.

Keywords
laptop ensembles, democracy

1.

INTRODUCTION

The explosion of network based communications in our society has had a huge effect on how we communicate and
interrelate, and how we form social structures. In the music
world there has been much discussion in recent years about
how the internet has ‘democratized’ the distribution of popular music once monopolized by the record labels. With a
greater ability to communicate and exchange thoughts and
ideas the potential for democracy is huge.
Though laptop music has been around as long as laptops
themselves, the development of networked communications
and the decreasing cost of electronics products has led to a
rise in the number of laptop musicians forming into groups.
This study considers how members of these groups relate
to one another and whether laptop ensembles are utilising
the full democratic potential of network communications in
their musical activities.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

3.

METHODOLOGY

DEFINITION OF DEMOCRACY

Most definitions of democracy provide a model for governance of large bodies of people. One of the more influential
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academic definitions of democracy is Dahl’s concept of polyarchy which stipulates eight conditions relating to voting,
election rights and political parties[7]. Dahl maps these conditions in a two-dimensional grid where the X-axis relates to
the inclusiveness of a regime (how participatory voting is);
and the Y-axis relates to the competitiveness of the regime
(whether there’s a real and fair contestation for leadership
and if forming of political parties is restricted or not).
The organisations Freedom House[17] and Economist Intelligence Unit[23] both rate democracy in states and have
a number of criteria for measuring the level of democracy
based on Dahl’s model. Their definitions and extensive metrics proved useful in determining data to be collected in order to analyse the level of democracy in laptop ensembles.
While Dahl, Freedom House et al. are primarily interested in the agency of state citizens in determining the
selections of elected representatives of the state, this research targets the level of agency the members of laptop
groups have in determining the activities of the group and
shaping the groups’ performative output and musical direction. Therefore, Gastil’s definition of small group democracy, that is, democracy among bodies of 3 or more people, has also been used in analysis[10]. Gastil’s small group
democracy is dependent on interpersonal relationships within
the group and considers a group to be democratic when
it has equally distributed decision making powers, inclusive membership, healthy interpersonal relationships among
members, and a commitment to acting democratically which
is played out in any deliberation over decision making.
Using the above models a scale was constructed with
democratic laptop groups considered to be those where member have a high level of agency in determining the activities
of the group. As the antithesis, autocracy is also discussed,
defined as the lack of agency of members of laptop ensembles, mainly characterised through strong hierarchies and
lack of social equality within groups.

4.

the ensemble performances, pieces and rehearsals?
Technology: Does the ensemble use heterogenous or homogenous hardware and software? Is any of the technology
self-built or Free and Open Source Software (FLOSS)?
Qualitative information was also collected from self-published
biographies on groups’ motivations for forming and their
level of awareness of social and organisational structure.
It was not possible to publish the full data set produced
during this study within the confines of this paper, however
an example of some of the data recorded is included in Table
1. The full dataset will be available online later in 2014.

5.

COLLECTED DATA

In the course of surveying laptop ensembles 30 data points
were collected for each ensemble including the following:
Background information: such as geographical location and the year in which the ensemble was founded. This
information allows comparison across regions of relative democracy, and to draw up a timeline of laptop ensemble models.
Defining terms: How do the groups refer to themselves
in self-written statements: Orchestra, Ensemble, Group,
Quartet, or a ’band’ type name?
Group structure: Number of members in the group,
whether the members change over time, whether the group
has an administrative director and/or a conductor. Are the
group members undergraduate or postgraduate students,
non-academic or a mixture? Is a group hierarchy evident?
Modes of performance: Whether the group performs
composed, semi-composed or improvised piece or a mixture.
Affiliation: Is the group affiliated with a university or
other institution, or even part of an educational course?
Was the group primarily formed for pedagogical or research
purposes or is it an independent collective?
Political engagement: Does the group actively engage
with social politics, have a political formation, consider political implications of their structure? Do performances reflect democratic considerations? Do they have a manifesto?
Research activity: Does the group have a research output? Are members of the group contributing to the research
equally, and is it possible that they could?
Network interaction: Does the group use networking
technology? What type of networked interaction is there in
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GENERAL FINDINGS

The geographical spread of the ensembles surveyed showed
a high concentration of ensembles in North America and Europe, with the USA having the highest number. There were
fewer ensembles in Asia, Australasia and South America.
No ensembles were found in Africa, or indeed, Antarctica.
The earliest groups recorded were The Hub and EMU
ensemble - starting in 1985 and 1986 respectively[14][24]
(The Hub has precursor ensembles such as the League of
Automatic Composers, and such early ensembles didn’t use
‘laptops’ but computer kits and other home computers). A
number of groups formed in the 90s but the majority of
ensembles were founded 2000 or later. PLOrk, who have
widely been publicised as pioneering the laptop orchestra
format, gave their first performance in 2006[21], leading to
many ensembles conforming to similar models forming in
the proceeding years. The dominant laptop ensemble model
in the USA is now based on a PLOrk style ensemble.
The term ‘Laptop Orchestra’, however, has a number of
pre-2006 precedents: Mego Laptop Orchestra (2000); Laptop Orchestra, Tokyo (2002); Helsinki Computer Orchestra (2003); Laptop Orchester, Berlin (2004). None of these
ensembles, however, conform to the strongly hierarchical
PLOrkian model, taking a more collective approach, with
the term ‘orchestra’ used only as a definition of a large
group, and of aspects of instrumentality.
The more frequent use of the term orchestra accompanied the increase in uptake of academic institutions in forming large laptop groups and allocating funds and research
time to developing this area. The use of (often comedic)
acronyms is prolific among laptop ensembles.
The range of membership size of groups surveyed ranged
from 3 (the smallest number accepted in this survey) to
the 200+ performer ensemble MICE (Mobile Interactive
Computer Ensemble).[1] Other larger projects include the
50 piece one-off project Worldscape Laptop Orchestra[11].
Around 25 was the largest size for a group that regularly
performs and rehearses. Most groups had < 10 members,
with 4 and 6 member formations commonly occurring. One
tripartite split would have small groups with 3-6 members,
medium groups 7-12 and large groups >12 members. It
seemed characteristic that smaller groups tended towards
more democratic social structures and greater engagement
with their own organisational structures; several smaller
groups had manifestos. There was a greater tendency in
larger groups towards having directors or conductors, most
likely due to the need for group management in larger formations and the increasing inefficiency of trying to cater to
the opinions of all members with rises in group size, however, no instances of leaders being elected by group members were recorded. The largest group with no director was
Republic 111, with 15 members[12].
Most projects had been running for two or more years,
however, a number of project specific ensembles were recorded
as well as projects that ran for only one academic year.
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Name
The Hub
MIMEO
MICE (Mobile Interactive Computer Ensemble)
PB UP
Helsinki Computer Orchestra
European Bridges Ensemble
PLOrk
L2Ork
Electronic Resonance Korps
Tonstor Laptop Ensemble

Country
USA
Europe
USA

Formed
1986
1997
2001

Members
4-6
8-12
ca. 194

Conductor
No
No
No

Germany
Finland
Europe
USA
USA
Australia
Switzerland

2002
2003
2005
2005
2009
2010
2011

3-6+
22
7
15+
10-15
8-9
4-6

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Affilliation
None
None
University of
Virginia
None
None
None
Princeton
Verginia Tech
None
Verein

Software
Network Interaction
Heterogenous Data Sharing
Heterogenous
Homogenous LAN Gaming Infrastructure
Homogenous Code Sharing
Heterogenous
Homogenous Yes
Homogenous Various
Homogenous Data Sharing
Heterogenous Data Sharing

Table 1: Excerpts from a dataset of 160 Laptop Ensembles

The level of university affiliation was far higher among
North American laptop ensembles than among European
ensembles. This is probably due to a large number of American institutions funding departmental laptop ensembles,
which is less frequently the case in European institutions,
with only a few examples of this in the UK - such as the
recently founded OxLOrk[25] - and a number of projects
which were supported in their formation by PLOrk such
as the Oslo Laptop Orchestra[22]. Ensembles following the
PLOrk model tended to have a strong basis in pedagogy
with many being part of a university course or as extracurricular activities in music departments.
In both North America and Europe many groups were
part of postgraduate or departmental research projects, often with accompanying pedagogical aims including undergraduates in the group. European groups were more often
unaffiliated and had purely musical or collaborative aims.
The use of self-built hardware or open source software
was found to have a weak correlation with group demoracy.
For example L2Ork uses the Linux operating system[16],
and PLOrk has self-built speakers, though both ensembles
might be placed towards the autocratic end of the scale, and
the use of the commercial package Max/MSP is prevalent
amongst ensembles with more democratic structures.

6.

performance.There was a higher prevalence of designated
Directors and Conductors in more autocratic ensembles.

7.

SCALE OF DEMOCRACY

In order to assess the political formation of the ensembles
surveyed a simple scale is defined taking into account the
definitions and metrics described above. It is useful to state
characteristics associated with extreme ends of a scale to
provide a context upon which to situate particular models.
Characteristics of a fully democratic group might include:
Social Formation: all members have equal opportunities to engage in decision making processes and the creative/research outputs of the group; weak divisions and
blurred boundaries between the roles of composer/performer
/designer; limited use of conductors and directors; where a
group has a director they should be an elected representative and should engage in consultation with members of the
group; social mobility within the group should be possible.
Musical Output: typically, a democratic ensemble would
engage in more improvised or collaboratively composed pieces
and make greater use of networked collaboration to allow
greater agency of group members to influence performances.
An example of a democratic performance may be a group
improvisation where all players have contributed to instrument design and network interaction and sharing of data is
both possible and potentially disruptive in order to break
down the boundaries of ownership. Group decision-making
during performance may be a possibility.
Other factors: ensemble names with less hierarchical
connotations such as ’ensemble’ or band-like names; no band
’uniform’; use of heterogenous software and hardware.

ENSEMBLE ROLES

Booth’s study defines particular roles taken by members
of BiLE (Birmingham Laptop Ensemble), during rehearsals
and performance[4]. The functions these roles play within
particular ensembles and more particularly the level of blurring between roles was found to be one indication of the level
of democracy in a group, with more democratically inclined
ensembles tending towards having greater blurring of roles.
Roles defined by Booth are composer, performer and designer. The composer is the director of creative activity
for a given piece, the generator of initial ideas as a guide
to collaborative activity. In Booth’s paper the performer
develops sound generating patches in response to the composers’ creative ideas, however more generally the performer
may have a more traditional role of patch ‘operation’. The
designer develops software for infrastructural or sound generating purposes.The designer as a role in itself is absent
from many laptop ensembles with it changing across ensembles and even pieces where the programming responsibility
lies, including with performers, composers, and directors. It
seemed correlated that programming responsibility is more
evenly shared when a group is more democratic.
This project would add the roles of Director and Conductor, where the director is responsible for the organisational
aspects of the ensemble activity, and in some instances designating the ensemble structure and aims. The Conductor
takes the traditional role of conductor in guiding a musical

8.

FURTHER MODELS

In the middle of the spectrum lie other groups structures
such as those who orient themselves around a particular
technical infrastructure, designed collaboratively or by a
member of the group. Another potential central model
is ‘collective’ style ensembles such as The Lappetities and
MIMEO which have no network interaction but improvise
with performer-designed instruments.
Pedagogical models typically provide a strong role differentiation in order to allow low entry levels so that, for example, an undergraduate without programming skills can still
take part as a performer, while building their skills to the
level of being able to design their own pieces. The strength
of hierarchies and possibility of rising through the ranks
differs between groups. Other pedagogical models promote
strong democracy with similarly low entry levels, such as Alberto de Campo’s student group Republic. Member’s use
the Republic network infrastructure developed by PBUP to
share and modify code[18]; de Campo takes a mentoring role
without defining the group activities too strongly, allowing
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students a strong input into the ensemble’s direction.
There are many crossovers and mixed practices - an ensemble may have pieces which are strongly improvisatory
and others with strong role differentiation.

9.

EXAMPLES

The Hub lies on the democratic end of the scale. Ensemble
members write their own software and pieces are typically
text scores providing structures for improvisation. Ensemble members typically use the score as a stimulus to design
their own software or hardware instruments with which to
improvise. The Hub discuss social and political motives
in their writing and clearly consider political and social
aims as part of their practice[6][3]. Other ensembles such
as BiLE (Birmingham Laptop Ensemble) strongly affiliate
themselves with The Hub style formations[4].
Another highly democratic group, PowerBooks Unplugged,
perform with a self-designed network infrastructure for live
coding. The members write their own software for sound
generation during the performance. All code written is
shared with the group making it possible to change the code
of others and act disruptively[2]. Benoı̂t and the Mandelbrots is also built upon this model of having a fixed network
infrastructure as a basis for free improvisation. All members of the group have agency to fully influence the output
of the musical performance[13].
This study would consider PLOrk, L2Ork and other ensembles of a similar model to lie at the autocratic end of the
scale. PLOrk pieces typically define a clear boundary between performer and composer. PLOrk pieces are normally
credited to one person who would have written any scores
and software required to perform it. The performers are
usually undergraduate students, who may be taking part in
the ensemble for credit. Typically they do not have input
into the instrument design but are performers in the traditional sense of interpreting the score with a pre-designed
instrument[19]. In addition L2Ork uses a specific operating
system and a homogeneous hardware setup.

10.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have taken a broad look at the models
that laptop ensembles are using to organise themselves and
how potentially democratic these models can be. A large
data set was collected from which general characteristics of
laptop ensembles were inferred. We considered the various
roles taken by members of laptop ensembles and how these
roles may differ in more or less democratic ensembles. A
scale of democracy in laptop ensembles with their specific
characteristics was defined and we took a closer look at the
structures of some example ensembles.

11.
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ABSTRACT

dle. Similarly, Nakra’s Conductor’s Jacket [13] uses up to
sixteen extra sensors to track muscular tension and respiration mapping those to different musical expressions. Other
works make use of the conducting grammar (i.e. predefined
gestures with a concrete meaning) to convey richer meanings from movements. A good example of this can be found
in the work by Satoshi Usa [17], where Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are used to recognize gestures from the baton
hand and some of their variability to allow different articulations (staccato/legato). Additionally, ad hoc refinements
for specific scenarios can be found in works such as You’re
The Conductor [7], where children are allowed to control
tempo and loudness using a robust (difficult to break and
able to respond to erratic gestures of children) baton. The
appearance of depth-sense cameras has resulted on new approaches such as Rosa-Pujazon’s [15], where the user can
control tempo by moving the right hand on the x-axis and
the dynamics of each of the sections by first pointing at
them and then raising or lowering the position of the left
hand. The Conductor Follower [1] by Bergen is able to
follow the tempo from the motion of a conductor correctly
using different gestures of one hand.
On a different yet related scope, some works try to analyze the gestures of conductors and their relationship to
the resulting music from a computational point of view.
In a work by Luck et al.[9], cross-correlation of descriptors
extracted from movement and the pulse of a performance
has shown that beats tend to be synchronized with periods
of maximal deceleration along the trajectory of the baton
hand. The same authors analyzed the relationships between
kinematics of conductors’ gestures and perceived expression
by presenting subjects with point-light representations of
different performances and asking them to provide continuous ratings of perceived valence, activity, power and overall
expression [10]. They found that gestures with high amplitude, greater variance and higher speed were those that
conveyed higher levels of expressiveness. Nakra et al. [14]
presented a computer-vision based method to analyze conductors’ gestures. It allows to align gestures with musical
features and perform correlation analysis of them, but it is
not robust to lighting conditions.
In this work, we study how different subjects move when
asked to “conduct” without further instructions. More concretely, we look for relationships between movement and
loudness in the performance. This kind of analysis can help
to design systems where users can more easily be engaged by
the experience, without requiring specific instructions and
thus being able to focus on the expressive aspects of their
performance. This is one of the goals of the PHENICX1
project, where we look for ways of engaging interesting experiences for new audiences in the context of classical music.
With this goal, we recorded the movement of twenty-

Many musical interfaces have used the musical conductor
metaphor, allowing users to control the expressive aspects
of a performance by imitating the gestures of conductors. In
most of them, the rules to control these expressive aspects
are predefined and users have to adapt to them. Other
works have studied conductors’ gestures in relation to the
performance of the orchestra. The goal of this study is
to analyze, using simple motion capture descriptors, how
different subjects move when asked to conduct on top of
classical music excerpts, focusing on the influence of the
dynamics in the performance. Twenty-five subjects were
asked to conduct on top of of three classical music fragments
while listening to them and recorded with a commercial
depth-sense camera. The results of different linear regression models with motion capture descriptors as explanatory
variables show that, by studying how descriptors correlate
to loudness differently among subjects, different tendencies
can be found and exploited to design models that better
adjust to their expectations.

Keywords
expressive performance, classical music, conducting, motion
capture

1.

INTRODUCTION

The conductor-orchestra paradigm has been used in the
New Interfaces for Musical Expression field for many years
now. The simple idea behind it is to consider the computer
as a virtual orchestra which the user conducts with gestures
(captured by different sensors) that somehow resemble those
of a real conductor.
One of the first approaches within the conductor-orchestra
paradigm is the one by Max Mathews [12], where he uses
radio batons to control the beat with strokes of the right
hand and the dynamics with the position of the left hand.
Ever since then, there have been many different approaches
with the same basic principles of using gestures to control
tempo and dynamics with different refinements. Some of
these refinements are on the direction of improving input
devices to be able to capture more subtle information about
the movements. The Digital Baton by Martin [11], for example, measures the pressure on different parts of the han-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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five subjects with different musical backgrounds using Microsoft’s depth-sense camera, Kinect. They were asked to
conduct on top of three fragments from a performance of
Beethoven’s Eroica 1st Movement by the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra2 for which multimodal data (including high
quality audio for every section, multi-perspective video and
aligned score) is available within the PHENICX project.
The fact that subjects are not controlling the music is intentional and necessary to study spontaneous conducting
movements without any predefined rules for control.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
we describe how the recordings were done. The features extracted from them are explained in Section 3. The results of
posterior analysis are presented in Section 4 and discussed
in Section 5. Directions for future work are pointed in Section 6.

Table 1: Summary of subjects’ background. Between parentheses, number of users after removing
those who claimed not to use dynamics while conducting. (nft = non formal training, <5 = less than
five years of formal training, >5 = more than five
years of formal training)
Musical background
Conductor training
None
nft
<5
>5
None
Basic Expert
3 (2) 4 (3) 4 (4) 13 (9) 19 (12) 5 (5)
1 (1)

2. RECORDING PROCEDURE
2.1 Selection of the Excerpts
We selected 35 seconds fragments so we could have enough
data while still allowing users to memorize them in a short
period of time. The fragments were chosen to have some
variability regarding different aspects such as dynamics, timbre or tempo (see [16] for another study dealing with beat
information). All files were converted to mono so users did
not also have to pay attention to spatialization. Specifically
for the scope of this work, loudness values were computed
using libxtract [2] and resampled to 30Hz (the rate of the
motion capture data) in order to be able to compare them
with descriptors extracted from motion capture.

Figure 1: Motion-capture recorder.
prietary middleware NiTE6 , which provides skeletal tracking. The skeleton provided by NiTE, with a sampling rate
of 30Hz, has 15 joints corresponding to head, neck, torso,
shoulders, elbows, hands, hips, knees and feet.
The program basically consists on a GUI (see Figure 1)
that allows to select different audio files that can be played,
paused or stopped. When the “REC” button is played, the
audio starts to play and, if any user is being tracked, the
position of all the joints is stored in a .tsv file which in
each row contains the index of the skeleton frame, the audio
playback time in milliseconds, a timestamp and the position
of every joint. The skeleton(s) being tracked can also be
visualized on top of the RGB or RGBD images to make
sure the recording is correct.
All the recordings, aligned with the audio and the motion capture descriptors explained in Section 3 are available
online7 .

2.2 Recording of Subjects
We designed the experiments in a way that subjects could
become familiar with the excerpts while not making the
recording too long. For each of the 35 seconds fragments
we allowed subjects to listen to them twice (so they could focus on learning the music) and then asked them to conduct
them three times (so they could keep learning the music
while already practicing their conducting). The total time
for the recording was approximately 10 minutes for all subjects. To get rid of the effects of initial synchronization,
we focused the analysis on the 30 seconds from second 4 to
second 34. For each of the fragments, we are using just the
last take, where users are supposed to be able to anticipate
changes. This means that for the analysis in this work we
are considering a total of 90 seconds of conducting for each
subject.
In addition, subjects had to fill out a survey about their
age (avg=32.08, std. dev.=7,33), sex (5 female), handedness (5 left-handed), musical background and their feelings
about the experiment (including familiarity with the piece,
ability to recognize the time signature...). We removed
those subjects that claimed not to be able to anticipate
changes in the last take or not to use dynamics while conducting, using a final subset of 17 subjects. The musical
background of the subjects before and after this filtering is
summarized in Table 1. In Section 4 we comment on how
the descriptors were indeed not capturing any correlation
between their movement and loudness.
An application was specifically developed for the recordings. It is built on openFrameworks3 with the ofxOpenNI4
module, a wrapper for the OpenNI framework5 and the pro-

3.

MOTION CAPTURE ANALYSIS

All the descriptors presented in this Section are computed
frame by frame. They are classified into joint descriptors,
computed for every joint, and general descriptors, describing general characteristics of the whole body movement.

3.1

Joint Descriptors

Similar features to the ones that proved to be relevant in [8]
and [10] were extracted for every joint: position, velocity,
acceleration and jerk (derivative of acceleration). For the
last three, not only the components along each dimension
but also the magnitude was computed. The acceleration
along the trajectory was also calculated by projecting the
acceleration vector on the direction of the velocity vector.
The calculation was done, again similarly to how they were

2

http://www.concertgebouworkest.nl/
http://www.openframeworks.cc/
4
https://github.com/gameoverhack/ofxOpenNI
5
http://www.openni.org/
3

6

http://www.openni.org/files/nite/
http://alvarosarasua.wordpress.com/research/
beat-tracking/
7
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Table 2: Summary of joint descriptors.
Name
Symbol(s)
Position
x, y, z
Velocity
vx , v y , v z , v
Acceleration
ax , a y , a z , a
Jerk
jx , j y , j z , j
Velocity mean
vmean
Velocity standard deviation
vdev
Distance to torso
d tor
Relative position to torso
x tor, y tor, z tor

CI =

−4.0 +

abs(xmax −xmin )+abs(ymax −ymin )+abs(zmax −zmin )
h

6.0

(5)
Also, after observing subjects in the recordings and realizing that some of them tended to raise one or both hands
in loud parts, we decided to add another simple descriptor
describing highest hand position with respect to the torso.
Ymax = max(y torLHand , y torRHand )

4.

computed in the cited works, by fitting a second-order polynomial to 7 subsequent points centered at each point and
computing the derivative of the polynomial.
Additionally, we compute the mean and standard deviation of the velocity magnitude 1.03 seconds (31 frames,
to be symmetric) around the point. They are expected to
account for the “quantity” and the “regularity” of the joint
movement, respectively. Also, we extract the distance to the
torso (d tor). Last, we compute normalized relative positions of the joint in respect to the torso (x tor, y tor, z tor)
that takes into account the height of the user and for which
we have defined the equations empirically checking that it
works for subjects with different heights. For the x axis,
points to the left (from the subject perspective) of the torso
are positive and points to the right are negative. In the y
axis, points over the torso are positive and points below are
negative. In the z axis, points in front of the torso are positive and points behind are negative. For all axes, values are
approximately 1 for positions where hands are completely
extended in the corresponding axis. The empirically obtained equations are:
(1)

y torj = ((yj − ytorso )/h)/1.8

(2)

z torj = ((zj − ztorso )/h)/1.4

(3)

RESULTS

In order to study the relationship between the movement of
the subjects and the loudness of the fragments we performed
least squares linear regression, using the movement features
as predictors and the loudness as the independent variable.
We created different linear models for different levels of
specificity (from all subjects to subject-specific) in order to
derive conclusions about how this kind of analysis could be
used to create a general model for any user or to exploit
user-specific characteristics to better adjust to his/her expectations.
In all cases, we started from maximal models including
all descriptors which were correlated by more than 0.5 for
some user and kept simplifying by removing non-significant
explanatory variables until all remaining variables were significant in order to get the minimal adequate model.
The complete information of the regression models can be
found in the already mentioned website7 . In this paper, we
show those results that better explain the conclusions that
can be derived from them.

Table 3: Summary of general descriptors.
Name
Symbol(s)
Quantity of Motion
QoM
Contraction Index
CI
Maximum hand height
Ymax

x torj = ((xj − xtorso )/h)/1.8

(6)

4.1

Looking for a general model

As a first step, we tried to find a model for all the subjects
to understand how much they had in common. In preliminary observations subject by subject where we looked at
descriptors which were correlated to loudness by more than
0.5, we found out that for some subjects there were not
such descriptors. In addition, we noticed that most of these
subjects where those that in the survey claimed that they
did not use dynamics to guide their conducting. For these
reasons, we excluded those subjects for this study.
The resulting model, summarized in Table 4 shows that,
at least with the descriptors we are using, it is hard to
obtain a linear model that generalizes to all subjects. Also,
the average predicted values for the first fragment are shown
in Figure 3.

Where h, the squared distance between the head and the
torso, is the term that makes these features proportional to
the height of the subject.

Table 4: Summary of the regression model for all
subjects.
F Statistic
df
R2
(R2 )adj
1,459.110 (p<0.01) 18; 48635 0.351
0.350

h = (xtorso − xhead )2 + (ytorso − yhead )2 + (ztorso − zhead )2
(4)

4.2

Clustering subjects by styles

In the preliminary observation of features correlated to loudness by more than 0.5 for all subjects we observed an effect that is also clearly noticeable when playing back the
3D models of the motion capture recordings: while most
subjects show high cor(loudness, QoM ), some show high
cor(loudnes, Ymax ) instead. This is in accordance to the
observations we did during recordings, where we noticed
how in loud parts most subjects did movements with higher
amplitudes and some just raised their hands higher.
Having observed this difference, which is captured by the
descriptors, we created linear regression models for each of

3.2 General Descriptors
Some other features describing the general characteristics
of the body movement were extracted, including Quantity
of Motion (QoM ) and Contraction Index (CI) (conceptually equivalent to the ones extracted from video [3, 5]). To
compute QoM , we averaged the mean velocity values, previously explained, for all joints. For the CI, we looked at
maximum and minimum values along every axes and empirically derived an equation to make its value approximately
1.0 when arms and legs are completely stretched out:
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Table 5: Regression Models for QoM and Ymax clusters. (LH = left hand, RH = right hand)
Coefficients
QoM cluster
Ymax cluster
Estimate Pr(>|t|) Estimate
Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
3.633
< 2e-16
4.713
< 2e-16
aLH
4.499
0.01145
14.294
4.39e-06
aRH
1.835
< 2e-16
12.297
9.01e-05
d torLH
0.001
< 2e-16
0.002
< 2e-16
d torRH
0.0001
0.00257
0.002
5.55e-10
y torLH
1.162
< 2e-16
y torRH
3.289
< 2e-16
vmeanLH
0.910
1.79e-06
0.190
2e-16
vmeanRH
0.771
< 2e-16
0.337
< 0.000124
vdevRH
1.090
< 2e-16
Ymax
2.922
2e-16

0.5
0.4
0.2

0.3

cor(YMAX,LOUDNESS)

0.6

0.7

by definition (the latter is calculated as the mean vmean
for all joints). When creating the model by removing variables that were not significant, what the model was actually
telling us is that including QoM in the model was not significantly improving the prediction. The same goes for CI,
which is correlated to the d tor values of both hands.
In addition to this, we also observed how subjects in the
“QoM cluster” did not have the same dynamic range, meaning that while all of them performed movements with different amplitudes for soft and loud parts, the amplitude of
these movements was not the same for all of them. In order
to balance this effect, we normalized the values of QoM and
vmean compressing or expanding them so all subjects had
the same dynamic range (maximum and minimum QoM
values of one subject coincide with maximum and minimum
QoM values for another subject).
As expected, this supposes a clear improvement in the
“QoM cluster” and some improvement in the “Ymax cluster”.
This makes sense given that as shown in Table 5, while descriptors related to the position of the hands did not appear
as significant in the model for the “QoM cluster”, descriptors related to the QoM did appear as significant for the
“Ymax cluster”.

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

cor(QOM, LOUDNESS)

Figure 2: Subjects clustered by correlation of loudness (L) to QoM and Ymax . The shaded area corresponds to points where neither cor(L, QoM ) nor
cor(L, ymax ) are > 0.5. The line divides areas for both
clusters: Red, cor(L, QoM ) > cor(L, ymax ); Black,
cor(L, ymax ) > cor(L, QoM )

Table 6: Summary of the Regression Models for
different clusters. Cluster with “N” have normalized
QoM and vmean .
Cluster
F Ratio
df
R2
(R2 )adj
QoM
2,278.599 (p<0.01) 7; 32428 0.413
0.413
QoM N 2,705.160 (p<0.01) 7; 32428 0.455
0.455
Ymax
571.727 (p<0.01)
9; 13505 0.459
0.458
Ymax N
630.012 (p<0.01)
9; 13505 0.470
0.469

the clusters (12 subjects for the “QoM cluster” and 5 for the
“Ymax cluster”). This clustering is illustrated in Figure 2.
Loudness values are better explained by these two models
according to the results shown in Table 6 if we consider
the statistical scores of the model (both (R2 )adj values are
over 0.4 while in the case of the global model it was 0.350).
Although this (R2 )adj increment could be caused by the fact
that the number of subjects in each cluster is reduced with
respect to the case were we tried to create a model for all
of them, we did not observe the same kind of improvement
when different reduced groups of 5 subjects were created
with subjects from both groups.
The resulting models (shown in Table 5) are in accordance with the strategy with which the clusters have been
created. For the case of the “QoM cluster”, none of the variables relating to the position in the y axis of the hands has
appeared as significant. Regarding the fact that QoM does
not show in any of the two models, this is not contradictory: vmean values for both hands are correlated to QoM

4.3

Subject-specific models

Finally, we created subject-specific models for each of the
subjects. As expected, these models are capable of better
predicting the loudness from the movement, with an average
(R2 )adj of 0.620 (std. dev. = 0.08). Nevertheless, although
this suggests that the descriptors are able to learn better
for specific subjects, the clear improvement in the statistical score of the models may also be related to the fact
that these models are created from fewer observations than
those created for all subjects or clusters. In any case, in the
same way that the descriptors we are using were capable
of identifying different tendencies among subjects, it is not
strange that when a model is created from a single subject
it is able to predict the loudness from his/her movements
more accurately.
Figure 3 illustrates the average predicted values for the
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– The descriptors are able to find different
tendencies by which users can be classified. While in loud parts most users were performing movements with higher amplitude, some
were just raising their hands higher. Conforming
different groups of subjects according to these
two tendencies (relying only on the differences
that the descriptors were able to capture), we
were able to build two models that accounted for
more variability than the general model with reasonable values for models that try to explain a
human behavior [4]. In terms of applying a priori assumptions on which group users would belong to depending on their background, the only
clear tendency was that all users who had some
basic notions as conductors (5) and the trained
conductor belonged to the QoM group.
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– Accounting for the different dynamic ranges
of subjects can improve the models. When
the different dynamic ranges of the amplitude of
movement across subjects in the QoM group was
taken into account by normalizing the values of
QoM and vmean , the model was significantly improved.
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• A learn-by-example system could benefit from the specificities of each subject. The results suggest that simple descriptors as the ones we have used can capture
the relationships between the movements of different
subjects and loudness when asked to conduct.

Figure 3: Different model predictions for the first
fragment. Black: loudness extracted from audio,
Red: average predicted values.

There are, however, some issues we want to point out
about the presented results.

different regression models we have explained in this Section. In the first graph, we can see how the values predicted
from the global model do not follow the groundtruth curve
at all: it is almost a straight line. For the models extracted
for different clusters, this tendency is partially corrected
and we can observe some variations following the loudness
curve, but still not being able to predict values in all the
dynamic range. The average behavior of subject-specific
models is far better in terms of being able to approximate
the original curve.

5.

• Subjects in this study were not controlling the performance with their movements. This was intentionally
done in order to study spontaneous movement, but
different effects may appear in the learning process
where subjects try to adapt their movements to the
response of the system.
• The group of subjects (after filtering those who did
not use dynamics) in this study was unbalanced in
terms of musical training (2 non-musicians, 3 nonformal musicians, 4 trained musicians and 9 expert
musicians). Also, the group of users who were removed for this reason do not show a clear pattern
in terms of their musical training (2 non-musicians,
1 non-formal musician, 1 trained musician and 3 expert musicians). Creating a bigger and more balanced
group of users may help to find clearer influences of
the musical background on the conducting style (in
terms of loudness) that did not appear in our results.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to analyze the movement of subjects when asked to conduct without specific instructions.
We focused on the influence of the dynamics of the performance. We believe that this kind of analysis is useful to
determine how these descriptors can be used in designing
a system for virtual orchestra conducting where the user
can more naturally control the expressiveness of the performance.
In this context, the results of our study bring different
conclusions:

• The groundtruth we used was the loudness descriptor directly extracted from audio. However, loudness
is a perceptual concept and as such it cannot be detached from the user perception. Although we considered manual annotation of loudness from the subjects
to actually check if their movements were correlated
to their perception of loudness, we discarded doing
so mainly for three reasons: (a) manual annotation
of perceptual phenomena by using for example sliders
has some intrinsic problems that would have complicated the study [6], (b) we did not want the recordings

• Trying to build a general model is not the right
approach. The observations that we did during the
recordings, where we could see clear differences across
subjects, was confirmed in the correlation analysis.
Descriptors highly correlated to loudness were not the
same for different subjects. Also, only 35% of the
variability was explained in the linear regression model
built for all subjects.
• A system with some predefined models could be de-
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to take more than around 15 minutes and (c) the purpose of this work was not to come up with actual models to be used by the subjects that participated but
to observe if the kind of descriptors we are using are
able to capture relationships between their movement
and the dynamics of the performance.

[7] E. Lee, T. M. Nakra, and J. Borchers. You’re the
conductor: a realistic interactive conducting system
for children. In Proceedings of the 2004 conference on
New Interfaces for Musical Expression, pages 68–73.
National University of Singapore, 2004.
[8] G. Luck. Computational Analysis of Conductors’
Temporal Gestures. New Perspectives on Music and
Gesture, pages 159–175, 2011.
[9] G. Luck and P. Toiviainen. Ensemble musicians’
synchronization with conductors’ gestures: An
automated feature-extraction analysis. Music
Perception, 24(2):189–200, 2006.
[10] G. Luck, P. Toiviainen, and M. R. Thompson.
Perception of Expression in Conductors’ Gestures: A
Continuous Response Study. Music Perception,
28(1):47–57, 2010.
[11] T. Martin. Possibilities for the Digital Baton as a
General-Purpose Gestural Interface. In Extended
Abstracts on Human Factors in Computing Systems,
number March, pages 311–312, 1997.
[12] M. V. Mathews. The radio baton and conductor
program, or: Pitch, the most important and least
expressive part of music. Computer Music Journal,
15(4):37–46, 1991.
[13] T. M. Nakra. Inside the Conductor’s Jacket:
Analysis, Interpretation and Musical Synthesis of
Expressive Gesture. PhD thesis, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 1999.
[14] T. M. Nakra, D. Tilden, and A. Salgian. Improving
upon Musical Analyses of Conducting Gestures using
Computer Vision. In Proceedings of the International
Computer Music Conference, SUNY Stony Brook,
2010.
[15] A. Rosa-Pujazon and I. Barbancho. Conducting a
virtual ensemble with a kinect device. In Proceedings
of the Sound and Music Computing Conference,
Stockholm, Sweden, pages 284–291, 2013.
[16] A. Sarasua and E. Guaus. Beat tracking from
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- MOCO ’14, Accepted for publishing, 2014.
[17] S. Usa and Y. Mochida. A conducting recognition
system on the model of musicians’ process. Journal of
the Acoustical Society of Japan, 4:275–287, 1998.

6. FUTURE WORK
Having extracted conclusions and identified open issues from
this study, there are different directions for future work in
this topic.
First, having learned some possible models, new experiments in which users actually control the performance should
be done in order to identify the intrinsic issues of a situation
where the subject knows that his movements are controlling
the performance. We can think of an experiment where different subjects can conduct by (a) using the global model,
(b) using one of the two models for the two identified styles
or (c) training their own model by first impersonating the
conductor of a given performance (i.e. using the method of
our study as a training step). The way in which they learn
to control the system can derive new conclusions about the
validity of global vs. user-specific models. In addition, different pieces should be included to assure the validity of the
models for any musical work.
The other most important parameter of expressive performance is tempo. In another work [16], we performed
beat estimations from motion capture data using the acceleration along the trajectory and the y axis, in accordance
with previous work by Luck[9, 8]. The results indicate that
different tendencies regarding beat anticipation can also be
estimated across users.
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ABSTRACT

The recent proliferation of affordable motion sensing technologies (e.g. the Microsoft Kinect) has led to a surge in
“air-controlled” new musical interfaces where a performer
moves their body without manipulating or contacting a
physical object. These interfaces seem to work well when
the movement and control of sound are smooth and continuous. However, in our experience and observations it has
proven difficult to heuristically design a system which will
trigger discrete sounds with a precision that would allow for
a complex rhythmic performance. In such systems the relationship between a gesture and the timing of the resulting
sound often feels wrong to the performer.

Motion sensing technologies enable musical interfaces where
a performer moves their body “in the air” without manipulating or contacting a physical object. These interfaces
work well when the movement and sound are smooth and
continuous, but it has proven difficult to design a system
which triggers discrete sounds with precision that allows
for complex rhythmic performance.
We conducted a study where participants perform “airdrumming” gestures in time to rhythmic sounds. These
movements are recorded, and the timing of various movement features with respect to the onset of audio events is
analyzed. A novel algorithm for detecting sudden changes
in direction is used to find the end of the strike gesture.
We find that these occur on average after the audio onset
and that this timing varies with the tempo of the movement. Sharp peaks in magnitude acceleration occur before
the audio onset and do not vary with tempo. These results suggest that detecting peaks in acceleration will lead
to more naturally responsive air gesture instruments.

1.2

Air-Gestures

We define air-gestures as purposeful movements a performer
makes with their body in free space in order to control a
sound-generating instrument that is designed to have an immediate response. Discrete air-gestures are meant to trigger
a sonic event at a precise time, and are contrasted with continuous air gestures in which some movement quality (e.g.
the height of the hand) is continuously mapped to some
sonic variable (e.g. a filter cutoff frequency.)
In popular usage air-drumming refers to miming the gestures of a percussionist in time to another musician’s (usually prerecorded) performance. For the sake of this research
we expand this to include gestures in which a performer
mimics the striking of an imaginary surface in order to trigger a sound with a sudden attack. Air-drumming is not the
only type of discrete air-gesture. For example, jerky movements, such as in the dance style known as “popping and
locking” might also be used to trigger sounds.

Keywords
musical gesture, air-gestures, air-drumming, virtual drums,
motion capture

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Air-controlled Instruments
We typically think of a musical instrument as an artifact
under manipulation by a human for the purposes of making musical sound. In most acoustic instruments the energy
for producing sound is provided by human movement in direct contact with the instrument: striking a drum, bowing
or plucking a string, blowing air through a flute. In instruments where the acoustic energy is not provided by the
player, such as a pipe organ or the majority of electronic
and digital instruments, control of the instrument relies on
manipulation of a key, slider, rotary knob, etc.
With the advent of electronic sensing it became possible
to control an instrument with gestures “in the air.” Early examples include the Theremin, which is controlled by emptyhand movements in space, and the Radio Baton [8] and
Buchla Lightening, which sense the movement of hand-held
batons.

1.3

Motivation and overview

The goal of this research is to improve the design of aircontrolled instruments so that discrete air-gestures can be
reliably triggered with timing that feels natural to the performer. To this end, we conducted a study of air-drumming,
in which participants gesture in time to simple rhythmic
sounds.
We record participants’ movements in a motion capture
system, and analyze this data to address the following question: What aspect of the air-drummer’s movement corresponds to the sound? In other words, we assume that when
a person makes a discrete air-gesture, they do something
with their body to create an internal sense of a discrete
event, and that they intend this event to correspond to the
sonic event of a drum sound. We want to know what this
“something” is, and to characterize its timing with respect
to the sonic event.
We examine two candidate movement events: a hit is
the moment where the hand suddenly changes direction at
the end of a strike gesture, and acceleration peaks, which
occur before the hit as the hand decelerates. We analyze
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the timing of these events with respect to the onset time of
their corresponding audio events.
Our air-drummers mime in time to a musical performance,
but we assume that the correspondence between gesture and
sound would be the same if they were triggering the sounds
themselves. Thus we expect the results of our analysis to
reliably describe sound-generating discrete air-gestures and
be useful in improving the timing of air-instruments. In order to test this assumption we compared movements in time
to prerecorded sounds with movements in time to percussive
sounds made vocally by the participants themselves.

repeat 4x

S

F

F

F

F

F

S

Slow notes are

1.4.4 Sensorimotor synchronization

Discrete air-gesture performance systems

2. STUDYING AIR-DRUMMING GESTURES
2.1 Experiment
The goal of our study is to understand what people do when
they perform air-drumming gestures in time to rhythmic
sounds, and how their movements correspond to the sounds.
The ultimate aim is to use these results to design better
discrete air-gesture-controlled instruments.

Studies of discrete air-gestures

2.1.1 The tasks

A few studies of discrete air-gestures have been conducted.
Patola et al. [7] studied participants striking a virtual drum
surface in time to a metronome click, and compared the use
of a physical stick held in the hand with a virtual stick.
Drum sounds were triggered when the tip of the stick first
intersected a virtual horizontal drum surface at a specific
location. Amongst their findings was that drum hits lagged
behind metronome clicks by 20 ms, which they attribute to
the “perceptual attack time” of the clap sound they were
using.
Collicutt et al. [1] compared drumming on a real drum,
on an electronic drum pad, with the Radio Baton, and with
the Buchla Lightening II. In all cases they track the height
of the hand (even though their participants held sticks),
and use vertical minima to determine when strikes occurred.
However, they note that this did not work for a subject
whose strikes corresponded to smaller minima before the
actual minimum. (We also find in our study that strikes do
not always correspond to minima.) They found that using
the Lightening had the second best timing variability, and
attribute this to the different way in which users control
their movements when there is no tactile event.

1.4.3

S

Air-drumming in time to music is a form of synchronizing
movements to sound. Research into sensorimotor synchronization goes back decades [9], and one of the primary findings is that when tapping in time to an audible beat (usually
a metronome click), most people tap before the beat. This
“negative mean asynchrony” is often a few tens of milliseconds, but may be as great as 100 ms. This is relevant to
our work because we assume that, much like the subjects in
tapping experiments, our air-drummers are synchronizing
some physically embodied sensation to the beat.
As far as we know, the research we described in this paper
is the first detailed empirical analysis of drumming gestures
in time to percussive sounds.

The Radio Baton [8] senses the spatial location of two handheld wands. To trigger discrete sound onsets it uses a spatial
height threshold which corresponds to the height at which
the baton contacts the surface of the sensor, giving the user
tactile feedback. So we say that while the Radio Baton
senses continuous air-gestures, the discrete events which it
enables are not air-gestures.
A number of systems which trigger percussion sounds
from air-gestures have been implemented as part of realtime performance systems. Havel and Cathrine [4] track
sensors on the ends of drum sticks and use a velocity threshold to trigger sounds. They also note that peak velocity
amplitude is correlated to the time between strikes.
Kanke et al. [6] use data from acceleration and gyro sensors in drum sticks to differentiate between striking a real
percussion instrument and an air-instrument. Strikes are
registered when the acceleration exceeds a threshold.

1.4.2

S

Figure 1: The stimulus rhythm.
labeled ‘S’ and fast notes ‘F’

1.4 Related Work
1.4.1

S

We recorded the movements of people making air-drumming
gestures in time with a simple rhythm described below. Participants performed two tasks. Task 1 is to gesture in time
with a recording of the rhythm. They were asked to gesture
as if striking a drum somewhere in front of them with a
closed empty right hand, and to act as if they are performing the sounds they hear. Since we are interested in gestures
someone might make while performing an air-instrument in
free space, we did not provide further specification as to the
location or style of the strike.
Task 2 is to vocalize the rhythm while gesturing as if they
are performing on a drum somewhere in front of them. They
create the rhythm themselves by saying the syllable “da”
or “ta” for each drum hit. These tasks are very different:
the first is to synchronize one’s movement to an external
sound, and the second is to simultaneously make sounds and
gestures which coincide. Neither of these are the task we are
interested in, i.e. playing sounds with discrete air-gestures.
By comparing the performance of these two tasks we hope
to understand whether one is a better proxy (section 2.3.1.)
The stimulus rhythm is shown in figure 1. We are interested in whether people’s gestures are different when performed at different speeds, and so the rhythm is designed
to have an equal number of ‘slow’ notes (quarter notes with
rests in between), and ‘fast’ notes (quarter notes with no
rests.) We compare these two cases in section 2.3.2.
For task 1 the rhythm was played by the sound of a synthesized tom drum at a tempo of 100 beats per minute
(where a beat is one quarter note.) For task 2 participants
heard a 4-beat metronome count at 100 bpm, after which
they performed and vocalized the rhythm without audio
accompaniment.
For each trial participants perform the rhythm four times

Studies of real drum gestures

S. Dahl [3] made motion capture recordings of drummers
playing a simple rhythm on a real snare drum, and found
that subjects raised the stick higher in preparation for accented strikes and that preparatory height correlated with
higher peak velocity. For their analysis they detect hits
as points which satisfy two criteria: the local minima of
stick tip height must pass below a threshold, and the difference between two subsequent changes in vertical velocity
(roughly equivalent to the 3rd derivative of position, also
known as “jerk”) must surpass a threshold.
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2.2

Analysis

2.2.1 Detecting audio onsets
The first stage of analysis is to determine the onset times of
the audio events (the drum or vocal sounds) for each trial.
These onset times will act as a reference against which we
compare the timing of the movement features.
To detect audio onsets we pass the squared audio signal
in parallel through two DC-normalized one-pole low-pass
filters. These are used to estimate two energy envelopes
of the audio where one is “fast”, with a time constant of
0.5 ms, and the other is “slow”, with a time constant of
10 ms. When the ratio of the fast estimate over the slow
estimate exceeds a threshold, we register a potential onset.
Similar techniques have been used to detect the first arrival
time of echoes in geophysical prospecting [2], and have been
adapted for detecting audio onsets [5]. We remove potential
onsets for which the slow estimate is very low (these are
false events in the background noise), and those which occur
within 200 ms of an earlier onset (in order to keep only the
first moment of attack.)

2.2.2 Detecting hits
The first movement feature we examine is the end of the
striking gesture, which we refer to as a hit. In a real drum
strike the hit would correspond to the moment when the
drum stick hits the head of the instrument, imparts energy
into the instrument thus initiating the sound, and rebounds
in the opposite direction from which it came.
For a striking gesture in free space, where no physical contact is made, where is the end of the strike? As Collicutt et
al. discovered [1], and as we found when inspecting our own
data, the hit does not necessarily correspond to the moment
when the minimum height is reached. Furthermore, we do
not restrict our participants’ movements to any particular
plane or direction (they are instructed to act as if they are
striking an invisible drum “somewhere in front of them”).
Thus we define a hit as the moment at the end of a striking
gesture where the hand suddenly changes direction.
To that end we designed a sudden-direction-change detector. The design takes inspiration from the onset detector
described in section 2.2.1, which compares slow and fast estimates of audio energy. Our direction-change detector uses
a slow and fast estimate of the hand’s 3D velocity vector.
The intuition is that during a sudden change of direction,
the slow estimate will lag behind the quickly reacting fast
estimate, and the angle between these two estimate vectors
will be large. Upon inspecting our data we found that the
moment we believed was the hit most reliably corresponded
to a positive peak in the rate of change of this angle.
Here is a detailed description of our sudden-directionchange detector:

Figure 2: A participant with markers and motion
capture cameras

in succession without stopping. Two trials are recorded for
each task, resulting in a total of 8 repetitions of the rhythm
for each task.
A third task was recorded in which participants performed
a similar rhythm which has notes of two dynamic levels (accented and unaccented.) The analysis and comparison of
these cases will be described in a future publication.

2.1.2

Equipment

Participants were outfitted with fourteen reflective markers on their right arm and upper torso (figure 2), and their
movements were recorded at 200 frames per second by a Motion Analysis motion capture system with twelve cameras
mounted around the participant.
Participants could read the rhythm on a music stand
1 meter to their front right. For task 1 the rhythm was
played over a Behringer MS40 studio monitor placed 1 meter to the front left. For task 2, a metronome count-off was
played over the studio monitor, and participants’ vocalizations were recorded by an AKG C414 microphone placed
1 meter in front of them. All sounds were recorded into
the motion capture system at 20kHz via an analog input.
Stimulus and metronome sounds were played from Ableton Live and initiated at the beginning of each trial by the
experimenter.

2.1.3

1. From the motion capture data extract the position
data for the hand (using the marker on the back of
the hand at the base of the third finger.) This is represented as three coordinates (x, y, and z) over time,
where x is the direction the participant is facing, and
z is upward.

Participants

We recruited ten participants with the requirement that
they have some experience playing a musical instrument
and that they be able to read music. The participants were
five females and five males, ranging in age from 22 to 57
years, with a median age of 23.5 years. All were righthanded. They reported between 13 and 48 years of musical
experience, with a median of 16 years. Four participants
had formal dance training, and these reported receiving 3
to 7 years of training. Before recording data it was verified
that each participant could read the simple rhythms and
perform the desired tasks.
The procedure was approved by the internal review board
for human subjects research at Stanford University.

2. Smooth the position data in each dimension by approximating each point as a weighted least-squares
quadratic fit of the point and its seven neighbors on
either side.1
3. Calculate the 3D velocity vector of the hand, vhand ,
as the first difference of the smoothed hand position.
1
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Figure 3: Detecting the hit for a strike gesture
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Figure 4: Detecting the hit for a more complex
strike gesture.

4. Create two smoothed versions of the velocity vector
by passing it through two “leaky integrators” (i.e. DCnormalized one-pole lowpass filters.) One, vslow , has
a time constant of 100 ms, and the other, vf ast has
a time constant of 5 ms. These are implemented as
recursive filters on the 3D velocity vector according to
the following difference equations:

does not exist in any objective sense, i.e. we have no ground
truth. Figure 3 shows the detected hit time for a slow note
by one participant. Since the striking gesture happens primarily in the x and z directions we plot those position components. We see that the hit happens at extrema in both
these dimensions, and that the hit coincides with a distinct
minimum in the magnitude velocity.
However the striking gesture of another participant, shown
in figure 4, is more complex. This participant tended to add
a sharp hook to the end of their strike. This can be seen
by examining the position data, and is detected as multiple direction changes (large peaks in θslope ). Our algorithm
chooses the first such peak which corresponds to an extrema
in the x direction and a sudden change of slope in magnitude
velocity.

vf ast [n] = (1 − af ast )vhand [n] + af ast vf ast [n − 1]
vslow [n] = (1 − aslow )vhand [n] + aslow vslow [n − 1]
where aslow and af ast , are the pole locations corresponding to the slow and fast time constants.
5. At each time point n calculate the angle θ between
vslow and vf ast :


hvslow [n], vf ast [n]i
θ[n] = cos−1
kvslow [n]k · kvf ast [n]k

2.2.3 Acceleration Peaks
While examining the data we noticed that large peaks in the
magnitude acceleration often occur close to the audio onset. For an unimpeded movement, acceleration of the hand
is the result of a muscular force, and so we hypothesize that
an acceleration peak may correspond to the internal movement event that air-drummers create to correspond with
the sound. (In fact these peaks are decelerations as the
participant sharply brakes their strike.) In order to pick
the highest peak corresponding to each strike, we employ
the following algorithm:

6. Calculate θslope as the first difference of θ.
7. Find all peaks of θslope which exceed a threshold. We
consider the times of these peaks as the moment when
a movement changed direction and we store them as
candidate hit times.
We then want to find the change of direction associated
with each strike gesture. That is we want those direction
changes which occur after a fast movement and near to an
audio onset. To find the hit for each audio onset we apply
the following algorithm:

1. Calculate the acceleration vector, a, as the first difference of the velocity vector calculated in step 3 above.

1. Since a hit occurs after a fast movement of the hand,
we find all peaks of the magnitude hand velocity, kvhand k,
which exceed a certain threshold.

2. Calculate magnitude of the acceleration vector, kak.
3. Look for times where kak first exceeds threshold
AccT hrhigh , and call these Tup .

2. For each of these peaks we find the next candidate hit
time (i.e. a large peak in θslope as described above.)

4. For each Tup find the next point where kak passes
below threshold AccT hrlow , and call these Tdown .

3. To prevent choosing changes of directions that occur
after a preparatory upwards movement, we remove
hits for which the distance between the hand and the
shoulder is less than a threshold.

5. For each interval [Tup , Tdown ] find the time of the highest peak in kak, and save this as a prospective acceleration peak.
6. For each audio onset find the prospective acceleration
peak that is nearest in time, and define this as the
acceleration peak time for that onset.

4. For each audio onset we find the hit candidate which
is closest in time, and define this as the hit time.

Figure 5 shows the acceleration peak for the strike gesture
for a slow note. We can see that it occurs much closer to
the audio onset than the corresponding hit.

Does this method find the correct moment where a hit
occurs? There is no way to know for sure because the “hit”
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and task 2 was to vocalize drum sounds while gesturing
along with them.
We compared both the means and standard deviations of
task 1 and task 2 across all conditions (the four combinations of slow notes, fast notes, hits and acceleration peaks.)
We found two significant differences: for fast notes both hits
and acceleration peaks came slightly earlier in task 1, and
for slow notes both hits and acceleration peaks had slightly
higher standard deviations in task 1.
The differences were small, and the findings do not make
a compelling case for either task being better. However task
1 is a simpler activity, so for the remainder of this paper we
use only the data from task 1. As a sanity check the analyses
described below were also performed on task 2, and none of
the results contradict those reported here.

Timing Statistics

The audio onset times, hit times, and acceleration peak
times were calculated for each note, as described above. For
each hit time and acceleration peak time we subtract the
associated audio onset time to get the time offset (or asynchrony) between the audio event (the onset of the sound)
and the detected movement event (a hit or an acceleration
peak). A negative offset means the movement event preceded the audio event, and a positive offset means it came
after. All subsequent analysis is performed on these offsets.
Since there were two trials for each task, we aggregate
the data from each trial for each participant, and then split
the data into the slow note and fast note conditions. For
each participant this leads to a total of 40 events for each
condition (5 events per 4-bar rhythm for each condition ×
4 repetitions of the rhythm × 2 trials per task.)
In order to reject bad data due to detector errors or participant mistakes, we remove events whose offset is greater
than half the time between notes (600 ms for slow notes, 300
ms for fast notes.) We then reject as outliers events which
lie more than two standard deviations from the mean for
each condition for each participant. This led to the rejection of 21 slow hits, 21 fast hits, 18 slow acceleration peaks,
and 23 acceleration peaks (out of 400 total for each case.)
For the following results we want to know whether various conditions differ in the greater population. We compute the mean (or standard deviation) of each participant’s
offset times for the conditions we wish to compare. To infer whether the two conditions differ in the population, we
conduct a two-sided paired-sample T-test of the ten participants’ means (or standard deviations) for the two conditions.
For example, to compare whether for task 1 the standard
deviation of hit times is different between slow notes and
fast notes, we first find the standard deviation of each participant’s slow hits for task 1. Then we find the standard
deviations of each participant’s fast hits for task 1. We now
have 10 sample standard deviations for each condition, and
on these we conduct a T-test with 9 degrees of freedom.

2.3.2 Are slow and fast notes different?
For most of our participants the gestures for slow notes had
pauses or bounces between them, while the gestures for fast
notes were simpler and more sinusoidal (see figure 6.)
For the sake of reliably triggering discrete air-gestures,
we care whether the offset times for hits and acceleration
peaks are different for slow and fast notes. If they are,
then an instrument which triggers sounds from discrete airgestures needs to somehow take into account the tempo and
rhythmic level of the intended notes.
We break this question into four separate tests:
(a) For hits, do slow and fast notes have different mean
offsets? Yes, slow hits are much later than fast hits
(T (9) = 4.5366, p = 0.0014.)
(b) For hits, do slow and fast notes have different standard
deviations? No.
(c) Do slow and fast notes have different mean offsets for
acceleration peaks? No, the difference between fast and
slow hits does not exist for acceleration peaks.
(d) Do slow and fast notes have different standard deviations of the offset for acceleration peaks? Yes, but only
slightly (T (9) = 2.5592, p = 0.0307.)
Table 1 shows the mean offsets across all participants for
all four cases. In summary, slow hits will on average occur after the audio onset, while hits detected for fast notes
will fall much closer to the audio onset. For acceleration
peaks, even though no significant difference was detected,
the means for fast notes do precede the means for slow notes.

2.3 Results
2.3.1

18

Figure 6: Position data for 2 slow notes and 3 fast
notes.

Figure 5: Detecting the acceleration peak for a
strike gesture.

2.2.4

17.5

Which task is better?

The first question we want to answer is whether there is any
important difference between the two tasks the participants
performed. Task 1 was to gesture in time to drum sounds,
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Similarly, systems which control musical processes from
the movements of dancers may also be made to have better timing with respect to the dancer’s internally perceived
sense of discrete movement events.

Table 1: Mean offsets across all participants
Fast Notes Slow Notes
Hits
-3 ms
44 ms
Acceleration Peaks
-32.9 ms
-13.9 ms

3.3
2.3.3

How are hits and acceleration peaks different?

Next we want to know how the offsets for hits and acceleration peaks differ:
(a) Do hits and acceleration peaks have different mean offsets for slow notes? Yes (T (9) = 4.8440, p = 0.0009.)
(b) Do hits and acceleration peaks have different mean offsets for fast notes? Yes (T (9) = 4.5294, p = 0.0014.)
(c) Do hits and acceleration peaks have different offset standard deviations for slow notes? Yes, but only slightly
(T (9) = 3.2287, p = 0.0103.)
(d) Do hits and acceleration peaks have different offset standard deviations for fast notes? Yes, but only slightly
(T (9) = 2.4022, p = 0.0398.)

4.

It’s no surprise that hits and acceleration peaks have significantly different mean offsets. Acceleration peaks, as
we’ve defined them, should always occur before their associated hit.
A better question is, by how much? For slow notes we find
that acceleration peaks precede hits by between 31 and 85
ms (this is the 95% confidence interval for the paired-sample
T-test.) For fast notes acceleration peaks precede hits by
between 15 and 45 ms. That is, the difference between hits
and acceleration peaks is smaller for fast notes.
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3. DISCUSSION
3.1 Hits vs. acceleration peaks
If you wanted to design a system to trigger sounds with airdrumming gestures that has a timing that feels natural to
the user, which movement feature would you use?
It is interesting that when comparing standard deviations,
either between hits and acceleration peaks (section 2.3.3,
tests b and c), or between slow and fast notes (section 2.3.2,
tests b and d), the few significant differences found were
small. This suggests that either feature would have similar
noise or jitter.
For a real-time system, acceleration peaks are better because they occur on average before the time of the audio
event (see table 1), and don’t vary as much with note speed
(section 2.3.2, tests a and c.)
The hit and acceleration peak detection algorithms (sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.2) are not designed for real-time use.
Both use thresholds which are calibrated to the range of
the related variable over the length of a recorded trial. And
the algorithm for choosing peaks relies on future knowledge.
Thus for real-time applications these algorithms would need
to be revised to work using only previous information.

3.2

Future Work

There are a number of ways this work can be developed and
extended. We have not yet analyzed the individual differences between participants, and we would like to understand
how dynamic level affects air-drumming gestures.
We currently compare notes at two rhythmic levels. To
better understand how tempo or rhythmic level affects the
timing of movement features with respect to the desired
sound, we would need to run further studies with multiple
tempos and more complex rhythms.
We expect that further analysis of our movement data
may reveal other movement features which more reliably
indicate the correct time of the player’s intended sounds.
Lastly, it may be useful to study other non-striking discrete air-gestures, such as triggering a sound by bringing
some part of one’s body to a sudden halt, which is different than the drumming gestures studied here which usually
have a rebound.

Other applications of these results

The research described here, and future similar research into
coordination between music and movement features, may
have application to other musical interactions. For example
hyper-instruments (traditional instruments that have been
augmented with various sensors whose data is used to control computer based sound-processing) may be designed to
more precisely trigger discrete audio events from gestures
made with the instrument.
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ABSTRACT

even on a higher level.
In this paper we present a solution to the above problem by extending the BigBang rubette module, a gestural composition and performance module for the Rubato
Composer software originally controlled with a mouse or
multitouch trackpad, in order to support the Leap Motion device. In our method we interpret the usable space
above Leap Motion as a three-dimensional coordinate system where each fingertip is either interpreted as a musical object such as a note, oscillator, or modulator, or as
an active agent within a transformation. The BigBang rubette’s gestural concept, which ensures that every transformation is visualized and sonified gesturally while it is being
performed, thereby evokes a sense of immediacy and embodiment that brings new possibilities to computer-assisted
composition. After a brief introduction to Rubato Composer and the BigBang rubette module, we discuss how the
rubette’s basic functionality can be made accessible using
Leap Motion. Later on, we introduce further more advanced
applications arising with the rubette’s possibility of tracing
and gesturalizing the compositional process.

This paper introduces an extension of the Rubato Composer software’s BigBang rubette module for gestural composition. The extension enables composers and improvisers to operate BigBang using the Leap Motion controller,
which uses two cameras to detect hand motions in threedimensional space. The low latency and high precision of
the device make it a good fit for BigBang’s functionality,
which is based on immediate visual and auditive feedback.
With the new extensions, users can define an infinite variety
of musical objects, such as oscillators, pitches, chord progressions, or frequency modulators, in real-time and transform them in order to generate more complex musical structures on any level of abstraction.

Keywords
hand gesture, meta-composition, improvisation, rubato composer, Leap Motion

1.

INTRODUCTION

2. THE SOFTWARE
2.1 Rubato Composer, Forms, and Denotators

When used for music composition or performance, immediate gestural interfaces using spacial sensors, such as the
Kaoss pad, the Kinect, the Wii remote, or Leap Motion are
often used to control one or a few parameters or objects at a
time, basically imitating slider motion multidimensionally,
which is usually called one-to-one mapping [19]. The early
musical example applications that use the Leap Motion device are instances of precisely this, for instance GECO [4].
While such use of gestural control can lead to convincing
and natural results, there are clear limitations. Musicians
think on a more abstract level and expect to control musical structures on a higher level. In recent years, several
publications have discussed ways to gesturally control music on a more abstract level, e.g. [13, 3, 11]. All of them
show how difficult it is to find an intuitive and direct way
to map gestures to higher structures. With a one-to-many
relationship, it can be difficult for users to hear and understand the results of their gestures. Compared to other
gestural interfaces available, the Leap Motion controller has
the potential to reinvent gestural music creation as its low
latency, high precision, and numerous accessible parameters
meet the high expectations of musicians [19, 20], and allow
for a more direct type of interaction with musical structures,

Rubato Composer is a Java software environment and framework [9] that is based on recent achievements in mathematical music theory. Specifically, it implements the versatile
formalism of forms and denotators which roughly corresponds to the formalism of classes and objects in objectoriented programming but is realized in a purely mathematical way based on topos theory. Forms are generalized mathematical spaces commonly based on the category
M od@ of presheaves over modules and defined by combining
the logical-structural types Limit, Colimit, and Power,
which correspond to limits, colimits, and powersets. These
combined structures are ultimately based basic spaces analogous to primitive datatypes, referred to as Simple. Denotators, in turn, are points in the space of a form. They
are the basic data type used for the representation of musical and non-musical objects in Rubato Composer. Rubette modules in the software typically operate on such denotators by applying transformations, so-called morphisms
within a form or between forms, or evaluating them using
address changes. For details, refer to [6, 9].

2.2

The BigBang Rubette

The BigBang rubette component [14, 15, 8] applies insights
from transformational theory [5, 7], music informatics, and
cognitive embodiment science by implementing a system of
communication between the three musico-ontological levels
of embodiment (facts, processes, and gestures) [16]. Traditionally, a composition is seen as a definite fact, a static
result of the composition process. In BigBang it is rein-
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permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 1: A factual representation of a composition
in BigBang. Each of the rectangles represents a
specific object, having a number of freely assignable
visual characteristics such as size, position, or color.
Figure 2: A graph of a composition process of a
SoundSpectrum including all five geometric transformations (Translation, Rotation, Scaling, Shearing,
Reflection) as well as the drawing operation (Add
Partial ).

terpreted as a dynamic process consisting of an initial stage
followed by a series of operations and transformations. This
process, in turn, is enabled to be created and visualized on
a gestural level. The composition can thus typically be represented on any of the three levels. As a number of multidimensional points (denotators) in a coordinate system (according to the form) on the factual level, a directed graph
of operations and transformations on the processual level,
and a dynamically moving and evolving system on a gestural level. BigBang implements standardized translation
procedures that mediate between these representations and
arbitrarily translate gestural into processual compositions,
processual into factual ones, and vice versa.
More precisely, BigBang enables composers to draw, manipulate, and transform arbitrary objects represented as denotators in an intuitive and gestural way and thereby automatically keeps track of the underlying creative process.
It implements a powerful visualization strategy that consists in a generalization of the piano roll view, which can
be recombined arbitrarily and which works for any arbitrary data type, as discussed in the next section (Figure 1).
In the course of composition, any step of generation, operation, and transformation performed on a gestural input level
is recorded on a processual level and visualized in form of
a transformational diagram, a directed graph representing
the entire compositional process (shown in Figure 2). Furthermore, composers cannot only interact with their music
on an immediate gestural level, but also oversee their own
compositional process on a more abstract level, and even
interact with this process by manipulating the diagram in
the spirit of Boulezian analyse créatrice [1]. If they decide
to revise earlier compositional decisions, those can directly
be altered, removed from the process, or even inserted at
another logical location.

and handle any data type modeled as a form. In recent papers we introduced some new examples of how these data
types can look like and discussed their capabilities within
BigBang [18, 17]. Significant among these in the context of
this paper were forms that did not have time-based coordinates, for instance
SoundSpectrum : .Power(P artial),
P artial : .Limit(Loudness, P itch).
or
F M Set : .Power(F M N ode),
F M N ode : .Limit(P artial, F M Set),
which allow for the generation of continuously sounding
sound spectra and frequency-modulation-based synthesis.
The gestural capabilities of Leap Motion is especially valuable in combination with such data types.

3.

LEAP MOTION AND BASIC BIGBANG

Originally, the BigBang rubette was conceived to be operated with a mouse, where drawing, geometric transformations, and more complex transformations could be executed
by clicking and dragging. Later on, it was made compatible
with multitouch interfaces [15], which brought significant
improvement in gestural intuitiveness and immediacy. The
current paper presents a further step towards a more embodied and versatile way of interacting with BigBang.

3.1

2.3 Some Examples of Forms
Traditionally, the BigBang rubette was meant to be used
to create and manipulate Score-based denotators, which
roughly correspond to midi-data, extended to include hierarchical objects and timbre. The basic Score form is defined
as
Score : .Power(N ote),
N ote : .Limit(Onset, P itch, Loudness, Duration, V oice)
which means that a score consists of a set of notes, each
of them being a point in a five-dimensional space. Each of
the dimensions of this space is a Simple form, for instance
P itch : .Simple(Q).
Recently, however, BigBang was generalized to accept
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Why Leap Motion?

There are a few reasons the Leap Motion controller in particular is well-suited for music performance. First, it provides a visual performance. It allows for the manipulation
of software instruments and sounds in a way where the audience can feel engaged in the performance. The intuitive
response to movement means that the Leap Motion is easy
to use for the performer, and the audience can hear the relationship between the movements the performer makes and
the sounds produced.
The Leap Motion is also highly accurate and precise for its
minimal latency. It has a very high framerate which makes
the response to fast movements very smooth. The processing time required for each frame is between 4 to 10 ms,
within the upper bound set by [20]. Other comparable sensors such as the Kinect have a much higher latency, around
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Figure 4: An FMSet denotator consisting of a carrier and five modulators defined by the fingertips of
the user.
Figure 3: The default visualization of the data from
the Leap Motion from the Leap Motion software.
The orientation of the palm, the location of each
finger tip, and the direction in which each finger is
pointing is all that is used to construct the visualization.

capture the currently defined denotators and keep adding
new ones using the same method. If we use all three dimensions of the Leap Motion space, capturing is only possible
with an external trigger (such as a MIDI trigger). To avoid
the use of an external trigger the user can decide to use only
two dimensions for drawing (preferably x × y) and the third
dimension for capturing, whenever a certain threshold, a
plane perpendicular to the z-axis at z = 0, is crossed.
Figure 4 shows a situation where the modulators of a
carrier in frequency modulation synthesis are defined using
Leap Motion. Their arrangement directly corresponds to
the fingertips in space, as can be verified visually. Compared
to drawing with a mouse or another device, this method
has significant advantages. The user can quickly compose
complex musical structures while being able to smoothly
preview each step until satisfied. Furthermore, the user can
also easily edit musical objects added earlier in the process
in the same continuous way which has many musical applications, some of them described in Section 4. The high
precision of the Leap Motion makes this method is just as
accurate as using a mouse or trackpad.

100 ms. 4 ms is comparable to sitting approximately 1.5 meters from a speaker while 100 ms is the delay experienced
34 meters from a speaker. These are strictly the processing
times associated with the sensor’s algorithms and do not
include the time for software sound production which can
further exacerbate a high processing latency. The latency
associated with the Kinect’s algorithms as well as it’s lower
framerate and accuracy make it an inferior choice in music
performances, e.g. [13].
The Leap Motion achieves this favorable latency at the
cost of a much more limited view of its environment (Figure
3). Unlike the Kinect, the Leap Motion does not produce
a point cloud of the whole scene within its view. It instead
describes specific features. It finds each individual finger of
each hand, the direction in which the finger is pointing, the
finger tip, and the location and orientation of the palm of
each hand. The exact algorithm used is not publicly available, but Leap Motion has publicly verified their method.
These highly responsive and precise parameters are especially suitable for live control of continuous computer music
parameters. Compared to other earlier devices, for instance
described in [10], the Leap Motion yields the gestural motion of 12 three-dimensional vectors as well as 12 threedimensional points, if two full hands are used. Even though
the interdependency of these vectors – the fingers of a hand
have physically limited degrees of freedom – seems a disadvantage at first, there are musical constructs that mirror
the structure and it can be directly mapped to it, as briefly
mentioned in Section 4.2. In this paper, we only use the locational parameters of fingers and hands, but we will soon
extend our work to using the direction vectors.

3.3

Basic Transformations Using Leap Motion

Since denotators are mathematical objects we can manipulate them using arbitrary morphisms. BigBang provides a
set of simple geometric transformations: translation, rotation, scaling, shearing, and reflection. As discussed in [14],
any affine transformation can be represented as a series of
two-dimensional geometric transformations. In this section
we describe how we define a gesture for each of these basic
transformations. Each of these gestures imitates input that
is possible with a mouse, but later we will discuss methods
that go beyond simple 2D input to full 3D input.
To be able to precisely define the transformations we need
a method to determine the beginning and end of a gesture.
Analogous to the second drawing method described in the
previous section, we found that the best solution is to have
a vertical plane above the Leap Motion at z = 0 that needs
to be crossed in order to actively transform the score. On
the side of the plane closer to the composer, the composer
can use swipe left or swipe right gestures to navigate between different types of transformations without affecting
the score.

3.2 Drawing with Leap Motion
The most basic operation in a compositional process is to
add musical objects, or in the case of the BigBang rubette,
denotators. When using the Leap Motion we treat each
finger tip as a denotator and map the (x, y, z) location of
each finger using a linear scaling into the coordinate system
represented currently displayed by the BigBang rubette.
Whenever the fingers move around the corresponding denotators are adjusted, which provides an immediate visual
and auditive feedback. From there, we have the option to

3.3.1 Translation
Translation is simply shifting points along the x and/or y
axis. Once the composer’s hand crosses the plane above
the Leap Motion the frontmost point defines the transla-
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tion transformation. The x and y values of the denotators
move linearly with the x and y location of the finger in the
Leap Motion space. The usable space above the Leap Motion is mapped to the size of the space shown in the BigBang
rubette. This allows for arbitrary precision because we can
zoom in and move around in the BigBang rubette to manipulate a very small area or zoom out for larger translations.

3.3.2

system of equations that includes translations requires the
use of a homogeneous coordinate system and three pairs
of points. In equation 4 we show the transformation T we
need to solve for. (xi , yi ) represents each of the three starting points and (x0i , yi0 ) are the corresponding ending points.
We need to solve for the transformation matrix T.

x03
y30 
1
(4)
Assuming we have non-singular matrices, we can solve for
T by inverting X as in equation 5.


t11
 t21
0

Rotation, Scaling, and Shearing

Rotation, Scaling and Shearing all require two fingers to
perform the transformation. We found the best method is
to use the two front-most fingers. The locations of the two
finger points and the center of the two fingers are necessary
for each of these transformations. For each of these transformations the center point can change in the Leap Motion
coordinates, but it stays fixed within the BigBang rubette
score. This makes the gestures easier to perform and more
precise. Each of these operations requires that center of the
operation is at the origin so we have to translate the center
to the origin and then translate back as seen in equation 1
where T is the translation from the origin to the center of
the transformation, d is a denotator, and S is the rotation,
scale, or skew matrix.
T −1 ST d = d0

(1)

1
H =  y0 − y
0

x02
y20
1

(5)

(6)

Depending on how many matches are found the way the
next step in the transformation is found changes. When
only one finger is found the functionality is the same as the
translation gesture in section 3.3.1. When two matches are
found the functionality is similar to the rotation transformation described in section 3.3.2 except the center of the
transformation in the BigBang rubette is not fixed. The
denotators can be translated linearly with the movement of
the center of the two found fingers. When there are three
matches we can solve for an arbitrary affine transformation
directly as shown in equation 4.

3.4.1 Overdetermined Transformations
When there are more than three matches the system of
equations is overdetermined and may not have an exact solution. Instead we have to come up with a good guess. The
simplest way to get a good estimate of a transformation is to
use a brute-force method to minimize the error. Assuming
we have a guess of the transformation T , we can evaluate
the error e as shown in equation 7.

1


x0 − x 0
1
0 
0
1

  0
x3
x1
y3  =  y10
1
1

Tn Tt−1 . . . T2 T1 = Tc

Shearing is calculated by comparing comparing the original location of a finger relative to the current location. In
equation 3 x and y are the original location of a finger relative to the center and x0 and y 0 are the current location.


x2
y2
1

There are some potential problems with collinear points
using equation 5 which we will discuss in section 3.4.2.
There are also a few problems with applying this method of
finding arbitrary affine transformations directly to the Leap
Motion. First, we could potentially use any number of fingers. For the device to be easy to use as a composition and
performance tool we need to handle any number of fingers
intuitively and make transitions seamless. In order to do
this we found that a method of chaining transformations
together is most effective as shown in equation 6. At each
step we receive a list of all fingers that the Leap Motion
was able to find in the scene. At each step we compare
this list to the previous frame to determine which fingers
were present in the previous frame, or in other words are a
“match”. A transformation matrix that describes the change
between the two frames is found and multiplied to the cumulative transformation matrix for the whole gesture. Tc is
the cumulative transformation for the first n steps.

y2 −y1

0


t13
x1
t23   y1
1
1

T = X 0 X −1

For the rotation gesture we use the change in the angle
between the two fingers to determine how much to rotate
around the center point in the BigBang rubette. For this
transformation we find one of the limitations of a visionbased system for gestures. When one’s fingers are rotating,
at some point one finger can occlude the other making the
view from the Leap Motion appear to have only one finger.
To overcome this problem we had to extrapolate the expected data to ensure rotations are still possible even with
occlusions. When one finger is lost we fix the center of the
rotation in the Leap Motion space rather than allowing it
to move. We then guess that the second finger is on the
opposite side of the center from the finger we can see. We
proceed updating the angle with guesses for the second finger until it is found once again. Using this method we can
perform a smooth 360◦ rotation even though the second
finger is not in the view of the Leap Motion for part of the
rotation.
We can calculate the scale transformation S by comparing
the original offsets of the fingers to the current offset. In
equation 2, xi and yi are the initial locations of the fingers
and x0i and yi0 are the current locations.

 x0 −x0
2
1
0
0
x2 −x1


0
0
y2
−y1
(2)
S=
0
0 
0

t12
t22
0

X
(3)

kT pi − p0i k

=

e

(7)

In most cases this method is fast enough to be used in real
time, but the time complexity as the number of matched fingers is Θ(n3 ) as this is a simple n choose k problem with
k fixed at 3. There are methods to ensure that even when
many matches are found that performance is still very good.
RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) [2] randomly picks
a set of three matched points that are assumed to be inliers. The affine transformation is then calculated using

3.4 Arbitrary Affine Transformations
Arbitrary affine transformations are very difficult to input
using a mouse. If we do not include translation we need
two pairs of points to define the transformation in two dimensions, two points before the transformation and the corresponding two points after the transformation. Solving a
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these matches. All other points are tested using the error
method shown in equation 7 to see if the transformation is
a good estimate of the rest of the data. Then the process is
repeated with a new random sample. The number of iterations is set based on the performance requirements of the
system or set by a certain error threshold. After all iterations have completed the best estimated transformation is
used.
Another possible extension to the RANSAC method is to
use least-median of squares linear regression [12] to find a
local minima for affine transformation using the error function in equation 7. The globally optimal solution may not
actually match up exactly with any set of 3 matches. By
choosing the best set of 3 matches and then using the leastmedian of squares to find a local minimum the solution
should be closer to the global minimum. Although this
method is not guaranteed to converge on a globally optimal
solution, it will produce a smoother chain of transformations when there are many matches.

3.4.2

show how to generate a fourth point. By using this equation
on both the starting and corresponding end points a transformation can be found with only 3 non-collinear matches.
v

=

p4

=

(p2 − p1 ) × (p3 − p1 )
v
p1 +
kvk

(8)
(9)

In 9 the normalization step can be left out to allow the
points to be scaled along the basis vector v proportionally
to the average of the scaling along the basis p2 − p1 and
p3 − p1 .
When there are 4 matches the affine transformation can
be solved for directly. Finally when there are more than 4
matches a brute force or RANSAC method can be used.

4.

ADVANCED USES OF LEAP MOTION
AND BIGBANG

Using the Leap Motion to define, move around, and transform arbitrary denotator objects in BigBang adds highly
intuitive and direct possibilities for musical improvisation
and composition. However, these are just the basic functions of the BigBang rubette. When combined with the
more complex operations available in BigBang, there are
unique possibilities.

Handling Collinear points

Solving equation 5 requires that the set of points we are using are non-collinear. As the points approach being collinear,
solving for the affine transformation can become numerically unstable, or make being precise difficult for the composer. There are a few solutions to this problem. First we
can modify our approach of chaining transformations together so that instead of updating the starting points of the
match at each step, we keep starting points for as long as
all of the same fingers are matched. Each transformation
can describe multiple frames from the Leap Motion. This
is can solve the problem in some cases, but in many cases
occlusions can cause fingers to be lost, forcing a new transformation to occur in the chain. Another solution is when 3
points are close to collinear we remove one match and only
use the remaining matches. When there are more than 3
matches, we simply skip the iteration of RANSAC that is a
set of near-collinear points. This method has the potential
drawback that it may not always produce a smooth motion
when the composer’s fingers are near collinear.

4.1

Dynamic Motives

4.1.1 Transformations
The transformation graph generated by the BigBang rubette (described in Section 2.2) not only keeps track of all
operations and transformations in order of execution, but
also allows users to edit and adjust earlier transformations
while observing later states of the composition. Previously,
the add operation which adds denotators to the composition could merely be edited by drawing additional objects
with the mouse. The gestural immediacy of Leap Motion
now allows users to edit an earlier set of denotators by redefining them gesturally, basically holding a denotator with
each of their fingers, while all subsequent transformations
and operations are applied to these redefined objects. This
allows us to for instance gesturally define a preliminary set
of denotators, then produce several copies by translating,
rotating and scaling them, and finally go back and edit the
objects added in the first step. This regenerates all copies
based on the currently defined input set.

3.5 Extending to 3D Coordinate Systems
So far the methods we have described for creating different
transformations are all based on a 2D coordinate system
for denotators. Each of these methods can be extended
to 3D with a few small changes. First, crossing a plane
above the Leap Motion to start manipulating the score is
no longer an effective on/off trigger. This trigger limits
how we can manipulate the score along the z-axis. The
best alternative is to use a trigger external to the Leap
Motion such as a MIDI foot pedal so we can maintain precise
gestures and make the best use of the active space the Leap
Motion covers. This allows us to start and end a gesture in
any area that the Leap Motion covers, is easy to use, and is
simple to implement.
Solving for 3D affine transformations also requires some
changes. First we now need 4 matches to solve for an arbitrary 3D affine transformation rather than 3. Each transformation matrix is a 4 × 4 matrix so we can still use a
homogeneous coordinate system. Each of the cases must
change to accommodate. For 1 match the translation is now
in 3D rather than 2D. For 2 matches the translation and rotation is now in 3D. For 3 matches we do not have enough
parameters to solve for an arbitrary 3D affine transformation. Instead we generate a fourth point that will allow us
to solve for a 3D affine transformation directly. This point is
calculated by finding the vector that is perpendicular to the
plane defined by the 3 matched points. Equations 8 and 9

4.1.2 Wallpapers
Even more powerful is the use of the wallpaper function
(see [14, 9]), which systematically creates patterns of copies
of an original motif, by applying a number of transformations repeatedly to it. When the step where the wallpaper motif is drawn is reedited with Leap Motion, the motif
can virtually be grabbed by the user and moved around
upon which the entire wallpaper moves accordingly. Figure 5 shows an example of such a wallpaper, where the
motif has a recognizable hand shape defined by the user.

4.1.3 Gesturalized Processes
A third possibility is to use the BigBang rubette’s gesturalizing function which animates the entire evolution of the
compositional process gesturally (see Section 2.2). Even
during the process of gesturalization, the input set of denotators can be varied, which enables the user for instance
to define a process of a gradually evolving complex sound
structure, the germinal motif of which is itself changing.
Note that any of these examples in this section can be created using any user-defined form, which means that the de-
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Figure 5: A wallpaper with a motif defined by the
fingers of a hand.
notators defined gesturally with Leap Motion can represent
any objects, for instance oscillators, modulators, pitches in
a chord, or sound events in a loop.

4.2 Dynamic Sound Synthesis
Instead of defining motifs in a composition or improvisation
as suggested in the previous section, the denotators defined
in real time with Leap Motion can also be interpreted as
designed sounds, directly mapped to the keys of a keyboard
controller. While the user is playing the keyboard, the positions of the fingers over the Leap Motion can be directly
mapped to carrier oscillators or frequency modulators (as
shown in Figure 4) and each hand movement changes their
parameters. Such a hierarchical modulator structure is especially interesting for Leap Motion control, since the palms
of the hands can define the carriers while the fingers define
the hierarchically dependent modulators. In a similar way,
the user can create sounds and transform them gesturally in
any of the geometrical transformation modes. This way, instead of changing simple parameters in a linear way as with
commonly available synthesizer interfaces, multiple parameters can be changed in a complex way, such as for instance
manipulating both frequency and amplitude of hundreds of
oscillators around a defined sound center.

4.3 Playing Instruments with Leap Motion
A final example for an application of Leap Motion in conjunction with BigBang uses the new real-time midi out function of BigBang. Objects generated with BigBang may also
be played back on instruments with a midi interface, such as
a midi grand piano. The most straightforward application
of this is to move the hands in a space roughly corresponding to the real instrument space, such as pitch as an x-axis
and loudness a y-axis with a piano. However, the improviser
may also choose to act on an abstract level not directly related to the instrument. One finger may stand for an entire
chord or pattern to be played and moving it around may
change the pattern. This way, the improviser gains higherlevel control over the instrument, while keeping the gestural
intuitiveness commonly associated with instrument-playing.
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ABSTRACT

presented in creating mappings between sensors and synthesisers that are musical, intuitive, reliable and performative is familiar within NIME research [1, 4]. We currently
have a strong body of research identifying frameworks and
principles to understand and develop mappings. However,
personal experience and discussions with peers has led us
to conclude that the difference between success and failure
reduces in many cases to iterations of trial and error in manipulating control signals and tweaking ‘magic numbers’ –
constant values chosen because they seem to work, rather
than being theoretically derived.

We introduce Harmonic Motion, a free open source toolkit
for artists, musicians and designers working with gestural
data. Extracting musically useful features from captured
gesture data can be challenging, with projects often requiring bespoke processing techniques developed through iterations of tweaking equations involving a number of constant
values – sometimes referred to as ‘magic numbers’. Harmonic Motion provides a robust interface for rapid prototyping of patches to process gestural data and a framework
through which approaches may be encapsulated, reused and
shared with others. In addition, we describe our design process in which both personal experience and a survey of potential users informed a set of specific goals for the software.

1.1

To illustrate our above observation, we present experience
from the first author in creating gestural musical controllers
as a personal reflection.
“Impossible Alone is an interactive sound installation I
created with the dancer Tiff Chan in 2011. This work included a harmonious synth sound with loudness controlled
by the movement of a participant’s hand, tracked using a
Kinect with the OpenNI library. The aim was to create expressive dynamic shapes that grow in with conductor-like
sweeping movements of the hands. However, simply mapping hand velocity to loudness instead produced disjoint and
distinctly unmusical results. Over the course of six workshops with Chan, we arrived at a process that produced the
intuitive control we had in mind. The process involves several steps of weighted combinations of fixed window moving
averages, exponential moving averages and decaying peak
signals with five constants arrived at through iterative tweaking.
“Later, between November 2012 and August 2013 I conducted a composer residency with the Music Hackspace, a
community of musicians, technologists and makers in London devoted to exploring new types of music through creating and modifying technology. Working with a diverse
group of seven over this period, including professional musicians and programmers, we created an interactive sound
installation exploring musical collaboration, with each member of the group individually creating a new digital musical
instrument. Two musicians within the group wished to use
the Kinect as a sensor for their instrument. Although they
were experienced in creating generative music using PureData and Max respectively, they enlisted my support to develop software to interface with the Kinect and provide an
OSC stream of data. Initially, I provided simply the positions and velocities of the joints of the tracked user, but
this proved overly complex to process into the interactions
they had envisaged. Tasks such as setting up a zone within
3D space that triggers an event or estimating smoothed data
requires a knowledge of working with 3D geometry and rudimentary signal processing. In the end, I created two bespoke

Keywords
Gesture, mapping, signal processing, software, Kinect.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Sensing movement and transforming it into sound is at the
heart of many interactive performance systems. In particular, the use of contactless sensors such as cameras and the
Kinect has become common [6, 7]. The low cost of visionbased sensors and the availability of software to extract features such as an individual’s joint positions (also known as
skeleton tracking) have led to their widespread use in creating new instruments [9, 2], interactive installations [8],
interactive dance [3] and performances blurring the boundaries between dance and instrumental performance [10].
For example, Hidden Fields 1 is a dance performance by
Danceroom Spectroscopy exploring the physics of invisible
energy fields where live visuals and sound are driven by
depth information from a rig of calibrated Kinect cameras.
An example involving more direct control of sound, Ethno
Tekh by Brad Hammond and Chris Vik is a dubstep audiovisual performance with one performer on stage controlling
seven parameters using a Kinect with skeleton tracking [11].
However, there are a number of factors limiting the accessibility of movement-based sensing to many musicians.
Software that interfaces with the hardware can be complex
to set up. In addition, interpreting gestural data in a musically meaningful manner is difficult [14]. The challenge
1

Example: Expressive dynamics from hand
movement

http://danceroom-spec.com/hidden-fields/
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pieces of software: one to set up and create trigger zones,
and one which reproduced the sweeping dynamics control
from Impossible Alone described above.”
In these two cases, we can observe that there are a range
of technical skills typically involved in receiving and processing sensor data, which can render the technology inaccessible to many. Furthermore, a technique for processing
gestural data was developed, not by researching standard
references, but iteratively through trial and error. Although
bespoke to the project it was created for, a need for a similar
technique arose in another project. However, reproducing
it took time, and the tacit knowledge of its creator. These
two issues formed the initial motivation to create Harmonic
Motion.

2.

raised most commonly as designing mappings (20% of respondents), speed and latency (14% of respondents) and
hardware-specific problems (10% of respondents). Seven
percent of respondents also reported stability problems, with
some existing software prone to crash.
Much of the information collected confirmed our existing
beliefs. We were, however, surprised to find a high level
of interest from those who consider themselves advanced
or professional in programming using code (31% of respondents), patch-cord based languages (62% of respondents), as
well as those less experienced. 81% considered themselves
intermediate or higher in developing mappings between user
input and synthesis parameters with 97% being at least familiar with patch-cord based programming. Although our
initial goal was to focus on less advanced users, this greater
understanding of the range of experiences of potential users
led us to broaden the scope of the toolkit to ensure it was
a tool powerful enough for advanced users while remaining
accessible for those less experienced.

REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

There are a number of tools currently available to musicians interested in working with gestural data from a device such as the Kinect. OSCeleton2 and Synapse3 are
open source programs that read depth image and perform
skeleton tracking from a Kinect using the OpenNI/NITE
library4 . Likewise, there are external objects available for
Max5 and PureData [12] that perform a similar function, as
well as library packs for creative coding environments such
as Processing,6 openFrameworks7 and Cinder.8 However,
in our experience, extracting meaningful features to create
the musically expressive control one has in mind is where
the challenge lies.
On the other end of the spectrum is a tool such as the
Wekinator [5], which applies supervised machine learning algorithms to map input features to output parameters based
on training examples provided by the user. However, although some feature extractors such as video edge detection are included, the system is geared towards developing
complex mappings of pre-extracted features.
Harmonic Motion sits somewhere between these two ends
of the spectrum.

3.

GOALS

From this survey, combined with our own research and experience, we arrived at the following goals for Harmonic
Motion.
Rapid Prototyping. The system should allow feature extraction processes from gestural data to be rapidly
prototyped through iteration. In particular, it should
be easy to tweak parameters and quickly see the effect
through visual feedback.
Usable. It should be simple and well documented to set
up and use the system.
Reusable. Processing techniques that have been developed
by users should be reusable in other projects with minimal effort, and easily combined with other techniques.
Shareable. Users should be able to share processing techniques they have developed, allowing newcomers to
get started more quickly

2.1 A survey of potential users
To better understand our potential user base and their requirements, we conducted an online survey. Contacting primarily NIME and creative coding related forums and mailing lists, interested individuals were invited to sign up to
a news mailing list for the project. Those who did so were
subsequently invited to fill out an online questionnaire, of
whom 96 did so. As our aim was to assess requirements for
this project, the survey was not conducted at a standard
suitable for formal statistical analysis. However, the results
are of interest to explain design decisions behind the toolkit.
There was a diverse range of musical backgrounds and
intended use for the toolkit, with the most popular being
creating new instruments, augmenting existing instruments
through controlling effects and creating interactive installations. When asked an open question ‘Are there any problems you have faced in previous attempts to work with gestural data?’, 57% of respondents answered with the issues

Extensible. Without compromising usability for those without coding or maths experience, the system should
provide a means for advanced users to create, encapsulate and release their own advanced gestural processing techniques.
Stable. Users of the system need confidence that it will not
crash or start behaving unpredictably. Not only can
a crash ruin a performance, but installation software
may be left unattended for long periods of time.
Fast. There is often a lot for one computer to do when
working with audio. The software should be efficient
and make use of multiple processing cores without introducing complexities to users.
Free. Dependencies on proprietary or restrictively licensed
software should be avoided as far as possible.

2

http://github.com/Sensebloom/OSCeleton
http://synapsekinect.tumblr.com/
4
http://structure.io/openni. At the time of writing
(April 2014), the NITE library which handles skeleton
tracking on a Mac is no longer publicly available. We are
currently considering alternative solutions for Mac users
looking for skeleton tracking.
5
http://cycling74.com/products/max/
6
http://processing.org
7
http://openframeworks.cc
8
http://libcinder.org
3

Complementary. Harmonic Motion is not intended to replace existing tools such as Wekinator or Max, and
should be adaptable to complement them.
Additionally, although Harmonic Motion is being created
primarily for individuals working with gestural control of
sound, it may also be of use to other artists working with
gestural interaction and should be open to wider use cases.
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4.

THE TOOLKIT

end user. We are presently exploring methods of resynchronising frames as they pass through the system using
timestamps.

Some of our above goals required consideration at the outset of the project. Introducing dependencies on third party
frameworks can bring licensing restrictions that our users
would then become bound by. Different development languages have different advantages in terms of runtime speed
and the ease of which they support user-written extensions
without compromising stability.
We chose to develop in C++ due to its speed, the established availability of hard-specific SDKs such as the Kinect.
After a review of features, stability and licensing requirements, we chose to use third party libraries Cinder, OpenCV9
and Boost10 , with the graphical interface further making use
of the Qt11 framework.
Due to the familiarity with paradigm of patch-cord based
programming languages such as Max, PureData or Touch
Designer indicated by our survey, gestural processes are created and visualised as a network of interconnected nodes,
although with a number of key differences to achieve our
goals.

4.3

4.4

C++ API

Harmonic Motion may be used entirely through its graphical interface, sending OSC or MIDI output. However, it has
also been designed to allow it to be integrated within an external C++ project. In particular, users working in C++
may prototype and develop a patch using the patch-based
user interface and then import and run this patch within a
C++ project without the need to simultaneously run separate software. We hope in the future to be able to provide
external objects to allow similarly integrated behaviour for
Max and PureData.
To ease integration of the C++ library, we have sought to
reduce external dependencies in creating the library, avoiding restrictively licensed software (where possible – this is
discussed further in Section 5.1, and plan to provide addon
packs for the creative coding environments openFrameworks
and Cinder, which are both in C++.

4.1 Nodes and network
We describe the overall data process being designed by the
user as a patch. Similar to Max or PureData, a patch
is made up of a directional network of processing nodes,
with the user connecting the outputs of nodes to the input
of other nodes. However, rather than existing as minimal
blocks as is the case in Max or PureData, nodes are intended
to be able to encompass entire techniques in themselves,
with their own sets of parameters and drawing functions.
Included with the library are nodes for using the Kinect
(versions 1 and 2) and LEAP Motion sensor, with plans to
develop support for other controllers in the future.
There are a range of datatypes accepted as input and output currently implemented, focusing primarily on working
with image and pose data: real-valued number, 2D/3D vector, 3D skeleton of joint vectors, 2D skeleton (joint vectors
as projected onto a depth image), 2D/3D scene (a collection
of skeletons in the same coordinate space), 2D/3D image.
We describe the value of an above datatypes from a specific point in time as a frame. Data may be broadcast from
Harmonic Motion using OSC or MIDI, or through the C++
API described below.
To facilitate rapid prototyping and making the software
easy to use, patches are created and developed in a graphical
interface. This provides real-time visual feedback of how the
data is being transformed as it passes through the patch,
and quick access to parameters to tweak this.

4.2

Modularity

To allow processing techniques to be easily reused and shared
and combined with each other, patches can be exported and
imported to file in the human-readable JSON format. Exporting a patch not only encapsulates the network of nodes
that has been created, but the values of any parameters
registered by those nodes.

4.5

Node SDK

Our goal of extensibility is to allow advanced users to implement their own nodes using a lightweight API. As threaded
processing of a shared data source can be complex and prone
to bugs that arrive unpredictably, the API has been designed to shield developers from threading aspects of the
software. At present, the build process requires the user to
rebuild the entire toolkit in order to integrate a new node.
We are exploring approaches to allow custom nodes to be
integrated into the software without this rebuild. This will
likely be realised either through creating a system to build
nodes into a dynamic library format, or through integrating
an interpreted language such as Lua for custom nodes to be
built with.
Our intention is that the SDK will allow new gestural signal processing approaches (e.g. Skogstad et al.’s [13] custom
filters for real-time motion capture) to be easily released and
put into use by artists and musicians.

5.

Parallel processing

DISCUSSION

It is our belief that creative toolkits are often released as
a personal project, encapsulating software individuals have
created for their own practice, making it more widely available and then occasionally improved and adapted based on
feedback from potential users. Harmonic Motion follows
this trend, however we have also sought to adopt a methodical assessment of our potential users’ requirements during
the design stage.
Our first four goals of allowing patches to be rapidly prototyped, reused and shared in an easy to use environment,
are addressed through adopting a graphical patch-cord system, which our survey found to be at least familiar to 97% of
our potential users. Creating patches involves not only connecting nodes, but tweaking a large number of parameters
to achieve the behaviour desired. Our graphical interface
has been designed from the outset to make it easy to adjust
parameters and instantly see the effects, not only on the
output but on the data travelling between nodes. Reuse

Patches are designed to allow individual nodes requiring a
heavy amount of processing to run on a separate thread. To
allow this, data travels through the patch asynchronously:
while a threaded node is processing one frame of data, another may arrive and be queued for it to process. This
contrasts with Max or PureData where the entire network
is traversed by one frame before the next is processed.
This approach has the advantage of allowing a patch to
implement a lengthy process without dropping the framerate at which data is processed (although length processing
will still introduce latency). However, where a single input frame is being processed to produce multiple outputs
through different pathways in the patch, the outputs may
arrive at different times, which may be undesirable to the
9

http://opencv.org
http://boost.org
11
http://qt-project.org/
10
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7.

and sharing of patches is achieved through functionality to
import and export to files. Again, parameter values are
fundamental, and these are included when doing so.
Our goal of remaining complementary to other software
led to the decision to separate the user interface from a core
library. In addition, we provide customisable OSC output,
allowing users to output messages directly to Wekinator, or
in the same format as OSCeleton, for example.
The core of the library has been designed so that requirements of stability and speed are balanced with extensibility
and the ability for rapid prototyping. Both parallelism and
the capability of nodes to be created and destroyed at any
point during runtime introduce potential stability risks arising through concurrent data access and incorrect or absent
memory deallocation. The potential for problems increases
with code introduced by users who may be unaware of what
mechanisms have been implemented to guard against these
risks. However, the use of a node-based design has allowed
us to encapsulate and hide the process by which data is
shared between nodes, providing users with a simple and
safe basis to work from.
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ABSTRACT

The issue, then, is that we might well become confused
within the community, but we might become even more so
when we interact with people in other fields of study —
for example, physiotherapists, researchers of biomechanics,
linguists, or even musicians. Many of these scholars do not
understand why we use ‘gesture’ to describe phenomena for
which they have other words.
Interestingly, while I have long had a feeling that ‘gesture’
is used quite liberally at NIME, I have had no proof of it.
This paper therefore presents a linguistic analysis, based on
the papers published in the NIME proceedings, that aims
to answer the following questions:

The term ‘gesture’ has represented a buzzword in the NIME
community since the beginning of its conference series. But
how often is it actually used, what is it used to describe, and
how does its usage here differ from its usage in other fields
of study? This paper presents a linguistic analysis of the
motion-related terminology used in all of the papers published in the NIME conference proceedings to date (2001–
2013). The results show that ‘gesture’ is in fact used in
62 % of all NIME papers, which is a significantly higher percentage than in other music conferences (ICMC and SMC),
and much more frequently than it is used in the HCI and
biomechanics communities. The results from a collocation
analysis support the claim that ‘gesture’ is used broadly in
the NIME community, and indicate that it ranges from the
description of concrete human motion and system control
to quite metaphorical applications.

1. How much is ‘gesture’ used at NIME?
2. How much is ‘gesture’ used in related fields?
3. How is ‘gesture’ used, and with what meaning(s)?

gesture, motion, action, definition, terminology

The paper starts with a review of some definitions of the
term. Next is a presentation of the analytical approach
taken, based on a linguistic corpus analysis, followed by a
presentation and discussion of the findings.

1.

2.

Keywords
INTRODUCTION

GESTURE DEFINITIONS

Before delving into the analysis, I will review both dictionarytype definitions of ‘gesture’ and more specific definitions
from the academic literature.

How we talk about the things we do matters. All artistic
communities and research fields have their own jargon, their
own buzzwords, and their own way of expressing things.
This helps to create a sense of common ground or purpose
within the given community, and it can be important in
terms of differentiating oneself from others. But the terminology used within a community also forms the basis for
communication with people outside of it. For such interdisciplinary dialogue, it is important to carefully define one’s
terminology, so that other artists and researchers can follow
one’s discussions.
Ever since I started attending the NIME conferences back
in 2005, I have been struck by the widespread use of the
term ‘gesture’ within this community. There is nothing
wrong with the term in itself, but it is striking that its usage
has not been discussed more. It also appears that ‘gesture’
is often used without being properly defined, as though its
meaning were obvious or straightforward. In fact, I have
come to find that its explicit and implicit definitions are
quite diverse, and range from its use as more or less synonymous with body motion to more purely metaphorical
senses.

2.1

Dictionary Definitions

The Oxford dictionary1 offers a classic definition:
a movement of part of the body, especially a hand
or the head, to express an idea or meaning
This definition is almost identical to those of other large dictionaries, including Merriam-Webster,2 Collins3 and Dictionary.4 It is interesting to note that all of these definitions
focus on three elements:
• movement of the body
• in particular, movement of the hands or head
• expression of an idea/meaning/feeling
The MacMillan dictionary5 adopts a broader definition:
a movement that communicates a feeling or instruction
Here, ‘instruction’ has been added as part of the definition,
and this is also followed up with two sub-definitions:

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1

www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/gesture
www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gesture
3
www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/gesture
4
dictionary.reference.com/browse/gesture
5
www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/gesture
2
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a. hand movement that you use to control something such as a smartphone or tablet [...]

from how ‘gesture’ is used to evoke a meaning-bearing body
motion in linguistics, although it may be argued that there
are some motion-like qualities in what is being conveyed
in the musical sound as well. I will not delve deeper into
the epistemological challenges of the term ‘musical gesture’
here, but I will point to a recent philosophical enquiry into
this specific term [3]. The following sections will instead
focus on ‘gesture’ and body motion, as I see this relation
as the main issue regarding how people outside our field
confuse the way ‘gesture’ is used within it.

b. the use of movement to communicate, especially in dance
Of all of the general definitions of ‘gesture,’ MacMillan’s
definitely resonates best with the NIME community’s use
of the term.

2.2

Academic Definitions

There have been several review articles concerning the use of
‘gesture’ in music, including [1, 8]. The latter [8] groups the
different definitions of ‘gesture’ into three main categories:

3.

‘GESTURE’ IN NIME PROCEEDINGS

To investigate the usage of ‘gesture’ in the NIME community, I decided to carry out a linguistic analysis based on all
of the papers published at the NIME conferences.

• Communication: gestures are used to convey meaning
in social interaction (linguistics, psychology)

3.1

• Control: gestures are used to interact with a computerbased system (HCI, computer music)
• Metaphor: gestures are used to project movement and
sound (and other phenomena) to cultural topics (cognitive science, psychology, musicology)
The first type of definition most closely resembles the general understanding of the term, as well as the definition that
is presented in most dictionaries. The second type represents an extension of the first, but incorporates a shift of
communicative focus from human–human to human–computer
communication. Still, the main point is that of the conveyance of some kind of meaning (or information) through
physical body motion. The third type, on the other hand,
focuses on ‘gesture’ in a metaphorical sense. This is what
is commonly used when people talk about the ‘musical gesture.’ The problem, however, is that the use of ‘musical
gesture’ drifts widely, as can be seen in some important
publications from the last decade [4, 5, 6, 7].
While there are no problems with the definition types in
themselves, and even with the sub-definitions within each
of the three main groups, I see the potential for confusion
when the term is not explicitly aligned to one of them when
it is used. This is particularly so in the NIME community, because NIME gathers artists and researchers who are
working at the intersection between HCI and music(ology),
within which two very different types of gesture definitions
are commonly evoked.
From an HCI perspective, ‘gesture’ has been embraced
as a term to describe bodily interaction with computing
systems. In its purest sense, such as finger control on a
touchscreen, this type of human–computer communication
is not especially different from that of the ‘gesture’ used in
human–human communication. Likewise, nowadays most
people are accustomed to controlling their mobile devices
through ‘pinching,’ ‘swiping,’ etc., so it seems like such ‘HCI
gestures’ have become part of everyday language, just as the
MacMillan definition suggests.
Staying within the HCI ecosphere, the picture becomes
slightly more complex when one starts talking about ‘expressive gestures.’ This can refer to the conveyance of some
emotional state in multimodal interaction [2], or describe
large and complex vocabularies of short and simple bodily
actions. Such definitions, however, may not be as contradictory to traditional gesture definitions as one might think.
After all, expressing emotional quality is also an important
element of traditional hand gesturing [9, 10].
Moving on to the metaphorical type of definition, ‘musical
gesture’ has become a popular way to describe various types
of motion-like qualities in the perceived sound [4] or even in
the musical score alone [7]. This, obviously, is a long way
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Method

The first step in the analysis was to download PDF files of
all of the papers from the freely available NIME proceedings
archive.6 After running a PDF consistency check in Adobe
Acrobat Pro, three files were found not to contain searchable
text. Alternate PDF files of two of these papers were found
online and replaced in the corpus. The last defective PDF
file was removed from the corpus, leaving a total of 1,108
files to be analysed (see Table 1 for yearly distribution).
Next, I defined a set of search terms. I used ‘music’ as a
control term, because I expected it to show up in all of the
papers. In addition to ‘gesture’ itself, I included terms that
somehow overlap with, or are used together with, ‘gesture’:
‘action,’ ‘motion,’ ‘movement,’ ‘emotion,’ and ‘expressive.’
Finally, I included the name of specific technologies that
are often used in interactive systems: ‘motion capture,’ ‘accelerometer,’ ‘wii,’ ‘kinect’ and ‘leap motion.’
The first round of analysis involved an OSX shell script
crawling through the content of the PDF files using the
mdfind -count command. This terminal command returns
a spotlight search based on the OSX index of the files. Some
random control checks were done to validate the quality
of the returned result. Finally, a spreadsheet was used to
calculate the percentages and lay out the values in Table 1.

3.2

Results

There are several interesting findings from Table 1:
• There are some, but very few (1 %), NIME papers
that do not contain the word ‘music’
• ‘Gesture’ is used on average in 62 % of all NIME papers, with only minor fluctuations from year to year
• The motion-related terms (‘action,’ ‘motion,’ ‘movement,’) are used in about 50 % of the papers, also with
only minor fluctuations over the years
• ‘Expressive’ is used in 49 % of the papers, while ‘emotion’ is used in only 18 %
• ‘Motion capture’ and ‘accelerometer’ are used evenly
throughout the years, while ‘wii,’ ‘kinect’ and ‘leap
motion’ show up only as they were introduced to the
market (2007, 2011, 2013, respectively)
It is particularly interesting to see that ‘gesture’ is, in
fact, the most commonly used of the terms, after ‘music.’

4.

‘GESTURE’ ELSEWHERE

To compare the terms mentioned above to other related
conferences and journals, I carried out a second study.
6
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4.1 Method

5.2

The proceedings of the Sound and Music Computing (SMC)
conference are freely available online as collections of PDF
files,7 and it was therefore easy to download and analyse
this collection in the same way as I did the NIME corpus.
The proceedings of the International Computer Music
Conference (ICMC) are not freely available, but it is possible to search the full bibliography of all ICMC papers online.8 In this case, then, I had to perform manual searches
for each of the terms. This produced only information about
the total number of papers containing the terms, and I was
not able to break down the numbers to annual figures.
To complement the results with some data from the HCI
community, I also did manual searches within the library
containing Publications from ACM and Affiliated Organizations 9 and the large collection of the ACM Guide to Computing Literature.10 Finally, the Archive of the Journal of
Biomechanics 11 was also included to give a sense of how the
term is used in biomechanics and kinesiology.

The concordance analysis shows that ‘gesture’ is used a total of 4,211 times in the NIME corpus. The result of the
collocation analysis is presented in Table 3; it shows that
the five most commonly used words preceding ‘gesture’ (L1)
are ‘expressive,’ ‘musical,’ ‘hand,’ ‘instrumental’ and ‘physical.’ This supports the claim that ‘gesture’ is, in fact, used
to describe both motion-like and metaphorical qualities.
The five most commonly used words following directly after ‘gesture’ (R1) are: ‘recognition,’ ‘data,’ ‘analysis,’ ‘control,’ and ‘sound.’ It is particularly interesting to see that
‘sound’ is by far the most commonly used second term (R2),
as in the combination ‘gesture and sound.’

4.2

6.

CONCLUSIONS

These text-based analyses of papers published at NIME and
related conferences and journals support the initial claim
that ‘gesture’ is a widely used term in the NIME community,
more so than in related fields. The collocation analysis further documents that ‘gesture’ is used together with a large
number of other terms, including motion-like, technological, and metaphorical terms. These findings indicate that
more care should be devoted to defining what is meant by
‘gesture’ when it is used. It may also be worth using more
precise alternatives when possible. For example, ‘hand motion’ may be a better term than ‘gesture’ when describing
the physical motion of a pianist’s hands. Such an effort
could help prevent confusion within the NIME community
and, not least, better explain what is meant by ‘gesture’
when communicating with people from other fields of study.
Though limited in scope, this study has shown the possibilities of carrying out analyses on the NIME community
through the proceedings corpus. In the future it would be
interesting to carry out both larger collocation and concordance studies as well as more in-depth studies of how
different terms are used in the community.

Results

From the results, summarised in Table 2, we can see that
‘gesture’ is used much more at NIME than at SMC (62 % vs
34 %). This was to be expected, as SMC is less focused on
instruments and performance than NIME. However, several
of the motion-related terms are used almost as much at
SMC as at NIME, so clearly there is a linguistic difference
in play here. The underlying data also shows that there
is no significant change in the use of the terms over time,
which resonates with the profile of NIME.
Even though the percentage values of the use of ‘gesture’
at ICMC are much lower than at NIME (17 % vs 62 %) ,
the actual number of papers using the term is almost the
same. This could be attributed to the fact that ICMC has
overlapped considerably with the NIME community over
the last decade. Strangely, though, the technology terms
generated very low values at ICMC (less than 3 %). This
could be an indication that ‘gesture’ is being used more in a
metaphorical sense at ICMC, although the underlying data
is too weak to draw a clear conclusion in this regard.
Looking at the results from the HCI community, ‘action’
is by far the most prominent of the terms in the ACM
libraries (11 % and 22 %). ‘Action’ is also widely used
in the biomechanics community (38 %), but here ‘motion’
and ‘movement’ are used even more frequently (51 % and
43 %). All of the other terms generated fairly low percentage values, including, somewhat surprisingly, the technology
terms.

7.
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5. CONCORDANCE AND COLLOCATION
Along with simply counting papers mentioning a given term,
it is useful to look at a concordance and collocation analysis
of how the terms are being used.

5.1

Results

Method

I extracted text of all of the PDF files in the NIME corpus
into separate text files using CasualText. Next, the text
files were cleaned up through a batch process in TexMate,
removing all header information, weird characters and hyphens in the text. The text files were then imported into
CasualConc, in which the analysis was carried out.
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Table 1: Usage of terms in papers published in NIME Proceedings 2001–2013
Year

#

music

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Mean
Stdev

14
48
48
54
75
81
103
87
110
111
130
129
118
85
36

100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
90 %
100 %
100 %
99 %
99 %
99 %
3 %

gesture
64 %
65 %
71 %
56 %
63 %
64 %
55 %
60 %
54 %
66 %
67 %
63 %
65 %
62 %
5 %

action
57 %
52 %
35 %
37 %
48 %
41 %
38 %
52 %
36 %
50 %
60 %
61 %
51 %
48 %
9 %

motion
50 %
58 %
40 %
39 %
45 %
36 %
40 %
52 %
37 %
44 %
45 %
44 %
49 %
45 %
6 %

movement
64 %
65 %
48 %
54 %
56 %
52 %
57 %
59 %
51 %
55 %
59 %
57 %
64 %
57 %
5 %

emotion
14 %
17 %
19 %
22 %
23 %
7%
20 %
14 %
12 %
23 %
16 %
16 %
25 %
18 %
5 %

expressive
57 %
60 %
50 %
43 %
48 %
41 %
50 %
45 %
35 %
45 %
51 %
53 %
56 %
49 %
7 %

motion
capture
29 %
23 %
15 %
22 %
23 %
23 %
18 %
25 %
13 %
26 %
25 %
26 %
30 %
23 %
5 %

accelerometer
29 %
15 %
17 %
20 %
24 %
16 %
17 %
22 %
26 %
26 %
26 %
33 %
26 %
23 %
6 %

wii
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
4%
16 %
12 %
14 %
13 %
10 %
11 %
6 %
6 %

kinect
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
5%
12 %
22 %
3 %
7 %

leap
motion
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0 %
0 %

Table 2: Usage of terms in papers in different conference series
Conference

#

NIME
SMC
ICMC
ACM + Aff.
ACM Guide
J. biomechanics

music

1 108
601
3 687
399 664
2 193 894
18 193

99
100
100
4
2
0.3

%
%
%
%
%
%

gesture
62 %
34 %
17 %
3%
1%
0.2 %

action
48 %
42 %
17 %
22 %
11 %
38 %

motion
44 %
31 %
20 %
8%
5%
51 %

movement
57 %
46 %
24 %
10 %
5%
43 %

emotion
18 %
19 %
4%
2%
1%
0.1 %

expressive
48 %
33 %
20 %
4%
2%
0.03 %

motion
capture
23 %
15 %
2%
3%
1%
6%

accelerometer
24 %
8%
3%
1%
0.4 %
4%

Table 3: Selected terms collocated with the 4211 instances of ‘gesture’ in all NIME papers (2001–2013)
Word
sound
recognition
control
musical
data
mapping
music
analysis
system
expressive
time
interface
interaction
performance
hand
audio
human
instrument
parameters
computer
physical
synthesis
processing
interactive
continuous
movement
motion
sensor
controlled
instrumental
performed
mappings
signal
action
accelerometer
emotion
wii

LR total
402
378
243
214
212
210
189
173
149
137
129
126
125
119
99
96
96
96
96
95
95
93
90
87
73
73
71
71
65
64
64
62
62
22
17
9
5

L total
87
34
65
110
47
86
47
45
52
115
85
52
34
48
78
36
40
52
24
21
68
46
18
30
47
46
46
46
13
58
40
21
11
7
7
3
0

L5
15
4
13
12
13
6
5
6
10
14
8
6
7
7
5
4
4
12
5
4
2
5
3
11
6
1
4
6
3
0
5
2
3
0
1
1
0

L4
22
9
13
20
12
8
11
7
10
4
15
7
4
5
6
9
6
11
9
5
9
8
4
4
4
2
5
9
6
2
2
2
4
2
1
0
0

L3
21
12
11
5
13
18
7
23
20
6
20
11
11
10
8
9
2
13
6
9
2
17
6
4
5
9
3
22
3
2
5
4
3
0
2
0
0

L2
18
6
4
5
7
36
18
8
12
5
9
25
7
9
5
14
6
6
4
3
4
12
3
2
11
30
25
9
1
0
1
13
1
5
3
2
0

L1
11
3
24
68
2
18
6
1
0
86
33
3
5
17
54
0
22
10
0
0
51
4
2
9
21
4
9
0
0
54
27
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Gesture
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

R1
55
284
84
12
119
55
30
94
1
1
3
31
21
3
1
3
0
4
33
0
2
1
26
1
2
1
3
8
44
1
5
8
32
3
0
0
0

R2
136
3
27
38
9
17
24
5
62
5
4
20
15
17
1
30
25
8
6
15
11
6
22
10
6
6
7
6
4
2
9
15
3
5
2
3
0

R3
59
47
23
26
17
33
62
11
11
9
10
10
17
12
5
9
4
14
12
30
4
18
9
11
4
11
3
1
1
1
6
12
5
2
1
1
2

R4
46
7
17
12
8
13
15
13
10
4
18
8
28
27
9
10
16
11
7
2
4
15
6
16
8
5
7
4
2
1
1
3
6
3
6
2
2

R5
19
3
27
16
12
6
11
5
13
3
9
5
10
12
5
8
11
7
14
27
6
7
9
19
6
4
5
6
1
1
3
3
5
2
1
0
1

R total
315
344
178
104
165
124
142
128
97
22
44
74
91
71
21
60
56
44
72
74
27
47
72
57
26
27
25
25
52
6
24
41
51
15
10
6
5
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ABSTRACT

generate music using dynamic composition techniques, as used in
generative, procedural, aleatoric, or process-based music. However,
by raising the abstraction level, composers concede low-level control
of musical elements (e.g. individual notes or events); it becomes
harder to deviate from the formal algorithm [16].
The Manhattan project seeks to develop a unified environment
supporting both contemporary and traditional music creativity, by
flexibly combining low-level (concrete) and high-level (abstract)
composition practices, in ‘mixed-mode’ works and workflows,
supporting fusion and crossover music that bridges mainstream and
avant-garde aesthetics (cf. [8]). Example scenarios include:
sequenced music using dynamic elements (e.g. random values,
harmonisation, context-sensitive phrases, non-linear musical forms);
music using formulas to simplify or automate editing; generative
processes outputting music that can be directly edited or manipulated;
pieces with parallel or synchronised, but otherwise separate parts,
each entered manually or generated programmatically.
Manhattan1 proposes a synthesis of sequencing and scripting
elements, based on the concept of musical grids and formulas. This
paper draws on research into digital creativity (see [14]), end-user
programming (see [13]), and the cognitive dimensions of notations
[4] to explain how the spreadsheet paradigm successfully integrates
end-user editing with programming functionality, and illustrate how
the concept of formulas is adapted and extended for use in computer
music, to create a system combining sequencer interaction and the
core features of an imperative programming language, with support
for conditional statements, loops, branching, variables, pointers, and
arrays. The sequencing element draws on tracker notation, a generalpurpose, text-based approach for specifying detailed patterns of
music, with an appearance and interaction style similar to
spreadsheets, and musically similar to an advanced step sequencer or
data list. A working prototype is detailed, using analogies to
programming languages (such as BASIC) and music notation, with
practical examples illustrating applications ranging from traditional
music editing to generative music, revisiting two pieces of processbased music, Steve Reich’s Piano Phase and Arvo Pärt’s Fratres.

This paper explores the concept of end-user programming languages
in music composition, and introduces the Manhattan system, which
integrates formulas with a grid-based style of music sequencer.
Following the paradigm of spreadsheets, an established model of
end-user programming, Manhattan is designed to bridge the gap
between traditional music editing methods (such as MIDI sequencing
and typesetting) and generative and algorithmic music – seeking both
to reduce the learning threshold of programming and support flexible
integration of static and dynamic musical elements in a single work.
Interaction draws on rudimentary knowledge of mathematics and
spreadsheets to augment the sequencer notation with programming
concepts such as expressions, built-in functions, variables, pointers
and arrays, iteration (for loops), branching (goto), and conditional
statements (if-then-else). In contrast to other programming tools,
formulas emphasise the visibility of musical data (e.g. notes), rather
than code, but also allow composers to interact with notated music
from a more abstract perspective of musical processes.
To illustrate the function and use cases of the system, several
examples of traditional and generative music are provided, the latter
drawing on minimalism (process-based music) as an accessible
introduction to algorithmic composition. Throughout, the system and
approach are evaluated using the cognitive dimensions of notations
framework, together with early feedback for use by artists.

Keywords
end-user programming, algorithmic composition, generative music,
minimalism, sequencers, trackers, digital music notations

1. INTRODUCTION
Several disjunctions exist between mainstream music editing
packages, based on arranging and transcribing notes or musical
events (e.g. sequencers, score editors), and music programming tools,
based on defining abstract processes that dynamically generate music
(e.g. SuperCollider, Max). The divide spans not only working
methods and interaction styles (manual vs. generative, direct
manipulation vs. programming, usability vs. virtuosity), but also
artistic aesthetics, practices and communities (popular vs. avantgarde, traditional vs. experimental).
Traditional low-level music editing (sequencing, transcribing,
arranging) focuses on a static, concrete and detailed specification of
music, where individual notes are addressable and manipulated
manually. Based on the recording studio, sequencers focus on
capturing a live performance and freezing it on a linear timeline,
offering limited opportunities or tools to articulate abstract musical
processes or concepts [2]. By contrast, music programming tools
enable composers to define abstract processes, and programmatically

2. BACKGROUND
Most systems can be categorised as “low threshold and low ceiling”
(built for usability) or “high threshold and high ceiling” (built for
experts) [9], as seen in the design of music editors and programming
languages [2]. In music, end-user tools such as sequencers are based
on low-level data structures (notes, MIDI), manipulated through
preset abstractions, processes or metaphors from traditional practices
such as music performance and the studio [3], confining the creative
process to established paths and working styles [11]. By contrast,
programming enables the formal definition of more abstract musical
processes, but at the expense of access to low-level data and the
freedom to deviate from algorithms [16]. The goal of this project is to
find a flexible structure that permits both direct editing of low-level
data and the definition of dynamic elements and musical processes.
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Named for the grid-like street layout of New York, used in
computing to describe rectilinear distances in grid-based geometry,
and the original setting for early minimal (process-based) music.
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2.1 Spreadsheets and End-User Programming
Spreadsheets are widely recognised as a successful paradigm in enduser programming [7][13]; a programming language designed for
non-programmers [10] - it is “possible that more people program
with spreadsheets than any other programming environment.” [5]
The spreadsheet UI is designed for usability, based on the simple,
flexible, and familiar structure of the table, extended by formulas that
allow users to define basic relationships between cells, through
mastery of only two concepts: cells as variables, and functions as
relations between cells [13]. Formulas are automatically recalculated
when their dependent values change, providing instant feedback that
enables users to “tinker” and experiment with “what-if” scenarios.
Users can also selectively learn and use formulas, providing a low
threshold for novices, who can plug values into cells manually, and a
scalable approach to more complex functionality that allows them to
appropriate and extend the notation for their own uses [5][10].
Ko et al. [6] characterise the spreadsheet metaphor as a concrete,
human-centric approach to end-user programming, in contrast to
more abstract or computer-centric approaches (see Figure 1), but one
that does not extend well to general-purpose computation [13].
Using the cognitive dimensions of notations [4],2 Hendry and
Green [5] discuss the spreadsheet’s concreteness as closeness of
mapping, allowing users to transfer knowledge and formulate
problems within the task domain (see [10]); using a familiar, visual
representation that allows users to feel as though they are working
directly on the task [7]. Additions and changes to the notation can be
made quickly and in any order, facilitating rapid editing (low
viscosity), reducing the need to plan (premature commitment),
enabling “idea sketching”, and offsetting error-proneness in
exploratory design contexts [5]. Formulas similarly support
progressive evaluation, allowing the testing of partial and incomplete
solutions [4], in contrast to tools where programmers must recompile,
re-execute, or re-enter data in order to test a change [7][10]. This
engenders a high “level of liveness”, facilitating tinkering,
exploratory creativity, and learning by experimentation [12].
Spreadsheets offer a declarative, constraint-based model of
programming that avoids control flow (loops, branching), in favour
of data flow – similar to visual programming languages, a popular
approach to end-user and novice programming, also seen in music
(e.g. Max). However, cell dependencies and execution order can be
unclear, making it difficult to define events and processes over time,
which is needed in music [17]. In the this paper, the spreadsheet
model is extended to support the control and abstraction of time, in
an imperative programming style, based on familiar concepts of
musical time.

Figure 2. The reViSiT tracker [11]

3. MANHATTAN
Manhattan system is designed as an integrated composition
environment combining direct music editing (i.e. sequencing) and
end-user music programming. Section 3.1 introduces tracker
notation, a textual, grid-based style of sequencer software, similar in
form and function to the spreadsheet, which is extended to support
formula expressions in Section 3.2. A variety of use cases are then
detailed in subsequent sections.

3.1 Trackers as grid-based sequencers
Trackers ([11], e.g. Figure 2) are a class of sequencer based on a
concise text notation, edited using the computer keyboard. Music is
represented in fixed grids (patterns), visually similar to a spreadsheet,
where columns represent tracks and rows represent fixed time slices
like a step sequencer. Each cell has spaces for: pitch, instrument,
volume (or panning) and one of an predefined set of musical effects,
for example: C#5 01 64 D01 triggers [C#5], using voice [01],
volume [64], with a slow [01] diminuendo [D].3
As in spreadsheets [5][10], the rapid editing interaction (low
viscosity) and fast feedback cycle (progressive evaluation) supports a
high degree of liveness, enabling sketching and flow [12]. In both
cases, formulas offer a visual and interactive mode that easily
integrated with the existing editing UI, emphasising the visibility of
data, rather than code. Unlike spreadsheets, however, there is a linear
time axis and sequential execution order, spatially illustrating the
event timing, similar to a score or graphical views in sequencers. As
detailed in Section 4, this engenders a shift from the declarative,
data-flow programming style of spreadsheets, to an imperative
programming style, with an explicit representation of time, while
retaining the 2D grid layout that allows music relationships to be
shown spatially (see [13]). Moreover, there is a high degree of
parallelism implicit in the pattern, as in music generally; musicians
are familiar with many complex concepts of concurrency, e.g.
synchronisation of parts, counter-point, polyrhythms, polytempi; the
interplay of parallel processes is visible in adjacent tracks of the
pattern, where a sequential (left-to-right) execution order further
simplifies concurrency, a major hurdle for novice coders [13].

3.2 Integrating Formulas
Like spreadsheets, scripting is introduced at the cell-level, where
properties of individual notes or events are manually entered or
defined by formula expressions written using mathematical operators
(e.g. +, -, /, *), built-in functions (e.g. abs, rnd, mod), conditional
statements (e.g. if-then-else), and references to data elsewhere in the
piece. Unlike spreadsheets, each cell defines multiple values and
formulas corresponding to different musical properties (pitch,
instrument, volume, panning, effect).

Figure 1. Programming Metaphors (from [6])
2

3

The framework was developed to describe usability factors in
programming languages, but has subsequently been adapted for
wider use in HCI, including computer music [2][11].
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Manhattan is based on the reViSiT tracker (Figure 1), originally
developed as a VST plugin for sequencers, extending the tracker
paradigm to improve usability and musical expressivity [11].
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Figure 3. Formula Editing in Manhattan, with examples.
Since tracker notation is alphanumeric, it can be directly referenced
in formula expressions, preserving closeness of mapping and
consistency. For example, pitches can be entered as shown in the
pattern (e.g. C#5 + 4). Cell properties are accessed like class
members in object-oriented programming (e.g. [2].volume,
@Foo.effect.type). Most properties are represented as integers or
enumerated values (pitches, effect types), but processed using
floating-point numbers, extended to also support complex types
using NaN-tagging.5 This, for example, enables whole cells to be
referenced, compared, and copied, e.g. [3:1] = [3:0].
Formulas are visible only during editing, which can impact code
readability, hide dependencies between elements, and make the flow
of complex pieces hard to follow. Hendry and Green [5] suggest
using alternative visual modes and secondary notation to address
such issues. Thus, in addition to the label mechanism, an additional
visual mode can be toggled to visualise dependencies between
formulas and referenced data (see Figures 3 and 4). During editing,
the current cell’s dependencies are shown; during playback, all
currently playing cells’ dependencies are shown. While the
‘spaghetti’ associated with non-structured programming (and visual
programming, e.g. Max) is apparent for more complex processes,
channels can be selectively muted and disabled to restrict formula
evaluation and dependency visualisation, making it easier to inspect,
learn, and debug expressions iteratively. Other visualisations are also
supported: displaying all formulas in the pattern grid at once, or
serialising them into an imperative-style code listing – which could
later be extended to detect control flow structures (for, if-then-else,
while) and automatically translate the listing to a BASIC-style
pseudocode (e.g. Figure 4; cf. CogMap in [5]).
As an imperative programming environment, Manhattan is broadly
equivalent to non-structured programming languages (e.g. BASIC),
where code structure is largely inherent in the underlying machine –
here, the grid of the pattern. Although non-structured programming is
unsuited to major software projects, musical algorithms are less
complex. The simplicity of the syntax and low-level structure make
such languages easy for novices to learn, drawing on rudimentary
maths skills while exposing the basic building blocks of coding [15].
Similarly, issues of maintainability, readability and correctness are
arguably less critical in artistic expression; so long as artists can
understand and read their own work, the removal of structural
constraints grants them greater editing freedom (though become
significant in collaborative scenarios and knowledge sharing).
The current lack of support for function definition means recursion
is not directly supported, though its omission reduces the chance of
stability issues or coding errors arising (e.g. infinite recursion).

Formula evaluation occurs when cells are played, updating existing
data in the cell. Resulting notes and values are thus both audible and
visible, and also become editable, just like manually sequenced
music. Outside of playback, formulas are evaluated upon editing,
offering instant feedback and enabling experimentation. Partial or
incomplete processes can thus be incrementally tested, supporting
progressive evaluation and liveness (see Section 4.2.1 for example).
While relationships and constraints are declared as in spreadsheets,
the serialised execution (playback) order of cells engenders an
imperative style of programming, supporting control flow structures
like loops (for, while) and both conditional (if-then-jump) and
unconditional (goto) branching that can be used to control playback
(e.g. musical form). While this increases the number of concepts to
learn and cognitive effort in coding [10][15], music notations include
analogous concepts – e.g. musicians know iteration (loops) as repeats
and branching (goto) as jumps such as D.S. (dal segno).4
Like spreadsheets, all data is contained in the visible cells of the
pattern and referenced using Cartesian-style x/y coordinates ([3:4]),
but can be given a custom label to provide mnemonic handles in
formulas (@Foo) that act like named variables (or pointers).
Syntactic sugar is also provided to abbreviate references, such as
defaulting to current column ([3]; row 3, current channel) or relative
coordinates ([-1]; previous row). This exploits the locality of
formulas [10], keeping expressions concise and portable, and
allowing a formula and its referenced cells to be moved or copied as
a block without breaking their function. The label mechanism also
provides a form of secondary notation that can be used to annotate or
comment sections of the music or formulas, which also support endof-line commenting (`). Like spreadsheets, unused cells in the grid
provide space for informal descriptions of musical elements,
processes, or other information such as section headers, lyrics, etc.
Data is ‘initialised’ by a conventional edit to the pattern, avoiding
the confusion novice coders might have with variable declaration and
initialisation, or memory allocation [13]. Labels and coordinates,
however, support pointer arithmetic to provide array functionality
(e.g. @Foo[2] adds two addresses to point to the second row below
“Foo”). Users can thus enter a series of values in the pattern, label the
series, and reference it as an array in code. The data is always visible,
but can be placed in muted tracks to avoid playback, for use as
formula constants or parameters. Muted cells are not evaluated, also
allowing users to selectively execute and test formulas that are parts
of a larger system. In unmuted channels, unused cell digits (e.g.
volume, effect parameters) may also be repurposed to store
intermediate values or formulas without being themselves audible.
4

In trackers, repeats and jumps are supported by effects (Cxx, jump
to row xx; SB0/SBx, repeat SB0 to SBx, x times), which can be controlled via formulas and used with an if-then-else clause (x ? y : z)
to enable conditional loops and branching, as seen in Section 4.2.2.
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The process of setting a floating-point variable’s Not-a-Number bit,
using remaining bits to encode custom binary data, thus supporting
both fast math operations and extended data types.
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In mathematics and programming, conciseness represents an
artistic aesthetic; solutions that are shorter or simpler are often seen as
more elegant or beautiful. A similar aesthetic exists in digital music
communities, such as tracking [11], which explicitly celebrate the
virtuosity involved in creating complex art using limited or minimal
resources (e.g. explicitly restricting file size or limiting polyphony).
These ‘minimal’ trends are not associated with experimental music,
but more mainstream genres, and practitioners may thus see formulas
as a new outlet for demonstrating technical virtuosity.

However, Manhattan is Turing complete (see Video 1) and, in many
cases, iteration offers a practical alternative to recursion, while also
representing a concept more easily assimilated by novice coders
[13][15] and familiar to musicians (see earlier).

4. FORMULAS IN PRACTICE
Formulas can be used for a variety of purposes, from isolated
expressions that simplify or automate editing to more generative
examples that use algorithms to define the content or structure of a
piece. This section discusses several use cases for the system,
illustrating how formulas can not only support and extend
conventional music editing, but also enable generative processes;
using two examples from process-based, minimalist music: Arvo
Pärt’s Fratres and Steve Reich’s Piano Phase.

4.2 Generative Music
Formulas can be used to explore and develop techniques in
contemporary art music, such as algorithmic composition, aleatoric
music (e.g. using random function, rnd), atonal and serial music
based on alternative pitch systems, or otherwise derived from formal
or mathematical processes.
While the examples here demonstrate how the system can be used
to define formal processes in generative music; the underlying
sequencer architecture enables integration with manually-edited
music, supporting crossovers between artistic styles. The minimalist
music of Steve Reich, himself a notable proponent of (re)integrating
disparate art and popular music cultures, has inspired many popular
artists and reversions of his process-based music (e.g. the Orb,
ColdCut, Brian Eno, David Bowie), and it is hoped that end-user
music programming tools can be used to bring generative processes
into mainstream music. Minimalism, specifically, is a school of
experimental music based on simple generative and process-based
works often routed in consonant tonality, offering a musical aesthetic
more accessible to composers and listeners accustomed to popular
and traditional styles. The style shifts the artistic focus from
individual notes and phrases to processes and more abstract concepts
in a way that can be supported and explored in a formula-based
editing environment like Manhattan.

4.1 Traditional Music Editing
Formulas can be used to support, simplify, or automate traditional
music editing tasks. Such uses target productivity, rather than
creativity, but also represent intermediate and practical applications
that introduce end-users to basic functions, syntax, and coding
concepts, acting as a stepping stone to more complex uses (e.g.
generative music).
Formulas can benefit usability by reducing hard mental operations,
offering users simpler ways to work with tracker notation, such as
entering values as fractions (64/7) or hex values (used in effect
settings) as decimals (#24=36). Defining simple relationships or
constraints ([3].volume/2, [-1].pitch+4) can reduce the knock-on
viscosity of editing, so that subsequent changes to referenced data are
automatically propagated to dependent cells. Basic formulas can thus
be used to define common musical devices and techniques, such as
arpeggios, echoes, transposition, or automatic harmonisation. In this
way, composition becomes a constraint-satisfaction problem [1],
where composers develop 'solutions by finding and solving
constraints that gradually restrict the set of possible solutions;
formulas allow them to fix known constraints and focus
experimentation on unresolved artistic decisions.
Formulas can also be used to simulate elements of musical prosody
in live performances, by adding small, random variations to the
notated music (e.g. timing, volume, pitch). While this approach is
unlikely to rival the emotion or virtuosity of human rendition, it can
make textures sound richer and rhythms more natural, masking the
digital precision that can make digital music feel rigid or mechanical.
By abstracting time, control flow statements can reduce the
diffuseness of music. Repeats and jumps are common in music
notation, allowing composers to abstract patterns and more concisely
represent music. Scores include simple conditional statements, such
as the first and second repeat endings or codas, which can be
encapsulated in formulas (e.g. if-then-else). Formulas can similarly
be used to abstract dynamic forms and progressions in many styles of
folk and popular music, from cumulative songs based on extending
and repeating short phrases (e.g. 12 Days of Christmas) to the
iterative layering and switching of elements in progressive music
(e.g. house, trance).

4.2.1 Steve Reich’s “Piano Phase” Revisited
Piano Phase is a 1967 minimalist composition by Steve Reich, based
on a repeated phrase of twelve notes played by two pianists at
different tempi. Over several minutes, cycles of each phrase
gradually move out of phase, before returning to synchronisation.
During the piece, melodic interaction between the two parts creates
interesting counterpoints that dramatically change the character of
the music; the listener unconsciously merging the parts, chunking the
evolving stream of notes into distinct melodies or harmonic textures.
In Manhattan, the piece is replicated by encoding the twelve-note
phrase as an array, then offsetting playback to simulate the phase
change. For the first part, the original phrase (@Notes array) is
played back looped. Each cycle, a counter increments to shift the
phase of the second part. To refine the phase shift, each increment
plays 16 times, each time delaying the second part by a sixteenth of a
row, using the note delay effect (SDx, where x is delay), slowly
edging to the next row and array offset. The pattern and formulas are
shown in Figure 3, and execution in Video 2.

Figure 4. Steve Reich’s Piano Phase
in Manhattan, with formula listing.
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Figure 5.
Arvo Pärt’s Fratres in
Manhattan with formulas
(right) and BASIC-style
pseudocode (left).
method, based on the other parts. This method selects a pitch by
stepping away from the given note a set number of times, exclusively
using pitches of a chosen chord. In Fratres, Pärt uses the A minor
triad, restricting steps to A, C, E. In the first half of each sequence,
where the progression begins and steps away (1, 2), Pärt takes two
steps up from the lower voice (second position superior). In the
second half of the sequence, where the melodic progression steps
toward and ends (3, 4), he takes two steps down from the upper voice
(second position inferior).
In Manhattan, the melodic progression is modelled using a single,
looped pattern, divided into two halves that alternate between falling
and rising versions of the sequence. Each half is divided into four
row sections corresponding to the phases of the sequence, repeated
three times. On each iteration, the second and third sections are
extended by incrementing their repeats (SBx), allowing their formulas
to step further along the scale. Within the these sections, the repeat
iteration is found by querying an internal counter (.repeat) for the
repeat effect (SBx). At the third iteration, the instruction to jump back
to the beginnging (Cxx) is cleared, allowing playback to proceed to a
rising version of sequence. The current iteration of the whole
sequence is tracked using a counter that increments when played
(@Phase.volume). This musical structure and melodic progression is
encapsulated by the first two tracks of the pattern shown in Figure 4,
used for repeats/jumps and the progression in numeric values,
respectively.

In an imperative model of programming, code manipulates the
state of the program (e.g. memory). In Manhattan, this state is
preserved in the visible pattern data, and remains after playback ends,
making it easy to stop, edit, and continue – enabling the user to
interactively test and tinker with variable and formulas without
restarting from the beginning, thus improving the liveness of coding
and debugging. For example, in a long and slowly-evolving
progression like Piano Phase, the user can edit the pattern data (i.e.
@Phase.volume) to jump to an arbitrary stage of the piece.
The example also highlights limitations of the grid-based formula
system. In Figure 3, phase is modelled explicitly, in order to simulate
polytempi, which is hard to visualise in a grid that imposes a unified
tempo. This limitation is an inherent trade-off imposed by the linear
timeline of sequencers, which surrenders some of the abstractive
power with respect to musical time, in order to preserve a more
concrete, traditional paradigm for manual editing.

4.2.2 Arvo Pärt’s “Fratres” Revisited
Fratres is a series of pieces written between 1977 and 1992 by Arvo
Pärt, based on a formal process that generates a melodic progression,
which is used to produce a three-part harmony. The melody is built
of four phases: (1) beginning on a given pitch, (2) stepping along a
diatonic scale away from the pitch, then (3) stepping in the same
direction along the scale towards the pitch, until (4) returning to the
pitch. The sequence repeats three times, each time increasing the
steps taken along the scale (see Figure 5). The entire process is
repeated several times in the piece, alternating between stepping
down and up the scale.
The harmony comprises a lower voice using the melodic
progression, a parallel upper voice transposed 9 scale steps up
(diatonically) and a middle voice determined by the tintinnabuli

Figure 6. Melodic and harmonic progression in Fratres.
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(@2ndPosSup) and inferior (@2ndPosInf) respectively.
Video 3 shows the script in action, and Figure 4 shows the pattern
and formulas with equivalent BASIC-style pseudocode. The
comparison highlights the close mapping between music (repeats,
jumps) and programming concepts (conditional clauses, iteration,
branching), though broader musical processes are notably clearer in
the pseudocode, and partially-obfuscated by the dispersal and
selective visibility of formulas in the pattern. While this can again be
seen as a trade-off against the increased visibility of music data
(notes), it would be feasible to automatically-translate pattern
formulas into code-style listings, as in Figure 4, within the editing
environment itself (cf. [5]).
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7. SUPPORTING MATERIALS / VIDEOS
The following videos available from: http://video.revisit.info:
Video 1. Manhattan: Conway’s Games of Life.
A video of the system running Conway’s Game of Life, a cellular
automaton known to be Turing complete.
Video 2. Manhattan: Steve Reich’s Piano Phase.
A video of the system simulating a piece of process-based,
minimalist music based on repeated playback of the same phrase,
gradually moving in and out of phase.
Video 3. Manhattan: Arvo Pärt’s Fratres.
A video of the system simulating a piece of process-based,
minimalist music based on a mathematical melodic prog-ression,
harmonised using Pärt’s tintinnabuli method.
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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines a theoretical framework for creative
technology based on two contrasting processes: divergent
exploration and convergent optimisation. We claim that
these two cases require different gesture-to-parameter mapping properties. We present results from a user experiment
that motivates this theory. The experiment was conducted
using a publicly available iPad app: “Sonic Zoom”. Participants were encouraged to conduct an open ended exploration of synthesis timbre using a combination of two
different interfaces. The first was a standard interface with
ten sliders, hypothesised to be suited to the “convergent”
stage of creation. The second was a mapping of the entire
10-D combinatorial space to a 2-D surface using a space
filling curve. This novel interface was intended to support
the “divergent” aspect of creativity. The paths of around
250 users through both 2-D and 10-D space were logged
and analysed. Both the interaction data and questionnaire
results show that the different interfaces tended to be used
for different aspects of sound creation, and a combination
of these two navigation styles was deemed to be more useful than either individually. The study indicates that the
predictable, separate parameters found in most music technology are more appropriate for convergent tasks.

Keywords
Creativity, Sound Synthesis, Mapping, Interfaces

1.

INTRODUCTION
Figure 1: Sonic Zoom screenshot. The red crosshairs show the point corresponding to the slider settings, so scrolling the surface alters the synth timbre. The users path can be seen as a white line, with
blue circles indicating points previously listened to.

Much research into gestural control of synthesiser parameters has focussed on live expressive performance. A persuasive case has been made that one-to-one mappings found in
the standard synthesiser interface are not optimal for this
scenario [19, 13]. This research aims to apply a similar
investigation to a different aspect of electronic music creation: that of creative sound design in the studio. A typical
synthesiser or digital audio workstation (DAW) has tens,
hundreds or even thousands of parameters. The sheer size
of the combinatorial space of synthetic sound raises interesting questions: how do people navigate this vast space?
What interface designs help or hinder “creative” cognition?
Could the paths that people take through the space (i.e.
the interaction data) provide a trace of the creative process
in action?

In section 1.1 a model of creative processes is outlined.
Section 1.2 then applies this model to the case of a finite
continuous parameter space. Consideration is given to parameter mappings and dimension reduction techniques in
section 1.3. An experiment investigating these issues is described in section 2.

1.1

Creative Cognition

J.P.Guilford [9] was one of the first prominent psychologists
to draw attention to creativity as something that could be
studied scientifically. He characterised the creative process
as a combination of “convergent” and “divergent” thinking.
Divergence is the generation of many provisional candidate
solutions to a problem, whereas convergence is the narrowing of the options to find the most appropriate solution.
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permission and/or a fee.
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Whilst this is a simple model of an immensely complex
phenomenon, most modern theories have similar processes
present in some form, sometimes referred to by different
names such as “Generative” and “Evaluative”. Campbell [3]
and Simonton [20] have considered creativity as a Darwinian
process, and similarly propose a process of idea mutation (or
recombination) and idea selection.
The Geneplore model [27] also features two complementary processes. The “Gene-” stage is the generation of “preinventive structures”, fluid collections of provisional, experimental concepts. The “-plore” stage is the exploration and
evaluation of those concepts in more detail. Flexible alternation between these two processes is important.
Whilst creativity is still a controversial topic, the most
basic definition is relatively well agreed on: that creative
products are both novel and valuable. Divergence could be
seen as novelty generation, and convergence the identification and/or optimisation of value. This value could be some
objectively measurable quantity (in science and engineering
applications) or a subjective aesthetic quality (artistic applications).

Predictability & Control
Separability
Distance Preservation
Location Preservation
Dimension Reduction
Speed
Space Reduction

Div.
×
×
X
X
X
X
×

Conv.
X
X
X
X
×
×
×

Perf.
X
×
X
X
X
X
X

Table 1: Desirable properties of controller mappings
for different creative stages: divergent exploration
(Div.), convergent honing (Conv.) and expressive
performance (Perf.).

should be even more appropriate. Evaluating musical interfaces by exclusively testing goal directed behaviour [26]
may therefore miss some of the picture.
A final consideration for navigating complex search spaces
is that of cognitive load. There is considerable evidence
that two decision-making systems exist within the brain.
One fast, parallel, inflexible and unconscious (implicit or
system 1), and the other slower, serial, flexible and deliberate (explicit or system 2) [5] [14] [21]. Given the rapid
nature of system 1, it clearly behoves the interface designer
to enable implicit processing wherever possible, in order to
free up explicit resources that may be required to engage in
higher-level artistic decisions.

1.2 Conceptual/Parameter Space Search
Creativity is also being studied in the context of artificial
intelligence: a field known as Computational Creativity. By
attempting to build artificial systems that exhibit creative
behaviour, we may form models of how creativity might
function in our own minds. Wiggins’ Creative Systems
Framework (CSF) [28] is a more formal descendent of Boden’s theories of artificial creativity [2]. In this framework
creativity is seen as a way of extending conceptual space:
using a traversal mechanism that produces a concept falling
outside of the existing space (an “aberration”), but is nevertheless seen as valuable and appropriate according to the
evaluation function of the domain.
This research aims to find out what traversal mechanisms
are most effective for generating aberrations, and hence innovations in sound design and music. There are good reasons why music technology should be a useful tool for studying the creative process. “Liveness”, i.e. the ability to hear
results in near real-time is important for creative flow [17],
therefore many electronic musicians carry out their creative
work whilst actually manipulating some kind of interface.
In addition, most abstractions of musical data are handled
within the machine, having a large effect on the mental
representation of the material [4]. Therefore the parameter
space of the sequencers, synthesisers and effects is closely
linked to to the conceptual space of the electronic music,
hence could be considered as a microcosm of a conceptual
space in general.
Considering this framework, we can further pin down
what divergent and convergent strategies might mean. Convergence, as the word’s use in optimisation literature would
suggest, is analogous to gradient descent. A solution is continuously improved until it appears to sit at the optimum
of some measure of fitness. Possible evidence for this kind
of behaviour in musical parameter space is presented later.
Divergence, however, is a more stochastic exploration of the
space (uninformed by the fitness measure) such that local
optima can be escaped, and new regions can be explored
and subsequently optimised.
An interesting critique of convergence-only algorithms is
found in neuroevolution literature [15]. This research demonstrated that, for even well-defined problem spaces such as
maze navigation and simulated biped walking tasks, novelty
search can significantly outperform objective-based search.
In domains where originality is often seen as intrinsically
desirable, such as art and music, novelty driven exploration

1.3

Mapping, Dimensionality Reduction and
Divergent Strategies

Given an interface, and a variety of parameter to gesture
mappings, an interesting question to ask is how different
mapping geometries may enable a user to traverse and evaluate the parameter space, such that local minima can be
escaped and optimal locations found quickly.
A detailed analysis of mapping techniques is beyond the
scope of this paper; good treatments of the geometry of
performance mappings are given in [7] and [23]. Since it is
difficult to provide any mapping that satisfies all criteria for
all situations, it is useful to indicate how they become more
or less important for different stages of music creation. Table 1 enumerates three creative stages, and which mapping
properties may suit them best. For example, predictability of a mapping (a result of geometrical properties such as
linearity and smoothness) is clearly important for both converging on solutions and live performance: when unpleasant surprises are unwelcome. However the separability of
parameters can have a negative effect on performance [12],
but certainly becomes useful when fine tuning details.
Dimension reducing mappings are useful for both divergence and performance. In particular, there are numerous advantages to a 2-D representation of a sound space.
There is a compelling metaphor of exploration of physical
terrain. The gestural control can be made completely consistent with maps applications, a widespread, familiar and
efficient interaction style. Activity within the space is able
to be visualised, such as the path that has been explored.
This builds a memorable “geography” of the sound-space,
and may take advantage of specialised areas of the brain
dedicated to visuospatial processing. Favourite presets can
appear as points in space, and can be recalled in a more
integrated way than using a drop down text list. Previous
efforts in this area take a timbre space approach, generated by multi-dimensional scaling (e.g. SoundExplorer [29]
and ISEE [25]). Alternatively a 2-D subspace can be generated by interpolating between existing preset points (e.g.
Bencina’s metasurface [1], the preset explorer in [24] and
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AD 1
AD 2
AD 3
AD 4
AD 5
AD 6

AD 7
AD 8
AD 9

I am familiar with music software and sound synthesis.
The ability to retrace my steps using the history
path was useful.
The correspondence between the sliders and the
grid was understandable.
Scrolling a greater distance on the grid seemed
to correspond to larger difference in the sound.
The ability to see other presets laid on the grid
was useful.
The range of sounds was too limited/poor quality to be able to judge the eventual usefulness of
the interface.
The Zoomer was an improvement on just using
a randomiser.
The combination of Zoomer and Sliders was better than either individually.
I enjoy “happy accidents” in the creative process

Table 2:
Questions
agree/disagree answer.

requiring

a

5

AD 1
AD 2
AD 3
AD 4
AD 5
AD 6

AD 8
AD 9
−60

−40

−20

0
20
40
percentage of respondents

60

80

100

Figure 2: Questionnaire responses to agree/disagree
Likert items. Neutral response is centred.

point
cess to the entire space. A more detailed description of this
Hilbert curve mapping can be found in [22].
Since the Hilbert curve maps the entire space, scrolling
in 2-D immediately corresponds to movements of the ten
sliders and vice-versa. Of course, the space is huge: in the
case of ten 7-bit midi parameters, each axis contains 25×7 '
1010 points. Zooming functionality is therefore essential: a
pinch-out gesture zooms into a smaller area. Due to the
Hilbert curve’s locality properties, this area will correspond
to a smaller 10-D hypercube which can then be explored
in further detail. This means convergent navigation is also
provided by the zoomer. The disadvantage of the Hilbert
curve is its lack of linearity: it is impossible to predict what
scrolling in a certain direction will do to the sound.
A user study was performed to compare the Zoomer with
the Sliders. The app was downloaded by over 1000 users.
Over 40 hours of interaction time was logged, and 238 completed questionnaires were obtained.
The users were simply instructed to search for sounds
they liked, or thought were useful or interesting. They were
told to make sure to save favourites as presets. A number of simple sequences could be skipped through so that
listeners would not get too tired of one repeating pattern,
but the sequences themselves were not editable, so as to
restrict interaction to timbre adjustments. The different
interfaces were presented individually and in combination
for 5 minutes each, in a random order. After the timed
session a questionnaire was presented, and on completion
further features were unlocked: such as the ability to show
and hide the two interfaces, and MIDI connectivity. Users
agreed to a consent statement before their interactions were
logged.

the “nodes” object in Max/MSP). One criticism of many of
these techniques from a creative systems point of view is
that they build the low-dimensional space from pre-existing
favourites, and render the rest of the space inaccessible.
Therefore they may lower the probability of discovering
aberrant points that are essential for novelty generation.
Another possible advantage of dimensionality reduction
is that it can confound the separability of individual dimensions, and encourage users to shift from an analytic to a
holistic processing mode [12]. This may take advantage of
the fast, intuitive parallel-processing brain system, and free
up working memory for other tasks, such as critical listening [16]. Given a simpler method of auditioning sounds,
producers may be more able to evaluate the overall timbre
and the way it fits into the music as a whole, rather than
concentrating on manipulating just one aspect of it.
So, let us define a “divergent interface”. It should enable speed, dimension reduction and repeatability, whilst
preserving access to all possibilities. It may intentionally
sacrifice predictability and separability. If the musician is
looking to the instrument for inspiration, it makes no sense
to enforce predictability. Put simply, if you do not know
where you want to go it scarcely matters if you don’t know
how to get there. Preserving locality may be useful, such
that users can explore the neighbourhood of a sound to create elaborations. Another important consideration is that
once an interesting sound has been discovered, it should not
incur too much effort to swap to a convergent interaction
mode. The next section describes an attempt to create and
evaluate such an interface.

2.

Str. Disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Str. Agree

AD 7

3. RESULTS
3.1 Questionnaire

THE “SONIC ZOOM” EXPERIMENT

Sonic Zoom is an iPad app made publicly available on the
Apple App Store. In the application two interfaces are provided. The first is a reasonably standard set of ten sliders
(sending 7-bit MIDI continuous control (CC) values), used
to control the timbre of a subtractive synthesiser. The second interface is a scrollable, zoomable surface: a map of
every possible slider combination (referred to from now on
as the “Zoomer”). The mapping from the high dimensional
parameter space to the two dimensional surface uses two
space-filling curves. Hilbert curves [10] constructed from
Gray codes [8] with long bit runs [6] can be used to preserve
locality as much as is possible, whilst still maintaining ac-

Tables 2 and 3 show the questions asked at the end of the
timed sessions. Figures 2 and 3 show the results as diverging stacked bar charts [18]. Results where the user had
answered every question the same were discarded.
Most respondents were clearly very familiar with electronic music (AD 1). The participants self select, so some
bias in favour of novel interfaces can be expected.
Positive responses to this application include the ability
to see the presets as points in space, and to see your “undo”
path (AD 2 and 5). The question of whether the mapping
was understandable seemed inconclusive (AD 3), but most
users did get a sense of the locality property (AD 4) (further
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SZ 10
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ
SZ

11
12
13
14
15
16

The best interface for discovering interesting
sounds quickly was...
The best interface for fine tuning a sound was...
Interface that I felt more in control using...
The interface that felt more creative was...
Interface better for generating new ideas...
Interface better for performing live would be...
Overall, the interface I preferred using was...

SZ 10
SZ 11
SZ 12
SZ 13
SZ 14
SZ 15

Table 3: Questions requiring a 5 point sliders vs.
Zoomer answer.

SZ 16
−60

work could investigate this further by obtaining similarity
judgements). The Zoomer was deemed more useful than a
mere randomiser (AD 7). The strongest result of all (albeit
to a heavily loaded question!) was that people highly value
happy accidents in the creative process (AD 9).
Particularly of interest was the hypothesis that sliders
would be preferred for convergent tasks and the Zoomer preferred for divergent. Responses to SZ 10 and 14 (divergent
aspects) contrast sharply with SZ 11 and 12 (convergent
tasks). There was a large significant difference between the
means of these two properties (difference = −2.6 p < 0.01),
confirming this hypothesis. Most participants felt that the
Zoomer was the more creative (SZ 13) which may reflect
the popular identification of creativity with novelty and divergent thinking, or simply the fact that new experiences
with novel technologies can be inspiring in themselves.

Interface
No. saves (timed)
No. saves (free.)

60

80

Sliders
452
9

Combination
406
366

Zoomer
488
51

Table 4: Total number of presets saved for the three
interface views, during timed stages and after the
completed experiment.
present the zoom functionality was eschewed in favour of
convergence using separate parameters. However, the difference between means was not significant (p = 0.1204).
A more significant trend is seen when both interfaces were
on screen, by investigating which interface was being used
immediately before and after saving a preset. The hypothesis was that users would exhibit a repeating diverge - converge - save approach, therefore the interface used immediately after saving would be the one preferred for diverging,
and the one immediately prior would be the one preferred
for converging. Table 5 shows the results, indicating that
people were about six times more likely to follow a Sliders Save - Zoomer pattern than the reverse, supporting the hypothesis. It is hard to confirm this by analysing the timbral
paths, as they are hugely different for the different interfaces, the average distance-per-event was 60 for the Zoomer
and 10 for the sliders, so it could be said that the Zoomer
was intrinsically more rapid, random and divergent. Further work will attempt to extract better path features for
this analysis. Path properties are easier to analyse for a
single interface: Figure 5 shows that, for the Zoomer only
sessions, the average speed of scrolling tends to reduce by
about a factor of two as the user converges.
Another thing to note is that presets were around five
times more likely to be saved during continuous Zoomer
use than during Slider use. It could be argued that this
merely shows an overall preference for using the Zoomer,
but the total interaction time was only 2:1 in favour of the
Zoomer, so overall it still seems more prolific.

Sound Discovery Rates

Our hypothesis was that if more presets were saved in a
particular mode, it might indicate that this interface was
best for locating good sounds quickly. The total numbers
of presets saved in each different session are shown in Table 4. The upper row of values show the totals when the
users spent 5 minutes on each interface, the lower shows
the number of saves during the subsequent free-use period.
For timed sessions, most presets were saved in the zoomer
only mode, indicating that this may have been the fastest
interface for sound discovery. However these results are not
statistically significant (p > 0.05), as the number of saves
per user is rather low and highly variable. Greater incentive to find as many sounds as possible may have improved
the experiment in this regard. The large number of saves in
the combination interface after the experiment reveal that
people much preferred the combination, given the choice.

3.2.2

−20
0
20
40
percentage of respondents

Figure 3: Interface preference responses. Darker
bars indicate preference for sliders, lighter for the
Zoomer. “No preference” is centred. 11 and 12
reveal slider preference for convergent properties,
10 and 14 show Zoomer preference for divergent.

3.2 Interaction Logs
3.2.1

−40

Interface Preference for Divergent and Convergent Traversal

Was divergent or convergent behaviour detectable from the
interaction data? One indication of this was the average
zoom level at which people scrolled around compared to
the average zoom level at which they saved a preset. The
hypothesis would be that people zoomed in to hone the
sound before saving. The total amount of time users spent
scrolling at 7 different zoom scales is shown in figure 4. The
zoom levels are the logarithm of the scale factor rounded
to the nearest integer. Data from before the zoom functionality was first used were omitted from the summation.
Users showed a clear preference for larger scales, despite
the unpredictable timbre changes: they spent 200 minutes
scrolling at the largest scale (where sliders change by 64
MIDI CC units per grid division), and only 50 minutes at
the lowest scale (1 MIDI CC unit per division).
With Zoomer and sliders present, the zoom functionality was used less: this indicated that when the sliders were

Before Save
After save
Total

Zoomer
Zoomer
708

Sliders
Sliders
127

Zoomer
Sliders
58

Sliders
Zoomer
333

Table 5: Which interface was used immediately before and after saving favourites. This includes free
interaction after the timed sessions.
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300

Effect Query
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Both Interfaces
Zoomer only
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0
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100

120

140
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Slow Scan
30
20

Total dwell time (minutes)

200

10
0

0
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40
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Mean save level
(Zoom)

0

0

20

40

100

50
0

Mean scroll level
(Combination)

0

1

2

3

4
Zoom level

5

6

20

40

60

80

might indicate a more careful search. This stage usually takes more time.
3. “Honing”: there can be several of these stages becoming smaller and more focussed on the eventual preference. The last movement is usually very small (M <
30) indicating that the desired setting has just been
found, but has been overshot somewhat.

8

x 10

9
8

Progression from stage 2 to stage 3 can be seen for all interactions, up to around 7 direction changes. So, we speculate that slider interaction may reveal a smaller, one dimensional microcosm of divergent and convergent behaviour.
Most of the time however, little exploration is necessary
with a slider: the most common number of direction changes
is one or none.

7
6
5
4

0

Figure 6: Histogram of the size of consecutive slider
adjustments, in the case of 3 changes of direction
(first top, last bottom). Thin vertical line shows
the mean.

7

Figure 4: Histogram of the time users spent at each
of seven zoom levels. Vertical lines show the means
of zoom levels when presets were saved and when
scrolling the grid for both the Zoomer and Combination stages.
10

80

100

Mean scroll level
(Zoom)

50

60

Final Tweak

Mean save level
(Combination)

Scroll speed (grid divisions per second)

60

Slow Scan, but more like final tweak.
40

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Normalised time between preset saves

1

4.

Figure 5: Scrolling speed between preset saves, averaged across all pairs of consecutive saves. Time is
normalised such that the time of the previous save
= 0 and time of next save = 1.

3.2.3

CONCLUSION: NO NEED TO LEAVE
SERENDIPITY TO CHANCE

The strongest result of this experiment was that, when both
a predictable one-to-one mapping interface is combined with
an unpredictable, exploratory interface, clear asymmetry in
interface preference is seen before and after the locating
of favourites. This asymmetry seems well explained with
reference to divergent and convergent search strategies.
Combining this finding with the questionnaire feedback
we can claim that:

Analysis of Slider Adjustments

Did slider use show any indication of optimisation-style behaviour? Figure 6 shows the absolute size of consecutive adjustments in the case where 3 direction changes were made
before the interaction with this slider was ended. The different distributions seem to indicate different interaction
stages. From the second movement onwards, the average
sizes of adjustments get progressively smaller. A tentative
model to explain this would consist of three basic stages:

• Divergent exploration and convergent honing behaviour
can be detected in interaction logs.
• Different parameter navigation strategies are suited to
different stages of the creative process.
• Users will naturally use the most suitable interface for
these strategies, given the choice, therefore the ability
to switch between navigation styles is important.

1. Initial “effect query”: the humped distribution, and
fact that there are hardly any small adjustments indicates that this might be just an exploratory enquiry:
“what happens when I move this?”.

So, even in an uncontrolled experiment such as this, some
clues as to musicians’ creative processes can be obtained.
This raises the intriguing question of whether comparing
brain imaging and interaction logs could reveal correlations,

2. “Slow scan”: the second movement possesses a fairly
uniform distribution, indicating that the desired sound
could be anywhere along the length of the slider. This
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or if artificial creative systems could learn something from
the statistical properties of human search strategies.
What is missing from this experiment is some attempt to
evaluate the value of the discovered sounds, and if adding a
divergent component had a positive effect on the quality, as
well as the quantity of the discoveries. A social media aspect could be introduced to enable users to rate each others
presets (in the manner of Amabile’s consensual assessment
technique [11]).
Musicians often admit to a role for unpredictability and
serendipity in their work. Due to music technology’s roots in
the recording studio, and the engineer’s tendency to think
in terms of goal oriented tasks, there has perhaps been a
lack of acknowledgement of the more serendipitous aspects
of creation when designing interfaces and controller mappings. The happy accidents that do emerge are often seen
as uncontrollable by-products, and not something possible
to design for. The results of this experiment indicate that,
whilst completely removing convergent control of individual parameters would certainly be a bad idea, deliberate
design according to the considerations in section 1.3 may
unlock divergent traversal strategies and potentially more
innovation.
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4.1 Links
A video demonstration of Sonic Zoom is provided at
http://y2u.be/485FnfJOuhI
The app can be obtained free of charge from
http://appstore.com/soniczoom
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ABSTRACT
The maturation process of the NIME field has brought a
growing interest in teaching the design and implementation of Digital Music Instruments (DMIs) as well as in finding objective evaluation methods to assess the suitability of
these outcomes. In this paper we propose a methodology for
teaching NIME design and a set of tools meant to inform
the design process. This approach has been applied in a
master course focused on the exploration of expressiveness
and on the role of the mapping component in the NIME creation chain, through hands-on and self-reflective approach
based on a restrictive setup consisting of smart-phones and
the Pd programming language.
Working Groups were formed, and a 2-step DMI design
process was applied, including 2 performance stages. The
evaluation tools assessed both System and Performance aspects of each project, according to Listeners’ impressions
after each performance. Listeners’ previous music knowledge was also considered. Through this methodology, students with different backgrounds were able to effectively
engage in the NIME design processes, developing working
DMI prototypes according to the demanded requirements;
the assessment tools proved to be consistent for evaluating
NIMEs systems and performances, and the fact of informing the design processes with the outcome of the evaluation,
showed a traceable progress in the students’ outcomes.

In this paper we propose a methodology for teaching
NIME design and a set of evaluation tools meant to inform the design process. These methods have been applied
in a one-trimester NIME master course that has focused
on the exploration of expressiveness and on the crucial importance of the mapping component in the NIME creation
chain, by using a quite restrictive setup consisting only of
smart-phones controllers and the Pd programming language
[22]. To make the students fully aware of the relevance and,
at the same time, the intrinsic difficulty of NIME evaluation,
we have conceived a complete hands-on and self-reflective
approach, in which the students were asked (i) to a design
a DMI (with the aforementioned important and predefined
constraints), (ii) to perform with the instrument in front of
the rest of the class, and (iii) to evaluate these performances
as listeners, in an iterative process.
This paper is structured as follows. We first present an
overview of the existing NIME strategies in the context of
education, design and evaluation. We then introduce the
course, describing its context and its peculiarities. We describe the evaluation methods developed for assessing the
projects created by the students, we detail how we applied
this evaluation to inform iterative design, and we analyze
and discuss the obtained results. We conclude discussing
relevant findings and challenges, and how these could inform other NIME practitioners, educators or designers.

Keywords

2.

NIME, teaching, evaluation, design, methods, framework,
mapping, expressiveness

1.

TEACHING, DESIGNING AND EVALUATING NIME

In 1999, two years before the first NIME conference, Michel
Waisvisz, artistic director of the Dutch center for research
and development of new musical instruments STEIM from
1981 until his death in 2008, and one of the few undeniable NIME virtuosi, complained about the apparent lack of
progress and the permanent reinvention of the wheel that
seemed to be going on in the realm of musical gestural controllers: “A growing number of researchers/composers/performers work with gestural controllers but to my astonishment I hardly see a consistent development of systematic
thought on the interpretation of gesture into music, and
the notion of musical feed-back into gesture.” [28],[29].

INTRODUCTION

Since the birth of NIME in 2001 as an academic and practitioner conference that initially attempted to answer the
question of how to better play musical computers by exploring connections with the better-established field of humancomputer interaction (HCI), the NIME field has matured,
integrating knowledge and practices from different disciplines. In parallel to this maturation process, there has been
a naturally growing interest in teaching the design and implementation of Digital Music Instruments(DMI) as well as
in finding objective - or at least useful - ways of evaluating
the quality or the suitability of these outcomes.

2.1

Teaching NIME

Fifteen years later, the design of DMIs no longer relies solely
on the Promethean efforts of some romantic and isolated pioneers. While a course on controllers taught at Stanford’s
CCRMA was already presented in the first NIME Workshop
in 2001 [27], in the last years numerous NIME courses have
sprung up at universities around the world. A special workshop devoted to NIME education took place at NIME 2011,
with the aim of providing a structured forum for NIME
educators to share their approaches, experiences and per-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
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permission and/or a fee.
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spectives on teaching NIME curricula [12]. Identifying the
main differences and peculiarities between currently existing NIME courses would completely fall out of the scope
of this paper. Instead we summarize the common features
they typically share.
Courses tend to be taught at the beginning of graduate
or senior undergraduate levels [18]; they tend to be very
multidisciplinary, often bridging the gap between art and
science education [17], and thus agglutinating students from
very different backgrounds and different levels of knowledge
(e.g. fine arts, music, computer science, engineering, interaction or product design, etc.). While some courses are
more closely defined and more knowledge oriented than others (i.e. the competences to be acquired during the course
may include a given set of tools, technologies or procedures),
they mostly tend to be project oriented and students learn
what they need in order to develop their own projects, which
are then finally presented in live performance or demo scenarios [18].
While very often these projects give great freedom to
the students - typically only limited by the technical resources and the know-how available at each center - the
lack of a shared technological knowledge among these students, makes technological topics prevalent (e.g. how to use
different sensors; how to connect them to a micro-controller;
how to synthesize/process sound in a programming environment such as Pd, Max/MSP, SuperCollider or Chuck, etc.)
and more important than design aspects or more conceptual
criteria.
Finally, most courses tend to instruct on how to create
new DMIs, most often eluding the question of how to improve them or make better ones, whatever this adjective may
mean. This leads us to the next section, in which we present
an overview on the existing frameworks for the design and
the evaluation of DMIs.

2.2

ing expert technique is smart”, sets the goals for desirable
properties of successful DMIs, yet saying little about how to
achieve these goals. Jordà proposes a conceptual framework
that could serve in evaluating the potential, the possibilities and the diversity of new digital musical instruments,
focusing on the expressive possibilities these instruments
can offer to their performers. It discusses in depth several
DMIs desirable properties or goals such as the instrument’s
playability, learnability, musical efficiency, variability, reproducibility, explorability or diversity (the ability of an
instrument to support diversity in musical style and performance), and how each of these different properties can promote/support different performance needs and approaches,
such as the ones desirable in a instrument for novices, or
the ones required for developing virtuosity [14]. Studying expression in digital musical performance, Dobrian and
Koppelman also stress the importance of virtuosic mastery, and how this can be promoted with intuitive but complex gesture-sound mappings (together with obvious longterm dedicated practice)[7]. All the aforementioned authors
elude however the delicate issues of how to clearly attain
these design goals and how to objectively evaluate them.
The task of evaluating DMIs is in fact strongly linked to
that of designing them, and knowledge gained in any side
of the equation should complement the other. It is also
clear that the traditional evaluation methodologies coming
from HCI tend to be unsuited to the even more subjective evaluation of DMIs [4]. And yet, directly inspired by
HCI, Wanderley and Orio [30], provide one of the first sets
of guidelines to aid in selecting suitable tasks for evaluating DMI designs. Although these guidelines and tasks do
not constitute in themselves methods for evaluation, they
definitely bring observations that can constitute good evaluation starting points.
More recently O´Modhrain [20] presents an excellent and
detailed overview of previously existing DMI evaluation frameworks that we urge the reader to consult, and proposes the
evaluation of DMIs from the diverse and complementary
perspectives of all the stakeholders involved in the process.
This list includes performers, audiences, composers, instrument builders, component manufacturers and customers,
and assumes that each of these stakeholders may have different ideas of what evaluation may mean, and that DMI
designs should be therefore evaluated from these multiple
perspectives. O´Modhrain’s paper follows by providing a
list of goals such as enjoyment, playability, robustness or
achievement of design specifications, that should be therefore confronted from the diverse perspectives of each stakeholder. Following these suggestions, Barbosa et al. [3]
deepen in evaluation methodologies from the perspective
of the audience, while Gurevich and Fyan focus on the relationship between performers and digital systems and on the
spectatorsâĂŹ perception of these interactions [11]. Among
other recent publications, Gelineck and Serafin [9], insist in
the importance of longitudinal studies carried along longer
periods of time, in an atttempt to study the development
of virtuosity. Along similar lines, Marquez-Borbon et al.
[19] study the evolution of skill development interviewing
and following a group of users for several months, while
they also propose the conception and design of experimental DMIs for specific evaluation purposes (as opposed to
artistic purposes). Kiefer [16] also uses his own DMIs for
proposing the combination of HCI inspired methodologies
and grounded theory methods for assisting the design, use
and evaluation of creativity support tools with a focus on
multi-parametric DMIs. In essence, while the search for
solid and grounded design and evaluation frameworks is one
of the main trends in current NIME research, general and

DMI Design and Evaluation Frameworks

Is Waisvisz’s initial quote still valid? Are the designers of
DMIs (who may also be performers, composers and/or researchers) still blindly working in a field which shows no
consistent development of systematic thought? Inseparable
from concepts so complex and elusive as music or taste, the
NIME realm may indeed always remain an area impossible
to reduce and systematize, or as Perry Cook put it in the
first NIME workshop in 2001, “Musical interface construction proceeds as more art than science, and possibly this
is the only way it can be done.” [6]. Creating DMIs is indeed in many respects, very similar to creating music. It
involves a great deal of different know-how and many technical issues, while at the same time, like in music, there are
no inviolable laws. But even if we may agree in the fact
that the NIME discipline will never become a science, this
should not prohibit us from thinking about it and analyzing its outcomes, and in particular, it should not prevent
us building on the successes and the failures of experienced
practitioners. Not unlike much research in HCI culminates
in lists of guidelines and/or principles for design (and/or
evaluation of design) based on research or practical experience relating to how people learn and work, it comes as
no surprise that the first tentative NIME design frameworks
have been mostly proposed by experienced digital luthiers
[14].
In the same aforementioned paper in which he debates
about NIME, art and science [6], Cook delivers his first principles for designing computer music controllers. As pointed
out recently by O´Modhrain [20], Cook’s paper (and most
of the following frameworks as well), which includes statements such as “copying an instrument is dumb, leverag-
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Table 1: Structure and Contents of the Course
Session
0

Content

Readings next session
[23],[25]

Assigment next session

1

Introduction and discussion on
‘interaction’ and the ‘evaluation of
interactivity’

Start reading the Pd tutorial [1]

Think about potential real-time applications

2

Real-time interaction (technical,
perceptual and design issues)

Selected and abridged info on
sound and digital audio (Hz,
pitch, dB...)

3

Pd hands-on exercices

Interactive music: [5]

Interactive music overview
(historical, conceptual)
Expressiveness. Timbre navigation
videos: Tuvan singing, didgeridoo,
wah-wah brass, electric guitar

Build basic Theremin with sine oscillator in Pd. Control
pitch, amplitude and add a ‘nice’ and natural vibrato
control
Build monophonic synth with 2-3 continuous parameters.
Don’t worry about the interface: just put sliders
Find videos of ‘expressive’ performances (acoustic,
electric, electronic...) with a focus on timbre control

Selected and abridged info on
audio filters, subtractive and
modular synthesis

4
5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

MIDI, OSC, sensors and
accelerometers. Connecting
smartphones/tablets to Pd
1st performance and on-line
evaluation questionnaire
Mapping and non-linearity
Pd hands-on: feedback, distortion,
non-linear many-to-many mappings
2nd performance and on-line
evaluation questionnaire
Machine learning in HCI
Evaluation methods in HCI and
NIME. Final discussion

Control: [24],[21]. Mapping:
[13],[2]
[14](chap.7)
[26]
[8],[10]

Add filter and LFO to your synth. Download OSC app
for your smartphone/tablet (IOS/Android)
Create minimalistic smartphone interface for your synth.
No sliders; just continuous control from accelerometers,
compass, 2D multi-touch... Focus on timbre; forget
pitch. Get ready for the 1st performance
Check the feedback from your colleagues and continue
enhancing your synth
Continue enhancing your synth
Focus on non-linearity and many-to-many mappings.
Get ready for the 2nd performance
Document and upload your final synth

[20]

formal methods that go beyond specific use cases have probably not yet emerged. Will these be the El Dorado or the
Holy Grail of NIME research?

3.

CASE STUDY: A COURSE ON REAL TIME
INTERACTION
3.1 Context of the Course
We now propose a methodology for teaching NIME design
and a set of evaluating tools intended to inform the design
process. These methods were recently developed for - and
applied in - a one-trimester graduate course called Real-time
Interaction, compulsory for students of two separated and
quite diverse one-year master programs, one in Sound and
Music Computing and another in Cognitive Systems and
Interactive Media. The background and interests of both
types of students tend to be quite different. Sound and music students have clear musical interests, most often playing
one or several musical instruments, and tend to come also
from more technical engineering backgrounds, thus often
having prior experience in some type of computer programming. Cognitive Systems students, on the other hand, come
from more diverse backgrounds (psychology, sociology, humanities, design, mathematics, architecture, etc.) and most
often do not have any prior experience in music performance
nor in computer programming. Finding a suitable balance
that would satisfy both sides has never been an easy task.
For this pragmatic reason, previous deliveries of the course
did not explicitly focus on NIME design, but rather in analyzing the characteristics and differences of real-time interaction in different contexts (e.g. NIME, video games,
augmented reality, etc.) from a more conceptual point of
view. In 2013 we decided to face the challenge. Would it be
possible to conceive a more hands-on course that (i) from a
technological perspective, would be challenging and yet feasible for all types of students (musicians vs. non-musicians,
programmers vs. non-programmers), and that (ii) from a
conceptual and theoretical perspective would also provide
enough food for thought and useful learning for all participants?
Taking into consideration some of the properties that constitute the intrinsic and more relevant features of real-time
interaction when compared to more conventional WIMP interaction, namely the multidimensionality, multi-modality
and the continuity of the input space [15] we decided to focus on the systematic exploration of two advanced NIME
topics, assuming that the conceptual challenges they would

provide would not be substantially minor for the Music students than for the Cognitive Systems students. Also the
later could benefit from some of the learnings, being able to
subsequently extrapolate them to their particular research
areas. The two chosen topics for exploration were expressiveness and the crucial importance of the mapping component in the NIME creation chain.
Introducing a formal evaluation process into the course
seemed also essential for us for two complementary reasons.
From the educators’ perspective, there was a clear pedagogical objective in making the students fully aware of the
intrinsic difficulties of evaluating complex and creative interaction contexts. On the other side, as researchers, we
were carrying out our own parallel experiments (or even
perhaps meta-experiments). These should be able to inform us about at least three main topics. Firstly, following O´Modhrain’s ideas on stakeholders [20] we wanted to
experiment with evaluation methods in which participants
would swap between different roles (i.e. Designers, Performers and Listeners) and analyze how previous music
knowledge would affect each of these roles. Secondly, we
wanted to investigate to what extent the proposed evaluation method could inform iterative design processes. Lastly,
we also expected to shed some additional light on the elusive
concept of expressiveness.
From a technical point of view, and unlike most NIME
courses that tend to offer a free or at least wide enough
approach to technology, we decided to restrict ourselves to
two technological tools, namely using smart-phones as controllers and the Pd programming language [22] for audio
synthesis and processing. This decision was also taken for
two main reasons: to eliminate all accessory technical information that would probably only add confusion to the least
tech-savvy students, and to carry on our experiments in a
reasonably constrained and controlled scenario.

3.2

Structure and Contents of the Course

Real Time Interaction takes place in the first trimester (October-December) of the academic year and is composed of
12 weekly 2-hour classes. This year 35 students took the
course, with approximately half coming from each of the two
above mentioned master programs. Most Sound and Music
Computing students had some musical knowledge, playing
one or several instruments and being familiar with Digital Audio Workstations and electronic music production.
This information was obtained through a questionnarie as
described in section 4. Most also had some computer pro-
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gramming knowledge and several were even familiar with
Pd or Max/MSP, although none had worked on real-time
electronic music performance. With some exceptions, most
of the Cognitive Systems students on their side, did not
have any prior musical experience. Although some were
engineers acquainted with computer programming, none of
them had ever worked with digital audio or dataflow programming languages. Special efforts were needed in order to find a right balance between novelty and viability
that would satisfy almost everyone, a goal that was almost
achieved. No student found the course too trivial and only
two complained about its difficulty. Table 1 shows the topics
covered in the course, along with the recommended readings
and the assignments required for each of the 12 sessions.
The topics covered, which did progressively deepen from
the more general to the more specific, can be synthesized
as follow: starting with the concept of interaction and the
problems deriving from the evaluation of interactivity (session #1), the special characteristics of real-time interaction
were highlighted (#2), then the particular case of musical
interaction with DMI was studied (#4), for subsequently
focusing on timbre control and navigation (as opposed to
more traditional pitch-based control), trying to elucidate
the meanings of expressiveness (#5), and investigating how
more complex (especially non-linear - many-to-many) mappings [13] [26] could affect achieving this objective (#6). To
encourage participation and discussion, students were asked
to read several papers before each new topic was introduced,
the full list of which can be also consulted in Table 1.
Additionally, all these concepts were experienced handson by the students with progressively sophisticated implementations using Pd. These started from a simple Theremin
with vibrato control (#2-3) and went into several iterations
of a monophonic synthesizer with increasing timbral control
parameters (#3-4, #5-6), that later was controlled from
a smartphone/tablet using the OSC protocol [31] with increasingly complex mappings (#6-7, #7-8, #8-9). While
during the first sessions students worked individually, after
session 3 they created 11 Working Groups (of 2-4 students)
that remained stable for the rest of the course. Sessions 7
and 10 constituted the backbone of the evaluation method,
since in these two sessions each Working Group performed
a 2 to 3 minutes piece/improvisation that was evaluated by
all the other students, as described in detail in the next section. Performances were video-recorded and made available
to the students for a more detailed evaluation.
After the 2nd performance (#10), session 11 was devoted
to the use of machine learning techniques for NIME control
mappings [8],[10]. Although one of the initial objectives
when envisaging this course was to include a 3rd performance/iteration using these techniques, it turned out clear
from the beginning that it would be impossible to grab as
much content in a 12 weeks course, so this topic remained
at the theoretical level and was presented to the students
as a potential follow-up to their work. Finally, session 12
provided an overview of evaluation methods and issues in
HCI in general and NIME in particular, which concluded
with a discussion of the results of the evaluation.

4.

2.15) participated in the evaluation. 13 students were dismissed, as they did not follow the procedure accordingly
(i.e. missing responses in the questionnaire). Participants’
demographic data (age and gender) and previous music
knowledge (capability for playing music and electronic music) were measured at the beginning of the master course
through a questionnaire.
During each performance session, all participants (in the
Listeners role), completed a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire to assess both the System (the DMI itself) and the
Performance (related to the use of the DMI and the quality of the musical output). The System’s properties were
measured according to 3 variables:
Mapping richness. Statement: “I have found the control
mapping rich and interesting”.
Synthesis richness. Statement: “I have found the sound
synthesis rich and interesting”.
Potential. Statement: “The system shows great potential
as a DMI”.
Performance’s aspects, on the other hand, were assessed
through the following variables:
Musicality. Statement: “I have found the performance
musical”.
Expressiveness. Statement: “I have found the performance expressive”.
Virtuosity. Statement: “The performers were able to control de instrument as real virtuosi”.
These variables, whose choise was influenced by [14] and
[20], had been previously debated in class to assure a consistent interpretation during the evaluation process. Each
Listener fulfilled the questionnaire after each performance
(except their own). Together with the questionnaire, tags
and comments about the projects were also collected.

5.

RESULTS

For analysis purposes, the sample was divided in two groups:
High Music Knowledge (HMK, 15 participants) and Low
Music Knowledge (LMK, 7 participants), and in two stages
(1st and 2nd Performances). A Pearson Correlation analysis
was applied to test the coherence and strength of the two
Categories of variables (System and Performance properties). An analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was applied to find
significant differences between 1st and 2nd Performances.
For this analysis, Bonferroni correction of significances was
applied for multiple comparison, and alpha was fixed at 0.05
for all statistical tests.

5.1

Correlation Analysis

The correlation analysis showed significances for both 1st
and 2nd Performance stages. More specifically, Musicality,
Mapping Richness and Synthetic Richness were positively
correlated for in both 1st and 2nd Performances. On the
other hand, (Potentiality, Expressiveness, and Virtuosity)
also showed a significance correlation for both stages. Table 2 shows the direction and strength of significant correlations in both stages.

5.2

Between Stages Analysis

When analyzing differences between 1st and 2nd Performances without considering previous music knowledge (all
Listeners together) three variables (Potentiality, Expressiveness and Virtuosity) reached significance for 3 of the
11 projects (see Table 3). When analyzing between-stages
differences according to previous music knowledge, a different picture emerges. For the HMK group, only two variables
(Expressiveness and Virtuosity) reached significance for two
projects (see Table 3). The LMK, on the other hand, did
not show any significance.

EVALUATION METHOD

The methods applied during the master course were designed to assess both the System and the Performance aspects of the developed projects. Through this approach, we
were able to evaluate the proposed DMIs in different stages,
and explore how this evaluation can inform iterative design.
Learning aspects, however, were not assessed.
Twenty two students (7 females), mean age 25.3 (SD =
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Table 2: Pearson Correlations for Performance and System. Only significances are shown (* p < 0.01)
Variable
Mapping
Synthesis
Potential
Musicality
Expressiveness
Virtuosity

Mapping

Synthesis
r = .450∗

Potential

r = .334∗

5

11

All
Expressiveness
(F (9.20) = 1.43)∗
Potential
(F (5.90) = 1.44)∗
Expressiveness
(F (6.30) = 1.6)∗
Expressiveness
(F (9.20) = 1.51)∗
Virtuoso
(F (4.60) = 2.10)∗

r = .505∗
r = .391∗

HMK

Expressiveness

Virtuosity

r = .505∗

r = .391∗

r = .502∗

Table 3: Analysis of Variance between 1st and 2nd Performances for the whole sample (All), and High and Low Music
Knowledge (HMK/LMK). Only significant differences are shown.
Alpha for Bonferroni-corrected significances set at p < 0.05(∗)
DMI
4

Musicality
r = .334∗
r = .502∗

r = .450∗

r = .591∗
r = .591∗

cess.
It is also worthy to discuss to what extent the design
guidelines imposed during the course either constrained or
helped students to focus on core aspects of the DMI design
chain. In this sense, the fact that all groups achieved operative DMIs shows that the proposed guidelines helped to
leverage the students’ background, fostering collaboration
between students with different skills.
Our research goals, on the other hand, aimed at studying
how these methodologies can cover different stakeholders.
Although we present methodologies mainly focused on Listeners and their music knowledge (meaning that although
all participants exerted the 3 roles, they only evaluated from
what they heard from their colleagues performers, without
testing the other DMIs themselves) the results show the relevance of Listeners’ perception for informing iterative design
of DMIs. Future studies could broaden the scope of this paper by also considering Designers and Performers. Analysis
in such direction were limited in this Case Study, as Working Groups were mixed concerning music knowledge, and
the Designer/Performer roles remained together during the
whole process.
Finally, the internal analysis of each project was not covered by this study. Since we did not analyze the relation
between the implementations and the feedback received, no
conclusion can be taken yet on the interactions between
mapping and expressiveness. Data was collected in this regard, in the form of smartphones GUIs, Pd patches (which
incorporated all the mappings), video recordings and written reports, so future work can be devoted to such analysis.

LMK

Expressiveness
(F (9.20) = 1.62)∗

Virtuoso
(F (7.18) = 2.1)∗

6. DISCUSSION
6.1 Analysis of the Results
The statistical analysis showed that the proposed Categories of analysis (Performance and System) were coherent
and consistent independently of Listeners’ previous music
knowledge. In spite of these findings, two variables (Musicality and Potential ) showed to be correlated with the
opposite Category, namely System for Musicality and Performance for Potential. This can be explained by a certain level of ambiguity in the operationalization of these
variables in the questionnaire (i.e. the way in which the
questions were formulated). This has occurred despite the
musical background of Listeners. The outcome of the statistical analysis, however, helped us to rearrange the variables
according to their coherence.
The ANOVA, on the other hand, showed that the methods presented are sensitive to participants’ music knowledge. In this regard, certain music knowledge would be desirable in order to properly understand the questionnaire.
We also have to mention that the disparities between groups
(LMK was half of the size of the HMK group) does not allow
us to fully describe the impact of musical knowledge in understanding the questionnaire. In sum, in order for future
studies to built on top of this method and evaluate similar educational settings, group sizes and music knowledge
should be normalized. Moreover, the addition of qualitative tools such as interviews and open questionnaires could
complement statistical validity. This could bring a better
understanding of how the proposed method can contribute
to improve the DMI design process, beyond the natural enhancement resulting from mere iteration.

6.3

Future Work and Contributions

A number of guidelines for future work can be envisioned
in response to the faced challenges and problems. Firstly,
the proposed evaluation tools have to be tested in different
NIME design scenarios. Regarding the grouping of participants by music knowledge, experimental groups should be
leveraged for achieving better statistical validation, and for
analyzing in depth the effect of musical background in the
design, performance and evaluation process. In the same
direction, the roles of Designer and Performer should be detached and analyzed separately, together with the influence
of music knowledge for both stakeholders. In this regard,
we envision an experiment where performers could select
their favorite DMIs designed by other Working Groups and
perform with them for later evaluation. Concerning the
design guidelines, the proposed methods should be tested
with other design constraints, and future work should also
deal with the analysis of the DMIs themselves, to go beyond
Listeners’ perception of systems and performances. Finally,
we aim at complementing this quantitative assessment with
qualitative methods such as interviews and focus groups, in
order to better suit practice based educational research.

6.2 Analysis of the Initial Objectives
As stated in the Section 3, the main objectives of this course/
study covered both pedagogical and research issues. From
a pedagogical perspective, the focus was on the role of Expressiveness and Mapping in the DMI design process, and
on the value of our evaluation tools to feedback meaningful
information to the iterative design process.
In this regard, the Case Study has shown that the students got actively engaged in a DMI design process, with
the evaluation informing the development and improvement
of prototypes. Although only 3 out of 11 projects reached
significant differences when comparing the 2 design stages,
almost all DMIs showed improvements after iteration. A
bigger and equilibrated sample will undeniable reflect the
contributions of these evaluation tools in the design pro-

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a methodology for teaching
NIME design, together with a set of evaluation tools meant
to inform the design process. These methods have been
applied in a Case Study focused on the exploration of “expressiveness” and “mapping” as crucial components in the
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NIME creation chain, and making use of a quite restrictive
setup consisting only of smart-phones controllers and the
Pd programming language. Working Groups were formed,
and a 2-step DMI design process was applied, including 2
performance stages. The evaluation tools assess both System and Performance aspects of each projects, according to
Listeners’ impressions during each performance stage. Listeners’ previous music knowledge was also considered.
The learning and knowledge that we have gained through
this iterative methodology is threefold: (i) all the students
(some of whom had never performed music, neither programmed computers) were able to effectively engage in the
NIME design processes, being able to develop working NIME
prototypes that fulfilled all the asked requirements; (ii) the
assessment tools proved to be a consistent method for the
evaluation of NIMEs systems and performances; (iii) the
fact of informing the design processes with the outcome
of the evaluation, showed a traceable progress in the students’ outcomes. Although these findings were obtained in
the specific context of a NIME course, we believe that several of these solutions and learnings could be extrapolated
to more generic contexts, being other NIME or even HCI
courses, design methodologies and evaluation methods for
both fields, and could therefore inform teachers, designers
and practitioners in general.
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ABSTRACT

synthesis (JavaScript), a sophisticated layout system for visual content (CSS + HTML), access to various sensors for
interactivity, and the ubiquity afforded by a web-based delivery mechanism.
Although computer music in a web browser has been possible for many years via extensions such as Flash and Java
applets [3], recent changes have greatly improved the potential. One important change is the ubiquity of browsers on
mobile devices that are roughly equivalent to their desktop
counterparts. These browsers typically have access to the
variety of sensors found on mobile devices (such as touchscreens, accelerometers, and gyroscopes). A second important change is the addition of the Web Audio API1 . Browser
implementations of the Web Audio API provide both a highlevel syntax for assembling graphs of low-level C++ unit
generators, and a ScriptProcessorNode that enables users
to define complete audio systems entirely in JavaScript.
Although there are concerns about the utility of the ScriptProcessorNode for computer music applications due to latency and poor efficiency as compared to native C++ nodes
provided by the Web Audio API [20], many dedicated libraries2,3,4 for creating music in the browser favor it as
it provides extensibility and single-sample audio processing. This enables a wide variety of features that are not
possible using the block-rate, pre-defined, C++ unit generators built into the browser, such as single-sample feedback
loops between unit generators and audio-rate modulation
of scheduling. For our research, we use the library Gibberish.js [14] , which performs almost all of its signal processing
inside of a single ScriptProcessorNode.

We describe research enabling the rapid creation of digital musical instruments and their publication to the Internet. This research comprises both high-level abstractions
for making continuous mappings between audio, interactive,
and graphical elements, as well as a centralized database
for storing and accessing instruments. Published instruments run in most devices capable of running a modern
web browser. Notation of instrument design is optimized
for readability and expressivity.

Keywords
web browser, javascript, publication, digital audio

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent augmentations to the browser and its ubiquity on
mobile devices have made it more attractive than ever for
audience participation pieces, digital musical instrument design, and artistic installations [12, 8, 19, 2, 16]. Taking
advantage of new browser features requires knowledge of
the three primary technologies used in web development:
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Previous work has explored
minimizing the difficulties of learning and using these technologies together when designing digital musical instruments
[14, 4]; our work continues in this vein by enabling the authoring of a complete digital musical instrument for the
browser (including interface, synthesis, and mappings) in
a single line of code. It also simplifies the creation of works
that can be easily accessed by others, via a centralized system for storing, delivering and iterating digital musical instruments.
Our research augments Gibber, a browser-based creative
coding environment.

2.2

The rapid creation of digital musical instruments has been
a growing research interest, especially over the past five
years. Much of this interest has involved the development
of instruments to run on mobile devices using dataflow environments. In the SpeedDial project [5], Essl designed a
system for smartphones that enabled users to use the physical numeric keypads on devices to quickly connect control
sources, signal processing algorithms, and audio generators.
Essl’s research continued with UrMus [6], a Lua framework
for manipulating low-level C++ unit generators on mobile
devices. The UrMus application featured a touchscreen
interface for mapping sensors to synthesis that improves
upon the ease of mapping found in SpeedDial. It also enables developers to create complex instruments with custom
graphic user interfaces and synthesis algorithms. Similar to

2. BACKGROUND
We briefly review and discuss the state of the art for audio
generation from within a web browser and designing interaction in live coding environments.

2.1

Live Coding Instruments and Interfaces

Audio in the Browser

The potential of the browser as a computer music platform
[20] includes several promising affordances, including incorporation of a high-level language capable of sample-accurate
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1
The Audio Data API, an earlier system for realtime
synthesis that ran in Firefox, has been deprecated in favor
of the Web Audio API
2
http://mohayonao.github.io/timbre.js/
3
https://github.com/jussi-kalliokoski/audiolib.js/
4
https://github.com/colinbdclark/flocking
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the research described in Section 3, UrMus provides a sophisticated mechanism for managing multirate, normalized
dataflow [7]. We believe the research described in this paper
provides a simpler syntax and mental model for the exploration of multimodal mappings, at the potential expense of
flexibility.
The SenSynth project also explores this line of research
for the Nokia MeeGo operating system. Every parameter
available to synthesis algorithms is given an optional control
that can be overridden to accept sensor input from the various multimodal sensors available on the device, including
the camera, microphone, accelerometer, and magnetometer
[10].
Research on the topic of rapid interface construction and
mapping has also been performed by the live coding community. ChucK provides abstractions for dynamically mapping
MIDI and OSC messages [18] while its miniAudicle IDE
[15] enables end-user programmers to construct graphical
user interfaces. The WAXX library [4], inspired by ChucK,
provides a live coding playground that enables GUI construction and mapping in the context of the web browser.
The Improcess project [1] researched live coding performances using the Overtone framework in conjunction with
the monome grid controller.5
This line of research reached its perhaps inevitable conclusion in the recent work of Lee and Essl [9], who gave
a performance in which a tablet-based instrument was live
coded in front of an audience by two programmers while
a third performer employed it to make music. The laptop
screens of both programmers and the tablet interface used
by the performer were all projected for audience members
to see. Marije Baalman has also explored this line of research as both programmer and performer in the same performance, alternating between using movement to generate
gestural control signals during performance and live coding
mappings to sound synthesis.6
Our research seeks to abstract the process of interface
construction and mapping to sonic parameters. We enable
instrument creation that would require a dozen lines of code
in many of the environments described above to be completed in a single line using a powerful mapping abstraction
that is conceptually simple for end-users and terse enough
to afford rapid creative exploration and/or live coding performance opportunities.

3.

for example, linearly or logarithmically.
• The number of dimensions of the property. For
audio most properties are one-dimensional, but many
interface elements have multiple dimensions.
These metadata are used to tersely create continuous mappings between properties of objects, including objects of
different modalities. Of primary interest to the NIME community are mappings from interactive widgets to audio objects, but the same strategies also apply to creating mappings between graphical and audio objects, or between a
pair of objects of the same modality. Our abstraction simplifies the creation of time-varying mappings between any
two properties and is indicated by simply capitalizing the
righthand property value; capitalized property names thus
bear similiarities to the concept of signals in functional reactive programming [17]. For example, consider the following
two lines of code:
sineA.frequency = slider1.value
sineB.frequency = slider2.Value
In the first line of code, the value of slider1 determines the
frequency of sineA only at the moment when the line of code
is executed. With the second line of code, the use of the
capitalized Value property creates a continuous mapping
and starts a series of actions.
First, by examining the metadata of the two properties,
Gibber notes that they differ in their timescales (one is audio, the other interactive); Gibber adds a one-pole filter to
the output of the slider to smooth the values it creates and
avoid quantization or “zippering” effects due to the differing
sampling rates of the two signals. If the mapping were made
in reverse (the value of the slider tracking the frequency of
the oscillator) an envelope follower would be placed on the
oscillator’s frequency so that the slider displays a running
average as the oscillator frequency is sequenced and modulated; this type of mapping is often performed in Gibber
to synchronize graphical elements, such as properties of 3D
geometries or shader uniforms, to audio properties.
Next, Gibber adds an implicit Map unit generator to the
audio graph to evaluate the JavaScript expressions that map
from the linear output scale of the slider to the logarithmic
scale of the frequency property, as well as to scale the range
of the slider (0–1) to the expected range of the oscillator’s
frequency property (50–3200 Hz is the default).
Although the metadata for each property contain a default range of expected values, this range can easily be modified; continuous mappings can also be applied to dynamically change the range of a mapping. Mappings can also
easily be inverted, and sequencing such inversions can yield
interesting musical results.

MAPPING ABSTRACTIONS IN GIBBER

Gibber imports interface and synthesis libraries and wraps
them to improve their syntax for live coding. Descriptions
of the interface elements and unit generators provided by
these libraries can be found in [14]. While the libraries that
Gibber uses provide a large number of interface elements,
Gibber also has a 2D drawing API and event handlers for
touch, mouse, and keyboard events, enabling the creation
of nontraditional interfaces. In addition to shortening the
syntax used to instantiate objects from these libraries, Gibber provides metadata about their properties, including the
following:

synth.frequency = Accelerometer.X
synth.Frequency.min = 70
synth.Frequency.max = Accelerometer.Y
Seq( synth.Frequency.invert, 1/2 )
Note that we change the input range for the frequency
property, not the output range of the accelerometer’s x-axis.
This allows the same value to be continuously mapped to
multiple properties with customized ranges for each.
As a final step in our mapping abstraction, we attempt to
provide an intelligent label to interface elements (assuming
it makes sense given an element’s appearance) identifying
both the types of objects and the names of properties the
element is mapped to, as shown in Figure 1. Elements can
be continuously mapped to unlimited object/property pairs.

• The timescale at which the property operates: audio,
graphical, or interactive
• The range of values most likely to be assigned to the
property
• A Javascript expression embodying a simple approximation of how changes to the property are perceived,
5
6

http://monome.org/devices
https://vimeo.com/80685325
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mySinOsc = FlowBox(FBSinOsc)
FBAccel.X:SetPush(mySinOsc.Freq)
FBAccel.Y:SetPush(mySinOsc.Amp)
FBDac.In:SetPull(mySinOsc.Out)
Gibber:
Sine({ frequency:Accel.X, amp:Accel.Y })
The abstractions in Gibber enable completing this task in
one line of code. More important than the amount of code
is the simple mental model: to make a time-dependent assignment from one object to another, use regular assignment
syntax but capitalize the righthand property value. UrMus
offers a more flexible system for defining multirate mappings, including push/pull semantics and a variety of signal conditioning algorithms; this arguably necessitates the
use of a more complex notation. Gibber instead focuses on
terseness, readability, and low viscosity. Below is an example where the output envelope of a drum loop controls both
its pitch and the modulation index of FM synthesis, while
a slider is created to control the range of both mappings.
drums = Drums(‘x*o*x*o-’)
// assign the output envelope of drums
// to control speed of sample playback
drums.pitch = drums.Out

Figure 1: A keyboard and two sliders mapped to
control a synthesizer inside of Gibber

4.

RAPID INTERFACES: ONE-LINE NIMES

GUIs in Gibber are created using strategies first explored in
[13] with the open-source mobile application Control [11].
They are presented using Interface.js, which affords audiovisual and gestural control systems that run in the browser.
By default, interface elements are positioned on screen using
a simple subdivision algorithm but instrument designers are
also free to manually define boundary boxes for elements.
Abstractions present in Gibber enable interfaces running
in remote browsers to be treated almost identically to interfaces running from within Gibber itself; this lets programmers easily prototype interfaces for mobile devices. Remote interfaces are managed using the Interface.Server application7 , which serves web pages to clients that can generate OSC, MIDI, or WebSocket messages. By affording
manipulation of interfaces running on remote devices, we
enable programmers to dynamically experiment with mappings without having to republish / reload instruments.
Gibber provides syntactic sugar to tersely create and map
an anonymous interface element to a single audiovisual parameter. This affords the creation of “One-Line NIMEs”,
such as the following:

// create slider that defines max boundaries
slider = Slider()
drums.Pitch.max = slider
fm.Index.max = slider

5.

This line of code will create two sliders that are passed
as arguments to the sine oscillator constructor. These are
mapped automatically to frequency and amplitude, the two
arguments the Sine constructor accepts. As described in
Section 3, the sliders are also labelled with the respective
object and property they control.

A Comparison of Notations

As mentioned in Section 2.2, UrMus offers similar functionality for creating normalized, multimodal mappings. However, the notations used in UrMus and Gibber are very different; here is a comparison of the code required to create
a sine oscillator with frequency and amplitude determined
by an accelerometer.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The browser affords extraordinary opportunities for authoring and disseminating digital musical instruments. Our research provides high-level abstractions and notations that

UrMus:
7

PUBLICATION OF DIGITAL MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

Gibber features a centralized server that enables users to
create accounts, engage in collaborative programming sessions, and publish compositions and instruments. Users can
tag the sketches they publish and provide notes on their
use. After publication, a URL is automatically generated
and displayed that points to the sketch and can be freely
shared. By default, visiting the provided URL will launch
Gibber, load the associated published code, and display it
for editing and execution.
We provide an option during the publication process to
“Publish as an instrument” that is disabled by default. When
the option is checked the URL generated upon publication
will launch the instrument interface fullscreen; all UI elements associated with the coding environment are hidden.
A comparison of Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows the differences
between the two publication modes.
After logging in to Gibber, users see all sketches they have
published in the file browser of the development environment. They can also see recent sketches by other users, and
learn from tutorials on instrument building that specifically
discuss the process of mapping interactive control to audiovisual parameters. We imagine a community of builders
creating instruments and sharing them freely with one another without ever needing to download and install software
to run them.

Sine( Slider(), Slider() )

4.1

// assign output envelope of drums to
// control modulation index of FM synthesis
fm = FM({ index:drums.Out })

https://github.com/charlieroberts/interface.server
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Figure 2: A published instrument as designed in
Figure 1, running on a tablet

enable simple instruments to be created in the browser with
a single line of code; it also affords rapid experimentation
and prototyping of instrument design. The server backend of Gibber enables users to save their instruments to a
centralized location so that they can be shared with (and
potentially improved by) other users.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a new musical interface, TrAP (TRace-A-Phrase)
for generating phrases of Hindustani Classical Music (HCM).
In this system the user traces melodic phrases on a tablet
interface to create phrases in a raga. We begin by analyzing
tracings drawn by 28 participants, and train a classifier to
categorize them into one of four melodic categories from the
theory of Hindustani Music. Then we create a model based
on note transitions from the raga grammar for the notes
used in the singable octaves in HCM. Upon being given a
new tracing, the system segments the tracing and computes
a final phrase that best approximates the tracing.

Keywords
Interface, Sound Tracing, Drawing, Motion and Gesture,
Indian Music

1.

INTRODUCTION

Computer controlled interfaces and instruments have been
explored in the area of sound creation and manipulation.
Such interfaces allow a user not only to control musical parameters but also to express through them. New interfaces
can dissociate the expressive action from the sound in a
variety of ways, making the mapping between action and
sound complex and indeterminate [1].
Research in new musical interfaces predominantly concentrates on generating idiosyncratic grammars for novel
instruments, although little has been done to create interfaces which accomodate existing grammars that musicians
are already accustomed to. This limits users from having
virtuosic control over the instrument [2].
The first generative theory of tonal music [3] formalized
some concepts of composition and presented hierarchical
systems that shape musical intuitions. [4] [5] explain some
methods of generating computer music in the Western classical style. These methods also learn and generate signature
motifs used by particular composers. However, they cannot
be used in Hindustani Classical Music (HCM), because the
parallels between the concepts of western tonal theory and
HCM are limited to tuning and modal constructs.
The probabilistic generation of HCM was first proposed
in [6]. Music generation in [7] explores the probabilistic
modeling of raga grammars. Similar strategies have been

used in music information retrieval systems for HCM [8]
[9] [10] to help identify ragas as well. Although the methods to learn raga grammars are largely based on machine
learning techniques [11], generativity in Hindustani music
has not been studied explicitly. Strategies for creating valid
phrases in HCM have not been investigated either, because
extracting information from live recording and mapping it
to analytical concepts from music theory were found challenging.
Mapping motion to music is a known pedagogical technique used both in Western and Indian musical systems.
Input device technology that considers human motion has
also been explored in the form of gestural and motion capture based systems [12]. More recent studies have focused
on the relationships between sounds and natural movements
through tracings of sound objects [13] [14]. Data from human motion has also been mapped to a scheme of generative
music [15] while [12] focuses on free musical textures in improvisation. Sound-tracing studies to distinguish between
trained and untrained musicians have also been conducted
in [16] to quantify shapes as natural visual representations.
Due to the language-like nature of phrase mappings in
HCM, phrase level grammars are a known compositional
technique [17] [18]. We explore the application of these
grammars through the medium of visual representations
and propose a system for computer-aided composition which
dynamically generates valid phrases in ragas from a tracing.
Our goal is to use sound-tracings as an interface to generate raga phrases. In the next section we describe our initial
data collection process to learn a model for melodic mapping. The interface design is then discussed in section 3.

2.

SOUND TRACING CLASSIFICATION

Formal theory of melody in Indian music appears in many
texts [18] [17]. All possible melodic phrases are divided into
four categories or varnas:
1. Aarohi / Ascending (A)- global ascending contour for
pitches in the melody
2. Avarohi / Descending (D)- global descending contour
for pitches in the melody
3. Sthyayi / Stationary (S)- hover around a stationary
point in the melodic frame
4. Sanchari / Random (R)- do not fit any of the above
three categories
To begin with, we conduct an experiment to collect sound
tracings as a response to the aforementioned phrase categories and explore their classifiability to build a corpus.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.1

Stimuli Design

We create a set of 64 stimuli in various combinations. The
duration of each stimulus is between 4 and 6 seconds. All
stimuli were sung by one singer. There were three independent variables as follows,
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1. Phrase Type: This includes the four classes for melodic
categories as described above.
2. Articulation style: These are divided into two types:
Gamak and Flat notes. Gamak notes are with continuous slides between two notes. Flat notes do not have
this kind of representation.
3. Thaat group: We divide the ten thaats in HCM into
four groups on the basis of their affinity and general
nature.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

2.2 Experimental Setup
In the first part of the study, we obtain data for each of
the four phrase categories from 28 participants (median
age = 24.96) mixed across both genders. The stimulus
set was divided into eight playlists. We analyze the tracings drawn by 28 participants and compare them according to the phrase types used. We find strong correlation
between natural movement accompanying auditory perception of musical phrase and some features of the music itself:
pitch positions, dynamic stresses and accents. Participants
were asked to trace 32 musical phrases on a WACOM Bamboo digital tablet.
After obtaining a dataset containing 32 × 28 tracings
equally distributed over all classes, we approximate our
tracings as described in section 3.1 and group them into
melodic phrase categories using a K Nearest Neighbor(KNN)
classifier. The classification results as discussed in the section 3.2 as a part of the interface design. In Fig. 2, we plot
a characteristic example of the first three phrase categories
along with all the user tracings in the second column.

3.

Figure 2: Pitch data and corresponding user tracings for Ascending(a,b), Descending(c,d) and Stationary(c,d) phrases

INTERFACE DESIGN

TrAP interprets the users’ tracings and generates a valid
musical phrase based on a selection of ragas. TrAP relies
on various rules specific to ragas while generating a phrase.
The components of TrAP are shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 3.

values across its mean. We now interpolate the normalized
tracing using a cubic spline function with 8 knots. This
approximation is required to remove aberrations and discontinuity from the tracing, thereby capturing the global
contour of the tracing.

3.2

Phrase Classification

Using the approximated tracings as raw features for the
system, we trained a K-nearest neighbour classifier (KNN)
with cityblock distance metric. With the top K results, we
selected the mode to be the output class label.
We performed a 10-fold randomized cross validation to
check our system’s performance. Class accuracies of 81%,
63%, 41%, 28% for ascending, descending, stationary and
random phrase types were obtained with an overall accuracy
of 54%. We observed better performance for the first three
classes as they tend to have a fixed global contour, whereas
the random class (sanchari) does not.

3.3

Tracing Segmentation

Once a tracing is drawn, it is split into equally-spaced divisions based on a user parameter. After spliting, each sub
tracing is classified by the KNN search described above and
assigned a class label. The user parameter is to specify
the resolution to which information can be utilized from
the tracing. The granularity can be exploited to generate a
phrase closer to the tracing by selecting a high number of
divisions. The subtracings obtained are interpolated to the
desired feature vector length and classified using the KN N
classifier described above.

Figure 1: Structure of TrAP

3.1 Tracing Approximation

3.4

Given a tracing T = (x, y), where x is the time axis and y
is the pitch axis, we normalize its length, and center the y

Given the subtracings and their respective class labels, we
generate subphrases for each class label iteratively. We con-
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Data: ;
L → Subtracing label ;
N → Notes per subtracing ;
b → Previous phrase last note ;
Sn → n−Note sets ;
Tn → n−Transition sets ;
F → Forbidden consecutive notes ;
R → Acceptable thresholds per class ;
Result: P → Final Phrase
initialization;
s → pick initial set from Sn ;
n→0;
P → b append P ;
while n < N do
r → pick random note from set s ;
if last note P and r in F then
continue ;
end
P 0 → P append r ;
if mean(derivative(P 0 )) in range RL then
n=n+1 ;
end
s → pick random set number from Tn (r) ;
end
Algorithm 1: Phrase generation algorithm

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Sample tracing (a) and three TrAP generated melodic phrases in raga Yaman shown in (b),
(c), (d)
• Vadi - This is the most important note of a raga. It is
the note towards which the melody mostly gravitates.

catenate them all to get the final phrase in the end. All
subphrases generated are built using the grammar specified
by the raga explained in section 3.5. Algorithm 1 presents
the details of the system component. The raga grammar
rules are stored as different sets of notes, transition tables
for moving from one set to another and a list of forbidden
transitions. All random assignments are based on distribution built from domain knowledge in raga formation in relative scaling. We initially find out the relative occurence of
a note after a subjective evaluation which is then quantifed
and given a muchness score to produce realistic phrases.

• Samvadi - This is the second most important note of
the raga.
• Anuvadi - This is a note that is used optionally in
rendition, to beautify the raga.
• Bahutva - This literally means muchness [17] or copious use. There are two types of Bahutva: Abhyas
Mulak and Alanghan Mulak, which are two degrees of
muchness.
• Aplatva - This literally means scant or non-copious
use. There are two types of Alpatva: Langhan Mulak
(to be used in transition) and Abhyas Mulak (almost
not sung at all).
• Nyas - This is the cadential or the final tone to be
used at the completion of phrases.

Figure 3: A sample phrase generated by TrAP in
Raga Yaman

• Poorvanga / Uttaranga Vadi - This is determined by
whether the vadi or the tenor note of a raga is in the
Poorvanga(first half), or the Uttaranga (second half)
of the singable octave. This will help determine the
hover point of the phrases, and there would be a higher
chance to select phrases from this part of the octave,
or for the phrases to move in this part of the octave.

The classification of an intermediate phrase during its
construction is based on the mean of the first-order derivative (referred as µd ) of MIDI sequence values. The µd has
bounds for each class of phrase, which serve as a constraint
during the iterative process of generation. Since the chosen
MIDI sequence values are discrete and a single increment
represents a half step, it allows us to objectively define the
class thresholds over µd and constrain them as needed. Fig.
4 shows an example of three sample phrases generated by
the system in raga Yaman.

3.5

(a)

• Characteristic Phrases - These are phrases that occur
very often in the rendition of a raga.
We do this by emplyoing the following strategies:

Raga Grammar

1. Picking an accurate pitch class set for the chosen raga
from the singable octave from the corresponding midi
notes for a raga.

In this section we explain a framework for adhering to the
raga structure to create valid phrases. First we determine
the intonation and note positions of the constituents notes
of a raga. We describe some traditional categories of defining a raga. At any point of time in exposition, the constituent notes, the heavily used notes for each raga, and
some characteristic phrases, largely determine the melodic
movement. We can use this strategy for generating random
sequences of valid phrases in HCM if we model the following
parameters [19] [20]:

2. The notes chosen must be around each other to ensure
that phrases have continuity. We enforce this by dividing the octave into four parts from which pitches are
chosen to restrain the amount of jumps in the melody.
A random set is picked to start with each time. There
are overlapping notes between adjacent sets, that are
pivot points from which the melody can transition. In
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Table 1: Pitch Sets in different Ragas
Raga Name
Notes
Con- Notes
Contained (A)
tained (D)
Yaman
Ti Re Mi Fi Do Ti La Sol
Sol La Ti Do
Fi Mi Re Do
Bhupali
Do Re Mi Sol Do La Sol Mi
La Do
Re Do
Bageshri
Te Do Me Fa Do Te La Sol
La Te Do
Fa Me Re Do
Table 2, we see the four sets that divide the two octaves that are sung and used, and the respective transition sets, along with their assigned muchness scores
based on the above characteristics.
3. Assigning each note a measure of muchness based on
the above 8 criteria between level 1 and 5. A nonuniform probability distribution for picking notes from
each set which follows the Alpatva / Bahutva paradigm
in HCM as explained above, where some notes are
sung less frequently than others.
4. Forbidding the note transitions that are disallowed in
the raga structure: The example in Fig. 3 is that of a
phrase generated in raga yaman. In this raga, it is not
possible to go from a Ti to a Re, and we enforce rules
like this for note transitions, allowing the phrases to
remain valid.

Table 2: Notes in the singable octave, divided into
sets, with transition set numbers and muchness
score
Note
Pa
Dha
Ni
Sa
Re
Ga
Ma
Pa
Dha
Ni
Sa
Re
Ga
Ma
Pa

4.

MIDI Value
55
57
59
60
62
64
66
67
69
71
72
74
75
77
78

Set Numbers
1
1
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
2
2, 3
2, 3
3
3, 4
3, 4
4
4
4
4

P(Transition)
1, 2
1
2, 1
1, 2, 3
2, 3, 4
2, 3, 1, 4
2, 3
2, 3, 4
3, 2
3, 4, 2, 1
3, 4, 2
4, 3
4, 3
4
4

Muchness
1
1
3
3
2
5
2
3
1
4
3
2
3
2
1

CONCLUSIONS

We presented here an interface, TrAP to generate valid
melodic phrases in different ragas. The interface has two
user-defined parameters to control granularity and length
of the final phrase. The system allows the user to also determine the contour of the melodic phrases. Transition tables and pitch class sets can be populated with several other
ragas enabling the user to express the tracings in different
ragas. Future work can include rhythmic variation and enabling higher order compositional structures through this
schema.

5.
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ABSTRACT

crophones. The captured sound is then convolved with an
impulse response (IR) that is, in fact, a sound grain taken
from a corpus of sounds such that the grain’s timbre and
micro-structure is imprinted onto the microphone’s signal.
Seen the other way around, the grain’s timbre is articulated
by the spectro-morphology of the contact interaction sound
captured by the microphone.
The choice of grain is made by corpus-based concatenative synthesis’ content-based approach to navigation of large
databases of sound, as implemented, for instance, by the
CataRT system1 , where all snippets of sound are laid out in
a 2D space according to their sonic characteristics. This 2D
space can be navigated with an appropriate 2D controller
(mouse, joystick, XY-pad, accelerometer, motion capture)
to choose and to smoothly mix grains to be excited by the
microphone input.
This paper presents the early conclusions of what is a
simple way to join two existing proven technologies in order
to multiply respectively their timbral richness and gestural
expressivity. It will be evaluated in section 4 as a proof
of concept with further ideas for potential development in
section 5.

We propose ways of enriching the timbral potential of gestural sonic material captured via piezo or contact microphones, through latency-free convolution of the microphone
signal with grains from a sound corpus. This creates a new
way to combine the sonic richness of large sound corpora,
easily accessible via navigation through a timbral descriptor
space, with the intuitive gestural interaction with a surface,
captured by any contact microphone. We use convolution
to excite the grains from the corpus via the microphone input, capturing the contact interaction sounds, which allows
articulation of the corpus by hitting, scratching, or strumming a surface with various parts of the hands or objects.
We also show how changes of grains have to be carefully
handled, how one can smoothly interpolate between neighbouring grains, and finally evaluate the system against previous attempts.

Keywords
Corpus-Based Concatenative Synthesis, Convolution, Expressivity, Contact Microphones, Audio Gesture

1.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Interaction by Contact Gestures

INTRODUCTION

Contact gestures are an intuitive way to express musical
rhythm and dynamics on any surface or object by hitting
it, scratching it, strumming it, etc. It is striking to observe both how easily one can express a dynamic rhythm
by table-drumming, one’s hands providing a wide range of
timbres through the use of fingernails, fingertips, knuckles,
and thumb ball, and also how subtle the nuances of timbre
and dynamic can be from the onset of the exploration.
The most obvious limiting factor in both sound and variety remains the surface that is hit, and this is where digital
musical instruments (DMIs) can contribute to the enrichment of the sonic outcome while keeping the nuances, expressivity, and fully embodied interaction of hand contact
gestures, thus turning any surface into an expressive musical
instrument.
In this paper, we propose a new way to combine the
sonic richness of large corpora of sound (easily accessible
via navigation through a space of sound descriptors), with
the intuitive gestural interaction on a surface, by capturing
the contact interaction sounds with piezo or contact mi-

Expressive performance of digital musical instruments
(DMIs) via contact microphones on arbitrary surfaces has
entered the spotlight through the Mogees project2 , where
the piezo-source excites physical models of string or bell resonators, allowing to hit, scratch, and strum any object and
turn it into a musical instrument. This work was based on
research in the real-time music interaction team at Ircam [8,
1], that lead to the MO modular musical objects3 , winner of
the 2011 Guthman Musical Instrument Competition. The
MO software introduces gesture recognition to distinguish
different contact gestures (fingertip or -nail scratching, for
instance) to then drive different resonators (physical models
of strings).
In parallel, Puckette [7] has proposed the use of piezocaptured percussive performance as excitors of nonlinear
reverberators, with pre-processing of the piezo signal in order to remove the resonances of the physical system. The
paper also makes explicit what is so interesting in keeping
the audio signal from the exciter, by opposition to commercial drum triggers in this case, namely:

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

[...] sliding a brush over a drum trigger isn’t
likely to produce anything useful, whereas doing
the same thing on an instrument that operates
1

http://imtr.ircam.fr/index.php/CataRT
http://www.brunozamborlin.com/mogees
3
See http://youtu.be/Uhps U2E9OM?t=1m7s at 1:07.
2
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Microphone

directly on the audio signal from the contact microphone (as we do here) has the possibility to
create a wide range of useful musical sounds. [7]
Independently of the above, the first author has been using piezo pickups on various surfaces in performances since
2009 [10], exploiting the nuances of a corpus according to
the sound of impacts which are analysed and mapped to
the 2D navigation space of the CataRT software. This last
approach uses an attack detector (bonk~) that also outputs
the spectrum of the attack audio frame. Total energy and
centroid of this spectrum is mapped to the x and y target
position in the 2D interface to select the grains to play from
the corpus. This means, for instance, dull, soft hitting plays
in the lower-left corner, while sharp, hard hitting plays more
in the upper right corner. The drawbacks of this method is
that the attack detection is not 100% accurate and introduces some latency due to the analysis frame size, but since,
in this case, the signal from the piezos was mixed with the
audio played by CataRT, the musical interaction still works,
as demonstrated in the accompanying video example4 .

Navigation

Corpus

Grain Selection
Grain Transformation
Preconditioning

IR Buffer
Convolution

Output

2.2 Corpus-Based Concatenative Synthesis
Corpus-based concatenative synthesis (CBCS) systems [9]
build up a database of prerecorded or live-recorded sound
by segmenting it into units, usually of the size of a note,
grain, phoneme, or beat, and analysing them for a number
of sound descriptors, which describe their sonic characteristics. These descriptors are typically pitch, loudness, brilliance, noisiness, roughness, spectral shape, or meta-data,
like instrument class, phoneme label, that are attributed to
the units, and also include the segmentation information of
the units. These sound units are then stored in a database
(the corpus). For synthesis, units are selected from the
database that are closest to given target values for some of
the descriptors, usually in the sense of a weighted Euclidean
distance. The selected units are then concatenated (overlapped) and played, after possibly some transformations.
How a musician can interact with and play the corpus as
a musical instrument has been the topic of a recent article [10] that shows that the central notion of the interaction
is the sound space itself, rather than the method of control.
The specific instrument is determined by the controller that
steers the navigation, which fall into the groups of positional
control, and control by the analysis of audio input.
Two of the authors have also explored ways of using realtime descriptor mapping from a live instrumental source in
order to allow expressive multidimensional manipulation of
large corpora [12]. That method used multi-dimensional
musaicing to transfer performantive nuances of an electric
instrument (here a bass guitar) to a corpus of sound grains.
While this instrument design was successful with musicians
trained on the given instrument and gave very interesting
results, it lacks the immediacy and tactility accessible to
everyone that a piezo on a table gives. Moreover, the latency
and errors in attack detections were quite noticable.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the basic realisation of
corpus-based convolution.

2.3 Convolution

The basic realisation of corpus-based convolution is achieved
by making a bridge from a selection within the granular
corpus-based concatenative synthesis navigator to a convolution engine via an audio buffer, as illustrated in figure 1.
Every time the player navigates in the descriptor space (for
instance in a 2D representation as in figure 2) such that a
new grain becomes closest, that grain is taken as an impulse
response to be convolved with the microphone input signal.
In its simplest form, the navigation is done by moving a 2D
target via a positional controller such as a mouse, graphics
tablet, or touch screen (cf. [10], positional control). Note
that the grain which is used as IR can be processed like any

modularity has allowed creative research of musical application by practitioners [5]. With a strong musical practice
ethic, these tools allow very flexible yet entirely reliable use
and abuse. CPU efficient, lightweight, stable and reliable,
these pragmatic tools have allowed hands-on methodological research, one of which is showcased here.

3.

3.1

It is important to note that, despite the use of real-time
convolution as expressive means having not been explicitely
mentioned so far in DMI design literature, convolution as
a mode of cross-synthesis has been used by sound designers and computer composers alike for many years, though
mostly in deferred time.
In order to allow such real-time exploration, the HISSTools
Impulse Response Toolbox has provided the Max community with powerful modular IR manipulation tools [4]. Its
4

CORPUS-BASED CONVOLUTION

With the above building blocks available in modular form,
the scene was set for integrating the three approaches, (1)
intuitive tactile interaction, (2) descriptor-based corpus navigation, (3) real-time convolution as a means of cross-synthesis, with the hope of avoiding the limitations of any one
of these alone. In other words, there was a desire for timbral
richeness, reuse of virtuosity, and expressive gestural control, that was made possible by a slight abuse of convolution, hijacking it from its usual filtering and room acoustics
contexts.
This section will explain the principle and implementation of corpus-based convolution (section 3.1) and then
tackle two problems resulting from its usage in an interactive DMI: firstly, how to avoid abrupt changes and clicks
when grains enter and leave the convolver (section 3.2), and
secondly how to make the scattered bits of sound in the corpus into a smooth map through which the player can navigate (section 3.3). Preprocessing of the piezo input signal
to enhance the sonic outcome is then tackled (section 3.4).

https://eprints.hud.ac.uk/20131
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grain by the usual time-domain processes, such as transposition, gain, length and envelope change, reversal, all with
possible random variations. This further enhances the sonic
richness and expressive capabilities of the system.
Technically, in our prototyping system based on CataRT,
FTM, and its Gabor library, the catart.synthesis module outputs the grain as a 1-column matrix of floating-point
numbers (fmat). The matrix is copied into a buffer~ object via the ftm.buffer object. That buffer~ is referenced
by a multiconvolve~ object from the HISSTools which is
notified of the update via a message.

that a polyphony of 8 streams was a sufficient compromise
between fluid crossfading and CPU usage.

3.3

Smooth Interpolation Between Grains

In the basic realisation so far, the navigation in the corpus
will switch between impulse response grains as soon as the
target position moves closest to a new grain. This means
the 2D navigation interface is split into discrete Voronoipolygons.
While for some musical aim this might be appropriate, for
instance the creation of rapidly switching timbre transitions,
the continuous nature of the navigation space suggests a
smoother way to transition between timbres given by the
grains in the corpus.
One approach to achieve smooth timbre transitions is to
interpolate between the 3 surrounding points in the navigation space. The relative distances to these points can then
be used to derive a weight or amplitude factor [3] to mix
the convolutions with the 3 grains. We use this simplified
formula to calculate gain factors gi in dB for i = 1..3 convolutions, based on the distances di to the 3 closest points:
gi =

gmin di
P
dmin 3i=1 di

(1)

where gmin = −64 dB is the minimum gain for the maximum distance dmin = 23 . The gain for a grain becomes
maximum (0 dB) when its position coincides with the target position. In the middle of a triangle, all surrounding
grains have equal gain.
The implementation needs 3 channels of the 8-voice polyphonic convolvers above whose output signals are attenuated by gi and mixed.

Figure 2: Example of a corpus projected to 2D for
efficient navigation, plotted by Spectral Centroid
(x), Periodicity (y), NoteNumber (colour).

3.4

Pre-Emphasis

As the direct signal from the piezo is used to convolve the
grains, preprocessing of its sonic characteristics is required:
indeed the microphone will exhibit some grain of the surface
on which it is applied, most of the time resulting in a dull
top-end, with overdynamic spikes when getting too close to
the microphone. Moreover, the piezo’s high impedance and
low gain usually requires high pre-amplifier gains, which is
prone to generate background noise.
We have found that a three band filtering (low high-pass,
a band-cut on the main resonance and a boosting highshelf), followed by a subtle low-threshold expander and a
high-threshold limiter, is a suitable pre-conditioning for the
signal and yield results that are much closer to the timbral
characteristics of the IRs selected. By opposition to the
work by Puckette [7], we did not want to lose the filtering quality of the performing surface captured in the piezo
signal as we considered that this filter is part of the instrument’s sound. Nevertheless, the modularity of the current
implementation would easily allow the pre-emphasis filtering to be replaced by a FIR-filter extrapolated from inverted
surface resonance, as proposed by Puckette [7].

The basic realisation above captures the essence of the
interaction that allows to choose and then articulate one
grain by contact gestures, however it is not yet sufficient
for a varied musical performance. The next three sections
will extend the basic realisation to enrich further the sonic
outcome.

3.2 Handling Grain Changes
When a new grain is selected by navigation in the descriptor space, it is set as a new impulse response for the
multiconvolve~ convolver. This means that from that moment on, the output signal ceases to be the convolution with
the old grain, but the one with the new grain, which leads
to an abrupt timbral change or even a click.
The aim is to let the old grain “finish”, while the new
grain is already being convolved, in effect reproducing an
overlap-add mechanism. This can be achieved by multiplying the convolution modules by means of Max/MSP’s
poly~ multi-voice object. The old grain’s input signal is
faded out during a release time, here 200 ms, which allows
the old grain to die out. Note that the convolution output
can still continue for the duration of the grain, so only after
tr = releasetime + grainduration can the voice be freed.
Simultaneously, a new convolution voice is allocated and receives the new grain and in faded-in by a short attack ramp
of 10 ms.
We need a polyphony higher than two, since during the
fade out time of one grain, again a new grain can be selected,
when the navigation speed in the corpus is fast, or the grains
are very dense such that a trajectory crosses several grains
within tr . In order not to tax too much the CPU power
of the DMI, we have found out through empirical testing

4.

EARLY EVALUATION

As this paper is a proof of concept, the authors are eager
to share the results in a usable manner, allowing the DMI
designers and users to experience the results for themselves.
The code is therefore available with all its dependencies4 .
What follows is a short yet promising early evaluation.
When the new system is played in comparison with the
previous bonk~-based instance, the first striking improvement is the immediacy of the instrument: the excitation of
the grains with the piezo sound’s complex gestures is direct, rich, palpable, without any noticable latency. A complex dynamics between both hands, namely the percusive
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one and the corpus-navigator one, quickly establishes itself
and allows many games: with more percussive grains, the
piezo becomes a filter, adding texture; with more percussive piezo gestures, the grains pop to life in a very rich way,
while retaining their temporal micro-structure.
In order to illustrate the difference, the reader is invited
to download the instrument. For the reader who would not
want to run the code, a short comparison film has been
made available4 , as well as further sound examples of this
new instrument. In the first video, we can hear the same
gesture performed by itself, then on the old bonk~-based
DMI, and finally on the new DMI, first without and then
with pre-emphasis. As the examples show, the rich palette
of nuances of the piezo input are cast upon the grains, giving
it more depth and spectral contour. Moreover, the absence
of latency makes the new DMI more immediate than the
previous one.
Compared to the bass guitar musaicing [12] described in
section 2.2, what stands out again is the new method’s absence of latency, as well as its ability to keep a wide range
of nuances, as produced by the complex hybridisation of
the signals. Moreover, it confirms and solves the two issues
of the musaicing instrument, namely the granularity of the
sound and the attack problems: in the new method, it seems
that the complexity of the signal combination mitigates the
granular effect, giving it a much smoother articulation.

Other Sources than a piezo could be used. A hybrid
project between electric instrument control and certain descriptor mapping is also full of potential to be
explored to solve the problems of latency and granularity mentioned in [12].
As this exploration is in its early days, there are also
many potential optimisations to be implemented: First, we
could unify the gain changes due to distance-based mixing
and due to the handling of the release by incorporating both
into the amplification of the input signal before the convolution. Second, the partitioned convolution algorithm used
in HISSTools multiplies the FFT spectra of the input signal and the impulse response to carry out the convolution
more efficiently. If we now constitute the impulse response
by interpolating between the 3 closest grains in the spectral
domain, we only need one convolution instead of 3 separate
ones. Spectral domain representations of the grains could
even be precomputed for the whole corpus.

6.
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Pedals could also be used, or a controller mat, in the spirit
of guitar players extending their expressive power by
using their free limbs.

5
See also the last presentation of Nov. 22nd at http://
forumnet.ircam.fr/forum-workshops-2013-videos/

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This proof-of-concept implementation of corpus-based convolution efficiently combines the intuitive and expressive
control of dynamics and temporal shape provided by handpercussion playing on a surface, with the rich and varied
timbres chosen from large corpora of sound by contentbased selection.
One significant part of the digital musical interface has
not been treated specifically here, namely how to control the
navigation within the corpus of potential IRs. Currently, it
is kept in its already existing form of 2D control navigation
as described in section 1. This means however that one
hand will be used for the position input and only one hand
is left for contact interaction.
With the early results presented here being so promising,
we look forward to future developments of the navigation
control by other means in order to have both hands free
to play the contact microphones, to push further this approach:
Hand Position Tracking either by 2D or 3D camera, or
even audio triangulation, would perfectly integrate selection of grains by the position of the hands and
their expressive play on a surface. Here, the interaction space should be optimised by evenly distributing
grains over the whole playing surface [6].
Audio Mapping similar to that used in the previous
trigger-based system using bonk~ would extrapolate
the dynamics and timbre of the contact interaction
sound to not only articulate a grain but also change
the selection.
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ABSTRACT

the application of wireless technology within the NIME
community, which was reflected in the familiar Cook
quote: “Wires are not that bad (compared to wireless)”
[3]. Although Cook has since stated that this is no longer
the case [4], the vulnerabilities of wireless communication
channels remain a practical concern for developers of
wireless musical interfaces [24].
And rightly so: an
unreliable communication link can cause major performance
disruptions, which can be frustrating for audiences and
embarrassing for performers. The factors contributing to
transmission problems in wireless systems can generally be
considered to be the result of one or more of the following
[11]:

Wireless technology is growing increasingly prevalent in the
development of new interfaces for live music performance.
However, with a number of different wireless technologies
operating in the 2.4 GHz band, there is a high risk
of interference and congestion, which has the potential
to severely disrupt live performances.
With its high
transmission power, channel bandwidth and throughput,
Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) presents an opportunity for highly
robust wireless communications. This paper presents our
preliminary work optimising the components of a Wi-Fi
system for live performance scenarios. We summarise the
manufacture and testing of a prototype directional antenna
that is designed to maximise sensitivity to a performer’s
signal while suppressing interference from elsewhere. We
also propose a set of recommended Wi-Fi configurations
to reduce latency and increase throughput. Practical
investigations utilising these arrangements demonstrate
a single x-OSC device achieving a latency of <3 ms
and a distributed network of 15 devices achieving a net
throughput of ∼4800 packets per second (∼320 per device);
where each packet is a 104-byte OSC message containing 16
analogue input channels acquired by the device.

1.
2.
3.
4.

path loss (distance, occlusion)
interference from other RF sources
packet collisions (simultaneous client transmissions)
network contention

In this paper we examine a number of optimisations
to improve the reliability of wireless communications
specifically for live music performance and related
applications. To address problems associated with path
loss and interference, we designed, manufactured and tested
a directional patch antenna to maximise reception of
signals radiating from a performer whilst simultaneously
suppressing interference emanating from elsewhere. We
present the results of a series of throughput and latency
tests using a Wi-Fi (802.11g) interface device called x-OSC,
the design of which has been optimised for music/creative
technology applications [14]. The documented experimental
methods may themselves be used as a reliable and
repeatable means of quantifying the throughput and latency
of wireless systems.
We also present a number of
network configuration recommendations that practitioners
may apply to improve the reliability and performance of
wireless systems for live music applications.

Keywords
Wi-Fi, Wireless, Digital Musical Instruments, Open Sound
Control, Antenna design, Throughput, Latency, Live
performance

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless technology offers many benefits to new musical
instruments including increased mobility, dynamic network
formation, low cost, ease of deployment as well as increased
design and aesthetic flexibility [13].
However, when
compared to their wired counterparts, wireless systems
show significantly reduced performance due to the effects
of path loss, half duplex operation, increased physical layer
overheads and channel errors [25].
In the past, the above disadvantages have restricted

2.

BACKGROUND

With the exception of several proprietary solutions [9,
16, 1, 8] the majority of wireless systems adopted for
music and creative applications typically utilise Bluetooth
(originally IEEE 802.15.1), ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) or
Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11b/g). Bluetooth was originally designed
to facilitate short-range, low-cost, low-power wireless
personal area networks (WPANs) and while widely adopted
it is equally widely regarded as a problematic option
for the development of reliable wireless musical interfaces
[23, 24]. Concerns range from unpredictable connection
dropouts and long reconnection times [10], problems with

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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high latency [15] and jitter [6].
ZigBee and related
802.15.4 based devices have been documented to provide
substantial improvements in connection stability [10] and
reduced latency [15] when compared with Bluetooth, and
are consequently growing in popularity. The least prolific
wireless technology used in the development of custom made
music performance systems appears to be Wi-Fi, although
a number of notable examples are now beginning to emerge
[5, 21, 14, 22].

IEEE Spec
Data rate
Range
TX power
Channels
Channel BW

Bluetooth

ZigBee

Wi-Fi

802.15.1
1-3 Mbps
10 m
0-10 dBm
8
1 MHz

802.15.4
250 Kbps
10 to 100 m
(-25)-0 dBm
16
2 MHz

802.11g
54 Mbps
100 m
15-20 dBm
11 (EU)
22 MHz

(APs), and other general purpose Wi-Fi devices are
designed with antennas exhibiting omnidirectional radiation
characteristics to ensure that reception and radiation
quality is orientation independent.
Omnidirectional
antennas are well suited to domestic wireless networks
as the orientation of clients with respect to an AP
tends to be arbitrary. However, in music performance
scenarios, a performer is typically positioned at a known
orientation with respect to the AP. By exploiting this
domain specific knowledge, we may design a directional
antenna such that the desired signal radiated by the
performer is maximised, while undesirable interference from
the audience is suppressed, as shown in Figure 1.

Omnidirectional antenna

Table 1: Bluetooth, ZigBee and Wi-Fi Comparison
Table 1 provides a useful comparison of the three
different wireless technologies compiled from [12, 24],
indicating that Wi-Fi is a strong candidate in applications
where throughput, operating range, transmission power
and channel bandwidth are of importance.
As all
three technologies operate within the same licence-free
2.4 GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio
band, they are likely to suffer diminished performance
when co-located, due to interference and consequent packet
loss. Indeed, these interference effects have formed the
subject of several studies in which the mutual effects
of these competing systems have been explored. Each
wireless system clearly has the capability to impact on the
performance of the others; however, Wi-Fi is consistently
more resilient in the presence of ZigBee and Bluetooth,
even when communications channels exactly overlap [19,
20]; these findings are due in part to the higher transmission
power and channel bandwidth of Wi-Fi. The ubiquity of
Wi-Fi ensures immediate compatibility with most modern
personal computers and operating systems. Furthermore,
communication via TCP/IP enables systems to utilise
low cost consumer hardware such as wireless routers and
ethernet switches with the potential to create flexible
infrastructure networks.
Perhaps one explanation for the limited applications of
Wi-Fi for custom made music performance systems is its
high power consumption relative to ZigBee and Blutooth
[1, 23]. While low-power modes are available [22], Wi-Fi
may not be ideal for battery powered systems that require
long-term continuous operation. However, in practice,
music performances typically do not last more than several
hours. Furthermore, Wi-Fi appears very efficient when
power consumption is normalised against throughput, an
important feature for high-sample rate, low-latency systems
[13].
We are interested in maximising the reliability of Wi-Fi
systems in performance environments where audience
members may be equipped with a plethora of mobile devices
radiating a range of interfering signals. The performance
itself may also require multiple wireless nodes to coexist;
each with the potential to interfere/interact with one
another.

3.

PROTOTYPE
ANTENNA

AP

Directional antenna

AP

Figure
1:
Performance
scenario
showing
omnidirectional radiation pattern (top) verses
a directional radiation pattern

3.1

Antenna Design

Informed by a short study of proscenium width and height
measurements from a number of performance venues, it was
established that a directional antenna should be designed
with a 3 dB beam-width of ∼60◦ . To suppress interference
radiating from the audience, the antenna should have a large
front-to-back ratio: the ratio of the antenna’s sensitivity to
signals arriving from the front and rear. A patch antenna
was therefore considered whose required dimensions may be
calculated approximately as follows:
a≈

c
− 2∆a
√
2fmin ǫef f

(1)

where a is the dimension of the square patch, c is the speed
of light, fmin represents the patch resonant frequency (2.44
GHz ISM band), ǫef f is the effective relative permeability of
the antenna substrate (from data sheet) and ∆a represents
the effects of fringing, which is typically measured to be half
the substrate thickness [2]. Furthermore, the actual size has
to be fine adjusted to take into account the position of the
antenna’s connector.

DIRECTIONAL

3.2

Manufacture and Testing

The 2.67 cm prototype patch antenna was manufactured
using double sided copper-clad FR4 substrate.
The
resulting antenna array is shown in Figure 2 and consists of

Antennas form an integral component of wireless
systems, responsible for the transmission and reception
of radio signals between devices. Wireless access points
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three identical patch antennas mounted on a larger ground
plane. Each patch is spaced a full wavelength apart (i.e.
12.3 cm) to take advantage of space diversity [17]. Two
of the antennas are vertically polarised with the third
being horizontally polarised in order to take advantage of
polarisation diversity [2].

comparison is the ratio of the received power level from
the area illuminating the stage (desired), relative to the
area illuminating the audience (undesired). This gives an
average reading of 14 dB, meaning that the antenna is ∼25
times more sensitive to signals from the stage than signals
from the audience. For a fuller discussion of this design
process see [18].

Figure 2: Completed AP prototype patch antenna
array
Figure 4: Far-field radiated power pattern for
typical AP antenna

The performance of the assembled antenna was evaluated
inside an RF anechoic chamber (Figure 8) using a
Vector Network Analyser (VNA). The complex polarimetric
fields (for both horizontal and vertical polarisations) were
measured as the patch was rotated through 360◦ over
19 cross-sectional planes. Figure 3 shows one of the
patch antenna element power patterns (irrespective of
polarisation) at 2.4 GHz. For comparison, a typical AP
antenna pattern measured using the same process is shown
in Figure 4.

4.

NETWORK CONFIGURATION

The antenna developed in section 3 is intended to ensure
a good wireless signal. A carefully considered network
configuration can also be established to significantly
improve throughput and latency. An optimal arrangement
was found though extensive investigation of various network
configurations using the x-OSC Wi-Fi interface/sensor
device.
x-OSC is a development board featuring 32
channels of analogue, digital and serial I/O as well as
on-board sensors (gyroscope, accelerometer, magnetometer)
[14]. Communicating via Open Sound Control (OSC) [26],
x-OSC incorporates the Microchip MRF24WG 802.11g,
5 Mbps Wi-Fi module utilising their TCP/IP Stack
v5.42.06. The authors of this paper are contributors to
the development of x-OSC, which has enabled us to easily
customise firmware and Wi-Fi settings for the purposes
of testing. The following items summarise key aspects of
an optimal network configuration found to achieve best
performance.

Use Infrastructure Networks
x-OSC supports two network modes:
ad hoc and
infrastructure. Ad hoc is where a network is created by
x-OSC to which one or more client devices may connect.
An infrastructure network may incorporate APs, routers
and Ethernet switches to facilitate communication between
one or more x-OSCs and other client devices. The highest
throughput and lowest latency were obtained when x-OSC
was used in infrastructure mode in conjunction with a
router/AP. In [22], Torresen et al suggested that use of
an external router/AP introduced additional latency; we
observed no significant difference in our tests.

Figure 3: Far-field radiated power pattern for
prototype antenna
The prototype antenna plot clearly shows a significantly
higher signal in the positive x direction (towards the
stage), resembling the intended pattern shown in Figure 1.
Directional antennas are often characterised in terms of
their front-to-back ratio [2], which was an average of 20.1
dB for the patch antenna elements. However, this is not
an especially helpful metric in practice, and a more useful

Use Open Security
The increased overhead involved with packet encryption
(WPA/WPA2) negatively impacts on throughput and
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latency, due to the increased load on the x-OSC
microcontroller.
The best performance was recorded
when an open network (security disabled) was used. For
example, the maximum throughput of 400 packets per
second presented in section 5.2 would decrease to 350 with
security enabled. Furthermore, the network connection
delay would increase from approximately 5 s to 30 s. A
practical level of network security may still be achieved
by hiding the network (disabling SSID broadcast), and/or
enabling MAC address filtering.

Pro running WireShark v1.10.5, fitted with a Broadcom
BCM4360 transceiver and a Thunderbolt to Ethernet
adaptor. All OSC messages were sent as unicast UDP
packets. The infrastructure network was provided by
a LevelOne WBR-6805 pocket router/AP configured as
open (no encryption) in 802.11g mode (54 Mbps) with an
Ethernet connection to the host computer.

5.1

Unicast, Don’t Broadcast
Broadcasted messages (destination IP: 255.255.255.255)
are received by all devices on the network; although this
may be convenient, it causes increased network activity
and imposes an unnecessary processing load on each device.
Targeted unicast messages (to a specific IP address) were
found to provide measurable improvements.

Use Correct AP Mode
x-OSC is an 802.11g device, with a maximum bitrate of 54
Mbps. While many modern routers support 802.11n for up
to 600 Mbps, improved throughput was observed when the
router/AP was limited to support ‘g’ only.

Use Large Packets for High-Throughput
The large channel access overhead involved in the
transmission of 802.11 packets produces a tradeoff between
throughput and latency [25]. For example, the x-OSC
firmware was modified to demonstrate a maximum
throughput of ∼400 packets per second with a 1 byte
payload (0.4 kB/s), and ∼295 packets with a 1472 byte
payload (∼434 kB/s). This corresponds to a 1000 times
increase in throughput at the cost of a ∼25% reduction in
send rate. As low-latency is a priority for music performance
systems, sensor readings must be transmitted as promptly
as possible. However, the resulting smaller packets will
typically utilise only a fraction of the maximum possible
throughput.

Ideal (latency test-packets only)

LATENCY

Normalised distribution

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Round-trip latency (ms)

Figure 5: Normalised distribution of measured
round-trip latency

Applications requiring multiple wireless nodes can achieve
greater throughput by distributing nodes evenly between
Wi-Fi channels 1, 11 and 6 using three APs. These
channels are non-overlapping and enable simultaneous
communication without co-channel interference. However,
as will be shown in section 5.2, channel 6 can cause adjacent
channel inference on channels 1 and 11 [7]. If two channels
offer sufficient bandwidth then use of channels 1 and 11 will
provide the best performance.

PRACTICAL
THROUGHPUT

Under load (with additional 200 packets per second)

0.6

Use Multiple Channels

5.

Round-trip Latency

The round-trip latency was evaluated by wiring an x-OSC
digital input and output together and then measuring the
time between an output toggle message being sent by
the host computer and the input change message being
received from x-OSC. The digital input and digital output
OSC messages are 100 and 32 bytes long respectively, each
incorporating an address pattern and either 16 or 1 int32
argument/s. Software was written to send a message to
toggle the digital output every 50 ms and WireShark was
used to log the time of each packet sent and received by
the Wi-Fi adapter. This method of evaluating latency is
different from that previously proposed [14] and has the
advantage of eliminating the application software from the
measurements, which may contribute additional latency
specific to the software, OS or processing load of the
computer. The infrastructure network was created by
connecting the computer and x-OSC to a single router/AP.

Figure 5 shows the round-trip latency distribution of over
13000 samples achieved for either ‘ideal’ conditions, where
communication is limited to only the digital input/output
messages; and ‘under load’ conditions, where x-OSC was
configured to simultaneously send analogue input data at
200 messages per second. Table 2 summarises the results.
It may be assumed that the latency for communication in
either direction is approximately half that of the observed
round-trip latency, for example, <3 ms for ‘ideal’ conditions.

AND

Test condition
Ideal
Under load

Investigations were conducted to demonstrate the practical
latency and throughput that could be achieved for up to
15 x-OSCs using the configurations proposed in section 4.
The experiments were conducted in controlled conditions
and did not incorporate the prototype antenna presented in
section 3.
Experiments were carried out in a university lab in the
presence of other Wi-Fi networks, which were revealed
using a Wi-Fi scanning application. A spectrum analyser
was used to confirm that any significant use of the
2.4 GHz spectrum was limited to the visible Wi-Fi
networks. When only one Wi-Fi channel was required,
the scanning application was used to select an appropriate
channel. Each investigation used a Late 2013 13” MacBook

Mean

95% less than

5.30 ms
8.09 ms

6.59 ms
9.96 ms

Table 2: Summary of measured round-trip latency

5.2

Throughput

Throughput was evaluated as the total packet rate achieved
by up to 15 x-OSCs, each attempting to send 450 analogue
input messages per second. This rate is intentionally greater
than can be achieved by a single x-OSC to demonstrate
saturated throughput. Each message is a UDP packet
containing a 104 byte OSC message including 16 float32
arguments. WireShark was used to log the time of arrival
of each packet and packets per second was calculated as the
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number of packets arriving from each x-OSC within each
one second window. Each experiment starts with a single
running x-OSC. At one minute intervals, an additional
x-OSC is activated for a period of 15 minutes, to yield a
recording of throughput for 1 to 15 x-OSCs. Tests were
conducted with the 15 x-OSCs sharing a single channel and
evenly distributed between three non-overlapping channels
to investigate the benefit.
x-OSC 1

x-OSC 2

x-OSC 3

x-OSC 4...

group (shown in green) falls below that of the rest once the
channel 6 group appears. This demonstrates the potential
for channel 6 to interfere with channels 1 or 11 [7].

5.3

Anechoic Tests

The investigations presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2 were
repeated in an RF anechoic chamber to eliminate the
possibility of external interference. Figure 8 shows the
computer and x-OSC positioned in the anechoic chamber
for a latency investigation. The results were found to be
equivalent to those collected in the lab.

Sum
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400
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14

15

Minutes

Figure 6: Throughput of 1 to 15 x-OSCs sending to
a single AP on one channel
Figure 6 shows the throughput for 1 to 15 x-OSCs
connected to a single AP and indicates that up to
four x-OSCs can operate on a single channel without
significantly impacting the 400 packets per second ceiling of
a single x-OSC. Beyond this, additional x-OSCs reduce the
throughput of each device so that when all 15 are active, the
net throughput is ∼3800 packets per second. An important
observation is that this over-saturated network reduces the
throughput of each device equally (from 400 to ∼250 packets
per second).
x-OSC 1

x-OSC 2

x-OSC 3

x-OSC 4...

Figure 8: x-OSC with computer inside the anechoic
chamber during latency investigation

6.

Despite its ubiquity and impressive specifications, Wi-Fi
appears underused as a platform for new musical interfaces.
In this paper, we demonstrate the great potential that Wi-Fi
has to offer as a robust, low latency and high throughput
wireless communication technology. We have proposed a
number of configurations intended to limit the disruptive
effects of interference and to optimise a WLAN for live
music performance. In section 3, a 2.4 GHz directional
patch antenna was developed and tested that had been
designed to maximise sensitivity to signals from performers,
while suppressing interference from elsewhere. In section
4, a number of recommendations were proposed that we
have found to provide the lowest latency and the highest
throughput. These recommendations can be summarised
as follows:

Sum

5600

Packets per second

4800
4000
3200
2400
1600
800
0

0
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CONCLUSION
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Minutes

Figure 7: Throughput of 1 to 15 x-OSCs sending to
three APs on three non-overlapping channels
Figure 7 shows the throughput for 1 to 15 x-OSCs
connected to three APs, each operating on a separate
non-overlapping channel. Distribution between multiple
channels can be seen to produce an increased net
throughput of ∼4800 packets per second. The first group
of five x-OSCs were configured on channel 1, the next
on channel 11 and the final five on channel 6. This
specific order demonstrates that the channel 1 and 11 groups
are able to operate simultaneously without interference.
After 10 minutes, the inclusion of the final group (channel
6) increases the net throughput proportionally but with
significantly increased variance. Crucially, it can be seen
that the the throughput of an x-OSC in the channel 11

avoid device hosted ad hoc networks
do not use encryption
unicast, don’t broadcast
match your AP to your device network type
use large packets where possible
use multiple non-overlapping network channels

Practical results obtained when following these
recommendations were presented in section 5.
Using
the x-OSC interface device, a latency of <3 ms and a
throughput of up to 4800 messages per second were
recorded. This throughput reading was made with 15
x-OSCs simultaneously transmitting ∼320 OSC messages
per second, corresponding to the successful transmission of
240 analogue input readings every 3 ms. These results were
obtained using an 802.11g WLAN offering a maximum
throughput of 54 Mbps.
As affordable low-cost devices begin to emerge that are
compatible with the 802.11n (600 Mbps) and the recently
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approved 802.11ac (1300 Mbps) specifications, these figures
will continue to improve.
In future work we intend to rigorously evaluate the
complete system (network infrastructure and antenna) in
the context of ‘real-world’ performance scenarios.
In
particular, given the high throughput measured in our
studies, we are interested in examining the use of x-OSC as
an enabling technology for collaborative live performance
using a wireless sensor network.
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ABSTRACT
Developing for mobile and multimodal platforms is more
important now than ever, as smartphones and tablets proliferate and mobile device orchestras become commonplace.
We detail NexusUI, a JavaScript framework that enables
rapid prototyping and development of expressive multitouch
electronic instrument interfaces within a browser.
Extensions of this project assist in easily creating dynamic user interfaces. NexusUI contains several novel encapsulations of creative interface objects, each accessible
with one line of code. NexusUp assists in one-button duplication of Max interfaces into mobile-friendly web pages
that transmit to Max automatically via Open Sound Control [14]. NexusDrop enables drag-and-drop interface building and allows users to save and recall interfaces.
Finally, we provide an overview of several projects made
with NexusUI, including mobile instruments, art installations, sound diffusion tools, and iOS games, and describe
Nexus’ possibilities as an architecture for our future Mobile
App Orchestra.

projects have explored the terrain of desktop-to-mobile interface libraries, including massMobile for distributed performance [13] and Interface.js3 for Gibber [9].
While the aforementioned toolkits should be explored, we
present NexusUI as an alternative that expands on the simplicity of TouchOSC but that retains the depth and flexibility of a mobile interface development platform. [2] Benefits
of NexusUI including ease-of-code, novel and non-standard
musical interface elements, and two paradigms for graphically creating interfaces – NexusUp and NexusDrop – which
allow for rapid prototyping and development of interfaces
by non-programmers.
As Atau Tanaka notes, the nature of an instrument is
both self-sufficient and open-ended [10]. Nexus continues
the reimagining of what open-ended could be: open to gesture and touch, but also open to the audience, to other
phones, to the World Wide Web and its data.
Whether a musician turns to mobile instrument-making
for portability, gesturability, distributability, or accessibility, NexusUI and its extensions attempt to remove the barriers for that musician to develop her mobile NIME.

Keywords

2.

mobile music, web interface, multimodal, NIME, Web Audio API, OSC, mobile games, mobile apps, websockets

In NEXUS: Collaborative Performance for the Masses, Handling Instrument Interface Distribution through the Web,
we exposited a distributed performance platform using web
applications, called Nexus. [3] The user interface portion of
that project, NexusUI [1], has become a robust and easyto-use toolkit for quickly building flexible multimodal interfaces on mobile devices.
As a UI toolkit, NexusUI can simplify development of
many existing digital instrument forms, including iOS apps
using libPD [4], remote gestural controllers of Max patches
with mobile devices, and self-contained Web Audio projects
in the browser.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile music performance is a growing community [7], driven
by development platforms for musical apps [5, 6] as well as
commercial controllers like TouchOSC1 and Mira2 .
The web browser is established as a desirable platform
for single-build, multi-platform NIMEs that are compatible across desktop and mobile devices, and that can be
easily distributed [13]. Advantages for building browserbased interfaces have been enumerated [8, 9], and several

2.1

1

http://hexler.net/software/touchosc
2
http://cycling74.com/products/mira

NEXUS USER INTERFACE

Implementation

At its core, NexusUI is a JavaScript library of interfaces
drawn on HTML5 <canvas> elements. A central JavaScript
framework, nexusUI.js, provides interface initialization, unified design templates, transmission protocols, multimodal
event listening, web interaction, and a library of common
functions that can be drawn upon within individual user
interface objects.
NexusUI makes use of the jQuery framework4 , which should

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

3
4
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NexusUI objects, using the video camera’s incoming pixel
matrix as a touch field, and letting incoming audio data be
utilized as part of your Nexus interface through the web.

2.2.1 Making an Interface
To make the library as accessible as possible, creating a
Nexus NIME has been kept as simple as possible. Interface
objects are created by adding a custom nx attribute to any
HTML5 <canvas> element to specify which NexusUI object
to load. The HTML code for invoking a single NexusUI
button is:
<canvas nx="button"></canvas>
This button, by default, is of an average size (100 pixels), is accessible in JavaScript with the variable button1,
is both click and touch-compatible, and will transmit its
interaction data as an AJAX request to the hosting server.
These default settings can be customized upon initialization
or updated at any point afterward.
The following five lines of code show the complete body of
an HTML document with Nexus multitouch, tilt sensor, and
toggle, resulting in ten points of continuous touch control,
three axes of continuous motion control, and a toggle that
could turn audio on and off.
<body>
<canvas nx="multitouch"></canvas>
<canvas nx="tilt"></canvas>
<canvas nx="toggle"></canvas>
</body>

Figure 1: A NexusUI interface on a mobile phone.

be loaded prior to loading nexusUI.js. Linking to jquery.js
and nexusUI.js constitutes a full initialization of NexusUI.

2.1.1

In developing Nexus, several methods are provided for
creating objects, including JavaScript and HTML paradigms,
however, the nx HTML attribute has been the method most
commonly chosen technique by users.

Nexus Manager

Upon loading NexusUI, the core manager is instantiated as
the JavaScript object nx. It catalogs all Nexus objects on
the page, controls a central animation timer, and provides
the shared methods and properties for all objects in the
library. For example, the styling of Nexus is centralized
so that nx.colorize() can modify the color scheme of the
entire UI, or nx.lineWidth can change the default thickness
of drawn lines throughout the UI.

2.2.2 Configuring Objects
NexusUI is designed with a convention over configuration
approach, meaning objects are given logical and functional
default settings wherever possible, but are also customizable to retain flexibility of development. This is evidenced
above in the default OSC name assigned to the button, /button1, which could be changed in JavaScript (.oscName) or
in HTML with an ID attribute to be something more descriptive like /volume:

2.2 Interface Objects
NexusUI includes standard audio interaction modes such as
button, toggle, dial, slider, multislider, 2-dimensional
position slider, matrix with variable amplitudes for each
matrix point, number, message, keyboard, item select,
and comment.
Focusing specifically on mobile paradigms, a multitouch
version of the 2-dimensional slider is included which offers
five touchpoints that each output x/y data, resulting in continuous control over ten points of data. Also included is an
accelerometer tilt object which functions on iOS and Android devices, and the Google Chrome browser. The tilt
object accesses x and y tilt, and “z” vertical force.
Several novel, non-standard music interaction paradigms
are also included. The colors interface provides RGB data
from a chosen pixel of a colorwheel in response to touch.
Joints outputs the connections of one node to any nearby
node, and relative distance between each node. Metroball
lets users add bouncing balls into the interface and control
them with tilt motion, outputting data on a ball each time
it collides with an edge. Finally, pixels, is a matrix that
you can draw into (in draw mode) or use as a sequencer (in
sequence mode).
As described in the Projects section below, camera input and audio input have been incorporated into upcoming

<canvas nx="button" id="volume" style="width:200px">
</canvas>
This code would also overwrite the default width of the
object, with the GUI adjusting automatically to its new
size.
Many objects have configurable interaction modes. For
example, Nexus multitouch can operate in normal (continuous) mode, or matrix (discrete or “snap-to-grid” motion)
mode. A Nexus button has three modes of interaction:
• impulse transmits 1 on touch, nothing on release
• toggle transmits 1 on touch, 0 on release
• node transmits [1,X,Y] on touch/move, [0,X,Y] on
release
Animation and physics are configurable on enabled objects including position and dial, synced to a central nx
animation timing pulse.
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2.3 Transmission Protocols

2. Define self and setup the template:

Configurability extends to the interface’s transmission of interactions. Transmission protocols of AJAX, iOS, Android,
and local JavaScript callback are available.
By default, all NexusUI objects send AJAX requests back
to the hosting server to be handled. Examples are provided
in Ruby on Rails, node.js, and a default PHP relay script
which passes the data from any incoming requests to localhost as User Datagram Protocol (UDP) OSC messages on
port 7475. For this default transmission to function, the
page must be hosted and accessed by a server as opposed
to simply viewing the file in a browser. This can be easily
achieved by using the built in Apache server in OS X or
installing a server like XAMPP5 or MAMP6 as a turnkey
solution.
NexusUI objects can be set to send locally to a JavaScript
callback function, passing the interaction data as an array
that can be used to affect any JavaScript or DOM element
on the page, including Web Audio or to control other Nexus
elements.
The final two transmission protocol modes are geared towards embedding nexusUI interfaces into apps built on the
iOS and Android platforms. The iOS version uses custom
URL schemes to pass control data to the app. The navigation controller hosting the webView based UI implements
the shouldStartLoadWithRequest and captures any page requests headed to nexus://. In Android, this approach results in a delayed interaction, however one can directly tie
JavaScript functions in the UI to Java functions in the app
which allows for fast UI interactions.
Nexus objects’ transmission destinations can be set collectively or individually, so that some objects could transmit
via AJAX, another could send to an app, and still others
could send to a JS callback function. Here is a JavaScript
example of the default transmission protocol being set to
iOS transmission, albeit with button1 being dealt with locally to trigger the newNote() function within the browser.

var self = this
this.uiIndex = uiIndex
this.defaultSize = { width: 100, height: 100 }
getTemplate(self, target)
3. Define attributes unique to the object
4. Initialize any needed parameters
5. Create .draw() function
6. Create click/touch, move, and release functions to handle unique aspects of interaction for this object.
7. Add animation or any other code unique to the UI.

2.5

NexusUI takes advantage of the pervasiveness of HTML5
and web enabled mobile devices for cross-platform distributability via URL or QR code, and can be embedded into developer applications. Our convention over configuration approach makes NexusUI easy to get started with while retaining flexibility to customize more complex interfaces.
We add several interfaces to the NexusUI library that
have no equivalents in standard UI libraries. Nexus is opensource and extensible for development of more novel objects
using the <canvas> drawing surface, a feature that is less
accessible in many development platforms.
An additional advantage of NexusUI is its accessibility to
non-programmers via NexusUp and NexusDrop described
below.

3.

3.1

3.1.1 Max bpatcher

Extensibility

NexusUp is encapsulated as a bpatcher that scans a Max
patch’s presentation mode layout and generates a mirror
HTML document using Nexus objects. The Nexus page
then sends AJAX messages to a PHP script which forwards the messages via OSC into the patch. The NexusUp
bpatcher contains a udpreceive connected to a JavaScript
file in Max which updates each object in the patch to new
values received from the web interface.

3.1.2 Support
Currently, NexusUp supports many core Max interface objects, including number, slider, dial, button, toggle, message, comment, multislider, and kslider. Some Max interfaces that have no equivalent are translated into nexusUI
objects that function in a similar fashion, so that a filtergraph in Max is translated to a 2-D x/y position touch
interface, and a gain or live.gain in Max becomes a standard slider in Nexus. Objects like comment and message
duplicate their text values from the Max interface.

1. Declare the object constructor, with arguments of target canvas ID and object index:
function dial(target, uiIndex) { ... }

6

NexusUp

NexusUp is a one-click method for turning existing Max
patches into distributable mobile interfaces with built-in
OSC communication. NexusUp duplicates a Max presentationmode interface as an HTML web interface built with compatible NexusUI objects (Figure 2).

The library of NexusUI objects is highly centralized, with
all interface objects prototyped from a common template
that automatically manages gesture data for each interface
object, including multitouch positions, delta motion, and
default transmission protocols. This template provides easy
maintenance of the library, and makes it straightforward to
extend with new objects. Creation of new objects is also
simplified by utilizing the shared methods available in the
nexusUI.js framework.
The general structure of a NexusUI object is:

5

INTERFACE BUILDERS

NexusUI’s interface building assistants, NexusUp and NexusDrop, extend access to the NexusUI platform and enable
rapid prototyping of control interfaces for music, games,
robotics, or any other project that can use OSC.

nx.onload {
nx.sendsTo("ios")
button1.sendsTo("js")
button1.response = function(data) {
if (data == 1) {
newNote(data)
}
}
}

2.4

Advantages of NexusUI

http://www.apachefriends.org
http://www.mamp.info
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Figure 2: Example NexusUp transfer from Max 6 to a Nexus HTML page.

3.1.3

Setup

To enable NexusUp, a user adds the NexusUI library to
the directory of their Max patch and then places the whole
project within a web server that has PHP enabled. Once
UI objects are added to the presentation mode of the patch,
the NexusUp button can be pressed which scans the page
and creates an HTML file alongside the patch. This HTML
file can then be loaded in any browser to control the patch.

3.1.4

Goals

Different modalities for creating and using NexusUIs are
useful for different situations. NexusUp was built to simplify Max integration with NexusUI, make an option for
Max users that avoids the extra step of writing HTML code,
and to invite Max users to quickly create a UI for mobile
performance. Another approach to quickly creating user
interfaces is NexusDrop.

Figure 3: NexusDrop menu of draggable items
(cropped) with three created objects and their default OSC names.
edited to include Web Audio. NexusDrop is in development
to have built-in Web Audio API integration.

3.2 NexusDrop

4.

NexusDrop, a drag-and-drop interface for adding and removing Nexus objects from a webpage, makes NexusUI available to non-programmers and aims to make creating web
based interfaces a flexible and seamless process. This has
advantages over NexusUp, because users can add and delete
objects on-the-fly, and are not restricted to pre-existing Max
interfaces. It is also an opportunity for audiences to experiment with creating their own interfaces in a distributed
performance setting.

3.2.1

4.1

Mobile Apps

4.1.1 nxPetals
nxPetals is an iPad app using one multitouch object and
one tilt sensor. The multitouch object is in matrox mode
(10 x 10) and is used to choose up to five frequencies for
a Pure Data synthesizer, while the tilt sensor is used as a
volume pedal (y-axis) and panner (x-axis). The instrument
plays sweeping, slow-attack chords that can be moved in
space. nxPetals is a standalone iOS app using libPD for
audio generation. Nexus communicates with libPD via the
browser’s URL.

Implementation

NexusDrop uses an edit/perform mode paradigm similar to
Max and Pure Data. In edit mode, the webpage provides
a list of Nexus objects, and users can click and drag any
of those objects onto their interface page, in any number
and arrangement. Figure 3 shows NexusDrop in edit mode,
with a toggle, tilt, and slider created by click-and-drag. By
default, these objects have OSC names /objectN and send
their data to 127.0.0.1 on port 7475, just like NexusUI. The
OSC names and destination IP and port can be customized
in real-time on the webpage in edit mode. Each object can
send to a unique IP, if desired, opening up custom on-thefly network rerouting within a mobile ensemble an accessible
practice.

3.2.2

PROJECTS WITH NEXUSUI

NexusUI has been used in a diverse array of projects in
our music and art community, including mobile apps, Web
Audio projects, electronic chamber ensemble compositions,
games, sound diffusion tools, and sound art installations.

4.1.2 nxChimes
nxChimes, another app using lipPD, has no visible interface and is explored solely with motion. The instrument is
played by moving through the three-axes of accelerometer
space and triggering sounds when crossing certain thresholds. With a hidden tilt sensor and no indication of what
points trigger sound, nxChimes is intended to be an interpretation of John Cage’s Inlets, exploring an invisible and
uncontrollable sound source, triggering music unknowingly.

Reusing Interfaces

Once an interface is made, it can be saved locally using
HTML5 localstorage, or uploaded to our central NexusDrop
UI database, accessible for use by anyone on the web. An
interface could also be exported as an HTML file, to be

4.2

Web Audio

4.2.1 SawCircle
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interface was ported to an iPad interface of NexusUI sliders
and buttons.
The composer found advantages of NexusUI to be its reliability compared to MIDI controllers whose drivers sometimes faulted, and its flexibility, notably her ability to rearrange the Nexus sliders and buttons with HTML to fit the
composition (for example, aligning 4 sliders next to each
other to be played by 4 fingers of one hand). However, the
composer ultimately chose to stick with MIDI controllers
because she found the iPad interface vulnerable to accidental touches and wrong notes. We are researching solutions
to this critique, including laser-cutting tangible overlays for
some Nexus interfaces.

4.4

Game Design

4.4.1 MoonBall
Nexus was used in the artistic game design of an iOS app
MoonBall, which incites musical composition through rulebased game dynamics. Moonball is built on the Nexus interface engine for its interaction, animation, and built-in methods, and uses Nexus’ transmission protocol to send data to
libPD inside the app.

4.5

Spatialization and Ambisonics

Figure 4: nxPetals shows the multitouch object in
matrix mode, with numbers denoting overtones
SawCircle is a distributed performance by Trey Duplantis
using Web Audio in mobile devices. A QR code is distributed to an audience, most recently a Mardi Gras parade,
which loads a NexusUI button interface on their phones.
The button triggers polyrhythmic sawtooth waves in justintonation intervals and irrational tuplets. The composition
reimagines a drum circle as a distributed performance of
harmonic sawtooth pulses, using a traditional drum circle
as a reference point to foster creativity, a goal of distributed
performance [11].

4.3
4.3.1

Laptop/Mobile Ensemble
VOX

Vox is an electronic chamber piece for two vocal and two
tablet performers by William Conlin. The tablets send OSC
messages to laptops from NexusUI, controlling four filters
and four delays in Max. Tablet performers use both discrete
and continuous control of live audio processing of the vocal
performers.
Vox was fully composed in TouchOSC before the NexusUI
interface was developed. Upon changing the tablet interface
to NexusUI there was no need to change the nature of the
composition. The composer found that NexusOSC had several strengths: as a web-based interface it was cross-tablet
compatible; NexusUI’s networking infrastructure reduced
the setup time for performance; and scripting allowed for
easy and fast custom styling of instructions. He noted that
it was easy to make the new interface almost identical to
the previous TouchOSC interface, and more flexible to customize once constructed.

4.3.2

Figure 5: Sending sound around a speaker system
in Environmental Variables:Construction

4.5.1 Environmental Variables:Construction
NexusUI is being explored as a performative spatialization
tool for massive loudspeaker orchestras and sound theaters.
Jesse Allison’s Environmental Variables:Construction, uses
a distributed mobile interface to allow an audience to send
sound directionally to nearby speakers, enabled by the NexusUI
interface sending OSC to a Chuck audio server. The piece
was performed collectively with an audience of over 50 members.

4.6

Installation

4.6.1 Humming Mississippi

Imogen

The sound art installation Humming Mississippi uses NexusUI
to integrate web audience participation with the physical
artwork. In the piece, transducers resonate planks of wood
milled to the depths of a section of the Mississippi River

A similar process to Vox was done with a composition Imogen by Lindsey Hartman, a granular remix of Imogen Heap’s
song Hide and Seek performed by a laptop orchestra. Originally using four MIDI controllers for four performers, the
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(Figure 6). A nearby QR code lets viewers load a custom
NexusUI interface that simultaneously creates spectrumbased sounds in Web Audio and actuates the transducers
in the physical wood sculpture.

The authors would like to acknowledge the support of the
Louisiana State University Center for Computation & Technology, Cultural Computing focus area, and the School of
Music. We would also like to acknowledge the support of
the Board of Regents for Mobile Initiatives.

7.

Figure 6: Humming Mississippi installed at the
Shaw Center for the Arts, 2013

4.6.2

Graham-O-Phone

Finally, NexusUI also experiments with new HTML5 getUserMedia as a control interface, accessible by the upcoming NexusUI camera object. This object will make a live
video stream accessible for various modes of data, including
its color data or as an audio sequencer. The camera object
has already been used for an online video synth, called the
Graham-O-Phone, which turns video input into an audio
sequencer. It allows a performer to zoom in on a region of
space, pixelate it, and use the color data of those pixels in
sequence as data to control audio made with Gibberish.

5.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

NexusUI holds significant opportunities for future development and use. The ease of developing and distributing mobile interfaces has encouraged us to develop the Louisiana
Mobile App Orchestra (LMAO). NexusUI will be used to
control audio generation, performative spatialization, and
audience interaction. Notably, the NexusUI joints object
has been used as an equal-power sound diffuser around a
72-channel sound theater, allowing live performance control of individual nodes of sound in space with multimodal
input from mobile devices.
Key goals in the future development of NexusUI are to
more rigorously take advantage of its networked nature, and
to critically evaluate the possibilities of a browser-based interface, including the practice of in-browser performance.
[12] There is a great opportunity to integrate NexusUI with
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) from other services to retrieve live data from social media, sports, games,
or news, and to encapsulate those data streams in easyto-create NexusUI objects. Imagine using a single line of
code, or a NexusDrop draggable interface, to create an interface that could receive social media images (Instagram
or Flickr), tweets, and text messages from your audience
and to perform with touch, color, or text data from those
sources on a touch device. We see Nexus as a burgeoning open-source platform for the development of new, unusual, networked touch-interface maps that break from the
paradigm of sliders and buttons, and that can enable musicians to approach mobile devices more creatively.

6.
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ABSTRACT

2.

In the setting of collaborative live coding, there emerges
a number of issues: (1) the need for communication, (2)
issues of conflicts in sharing program state space, and (3)
remote control of code execution. This paper proposes solutions to these problems. In the recent extension of UrMus - a programming environment for mobile music application development- we introduce a paradigm of shared
and individual namespaces safeguarded against conflicts in
parallel coding activities. We also develop a live variable
view that communicates live changes in state among live
coders. Lastly, we integrate collaborative aspects of programming execution into built-in live chat, which enables
not only communication with others, but also distributed
execution of code.

We can define collaborative live coding as live coding practice that involves more than one musician performing, in a
collaborative manner, live coding music (see some conceptual examples in Figure-1). Such collaboration enriches the
range of the live coding music’s expressivity just as if musicians were playing as an ensemble. A mode of collaboration
in live coding can be group improvisation where two musicians perform, respond to each other based on what they
hear at the moment and shape music into a coherent piece.
In this mode, live coders are connected through feedback
loop created in sonic space, depicted in Figure 1-(a).

2.1

Live coding as Network Music

Collaborative live coding does not necessarily require network capability. However, the fact that live coders play on
a laptop invites a variety of techniques that have been explored in the field of network music, given that network capability is a very basic function of modern computers. The
potential of live coding as network music was anticipated
from the inception of live coding [4].
Network music researchers have proposed ways to classify
networked music-making environments; live coding could
benefit from applying the dimensions used in classifying network music. Indeed, doing so could shed light on and expand mode of collaborative live coding. Barbosa proposed
a way to classify computer-supported collaborative music
based on synchronisms (synchronous / asynchronous) and
tele-presence (local / remote) [1]. Weinberg classified interconnected music environments according to the roles of
computers and the level of interconnectivity among users
[15]. He also described a number of topologies depending on
relations among musicians (centralized / decentralized ) and
the nature of interconnectivity (synchronous / sequential ).
We borrow these concepts directly to understand existing
works of collaborative live coding and to associate with our
design choices in the rest of the paper.

Keywords
live coding, network music, mobile music, collaborative music making

1.

COLLABORATIVE LIVE CODING

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we discuss various extensions to a live coding environment in order to facilitate aspects of networked
collaborations. Specifically, these extensions are (1) introduction of individual and shared namespaces in conjunction
with a live variable view to help networked live coders manage and visualize program state, and (2) a live coding chat
environment that supports remote code execution among
live coders as well as non-coding instrument performers.
Music is inherently a communicative and collaborative
art among composers, performers, instrument builders and
listeners. The same can be said for live coding, a crucial
aspect of which is communication among live coders, instrument performers and the audience. Further, the presence of
networked programmers poses challenges of managing possible programming conflicts that might arise from misunderstanding or miscommunication. The goal of this work
is to provide structural support within the live coding editing environment as well as in live-coded artifacts (e.g.mobile
apps) support that mitigate these risks by providing critical
information or explicit control.

2.2

Networked Collaboration within Live Coders

Many previous works have attempted to augment live coding music performance with network capability implemented
via live coding language and its programming environment.
In a live coding scenario, data transmitted over a network
need not to be audio. Rather, code text (or program state)
is used as elements of a network conversation and sound
can be displaced from the source by executing, remotely,
transmitted code. PowerBook Unplugged exemplifies an interconnected and decentralized network ensemble by sharing code over a wireless network among live coders [12].
Similarly, aa-cell added network capability to Impromptu,
to facilitate collaboration over the local and decentralized

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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network for sharing and executing code remotely [2]. In
a broader sense, reacTable can count as a collaborative
live patching environment where multiple users can build
a sound synthesis patch with shared tangible objects in a
local and centralized manner [8].
Aside from sharing and exchanging music (or code) over
the network, it is often times helpful during the session to
coordinate temporal synchronization (e.g., tempo, meter,
clock) between live coders. Sorensen introduced Impromptu
Spaces and take a decentralized approach to implement a
distributed memory that can be read and modified from
multiple computers [13]. The Spaces also provides a blocking procedure, which is useful for clock synchronization. It
follows the server-client structure in which one feeds synchronized temporal information (e.g., metronome) and the
other processes use the primitives locally.
A course of works have been designed and developed for
collaborative live coding. Wang introduced a concept of
collaborative audio programming space called Co-Audicle,
and suggested design frameworks for it [14], although we
cannot find that the system has ever been implemented to
fulfill a networked and collaborative live coding scenarios.
While it offers no fully-functional programming language
as do other live coding languages, Freeman’s LOLC is designed for large-scale, collaborative improvisation based on
a simple command-line-like language [6]. It takes a hybrid strategy of utilizing both the decentralized structure for
sound generation (each machine plays its own sound) and
the centralized structure for providing a shared sonic environment. The dual server-client applications accommodate
large-scale laptop ensembles and the server application provides a shared environment for code exchange, instant chat,
distribution of musical patterns, and a synchronized global
clock for client applications. The server application chooses
to selectively visualize the state of collaboration rather than
project the computer screens of all players.
Based on Barbosa’s classifications, many of the aforementioned examples fall into the local/synchronous category.
However, Gibber enables a live coding environment on a web
browser so that multiple live coders online can collaborate
in remote setup by sending code and remotely executing it
[11]. The most recent version of Gibber 1 includes a Google
docs-like editor where one can write code and read code of
others in real-time, enabling multiple performances at the
same time if two collaborators are in different geo-locations.
It applies the decentralized structure of running Gibber machines on multiple web browsers; each machine shares code
text with other machines but has its own state. For example, clocks of connected machines are not synchronized
and two different machines can play different music based
on how the live coders choose to execute the code shared.
It seems that collaboration between live coders over a network is a natural choice. Many environments offer shared
sonic environment at many levels (code text, sound, function, variable, clock, etc.) as well as communication channels such as live chat. There remain interesting questions
in how live coding environments and languages can further
facilitate such collaboration.

Figure 1: Possible Scenarios for Collaborative Live
Coding. An arrow between two nodes means that
two musicians are connected over network. Note
that these are just a few examples from many possibilities.
(For example, Figure 1-(c),(d),(e)), we had difficulty finding, however, examples where live coding musicians and instrument performers play in a mixed ensemble. Perhaps, it
is a rare case because of the fundamental difference in control and mapping between live coding and playing musical
instruments. The algorithmic control of sound in live coding
imposes multi-layered, gradually evolving music in musical
aesthetic. The inclination behind this aesthetic comes from
the mapping between physical control and sound in live coding. Although, an algorithm can play a multi-layered, possibly infinite number of onset events in generative music,
there is a certain delay between the time one starts the
gesture (programming/typing) and the time the change is
finally made in music (execution of new code), we often refer to this as a lack of immediacy. This delay makes a live
coder want to loop a musical pattern in the background so
as to minimize silence during a performance. In contrast,
in playing a musical instrument, a performer’s gesture generates onset immediately and there is, in general, no delay
between the gesture and sound. On the other hand, acoustic instrument players would struggle to play multi-layers of
sound similar to what a live coder can easily achieve. We
believe there will be a definite contrast when live coding
music is played with instrumental music.
We anticipate this collision of making music to lead, in
the near future, to the creation of unique computer music
performances. Nevertheless, another approach could circumvent the challenge by forming a sequential relationship
between live coders and instrument performers. Or live coding musicians can mediate the sonic outcome of an acoustic
instrument, either by providing a musical medium for instrument performers to perform with or by processing an
acoustic outcome of musical instruments with algorithms
(note that the order of sequence differs for the two cases).
The authors are interested in the former, a sequential relationship where a live coder mediates the musical expression
of an instrumental musician in certain ways.
Recently, the author participated in developing an extension of LOLC, SGLC [10]. In this extended environment,
laptop musicians generated real-time music notation on the
fly by typing commands in the environment and instrumental musicians sight-read the generated score for collaborative improvisation. Here the outcome of text-based interaction is real-time notation, not music. The generated music
score is rendered in various forms so that it gives space for
instrument performers to interpret (e.g., open-form score,

2.3 Collaboration with Instrument Performers
In the field of NIME, it is not difficult to find an ensemble where instrument performer(s) collaborates with laptop
musicians in various forms (e.g., live patching, laptop orchestra). There can be many types of collaborative scenarios between live coders and non-live coding musicians
1

http://gibber.mat.ucsb.edu/
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such as graphical or textual score). The user study showed
that the system effectively integrates acoustic instrument
players into a mixed ensemble. We believe the idea of mediation can be easily transformed to a collaborative livecoding scenario. The outcome of live coding need not be
generative music; it can be a medium to instrumental musicians.
A previous work of the authors follows a similar mode
of sequential collaboration between a live coder and an instrument performer [9]. In this scenario, the outcome of
live coding is a musical instrument on a mobile device and
the instrument performer plays the live-coded mobile music instrument. In this mode of performance, a live coder
by herself cannot generate sound; an additional instrument
performer is needed to do so. The sound is coming from
the musical instrument built on the fly (see Figure 1-(d)
and (e)). The sonic result of the performance is drastically
different from traditional live coding music. While the instrument musician can only play one layer of sound with the
instrument, the outcome of improvisation can demonstrate
the immediate expressivity of having a musical instrument.
Indeed, this would be challenging to reproduce in the traditional mode of live coding.
In our aforementioned paper, we also explored design
challenges coming from the interdependent relationship between a live coder and instrument builder and an instrument
performer. We suggested a set of programming techniques
for live coders to coordinate smooth collaboration with the
musicians who use the dynamically changing musical instrument. In the improvisation piece performed, there was also
a sequential collaboration in the opposite direction from the
instrument performer to live coders as well. A live coder
captured a snippet of the expressive play of the instrumental musician, took trace of interaction data of the motif,
and used it to create a pattern running in the background.
The performance showed a wide spectrum of collaboration
available in collaborative live coding scenario.2

3.

Figure 2: Centralized Architecture of Collaborative
Live Coding
to the programming environment. We first introduce the
overall structure of the network, go over new features added
to the environment and explain the design choices that were
made.

3.1

Centralized State Space

Wang introduced two models of collaborative audio programming space-server-client and peer-to-peer [14]. These
terms are also related to the classification of network music
in centralized and decentralized approaches that Weinberg
suggested [15]. In a centralized approach, there is only one
program state space that generates the outcome of live coding. Live coding musicians connect to the machine and remotely execute code over the network. Since only one state
space is running on one machine, no additional process is
needed to either share information or synchronize clocks.
Whereas in a decentralized approach, there exist multiple
machines used by multiple live coders. In this case, each
machine has its own state and generates an individual outcome. Therefore it requires a separate mechanism to share
information between live coders (e.g., additional server application or distributed memory).
UrMus inherently supports a centralized model. Live
coders on laptops (multiple clients) can connect to the mobile device (server) and transmit code text to the device
wirelessly. Figure 2 demonstrates the system architecture
of this work. UrMus is based on lua [7], a light-weight interpreter language so that whenever code is run, the code
will be evaluated and executed on top of the current state
space thus far accumulated (see Figure 3-(a).) For example, if a live coder submitted code that assigned a value to a
string variable named str, any live coder who submits code
afterwards will have access to str. Note that although the
editors is web-application, this is different from the environment of Gibber. Here the web-editor on the laptop is a
dumb terminal that holds code text and the mobile device is
the machine that synthesizes sound and renders a graphical
user interface.

PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT FOR
COLLABORATIVE LIVE CODING

The question of how to make a live coding environment facilitate this mode of networked collaboration is what gave
rise to the goal of this work. Following our previous work
reported in [9], we utilize the programming environment for
mobile music applications UrMus [5]. The code editor of
UrMus is implemented as a web application running on a
mobile phone so that a user can code on any web browser
(usually running on a laptop) and transmit code over a local wireless network to be interpreted on the device. In this
remote programming environment, multiple coders can implement a mobile music instrument together on the fly. An
example of two live coders and one instrument performer is
depicted in Figure 1-(e).
Through a course of rehearsals and the performance from
the previous work, we realized a number of improvements
remained to be made to the environment so as to support
collaboration and communication in this setting. We developed an extended programming environment designed for
this specific mode of performance. The design goal of the
extension is to improve UrMus so that it will support collaborative improvisation and communication for this setting.
The remainder of this paper describes a concrete extension

3.2

Individual and Shared Namespace

In the last example from the previous section, we can already find a problem when multiple programmers code in
a centralized state space. What if someone else creates a
variable named str without realizing a variable with such
a name already exists? See another example in Figure 3(a). For the collaborative live coding environment with a
centralized approach, it is desirable to control this risk, otherwise a collaborator may accidentally overwrite the state

2

A video of a rehearsal for the concert is available at http:
//youtu.be/B9VYA_6spoI, which was selected as the 3rd
prize in live coding demo contest in LIVE workshop, ICSE
2013. Additionally the shortened video footage of our actual
performance is available at http://youtu.be/r_BGC4Wsm6c.
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one else corrupting their code by mistake. Note that this
approach requires additional user input to select a set of
state to be shared, hence facilitating communication between coders. For example, borrowing is possible but stealing is not without user’s permission; one has to ask the
owner to share a certain state. This is contrary to the alternative where information is open to anyone but the environment only alerts a live coder whenever there is a collision.
We chose the more controlled option of having a coder make
explicit decision on which states to share rather than react
to system alerts. However, we recognize the other option
also has its own strength in its open structure.
For implementation, we utilize lua’s functionality of specifying a namespace (or environment in lua term) with a
function called setfenv() 3 . Whenever a live coder connects
to the mobile device, the mobile device assigns a unique
namespace for each live coder. Therefore, whatever code
executed by a live coder will change the state within the
namespace that is associated with the live coder. We modified urMus to search the shared namespace in case that the
code could not be evaluated within an individual namespace
so that each live coder has access to his/her own namespace
and the shared namespace.

3.3

Live Variable View

Live variable view is similar to other programming environments (e.g., Eclipse) that show you a list of variables and
functions except that it shows the value of each variable at
the moment. It is also similar to the debugging mode in
a programming environment where you can see the state
of the program at a certain point, except that you do not
need to stop at a breakpoint. The live variable view displays variables, functions available in the state space at the
moment, and expressions a programmer is interested in. In
Figure 4, the live variable view is located in the top left corner of the editor. If a variable is abstract data typed (e.g.,
array, urMus GUI widgets), it shows all the elements inside
the container in a hierarchical tree structure. An expression
can be any code text that can be interpreted and returns
a value such that you are able to evaluate any information
you are interested in during the live coding session.
The state space in live coding can change over time for
many reasons, including code execution on-the-fly, timevarying variables such as audio data, and user interaction
influencing the program (such as pressing a button). The
view updates, by default, any value changed by code execution. The live button right next to each entry can be used
if a programmer wants to see the value of the associated
entry in real time. For example, if there is a variable that
contains audio sample data, you can see the actual sample
value in real time.
As stated in the previous section, there are as many individual namespaces as there are live coders plus the shared
namespace. Live variable view will have each namespace
presented in each tab. Figure 4 shows three tabs are available in the view. Also handled in the live variable view are
sharing variables, functions or expressions. One must simply check the checkbox in front of an entry that one wants
to share and press the share button at the bottom. Once
shared, the entry will appear in the shared namespace tab
and any live coder will have access to any entry in the shared
namespace.
Having live update of variables (or expressions) in live
coding helps communication in two aspects. First, it provides a live view of the program state constructed and shared
by each individual. The benefit of this is that it provides

Figure 3: Example of possible namespace control.
a) There is only one state space leaving open the
risk you inadvertently modify someone else’s state
space. See there are two count variables, the later
produced of which will overwrite the earlier one.
b) Having a separate namespace per each live coder
will prevent this collision but then how will they collaborate without shared state? c) There is a shared
namespace that all live coders have access to. A
live coder can share either a variable or function
to be shared with other live coders. For example,
Bob can choose to share a function ”setFrequency”
so that Alice can execute that function.
that someone created. One non-technological solution to
this problem is live coders continually paying attention to
other peoples’ code text and being careful not to make conflicts as a part of live coding practice. This introduces extra
cognitive loads for live coders and limits the improvisational
aspects of live coding. Another naive solution to this is to
make each live coder have individual state space which will
prevent conflicts (see Figure 3-(b)). However, this solution
obstructs basic ways to collaborate by isolating a live coder
from the centralized state space. For instance, a live coder
in an independent state space cannot perform critical network music gestures such as Borrowing and Stealing [3].
Our solution to this issue is to give each individual live
coder his/her own namespace and to create a shared namespace separately that everyone has access to. Each live coder
can selectively transfer any program state (e.g., variables,
functions) of his/her own to the shared space (see Figure 3(c)). In this way, live coders need not worry about some-

3
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Figure 4: Screen capture of new urMus programming environment on a web browser. Live Variable View
(topleft), Live Chat (bottomleft), code editor (right).
a summarized viewport of the program’s running state and
supplements code text sharing, which does not easily reflect
the current state. We plan to utilize the live variable view
as a gateway to share code text hierarchically so that one
can re-use and modify other live coders’ code.
Furthermore, live variable view enables additional communication with the instrument performer on the mobile
phone. As we suggested in [9], it is important for live coders
to have visual feedback from the instrument performer so
that live coders understand the play of the performer, which
might affect a live coder’s decision on how to shape the
musical instrument. Live variable view can offer a flexible
monitoring tools of user interaction. For example, one can
create a simple function that returns a type of musical gesture that the instrument performer is involved in and add
the function as an expression (e.g., clicked, dragged, waved,
etc.)
Implementation of live variable view is a composite result of web technologies such javascript/jQuery/AJAX and
modification on urMus lua API. It keeps track of all variables and functions declared using lua meta-method and
meta-table.4 At the time of code execution, the live variable view makes a request to retrieve a list of variables that
are newly created so that live variable view keeps the list of
all the variables in a namespace. Immediately after updating the list of variables/functions, the web editor iterates all
the entries in the view and retrieves the value of each variable (or expression) from the corresponding namespace. We
added a functionality for the urMus application to transmit
any data in XML format to the web editor of client. Optionally, all the entries with live button pressed will be updated
continuously; otherwise values are only updated per code
execution. The entries with the live button pressed will be
4

updated with continuous polling from the state space. We
purposely design live update of variables/expression as an
option (like a check-box) so that it will minimize the network traffic and unnecessary performance degradation in a
mobile device by updating all variables/expressions listed.

3.4

Live Chat and Distributed Code Execution

Utilizing live chat is a common way to support communication between live coders [9, 6, 11, 14]. In this work, we
improve chat support in the live coding environment by integrating numerous aspects of collaborative programming
and by making chat windows informative similar to what
information one obtains from a console in a programming
environment. Through a live chat window, live coders will
be notified when someone executes code, shares a variable,
or rejects a code execution. (Rejection is discussed below.)
All the chat and log messages appear on the mobile device
as well, so that the instrument performer is included in the
communication loop and receives the notification.
In addition, live chat enables code execution triggered by
the networked instrument performer. In other words, any
code typed into the chat window will not be executed immediately but will create a message window on a mobile device
so that the networked performer can instead execute the
code. As the system delegates the networked performer to
execute the code, the performer can decide when to pull the
change; otherwise, a code change at an arbitrary moment
could interfere with current interaction on the instrument.
The message window will state the name of the submitted
function and display two buttons - run/reject. The instrument performer simply presses one of the two buttons and
runs (or rejects) the newly submitted code (see the message
window at the bottom of the screen in Figure 5). With
this distributed code execution, the instrument performer

http://www.lua.org/pil/13.html
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coding be structured when one has to expect hundreds or
more of participants to operate jointly?
Finally, coding as performance is a temporal progress.
Support for navigation across a time dimension could offer
increased control and interactivity. In particular we are interested in temporal navigation of the state-space along the
lines of undo/redo functions, further expanding this concept
towards general code notation and state visualization.

5.

Figure 5: Screenshot of an example application
(tone matrix) on a mobile device. The chat message appears at the top of the screen. The remote
code execution message window is presented at the
bottom.
can participate in the coding process by deciding when to
execute and having the option to reject. Note that the decision will be fed back to the live coders and will influence
forthcoming changes. For a live coder to distribute code
execution to another live coder is easy. One can write code
into a subroutine function and simply share the function
with others. The other live coder can then run the function with extra code. This will be useful when one wants to
synchronize execution of more than one person’s code.

4.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have introduced an extension of the programming environment to facilitate collaborative live coding, especially when musicians are connected over network.
The new features have been added to support communication between live coders and a networked performer. The
system provides individual and shared namespace and offers
ways to distribute code execution to collaborators.
There are numerous possible directions for future work.
In particular we are interested in exploring structural support for collaborative live coding by interpreting the process as a live performative co-design problem. Augmenting the chat with quantitative methods that help evaluate
design decisions may help accelerate the design process, a
useful proposition in a live setting. Our current system already collects design decisions by allowing an instrument
performer to accept or reject code segments for execution.
Information from a course of performances could be used
to classify successful code sequences via machine-learning
methods. From this one can create a dynamic library that
offers fast lookup suggestions of code that can be rapidly
inserted into an ongoing performance.
Furthermore we are interested in scaling up the current
work. One can imagine that networked live coding could
become a crowd-scale performance. How can collaborative
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All communication between Max/MSP and the mobile clients
is done using the OSC protocol. OSC is a very simple
messaging protocol that usually relies on UDP. Each OSC
message includes an address path, a type tag, a list of
arguments of different data types and an optional time tag.
The communication schema we use is shown in Figure 1.

This paper proposes a simple architecture for creating (indoor)
audio walks by using a server running Max/MSP together with
the external object fhnw.audiowalk.state and smartphone
clients running either under Android or iOS using LibPd.
Server and smartphone clients communicate over WLAN by
exchanging OSC messages. Server and client have been
designed in a way that allows artists with only little
programming skills to create position-based audio walks.

Keywords
Max/MSP, audio walk, audio guide, state machine, game
engine, LibPd, Pd

1. INTRODUCTION
The server is based on the fhnw.audiowalk.state object, a
programmable state machine providing functionality for simple
gaming applications. It is configured by using an easy scripting
language, which allows the creation of any number of virtual
clients, state transitions and messages bound to each transition.
The server sends and receives messages to/from smartphone
clients via wireless networks using the Open Sound Control
(OSC) protocol. The smartphone client passes those messages
directly to LibPd, which is responsible for audio playback and
optional data processing. The first application implementing the
fhnw.audiowalk.state server and client was the indoor audio
game/walk LautLots [1], which had its debut in September
2013 at the German Railway Station in Basel, Switzerland.

Figure 1. The Communication Schema
The server should be configured with a static IP address, which
is known to the clients. After startup, as soon as the client
connects to a locality’s WLAN, the /registermobile message is
sent to the server. Once a client has successfully registered
itself, the server knows its corresponding IP address and OSC
port. Subsequently, messages are routed from the virtual client
defined in fhnw.audiowalk.state to the actual smartphone client.
Whenever the client moves to a different WLAN, it registers
itself again, announcing that it has moved on to another
locality.
If an external position tracking system is used, it sends /position
messages to the server, notifying each client’s position. This
enables fhnw.audiowalk.state to deliver events to the client
according to its position. If desired, /position messages can also
be forwarded to the client.
Events delivered by the fhnw.audiowalk.state server are usually
passed on to Pd. The /loadPatch message orders the client to
load a given Pd patch stored on the smartphone. The /pdaction
message carries a generic Pd symbol whose function depends
on how the Pd patch interprets it. The /playSoundFile message
makes Pd play a given audio file, which is stored on the
smartphone.
An example from the Pd patch is shown in Figure 2.

2. RELATED WORK
While the position tracking system is not part of this paper,
please refer to [1] and [2] in order to learn about the solutions
used in the LautLots project. For other publications about
position tracking systems, which could be used in combination
with the described server and client, please refer to [3] and [4]
and references mentioned in those papers. Examples of
commercial solutions for creating (mainly) GPS-based
(outdoor) audio walks are given in [5], [6] and [7].

3. NETWORK AND COMMUNICATION
An audio walk consists of one or more localities or rooms,
where each locality has a unique ID and is identified by its own
WLAN SSID. Each client has a unique ID as well.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Figure 2. Pd sub-patch for the /playSoundFile message
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4. SERVER
4.1 Requirements and setup

4.2.3 Timing conditions
Using the conditions maxOveralltime and maxTime, a time
limit can be set either for a certain state or a global timeout
independent of a state.

The server requires the software Max/MSP and the external
object fhnw.audiowalk.state, available at [8]. The minimal
setup within Max/MSP is shown in Figure 3.

nextState 100 currentState 50 maxTime 20. sender message
"play Y" wait 10.
In this example a client will automatically move on from state
50 to state 100 after 20 seconds. The wait message prohibits a
client from moving on to the next state for a certain amount of
time, even if the client fulfills the conditions for a transition.

Figure 3. Minimal setup within Max/MSP

nextState 1000 maxOverallTime 600. sender message "play Y"

4.2 Usage

Here, all clients will move on to state 1000 after 600 seconds,
independent from their current state.

4.2.1 Creating clients and state transitions
Clients are created by sending the message newClient
[clientName] to fhnw.audiowalk.state, where [clientName] can
either be a symbol or an integer.

4.2.4 Flags
While the example below could be realized more easily without
using any flags, simply by giving a different nextState
argument for the yes and no conditions, it demonstrates their
usage:

newClient client1
Every client has several instance variables, most important of
all currentState and currentPosition. Clients also keep track of
their lastState, lastPosition, orientation, lastOrientation,
orientationChanged and rotation.
Transitions are created by sending the message
nextState [conditions][flags][messageReceiver]
[message][wait] to fhnw.audiowalk.state:

nextState 11 currentState 10 no
nextState 11 currentState 10 yes setFlag 1
nextState 12 currentState 11 flag 1
nextState 13 currentState 11 !flag1
nextState -1 currentState 12 flag 1 unsetFlag 1

nextState 1 currentState 0 position 1. 1. 1. 1. sender message
"play X"

The construct nextState -1 will not result in any state transition
and might create a deadlock. It should always be bound to a
flag condition, which at the same time is then set or unset so it
can happen only once as shown above.

In spoken words this means: If any client is currently in state 0
and arrives at position x = 1., y = 1., width = 1. and height = 1,
the message "play X" is send to the corresponding client. This
is achieved by using the keyword sender as message receiver,
as an alternative one could use the keyword all or specify a
client name.

4.3 Implementation Details
fhnw.audiowalk.state is implemented in C as an external object
for Max/MSP and compiles for OS X and Windows. While
fhnw.audiowalk.state only provides the backend, an individual
graphical interface can be added using common Max/MSP
objects. A simple position simulation can be found within the
fhnw.audiowalk.state help file [8]. File in- and output is not
implemented, a script is either created by sending nextState
messages or rather by using a Max/MSP coll object containing
the nextState messages as shown in the help file.

4.2.2 Controlling clients
The message position [clientName][x][y] sets the current
position. orientation [clientName][orientation] sets the current
orientation:
position client1 1.5 10.
orientation client1 180.
The message process [clientName][anything] allows to send
gestures or other kinds of interaction to fhnw.audiowalk.state.
By default "yes", "no", "comply" and "noComply" are
implemented and are counted in corresponding variables which
can be used as a condition:
nextState 6 numberOfNo 5 sender message "5 times no!"
process client1 no

Figure 4. Attaching fhnw.audiowalk.state to a coll object

Alternatively it is possible to create a transition condition with
an arbitrary string:

After sending the start message to fhnw.audiowalk.state, both
the scheduler, with a default rate of 100 Hz, and the process
message will force the testing of all client variables against all
possible state transitions. This is done by iterating through a
linked list, which represents the script in memory. Using a
scheduler, rather than testing the position and/or orientation
changes every time, makes the server workload independent
from rate and accuracy of the used tracking system.

nextState 100 anyStringYouLike
process client1 anyStringYouLike
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5. CLIENT

awake even when the display is off, allowing us to continue
exchanging messages and playing audio.

A smartphone client prototype for fhnw.audiowalk.state is
implemented in the form of an Android app named FHNW
AudioWalk. We have chosen the Android platform for the
prototype because it is the least restrictive in terms of
development. There is a large number of devices to choose
from and all developer tools are freely available. Despite
Android apps being commonly implemented in Java, libraries
implemented in native code, such as LibPd, can be easily
integrated. Background processing and multi-tasking are
supported as well, which we take advantage of in the app’s
design.

5.2 Data Management
All the data required for the audio walk, such as configuration
parameters, audio files and PD patches, is stored on the external
storage partition or an SD card. We have chosen this approach
because Android app packages are limited to 50 MB, and also
because we would like to be able to add or update data without
reinstalling the app. There is even the possibility of
downloading updated data directly from the app.
The localities, as well as the app configuration, are stored in
JSON format. This allows an easy distribution of the
configuration to all clients instead of manually configuring
each smartphone. Only client-specific parameters like the client
ID can be configured from within the app UI.
Pd patches and audio files are all stored in the same directory,
so they can easily be accessed from LibPd.

5.1 The App Architecture
A minimal Android app consists of at least one activity, which
basically represents one screen containing user interface
elements and their underlying business logic. In addition,
Android provides services, which can be used for tasks running
in the background.
The basic structure of our app is depicted in Figure 5. It
features one basic activity for the main user interface, which
basically just displays log messages. A second activity is used
to configure parameters such as the client ID. All the
communication and data processing is performed in a
background service, which allows other apps to be shown on
top while fhnw.audiowalk.state keeps running in the
background. Using a service is the only way, because Android
has a very strict application life-cycle management that
instantly pauses apps that are no longer visible in the
foreground.

5.3 Integration of OSC and LibPd
The Android app uses the open-source library OscP5 [9] for
OSC communication. OscP5 is a library implemented in Java
and can therefore be used directly in an Android app. All data
types used in OSC are supported. The library provides the
OSCListener interface that can be implemented by a Java class
and attached to an OSC port. Incoming OSC messages are
therefore handled in an object-oriented fashion.
The integration of LibPd [10] is a more complex task, as it is a
C library. Fortunately, Android provides the native
development kit (NDK), which uses Java native interfaces
(JNI) in order to integrate C libraries with Java applications.
Part of LibPd for Android consists of Java classes, providing an
interface for apps. A service is provided for background
processing, in addition to the PdBase class, which offers easyto-use static methods to load patches, play audio files etc. The
Java part accesses the native backend through JNI.
We are using a pre-compiled version of LibPd which has
already been adapted to Android, which can be downloaded
from Github [11].

5.4 Message Processing
The app encapsulates the OSC messages used by
fhnw.audiowalk.state in individual classes. Outgoing messages
are named tracking events, whereas incoming messages are
action events. Tracking events are passed to an event dispatcher
running in a separate thread, thus ensuring that the messages
are sent in correct order. The event dispatcher hands over the
messages to the OSC library. Action events received by the
OSC library are queued in an event receiver and then processed
in a separate thread as well.
In general, incoming OSC messages are directly passed on to
LibPd. The primary job of LibPd is to interpret these messages
and play a new audio file or load a new Pd patch. LibPd can
also receive arbitrary symbols, which are processed depending
on the Pd patch implementation.
Instead of just interpreting OSC messages, LibPd can also
perform local data processing. For example, sensor data
gathered by the Android app can be passed on to LibPd and
used to trigger events. Different sensors are supported, such as
the accelerometer and the gyroscope (if available). The
advantage of doing all the processing within LibPd is that no
modifications to the app are necessary. Instead, just a new Pd
patch has to be copied onto the smartphone.

Figure 5. The Android App Architecture
A common problem concerning Android apps is that they
cannot actually be closed by the user. When the UI is put into
the background by opening a different app or by pushing the
Home button, the operating system decides when the app is to
be shut down and its memory resources released. This affects
our app in particular, because we have a service running in the
background which should not stop when the UI is closed. Yet
we would like to be able to close the app and stop the service
altogether. We work around the problem by providing an
“Exit” button in the UI that stops all service tasks and puts the
UI in the background. In case the UI is opened again before
being destroyed by the operating system, all service tasks are
automatically restarted.
A second problem related to application life-cycles is the fact
that apps, including services, are generally stopped as soon as
the smartphone display is switched off, thus saving battery life.
Fortunately, we can deal with this problem by acquiring a wake
lock when our service is started. A wake lock keeps the CPU

6. RESULTS
The test bed for implementation was the LautLots project [1].
The setup included two different localities with position
tracking, five Samsung Galaxy SIII smartphones used as
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mobile clients and a configuration of fhnw.audiowalk.state with
ca. 700 state transitions.
Using an unsorted linked list as data structure for
fhnw.audiowalk.state requires O(n) time for the linear search
for a matching state transition. A much more optimized
solution would be an array holding each currentState at its own
index, with a linked list attached in case there is more than one
transition with the same currentState condition. However, with
a maximal CPU usage of roughly 2% on a 2.53GHz Intel Core
i5, the workload of fhnw.audiowalk.state is negligible.
Using UDP in combination with OSC is efficient and easy to
handle, but has the one disadvantage of lacking any
acknowledgment packets that determine whether data transfer
has been successful. During our tests, we had one locality with
very good WLAN reception, which caused no problems
concerning UDP communication. On the other hand, the second
locality required multiple WLAN access points and repeaters
due to its size. Wireless networks are more vulnerable to packet
loss compared to wired networks, because other radio signals
can cause disturbance. We encountered occasional packet loss,
which resulted in smartphone clients not being registered in
some cases. To mitigate this problem, important messages such
as /registermobile are repeated a few times, which drastically
reduces the risk of failing to detect events. This causes only
little overhead to network communication and workload,
because registration messages are not very frequent.
Audio playback and data processing with LibPd on Android
worked mostly as expected, we only noticed some audio
stuttering in rare cases. This was most likely due to the fact that
multiple computing threads were running in addition to
handling OSC messages and Pd. While the Android system is
multi-tasking-friendly in general, many concurrent tasks may
cause difficulties with real-time applications like audio
processing. The small delay between triggering an event
through gestures or the position and the corresponding audio
playback was mostly related to the size of the WLAN and the
current Android workload. Since the latency requirements for
LautLots where not very strict, this was not much of an issue
and was not seriously measured.

Thanks to Sibylle Hauert, Daniel Reichmuth, Prof. Dr.
Christoph Stamm and Dr. Michael Kunkel for their patience
and support during the development.
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7. CONCLUSION
The introduced software combination of server and client is
easy to configure and program. The training period for the
artists who used the fhnw.audiowalk.state object was only a
couple of hours, although, due to the lack of resources, no
graphical user interface could be provided for writing the
scripts. The artists were still able to create the whole audio
walk sequence (almost) without any help. Adding a userfriendly interface would lower the entry level even more. While
the language is not computationally universal - only features
requested by the artists were implemented - missing
functionality, for example loop constructs, could be added to
the source code without problems. By using the LibPd library
for data processing, we have proven that it is possible to add
functionality without actually modifying the application’s Java
and C source code.

10. Appendices
For detailed information about Max/MSP please refer to
www.cycling74.com.
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be used musically; a specific implementation of the system
is detailed in section 4; finally, in section 5 findings and
insights are summarized and possible uses of the position
information are suggested.

A recently developed system that uses pitched sounds to
discover relative 3D positions of a group of devices located in
a shared physical space is described. The measurements are
coordinated over an IP network in a decentralized manner,
while the actual measurements are carried out measuring
the time-of-flight of the notes played by different devices.
Approaches to sonify the discovery process are discussed.
A specific instantiation of the system is described in detail.
The melody is specified in the form of a score, available
to every device in the network. The system performs the
melody by playing different notes consecutively on different devices, keeping a consistent timing, while carrying out
the inter-device measurements necessary to discover the geometrical configuration of the devices in the physical space.

1.

∗

1.1

Related Work

A sonic location system was presented by Harter, Hopper,
Steggles, Ward and Webster [4], but their system tracks
a specially developed device using ultrasound and special
hardware installed in the space. In Ping-pong, on the other
hand, only off-the-self devices—smartphones or laptops—
are required, and we purposely use sound to carry out the
measurement.
Priyantha, Chakraborty and Balakrishnan [7] presented
a system that uses dedicated hardware and works on ultrasonic and RF ranges. Despite using a different method, it
does share a similarity with Ping-pong, as they both work
in a completely decentralized way.
More recently, and using specific off-the-self smartphones,
Qiu, Chu, Meng and Moscibroda [8] proposed a system to
estimate 3D relative positions. While similar to Ping-pong,
it differs in that it works for a single pair of devices only,
and also in that it uses specific features of certain devices
(e.g. multiple microphones, measured speaker frequency
responses, etc.).
To our knowledge, Ping-pong is the first location system
that carries out the measurement in a musical way.

INTRODUCTION

Ping-pong is a system that uses coordinated pitched sounds
to discover the relative 3D positions of a network of devices
located in a shared physical space. The initial motivation
behind this system is to allow computer music ensembles [6,
9] to easily and musically discover the location of the devices
in the group, with sub-metric precision. By doing this, 3D
aware interactions are made possible. Pieces like Dahl’s
SoundBounce[3] and Sparks by McCurry, Harriman and
Sanganeria1 have used locations of the musicians/devices on
stage as a parameter relevant to the performance. In both
cases, a “manual” procedure is required for setup, either by
forcing the performers to locate themselves at pre-defined
positions or by calibrating the system using other sensors
such as compasses. Ping-pong was designed to avoid such
tedious procedures. Furthermore, it was designed to be a
musical piece in itself: as the music unfolds, the locations
of the devices on stage are discovered, using coordinated
sounds in a call-and-response manner.
Work previously published by Herrera and Kim [5] dealt
mainly with the problem of distance measurement between
a pair of devices using pitched sounds, but left aesthetic and
musical considerations unattended. This paper addresses
these issues, and is structured as follows: section 2 briefly
describes the system; section 3 describes how the system can

2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As previously mentioned, Ping-pong’s goal is to discover the
3D positions of devices located in the same physical space.
To achieve this, first all pairwise distances are estimated.
Once all pairwise distances have been measured, the relative 3D positions of all devices can be found by minimizing
an error norm equation. The following subsections briefly
describe each step.

2.1

Measuring pairwise distances

Sound can be used to infer the distance between a speaker
and a microphone by measuring the time it takes a signal—
emitted by the speaker—to reach the microphone. This
time is then multiplied by the speed of sound in the propagation medium to estimate the distance. This task is trivial
when there is a central clock that can accurately measure
this delay, for example, by using correlation methods.
However, in the case where microphone and speaker are
controlled by completely separate clocks that can’t be accurately synchronized, the problem is much harder. The listening device can’t know the precise moment at which the
sound was emitted by the other device. Moreover, each device will most-likely have different internal latencies, which
also affect the time-delay measurement.
To overcome these problems, Ping-pong takes a differ-

∗Both authors contributed equally
1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9srwrBUQ88
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tping

Once all pairwise distances have been measured and broadcasted to the other devices in the network, then any device
can estimate the locations of the other devices relative to
itself. The solution proposed by Wilson, Walter and Abel
[10] was used. Given a vector of squared distances from an
arbitrary origin rs (which, without loss of generality could
be the location of the devices performing the computations),
and a matrix of noisy inter-device squared distances Rs
 2
 2
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r1,1 · · · r1,N
 

.. 
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Figure 1: Pairwise distance measurement timeline.

ent approach: the measurement initiator (the pinger ) emits
a pitched sound (ping) and the other device (the ponger )
will reply with a potentially different sound (pong). Before carrying out the measurement they must first agree on
which pitches will be used and, more importantly, an additional delay d that the ponger will wait before replying.
If the ponger does a good job at ponging exactly d after
the ping’s onset time (compensating for his own internal
latencies), then the pinger only needs to measure the time
between the ping and the onset of the received pong. Figure 1 shows the time-line of events that take place when
estimating the distance between two devices. By subtracting d and its own internal latencies, the time-delay due to
the sound propagation can be computed and the distance
between them (r̂) can be estimated as r̂ = c∆/2, where c is
the speed of sound.
It should be noted that 1 sample at a sampling rate of
22,050 Hz corresponds to approximately 1.5 cm. In other
words, an error of 10 samples when estimating the onset
(equivalent to 0.45 ms) translates to an error of roughly
about 15 cm. Therefore, a very accurate onset estimation
algorithm is required.
A simple method to achieve this is described in [5]. Succinctly, an onset detector and a pitched-signal detector run
in parallel on the input audio. The onset detection finds
possible onsets using a short-over-long term energy ratio.
This stage can generate a high rate of false positive candidates. Simultaneously, the pitched-signal detection uses
comb filters—tuned to the expected pitch—to detect the
ping or pong signals. By combining the slow acting pitchedsignal detection with the fast onset detection, accurate note
onsets can be estimated. More details can be found in the
cited reference.

where rj is the distance from the origin to device j and rj,k
correspond to the distance between devices j and k. The
matrix of positions X can be estimated by minimizing the
estimation error  in
2XX T = 1rs T + rs 1T − Rs + .

The interested reader should refer to [10] for details.
It should be noted that at least 3 devices are required to
carry out this calculation, which would yield a 2D solution.
For a 3D solution, four or more devices are necessary.

3.

To estimate the 3D positions, all pairwise distances need
to be measured. The IP network is used to coordinate the
measurements, schedule notes, and broadcast measured distances to all other devices.
Figure 2 shows, from a high level, the sequence of events
that take place to measure distances from all other devices
to a single device. The same procedure needs to be repeated
for all other devices in the network.

Sound

1

A

D

6

2

5

B

SONIFICATION OF DISCOVERY

Possible answers to the question of how such a system can
be used musically are covered in this section.
The main parameter required by the system to discover
the positions is the delay d, which must be agreed between
two devices carrying out a distance measurement. Musically
speaking, d corresponds to the inter-onset-interval (IOI) between two notes. This delay d is essential to the distance
measurement.
Other parameters are also relevant for the measurement,
but their effect on the measurement depends on the implementation. As mentioned in section 2 the onset time estimation is extremely important for accuracy. In the system
described in [5], sharp attacks are required to accurately
estimate the distance while other parameters—such as note
envelope and timbre—have little effect on the estimate. It is
possible to have a different implementation that uses agreed
waveforms (timbre plus envelope) and cross-correlation to
estimate onset times, in which case sharp note attacks are
not necessarily required.
Other musical parameters that don’t affect the discovery
process can be controlled or mapped following artistic and
aesthetic decisions. For example, scale, note durations (to a
certain extent) or other adornments such as pitch-bending
can be controlled without affecting the distance measurement estimation.
There are several different strategies to control and make
use of these musical parameters. A simple system can define a fixed score, known by all devices in the network, and
use the IOIs in the score as the agreed d. In the next section such system is discussed in depth. A more interesting idea is a “form following function” approach, where the
score is dynamically generated by mapping parameters of
the discovery process to the music itself, either algorithmically or humanly driven. The dynamically generated music
can facilitate—or artistically obstruct—the discovery process. For example, a composer or conductor could deliberately control the articulation of the played notes—by using
legato notes—to distort distance measurements and generate “geometric tension”. This could later be resolved by
using staccato notes.

2.2 Estimating 3D positions

IP network

(1)

4
3

C
Figure 2: Event sequence to estimate the distances
from B to other devices.
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Figure 3: Timeline of events. The time axis t is an arbitrary absolute time. Vertical arrows show when
different events happen on the pinger (above the axis) and ponger (below). Arrows pointing into the time
axis are sent and arrows pointing out from it, received. Thick arrows correspond to notes; thin colored arrows
represent network messages. Delays due to network and physical distance are depicted simultaneously.

4.

PERFORMING A SCORE

melody on time.
It is possible for a measurement to fail (see subsection 4.2).
In this case, the pinger needs to repeat the measurement
before proceeding onto the next ponger .
Finally, once all pairwise distances have been estimated,
there may be notes left to be played in the score. These
notes are used to repeat measurements. Measurements to
be repeated are chosen by selecting pairs of devices (i, j)
with low measurement confidence. A simple metric of the
confidence Cij = 1/|r̂ij − r̂ji |, where r̂ij is the estimated
distance from device i to device j.

An implementation of the simple system mentioned earlier
is described here. The system uses a predefined musical
score, which is made available to all the devices in the network. Much like in MIDI format, the score is defined as a
sequence of indexed notes (nk for the k-th note), each of
which specifies the following data: unique auto-incremental
index, onset time (in our case, as a time increment dk ),
fundamental frequency, duration, intensity and timbre.
The scheme to play the melody is simple: at any point in
time there is a pinger , which is the temporary conductor in
control of the melody. This device determines which notes
it plays and which ones are to be played by other devices
in the network. All pairwise measurements are needed, so
a “baton-passing” scheme was decided: a device pings all
the rest and once all measurements have been carried out, a
“baton” is passed to the last ponger in the form of a message
over the IP network. The new pinger repeats the same
process. If all devices follow the same sequence of devices
(circularly shifted, so that the first ponger is the previous
pinger ), then all pairwise distances have been estimated
once the initial pinger receives the baton back.
Every device must store the index k of the last note it
played. This is important to make sure that the baton passing scheme works without noticeably disrupting the timing
of the melody. When a pinger receives the baton, it also
receives the index of the next note to play. This way, it
is possible to keep the timing in a decentralized way, by
scheduling the notes with respect to previously played notes.
While holding the baton, a device determines who plays
what on a note-by-note basis. For the k-th note (nk ) on
the score, the pinger decides whether to play it “unpaired”
(that is, without expecting an associated pong) or with the
intent of measuring the distance to another device. In the
latter case, implicitly deciding that nk+1 will be played by
the ponger . Prior to pinging, a “handshake” with the ponger
is required. The handshake is carried over the network. It
initiates with a PingPrep message identifying the pinger
and the next note to play. Upon receiving this message,
the ponger replies with an ACK message. The handshake
can take random time η to complete, depending on network
traffic and other network related delays. To prevent this
variable latency from disrupting the timing of the melody,
a few decisions have to be made at key times (see subsection 4.2).
Figure 3 shows the different events involved in a ping-pong
sequence. One interesting point to note is that although
there will be a small delay on playing the pong—due to
the distance between pinger and ponger —this delay doesn’t
accumulate, as the next ping is scheduled in relation to the
previous ping. This way, it is possible to keep playing the

4.1

Considerations

Other melodic parameters such as note pitch, duration, envelope and intensity are derived directly from the score.
That said, it is important to point out some limitations of
the system.
There is a minimum duration required to detect a ping or
a pong, which in turns imposes a minimum note duration
on the notes played to carry out a measurement. This also
defines a minimum IOI required to carry out a distance
measurement. Other factors to consider are filter response
time, maximum distance (see below) and network and audio
latency.
The intensity parameter is difficult to control, as it is
highly dependent on the device. On one hand, devices
may have different characteristics (power output, frequency
range, etc.), so a note played at the same “amplitude” in
two different devices will most likely have different intensity, and be be perceptually very different. Furthermore,
louder sounds mean better SNR, which improves the accuracy of the distance estimation. In fact, below some SNR
threshold, the measurement is impossible.
Related to the previous point, beyond some distance, it
is hard to estimate rij due to poor SNR. For this reason,
a maximum distance rmax = c∆max must be specified. As
will be discussed in the following section, ∆max helps to
recover from failures.
Regarding note envelopes, the measurement looks only at
the onset of the note, so there’s a lot of flexibility afterwards.
That is, as long as the note has a sharp attack, the other
parameters of the envelope can be manipulated freely.
Other problems may arise from the interaction of sound
and space. Reverberation distorts the signal by adding images due to multiple pathways from source to listener. If
there is a direct path, the proposed method for onset detection will detect the corresponding onset, as long there
enough energy difference between the short and long term
filters. In other words, this also imposes further constraints
on the IOI between notes, to allow the previous notes to decay. This also implies that in the absence of a direct path,
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5.

distance measurements will be noisy and overestimated, as
longer paths will be detected. The pitched-signal detection
using comb filters shouldn’t be affected, as it is insensitive
to phase differences.

A system capable of discovering the location of networked
audio devices in a shared physical space has been described.
Possible approaches to sonifying the discovery process have
been covered and the musical limitation have been explained.
A specific implementation of such system was described in
detail. The system uses coordinated sequencing of spatially
distributed sounds to play a melody to carry out the measurements required to estimate the relative locations with
sub-metric precision. Potential issues and failures have been
identified and solutions proposed.
The idea of not just using sound to carry out the measurement, but also map the discovery process back into the
sound itself has been introduced and discussed. In this way,
the form of the musical piece could follow the function of
the system, which is to discover performers’ locations.
Finally, once the spatial position information is estimated,
it is possible to use this information to perform spatiallyaware musical performances. A simple example of using the
information is to pan a sound or melody by emitting it from
devices left to right, front to back, or around the audience,
depending on the device positions. Another example is to
use the position information to sonify the distance relations
(e.g. sonify a spanning algorithm, a shortest path problem
solution) by passing notes around from device to device.

4.2 Handling potential failures
Unfortunately, measurements do not always work as expected. Under some conditions (e.g. dropped packets), a
measurement can fail. In this case, the measurement needs
to be repeated. There are different types of failures that
can occur, and each type requires different handling, in order to avoid disrupting the music. Table 1 lists the possible
failures and how these are handled.
Device Failure
pinger
Fail to receive ACK on
time (due to
packet loss
or because
η > δ)
ponger

Fail to receive
PingPrep

ponger

Fail to detect
ping onset
Fail to detect
pong onset

pinger

pinger

Erroneous
measurement

Handling / Consequence
pinger doesn’t know if
ponger actually received
the PingPrep message. nk
won’t be played, and a
new measurement will be
attempted using nk+1 and
nk+2
This implies that the pinger
will fail to receive ACK, which
was explained earlier
Abort measurement and
doesn’t play nk+1
The measurement is repeated, using nk+2 (ping)
and nk+3 (pong)
The measurement is discarded and a new attempt is
made

6.

The basic idea is to keep playing on time, despite possible
mistakes. This is possible by leveraging known information
about the score and who played what and when.
Instead of playing the right note at the wrong time, it is
better to simply skip it. The PingPrep message contains
the note index k. With this index, the ponger can read the
necessary delay dk from the score. In addition, the pinger
also send δ: the time left to ping, from the moment the
message was sent. The ponger can use this information to
determine a deadline tz , after which the ping has already
passed (see Figure 3):
(2)

If possible, plans can be changed if a failure is detected.
For example, if the pinger realizes the ponger won’t be able
to pong, it can decide to play the pong note itself.

4.3 Implementation
An iOS version of the system has been developed. It uses
OSC protocol (via OSCpack2 ) which allows broadcasting,
necessary to discover new devices in the network. Once devices discover each other, they open TCP sockets to handle
device-to-device communication. All the DSP was implemented in C++ using the MoMu-STK [1], a port of the
Synthesis Toolkit [2] for iOS.
For a detailed description and evaluation of the system,
including measurement results and analysis, refer to [5].
2
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ABSTRACT

do not need them anymore, you release them back into the
cloud. Thus what the cloud promises is elasticity (providing
more computers on demand); as well it treats computing as
a utility. Can the same be true for computer music and
computer music performance?
Imagine now a soloist who walks on stage with a smartphone in their hand. They open a web-browser and navigate
to the cloud-sound-card which proceeds to stream music
produced by a real-time computer music synth composed
of a network of 1000s of CPUs, back to the soloist. The
soloist then, via the web, controls and commands these 100s
to 1000s of virtual computers to produce computationally
or information intensive computer music. With a mobile
device, or a laptop, one could connect to the cloud and
stream the audio back, as well as use the web to control the
instrument itself [2].
The problems that face anyone interacting with computer
music, soft-realtime performance, and the cloud are:

One problem with live computer music performance is the
transport of computers to a venue and the following setup
of the computers used in playing and rendering music. The
more computers involved, the longer the setup and teardown of a performance. Each computer adds power and
cabling requirements that the venue must accommodate.
Cloud computing can change all this by simplifying the
setup of many (10s, 100s) of machines with the click of
a button. But there’s a catch, the cloud is not physically
near you, you cannot run an audio cable to the cloud. The
audio from a computer music instrument in the cloud needs
to be streamed back to the performer and listeners. There
are many solutions for streaming audio over networks and
the internet, most of them suffer from high latency, heavy
buffering, or proprietary/non-portable clients. This paper
proposes a portable cloud-friendly method of streaming, almost a cloud soundcard, whereby performers can use mobile devices (Android, iOS, laptops) to stream audio from
the cloud with far lower latency than technologies like Icecast. This technology enables near-realtime control over
computer music networks enabling performers to travel light
and perform live with more computers than ever before.

• Software support for streaming: not all methods of
streaming have wide software and platform support
(e.g. difficulty of deploying jack on iOS or Android).
• Network support for streaming: many networks exist
behind NATs and firewalls. This means clients must
initiate connections while keeping in mind many ports
are block and UDP based protocols tend not to work.

Keywords

• Latency of audio streaming: HTML5 audio tag gives
no guarantee on the size of the audio buffer used by a
browser. RTP clients often give no guarantees either.
Icecast and similar MP3 streaming tools tend to incur
heavy encoding latencies into streaming. Large buffers
induce large latency.

cloud computing, web-audio, cloud instruments, cloud orchestra

1.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is the tech buzzword trumpeted from the
rooftops, as the supposed savior of business and IT, Cloud
computing offers organizations the ability to treat computing as a utility like they treat power generation and distribution. Few businesses within a city run any sort of power
generation and distribution machinery as it is a utility provided by electric utility companies. One can get enough
electricity to cook a turkey and recharge an electric car at
the flick of switch, or you can use just enough to power a
meager laptop and a desk lamp. Cloud computing follows
the same model, you no longer have to host your own computers, you can rent virtual computers (virtual machines
(VMs)) and dispatch them to do work for you [4]. If you
have a lot of work, you provision a lot of computers, if you

• Remote control of cloud instruments: if an instrument
exists on many computers how do they communicate
with each other and how do they communicate back
to the musician?
This work describes an implementation of a web-based
“Cloud sound card” that allows reasonably low latency streaming (100ms to 200ms rather than 30 seconds) of audio to
a web browser over HTTP. Descriptions of integration on
the cloud-end, how an end point can be created, and how
a cloud synthesis network can be interacted with are also
provided.
Thus the contributions of this paper are:
• A proposal to use cloud-computing to compose large
instruments;

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

• A description and implementation of free-open-source
streaming software that allows one to listen to instruments situated in the cloud;
• An addressing of the software, network, and latency
aspects with existing portable open-source software.
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actual sound devices. A jack network allows applications to
share synchronized audio and midi streams with each other.
NetJack enables sending jack data over a UDP network.
Thus this strategy is to deploy NetJack on a collection
of virtual machines in a cloud, then export and stream the
final mixed audio back to the performer/listener without
using jack. This means that the listener does not need to
act as the master jack server, as this is heavy and onerous
requirement that would exclude many mobile devices.
One avenue for portable audio streaming is web audio [10].
A limitation that faces web audio is that browsers and
other web audio clients are often tuned for smooth heavily buffered playback. They will often have large buffers
that fill up with audio data, of multiple seconds to allow
for jitter in the timing of received packets. This avoids the
problem of packets being late and audio cutting out due to
lack of data, but induces seconds of latency. This latency is
worsened by the large buffers of the encoders that need data
ready for computationally intensive encoding and streaming. The sum of all these buffers produces heavy latency.
By reinventing the streaming wheel and leveraging websockets [7] to stream audio packets one can keep the latency
to the end listener/performer down below 1 second. This is
far better than using heavily buffered audio infrastructure
behind the HTML5 audio tag. Furthermore websockets are
part of the HTTP spec and are allowed through firewalls,
solving the network configuration problem as well. By connecting to a websocket serving HTTP server the user creates
the connection that is routable by the firewalls and NATs
found on many networks.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the granular synthesis interface.

Figure 2: Example of managing cloud virtual machines.

2.

PREVIOUS WORK

This section discusses some of the previous work relevant
to networked audio, networked computer music, networking
latency, streaming technology and networked orchestras.
Oh et al. [9] in “Audience-Participation Techniques Based
on Social Mobile Computing” show that smartphones are
convenient for both audience participation and computer
music performance. While Jordà [8] discusses methods used
to play or interact with multi-user instruments and how
instruments differ regarding shared collective control.
TweetDreams, by Dahl et al. [6], rely on Twitter’s cloud
to allow an audiences to interact with a musical instrument
via a web interface (Twitter). The audience participates by
tweeting at the performer’s Twitter account.
From an infrastructural point of view, Jesse Allison et
al. [1, 2] describe using web frameworks such as Ruby on
Rails to distribute the performance among many users. They
rely on HTML5 technologies to make interactive and musical web applications. Allison argues that adhering to HTML5
standards allows for client-side instrument UIs to be distributed without having to address many portability issues.
massMobile by Weitzner et al. [13] is a system meant to
allow smartphones to interact with and Max/MSP via web
standards (HTML5), over a variety of wireless networks.
Their configuration includes a persistent internet accessible
sound server running Max/MSP on a single machine.
Laptop orchestras [12, 11] are quite relevant to this work
because the cloud can augment laptop orchestras. Furthermore technologies such as jack, that enable laptop orchestras can be used to aide the composition of cloud instruments. Barbosa et al. [3] show that networked computer
music has been around since the 1970s and many of the
techniques used in 2003 are still relevant to this day.

3.

3.1

Backend Implementation

The Cloud Sound Card is a web-application that acts as a
jack playback sink, whereby any jack source that is connected to it will be linearly mixed into this sink. This sink
is then read by the web-application for each small buffer
of audio (usually 256 samples or more). For each listener
every new audio buffer is copied to its queue and eventually
sent to the listener over the TCP-based HTTP websocket
connection that was established.
Websockets [7] are a bidirectional socket/pipe abstraction
built on top of HTTP and TCP. They enable both sides to
send messages back and forth over HTTP. Thus a client
webbrowser will subscribe to the streaming websocket.

3.2

Cloud Sound Card Client

The cloud sound card is a JavaScript program run in a
webbrowser that receives and plays audio, often raw audio, streamed over a websocket to the client. The client
uses the web-browser’s webaudio system and a webaudio
ScriptProcessor node to fill the audio buffer being played
on the soundcard. HTML5/JavaScript’s ScriptProcessor
lets you fill the audio buffer with arbitrary audio data.
Most modern web-browsers such as Firefox, Chromium,
and Safari support webaudio streaming 1 . Furthermore any
Android device with a newer Chromium browser or a Firefox Fennec mobile browser can listen to webaudio already.
This cloud sound card has been tested and functioned well
on a Galaxy Nexus smartphone running Mozilla Firefox
Fennec also called Firefox Beta.
The client software negotiates with the web application,
subscribes to a websocket, and then is streamed audio in
buffer sized chunks that it it uses to fill the buffer of the
ScriptProcessor. As long as the websocket can fill the
buffer, the audio is played clearly and uninterrupted. If

CLOUD SOUND CARD

One problem with virtual computers or virtual machines
(VMs) that exist in the cloud is that they usually lack actual
sound cards. Furthermore the lack of locality in the cloud
dictates that even if the virtual computers had soundcards
one would have to transmit the audio signals over a wide
area network anyways.
jack [5] or similar sound daemons can be used in place of

1
Is your browser supported?
audio-api
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Figure 3: Architecture of an example Cloud Music Instrument and Cloud Sound Card Interface

5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Experience with the Cloud Sound Card

there are networking issues, such as a poor wifi signal, there
can be drop outs.
Thus the cloud sound card relies on a jack-client webserver and a websocket HTML5 JavaScript client. This
HTML client is quite portable and in future years will become more portable. Latency is reduced by using the ScriptProcessor, thus the buffer size is controlled, rather than uncontrolled buffer sizes used in the web browser.

4.

The cloud sound card 4 worked surprisingly well for such
a simple setup. Audio generated by flipping an audio back
and forth in mplayer suffered latencies far below 1 second,
200ms or less, when operating on the streaming web-server.
14 different slave audio generator clients would stream
audio via netJack from a CSound based granular synthesizer time-stretcher instrument. The audio streaming over
the web-client was arguably the lowest bandwidth connection for the sound server. The audio was uninterrupted
and worked both on a desktop computer connected to cable internet, on a laptop connected to university wifi, on a
Galaxy Nexus phone on university wifi, and on a Galaxy
Nexus phone on cable internet wifi.
For some of the interactive aspects latency was noticeable
due to all of the routing required, but it was often under
control and interactive enough, but the latency would be
too high for trained musicians.
An audio ping script was built that records the start
time and sends a ping-request to the granular synthesizer
to play a loud and brief high frequency sine-wave. When
the ScriptProcessor played the buffer that contained the
tone it would register that the ping was received and calculate the latency. The request path was an XHTTP request
to an OSC relay Web App, then a UDP OSC message to
slave VM running CSound operating a 100Hz control-rate,
then CSound produces the ping noise, communicates this
audio over NetJack back to the streamer web app, which
then sends the audio over websocket back to the client’s
web browser and soundcard.
On the same machine a median of 78ms of latency was
achieved. a median latency of 124ms was measured using
the Cybera cloud, and a web-client on the University of
Alberta network. A median latency of 165ms was measured
using a consumer cable modem connection to the Cybera
cloud. These latencies are far less than 300ms or 1 second,
low enough for many kinds of interactive video-games, but
too high for low latency interaction.
The bandwidth requirements depend on the configuration. For 1 channel of 44.1khz audio, represented by floating
point numbers, one needs a minimum bandwidth capacity
of of 1.5 MBit/s or 190kB/s. This includes packet headers
for Ethernet, IP, TCP and HTTP Websockets. The same
bandwidth would be needed for 16bit 2 channel audio.
Good performance (latency, audio quality) was achieved
with buffer sizes of 256, 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 samples.
256 floating point samples is less than the size of common

A CLOUD-BASED COMPUTER MUSIC
INSTRUMENT

The demo cloud instrument 2 was a 15 computer cluster,
with one master node that acted as the cloud sound card
server and the web UI control server (see Figure 2). It had
1 external IP and 1 cloud IP. Clients could connect to the
external IP, while the audio generator slaves would connect
via the cloud IP. The architecture is depicted in figure 3.
The instrument was a time-stretching granular synthesis
instrument that was creating grains from time stretching a
recording Goldberg Variations, Aria Da Capo 3 Each granular synthesis instrument would be initialized with a different
density of grains, different frequency of grain playback, different distribution of frequencies, and different grain lengths
and phases. These parameters were controllable via Open
Sound Control (OSC). But this would mean there would be
14 computers all listening to similar OSC commands on different machines. Thus any parameter in the network could
be executed via a UDP OSC command. But the UDP routing was not exposed to the internet.
Those outside the cloud could control the instrument via
a simple web interface, see Figure 1, that used XHTTP requests to send updated OSC messages to the machines in
the cloud. This is equivalent to the passthru instruments
discussed by Allison et al. [2] in their Nexus work. The
XHTTP request would be JSon formatted to look something like a OSC packet. The JSon packet specified, a
host, a path, and arguments and types. This JSon packet
would be received by the OSC proxy web-application which
would then interpret the packet and determine if the specified hosts and specified paths were allowed to be relayed
to other hosts. Once the packet was approved a real OSC
packet was formed and sent to the appropriate host. The
latency of the web interface thus varied because the latency
between the web UI and the cloud granular synthesis slaves
succumbed to a lot of jitter. Nonetheless this simple webinterface allowed smartphones and desktop web-browsers to
control parameters on multiple machines and still hear it.
2
Download the source code of the cloud slave granular synthesizer as well as it’s Web UI front end http://ur1.ca/gl788
3
Public Domain rendition at: http://ur1.ca/gl78i

4
Download the source code to the cloud sound card:
http://ur1.ca/gl77s
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DSL MTUs (˜1468), meaning that if the buffer is set to 256
samples then the TCP packets sent will not be fragmented.
The problem with a small buffer is that there are often more
packets for less data.Large buffers can accommodate more
noise and jitter in the transmission of data. But 256 samples
is only 6ms of audio thus the cost of skipping it is very low.
A buffer size of 4096 samples incurs approximately 100ms of
latency, on top of all the other latencies incurred. Recommendation: use 256 samples to avoid packet fragmentation.

within a VM is far preferable to leaving the VM.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, this work proposes, implements, describs and
shares a method of listening to the output of cloud instruments, enabling performers to avoid carrying excessive
equipment to a venue, and saving on setup time.
The various challenges that face computer musicians when
using the cloud were discussed with potential solutions mapped
out. An example implementation of a many-core cloud instrument was implemented and demonstrated.
Since Websockets are bidirectional it would not be difficult to stream audio back to the cloud from the performer’s
device. Bidirectional input would enable non-trivial collaborations without much infrastructure to set up. Cloud
computing could better leveraged by breaking down synthesis computations into low latency Hadoop-like Map Reduce
computer music networks.

5.2 Experience with an Example Cloud Instrument
One problem with the cloud is the bandwidth and the routing of packets internally within the cloud. The routing of
packets can affect how much data can be sent at one time to
a particular host as well as the latency. The 15 node cloud
instrument’s master node was receiving about between 21
to 76Mbit/s of audio when 14 machines were streaming audio to it via netJack. That bandwidth from multiple hosts
can be very costly in terms of network infrastructure and
can cause packet drops and jittering.
One difficulty was that many applications expected a terminal or did not run well without a terminal. Running both
jackd daemon and CSound processes within GNU Screen
terminal emulator solved the need for a terminal. Orchestrating processes on many computers requires automation.

7.
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8.

5.3 Recommendations
If one is building a cloud music instrument consider:
Make master and slave images. Images are stored copies
of a VM, with an image a user can bring up new machines
that are configured in a manner similar to other machines.
When building many slaves it is preferable to build 1 slave
image and then provision as many slave instances (VMs) as
are needed. This saves configuration effort per each slave.
The configuration of the sound network: should you choose
a star configuration, or a tree? After testing your cloud
computers for connectivity one should be able to determine
the maximum number or the acceptable of audio streams
that a host can send or receive. If the number of usable VMs
is less than the maximum number of streams then perhaps
a star configuration will work. A tree configuration incurs
more latency, as every time one accesses the network the
latency increases as there are more marshaling costs and
transmission. But in terms of scalability a tree formation,
plus good quality network switches, can balance the stress
on a network caused by streaming.
Computer problems multiply in the cloud. Another problem is that sometimes VMs crash or become unusable, one
must adapt to an ever changing environment where every
machine might not be available, or the machine is on a
slow host and is lagging behind the other machines. Some
distributed computing systems like Hadoop (http://hadoop.
apache.org/) address this by allocating some redundant workers to duplicate some computations in the hopes of finishing
or serving earlier. The same can said for the cloud instruments. Some redundancy might be worthwhile in case 1
VMs lags and can be replaced by another existing VM.
The cloud tends to be better at computation than latency.
Consider building instruments that are computationally heavy
but with soft real-time constraints. For instance video analysis, image analysis, or motion tracking could be outsourced
to cloud machinery and then statistics and events generated
could be aggregated into a larger instrument.
The bandwidth and latency are best within a single machine. Larger, more powerful cloud VMs might be a better
than many cloud VMs. Computer music is heavily limited by latency thus taking advantage of immediate locality
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ABSTRACT

The system then learns which features are important, by
upweighting those which are most useful for classification,
and ignoring those that are not important, and can then
apply these weightings to new, as of yet unseen, samples.
Next, we use kernelized sorting [18] (Section 3.2) in order
to place samples onto target locations on a 2D plane, such
that similar samples are near each other. This means that
the samples can be arranged in any arbitrary pattern, such
as a grid, a circle, a line, or a cluster. Kernelized sorting places the samples on the targets locations in a manner
that respects the distances learned by metric learning. This
approach provides particular flexibility when working with
interfaces where real estate is scarce, or when building tangible controllers that have discrete buttons.
Our main contributions are (1) using metric learning to
transform descriptors into a better space via user guidance
and (2) using kernelized sorting to place the samples in a
specific arrangement. While both techniques are known in
other fields, their combination and usage for sound exploration is novel. Finally, we demonstrate two novel interfaces
for audio navigation supported by our approach, and evaluate it both qualitatively and quantitatively via user studies.

The modern musician enjoys access to a staggering number of audio samples. Composition software can ship with
many gigabytes of data, and there are many more to be
found online. However, conventional methods for navigating these libraries are still quite rudimentary, and often involve scrolling through alphabetical lists. We present AudioQuilt, a system for sample exploration that allows audio
clips to be sorted according to user taste, and arranged in
any desired 2D formation such that similar samples are located near each other. Our method relies on two advances
in machine learning. First, metric learning allows the user
to shape the audio feature space to match their own preferences. Second, kernelized sorting finds an optimal arrangement for the samples in 2D. We demonstrate our system
with three new interfaces for exploring audio samples, and
evaluate the technology qualitatively and quantitatively via
a pair of user studies.

Keywords
Sound Exploration, Sample Library, Metric Learning, Kernelized Sorting

1.

2.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

In this section we discuss previous work and established
methods for sound exploration and layout. We also provide
background regarding metric learning and set matching, the
two main components of our approach.

The age of “big data” has brought upheaval in many aspects of our lives including photography, retail, social networks and music. The modern musician or composer has
at her disposal a vast array of sound samples, and acquiring more requires little effort. Once the acquisition process
becomes easy, the burden passes to the next stage, which
is managing, searching, and exploring this data. A huge
audio database is rendered nearly useless if it is impossible
to navigate and find a desired clip.
Proper organization of audio samples is a challenging
problem because similarity between samples is largely subjective. Audio features that are important to one user may
be less important to others. Additionally, it’s unclear how
a sorted collection should be arranged on a computer screen
in order to make best use of the space, and to maximize the
browsing experience. In this paper we offer two techniques
to address these problems. First, metric learning (Section
3.1) allows users to specify their own groupings of samples.

2.1

Sound Exploration and Layout

Sorting samples by timbral similarity, and visualizing them
in a 2D plane is a well-studied field [9]. The process usually involves three steps. The first step is feature extraction. Commonly used features include bark-scale coefficients [15, 6], MPEG-7 [20, 15], and mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients [8, 3]. Bark scale and mel-frequency cepstral
coeffients are representations of the spectral envelope, compressed to smaller dimensionality, while MPEG-7 includes
features which are relevant to perception of timbre [17].
Next, the similarity between each sample is expressed.
Common approaches include embedding the sample in multidimensional space and expressing the similarity as a distance such as euclidean [7, 8], generalized minkowski[16],
mahalanobis [8, 20]. Sometimes the dimensions are reduced
using PCA, multi-dimensional scaling [7] or similar.
Finally, the samples are represented in a 2D plane. The
most popular approach is to use self-organizing maps [4,
6, 23, 24]. Our chosen method for embedding, kernelized
sorting [18], differs from self-organizing maps in that it allows us to specify where the samples should be placed, and
achieves a 1-to-1 mapping between sound samples and tar-
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locations. Given two sets for which intra-set distances are
known (but not inter-set distances), the problem of finding
a permutation that best matches the two sets can be formulated as a Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) [11]. Since
QAP is NP-Hard, an exact solution is generally out of reach
and approximations or relaxations should be pursued. Such
relaxations include kernelized sorting (KS) [18] and convex
kernelized sorting (CKS) [5], both of which we use as part
of our algorithm. Other options include KS-NOCCO and
LSOM [27]. We choose KS due to its simplicity and speed,
and find the performance to be adequate. We also implement CKS, which generally gives improved quality but at
the cost of noticeably slower performance for large arrangements. (Future work might quantize the just-noticeabledifferences and/or quantitatively compare different sorting
approaches.) It is important to note that any of these methods can be used interchangeably in our algorithm, as we do
not rely on any specific implementation details.

Figure 1: We produce a 1-to-1 matching between
sound samples and grid locations (left), while methods such as Self Organizing Maps can match several
or no samples to the same node (right).
get locations (i.e. all target locations are filled). This allows
us to place the samples on dense structures such as grids.
In comparison, in the training phase, self-organizing maps
create a map by assigning values to a set of nodes (neurons), and in the mapping phase each element is mapped
to its closest node. This means that many samples can be
mapped to the same node, and some nodes might remain
vacant (Figure 1).

3.

ALGORITHM

Our algorithm is formed as a two-part process, in which we
aim to (1) automatically learn the correct relationships between sound samples based on user preferences and (2) automatically place the sound samples in a predefined arrangement that respects the previously learned relationships. We
achieve these two tasks by using metric learning and kernelized sorting, respectively. In this section we describe these
techniques and how we build on them in AudioQuilt.

2.2 Metric Learning
Embedding high dimensional features to 2D grid relies heavily on the measurement of similarity or distance. Many machine learning techniques such as K-means and KNN assume
Euclidean space and L2 distance, where the dimensions are
assumed to be independent and equally important. However, the Euclidean assumption is often not true. When
measuring the similarities of snare drums samples based on
spectrum and envelope features, the interactions between
spectral dimensions and the difference scaling factors between the spectrum (energy) and the envelope (time) make
the space non-Euclidean. Furthermore, when it comes to
audio exploration, different users have different perceptions
of the similarity. Metric learning properly adjusts the feature space to be Euclidean.
There are two types of metric learning, supervised and
unsupervised. The unsupervised metric learning method
transforms a vector x by a matrix M such that the elements
in M x are independent and normalized. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
both fall into this category. The main difference between
the two is that PCA preserves the data variance while MDS
preserves the inter-point distance [28]. However, unsupervised metric learning does not find the best presentation
when the data is sampled from multiple subspace clusters.
That is why we refine the feature space based on supervised
metric learning.
Supervised metric learning requires that the data is labeled with pairwise constraints of either “similar” or “dissimilar.” The simplest supervised metric learning method is linear discriminative analysis (LDA), which uses class labels to
maximally separate two classes of data [12]. A more sophisticated method is devised by Xing et al. [26] for Mahalanobis
distance metric [14]. It finds a new
pmetric M , such that the
new distance measure d(x, y) = (x − y)T M (x − y) minimizes the distance of similar samples, and preserves the
distances of dissimilar samples. For multiple data clusters
(especially in the context of audio sample browsing) we extend this learning scheme to group-based constraints where
we maximize the between-group distance, while preserving
the upper-bound of the in-group distance.

3.1

Learning Correct Relationships

Metric learning allows us to incorporate user-supplied groupings of data. In the standard formulation, we suppose we
observe a set of points {xi }1:m ⊆ Rn and are given the
grouping information {yi }1:m ⊆ {1, 2, ..., K}n where yi is
the group label of point xi . The supervised Mahalanobis
metric learning problem is to
p learn the new distance metric kx − ykA ≡ dA (x, y) = (x − y)T A(x − y), such that
the pairwise distances of the points in the same group are
kept small, while the distances of points between different
groups are maximized. Note that the matrix A needs to
be semi-definite such that the triangle
p property is satis(x − y)T A(x − y) =
fied
for
the
new
metric.
Because
p
1/2
T
T
(x − y) B B(x − y) where B = A , this method essentially finds a new space Bx for vector x. According to
Xing et al. [26], a plausible formulation for multiple group
metric learning can be:
X
max
kxi − xj kA
(1)
A

s.t.

(i,j)|yi 6=yj

X

kxi − xj k2A ≤ 1

for k ∈ [K], A  0

(i,j)|yi =yj =k

Note that the objective is the sum of distances, and not
the sum of squared distances, so semi-definite programming
cannot be utilized. We do not want to change the objective
to the sum of squared distances, because it leads to a rankone solution of A, where all the data points are aligned onto
a line [26]. But because of the convexity of this formula, we
can still obtain the global maximum using gradient descent
and iterative projection. However, the optimization is slow,
which is unsuitable for a real-time application. To boost the
speed and avoid low-rank solution, we propose the following
optimization scheme for the metric learning:
X
X
max
kxi − xj k2A − λ
kxi − xj k2A (2)

2.3 Set Matching

A

Picking the best locations for audio samples can be formulated as a set matching problem, where the first set corresponds to the audio samples and the second to the 2D

s.t.
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(i,j)|yi 6=yj

kxi − xj k2A ≤ 1

(i,j)|yi =yj

(i, j) ∈ {(i, j)|yi = yj }, A  0
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where the term λ is the weight of in-group distance penalty.
Increasing this term yields more concentrated groups, which
are closer to one another. In this work, we set this value to
1, meaning both in-group concentration and between-group
divergence are important.
The new formula can be optimized using semi-definite
programming and thus much faster to compute compared
to the previous method.

for our needs, and the rest of the pipeline does not depend
on the specific implementation.

3.2 Location Assignment

4.1

The inputs to the location assignment part of our algorithm
are pairwise distances between n sound samples (i.e. dij is
the distance between sound sample i and sound sample j,
dii = 0) and target locations. Target locations P is an arbitrary set of 2D (or 3D) points in Euclidean space, such that
|P| = n. The goal is to find a bijection between the sound
samples and the locations, such that pairwise distances are
preserved as much as possible. Intuitively, we would like
for similar sound samples to be placed close together and
for dissimilar samples to be far apart. We achieve this goal
by using two previously established algorithms: kernelized
sorting [18] and convex kernelized sorting [5].
kernelized sorting. While we aim to solve a specific
problem of matching sound samples to target locations, kernelized sorting is a general method to match any two equally
sized sets, given an intra-set similarity measure (but not
inter-set). More formally, we are given two sets X = {xi }n
i=1
and Y = {yi }n
i=1 , which may belong to two different domains X and Y. We are also given two kernel functions
k : X × X → R and l : Y × Y → R which indicate the
similarity between objects of X and Y respectively (i.e. a
large value of k(xi , xj ) indicates that xi and xj are similar). We can represent the kernel values of our data in
matrix notation as K and L, where Kij = k(xi , xj ) and
Lij = l(yi , yj ) (we borrow the same notation as in KS [18]).
Let us mark K̄ and L̄ as the centralized versions of K and
L. The goal of KS is to find a permutation matrix Π such
that K̄ and ΠT LΠ are similar. The similarity criteria used
is the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion [21]. An iterative approach is used to maximize an approximation of
that criteria. We refer the reader to [18] for more details.
In our case, X are sound samples and Y are 2D locations
as specified by the user. We compute similarity between
sound samples by the Euclidean distance of the adjusted
feature space learned from supervised metric learning. The
similarity between two locations is the reciprocal of the Euclidean distance between them. KS allows us to interactively assign sound samples to user-specified locations.
Convex Kernelized Sorting Over the years several improvements to kernelized sorting have be proposed. One
such method is convex kernelized sorting (CKS) [5]. The
objective function is changed so that the problem becomes
a convex minimization problem, as shown in Equation 3.
We use Π, K̄ and L̄ as before, and k · kF denotes the Frobenius norm.

Much like fabric for the clothes designer and wood for the
carpenter, sound samples are essential building material for
the modern day music composer. It is not unusual for an
artist to collect hundreds and thousands of sound snippets,
ranging diverse categories. All those samples are, at best,
arranged by category (e.g. electric guitar, tires screeching,
female vocals) and at worst just dumped into a single folder
and sorted alphabetically according to file name. Despite
a number of viable sample exploration systems [8, 25, 2,
19] developed by researchers in past years, it appears that
commercial composition tools are only just now beginning
to implement a “more like this” feature for sound samples [1],
and we feel the interface can go even further.
Our snare drum navigator is simple to describe: the user
is presented with a 2D grid of rectangles, each with a slightly
different color. Proximity of rectangles implies similar sound
qualities. The color can either emphasize similarity, or be
used as a channel to convey an extra layer of information. In
this application we applied two coloring scheme. The first
one is generated by Isomap [22] which projects the original
features (24-D) to 2D and use them as the first two channels
in LAB color space (the thrid channel is fixed in this case).
The second scheme is to apply k-means to find clusters, then
use the 3 principal components of the features to create an
initial coloring based LAB space, and finally move the color
of each sample towards the center of its assigned cluster.
The corresponding waveform is displayed inside each rectangle. Following feedback from early users, we also show
the history of the exploration process by fading out visited
cells and fading them back in over time.
The feature vector for this application is constructed as
follows. First the samples are normalized; the onset time
is detected and aligned via a threshold of -30dB. Next we
use MIRtoolbox [13] to obtain the envelope and the log
attack time; we compute the temporal centroid and two 11coefficient MFCCs of window size 2048 at the onset and

min kK̄ · ΠT − (L̄ · Π)T k2F
Π

4.

APPLICATIONS

In this section we present 3 interfaces that we prototyped
using our system. We demonstrate applications for sound
sample navigation, as well as audio synthesis.

Snare-Drum Navigator

(3)

The authors of CKS [5] show that the new method achieves
better results in tasks such as image matching. The improved performance comes at a cost of a slower algorithm,
due to a non-linear optimization step. We have incorporated
CKS into our system and can dynamically pick between KS
and CKS, achieving a performance-vs-runtime balance.
It is important to note that while we had good reasons to
choose these specific algorithms (as explained above), they
can be easily swapped in and out. Any other algorithm that
can create a bijection from a distance measure is suitable

Figure 2: Snare drum navigator. The user is presented with a grid of colored rectangles, each corresponds to a sound sample. Hovering over samples
produces sound; similar sounds are placed in proximity. The feature vector consists of MFCC descriptors, log attack time and temporal centroids. We
support several coloring schemes, either according
to the features used or according to other information we wish to convey. Here we show Isomap coloration (left) and k-means based coloring (right).
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Figure 3: Our interface for metric adjustment. Each
circle corresponds to a sound sample. The user can
hover over samples to play them. Circles are color
coded by the user according to their group by clicking (groups are shown at the bottom). Pressing
“Compute Assignment” triggers a calculation of a
new metric such that the user supplied labeling is
respected. This GUI allows for interactive manipulation of the distance metric according to the user’s
needs, which can be applied to create new sound
layouts (Figure 2).

Figure 4: Synth sound explorer. Synthesizer parameters are sampled to create sound snippets and
arranged by sound similarity. The user hovers over
the circles to listen to the snippets, and can indicate
likes/dislikes. The space is re-sampled and re-sorted
interactively according to the user’s selection. We
refer the reader to the accompanying video for a
more vivid demonstration.
we sample uniformly at random, from the parameter space
of the synthesizer. For each parameter setting we record a
1-second sound clip, and use kernelized sorting to map it
onto a node, so that timbrally similar sounds are near one
another. Mousing over a node plays the sound. The layout
of nodes is freely configurable. If the nodes are moved (the
user can drag the circles), the sound-to-node mapping is recomputed to maintain the timbral relationships. The user
then indicates which sounds they like, and some that they
don’t like. These two labels are used as classes for metric learning to recompute the space. Once the space has
been recomputed, the system samples around the parameter space of each “liked” setting. This creates a hierarchical
method for exploring the space. The new samples are arranged in the same manner described earlier. Note that
sounds with very different parameters, but similar timbres,
will be arranged next to one another, enabling the user to
search by audio, not parameter. When they want to learn
the parameters, they click the node, and the parameters of
the synth are shown on the right side of the screen. They
can also search by adjusting the parameters directly.

after the attack (sustain). We concatenate these three attributes (24 dimensions in total) as the feature descriptor.
Figure 2 shows our snare drum navigator. We first learned
the metric space using a training set of snares, manually labeling 176 samples out of a total of 839 in the training set
into 12 categories. We note that this is a one time process
for each data type (i.e. we can now sort snares without
repeating this process). The total labeling time was about
30 minutes. We then applied the metric to the displayed
test set. The result is an arrangement with different types
of snares clustered in different parts of the interface. In the
upper left are aggressive, punchy snares, while in the lower
right are thin, snappy snares. In between there is a gradient of snare types ranging (moving top to bottom) from
hip-hop vinyl snares, to woody acoustic snares, to thin and
light acoustic snares. We refer the user to the accompanying video for a more audible experience. We also show the
same sound layout, with a different color scheme.
We also allow the user to interactively adjust the learned
metric by assigning group labels to examplars. Figure 3
shows the interface. Starting from a layout, a user can listen to the samples and indicate the proper group by changing the colors of the nodes. Then he/she presses “compute”
and the system uses the grouping information to learn a new
metric that enlarges the difference between different colors,
and then apply it to the distance matrix for kernelized sorting to obtain a new layout.

5.

USER STUDIES

We evaluated our system using two methods – one in-person
and the other online. The in-person study aims to get qualitative feedback from musicians on the usability of the system, while the online study was geared towards quantitative
results, to help us understand which aspects of the system
affected search time and accuracy. Both studies used the
snare drum navigator shown in Figure 2.

4.2 Synth Explorer
We can also use our method to explore audio synthesizer
parameters. The task of navigating synthesizer parameters
can be challenging due to the diverse sounds and the nonlinear ways in which parameters interact. Furthermore, many
novice users do not understand all the different buttons and
knobs that are present on a synth. We aim to alleviate the
problem by supplying an intuitive interface for exploring
synth parameters and the resulting sounds.
In this system we use a simple synthesizer with 4 parameters: Pitch, FM amount, FM frequency, and Ring modulation frequency. The features used are MFCCs with a 8000
sample window and the log attack time.
The interface is shown in figure 4. Each node represents a
sound created by a given synth parameter setting. To begin,

5.1

In-Person Qualitative Study

Our in-person study involved 5 musicians. Each of them
were familiar with composition using a DAW, and the process of sample selection. They ranged from 20-33 years in
age and consisted of 2 undergraduate students, 2 graduate
students and one faculty member.
We adopted a contextual observation style approach, giving the user only basic instructions and offering information
only when asked. Before the user study, we pre-trained the
system using metric learning. The users were instructed to
use the system as if they were browsing for snare drums
for a project. As they browsed they narrated their experience. After they had located a few snares that they liked,
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we conducted a semi-structured interview.
The most common feedback we received is that the system was very “fast”. People liked the ability to audition
a number of samples very rapidly. All of the users spontaneously identified clusters of similar snares in the interface. Some comments included “these here have scooped
out mids” and “here are a bunch of hip-hop vinyl samples”.
However, they were sometimes surprised by certain snares
that seemed not to fit their neighbors at all, “this snare
should be over there”, was a common comment. These unexpected snares appeared to diminish the user’s confidence
in their understanding of the system.
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(a) not sorted, no color

The goal of our second study
is to evaluate our system
quantitatively by testing a
person’s ability to find particular sounds among a collection. In a typical composition situation an artist
might not be looking for a
specific sound among their
collection, just one that is
“close enough.” For each test, we generated 10 “close
enough” sounds, which are similar to an exemplar sound,
and 90 samples that are dissimilar. The goal of the task is
to find as many of the 10 “close” samples as possible within
60 seconds. To create samples, we first randomly generate
2000 synthesized samples; then we extract the audio features and compute k-means to obtain 10 clusters; finally,
we pick sample around the cluster centers.
In the study, subjects were presented with our grid interface as well as the reference exemplar sound (shown inset).
Before the test began, each subject read a short explanation of the task. Then they were allowed to listen to the
exemplar as many times as they liked. Once they began
browsing the grid of samples, they were given 60 seconds to
mark up to 10 similar sounds. To mark a sound as similar,
they clicked on the rectangle and a check mark appeared;
an optional subsequent click would remove the mark. If
subjects were satisfied with their selection, they could end
the task early.
In our test, the independent variables were: (1) grid coloring enabled or disabled, crossed with: (2) Kernelized Sorting versus random arrangement. This yielded 4 different
conditions. Each condition was paired with a different sample set (selected randomly from among 8 total sets) and every subject was presented with all four conditions in random
order. We recruited 100 subjects using the Amazon Mechanical Turk (a microtask marketplace shown to be effective for online user studies [10]). Each subject spent approximately 5 minutes completing one “human intelligence task”
(HIT). Each subject was randomly assigned a set-condition
pair, and did exactly one HIT. In total we collected data
from 100 HITs, and thus our experiments include a total of
400 trials (100 in each condition).
The 400 trials are plotted in Figure 5 as the correct number of marked samples vs. time. Notice there is a distinct
shape to the spatially sorted trials: the subject tends to
make little progress for a while, then the number of correct
answers skyrockets. We hypothesize that this is the moment
when the proper cluster is found. In contrast, the unsorted
trials show a slower progress towards the maximum, with
no great leaps. Overall, the bird’s eye view is that the best
performing condition (quickest to achieve high numbers of
correct answers) is the use of sorted arrangements together
with color.
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5.2 Online Quantitative Study
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Figure 5: Individual and aggregate results from the
online user study. Each thin lines is the performance of a single user in the 60 second trial, Y-axis
is number of correct answers. Wide dashed line indicates mean over all 100 trials; wide solid indicates
median. Steeper is better, and in aggregate the
sorted arrangement with color (d) is best.
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Figure 6: P-value plots against time. Four ANOVA
tests are shown; the response variable is the number of correct answers at time t. Tests are “sorted”:
sorted versus unsorted; “color”: color versus no
color; “+color”: sorted with versus without color;
“+sorted”: colored with versus without sorting.
Legend labels also refer to Figure 5. Left: 100
unique users. Right: 45 users, each allowed to repeat the HIT up to 5 times (100 HITs in total).
We also evaluate these trajectories numerically. Our dependent variable is the number of correct answers at time t.
We constructed 4 tests and evaluated their p-values every 2
seconds. The results can be seen in Figure 6(a). The data
shows that spatial sorting has significant effects early on (pvalue < 10−3 at around 20 seconds). Spatial sorting also
has an effect when only considering colored data (p-value
≈ 10−3 in the 30–40 second time-frame). The U-shape of
the curves hints that given enough time, all conditions will
converge (since the user can inspect all samples when time
is abundant). Color is mostly insignificant. We hypothesize
that our users did not have a chance to learn the meaning of
color. Thus, in another experiment (Figure 6(b)) we allow
the same user to perform several HITs (45 users, 100 HITs),
in which case color becomes significant. In both versions of
the experiment, arrangement was the most important factor
in user success.
We logged all the events in the study, so we were able
to see exactly how a subject interacted with the system.
We found that people used different strategies depending
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on the interface. These different strategies give us insight
into why users find the system “fast” to use. When using
the uncolored, unsorted task first, the user was likely to
adopt a linear approach, auditioning every square row-byrow. With the colored, sorted interface, they would begin
with the linear approach, but as they became aware that the
samples were spatially sorted, they changed their strategy,
and moved from cluster to cluster, rapidly exploring homogeneously colored regions before moving onto the next.
We expect even better performance on a real world system
which is familiar to the user.

6.

[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have shown AudioQuilt, a way to harness
metric learning and kernelized sorting in order to provide
superior layouts of sound samples. We demonstrated how
these layouts can be used for sample navigation and as an
interface for musical instrument creation. We have shown
several applications using snare-drum samples and synth
sounds. A promising direction for future work is to experiment with other families of sound samples, such as different
instruments, vocals and movie effects. Another exciting direction for future work will allow metric learning with less
or no user supplied input (using, for example, inductive
transfer to propagate information between sound families).
We would also like to investigate, in more depth, the effect
that different coloring schemes have on search quality. We
feel that sound sample exploration is at a stage where much
more exciting work can be done.
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ABSTRACT

The paper is structured as follows. First, we review the
similar works in term of methodology or model implementation (Section 2). Second, we describe the general workflow
of our approach (Section 3) and the four different models
(Section 4). Third, we describe the implementation of these
models (Section 5) and prototype applications (Section 6).

We present a set of probabilistic models that support the
design of movement and sound relationships in interactive
sonic systems. We focus on a mapping–by–demonstration
approach in which the relationships between motion and
sound are defined by a machine learning model that learns
from a set of user examples. We describe four probabilistic models with complementary characteristics in terms of
multimodality and temporality. We illustrate the practical
use of each of the four models with a prototype application
for sound control built using our Max implementation.

2.

Keywords
Movement, Sound, Motion, Machine Learning, Max, Mapping, GMM, HMM, Mapping-by-Demonstration.

1.

RELATED WORK

Many approaches take advantage of machine learning as a
design support tool in music interaction. In this section we
review this body of work, with a distinction between computational models that focus on movement only and methods that directly learn the mapping by jointly representing
movement and sound.1
Several methods have implemented movement models with
a focus on gesture recognition, using Dynamic Time Warping [1], Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [14] or Support
Vector machines [13, 8]. Often, These methods target discrete interaction paradigms where recognition is used for
triggering or selecting sounds. Recently, interests in computational models of movement shifted towards a better
integration of expressivity. Bevilacqua et al. proposed a
particular implementation of HMMs for continuous gesture
recognition able to ‘follow’ the performance of a gesture
in real-time [3]. Two extensions of this method were respectively proposed by Caramiaux et al. [4] who integrated
the estimation of other attributes of movement (scaling,
rotation, etc.), and by Françoise et al. whose hierarchical
model integrates a representation of higher level temporal
sequences [10].
Multimodal approaches propose a joint representation of
movement and sound. Fels [6] use Neural Networks to learn
a regression between movement and sound parameters. This
approach was recently extended using deep learning models
that integrate multilevel representations and intrinsic feature extraction [12]. Françoise proposed a multimodal temporal model able to learn dynamic movement–sound mappings using a multimodal extension of Hidden Markov Models [11].
Several works formalize the process of designing interactions with the support of machine learning. Drawing from
knowledge in Interactive Machine Learning, Fiebrink emphasizes the role of the user in machine learning-based systems [8]: for example the ‘Wekinator’ allows a playalong
definition of the training examples, in which movements
parameters are recorded while listening to a predefined sequence of sound parameters [7]. In this paper we adopt
the broader framework of mapping–by–demonstration proposed by Françoise [9], that does not necessarily assume the

INTRODUCTION

Designing the relationships between movement and sound
is one of the crucial issues in interactive systems, especially
to develop musical expressivity. As reviewed by Caramiaux
et al. the methods for creating movement–sound mappings
have evolved with the advent of practical and interactive
tools based on machine learning techniques [5]. Indeed, design practices are shifting from an analytical view of the
links between parameters to interaction–driven approaches.
In this paper we detail a set of methods that follow the
general approach called Mapping–by–Demonstration [9],
that aims to learn the relationships between movement and
sound from examples created by the user. In these methods, a probabilistic model is trained with examples of movements and sounds during a phase called training. In performance phase, the trained model generates a mapping between movement and sound processing parameters in realtime.
The aim of this paper is to present four probabilistic models that represent complementary aspects of the motionsounds relationships. Each model is supported by a specific Max external – available to the community though the
MuBu library, – that enables the creation of applications in
motion-based sonic interactions for music and sound design.
We also present four different use cases that further illustrate possible implementations of these probabilistic models.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1
A broad overview of machine learning goes beyond the
scope of this paper, and we refer the reader to [5] for a
tutorial on machine learning for musical gestures.
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synchronous performance. We extend this framework by
formalizing different strategies based on either movement
models or multimodal mapping models.

3.

instantaneous sound synthesis parameters or temporal profiles.

4.

WORKFLOW AND DEFINITIONS

This paper focuses on supervised machine learning techniques implemented in an interactive workflow: the user
defines movement–sound mappings through examples. In
this section, we present the general workflow from the user’s
point of view. This workflow is supported by models and
tools we describe in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
As depicted in Figure 1, the mapping–by–demonstration
approach involves an interaction loop that consists of two
phases: a training phase that allows the user to define
mappings and a performance phase in which the user controls sound synthesis through the previously defined mappings [9]. These two phases can be repeated and seamlessly
integrated. Our library is indeed designed to make this
interaction loop transparent to the user without requiring
expert knowledge of machine learning algorithms and methods.

4.1
movement
examples

input
movement

sound
examples

estimate
parameters

Probabilistic
Model

output
parameters

Synth

performance
Figure 1:
Workflow
Demonstration System

of

a

Two Criteria

Multimodality
We make a distinction between movement models and multimodal models. Many approaches to sound control involving gesture recognition are based on movement models
that are not intrinsically related to sound modeling (Figure 2(a)). In this case, the user defines the mapping between the recognized gesture classes and the sound classes
after the learning the phase. Such mappings could consist, for example, in triggering a particular sound segment
each time a particular gesture is recognized. More advanced
mappings may allow for aligning the playback of a sound
segment to the performance of a gesture [2].
Alternatively, multimodal models are trained with
sequences of joint movement–sound representations and
therefore enables to learn movement–sound relationships
(Figure 2(b)). Consequently, these probabilistic models allow for generating sound features – or synthesis parameters
– from motion features input into a trained system.

Training Set
training

MODELS

We present four supervised5 probabilistic models, corresponding to four movement–sound relationship paradigms:
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR), Hierarchical Hidden Markov Models
(HHMM), and Multimodal Hierarchical Hidden Markov
Models (MHMM).
In this section, we briefly introduce these models with a
practical perspective, aiming at giving insights into for their
specific advantages for interaction design.6 The models can
be organized regarding two criteria, multimodality and temporality. The former criterion is concerned with whether the
model is limited to movement features, or whether it provides a joint (i.e. multimodal) representation of movement
and sound. The latter considers whether and how the models take into account the temporal evolution of movement
and sound.

Mapping–by–

Temporality
We differentiate instantaneous models from temporal models. Instantaneous models learn and perform static instantaneous movement–sound relationships without taking into
account any temporal modeling. Practically, this means
that the recognition or generation performed by the model
at any given instant is independent of previous input. On
the contrary, temporal models take into account time series.
In this case, the recognition or generation performed by the
model depends on the history of the input.

During training, the user demonstrates examples of movements. The sound may be taken from pre-recorded material,
or captured synchronously to the movement (e.g. vocalizations). Each recorded phrase is represented by features
describing the movement and – optionally – the associated
sound.2 A training set is constituted by a set of phrases
labeled by the user to define classes.3 A training algorithm
is used to estimate the optimal parameters of the model
for each class. This way, the user can integrate multiple
movement–sound relationships within a model.
In the performance phase, the trained system is used to
control sound processing in real-time driven by movement
features.4 In our implementation, each model outputs a
set of parameters for every frame of the incoming stream
of motion features. This guarantees continuous sound control with a fine time grain. Depending on the used model,
the system simultaneously reports recognition scores, i.e.
likelihoods, and estimates control parameters, which can be

4.2

Four Models

The implemented models are summarized in Table 1. Each
of the four model addresses a different combination of the
multimodal and temporal aspects. We implemented two instantaneous models based on Gaussian Mixture Models and
two temporal models with a hierarchical structure, based
5
We argue that supervised learning strongly support a controlled design of the mapping in most cases, by letting the
user associate movements and sounds. However, some of
the implemented models can be used in an unsupervised
manner (for example: GMMs).
6
The technical description of the models goes beyond the
scope of this paper. We refer the reader to specialized publications for more detailed descriptions of the implemented
machine learning techniques.

2

While movement are usually represented by a time series
of movement features extracted from motion capture data,
sound sequences can be either represented by a stream of
audio features or sound synthesis parameters.
3
In the case that each class is defined by a single example,
the labeling might be implicit.
4
The same movement features are used in training and performance phase.
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Probabilistic sound control strategies based on movement models and multimodal models.

on an extension of the basic Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
formalism.
Movement

Multimodal

Instantaneous

Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM)

Gaussian Mixture Regression
(GMR)

Temporal

Hierarchical
Hidden Markov Model
(HHMM)

Multimodal Hierarchical
Hidden Markov Model
(MHMM)

Table 1:

model
Z

generated
sound
parameters

Synth
X

movement
model

model
Y

training
movement
examples
sound
examples

generated sound, while realizing the trained temporal movement-sound mappings (Figure 3(d)).

5.

IMPLEMENTATIONS

We developed a software library implementing the general
framework presented in Section 3 as well as of the four models introduced in Section 4. The library is built upon a set of
C++ classes representing phrases, training sets, and models.

Summary of the probabilistic models.

5.1

Architecture

Our implementation follows the workflow presented in Section 3 with a particular attention to the interactive training
procedure, and to the respect of the real-time constraints
of the performance mode. The library is built upon four
components representing phrases, training sets, models and
model groups, as represented on Figure 4. A phrase is a
multimodal data container used to store training examples.
A training set is used to aggregate phrases associated with
labels. It provides a set of function for interactive recording, editing and annotation of the phrases. Each instance of
a model is connected to a training set that provides access
to the training phrases. Performance functions are designed
for real-time usage, updating the internal state of the model
and the results for each new observation of a new movement.
The library is portable and cross-platform. It defines a specific format for exchanging trained models, and provides
Python bindings for scripting purpose or offline processing.

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) are
instantaneous movement models. The input data associated
to a class defined by the training sets is abstracted
by a mixture (i.e. a weighted sum) of Gaussian distributions. This representation allows recognition in the
performance phase: for each input frame the model
calculates the likelihood of each class (Figure 3(a)).
Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) [18] are a
straightforward extension of Gaussian Mixture Models used for regression. Trained with multimodal data,
GMR allows to predict the features of one modality
(e.g. sound) from the features of another (e.g. movement) through non-linear regression between both feature sets (Figure 3(b)).
Hierarchical HMM (HHMM) [10] integrates a highlevel structure that governs the transitions between
classical HMM structures representing the temporal
evolution of – low-level – movement segments. In
the performance phase of the system, the hierarchical model estimates the likeliest gesture according to
the transitions defined by the user. The system continuously estimates the likelihood for each model, as
well as the time progression within the original training phrases (Figure 3(c)).

5.2

Max Implementation

Max is a visual programming environment dedicated to music and interactive media. We provide an implementation
of our library as a set of Max externals and abstractions articulated around the MuBu collection of objects developed
at Ircam [16]7 .
Training sets are built using MuBu, a generic container
designed to store and process multimodal data such as audio, motion tracking data, sound descriptors, markers, etc.
Each training phrase is stored in a buffer of the container,
and movement and sound parameters are recorded into separate tracks of each buffer. Markers can be used to specify
regions of interest within the recorded examples. Phrases
are labeled using the markers or as an attribute of the buffer.
This structures allows to quickly record, modify, and an-

Multimodal Hierarchical HMM (MHMM) [11] allows for predicting a stream of sound parameters from
a stream of movement features. It simultaneously
takes into account the temporal evolution of movement and sound as well as their dynamic relationship according to the given example phrases. In this
way, it guarantees the temporal consistency of the

7
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Schematic representation of the characteristics of the 4 models.

Training Set

ring to a MuBu container that defines its training set. For
training, the model connects to the container and transfers the training examples to its internal representation of
phrases. The parameters of the model can be set manually
as attributes of the object, such as the number of Gaussian components in the case of a GMM, or the number of
states in the case of a HMM. The training is performed in
background.
For performance, each object processes an input stream
of movement features and updates the results with the same
rate. For movement models, the object output the list of
likelihoods, complemented with the parameters estimated
for each class, such as the time progression in the case of a
temporal model, or the weight of each Gaussian component
in the case of a GMM. For multimodal models, the object
also outputs the most probable sound parameters estimated
by the model, that can be directly used to drive the sound
synthesis.
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6.

Architecture of the implementation.

PROTOTYPE APPLICATIONS

In this section, we illustrate the usage of our library through
a set of prototype applications that emphasize the different
characteristics of the four models. We illustrate the generality of our implementation with different types of sound
synthesis and movement tracking systems. The four applications are illustrated in Figure 5, and a demonstration

notate the training examples. Training sets are thus autonomous and can be used to train several models.
Each model can be instantiated as a max object refer-
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video as well as further examples can be found on the webpage: http://ismm.ircam.fr/nime2014_mbd/.

control parameters of each physical models, and estimates
the likelihoods, that are used to mix the sound output of
each synthesizer.

6.1 Resonant Scratching

6.3

This application aims at sonifying touching movements using a set of resonant models.8 The application is depicted in
Figure 5(a), and a screenshot of the Max patch is reported
in Figure 6.
Motion capture is performed using a contact microphone
placed on the control surface. Our goal is to classify different touching modes from the audio signal in order to
select the separate resonant model. This classification only
requires the instantaneous description of the timbre of the
scratching sound. Therefore, we do not consider the temporal dynamics in this case, which justifies the use of an
instantaneous movement model. We use a GMM to classify
touch using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs),
that we consider here as movement features since they directly relate to touch qualities.
During Training, we demonstrate several examples of 3
classes of touch: for instance rub, scratch and tap, by recording and analyzing the sound of each touching mode. Each
class is represented by a GMM with 3 Gaussian components, and is associated with a resonant model. During Performance, the sound from the contact microphone is then
directly filtered using the resonant model. The amount of
each filter is determined by the likelihood of each class.

6.4

Interactive Vocalization

This prototype focuses on sonic interaction design based on
movements and non-verbal vocal sketches (Figure 5(d)).
The application allows for performing interactive vocalizations where the relationships between motion and sounds
are learned from direct demonstration of movements and
vocalizations performed synchronously during the training
phase. Movements are captured using MO interfaces [15],
that integrate 3D accelerometers and gyroscopes. In order to guarantee a consistent reconstruction of the vocal
sketches, this application requires the use of a temporal
model. Therefore, we use the MHMM model to learn this
multimodal and temporal mapping.
Each training phrase associates a sequence of motion
features with a sequence of MFCCs computed from the
audio. From this multimodal data, a hierarchical model
(MHMM) is learned, in which each sub-model represents
a multimodal primitive linking movement and voice. During performance, the model recognizes the movement and
estimates the MFCCs accordingly. We use a corpus-based
granular synthesis engine. The estimated stream of MFCCs
is used to re-synthesize the vocalizations by concatenating
the grains that match the sound description using a KNN
search [17]. As before, the likelihoods are used to control
the level of each class of vocalization.

Figure 6:
Screenshot of the Max patch of the
Scratching application.

7.
6.2

Gesture-based Sound Mixing

This use case illustrates the use of the continuous estimation
of the likelihoods in gesture recognition (Figure 5(c)). The
goal is to continuously control the mixing of a set of recorded
sounds, from a set of dynamic gestures captured using the
Leapmotion. As dynamic gesture recognition is required
here, we use a temporal movement model, namely a HHMM.
After defining the gesture vocabulary, we record several
examples of each gesture to recognize, taking care of varying particular aspects such as the speed and breadth of each
movement to ensure generalization and robustness of the
recognition method. The movement models are learned using a HHMM in which each sub-model represents a particular class of gesture. As shown in Figure 5(c), during
performance the HHMM is used to evaluate the likelihood
of each gesture, that is used to drive the playback level of
the associated recorded sound.

Physical Sound Design

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

We presented four different probabilistic models and their
implementation for the design of movement-sound interaction by demonstration. These four models offers a consistent approach to use interactive machine learning techniques, considering different cases: movement models and
multimodal models, instantaneous and temporal models.
These models have been implemented in the Max environment and are distributed in the MuBu library. We believe that the NIME community will benefit of these tools.
Further examples will also be available that should foster
discussion in the emerging use of machine learning in interactive systems.

In this application, we map in-air movement to physical
modeling sound synthesis, as shown in Figure 5(b)). Using
a LeapmotionTM hand tracking system, hand speed and orientation are directly available as movement features. The
goal here is to learn the mapping between these movement
features and the control parameters of physical models.
Therefore, this application requires an instantaneous multimodal model, namely GMR.
For Training, we start by designing sounds using a graphical editor that allows to draw time profiles of the physical
models’ input parameters. After recording several examples
of movements with each preset, one model is trained for
each physical model using movement and sound parameters
sequences. During Performance, the GMR generates the

8.
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This application draws from previous research from the
Interlude project (see: http://interlude.ircam.fr/) [15]
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ABSTRACT

at control rate and audio rate. ESNs exhibit short-term
memory, and can be trained to operate on temporal aspects
of their input, as opposed to conventional neural networks
which operate instantaneously on data. Furthermore, and
as shall be explained later in this paper, ESNs are versatile
and can be adapted to offer extra features which are potentially useful for mapping design. They also offer several
challenges in use, concerning the design of training data,
and the choice of network parameters and sub-algorithms.
Section 2 serves as an introduction to the workings of these
networks.
Jordà[18] proposes that nonlinearity is essential in a musical instrument, and can create the path to virtuosity for the
player, allowing expressive control and expert gestures[1].
Furthermore, unpredictability can be desirable in creative
systems[9]. Non-linearity and unpredictability are sources
of uncontrol; they cause the behaviour of an instrument to
move away from (and probably return to) the direct influence of the player. Uncontrol can be embodied in an instrument in a number of ways; in the sound synthesis engine,
in the physical design and materials, and also in mappings.
By implementing nonlinearity at the mapping stage, it can
be modularised and separated from other elements of the
system; eliminating this dependency can be an advantage
to the designer. ESNs’ signal processing abilities can range
from linear to highly nonlinear behaviours, both instantaneously and temporally, making these systems interesting
candidates for research into uncontrol. The ESN approach
bears similarity to projects which have employed physically
modelled dynamical systems as nonlinear mapping engines,
such as the mass-spring systems by Momemi and Henry [20]
and Johnson et. al. [17]. As universal approximators of dynamical systems [15], ESNs may have the power to model
this class of system and more.
Hunt and Kirk [12] also explored nonlinearity, through
the paradigm of multiparametric mappings. They proposed
that complex networks of multiparametric control could emulate the expressivity of real-world mappings such as in
acoustic instruments. Following from this, [19] used ESNs
as multiparametric mapping tools for a malleable interface.
The conclusions of this study showed that ESNs have further potential in this area that warrants exploration.

Echo State Networks (ESNs), a form of recurrent neural network developed in the field of Reservoir Computing, show
significant potential for use as a tool in the design of mappings for digital musical instruments. They have, however,
seldom been used in this area, so this paper explores their
possible applications. This project contributes a new open
source library, which was developed to allow ESNs to run in
the Pure Data dataflow environment. Several use cases were
explored, focusing on addressing current issues in mapping
research. ESNs were found to work successfully in scenarios of pattern classification, multiparametric control, explorative mapping and the design of nonlinearities and uncontrol. Un-trained behaviours are proposed, as augmentations
to the conventional reservoir system that allow the player
to introduce potentially interesting non-linearities and uncontrol into the reservoir. Interactive evolution style controls are proposed as strategies to help design these behaviours, which are otherwise dependent on arbitrary values
and coarse global controls. A study on sound classification
showed that ESNs could reliably differentiate between two
drum sounds, and also generalise to other similar input. Following evaluation of the use cases, heuristics are proposed
to aid the use of ESNs in computer music scenarios.

Keywords
mapping, echo state networks, machine learning, software
tools

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivations
The goal of this study is to explore the potential of ESNs
as mapping tools, and in turn address wider issues in mapping research, with the aim of adding to the toolset which
musicians and digital luthiers can use to create expressive
mappings. Of particular interest, are ESNs’ possibilities for
further research in the design of non-linear mappings, multiparametric control, exploratory design and gestural control.
ESNs offer some interesting possibilities to computer musicians, their key property being that they are operate using
time series; training data is constructed from sets of corresponding input and output sequences, and a trained ESN
can be run alongside any other signal processing unit, both

1.2

Related Work

In the array of mapping tools available to the digital musical
instrument designer, machine learning based systems show
a significant presence and have a long history in NIME, both
with conventional tools and in more esoteric designs. This
can be seen in systems ranging from earlier projects such
as Fels’ and Hinton’s Glove-Talk [7] to more recent designs
such as Fiebrink’s Wekinator [8], Caramiaux’s Gesture Variation Follower [3] and Gillian et. al’s SEC [10]. Machine
learning mapping tools offer the advantages of allowing the

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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musician to train by example, and to create complex blackbox mapping systems that would be awkward or impossible
to design manually. These systems also allow composition
through manipulation of parameters and processes specific
to the machine learning algorithms.
Reservoir computing[23] systems have yet to be fully explored in the context of mapping. Reservoir computing
(RC) describes classes of recurrent neural network which follow an architecture typically consisting of a high-dimensional
dynamical system that is perturbed by its inputs, and monitored by a simple readout layer which is trained by a fast
and relatively straight-forward algorithm such as least squares
regression. The two most common classes of RC network
are liquid state machines and echo state networks[13], and
this paper focuses on the latter.
ESNs have a history of use in computer music. Holzmann
and Hauser[11] ran a series of successful experiments using
ESNs in audio signal processing, for modelling nonlinear
processes and for audio prediction. Jaeger and Eck [16]
used ESNs for cyclic melody generation, and Tidemann and
Demiris[22] showed that ESNs could be used for generative
drumming. Echo State Networks have yet to be trialled
for gesture recognition, however Jaeger demonstrates their
potential for dynamical pattern detection in [14].
The body of research on ESNs points to them having interesting possibilities as mapping tools that could work in
a wide range of scenarios, but they have seldom been explored in this context. This paper is a study of ESNs and
their potential uses in mapping and musical instrument design. It begins with a short introduction to the topology
and parameterisation of these networks. A new Pure Data
(PD) external is then presented, an implementation of ESNs
specialised for use in PD’s dataflow environment. Several
use cases studies are explored, demonstrating and evaluating possible functions for this system. These case studies
are then evaluated to show a general picture of ESNs as
mapping tools, and finally heuristics are proposed to guide
and aid the use of the toolset.

2.

weights between the output and the reservoir, and y[k] is
the value of the readout layer. f is a smoothing function,
commonly either a linear mapping, tanh or the sigmoid
function, f (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)).
ESNs are trained with a set of equal length sequences,
one for each input and output node, describing the input
and desired output of the system. The key to the success
of ESNs is the method of training; only the output weights
are modified during this process. All other weights, in the
input, reservoir and feedback matrices, are initialised with
(typically) random constants. The range and scale of these
initial values can be adjusted to change the global behaviour
of the reservoir, in order to give the training phase a better
chance of success. The output layer is adjusted to exploit
the dynamics of the reservoir and achieve the desired behaviour. Only one layer of weights is trained, so training
is a relatively straightforward linear problem that can be
solved quickly using linear regression.
To function effectively, ESNs should possess the Echo
State Property (ESP), meaning that the network has a
slowly fading memory of its inputs. The presence of the
ESP is dependent on the spectral radius of the network,
a global scaling factor of the reservoir weights. This variable controls the richness of the dynamics and the non-linear
modelling power of the network, at a trade off with its memory capacity [2].
Table 1 summarises the key parameters that describe
ESNs.
Parameter
Layer sizes
Weight ranges

Connectivity
Spectral
dius

ECHO STATE NETWORKS

This section gives an overview of ESNs; for more in-depth
treatments beyond the scope of this paper, see [23, 15].

ra-

Activation
functions
Washout

Input1
Out1

n1

Input2

Training algorithm
Simulation algorithm

n3
n4
n2

Out2

Input3

Figure 1: An Example ESN

Table 1: Key Parameters for Echo State Networks

Figure 1 shows a simplified example of ESN topology.
The interconnected nodes ni are the reservoir. A set of
inputs is connected to the reservoir nodes, and these nodes
are connected to one or more output nodes in a readout
layer. The network is updated as follows:
x[k + 1] = f (Wres x[k] + Win u[k] + Wf b y[k])

Description
The number of nodes in the input,
reservoir and readout layers.
The minimum and maximum values
for the random distribution of weight
values, for the input, reservoir, readout
and feedback weights.
The percentage of weights that are
connected on each layer.
The scaling factor for the reservoir
weights. This should generally be less
than one, but for musical purposes we
may use a higher value.
Functions used in the calculation of
reservoir node activations and outputs.
An initial number of frames that are
ignored during training, to allow the
dynamics of the reservoir to settle.
The process used to solve the weights
on the readout layer.
The algorithm used to update the
reservoir. The PD external offers the
standard ESN algorithm, and one using leaky integration to slow down
reservoir dynamics.

3.

ECHO STATE NETWORKS IN PD

Pure Data [21] has been shown as a useful environment
for neural network mapping [4]; it also provides libraries of
mapping tools (SMLib, mapping) and a graphical environment for collecting and processing training data. A PD external was created, building on Fecho, an open source C++
ESN library. The external allows for full training and simulation within the PD environment, and is pictured in figure 2. The external offers facilities including three types of

(1)

x[k] is the network state at the current time step, u[k]
is the current input matrix, Win is the matrix of input
weights, Wres denotes the reservoir weights and x[k] is
a vector of activation levels. Wf b describes the feedback
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Figure 2: A PD External

training algorithm (least squares, pseudo inverse and ridge
regression), two classes of simulation (standard and leaky
integration), three types of activation function (linear, hyperbolic tangent and sigmoid) for the reservoir and readout
layers, and configuration of weight ranges for the reservoir,
readout and feedback connections. It was designed to integrate fully into the Pure Data environment. The external
runs at control rate, and can be trained using data stored in
PD tables and arrays. During exploration of the use cases
in this paper, further non-standard features were added,
and these shall be described in the relevant sections of the
paper. Two additional tools were built to facilitate training and monitoring. A new abstraction, multiTable, collects
multichannel time series data for constructing training sets.
A new object, csvlog, collects network output in comma
separated variable files, for analysis in other software applications. The system is freely available and open source
under an MIT license 1 .

4.

conventional practice with ESNs, and has been added as an
augmentation to the Fecho library.
Figure 3 demonstrates an example of this use case. A
100 node reservoir, with spectral radius 0.9, was trained to
approximate the nonlinear function
f (x) = sin(x ∗ P I ∗ 0.5), 0 < x < 1

The readout trained successfully with NRMSE 0.0128963.
Figure 3a shows an example of input and the corresponding
output from this network. The reservoir was scaled by a
factor of 1.19, which introduced nonlinear behaviour into
the reservoir as demonstrated in figure 3b; as the input
rises, an oscillation occurs in the output. Figure 3c shows
the scale factor at 2.06, where the system is driven into
a highly unpredictable state, and can be seen to be selfoscillating.
This type of mapping has the possibility to create interesting musical interaction, furthermore the reservoir scaling
can be explicitly mapped to modulate the level of nonlinearity in a system. For example, the rate of change in the
input can be monitored with a high pass filter, and mapped
to reservoir scaling so that an increase in energy by the
player drives the system into nonlinear zones.
This behaviour can be classified as un-trained behaviour,
as it is introduced independently of the training stage. The
challenge here is the specification of the un-trained behaviour,
which will largely depend on the course global parameters
that guide the initial randomisation of the reservoir weights,
and the data the reservoir was trained with. While this behaviour is difficult to specify, there are strategies which can
aid the user in the development of useful mappings, falling
under the banner of explorative mapping design.

EXPLORATIONS

This section presents a set of small case studies which explore the use of ESNs in a range of mapping scenarios.

4.1 Nonlinear Mapping and Uncontrol
There are a number of ways to introduce nonlinear behaviour into a trained network: scaling of the spectral radius
of the network, scaling and biasing the input signal, scaling
the feedback weights, and injecting noise into the network.
The modulation of these parameters in realtime is not a
1
Available for download
chriskiefer/Fecho

from

(2)

https://github.com/
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tween the key and the drum sound. Figure 5 shows a sample
of eight of the envelopes that were produced from fine tuning of the weights in this way. The system is capable of
a variety of outputs, and interesting results were obtained
from fine tuning the balance between feedback strength and
output weights. While these control streams could be designed manually, the particular value of generating them in
this way is that the ESN represents a model which can be
modulated in realtime to vary the output. Furthermore,
the system can be designed to behave in a nonlinear manner for different inputs. Figure 6 shows normalised outputs
from an ESN perturbed by an impulse scaled to (a) 0.1 and
(b) 5.0. The outputs have subtle differences, showing the
nonlinear response to simple input variation.

(a) Scaling: 1.0

(b) Scaling: 1.19

(c) Scaling: 2.06

Figure 3: Introducing uncontrol by scaling the reservoir

4.2 Explorative Mapping Design
ESNs offer a variety of ways in which un-trained behaviours
can be shaped, through variation of global network parameters, and through fine tuning of weights. The PD external
exposes these parameters for the user to interact with, however, especially in the case of tuning weights, the parameter
space can be large and nonlinear, and therefore difficult to
explore intuitively. To aid navigation through this parameter space, a PD abstraction was designed to allow interactive evolution[5] of network parameters. Figure 4 shows
the interface for this abstraction, which allows the user to
randomly mutate arrays of numbers and send them back to
the ESN external. This can be used to vary and explore
the input, output, feedback and reservoir weights. PD can
also be used to visualise the reservoir activations, which can
help to isolate issues with parameter choice.

Figure 5: Percussive Envelopes from Output Weight Exploration

Figure 6: Percussive Envelopes with Scaled Inputs

4.3

Pattern Recognition

An experiment was set up to test the ESNs power of pattern
recognition, using audio patterns as input. A training set
was constructed as follows: two drum samples, a kick and
a snare, were loaded into PD sample players, and a signal
chain was constructed where the audio was analysed using
a 64 point FFT, with the results recorded into 32 vectors.
As this was a classification task, a bias of 2.5 was added
to the FFT outputs, to push the reservoir into non-linear
zones of behaviour. Two output vectors were set up for the
teacher signal, and set as follows: with no sample playing,
both were set to 0, when sample A playing, vector 1 was set
to 0.5, and with sample B playing, vector 2 was set to 0.5. A
training set was recorded, consisting of 4 independent repetitions of each sample, lasting a total of 10000 audio frames.
Following from [14], gaussian noise was passed through the
signal chain when samples were not playing. A reservoir
was set up with 32 inputs, 400 reservoir nodes, and 2 outputs, with a tanh reservoir activation function, and linear
readout. The simulation was run using leaky integration,
with a leak rate of 0.001. The reservoir and input layers
had 30% connectivity, and no feedback was used between
output and reservoir. A spectral radius of 1.1 was chosen.
After training, it could be observed that the two outputs
showed opposite polarities, depending on the sample being

Figure 4: Parameter Space Search
To explore this facility, a task was devised where an ESN
was trained to create the continuous synthesis controls for
drum sounds. ESNs have an impulse response; a spike of
noise will cause a fading response as the network dynamics
settle after being perturbed. A mapping was set up where
outputs of an ESN controlled the synthesis parameters of
a drum synthesiser. As input, a velocity sensitive key was
mapped to create an impulse to send to the network. The
exploration tools were used to find a suitable mappings be-
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played. A moving average filter simplified this output, show
clearly separable responses for the 3 states (silence, sample
A and sample B) (see figure 7). This result was consistent
over 200 repetitions of the samples. The trained network
also showed that it could generalise to untrained data in
similar classes of sound. Following this, a test was carried
out with two similar kick drum sounds, which the trained
ESN could also consistently differentiate between. While
the limitations of this small study are acknowledged and a
deeper treatment of the results is outside the scope of this
paper, the results show an encouraging outcome for further
research, using a greater number of classes and systematic
measurement of similarity between training samples.

(a) Joystick Movement

(b) ESN Output

Figure 8: Recording from a 2 to 32 Parameter Mapping

using moving average filters clarified this further. This also
highlights a wider issue with ESNs, that training can be a
complex process; there is a wide choice of parameters with
which to create and train a network, and the way in which
the training sequence is put together can have a significant
effect on the result, for example the addition of gaussian
noise in the pattern classification experiment. Training is
also aided by an understanding of the inner workings of the
algorithm, and achieving a good result can require some
expertise and involve an extended process of experimentation. This situation can be helped by providing guidelines
for solving common problems (see section 6), and by providing additional interactive tools to support training.
Outside of the training process, ESNs offer a variety of
options for processing input. Almost any part of the process
can be modulated by external signals to achieve interesting
creative results. The process of perturbing a dynamical system with external input can give compelling, unpredictable
and strangely lifelike behaviours for music and interaction.
The main challenge is in specifying these behaviours; the explorative approach proposed here aid the discovery of interesting mappings, but there are still many more possibilities
to enhance the tools provided by this system.

Figure 7: Recognition of Drum Samples

4.4 Multiparametric Control
This experiment explored the ESN as a trainable mapping
processor for controlling 32 parameters of a synthesis engine
with a two parameter joystick on a gamepad. Two 32 point
arrays were hand-drawn in PD, and a training set was built
that associated the array data with different positions of the
joystick. 10000 frames of training data were recorded, and
used to train a 400 node ESN. The ESN used a tanh reservoir activation and a linear readout, with 30% connectivity
on each layer. No feedback was used. The spectral radius
was 0.3, and a washout of 500 frames was used in training.
The reservoir used the standard simulation algorithm, and
ridge regression was used for training.
A recording of input and corresponding output of the
trained network is shown in figure 8. The result was a network which interpolated between the two training arrays
according to the position of the joystick, providing a musically interesting mapping system. The network responded
to training successfully, and at key joystick positions, it
recreated the exact data from the original arrays. To enhance the mapping, the second joystick on the gamepad was
mapped to reservoir scaling, allowing variable nonlinearity
to be introduced into the system.

5.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The use cases shown in this paper demonstrate that the
Echo State Network shows promise as a useful and flexible tool for mapping in digital musical instrument design.
Good results were achieved in scenarios of pattern classification, multiparametric control, explorative mapping and the
design of nonlinearities and uncontrol. The use cases also
highlight several areas where difficulties may occur when
using this system. Jaeger[15] offers some very useful ‘tricks
of the trade’ for effective training and general use of ESNs.
Following the studies in this paper, some more ‘tricks’ can
be added to this list, for the specific context of designing
musical mappings.

DISCUSSION

PD is a promising environment for the design and use of
ESNs; it provides useful facilities for creating training sets,
including hand drawn data in graphical arrays, procedurally
generated mappings, and the ability to record sensor data
from a range of sources such as cameras, game controllers
and Arduinos. PD’s environment also helps with training by
providing realtime monitoring and visualisation of network
states, helping the user to understand how the network is
functioning. As Jaeger states[15], monitoring internal states
can be very helpful for creating successful networks, and it
also helps the user to find an intuitive understanding of how
ESNs operate. Furthermore, observation of realtime output
signals can be invaluable. The pattern classification use case
is a strong example of this; the trained network did not successfully recreate the teacher signal, however observation of
the outputs showed that the result still consistently classified the inputs; further post-processing of the output signals

6.1

Heuristics for Mapping with ESNs

1. Push inputs through the ESN at a constant sample
rate. If used with controls that only update when
changed (e.g. the PD sliders), slower dynamics in the
reservoir may mean that the output is inconsistent.
2. Uncontrol can be introduced into a network by scaling
the spectral radius, scaling and biasing the input and
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feedback weights, and adding noise to the activation
function.
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2007.
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2007.
[18] S. Jordà. Digital Lutherie: Crafting musical computers
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[19] C. Kiefer. Multiparametric Interfaces For
Fine-Grained Control of Digital Music. PhD thesis,
University of Sussex, 2012.
[20] A. Momeni and C. Henry. Dynamic independent
mapping layers for concurrent control of audio and
video synthesis. Computer Music Journal, 30(1), 2006.
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International Computer Music Conference, pages
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ECAI 2008: 18th European Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, 2008.
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3. Interactive evolution strategies can aid the design of
un-trained behaviours of the reservoir.
4. For classification functions, adding input bias can improve the results, by pushing the reservoir into nonlinear zones of operation.
5. ESNs are easier to train if appropriately tuned or preprocessed information is provided in the input stage.
For example, frequency analysis of a time series may
give better results than the time series itself.
6. Following from this, post-processing is also helpful at
the output stage. For example, smoothing the output
of a classifier may improve the classification rate.
7. To reiterate Jaeger’s guidelines, it’s best to avoid symmetry in the input. This is especially important when
working with audio or control signals; try adding a
bias to symmetrical input.

7. FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this study has been to establish efficacy
and outline potential use cases for ESNs within the field of
mapping design. The next stage in this research address
issues surrounding wider use by computer musicians, focusing on HCI aspects; usability of the software, and user
experience. In terms of development of the ESN external, it would be compelling to investigate the efficacy of
ESN topology algorithms such as scale-free small world networks[6] for mapping tasks, and to expand the explorative
mapping tools. The uncontrol study leads to questions concerning the classes of uncontrol behaviour which the ESN
can model, and how these behaviours can be represented
in the training process and in the modulation of network
parameters. The study highlights the design of nonlinear
mappings and uncontrol features as an interesting area in
mapping research, in which ESNs may be able to contribute
significantly.
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ABSTRACT

With the increased availability of motion tracking technologies, there has also been an increased effort towards the
use of machine learning algorithms to recognise control actions of users. Such algorithms have been applied to control
musical instruments (e.g. [7, 1, 8]), gesture based sound selection from a database [3], and study of instrumentalists’
sound-producing actions [4].
Our paper presents a new active music device, using a sensor sole and a novel movement classification algorithm to
continuously recognise the movement pattern of the user.
Movement patterns could be different gaits, such as running or walking straight or sideways, or other activities such
as foot-tapping or jumping. Being an active music device,
where the user can influence the music to some extent, the
mapping between control actions and sound output is an
essential part of the decive. In our implentation, the continuous classification of movement is utilised to change the
mapping space itself. With this adaptive mapping, the quite
simple interface consisting of three force sensitive resistors
(FSR) in a sole is given a larger range of control possibilities
than it would if the mapping between control actions and
musical parameters were fixed.
In the next section, we will introduce previous use of footworn interfaces in music, before moving on to describing
our implementation in Section 3. The device and our approach is discussed further in Section 4 before we conclude
and present our plans for future extensions of the work in
Section 5.

We present Funky Sole Music, a musical interface employing
a sole embedded with three force sensitive resistors in combination with a novel algorithm for continuous movement
classification. A heuristics-based music engine has been implemented, allowing users to control high-level parameters
of the musical output. This provides a greater degree of control to users without musical expertise compared to what
they get with traditional media playes. By using the movement classification result not as a direct control action in
itself, but as a way to change mapping spaces and musical sections, the control possibilities offered by the simple
interface are greatly increased.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In music technology, a clear distinction has traditionally
been made between the performer creating the music on a
musical instrument, and the perceiver receiving the music
through a music playback device [18]. Increased development efforts in music technology in the past few decades
have started to blur this clear distinction. Several examples exist of applications where people can play a musical
instrument without needing the skill of a professional performer, for instance musical instruments like Smule’s Ocarina [22] and Magic Fiddle [23], or music games, such as Guitar Hero [9]. Not only musical instruments have changed,
but also music players. Where people only used to be able
to have simple control options such as play, pause, skip,
and volume, they may now take use of social features or
recommendation services in applications such as iTunes or
Spotify. As the clear distinction between instruments and
playback devices is blurred out, a continuum emerges on
which the two are opposite extremes (Figure 1), between
these extremes are what we call active music technologies.

2.

BACKGROUND

Several researchers have explored foot-worn sensor systems
for sound interaction. Among the first to explore this mode
of interaction was Joe Paradiso and colleagues [17] who
in 1997 presented a pair of dancing shoes embedded with
piezoelectric pads, FSRs, accelerometers, and compasses.
These sensors allowed tracking the wearer’s feet in a number
of dimensions, including foot pressure, orientation, acceleration, and deformation. Additionally, a laser rangefinder
combined with ultrasound sensing detected the horizontal
position of the shoes on a stage, and electric field sensing
was applied to detect the vertical position of the shoes. The
device was developed further, and an upgraded version using a jogging sneaker was presented in [15] and [16], along
with a discussion of its musical application. The same system has later also been applied for medical purposes as a
low-cost alternative to expensive motion capture systems in
gait analysis [14].
Another approach to footworn sensors is their application in virtual reality. Choi and Ricci used force sensors
combined with fuzzy logic to detect different gaits [5], and
Turchet used sandals embedded with force sensors and actuators to study a range of aspects related to audio-haptic
feedback of foot-step sounds [21]. Accelerometers mounted

?

Figure 1: A continuum between musical instruments and music playback devices. In the middle
we find active music technologies.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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in shoes have been applied to adjust the tempo of audio
files by a phase vocoder [10, 13] and for selecting tempotagged songs from a database [12]. Similar systems have
also been developed for both hand-held and arm-worn accelerometers [6, 2].
Our system has found great inspiration in the above mentioned systems, and extends previous work by adapting the
mapping space to the current movement pattern of the user.

implemented one song with two parts. Part A is a twelvemeasure blues chord progression, and part B is a steady
tonic chord.
The sounds are generated by four instruments in Reason:
1. Drum loop (Dr. Octo Rex loop player)
2. Guitar loop (Dr. Octo Rex loop player)
3. Bass guitar (Subtractor synthesiser)

3.

IMPLEMENTATION

4. Wurlitzer (NN19-sampler)

This section covers the implementation of our system: Controller and sensor interface, music engine, the machine learning algorithm for gait recognition, and adaptive mapping
based on the gait classification.

The Reason loop player uses a prerecorded loop sample
which has been processed by slicing it into individual samples for each onset. As such, the loop is not played back as
one continuous sound file, but by triggering the individual
samples at given points in time. This facilitates tempo adjustments for the two loop-based instruments. Two drum
loops and guitar loops have been implemented, one for each
part of the song.
The main control of the music occurs in Max. A phasor∼
object is used to keep track of tempo in Max and a corresponding BPM value is sent to the Reason loop players.
Thresholding the output from the phasor∼ object enables
triggering of events at various times in each measure. Simple probabilistic heuristics for parts A and B have been
defined, sending MIDI-events to the reason engine and triggering tones from the bass guitar and wurlitzer at certain
times in each measure. For instance, at the first beat of
each measure, the bass guitar has only two tones to choose
from: The root note in one out of two octaves. The remaining beats of each measure have a certain probability of
being skipped, and a wider range of selectable tones. Additionally, there is a probability of triggering bass tones on
the shuffled 16ths. Naturally, such heuristics hardly imitate how a real bass player would play, but the music is less
static than a hard-coded bass pattern would be, and since
the heuristics are designed by hand, some degree of musical
coherence is ensured. Further, by adjusting the probability
levels, interesting dynamic changes can occur in the music.

3.1 Sensors and Interface
Our prototype consists of a sole made from rubber foam,
with three Interlink 402 FSRs attached with duct tape, see
Figure 2. One sensor is placed below the heel, and the two
other in the front of the sole on each side, to capture sideways tilting of the foot. The FSRs are connected by cable
to our General Purpose Sensor Platform (GPSP), which
samples the sensors and passes the sensor data on in the
Open Sound Control format via WLAN. Various filtering
and thresholding can also be applied on the GPSP. The
GPSP enclosure is 3D-printed and fitted with a strap made
from elastic rubber and velcro, allowing attachment of the
GPSP to the leg of the user. Further documentation and
results from performance tests of the Arduino-based GPSP,
along with links to STL files and assembly instructions for
the enclosure, is available in [20].

3.3

Movement Recogition

In order to perform continuous classification of movement
patterns, we apply a movement recognition algorithm inspired by the concept of pheromones in ant colony optimisation. The ant learning algorithm (ALA) has been shown
to work efficiently with only one training instance, with better recognition rates than Hidden Markov Models and similar rates to Dynamic Time Warping, outperforming both
of these in terms of execution time. The details of the algorithm and various test results for its application to accelerometer data have previously been presented in [19]. We
will here describe how the previous paper was adjusted to
work with the sensor sole. Below, we present how the force
data from the sensors is quantised into a set of basic states,
and further how the sequence of such states are recognised
as an ongoing movement pattern by the ALA algorithm.
Figure 2: The sensor sole with three force sensitive
resistors attached with duct tape (top) and a sandal connected to the GPSP interface with exposed
electronics (bottom).

3.3.1 Vector Quantisation
To be able to recognise a movement pattern, a set of four
“protostates” have been defined. Figure 3 shows how the
state of the foot can be either FullRelease, ToePress, HeelPress, or FullPress. The system is calibrated by a short
recording of each state, to obtain a characteristic data vector for each of them. After calibration, the data is continuously mapped onto one of the four different states using
a nearest neighbour algorithm, and consequently a movement pattern is represented as a sequential order of these
characteristic states.

3.2 Music Engine
The music engine of our system has been implemented using
Max1 and Reason.2 To demonstrate the system, we have
1
2

http://www.cycling74.com
http://www.propellerheads.se/reason/
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1.

2.

3.

The algorithm is trained by recording a short sequence of
of each movement pattern to be recognised, for instance a 30
second walking sequence. A pheromone table corresponding to the recording is generated. Additionally, the training
data is split into shorter segments and one pheromone table
is created for each segment. This provides a set of slightly
different tables which all correspond to the same type of
movement. We calculate the distances C = c1 , c2 , ... between all pheromone tables that correspond to the same
movement pattern.

4.

Figure 3: The data is quantised into four states:
1-FullRelease, 2-ToePress, 3-HeelPress, 4-FullPress
Force data from a walking sequence with 22 steps is shown
in Figure 4. The top plot shows the raw data from the sensors, and the lower plot shows the sequence of characteristic
states. The repeating pattern in this sequence is: FullRelease, HeelPress, FullPress and ToePress.

Ant Learning Algorithm

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

4

3

Adaptive Mapping

A traditional way of implementing mapping between a controller and sound engine is through a direct mapping between the available control parameters and sound parameters, often through a set of layers to create a complex manyto-many relationship [11]. In our system, we want the user
to have control over many aspects of the musical output,
and a direct mapping between the three force sensors and
the musical engine would run the risk of being too simple,
even with complex many-to-many mappings. For this reason, we use the classifications made by the ALA algorithm
to change between different sections of the music, and also
between different mapping spaces. In the prototype, three
movement patterns are used to illustrate the concept:

The foundation of classification in the ALA algorithm is a
pheromone table, inspired by the pheromone mechanism in
ant colony optimisation, where an ant leaves a pheromone
trail as a record of its path. While ants in nature track a
path (i.e. a sequential order of positions), our tracking is
of the sequential order of characteristic states, counting the
number of times each transition between states occurs. Separate pheromone tables are trained for each type of movement that is to be recognised. An example of a simplified
(very short) walking pattern is shown in figure 5. For every
two successive frames, a corresponding increment is found
in the pheromone table below. When one state is followed
by the same state, the corresponding value along the diagonal is incremented, when the state is different from the
previous, one of the other cells are incremented.

4

(1)

1
2
Where τı,
and τı,
represents the fields of two tables to be
compared. The mean and standard deviation of C provides
an indication of how much a pattern varies, and is used to
deterimine a confidence interval for the realtime classification.
A fixed size moving window is used in the online movement recognition, and a pheromone table is generated for
each window. The current table is compared to the set of
trained pheromone tables using Equation 1, and classified
accordingly if the distance to the table falls within the confidence interval of a learned movement pattern.

Figure 4: The top plot shows the 10 bit data from
the three force sensors. The lower plot shows the
quantised version with four states.
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Walking: While walking, the tempo of the music follows
the footsteps of the user. All other parameters are
predefined and the twelve measure blues is played according to the probability-based approach described
in Section 3.2.
Tapping back: When tapping the heel to the floor, the
tempo control is disabled. A wah-wah effect is enabled
and controlled by the data from the force sensors.
Also, the probability threshold of bass note onsets is
controlled by the overall change in sensor data, and
thus the bass activity level increased with increased
foot activity.
Tapping front: Tapping with the front of the foot takes
the music to a new section. In this section, a wurlizer
solo is enabled when the front of the foot touches the
floor.

3

current state

previous state

1-FullRelease 2-ToePress 3-HeelPress 4-FullPress
1-FullRelease
2-ToePress
3-HeelPress
4-FullPress

2
1
0
0

0
2
0
1

1
0
1
1

0
0
1
1

4.

DISCUSSION

The presented Funky Sole Music protoype allows a more
varied control over a piece of music than what is provided
by traditional media players. At the same time, the control space is far more limited than in a traditional musical
instrument, e.g. without any possibility of playing out of
tune or out of sync. The restrictions on the musical output ensures a certain degree of musical coherence, but can

Figure 5: A simplified example of a short walking
sequence made from 12 successive states. Below is
the corresponding pheromone table.
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also be argued to diminish the possibilities for musical expressivity. This however, is only when compared with a
traditional musical instrument — to a non-musician who
would never touch a musical instrument, Funky Sole Music provides an increased possibility for musical expression
compared to normal media players.
Even though the device is more of an active media device
than a musical instrument, a principle is shown which could
also be fruitful in development of new musical instruments.
Instead of only direct links between control data and synthesis parameters, we can create digital musical instruments
where more indirect control actions determine the effect of
direct control actions by manipulating the mapping space.
Such indirect control actions can for instance be the current
state of the performer or the audience. Ranging from simple examples such as the current location of the performer
on stage to the more advanced classification of the mood of
a person through biosensors.

5.

[7] R. Fiebrink, D. Trueman, and P. R. Cook. A
meta-instrument for interactive, on-the-fly machine
learning. In Proc. of the Int. Conf. on New Interfaces
for Musical Expression, Pittsburgh, PA, 2009.
[8] N. Gillian and J. A. Paradiso. Digito: A fine-grain
gesturally controlled virtual musical instrument. In
Proc. of the Int. Conf. on New Interfaces for Musical
Expression, Ann Arbor, MI, 2012.
[9] Harmonix. Guitar hero (software). Red Octane, 2005.
[10] J. A. Hockman, M. M. Wanderley, and I. Fujinaga.
Real-time phase vocoder manipulation by runner’s
pace. In Proc. of the Int. Conf. on New Interfaces for
Musical Expression, Pittsburgh, PA, 2009.
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parameters to synthesis engines. Organised Sound,
7(2):97–108, 2002.
[12] N. Masahiro, H. Takaesu, H. Demachi, M. Oono, and
H. Saito. Development of an automatic music
selection system based on runner’s step frequency. In
Proc. of the Int. Conf. on Music Information
Retrieval, pp. 193–198, Philadelphia, PA, 2008.
[13] B. Moens, L. van Noorden, and M. Leman. D-jogger:
Syncing music with walking. In Proc. of the Sound
and Music Computing Conference, pp. 451–456,
Barcelona, Spain, 2010.
[14] S. J. Morris and J. A. Paradiso. Shoe-integrated
sensor system for wireless gait analysis and real-time
feedback. In Engineering in Medicine and Biology ,
volume 3, pages 2468–2469. IEEE, 2002.
[15] J. Paradiso, K.-Y. Hsiao, and E. Hu. Interactive
music for instrumented dancing shoes. In Proc. of the
International Computer Music Conference, pp.
453–456, Beijing, China, 1999.
[16] J. A. Paradiso, K.-Y. Hsiao, A. Y. Benbasat, and
Z. Teegarden. Design and implementation of
expressive footwear. IBM systems journal,
39(3.4):511–529, 2000.
[17] J. A. Paradiso and E. Hu. Expressive footwear for
computer-augmented dance performance. In Int.
Symposium on Wearable Computers, pp. 165–166.
IEEE, 1997.
[18] C. Small. Musicking: The meanings of performing and
listening. Wesleyan, 1998.
[19] S. Song, A. Chandra, and J. Torresen. An ant
learning algorithm for gesture recognition with
one-instance training. In IEEE Congress on
Evolutionary Computation, pages 2956–2963, 2013.
[20] J. Torresen, Y. Hafting, and K. Nymoen. A new wi-fi
based platform for wireless sensor data collection. In
Int. Conf. on New Interfaces For Musical Expression,
pages 337–340, Seoul, Korea, 2013.
[21] L. Turchet. Audio-Haptic Feedback for Natural
Interactive Walking: Interfaces, Simulations &
Perceptual Phenomena. PhD thesis, Aalborg
University Copenhagen, 2013.
[22] G. Wang. Designing smule’s ocarina: The iphone’s
magic flute. In Proc. of the Int. Conf. on New
Interfaces for Musical Expression, pp. 303–307,
Pittsburgh, PA, 2009.
[23] G. Wang, J. Oh, and T. Lieber. Designing for the
ipad: Magic fiddle. In A. R. Jensenius, A. Tveit, R. I.
Godøy, and D. Overholt, editors, Proc. of the Int.
Conf. on New Interfaces for Musical Expression, pp.
197–202, Oslo, Norway, 2011.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented an interactive music system for high-level
control of a musical piece. A novel movement recognition
algorithm is applied to continuously let the user move between different mapping spaces. A video example of the
system in action is available online.3
In future work, we aim at developing the system further
towards a more generic device for active music. The current implementation of adaptive mapping is strongly connected with one particular piece of music, but future versions should enable users to select different songs, and to
employ the same control actions to other musical pieces.
Future developments should also include usability testing
both in controlled environments and in potential use scenarios such as workout sessions and interactive installations.
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The piece is divided into several sections that explore different
points along this gradient. In each section, dancers improvise
movement that expresses a particular interpretation of deviance,
and the digital multimedia system attempts to measure their
behaviour and maintain aesthetic synchrony.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the implementation of a digital audio / visual
feedback system for an extemporaneous dance performance. The
system was designed to automatically synchronize aesthetically
with the dancers. The performance was premiered at the Slingshot
festival in Athens Georgia on March 9, 2013.

1.

2.1

INTRODUCTION

Dance is often accompanied by other art forms such as music or
visual media. Throughout history and across diverse cultures, the
dance and accompanying media have typically been synchronized.
Not only are they often synchronized in time, but more
importantly (and perhaps more frequently), they are synchronized
in expression. Advances in electronic technology have made it
possible to automate some aspects of this synchronization. Robots
have been made to sense and respond to music with movement
[12], and music and other media are often manipulated on the fly
based on the movement of dancers [6]. This latter arrangement is
particularly useful when the dancers are extemporaneously
expressing some underlying concept. Although it has become easy
and common to use technology to allow dancers to simply
manipulate some parameters of sound or other media in real-time,
how to automatically synchronize expression in an
improvisational setting remains an open question. To what extent
can a system translate the underlying meaning of a dance into the
language of music or visual media in real-time? This involves, at
the very least, first selecting appropriate metrics and sensors to
detect the expressive intentions of the dancers, and second
designing media that is capable of expressing the same thing. So
far, there is no general solution to either part of this problem,
although some attempts have been made [3]. It is not difficult to
imagine a very good, nearly general solution to the first part
(involving perhaps Laban analysis and skeletal tracking), but the
second part probably has innumerable idiomatic solutions. Rather
than attempting any complete solution here, we present a casestudy containing our solution, which implements Paine's
framework [7] for applying Dynamic Morphology to sound
generation and gestural interfaces.

2.

Ensemble Sections

Illustration 1: synchronized flocking
In several sections, a group of dancers performs some variation on
flocking behaviour [8, 9]. Here, 'flocking' refers both to the
movement of the dancers through cartesian space (as in 'boids'),
and also to gestural imitation. Because the dance is improvised,
and there is no established leader overall, the dancers must
continually examine each other for behavioural cues in order to
maintain synchrony. This arrangement is reminiscent of the the
famous Asch conformity experiments [1], in which test subjects
are shown to conform with the behaviour of their peers in
unfamiliar situations, even when that behaviour is odd or illogical.
Sometimes the aim is to maintain synchrony, and at other times
the goal is to to deliberately violate it in certain ways, thereby
expressing deviance. Often, the moment to moment expression is
the result of creative interplay amongst the dancers. For instance,
a dancer who has established momentary leadership might
abruptly perform unusual maneuvers in an attempt to make one of
the others lose synchrony. At other times, a dancer will fall into
the others, in a devious violation of the 'separation' rule of
flocking, and the others would catch and physically expel her in
an attempt to uphold the rule.

IMPLEMENTATION

Separation: Short Range Repulsion expresses positive and
negative societal interpretations of deviant social behaviour [2, 4].

The dancers' behaviour was sensed with an overhead near-infrared
camera with a wide-angle lens, infrared illumination, and
computer vision software. The software tracks each dancer as a
blob in cartesian space. Interpreting the blobs as a mass-point
system, the software calculates the the dancers' centroid
(barycenter), which is interpreted as representing the average
behaviour of the flock. The conformity of individual dancers is
then assessed by comparing their behaviour against the centroid's.
For instance, individual dancers' velocity and distance to the

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
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performance. This allowed each section to sound aurally unique
and have unique expressive capabilities, as was demanded by the
conceptual outline of each section.

centroid are compared against the centroid's velocity and the
dancers' average distance to the centroid. The software is
furthermore capable of determining the orientation of each blob
(the direction each dancer is facing), which could have provided
additional information about the dancers' conformity, particularly
while they are stationary within cartesian space. However, the
orientation-tracker was not robust enough to use in this
application. Nonetheless, the blob-tracker, as used, is able to
measure conformity while the dancers are stationary because it is
highly sensitive to changes in the dancers' shape. If, for instance,
one dancer moves an arm or leg away from her body, her blob
becomes suddenly elongated, which shows up as a sudden burst of
speed (because the blob's center moves). If the other dancers do
not also elongate their blobs in synchrony, then this dancer's
momentary increase in speed is interpreted by the system as
devious. This fortuitous feature allows satisfactory measurements
of conformity, even when the dancers are not meaningfully
translating their positions in cartesian space.

2.2

Solo Sections

The overall form of the piece is a rondo. The flocking sections,
which explore group social behaviour, alternate with contrasting
solo sections that explore individuality and aloneness. A separate
audio / visual / sensing system was built for each solo section,
which shall be discussed presently.

2.2.1

In order to interpret and provide expressive amplification and
feedback for the dancers' degree of deviation from the flock, an
audio synthesis algorithm was developed to be reminiscent of the
two-tone pneumatic sirens (dee-doo, dee-doo) commonly heard on
European emergency vehicles. While these sirens are, by context,
harbingers of punishment and misfortune, their discrete pitches
give them (in the composer's opinion) a more sweet, musical
quality than the continuously pitched sirens (wooo, wooo) often
heard in the United States. This ambiguity between soothing and
alarming makes them well suited to realizing the artistic goal of
expressing social deviation as either a creative privilege or
criminal activity. By allowing the continuous control of such
parameters as the number of contemporaneous sirens, the speed of
alternation between the two pitches, the pitch, relative loudness,
overall rhythmicity and harmonicity, the amount of doppler shift
and other parameters pertaining to a variety of filters, the
synthesizer is capable of producing a wide range of overall
sounds, that are supposed to range from soothing to alarming,
where both qualities are highly multidimensional. Furthermore, in
order to highlight the concept of synchrony, the synthesized sirenlike sounds were made to be self-similar on two levels of
interpretation: the waveform of a given siren is at all times
identical to the LFO that modulates its frequency. The waveform
is a trapezoidal pulse-train whose slope and duty cycle are under
continuous control.

Internal Combustion

Illustration 2: dancer emerging from the 'introverted' pose
One solo section expresses the increasing frustration associated
with extended periods of social isolation, and the eventual selfdiscovery and strengthening of one's own personality that results.
The dancer represents this using a score containing two parts.
During the first part, she spends several minutes going slowly
from a pin-like standing shape to a ball-like crouching shape, and
then returning to standing. Subsequently, during the second part,
she dances for several minutes in a highly unrestrained, energetic,
spontaneous and 'creative' manner. During the first part of the
dance, she literally becomes introverted by physically turning her
body slowly in on itself, and then then she re-emerges and, in the
second part, makes a passionate and unabashed display of her
newfound self. It was observed that her neck is perfectly vertical
in the pin-like pose, and again vertical but upside-down during the
ball-like pose. Thus, the orientation of her neck with respect to
gravity is a good measure of how ball-like, and therefore
introverted she is. This is sensed by placing an accelerometer on
the back of her neck and measuring the gravitational force on her
longitudinal axis. During the second part of the dance, her neck
moves spasmodically, along with the rest of her body. This
spasmodic motion is also detected with the accelerometer. A threeaxis device is employed, and the sum of the absolute values of the
partial derivatives of the readings of each axis serves as a good
measure of how spasmodic the movement is. In retrospect, it may
have been better to use a quaternion to calculate the overall
magnitude of acceleration, and a high-pass filter to remove the
effects of gravity. Because the rate of change of orientation during
the first part of the dance is slow, the partial derivatives of the
acceleration are effectively zero, and thus the 'spasmodic' metric
can be used concurrently with the 'introversion' metric without
significantly interfering. In fact, the high level of volatility of the
audio visual feedback system to jerky movement (designed for the
spasmodic part of the dance) actually caused the dancer to report
that she is able to perform the first part of the score more
smoothly with the feedback system than without.

These musical parameters are mapped differently to the metrics of
the dancers' performance during each flocking section. A
characteristic arrangement consists of several sirens of different
pitches mapped to each dancer. The pitches of all the sirens of all
the dancers cumulatively form a soothing chord. As an individual
dancer's behaviour deviates from that of the centroid, the sirens
associated with her become louder, the speed of alternation
between pitches becomes faster, and the amount of doppler shift
increases (making those pitches out of tune), thereby drawing
negative attention to the deviance. Contrastingly, at times the
geometry of the waveform and LFO is mapped to a metric of
deviance. As the dancers velocity or blob orientation deviates
from that of the centroid, the waveform becomes less square and
more triangular, which reduces the number of grating higher
partials. Similarly, the LFO becomes more triangular, which, in
the context of square sirens, sounds whimsical and 'creative'. This
casts the deviation in a positive light. During each section only
some of the dozen or so available parameters were under control
of the dancers. The other variables were either set to constants or
were periodically manipulated by the composer during
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The audio system for this solo consists of a noise with a variable
'ugliness' coefficient. The basic sound is several frequency
modulated sine waves that collectively form an A Major triad
comprising mostly the note A across many octaves. This sonority
is a subtle reference to the opening of Mahler's first symphony, in
which the octaves perhaps represent perfect harmoniousness in the
universe. As the ugliness coefficient increases, the carrier waves
become clipped and go out of tune, the index of modulation
moves to non-integer values, the overall loudness increases, and
the cutoff of a low-pass filter (applied to the entire sound)
increases subtly to make the grating higher partials more audible.
The result is quite discordant for high levels of ugliness. The
dancer's level of introversion is mapped directly onto the ugliness
coefficient, so that as she becomes introverted, the 'ugly' sound
expresses greater mental intensity. The spasmodicity in her
movement causes the pitches in the A Major chord to detune,
some increasing in pitch and others decreasing. The amount of
detuning is proportional to the spasmodicity of movement, so that
a more spasmodic movement results in a more spasmodic sound,
and the sound serves as a reward for the dancer that encourages
highly spasmodic movement.

screamingness coefficient decreases, the crowd goes continuously
from screaming to talking to whispering. This is achieved using
granular synthesis, where grains are chosen randomly from
several audio files that are categorized as containing whispering,
talking and occasional laughter, or screaming. Raising the
screamingness coefficient makes it more likely that a new grain
will be taken from a recording in the the screaming category,
whereas lowering it increases the probability that it will be chosen
from the whispering category. Increasing the screamingness
coefficient also causes the grain density to increase, the shape of
the window function to become more square, and the grain
duration to become shorter, resulting in a denser, choppier, more
'stressful' texture. Additionally, an a capella Armenian song is
played over the crowd noises. As the screamingness coefficient
increases, the song's playback becomes more fragmented (it is
windowed by a pulse train whose duty-cycle decreases with
increasing screamingness coefficient) and quieter, as though it is
being drowned out by the crowd's screaming. The dancer's
velocity is mapped directly to the screamingness coefficient. This
allows the social discomfort expressed by the sound to remain
synchronized with the same as expressed by the dance.

2.2.2

2.2.3

One Idea Solo

Hair Dance

Illustration 4: dancer maximizing movement in her head

Illustration 3: dancer signaling the number one

Yet another solo section represents an unhealthy separation of
mind and body, as occurs, for instance, in depersonalization
disorder [10], and the resulting loss of connection with society
and the rest of the world. The dancer represents this separation by
deliberately violating the patterns of total body connectivity
described by the Bartenieff movement fundamentals [5].
Specifically, she violates the homologous pattern which mandates
that the upper and lower body function as an integrated unit.
Initially, she was going to perform a dance in which she moved
only her body, while attempting to keep her head perfectly still in
space, thereby representing the disconnect between mind (head)
and body. Ultimately she did the opposite: she performed a dance
entirely with her head. The dancer's movement was sensed by
placing a three-axis accelerometer on the back of her head, and
measuring the sum of the absolute values of the partial derivatives
of the readings of each axis, which served as an indication of the
general level of motion of her head. It would have perhaps been
more appropriate to use two three-axis gyroscopes, one on her
head and a second on her torso, and measure the difference
between each axis of the two, since the aim of the dance is in fact
to maximize this difference. With appropriate audio / visual
feedback, this arrangement could have encouraged a highly
refined and nuanced representation of the concept. Contrastingly,
the sensor and feedback, as used, only encourages her to

Another solo section represents a model of behaviour in which
overbearing or uncomfortable social situations routinely force an
introvert to revert to a single comforting solitary activity, which is
typically an addiction [11]. The dancer represents this in a highly
abstract way. She chooses one simple gesture, and improvises a
dance based entirely on variations on this gesture. The gesture,
which involves her signaling the number one with her hand,
represents the single, comforting behaviour, and she makes
departures from and calm returns to this gesture. The sensing is
performed by tracking the dancer's overall speed in cartesian
space, as seen from an overhead camera. There may exist more
appropriate methods of sensing this dance. For instance, if the
basic gesture were known in advance, skeletal-tracking could
have been employed to determine her instantaneous degree of
similarity between the observed movement and a template of the
basic gesture. However, this was, for a variety of reasons, out of
scope for the project. Nonetheless, because the basic gesture is
always performed while essentially stationary, and the dancer's
departures from the basic gesture are always accompanied by
bursts of velocity (or changes in blob shape, as discussed above),
this functions as a passable metric of the idea being expressed.
The audio system for this section comprises the sound of a crowd
with a variable 'screamingness' coefficient. The screaming crowd
represents an uncomfortable social situation. As the
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validated against the dancer's actual experience. At the time of
writing of this paper, the authors are conducting a
phenomenological study that attempts to address this. Several
dancers are observed interacting with different parts of the system
in isolation, and subsequently queried about their subjective
experience. The results of this study are forthcoming.

maximize acceleration in her head, which to some degree, in
practice, requires the coincident use of her entire torso and legs.
The audio system comprises crashing and banging noises which
are fun to produce but somewhat jolting to hear. This was
intended to encourage the dancer to move her head (separately
from her body), while still representing the disjointed nature of
the underlying expressive concept. These noises are recordings of
percussive sounds played back at varying speeds, such as to
constrain the pitches to a scale. Two categories of recording are
used: moderately jarring sounds taken from a ceramic drum, and
highly jarring sounds taken from a hammer striking a metal sheet
on an anvil. Whenever the amount of movement of the dancer's
head exceeds a certain threshold, a moderately jarring noise is
selected at random and played back at a random speed (within the
pitch constraint). When the level of movement exceeds a higher
threshold, a noise is selected from the highly jarring category. Her
sensor is polled at irregular intervals centering around 50 ms.
Every new sensor reading above the appropriate threshold triggers
a new recording, so that an abrupt movement of the head is
accompanied by a battery of crashing and banging. Even if better
sensing had been used, this sound was probably not nuanced
enough in timbre to provide the dancer with highly detailed
feedback of an appropriate nature, because its only expressive
control was discrete rather than continuous. Perhaps a sound with
two components, with a continuously varying level of
dissimilarity would have been more appropriate. Nonetheless,
ignoring these conceptual considerations, the audio was successful
in that the dancers felt it to be the most responsive part of the
piece, and as a viewer it felt like the sound represented the
movement (if not the underlying concept) well.

3.

5.

6.
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EVALUATION

The group-flocking system was informally tested with users
during the development phase. At that time, the audio / visual
system was configured to jump dramatically and discontinuously
from very calm to very alarming when the flock size exceeded a
certain threshold. Upon entering the space, the participants, who
knew flocking was somehow involved, began walking around in a
group. Individuals quickly realized that they could trigger the
change by moving a few feet away from the group, and began
doing so deliberately and playfully. In a sense, this was the
opposite of the intended behaviour, because the system's change
from calm to alarming was intended to discourage people from
leaving the group and to punish them when they did. In another
sense, however, their behaviour was more complex. Had the group
disbanded entirely, with every individual choosing to leave, the
feedback system would have remained in its alarming state
because the flock's radius would never have become small enough
to trigger the calm state. Therefore, the satisfaction derived from
the devious behaviour of individuals depended on the conformity
of the rest of the group. So, what appeared to happen was that the
group tacitly agreed to maintain a baseline level of conformity,
while allowing individuals to take turns making expressive
deviations. This is consistent with the original goal of making a
system that comments upon the fine distinction between positive
and negative interpretations of deviant social behaviour.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In general, the claim that a system maintains aesthetic synchrony
with a dancer's intention in real time requires more rigorous
evaluation than presented here. Such claims should be cross-
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ABSTRACT

creates, the actions its player will perform and how action
and sound relate. Therefore, as well as a challenge of engineering [8], the instrument can itself be an artistic medium
expressing its creator’s musical ideas [11]. Instruments designed through personal artistic practice may be created not
for their take up by others, but as part of the composition
process [9]. However, such instruments can also be created
as an interactive work specifically for others (including nonmusicians) to play [1, 2]. Here, the experience of the participant is of primary interest. More so, we argue, than how
an audience might rate the performance. A bespoke instrument provides a window into its creator’s musical mind. It
is a first-hand journey of discovering the sounds available to
you, the actions you must perform to create those sounds,
and how much control you have over the process.
In this way, creating instruments, whether for one’s own
performance practice, or with the aim of asking an audience to play them, can be a form of open musical composition [10]. But if we take this view, what does it mean
to improvise or compose music together? Can we compose
instruments together much like we jam together? Dudas
[4] describes ‘comprovisation’ as improvisation with DMIs
where aspects such as mappings are prepared ahead of time
and then modified or cycled through during improvisation.
With The Cave of Sounds, we wanted to go a step further,
creating instruments that are not only individually expressive artefacts of their respective creators, but conceived and
created from the outset to belong to this new ensemble.
Related work includes SensorBand, a trio formed of van
der Heide, Karkorwski and Tanaka who played DMIs created for, and evolved through, ensemble performance. Tanaka
[14] describes how the group play with potential confusion as to which instrument different sounds originate from.
Identifying instrumental roles forms a part of the aesthetic
experience. Although instruments in The Cave of Sounds
are played by audience members rather than performers, the
emergence of roles through musical collaboration remains
similarly integral to the work, as discussed below.

The Cave of Sounds is an interactive sound installation
formed of eight new musical instruments exploring what it
means to create instruments together. Each instrument was
created by an individual but with the aim of forming a part
of this new ensemble, with the final installation debuting
at the Barbican in London in August 2013. In this paper,
we describe how ideas of prehistoric collective music making
inspired and guided this participatory musical work, both
in creation process and in the audience experience of musical collaboration. Following a detailed description of the
installation itself, we reflect on the successes, lessons and
future challenges of encouraging creative musical collaboration among members of an audience.

1.

DESIGNING FOR ENSEMBLE

The Cave of Sounds is an interactive installation inviting its
audience to connect with each other through playing with
eight original instruments. The work is the outcome of a
ten month process in which eight individuals each created
an instrument, all focused on forming a single ensemble.
It is not uncommon for digital musical instruments (DMIs)
to be created as collaborations between individuals, or to be
played together within an ensemble. However, new DMIs
are often created as solo instruments. Particularly with the
seemingly limitless options available, there can be a temptation to create a one-man-band instrument, in need of no
accompaniment to create a complete sound. By contrast,
many traditional instruments have evolved together to work
as an ensemble. Within an orchestra, the instruments typically fit within a specific spectral space and fulfill different
roles. This is not to suggest that the creative possibilities
of DMIs should be limited by boundaries we infer from traditional instrumental practice. DMIs need not occupy the
same role in musical performance as traditional instruments
[6]. However, a consideration of history can highlight new
types of musical practice made possible by DMIs.
When we design an instrument, we decide the sounds it
∗
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2.

ORIGINS

The Cave of Sounds is the outcome of a residency completed
by the first author at the Music Hackspace, a self-organised
community devoted to exploring the new forms of music,
sound art and musical practice made possible by technology.
The concept was inspired by Werner Herzog’s film The
Cave of Forgotten Dreams (2010), showing discoveries of
30 000 year old prehistoric instruments and the transcendent atmosphere created through paintings of animals and
spirits on the walls of inhabited caves. While we can only
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Figure 1: The Cave of Sounds exhibited at the Barbican, London, August 2013.

imagine the musical rituals of our ancestors, Small [13] explores the idea of making music as a collective activity allowing relationships to be explored and a group to form a
common identity. Music can provide a space for people to
demonstrably act towards a common end, while simultaneously allowing individual expression to be voiced and form
a part of this common purpose. Indeed, Small argues that
musical practices mirror and potentially reinforce its participants’ political norms, from the reverent silence of an audience during a Western classical concert to the communal anarchy of an illegal rave. In a similar vein, Jo and Tanaka [7]
categorise musical practices based on their level of audience
participation. They highlight the scope of contemporary interactive work to increase the level of involvement granted
to audiences in determining how a performance unfolds.
These themes are visible in the outcome: an interactive
installation where individuals transition between the roles of
audience and performer [see 12]. They also shaped the creation process. Involvement was inclusive and non-selective.
And while support and feedback were continuous among
those involved, everyone remained free to create their instrument as they pleased. Ideas of prehistoric music guided
many aspects of the work but primarily we wanted our audience to feel the activity of collective music making and
the connection it creates between those involved.
The project began with an open call to members of the
Music Hackspace interested in creating an instrument for
a new ensemble, culminating in a group of eight diverse
individuals including musicians, programmers and artists.
Meeting, initially every few weeks and later more frequently,
we negotiated the outcome we wanted (performance or installation) and what themes and constraints would shape
its development. These meetings provided a space to discuss ideas, present work in progress and, crucially, experiment with each other’s work to gain an understanding of the
common discourse that was emerging. From here, we could
see which ideas resonated with the group and understand

how our own contribution might fit within the ensemble as a
whole. On two occasions, a member of the group decided to
drop completely their current concept of an instrument and
begin something new. Through this process, familiar roles
emerged organically without explicit direction with different
instruments focusing on rhythm, melody and harmony.

3.

REALISATION

From the first meeting in November 2012, the final installation debuted for a weeklong exhibition in the appropriately
cavernous ticketing hall of the Barbican Centre, London in
August 2013 (Figure 1). It was also exhibited for one day
at the Victoria & Albert Museum, London and three days
in at Watermans Gallery, London.
The installation is both the outcome and a reflection of
its creation process. Each instrument encapsulates not only
its creator’s personal practice, but the advances and compromises made in order to find a place within the ensemble.
This balance is experienced by an audience member first
hand as they navigate the range of sounds, actions and musical possibilities afforded by each instrument. We strived
to create a space where visitors would be provoked to create
music and connect with each other. But we were also committed that the final outcome be an honest reflection of the
socially negotiated creation process. If relationships soured
then this should be felt when interacting with the work.

3.1

Instruments

The Cave of Sounds has eight instruments, as follows.

Sonicsphere by Panagiotis Tigas
A palm-sized sphere containing an Arduino Uno, accelerometer and Bluetooth transmitter. Custom software maps orientation to a pitch space by assigning pitches to a face of
an equivalently oriented polyhedron. Notes are triggered
when different faces move through a fixed axis, with further
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processing effects being controlled through acceleration of
the sphere. (Arduino, Processing, Ableton Live, Max4Live)

Joker by Wallace Hobbes
The player is invited to wear a mask lined with conductive
tape and tap onto strips of conductive tape on a plinth.
In doing so they complete a circuit, with a tap on each
strip triggering a hit of a different percussive instrument.
(Makey-Makey, Ableton Live, Max4Live)

The Animal Kingdom by Daniel Lopez
An instrument played by casting hand shadows onto a translucent surface, which are sensed by a camera hidden beneath.
Custom image processing software identifies hand and finger
shapes allowing familiar shadow puppet shapes of animals
to be detected. As well as triggering samples of bird flapping
and barks, an FM synthesiser can be controlled. (Custom
software using openFrameworks, OpenCV)

Generative Net Sampler by Tadeo Sendon
Experimental audio clips created by randomly sampling the
internet are triggered by moving through cylindrical trigger
zones. (Kinect, Custom software using Cinder, Max/MSP)

Lightefface by Kacper Ziemianin
A drone played by shining lamps onto an array of 24 light
dependent resistors. Each sensor modulates the intensity
of a harmonic of the fundamental frequency. (Arduino,
Max/MSP)

Campanology by Dom Aversano
Generative rhythms based on the mathematics of English
church bell ringing patterns are controlled by hand movement. (Kinect, custom software using Cinder, PureData)

Rockmore by Sus Garcia
A handmade theremin is run through a pitch tracker with
the proximity of a participant’s hand controlling the loudness of a series of harmonious audio loops. (Custom pitch
tracking software, Ableton Live, Max4Live)

Wind by Tim Murray-Browne
A breathy flute controlled by moving the hands around the
body. A virtual cylinder surrounds the participants with a
2D grid of notes mapped to its surface. (Kinect, custom
software using Cinder, Ableton Live)

3.2 Installation form
Following our ideas of prehistoric music and inclusive participation, we decided on a circular arrangement of instruments reminiscent of ancient stone circles. To emphasise
music as a collective participatory activity, the instruments
faced inwards. The circular arrangement also served a technical purpose. The three instruments relying on a Kinect
camera required an unobstructed distance of at least a metre between Kinect and participant. These were placed in
the centre on the floor, and the circle provided a natural but
unproscribed space where people (mostly) did not wander.
Within the centre of the circle, a low circular table hid the
Kinects. In later exhibitions of the work, this also served as
a screen onto which a visualisation was projected. The five
non-Kinect instruments were each placed on a plinth.
Each instrument consisted of an interface and a distinct
laptop processing interaction and sound synthesis. From an
early stage, we decided to network the instruments to facilitate a level of musical convergence between them. This was
implemented through developing a stabilizer program that
each instrument communicated with. Introducing invisible

external inputs to an instrument requires delicacy. Overriding the intentions of a player can confuse and frustrate by
reducing their perception of agency over their musical output [10]. Our solution was to clearly delineate two sets of
musical parameters for each instrument: those over which
it provides control and those which it does not. Parameters
included note onsets, pitches, harmony, loudness and rhythmic complexity and tempo. Only some would be relevant for
a given instrument. Player-controlled parameters are never
overruled but the overall instrument behaviour may still respond to externally controlled parameters. For example,
Wind and Sonicsphere both provide the player autonomy
to trigger notes from a pitch space. However, the pitches
available in the space are determined externally. Some parameters are exclusively player-controlled – for example an
instrument would never create sound without action from
its player – while some are exclusively external, such as
tempo. This allows us to converge the sounds produced by
the instruments towards a unified piece of music without
imposing requirements on the actions of participants.
As a part of the above collection of musical parameters,
all instruments communicate to the stabilizer an activity
parameter indicating how much an instrument was being
played (interpreted by its creator as they saw best). From
this, the stabilizer derives a narrative parameter which slowly
increases with sustained activity. This narrative determines
a range of parameters including tempo and harmony, all of
which are broadcast back to the instruments. In this way,
sustained use by a group of individuals would trigger harmonic progressions and changes in the atmosphere of the
work. Our interpretation of narrative at an instrument level
was again inspired by ideas of prehistoric musical rituals.
We aimed to create a more hypnotic sound as the narrative value increased, through introducing effects modulated
by low frequency oscillators (LFOs) and increasing attack
times. In addition, the stabilizer controls a visualisation
projected onto the floor. As the activity values for instruments increase, lines connecting those instruments become
more pronounced in the visualisation. This is intended to
communicate to participants the collective aspect of their
playing, as well as encouraging them to look into the circle
rather than focusing solely on their own instrument.
Where multiple participants are playing with unfamiliar
interfaces, providing the means for each to identify their
own contribution is essential [5, 14]. But our goal of forging
a musical ensemble among participants made it equally important for them to hear each other. We decided from the
outset to produce the sound from each instrument through a
monitor located directly next to its participant. We experimented with facing the monitors into the circle or out of it.
Neither was quite satisfactory. We settled with facing the
monitors outwards but additionally routing the instruments
through a PA system installed around the installation.

4.

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS

Creating a successful Digital Musical Instrument (DMI)
takes time and experimentation. But creating for an ensemble introduces a considerable amount of additional work.
This was not unanticipated but we were surprised to find
that even though the instruments had been created together
with regular meetings, the majority of the workload was
spent incrementally tweaking the instruments towards a
more cohesive ensemble. Work that could be done individually decreased over the course of the project, shifting
towards ‘hackday’ style meetings of alternations between
playing together and individually working on instruments.
Throughout the work, our biggest challenge was in pre-
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senting the work in a context where audience members would
feel free to be creative in their exploration of the instruments, and inspired to use them to connect with those
around. Running test events midway through the development process provided the biggest help towards achieving this. It allowed us to experiment with aspects of the
work such as the circle size, written instruction and monitor placement, each of which had its own impact on how
the audience approached the work. However, the biggest
impact on achieving this aim was made through the incremental evolution of the overall sound of the ensemble. This
happened primarily through reduction and simplification.
EQ was applied to reduce spectral clash. Instruments became more focused on the role that had emerged for them.
For example, both SonicSphere and Wind initially included
rich but subtle textural sounds as well as melodic aspects.
They sounded great when played alone but were dropped
to clarify the overall ensemble sound.
There was a diverse range of responses among audience
members in terms of our success in encouraging creative exploration and collaboration between participants. Visitors
seemed more likely to participate when others were already
actively creating sounds. As might be expected, young children were most receptive and easily engaged. This is perhaps influenced by the absence of explicit external directions [3]. Interestingly, groups of teenagers responded most
closely to our intended audience experience, often splitting themselves among instruments and on occasion explicitly planning how they would play together. One group
of teenagers spent over three hours on the installation in
one day. Such occasions were not as widespread as we had
hoped. Although the developments described above created
notable increases in audience-to-audience communication
and collaboration, this remains the main target for future
improvements. Many visitors did not appear to progress
beyond experimenting with a single instrument to consider
how they might use it to contribute to the wider soundscape.
Costello [3] describes two categories of behaviour for audience members exploring interactive art: investigative, exploring ‘what does this do?’, and diversive, exploring ‘what
can I do with this?’ Like Costello, we found the first stage a
precursor of the second. We additionally observed that this
second stage further divided into ‘what can I do with this by
myself?’ and ‘what can I do with this with others?’ Some
participants progressed through all three stages, some only
the first two, some only the first. In this lattermost case,
the instruments seemed to be considered as puzzles, where
the aim was solely to discover how to create a sound. These
are reflections from the artists involved rather than formal
observation or interview-based investigations. It is possible that many audience members felt completely connected
to other players but did not appear so to us due to our
assumptions about how this might look.

5.

semble. However, each retained a character reflecting that
of its creator. Channeling individual expression into collective unity is at the heart of any musical collaboration. Just
as when playing together, creating instruments to be played
together requires compromise and self-restraint.
On a more personal level, a particularly rewarding aspect of this project was that our entire group – established
from the second meeting onwards – stayed intact with no
dropouts. In this sense, the process was as anticipated in
the introduction: music as a means to connect with each
other and establish a communal bond.
Video documentation of The Cave of Sounds may be seen
at http://caveofsounds.com.

6.
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CONCLUSION

The Cave of Sounds originated out of a desire to explore
what it means to create music together when designing
instruments is an integral part of one’s musical practice.
The boundaries between instrument creator, composer, performer and audience are increasingly blurred within NIME
and the maker community. This creates opportunities to
explore not only new instruments but new musical practices. Many new DMIs are created as solo instruments,
often with a myriad of features to control many aspects of
a performance. Creating instruments together for a single
ensemble resulted in instruments that were in many ways
simpler and more focused on their single role within the en-
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specifying the entity or entities within the OSC server to which
the message is directed. The TTS gives the data type of each
argument. Finally the arguments are the data contained in the
message. So in the message /voices/3/freq, ‘f’ 261.62558, the
AP is followed by the TTS and finally the corresponding
argument. All points of control of an OSC server are organized
into a tree-structured hierarchy called the server’s address
space. An OSC AP is the full path from the root of the address
space tree to a particular node. In the above example the AP
points to a node named “freq” that is a child of a node named
“3”, itself a child of a node named “voices”. The full set of
possible combinations of APs and TTSs that an OSC server
responds to, we here refer to as that server’s namespace.
OSC provides for several advantages compared to the previous
de facto standards of their respective fields, MIDI, DMX, etc.
Using OSC, interoperability between an arbitrary number of
disparate sources and destinations is straightforward. No longer
are digital musical instruments forced to adhere to the strained
façade that they can behave as keyboard instruments, as was the
case with MIDI, when in fact they are nothing of the sort (see
for example drum, wind and guitar controllers).
However, OSC also introduces new obstacles. First, since there
is no fixed set of messages, each participating server needs to
know what messages it can send to the servers it intends to
communicate with. Currently the OSC standard does not
provide for a means of programmatically discovering all
messages a server responds to. We will refer to this as the
namespace discovery problem. Second, each server’s events
need to be mapped to the messages that the recipient servers
expect to receive, which we will here refer to as the mapping
problem. In this article we propose a solution to the namespace
discovery problem, and relate it to previous research addressing
the mapping problem.

ABSTRACT
We introduce two complementary OSC schemata for two
contexts of use. The first is for the complete description of an
OSC namespace: detailing the full set of messages each OSCenabled system can receive or send, alongside choice metadata
we deem necessary to make full use of each system’s
description. The second context of use is a snapshot (partial or
full) of the system’s state. We also relate our proposed
schemata to the current state of the art, and how using these
resolves issues that were left pending with previous research.

Keywords
OSC, Open Sound Control, Mapping, Schema, Namespace

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of new instruments for musical performance
has always been at the forefront of technology, from the
mechanical and electromechanical instruments of past times to
the electronic and digital instruments of today.
The advent of synthesizers decoupled musical instruments into
the gestural controller and the sound generator. The gestural
controller forms the part musicians physically interact with,
emitting data for the sound generator to interpret and ultimately
produce the corresponding sound. This separation between
control and output devices can today be witnessed in most
forms of artistic performance, e.g. VJ-ing, new media art, lightshows, etc., usually each with its own standards and protocols
for communication.
Today, modern performance systems converge towards using
what has emerged as a potential future universal standard for
real-time digital control data: Open Sound Control (OSC) [1].
The great advantage of OSC is that while there is a per-message
schema, there is no overall fixed schema to define or restrict the
set of possible messages, as is the case with legacy protocols
(e.g. MIDI, DMX). A second advantage is that older protocols
can be translated to OSC data with relative ease.
To describe OSC we paraphrase its creators [2]: the basic unit
of OSC is a message, consisting of an Address Pattern (AP), a
Type Tag String (TTS), and arguments. The AP is a string

2. BACKGROUND
Both obstacles mentioned are active areas of research. A
solution that has been proposed towards both is reintroducing
namespaces, using one namespace per context of use instead of
a single fixed namespace for all, as was the case with legacy
protocols. SynOSCopy [3] is one such standard namespace
designed for describing synthesizers. The only other such
initiative known to us is the now defunct OpenMediaControl
repository for OSC namespaces [4]. In our view however, this
idea is too restrictive and to some extent contradicting the main
benefit of OSC: its openness and flexibility. No matter the
extent of standardization, cases will always appear that need
functionality beyond that described in the standardized
namespaces. Be it conflicting versions of the same namespace,
or two entirely different namespaces, mapping is still needed in
both cases.
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The mapping problem has many proposed solutions, each with
its distinct advantages and disadvantages depending on context
of use. The Libmapper software [5] was first to provide a GUI
and toolset for the manual defining of mappings. The idea of
Mutable Mapping, as implemented in the Mediator software
[6], takes the extra step of facilitating that mappings be
gradually altered, created and destroyed, even during
performance as a form of expression in and of itself. Many
more mapping approaches exist [7], and much room is still left
for further innovation.
To address the namespace discovery problem, OSC querying
solutions have been suggested, the first being by OSC’s
creators [8]. Through a series of extensions to the OSC
protocol, their solution allows for querying an OSC server of its
namespace, as well as its current state.
Querying is intended to address two different problems:



solutions are inherently volatile: all namespace discovery
necessarily occurs during runtime. Mappings set-up are
consequently also volatile, a major obstacle when users have to
define complex mappings between a large number of systems,
arguably a common use case for OSC.
More query solutions have since appeared [9], [10], [11], but
none has seen any significant level of adoption, with the vast
majority of OSC capable systems today implementing no
support for query functionality at all.

3. A DIFFERENT APPROACH FOR
DESCRIBING NAMESPACE AND STATE
Without directly replacing any of the abovementioned
solutions, we here address the namespace discovery problem
with an approach that does not require extending the OSC
protocol, and without volatility: we introduce two XML
schemata, one for the description of an OSC server’s
namespace, and one for the description of its state. We
therefore also address the long-standing call on the
opensoundcontrol.org website, for machine-readable OSC
schemata [12].
While our suggestion of using namespaces may seem familiar,
an important distinction is that we do not at all intend for these
namespaces to ever be standardized. Each simply describes one
server, in one context of use. Moreover, for one particular
server (e.g. a synthesizer), we expect and even condone the
existence of several namespaces, either because the server has
evolved (e.g. new capabilities through a firmware update), or
because a user simply had no use for some aspects of the
servers’ functionality, and so did not include them in the
namespace specification. For this reason, we also predict for the
use of version fields per tag, to aid in differentiating between
evolutionary iterations of the same namespace.
Each schema file also begins with a compulsory tag which
specifies whether it is an OSC-Namespace or OSC-State file,
and a version field to specify which version of the schema the
file follows (the schemata in this article are both v1).

Describing the server’s namespace: this includes the set
of OSC messages it understands, plus metadata for each
message, such as units, default values, ranges, etc.
Describing the full state of the server; that is, storing
current values for each of the parameters that can be
controlled with the above set of messages.

The above however, needs applying in two contexts of use:



Run-time query of the namespace and state, directly
extracting this information from the servers.
Long-term storage and retrieval of the namespace and
state information for future recall.

Querying systems allows discovering namespace, state and
metadata during run-time, provided a server supports querying.
While query systems provide useful functionality, they face
important obstacles. First, they exclude the vast number of
existing systems which only support OSC up to v 1.1, since
query functionality necessarily requires either that extensions to
the OSC protocol’s set of messages are introduced, or that a
particular address-space structure is adhered to. Second, query

<OSC-Namespace Version="1">
<Node ID="SubtractiveSynth_1" AP="Synth_1" V="3" Continuity="Continuous" Direction="Bi">
<Node ID="Oscillator_1" AP="Osc_1" V="3" Continuity="Continuous" Direction="Bi">
<Node ID="Freq_OSC1" AP="Frequency" V="3" Continuity="Continuous" Direction="Bi">
<TTS ID="TTS_OSC1_Freq" V="1">
<TT ID="TT_F_OSC1" V="1" Tag="f" Min="0" Max="20000" Default="440" Unit=”Hertz”>
</TTS>
</Node>
</Node>
<Node ID="Filter_F1" AP="Filter_1" V="3" Continuity="Continuous" Direction="Bi">
<TTS ID="TTS_OSC1_Filter" V="1">
<TT ID="TT_OSC1_F1_Cutoff" V="1" Tag="f" Default="1.0">
<TT ID="TT_OSC1_F1_Resonance" V="1" Tag="f" Default="0.0">
</TTS>
</Node>
<Node ID="Apply_Preset" AP="Apply_Preset" V="3" Continuity="Discreet" Direction="In">
<TTS ID="TTS_AP" V="1" Description="Apply 's' immediately">
<TT ID="TT_P " V="1" Tag="s" Defalut="Preset_1">
</TTS>
<TTS ID="TTS_AP_Interp" V="2" Description="Interpolate to 's' over 'f' seconds">
<TT ID="TT_P_Interp" V="1" Tag="s" Default="Preset_1" Trigger=”1”>
<TT ID="TT_P_InterpTime" V="2" Tag="f" Min="0" Max="1" Default=".5" Trigger=”0”>
</TTS>
</Node>
</Node>
</OSC-Namespace>
Figure 1: Minimal example of a file following the OSC-Namespace XML schema
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1, node “Oscillator_1”, were it to be copied out along with its
sub-nodes, forms a valid namespace specification also outside
of the tree-structure within which it appears in the figure.
Also, all tags (Node, TT & TTS) can have the following
optional attributes:

3.1 OSC-NAMESPACE SCHEMA
The OSC-Namespace schema consists of only three XML tags (see
Figure 1 for an example namespace): Node, TT and TTS.
Node tags represent one node in the OSC address tree. So, for
example, the address “/Synth_1/Oscillator_1/Frequency” therefore
needs three nested Nodes to be represented. Node tags only have
one compulsory attribute, “AP”, which is the OSC address-part
of the Node. They may then have any number of optional
attributes. We deem the most useful to be:






“Continuity” (Discreet, Continuous): states if the
message to be interpreted as an event or not. For
example, a button press message is a new event, even if
it has the same value as the previous button press
message, and is thus labelled Discreet. A message
communicating the output sound volume level
however, only makes sense as an event if the value to
be sent is different from the previous one, thus labelled
Continuous.
“Direction” (in, out, bi): Is the message one the server
responds to, transmits to, or both? A musical controller
might transmit notes, but not respond to received ones
(in). A synth might respond but not transmit (out). A
toggle-button might transmit when pushed, but also
change state when a value is received (bi).





So, a TTS tag which uses all three optional attributes would
look as follows:
<TTS ID="TTS_AP" V="1" Description="Apply 's'
immediately">.

TT tags represent one node’s individual type-tag. They have the
compulsory attribute of “Tag”, which is a single character
representing the OSC type-tag, e.g. ‘i’, ‘f’, ‘s’, etc. Our
recommended optional attributes are:







“ID” is meant to hold an ID String, unique within the
tree structure level, to represent the object to the host. It
is strongly recommended to use ID fields throughout, at
the very least for Node tags, as this facilitates absolute
associations between saved states and nodes.
“V” is a version number to be incremented every time
the element is changed, useful when choosing between
conflicting versions of two files. If you increase a
version number, the version numbers of all its parent
nodes preceding it in the tree hierarchy should most
usefully also be increased. Note this refers to the
version of the field as decided by the maker of the file.
The schema version, deciding how the file is parsed, is
the field “Version”.
“Description” is intended for a verbose, free-text
description of the node.

3.2 OSC-STATE SCHEMA (A PRESET)
The OSC-State schema too consists of three XML tags (see
Figure 2 for an example):
Node_State delineates a node’s state. It has no compulsory
attributes, but using an “ID” is recommended, as is specifying a
Node ID Path, “NodeIDP”, to associate the state with an OSC
namespace hierarchy’s root node.
Tuple describes an OSC destination for the state values. Each
Node_State can contain any number of Tuples. These are not
hierarchically organized to reflect the tree structure of the OSCNamespace whose state they describe. Instead the tree structure
is exploded sequentially, thus enabling that also partial sets of
state can be stored. Per Tuple, the compulsory attribute is
“NodeIDP” or “AP”, holding the full address to the node for
which the values held in the Tuple are intended. If it is set to
“NodeIDP”, it is expected that “ID” tags have been set in the
OSC-Namespace hierarchy referred to, and the “NodeIDP”
path directs to the node following the path of ID’s. If it is set to
“AP”, instead it refers to the OSC AP of the target node.
Value holds a single value. Each Tuple can hold any number of
Values, each of which has two compulsory attributes: “Tag”
holding the OSC type-tag, and “Val” holding the value.
Note that specifying a NodeIDP in a Node_State or in a Tuple
does not guarantee correct association, as the node pointed to
may not be found in the current state of the system into which
the state file is loaded. Also note the distinction between
NodeIDP, the AP pointing to a specific node within a

“Default” holds a value with which to initialize a new
instance.
“Min” & “Max” define the range of numerical values
expected. If either or both are omitted, plus and/or
minus infinity should be assumed.
“Trigger” (1, 0): should a new value set to the type-tag,
result in an entire new message being triggered?
Usually only one of the values should be set to trigger,
leftmost or rightmost, depending on whether the list of
parameters should be treated left to right, or right to left
(Pure Data style or Max/MSP style).
“Unit” is a string description of the expected
measurement unit.
“Clip”: if a numerical value reaches the minimum or
maximum, should it clip or be allowed to go beyond
these?

TTS stands for Type Tag String. TTS tags are used to group several
type-tags together. Their use is compulsory. They have no
compulsory or recommended attributes.
The OSC-Namespace schema’s syntax is such that each child
node can be copied out of the address space where it appears,
and still stand as a valid namespace specification. So, in Figure

<OSC-State Version=”1”>
<Node_State ID="Cool Synth preset 1" NodeIDP="/SubtractiveSynth_1">
<Tuple NodeIDP="/SubtractiveSynth_1/Oscillator_1/Freq_OSC1">
<Value Tag="f" Val="440.0"/>
</Tuple>
<Tuple AP="/Synth_1/Filter_1" V="3">
<Value Tag="f" Val="1.0" />
<Value Tag="f" Val="0.5"/>
</Tuple>
</Node_State>
</OSC-State>
Figure 2: Minimal example of a file following the OSC-State XML schema
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namespace schema, and the AP stored in the node for which the
values are destined. Depending on the application, these could
be the same, but there are also cases where it is convenient that
they differ, hence providing for using either.

The authors believe a more widespread adoption would be
beneficial for the community of OSC users.
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ABSTRACT
As robots become more pervasive in the world we think
about how this might influence the way in which people
experience music. We introduce the concept of a “robotic
musical companion” (RMC) in the form of Shimi, a smartphone enabled five degree-of-freedom (DoF) robotic platform. We discuss experiences individuals tend to have with
music as consumers and performers and explore how these
experiences can be modified, aided, or improved by the inherent synergies between a human and robot. An overview
of several applications developed for Shimi is provided. These
applications place Shimi in various roles and enable humanrobotic interactions (HRIs) that are highlighted by more
personable social communications using natural language
and other forms of communication.

Keywords
musical robotics, human robotic interaction

1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of robotics in music has produced new types of performance, novel interactive experiences, and state of the art
algorithms for machine listening and generative purposes.
By exploring the characteristics and adhering to the constraints inherent to musical robots, researchers are able to
expand upon and push the envelope of the musical experience for performers and audience members alike.
Though experiencing music often consists of applications
which place an individual outside of the role of performer
or audience member, the focus of robotics in music has centered almost entirely on the performative aspects of music.
This includes functionalities such as improvisation, automatic accompaniment, and call and response. Here, we introduce the idea of a “robotic musical companion” (RMC)
and explore the notion of using robots to enhance or modify several instances of the musical experience encompassing
performance, recommendation, general listening, composition, and education. We examine the possibilities pertaining
to music consumption, perception, and expression through
a robotic interface by describing several applications developed for Shimi, our smart-phone enabled creature-like
robotic platform. These applications address some of these
unexplored musical experiences in the context of human-

robotic interaction (HRI) and are underscored by more personable social communications.

2.

WHAT IS A ROBOTIC MUSICAL COMPANION?
2.1 Robots in Music
Robotic musicians are most commonly presented as a set of
individual actuators often playing percussive instruments
[10, 11]. The physical designs enable activation of natural
acoustic resonators and provide useful visual cues. Some
systems include additional mechanics to create completely
embodied systems which take on humanoid [13] or creaturelike forms [9].
Several of the designs for such systems are motivated by
aesthetics and sound quality. Others are developed with
specific characteristics that offer practical functions and utilities not necessarily related to auditory perceptions, yet are
still important to music. The robotic marimba player, Shimon, explored the social interactions in music performance
by incorporating a moving head and functional eye to respond to both auditory and physical (such as motion and
gestures) components of a human’s performance. Shimon
achieves this through physical motions such as beat synchronized periodic gestures, nodding, and manipulating its gaze.
The use of gestures in such a manner not only provides increased enjoyment and entertainment value for an audience,
but is also useful for conveying the system’s understanding
of the music and underlying computational processes. This
allows audience members and interacting musicians to better interpret the robot’s intentions [3].

2.2

Defining a Robotic Musical Companion

The robotic systems previously mentioned are instrumentalists and their interactive experiences are constructed to address the performative aspects of music. While these types
of musical interactions are certainly important and should
be supported by an RMC, other scenarios in which people
commonly interact with or experience music should also be
considered. For example, music is frequently consumed in
the form of general listening through the radio or desktop
and mobile applications such as iTunes, Pandora, and Spotify 1 . Several systems also exist to recommend such as
last.FM and tasteKid 2 . These applications utilize methods involving automated artificial intelligences or provide
interfaces encouraging users to suggest music to friends.
Other musical experiences related to playing instruments
outside of the context of performance includes instrumental practice and composition. Musicians often practice with
metronomes or in front of peers and educators to receive
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1
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2
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easy to use interface. However, in sacrificing more complicated mechanics for a smaller portable structure, the ability
for Shimi to play acoustic instruments is also lost. Two major advantages of the use of robotics in music have been the
production of natural acoustic sound and the visual cues
provided when playing their instruments. However, despite
Shimi’s inability to generate acoustic sound, the benefits
of visual cues can still be yielded by cleverly synchronizing movements with the sound it is able to generate. In
other words, an artificial interdependence between motion
and sound can be constructed.
Such a paradigm requires developers to assume the role of
composer as well as choreographer. There no longer exists
an inherent or natural connection between the two elements.
Instead, a correlation is explicitly designed in order to provide the necessary connection between the generated music
and Shimi’s physical movements. Though this requires more
thought and work for the developer, it provides an opportunity for additional creativity and may even be considered
advantageous. Increased emphasis can be placed on the aesthetics of the motion because the robot’s movements are not
constrained to what is necessary for playing an instrument
and activating sound acoustically.

Figure 1: Shimi is a robotic musical companion that employs the “dumb robot, smart phone” approach and engages
users with a variety of musical applications.

feedback. Composers often play instruments during the
writing process. Additionally, compositional aids in the
forms of computer interfaces are becoming more pervasive
and even allow novices to develop creative and inspiring
arrangements and compositions [5].
Many of these applications are easy to use and their interfaces have been optimized for the best user experience.
We cannot guarantee that implementing these applications
through an HRI will produce a better or worse user experience. Rather, we hope the new types of interaction made
available by robotics will pique human interest, inspire human creativity, and facilitate tasks that would otherwise be
dull, tedious, or difficult through a non-sociable computer
interface.
Though a primary objective in developing an RMC is to
explore the existing and traditional musical experiences in
the context of an HRI, however, the use of a robotic interface invites new scenarios for which people can consume
music. Music can be leveraged to serve additional purposes
for what have been typically non-musical tasks in robotics.
For example, a common research area in the field of HRI
includes methods for robots to clearly communicate underlying computational and mechanical processes, system performance, and even higher level affective states. Sonifying
these pieces of information with music can lead to the development of more expressive and engaging robots. Later
we will describe how Shimi uses music to exhibit and communicate emotion, empathy, and comprehension.
We define an RMC as a physical agent which encourages
social and personable communications to achieve fun and
entertaining musical interactions, while, also utilizing music as a tool for typically non-musical tasks. In essence the
robot should generate, consume, and demonstrate a knowledge of music. If the robot has a message make it sing; if it
finds a beat make it dance.

3.1.2 Creating Natural and Engaging Social Interactions
The design of the interactive scenarios are influenced by
what Shimi is able to hear and see (through use of the smart
phone’s microphone and camera). Despite not having eyes,
Shimi is able to move its head to effectively demonstrate
gaze. We also take advantage of Google’s speech recognition
service and use speech as a primary form of communication
making natural language processing (NLP) an important
aspect of the underlying intelligence.

3.2

3.2.1 Shimi as an Interactive Speaker Dock
The built in speakers and smart phone docking station make
Shimi ideal for serving as a speaker dock. However, rather
than using a graphical user interface (GUI) as is common
with typical mobile applications, the user can interact with
a physically expressive entity. In this mode Shimi accesses
the musical library on the device or uses alternative sources
for retrieving music such as Spotify. The Echo Nest 3 (TEN)
provides information about the music which is used for
choosing songs based off of the user’s input.
NLP is incorporated to support general music query and
recommendation applications. In this ‘query by natural language’ (QbNL) mode, Shimi responds to queries such as “do
you have [a specific artist or song]?” or “can you play something [with a specific genre or mood]?” Perceptron models
are trained with frequently used query phrases and word
spotting is used to map the user’s requested parameters
to features made available by TEN. This includes specific
artists, song titles, genres, moods, energy, and danceability.
Essentially, Shimi supports a natural language interface for
TEN’s query methods.
Another method of interaction includes ‘query by tapping’ (QbT). This music retrieval system is similar to ‘query

3.

DEVELOPING SHIMI, A ROBOTIC MUSICAL COMPANION
3.1 Design
3.1.1

Functionalities and Interactive Scenarios

The following sections describe functionalities developed in
our research with Shimi thus far. Many of these applications
are works in progress that will continue to be expanded
upon, improved, or modified. They describe a wide breadth
of work and provide an overview of the types of interactive
scenarios we believe can be useful for RMCs.

Physical and Functional Design

Shimi’s design is based off of the “dumb robot, smart phone”
(DRSP) approach in which a mobile phone is appropriated
to perform the computation, sensing, and high-level motion
control for a simple robotic platform [8]. Unlike many of
the existing robotic musicians which may contain a series of
powerful motors, solenoids, sensors, and computers, Shimi’s
design is simple. It has only five degrees of freedom (DoFs)
that are used to move its head, foot, and hand (which serves
as the docking station for the mobile phone) and includes
three speakers (one woofer, two tweeters).
The DRSP approach provides users with a familiar and

3
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by humming’ (QbH) in which songs are chosen based off of
their distinct melodies and how they compare to user input
humming or singing [7]. In QbT users tap or clap a rhythmic motif and Shimi finds a song from its library which is
best represented by that specific motif. Currently, our system can only function accurately on a much smaller scale
(roughly 20-30 songs) than what has been successful with
QbH. However, we see great potential for this to be effective in HRI. Interfaces such as mobile phones or keyboards
require users to use their hands. A robotic interface such
as Shimi frees users of the necessity of holding a device or
pressing buttons, thus, permitting one’s hands to be used
for other purposes. In this case, users are free to clap as a
method of communication to Shimi.
QbT works by matching rhythmic patterns to manually
tagged rhythms which are considered representative of a
piece. This is done using a kNN classifier based on a dynamic time warped distance metric. It is not feasible to
expand QbT to millions of songs with this approach and
it is not necessarily the case that a song can be successfully characterized by a single rhythmic motif. However,
we believe the idea is worth pursuing as such functionality
has proven popular through empirical observations during
showcases and demos.
Identifying and playing the appropriate songs for these
types of queries is essential in order for Shimi to exhibit
a higher level musical intelligence. However, choosing the
song is only the first step. Demonstrating an understanding
of other low level qualities describing the music is addressed
once the song begins to play.
Shimi’s five DoFs provide the mobility necessary to enable
dancing. Genre, beat, and section locations are features
extracted from TEN that provide informational and musical
cues describing how to dance. Shimi’s generative motion
functions enable beat synchronized movements. Shimi has
a library of expressive dance moves which were specifically
designed for different styles of music and can be performed
at any tempo (though if a beat’s duration is too short the
move may not be be fully completed). As a section change
occurs (i.e. verse to chorus) Shimi switches dance moves as
well.

3.2.2

Analysis of the audio occurs over a three second window.
Note density and fundament pitch contours are computed.
Though individual pitches can be useful for calculating several high level features, currently we are measuring how
pitch changes over time enabling Shimi to respond to rising and falling melodic lines. Therefore we take the first
order difference of the detected fundamentals and calculate
the average and standard deviation for each three second
window. Average and standard deviations of the absolute
magnitude spectrum is used to describe the loudness of the
performance.
Auto- and cross-correlation methods described by [6] are
used for detecting the presence of periodicities in the performance (i.e. does the music have a beat). During solo improvisation performers often play more freely without adhering
to a strict tempo. Empirically we have found that it is very
noticeable when Shimi moves periodically to a beat which
the listener does not also hear. To limit these false positives Shimi only aligns with a tempo if the measured beat
confidence exceeds a certain threshold. Otherwise, Shimi’s
movements are influenced more by the other features (note
density, pitch, and loudness).

3.2.3 Shimi as a Practice and Compositional Aid

Shimi as a Listener

It is important for an RMC to exhibit intelligence regarding the music it is generating. It is also important for an
RMC to similarly exhibit intelligence and responsiveness to
music with which it is being presented. Additional capabilities were implemented to achieve this by enabling Shimi
to listen and respond to a live performer. From a technical
standpoint this music analysis task proves difficult because
analysis must occur in real-time using only the resources
available to the phone. It is also difficult to distinguish
important musical content from the noise generated from
Shimi’s own motors. Applying a low pass filter helps to reduce some of the high frequency content Shimi produces as
it moves.
Determining which characteristics in the music Shimi should
listen for and respond to provides another question. As a
speaker dock we found that when responding to the genre,
beat location, and section location features of a song Shimi
is able to demonstrate a knowledge of both higher and
lower level musical parameters through dancing. In listening mode, however, we assume the live performer will take
on a more improvisatory role and features describing the
more immediate and subtle nuances of a performance will
be necessary. We chose features to provide rough estimates
of note density, pitch, loudness, and periodicity (i.e. is there
a strong presence of a beat).
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Visual cues help to increase performance of synchronization
tasks in music. The manner in which something moves can
be manipulated to provide additional benefits. For example, visual metronomes which exhibit acceleration and deceleration can be more helpful than those which move at a
constant velocity [1]. The controller for Shimi’s movements
was designed to support such oscillating motions and other
velocity contours. This allows better perception of Shimi’s
movement-beat synchronization while dancing to a song and
also means Shimi can be used as a visual metronome.
A drum sequencer was built for Shimi with a natural language interface for the user. The user does not place the
individual notes in the sequencer, but rather verbally asks
Shimi to play drum patterns of particular styles such as,
“Shimi, can you play a latin beat?” The user can then tap
or clap the desired tempo. Shimi plays back the drum beat
at the specified tempo and synchronizes its dance gestures.
This provides the user the benefits of both auditory and
visual metronomic cues.
Using natural language as an interface has both advantages and disadvantages. It is an intuitive method of communication, on the contrary, it may not provide the desired
low level control and might be frustrating if a request is
interpreted incorrectly. Some functions are relatively simple to interpret through NLP such as those regarding tempo
(“play it [in half time, in double time, 10 bpm slower, etc]”).
However, other requests can have a degree of subjectivity
which can be difficult to quantify, for example, “play something a little more funky.”
We built in default behavioral responses for many of these
more subjective requests, but there remains a significant
likelihood that the default response will not meet the user’s
wishes. To address this we use a stochastic sequencer allowing the user to request for increased or decreased probability
that a particular drum is used at specific time steps. The
sequencer starts with predefined probabilities based off a
specific style template (i.e. rock, swing, bossa-nova, etc.).
Then a request can be made to modify the template in some
way. For example, a request to “use more bass drum and
less hi-hat” will result in a increased probability of a bass
drum being hit and decreased probability of a hi-hat being
hit. Because the sequencer is probabilistic Shimi’s patterns
will change over time. Shimi remembers the most recent
64 drum strikes so if the user hears something he or she is
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particularly fond of, then a request can made such as, “I
like that pattern, repeat it.”

3.2.4

CONCLUSION

The concept of a robotic musical companion was presented
in this work. We provided an overview of several applications for the Shimi robotic platform suggesting that robotics
have a place in the many scenarios in which music is experienced. Though several challenges must be addressed
and additional research is necessary, novel and entertaining
forms of music consumption can arise as a result of creating
human-robotic interactions inspired by underlying musical
intelligence and ambition. The applications described will
continue to be improved upon and further methods for developing an RMC will continue to be explored.

Shimi as an Emotionally Intelligent Musical
Linguist

Machines which demonstrate a sensitivity to people’s emotional states by responding with understandable and relatable behaviors enable more natural, engaging, and comfortable human-robotic interactions [2, 4]. The benefits of emotionally intelligent robots have been exhibited in many interactive social situations. This is because information such
as compassion, awareness, and competency can be communicated through a non-conscious “affective channel” [12], resulting in zero increased cognitive load for the user. Here,
we describe a functionality which enables Shimi to detect
sentiments and topics in language and generate an appropriate response using music and physical gestures.
Emotion has been synthesized by machines through different facial expressions and physical movements. Though
emotionally expressive physical behaviors can be synthesized and interpreted with success, emotional speech synthesis has not been as successful. We propose using music as
an alternative to speech synthesis. Though it may be possible to use generative music methods, in this first attempt at
constructing such a system we use samples of prerecorded
music. Such a method allows the system to leverage the
many of songs which exist representing a plethora of topics and emotions. Music is an inherently descriptive art
form with songs and lyrics capable of conveying complex
emotions, topics, and stories. Using audio from the user’s
musical library as an alternative to speech synthesis allows
Shimi to take advantage of music’s expressive nature.
The steps for constructing such communicative functionality can be categorized into two parts 1) sentiment and
topic detection in speech and 2) tagging portions of songs
with particular emotions and topics. In order for Shimi
to demonstrate an understanding of human emotion we
trained neural networks to classify phrases with particular emotions and topics. Though sentiment and topic labeled corpi exist for NLP, our experience finds that these
corpi are not optimal for the interactions we anticipate one
to have with an RMC. Therefore, we developed a dataset
specifically for our purposes using Twitter similar to the
approach used in [8]. Each spoken phrase is then classified
by the perceptrons as belonging to one of the six fundamental emotions (happy, sad, surprise, fear, anger, and disgust) and 20 topics ranging from love and relationships to
weather, money, and aging.
The second step requires the system to generate an appropriate response. Though automatic mood labeling for entire
songs has been performed with marginal success, instantaneous emotion and topic labeling within a song has not been
performed and no dataset exists for training. Therefore we
hand labeled a library of short audio samples to be used in
the system. This allows us to use the quintessential musical representations (based on our own judgement) for each
emotion and topic. We are currently working on automating this process, but using hand labeled data enables us to
experiment with the HRI component and determine which
aspects of the music and lyrics are important for establishing useful communications.
The final interaction consists of the user speaking and
Shimi responding by classifying the content and choosing
an appropriate sample. For example, a user might say, ”I’m
so sad my girlfriend broke up with me” and Shimi will detect
a sad sentiment and a topic of love. This will result with
Shimi playing an audio clip of a sad love song.

5.
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ABSTRACT

fields of physical materials, audio hardware and software,
human-computer-hardware interaction, as well as spatial sound
perception. The present article will overview existing work on
the subject, discuss the main challenges encountered so far
during the work, and present the results via two artistic projects
exploring creative applications enabled by the research.

This paper provides a report of a research effort to transform
architectural and scenographic surfaces into sound sources and
use them in artistic creation. Structure-borne sound drivers are
employed to induce sound into the solid surfaces, making them
vibrate and emit sound. The sound waves can be perceived both
via the aural (airborne diffusion) as well as the tactile
(structure-borne diffusion) senses. The paper describes the
main challenges encountered in the use of structure-borne
sound technology, as well as the current results in overcoming
them. Two completed artistic projects are presented in order to
illustrate the creative possibilities enabled by the research.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Structure-borne sound is a widely studied phenomenon in
industrial design and the acoustics of vibrating solids are well
understood. However, the existing corpus of engineeringrelated research is primarily concerned about the reduction of
structural vibration, for example in order to attenuate machinerelated noise levels. However, some studies point towards the
actual use of vibrating solids in the domain of music and sound
arts. For instance, Panel-type loudspeaker acoustics and
equalization have been studied [5], and methods for enhancing
the sound output via signal processing in plane-wave producing
dipole speakers have been proposed [4]. A full audio range
glass speaker has been developed, but not commercialized [8].
A wooden speaker has been studied in order to enhance room
acoustics by adding reverberation with an aurally active panel
[2]. Cinema has been the main area of development for the use
of structure-borne sound in a sonic context. Enhanced realism
and spectator immersion have been achieved with audio bass
frequencies conducted into the public seating. Also, some
recent flatpanel-speaker public address systems are based on
audio driven into solid surfaces (ex. the "whispering window"
trademark) [12]. Structural vibration has stirred interest in the
artistic domain, in the footsteps of the pioneering piece
"Rainforest" by David Tudor [11]. More recent pieces include,
for example, sound conducted into the bone structure of the
body in order to create new sonic percepts [10]. In the music
domain, recent psychoacoustic experiments have showed that
the subjective quality of the listening experience is enhanced
with the pairing of structural vibration with air-borne sound
diffusion [1]. The work resented in this article is aimed to be a
technological development as well as an artistic application for
the use of structural vibration in the music and sound art
context.

Keywords
Structure-Borne Sound, Aural Architecture, Sound Spatialization,
Augmented Instrument

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the results of an ongoing investigation for
transforming architectural and scenographic elements into a
macro-scale electro-acoustic instrument. The project is based
on the use of structure-borne sound driven into a variety of
surfaces, making them vibrate and emit sound.
The term “structure-borne sound” is used to signify sound
waves induced into solid elements via acoustic transducers
(electromagnetic structure-borne sound drivers). The resulting
vibrating solids act as loudspeakers, giving rise to air-borne
sound diffusion via the structures of the performance space
(e.g. walls, seats, windows, scenographic elements), as well as
to audiotactile perception when these elements are brought in
direct physical contact with the spectators.
The research builds on an allegory of instrument
augmentation, toying with a more literal interpretation of the
term. An "augmented instrument" could stand for the extension
of the idea of an instrument into the very structures of the
performance space. Just as if one would zoom into the body of
an acoustic instrument, the walls of the space becoming a largescale resonant chamber. We aim to create architectural and/or
scenographic spaces that are capable of delivering high quality
full-spectrum audio output. Together, the vibrating surfaces
constitute a set of spatially distributed sound sources of various
sizes and materials, forming a complex 3-dimensional acoustic
space termed here as an aurally active space.
The research merges design and implementation issues in the

3. ARCHITECTURAL AND
SCENOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENTS
The present research stems from a previous work in the field of
instruments augmentation with sensors and software. Gaining
knowledge about the possibilities of structure-borne sound, the
author started toying with the idea of an "acoustical
augmentation" of an instrument. What if the sound of a
traditional instrument would be expanded to the structures of
the concert hall, producing a zoom-in effect of being inside the
instrument itself? In a broader sense, the ability to transform a
broad range of surfaces into sound-emitting objects opens new
perspectives for creating spatial, architectural instruments.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
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the Huddersfield University HISS Tools project [3]. The patch
measures the object's IR and creates a smoothed inverse
convolution filter. The figures 1 to 3 illustrate the process: the
IR of a HiWave HIAX32C30-4/B transducer on a 60cm/60cm
glass sheet is measured (fig. 1), a smoothed-out inverse IR is
calculated (fig. 2) and applied to a convolution filter, producing
a new balanced FR (fig. 3). The results show a significant
enhancement of the Impulse Response curve, accredited
perceptually by an improvement in audio quality.

The aurally active spaces developed through this line of
research extend the gesture of spatial composition from
traditional loudspeaker arrays to a set of elements distributed in
a 3D space. It is thus possible to conceive an aural design - or a
sonic topology - for a given space. The sound can radiate from
instruments and loudspeaker arrays, but also from the walls,
furniture and specific scenographic elements. The performance
space becomes inhabited with sound, allowing for new
compositional and performative strategies for music and sound
design. Possible applications have been identified in
electroacoustic music performance, set design for the
performing arts, intermedia installations and in aural design for
public spaces.
The present work fundamentally explores spatial sound
perception, and is aimed at producing new spatial and timbral
percepts to be used in an artistic context. As physical structures
in architectural space are augmented to become sonic, complex
sound localizations can be created in the 3D space, as well as
novel effects of sound movement, space and presence. A
topology of sound opens a fertile ground for creating soundand space-related meanings and poetics.

3.1 Turning surfaces into sound sources
Figure 1. Frequency Response curve for a HiWave
HIAX32C30-4/B transducer mounted on a 60cm x 60cm
sheet of plain glass.

Structure-borne sound technology is a variation of the classic
electromagnetic loudspeaker design. Instead of an air moved by
the speaker cone, the audio-rate vibration is transferred into a
solid object or surface by a vibrating mass i.e. a "shaker". As
the surface shakes, it produces both airborne and structureborne audio waves. The structure-borne audio technology thus
offers two modes of sound perception: aural and tactile. In
recent studies, these modes have been found to be
complementary; the tactile audio perception enhances the
overall perception of sound [1]. The two modes can also be
used independently, or combined in various ways, offering a
wide a creative space for future experimentation.
The main inhibition for the use of structure-borne sound in
music is the issue of sound quality. An audio wave induced into
a solid object is affected by the acoustic properties of the
material as well as its physical dimensions. The material acts as
a physical object filter according to its resonant modes. As a
result the sound quality (both spectral perception and
reproduction of dynamics) is heavily affected.
Past efforts to produce flatpanel loudspeakers suited for the
needs of consumer-market audio applications have failed to
address this problem. It has not been possible to build fullspectrum flatpanel speakers that would equal the cone speakers
in spectral and dynamic reproduction. However, our point of
view is entirely different from an optimized everyday-use
multipurpose speaker design. We aim to build sets of numerous
spatial sound sources capable of creating together the entire
audible spectrum (and also infrabass audiotactile vibrations).
Moreover, the acoustically active elements offer exciting
possibilities for the creative use of sound in many different
fields from purely "musical" contexts to interactive audio
environments and consumer applications.

Figure 2. Inversion of the Frequency Response curve
presented in Figure 1., with a slight smoothing applied
(iraverage~ smoothamount 0.02).

3.2 Enhancing sound quality
In order to overcome the sound-quality issue related to the use
of structure-borne sound, we have investigated a method of
inverse Impulse Response (IR) filtering. Our method relies on
the measurement of the object's IR and the application of an
inverse IR convolution filter to the audio signal prior to the
structure-borne sound driver in the signal chain. Theoretically,
the digital filter would cancel the object's resonant modes and
produce a balanced IR.
A Max/MSP patch has been implemented using the Impulse
Response measurement and correction tools made available by

Figure 3. The final Frequency Response curve obtained
by the application of the Figure 2 curve on the signal
chain of Figure 1 via convolution filtering.
However, the rather flat curve of Fig 3. does not tell the whole
truth: the whole process of IR measurement and inversion
applies to only to the sole point in space where the
measurement microphone is placed. Vibrating surfaces present
a 360 degree sound radiation pattern, and significant changes in
the Frequency Response can be observed according to the
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4.1 "Full Contact" - a spatially augmented
instrument

angle. A method for producing an optimal mean filtering taking
into account the angular variations of the IR is currently the
center of our research effort. Also, it should be noted that the
dynamic properties of vibrating surfaces compared to conebased loudspeakers are more limited. Sudden bursts of sound
tend to overexcite the harmonic modes of the surface,
producing distortion, whereas quiet sounds lack definition and
presence. In our projects we tend to employ heavy dynamic
compression to overcome this limitation.

"Full Contact" is a composition for solo cello and an aurally
active space [6]. The piece is based on live-processing of the
cello sound and on the spatial distribution of the processed
sound. The piece is written for a cellist and an electronic
musician performing live processing of the cello sound as well
as spatialization. Twelve structure-borne sound drivers are
distributed on the walls, windows and ceiling of the
performance space. The sound of the cello expands into the
room itself, and the space acts as a sonic prolongation of the
cello as well as a counterpart of a musical dialog. It is an
investigation that ultimately dreams of melding architecture,
space and instruments into one sonic tool for expression.
The piece uses a mix of prewritten spatialization trajectories
and gesture-based live control of the sound's localization. An
Interface-Z 2-axis tilt sensor is used for the live spatialization,
controlling a Max/MSP DBAP module.

3.3 Acoustically active surfaces in use
In our experience, the sonic quality of structure-borne sound
presents the foremost challenge to its widespread use, but we
have already used it in numerous projects in very effective and
aesthetically convincing ways. Beyond the sound quality issues,
one is faced with further issues related to the actual praxis of a
complex multichannel 3D aural environment.
Interfacing with a multichannel, spatially unevenly
distributed, timbrally non-standard instrument presents a major
challenge. Due to their custom-made and site-specific nature,
the cardinal sound spatialization algorithms such as Ambisonics
or VBAP cannot be applied to the acoustically active surfaces
of this project1. Rather, one needs an adaptable tool for sound
distribution and movement in an irregular and non-normalized
set of sound sources.
An existing tool providing such a possibility is the DistanceBased Amplitude Panning algorithm (DBAP) [7], which allows
for sound spatialisation with irregular distribution of sound
sources. Nevertheless, for the moment creating complex spatial
polyphonies and sound movements remains laborious and out
of reach for real-time control. Also, there is an urgent need for
tools designed for the detailed composition of sound
trajectories in a time/space continuum, such as the Holophon
project which is unfortunately not available for public
distribution for the moment2. We are currently actively
researching an optimized framework for controlling sound in an
irregular 3D space.
Another challenge presented by the use of vibrating surfaces
is related to sound perception. For the moment, there is little
data on the sonic characteristics of flatpanel speakers, such as
radiation patterns (frequency as a function of angle), sound
propagation (plane wave vs. spherical wave), and sonic
percepts related to the size of the vibrating surface. For the
moment, we are proceeding with a perceptual methodology of
working with structure-borne sound-related projects, and
gaining insight into the psychoacoustic effects enabled by the
technology. We have been mainly working with sound
localization, testing localization accuracy as a function of
frequency, type of sound (percussive vs. drone) and surface
size. The results point to the ability to create precisely located
sonic events in a 3D space with percussive, high-frequency
sounds driven into small objects. Large panels with lower
frequencies and longer sounds are more difficult to situate in
space, and very large surfaces can be used to intentionally blur
the sense of the sound's origin.
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Figure 4. A page from the "Full Contact" score

4. ARTISTIC PROJECTS
In this section, two completed artistic projects using structureborne sound in distinct ways are presented.

1

Both Ambisonics and VBAP algorithms presuppose a circular
array of loudspeakers
2
See the GMEM website http://dvlpt.gmem.free.fr/ for details
about the Holophon project

Figure 5. Emilie Girard-Charest performing "Full
Contact"
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The overall perceptual characteristic of the piece's electronic
soundscape is the "elusive" sound signature of the vibrating
walls, windows and ceiling. Compared to loudspeaker arrays,
the vibrating surfaces produce a more distant, spacious sonic
percept. As one audience member put it: "loudspeakers sound
like a person talking to you, the vibrating surfaces more like
ambient soundscape".

4.2 "O V A L" - an interactive scenographic
instrument
The audiovisual installation O V A L was created at the
Hexagram, Centre for Research-Creation in Media Arts and
Technologies, Montreal, Canada, by Lenka Novakova and the
author. The installation is composed of 10 large sheets of glass
VAL
Floorforming
Plan a large (7m x 3m) oval,
are hanging in aOdark
room,
each
equipped
with
a
structure-borne
sound driver making the
Minimum height of the space: 10 ft
glass sheets vibrate and emit sound. Video footage of the
Glass panel
size: 6 xthemselves
2 ft
spectators
is projected on the glass sheets, creating
a mazerequires
of self-portrait
and
The
The installation
a ceiling grid for reflections
the glass panels
to betransparencies.
hung
!
spectator is immersed into a chimerical space of sonic and
!
visual illusions.

Figure 7. Spectators immersed in the "O V A L"
installation
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Figure 6. The floor plan of "O V A L"
The installation is interactive: a ceiling-mounted video camera
tracks the position of the visitors in the installation space. The
tracking data is used to discriminate between two stages of the
piece's soundscape. The first one corresponds to the spectators
being outside the oval of glass sheets, the second to having at
least one person inside.
The audio composition of the piece is based on a spatial
polyphony of aurally active glass sheets designed to warp one's
perception of sound in space. The soundscape perceived being
outside the oval is balanced to tease the visitor's threshold of
sound perception. The sound is diffused at low decibel elvel,
being "almost there" to be perceptually grasped. There is an
evanescent, phantomatic quality to the sonic experience. When
passing inside, the sonic oval suddenly becomes alive,
surrounding the visitor with quickly moving powerful sonic
events. The sensation is close to being in a real-life 3D space
filled with moving sound sources.
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ABSTRACT

the instrument’s behavior while autonomously generating
sequences of sounds. Basically, such interaction edits parameters of algorithms. In the worst case this may mean to
edit numeric fields in a digital form, an admittedly extreme
example. Traditional musicians often feel uncomfortable
with this loss of direct, embodied control.
During the past decade, research in computer music and
digital musical interfaces utilized technological advances in
human-computer interaction, such as motion tracking, multitouch technologies, and tangible user interfaces, to bring
back physicality and directness into musical interaction. To
name just a few examples: Miha Ciglar’s [4] ultrasoundbased instrument gives tactile feedback and tracks hand
gestures. Hansen and Jensenius [10] use sensor-equipped
pants as drum interface. Gelineck & Böttcher [9] present a
framework called 6to6Mappr that interfaces several devices,
including Microsoft’s Kinect, Nintendo’s Wiimote, accelerometers, and touch input.
Among all the different modalities, touch input is the one
that is today probably most common and frequently used
for controlling generative music systems and active musical
instruments, as indicated by the variety of apps for smartphones and tablets. Well known are the ambient music apps
by Eno and Chilvers [6, 7]. These represent musical material by geometric forms which are arranged on the 2d plane.
Gelineck et al. exploit the advantages of multitouch interaction for music mixing [8]. Well known is also the reacTable
[12] for its pioneering musical interface that combines multitouch and tangible interaction. SpaceWiz by Rudess and
Miller [13] simulates particles (asteroids) that collide with
moving objects (planets) and, thereby, create ever-changing
musical patterns.
Particle systems, multi-agent systems, and systems with
self-regulating behavior can often be found as central components of active musical instruments. An approach by
Eldridge [5] creates musical structures from a homeostatic
system that is excited by user interaction. The musical
game Electroplankton [11] offers several playing modes; one
of them, named Luminaria, is a melodic progression graph
that is traversed by up to four sound generators (plaktons)
while the user edits the graph. The Android app Orbits
[16] simulates particle motion that is influenced by attractive forces of other particles nearby, and by the particle’s
size which maps to pitch. NodeBeat [14] demonstrates a
clever combination of pulse generators and sound generators visually represented by nodes in a graph; proximity
to other nodes creates connections. The graph forms a sequencer that is affected by the nodes’ movement. Blackwell
[1] and Unemi & Bisig [15] investigate swarming algorithms
as basis of interactive generative music processes.
The previous examples demonstrate how manifold and

We present the digital musical instrument TouchNoise that
is based on multitouch interaction with a particle system.
It implements a novel interface concept for modulating noise
spectra. Each particle represents a sine oscillator that moves
through the two-dimensional frequency and stereo panning
domain via Brownian motion. Its behavior can be affected
by multitouch gestures allowing the shaping of the resulting sound in many different ways. Particles can be dragged,
attracted, repelled, accentuated, and their autonomous behavior can be manipulated. In this paper we introduce the
concepts behind this instrument, describe its implementation and discuss the sonic design space emerging from it.

Keywords
digital musical instrument, multitouch

1.

ACTIVE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND MULTITOUCH

Since the first arpeggiators, electronic musical instruments
developed a more and more autonomous behavior. Complex cascades of sound events no longer have to be triggered
sound by sound but whole sequences at once. Growing computational power and the development of versatile digital
musical instruments lead to a new quality of autonomous
behavior and to what Rubén Hinojosa Chapel defines an
active musical instrument: “The system actively proposes
musical material in real-time, while the user’s actions [...]
influence this ongoing musical output rather than have the
task to initiate each sound.” [3] One of the first instruments
of this kind is Joel Chadabe’s “Interactive Music Composition and Performance System” giving the user high-level
control over the realtime music generation [2].
Controlling such behavior is no trivial task and puts high
requirements on the design of user interfaces. Traditional
musicians are used to a very direct and physical interaction
with their instrument’s sound generation. Typical examples
are keystroke velocity, bowing and lip pressure which modulate sound parameters such as loudness, timbre, and pitch.
The control of an active musical instrument, in contrast,
takes place on a higher level of abstraction and addresses
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Figure 1: The user interface of TouchNoise. Detailed descriptions are given in Section 2.
important the visual concepts of such interfaces are. Welldesigned interfaces feature an inherent connection of the visual phenomena to the musical structures and sonic output
that deduce from them. Regarding active musical instruments, the visual channel is used to express the instrument’s
autonomous behavior and to create affordances to interact
with audiovisual elements. Touch interaction enables direct manipulation of these visual elements and, thus, the
sonic structures they represent. This regains some directness and physicality to the interaction that is so important
to musicians. The visual qualities are often not just interface metaphors for the musicians but also used for overhead
projection in live concert situations.
With our active musical instrument TouchNoise, we address the same issues and came to an innovative approach
that is an interesting contribution to the field in several
aspects. Noise spectra are created and modulated via multitouch interaction with a system of autonomous sound particles. This interaction turns out to be very direct and intuitive due to our mapping approach of visual (multitouch
interactive) phenomena to sonic behavior. Different interaction modes and their combinations open up a wide range of
playing techniques and give access to a number of musically
interesting sonic phenomena.
After these introductory lines we introduce the concept of
TouchNoise in Section 2. The sonic design space and typical
playing techniques are described in Section 3. A critical reflection in Section 4 motivates future developments followed
by Section 5 which summarizes this paper.

2.

many different ways (e.g., drag, attract, repel etc.). All sine
oscillators are added and create noise spectra with different
density regions and sonic agility controlled by the user. A
screenshot of the user interface is shown in Figure 1.

2.1

User Interface

The general layout of the user interface is organized in
three sections. The central section is the particle playground
(no. 1 in Fig. 1). This is the domain of the sound particles
where any direct interaction with the particle system takes
place. The horizontal axis maps onto stereo panning, the
vertical axis maps onto frequency. The particles are visually represented on the playground at the position that
corresponds to the sine tone they output.
Two drawers (no. 3 in Fig. 1), one to the left and the
other to the right, contain the other two sections. The left
drawer contains global settings of the particle system, such
as particle creation, lifetime, motion characteristics, and
volume levels. The right drawer contains mode switches and
settings for direct interaction on the particle playground.

2.2

Particle Behavior and Interaction

Particles are created in two ways. Raising the particle slider
(no. 14 in Fig. 1) creates particles at random positions. The
add mode (no. 12) creates particles only when the user taps
into the particle playground. The particles appear at the
position of the tap. They immediately output their corresponding sine tone with frequency and stereo position
according to their position on the playground. Removing
particles is likewise possible either by lowering the particle
slider to remove randomly chosen particles or by tapping at
the particles to be removed (remove mode, no. 13).
All particles start with a random initial direction. Their
further movement is based on Brownian motion. Stereo
position and frequency modulate accordingly. The step size
is set by the speed slider (no. 10). The higher its value, the
greater the step size, resulting in faster particle motion and
brisker sonic output. The maximum angle of the random
rotation is limited by the angle ruler (no. 8). A minimum

THE INSTRUMENT

The basic concept of the digital musical instrument TouchNoise that we describe in the remainder of this paper is,
simply put, as follows: Sound particles, each creating a
sine tone while autonomously moving in the frequency and
stereo panning domain, are visually represented as points
on the 2d plane (stereo position on the x-axis, frequency on
the y-axis). The movement is based on Brownian motion.
The particles can be affected by multitouch interaction in
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(a) Drag mode.

(b) Magnetic mode.

(c) Repel mode.

(d) Accentuate mode.

Figure 2: Modes of direct interaction with the particles.
setting of 0◦ creates linear motion, whereas the maximum
of 360◦ allows the full positive and negative rotation. With
such great ranges the particles tend to stick around their
current position which creates a relatively steady sound.
The frequency range of the particles can be limited by an
upper and a lower border (no. 2) with lowest and highest
settings of 20Hz and 20kHz.
Furthermore, a lifetime slider (no. 7) allows the user to
limit the particles’ presence after creation. Possible settings
reach from 100 milliseconds up to 1 minute. The lifetime
boundary can also be deactivated. In this case, particles are
present until they are removed by interaction.
Beyond these general behavioral settings, several modes
for direct interaction within the particle playground are implemented. Drag mode (no. 18 and Fig. 2(a)) may be the
most obvious: When tapping into the playground each particle that gets under the tap will be held by it and can be
dragged. The more particles are collected this way, the more
prominent is the sonic output of that cluster. Releasing the
touch releases the particles and the sound cluster dissolves.
Magnetic mode (no. 16 and Fig. 2(b)) induces attractive
forces around each touch point. Particles that get into the
attraction field do not perform their Brownian motion any
longer but head directly toward the touch point. Releasing
the touch relieves the particles that switch back to standard
Brownian motion. The repel mode (no. 17 and Fig. 2(c)) is
the opposite of magnetic mode. Particles within a certain
radius around the touch point head straight away from it
until they get beyond that radius or the touch is released.
Accentuate mode (no. 15 and Fig. 2(d)) is the only mode
that does not affect the particles’ motion but their loudness.
Two volume levels can be set by sliders no. 9 and 11: accentuation level and standard level. Accentuate mode causes
those particles under a touch point and within its effect
radius to set their loudness to accentuation level.
In each mode, touches affect a certain field around the
touch point. The size of this field is set by an interface element we call bucket. Buckets are activated like standard
buttons. In addition to this, buckets can be “filled” by enlarging the inner circle up to outer circle size via pinch or
drag gestures. The inner circle represents the size of the
field around the touch. Thereby, different radii can be defined for the different interaction modes which is especially
important for a further feature, mode combination.
It is possible to have several modes active at a time. The
only two impossible combinations are repel mode together
with magnetic mode or drag mode. All other combinations
are possible and allow a number of interesting interactions
with the particles and the stereo noise field they create.
In addition, all interaction modes can be assigned to specific frequency bands, i.e., to whole rows of the playground
(no. 19). Once activated, a frequency band emits attractive or repelling forces, binds particles, or accentuates those

crossing the band. The magnetic and repel radii set in the
buckets apply to the band effects, too. Accentuation and
dragging affect only those particles within the band.

3.

PLAYING THE INSTRUMENT

This Section gives an overview of the sonic artifacts that
the instrument produces. Its basic material is noise clusters
created via additive synthesis of a number of sine signals.
Few signals, spread over a wide frequency range, are still
discriminable tonal instances. But with a growing density,
the sound fades into an unsteady noise spectrum. Its agility
depends on the speed and angular behavior of the particles.
Very low settings create a relatively steady, slowly evolving
sound. High values result in brisk and turbulent sounds.
Agglomeration areas establish sound clusters that become
increasingly tonal the smaller the areas are. This effect
can be achieved by magnetic and drag interaction, by the
corresponding frequency band functions and by setting the
playground borders very tight. Drag and magnetic mode
further enable shifting of particle clusters. After releasing
the particles, the cluster dissolves gradually in accordance
to the Brownian motion characteristics. This can be sped
up by repel mode. More than this, repel interaction creates
sonic holes the longer it forces the particles to escape from
the zone around the touch point.
A combination of modes that prove convenient is drag+
magnetic mode. While magnetic mode attracts all particles within the corresponding radius, those particles that
get into the drag radius do not just follow the touch but
can be dragged (which is usually faster than the standard
particle speed). This way a big number of particles can easily be collected and moved. If additionally the accentuation
mode is activated with a radius similar to drag radius and
an accentuation level set to zero, the cluster disappears and
becomes audible only after releasing the touch. This is a
typical example where the different radii for each interaction mode plus the combination of several modes allows for
a very nuanced complex interaction. However, the radius
setup via buckets is not optimal as it takes relatively long.
Drag interaction comes with a further interesting sonic
feature. Those particles being dragged faster than the standard speed become conspicuous even though their volume
level is the same as that of the other particles. This effect
intensifies the more particles are dragged. This can be a
convenient tool for creating quasi-melodic phenomena.
Another means for emphasizing particles is accentuation.
This interaction does not affect the particle motion but their
volume level. It can be used in both ways, raising and lowering the volume level of the affected particles, respectively.
This allows for the creation and modulation of spectral centroids. The accentuation level, just like the standard volume
level, can also be set to zero to create holes in the spectrum. Applying accentuation to whole frequency bands can
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be used to define chord-like sound structures.

4.

The feedback we gained during several demos and discussions is encouraging and inspires lots of further functionalities, as outlined in the discussion. These are subject to
the next development phase. In parallel to this, we plan
to invite composers to explore the instrument and its sonic
possibilities which go beyond what we could outline in this
paper.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In our tests, the ideal hardware for running TouchNoise
turned out to be tabletop-sized displays of about 32”. Our
development device features a FullHD resolution which is
very convenient. The interface also scales down for lower
resolutions and runs on smaller displays. We tested it on
tablet-sized devices. But interaction becomes less nuanced
due to reduced space for touch gestures.
Visually, the particle playground is well suited for projection during live performances. More than this, and as
a remark from our personal experiences during testing, it
invites very much to experiment. Beyond the basic effects
described in the previous Section, there is much room for
combinations and different configurations, all creating distinct sonic results. However, planning a real composition
or live performance requires getting used to the particles’
behavior. This includes, for instance, the time they need to
spread over the playground, fill a sonic hole after releasing
a repelling touch or get collected by a magnetic touch. The
basically random motion of the particles complicates scripting and exact reproduction of compositions, at least as far
as they are given as sequences of all too precisely defined
gestures, e.g., “collect the upper right two particles and drag
them down”.
TouchNoise is no instrument to trigger musical events
directly but an interface to affect the behavior of sonic particles. However, some interaction modes also for faster, very
direct sound manipulation, e.g., drag and accentuate mode.
Therefore, it could be useful to assign different interaction
modes to different touches, e.g., to have some touches creating particles and others attracting and removing them
again. This might be implemented via marker-equipped
tangibles on a tabletop or via user-tracking on a wall where
modes are assigned to each user.
One particular problem that we experience is that the
particles immediately switch back to their standard behavior after releasing a touch. It is hard to create longer lasting
structures. We plan to add vector field and swarming functionalities to achieve this in the next development stage.
We demonstrated TouchNoise to several musicians and
composers already during the development and collected
their suggestions. Most of them are already implemented
or discussed previously. A question that came up regularly
asked for some kind of tonality or musical scales. Following
this, we plan to experiment with pitch quantization to the
particles’ output. We further consider the output of TouchNoise not necessarily as the end of the synthesis pipeline.
By adding a keyboard-tracked comb filter, the spectral behavior and qualities of the system can also be transfered to
more tonal sounds.

5.

6.
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SUMMARY

Noise plays an important role in electronic music. Noise
modulation so far is mainly based on filters or granular
synthesis methods. With our digital musical instrument
TouchNoise we investigate a different approach to noise
modulation which works with autonomous sound particles,
each generating a sine signal, added up to create the noise
spectrum. Their distribution and movement in the twodimensional frequency and stereo panning domain are based
on Brownian motion and affected by multitouch interaction.
Particles can be dragged, attracted, repelled, and accentuated by touches. The same effects can also be assigned to
whole frequency bands. The particles’ motion characteristics can be manipulated in many ways.
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ABSTRACT
1

In this contribution , we will discuss a prototype that allows
a group of users to design sound collaboratively in real time
using a multi-touch tabletop. We make use of a machine
learning method to generate a mapping from perceptual audio features to synthesis parameters. This mapping is then
used for visualization and interaction. Finally, we discuss the
results of a comparative evaluation study.

Keywords
Collaborative Music Making, Sound Design

1. INTRODUCTION
Sound design is key to modern electronic music composition
and performance as it is a form-bearing dimension of music
[11]. Endogeneous motivators for this creative task encompass the goal oriented creation of sound forms with functional
intent (e.g. communicating the compositional structure) or
the explorative creation of sound forms..
Technically, various methods to generate various timbres
exist, such as Abstract-, Physical- and Spectral Synthesis
or via processing recordings. In general, the parameters for
the synthesis method are not grounded in the perceptual but
rather in the structural domain. Hence, they may frequently
exhibit non-linear behavior and inter-dependencies regarding
the perceptual qualities of the output. Changing timbre is
therefore non-intuitive without prior knowledge about this
structure and its technical functioning [23, 24], especially for
novices. In a collaborative setting, this may be even more
problematic as tasks involving group creativity greatly benefit from heterogeneous groups including novices [9, 19, 28] to
foster social creativity. This beneficial effect is further amplified by the phenomenon of Flow [5] which stimulates the
implicit learning process, enables empathic involvement with
the music [21] and is also bound to the perception of social
presence.
Group Flow as a social experience has been shown to foster more valuable musical results [17] and is a key success
factor in Computer Supported Collaborative Music-Making
(CSCM) [27] and thus acts as an intrinsic motivator for the
group. In that role, it also has the effect of supporting the
1
We submitted a longer, more comprehensive version of this
paper to arxiv.org
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learning process for musical expression, thus contributing to
mediating the interaction with the shared CSCM environment and, finally, the social interaction with peer members.
We thus regard the integration of these social effects as highly
beneficial for our task. The utilization of a multi-touch table especially offers means to facilitate social communication
protocols [29, 12] and we will therefore use such a device in
this contribution.
Certain aspects of Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
have been identified as important for collaborative applications. Based on the work by Cockburn [3] and Dourish [6],
the most prevalent ones for our task are: Group Awareness,
(ability of individuals in the group to share and gain mutual
knowledge about the ongoing activities) and Group Articulation, (ability to partition the group task into units that can
be combined and substituted). Fostering these aspects will
serve as basic requirement for our interaction design.
Within this contribution, we use the term timbre as an abstract descriptor of perceptually salient acoustic features (e.g.
low level such as frequency components or high level such as
the spectral centroid) that can be modeled and measured by
IT systems.

2.

RELATED WORK

W The majority of research related to mapping from timbre
to synthesis parameters focuses on re- or cross-synthesizing
the original sound sources from timbral features. For our
use-case, however, we are interested in applying this mapping
foremost as a paradigm for interaction, so the main issue is
human cognitive manageability. This field of HCI has not
been studied extensively [26].
The most relevant environment for this contribution that
utilizes cross-synthesis is CataRT [25], not because of the process technically synthesizing timbre (concatenative synthesis)
but since the core concept for interaction is the navigation in
a timbre space. For this, CataRT and subsequent developments use the high-level timbral features as orthogonal axes
directly. This means that only a low (2-3) number of features span this space, discarding timbral qualities that may
add valuable information and possibly reducing the representative quality of the space since features may be correlated.
To circumvent these problems, CataRT allows the user to
re-define the space at run-time. For the collaborative usecase, this introduces the conceptual challenge how a shared
navigational space can have user-specific views without hampering awareness and articulation. Nuvolet [4], which is
based on CataRT, uses a static space for this case. It aims
to support a collaborative, virtuosic performance enhancing
the performer-to-audience relationship. It thus lacks features
for the collaboration itself with respect to shareability and
awareness. The cognitive load and imprecision initially induced by the camera-based 3D control method are also problematic for novices.
Apart from high-level timbral features, also low-level, di-
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mensionality reduced features can be used to span the timbre space as in [20, 16]. However, the resulting timbre space
may not have an obvious relationship to the human perception [16], thus further processing steps are necessary. Moreover, any mapping to synthesis parameters and the interrelationship between timbral features are bound to be highly
non-linear [10]. Non-linear mappings such as Self-Organizing
Maps (SOMs) are therefore preferable and have been already
applied to sound design. Especially the approach in [7] overlaps with our use-case as the generated 2D-SOM representation of the timbre-space is used as interaction metaphor.
Due to beneficial mathematical properties, we will use Generative Topographic Mapping (GTM) instead of SOM (see
section 5). Furthermore, we’ll use high-level features since
otherwise we would have the additional problem of defining a
proper mapping that is computationally expressive enough to
abstract from low-level features to perceptually more meaningful ones. To conclude, we see the collaborative use-case
of designing sound a largely untapped territory for fostering
creative endeavors.

3.

SYNTHESIS & CORPUS

We need to be able to synthesize a large variety of different
timbres in order to not severely limit expressivity. It is the
goal to generate a corpus S such that each sound si ∈ S
can be analyzed for its timbral features ti ∈ T yielding the
mapping si ↔ ti . Later on, we would like to synthesize si
again in real time within a tonal context.
We opted to develop our own synthesis model such that
all parameters of the synthesis (e.g. pitch) are known instead
of using re-synthesizing recorded sounds. Since it is nontrivial to analyze all time-frequency relationships reliably for
an arbitrary sound source, re-synthesizing a sound may render its original timbre-space relationship invalid. To create
the corpus it is therefore necessary to sample various parameter settings pi ∈ P from the possible parameter combinations P to generate the sounds si for the analysis. Hence,
we are interested in having a low number of parameters. We
used Vector Phase Shaping (VPS) [13] at the core of our
synthesis model since it allows to create various waveforms
and filter phenomena with only two parameters per oscillator. Furthermore, our synthesizer model uses two oscillators
that can be switched to various master-slave configurations.
The sounds generated can evolve over time by modulating
involved synthesis parameters using triggered envelopes. To
blur or emphasize spectral peaks we added a flexible effects
chain (chorus etc. ). With this configuration the synthesizer
is able to create a variety of timbres such as bassy, percussive,
leading and atmospheric ones.
Further compacting the parameterization led to 16 variants
that were discretized to at most 20 steps, resulting in |P| ≈
1015 possible parameter combinations.
Given the cardinality of P, it becomes clear that synthesizing all parameter configurations is not feasible to cover
the whole extent of timbral varieties that can be achieved
with the proposed synthesizer for the corpus. We thus used
a combination of expert input and a high dimensional search
method using audio similarity as heuristic. P forms a hypercube if we interpret the normalized parameters as orthogonal
axes. A hypercube can be further split along any axis, creating two siblings with a smaller volume (less included parameter configurations). Furthermore, we can determine an
estimate of the similarity of the sounds within a hypercube
via the similarity for the synthesized audio from two parameter configurations at opposing vertices on each side of such
a split. Using this heuristic, we essentially perform a multidimensional binary search, creating dissimilar sounds along
a path that eventually leads to a recursively generated volume containing mostly similar ones. We can gain a speed-up
as the produced siblings are independent and can be pro-
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cessed in parallel. Given a set of parameter configurations
- or presets - created by an expert, the method can search
for sounds in between these according to the similarity measure; each pair of presets is then interpreted as two extreme
vertices describing a hypercube uniquely. We used the similarity measure proposed in [22], as its robustness to arbitrary
sounds has been shown. The nature of VPS to predictably
generate, for our ears, mostly musical spectral effects makes
this method applicable. The length of the generated samples
for the subsequent feature analysis has been set to 4 seconds.

4.

FEATURES

The analysis of the corpus regarding high-level timbral features follows [14], using the MIRToolbox [15]. These generated features are largely time series data, which, in our usecase, are difficult to integrate: First technically difficult, as
the synthesis uses modulators whose state would have to be
saved with the generated audio in order to properly represent
every frame of a time-series feature in a ti ↔ pi mapping.
Second, conceptually difficult, as path operations are now
the canonical way of exploring and designing sound, thus an
appropriate interface may be complex and may overburden
users. And third, practically difficult, as the memory requirements for the visualization method is O(n2 ) and our feature
data set exceeds 100GB. Thus we collapsed the originally 30
dimensional time series data onto a single 368 dimensional
feature vector by extracting statistical properties of the features. Since our projection method introduced below, is not
well suited for this high dimensionality, we applied a greedy
forward feature selection yielding 50 features. Furthermore,
the original synthesis parameters were added to the feature
vector in order to include to some degree information about
the temporal evolution of a sound. Initial listening tests revealed a significantly positive impact on the quality of the
mapping. We allot this finding to a reduction of the amount
of ambiguous information for the entire feature vector, as the
conversion reduced the temporal descriptiveness for some of
the original features (e.g. the statistical properties of the
spectral centroid for a sound being played back in forward or
reverse are similar).

5.

MAPPING & VISUALIZATION

A reduction of the high dimensional timbre space to two dimensions is deemed especially helpful in the context of 2D
multi-touch applications. For this task we preferred Generative Topographic Mapping (GTM) [1] to SOM because of
guaranteed convergence and topology preservation.
GTM defines a probability density modeling the quality of
the mapping y between low L-dimensional latent variables,
xk , and high D-dimensional data-points ti . In our case, L is
the 2D visualization space and D is the feature space. The
mapping y defines a non-linear transformation via weighting Gaussian basis functions. The centers of the these basis
functions form a uniform grid in the latent space. So far,
the intrinsic dimensionality of the mapping in data space is
L. Only using this strictly confined L-dimensional manifold
does not allow for some variance between the observed variables (the feature data) and the images of the latent variables.
Therefore, the manifold is convolved with an isotropic Gaussian noise distribution with an inverse variance β giving it
some volume. These probabilistic properties allow to evaluate the quality of the mapping, such that the parameters β
and the weightings can be determined by Expectation Maximization. The continuous and smooth nature of y allows
for the topology preserving nature of the GTM - neighbor
points in the latent space remain neighbor points in data
space. This smoothness can be controlled by the parameters
of the Gaussian basis functions. At the end of the algorithm, the responsibility (probability) of each latent variable
for each data point can be evaluated. As latent variables are
arranged on a grid, the position of each data point projected
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Figure 1: Screenshot of our prototype showing Nodes
(1), Paths (2-3) and tools (4a-4c) as well as global
controls for tonal parameters (5) and playback (6)
down can be determined by weighting the latent variables’
grid positions with their responsibility. In our case it is further necessary to perform a Z-Score transformation of the
feature data since the variance of the features diverge vastly
(by the factor ≈ 109 ) but the global parameter β applies to
all dimensions.
To help users differentiate more easily between the clusters
of points in the projection, we performed a rough color coding
to indicate cluster membership using K-Means Clustering in
the feature space (K ≈ 50).
Since we know which data point is projected onto which
2D position, we can construct an element-wise bijective mapping. For interaction, in order to find the nearest projected
point in latent space from an arbitrary point (e.g. a user’s
touch) in the 2D space in real time, K-Nearest Neighbor
search with K = 1 using a KD-tree was applied. The resulting time-complexity of O(k log n) with ≈ 106 points permits
comparatively quick look ups. In section 8 we will give an
example of how we can benefit from more neighbors. Finally,
we applied a generic hash map to associate a feature vector
with the respective set of generating parameters. We will
call the visualization, pi → si → ti → xi , and the mapping,
xi → ti → si → pi , Timbre Surface for future reference.

6.

PROTOTYPE

For the prototype the focus is on including novices but also
experts in the collaborative sound design process (expertise
of users), supporting both purposeful as well as explorative
sound construction (user objective). Aiming at purposeful
collaboration we deem some explanatory exposition with respect to the interaction language and expressive possibilities
permissible (situational context). Regarding the mode
of collaboration, we opted for the distributed leadership
[2] since this allows us to evaluate whether the proposed synthesis and interaction method aid users in comparison to a
more conservative approach. Besides using methodologies for
fostering awareness, shareability, articulation such as different levels of task coupling (facilitation of collaboration),
we support public and private (acoustic) spaces as they have
been shown to give users more creative freedom to formulate
contributions [8].
As stated earlier, users can design their sounds in a tonal
context. For this, streams of harmonically fitting note events
are generated preserving the validity of the timbral mapping [18]. Private acoustic spaces were supported by separate
headphone output channels that can be routed freely to hear
any sound being played.
The Timbre Surface is at the core of the operational design
spanning the background of the UI. Furthermore, we use the
concept of a visual draggableNode (fig. 1, item 1) to facilitate the selection and playback of sounds according to its
2D position. Nodes can be created and removed by simple
gestures and manipulated to change the sound’s pitch and
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volume.
Nodes can be connected to form Paths (fig. 1, item 2) to
create sounds that change over time. This expresses a timed
motion over the Timbre Surface whose slope in between two
Nodes can be altered with control points of a Bezier curve.
The segments of a Path are used for visualization, showing
the progress of playback but also for representation of the
properties duration, volume and pitch at a certain point in
time. By chaining paths (fig. 1, item 3) more complex sequences of sounds can be created.
Tools can be instantiated which can be dragged and “docked”
to an item to be modified (again via dragging). Figure 1,
items 4a, 4b, 4c show the tools for changing volume, pitch,
and duration of a segment.
A global menu can be used to change the playback of all
Nodes and Paths but also to show the widgets that manipulate the note streams allowing to modify e.g. note length
and frequency of an arpeggiated sequence of pre-programmed
chord progressions.

7.

EVALUATION

We created a data-set of 60,000 sounds, which is based on
1,500 expert presets, generated by the method described above.
We conducted a one week user study, comparing our approach to a classical one and evaluating the design of the
application with respect to user experience and collaboration.

7.1

Organization of the study

The study was divided into three consecutive parts: comparison, experimentation and questionnaire. 22 people took
part it in groups of 2-4 collaborators (mean age 25.5, 27%
female). 59% of them had used music software before, 55%
played an instrument, and only 27% had used a synthesizer
before. 14% had composed a musical piece and 5% designed
sound. Regarding the technical knowledge, 59% had previously used a multi-touch table. The vast majority of users
did not indicate any expectations towards the application or
(collaborative) sound design.
For the comparative part, we developed a simple alternative application that models a classic approach to sound
design in a collaborative setting, using the metaphor of a
shared instrument where users can change only technical parameters of our synthesis method using simple sliders. These
are grouped by functionality as widgets that can be moved
and rotated freely.
After a short explanation, users were given 5 minutes to experiment with the classic approach and after that, again after
an introduction, 5 minutes to experiment with our prototype.
We then presented all of the remaining functionality and
gave participants 25 minutes to delve deeper into the application but also to get accustomed to each other. A computermediated questionnaire addressing the comparison-, usability, interaction- & information design, visual design and finally
the collaboration itself. Most questions used a 5-level Likert
scale.

7.2

Results

The questionnaire showed mixed results regarding the overall ease of use, mental effort and the perceived ability to
purposefully execute ideas for our new application in comparison to the classical one. Corroborating the latter, participants were not always able to realise their musical and
timbral ideas because they felt that finding specific sounds
quickly was rather hard. With respect to collaboration, it
was stated that sharing and continuing work of others was
not sufficiently facilitated while it was perceived as easy. This
means that articulation was perceived to be fostered, as opposed to shareability. Apart from these mixed results, the
feedback for the application was very positive. The comparison between the classic and our approach showed that ours
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was deemed more musically inspiring and incited people more
to experiment and collaborate. It was further stated that it
helped to obtain more musical results both alone and in the
group. The relationship between input and auditive output
was found to be more understandable. People perceived the
new application as being able to provide more freedom in creating timbres and, regarding utility, most participants were
able to find interesting timbres and create interesting complex ones. Most interestingly, a minority stated that they
had been shown new vistas with respect to music and timbre. In relation to engagement and pleasure, the majority
experienced Flow phenomena. Collaboratively designing and
experimenting with sound were rated as providing fun while
it was felt that the collaboration in general had been fostered. In terms of awareness and shareability, the possibility
to experiment in a private auditory space was received very
positively. Finally, the application was favorably reviewed
concerning the interaction and information design, as well as
aesthetics.

8.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The evaluation revealed some shortcomings with respect to
Navigation and Awareness. Regarding the first shortcoming,
users stated that they found Timbre Surface incoherent as
small changes in position did not translate to small changes
in timbre and that the clusters in the projection did not always have a comprehensible inter-relationship. The quality
of the Timbre Surface depends crucially on the quality of the
features. In this way the issue can be remedied with a different set of timbral features or different encodings thereof.
Additionally, the negative evaluation results with respect to
the precision of the Timbre Surface led to a subsequent experiment investigating the influence of more thorough feature
selection methods via observing the likelihoods involved in
the GTM. The results showed that these methods can improve the quality of the projection significantly. The GTM
method itself also provides parameters that can be further
adjusted. Real-time interpolation of the sample points could
lead to a smaller data-set and therefore disentangle the visualization but can also lead to a homogenization of parameter
settings depending on their neighborhood. For a quick evaluation of this method we used the nearest 8 neighbors of
a position and weighted their parameters according to the
Euclidean distance from that position. This created a sufficiently smooth mapping where gradual changes in the 2D
position led to gradual changes in the aural output. However,
this removed many of the original timbres from the Timbre Surface since this linear interpolation does not inherit
the non-linear nature of the GTM. Hence, a more complex
interpolation method is needed which takes the GTM into
account. For example, the gradient of the generated responsibilities could be used for weighting. Another approach is
to introduce complementary UI tools, that can pull clusters
apart (e.g. a “magnifing glass”).
Our application was received as a valuable alternative to the
classic approach to sound-design, being perceived as more
musical, expressive, inspiring, comprehensible and inciting
towards collaboration. Participants stated that they were
able to find interesting and design complex timbres. This activity was perceived as pleasurable and Flow-inducing. Furthermore, the collaborative use-case is seen as fun. The application as been reviewed as supporting and fostering collaboration. Although the named shortcomings conflict with
the goals set at the beginning of this paper, we do not assess
them as overly severe since they are not conceptual issues
but rather technical ones that can be approached systematically within further research. To conclude, given this positive
feedback and the amount of committed suggestions for improvements by participants, we see the results as satisfactory.
In spirit of our previous work, the data-sets (feature- & parameter data, evaluation) and source-code of our application
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and frameworks are available from our website.

9.
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which fosters a sense of causation, but invites the audience to
desist trying to understand the instrument, and focus on the
experience itself. Such mapping includes synchronized
components and seemingly non-related components;
complexity and inconsistency confound the actual cause and
effect relationships.

ABSTRACT
The text exposes a perceptual approach to instrument design
and composition, and introduces an instrument that combines
acoustic sound, digital sound, and digital image. We explore
disparities between human perception and digital analysis as
creative material. Because the instrument repurposes software
intended to create video games, we establish a distinction
between the notion of “flow” in music and gaming, questioning
how it may substantiate in interaction design. Furthermore, we
describe how the projected image creates a reactive stage scene
without deviating attention from the music.

2. MUSICAL FLOW AND EXPRESSION
There is a lack of discussion about flow in musicology.
Repurposing video game software to convey musical
expression raises a primary question about interaction: is that
which conveys a sense of flow in music equal to that which
conveys a sense of flow in gaming? M. Csikszentmihalyi
sought for a general theory about flow, which became
influential in gaming [10, 21]. According to him, flow entails:
concentration, merging of action and awareness, loss of selfconsciousness, transformation of time, challenge, clear goals,
direct feedback, and sense of control [4]. It seems consensual
that musical flow requires the interaction to enable
concentration, merging of action and awareness, and
transformation of time. The other features require clarification.
Loss of self-consciousness may not be applicable when a
musician is on stage, highly aware of the audience. The sense
of self may rather expand as one permeates the wide membrane
of sensory complexity [18, 20]. As Z. Karkowski said, music
can "heighten consciousness" and "increase intensity of the
mind" because “art communicates before it is understood” [9].
Challenge exists in both gaming and music, but possibly at
different levels. Games are meant to rapidly engage the player,
and difficulties are adjusted accordingly. Designers seek
methodologies for video games to adapt to different types of
players, while keeping all of them engaged [8]. There is a
salient, related discourse in musical interface design [11, 22].
Alternatively, one can defend that being skilled with an
instrument requires great investment in playing [3]: it takes
time to incorporate new conceptual understandings and bodily
memories, be the instrument acoustic or digital.
A game can be very complex, but the interface itself is
meant to be effortless. Designers apply the study of the
mechanisms through which we naturally perceive the world,
because overlooking the interface brings a sense of immediate
interaction [5], enabling the player to focus on the goal of the
game. J. Ryan explains why NIME controllers should rather be
effortful: "effort is closely related to expression... It is the
element of energy and desire, of attraction and repulsion in the
movement of music… Effort maps complex territories onto the
simple grid of pitch and harmony.” [17:7].
Ryan’s “grid” seems related with J. Pressing’s hierarchical
complexity, which refers to the existence of a structure across
many levels [16]. And his notion of “effort” seems related with
Pressing’s dynamic or adaptive complexity, which refers to a
rich range of behaviors over time, or an adaptation to
unpredictable conditions, or a monitoring of results in relation
to a reference source, or an anticipation of changes in oneself or
the environment [16].
In gaming, clear goals enable the player to act strategically

Keywords
Perception, flow, musical expression, audio-visual mapping

1. INTRODUCTION
Our audio-visual instrument includes a custom zither (an
acoustic multi-string instrument with a fretboard) and 3D
software called AG#2, which operates based on amplitude and
pitch detection from the zither input. The way in which AG#2
adapts software originally meant to create video games
emphasizes a difference between musical instruments and
musical games.
Several artists and researchers explored links between
video games and music. J. Klima [15], M. Grierson [6], R.
Hamilton [7] or F. Berthaut et al. [1] made explicit references
to gaming while exploring participatory interaction, video game
player-paradigms and allusive iconography.
This is not the our case. The audience does not interact with
the instrument, there are no allusive icons or player-paradigms,
and the performer does not face the screen. The interaction with
the instrument is effortull, and the image creates a reactive
stage scene without distracting the audience from the music.
The instrument and its configuration are developed from a
perceptual approach described in previous publications [18, 19,
20]. This approach resorts to cognition/ attention research and
controlled experimentation, defining three design principles for
the creation of audio-visual instruments:
- Sound: to threshold the performer’s control over the
instrument and the instrument’s unpredictability, so as to
convey sonic complexity and expression.
- Image: to create overall visual continuity, by applying
gestaltist principles to visual dynamics and dispensing with
sudden visual changes, which would automatically attract
attention and subordinate audition to vision.
- Audio-visual relationship: to create a fungible mapping,
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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interval of motion. This fulfills the expectation that once
something begins to move in a certain direction, it will continue
to move in that direction (gestalt of good continuation [25]).
Ambivalent discontinuities are simultaneously continuous and
discontinuous. At low perceptual resolution, one senses
continuity. Deliberate attention makes one optimize perceptual
resolution, causing discontinuities to become more intense. The
foreseeable logic shifts, yet not disruptively.
Clearly perceivable cause-effect relationships would also be
problematic for the music, because we are driven to form
conclusive concepts at the expense of overlooking or skewing
any conflicting information [18]. We conducted a study to
demonstrate what we call a fungible audio-visual mapping [19].
The fungible mapping produces a sense of causation, yet it
confounds the base cause and effect relationships. It combines
synchronized and seemingly non-related components;
complexity and inconsistency throttle the fit between the sonic
and visual events. With a fungible mapping, perception keeps
acknowledging
conflicting
information,
embracing
convergences and divergences as inconclusive concepts.

in order to win. Music is not about goals. It creates an arena of
expectations, which can be simultaneously teased and fulfilled;
it is about that experience. The closest to a goal – if forming
gestalts is a psychophysical goal - is perhaps what B. Snyder
relates to the gestalt of closure [23]. Closure manifests when
we mentally complete a shape despite any existing gaps [25]. In
music, this ‘completion’ depends on psychophysical processes
and internalised musical traditions. Partial closure occurs when
some aspects of the music fulfill expectations, and others do
not. That creates expectations of eventual closure. More
completely closed musical phrases appearing afterwards will
also close previous, less closed phrases.
In video games, sense of control requires the interface to
respond in predictable ways. Conversely, an effortful music
interface causes unexpected events to emerge, creating
compelling performative tension. As performers, we feel that
this tension makes us acknowledge and respond to sensory
details we would otherwise not be consciously aware of. It
generates a minimal, yet graspable hesitation, which the
audience senses as suspense. Musical expression substantiates
as the performer addresses the unexpected resourcefully.
Given this notion of musical expression, the performer needs
direct feedback from the instrument. This is an interesting,
problematic aspect when it comes to digital instruments. Regardless
of whether any sensors can capture the resilient nuances of
physical gesture, software is necessarily symbolic, and physical
action will always be mediated through code. As T. Magnusson
points out, in digital instruments the physical force can be
mapped from force-sensitive input devices to parameters in the
sound engine, but that mapping is always arbitrary; in contrast,
with acoustic instruments the physical body and the sound
engine are one and the same [12:172].
Speaking of music from the Serialists and John Cage, Ryan
observed that the immediate process of choice was restrained or
conditioned so as to deny the habitual or the hackneyed; in
contrast, “with computer music… the distance comes for free
but a distance which can only be viewed as problematical. The
emphasis may in fact be shifting back towards a quest for
immediacy in music.” [17:3]
There are necessary disparities between an immediate and a
mediated output. The combination conveys a musical language
formed of surreptitious chromaticisms and timings, where
expression comes from avoiding easy developments. Whereas
mediated interaction brings certain unpredictability, immediate
interaction enables the music to shift in good time and
direction, so that the unexpected becomes gloriously “right”.

4. INSTRUMENT AND CONFIGURATION
According to A. Tanaka, NIME are open-ended systems, which
depend on content, context and configuration [24]. He also
points out that an acoustical instrument can be thought of as
data to be “sensed” and analyzed; the application of mapping
techniques distinguishes the use of microphone as interactive
sensor from simple effects.
Our input device is an autonomous, self-contained acoustical
instrument: the digital sound and the digital 3D image are
modulated upon the audio input from a zither (Figure 1).
Technically, the AG#2 software would operate upon any audio
input detection. But its design specifications, mappings,
parameterisations and structural sections are made for a specific
zither with aged strings, a personal tuning system, and personal
zither playing techniques.

3. HOW THE AUDIO-VISUAL CONVEYS
THE AUDIENCE’S SONIC EXPERIENCE
Enabling the audience to experience complex sonic
constructions in combination with a moving image is
challenging: usually the audio-visual relationship is skewed in
favor of the visual. We endeavored to clarify how it can create
a reactive stage scene without distracting attention from the
music [18, 19].
We created a taxonomy relating automatic and deliberate
attention with different types of continuities and discontinuities
[18]. This taxonomy shows that to keep the music in the
foreground one must dispense with disruptive visual changes,
i.e. radical discontinuities. Those would automatically attract
attention, and subordinate audition to vision in multisensory
integration. There can be a wealth of discontinuities at a level
of detail, but one should apply gestaltist principles to visual
dynamics so as to enable perceptual simplification.
Visual dynamics can exhibit what we have called
progressive continuities and ambivalent discontinuities. With
progressive continuities, successive events display a similar

Figure 1. Zither, digital interface, projected image, and
technical diagram of the instrument.
Videos: http://adrianasa.planetaclix.pt/research/AG2.htm
The 3D engine is written by John Klima, using an iOs/Android
system for video games called Marmalade [13] and an audio
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library called Maximilian [14]. The specifications, audio, 3D
world and parameterisations are by Adriana Sa.
AG#2 has a configuration file, which substantiates a
threshold between instrument and composition. The instrument
alone would not guarantee compliance with our three design
principles: sonic complexity, visual continuity, and fungible
audio-visual relationships. Thus we will describe the instrument
and its configuration as a whole.

4.2 Image and Audio-Visual Relationship
The performer stands in front of the screen, dressing white,
facing the audience. The projected image is a shifting camera
view over a digital 3D world, which morphs upon audio input
detection. The visual shifts upon detection create smooth
progressive continuities. The engine implements a GLES 2.0
real-time shader for shadow and lighting and effects; the gestalt
of invariance respects to how we recognize an object
independently of rotation, translation, scale, elastic
deformations, different lighting, and different component
features [25].
Figure 2 and Table 2 describe the 3D world and its dynamics.

4.1 Thresholding Control And
Unpredictability for Sonic Expression
The instrument has two interfaces for digital audio: the
analysis from the zither input and a few switches assigned to
audio sample banks (Figure 1). Whereas the switches provide
control in defining musical sections, digital analysis creates
certain unpredictability.
The sonic construction welcomes disparities between human
perception and digital analysis. Whilst software operates based
on mathematical calculations, humans sample and process the
information based on attention, cognitive principles, and crosssensorial context [18]. The disparities are particularly tangible
with pitch analysis. For example, a sound may vary in pitch
during attack, sustain and release, and nevertheless we group
and hierarchize those pitch variations as we segregate the sound
from the soundscape [2, 23]. In contrast, the software slices the
spectrum according to a buffer size, which may lead overtones
or resonance frequencies to be extracted as fundamentals. Also,
an overtone can be intense due to the musical structure, without
the pitch being fundamental according to mathematical
formulas.
As the zither playing dwells with digital mappings and
constraints, the music shifts in-between tonal centers. Some
zither strings are deliberately aged, and others are from bass or
Portuguese guitar. Most are tuned beyond tones and halftones:
around Bb, B, D, E, Eb, F and F#, but not exactly. The detected
pitch is mapped to the closest tone or half tone, which is
mapped to a prerecorded sound. The sound plays back twice,
with a pitch down value applied to the second playback. This
value is equal to the difference between the detected pitch and
the closest tone or halftone.
There are three audio sample banks assigned to switches,
each containing twelve prerecorded sounds. We have been
using specific zither playing techniques with each sample bank:

Figure 2. 3D world structure (cut).
Table 2. 3D world structure and visual dynamics
1
2

3

4

Table 1. Combinations of sample banks and zither techniques
Sample banks
1. bass guitar, ocean waves, water
drops, thunder, wind

Zither techniques
dribbling and bow

2. dobro, bass guitar, zither
(bottleneck and pick)

hands, bottlenecks
and pick

3. piano notes and digital timbres

bow and bottleneck

5

Certain technical aspects convey performative control. The
zither is audible whether the software detects it or not. Each
sample bank is activated or muted through a separate switch.
Another switch turns the digital audio globally on or off.
Other technical aspects convey performative tension. The
detection threshold is high, and one does not fully predict
where this threshold is while fluidly playing the zither. Given
the personal tuning, the piezo amplification, and the
particularities of pitch analysis, a single string can also activate
several audio samples, each mapped to different tones/
halftones. When the input sound has no particular tonality the
software response is particularly unpredictable. And, the
performer knows the source-samples stored in digital banks, but
they become new sounds as pitch down is applied.

Background: static image rendered full screen, the backdrop.
Sky dome: an enclosing, rotational image that rotates
consistently, independently from input sound; its motion
creates progressive continuities. Sky dome transparencies
allow portions of the background image to become visible,
creating ambivalent discontinuities.
Environment terrain: a large-scale 64x64 vertex mesh,
which can be thought of as a distant "landscape". It is not
affected by sound. Yet the image applied to the mesh enables
ambivalent discontinuities, as its transparencies allow
portions of the sky dome and the background to become
visible.
Foreground terrain: a 64x64 vertex mesh with an image
applied, which can be thought of as the ground the 3D
camera is standing upon. Audio input produces undulations,
modulated by sine waves mapped to pitch. It also displaces
individual vertices, creating elevations. Such visual
dynamics convey the gestalts of invariance and similarity
(similar elements are grouped as part of the same form [25]).
Image transparencies allow portions of the environment
terrain, the sky dome and the background to become visible,
multiplying ambivalent discontinuities.
Water surface: a small-scale 64x64 vertex mesh, which
moves consistently, creating progressive continuities. The
global transparency of the image is mapped to sound; its
changes convey the gestalt of invariance. Because the
camera stands upon the foreground terrain, the water surface
layers upon the sky dome and the background, which creates
additional ambivalent discontinuities.

The audio-visual mapping is fungible. Certain visual
changes are synchronized with sound, other changes exhibit
variable delay upon detection, and there are also visual changes
that do not depend on sound (Table 3).
Camera direction shifts and terrain elevations are
synchronized with audio detection. A digital sound is emitted, a
terrain elevation emerges, and the camera view shifts toward a
new target direction. Water transparency changes mapped to
that same detection occur in synchrony with the second,
pitched-down audio sample.
The foreground terrain undulates according to variable
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frequencies; frequency changes occur with variable delay times
upon detection, but there are also points of synchrony. The sky
dome and the water surface move consistently, at different
pace, but independently from audio detection.
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Table 3. Fungible audio-visual mapping in AG#2
Visual parameters

Active audio parameters

Synchronized with detection:
Camera view (target direction)
Terrain elevation
(target height)
Distance between terrain
elevation and 3D camera
Synchronized with playback
but not with detection:
Water transparency

Closest tone or halftone
Amplitude + difference
between detected pitch and
nearest tone/ halftone
Closest tone or halftone

Difference between
detected pitch and nearest
tone/ halftone

Delayed upon detection
Delay time = difference
between detected pitch and
Wave frequency applied to
nearest tone/ halftone
foreground terrain
Frequency = nearest
tone/halftone
Dynamic visual events independent from input detection
Sky dome rotation
Shader applied to water surface (water reflexions)
Shader applied to foreground terrain (surface effects)
Perception binds sonic and visual shapes that change or
move simultaneously (gestalt of common fate [25]), as well as
those that change adequately proximal in time (gestalt of
proximity [25]/ sequential integration [2]). Points of synchrony
bring a sense of causation. As complexity confounds the base
cause and effect relationships, the sense of causation extends to
embrace all motions of sound and image.

5. FURTHER RESEARCH
We will soon focus upon how the 3D image can affect the
digital sound. Sound spatialization will depend upon the
position of terrain elevations/ sound sources in the 3D world,
relative to the 3D camera/ listener. The performer does not have
direct control over the sound processing derived from the
image, and that may become an issue. In developing the
instrument and its configurations, some aspects are clear a
priori, and others must be defined through practice.
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afforded by the emergence of surround systems in performance
venues. The paper starts by introducing the field of interface
design for spatialisation performance and looks at examples
from the paradigm. There is a case study on the Chronus
interface, with a focus on technical developments to Chronus
2.0 that have achieved heightened control of positioning within
the spatial field. Section 4 discusses the modularity of the
authors spatialisation system and how the Chronus series of
controllers integrates into the system, as well as ways in which
electronic performers can integrate the controller into their own
systems. The paper concludes by suggesting future
improvements planned for the Chronus series.

This paper introduces recent developments in the Chronus
series, a family of custom built controllers that afford a
performer gestural interaction with surround sound systems,
and that can be easily integrated into their personal
performance systems. The controllers are built with the goal of
encouraging more electronic musicians to include the creation
of dynamic pantophonic sound fields in performance. The
paper focuses on technical advances of the Chronus_2.0
prototype that extend the interface to control both radial and
angular positional data. There is also discussion of the
controller’s ease of integration into electronic performance
configurations, both for diffusion and for performance from the
wider electronic music community.

2. RELATED WORK
A large number of diffusion artists have expressed concerns
with the limitations of the use of the mixing desk as a
performance tool for live spatialisation [12], [10], [2]. The
biggest concern is that the ergonomics of the interface
significantly limit the spatial trajectories able to be performed
in real time. The mixing desk can be configured in many
different ways, the most common being to group the speakers
in left/right pairs and have the front speakers controlled by
faders on the left of the desk through to the back most speakers
controlled with faders on the right. Many other configurations
are available; however, with almost all configurations of a
mixing desk, the performer is very limited in the real-time
control of any spin-based trajectories, and control of the
perceived distance from the listener.
In the past ten years, many institutes have explored the
potential for increasing expressive range in spatial performance
through the development of new interfaces specifically for
diffusion performance. The ReSound [11] and BEAST [5]
systems both offer variations on the mixing desk and include
the ability to access preprogrammed trajectories. In a move
away from the mixing desk, a wide range of new spatialisation
systems have emerged, including the use of tools such as
WiiMotes and GameTraks appropriated from the gaming
industry [8], [3], gesture tracking devices both customized and
utilizing the Microsoft Kinect [2], [4], [9], and multi-touch
applications [1], [6]. A common trend amongst these new
systems is a desire to increase potential spatial motion whilst
encouraging gestural interaction with the space. The
development of these interfaces has encouraged the creation of
phantom source positions within dynamic spatial fields. This
differs in aesthetics from traditional diffusion performances
where individual or group speaker gains were controlled
directly rather than as a function of discrete source positions.
The area within new interfaces for spatial performance that
has been the least explored is that of developing new physical
interfaces. As such, spatialisation systems have largely
remained within the field of diffusion rather than being
incorporated into the wider field of electronic performance. The
controller presented in this paper aims to allow intuitive
gestural control of spatialisation and increase expressive spatial

Keywords
Interface design, spatialisation

1. INTRODUCTION
Live electronic music is increasingly being performed through
multichannel sound systems capable of spatialised sound. The
paradigm of sound diffusion has until recently been largely
based around the user interface of the mixing desk, making
spatial performances often limited to specific diffusion concerts
rather than allowing an easy integration into an electronic
musician’s performance configuration.
With an increasing number of performance venues catering to
various forms of surround sound systems, there is an ongoing
desire to utilize these systems in the more expressive ways.
However, with commercial interfaces, many performers are left
with a knob controlling a stereo spread as the only dynamic
spatialisation option. In this situation, the rear speakers are
often set merely to mirror the frontal stereo field, doing very
little to make use of the potential pantophonic spatial
trajectories afforded by surround systems. Many musical
controllers are equipped with standard knobs that are often
mapped to control stereo spread. Whilst continuously rotating
knobs are available, the majority of controller’s knobs are only
able to rotate approximately 300 degrees in one direction,
significantly hindering the potential for 1:1 mapping of spinbased spatial trajectories, limiting the performer to side to side
motion.
This paper introduces some possible solutions for electronic
musicians wanting to utilize the potential spatial aesthetics
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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ring in order to allow free movement of the fader and intuitive
gestural interaction with space without wires limiting directions
of rotation. The controller was designed with the aid of CAD
program SolidWorks, where a 3D model was first built,
allowing various parts of the assembly to then be exported and
cut with a laser cutter.

range, while being accessible to diffusion artists as well as a
wider range of electronic performers.

3. THE CHRONUS CONTROLLER
The authors have been developing a series of interfaces that
aim to address many of the technical and performance based
issues exhibited by other systems. The design goal is to produce
a new physical interface that can be used for spatial
performance and can be easily incorporated into any live
electronic setup. The interface must be highly intuitive so
performers can learn to use it on the fly and must not require
constant physical contact so the performer is able to control the
spatialisation as an addition to their performance, without
hindering their established practice.

3.1.1 Slip Ring
The slip ring, shown in Figure 2, is a device that allows
electrical signals to be transmitted from a rotating structure (the
spinning disc) to a stationary structure (the micro-controller). A
rotating steel disc or brush within the slip ring structure makes
contact with a stationary metal ring, allowing current to flow
through the two points as the disc is rotated. Thus, continuous
real-time transmission of data is possible without limiting any
circular motion. The rotating section of the slip ring is attached
to the spinning disc via a tube. The user rotates the disc, this
causes the tube and in turn the slip ring to rotate as the angular
position is changed. The wires from the contact points on the
potentiometer are guided through the inside of the tube to the
slip ring protecting them and ensuring there is no chance of
them becoming tangled as the disc rotates.

3.1 Technical Design
The first version of Chronus [7] shown in Figure 1, featured an
intuitive design able to directly map the circular motion of a
spinning disc to a sound object’s position in space. The design
features a rotary encoder that is controlled via a free spinning
disc operated by the user. Multiple controllers can all be linked
to a single Arduino mircocontroller, allowing performers to
simultaneously control the position of a number of different
sound sources.
This prototype proved the disc design was easy to use and
very fast to learn for performers, however it only allowed
control data to be sent in regards to an angular position in
space. In order to increase expressivity and potential sonic
trajectories a second prototype of the interface, Chronus_2.0
has been designed and built to afford the user control of both
radial and angular position in space. The subsequent sections
explain the upgrades needed to include the radial position in a
cost effective manner, and without compromising the intuitive
behavior of the controller.

Figure 2. Slip Ring

3.1.2 Gear and Encoder System
The linear potentiometer and slip ring are a necessary inclusion
into the design in order to increase expressivity, however they
interfere with connection between the spinning disc and the
rotary encoder that conducts the angular data in the
Chronus_1.0 design. A range of commercial encoders exist
that could attach to the outside the tube, however these were
not an option for this project due to their relatively high cost. In
order to save money and allow full functionality with a
standard encoder available for under USD $5, Chronus_2.0
incorporates a gear system. Two involute meshing gears
designed with the aid of CAD software, and laser cut from
6mm thick acrylic transfer the motion from the tube to the
encoder. The first gear is attached to the tube that rotates with
the spinning disc; this rotational motion is then transmitted with
a 1:1 ratio to the second gear which is attached to, and transmits
the motion to the encoder, allowing the movement to be read by
the micro-controller. This assembly is outlined in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Chronus_1.0 Controller
The obvious addition to Chronus was to add a fader that could
control spatial distance. In order to keep the spatial mapping
direct to the physical gesture, the fader would need to spin with
the disc and constantly point to the sound source. This would
cause the wires associated with any standard fader
configuration to tangle very quickly and render continuous
circular trajectories impossible. Chronus_2.0 incorporates a slip
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Figure 3. Encoder/Gear System
Figure 5. Chronus 2.0 Enclosure

3.2 Structural Design
The full internal structure of Chronus_2.0, shown in Figure 4, is
based around the slip ring, gears and rotary encoder all being
able to be controlled from the one rotation of the spinning disc.
This design ensures that the user is able to control all the
movements with only one hand, and therefore able to use the
controller simultaneously with other musical controllers within
their performance.

4. PROTOCOL/INTEGRATION
In its current incarnation the positional data from the fader and
encoder are read by an Arduino microcontroller. The Arduino
sends serial data to be processed in Processing. The first step is
to scale and convert the data to polar coordinates (a theta and
radius). The angular data can be converted to either degrees or
radians and the radial data is scaled based on a user input of a
maximum distance (the radius of the desired spatial scene). The
data is then sent via OSC messages as its polar coordinates, an
example of which is shown in Figure 6. The data is calculated
in this manner with the intention of having the interface easily
integrated into any spatialisation system. The protocol is
designed so as not to isolate the interface to work with specific
spatialisation algorithms. Polar coordinates are the common
input messages for the majority of advanced external
spatialisation objects in audio environments including both
VBAP and ambisonics in Max/MSP. It was also important that
the device feature the same protocol as the author’s other
spatialisation tools [12] so that either user interface may be
interchanged to suit the performers personal requirements. The
goal is that the entire system be as modular as possible so that
various user interfaces can be interchanged to all work within
the authors wider spatialization system as well as with other
systems.

Figure 4. Chronus 2.0 Internal Design Structure
The internal structure sits within a custom enclosure that has
been laser cut out of clear 6mm acrylic. The acrylic needs to be
at least 6mm thick to support the weight of the internal
structure, and to ensure durability making the controller easy to
transport. All features of the structural design are placed within
the enclosure with only the spinning disc sitting above, as
shown in Figure 5. The encoder and slip ring are attached to a
false bottom, separating the rotating parts from the stationary
ones. This also allows the Arduino to sit underneath the false
bottom and to be enclosed by the outer structure ensuring no
wires are left exposed. The design was chosen for visual
aesthetic reasons as well as to protect and support the weight of
the disc and allow the tube to spin with ease. The clear acrylic
is visually compelling and also allows the user to see all the
internal parts to check that everything is functioning as desired.

Figure 6. OSC protocol example. The int depicted by i is the
ID of the controller so that multiple controllers may be used
concurrently and individually directed to separate sound
objects
While the controller was designed specifically for intuitive
spatial positioning of sounds, the intended modularity of the
system means that the interface itself merely sends the control
data to be processed elsewhere. Therefore, there is no reason
that the controller could not be mapped to any other musical
parameter or used with any other software.
In performances by the first author, the polar coordinates are
then unpacked by a separate Processing sketch that processes
the data and converts it to weighted gain factors via a custom
implementation of a VBAP algorithm. This sketch was
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With many of the new diffusion interfaces requiring constant
physical contact, the Chronus 2.0 controller aims to allow easy
integration with other controllers to complement a performer’s
configuration without hindering their current set up. It is hoped
that this ease of integration will encourage more performers to
utilize the surround sound systems available in performance
venues, and add an extra dimension of musically expressive
range to their performances.

originally designed to convert spatialization data from the
tactile.motion diffusion interface. Currently this process is
deliberately separated from the conversion to polar coordinates
because it relies on external knowledge such as preferred
spatialisation algorithm, the number of speakers and their
configuration. This separation keeps the full spatialisation
system functioning in the most modular way possible.
Any audio software capable of receiving OSC could
potentially unpack the messages and map them to gain factors.
The author has developed a custom Max/MSP patch that drives
all the audio for the spatialisation. The patch unpacks the gain
factors and directs them to control the audio signal they
correspond to. The patch accepts up to 8 channels of audio in
any combination of live input or audio file and can output
anything up to 24 speaker channels.
As discussed, the entire system, as outlined in Figure 7 is
designed to be as modular as possible with each section able to
be interchanged at any point.
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Figure 7. Modular Spatialization System Overview

Figure 8. Chronus 2.0

5. CONCLUSIONS
The Chronus controller affords the performer accurate control
of spatial positioning within a pantophonic sound field. The
inclusion of the slip ring and gear system gives the performer a
second axis of control while maintaining an intuitive gestural
relationship to sonic trajectories, at an affordable cost. A full
modular spatialisation system has been designed to utilize this
and other performance interfaces to encourage heightened
control and greater expressivity in spatial performances. Whilst
designed to be incorporated into this system the controller can
be used with any spatialisation algorithm and could easily to set
up to send MIDI messages in order to communicate directly
with Ableton Live or other DAW’s in both studio and live
applications (as is intended for the next version of the series).
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ABSTRACT

musicians will be summarised, with the themes of composition,
improvisation, collaboration and choreography explored.

This paper discusses one particular mapping for a new gestural
instrument called the AirSticks. This mapping was designed to be
used for improvised or rehearsed duos and restricts the AirSticks
performer to only utilising the sound source of the other musician
playing an acoustic instrument. Several pieces with different
musicians were performed and documented, musicians were
observed and interviews with these musicians were transcribed. In
this paper we will examine the thoughts of these musicians to gather
a better understanding of how to design effective ensemble
instruments of this type.

2. THE AIRSTICKS
The AirSticks are designed to take full advantage of the
performance possibilities that open up when a percussionist is
not required to strike a surface, while still maintaining a clear
relationship between performer gesture and computer generated
sounds. The AirSticks give the percussionist control over
complex sound textures at the same time as allowing them to
time and execute precise rhythmic gestures. The interface takes
advantage of the motor skills of an expert percussionist and
combines it with all the real-time control over sound permitted
by modern software [6]. The AirSticks are currently made up of
the Razer Hydra Gaming Controllers. Position and orientation
data for the two controllers is captured and analysed by a
custom piece of software running on OSX which outputs MIDI
data. The Graphic User Interface, or GUI (see Figure 1), is
made of a grid and two floating points that represent the middle
of each controller. A differently coloured box and a differently
shaped floating point instructs the performer as to the y position
of their hands, while the x and z positions are shown on the
screen like a curser controlled by a mouse. The performer can
see in which box each hand is in, and note that when they tilt
past the trigger angle, the box lights up, signaling a note-on
message. The faster the performer crosses a tilt point, the
greater the velocity. This data is accompanied by MIDI data
containing information about hand, finger and foot changes in
position and orientation. Combined, this data provides the
performer and composer with a plethora of mapping
possibilities within such music programs as MAX/MSP and
Ableton Live. A MIDI Trainer capability, of particular use with
Ableton Live, allows for easy MIDI mapping. For a more
comprehensive technical overview of the AirSticks and a
comparison to other open-air controllers see previous work [6].

Keywords
mapping, new instrument, electronic percussion

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper examines mapping design for a new gestural
interface for electronic percussion called the AirSticks. The
design of the mapping is described and findings from a series of
interviews conducted with musicians who performed in
ensembles with the AirSticks are presented. All of the
musicians interviewed collaborated on Vacuums or on pieces
where the Vacuum mapping was used. Vacuums are a set of
pieces that feature Ilsar playing the AirSticks. Ilsar had limited
his palette of sounds to only those sampled from the other
featured instruments; for example, in Drum Vacuum One, an
acoustic drum kit was sampled. The process of working on one
of these pieces either started from a score or from an
improvisation, and either ended with an improvisation or a
written composition. All improvisations and compositions were
recorded, and most were also filmed (see Table 1). With the
exception of some samples pre-recorded during rehearsals for
the use in the compositions, all the sounds in these pieces, other
than those created by the acoustic instrument, were sampled,
triggered and manipulated in real-time by Ilsar on the AirSticks.
The AirSticks allows the electronic percussionist to map various
percussive gestures in different spaces to different sounds. It
also allows the manipulation of these samples through changes
in position and orientation of the hands, fingers and feet.
In this paper, we will give a brief outline of the workings of
the AirSticks, specifically for the Vacuum mapping. We will
summarise the initial motivations for the mapping, and discuss
how these motivations have changed as other musicians have
become involved in the creative process. The data gained from
journal entries and the observation of and interviews with the
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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Figure 1. The current Graphic User Interface for the
AirSticks.
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3. THE VACUUM MAPPING

3.2 Vacuum Pieces

There has been a long tradition of percussionists being
‘attracted to the use of electronics’ [2]. The Vacuum mapping
was initially designed with the motivation of creating an
electro-acoustic instrument that would allow the percussionist
to sample and manipulate their sonic environment.
In
designing this mapping for the AirSticks, ‘the instrument’s
responsiveness to its acoustic environment, how it reacts to
other instruments and how it reacts to the physical aspects of
performing,’ was considered [3]. The concept of the accidental
was ‘exploited through the amount of control exercised over the
instrument, from complete - producing exactly what the player
dictates - to none at all - letting the instrument have its say’ [3].
In a mapping designed for performing a predetermined fixed
composition, an instrument must be extremely predictable,
whereas a mapping for improvisation may involve a more
unpredictable output from the instrument.

The process of gathering information from musicians was
always a result of a creative process for either improvising or
composing a piece. A journal was kept noting down certain
ideas that were discussed during rehearsals and interviews were
organised after the final performance (see Table 1). A grounded
theory approach was taken to avoid hindering the creative
process, keeping an open mind to the ideas of the other
musicians. Interviews were recorded and transcribed, and the
transcriptions were analysed for common themes and concepts.
The musicians were invited to recall some of their most
memorable performances involving an electronic interface and
compare it to the experience of playing alongside the AirSticks.
Then some of the ideas brought up during rehearsals were
discussed finishing with a discussion of future possibilities for
the AirSticks and new interfaces in general. An action research
approach was then taken where information from these
interviews was then put back updating the Vacuum mapping for
the next collaboration.

3.1 Collaboration
Electro-acoustic improvised music pioneer Evan Parker, in an
interview with Derek Bailey, states that for him the ‘ideal
music is played by groups of musicians who choose one
another’s company and who improvise freely in relation to the
precise emotional, acoustic, psychological and other less
tangible atmospheric conditions in effect at the time the music
is played’ [3]. However, during the beginnings of designing a
mapping of a new instrument, work needs to be done alone to
get the mapping to a state where these conditions can be dealt
with as a musician on an unfamiliar instrument; an instrument
that isn’t ‘conceptually complete,’ one which undergoes ‘a
constant series of revisions, redesigns and upgrades’ [12].
For this reason, like most new instruments we see today
including Imogen Heap’s Gloves [8, 9] and Onyx Ashanti’s
beatjazz [11], the earliest Vacuum mapping was designed for
solo playing. Named the Air Vacuum, it culminated in several
solo performances by Ilsar where he could sample and
manipulate the sounds of a microphone feeding back in the
room. Other pre-chosen samples were also used in these semiimprovised pieces. One of these performances with the Air
Vacuum mapping involved short overlapping duos with other
acoustic instruments on either end of his solo. This led to the
idea of collaborating with a violinist to make an electroacoustic improvisation called Violin Vacuum. With the success
of Violin Vacuum, Vacuum pieces for AirSticks duos with
drums, bass, guitar and vocals have all been performed. This
process of collaborating with other musicians in the field of
electronic music can be a lot more fulfilling than the common
approach of cutting up samples in a studio for such musicians
as Earle Brown, as he explains in an interview with Derek
Bailey.

3.3 Mapping for Improvisation
The Vacuum mapping for improvising has evolved throughout
the creative process and the interviews with the collaborators.
The original mapping utilised the upstroke to record a sample,
and the downstroke to play it. This was sparked by the desire to
communicate to the acoustic musician as to when they were
being recorded. Unfortunately, the effect of the gesture of
lifting the hands up into the air was ‘confusing’ (GJ), resulting
in the conventional response of the other musician awaiting an
instruction to play. Some performers did not ‘feel comfortable
feeding sound into the machine’ (GJ), and though they
commented on liking the ‘energy’ (GJ) given off by the
gestures - falling in line with Pierre Hérbert’s philosophy that
‘…the measure of a work of art is whether one can sense in it
the presence of the artist's body’ [12] - they felt that the flow of
musical ideas was interrupted by the grand gesture of hitting
the record button.
A more discreet mapping of using a button on the controller
to record was employed, and the idea of instructing the acoustic
musician as to when they were being recorded was relegated to
a ‘figurative gesture - wholly symbolic gesture[s] of the
performer’ [8], - one that is neither used to produce sound nor a
biproduct of producing sound. It is important to note here that
mapping discreet movements to sound must be chosen
carefully. The more a mapping relies on discreet movements,
the more the interface merges with ones like the mouse and
keypad, the exact interfaces that the AirSticks is attempting to
improve on. Discreet movements may give the performer more
control over subtle parameters, perhaps leading to a more
expressive instrument in one way, but these discreet
movements start to hide the correlation between the
performer’s movement and sound from the other musicians and
the audience. Having said that, the button accordion for
example relies on small buttons for its playing, but the audience
often knows enough about the workings of such an acoustic
instrument to feel a sense of virtuosity and expression in the
way the musician plays and moves with the instrument.
With the Vacuum mapping, different buttons correlate to
different boxes in which samples can be triggered. Pitch and
speed of the sample could do controlled with a rotation on the
y-axis, volume on the x-axis and reverse playing with the
thumb. The shortcoming of this part of the original mapping
was the inability to avoid silence at the start of a sample within
an improvised context, hence the need for a visual cue to start
recording. Within the context of performing a rehearsed
composition this was absolutely fine, as in Dark as a Dungeon,

‘…I found it very boring just to sit down in the studio and cut and
splice tape and combine these things. I mean I really like the society
of making music with people…’ [3]
Since this early mapping, the Vacuum mapping has been
developing in two ways to accommodate different types of
collaboration. One use of the mapping is for improvisation or
exploration of compositional ideas, while another is for the
performing of a composition itself. We argue that using new
instruments in more collaborative contexts across both the
improvising and composing streams of music will not only help
promote the culture of new instruments more rapidly, but
through the process of observing and interviewing
collaborators, we can design better instruments for high-level
social interplay.
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Table 1. A list of collaborations with the Vacuum mapping
Musician
Alias

Instrument

Piece

Performance
Type

Documentation

Performance
Date

BC

Violin

Violin
Vacuum
One
(Aalborg)

Improvisation to
Camera

Video/
Audio

24/09/
2013

GJ

Drums

Drum
Vacuum
One
(Amsterdam)

Composition for
Film

Video/
Audio

11/10/
2013

NM

Double
bass

Bass
Vacuum
One
(Tel
Aviv)

Live
Improvisation

Audio

05/11/
2013

KS

Guitar/
Electro
-nics

Dark
as
a
Dungeon

Composition

Video/
Audio

23/11/
2013

TM

Guitar/
Effects

Tales
of the
BlackWinged
Bird
(Part
II)

Live
Improvisation

Video/
Audio

08/12/
2013

JM

Voice

Voice
Vacuum
One
(Sydney)

Composition for
Film

Video/
Audio

22/01/
2014

JC

Guitar

Guitar
Vacuum
One
(Sydney)

Composition for
Film

Video/
Audio

23/01/
2014

controlled by moving along the x-axis, grain size and spray could be
controlled with the thumb and the sample would remain being played
forwards or in reverse by rotating down or up on the x-axis
respectively, until a lift above the trigger point would turn the sound
off. This use of a percussion instrument metaphor is used to improve
transparency [5] and utilise the motor skills of the expert
percussionist [10]. The AirSticks, as all open-air controllers [13],
demands the performer and audience to use their imagination in
ways that acoustic instruments, or even electronic pads have
not done in the past. Consequently, a virtual space is created
around the performer. One obvious way of exploring this space
in a meaningful way is to map a layering of a drum kit. The
AirSticks allows the easy manipulation of this space, moving
drums around to places they would not usually be, or changing
between different sounds with different approaches to a virtual
trigger box. For example, striking a box with the palm facing
up could trigger a sound resembling a kick drum, but striking
that same box with the palm facing down could trigger a snare
sound, with the sounds morphing between each other across the
z-axis rotation. Forming continuity between these sounds is a
great advantage of such an open-air controllers, morphing
between different sounds in the space, as opposed to jumping
from one to another. This can help the audience better
understand the way the original sampled acoustic sounds are
manipulated through movement.
The use of the drum metaphor can also be explored to
communicate ideas and cues to the other musicians, as one of the
collaborators explains.
‘BC: I think I’d need to play with you more to really
understand what the mapping is doing. Because when I
understand what the mapping is doing and I understand what
you are actually playing, it would be like watching a violinist
play, or a drummer play. You know when the drummer is
playing the toms, you can see what they are doing, or when
they are hitting a cymbal. Whereas with the AirSticks I can’t
see how the space relates to the sound yet. All I can see is that
if you wave your arms around there tends to be more intensity.
Or if you hit at a certain rate, it’s more like a rhythm. So...
Um... being able to read where on your spatial map those
different sounds are and having that quite clear so if you move
over there I can hear... I can hear that you are moving onto the
toms or an equivalent drum kit or I can see that you are about
to hit a cymbal or something.
AI:
You’d like it to be more like a drum kit even though it
doesn’t sound like a drum kit?
BC:
No, I'm just using that metaphor for you.’
On top of these options for sampling and triggering, the
Vacuum mapping also features a set of gestures that enable the
manipulation of the recorded samples and the acoustic
instrument in real time. These include reverbs, delays,
vocoders, distortions, bit reducers, equalisers and panning, all
mapped to gestures that can be learned by the other musician,
except for mode changes between these effects which were
mapped to discreet buttons.

a performance to silent film for acoustic guitar, electronics and
AirSticks that utilised some of the features of the Vacuum
mapping. Within improvisation, however, the use of a gate has
been developed to delay the recording of a sample so that the a
sample with a clean attack could be played back. Having said
that, ‘experimental improvised music is music that turns
unexpectedly, leaping abruptly and uncontrollably away from
conventions’ [1], so having an unpredictability to the mapping,
as discussed before, can have its benefits.
Another way of attaining a clean attack was to use granular
synthesis, loosely based on the mapping of Michel Waisvisz for his
instrument The Hands [9]. A strike through the air in certain areas
would play the last two seconds of sound recorded. The velocity of
the strike would control the velocity of the sample. Pitch could be

‘BC: The gestural elements of the instrument are really quite
powerful. And the reason why they are powerful is because they
cue me... the intensity of your movements reflect the sound, so
sometimes you are waving your arms around quite fast, and
you’re doing beat, or... you know I can see what you are doing,
so in that way it’s like an acoustic instrument and it’s much
more um... informative for me. I feel like I am playing with
someone, whereas if you are playing from behind a laptop it is
much more one sided, it’s not nearly as inspiring for the
improvisation I think.’
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3.4 Compositional Approach

4. FUTURE WORK

The Vacuum mapping for the performance of a composition did
not feature the ability to sample in real-time, only to
manipulate. Samples were prerecorded and edited earlier in the
creative process so that the composer could have more control
over them. Some of these compositional ideas came from an
improvisation, others from previously composed pieces.
Samples for the compositions were placed in the virtual boxes
and manipulated in a similar fashion to the mapping for
improvisation.
Perry Cook informs instrument designers to ‘make a piece,
not an instrument or controller’ [4]. Similarly, Schell and
Battier coined the term ‘composed instruments’ design to help
instrument designers think of mapping in a new way. They split
electronic instruments into three categories – ‘musical
instrument, machine and representation’ – to help us understand
their complexities [14]. They define a musical instrument as
something that enables ‘the performer enough degrees of
liberty to explore personal and original ways of playing with it.’
[14]. For them, a machine ‘is under the control of complex
computational and algorithmic layers,’ while a representation
combines the two first categories. ‘Composers use the
representational nature of the system to define events, write
scores and specify the computational and algorithmic layers
while performers can apply gestural controls and adjust
parameters’ [14]. This combination of the composer and
performer in new instrument design is analogous with the
approach taken with the Vacuum mapping in combining the
roles of the electronic producer and the expert percussionist. A
compositional approach here starts with the electronic producer
making a sketch of a piece of music on a computer, deciding on
the main structures of the piece and the samples to be used. The
electronic producer then turns their attention to deciding how to
perform the piece, in other words how to map this sound to
movement. Taking on the role of a percussionist, the electronic
producer then learns how to play the piece on the AirSticks,
improvising around the main structures of the piece, adding
more layers of manipulation of parameters to the mapping.
Finally, the percussionist collaborates with the acoustic
musician in the rehearsal room to complete the semiimprovised composition, which includes the live manipulation
of the acoustic instrument. The ‘score’ is then left open for
different interpretations during each live performance.
Another way of looking at this trajectory of the creative
process is defining these sections as composition, performance
and choreography, and identifying the order at which they are
placed. In the example above, composition moves to gesture
mapping or choreography, then to rehearsing improvisations or
playing with the written material, and finally to performing the
semi-improvised work.
In the field of instrument design, this trajectory more
commonly begins with the gesture mapping. Though changing
this trajectory does not necessarily solve the problem of how
sounds should be mapped to movements, starting with a more
complete composition can inspire different ways of mapping
sound to movement, or in this more choreographic approach,
movement to sound. An example of this within the piece Dark
as a Dungeon was the mapping of sounds to a confined small
space during a section in the composition that represented men
going down a shaft into a mine, juxtaposed against the mapping
of sounds to an open large space in a section representing the
vastness of a mountainous landscape. The collaborator in this
case mentioned that ‘it was great to have that visually [the
choreography of the AirSticks] as part of the performance…’
(KS).

In this paper we have taken the approach of analysing the
thoughts of expert musicians to help create a better mapping for
a gestural instrument. Through performing several new works
with these musicians, we do not only increase the output of
creative works on new instruments to help promote the culture
of new instrument design, we can also investigate ways of
improving the way we map movement to sound, and sound to
movement. By collaborating in several different ways, either
through improvisation or composition, we can improve the
experiences of musicians in utilising new instruments in their
ensembles. More data about what musicians need and want
from new instruments as composers or as collaborators can be
used to improve new interfaces. We will continue to use the
AirSticks in as many different contexts as possible and observe
and interview musicians who come in contact with the
instrument to get a better understanding of new instrument
design for ensemble playing. See www.alonilsar.com for the
latest performances on the AirSticks.
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ABSTRACT

devices. This kind of fixed protocol is very powerful, allowing for considerable interoperability between devices. In
effect, MIDI provides a lingua franca for music performance
systems.
In contrast, Open Sound Control (OSC) [20] is completely
flexible by design, allowing for a wide variety of uses. This
kind of flexibility is also powerful and allows for messaging
systems that go far beyond the limits of the MIDI protocol. However, that same flexibility means that OSC makes
for a poor lingua franca when there are no standard OSC
message sets. One way to work around this is to develop
specified namespaces within OSC. While there is value to
this approach, it tends to take OSC closer to MIDI, losing
some of the flexibility so prized with OSC. Ideally, OSC
should retain its flexibility while simultaneously providing
a simple lingua franca for systems to exchange namespaces.
Balancing flexibility with fixed namespaces, we created
the Nexus Data Exchange Format (NDEF) specification [6],
a namespace that serves as both a means to manage nodes
on network-based performance systems and as a query system that enables an exchange of namespaces among nodes.

The Nexus Data Exchange Format (NDEF) is an Open
Sound Control (OSC) namespace specification designed to
make connection and message management tasks easier for
OSC-based networked performance systems. New extensions to the NDEF namespace improve both connection
and message management between OSC client and server
nodes. Connection management between nodes now features human-readable labels for connections and a new message exchange for pinging connections to determine their
status. Message management now has improved namespace
synchronization via a message count exchange and by the
ability to add, remove, and replace messages on connected
nodes.

Keywords
OSC, namespace, specification, node, message, management,
networking

1.

INTRODUCTION

When musicians can spend less time on the configuration
and setup of their networked performance systems, it is obvious that they can then spend more time on their actual
performances. Yet it is often the case that the setup of
computer music performance systems ends up taking time
away from what performers should focus on, rehearsing and
performing their actual music. This can be especially acute
in the setup of laptop orchestras with large numbers of performers or in internet-based network performances, to name
just two scenarios. Even when the technology works flawlessly, both scenarios often require so much time for setup
that rehearsals are either rushed or do not happen at all. In
general, networked performance systems could benefit from
tools that make setup easier.
One way to make the setup of networked performance
systems easier is to lower barriers to communication between systems. The MIDI protocol specification, since its
introduction, has been both widely used and occasionally
criticized [3]. The limitations of MIDI are beyond the scope
of this paper but it is certainly true that MIDI is still in common use. One of the reasons that MIDI is still around is
that it is a fixed protocol that can be understood by many

2.

RELATED WORK

Work related to NDEF can be divided into two types: 1)
OSC namespace specifications and 2) OSC query systems.

2.1

Namespace Specifications

Many OSC namespaces have been proposed with each one
attempting to address a particular niche that is important
to the proposers. TUIO [9] is an example of a successful namespace specification for tracking touches and fiducial markers developed for the reacTable [8] project. The
Gesture Description Interchange Format (GDIF) [7] is a
proposal to create an OSC namespace for storing and exchanging musical gesture data. SpatDIF [13] has an OSC
namespace (among other formats) for storing and sharing
information about spatial audio scenes. The use of the word
“format” in GDIF and SpatDif provided inspiration for the
naming of NDEF. Both GDIF and SpatDif are part of the
Jamoma [14] project.
This is not an exhaustive list of namespaces but the previous examples make it clear that defined namespaces are
useful enough in the context of OSC-based systems that
developers take the time to create and use them.

2.2

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Query Systems

NDEF is similar to the OSC query system proposal by
Schmeder and Wright [18]. The proposed OSC query system allowed an OSC client to query an OSC server’s namespace by including a ‘/’ character at the end of a message
pattern. The OSC server then sends back a reply containing
any sub-patterns of the provided pattern. The reply begins
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with the ‘#’ character to distinguish the query system from
standard OSC messages. The following is an example from
the proposal in which the sub-patterns of /foo/bar are requested. The #reply contains the type tag, the pattern,
and the sub-patterns.

containers) and verbs being (OSC) methods. The root container for all NDEF messages is /ndef and there are two
objects under the root, /connection and /message.
The use of the object-oriented style in NDEF is to strongly
emphasize the human readable nature of both OSC generally and NDEF specifically. The intention behind the creation of NDEF is to provide a means to help people manage
their performance systems rather than to provide a full zeroconfiguration networking [2] system. In other words, NDEF
is for people who want to have both ease of use while still
retaining full control over their performance systems.

→ /foo/bar/
← #reply (sss) ’/foo/bar/’, ’test1’, ’test2’
An important difference between NDEF and the proposed OSC query system is that NDEF does not require
any changes to basic OSC implementations. Since the ‘#’
character in the OSC query proposal is not part of the OSC
specification [19], the query systems cannot be used by implementations of the basic specification. In contrast, NDEF
is simply a defined namespace using basic OSC messages
that can be implemented by any system that adheres to the
original specification.
In Place et al [15], the authors recommend a scheme to
make OSC into a more object-oriented system with the use
of the ‘:’ character to distinguish object’s member methods
and properties from standard OSC methods. The first two
of the following messages are from the authors’ examples in
which the first message sets the value for the gain and the
second message sets the value for a member :/unit of /gain.
In this system, /gain is an object with both methods and
properties and /unit is a property.

3.2

3.2.1 Labelling
All NDEF messages provide an IP address and port number
(the “si” in all type tags) that identify the source of the
message. As such, the minimal form of an NDEF message
is:
/ndef/[container]/[method] [IP address] [port]
This helps clients and servers identify each other. However, IP addresses and port numbers might be harder to remember for people looking at that information. Being able
to identify a node with a human-readable name can be helpful. This is the basis for the existence of the DNS system
[12]. In most circumstances, using DNS in networked music performances is not ideal. To allow for human-readable
names without having to use DNS, NDEF connection messages now have an optional label string. Labels can be particularly useful when several nodes are present such as in
laptop orchestras.
A label can be set when a connection is requested by
adding an optional string argument to the request:

/module/audio/gain 120
/module/audio/gain:/unit midi
Beyond making OSC more object-oriented, the authors
suggest some standard methods, including a /namespace
method for querying the namespace of objects. The following message queries the namespace associated with gain:
/module/audio/gain:/namespace
Malloch et al [10] describe a digital orchestra system that
uses /namespace appended (without the ‘:’) to the end of
messages to query both controllers and synthesizers for their
namespaces. Those messages can then be mapped via their
libmapper [11] library which enables mapping as well as
namespace queries.
While the notion of an object-oriented OSC is interesting
and mapping tools are clearly useful, the goal of NDEF is
to address a more specific problem: making the management of OSC-based networked performance systems easier.
The limited scope of NDEF makes implementation more
straightforward for people looking to solve this specific problem.

3.

/ndef/connection/request,si(s)
The following is an example using the string “laptop1” as
a label for the node at address 192.168.1.1 and port 7000:
/ndef/connection/request, "192.168.1.1" 7000
"laptop1"
Labels can also be set on connection replies:
/ndef/connection/accept,si(s)
Including the label string in the connection /request or
/accept message makes it easy to set labels during node
setup. In other situations, it may be necessary to change
the name of a connection label after a connection has been
established. In order to facilitate that, a new /label command is part of the specification:

EXTENDING NDEF

Since NDEF is an OSC namespace specification, it can be
extended as new functionality is needed. After providing
some background about the design of NDEF, the following subsections describe the new extensions to the specification. Note that, in the extended message descriptions,
types shown in parenthesis are optional. Parenthesis are
not used in actual NDEF type tags, as per the basic OSC
specification.

3.1

Connection Management

In NDEF, establishing a connection is really about identifying a node. The following NDEF extensions help with both
node identification and with testing connections between
nodes.

/ndef/connection/label,sis
The last argument in the /label command is the label
string to set on the receiver as with the ”laptop1” example
label described earlier. When a label has been accepted,
the responder can send a /mark message to the requester.
The term mark is used for this message in both the sense
of taking notice and as another word for a label.

Background

/ndef/connection/mark,si(s)

The NDEF specification [5] fits the Object-oriented Programming (OOP) style [17] described by Schmeder, et al
but with no special characters to distinguish objects and
methods. Instead, the terms used in the namespace are either simple nouns or verbs, with nouns being objects (OSC

The mark message has an optional string for a label to
return to the requester in case the responding node already
has a label and wants to provide that to the requester. The
handling of label conflicts is implementation dependent to
allow for flexibility.
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3.2.2

Pinging

/ndef/message/add,sis

The way that connections are handled via NDEF is conceptually similar to the three-way handshake used in TCP
[1]. However, unlike TCP, after an NDEF connection is established, a node may become unavailable while still being
“connected”. Once a connection is established, it is useful
to be able to test that connection. To allow for connection
testing, NDEF now has a /ping command:

The following example adds a new message called “/foo/bar”
to the receiving node’s namesapce:
/ndef/message/add, "192.168.1.1" 7000 "/foo/bar"
Each /add contains a single message but multiple /add
messages can build an entire namespace on another node.
Messages can also be removed from a node with the new
/remove message:

/ndef/connection/ping,si
If the node receiving the /ping message is available, it
will send an /echo message to the originating node:

/ndef/message/remove,sis
This message removes “/foo/bar” from the receiving node:

/ndef/connection/echo,si

/ndef/message/remove, "192.168.1.1" 7000
"/foo/bar"

NDEF ping messaging is similar to the ICMP protocol
[16] used by the ping utility available with most operating
systems. While an ICMP ping is useful for determining
the general availability of a node on the network, it cannot
determine when both OSC messaging and NDEF messaging
are available. A node might be available on the network
without either service running.
The /ping and /echo exchange can be used to determine
both availability and round-trip time (latency) though timing is entirely implementation dependent. NDEF implementations also are free to determine how frequently /ping
messages are sent and what sort of time-out mechanism is
in place when /echo messages have not been received.
The /ping and /echo exchange is useful, for example, in
a laptop orchestra. Often it is not always clear that nodes
(laptops) in the orchestra are actually receiving the intended
OSC messages. With the NDEF /ping and /echo, laptops
could be periodically polled to determine whether they are
actually receiving OSC messages, making it easier to identify nodes that are not receiving messages.

The new add and remove extensions having the following
basic structure:
/ndef/message/[method] [IP address] [port] [OSC
message]
The OSC message argument should include the address
pattern and the type tag, formatted as a standard OSC
message. Arguments should not be included.
A message can be replaced with another message using
/replace:
/ndef/message/replace,siss
The following /replace command replaces “/foo/bar” with
“/bar/foo”:
/ndef/message/replace, "192.168.1.1" 7000
"/foo/bar" "/bar/foo"
The replace extension has four arguments with the last
two arguments being the old message string and the new
message string that will replace it. The general structure of
replace messages:

3.3 Message Management
Using NDEF, nodes can exchange messages in their OSC
namespace, allowing namespaces to be synchronized.

3.3.1

Counting

/ndef/message/replace [IP address] [port] [old
message] [new message]

When exchanging messages between nodes, it can be useful to know the number of messages that should be exchanged. By getting the number of messages, a node can
know whether it has all of the messages contained in another node. NDEF now has a /count command for getting
the number of messages from a remote node:

Of the three new messages, the /replace message is the
most powerful since the fact that it replaces a message
means that the mapping that used the old message could
still be valid with the new message. By retaining the mapping, the OSC client could simply send the new message
without having to know the details of the mapping on the
server.
The /add, /remove, and /replace messages are not just
meant to be sent to OSC servers that contain mappings.
They can also be sent from OSC servers to clients used for
control. This allows for two-way namespace synchronization.

/ndef/message/count,si
The receiving node can then send a /tally message with
the number of messages it contains. The last integer argument in /tally is the message count.
/ndef/message/tally,sii
With a /count and /tally exchange, a node can check the
message count from another node to validate the number
of messages it has received from a message request and to
resend the request if necessary.

3.3.2

3.4

Acknowledging Requests

Most of the methods associated with the two containers,
/connection and /message, come in pairs, a requesting method
and an acknowledging method. The names used for each
pair reflect their purpose as well as delineating their status
as a request or an acknowledgement. Table 1 summarizes
the pairs.
None of the editing messages has an equivalent acknowledging message. Instead, when a requester makes edits to
messages on a receiving node, the requester can simply make
a new message request to determine whether the new messages have been accepted by the receiving node.

Editing

A set of new message editing extensions allow nodes to go
beyond the exchanging of namespaces. The new extensions
enable nodes to add, remove and replace the messages of
other nodes, allowing for namespace synchronization. By
synchronizing namespaces with the extended NDEF, the
task of having OSC clients and servers share a common
namespace is made easier.
The new /add message allows a node to add a message
to another node.
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Container
/connection

/message

Requesting
/request
/ping
/label
/request
/count

Acknowledging
/accept
/echo
/mark
/reply
/tally

[7]

Table 1: A summary of requesting and acknowledging methods.

[8]

3.5 Implementation
The JunctionBox [4] interaction toolkit features the first full
implementation of NDEF. Since JunctionBox is open source
software, developers wanting to implement NDEF can use
the JunctionBox code as a template.

4.

[9]

CONCLUSIONS

Extending the capabilities of the NDEF specification makes
it more useful for the setup of OSC-based networked performance systems. The following setup-related issues have
been specifically addressed in the new NDEF extensions:

[10]

• The specification now includes the ability to label connections with a human-readable string.

[11]

• New ping messages allow a node to be pinged about
the status of both OSC and NDEF.
[12]

• Nodes can now be queried about the number of message that they contain, allowing nodes to determine
whether they have exchanged all messages and to send
a new request if the message counts do not match.

[13]

• Message management among nodes is made easier by
the inclusion of new editing messages that enable nodes
to add, remove and replace messages on other nodes,
allowing for namespace synchronization.
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released many masterpieces in the 1970s (including Autobahn1).
The group is still active today, and their songs are showcased
live in different forms. Further, their music could continue by
using production robots when they are no longer alive [1]. If
this is realized, theoretically, they can stay active forever.
We consider this long term continuous work to heighten the
value of the production. We also respect those songs of
Kraftwerk that have gradually changed their shape over several
decades. In addition, the electronic music group, led by first
author of “Techneus [11]” is also incorporated into the concert
production such as Kraftwerk. He consider that performance by
computer to enable the long-term activity. However, it is not
clear how the operation of the sound parameters that they
performed in real time during a concert are to be reproduced
when they are no longer here. Accordingly, we aim to
automatically reproduce their sounds, using appropriate
operating parameters. When the operation of the necessary
sound parameters by computer is realized, it is then possible to
enrich the experience of the audience, because they can listen to
a varied sound that evokes a potentially different feeling each
time. Also, from the point of view of the performer, when
he/she was troubled at operating sound parameters, the
performer can determine the operating of parameters. And there
is a possibility that determination principle of operating sound
parameters will become clear.
To reproduce the sound, we first need to gather its
characteristics because they signify the artists’ features on
musical expressions. The characteristics can be extracted by
performance of the artists, such as playing a musical instrument
and operating sound parameters. In this paper, we propose a
method that realizes operation parameters, using a Markov
model and Bayesian filters to produce automated performance.
In addition to this introduction, the remainder of the paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 describes a method for
obtaining operation parameters and an algorithm to operate
these sound parameters, Section 3 describes our evaluation and
experimental methods, and our conclusions are summarized
alongside our plans for future work in Section 4.

ABSTRACT
In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of
artists who make use of automated music performances in their
music and live concerts. Automated music performance is a
form of music production using programmed musical notes.
Some artists who introduce automated music performance
operate parameters of the sound in their performance for
production of their music. In this paper, we focus on the music
production aspects and describe a method that realizes
operation of the sound parameters via computer.
Further, in this study, the probability distribution of the action
(i.e., variation of parameters) is obtained within the music,
using Bayesian filters. The probability distribution of each
piece of music is transformed by passing through a Markov
model. After the probability distribution is obtained, sound
parameters can be automatically controlled. We have developed
a system to reproduce the musical expressions of humans and
confirmed the possibilities of our method.

Keywords
Automated music performance, Sound parameters, Markov
model, Bayesian filters, PureData, Kraftwerk, Techneus

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, concerts in which artists incorporate automated
music performances have become popular. Automated music
performance is a form of music production that uses
automatically programmed musical notes. This approach is
typically used to enhance the musical expression rather than
substitute humans. A concert that incorporates automated
performance is characterized by programmed musical notes
interleaved with the sound production process. For example,
some artists introduce Arpeggio and sound effects for
enhancing their own music. In these examples, the ratio of
programmed musical notes is relatively low.
Kraftwerk [10], an electronic music group in Germany, is the
originator of this approach. Their sounds were created on the
basis of programmed musical notes, and they operate sound
parameters in their concerts to maximize the effect of the
musical expression, thereby enhancing audience reaction and
emotion. Kraftwerk is a pioneer in electronic music that has

2. RELATED WORK
In the field of Music Information Retrieval, there are several
researches for identifying/classifying music incorporating
machine learning techniques. For genre classification, Hamel
and Eck [2] proposed a method to classify the music into 10
genres. They employed Distributed FFT for extracting features.
Panagakis [3] utilized LPNTF method to extract music genre.
In this study, a robust music genre classiﬁcation framework has
been proposed. This framework resorts to cortical
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Autobahn is an album with the theme of a highway; it was a
one of Kraftwerk’s hits.
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representations for music representation, while sparse
representation-based classiﬁcation has been employed for genre
classiﬁcation. For identifying performers, Stamatatos and
Widmer [4] reported a computational approach to the problem
of discriminating between music performers playing the same
piece of music, and introduced a set of features that capture
some aspects of the individual style of each performer. For
identifying instruments, Hamel and Eck showed and compare
several models for automatic identiﬁcation of instrument
classes in polyphonic and poly-instrument audio [5]. Mantaras
and Arcos [6] use AI (specifically: machine learning)
techniques in an attempt to express the individuality of music
performers (pianists) in machine-interpretable terms by
quantifying the main parameters of expressive performance.
The results show that the differences between music performers
can be quantified. Our aim is to reproduce performers (sound
operators) by means of Baysian filters and Markov model in
automated music performance.

As shown in figure 2, we have developed a system that
records values of the encoders in real time, using Java and
PureData (Pd) [15], a visual programming language for
multimedia and desktop music creation that produces Pd
patches. When Pd receives changes to the values of the
encoders, it transmits the new values to the Java program via
UDP. The Java program stores the changes of the values along
with timing data. Since the MIDI controller is also connected
with SYNTH-WERK, the movement of the encoders directly
affects the sound generated by the tone generator.

3. METHOD
In this section, we describe our method to reproduce sounds,
using operating parameters. First, we explain our system
configuration. Second, we describe how the characteristics of
the artists can be extracted from the operation data.

3.1 Obtaining operation data
First, we present a method to obtain operation data of sound
parameters. Automated music performance is produced by
performance data such as a MIDI controller and tone generator.
To read performance data, we utilize a digital audio
workstation (DAW) called Cubase7 [12]; further, we employ
SYNTH-WERK [13], a synthesizer tone generator. We also use
MIDI controller BCF2000 [14], i.e., Behringer’s equipped with
32 types of encoders and eight faders, to reduce the burden of
controlling the sound parameters. The MIDI controller has
eight knobs and eight sliders (hereafter, called encoders) and
four buttons to switch the functions of the encoders. Figure 1
shows the mapping of the encoders on the MIDI controller with
the parameters of SYNTH-WERK. Generally, the parameters
are related to each component of a song (e.g., bass, percussion,
cantus firmus, and so on). Using the MIDI controller, artists can
intuitively change the sound effects produced.

Figure 2. Schematic showing how the system obtains
operation data of sound parameters

3.2 Operation of sound parameters by
computer
In this section, we present a method of operation of the sound
parameters by computer from the obtained data. The obtained
data consists of timing data and IDs and values of the encoders
when they were moved. The timing data shows a millisecond
from beginning of the song.
First, to eliminate differences in beats per minute of the song,
we normalize the timing data to match the number of beats
recorded from the beginning of the song to its end. Second,
movement events of the encoders are separated by their encoder
IDs. We call these events “actions.”
Next, we relate the actions with a corresponding music scene.
The music scene represents a combination of parts that
compose the song. In our research, we utilized songs with
seven parts. Therefore, the music scene is defined by a value
using seven bits, as shown in Figure 3. We have prepared a
music scene for each beat by considering the performance data.
Thus organizing the data, the probability distribution of the
action that will occur is obtained by Bayes’ theorem. In the
process for computing the probability distribution, we divided
value changes of the parameters into eleven levels and
generated histograms of actions for each music scene and
encoder ID.
From the actions of the encoder ID, we observed that each
action that occurs was highly related to a previous action. For
example, an action to lower a value often appears after an
action to increase the same value; i.e., we assume that the
actions of each encoder follow the Markov process. Thus, to
determine the probability distribution of state transitions in the
encoder, we generated the first-order Markov model [7]. The
number of states in the model was set to eleven, similar to the
level of the probability distribution. We applied the probability
distribution to the Markov model to transform the probability of

Figure 1. Controller mapping of encoders with parameters
of SYNTH-WERK
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action that occurs in each music scene. For example, an action
which changes encoder ID 2 under the music scene ID was 23.
Then, the distribution which represents width of parameter
value appears, as shown in Figure 4 top. In order to transform
the distribution, we apply the encoder ID 2 of the Markov
model as shown in the Figure 4 middle. When the previous
action increased the value of encoder ID 2 +100, the
distribution of the corresponding row in the Markov model is
added to the distribution of the action as shown in the Figure 4
bottom. In this way, distributions of actions are transformed.

pressed, the song starts via Cubase7 and the event is sent to our
Java program. It transmits the actions to PureData, which in
turn controls the corresponding parameters by moving the
MIDI controller. When the encoder of the MIDI controller is
moved, the sound is affected by the effect, thereby operating
sound parameters to the computer.

4. EXPERIMENTATION
We describe our preliminary experimentation below, as well as
our subjective assessment of the system.

Figure 3. An example of music scene encoded
using seven bits

Figure 4. Schematic of operation of sound parameters
by computer

4.1 Preliminary experimentation
Figure 5 shows the experimental equipment of our system, as
described in Section 2. As experimental songs, we utilized
works by Techneus [11], an electronic music group influenced
by Kraftwerk. Also note that the first author of this paper is the
prime member of the group.
The other member of the group was a participant of the
experiment. The participant operated the MIDI controller while
watching the Music Scene Monitor, the computer screen shown
in Figure 5. We prepared three songs for our experiment. We
asked the participant to produce sounds three times for each
song; therefore, we obtained nine operation datasets. We
generated a model that represents the participant’s
characteristics from this data. Finally, we obtained three
automatically generated songs by applying music scene
transitions of the three original songs.

4.2 Subjective assessment
From our experimentation, we found that our system could
successfully reproduce songs with controlling parameters by
the generated actions. However, when we listened to the songs
generated, the movement of the parameters was chaotic, and the
effect of the sound sometimes showed unnatural behavior. We
considered the following reasons for these phenomena:
Figure 4. Transforming of probability distribution
by Markov model.

(1) The feeling of effect by changing parameters was not the
same for qualities of tone, even if the parameters were same.
(2) Some parameters caused drastic changes in the feeling of
sounds; however, the generated actions sometimes exceeded
the proper range (e.g., pitch and cutoff). For such parameters,
we should set restrictions on parameter values.
(3) Since the actions do not consider the current value of the
parameter, some actions tried to increase (decrease) the
corresponding value even when the value was already
maximized (minimized).

Through this procedure, we generated a model from training
data. This model represents the characteristics of artists, and the
accuracy of the model can be increased by increasing the size
of the training data.
As shown in Figure 4, after the model is generated, we can
obtain actions by inputting music scenes of other songs. These
actions also contain timing data and IDs and values of the
encoder. When the play button on the MIDI controller is
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(4) When the action changed pitch, it was required to follow the
scale of the song. Otherwise, this caused the produced sounds
to be out of scale.

2. Mel frequency Cepstral coefficients (MFCC): MFCC is the
future value of audio data used in such applications as voice
recognition [9]. MFCC determined from audio data will be
incorporated into our model to enable us to examine the causal
relationship between this and the movement of parameters.
However, when considering MFCC as input, the computer
needs substantial processing power because calculations must
be made in real time.

We consider (1) and (2) solvable by determining the range of
parameters in the qualities of tone settings. Regarding (3) and
(4), special handling of parameters is required. For example,
changing the pitch should be maintained within scaling rules.
In addition to the above issues, we observed that the size of
the operation data also affects the results of the musical
expression. We plan to continue our experimentation by adding
more songs as well as new participants.

The actions generated by the model in our experiment result in
phenomena that differ from characteristics of the original
participant; however, the results produced an attractive and
appealing sound. In future work, we will focus on not only
reproducibility, but also the quality of reproduction.
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Figure 5. Experimental equipment

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method to reproduce songs, based
on changing parameters of artists. When our method was
realized, it was possible to enrich the experience of the
audience, because he or she could listen to a varied sound that
evokes a different feeling each time.
To reproduce the sounds, we developed a system
implemented in Java and PureData. The system captures
parameter changes and generates actions that represent the
characteristics of the performer, using a Markov model and
Bayesian filters.
We performed a preliminary experiment to confirm the
reproduction. The system worked successfully, but the
generated sound sometimes included irrelevant musical
expressions. We plan to resolve these issues and take the
following future directions to further enhance reproducibility:
1. Feature value of music: We have considered that the tonality,
cord change level, number of beats per minute, maximum beat
level, maximum signal level, and average signal level can all
augment the music scene. Further, the music atmosphere can be
classified by these values [8]. To examine the causal
relationship between parameter changes and the atmosphere of
the produced music, we aim to incorporate feature values into
our model.

7. Appendices
The music data and the obtained data can be downloaded from
the following URL.
http://istlab.mns.kyutech.ac.jp/~hashi/app.htm
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the Talking Guitar1 , an electric guitar augmented with a system which tracks the position of
the headstock in real time and uses that data to control
the parameters of a formant-filtering effect which impresses
upon the guitar sound a sense of speech. A user study is
conducted with the device to establish an indication of the
practicality of using headstock tracking to control effect parameters and to suggest natural and useful mapping strategies. Individual movements and gestures are evaluated in
order to guide further development of the system.

Keywords
Augmented guitar, formant filtering, headstock tracking.

Figure 1: An illuminated sphere on the headstock
tracked by camera to control a formant filter effect.

1.

UniComp [6] uses a smartphone strapped to the wrist of the
performer to provide several methods of wirelessly controlling effect parameters including on-screen sliders and the
built-in accelerometer. The RANGE guitar [13] is a selfcontained system which uses touch based linear potentiometers mounted on the body of the guitar to control parameters of effects which are implemented with an on-board embedded micro-processor. The Augmentalist [14] is a system
which allows musicians to augment their own guitar with
sensors, and develop their own mappings for those sensors.
Observed configurations included mapping neck tilt angle to
effect parameters with an accelerometer. The most prominent augmented guitar in the literature is the multimodal
guitar [10, 15], which uses audio features extracted from the
guitar signal along with inputs from several sensors measuring the tilt angle of the neck and pressure on the bridge, a
touch-sensitive linear potentiometer and several contact microphones on the guitar to affect the sound.

INTRODUCTION

Guitar effects have existed for nearly as long as the electric
guitar itself, but until recently, performers had few options
for controlling their parameters while playing. Switches
and knobs are difficult to operate during performance, and
expression pedals offer only a single dimension of control.
In recent years, interest has grown in augmented guitars
[10] which incorporate new controls onto the instrument itself. Many augmentation approaches are possible, but in
all cases, it is important to consider how the new controls
relate to existing performance technique.
This paper presents a study of guitar augmentation using
headstock tracking. An illuminated sphere attached to the
headstock (Figure 1) is tracked by camera, and the resulting
position is used to control a vocal formant filtering effect.
We present an analysis of performer interaction with the
instrument, focusing on the role that the choice of mapping
plays in the performer’s patterns of motion.

2.2

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Augmented Guitars

Formant Filtering and Vocal Effects

One of the most popular and widely used guitar effects is
the wah pedal, so called because it uses a single resonating
filter which can be swept up and down the frequency spectrum with a foot pedal creating a vocal-like “wah” sound.
Attempts to produce new control interfaces for the wah effect have used the player’s voice [12], and the effect has been
extended to have multiple peaks with static relationships as
in the M-fold wah [3], but despite its popularity the effect
is limited to only one vowel sound and one dimension of
control. The aim of the device presented here is to give
the guitar player more dimensions of control, more vowel
sounds to choose from and an intuitive way to choose them,
allowing the expressivity of the effect to be increased.
Humans recognise vowels by concentrations of energy around certain frequencies in the spectrum of a vocalised
sound which are independent of the owner or the pitch of
the voice. These concentrations are a product of the reso-

Because of its hybrid electric/acoustic nature the electric
guitar is well suited to being augmented with technology
to increase musical options for the player. Listed here are
several relevant recent examples.
1

Video: http://vimeo.com/57209669
http://www.liamdonovan.co.uk/#talkingguitar
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nant filtering effect the vocal tract has on the sounds produced by the vocal chords [4], and their central frequencies
are called formants. In real speech between five and six
formants are produced, however only the lowest three are
necessary to produce vowel sounds [9].
There are several examples of performance orientated musical speech synthesisers in the literature including FutureGrab [5] which generates vowel sounds through formant filtering controlled by a set of sensor-filled gloves, mapping
hand shapes to vowel sounds; and HandSketch [2], an augmented graphics tablet for synthesising expressive vocals.
In a recent paper [1], Astrinaki et al. fused two separate
strands of research to use an augmented guitar as a controller for a speech synthesis system called MAGE by extracting audio features from the guitar signal.

2.3 Musical Gestures
Musical gestures can be categorised under the following four
typologies: Sound producing, sound accompanying, sound
facilitating and communicative [8]. Lähdeoja et al. have
done some excellent work on harnessing sound-facilitating
gestures in electric guitar playing (also classified as ancillary
gestures and defined as “gestures that are not directly involved in sound production, but still play an important part
in shaping the resultant sound” [8]); using them to control
guitar effect parameters in a subtle and indirect way without conscious effort by the player [11].

Figure 2: A diagram showing the 8-vowel mapping.
All other mappings were subsets of this.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Mapping
It has long been known that without a natural, intuitive and
expressive mapping between physical and audio parameters,
an electronic instrument can not pretend to be musically
useful [7]. With this device, the input is an augmentation
to traditional guitar technique, and so the mapping between
the headstock position and the effect parameters must satisfy the demands laid out above whilst not distracting the
player from either the physical or mental challenge of playing the guitar. If the effect takes too much cognitive bandwidth, the performance will suffer.
In the user study presented in this paper we provided participants with five different mapping configurations. For all
the mappings, the centre of the screen was mapped to the
/r/ sonorant. For the first two mappings two vowels were
first arranged horizontally (2h) and then vertically (2v); for
these only movement in the x or y directions caused any
change in the effect, movement perpendicular to these directions did nothing. For the following two mappings four
vowels were arranged in a + configuration (4+) and then a
X configuration (4x), and for the final mapping eight vowels were distributed equally around the circumference of a
circle (8) (see Figure 2). For these last three configurations,
the system used the polar interpolation method described
above in (3.3).

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.1 Headstock Tracking
In this paper we have created a system which uses guitar
headstock tracking to control a formant filtering effect. The
tracking is achieved by attaching a green LED to the guitar
inside a ping-pong ball to diffuse the emitted light, and
using Jitter to track the green blob across the 2D plane of a
webcam feed. This solution was found to be suitably robust
with low enough latency for the purposes of this study.

3.2 Formant Filtering
The filter stage works by manipulating the centre frequencies and bandwidths of three cascaded peaking-filters to
emulate the vocal tract and produce formants, impressing recognisable vowels onto the guitar sound. Nine vowel
sounds and four sonorant consonants (those which can be
simulated in a similar way to vowels with three formant filters) are used in the effect to give a variety of speech-like
sounds. The consonants used are /w/, /y/, /r/ and /l/; the
vowel sounds, selected from those defined in [9], are /a/,
/iy/, /ey/, /ae/, /ow/, /uw/, /ay/, /aw/, and /oy/.

4.2

3.3 Mapping

Non-Intrusive Gestures

In order not to interfere with normal playing technique the
ideal gesture typology to use for deliberate control of effect
parameters is one as far decoupled from sound production
mechanisms as possible. It has been suggested that large
upper-body movements of guitarists and of the guitar neck
are largely disconnected from sound production [15], and
it seems intuitively true as guitar-playing technique is dependant upon precise movement of the fingers rather than
large movements of the hand, arm and neck, as can be seen
by the use of the neck as a communicative gesture by many
performing guitarists. The use of such a communicative gesture is interesting because it is already used by guitarists to
connect the audience to the sound in performance. Using
the gesture to control a new interface may help to avoid a
common pitfall of many new electronic instruments - that
is the lack of perception or understanding from the audience of the connection between a performers’ actions and
the resulting sound [16].

For this system we used a direct mapping between headstock position and filter response. The strategy was to have
the central position where the user holds the guitar naturally correspond to one of the four sonorant consonants,
and then to have the vowels arrayed on the radius of a circle centred on the consonant. Thus moving the guitar from
the centre of the screen to the edge causes the filters to
change from the consonant sound to the vowel sound, and
circling the guitar around the screen moves between vowel
sounds (see Figure 2).
The mapping system, implemented in Max/MSP, generates
the formant frequencies and bandwidths by first interpolating between the two nearest vowel sounds, and then interpolating between those values and those of the central
sonorant depending on the distance from the headstock to
the centre of the screen. This allows a smooth variation
between the different sounds.
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4.3 Study Goals

0.5

The goal of this study is to establish an intuitive means of
control for the effect described above. The first objective is
to determine whether gestures involving moving the headstock of the guitar are sufficiently decoupled from sound
production mechanisms for it to be possible to use them to
deliberately control the effect without obstructing the playing of the guitar. Further objectives include establishing
the usefulness of more specific gestures which come under
the umbrella of ‘headstock movement’, and establishing the
most intuitive mappings between position and vowel sounds
for this effect.
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The six participants were first given a short time to familiarise themselves with the guitar to be used in the experiment. Movement was tracked with a webcam oriented to the
left of the participants such that when they were standing
comfortably, the guitar neck was pointing directly towards
the camera and the headstock was directly in the centre of
the camera’s field of view. With this orientation the movements of the guitarists were projected onto the plane of the
camera in such a way that when the guitarist tilted the
neck up, the ping pong ball moved up on the screen, and
when the participant walked forward or twisted their body
or the guitar clockwise, the ping-pong ball moved right on
the screen.
The participants were first asked to play for a minute without the effect engaged and were then asked to play for two
minutes with each of the five different mappings described
in (4.1). For the first of their two minutes with each effect, participants were asked to play in an exploratory way,
moving slowly about the space and lingering on each of the
vowel sounds. For the second minute, they were asked to
play the effect with as much expression as possible. For all
playing periods both the audio and the movements of the
headstock were recorded. An example plot of one participant’s session with several mappings can be seen in Figure 4.
After the experiment, the participants were presented with
a short survey asking them to classify the difficulty, range
and expressivity of each mapping and name their favourite.
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Figure 4: A plot of one participant’s headstock
movements using the three polar mappings.

6. RESULTS
6.1 Headstock Gesture Analysis

6.2

The headstock movement data was analysed by taking the
mean distance from the mean position of the headstock both
when the effect was in use and not. Of a maximum distance
of 0.5, the mean distance with the effect was 0.22 and without it was 0.03. This much larger movement with the effect
engaged suggests that large headstock-movement gestures
are neither necessarily sound-producing nor ancillary gestures, and therefore have the potential to be available for
use as control inputs for the effect.

Survey Analysis

The participants were asked to rank each of the mappings
on how easy they felt it was to play, what range of sounds
they felt they were able to controllably elicit from the effect,
and how expressive they felt the mapping was; the results
are plotted in Figure 3. It can be seen that the general
trend is towards more complex mappings with more vowels
being more difficult to play but more expressive and offering
a greater range of sounds to the user. This is backed up by
the fact that three participants chose the 8-vowel mapping
as their favourite, compared with two for the 4+ mapping
and one for the 4x mapping.
A possible explanation for this trend is that the guitar neck
is heavy, precision in the headstock gestures is tricky, and
any large movement carries significant physical and cognitive cost. A mapping which offers a larger variation in sound
for a smaller movement therefore feels more expressive, even
if that is at the cost of precision, which for this effect is perhaps not essential.
Another observation from the survey is that the three polar
mappings outweigh the linear mappings in terms of expressivity and range, but that of those the off-axis mapping (4X)
is the most difficult and least expressive.

Figure 3: Results from the user survey.
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however that they do carry a significant physical and cognitive cost. It was suggested that on-axis radial gestures may
carry a lower cost than diagonal or circumferential ones,
and that more complex, densely-packed mappings were preferred as more expressive. The results were interpreted to
suggest that due to its high physical and cognitive cost, the
headstock-moving gesture is more suited to controlling large
variations in effect parameters with smaller movements, as
opposed to precise variations with large movements.
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Figure 5: Mean number of sonorant transitions
across all participants for the three polar mappings.

8.

During the survey, three of the participants stated they felt
it was difficult to play the guitar and control the effect simultaneously - of those two suggested this ability would
improve with practice, with the other feeling it may just be
too hard to do both.

9.

6.3 Sonorant Transition Analysis
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For each mapping the headstock position data was analysed to count the frequency of the transitions between the
regions corresponding to the sonorants. The results of this
analysis are displayed in Figure 5; a radial transition is defined as one from the central consonant to a vowel around
the perimeter, a circumferential transition is defined as a
movement from vowel to vowel around the perimeter, an
on-axis transition is defined as a radial transition along the
axes, and a diagonal transition is defined as a radial transition along the diagonals.
The results show a clear preference throughout the experiment for radial over circumferential transitions and for onaxis over diagonal transitions, which suggests that radial,
on-axis movements are the easiest and most intuitive. This
is backed up by the survey data, in which the 4+ mapping
is shown to be easier and more expressive than the 4x mapping, and several comments in the survey suggesting that
on-axis movements were more closely aligned to the participant’s natural movements. This was not universal however,
one participant expressly preferred the 4x mapping, and felt
the diagonals were more aligned to their natural movements.
Another interesting observation is that the ratio of circumferential to radial transitions significantly increases between
the four-vowel mappings and the eight-vowel mapping. In
the eight-vowel mapping the distance around the circumference between the vowels is half as big as in the fourvowel mappings, and the circumferential distance between
the vowels is smaller than the radial distance between the
central consonant and the vowels. This seems to act as an
incentive to produce circumferential movements, as the ratio between them and radial movements is roughly twice as
big in the eight-vowel mapping.
This supports the notion that because the guitar neck is
heavy and the cost of movement is high, the participants
preferred large variations in the effect for small movements
of the headstock, even if those variations required the more
difficult circumferential gesture, and even if they came at
the cost of precise control.

7.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a user study of the Talking Guitar, an
electric guitar augmented with headstock tracking to control a formant-filtering effect, contrasting several different
mapping configurations. We analysed the results for indications of whether headstock tracking is a useful or distracting
augmentation, and looked at which specific movements and
mappings are most useful. It was suggested that headstockmoving gestures are not directly coupled to the production
of sound in guitar playing, and so do have the potential to be
useful as control gestures for effect parameters. It was noted
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ABSTRACT

have a live performance component, or at least the potential
for live rendering. Some of the sources here remain less well
established in terms of the exact algorithm deployed, but
most have some academic or commercial documentation.
There are many more interesting experiments and performance projects of relevance beyond the scope of this review.
We could have made more of recent mobile app and web audio application experiments (whether flash or most recently
Web Audio API) as areas of mass endeavour where generative music software has had more popular impact. We might
point further to a general software backdrop, from Max to
SuperCollider to Ableton Live. Other early performer experiments include work around 2001 such as Matt Olden’s
Jungulator, SuperCollider performance system authors such
as Fabrice Mogini, mintyfresh and crucial all actively playing out in the early part of the 2000s, the Coldcutter, Glitch
and LiveCut VST plugins, René Wooller’s work on note sequence morphing in a context of ‘mainstream electronic music’ [27] or more current generative electronica explorations
by Arne Eigenfeldt and collaborators [9]. There have also
been a number of dance music oriented events which have
welcomed algorithmic approaches to music; acts playing at
algoraves have previously played to nightclub audiences at
international digital music festivals such as Club Transmediale, Sonar, STRP and Sonic Acts, and the nil series of
events in Karlsruhe in recent years is a further precursor.
Algorithmic music has only been one component in these
events however, and not made as explicit as at algoraves.
Given such a rich tapestry, the algorave movement might
be viewed as rather late to the party. However, the theme
has provided a strong rallying point for a new generation of
algorithmic performers, alongside some old hands, and provided a new realm for audiences, performers and promoters
to collaborate on exploring ways to stage, respond to and
enjoy algorithmic music. That algorave has been met with
some enthusiasm suggests that it was time to bring these
pockets of culture together.
The paper proceeds now to describe more detail on the
algorave movement, and its musical practices. It is early in
a movement which still appears to be in its ascendency, but
we review the work which has been brought together so far,
and the reaction of journalists and critics.

The algorave movement has received international exposure
in the last two years, including a series of concerts in Europe and beyond, and press coverage in a number of media. This paper seeks to illuminate some of the historical
precedents to the scene, its primary aesthetic goals, and the
divergent technological and musical approaches of representative participants. We keep in mind the novel possibilities
in musical expression explored by algoravers. The scene is
by no means homogeneous, and the very lack of uniformity
of technique, from new live coding languages through code
DJing to plug-in combination, with or without visual extension, is indicative of the flexibility of computers themselves
as general information processors.

Keywords
algorave, electronic dance music, algorithmic composition

1.

INTRODUCTION

Algorave is a current locus of activity where algorithms are
explored in alliance with live electronic dance music; frequently they are the means of generating novel dance music
on the spot from individual component events, or the manipulation of existing dance music segments. The nature
of the algorithms for such production includes probabilistic
generation within constrained parameters, and higher order transformation of pattern, and the interface of control
varies from live coding to DJ-like instrumentation. The
algorave website defines the movement by the statement
‘sounds wholly or predominantly characterised by the emission of a succession of repetitive conditionals.’ (http://
algorave.com), which seems to foreground repetition and
conditional instructions, whilst underplaying random number generation.
The live generation of electronic dance music (including
late 1980s to 1990s styles such as hardcore rave [20]) from
an algorithm is not in itself novel, but has precedents extending back more than a decade. Indeed, the heartland of
algorithmic composition itself (for reviews see for example
[15, 13, 17]) provides a backdrop where dance music styles
have been the target as much as experimental, jazz and
classical music. Table 1 presents a catalogue of precedents
where algorithmic composition has met dance music; most

2.

ALGORAVES SO FAR

Table 2 lists the events which have been billed as algoraves so far. The algorave portmanteau is not trademarked,
and any central control is limited to informal negotiation.
The format of an algorave is not clearly defined, and what
goes on is ultimately the choice of the artists involved on
the night, and audience members who choose to attend.
Nonetheless, certain features of the archetypal algorave are
explicit: algorithms, music and dancing should be involved.
Yet as we see from Table 2, audiences do not always dance.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Year
1992

Precedent
Cybernetic Composer

1994

Koan

1997

Aphex Twin claims live club algorithm

1998

SIGGRAPH98 interactive club

1999

bbcut

2000
2000

Arguru and WakaX’s Saiko
slub

2000
2000

Automatic DJ transition system
IDM summer schools

2000-now

Club live coding era begins

2001

Autechre’s Confield

2001

GA and NN rhythms

2001
2002
2003-5

Rez
MadPlayer
raemus

2004

TOPLAP

Notes
Kurzweil synthesizer MIDI control demoes in four music styles
(standard jazz, latin jazz, rock and ragtime) [1]
Most publicised for ambient music including Brian Eno’s Generative Music 1 installation [10], but possible to adapt to techno
‘...percussion thing... bass as well but it’s really acidy’ [12, p.
102]; according to programming collaborator Neil Cosgrove (personal communication 2014) he used SuperCollider 1
Various interfaces set up in a club environment to control basic
dance music loops [25]
C++ prototype 1999, Csound opcodes in 2000 then first SuperCollider library 2001 (Remy Muller’s LiveCut VST adaptation
2005, iPhone app 2010) [5]
A goa trance simulator
London laptop duo (later trio) play first gigs (first dancing audience at Paradiso in Amsterdam in 2001); proto-live coding
generative techno/gabba outfit
[4]
Established by John Eacott to explore SuperCollider for dance
music; led to the Morpheus CD-ROM project in 2001 [8]
There are however earlier precedents in a few experimental 1980s
FORTH performances in particular [26]
[23] Tom Betts (personal communication 2014) has identified
EP7 (1999) as involving more use of generative algorithms
techno loops via genetic algorithm [7, 24], neural net generation
of drum and bass patterns [19]
Beat-locked shoot-em-up game
Commercial generative personal music player
Automated electronica production experiments by Arne Eigenfeldt
http://www.sfu.ca/~eigenfel/arne/raemus/raemus.
html
Live coding international organisation founded, appropriately,
in a night club in Hamburg at 2am [26]

Table 1: Selected algorave precedents

This points to algorave’s roots in an experimental approach
to music, in that events are literally experiments which
may in some sense fail, and those failures are learned from
and perhaps even embraced. A number of events, however,
“went off”, with large groups moving to the music. As algorithmic artists get more used to working with crowds, and
more experienced promoters get involved with producing
algoraves, this picture is likely to improve.

3.

algorave definition from the main website, repetition is an
important factor, in algorithmic terms represented as iteration or perhaps fractal or temporal recursion [21]. The following section demonstrates the wide diversity of approach
and outcome.

3.2

ALGORAVE PERFORMANCE PRACTICE

Algorave performers present an eclectic range of electronic
musicians, predominantly using laptop alone, but also including some experiments in control of hardware (e.g. an
USB enabled newbuild analog synth) or even mic’ed up
acoustic synthesis via robotic actuation. We discuss some
possible techniques below. Inevitably, some performers combine multiple approaches. For example, sick lincoln has simultaneously combined code DJing from SuperCollider, live
coding from a Web Audio API javascript app and live repatching of a Max/MSP algorithmic hip hop system. Figure
1 presents three performers captured during live algoraves.

The Algorithmicisation of Music Technology

General environments for electronic dance music and electronica performance, such as Ableton Live, can host algorithmic plug-ins. Such digital audio workstations either
keep an explicit eye on live performance (such as Ableton),
or can be co-opted (to a degree) for performance. Scripting
environments within such software, such as python in Ableton or javascript in Logic X, may allow increased customisation (let alone Max within Ableton). This community is
thoroughly familiar with the flexibility of such software as
Max/MSP, Pd and SuperCollider for the building of novel
performance environments; open source software is often
associated with algorave performers.

3.3

Live coding

Algorave is not exclusively a preserve of live coders, but
they have maintained a strong presence at every event thus
far. This is perhaps because the live coding tradition of projecting screens help motivates the whole endeavour; where
algorithms are not made visible for periods during an algorave, we run the risk of things feeling much like a standard electronic music event. Live coding remains a powerful mechanism for live interaction with algorithms themselves, although is a technique applied in a wide variety of
ways, from Meta-Ex’s development of pieces across multiple performances and practice sections, to the much celebrated blank slate approach where code performances are
improvised from scratch. In both cases a healthy library

3.1 What is an algoravethm?
The thorny computer science question of defining an algorithm recurs in algorave with a twist. Perhaps surprisingly
for some, algorithms are not always core to computer music; for example, some electroacoustic musicians privilege
sound over abstract ideas [18], often using software interfaces based on tape editing metaphors. In algorave the algorithm is celebrated as musical material, but can come in a
variety of forms. Non-deterministic approaches are popular
as the probabilistic mainstay of algorithmic or generative
music [15, 13], but so are patternings expressed as higherorder manipulations of time [22, 16]. Following the earlier
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Date

Event

26
22
05
01
28
28
07
14
14
10
09
15
16
20
18
17
23
17

Old police house party, Gateshead, United Kingdom
FIBER+STEIM, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Nanahari, Toyko, Japan
Freedonia, Barcelona, Spain
The White Building, London, United Kingdom
/*vivo*/ Festival, Mexico City
Penelopes, Sheffield, United Kingdom
Earzoom festival, Ljubljana, Slovenia
nnnn, London, United Kingdom
Allcaps festival, Toronto, Canada
Homegrown Hamilton, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
MUME-WE, Sydney, Australia
MS Stubnitz, London, United Kingdom
Live.code.fest, Karlsruhe, Germany
MS Stubnitz, London, United Kingdom
Volks nightclub, Brighton, United Kingdom
Network music festival, Birmingham, United Kingdom
nnnnn, London, United Kingdom

Apr 2014
Mar 2014
Jan 2014
Dec 2013
Nov 2013
Nov 2013
Nov 2013
Oct 2013
Sep 2013
Aug 2013
Aug 2013
Jun 2013
May 2013
Apr 2013
Apr 2013
Apr 2013
Feb 2013
Mar 2012

Estimated audience size
50
150
10
30
60
140
100
70
60
30
50
30
200
150
120
60
50
70

Estimated
dancing
25
100
0
1
5
50
30
0
20
10
5
0
100
80
40
10
1
30

Table 2: Table of algoraves to date, including rough audience estimations retrieved from video documentation, event organisers, or
performing artists, in that order of preference.

of musical abstractions, a well-developed programming language environment, and a programming languages designed
specifically for live production of dance music can help support spontaneity.
We should also point out potential drawbacks associated
with live coding. Large projected screens can flood a venue
with light, killing the atmosphere. That some live coding
environments come with white backgrounds as default only
exacerbates this problem. Indeed, the distracting nature of
code projection is a continual debate in live coding fora.
One approach is to project code on as many surfaces as
possible; where the code is omnipresent, it becomes part of
the background, rather than drawing the attention of the
audience en mass.

3.3.1

as for example, available in SuperCollider’s jitlib library.

3.5

We have already covered live coding which generally includes a visual element, but VJing is another practice carried across from raves to algoraves. Dave Griffiths, member
of the live coding band slub, considers the music he makes
to be a side product, rather than an end-product of his live
coding languages, where the visual aesthetics of his interfaces are more important [3]. There are several other live
coding systems with advanced video capabilities, although
the only systems we are aware of being used for algorave
events are Fluxus, Livecodelab and Pure Data.

4.

Mini-languages for Pattern

COVERAGE OF ALGORAVE

Algorave as a brand seems to have had some success in
raising the profile of algorithmic performers. Primary
news items, i.e., those interviewing algorave organisers or
artists, have appeared on national television (Arte Germany
31/Jan/2013, Arte France 31/Jan/2013, RTV Slovenia
17/Oct/2013 ), print magazines (Wired UK August 2013,
Dazed and Confused May 2013 ) and a number of high profile blogs and news sites (e.g. Boing boing, Vice, NOS OP
3, SD Times).
Not all coverage has been uncritical, and certain media
tropes, such as the geek/nerd, have appeared. Comments
from website visitors indicate that not all have enjoyed the
music, nor the technological backdrop. Whether this is
straightforward rejection of the possibilities of algorithmic
music in mass culture, or a healthy reaction towards the
development of a new punk aesthetic, is a matter for longer
term cultural development to make clear.

There are increasingly user friendly “mini-language” live
coding systems which facilitate loop and layer-centric constructions typical to dance music. ixilang is a primary example [14], and features a structured code editor which
while text-based, supports visual correspondences. Tidal
is another, and although its focus is on speed of use rather
than ease of learning, is beginning to see wider take-up.
Both ixilang and Tidal promote pattern in terms of transformative functions, applying such transformations as scrambling, reversal and extrapolation in different ways. In the
case of ixilang, the live coder writes code which schedules
repeated transformation of pattern. In the case of Tidal, its
basis in the pure functional language Haskell shows through
in allowing abstract transformations to be treated as values,
and providing a range of mechanisms for combining them
in expressive (rich, varied and compact) ways.

3.4

Algorave Visuals

Code DJing

5.

As there is a continuum of the profundity of control in general interfaces [2], so live coding varies in the level of active
change attempted. A variation on first principles algorithm
construction, manipulation and deconstruction is the process of curating multiple algorithms in code jockeying. Here,
pre-written snippets of code are brought into play; new combinations are always possible, indeed, likely, as exemplified
by an artist like Timeblind who governs live performance
material selection from a top level range of available processes. The original code may be recoverable for more detailed change; The live coding mixer is a mainstay here [6],

CONCLUSION: THE FUTURE OF ALGORAVE

We have spent this article surveying recent developments
clustered under the heading of ‘algorave’. Algoraves provide a fertile alternative concert and club scene for the live
development, deployment and testing of novel musical interfaces within a context of algorithmic dance music.
With some media hype around algoraves, events in more
relaxed settings, such as the PubCode series of algorithmic
music events amongst the more comfortable, well-lit and
lower volume surroundings of British public houses, have
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Figure 1: A triptych of algorave performers; left, section 9 (Ash Sagar) who performs with ixilang (photo by Christian
Gallagher); middle, Andrew Sorensen, best known for virtuosic live coding and as the systems author of impromptu and
extempore; right, Hernani Villaseñor and Norah Lorway, both live coding with SuperCollider, during a changeover.)

become the new unorthodoxy. The era of algorithmic dance
music is already here, and algorave may only be one offshoot
in culture. It does, however, present an interesting development linking research and experimentation with dance
music practice, successfully bringing people together for serious fun. Following Kirnberger’s 1757 The Always Ready
Polonaise and Minuet Composer, we might look forward
to 2017’s The Always Ready Polyrave and Minimal Techno
Composer, playing out in a mainstream club scene.
Somewhat paradoxically, algoraves shift some attention
from the algorithms, to the people enjoying them. We attribute this to our place in a human cycle that begins with
mechanisation, then leads to the development of new skills,
and finally prompts new culture to blend the new activity
with everyday life. As the anthropologist Tim Ingold puts
it, “... at the same time that narratives of use are converted
by technology into algorithmic structures, these structures
are themselves put to use within the ongoing activities of
inhabitants” [11, p. 62]. For us, an algorave is an opportunity for artists to bring what they have made to nightclubs,
and ask “this is what we have made, what does it mean?”
By dancing, we connect algorithmic abstractions with the
lived experience of movement, and provide one answer.

6.
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ABSTRACT

on both performers and listeners our setup includes visual
objects and a visualization of a singing avatar. Additionally,
haptical feedback of singing vibrations is incorporated in
order to enhance the bodily experience of singing.

We present a system that allows users to experience singing
without singing using gesture-based interaction techniques.
We designed a set of body-related interaction and multimodal feedback techniques and developed a singing voice
synthesizer system that is controlled by the user’s mouth
shapes and arm gestures. Based on the adaption of a number of digital media-related techniques such as face and
body tracking, 3D rendering, singing voice synthesis and
physical computing, we developed a media installation that
allows users to perform an aria without real singing and
provide the look and feel from a 20th century performance
of an opera singer. We evaluated this system preliminarily
with users.

2.

Sundberg describes the necessary foundations in the research area of singing voice synthesis [13]. VocaWatcher
generates realistic facial expressions of a human singer and
controls a humanoid robot’s face [9]. This is one of the first
systems we identified that focuses on imitating a real singer
based on acoustic and visual expressions. HandySinger provides hand puppets as an expressive and easy-to-use interface to synthesize different expressional strengths of a
singing voice [14]. Experiments confirmed that it is very
easy to gesture with a hand-puppet interface. Cano et al.
described a system that allows to morph between the user’s
singing voice and the voice of a professional singer [2]. The
system is used within a Karaoke performance setting.
D’ Allessandro et al. [4] described an interesting way to
interact with a Vowel-Consonant-Vowel singing voice synthesizer providing a fine grained control over voice parameters like pitch, vowels and strength. By creating Digiartic,
a bi-manual device featuring two pen tablets, they provide
a handbased voice synthesis. The non-dominant hand controls manner and place of articulation and consonant voicing while the dominant hand creates intonation and voice
strength.
The non trivial mapping of gestures to sounds provides a
real challenge if the dimensionality of the sensor-captured
data is high. Fasciani et al. [6] applies an artificial neural
network approach to simplyfy the mapping and increase the
usability of their voice-controlled interfaces
Several projects studied the synthesis of sound with mouth
shapes or with gestures. At NIME 2003 Lyons et al. presented a vision-based mouth interface that used facial action
to control musical sound [11]. A headworn camera tracks
mouth height, width and aspect ratio. These parameters
are processed and used to control guitar effects, a keyboard
and looped sequences. Closely related to our approach is the
”Artificial Singing” project, a device that controls a singing
synthesizer with mouth movements that are tracked by a
web camera [10]. The user’s mouth is tracked and mouth
parameters like width, height, opening, rounding, etc. are
mapped to a synthesizer’s parameters e.g. pitch, loudness,
vibrato, etc. De Silva et al presented a facetracking mouth
controller [5]. The image-based recognition tracks the user’s
nostrils and mouth shape and maps this to a syrinx’s model
to generate sounds. Recently, Cheng and Huang published
an advanced mouth tracking approach that combines realtime mouth tracking and 3D reconstruction of the mouth
movement in real-time [3].

Keywords
Gesture based musical interfaces, 3D character performance,
singing voice synthesis, interactive media installation.

1.

RELATED WORK

INTRODUCTION

Singing is a foundational and very old form of human expression. However, the authors see todays singing culture as
more restricted than it was in former times. It is assumed
that a demand exists to get closer to this central human
ability and to deal with it in an experimental and playful
way.
Our development does not focus basically on a simulation
of the acoustic process of singing. We present a complete
audiovisual setup including a singing interface to control a
synthetic singing voice. Our goal is it to allow the performer
to experience a credible feeling of singing with a voice different from the user herself. Further more, by making use
of the singing system we seek to offer an entertaining experience for both the performers and listeners.
By installing an interface to the synthesis system we separate the voice from the body of the performer. In doing so,
the singing voice becomes a more instrumental character.
Research outcome in music psychology shows that the
visual appearance in performances play a role (in some cases
a major role) for the perceived musical expression [1]. In
an exaggerated way one might say that listening to musical
expression is a process that is - in parts - done with the
eyes. Since our system focuses the experience of singing
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3.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

provides sufficiently accurate data based on a user profile
that has to be created for each user in advance. Furthermore
we introduced an additional calibration step to increase the
recognition accuracy. A neural network is used to map the
tracking data provided by faceshift to corresponding vowels.
To do this we feed the neural network with data taken while
the user forms each desired mouth shape for several seconds.
There are four mouth shapes that have to be trained to
the neural network: ”A”, ”E”, ”O” and closed mouth. The
second vowel set is triggered by hand gesture using the same
mouth shapes.
Tracking data includes head pose information, arm gestures, body position, facial blend shapes (also called coefficients), eye gaze and additionally specified virtual markers.
The coefficients are fed to the trained neural network and
the probability values of each vowel are sent directly to the
audio synthesizer, using the OSC protocol (Open Sound
Control), where they are processed for sound generation
(see section six ”mapping and sound synthesis”). In addition to the audio processing the head pose, blend shapes
and eye gaze data are used to animate the avatar’s facial
expression in real time. The head pose is used to rotate
the neck bone and the eye gaze to rotate the specific eye
while the blend shapes are used to change the look of the
avatar’s face using the morph capabilities of the FaceGen
SDK (www.facegen.com).

The installation consists of a 3x3 video wall with 46” monitors, the motion tracking system Noraxon MyoMotion
(www.noraxon.com) for full body skeleton tracking, and a
PrimeSense Carmine for facial tracking. To enhance the
user experience of being an opera singer from the 1920, the
user wears a tailcoat and a top hat including bone conduction headphones to place the generated tenor’s voice ”inside”
the user’s head without blocking surroundings sounds. This
is important in order to hear the background music of the
sung track. Additionally, a bib is equipped with several
exciters and vibration modules to induce the vibration of
the singing voice into the user’s thorax. Using bone conduction and vibrational feedback, the illusion of singing is
supported.
A gramophone is connected to the computer as a resonating body for audio playback. It is also used as an input device for choosing between several songs by placing a
shellac disc (gramophone record) on the gramophone and
as a switch to trigger the performance to start. A glove
is equipped with switches that can be activated by closing
thumb and index finger. Closing the switch is used to alternate between two sets of vowels that could not be detected
by mouth shape alone (see subsection ”Tangible Illustration”).
The processing is done on two network-connected computers. One operates the facial tracking hardware and software and the synthesizer modules. The other runs the main
application with a skeleton tracking system and rendering.
The computer running the main application processes all
tracking data, uses it to fully animate a virtual opera singer
in 3D, controlled by the user, and sends relevant data to
the synthesizer module.
Initially, the user steps in front of the main computer
which renders the content on the video wall. She can now
take a picture of herself to make the avatar’s head look like
her, or customize it further. After that she starts the performance mode by putting the gramophone’s pickup arm
on top of the selected record and steps onto the stage. By
moving her arms and shaping vowels with her mouth, she
can not only control the movements of the virtual tenor,
but also make him sing. The user’s goal is to reproduce the
original singing of the selected track as accurately as possible. With an increased positive rating the 3D avatar’s face
morphs from the original user face to the face of a famous
opera singer. For an additional increase of a 1920s performance experience we applied a shader that emulates the
visual presentation of an old silent movie film. In addition
a simple visualization is shown to tell the user whether he is
singing correctly or not and how to adjust his performance
while singing an aria. This only concerns the pitch; volume
and vowels are up to the user’s desire and experimentation.

4.

4.2

Full body tracking

The full body tracking uses the provided joint data from
the body tracker and maps it onto the avatar. In addition,
tracking data from hand, elbow and shoulder joints are sent
to the singing voice synthesizer to control the volume and
pitch parameters. The arm stretch is calculated by adding
shoulder-to-elbow and elbow-to-hand distance, devided by
the distance of shoulder-to-hand. This gives a normalized
value. The hands’ position height (y-axis) is subtracted
from the shoulders’ positions height and is divided by the
maximum arm stretch to get a normalized range of approximately -1 to 1. This value is used to determine the pitch
value. These calculations are done separately for each arm,
choosing the larger of both values.

5.

TANGIBLE ILLUSTRATION

The newly designed interaction techniques include the application of a gramophone, suitable clothes and appropriate
acoustic, visual and haptic feedback for the performing user:
We realized the selection of a dedicated piece of music using
an old gramophone with shellac discs. Currently we provide
two different suitable arias for selection (Ave Maria – Schubert and Nessun Dorma – Puccini). The user can select his
favorite background music by placing the relevant disc on
the gramophone.
Real singing results in hearing one’s own voice inside head
and body and in vibrational feedback caused by lung pressure and movement of the syrinx’s vocal folds. To provide
a similar user experience we developed a prototype vibrational vest by equipping a bib with vibrational actors, exciters and a sound device that triggers the actors based on
sound input.
Two vowel sets were defined that can be switched by
the user by performing an additional interaction technique.
This was necessary as it is difficult to detect all vowels based
on facial depth tracking only. There are two alternative
techniques, eye brow raising and using a simple glove switch;
both gestures are not realistic behavior but work well after
a short training period. Using the additional interaction
technique, the vowels ”Ä” [æ:], ”I” [i:] and ”U” [u:] are syn-

USER TRACKING

After the avatar generation step the user can initiate the
performance mode in which face and body of the user are
tracked. MyoMotion is a portable, wireless and expandable
motion tracking system that can provide three-dimensional
orientation information of two to 36 IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) sensors. Our setup utilizes five sensors to track
the upper body: one for each upper arm, one for each forearm and one at the back to root the coordinate system to
the user.

4.1 Facial tracking and calibration
The facial motion tracking system used is an adaption of
faceshift (www.faceshift.com). This face tracking approach
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7.

thesized instead of ”A” [a:],”E” [e:] and ”O” [o:]. More details
can be found in [8].

6.

EVALUATION

To evaluate the system six subjects tested the entire procedure, including face calibration, training of the neural
network and singing first freely and then performing both
Ave Maria and Nessun Dorma. Afterwards they were interviewed and filled in the AttrakDiffTM (attrakdiff.de) questionnaire. Three of the subjects had a considerable amount
of singing experience (singing in a choir or band), the others
had none.
AttrakDiffTM is used to measure the attractiveness of interactive products using a dedicated questionnaire with opposite attributes for each question. Attributes refer to different evaluation categories. The pragmatic quality (PQ)
describes the usability, and how effective the user could
achieve her goals, the hedonic quality – stimulation (HQ–
S): shows how the product supports the user in her desire to
make progress by providing novel, interesting and inspiring
functionalities, contents and ways of interaction and presentation. The hedonic quality – identity (HQ–I) gives the
amount of the user’s identification with the product and the
attractiveness (ATT) shows the global rating of the product.

MAPPING AND SOUND SYNTHESIS

By combining mouth shapes and arm gestures, the user alters several parameters of the singing voice. The singing
voice is fully synthesized, providing a considerable amount
of flexibility.

6.1 Arm gestures and "harmonizer"
The volume is controlled directly by the user’s arm stretch:
outstretching the arms increases, bending them reduces the
volume. The sung pitch is determined by the arm’s height.
The obvious method of mapping the arm height directly
to the pitch results in a hard to play, Theremin-like behavior. As an enjoyable user-experience is a main concern of
this project, this method would have been counterproductive. Two alternative methods were designed to solve this
problem:
Method one quantizes the arm-height into 25 fixed steps
plus filtering out small arm movements to prevent changing rapidly back and forth if the arm position is borderline
between two steps. Every step is mapped to a specific MIDIpitch, ranging from 41 (ca 87 Hz) to 65 (ca 349 Hz). This
way, playing is a little easier, but still so hard that the user
can become frustrated.
As the installation is destined especially for musically inexperienced users, the second method of pitch selection only
pays attention to the direction of the next desired note:
moving the arms up triggers the next higher note, moving
the arms down triggers the next lower note. For this the system consults the song’s melody (provided as MIDI-Track)
and chooses the next higher respectively lower note on the
basis of the song’s correct melody or current key. We designed the system to choose notes that always sound more
or less suitable to the backing music of the aria. For a more
detailed overview of the harmonizer module refer to [7].

6.2 Mouth Shapes and Synthesis
The user can control the sung vowel by forming it with his
mouth. The trained neural network determines the likeliest
vowel and sends it to the sound synthesis. To prevent rapid
changes between vowels due to noise and inaccuracy of the
vowel tracking, five consecutive detections of the same vowel
are necessary to trigger a vowel change. This produces a
short but acceptable delay. To change the vowel, the sound
synthesis modifies the filters used for the formant synthesis.
A short interpolation between the current vowel and the
target vowel prevents sound artifacts. This interpolation
must not be too long, as an audible vowel-slide sounds odd.
The basis of the singing synthesis is a vowel synthesis via
formants. The vowel’s formant frequencies used in this work
are averaged values obtained from [12]. Max/MSP in combination with Java Script is used for the audio processing.
The synthesis engine using additive synthesis is controlled
via MIDI (provided by the user’s arm height) to determine
the base frequency of the voice.
Band pass filters produce the desired formants necessary
for the target vowel. Two formants are sufficient for the
signal to be recognizable as a human’s vowel, but three formants were identified to be useful to achieve a more human
sound. A fourth formant at 2,7 kHz is used to produce a
tone color similar to an opera singer. A formant around 3
kHz in the human voice is called ”singers’ formant” and can
only be found in the frequency spectrum of highly trained
singers.

Figure 1: AttrakDiffTM (attrakdiff.de) test results
PQ and HQ are independent factors and add approximately even to the ATT level. The installation was classified as ”self-oriented” (see figure 1). This means for the HQ
that the user has a good identification with the product and
is stimulated and motivated.
The average values of the evaluation categories are plotted on Figure 2. All four categories are above average. Especially the HQ–S achieved a very high scoring and the
overall attractiveness is strong as well, showing that the goal
of creating an enjoyable user experience could be achieved.
The users also had a quite strong identification with the
installation, what is to be seen as a common effect when
having an enjoyable experience. Compared to the other categories, the PQ is quite low. Improving the usability would
therefore raise the overall attractiveness furthermore.
To identify the specific needs in order to improve the usability of the installation an analysis of the interviews was
important. The following main statements could be extracted from the interviews:
• All six test users found using the installation enjoyable
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record the voice of a singer, extract meaningful characteristics defining the identity and personality of the voice and
applying these characteristics to the singing synthesizer.

9.

Figure 2: Mean values of the four categories
and entertaining. Three of the users reported their
technical fascination as an argument for a positive user
experience, the others simply enjoyed the experience
itself.
• The sound synthesis was uniformly referred to as at
least believable. Only one subject mentioned that she
rarely identified herself with the artificial character of
the singing voice.
• The three test persons without singing experience could
imagine, that the installation conveyed a sense of physical feeling as if actually singing. The three users with
singing experience didn’t find the physical feeling realistic.
• All but one tester found using the installation very
challenging. However, all but one of the subjects were
positive about being able to learn using it properly
after a couple of attempts. One subject found it easy
to use from the very beginning.
• The consensus was, that a better visualization would
greatly enhance the usability of the installation.
• No user found the calibration and training length disturbingly too long.
Summarizing, this preliminary test reveals a positive tendency but due to the small number of subjects the test was
not designed as a statistically reliable evaluation.

8.
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CONCLUSION

The described prototype works as expected with all components described in this paper but current limitations concerning the set-up / calibration time for a user and fault
tolerance of some system parts need to be resolved before
we conduct larger user tests. Moreover, some items such as
the glove and vest have to be improved to provide a robust
demonstration for a larger audience. However, we plan to
experiment with expanded possibilities and additional functions. Since the present singing synthesizer only works with
vowels, it would be very interesting to see how the system
works when consonants are added. This correlates with the
wish for increased possibilities for articulation.
On the list for future developments are different and shapeable consonants, additional arias of course and the addition of different voices, e.g. a soprano voice as well as voices
with different personal characters i.e. more extroverted or
introverted. In far away scenario it might be possible to
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ABSTRACT

structed of a small number of factory presets, templates,
and parameters with few creative options. Some manufacturers address this problem by having many, many presets
(e.g. Native Instruments Kore Browser). However, searching through a vast number of presets can be a task as daunting as using a complex synthesizer.
In this work, we present SynthAssist, a system that interactively helps the user find their desired sound (synthesizer
patch) in the space of sounds generated by an audio synthesizer. The goal is to make synthesizers more accessible, letting users focus on high-level goals (e.g. ‘sound brassy’) instead of low-level controls (e.g. ‘What does the LFO1Asym
knob do?’). The inspiration for SynthAssist was how one
might interact with a professional music producer or sound
designer: imitate the desired outcome vocally (e.g. “make
a sound that goes like <sound effect made vocally>”, have
the producer design a few options based on the example,
give them evaluative feedback (e.g “that doesn’t sound as
good as the previous example.”)
With SynthAssist, a user can quickly and easily search
through thousands of synthesizer sounds to find the desired
option. The user first provides one or more soft examples
(queries) that have some, but not all, of the characteristics of the desired sound. The soft examples can either be
vocal imitations of the desired sound or existing recordings
that are similar to the desired sound. Given these examples,
SynthAssist guides the user in an interactive refinement process, where the system presents sounds for the user to rate.
Based on these ratings, the system refines its estimate of
the user’s desired concept and learns which audio features
are important to the user so that it can present sounds
that more closely matches the desired concept. While this
method could potentially be used for other audio QueryBy-Example (QBE) applications (e.g. searching through a
sample or sound effects database), it has been particularly
designed for searching synthesizer and musical instrument
sound databases.

Programming an audio synthesizer can be a difficult task
for many. However, if a user has a general idea of the sound
they are trying to program, they may be able to imitate it
with their voice. This paper presents SynthAssist, a system
for interactively searching the synthesis space of an audio
synthesizer. In this work, we present how to use the system for querying a database of audio synthesizer patches
(i.e. settings/parameters) by vocal imitation and user feedback. To account for the limitations of the human voice, it
uses both absolute and relative time series representations of
features and relevance feedback on both the feature weights
and time series to refine the query. The method presented
in this paper can be used to search through large databases
of previously existing “factory presets” or program a synthesizer using the data-driven approach to automatic synthesizer programming.

Keywords
synthesizer interface, query-by-example, audio retrieval,
voice controlled interfaces

1.

INTRODUCTION

As software-based synthesizers have become more advanced,
their interfaces have become more complex and therefore
harder to use. For example, Apple Inc.’s ES2 synthesizer
has 125 controls, mostly consisting of knobs, buttons, and
sliders. If those controls were simply binary switches, the
control space would consist of 2125 (i.e. 1038 ) possible combinations. Controls with more settings (e.g. knobs and sliders) allow even more combinations. Fully exploring such a
large space of options is difficult. Compounding this problem is the fact that controls often refer to parameters whose
meanings are unknown to most (e.g. the ‘LFO1Asym’ parameter on Apple’s ES2 synth).
For many musicians, the opacity of the controls, combined
with the large number of possible combinations translates
into an inability to actualize one’s ideas. Even for experienced users, the tedium of these interfaces takes them out of
their creative flow state, hampering productivity. Although
simpler interfaces do exist (e.g. Apple Inc.’s GarageBand),
their simplicity is limiting. They lack the flexibility of the
complex interfaces, resulting in a small timbre palette con-

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Synthesizer Interfaces
Research related to the development of intuitive interfaces
to audio synthesizers has been ongoing for several decades,
with numerous approaches having been proposed [1, 3, 5, 9–
11,14,19–22]. Researchers have sought to reduce the dimensionality of the synthesis parameter space by re-mapping
controls to perceptual dimensions [20,21], high-level descriptive dimensions [5, 10, 11], exploratory maps [1, 14], other
timbral spaces (e.g. the voice [6,19]) and more. Researchers
have also developed methods to allow users to explore the
synthesis space using interactive genetic algorithms that
tune the synthesis parameters [3]. While good for exploration, the number of evaluations required to program a
specific desired sound using genetic algorithms is far too
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the SynthAssist interface.
great to be completed by a human. Another approach is
to have the computer compute the fitness function in an
optimization algorithm [7–9, 22]. However, in these “tone
matching” approaches the user must provide an existing audio file of the exact desired sound, a requirement that may
be difficult for the user to satisfy.
Recent work suggests that vocal imitation is a promising
way of communicating audio concepts to software [12] and
that comparing time series representations would be a good
approach to doing so [4]. However, to date, only one very
limited study has used vocal imitation for audio retrieval [2].
There has also been some research into using the voice for
continuous real-time control of a synthesizer [6, 19]. However, in many scenarios, this is not feasible and/or desirable.
In our system, the user’s voice is needed when initially programming the synth but is not required when performing
with the synth.

3.

4. SynthAssist generates suggestions from the synthesizer that are similar to the estimated target sound.
5. The user rates how close the suggestions are to the
desired target sound.
6. If a suggestion is good enough, return the synthesizer
parameters. Else, repeat Steps 3 through 6.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of SynthAssist. Each suggestion is represented by one of the colored circles. When
a user clicks on a suggestion, the sound plays. Users rate
how similar suggestions are to their target by moving them
closer to or farther from the center, “hub”, circle. If the suggestion is irrelevant, the user can inform SynthAssist and
remove it from the screen by double clicking on it. The user
plays a synth patch by either single clicking or moving (rating) a colored circle. Dragging a suggestion to the center of
the circle indicates indicates this is the desired sound and
terminates the interaction. The overall system architecture
is shown in Figure 2.

THE SYNTHASSIST SYSTEM

In the SynthAssist system, we want to support vocal imitation queries. Our approach is similar to the approach
suggested in [4]. The motivation is that while the human
voice has a limited timbral range [19], it is very expressive with respect to how it changes in time. For example,
your voice may not be able to exactly imitate your favorite
Moog bass sound, but you may be able to imitate how the
sound changes over the course of a note (e.g. pitch, loudness, brightness, noisiness, etc.). When comparing sounds
in SynthAssist, we focus on these changes over the course
of a note.
The interaction for a session in SynthAssist is as follows:

3.1

Query and Search Key Representation

A query is an example provided to the system to guide the
search for the desired item (a synthesizer sound) from a
database. Each item in the database consists of a sample
(an audio recording), a patch (the set of synthesizer parameters required to create the sample), and a search key (an
abstract representation of the sample’s audio features).
All audio (queries and samples in the database) is summed
to mono and RMS-normalized. Features for the search keys
are extracted using a frame size of 1024 and a hop size of
512 at a sample rate of 32 kHz. Focusing on these changes
through time for both queries and search keys, we extract
the time series of a small number of high-level features from
the audio: pitch, loudness, inharmonicity, clarity, spectral
centroid, spectral spread, and spectral kurtosis. Definitions
for all of the features but the clarity measure can be found
in [17]. Similar to autocorrelation height, the clarity measure is a measure of how “coherent a note sound is” [13].
We then augment this representation by also standardizing
each of these features with themselves to capture the relax − µx
where x is
tive changes through time (e.g. xstd =
σx

1. To communicate their desired audio concept, the user
gives one or more initial input examples by either
recording a new sound (e.g. vocalize an example) or
choosing a prerecorded sound.
2. The user rates how close each example is to the target
sound.
3. Based on the ratings, SynthAssist estimates what the
target sound must be like.
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Figure 2: System flow of SynthAssist.
the time series and µx and σx are the mean and variance of
x).
Therefore we represent each query and search key as 14
time series, one per feature: 7 “absolute features” and 7
“relative features”. While many QBE systems characterize
these time series as either distributions (e.g. modeling them
with a Gaussian Mixture Model) or extract statistics and
features (e.g. mean, variance, slope, modulation), we retain the time series representation to capture the temporal
evolution of each sound. We represent each query or search
key as a matrix where each feature time series is a row of
length N , where N is the number of feature frames, e.g.
X = [x1 , . . . , x14 ]T ∈ R14×N .

3.2

keys which are nearest in each of the 14 feature dimensions
(i.e. the keys that were closest while just considering each
feature distance, DT W (xi , yi ), independently). This is a
computationally efficient way of increasing the diversity of
the results while also maintaining relevance. However, to
avoid crowding the screen with too many results, we randomly select 7 of these 14 keys for a total of 8 keys in rating
results each round. The rating results appear as the small
colored circles radiating out of the “target hub” in Figure 1.

3.3

Once presented with the two sets of results (see Section 3.2),
the user can listen to both sets and can potentially select
their desired synth example, returning the parameters of
the synth. If their desired synth example is not in the results however, the user can give feedback to the system to
improve the search. To give feedback, the user marks which
of the rating results are irrelevant (by double clicking to remove the results) and rates each remaining relevant result
by moving it closer to the center (more relevant) or farther from the center (less relevant). All relevant results are
added to the relevant set, Z. The relevant set includes all
the relevant examples for the current search session and the
initial examples provided by the user.
Our initial estimate of the target concept is given by the
query example. We then refine our target concept by creating a weighted average of the feature time series of relevant
examples, weighting examples based on the user-provided
ratings. In combining these, we are dealing with time series
that may be of different lengths, since different synthesizer
parameter settings can result in sounds of different lengths.
Dynamic time warping [15] can help us out in this scenario. We adopt Prioritized Shape Averaging (PSA) presented in [16] to create a weighted average of the time series.
To average many time series, this method first performs agglomerative clustering (a type of hierarchical clustering that
results in a binary tree) on the time series, using DTW as
the distance function. It then aligns (using DTW) and averages pairs of time series from the bottom of the tree on up,
weighted according to the user-provided rating. For further
details on PSA, we refer the reader to [16].
Again, we treat each feature independently, and we use
the PSA method to average the relevant time series for each
feature. The resulting weighted average is our new estimate

Rank Calculation

To search the database we calculate the distance from the
query to each search key. However, the query and the keys
may not be of the same length. Therefore, we use a distance
measure based on dynamic time warping (DTW) [15] and
treat each feature time series independently. We calculate
distance using the following equation:
DX,Y =

14
X

wi DT W (xi , yi )

User Feedback and Query Refinement

(1)

i=1

where i is the index of the 14 features, X and Y are the
query and search key matrices, xi and yi are the time series
of the ith feature for the query and key, wi is the weighting coefficient of the ith feature, and DT W (xi , yi ) is the
dynamic time warping distance between xi and yi .
After calculating distance for each key, the system returns two sets of results: top results and rating results. The
first set, top results, consists of the 8 nearest neighbors in
increasing order of the distance function in Equation 1. Initially, the weighting coefficients, w, are all equal, but after
the first search round, they are refined as specified in Section 3.3. Therefore, the top results may change each round
(where a round is steps 3 to 6 in Section 3). This set of
results appears on the right hand side of the interface as
the array of grey circles as shown in Figure 1.
Since the top results may consist of many similar items,
rating all of them may not give us much useful information.
Therefore, the second set of results, rating results, consists
of the examples we want the user to rate. This includes
the nearest key that has not been rated yet and also the
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of the target concept, called the refined query X̄.
In addition to refining our query, we also refine our distance measure in response to the user’s relevance feedback.
Recall that each of the examples presented to the user for
rating is the closest one to the query along one of the 14
feature dimensions. To refine the weight wi applied to each
of the 14 features we use a simple inverse standard deviation relevance feedback mechanism, similar to those in the
MARS and MindReader (when constrained to weight each
feature dimension independently) systems [18]. However,
since we are dealing with time series, we calculate distance
in the weighted variance function using DTW rather than
the difference function. The calculation is as follows:
− 1

2
|Z|
X
1
sk DT W (yik , x̄i )2 
(2)
wi =  P|Z|
k=1 sk k=1
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where wi is the weight of the ith feature, sk is the user’s
similarity rating, yik is the time series of the ith feature of
the kth relevant example, and x̄i is the time series of the ith
feature of the refined query.

4.

FUTURE WORK

Currently, the system can only search synthesizer parameter combinations that have been added to the database. In
our initial tests, we used 10,000 samples from a 15 parameter synthesizer. For more complex synthesizers, an adequate sampling may not be possible due to space requirements. We plan to extend this work to also search the full
parameter space, while maintaining the current interaction
paradigm. We also plan on running a user study that evaluates this software both as an audio retrieval tool and as a
creativity support tool.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented system for searching the space
of a synthesizer by querying a database of audio synthesizer patches using “soft-examples” (i.e. examples that have
some but not all of the characteristics of the desired sound)
such as vocal imitations as input. To allow for such “softexamples” and account for the limitations of the human
voice, the system leverages the information in how perceptual audio features of the sounds change over time, using
both absolute and relative time series representations of features and a weighted dynamic time warping as the distance
function. The query and the feature weights are interactively refined through user-provided relevance feedback on
the search results. Using this system, a user simply needs
to know what they are looking for, give it an initial example
(e.g. using their voice to imitate the target), and be able to
rate how similar example sounds are to their target sound.
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ABSTRACT

and audience to use their own devices as an interface. This
has brought a paradigm shift on participatory music making
and performance[11, 5].
With new smart devices with sensing and networking features such as iPhone, various types of data and signals can
be easily collected from audience activities or the physical
environment without separate sensor devices. The smart
devices act as a platform that collects data and converts
them to the materials for interactive musical expression instantly[3]. Using smart devices as the personalized interfaces lightens the burden of designing additional hardware
on artists, thus allows them to fully concentrate on content
production.
However, since technologies such as WiFi is a common
prerequisite for communication among smart devices, audiences who want to participate in the performance are required additional configurations such as joining networks.
This has acted as a barrier, reducing user accessibility[8].
This research analyzes the constraints of using wireless
communication in participatory performance and collaborative music creation, while proposing a ‘Sound tagging
system’ based on “Theoretically Audible, but Practically
Inaudible Range (TAPIR)” sound[15] — typically higher
than 18 kHz — as an alternative communication method
for participatory performance and its software framework.
The framework is expected to help users without advanced
knowledge in signal processing to utilize ‘TAPIR Sound’ for
their new musical expressions. Additionally, This paper introduces scenarios of participatory performance using the
TAPIR Sound Tagging system.

This paper presents an enhanced sonic data communication
method using TAPIR (Theoretically Audible, but Practically Inaudible Range: frequencies above 18kHz) sound and
a software toolkit as its implementation. Using inaudible
sound as a data medium, a digital data network among
the audience and performer can be easily built with microphones and speakers, without requiring any additional
hardware.
“TAPIR Sound Tag” is a smart device framework for
inaudible data communication that can be easily embedded in audience participatory performances and interactive arts, by enabling peer-to-peer or broadcasting real-time
data communication among smart devices. The developed
toolkit can be used without any advanced knowledge in signal processing and communication system theory; simply
specifying carrier frequency and bandwidth with a few lines
of code can start data communication. Several usage scenarios of the system are also presented, such as participating in an interactive performance by adding and controlling
sound, and collaborative completion of an artist’s work by
audience.
We expect this framework to provide a new way of audience interaction to artists, as well as further promoting
audience participation by simplifying the process: using
personal smart devices as a medium and not requiring additional hardware or complex settings.

Keywords
Audience Participation, TAPIR sound, Sonic Data Communication

1.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Data Communication System for Mobile
Devices in Participatory Performances

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, there have been myriad attempts
to apply personalized interfaces on collaborative music making and interactive performance that the audience can participate in. After the introduction of smart devices, such
as smart-phones and tablets, encourage both the performer

Personalized interfaces for audience participation in interactive performances usually require wireless data transmission technologies among them. When using smart devices,
Open Sound Control (OSC) alongside with local area network (LAN) is commonly used. This setting is known to
work stably in most environments and allows users to receive and transmit data real-time[13, 2].
However, the audience must join a specific network and
undergo additional settings in order to participate in the
performance. This sequence acts as a great barrier in performance participation, which decreases user accessibility.
Various techniques have been developed and used to solve
this problem, such as Bonjour which is a zero-configuration

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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permission and/or a fee.
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networking protocol,[9] and state of the art web technologies using JavaScript and HTML5[12]. However, the inherent problem when using the computer network was still
not solved, such as the requirement of additional equipment
(Server and Router) for network system construction. This
results in an increased cost corresponding to the number of
participants.

order to limit high frequency signals to the inaudible bandwidth, other technical improvements are required, such as
constraining frequency bandwidth.
In order to solve such problems, many different communication technologies have been used. Chirp uses SingleFrequency (SF) signaling, while Shopkick and Cryptone use
Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) Signaling, which are
the same techniques used for dialing in telephones. These
methods are able to be robust against external effects. However, these signaling methods can be considered a triggering method, rather than data transmission. The amount
and variety of data is strictly limited, compared to its high
possession of bandwidth. Direct sequence spread spectrum
(DSSS) is the technique that is used for Yamaha Infosound. This system sends more accurate data and requires
low power consumption, however exhibits low spectral efficiency.

2.2 Using Sound as a Medium
Many attempts to use sound instead of radio waves as a new
medium of data transmission system for various purposes
can be found throughout the literature. “Chirp”[1], a mobile
application, uses sound from mobile devices to transmit a
URL to the user’s uploaded content.
There are many benefits from transmitting data signal
through air, as a form of sound. By encoding data signals
into audio, it is possible to transmit information to users’
device by using built-in microphones, without connecting
the same LAN. Since connection to the Internet or a local
router is not required, no additional equipment is needed
for the formation of the service. Furthermore, signal broadcasting is also possible, in addition to peer-to-peer communication. Hence, an ad-hoc network, with a single transmitter and multiple receivers, can be formed immediately.
Therefore, using existing infrastructure such as stationary
loudspeakers in halls, this broadcast network can be easily
constructed and expanded without additional costs.
In addition, by deliberately hiding the communication
process, these systems are able to provide an additional
route for transmitting assistant information without disturbing auditory experience. Especially, “Theoretically Audible, but Practically Inaudible Range” (TAPIR) sound has
value in this aspect. Theoretically, the hearing range (audible frequency band) of human auditory system (HAS) is
from 20Hz to 20kHz. However, in reality, in reality, the
majority of people cannot hear sound on 18kHz or a higher
band. In contrast, most audio devices are designed to have
a capability of accepting audio up to 22kHz – 24kHz. That
is, a marginal frequency band exists which humans cannot recognize but machines can. This audio band can be
utilized for various purposes, especially for data communication without interfering the listener’s cognition.
“Shopkick”[10] is a successful example of using inaudible
sound for commercial purposes. In the shop, the speaker in
a specific region of the store emits an audio signal, which is
mapped to the store’s unique ID. When a user’s smart device receives this ID signal, it automatically recognizes the
corresponding shop and provides sales information. Another case is the “Yamaha Infosound”[14], which provides
additional information to the audience by embedding codes
in the audio contents of TV broadcasting. There are also
artistic applications such as “Cryptone”[4], which implemented interactive personal presentation in crowded places.

3.

TAPIR SOUND TAG FRAMEWORK

Figure 1: A System Model of Previous Sonic Data
Communication (Mass Communication) and The
Proposed Model

2.3 Limitations of Previous Sonic Data Communication Systems

Although the research subject of data communication systems using sound is attractive, it is still in its early stage.
Aforementioned systems are usually implemented with simple algorithms to retain high stability against external effects, which is exchanged with low spectral efficiency and
limitations of data size. As a result, attempts to apply these
systems for the purpose of intercommunication of personalized interfaces are usually limited to simple triggers, rather
than data streams. Nevertheless some studies applied improved algorithms to achieve better results[7], only few have
attempted to use these technologies for mutual interaction.
Therefore, most of the previous systems have been limited

Despite the advantages of using sound for data communication, challenging problems prevail. Although there is less
noise in high frequency audio band compared to the band
we normally hear, many factors that disturb communication exist. While the sequences of signals (sound) emitted
from a speaker go through the air and be resampled by the
receiver’s microphone, they suffer from echo (fading), amplitude/phase distortion, and noise. These subtle, but critical corruptions of signals are unable to predict. This phenomenon tends to be intensified as the signal transmission
speed increases. Thus, a method of maintaining sufficiently
high speed and increasing stability is needed. Moreover, in
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to a form of mass communication, with one sender and multiple receivers as shown in Figure 1.
We introduce a “TAPIR Sound Tag” system in this chapter, which offers enhanced stability and a system model that
allows users to simultaneously generate and analyze audio
signals in real-time using their own devices. Moreover, since
the system is implemented as a software platform, it can be
easily applied to developing personalized interfaces in interactive artwork.

TAPIR
Sound

APIs, where almost every procedure related to complex signal processing is automated. Thus, users of the framework
can transduce a bitstream such as string to audio data in
real-time with only few lines of code without suffering from
complex configurations. The only required process to use
our API is to specify the carrier frequency and bandwidth,
just like tuning in to a radio channel. That is, similar to
OSC, it is easily attachable to existing mobile applications
and allows them to exchange detailed and various statuses
like data from intrinsic sensors.

Signal
Detector

Figure 2: Schematic Diagram of TAPIR Sound Tag
Framework
In the design of “TAPIR Sound Tag” system, which is
a data transmission system that uses TAPIR sound having high spectral efficiency and stability, we adopted new
technologies such as Orthogonal-Frequency Division Modulation (OFDM): a technique applied in cellular and digital
TV networks. This puts data bytes into multiple carriers
and transmits it in a parallel method, thereby maintaining a
high transmittance speed while also reducing influence from
surrounding environment. Furthermore, to further extend
system stability, Forward Error Correction (FEC) and channel recovery techniques are applied, which are also widely
used in modern radio wave communication networks. A
simplified diagram of the system structure is shown in Figure 2.
In order to process high complexity mathematical operations such as filtering, FFT, and correlation etc. in
real-time, especially in mobile devices with low processing
power, most parts of these operations are implemented as
forms of vector calculation using SIMD (Single Instruction,
Multiple Data) co-processors such as SSE (for Intel x86/64)
or NEON (for ARM processors). Therefore, the encoding
and decoding processes of data can be done almost in realtime for the most of mobile devices. In addition, we added
numerical parameters that have been obtained from experiments, which are currently considered as optimal. The result is implemented with C++ and distributed as a form of
shared/static library, which can be included in applications
for iOS, Android and OSX.
“TAPIR Sound Tag” system shows a high transmission
rate around 200bps with a bandwidth of 900Hz, and is able
to communicate at a distance of approximately five meters
using ordinary portable speakers (3W output power). Under most conditions, the system is able to transmit short
data streams such as URLs in a very short time (under
0.5 sec): this performance is comparable to state-of-the-art
wireless tagging technologies such as NFC or RF-ID.

4.

APPLICABLE SCENARIOS

As described in the previous chapter, TAPIR Sound Tag
has several characteristics that enhance existing communications methods using networks such as LAN. When applied
to participatory performance, collaborative music creation
and interactive arts, simultaneous and prompt interaction
between performer (artist) and audience or even among audiences can be formed, encouraging new artistic expression.

4.1

Participation without Barriers

Figure 4: An Abstract Model for Audience Participatory Performances
Interactive performances and artworks that intend to induce audience participation can apply TAPIR Sound Tag
to help the audience to easily participate by just playing
or receiving sound through their own smart devices. This
does not require additional equipment or cognitive barriers,
such as configuration, which might cause the audience to
hesitate in participating. Moreover, a new form of interaction can be provided, where one can immediately communicate with unidentified multiple users (Figure 4). For

3.2 API Design
Our most emphasized goal is to allow artists and developers to be able to apply our framework on their projects
easily, without having advanced knowledge in communication systems. For this, we have built a very simple set of
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instance, performers can trigger devices of the audiences to
show specific images or information related to the performance by playing TAPIR signal. Audiences also can reflect
their intention to the interactive performance (artwork) by
controlling elements of it by sending signals with their own
device.

[3]

4.2 Sharing and Propagation
[4]

[5]

Figure 5: An Abstract Model for Sharing and Propagation

[6]

By using TAPIR Sound Tag, performers (artists) and audiences can transmit and receive data with each other by
using peer-to-peer or broadcasting methods (Figure 5). Albeit the fact that TAPIR Sound Tag is a close distance
communication method using speakers as a transmitter, it
has an advantage of controlling the boundaries of audience
participation and the presence of interactive performance
(artworks) in physical space by controlling the volume of
speakers. For example, TAPIR Sound tag can be a platform
for generative arts/performance. Artists can share an uncompleted part of their artwork with a small number of audiences in a specific place by transmitting the code of their
work through TAPIR Sound Tags. Furthermore, through
the repeated data exchange between audiences, they can
build their own artwork derived by the original artwork.

5.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a novel sonic data communication method
for creating new participatory performances and artistic expressions is proposed, using TAPIR sound. Using the framework presented through this research, performers (artists)
are able to easily embed participatory interaction in their
works, only using simple technology and equipment: smartphones.
Although our system shows good performance in general
situations, several improvements are still being made, and
there is room for much more. Our system’s high spectral
efficiency, which is the one of the greatest advantages, enables further utilization of the remaining TAPIR band for
various purposes, such as location detection using time of
arrival (ToA) of multiple signals.[6]
In conclusion, we strongly believe that the TAPIR Sound
Tag framework presented in this research can also be applied
to many other fields, such as broadcasting and other cultural
industries. Our ultimate goal of is to apply TAPIR Sound
Tag to more diverse, and appropriate fields and offer new
user experience. For this purpose, we are improving our
framework to be more general and flexible, to be usable in
various fields.

6.

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
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ABSTRACT

tracks hand and finger motions as input. It is consumer targeted and
intended to be used with minimal setup on a physical desktop,
potentially offering an accessible means of controlling a virtual
musical interface.
It works by projecting infrared light upward from the device and
detecting reflections using monochromatic infrared cameras. Its FOV
extends 25mm to 600mm with a 150o spread from the device and it
has high framerate (>200fps) and precision (1/100mm per finger) [8].

TM

The Leap Motion sensor offers fine-grained gesture-recognition
and hand tracking. Since its release, there have been several uses of
the device for instrument design, musical interaction and expression
control, documented through online video. However, there has been
little formal documented investigation of the potential and challenges
of the platform in this context. This paper presents lessons learned
from work-in-progress on the development of musical instruments
and control applications using the Leap MotionTM sensor. Two
instruments are presented: Air-Keys and Air-Pads and the potential
for augmentation of a traditional keyboard is explored. The results
show that the platform is promising in this context but requires
various challenges, both physical and logical, to be overcome.

2.2 Gestural Control of Instruments
Gestural instruments have been developed over many years (see
Miranda and Wanderley [11] for a comprehensive treatment of the
subject), and new developments (e.g. using cameras [13,14], motioncapture [15], or gloves [12]) are regularly reported. More recently
the advent of consumer-level gesture-capture devices like the
KinectTM has led to further developments in the area, e.g. [4, 22, 23].
The recent release of Leap MotionTM has likewise produced many
examples of new instruments, largely documented in video alone
(e.g. see [7]). One notable exception is the work of Silva et al. who
undertook an evaluation of the sensor in the context of digital music
instruments (in similar vein to this paper) [17]. In their case, they
used visual and tactile feedback to aid the performer in locating their
hand position and were able to measure latency using the difference
between the timing of sounds recorded on the tactile surface and note
triggering by the sensor. Our work evaluates the platform from the
perspective of instruments using touchless action [18].
These Leap-based instruments can be can be classified using
Miranda and Wanderley’s framework [11] thus:

Keywords
Gestural control, Virtual instruments, Augmented instruments

1. INTRODUCTION
Gestural control for new musical instruments has been under active
research for many years (e.g. see [11]). As platforms for gesture
recognition advance, new opportunities arise to explore their
potential and improve on the size, portability, and other aspects of
new and augmented instruments. The Microsoft KinectTM [10]
sensor spawned many new applications in musical control (e.g. Yang
and Essl [23]) and the recent Leap MotionTM controller [8] offers
possibilities for finer-grained manipulation of musical parameters.
Instruments and control systems based on the Leap MotionTM are
emerging in video (examples are described in section 2) but little
formal documentation of the challenges and potential of the device in
various scenarios exists.
This paper presents practical lessons learned during work to
explore the potential of the Leap MotionTM for developing two
instruments (Air-Keys and Air-Pad), and in gestural augmentation of
a traditional keyboard. These lessons are documented to aid those
considering using the platform in this context. The rest of the paper
is structured as follows: section 2 reviews background, section 3
presents the two instruments developed in this project and evaluates
them, section 4 discusses sensor orientation issues, and section 5
concludes.

2.2.1 Augmented Musical Instruments
These are acoustic/electric instruments augmented by sensors [11].
Soylentcola augmented a guitar with the Leap MotionTM sensor
attached to the body to control effects [20]. Expression parameters
appear to be controlled by the position of the detected hands in
a very practical way. Earnshaw attached the sensor to a drumkit to
create a drumstick-controlled theremin-like instrument [1]. Raz
enhanced a traditional piano, controlling electronics through hand
gesture to combine acoustic and electronic sounds [7]. Bertelli
enhanced a snare drum, using the sensor (in combination with other
controllers) to manipulate tempo, timbre, and envelope [7].
Thompson’s Motion-Controlled Instrument receives chords from a
midi controller, and plays them based on timing quantisation, pitch
and velocity controlled in the x, y, and z dimensions respectively
[21]. These augmented instruments work reasonably well and for
timbral control with distinct gestures, the sensor works effectively.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 The Leap MotionTM Sensor
The Leap Motion controller is a small (3” long [8]) USB device that

2.2.2 Instrument-like Gestural Controllers
These are gestural controllers modelled after acoustic instruments
[11]. Gratoo created an air drum played with sticks [5]. There is
noticeable latency between a ‘hit’ and the sound triggering,
suggesting that the LEAP API’s built-in key-tap gesture recognition
is being used to trigger MIDI messages. If this is the method used, it
successfully detects taps, but does not offer velocity sensing.
Heaver constructed an Air Piano [6] using 3 dimensional
positioning of the fingers to determine pitch, velocity, and the after-
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currently lower than the threshold, the program triggers the note-on
message and vice versa for note-off messages. This creates an
imaginary horizontal 'trigger-plane’ which makes a sound when
fingers pass it.

touch of the notes. It appears to suffer from the sensor’s difficulty
(see later) in tracking fingers that are close together thus sometimes
missing notes or falsely activating. Sensomusic (who created a
PianoLeap instrument as well as a theremin-like instrument) [16]
appears to have adopted a heuristic solution to recreate ‘valid’ chords,
based on the number of detected fingers. The pitch and volume are
controlled by the position of the hand. Pianoleap also seems to have
a fail-safe design which restricts the available notes to a certain scale,
and quantised timing of note activation. The sensor has also been
used to create an Air Harp [19], which provides direct interaction
with the virtual reconstruction, appearing very responsive and with
simple note layout. It also provides selectable scales and expression
controls.

3.1.2 Recreating the Keyboard Layout
We model the layout of the keyboard through a single class holding
information for the positions of the different keys (measured in
millimetres). Keys are instantiated from note 41 (F2) to 79 (G5)
with note 60 (C5) as the middle. Keys are initially 2 cm wide but key
spacing can be dynamically changed.
When the condition for a message trigger is successful, i.e. a finger
moves past the vertical threshold, the x-axis value of the position of
the finger is used to determine which key has been pressed.

2.2.3 Alternate Controllers

3.1.3 Calculation of Note Velocity

These are controllers that do not bear strong resemblance to existing
instruments [11] (or in these cases, are often separate gestural
interfaces used with other instruments or hands). Earnshaw created
an expression controller used with a guitar where the movement of
the headstock controls effect parameters [2]. Yehezkel uses the
controller to perform dubstep [24] using the hand position to control
effects, and Fujimoto uses it for beatboxing [3] using gestures to
shape and trigger sounds. Voy and Sqeepo both control various
aspects of their synthesised sound through gesture [7], in the latter
case creating a particularly intuitive interface in the context of the
musical genre. Silva et al. [17] present the Crystal Piano which
combines Leap-based gesture recognition with a clear physical
surface and visual feedback to guide the user. They observe similar
issues to those found in our evaluation here in terms of occasional
mis-tracking and lost fingers.

Note velocity is somewhat unintuitive in an air keyboard since there
is no physical feedback in relation to the striking force on the ‘key’.
To create velocity sensitivity a direct mapping is made between the
speed of the finger and the velocity of the note. When the note
trigger condition succeeds, as the x position of the finger is identified,
the speed of the finger at the moment of trigger is calculated between
0cm/s to 300cm/s and converted to a MIDI velocity value.
This solution lets the player control the loudness of the sound by
hitting the notes at higher speed, akin to hitting the keys hard.

3.1.4 Hardware-Related Characteristics

The characteristics of the Leap MotionTM device also affect the
performance of the instrument.
Consider a case where a finger has ‘pressed’ the key at C4. A noteon message for C4 is sent. If, while depressed below the threshold,
the finger is moved horizontally and then lifted at a different note, for
example, D4, the note initially triggered will still be playing and a
meaningless note-off message will be sent to D4. This problem
requires the instantiation of a hand model to track finger IDs and map
their correspondence to notes. Fingers are added to the map as soon
as notes are triggered and are removed as the finger leaves the touch
zone. When they are removed, a note-off message is sent for the
appropriate note number.
Consider another case where a finger is depressed at C4, but gets
'lost', i.e. disappears in the sensor’s field of view after the note-on
message was sent. Once the tracking is lost for a finger, the sensor
has no way of regaining the ID of the lost finger and gives a new ID
to the finger when it reappears in the field. This causes two problems:
the note that was pressed by the lost finger is stuck on and has no
way of turning off, and the map entry for the lost finger has no way
of being removed. Overcoming this requires a frame-by-frame
verification of the map to the currently detected fingers, and where
fingers in the map are no longer detected, a note-off message is sent
to the appropriate note and the map entry removed.
Finally, the sensor’s high sensitivity (beneficial in many situations)
can allow false detection of near-stationary fingers when they are
close to the note-triggering plane. Addressing this simply requires a
minimum-speed threshold to be exceeded (currently 1cm/s).

3. INSTRUMENTS
3.1 Air-Keys
This section presents the Air-Keys and the Air-Pads we developed to
explore the challenges involved in re-creating a traditional instrument
using gestural technology. We examine key issues in turn.

3.1.1 Recognition of key-presses and key-releases
Recognising key presses is fundamental to the operation of the AirKeys. The Leap MotionTM SDK’s way of providing the user with
tracking data is done through the ‘onFrame’ method. This is called on
every frame and the manipulation of tracking data is performed
inside the method.
Our first approach to detect key-presses used the SDK’s built-in
support for gesture recognition. The 'key-tap' gesture, where user
instantly taps downward and recoils upward was used. While it was
simple to make the program trigger the MIDI message on the keytap, the latency between the user's intention and the trigger was too
high for instrumental use as the sensor needs to see the fingers recoil
upwards to recognise it as a key-tap. From a MIDI perspective, a
single gesture makes appropriately timed creation of note-on and
note-off messages more difficult.
The next approach utilised the SDK’s ability to track the physical
characteristics of fingers. We hypothesised that when the user
intends to press a key, the downward velocity of the fingers will be
higher than when they move their hand for other reasons. We
measure the downward velocity of the fingers in comparison to a
threshold, and when it is exceeded, this triggers a note-on message.
Likewise, upward velocity and note-off are calculated from upward
finger velocities. The problem with this approach is that the methods
are called on every frame so MIDI messages were being triggered for
every consecutive frame where the fingers moved faster than a
certain speed (thus a de-bounce was required).
Using the SDK’s ability to refer to the previous frame, the
positions of those fingers present in the current frame are compared
on the y-axis with those in the previous frame. If a finger was
positioned higher than a set threshold in the previous frame, but is

3.2 Air-Pads
We applied the same base mechanism and algorithm to recreate a
4x2 button array drum-pad. We decided to loosen the concept of
fine-grain control and make each pad (key) comparably larger than
the Air Keys trigger zones. Each pad triggers different note values
responsible for kick drum, snare, closed hi-hat, and so on.
The implementation of the Pad Layout is a further modification of
the aforementioned Keyboard Layout. Instead of only considering
the x axis as the division of keys, we took the z axis into account to
separate each pad. The controller class passes both x and z values to
the pad layout class on each successful trigger. Each pad is 10cm x
10cm and they are laid out in 2 rows, each containing 4 pads.
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3.3 Evaluation and Discussion

variations were easily and fluently performable
(maximum two errors per bar). The larger pad area
improved the calibration and practicality of the
instrument, however, when a finger was struck
down to activate a pad, we occasionally observed the
nearby fingers mistakenly activating the same pad.

The prototype of the Air-Keys and the Air-Pads were then evaluated
by the first author in a semi-structured way. For the Air-Keys, The
Celebrated Chop Waltz (informally known as the chopstick song)
was played to evaluate the practicality of the keys for melodic use.
Basic triad chords of Pachelbel’s Canon in C were played for the
chordal evaluation. Furthermore, a simple drum pattern was played
to evaluate the practicality of the drum pads. Each trial was
undertaken twice: before practice and after ten minutes of practice.
Table 1 shows the observations made.

4. ORIENTATION
Our final investigation involved placing the sensor at various angles
to the table to investigate its potential in non desk-bound situations.
The Leap MotionTM sensor is designed to be used on a desk facing
upward with the hands held over it. Object 3D realisation is
undertaken through projection from the device upwards, so
vertically-oriented objects are sometimes not correctly recognised.
Due to its reliance on reflected infrared, objects such as transparent
pens are also not very well seen by the device.
Despite the sensor’s intended desk-based usage, there are examples
of its use mounted on the body of guitars (e.g. [20]) and the potential
for alternative orientations was explored here, with a view to
augmenting traditional keyboard instruments (motivated by the work
of McPherson et al. [9] but without requiring custom electronics and
thus in similar vein to Yang and Essl [23]). Table 2 reports the
observations made during informal evaluation.

Table 1: Observations of instrument playability
Criterion
Sense of key
positioning
(prior
to
melodic and
chordal
evaluation)

Melodic
performance

Chordal
performance

Drum pad
performance

Observations
Once a sense of the position of middle C was
established, running from C to G was not very
difficult (5/10 trials error-free). When attempting to
play stepwise from middle C to the C an octave
above, passing the thumb under the hand to play
above G ( i.e. shifting the thumb to land on F to play
F to C fluently with 5 fingers) was not recognized at
all (0/10 trials error-free). As the keys are not
physical, it was difficult to get the sense of height
(threshold). One has to strike down the keys in a
wide vertical angle to ensure the threshold is passed.
In the initial trial, there was a lot of confusion in
where the keys were, and how high they were. Key
spacing is not easily predictable (e.g. E to C) thus
non-stepwise jumps can be hard to play (an average
of two to four consecutive mistakes after most nonstepwise jumps). After ten minutes of practice one’s
sense of the keyboard layout was improved (an
average of two mis-locations per phrase containing
approximately eight non-stepwise jumps) and after
getting used to the threshold height, the velocity of
the notes was more easily controllable (increased
control after practice corresponds to the reported
experience of Bertelli [7]). Flatter hand shapes
performed better.
As with the melodic performance, the initial sense of
key layout was poor (finding note locations took
three to eight attempts and triad shapes took five to
ten attempts). The piece used (Pachelbel’s Canon)
involved a lot of non-stepwise movement, and was
thus far more difficult than the melodic performance.
It was harder to get the device to recognize the
fingers as they were close together. After ten
minutes of practice, in contrast to the melodic
performance, hand-finger shape remained stationary
while the arm and the wrist moved to press a typical
triad chord. Once familiar with the recognized hand
shape and the width of keys, it was easier than the
initial attempt (two to five attempts for location, with
triads taking three to five attempts). However, in a
realistic situation, the hands and fingers do not stay
stationary nor are they flat, thus it was less practical
with triad chords. Expression control of chords
using forward/backward movement was quite
playable. Once the chord was found, only three
fingers were lost from tracking in twenty trials of ten
seconds.
Adjusting to the buttons was significantly easier than
the Air Keys, even at the initial attempt (average of
two errors per bar). Trigger threshold confusion was
less of a concern, as a typical pad performance
involved wider vertical swings at the pad. After ten
minutes of practice, a simple drum pattern and

Table 2: Observations of orientation on sensor
performance.
Orientation
Upright (see
Fig. 1(a))

Rotated 90
degrees
about y axis
(see
Fig.
1(b))

Sensor held
upside-down
above
the
hands
Sensor
placed on its
side (see Fig.
1(c) and (d))

Sensor at an
angle (see
Fig. 1(e)).

Observations
This orientation works the most fluently but when a
hand and fingers are positioned as for piano
performance, the fingers are sometimes not
recognised properly as the fingers point downwards
and are too close together (an average separation of
about 5mm is needed). Fingers remain tracked
when stationary or with slow bending.
Fingers are not fluently recognised, with detection
briefly failing on average three times a second with a
stationary hand. Palms are recognised but appear to
change direction frequently and disappear about
40cm above the device. ‘Pointables’, such as a
pencil, are recognised until they are completely
parallel to the x axis (mirroring the situation with the
y-axis when the device is in its normal orientation.
Hands and fingers are not recognised unless a plane
of solid material is placed above the sensor to block
overhead lighting (or room lighting is switched off)
in which case the sensor works close to normally but
with inverted axes (about two finger mis-tracks
every five seconds with a stationary hand).
Vertical (i.e. in the direction of projection) modelling
is weak. As the device is projecting the infrared
horizontally towards the user, the fingers are not
correctly recognised if they are placed flat on the
table. Fingers are barely recognised even if upright
(perhaps because of early reflection of the infrared
light from the table surface since the sensor performs
better when placed on the edge of a table)
Works as normal but pianistic hand shapes can still
be hard to detect. Around five mis-tracks of the
fingers and two of palms every ten seconds.

We also experimented by placing the sensor at the back of a MIDI
keyboard to control various timbral parameters based on sliding the
hand back and forth on the keys while holding down a chord. Whilst
there was some success in this, the other keys and potentiometers
occluded the sensor’s view of the hands and thus further work will be
needed to determine the best placement and heuristics required.
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Figure 1: Views of sensor orientation (a) normal, (b) rotated
about y axis, (c) on its side, (d) side, edge of table, (e) at an angle.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented lessons learned from work in progress to
use recent consumer-level gesture detection technology as means for
creating and controlling instruments. Two variants of a virtual
instrument were presented: Air-Keys and Air-Pads, both using the
Leap MotionTM sensor for control. Observations derived from
informal evaluation of these instruments, and using the sensor for
augmenting a traditional instrument, were presented.
Future work will include the development of finger-specific
adaptive thresholds (rather than a flat plane) based on individual
finger velocity to account for more natural pianistic hand shapes, and
heuristics for note prediction and triggering in common technical
scenarios e.g. thumb passing under the hand in an upward run.
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ABSTRACT

scale ranging from a fraction of a second to several seconds.
Micro: Sound particles on a time scale that extends down
to the threshold of auditory perception (measured in thousandths of a second or milliseconds). Sample: The atomic
level of digital audio systems: individual binary samples or
numerical amplitude values, one following another at a fixed
time interval. The period between samples is measured in
millionths of a second (microseconds).”
Tufte’s notion of a data graphic’s “data-ink” is the “nonredundant ink arranged in response to variation in the numbers represented” [5, p. 93]. “Five principles in the theory
of data graphics produce substantial changes in graphical
design: (1) Above all else show the data (2) Maximize the
data-ink ratio (3) Erase non-data-ink (4) Erase redundant
data-ink (5) Revise and edit” [5, p. 105].
Twkyr is designed to devote all of the “ink” of the graphical display to representing the relevant numbers. In addition to the waveform, tracked touch positions, loop points,
and playback cursor, Twkyr draws “frets” that help the user
play specific pitches at the Micro/Sound-Object time scales
and play rhythms at the Sound-Object/Meso time scales.
Although the rules of waveform display and interaction are
the same at all time scales, Twkyr subtly alters the visualizations (see Section 2.1.5) and/or the signal processing
(see Section 2.4) according to the current time scales of
both zoom level and loop size.

Twkyr is a new interface for musical expression that emphasizes realtime manipulation, audification, and visualization
of waveforms with a multitouch display, offering different
interactivity at different time scales, within the same waveform. The interactive audiovisual design of Twkyr is motivated by the need for increased parsimony and transparency
in electronic musical instruments and draws from the the
work of Curtis Roads on time scales as qualitative musical
parameters and Edward Tufte’s “data-ink” principles for the
improvement of data graphics.

Keywords
ensemble, iOS, waveform, granulator

1.

INTRODUCTION

Twkyr (shown in Figures 1 and 2) is a multitouch waveformlooping instrument. It presents the user little more than a
waveform that can be scrolled, zoomed, and looped. With
a sequence of simple gestures, the user may quickly adjust
the time-scale of the display (zoom) and select sections of
the waveform to play (loop). Although the metaphor that
Twkyr presents is straightforward and consistent, the perceptual qualitative results vary greatly as a function of the
time-scale of loop and often also depend on the nature of
the sound material.
Twkyr’s interactive audiovisual design is informed by the
work of Curtis Roads on the perceptual qualitative differences between musical time scales and Edward Tufte’s
“data-ink” principles for the improvement of data graphics.
“As sound passes from one time scale to another it crosses
perceptual boundaries. It seems to change quality. This is
because human perception processes each time scale differently. Consider a simple sinusoid transposed to various time
scales (1 µsec, 1 ms, 1 sec, 1 minute, 1 hour). The waveform
is identical, but one would have difficulty classifying these
auditory experiences in the same family” (Curtis Roads [3,
p. 4]). Twkyr operates in four of Roads’ nine time scales:
“Meso: Divisions of form. Groupings of sound objects into
hierarchies of phrase structures of various sizes, measured
in minutes or seconds. Sound object: A basic unit of musical structure, generalizing the traditional concept of note
to include complex and mutating sound events on a time

2.

TWKYR

Audio editor Cool Edit Pro (of the late 90s) afforded zooming, scrolling, and looping of waveforms. With practice,
one could use it as a sampler-like instrument to produce
tones, rhythmic loops, phrases, or backing loops depending
on timescale. The interface was clearly not meant for this;
its modal, WIMP paradigm required careful timing and interplay between keyboard and mouse to accomplish these
musical maneuvers. What if this interface were reimagined
as a multitouch, modeless interface for performance? How
high a ceiling and how low a floor could we get from just
1-finger zooming and scrolling and 2-finger looping? These
are the questions that Twkyr poses.

2.1

User Interface & Interaction Behavior

See https://vimeo.com/twkyr/demo for videos of Twkyr.

2.1.1 No Interaction / Start Up
On start up and when there is no interaction, Twkyr presents
three user interface elements: a fullscreen line-drawn waveform, the name of the sound file in the upper left-hand
corner, and a thin grey box outlining the touchable area of
the display. These elements are present at all times.
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Touching the display with 2 fingers “selects” the waveform region horizontally between them and plays it as a
loop (Figure 2). At the moment of the second touch, playback begins from the position of the first touch towards the
second (so that playback will be reversed when the first
touch is to the right of the second). Releasing either finger immediately ends playback. The same small circle and
vertical line visually represents both finger positions. The
selection is filled in with light grey and the current “playback head” position is represented by a vertical line moving
between the 2 fingers. Navigation is disabled.
Loop selection thus depends only on the X position of
each finger, not Y. In the same spirit of non-wastefulness
behind Tufte’s “data-ink” principle, we map these free valuators to perhaps the most musically useful parameters: amplitude and frequency. The order in which the two fingers
contact the surface determines the mapping of vertical position. The first finger down (“primary”) controls amplitude
via a logarithmic mapping: top is 6 dB, bottom is −48 dB.
The second finger down (“secondary”) controls the playback
rate of the sound (±1 octave).

Figure 1: One-finger interaction: pan and zoom.
All four images use the same underlying waveform;
the superimposed translucent hand illustrates interaction and is not part of Twkyr’s graphical output. The horizontal axis shows scrolling: the user
touch moves horizontally and the waveform follows
the touch. The vertical axis shows zoom: the user’s
finger moves vertically to change the time-scale of
the display. In this figure motions are small relative to Twkyr’s range, for visual clarity comparing
waveforms.

2.1.4 Three-finger Interaction
While looping with two fingers, a third finger touch (which
Twkyr visually represents by just a small circle) navigates
much like a single finger does. We chose this symmetry
to reduce the cognitive overhead on end-users, making the
third mode understandable in terms of the other two.
However, musical demands lead us to introduce one small
inconsistency: instead of zooming about the third finger,
zooming is centered on the middle of the loop. This allows
for more gradual changes in loop selection, particularly in
the case where the third finger is outside the current loop.

Touching the display with a single finger causes Twkyr to
draw a small circle at the finger position and a vertical line
through that position. Moving this finger about the display
navigates the waveform as shown in Figure 1. Horizontal
movement scrolls by “dragging” the waveform left or right,
as one might drag a piece of paper across a desk. When the
finger first touches the surface, the timepoint at the horizontal position of the touch “locks” to the finger position: as
long as the finger is held down, motion in the X (time) axis
causes the waveform to scroll so that the originally-touched
point always stays beneath the finger. The entire waveform
is treated as a large loop (such that the first sample comes
again immediately after the last sample), so this scrolling
can never go beyond the ends of the waveform.
The finger’s vertical movement zooms into and out of the
waveform, with the zoom again centered around the waveform time point that is “locked” to the finger position, as
with scroll. This mapping was inspired by Cool Edit Pro’s
use of the mouse scroll wheel, an otherwise free continuous
controller (typically used in text document applications and
web browsers to move up and down in a page), for facile,
precise control of zoom over a wide range.
Three quick single-finger taps cause Twkyr to advance
through a circular list of sound files.

2.1.3

2.1.5 “Frets”

Figure 3: Screenshot of Twkyr with “frets” indicating an A minor pentatonic scale.

Two-finger Interaction: Making Sound

In Micro time-scales, where the loop frequency generally
maps to perceived pitch, Twkyr overlays visual guides on
the waveform as shown in Figure 3. Each of these “frets” is a
curved contour line showing all positions for the secondary
finger that will produce the same loop frequency, given the
current position of the primary finger.
The curved shape of these “frets” comes from the fact
that the frequency of the loop is inversely proportional to
the length of the loop on the horizontal axis, but varies
exponentially according to the ± 1 octave pitch control on
the vertical axis, as shown in Equation 1.

Figure 2: Two-finger interaction: loop selection.
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Time Scale
90.703us–2.9025ms
2.9025ms–23.220ms
23.220ms–

2.2

Table 1: Visual Feedback at Various Time Scales of Zoom
Frequency (Hz) Samples Per Pixel
Twkyr’s Behavior
11025–344.53
0.00391–0.125
Show pitch frets. Show samples. Spline curve.
344.53–43.066
0.125–1
Show pitch frets. Lines.
43.066–
1–
Min/Max Overviews.

Gestures

and 3 show, Twkyr is designed to be used in landscape orientation. We will refer to the horizontal and vertical axes
as x and y. The iPad 1 and 2 have 1024×768 pixel displays,
while the iPad Retina display has 2048 × 1536 pixels.

Although the rules governing interaction are simple, they
afford a variety of performance techniques in terms of the
way musicians can control them over time both discretely
and continuously, including one- and two-hand usage. The
following Twkyr “idioms” were discovered by the developers
and taught to the participants in our user study and in
ensemble performances (see Section 2.5). The first step for
every Twkyr gesture is framing: the user must first zoom
to an appropriate time-scale and/or scroll to an area with
useful sound material.

2.2.1

2.3.1

Fade in a sound

Place a single finger on the display, near the bottom. Place a
second finger somewhere else on the display. Slowly slide the
first finger up, or move it rapidly up and down for tremelo.

2.2.2

Play in reverse

Place a single finger on the display, then place a second
finger to the left of the first finger.

2.2.3

Play a percussive event

Place a single finger on the display, then tap the display
with a second finger and release quickly (before the sound
can loop). To produce a decaying envelope, find an area of
the waveform with those dynamics.

2.2.4

2.3.2

Play with vibrato

Use a single finger to zoom to a pitch regime time scale
(see Table 1); curved “frets” appear. Place a second finger
on the display, following the curves to stay “in tune” if desired. Wiggle the secondary finger on the surface without
removing it to produce vibrato.

2.2.5

Play in “Bagpipe” mode

In a Micro time-scale make a very small (1–10 pixels) selection with 2 fingers. Vary the selection size in this range.
As with bagpipes, the amplitude will remain fairly constant,
with articulation provided only by discrete pitch jumps (among
a subharmonic series, as described in Section 2.3.3).

2.2.6

Musical Effect of Touch Position Quantization

The current version of Twkyr accepts the quantization of
touch position to integer visual pixels, resulting in a very
specific perceptual result when the selection points are very
close: the subharmonic series. For example, suppose the
user has zoomed in so that the number of samples per pixel
spp = 2 and keeps the secondary finger at the vertical center
of the iPad (so that there is no transposition). A single-pixel
loop will create 22050 Hz, a two-pixel selection will produce
11025 Hz, a three-pixel selection will produce 7350 Hz, etc.
No matter the zoom level, the periods of the shortest possible loops will form the series spp, 2·spp, 3·spp, · · ·
In general, these frequencies are available to the user:

Play a “Hard sync”-like Effect

Find a place in the waveform with pitched material. Zoom
into a Micro time scale and make a selection.

2.3

Sub-pixel Touch Accuracy?

Increased sensor accuracy is almost always a good thing for
NIMEs, helping afford intimate musical control [6]. There
is a low-level struct (GSEvent.h) reachable from one of Apple’s “private frameworks” that may provide access to higher
resolution touch data. As future work we would like to experiment with using higher resolution touch position.
The core of Twkyr’s interface metaphor is the idea of directly grabbing a selection of a displayed waveform. In this
context, the question of whether to quantize touch position
to the nearest visual pixel is equivalent to the question of
whether the user is selecting a region of pixels that display
the waveform or selecting a more arbitrary region of time
in the underlying waveform that the pixels coarsely display.

2.3.3

“Scrub” through a sound

In a Meso time scale, make a small selection. Move both
fingers horizontally across the display. The sound continuously looping between the moving endpoints will produce a
sort of granular scrubbing effect following the fingers. Alternatively, hold the selection stationary while using a third
finger to scroll the waveform under the selection.

2.2.7

Touch Resolution and Unreachable Pixels

With a touchable display, generally the most useful representation for touch position is with the units and coordinate system of the visual pixels, so that developers can
relate touch positions to the graphics being shown. This is
what comes out of the Cocoa Touch frameworks that Apple
provides to iOS developers.
Our inconclusive tests using two iPad 1 devices suggest
that in general each display pixel is addressable with a single finger, implying that the actual resolution of the touch
sensor is at least as good as the pixel resolution. The exception is near the edges, where there is a small, ragged margin
of 0–2 outermost pixels that are never returned as touch position. Also, because the front face of the device extends beyond the boundaries of the touchable display, fingers might
be outside the area where touches are sensed. Therefore,
to prevent users from unintentionally stopping a loop when
their fingers move too close to the edge, Twkyr renders a
thin line 8 pixels from the edge of the iPad, encouraging
users to play inside the box.

Limitations & Affordances of the iPad

We choose to use the iPad for Twkyr because of its ubiquity and because it offers an integrated display and multitouch interaction that may provide the user the impression
of “touching the waveform.”
The iPad 1, iPad 2, and iPad Retina Display are all approximately 240 × 190 mm in physical size, near the maximum span of fingers on most people’s hands. As Figures 1

f (∆x, y) =

2(yM ax/2−y)/yM ax · sr
∆x · spp

(1)

where ∆x is the horizontal distance (in pixels) between the
fingers and y is the vertical position of the secondary finger,
yM ax is the display height and sr is sample rate. For the
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Table 2: Effect of Loop Seam Discontinuity for Various Time Scales of Loop Length
Loop Length
Frequency(Hz)
Roads Time Scale [3]
Effect on Sound
Twkyr’s Behavior
2 samples–23ms
11025–43
Micro–short Sound object
Changes timbre
Don’t “fix” click.
23ms–92ms
43–11
Short sound object
Increasingly distracting click gradual cross-fade
>92ms
<11
Sound object–Meso
Distracting click
“Fix” / cross-fade.

iPad 1’s 1024 × 768 display, ∆x ∈ (1, 1023) and y ∈ (0, 767),
though in practice (Section 2.3.1) typically y ∈ (3, 765).
This imposition of the subharmonic series has little effect for large-number-of-pixel loops because in these ranges
small changes in finger position smoothly map to small
changes in loop frequency, whereas small changes to smallnumber-of-pixel selections tend to produce a very specific
musical character.

2.4

all-purpose Twkyr performer—it’s much easier to learn a
particular waveform well.”

3.

Time-Scale-Aware Behaviors

Twkyr presents a consistent interface while honoring qualitative perceptual differences among time scales. One example is that the “frets” (Section 2.1.5) appear only at the
Micro time scale where they are perceptually meaningful.
Similarly, Twkyr’s loop seam “click” repair behavior depends on time scale. Whenever the playback head crosses
the loop seam there is most likely a discontinuity in the audio stream as the playhead jumps from the last sample in
the loop to the first. The perceived musical effect of such a
discontinuity depends on the length of the loop as well as
the nature of the underlying material. For instance, if the
loop length is in the Meso to longer Sound object time scale,
then a discontinuity will likely be perceived as a disruption
of musical meter and/or “click”, whereas if the loop length
is in the short Sound object to Micro time scale a discontinuity may be perceived as a bright timbre (See Table 2).
Therefore Twkyr “fixes” loop seam discontinuities for loops
with lengths longer than 23ms by cross-fading across the
loop seam. Starting at 23ms we gradually increase the crossfade time linearly from zero until it reaches 10ms when the
loop length is 92ms. For loops with length shorter than
23ms, we allow these discontinuities because they cause
“hard sync”-like effects (Section 2.2.7) that can quickly and
dramatically affect timbre.

2.5

RELATED WORK / PRIOR ART

Samplr [1] offers a Twykr-like 2-finger looping gesture.
However, it devotes half of its display area to buttons and
sliders, greatly reducing the gestural space for direct waveform interaction and lowering the “data-ink” ratio. Also,
Samplr does not offer waveform zooming.
Curtis [4] is a granular synthesizer that offers loop-based
scrubbing through waveforms. Curtis uses a single finger to
play loops, mapping vertical finger position to loop length
to and horizontal finger position to loop source material. It
does not offer zooming and devotes half of its display area
to buttons and sliders leading to a low “data-ink” ratio.
Borderlands [2], a minimalist waveform granulator, devotes zero display area to buttons and sliders while embracing well-known iOS gestures like pinch-zoom, flick, rotate,
and double tap. It demonstrates a good “data-ink” ratio
and offers the user a way to zoom and navigate waveforms
across time scales. It is easy to make complex soundscapes,
but difficult to compose specific rhythms or pitches.

4.

FUTURE WORK

Because sound file management is important to Twkyr’s
workflow, we will give Twkyr access to the host’s iTunes library. Using Twkyr in the context of a networked ensemble
will afford the opportunity to share state among instances
of Twkyr, allowing each user to see other user’s loop lengths
and time scales in realtime. We will incorporate onset detection and tempo/pitch tracking to make Twkyr’s “fret”
visualizations and click-repair features more useful and allow “snapping” to an attack or a fixed metric position.

5.

User Evaluation
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In an informal user study we taught 11 participants to use
Twkyr and asked for feedback and feature requests. We
then asked a group of experimental musicians to share their
experiences practicing and performing with Twkyr.
Some users complained that the interface does not use the
well-known iOS gestures such as pinch-zooming and flicking.
However, after walking them through some Twkyr gestures
they quickly adapted to Twkyr’s different semantics.
Along with praise (e.g., “It is very tempting and fun to go
crazy on this instrument!”, “It’s an instrument that offers a
long term relationship”, “Very flexible and responsive, with
the right samples it felt pretty expressive.”), several users
requested “obvious” features (live sampling, easy loading of
user waveforms, snap-to frets) already planned for development, as well as features we hadn’t considered (“An option
to control a release parameter of the envelope of sound”,
“the option to work with multiple loop heads”, and “visual
feedback” on what other ensemble performers are playing).
One performer stated that “its main drawback of sucking the user into staring at the screen makes it difficult for
interaction [with other performers and the audience].”
Several participants spoke to the benefits of learning details of particular waveforms so as to gain facility performing that specific waveform. “it would be difficult to be an
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ABSTRACT

coding environments. Live Coding is a natural fit for web
development, not just because of WebGL and Web Audio,
but also because of the built in support for text editing in
HTML documents and the ability to use JavaScript as a
target language for code generation.
Before browser based live coding, networked live coding
has been an established technique because the information
that is shared between users is lightweight and highly abstracted. Unlike audio and video streaming approaches, the
sharing of code between users requires very little bandwidth
and adverse effects from dropped packets can be easily corrected or even ignored depending on the intent of the system design. PowerBooks Unplugged were early pioneers
in merging networking techniques with live coding performances [20]. Eschewing the stage to sit among the audience, members use only the sound produced by their laptop
speakers, although sometimes augmented by an amplified
signal for mid and low frequencies, using OSC messages to
share their code among members. Live coding performances
have utilized many different languages and approaches often with an emphasis on honesty and communication with
audiences [23]. Because of the difficulty of programming
live, several live coding specific languages have subsequently
been created such as Tidal [14] and IxiLang [12]. These languages provide very high level syntaxes and semantics for
the fast creation and manipulation of audio sequences and
synths graphs.
Most browser based live coding systems don’t use the
same code sharing approach as a group such as PowerBooks
Unplugged because they are designed for a single user. Before the creation of WebGL and Web Audio, sites like Jsaxus
[2] and Flaxus [9] used JavaScript and Adobe Flash to allow users to program graphics based applications in real
time. The standardization of the Web GL specification allowed for 3D accelerated programs to be written entirely
inside a web browser. Sites like livecoding.io [8], Livecodelab [6], Livecoder [15], WebGL Playground [21], and GLSL
Sandbox [4] have harnessed this API to create live programming environments that can be easily accessed from
any computer using a web browser. More recently the Web
Audio specification has been developed, but the project is
younger than WebGL and is still undergoing active development and lacks a complete cross-browser implementation.
CoffeeCollider [26] is a newer framework that looks to bring
SuperCollider like functionality to the browser. It leverages
CoffeeScript for its more elegant syntax while providing basic functionality for synthesis and sequencing, but does not
support graphics or collaborative programming. Gibber is
an early adopter and provides a thorough audio synthesis
environment for live music and graphics programming [17].
The author has proposed adding collaborative sessions and
clock synchronization to the project however currently these
features are still in development [18]. Because none of these

With the growing adoption of internet connectivity across
the world, online collaboration is still a difficult and slow
endeavor. Many amazing languages and tools such as SuperCollider, ChucK, and Max/MSP all facilitate networking
and collaboration, however these languages and tools were
not created explicitly to make group performances simple
and intuitive. New web standards such as Web Audio and
Web GL introduce the capability for web browsers to duplicate many of the features in computer music tools. This
paper introduces Lich.js, an effort to bring musicians together over the internet with minimal effort by leveraging
web technologies.

Keywords
Live Coding, Network Music, Web Audio, Web GL

1.

INTRODUCTION

There are a myriad of computer music languages and environments with built in networking libraries. Common examples are SuperCollider, Max/MSP, and ChucK, which
all make use of the Open Sound Control (OSC) [25] protocol to share information between computers and programs.
While powerful, these libraries require a large amount of
effort to create some framework for groups to use. This has
led to a proliferation of higher level network libraries and
frameworks such as OSCGroups [1], Benoit Lib [16], the
Co-Audicle [22], and the Republic [10] which all serve to
simplify collaboration by building on top of existing technologies. These tools are rich and powerful but are difficult
to use, requiring expertise and with varying levels of stability and operating system support.
Browser based technologies are a good choice for collaborative frameworks because web browsers are common and
their development is widely supported with heavily funded
development. The recent advent of web standards such as
WebGL [11] and more recently Web Audio [19] has led to
many early efforts for web based graphics and audio applications. WebGL and Web Audio are important because
they give developers access to powerful functionality such as
OpenGL Shader Language (GLSL) support and real-time
audio synthesis that was previously unavailable. Among
these online graphics and audio applications are several live
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technologies are complete or offer the features required to
bring ease to online computer music collaboration, the author has endeavored to create a new language designed from
the beginning with quick collaboration in mind. In this
paper Lich.js is presented with an explanation for the language design, audio and graphics capabilities, networking,
and summed up with a look towards the future.

2.

A functional paradigm was chosen because it allows for
highly modular and terse programs, two features that are
useful when writing and using code in a real-time performance. Like Haskell, Lich.js enforces immutability of objects. This means that variables can not be rebound or
mutated, including containers such as lists and dictionaries.
By disallowing object mutation it becomes easier to reason about the behavior of a program, allowing for chains of
pure functions to build up complex, but more predictable
programs than imperative designs. This becomes especially
important in networked coding contexts where collisions between code bases can easily cause unforeseen consequences.
Being a live coding language, it would be rather useless
if there wasn’t some way to allow for side effects in the system and Lich.js provides a few well defined ways to allow
for these effects. The easiest is to use the interactive mode,
which is the default mode when visiting a Lich.js website.
In interactive mode, commands can be executed and global
scope variables can be rebound by hand using a “let myVar
= myValue” syntax similar to GHCI for Haskell. Functions or any other language construct still have no ability
to change objects and so any mutation is directly requested
by the user and only at global scope. For live coding this
is very useful because changes to synth definitions and patterns are defined in the global scope. The user can now rely
on the vast majority of their programs being created with
pure functions. The other mode for writing code is the library mode which is similar to a basic Haskell file. Global
variables don’t require use of the “let” syntax but can only
be defined once and never changed as well as anything else.
Predefined user code can be compiled ahead of time with
useful functions such as chord progressions, section changes,
useful data structures, and so on, with the guarantees of
immutability. In interactive mode, library files can be imported and called like any other system code.
For more complicated uses of state, Lich implements the
State Monad as found in Haskell. The State Monad is a
kind of wrapper that allows for state mutation to be emulated using a chain of pure computations. Regarding the
type system, Lich.js is not a strict clone of Haskell, and
eschews a strong type system . For this reason some semantics are more similar to Erlang or Scheme because of
the ability to utilize mixed lists or other structures. This
does introduce many more opportunities for confusion and
unpredictability, offsetting some of the efforts of the pure
functional design. Dynamic typing was chosen simply because it gives the user less to worry about while coding in
the moment, which is useful for live coding, as evidenced
by most of the other live coding languages using a similar
type system. Additionally, enforcing type semantics would
add another layer of computation during compilation which
could be potentially introduce more audio glitches during
performance.

LICH.JS

Lich.js was created to achieve several goals including quick
collaboration, graphics and audio live coding, a terse and
expressive language, and a set of powerful but safe language
features. Collaboration is the main priority and it is for this
reason that the language is web based. The goal of Lich.js
is to make collaboration fast and painless for everyone, from
the most experienced network musicians to the casual interested party. Having the language running on the web allows
for members to join a group and start making art without
installing a single piece of software. The end goal is for
a group of people to sit down at any computer and start
making music together, as if the computer were like any
other instrument, lacking the requirement of some special
software pre-installed on the device.
The consequence of choosing a web based design is that
JavaScript now becomes the target language. I decided
early on that the syntax provided by JavaScript is too verbose to allow for easy live coding. By creating a domain
specific language, unique syntaxes can be created to make
expressions terse and clear with respect to music and graphics. Lich.js is a pure functional language with syntax similar
to Haskell, but unlike Haskell it is dynamically typed and
compiles to JavaScript. Haskell-like syntax was chosen because it provides both an existing language as an established
reference point and because the syntax is terse and declarative. It also provides some other useful syntax elements
such as pattern matching, which allows function arguments
and case statements to easily select and decompose objects
by type. Lich.js also implements partial application, which
is similar to currying in Haskell, and allows for functions to
be passed a number of arguments less than the expected total. The return value is now a new function with that many
fewer arguments, and with the curried arguments predefined in a new closure. Lich.js also widely uses a streaming
operator >> for data flow, which takes inspiration from the
|> forward pipe operator in F#. This operator fits well in
a music language because it composes chains of computation that are expressed similarly to a signal path through a
series of effects pedals or synth modules. For example “saw
440 >> lowpass 900 1 >> gain 0.1” expresses a saw oscillator
feeding into a low pass filter and finally being lowered in
volume.
Lich.js’s lexer and parser are written in Jison [5], which
compiles input strings of Lich.js into an abstract syntax
tree. This syntax tree is then recursively traversed generating substrings of code which are concatenated together
to produce the final target JavaScript code string. This
JavaScript string is evaluated against a pre-built runtime
that facilitates audio and graphics sequencing, and networking capabilities. The entire framework is hosted on a server
and users simply visit a website to immediately begin collaborating. Immediacy is an important goal for the Lich.js
design because it makes iteration and code dissemination
incredibly simple for the ensemble. Juggling code bases
can be difficult even for experienced ensembles, especially
those using mixed operating systems. Lich.js is supported
on Windows, Mac OSX, Linux, and can even be run on
mobile devices such as tablets and phones.

3.

SYNTHS AND PATTERNS

Web Audio is a new API that is still being implemented
in major browsers. Chrome and Safari provide full support and Firefox has recently enabled it in their browser,
although it is a less mature implementation. The API provides a relatively low-level interface for creating real-time
synthesis in pure JavaScript. The metaphor of a mixing
console with effects channels is present throughout, lending itself well to use in web applications and games. Unfortunately the API is unwieldy for live coding because it
is verbose and lacks many higher level features that you
can find in other audio programming languages. For these
reasons Lich.js compiles user created synth definitions into
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pure JavaScript code, generating the necessary node connections and managing unit generator life times. Currently
the WebAudio API defines several oscillators (sine, triangle,
saw, and square wave), filters (lowpass, highpass, bandpass,
notch, and several shelf variants), a waveshaper, a limiter,
buffer playback, convolution, mixing nodes, and FFT analysis. This is a good basis for any audio application, but pales
in comparison to many other audio engines and as such requires augmentation. Lich.js currently supports all of the
supplied audio types except for FFT analysis. Furthermore
it includes a wide array of custom unit generators including noise generators, filters, distortion effects, reverb, bit
crushing, decimation, buffer manipulation, envelopes, and
a frequency shifter.
Lich.js also implements a robust synth definition syntax
that allows for language constructs, such as pattern matching or conditional branching, to be used directly. This is
possible because these synth definitions compile down to a
graph of audio node connections in JavaScript and reference
values in the same language. This contrasts with a language
such as SuperCollider where synth definitions are walled off
from many language semantics because the target language
for audio processing is different. It should be noted that
higher level language semantics in Lich.js such as conditionals won’t run at audio rate in a synth definition, but
instead will define the particular connections that are created inside the node graph upon compilation. One unique
feature of the synth definition is the use of the >> operator.
This operator simply takes the left operand and applies it
to the right operand. The syntax is simple but would not
be easily implemented in other languages that don’t utilize
partial application. For this reason Lich.js synth definitions have a signal path like flow that declaratively describe
transformations.

have a variation of tens to hundreds of milliseconds which
is not reliable enough for an audio sequencer, and for this
reason the original scheduling in Lich.js was uneven and inconsistent. In a massive revision the scheduler was rewritten
to use a technique found in several other web audio applications [24]. The most important part of the technique is to
recognize that Web Audio implementations are run in a different thread from the main user view and the Web Audio
scheduler is highly accurate. The problem is finding how to
leverage the accuracy of the Web Audio timer without having the standard JavaScript timers mar the fidelity. The
solution is to write an event scheduler with a look ahead
time. Because Web Audio Objects have an explicit start
and stop time, if you can schedule events far enough ahead
of time (100ms or so should suffice) then even if your scheduler has variance, the actual web audio event will still occur
accurately. Furthermore the scheduler is more robust and
can withstand higher variance in CPU activity from other
parts of the program.

4.

-- Synth definitions use the => operator
let b => tri 80 >> lowpass 320 1 >> perc 0 1 0.3
let s => white 1 >> bandpass 900 3 >> perc 0 1 0.2
-- Impulse patterns use a layout based syntax
drums +> b s [b b] s
let leadSyn f => sin f >> delay 1 0.1 >> perc 1 0.1 1
-- Solo patterns sequence over argument values
lead ∼> leadSyn 440 [660 990] 330 _ 220 _ 110 55

Figure 1: Some expressions for synth and pattern generation.

By using the play function, running synths can be generated from synth definitions, but using the generative pattern
sequencers in Lich.js allows for more powerful control. Currently there are two different syntaxes for generating patterns in Lich.js. The first is impulse based patterns, such
as a drum sequence, and is invoked using the +> operator.
Impulse patterns define nested rhythms using variables and
lists without the need for commas and with rests marked
by the Haskell wildcard symbol. Rhythm duration modifiers can be added to the pattern to generate more complex
expressions with a small amount of code. The other kind
of pattern generator is the solo pattern invoked using the
∼> operator. Unlike impulse patterns, solo patterns only
take a single synth variable and afterwards are supplied a
sequence of values to call that synth with. This is useful
for sequencing bass lines, melodies, or any function that requires an argument. Like impulse patterns, modifiers can
be added to the sequencer, but here they modify the values
passed to synth instead of durations.

3.1

GRAPHICS

Most of the graphics functionality in Lich.js is built upon the
THREE.js [3] library which is a WebGL based JavaScript
library for 3D graphics. Although WebGL has been supported longer than Web Audio, the API is very low level,
requiring tremendous effort to make something usable, let
alone live coding. Pragmatism was the deciding factor for
using THREE.js. Writing a new language, audio system,
and client/server architecture were all tremendous tasks,
but necessary to materialize the unique features required
in Lich.js. WebGL on the other hand is older than Web
Audio and THREE.js has well established itself as a stable library that implements most features that would be
needed in a graphics based application. While THREE.js
abstracts away most of the difficulties of OpenGL, it still
requires more code than is feasible to write in real time. For
this reason most of the graphics work in Lich.js has been to
take the implementation of THREE.js and build on top of
it a collection of higher level functions and algorithms for
live coding visuals.
Lich has several functions for 3D mesh generation from
basic shapes such as spheres and boxes to complex generative algorithms. The functions take position and color data
in addition to any other values they require, creating the
mesh and directly drawing it in the scene. All meshes can
have their position, rotation, angular and linear momentum, color, and scale manipulated in real-time. Furthermore, because the pattern sequencers described in the previous section support more than just audio functions, you
can compose a definition that manipulates a mesh instead
of audio. Beyond mesh manipulation, Lich.js has some preliminary code for shader generation using a mini-language
called Splice. Splice is a very basic language that takes a
string and translates every character into a GLSL function,
then wraps up the result with some boiler plate code to create a new GLSL shader. The result is often glitchy with
some surprising behavior. Passing native GLSL code directly is supported, but writing pure GLSL in real-time is
cumbersome. At the moment there is no 2D Graphics API
or support for textures. These are among several features
that will be added in upcoming versions of the language.

5.

NETWORKING

Networking was the greatest motivating factor for creating
Lich.js with a web based implementation. The networking features currently supported are simple, but the focus
has been to make the project stable and usable first, before

Scheduling

The scheduler in Lich.js has been greatly improved upon
since the original implementation. JavaScript timers can
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7.

adding more features. Networking in Lich.js uses a simple client and server architecture with the server written in
Node.js [7]. There are three main networking features in the
language: the networked IDE, chat based communication,
and shared code execution. The Lich.js IDE is based on
the ACE HTML5 code editor which supports syntax highlighting, matching bracket highlighting, and customizable
keyboard bindings. The work on the IDE so far has served
to create a completely automated user management experience. When a user visits a Lich.js site they are greeted with
a request for a user name. The server receives the name
and stores a cookie on the client computer so they don’t
have to reenter this information in the future. There is currently no password system so this is the extent of logging on.
Once into the main Lich.js page they are presented with a
code editor and a post view on the bottom. If another user
joins the same site the code editing view is automatically
split in half using a smooth transition animation, and now
both users can see other’s code. Originally the code editor
was a single document, but this caused significant issues
with unexpected code deletions and collisions. The current
method affords many of the same features of the shared
editor, namely the visibility of the code and efforts of the
other users, but the networked code editors are read-only
for everyone but the owner.
A chat feature was added to the system because even
though the post window could be used as a chat using print
functions, it was easy to lose messages to system print out
and was too small for an audience to read. The new chat
feature prints chat messages very large and right justified
over the entire window. The messages fade in and out and
only last a few seconds. They are legible and invite attention without being too distracting. Finally, code is executed across the network. Whenever any user executes a
function that function sent is across the network and executed for each client. While currently not implemented, it
would be useful to have a more sophisticated implementation that uses time stamps with pre-calculated latency to
execute changes synchronously across the system. Another
concern is that while it is very simple to start using Lich,
if an interested user wanted to create their own server, the
procedure is more complicated. It requires the installation
of Node.js and using some command line tools. A more elegant method needs to be developed to make independent
servers easier to create for newer users.

6.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper I have argued that the continued difficulty
of networking has stifled the creation and productivity of
network bands and ensembles; that there is a need for a
simpler approach for users of all experience and skill levels.
To accomplish this goal I have an introduced Lich.js, a new
live coding language in the burgeoning field of web based
languages. After surveying the current alternatives a justification was made for the need of yet another language;
one based on collaboration from the beginning. Following
the introduction, Lich.js was covered in detail, including the
language syntax and semantics, synth definitions and pattern generation, graphics, and networking. Lich.js is open
source and available on GitHub [13] but is still in development. The official release of Lich.js will align with NIME
2014. Leading up to the official release the project will see a
concerted effort to minimize bugs and increase performance.
New features are also being considered such as local area
network clock synchronization, time stamped code execution, Open Sound Control responder implementation, and
more graphics and audio functionality.
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ABSTRACT

seen in silhouette. The silent interior, a volumetric textile
membrane, is glowing with intense, continuously modulated
color, and is constructed with soft materials that have been
worked by hand into a web of amorphous shapes.

What do new possibilities for music and art making look like in
a world in which the biological and mechanical are increasingly
entangled? It is with this question in mind that the interactive
mechanical sound art installation endo/exo came into being.
Through the use of networked technology, the system becomes
more like a self-aware organism, passing messages from node
to node as cells communicate through “chemical signals” with
their neighbors. In an artistic context, the communication
network resembles, but differs from, other mechanical systems.
Issues such as latency are often considered negative factors, yet
when leveraged purposefully, they can contribute a touch of
personality in this context.
This paper is a reflection on these and other considerations
gained from the experience of designing and constructing
endo/exo. Additionally, it considers future implications for the
Honeycomb platform as a tool for creating musical interactions
within a new paradigm that allows for emergent behavior
across vast physical spaces. The use of swarming and selforganization, as well as playful interaction, creates an aliveness
in the mechanism, and renders its exploration pleasurable,
intriguing and uncanny.

Figure 1: endo/exo, installed at the David B. Smith Gallery
Left to its own devices, the installation mimics various natural
cycles, such as the winds that rhythmically rustle grasses in an
open field, or waves that advance and recede in ever-changing
patterns, resulting in a visual and auditory spectacle enabled by
emergent properties of the networked system.

Keywords
Robotic musical devices, emergent behavior, sound art, actuation,
distributed computing, honeycomb, algorithmic composition

As we grow accustomed to new pervasive technologies, most
of which serve us in our daily lives, a new level of comfort with
connectedness to information and others is developing.
However, interactions with systems, which impose their own
preferences and tendencies, could still be unfamiliar to some.
The response is typically fascination, and even uneasiness, as
one proceeds to explore the unknown. We have learned to
accept various roles of machines in our lives; new encounters
with them allow us to explore the edges of the “uncanny
valley”[8] of lifelike robotic organisms, while finding pleasure
in the excitement of the eerily familiar. For instance, as the
installation waves roll by and one listens to the sound of wood
on metal, it becomes easy to imagine a creaking ship pitching
in the sea.

1. INTRODUCTION
Artists have always been interested in emerging expressive
possibilities, and therefore often curious about the most recent
technologies. Technology has always been a material projection
of human ideas—an artifact—but recently the projections and
the “projectors” have been developing closer relationships.
Endo/exo was developed as part of the mechanism/organism
exhibition at the David B. Smith Gallery in Denver, Colorado,
USA. It is an interactive installation that participates in the
traditions of kinetic sculpture, sound art, fiber art, and light
works, while exploring new environments for creating sounds
algorithmically and acoustically. It leverages a new networked
microcontroller platform called the Honeycomb[3], in which
each node is identical and creates a system of behaviors that are
based on local conditions and communication with neighboring
nodes.
At first glance, endo/exo is a study in stark contrasts. The large
gridded exterior is fabricated from hard, industrial materials
and features sound-producing mechanical objects, which are

2. RELATED WORK AND IMPLICATIONS
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A number of installations have explored the boundaries of the
biological and mechanical through the use of physical actuation
to stimulate the uncanny sensations of life in the inanimate.
Nils Völker’s One Hundred And Eight[15] inflates and deflates
plastic bags in patterns across a wall to create flow and
movement that can be likened to breathing. Much of Philip
Beesley’s work, such as his installations in the Hylozoic Soil[2]
series, uses physically imposing immersive environments to
transport the viewer into another world. Through simple
movements of the installation’s tendrils, life is given to the
lifeless. Meanwhile the design team Humans since 1982,
developed the installation A Million Times[5], which
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computation and communication. Each PCB consists of an
Atmel Xmega 128A3 microcontroller and auxiliary electronics.
This microcontroller was chosen for its seven hardware serial
ports, which allows two-way communication with up to six
neighbors (in addition to a debug output). The serial
connections (two wires, one for sending, the other for receiving
data) are made available via standard 8-pin RJ45 jacks, which
allow using off-the-shelf Ethernet cabling for connections. The
remaining six pins of the cable are used for power and ground.
By this, all boards share a common power supply and can
distribute power to its neighbors. Servos are connected to the
microcontroller’s built-in pulse-width modulation (PWM)
outputs, and the IR proximity sensors are connected to one of
the microcontroller’s analog inputs.

beautifully exemplifies the way simple, choreographed
oscillations cascading across a wall can create motions that
mimic waves found throughout nature. Endo/exo shares the
uncanny lifelike behavior of One Hundred And Eight and
Hylozoic Soil, and the mimicry of natural waves found in A
Million Times.
The study of flocking algorithms with distributed models for
computer animations provides insight into how behaviors in
distributed computational systems might be programmed[11].
Accordingly, the current installation further explores the selforganization and herding algorithms first utilized in Swarm
Wall[4], a work based on the same hardware platform, and that
also explored several interactive concepts revisited here. Like
Swarm Wall, the overall aesthetic of endo/exo has drawn
inspiration from biological forms, but here, the motion of the
mechanism has been further refined and interactions made
more convincing[14].
Mechanical musical actuators have been explored for years. In
the 1800s player pianos and orchestrions became popular,
usually powered pneumatically[10]. In more recent years
electromechanical robotic actuators have been explored in a
variety of settings [6, 13].
While endo/exo has drawn on a variety of artistic inspiration
and technical fields, the combination used in the final execution
yields a unique experience and exploration of a new paradigm
for creating art and music with the aid of distributed computing.

3. INSTALLATION

Figure 2: Depiction of 3x2 node section of endo/exo
with Honeycomb connectivity

The site-specific installation consists of a grid of 55 nodes, and
is 8.5 m wide by 3.8 m tall and 1.5 m deep. The intelligence of
endo/exo resides in a distributed network of custom
microcontroller boards known as Honeycomb[3]. The
installation is built out of light frame material that were built in
sections off site. The gridded exterior provides the structure to
mount the servo motors, with 75 cm wooden dowels fixed to
the motors, draped conduit, long range infrared (IR) proximity
sensors, and the circuit boards and corresponding cabling. The
framing is left open, leaving picture windows to view the
interior, which consists of meticulously hung, tied, braided and
draped white polyester yarn, and which takes up much of the
depth of the installation. The depth also leaves room for high
powered, DMX programmable LED stage lights, for which the
yarn becomes a projection surface, causing it to glow in
continuously changing patterns of color and light. (The lights
were controlled by an independent program that cycled at a
much slower rate than the sound component.)

The boards use a viral bootloader that allows new programs to
automatically propagate throughout the system by simply
programming one board. The main program receives pertinent
data from the neighbors, including sensor data, current angle
and a strength variable, which represents physical presence
detected some distance away in the system.
An alternative version of this platform was used to create a
localization solution for the hearing impaired, with a wearable
garment utilizing microphones to create a sensor array to
perform the sound localization[9]. In that project, haptic
feedback is provided with vibration motors sewn into the
garment to indicate the direction of sound.

4.2 Sensing Presence

Each node consists of one Honeycomb board (depicted in green
in figure 2) and one servo-motor. The boards are interconnected
to have bi-directional communication with four neighbors (up,
down, left and right): connections are depicted in figure 2 with
orange cabling. Each node in the bottom row has a long-range
IR proximity sensor attached to detect presence across the
breadth of the system. Due to the configuration of the
installation, a majority of the nodes are above the viewers, and
therefore each column uses sensor data from the bottom row to
identify presence on a column. The flexibility offered by this
platform enables arbitrary configurations and numbers of nodes
without any changes to the coding. A newly inserted node will
be automatically programmed by the system and identify its
position and associated role.

The detection of people for this installation was accomplished
with a long range IR sensor (Sharp GP2Y0A710YK), which
has a range of 100–550 cm. To create pronounced effect when
presence is detected, a distance threshold with a programmed
hysteresis was used to alert the program of presence at a given
node to reduce false triggers. In order to be able to respond to
presence in the system to varying degrees (depending on the
location of the presence), a value of 1 is assigned to a column
currently detecting presence. The messages are passed to the
left and right, where the strength of the presence signal is
diminished with an exponential decay, allowing immediate
neighbors to “feel” the presence more strongly than nodes
further away. Each board continually calculates and sets a new
position for its servo motor based on the current mode (mood)
of the system, stimulus from the environment as well as its
neighbors state. In this way viewers can interact by moving
throughout the space, influencing the movement and generated
sound.

4.1 Honeycomb

4.3 Sound Actuation

Honeycomb is a microcontroller platform that can easily be
networked into hexagonal lattices of hundreds of nodes to
create novel materials that tightly integrate sensing, actuation,

The sound component of the installation is created acoustically
by wooden dowels physically scraping along a ridged,
aluminum electrical conduit. The conduit becomes like the

4. TECHNOLOGY AND MATERIALS
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guiro, a Latin American percussion instrument, normally made
of wood and played with a wooden stick. The wooden dowels
are directly attached to a 180 degree servo motor, which is
controlled by the Honeycomb board. When swept slowly, the
individual ridges of the conduit are audible, while at high rates
they become one brisk gesture. The physical motion of a node
is inextricably tied to the associated sound created by the
motion. The result is a satisfying stimulation of the visual and
aural senses that the physical world readily offers us.

Another mode uses a weighted average of the neighbors’ angles
to mimic the natural flocking of birds, fish and herds of
animals. Many of these principles are taken from concepts
introduced in early computer flocking models[1]. Each node
has a unique, preferred harmonic frequency, which it randomly
selects upon initialization of the mode. It then listens to its four
neighbors to determine their current angles, and comes up with
a new angle based on its own preference and the neighbors’
current states. This creates a mesmerizing pattern throughout
the system that shows the influence of a cluster behaving
similarly, but the influence of one node fades as your gaze
moves across the system. The amount of weight the system
gives to the neighbors is modulated with an LFO over 20
seconds, creating cycles of close unison, which then transition
to a more chaotic behavior where the nodes more or less ignore
their neighbors. The resulting emergent behavior is directly
related to the size of the system and individual and algorithmic
“personality” of each node.

There is an incredible range of sounds offered by this setup. At
times a single node interrupts silence, while at other times, all
55 nodes fill the space with powerful sound. The physical size
of the installation spatializes the acoustic sound sources across
the 32.5 square meters of the installation, which contributes
significantly to the experience of space and the kinetic
movement of the sculpture.

4.4 Programming for visuals and sound
A primary goal for the sculpture was the creation of a
convincing, natural sense of movement and sound. To this end,
we employed several approaches familiar to sound synthesis
and audio effects, and developed a library of functions to
enable rapid exploration of ideas. Our workhorse building
block was simple harmonic motion, modeled as a sine wave.
The sine function was used to set the angle of the servo, with
the amplitude determining the angular sweep. Delay lines
throughout the system were another important component.
Because of the networked nature of the platform, it is
convenient for each node to know the behavior of its
neighbors, and to respond accordingly. By using a short delay,
perceptible waves propagate throughout the system. When
timed appropriately, these can create mesmerizing visuals and
enhance the sense of space and movement when hearing the
sound move across the room.

The final mode contrasts the active modes previously described
by remaining mostly at rest but randomly calculating a time at
which it will briefly activate a quick and subtle twitch. In this
mode, a single node may only move once in ten seconds, but
with the whole system going, an intricate dance permeates the
installation as the nodes sporadically activate.

4.4.2 Interaction Responses
By engaging one of endo/exo’s sensors, the observer elicits a
variety of responses, ranging from empathetic, mirrored
movements to sudden and bemused silence. The audience
realizes that the work is watching them, just as much as they
are watching it. Each behavior in the cycle has a corresponding
sensor response. Some of the responses are subtle, only
affecting a local column, while others are quite overt, eliciting a
response from the whole system. For instance, in the fast and
chaotic finale of the cycle, the entire system abruptly stops and
“points” at the viewer upon detecting presence: the closest
column becomes vertical while other columns splay out at ever
increasing angles to create a large-scale gradient of angles
pointing at their object of affection. The abrupt response of the
system in this case is impacted by a small amount of delay,
allowing you to watch the messages get passed throughout the
system as the motors respond successively. The delay is due to
system latency based on the communication rate and
overhead—not a programmed delay—although in this case it
contributes to create a satisfying effect. Meanwhile, another
mode chooses an angle at which to pause, perhaps nervously
holding its breath, while the viewer is near. Another response is
a joyful shake of the column, which sometimes remains local
and sometimes spreads out in all directions.

When these basic functions are combined and orchestrated
across this large-scale network of sound actuators, they take on
new life, with the relationship amongst neighbors making the
end results considerably richer. Dowels sweep across the
conduit in and out of phase, producing a pleasing audible and
visible interplay between the nodes that can at times be likened
to Steve Reich’s phasing music[12]. In the following section
some of the programmed behaviors are described.

4.4.1 Behavior Cycles
When left undisturbed the system cycles through seven
behaviors, changing modes every 90 seconds. The transition
between modes captures the last angle of the previous mode
and linearly interpolates to the newly calculated.
One behavioral mode uses a modulated delay line to propagate
waves across the installation. For these, the far left column
determines the behavior, which is then mimicked to the right.
The columns use messages from their neighbors relaying their
current angle, which is stored in a circular buffer at each node.
The delay from node to node is then slowly modulated with a
low frequency oscillator (LFO)—spanning from no delay up to
1 second, depending on the specific mode. Types of movements
that were passed across the structure included a sine wave, an
amplitude modulated (AM) sine wave, and a frequency
modulated (FM) sine wave. In addition to the wave based
motions, a quarter wave “raised cosine” sweep (starting with a
quick transition) was also used to accentuate the percussive
nature of the medium. The periods and amplitudes of the
various motions were selected experimentally, initially using
Max/MSP for control to identify motions that looked and felt
natural and interesting.

An additional response leans toward the more human attributes
of musical rhythm, which the system is well equipped to
facilitate: a patterned rhythmic response that turns the
installation into a massive, algorithmic drum machine. This
interactive behavior derives from the world of compositional
algorithms in computer music. For years people have been
fascinated with using computers to generate new music based
on algorithms[7]; only in recent decades have machines have
become powerful enough to do so in real time. A novel feature
of the current design is that the algorithms are computer via
distributed computing, calculating a new pattern to play each
time presence is detected. If more than one column detects
presence, complicated patterns will emerge, spatialized by the
physical distances of the different columns. This mode of
interaction turns the entire installation into a large-scale, multiuser instrument, which can be played by stepping towards and
away from the structure.
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development of its core technologies. It leverages a newly
developed microcontroller platform called the Honeycomb,
which utilizes distributed computing technology. Each
percussive actuator creates sound acoustically with a wooden
dowel and ridged conduit, which are physically spatialized
across the installation. The motivations and programming of the
behaviors and various interactions were described. The
networked nature of this system offers a new paradigm for
creating sound and visuals across vast physical spaces. The
potential for further research into emergent behaviors for both
visuals and sound provide interesting areas for further
research.
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Figure 3: Close up of endo/exo showing servo
motor, dowel scraping electrical conduit and yarn detail
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In distributed computing systems such as Honeycomb, each
board is running an identical piece of software but is
responding to its own context. For instance, with endo/exo,
each board becomes aware of its location in the system by
noting which ports it is actively receiving messages from.
One of the resulting challenges of such a system is
synchronization. With no central computer keeping track of
cycles, the variations in the boards’ oscillators causes drift from
their sense of time, which can in turn cause complications with
time-based algorithms such as sine functions. For instance, if
the columns are following a delayed version of their neighbor
with the delay amount fluctuating with a sinusoidal LFO, clock
drift will cause noticeable discontinuities as a wave propagates
across the system. Some of these issues could be addressed by
looking again to biological inspirations to make distributed
computing systems more robust[1]. For instance, another
potential approach might include exchanging more information
with neighbors about a node’s present state, including its sense
of time.

6. FUTURE WORK
We believe the Honeycomb platform offers a promising
approach worthy of further exploration in music making. The
software that was developed for this project will be made open
source, and we hope this will provide a stable starting point for
future work. Algorithmic compositional approaches which take
into account more information about the neighbors’ patterns
and current state as well as a more refined sense of
musicianship will help produce a dynamic and scalable robotic
musical ensemble. The affordances of the networked system
create unique opportunities in this space.
Presently, we plan to create a small scale version of this system,
which will result in a more personalized interaction and allow
for each node to be physically accessible for a single user to
stimulate and control as an instrument or interaction, with
networked and emergent properties.

7. SUMMARY
We presented here the description and development details of
the interactive art installation titled endo/exo and the
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ABSTRACT

gestural movement and sonic result. In re-establishing this
coupled link between action and sound, the nature of the
representation that one is introducing needs to be carefully
considered. This includes the musical nature of the representation as well as the level of immediacy and expressive intent that is being represented. One must consider
whether they are designing for an interface wherein large
musical structures are “steered” or triggered by performer
(at one extreme), or the moment-by-moment actions defined at the lowest level by physical performer action (at
another extreme).
In this paper, we propose a ”material computation” ([9])
approach to rethinking the representations of musical thought
and gestural engagement that are introduced in the process
of coupling somatic action with sonic variation. We feel
that it is productive to move away from a purely mimetic
conception of digital performance systems, and from classic paradigms such as that of composer and interpreter [2].
In fact, we do not pre-suppose that musically-relevant excitations are only those that arise from the hands or mouth
of a singular human performer. However, we do not suggest giving up on gestural immediacy and the physicality
of the instrumental system in making this shift. Just as
Van Nort [11] has proposed to consider instrument design
through the lens of the sonic gestural affordance of a given
system, we propose to consider gestural potential of matter as part of the design process. By this we do not mean
simply the physical properties of sensing technologies, but
the encoded gesturally and computationally modulatable
potential of physical matter itself - the spatial and temporal encoding of gestural potential - and how this is coupled
with environment, human interaction and sonic output in
continuous and connected fashion.
These are a constellation of forces at work, ones which
are surrounding but external to the black/white box systems view of the instrument. To this end we propose a
design approach that not only considers the materiality of
the instrument, but that leverages it as a computational
substrate. Such computational matter then becomes a central part of the instrument’s conception of the sonic quality, the control structuring and what generally falls under
the umbrella of ”mapping” design. As we will discuss, this
extended computational matter-centric view is of benefit
towards holistically understanding an “instrumental” gestural engagement, as it is realized through physical material,
sonic gestural matter and felt human engagement.

This paper discusses an approach to instrument conception that is based on a careful consideration of the coupling of tactile and sonic gestural action across the layers
of physical and computational material in coordinated dynamical variation. To this end we propose a design approach that not only considers the materiality of the instrument, but leverages it as a central part of the conception of
the sonic quality, the control structure, and what generally
falls under the umbrella of ”mapping”. This extended computational matter perspective scaffolds a holistic approach
to understanding an ”instrument” as gestural engagement
through physical material, sonic variation, and somatic activity. We present some concrete musical and installation
performances that have benefited from this approach to instrument design.

Keywords
Topological Media, Computational Matter, Mapping Control Structures, Sonic Gestures, Enchanted Objects

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the case of digitally-based instruments, there has been
much focus on defining new instrumental systems by mimesis of acoustic instruments (e.g. digital clarinets, zithers,
guitars) and as instrument-inspired interfaces which seem
themselves in direct evolution of acoustic performance tradition. However, Magnusson[4] notes that often the tangible
and immediately perceivable interface of digital instruments
is merely a shell. He argues that the expressive potential of
the instrument is (often) situated in the composed symbolic
instructions of the designer, rather than in physical matter. From an interaction point of view, the expressivity is
thus moderated by an elaborate sequence of musical events
that are shaped through “higher-level” control of musical
material by a performer. This point of view considers musical instruments as “cognitive extensions” of human musical
thought, and expressiveness as the navigation of composed
structures in the act of performance. This trajectory of instrument design has been articulated by Schnell and Battier
[6] as a process of the dematerialization of the instrument
– of the progressively increasing electromechanical and now
computational mediation of the coupling between somatic-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.

CONTINUOUS MATTER/RESPONSE

The world around us is full of rich sounding matter, affording complex sonic experiences through our physical engagement. Naturally, this was articulated early on by Cage
through his explorations of amplified objects [3]. This was
also artfully expressed and systematized by Tudor, through
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his Rainforest series of works [1] which highlight the intelligence and beauty found in deep vibrational interactions
between sonic and physical materials. In our work, we further augment, enrich and transcend the natural tendencies
of matter to transcode gestural manipulations into audible
sounds and tactile sensation. Simply placing a contact mic
on a resonant material and skillfully manipulating it does
already afford an extremely rich instrumental palette, which
is the starting point for a countless number of experimental music performance practices. We extend this further
by taking a material-computation approach to deterministic couplings with such manual engagement; in order to
allow for the full thickness and boundlessly open set of experiences that are potentially realizable through interaction
with computationally-enriched matter, we avoid strongly
determined systems which recognize, learn or model specific sonic/haptic audio interaction or human experience.
Rather, to enable the continuous richness of potential
computational response to non-schematized gesture we focus the design on the considered coupling of physical matter
and sound synthesis/processing techniques. This includes
the highlighting of natural affordances of vibrating matter,
as we wish to transmute (augment/enrich) its given tendency to yield audible acoustic energy whenever manipulated. In addition to static qualities, there is an implicit
temporality which arises through viewing the material as
computational matter: through its encoding of gestural potential in a spatial form. This is written on its surface, in
the folds, the density, etc. and this too comes into consideration in the course of designing control structures.
In practice, our design work has been realized through
audio-mosaicing of haptic-sonic gestures using corpus-based
concatenative synthesis (CBCS)[8]. In short, CBCS methods use a database of sound “snippets” to assemble a desired sound according to a target phrase. Recent developments ([8]) enable real-time sound generation by navigation through a multi-dimensional descriptor space informing
unit selection within the corpus and giving access to specific sound characteristics. The corpus is a large database
of units of either pre-recorded or live-recorded sounds, that
have been segmented and descriptor-analysed in order to
be placed within the descriptor space, according to the extracted features. Audio-mosaicing [10] can be seen as a
special case of CBCS wherein the target is set from the realtime descriptor analysis of live audio input. This technique
equally accommodates gestural engagement with physical
objects, whole body interaction, as well as the augmentation
of sonic material in live performances as well will highlight
through out examples.

3.

a fingertip rubbing across a surface with varying degrees
of applied pressure. In such a scenario, rough and sticky
surfaces would provide a considerably improved acoustic response and a better signal to noise ratio in comparison with
smooth and slippery surfaces.
Objects such as fruits, pine cones, combs, nails, the floor,
and the human body can provide other computational operations such as band-limiting, resonance, convolution, smoothing, and spatial encoding that can be exploited to transform
gestures from haptics into optimal acoustic energy. When
talking of optimization, our focus is mainly on accessing, in
the the acoustic response, the finest levels of intentionally
nuanced gesture from noise. The question becomes: how do
we extract useful and optimized information about the way
(non)human performer interact with the objects’ surface?
How do we highlight important gestural nuances that yield
minimal acoustic energy from the noise floor of an input system (instrument)? How can material thinking and material
computation contribute to the design of haptic-acoustic instrument that distinguish the subtlest intentional change in
the input sonic gestures?

3.1

Haptic-Acoustic Transcoding

Combining acoustic surface sensing with a signal-driven sonification strategy can take full advantage of the richness of
the feeling of touch, and thus enable the performers to rely
solely on felt engagement with real matter, discovering and
inventing their own repertoire of meaningful gestures in the
process. In previous work we have designed the continuous
potential of computational response through an architecture that implements acoustic sensing coupled with physical
modeling sound synthesis [9], which allowed participant to
invent a wide range of gestural vocabulary and nuance with
physical consistency between action and sound. With any
one instance of a physical modeling synthesis however, the
performer is restricted to a more or less uniform timbral universe specified by the sonic characteristics of the synthetic
physical model and its couplings with natural matter and
gesture. While the instrumental potential in this system is
already vast, we are interested in control structures which
allow us to adapt to differing qualities of timbre and output
sonic gestures as well as to play with different action/sound
gestural couplings in a poetic fashion.

3.2

DESIGN FOR MATERIALS TO COMPUTE

In the case of instruments based on contact microphones
and manual engagement with physical objects, the textural
and resonant nature of the physical material becomes a central component for consideration, along with the kinesthetic
gestural interactions that are conditioned through the spatial and material structure of the object. For example, we
have found that a vibration-isolated wooden surface with
an evenly distributed textural roughness, enough acoustic
conductivity, and a balanced impulse response is ideal for
transcoding a wide range of gestural manipulations carried
out via human skin, nails, and light objects. Such an object
will transmute gestural interactions across a wider timbral
spectrum, and thus provides an optimal platform for the
continuous differentiation and distinct amplification of subtle changes in the process of haptic-sound feature extraction
and sonification. Consider the subtle differences in measurable characteristics of the acoustic energy that results from

Haptic-Acoustic Transcoding through CBCS

We approach a chosen synthesis technique as a softwaredomain computational processes which is always co-dependant
with the computational properties of matter. Even if often
our goal in the transparent coupling of action and sound
is to construct perceptually singular morphologies, audio
mosaicing has not necessarily been chosen for its tendency
to perfectly mimic and imitate the target gesture. Rather,
a considerably attractive quality of audio mosaicing arises
from its ability to condition the potential degree of semblance of the resynthesized sounds to a given target phrase,
while keeping the continuous morphologies of the target
phrase intact. The target thereof could be thought of as an
abstract gesture-template consisting of feature contours and
their time-dependant variables [10]. When using the input
haptic-sound as “target,” one may preserve morphological
continuities of the audio-encoded gesture in the sonification
process and yet retain novel compositional control over the
timbral qualities of the output.

4.

COMPOSING GESTURAL COUPLINGS

In order to condition target audio descriptors, a prioritized
unit selection is parametrized by adjusting weights of each
order-dependant descriptor. Then, in order to obtain perceptually differentiable results from fine gestural nuance,
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Haptic-Acoustic Gesture

Excitation Object

changes are often lower that one would expect for particular gestural expressions. Temporal and spectromorphological coupling ambiguities are particularly exaggerated in between the meso and micro event spaces where phenomenon
such as tremolo and vibrato (5-8hz) occur: in between fastest
repetitive gestures (12Hz) and the emergence of conscious
time (600ms)[5]. We have found that small grain sizes (50150 ms) improv the temporal coupling of mosaiced sounds
with the gesture. Larger grain sizes (200-1300 ms) ambiguate the fineness of gesture to sound relationship but
depending on the context and target material could lead to
sonically more coherent results. In most cases, improved
temporal couplings come at the cost of reduced spectral coherency in respect to the input sonic-gestures.
We have utilized several strategies to deal with this tradeoff. Primary among them is the simultaneous analysis of
multiple timescales (micro and meso) and incorporation of
heterogeneous segmentation methods which are optionally
applicable to individual micro-events for both the target and
source sounds. Tremblay and Schwartz [10] also suggest a
need for a binary descriptor for partially dealing with the
complexity of the presence of transients within segmented
units and to efficiently couple these transients with the target with low latency. On the synthesis side, we have found
it beneficial to use two or more synthesis modules on the
same target in order to mix different temporal scales to
blend desirable responses on the fly. For example, short
grain sizes(30-120) could be used to provide optimal coupling with the target sound’s dynamic morphology while another synthesis module with longer grain sizes and stronger
pitch variations could add a content driven soundscape in
the background. We also add another layer composed from
a different set of source sounds driven by the detection of
significant onsets in order to provide independently determinable responses to high energy impact events. Finally,
often one might want to use a limited collection of source
sounds. For example: to mosaic the sounds resulting from
gestural manipulations of a washboard as target using only
limited samples of Mbira (thumb piano) source sounds. One
main problem that often arises is that the target sounds are
much more varied than what a limited corpus could offer.
We have implemented attempts to systematically shape the
synthesis and post-processing parameters based on input
content. Mappings to the synthesis grain size and grain
adsr envelope have been promising initiatives.

Material Computation / Gesture Conditioning
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Figure 1: Audio Mosaicing Haptic-Acoustic Gestures
we normalize the target descriptors and map them to the
full range within the corpus. In contexts where sonic resemblance and mapping transparency is not the main focus, one can freely scale, reverse, offset, swap and re-map
the descriptors, without upsetting the consistency of codependanct descriptors. For example, when sonically augmenting objects with non-existent or static pitch features
and yet needing to have some gestural control over pitch,
one might want to explore mappings from arbitrary descriptors to pitch. Optimization and conditioning of the descriptor space for efficient exploitation of the corpus is, at the
moment, time consuming and parametrically multi-layered
and complex. In the future we intend to simplify this calibration process through a unified and visualized correlation
space.
We are currently investigating the mosaicing of complex
temporal patterns and sonic-tactile textures that result from
mechanical interactions that lead to the generation of transient impact and friction impact micro-events: brushing or
scratching an uneven surface with varying degrees of acceleration, ice cracking , drum rolls, etc. It is important
to distinguish the analysis/synthesis of these dynamic and
gesturally modulated impact, friction sounds from the current goals of sound texture synthesis [7] which deal with the
resynthesis of more stable dynamic morphologies. Due to
the desired immediacy of gesture to sound coupling, and the
unpredictability of target texture features and morphologies, current statistical modeling approaches over longer
time scales are not immediately applicable to sonic-tactile
texture sonification with CBCS. We have concluded that instead an improved segmentation method as well as locally
improved correlations between micro-events could lead to
more promising results in the long run.
While a close coupling is easily achieved through audiodriven physical models, with audio-mosaicing we often find
ambiguities within the micro event spaces. Using larger corpuses increase the likelihood of concatenated sounds which
contain similar temporal profiles as the target units. However, the real achievable resolution of the morphological

5.

PERFORMING MATERIALITY

We maintain the position that matter can be a computational substrate. Such a perspective on new interfaces for
musical expression can help us avoid some problematic divides in our design metaphors between performer/performed,
instrument/score, intention/noise, software/hardware, digital/analog, speculation/action, and etc. Matter does not
distinguish between performer intentions and material physics;
we claim the same holds for computational matter. As designers of interfaces we can employ this inherent symmetry
to design for arbitrary associations of agents doing arbitrary
actions.

5.1

Gesture Bending

Gesture Bending, a generic term coined by the first author,
refers to the poetic transformation, prolongation and enrichment of gestures through staged and unstaged technical
mediation of movement – in this case through the incorporation of real-time sound instruments and computational
matter. The goal of Gesture Bending is to continuously enact persuasive conditions for the transformation of the discursive networks of meaning production in the embodiment
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of movement. It can for example lead to the signification
of an empty gesture or the abstraction of an inherent signifier (ie. within a beat gesture). Pervasive Gesture Bending
can lead to the emergence of social experiments, multidimensional compositions and the creation of conditions that
invite inhabitants to synergetically improvise with a hybrid
expressive force.
In a recent workshop at the Topological Media Lab, the
first author employed audio-mosaicing instruments from the
Gesture Bending toolkit1 to prepare the floor as an instrument; the event focused on populating this instrumental
space with diverse set of activities and social events. The
participants’ gestures not only lead to unexpected musicality but to narratives about shaping relationships with the
immediate world and recognizing daily life and the material
world as a platform for play and for refined practice. Participants discovered that their everyday movement can create
intricate sonic textures2 and developed their own unique
vocabulary of sound generation to sculpt musical events via
engagement with the floor.3 Others set objects such as tennis balls into motion, allowing objects to effectively ”perform” music.4 Such experiments illustrate how any physical gesture can effectively augment physical objects with
gesturally-conditioned sound, augmenting said objects’ material qualities. Through interactively varied augmentation
of the object’s natural acoustical response, an a priori distinction ”synthetic” and the ”natural” and the ”performer”
and ”performed” becomes unnecessary. Performing a score
or improvising music could turn into a hybrid mode of engagement and perception borrowing elements from gaming,
playing, building, day to day living practices, puppetry, and
performance art.

Figure 2: Practices of Everyday Life | Cooking
with ecological and mental complexities of socio-gestural
behaviour than if they were left colonized by the subjugated
tonality of standardized mentality.

6.

CONCLUSION

Works such as ”Practices of Everyday Life | Cooking” and
other Gesture Bending experiments leverage material thinking and acoustic sensing techniques to symbolically charge
everyday actions and objects in ways that combine the composer’s design with the performer’s contingent nuance. Our
material computational design allows for any potential movement at all by the performer or the objects to turn into potentially musical gestures. This removes the burden of modeling the human experience and instead allows for such notions as gestural meaning, intentionality, expressivity, noise,
musicality, and even performer, performed and speculator
to freely arise from the context established in the moment
of performance together with the theatrical apparatus of
expectation.

5.2 Practices of Everyday Life | Cooking
”Practices of Everyday Life | Cooking”5 is the first part in
a series of performances and installations exploring how everyday gestures could become charged with symbolic intensity and used for improvised play. A performance choreographed around a chef and sonified objects: fruit, vegetables, meat, knives, pots and pans, cutting board and table.
Cooking, the most ancient art of transmutation, has become over a quarter of a million years an unremarkable,
domestic practice. But in this everyday practice, things
perish, transform, and nourish other things. By augmenting
the meats, wood and metal with sound and painterly light,
we stage a performance made from the movements and gestures of cooking, both high cuisine and everyday. The performance features a dancer who is also a virtuosic chef who
wields foods, knives, pans and spices transmuted gesturally
into real-time sound instruments. Within our responsive
scenography system, every cooking process is transformed
into an environment thick with aroma, light, video, sound,
movement, and objects. A knife sleeking against another
knife, carrots vocalizing their unfolding mutation into a cacophonous a cappella, the sizzle of hot oil mosaiced into a
downpour of Bartok pizzicati along with the aroma of onion
and garlic immerses the audience in an ecology of remembrance and anticipation. At the end, the performer offers
the audience a chance to taste the dish that is prepared.
The participants are given a chance to extract new and
unbounded forms, meanings, affects and percepts from the
otherwise familiar situations such as cooking. The emergent
mental modalities are more likely to be in closer contact

7.
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ABSTRACT

and worked with a small budget, making any custom materials with laser-cutters, lathe, and a mill, all designed in
SolidWorks and Adobe Illustrator. Modern machine shops
have opened up many possibilities for affordable instrumentmaking and this makes their documentation highly valuable.

Sirens evoke images of alarm, public service, war, and forthcoming air raid. Outside of the music of Edgard Varése
([8], [9]), sirens have rarely been framed as musical instruments. By connecting air hoses to spinning disks with
evenly-spaced perforations, the siren timbre is translated
musically. Polyphony gives our instrument an organ-like
personality: keys are mapped to different frequencies and
the pressure applied to them determines volume. The siren
organ can produce a large range of sounds both timbrally
and dynamically. In addition to a siren timbre, the instrument produces similar sounds to a harmonica. Portability,
robustness, and electronic stability are all areas for improvement.

1.2

Pneumatic sirens are mechanical instruments producing very
loud (>100 dB) sound. Their construction is typically considered in two parts: a stator and a rotor (also called a
chopper or siren disk ). The stator and the rotor have identical, equally-spaced openings and closings that look like fan
blades. The rotor spins and its openings alternate between
aligned with the stator (allowing airflow) and unaligned (no
airflow). Voltage control varies the rotation speed of the
rotor and creates the familiar wail of a siren.
The basic physics of our “siren organ” are trivial: an
air stream is applied to a rotating disk with evenly-spaced
holes. As the air flows over the holes, a repeating series of
compressions and rarefactions create a periodic vibration
that we hear as pitch. The shape of this oscillation is
something close to a rectangular wave or pulse train, with
the pulse width determined by the ratio of the diameter of
the holes to the between-hole interval. The resultant pitch
fp is a function of the number of holes N and the speed
of the rotating motor fr (in rotations per second), by the
simple relation fp = N fr . So, a disk with 10 holes spinning
at 50 rotations per second would have a frequency of 500Hz,
close to a B4.
Bart Hopkin’s documentation of the siren organ [4, 5]
demonstrated iteration in musical siren design but more
importantly showed that sirens can be built inexpensively.
Following Hopkin’s advice [5], we fixed the end of the blow
tubes in holes in our siren disk stand and fabricated a wood
nozzle for the opening of each tube to decrease the output
diameter and focus the flow, greatly improving the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the pitch. We found that there was
a maximum limit to the size of the tube opening: 2 smaller
openings had no aural effect on the SNR nor timbre from
the larger.
Searching for toy sirens online (to no avail), we discovered a small number of 3D-printed models of plastic sirens.
However, in each case they were constructed from gears that
produced substantial noise. In general, the sirens available
for purchase are meant for non-musical purposes and extremely loud (>120 dB). Many of these are leftover relics
from the first World Wars and quite expensive collectible
items.

Keywords
siren, organ, controllerism, modular, air compression, laser
cutting, lathe

1.

Background

INTRODUCTION

The siren organ is an electro-acoustic wind instrument with
the sound of a siren but playability of an organ. We built
it to experiment with how acoustic sirens could be more
musically oriented. Range of expression, minimal cost and
construction overhead, and transparency in playability were
our most important design requirements.

1.1 Motivation
The wide-sweeping glissando sound characteristic to a siren
is one that only a few acoustic instruments can mimic, but
over a shorter range. We desired a large range of control
over the pitch change amount and speed.
Another of the main goals that we had was transparency:
an instrument that gives performers the desire to play it
because they are confident that they can, and that they
know what it might sound like. For example, with timbre,
even a physical understanding of complex harmonic motion and the vibrations of strings and columns of air does
not inform the relative strength of those harmonics upon
physical inspection. We sought out ways to more clearly
demonstrate complex harmony via the patterns we cut into
the siren disks.
Finally, we had five weeks to complete this instrument

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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1.3

Previous work

There are a small handful of “siren organs” in existence, the
names of which are coincidental. John R. Pierce gives a
nice example of a simple, homemade siren (no stator) in [7].
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In 2004, Jean-François Laporte constructed a siren organ
from “air compressors, pneumatic tubes, and boat horns”
[6], culminating in his composition Vertiges [3].
Rene Bakker has done creative research in the siren domain, designing electromechanical “servosirens” and reinterpreting two old inventions: a 1915 patent filed by Dutch
theologist Abraham Loman [2], which Bakker calls “an interpretation of the Loman siren organ,” and the Helmholtz
Doppelsiren [1]. Bakker’s Loman siren organ is a very finished product. He rests a one-octave piano with knobs to
control individual motor speeds atop a complex array of
motorized sirens. The motorized buzz of the air compressor appears to be constant and substantial; however, the
interface of the organ is remarkable. The documentation of
his instrument is unfortunately lacking, so it is difficult to
understand its full range of expression.
Finally, as mentioned above, Hopkin’s handheld musical
siren [5] sounded by air blown through a plastic straw inspired many ideas about the patterns for our siren disks.

2.

With the intent of performing together, we made three
slightly different controller-disk-motor combinations. We
refer to these as Controller 1, 2, and 3, final design pictured
in Fig. 3, and likewise Disk 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 2: A later prototype of the siren organ.

CONSTRUCTION

The siren organ can be constructed using only materials
from a hardware store, plus a small amount of electronics
to apply voltage to a potentiometer. The instrument can be
divided into three main components: (1) the air compressor,
(2) the interface / controller, and (3) the siren disk.

Figure 3: The final design of the siren organ.

2.1

Figure 1: The three main components of the siren
organ.

Materials

We spent about $600 between the three of us constructing
the siren organ, not including the air compressor or the
access to such machines as a laser cutter and mill. The cost
of the final design was about $450 of this expense. Research
is always the most expensive phase of product design, so
we found these costs reasonable. Close estimates of the
quantities of materials are broken down in Table 1.

In prototyping, we started with a small (4”) motor-driven
disk with 4 concentric rings of holes, fixed to the stand
by simply laser-cutting a small hole in the center of the
disk and sticking it onto the shaft, to give us compact
access to 4 voices per siren. Our “air compressor” was our
mouth, delivering air to the spinning disk through a straw,
and our controller only a 9V battery. In this phase, we
achieved a surprisingly good SNR, once we realized that the
motor could be pinched together to greatly reduce its hum.
A second prototype multiplied the instrument into three
separate disk-motor pairs, adding also three potentiometers
and Arduinos. Here, we experimented with the disk design:
minor chords, major chords, and different shapes of holes
such as stars, triangles, and squares as well as their radii.
We could not distinguish an effect these shapes had on
the timbre, but the different radii had a clear impact on
the overtone series, generating audibly stronger harmonics.1 We laser cut a single stand for the three disks with
screw mounts for the potentiometers (Fig. 2), but found this
model too compact. Finally, we added the air compressor,
and in order to stand up to it we shifted our focus to
robustness.

Table 1: Construction Materials
Item
Plastic tubing (1/4” IID)
Rubber tubing (3/8” IID)
90 ◦ plastic barbs, threaded (1/4”)
Plastic barbs, threaded (1/4”)
Brass barbs, threaded (1/4”)
Brass barbs, threaded (3/8”)
Plastic barb-to-barb (1/4”)
Birch for faceplates
Basswood for siren boxes
Blowguns
Ball valves
Acrylic for disks
Plumber’s tape
3-way splitter
Power jacks
Arduino Nanos
Power supply
Switches
MOSFETs
Resistors
Motors (MD5-2445, 2.1A)
Potentiometers (faders)

1
Interestingly, the minor chord and major chord design
was also surprisingly similar, as if the integer ratio
approximation (6:5) of a minor third was not close enough
to reality (23/12 = 1.189) to differentiate from that of a
major third (5:4). Perhaps the lower frequencies have strong
fourth harmonics, or there is some coupling that has an
impact on larger ratios.
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Quantity
120’
15’
8
8
4
3
8
2
1
2
9
3
1
1
3
3
1
3
6
3
3
3
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2.2 Air compressor
The air compressor is a Porter Cable 150psi 6 gallon model.
We regulated it down to about 30psi to work with the valves
and tubing. In early prototypes, the disks were press-fit
onto the motor shafts, but the disks would move up the shaft
of the motor after continuous exposure to the pressurized
air. Thus, we threaded both the shaft and the disk for a
more secure fit.
We used a three-way brass splitter to supply air to our
three organs with just one compressor. The stream is controlled by a “master” ball valve on the left side of each controller. Therefore, the air pressure can be limited differently
for each controller. We had fun reaching over and turning
each other up and (more often) down during performance.

Figure 6: SolidWorks diagram of Controller 3.

2.4

2.3 Controller

Siren disk and motor

The controllers are each connected by more plastic tubing
to a dedicated, acrylic siren disk (Fig. 7). The siren disk
is mounted to a triangular stand that houses the rotating
motor and also serves to route the plastic tubing. The back
of the stand has holders for the four air streams, directed
to four rings of holes in a column configuration. The disks
are 6” in diameter.

Controller 1 (Fig. 4) was fashioned out of wood, plastic tubing, barbs, and 5 ball valves, plus the electronics. Controller
2 (Fig. 5) is similar to Controller 1, substituting 2 blowgun
valves for 2 ball valves. The third controller (Fig. 6) is
a custom set of lathe-turned buttons and a manifold of
airways machined on a mill, all designed in SolidWorks.
Each controller has a birch faceplate featuring holes and
etchings made by a laser cutter.

Figure 7: The siren disk is comprised of four
concentric rings. Each ring has a series of evenlyspaced holes that create a fundamental frequency.
Figure 4: Controller 1 with faceplate.
The inside of the siren disk stand (Fig. 8) routes four
plastic tubes to each of the four rings. A threaded hole in
the middle of the disk secures it to the shaft of the motor,
also inside the stand.

Figure 5: The exposed interior of Controller 2,
housing two blow guns and two ball valves.
Figure 8: The inside and back of the siren disk
stand.

The inside of Controllers 1 & 2 supports the heavy blow
guns and ball valves, and leaves space for the network of
(unforgiving) plastic tubing. Barbs were fully inserted into
the tubing to stand up to the strong air pressure.
Four holes and a power jack adorn the front of each
controller, providing the output air flow and connection
to the power supply. The power switch is in the top left
corner of the faceplate. On the left, an Arduino Nano is
glued to the interior of the controller. This connects the
potentiometer to the voltage supplied to the rotating motor.

The integer ratios between the number of holes in each
ring create natural harmonic relationships: rings with twice
as many holes as other rings have an octave relationship, a
3:2 ratio creates a perfect fifth, and so on.2 By varying the
2
The exact ratios used were 10:12:15:18 (Disk 1, a minor 7th
chord), 6:9:14:16 (Disk 2, a P5, m3, and P4), and 8:10:12:16
(Disk 3, a major chord). Disk 2 had holes of modulating
radii (e.g., small-med-large-med-small and so on).
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size of the evenly-spaced holes, we can create harmonics [4]:
the inner ring, for example, has 6 holes, three with a smaller
radius than the others. By alternating between these two
holes, we can create an octave below the fundamental.
Our motors are rated to spin at up to 19850rpm ('331Hz).
The weight of the disk lowers this to about 200Hz (see
seconds 10-17 in Fig. 9). The rotating motor produced
significant sound, but we found that the cylinder could be
pinched on either side to greatly reduce the sound. Its 2.1A
maximum current rating informed our choice of a 12VDC
12.5A switching power supply. To control its speed, we used
an Arduino to output a pulse-width modulated (PWM)
signal amplified by a MOSFET. In early prototyping phases,
we blew at least one motor due to heat. Therefore, we added
a heat sink to these MOSFETs. We also upgraded to higher
quality wiring from our power supply, as occasionally the
thinner wires would melt after extended use. Doing this let
us play the siren organ for 2 hours continuously without any
of the electronics getting too hot.
The ability to change the motor speed provided not only
“sirenness” but also transposition to other keys. Hence, we
did not worry about the intonation of our siren disks.

3.

The dynamic range of the siren organ has not been carefully measured, but from a recording with an audience of
about 50 people, the difference between lightly and fully
pressing the valves is about 30dB (compare seconds 4-5 to
seconds 40-41 in Fig. 9). In an empty room, the volume can
reach a level of discomfort, especially when standing in the
direction of airflow. The range of both air raid sirens and
ambulance sirens are much smaller (∼3dB), because they
are not meant to be played at low sound pressure levels.
The motor spins the disk up to about 200rpm, and the
weight of the disk, tightness of fit to the motor, and power
rating of the motor all dictate how quickly the motor responds to the fader. We saw a latency of about 10 seconds
when moving the fader large distances, and the frequency of
the fundamental changes linearly, having a logarithmic affect on pitch. The fundamental frequencies of our disks with
the motor at maximum speed ranged from 1200-3600Hz,
and the glissando can sweep over more than 8 octaves. The
second, third, fifth, and sixth partials all overpower the fundamental when high pressure is applied, “overblowing” the
siren organ (see seconds 20-30 in Figure 9). The harmonic
characteristics of overblowing are also present in classical
sirens.

PERFORMANCE & EVALUATION

4.

In our limited time performing with the siren organ, we discovered many different modes of producing sound. Beginners of the instrument will tend to play with sharp attack,
but a bit of practice enables quite legato tones. When the
motors are spinning at full speed, it is harder to play softly.
Opening more than one valve redirects some of the air flow
into other open valves, probably due to their proximity
and the strength of the air flow. Thus, the siren organ is
clearest in pitch when only one voice is sounding. Because
the airflow is shared by three performers, the pressure divides during polyphony; however, the amount of airflow one
controller gets is limited by its master valve.
We placed the air compressor outside of the performance
space because it is very noisy during refill. We began the
performance with the tank full, and it did not need refilling
for our 5-minute performance.
We experimented with the sounds of the components in
isolation—i.e., just the sound of the spinning motor-siren
disk pairs with no applied air flow, or the sound of pressurized air against a static disk. The humming motors and hissing valves provided contrasting sections in our performance
that showed the siren organ could perform unaccompanied.

FUTURE WORK & CONCLUSION

We have many ideas for how the siren organ could be improved. The tubes could be able to be quickly plugged
in and out; as is, only the “master valve” can be easily
detached, by unscrewing it. More mobile tubes could enable
many siren disks at once and give the siren organ a “patch
cord” kind of character, like a modular synthesizer.
An enclosure for the disks would change the acoustics of
the instrument and potentially would require a stator. We
vetoed making an enclosure because we were worried that
it would make our organ even louder. On that note, a siren
organ that does not require a noisy air compressor (at least
during performance) is another area of improvement.
In conclusion, we believe that our reinterpretation is justified for manifesting the siren as a musical instrument.
Our siren organ is more automated, has more control over
dynamic range, and offers different modes of sound production.

5.
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Figure 9: Spectrogram of three distinct sections
of our performance: the air against the stationary
disks (0-10s), the motors starting up (10-17s), and
the crescendo with both the air blowing into the
spinning disks (17s onwards). The recorder was
about 30 feet from the instrument.
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ABSTRACT
The EMdrum, a drum electromagnetically actuated in the
manner of a loudspeaker, is presented. Design principles are
established and implementation is described; in particular,
two alternative electromagnetic actuation designs, movingcoil and moving-magnet, are discussed. We evaluate the
time-frequency response of the instrument and present a
musical application.
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1.

OVERVIEW

Acoustic musical instruments extended via electromechanical means have attracted considerable interest from researchers and composers in recent years, notably [10, 12].
The electromechanical actuation of drum membranes would
seem to offer particularly interesting sonic possibilities, very
distinct from those of other types of actuated instruments
and from the possibilities afforded by simply striking or rubbing a drum membrane. However, such possibilities have
not been widely explored. We here present the “EMdrum”,
a design in which drum membranes are actuated in the same
manner as a loudspeaker cone. First we overview the artistic
history of membrane actuation and electromagnetic actuators. We then present the design principles and implementation choices used to create the present instrument. Finally,
we evaluate the time-frequency response of the drum using
a synthesized frequency sweep and describe a composition
written for live performer and EMdrum.

2.

Figure 1: The EMdrum with bass clarinetist
Heather Roche.
“Haptic Drum” [1], in which a rigid surface is adhered to
a loudspeaker cone and fed with a microphone signal such
that when struck it generates “haptic” (i.e. tactile) feedback
to the percussionist. Much of the other research in the area
of drums and electronics involves controllers rather than
instruments (e.g. [11]).
Many acoustic-electronic hybrid musical instruments that
have emerged in recent years use electromagnetic (EM) actuators. This technology was first applied to the actuation
of piano keys [8], but more recently EM actuators were proposed as a means of generating sound directly from ferromagnetic piano strings [2, 10, 9], and even more recently
to actuate the metal bars of a vibraphone (the EMvibe,
namesake of the current design [4]).
One advantage afforded by EM actuation over mechanical
methods is the straightforward translation between continuous voltage fluctuations inputted to an EM actuator and
the physical motion it outputs, modified solely by the idiosyncrasies of the actuator and instrument. The input and
output of this technology may thus be considered fundamentally of the same kind, and indeed the technology for
EM actuators is inherent in both loudspeaker design and
dynamic microphone design. The EMdrum attempts to exploit the creative possibilities thereby suggested.

BACKGROUND

Actuation of general acoustic resonating surfaces has been
ably explored. Electronic audio effects applied to physical
instruments can be first attributed to David Tudor’s Rainforest [5], where the composer applied piezoelectric contacts
to instruments to both amplify and generate sound. More
recently, the motion of a vibrating string was modified using
electronic processing [3].
Electronic extensions of acoustic drums have included automated striking mechanisms (“robot drumming” [7]) and
voltage-based modification of drum head tension [6]. Electroacoustic pseudo-drums have also been created, notably the
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
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3.

MOTIVATION

The design of an actuated instrument might be formulated
as responses to three questions. First, what will be the
acoustic properties of the instrument, distinct from its
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mechanism of actuation? Second, what will be the mechanism of actuation and its contribution to the sonic properties of the instrument? Third, what should characterize
the input signals to the actuator?
The motivation behind the EMdrum was to create an actuated drum offering the broadest potential for artistic use;
we thus focused on two objectives: a) adding a versatile
means of electromagnetic actuation to a drum while b) maximally retaining the acoustic properties of the unmodified
drum. That is, the mechanism of actuation and the manner of input were designed so as to most strikingly explore
a drum’s natural acoustics without constraining them.

4. DESIGN
4.1 Maintaining Natural Acoustics
Two components define the acoustics of a drum: the shell
and the membrane(s). Two components also define an electromagnetic actuator: a heavy stationary component (e.g.,
the magnet assembly in a moving-coil design, discussed in
section 5.2.1) and a lightweight moving component (e.g. the
coil). In the EMdrum a stationary actuator component is
mounted to the shell, while the corresponding moving actuator component is mounted to both membranes.
Both mountings require careful design if they are to minimize disruption of the drum’s acoustics. We identify three
design imperatives for maintaining these acoustics. First,
the moving and stationary components of the actuator must
never touch. Second, dampening of the drum membranes
by the actuator (due to fluid resistance, mass of the moving
component, etc.) must be minimized. Third, modifications
to the drum shell must not greatly impinge on its natural
resonances. These three imperatives circumscribe all subsequent design choices.

4.2

Figure 2: Moving-coil implementation, close detail

Mechanism of Actuation

A mallet actuates a drum membrane by striking perpendicular to it. A speaker coil actuates a speaker cone by applying a time-varying force perpendicular to it. The EMdrum
uses the latter method to accomplish the former task.
There are two primary ways a loudspeaker actuator may
be implemented. In a moving-coil design, the speaker cone
is attached to a bobbin around which wire is coiled and connected to external leads. This bobbin is free to move along
a stationary magnetized pole piece. Current sent through
the coil thus causes it to move relative to the magnetic field
in accordance with electromagnetic induction. Present day
moving-coil designs offer highly linear frequency response,
and their wide availability and economy make the movingcoil design an ideal actuating mechanism.
A moving-magnet design is precisely the inverse of a movingcoil design. A heavy duty coil is the stationary component and a lightweight magnet or assembly of magnets is
the moving component. Alternating current sent through
the coil thus generates a changing magnetic field that alternately opposes or attracts the magnets, causing their movement. This design permits the creation of variable magnetic fields, with points of stability and instability, through
unusual arrangements of individual magnets on the moving component. The response can thus be highly idiosyncratic, offering creative possibilities difficult to achieve with
a moving-coil design.

4.3

Input Signals

In its simplest use, the drum requires no interface aside from
an audio cable. External signals may be inputted to an
amplifier driving the actuator coil, and thereby “convolved”
with the character of the actuator and drum. This will yield
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useful musical results for certain classes of external signals,
to be discovered through experimentation. However, the
instrument can be made more versatile, and its character
perhaps more thoroughly explored, by integrating a feedback mechanism into the instrument.
Our design couples a pickup coil and magnet (the essential components of a dynamic microphone) to the actuator
coil and magnet, respectively. The pickup components resemble those of the actuator but operate in reverse: while
(for moving-coil designs) a current sent through the actuator coil causes it to move relative to a magnetic field, movement of a pickup coil relative to a magnetic field induces
a current in the pickup coil. Coupling the pickup and actuator components in this way offers feedback possibilities
distinctive to the instrument, as the pickup coil moves in
sync and at zero lag relative to the drum membranes and
thus the properties of the feedback are determined primarily
by the internal dynamics of the instrument and not external factors. This contrasts with typical microphone-based
feedback, the character of which is largely created by phase
lags introduced by the microphone’s physical distance from
the source/output.
Positive feedback, one may imagine, would be predictable
and uncontrollable in the present system. Negative feedback – achieved by reversing the polarity of the pickup coil
leads relative to the actuator coil leads, such that the pickup
outputs to the amplifier a signal that opposes the movement of the actuator coil – can however generate unusual,
even chaotic oscillatory responses via hysteresis (delayed
response) effects. The EMdrum uses a negative feedback
circuit; the achievable effects are described further in section 6.3.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Acoustics
A circa-1930 Leedy bass drum shell of diameter 28” and
depth 14” was obtained. A frame composed of 0.75” x 2.5”
pine boards was constructed and installed on the interior of
the drum shell to permit rigid mounting of the stationary
component of the actuator. Eight set screws were added
to a center housing (a square inner frame six inches on
end); the stationary actuating component would contact
the frame only at the tips of these eight screws. Calibration
of these screws allows precise translation and rotation of
the stationary actuating component, necessary to ensure
that the moving and stationary actuator components do not
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come into contact, while nevetheless maintaining the narrow
clearances between them necessary for efficient actuation.

5.2 Mechanism of Actuation
5.2.1

Moving-coil implementation

(Consult Figure 2 for this section.) The voice coil of a
Bowers and Wilkins ASW608 subwoofer was obtained. Its
speaker cone and “spider” were removed. Two now-separated
components remained: the magnet assembly (composed
of a magnet, plate, and vented pole piece, attached securely
together) and the bobbin/coil assembly. A rigid aluminum
cap was secured with epoxy to one end of the bobbin cylinder. A hole was drilled in the precise center of this cap.
Through this hole, an 8-32 stainless steel threaded rod was
inserted, and two lock nuts were used to secure the bobbin
to the rod (henceforth the bobbin/rod assembly ).
The magnet assembly was placed in the frame’s center
housing, and the set screws were adjusted until the magnet axis aligned perfectly with the central axis of the drum
shell. The bobbin/rod assembly was then placed over the
magnet assembly and the coil leads were wired to an amplifier (discussed in section 5.4). Drum membranes were then
placed on the drum shell and holes were drilled in their precise centers. Two lock nuts and washers were then used on
each membrane to couple it to the bobbin/rod assembly.

5.2.2

Moving-magnet implementation

A 10 mH 18 AWG air core inductor (i.e. coil) was secured
in the center housing. A set of N48-strength ring magnets,
of outer diameter 0.5”, inner diameter 0.25”, and thickness
0.25”, were obtained. A 0.25” diameter carbon fiber rod was
also obtained, and several of the ring magnets were fitted
over the middle of the rod (in an arrangement described
below) and secured into place via pins through drilled holes.
Threaded aluminum nuts were then epoxied to both ends of
the rod, such that screws could be used to couple the drum
membranes to the rod. The rod was then inserted through
the inductor and secured to the membranes, and the leads
of the inductor were attached to the amplifier.
In the magnet arrangement used here, two ring magnets
facing opposite directions (thus resisting each other’s fields)
were placed so that in the equilibrium position they rested
at either edge of the inductor. This arrangement was chosen
after experimentation because it appeared to produce the
most efficient actuation for a given total magnet mass.

Figure 3: Moving-coil implementation, complete

5.4

Supporting Hardware

For maximum portability, a Boss AR1500M audio amplifier and 12V 30A DC power supply were integrated inside
the drum shell. A 1/4” TS input jack was installed on the
shell to access the amplifier input. For improved performance, a 2-Farad capacitor was wired in parallel between
the DC power supply and the amplifier to prevent dynamic
compression or clipping during extreme transients.

6. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Time-Frequency Response

5.3 Pickup/Feedback

To test the frequency response and resonance characteristics of the instrument, we synthesized a 30 second frequency
sweep (chirp) from 1Hz to 20kHz and played it back through
the drum at a moderate volume. We then recorded the
live output of the instrument in a research studio using an
Earthworks QTC50 microphone one meter away. Figure 4
shows a comparison between two spectrograms: the frequency response of the actuated drum (top), and the “ideal”
response from the synthesized frequency sweep (bottom).
It is evident from these spectrograms that the frequency
response is heavily “colored” by resonances from the drum,
as one would expect. Notably, at low frequencies, between
3 − 25Hz, the actuator produces distinguishable impulses
that have the character of typical mallet strikes to the drum.
Source frequencies beyond 250Hz begin to “use” the drum
more as an acoustic space, with harmonics emerging as distinguishable resonances.

A 600 Ohm pickup coil was created by winding 500 feet of 42
AWG enameled copper wire around a short 0.75” diameter
plastic tube using a sewing machine’s bobbin winder. This
coil was placed either on the rod (in the moving-coil design)
or on the frame (in the moving-magnet design), along the
axis of the actuator coil. This pickup outputted its signal
to both a) an external jack (allowing the drum to function
as a figure-8 microphone) and b) the system’s amplifier, in
reversed-polarity configuration, by way of an external gain
knob (see Figure 3).
In the moving-coil implementation (Figure 2), several ring
magnets identical to those described in section 5.2.2 were
secured onto the speaker’s magnet assembly such that the
bobbin would move alongside them, parallel to their field,
as it was stirred to motion by either the actuator coil or
external blows to the drum membranes. In the movingmagnet implementation, the coil was secured in the same
manner as the actuator coil, and additional ring magnets
were then placed on the rod relative to the pickup coil in
the arrangement described in section 5.2.2.

6.2

Musical Application

The first composition for the EMdrum was Hot Mess featuring solo bass clarinet [13]. Throughout the work the
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tic and electroacoustic instrument. The primary challenge
of implementing this design is to prevent noticeable disruption of the natural resonance of the drum membranes due to
mechanical or fluid resistance of the actuating mechanism.
Our implementation demonstrates that this is achievable
with sufficient care in construction. Future artistic work
using our implementation will consider how experimental
alterations to the actuator mechanism and input characteristics interact with the acoustic response of the instrument.

8.

Special thanks to Carlos Dominguez, Ezra Teboul, and Michael
Casey.

Figure 4: Comparison between drum response (top
spectrogram), and source test (bottom spectrogram) consisting of a 30 second Frequency Chirp
from 1Hz to 20kHz.

9.

Future Work

Two different sonic characters were achieved via the two
experimental implementations attempted over the course
of this project. The moving-coil design offers a smooth,
fairly broad frequency response of the actuating mechanism, which we anticipated since the voice coil used was
taken from a commercially developed speaker. This characteristic permits explorations of the high frequency response
of the drum. Conversely, the moving-magnet design has a
poor frequency response, rolling-off rapidly around 160 Hz.
However, this design permits one to easily “customize” the
dynamics of the actuator via unusual magnet arrangements
on the rod; these may create unstable oscillation patterns
that result in chaotically evolving feedback responses. Future work would profitably consider the feedback responses
created by such magnet arrangements, as well as how the
introduction of audio processing or mechanical performance
on the drumheads into the feedback loop modifies these responses.
In addition, experimentation with special input signals
tuned to the acoustic response of the instrument, as explored in [4], also deserves consideration. In particular,
non-smooth input signals, such as half-wave rectified and
intermittent signals, may provoke acoustic responses of the
EMdrum not accessible with smooth signals.

7.
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performer “plays” the drum using a microphone inputted
to the drum in one of two ways. First, the performer may
tap the microphone stand to produce a kick drum-like response. Second, the performer plays into the drum, using
it as a resonator.
One observes in Figure 4 the particular broad responsiveness of the EMdrum to low to low-mid frequencies, while
higher frequencies provoke more sparse, unpredictable responses. This character is well suited to exploration by
the bass clarinet. Of particularly note is the EMdrum’s
coloration of multiphonics, or multiple overtones, from the
bass clarinet, which at times also produced sub-harmonics
in the drum.
The signal requires no other processing than amplification
of the signal within the drum. The sound thus becomes an
acoustic hybrid of the bass clarinet and bass drum, merged
via electronics but without an electronic character.

6.3

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

CONCLUSION

We have presented the design and implementation of an internally actuated bass drum we call the EMdrum, and described its use. Our evaluation suggests that the instrument
possesses an unusual character that is a hybrid of an acous-
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AlphaSphere had potential beyond a research tool for ideas on
sonic and musical structure, and had potential as an expressive
musical instrument.

ABSTRACT
This paper explores the design process of the AlphaSphere, an
experimental new musical instrument that has transitioned into
scale production and international distribution. Initially, the
design intentions and engineering processes are covered.
The paper continues by briefly evaluating the user testing
process and outlining the ergonomics, communication prototcol
and software of the device. The paper closes by questioning
what it takes to evaluate success as a musical instrument.

Keywords
AlphaSphere, OSC, MIDI, HCI, open source, C++, JUCE, GUI

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The AlphaSphere is beginning to be adopted as a musical
instrument, but how can its success as an instrument be
evaluated? The advent of computer music has seen a
democratisation of the music making process, however music
software itself is increasingly moving away from the mouse
and keyboard, towards new and original modes of interaction.
In this paper we will chart the process that led to this concept
becoming a commercially available musical instrument.

Figure 1. Early AlphaSphere prototype showcased at NUA.

2.1.1 Shape

The original idea for the shape of the device was a dome,
however a spherical shape was eventually determined as it was
surmised that the form would lend itself to pitch exploration,
with lower tones mapped to the underside of the sphere, middle
tones to the middle and higher tones to the top of the sphere.
Initial ideas for the shape drew on inspirations from acoustic
instruments such as the PANart Hang and the tuning system
which it uses3, and also that the tuning system for an instrument
such as the Steel Pan4 could be represented in a convex form.

2. DESIGN PROCESS
The design and development of the AlphaSphere was a
collaborative process which was led by the principal developer.
The design was refined through input from multiple
collaborators which included instrumentalists, composers,
electronic musicians, record producers, audio engineers, music
therapists and academics of both music and design disciplines.

2.1 Conception

2.1.2 Pad interaction design

The AlphaSphere was originally conceived as an interface to
explore and catalogue electronic sound. It was designed as a
tactile tool, which offered an alternative to writing sonic ideas
down and therefore prioritised the exploration of the sounds
themselves rather than the symbols or written notation which
represents them1. The intention was that by creating an object
with flexible programmable elements, musical/sonic syntax i.e.
notes, could be explored, arranged and quickly discarded if
necessary. As the concept was refined it became apparent the

Initially the pads were intended to act as standard event
triggers, however as the concept evolved it was decided that
these should have a tactile malleable feel. The first prototypes
of the pads were produced by layering up putty stretched over
espresso cups until a durable tactile surface was created.

2.2 Concept prototype
The first prototype was built using the main PCB of a MIDI
keyboard and an array of paper espresso cups glued together to
create a modular sphere (see Figure 1). Each of the espresso
cups had latex stretched over them, with a magnet and a reed
switch on the underside that allowed the user to trigger single
notes. There were a number of problems with this prototype,
namely the spherical form contained gaps that prevented
seamless play around the sphere. The spherical design itself
was inspired by a design found on the website - Instructables2.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30-July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2.3.2 AlphaSphere 0.2

2.3 Engineering
Moving to an engineered prototype saw the design of a CAD
model (see Figure 2), the initial intention was to close the gaps
that existed in the original form. By giving the pads alternate
sized shapes the gaps could be reduced and also provide tactile
feedback to help users navigate around the sphere. Eight pads
per row would allow for an entire octave and therefore allow a
circle of fifths to be mapped around each row5.

i

ii

iii

Figure 5. AlphaSphere 0.2 structure with parts annotated.
Figure 2. Early AlphaSphere CAD render.

After further research, sensors which quantified the
displacement of the pad mechanically were selected, these
converted pad manipulations into data. In 0.2 the structure was
reproduced using only 3 parts, (i) top three rows, (ii) middle
row and (iii) bottom two rows (see Figure 5), and did not
require an internal frame as 0.1 did. The carbon-loaded rubber
was replaced with latex rubber, which was much more elastic
and easier to play, but suffered visible wear after medium
usage. The pad depths were increased as the sensor mechanism
allowed for the possibility of controlling a greater range. The
lighting was moved inside the sphere to a single RGB LED unit
that changed colour as pads were pressed. 0.2 could be used to
play music, but the depth of the pads meant that they were not
as responsive as they could have been with a shallower depth.

As this CAD model was adapted for production a number of
design iterations were produced, and it became apparent that if
the pads were arranged diagonally this would ensure that the
form was distributed evenly, this also had the result that the
spherical form comprised a hexagonal lattice (see Figure 3),
which would allow the mapping of notational arrangements
such as the harmonic table or the Wicki-Hayden arrangement6.

2.3.3 AlphaSphere 0.3

The intention of AlphaSphere 0.3 was to move towards an
ergonomic, manufacturable design which utilsed the new
sensor mechanism and user feedback (see Section 3 - User
Testing). The main challenge of this prototype was to create a
structure that was self-supporting, robust and could be adapted
for injection moulding. The modular design was influenced by
the structure of the geodesic dome7. By using the rotational
symmetry of the design, a frame was created out of 48
individual parts that were bolted together - pads were then
mounted onto this frame. The pad depth was reduced to utilise
the optimum sensitivity of the sensors and the latex rubber was
replaced with more robust silicon rubber. The PCB was
contained within the base of the device, rather than a box on the
side as in 0.1 and 0.2. On the strength of the function and
aesthetic of this prototype - orders for over 100 units were
attracted which supported the transition into manufacture.

Figure 3. AlphaSphere CAD render exhibiting diagonal
columns which form a hexagonal lattice.

2.3.1 AlphaSphere 0.1

In this prototype the pads were mounted on a spherical frame,
and used a form of carbonised rubber sheeting as a sensor
input. A current flowed across the pad sheet and as pressure
was applied the resistance increased, this resistive change could
be measured to trigger sound. Individual pad lighting was
trialled, with LEDs illuminating each pad. There were a number
of issues with this design, especially with the carbonised rubber
pads which did not emit a clean signal. It provided useful
insights into the direction of the design and illuminated pictures
of the prototype generated initial user interest (see Figure 4).

2.4 Production
It was determined that it became viable to produce injection
moulding tools once orders for over 15 units were received, at
this point the design was refined for batch manufacture.

2.4.1 AlphaSphere 0.4 and beyond

The next iteration, AlphaSphere 0.4, was created to fine tune
the design for manufacture. The bolts for the frame were
replaced with a clip mechanism as the form was fully designed
for the injection moulding process. The pad-caps were threaded
so that they could be screwed on and off, and the middle two
pad sizes were modified so the sizes changed with a constant
ratio. A wider base was created for stability, which also allowed
for a larger printed circuit board. The PCB itself was adapted a
number of times in readiness for Electro Magnetic
Compatibility (EMC) testing as a Professional MIDI unit,
reference EN55103-1:2009 for environments E1 - E48.

Figure 4. AlphaSphere 0.1 illuminated with internal LEDs.
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pads are designed to be similar to the breadth of the average
human hand and the smallest pads are designed to be similar to
the average size of the tips of the index finger (see Figure 8).

3. USER TESTING
Throughout the design process input was invited from users,
ranging from specifically targeted musicians, to musicians who
approached the development team, to children and members of
the general public.

3.1 Alpha testing
3.1.1 Methodology

Undertaken with 0.2, Alpha testing took place with a series of
structured interviews and questionnaires. Largely conducted at
the site of development, with the development team present,
feedback was collected directly from the participants.

3.1.2 Conclusions

Process led to reduction in size of the device, so sphere could
comfortably fit between the hands. It also led to the standard
pad arrangements shifting so diatonic notational arrangements
could be played fluidly from row to row, rather than notes
repeating when progressing between rows (see Figures 6 & 7).

Figure 8. Human hand with render of largest and smallest
AlphaSphere pad size on palm and index fingertip.

4.2 Pad interaction design
4.2.1 Tactility

Figure 6. Two rows of
C-major scale in 0.2

The pads of the AlphaSphere are designed to offer the
instrumentalist feedback through the feel and depth of the pads.
As outlined in Sections 2.3.2 & 2.3.3 - AlphaSphere 0.2 & 0.3
attention was paid to the depth of the pads, with the optimum
depth being found for the current sensor mechanism. The
material and padding of the pads are designed to feel malleable
in order to improve the experience of the musician.

Figure 7. Two rows of
C-major scale in 0.3

4.2.2 Control

3.2 Beta testing

Each pad sends two messages when pressed - a pressure value
and a velocity value. Pressure is sent as a value between 0 and
511 depending on how much physical pressure is applied to the
pad. Velocity is sent as a value between 0 and 127 depending
on how much force is applied to a pad when struck.

3.2.1 Methodology

The Beta testing process saw the device used live on tour by
two electronic music producers. This real-world testing process
allowed the development team to assess different users
understanding of the AlphaSphere through the questions which
were asked by the performing musicians. One of the Beta
testers was aged under 20 years old and successfully set-up and
used the AlphaSphere on tour, however the other Beta tester,
aged over 40 had difficulty setting-up the AlphaSphere with the
software and was not able to use the AlphaSphere at all.

4.2.3 Future development

Touch sensitivity could be improved, specifically to aid fast
percussive actions, the amount of force required should be
reduced. Also, the endpoint of the virtual pressure value is at
approximately two thirds the depth of the physical pad,
meaning there is space at the bottom of the pad, so increasing
pressure won't continue to change the value.

3.2.2 Conclusions

5. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
5.1 OSC

The beta testing process was not extensive enough to draw
significant conclusions, other than that the prototype devices
were sufficiently robust to use in a live environment, and that
the ease of set-up could be improved.

AlphaSphere 0.1 and 0.2 used the Open Sound Control (OSC)
protocol for communicating with the computer. OSC was
implemented as it is a protocol with high data resolution
capabilities and an open-ended naming scheme, ideally suited
for communicating between music software and hardware.

4. ERGONOMICS
4.1 Form
As part of the design process, the ergonomics of the device
were refined. A number of ergonomic principles which were
not immediately apparent at the conception of the device,
became core to what the instrument now provides.

5.2 Serial
In 0.3 the device’s connection type was changed from Ethernet
to USB to allow it to be bus-powered, and adopted the Serial
protocol. The AlphaLive software would create a virtual MIDI
device or a MIDI output port, at this point OSC conversion
support was implemented so OSC could still be used.

4.1.1 Pad Size
Table 1. Human hand and fingertip average size compared
to rubberised part of largest and smallest AlphaSphere pad.
Pad

Male

Female

Largest

85mm

Hand Breadth

87mm

76mm

Smallest

22mm

Index Finger Breadth

21mm

18mm

5.3 MIDI & HID
A problem which emerged in Beta testing phase is that virtual
MIDI devices are only supported on Mac OS X, and third-party
MIDI routing software is required to connect the device to
MIDI software on Windows. The solution to this was to make
the device a composite USB device; a device with a MIDI
interface for communicating with external MIDI software but
with a second interface for communicating with AlphaLive to

The pad sizes of the AlphaSphere are directly related to the
anthropometry of the human hand9 (see Table 1) The largest
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ways that is impossible via MIDI/OSC. AlphaLive could also
be improved as a MIDI/OSC mapping editor to allow closer
integration with applications that come with extensive
mapping/scripting capabilities for third-party controllers.

program the MIDI messages. The HID protocol was selected
rather than the Serial protocol, as HID is class compliant and it
would also allow the device to be used as a computer input
device/gaming controller. HID & MIDI is the current protocol.

5.4 Future
The main problem with the current communication protocol is
that the MIDI messages are being generated within AlphaLive,
rather than from the device itself. This can be rectified by
moving MIDI message generation onto the device’s firmware.

6. ALPHALIVE SOFTWARE
6.1 Concept
AlphaLive is intended to be an application that allows the
device to be programmable in an easy and intuitive way. The
two main factors in the design and development process were –
create an application that would allow the device to control
sound in as many ways as possible, and to create a userinterface that reflected the design of the hardware.
AlphaLive was originally developed using Max/MSP (see
Figure 9) as it would allow AlphaSphere users to customise the
software to fit to their specific needs. However as features
increased it was decided that C++ and the JUCE library10
should be used. Developing the software in a lower-level
language allowed more control over the design of the GUI, and
the JUCE library was used due to its strong audio and MIDI
support. Using JUCE also meant the software could remain
open-source, so the software could be customised by the user.

Figure 10. Development of AlphaLive’s Pad Layout section.

7. CONCLUSION
How can the success of the AlphaSphere as a musical
instrument be evaluated? AlphaSphere concerts are becoming
more frequent occurrences, and some initial playing styles have
emerged. However, the instrument has yet to be mastered and
performed virtuosically. As we generally understand that
virtuosity constitutes success with an instrument, to evaluate
the success of the AlphaSphere as a musical instrument, surely
a virtuoso must emerge.
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ABSTRACT
The idea behind the YouHero was two-fold: First, to make
an expressive instrument out of the computer game toy guitar controller from the famous game GuitarHero. With its
limited amount of control parameters, this was a challenge.
Second, we wanted to provide an alternative to the view
that you become a hero by perfect imitation of your idols.
Instead, play yourself. You are the hero. In this paper, we
describe the design of the instrument, including its novel
mapping approach based on switched timbre vectors scaled
by accelerometer data, unconventional sound engines and
the sound and mapping editing features, including manual
editing of individual vectors. The instrument is evaluated
through its practical applications during the whole project,
with workshops with teenagers, a set of state-funded commissions from professional composers, and the development
of considerable skill by the key performers.

Keywords
gestural interface, guitar hero, mapping, synthesis, music
pedagogy, performance, improvisation

1. INTRODUCTION
The YouHero project was initiated in 2009 by Patrik Karlsson and Martin Q Larsson, inspired by the electronic instruments developed by Palle Dahlstedt, and by his ideas about
electronic improvisation. The goal was to make a concert
instrument based on the Guitar Hero controller, expressive
enough to be used as a concert instrument, but also easy
enough to learn, so that it can be played and written for by
school children in workshops. In the Guitar Hero computer
game, you are trained in imitating your idols. Instead, we
wanted to inspire users to really play music. Hence the
name of the project – you are the hero. The project has
included a series of workshops with school kids, but also
several concerts at contemporary music festivals.

Figure 1: An overview of the YouHero instrument,
consisting of a standard GuitarHero controller and
custom software.
celerometers) and meta controls (octave select, timbre push
and pop, preset selection). Through USB, it communicates with a laptop running custom software, implemented
in Max, Java and Synth-Maker (now FlowStone), all contained in a Max wrapper handling control data parsing, data
flow, user interaction (dialog boxes) and sound streams.
The mapping engine is implemented in a Java object inside Max, and the sound engines are implemented in SynthMaker, compiled into VSTi plugins, hosted by Max. The
whole package was compiled into a runtime application.
In this paper we concentrate on the technical and design
aspects and implementations, and some preliminary discussion about the pedagogical ideas behind the instrument and
the musical results.

1.1 System overview
The YouHero instrument consists of four main parts: the
physical controller, a mapping engine, a pitch engine, and
a couple of sound engines (see Fig. 1). It uses an Xbox
360 GuitarHero controller, providing a set of performance
controls (neck switches, plectrum switch, whammy bar, ac-

1.2 Previous work

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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Copyright remains with the author(s).

There are some previous attempts at using the Guitar Hero
controller as an instrument for conventional rock, e.g., the
Guitar Zeros band [1], using an approach quite similar to
ours, but with less focus on expressivity and novelty. It has
also been used as controller in a system for music therapy,
using custom sound and playback engines [5], providing sim-
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plified interaction for disabled players. A related project
uses the internals of the Guitar Hero as a platform for a
game controller based on muscular signals, for amputees[7].
In contrast to these projects, our goal was to make an
expressive, experimental concert instrument to be played
by both kids and professional musicians. By expressive, we
mean nuanced control of dynamics and timbre, and access
to a wide variety of timbres.

a particular system was used to ensure smooth transitions
between different integer ratios. It has two oscillators, each
modulating the other, providing potential for chaotic results, depending on modulation strengths [2]. Each oscillator consists of a bank of sub-oscillators tuned in octaves
(2n f , n = 1, 2...) in one case, the harmonic series (nf ) in
the other. As the pitch is modulated by values from the
mapping engine, the sub-oscillator bank is scanned (with
cross-fade). The fundamental pitch does not rise, but instead the oscillator smoothly enters a higher register. In
this way, there is always an integer ratio between the actual
output of the two oscillators. There is still potential for
noise and complex sounds, depending on the FM strengths.
The range of those can be set globally, and stored in a sound
preset, allowing for some control of the complexity or harshness of the sound.
The Karplus sound engine is based on Karplus-Strong
string models and emulated room feedback, essentially emulating a guitar, the amp and the room around it at the same
time. Because of the nonlinear feedback paths, including a
reverb model to emulate the room, pitch is sometimes difficult to control, just like a real guitar played with speaker
cabinet feedback. Essentially, it eliminates the loud process
of feedback from guitar amplifier through the guitar microphones while keeping the sonic results and the nonlinear
pitches that result from it.

2. IMPLEMENTATION
The software is developed in Max (general framework, in/out
handling), SynthMaker (sound engines) and Java (mapping
computation).

2.1 Interface and mapping
The game guitar controller, connected through USB to a
Windows Laptop, has five switches on the guitar neck, and
a plectrum switch in the middle, a two-axis accelerometer
and a whammy bar (bend arm). Control data is accessed
through the Max hi object. The five colored neck switches
are used for pitch control, while the plectrum switch triggers notes. The three continuous sensors are essential for
expressive playing. The whammy bar is used for pitch bend,
while one accelerometer dimension is used to detect tilt, i.e.,
how much the neck is raised. This feature is used as a primary control parameter, scaling dynamics and timbre vectors, which fits the look and feel of the instruments – this is
indeed an archetypical rock gesture. The second accelerometer dimension indicates tilt along the central axis of the
guitar. This was used for minute modulation of synthesis
parameters, giving life to the sound. For example, it can be
used to produce a vibrato or tremolo by shaking the guitar up and down. The accelerometer mappings encourage
interesting theatrical performance qualities.
Each neck switch activates a vector in synthesis parameter space, and several switches can be pressed at once.
Active vectors are scaled by the tilt angle of the guitar and
summed, to calculate the current synthesis parameter set.
If an interesting sound is found, the whole vector mechanism can be transposed to the current position, altering the
characteristics of the instrument. These transpositions are
pushed to a stack and can be popped or reset to the original
origin at any time, using buttons on the guitar controller.
This vector mapping is a novel and somewhat different
implementation of a previously developed algorithm [3]. It
was a challenge to implement it for a more limited control
interface, where most of the playing is done with a small
set of switches. The tilt mapping to scale amplitude and
vector length simultaneously turned out to be a good solution, providing enough control and expressivity for normal
playing. In the other instruments based on this vector mapping approach, the vectors have been randomized at design
time. However, in this instrument they can be either randomized or hand-tuned by ear. This is possible since there
are not so many degrees of freedom, and the number of vector components (8) is manageable. The software provides
an interactive vector editor where random vectors can be
tested, or specific values for the vector components can be
entered with the mouse (Fig. 2).

2.3 Pitch engine
Pitch is controlled through an additive system, where each
neck switch corresponds to an interval of 1, 2, 4, 7 and
12 semitones. Simultaneously pressed switches add up, and
the component intervals were chosen based on a decomposition of common diatonic scales and harmony (minor second,
major second, major third, fifth and the octave). An interval set based on 2n semitones would allow for more variety,
but would make less sense musically, and common intervals
would be difficult to play. Similar pitch mappings have been
used in other electronic instruments [3].
The sum interval is added to a base note, which can be
set differently for each preset, and the range controlled with
octave selectors on the controller.
Playing the neck switches affects both pitch and timbre,
which might be perceived as a limitation. However, this is
how acoustic instruments work [4], where different parameters are coupled to each other. E.g., each note of a clarinet
has a different timbre, because of changing ratios between
the pitch and the fixed shape of the instruments causing
formant-like filtering, etc.. For most notes, there are several neck switch combinations to produce them, so it is in
theory possible to even make a timbre trill.
With the choice of sound engine, a number of sound parameters available for tweaking, and the ability to handtune the vectors, a wide range of sounds and sonic behaviors can be produced. To take advantage of this, the user
can store ten presets, to be recalled during a performance.
In the preset, all parameters visible in the main dialog and
in the vector editing dialog are included.

3. PERFORMANCES AND WORKSHOPS
Four works were commissioned for the YouHero instrument,
funded by the Swedish Arts Council through a series of
commission grants. These compositions ranged from game
pieces (see Fig. 3 for a score fragment) to noise quartets1 ,
where loudness and stage appearance was in focus, rather
than the details of the musical structure. One composer
(Lisa Ullén) made very intimate duets for recorder and

2.2 Sound Engines
There are two different sound engines, called Sheperd and
Karplus, each with a set of synthesis parameters, modulated
by the output of the vector mapping engine. The Sheperd
sound engine is based on intermodulating FM synthesis,
with some unusual features. Since harmonic FM synthesis
is dependent on integer frequency ratios between oscillators,

1
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Figure 4: Teenagers performing on the YouHero
guitar during school workshops.

control of pitch, timbre and dynamics, as well as to let go
and play wild explorations. This approach is quite different from how most instruments work, and may take some
time getting used to. The musicians that participated in
the project were accustomed to contemporary music, but
had never before encountered an instrument like this.
When evaluating an instrument, it is important to spend
a lot of time acquiring skill, and to play it in many different contexts. Only then can you judge how well it works in
practice, in contrast to short lab experiments, which rarely
tells you something useful. To get a better picture of how
the instrument works in practice, one of the main performers (Patrik Karlsson, professional guitarist and lutenist) was
asked about how he felt about the instrument, after using it
regularly over a couple of years in concerts and workshops.
Here, we summarize his answers.
Q: How do you think the two sound engines have worked,
performance-wise and timbre-wise? Any comments regarding timberal flexibility?
A: They are different, of course, and have different conditions for use. You can always just reset all parameters and
use your own effect boxes, and then you just get a normal
distorted electric guitar sounds. As with all instruments,
you sometimes wish for different sounds than what can be
produced. They are not enormously flexible as they are.
Q: How did the instrument turn out compared to your
initial expectations?
A: I had no idea about timbre before we started testing it.
I am very much a classical musician, so I work with what I
have in front of me. But before I started to tweak the sounds
and the vectors, I thought it was to unreliable. Version 2
was better, with the introduction of presets.
Q: How did the commissioned composers relate to the
possibilities of the instrument, from your perspective as a
musician?
A: Only composer A really notated exact pitches and sound
instructions. Maybe composer B and C practiced on the instrument, but it is not visible in the compositions. The work
of composer D is the same, (s)he did not really learn how the
instrument works. The music doesn’t become worse when
they do not know the instrument, but it is more challenging
to play, technically, when they do. In the other works, the
composer hands over a large part of the responsibility to find
new sounds and expressions to the musicians. But we are
accustomed to that...
Q: How did you use the vector editor? Was it useful or
necessary, or would a randomization function be enough?
A: To be able to control the vectors is what makes the
instrument meaningful to me. It is there I can express my
personality, like my own tone when playing the lute, the
guitar or any other instrument. The random function I regard more as something for those who do not know how it
works, or those who do not care to practice. The vector editor works well, and I can produce sounds that I am happy

Figure 2: A screenshot of the YouHero software
user interface. To the left is the main dialog box,
with VU meter, general sound controls, and access
to various settings. It also contains some sound parameters, as well as sound preset management. To
the right is the vector editor dialog box, where the
user can hand-tune the underlying vectors of the
mapping engine.
YouHero guitar. Finally, one composer (Lars Bröndum)
composed really detailed written scores and provided custom presets. He also made a series of requests to the software designer (PD), to make his ideas possible to realize.
This relates to the conclusions by McPherson and Kim [6]
regarding the issue of creating a community around a new
instrument. In their case study, there were several requests
for a relaxation of constraints, to accommodate the wishes
of the composers. This is probably a natural part of the
evolution of musical instruments, and the interplay between
musician and instrument maker.
The commissioned pieces were performed in a series of
concerts around Sweden, together with group improvisations on the instruments. One other contemporary composition, originally composed for a guitar and recorder duo
was transcribed to be performed on the YouHero guitar,
and proved very successful in this new arrangement2 .
We also gave a number of workshops for schoolchildren
aged 12-17 around Sweden, centered around the YouHero
instrument and contemporary music composition and performance (Fig. 4). In the workshops, the YouHero guitar
was used like a normal instrument. The kids got a short
introduction to the instrument, and could then play freely.
Some searched for sounds similar to an electric guitar, while
others started composing their own tunes. We used the instrument as an ice-breaker, to get to know them, and to
start to talk about how music is made and how it can sound.
Many kids have a very strong opinion about what is music
and what is not music. They were definitely not without
prejudice, probably because they had been taught conservative or conventional attitudes about music in school. In
the concerts following the workshops, there were never any
fights over who would play the YouHero guitar. When the
novelty faded, it was regarded as any other instrument.

4. DISCUSSION
The YouHero sound engines are not really made for conventional tonal playing, even if this is possible. Instead, they
provide exploration of complex sound spaces, thanks to the
dynamic mapping algorithm and the simple but expressive
control. Gesturally, it is possible to have minute, intimate
2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fw2I6fnXgXQ
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Figure 3: An excerpt from the commissioned composition Short Term Memory by Palle Dahlstedt. This
piece uses instructions about how to interact between the players, in a kind of game piece form. Video
example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvIuDEhq-5A.
with, save them and bring them out before each work. It
also contributes to the virtuosity of the performance when
you change sound and quickly create different moods.
Four essential properties of a musical instrument are: playability, repeatability/learnability, timberal control, and idiomatic playing techniques. Playability is related to variability, and there is clearly a wide range of possibilities with
this instrument. Some can only be achieved using presets
and on-the-fly switching, but quite complex music can also
be produced with the real-time controls only. The dynamic
mapping, with the origin shift mechanism which is part
of the performance controls, provides means for extensive
variation during a performance or during an improvisation.
Still, volume is tightly coupled to timbre parameter scaling, somewhat limiting the expressive playing. Since there
is no randomness involved in the performance, any playing
pattern can be repeated, as long as all parameters are the
same. However, the Karplus sound engine has some internal
feedback paths which sometimes makes it behave in chaotic
ways. As evident from the musicians involved in the project,
it is possible to acquire considerable skill on the instrument.
Both traditional virtuosity regarding pitch, dynamics and
timing control, but also regarding navigation of the timbre
space using the dynamic mapping and the more intricate
process of direct vector design, essentially customizing the
behavior of the whole instrument. The learning threshold
is quite low, because it is easy to make cool sounds from
the start. Still, there is a learning curve to attain virtuosity. This is not unlike the learning curve of a normal guitar,
even though the YouHero instrument of course is much simpler.
Finally, the implementation details of any instrument gives
rise to a set of playing techniques, things that are easy or interesting to play, or rewarding or challenging to learn. Some
performance techniques that have emerged are:
• timbre vibrato by shaking the guitar body in specific
angles
• quick alternations between sound presets
• pushing the Karplus engine into feedback and explore
the highly nonlinear space of sounds there
• using the Sheperd engine with low FM strength to
perform more strictly tonal material
• using the relative intervals of the neck switches to
make quick tremoli on those intervals
• explore legato playing, holding the plectrum while changing pitch and timbre with the neck switches
• raising the guitar neck as a means to scale the timbre
vectors, at the same time doing a theatrical gesture
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with rock connotations – but this can also be turned
upside down, by doing the neck raise with a stone-face
expression, in contrast to the cliché

4.1 Future work and conclusions
Future possibilities include an integrated sequencer system
based on the GuitarHero game tablature, with both recording and playback, as well as off-line composition modes.
Further sound engines would also be desirable, and should
not be too difficult, since the mapping engine is generic and
can be applied to any parameter set. A dream scenario
would be to implement the instrument in a a game console
version, but this seems unlikely, given that the GuitarHero
game has fallen out of fashion, at least for the moment.
To conclude, we successfully developed a concert instrument from a computer game guitar controller, which in spite
of its simplicity allows for a wide range of playing techniques
and sophisticated timberal control. It is not so suitable
for traditional music, but lends itself well to improvisation
and experimental explorations. Some experimental features
turned out to be essential for professional use, such as the
vector editor, while the sound engines were perceived as difficult by some. The initial learning threshold is low, but it
is still possible to build up considerable skill on the instrument. It has been used in a number of school workshops
to inspire kids to create experimental music, as well as a
concert instrument for a series of commissioned compositions from professional composers. We did attain our goals,
learned a lot on the way. And we had fun doing it.
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ABSTRACT

structure-centered and process-centered, where “structure”
is manifested in the absolute musical arrangement control of
WIJAM master, and “process” is done when WIJAM players
express intuitively their musical feelings within the bounds
as defined by the WIJAM master. In terms of organization
and architecture, WIJAM is a “synchronous centralized network” with a “flower topology”, where music is being generated in real-time with a central hub, and the degrees of
freedom in terms of the nodes’ expression are limited to a
level such that the musical outcomes are at least musically
harmonious.

Music jamming is an extremely difficult task for musical
novices. Trying to extend this meaningful and highly enjoyable activity to a larger recipient group, we present WIJAM,
a mobile application for an ad-hoc group of musical novices
to perform improvisation along with a music master. In this
“master-players” paradigm, the master offers a music backing, orchestrates the musical flow, and gives feedbacks to
the players; the players improvise by tapping and sketching
on their smartphones. We argue that this paradigm can be
a significant contribution to the possibility of music playing
by a group of novices with no instrumental training leading
to decent musical results.

2.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

WIJAM’s design follows [2]:

Keywords

The underlying premise of most collaborative interface design is that with various design constraints, playing music can be made accessible
to non-musicians ... at the expense of limiting
the musical range and possible gestures associated with sound in a collective space.

social improvisation, music collaboration, mobile music making

1.

INTRODUCTION

Music jamming is a kind of music improvisation performance usually given by a band of music virtuosos who feel
natural and comfortable to express musical feelings using
their instruments. Musical novices seldom touch this type
of performance because their musical knowledge is insufficient to handle the complex musical context built up during the jamming. Trying to bridge this gap between the
virtuosos and novices, so as to lowering the barrier of enjoying the pleasure of music jamming, we design WIJAM,
an impromptu mobile application for a group of musical
novices(friends or strangers) to jam along with a music master. The master provides backings, directs the musical flow
and gives feedbacks to the players. The players improvise
along freely while listening to the backing music. This is
similar to any staged jam session, except that WIJAM has
an explicit “bandleader” and the “band” is composed of an
ad-hoc group of people.
WIJAM, according to Weinberg[1], is a “small-scale local system”, which can be characterized as “collaborative
musical network ... that support three to ten players in
close proximity, which allows for detailed and subtle interpersonal interactions”. Under the “theoretical framework
of musical interconnectivity”[1], WIJAM can be considered

But as pointed out in the same paper, such a guideline has
its drawback:
... many of the simple-to-use computer interfaces proposed for musical control seem, after
even a brief period of use, to have a toy-like
character and do not invite continued musical
evolution.
Although the authors go on to argue that this is only true for
expert musicians, “balancing this trade-off is a key concern
for designers”, as pointed out in [3]. This point is echoed in
many other papers, such as [4], it mentions “provide novices
with essential goals and experts with additional goals”. Trying to strike this very balance, WIJAM equips the players
with an easy to learn and easy to play keyboard, while at
the same time providing “a knowledgeable person to stand
by and assist the players” [2]—the master. The players’
performance bound is imposed upon by the master, which
should give a large enough space for the players to show off
their virtuosity.

2.1

Big Picture - Entities and Flow Chart

Figure 1 shows the big picture of WIJAM. There are two
kinds of active entities: the master, who initiates and orchestrates the jamming, and the players who participate in
the jamming. There is also a passive entity: a loudspeaker
system, which is connected to the master.
Figure 2 is the flowchart of the whole jam session process.
At the beginning, the master hosts a MIDINetworkSession
as a jam session service to be discovered and connected to.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Figure 3: Master Interface
Figure 1: The big picture of WIJAM. The music
collaboration is achieved under the “master-players”
paradigm.

are detailed below:
Master Interface — The master interface is shown in Figure 3. In the top left corner there is a backing selector
which allows the “user” to initiate the backing music. Moving downwards one finds the chord and the scale panels.
They are particularly important for orchestrating the musical flow. At the bottom we can see six consoles, from A to
F, each for an individual player. They are needed for providing performance feedback to the players as well as music
output level balancing.

Then the players join the session. After that the master
sends an “assignment” package to each player. The package
contains an instrument ID, a musical key (or “root” to be
precise) and a musical scale. The master signals the start
of the jam by switching on the backing music. When the
players start to jam, they send MIDI performance contents
to the master via coreMIDI. The master monitors all the
performance, renders the notes in the chosen instrument
sounds and mixes them with the backing into one output
stream. While jamming, the master orchestrates everything
to fit to the backing music by instantly changing the assignment or providing performance cue feedbacks to the players
such as “good”, “solo”, “fast”, “calm”, etc. When they finished jamming a song, the master gives an overall score as
well as an individual score to the players to indicate how
well they have done.

Arranger — This allows the master to manipulate chords,
scales, instruments, and provide performance cues and scores
as feedbacks. These messages are sent via MIDI sysEx messages.
Virtual Instruments — It stores a library of digital musical
instruments in the form of samplers. The audio samples are
managed using AUPreset and AUSampler technologies[5].
The AUPreset files are used to map audio samples directly
to MIDI numbers and velocity ranges.
Jam Session Host — It hosts a service which can be easily
discovered and connected to by the player machines. We use
MIDINetworkSession within the CoreMIDI framework to
enable a Bonjour service. It is to be discovered by the player
machines’ Bonjour service browsers, and to be connected to
by the player machines’ MIDINetworkSessions.

2.3

Details - Player Machine

The player machine’s layering is described on the right hand
side of Figure 4, and its interface on Figure 5 with the jam
console on the left and the keyboard on the right.1 The jam
console is designed to discover and connect to the master
machine, while the keyboard is dedicated to musical expression. The keyboard appears after the jam session has been
established. The following items summarize the working
mechanism of the keyboard:
• The y position determines the pitch, where higher position yields higher pitch. A screen has 22 pitches.
• At any time the keyboard is filled with the assigned
chord-scale given by the master machine. The chordscale consists of a root and a scale, such as A-Ionian,
which is played under the presence of a chord like A
major, or a chord progression with a common scale,
such as A-F#m-D-E and their substitutions.

Figure 2: The flowchart of WIJAM.

2.2 Details - Master Machine

1
The source code of WIJAM is now available at
github: https://github.com/tangkk/MasterMachine.git
and https://github.com/tangkk/PlayerMachine.git

The internal structure and layering of the master machine
is shown in the middle part of Figure 4. The core modules
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Figure 4: The internal layering and structure of WIJAM. The data flows from the master machine (middle)
to the player machine (right) through the bidirectional communication channel, and vice versa.
player has some limited experience with piano before. Even
so, the piano player is able to inject a very beautiful solo
during the jam. The “piano” player apparently plays the
best music in this jam session. This somewhat justifies the
“balance” problem in the “Introduction” section of this paper, in that WIJAM actually allows advanced players to
show off their virtuosity while also enabling an acceptable
level of performance for the novice players.
The WIJAM advanced demo is a bonus track featuring
the designer of WIJAM playing and overdubbing a whole
jam session. It shows some advanced features of the PlayerMachine. The audio track is an overdubbing of each instrument track plus the backing track.

4.
Figure 5: Player Interface
• The x position determines the note velocity. A larger
x position value gives higher velocity.
• When sketching, a note is generated when the it starts
or when the curve comes to a stationary point.
This keyboard is intuitive for the novice players since it
abstracts away much of the complicated musical context. It
also frees the players’ imagination since it offers a space as
large as the entire screen without any grid. This allows the
players to do a relatively high-level melody improvisation.

3.

BACKGROUND REVIEW

Apple GarageBand’s “Jam session”[6] probably has the most
similarity to WIJAM. It allows real-time jamming and multitrack recording at the same time. The players choose instruments from Garageband’s instrument library, and then
one of them creates a jam session that everyone else can
join in and jam. However, it is obviously not a “masterplayers” paradigm, even though the jam session has a “bandleader”[7]. The “bandleader” does not seem to have much
control over the jam compared with WIJAM master who
can dominate the key, scale, backing, performance feedback,
output volume, etc. in real-time. Therefore Garageband
requires its players to be relatively musically talented in order to complete a successful and comfortable jam session.
Also its player interfaces are replicas of real instruments’
layouts, which are relatively difficult for a musical novice
to handle. One should be able to easily tell the essential
differences between the two applications, which lie in their
target scenarios. Garageband is suitable for a group of musical talented peers to intentionally record their jam, while
WIJAM targets at an ad-hoc group of people who happen
to come together in a common place and want to have fun.
ZOOZbeat[8] is also a music jamming application focusing on musical novice’s experience. It supports multiple
notes input gestures, such as shaking, tilting, tapping and
tossing. It provides individual play mode or group play
mode. We notice however that in its group play mode,
there is neither a centralized control nor a common goal
among the players; it is designed more for the situation
where the players are actually a group of friends following
a pre-composed work or with a clear objective, and less for
group ad-lib. In comparison to ZOOZbeat, the most significant advantage of WIJAM is the “master-players” paradigm,
where the players can follow someone’s musical arrangement
and performance cues in real-time. Most importantly, they

DEMO

There are two demos of WIJAM available2 . The WIJAM
demo shows how WIJAM works, and provides tips for using
the master machine and the player machine. The audio
track is an unmodified recording of the original playback.
Before the jam starts, the players are told to follow their
“musical feelings” based on the backing. As can be heard
in the video, the music outcome is quite pleasing, even at
the critical “key modulation” points: 2:30 and 2:43. Note
that as the jam goes on, because the players have little idea
about what the exact notes they are playing, the “avoid
note”, the most dissonant note within the chord-scale, may
be played on downbeat. This may happen, but with a very
small chance.
The “trombone” player and the two “guitar” players are
with zero training in musical instruments. The “piano”
2
WIJAM
demo:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Y0PnKBrgzgw
and
WIJAM
advanced
demo:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16dWj5G9UKw
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have a shared goal which is to try to achieve a good score
by the master at the end of the jam.
Ocarina [9] is a famous application that can offer a great
user experience by emulating perfectly a real ocarina. Although this is not a music jamming application, it includes
a “world-stage” [10] engine to let users perform or compose
for other people, or to observe and judge the performance
by anyone else in the world. WIJAM borrows some of this
idea, but limits the performance to a “common-area-stage”,
and every participant in the jam, including the master, is a
performer, a composer, a listener and a judger at the same
time. WIJAM is different from Ocarina in the composing
process and performing process, as they can happen at the
same time. That means every player is actually an improviser under the assistance of the master. This is interesting
because in WIJAM the master does not compose everything
for the players, he/she just applies some very relaxed constraints on what the players’ playing, whereas in Ocarina,
the players are only playing what they see on the screen in
order to get their score.
Some academic literature have also suggested various approaches and paradigms for network collaborated performance. Reference [11], one of the seminal papers in the
field of mobile music making, describes a system targeting collaborative performance over wireless ad-hoc network.
The collaboration paradigm is based on a social metaphor
of friendship. Thus it’s basically a “playing together” peerto-peer approach. It stresses on real-time music creation,
collaborative composing and proactive listening. WIJAM
differs from this in that it is based on the “master-players”
paradigm; hence it aims at a relatively serious kind of jamming rather than simply “playing together”. Reference [12]
suggests an audience-participation music making approach,
by using a master server to collect the audience generated
materials, reprocess them and present them back to the audience. This is similar to the master-players approach, but
its final output can be expected to be somewhat experimental, since, unlike WIJAM, it does not take much of traditionally “musical” materials into consideration. Reference
[13] also suggests a master-players performance approach.
Master controls the tempo and time signature of the performance via sending players MIDI-clock signal, while the
players contribute to the performance by sending audio contents to the master who performs real-time post processing
before the final output. This kind of collaboration is quite
similar to WIJAM’s except that WIJAM master puts more
stress on the arrangement and orchestration rather than
simply the tempo.

5.

priate time. Besides auto-assignment, an auto-arrangement
and auto-mixing module will be needed if the real musician is to be eliminated eventually. This means that the
musical burden, from arrangement to mixing, will be migrated to the computer. Furthermore, there are some other
related topics such as crowd-sourcing composition and algorithmic composition. Crowd-sourcing composition involves
automating the music outcome evaluation process, while algorithmic composition is about automating low-level musical processes on players’ side in order to let them improvise
at a much higher level. We hope WIJAM will eventually become a “musical-automated” social improvisation platform
that can involve anyone interested in playing music.

6.
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CONCLUSIONS

Our discussion stresses repeatedly on the “master-players”
collaborative performance paradigm, by which the powerful
master machine and intuitive player machines together can
achieve some meaningful collaboration. We describe two
demos of WIJAM, showing that the musical outcomes of
WIJAM can be quite acceptable. Finally, we contrast the
uniqueness and novelty of WIJAM with existing applications or ideas from the academia. Based on discussions, we
can safely draw a conclusion that WIJAM, with its “masterplayers” paradigm, provides a brand new perspective on how
social music collaboration could be done.
There is ongoing work following the current WIJAM implementation. For example, in order to have social music
making independent of the existence of a real musician, i.e.
the WIJAM master, an auto-assignment module is being
developed to “look ahead” or “pre-analyse” the backing and
assign the correct chord-scale to the players at the appro-
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ABSTRACT

2. RELATED WORK

Musical soundtracks have great potential to enhance mobile
walking experiences such as tours and guides, much as they
already do for films and games. They also raise new challenges
for composers as the music must fit a given landscape and
respond to walkers’   trajectories. We present a design for an
interactive mobile soundtrack to accompany a visit to a
sculpture park. We describe the motivating factors used to
structure soundtrack and drive the compositional process.

We now present pertinent related work covering three areas.

2.1 Mobile Music
The advent of smart mobile technologies has led musicians and
artists to explore the creative integration of music and place [7,
13]. Behrendt outlines four categories of mobile music:
sonifying mobility, sound platforms, musical instruments and
placed sounds [1]. Our focus is on placed sounds, denoting the
attachment of sounds to locales, normally triggered by GPS.
These experiences are typically non-linear, thus the   music’s  
arrangement is defined by a user’s  route and walking pace [1].
Some recent examples of work using placed sounds include
Jorge Drexler’s   ‘app songs’, where individual layers of
instrumentation are placed at different locales to be discovered
via a listener’s exploration of the space [10]. Music duo
BlueBrain has released location-based albums for public spaces
such as Central Park, in New York City and The National Mall
Park, in Washington DC [5]. Here, musical extracts are placed
onto a large collection of locales contained throughout these
settings, such that entering them triggers new motifs and
sequences that intertwine to create one extended listening
experience [1, 5].
The key challenge addressed by our design is then: how does
a composer know how to place sounds in a chosen setting and
in relation to specific points of interest (e.g. sculptures)?

Keywords
Composing; music; mobile; exhibits; experiences; location;
metaphor.

1. INTRODUCTION
Music plays a vital role in accompanying all manner of our
experiences. Soundtracks within films, video games and
ceremonies possess a unique ability to enhance a narrative,
suggest emotional content and mark key transitions. Moreover,
soundtracks often achieve all of this without being the primary
focus; on the contrary, they typically assume a supporting role.
The proliferation of mobile devices increasingly leads us to
listen to music while on the move. On the one hand, we create
our own soundtracks by selecting music to accompany our
everyday activities. On the other, musicians are seizing on
locative technologies as a tool for creating new kinds of music
that directly  respond  to  people’s  movements  through  space.  
In light of these trends, we consider the interesting question
of how composers might set about creating musical soundtracks
to accompany mobile experiences. Experiences such as guided
walks, tours and even pervasive games could be enhanced by
an   appropriate   soundtrack   that   adapts   to   a   listener’s   journey  
through key points of interest. We recognize that the field of
location based music is not a new one, and that prior work
already demonstrates a wealth of creative approaches.
However, the novelty of our work here is in the music serving
as an accompaniment to enhance a location specific activity,
much as a soundtrack does for a film. This calls for composers
to take into account the key features of the experience, and its
physical setting, to gently complement them through the music.
We   examine   this   process   from   a   composer’s   perspective   by  
presenting an account of how they address the challenges of
designing a mobile soundtrack for a visit to a public sculpture
park. We expose key relationships between the raw materials of
music (melody, harmony, timbre, rhythm and dynamics) and
those of the physical setting, that enable the composer to
gracefully mesh the music into the fabric of the space.

2.2 Film and Game Soundtracks
Musical soundtracks are a common feature in many films,
television, video games and other narrative based performance
work. Musical soundtracks can imply emotional content,
represent characters and are often used to establish context,
such as a historical period or location [3]. Two typical and
general functions for soundtracks are foreshadowing and
accompaniment [2]: Foreshadowing, finds the music pointing
towards, or preparing the viewer for future events, such as the
ubiquitous building of tension in a horror film just before the
attacker jumps out. With accompaniment, the music is
synchronized  with  a  scene’s  visual  narrative.  Both  of  these  key  
concepts are present in the design we describe below.

2.3 Music Theory and Cognition
Music theory and cognition can provide several key concepts to
guide the composers of mobile soundtracks. The first of these is
the notion of musical arrival. The overarching structure of a
music composition can be viewed as a series of passages
punctuated by moments of arrival [12]. Arrival, or closure, is
typically formed from a combination of harmonic and rhythmic
treatments. In particular, listeners learn to anticipate and expect
common tonal resolutions at the end of compositions, or
sections within [11]. Moments of closure can also function as a
marker for the next section to come, and have been shown to
support  viewers’  perception  of  narrative  closure  in  films  [17].
A second key area of theory concerns image schemas. Music
is often discussed in terms of motion and spatiality: “The
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melody   rises   up”, “the   tempo   is fast” and “it starts on Ami,
progresses through D Major to E7 and then returns to Ami”.
This linguistic use of spatiality has been discussed at length by
music theorists, linguists and psychologists alike who have
argued that, as physical beings, humans often best understand
musical abstractions when they are rationalised into physical
form and spatial placement [4, 6]. These image schemas lead to
the formation of conceptual metaphors that enable embodied
experiences. For example, the source domain (e.g. the spatial
attribute = high, low) maps to the target domain (e.g. musical
attribute = pitch), creating a metaphor (e.g. high pitch is up and
low pitch is down) [16]. Common music related image schemas
are the container (“Music  in the  key  of  Bb”);;  source-path-goal
(melody & harmony); verticality (high, low), force (resolution
of dissonance) and balance (tonality) [6, 16].
Prior work has demonstrated that motion and spatiality
perceived within music can be transferred into the physical
domain. Physical speed, distance and approach can be inferred
by   ‘intensity   contours’   (i.e.   crescendo,   accelerando),   whilst  
movement horizontally and vertically may be manifested in
response to changes of pitch [6, 9].  In  Hazzard  et  al.’s  study  of  
cross-domain metaphors in location-based music, participants
were asked to follow compositions that presented adaptations
of harmony, dynamics, melody and timbre as they walked
around an empty space [9]. Their observations revealed that
harmonic resolution conveyed a sense of arrival, while dynamic
contours implied motion towards and away from a location.
They also proposed three tiers of attachment between the music
and physical space: global attachment, in which the continual,
evolving presence of music can act as a container of the
experience; regional attachment, in which a space is divided
into smaller areas via variations in instrumental timbre and
texture; local attachment in which musical accents signify key
points of interest.

AppFurnace Player, when deployed uses a smart  phone’s  GPS  
sensor to track a  walker’s  movement  in  and  out  of  these  trigger  
zones. Figure 1 shows an example of nested, overlapped and
adjacent zones from our soundtrack.

Figure 1: Example of zones authored with AppFurnace

3.3 Musical style and preparation
Our intention was to explore methods of composition to suit the
nature of the walking experience. So, we aimed to produce a
subtle and contemplative soundtrack to appeal to a wide
audience, rather than creating music to deliberately reflect the
nature of the exhibits. We composed instrumental music in a
‘neutral’   style   best   described   as   the   intersection   between  
ambient electronica and classical, with largely slow tempi. To
enable the dynamic control of individual musical elements, we
applied Horizontal Re-Sequencing and Vertical Orchestration
techniques for the music’s   preparation   and   broadcast. These
techniques are commonly used in video game soundtracks [12].
Horizontal Re-Sequencing, or cell-based music, refers to the
application of short cells of prepared music, which can loop
until the next cell is triggered. Cells permit flexible, real-time
arrangement   of   the   music’s   structure   and   duration.   Vertical
Orchestration, or stem-based music, involves the vertical
mixing of instrument layers, which can offer more complex and
varied musical arrangements.

3.4 Observation and initial design decisions

3. COMPOSITIONAL DESIGN

We made several early visits to the park to assess its suitability,
observe  visitors’  behaviors  and map the location of exhibits.
A variety of visitor groups come to YSP, such as school
classes, sunbathers and trekkers. We focused on observing
those who visit YSP with the explicit purpose of viewing the
exhibits. This group spanned a range of age and sociality (e.g.
families or friends). The park contains a number of paths,
which for the most part do not lead to and from exhibits, but
rather offer walkways through the different areas of the park.
The vast majority of the exhibits are situated on and surrounded
by grassed areas. Exhibit viewers tended to walk routes across
the grassed areas from exhibit to exhibit at a largely slow and
unhurried pace. Typically, they would approach and touch the
exhibits. Many would take photographs, mostly of group
members posing next to the exhibits.
We chose to design the soundtrack for the area of the park
that contained the main collection of exhibits, rather than wider
areas of the park generally not explored by exhibit viewers. We
mapped the location of exhibits in this area using a smartphone
running a GPS tracking application. By walking from exhibit to
exhibit   and   marking   each   of   their   locations   with   a   ‘waypoint’  
marker, a global exhibit map was formed. This process was
repeated three times after which we averaged the GPS
measurements. We followed this with an interleaved process of
music composition and AppFurnace authoring, which resulted
in an iterative development of  the  ‘app’ - progressively adding
and refining the musical content and spatial functionality.
The completed soundtrack covered an area that contained 43
separate exhibits (an exhibit being one or a cluster of sculptures
that form a single work by a single artist), using a 102 prepared
music fragments (cells and stems) authored in AppFurnace,
which was then deployed on an iPhone 4s for testing purposes.

We now present a compositional design, drawing from the
concepts presented above, used to develop a mobile soundtrack
‘app’ for a real-world setting – a public sculpture park.
The composer, an experienced musician, was also the
principle researcher who documented their own process to
produce a final ‘app’ that was ready for public deployment.
The design of our soundtrack also comprised of choosing a
suitable real-world setting, a technical platform, a musical style
and a technique for preparing musical media for our platform.

3.1 Choosing the setting
We wanted to base our design in a setting that offered an
established walking experience, of appropriate scale, which
presented opportunities for pliant visitor exploration and
engagement with many points of interest. The Yorkshire
Sculpture Park (YSP), in the UK best matched our rationale.
Spread over 500 acres, YSP is home to an extensive collection
of contemporary artworks set in a diverse range of external
spaces. We felt that the experience of discovering and
contemplating exhibits while walking through parkland could
benefit from an appropriately subtle musical accompaniment.

3.2 Technical platform
We employed the Calvium AppFurnace platform to author our
soundtrack and the associated AppFurnace Player to deliver it
to smartphones. AppFurnace is a commercial platform and
broadly typical of contemporary tools for authoring locationbased experiences. It supports geo-location functionality.
Circles and polygons can be drawn onto a map, which then
function as GPS trigger zones for audio files. Multiple zones
can be nested, overlapped or laid adjacent to each other. The
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instrumentation (with some minor alterations). The
discriminating factor was some variation and re-balancing of
the musical themes (video 00:28 – 02:00 sec).
The paths within the park sometimes circled grassed areas
containing the exhibits and on first glance appeared suited to
define some of the region’s borders. However, if zone
boundaries were placed along the line of these paths, visitors
walking along them would be, in all likelihood, straddling the
seams between zones, thus prompting undesired triggering
between adjacent zones. In response, zone boundaries were
authored to cross paths horizontally, or lie parallel to the paths,
but set 5-10 metres on either side. In a similar vein, we were
mindful that   a   walker’s   route   may   ‘clip’   across the corners of
zones, also instigating unwelcome triggers. While there is no
universal fix for this eventuality, we applied cross-fades
between musical cells to soften the impact of these occurrences.

3.5 Creating a landscape of musical regions
We strongly encourage the reader to examine the annotated
zone map of YSP and accompanying video walk-through at
http://adrianhazzard.com/nime2014.
We began by dissecting the designated area of the park into a
set of 21 regions, which created a structural template for the
soundtrack (see zone map). Each region formed a discrete
musical episode, which when combined created the global
soundtrack experience. Our observations of the park revealed
some key features that suggested the appropriate placement,
size and shape for these regions, which included existing
physical boundaries such as hedges, trees, walls and buildings;
diverse types of landscaping; clusters of exhibits; and areas
dissected by paths. To render each region musically distinct the
following three approaches were employed.
Within each region a different, but complementary, key
centre (tonality) was used in the composition of the musical
episode. Thus, when a walker transitions from one region to the
next, a key centre modulation indicates the end of the current
region and the start of the next. We typically used common
modulations of 4th, 5th and relative 6th (to the relative minor, if
the preceding key was major, and to the relative major if the
preceding key was minor) (see zone map for key centre
annotations). These inter-regional modulations draw on the
concept of closure [15].
Inspired by the notion of regional attachment, each region
used a distinct instrumental tone colour, formed via a different
combination and balance of instrument sounds [9]. However, a
balance was sought between maintaining uniformity across the
global soundtrack, whilst making musical regions distinct, as
there were too many regions to colour without repetition. Thus,
some primary instrumental timbres featured across a number of
regions, which were then augmented by additional timbres to
form a unique local texture. Finally, the musical material
composed for each region typically employed distinct themes,
motifs or rhythmic ideas to create diverse musical episodes.
There were a small number of regions that did not contain
any exhibits but needed to be walked through in order to reach
other regions. To maintain the notion of global attachment [9]
(the continuous broadcast of the soundtrack), a largely static
musical episode with a low dynamic level was applied to all
instances of uninhabited regions. These were considered
‘holding’  regions,  there to preserve engagement whilst a walker
was  transitioning  to  the  next  ‘active’  region  (see  video  15:08  –
15:56 sec).

3.6 Designing trajectories through exhibits
Key to our approach was to design a musical trajectory into and
through each exhibit, as inspired  by  Fosh  et  al.’s  research  into  
designing experiential trajectories around artworks that were
also situated in a sculpture garden [8]. We found our trajectory
could similarly be divided into different stages, and we now
discuss how these were actualized in our design (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Trajectory through exhibit

3.6.1 Approaches
As noted, visitors approaching and touching the exhibits
characterized a significant behavioral attribute, one that we
consequently addressed within the design of the soundtrack.
Using foreshadowing [2], and the conceptual metaphor of
building intensity (crescendo) infers motion towards, we
applied the technique referred to as approaches: the
intensification of the music as a walker advances towards an
exhibit. This was authored via a set of nested zones, which
surround and fan out from an exhibit (see zone map). Each
zone triggered music of an increased intensity (whilst heading
towards the exhibit). This intensification was realized via
several musical procedures. One, for example, maintained the
same underlying music throughout the region, but introduced a
sustained string tone that ascended a step on each approach
zone (rising pitch infers motion towards [6, 16]) (video 24:28 –
25:10sec). Another added a new instrumental stem and
modulated the chord harmony on zone entry (video 21:27 –
25:35sec). A third combined multiple techniques, such as
modulation of the chord harmonies, raising the upper note in
each chord (voice leading) and adding new instrument layers to
expand the rhythmic density (video 07:36 – 08:30sec) (Fig 3).
Many of the exhibits were too densely clustered to treat them
all with approaches – they would have overlapped significantly
and clashed musically (see zone map). Therefore, approaches
were only applied to a selection of the exhibits. The number of
approach zones authored around an exhibit ranged from one to
four, depending on the available space.

Figure 2: Associate-Regions
We noted that some adjacent regions shared mutual attributes,
such as their landscaping or exhibits. These instances were
treated as sets of associate-regions. For example, there was a
collection of 13 similar sculptures from the same artist, which
formed one collection. They were, however, distributed across
two spaces distinct in their landscaping. Seven of the sculptures
were placed on a formal walkway (Fig. 2, Region 1a), whereas
the remainder were situated less formally in an adjacent grassed
area (Fig. 2, Region 1b). We felt that the distinction between
the two settings required different musical treatments, whilst
the sculptures’ similarities necessitated a musical connection.
In response, two variants of a single musical episode were
composed, both utilizing the same key centre and basic

3.6.2 Arrivals
Different treatments of the arrival zone - the inner zone that
contains an exhibit - were explored and applied. In contrast to
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approaches, where a  walker’s  advance  towards  an exhibit was
foreshadowed, arrivals required the music to accompany the
moment of arrival at the exhibit. Thus, we treated each arrival
zone with a musical accent - a ‘bell’ like chime - as a signifier
(Fig.   3).   The   impetus   for   this   was   taken   from   Hazzard   et  al.’s  
notion of local attachment [9], where an accented note in the
music was perceived to signify a point of interest. We decided
to compose one generic chime to sound at all arrival zones. The
only variation employed was to the pitch of the chime. Twelve
chimes, covering the twelve chromatic notes (western tonality)
were created. So, each arrival zone, regardless of its underlying
harmony had an appropriately pitched accent ascribed. Where
regions contained multiple arrival zones, chimes of different
pitches were assigned to each, using notes from the underlying
tonality (i.e. Root, 3rd 5th). Accents of the same pitch were
duplicated in some regions, but not for adjacent exhibits (video
06:28 – 07:35 sec).
For those exhibits treated with approach zones, the arrival
zone also resolved the rising dynamic contour with a final
intensification of its attributes (climax), before swiftly fading
down to a lower dynamic level. This climax included a tonal
resolution back to the tonic chord of the region’s key centre, or
a modulation to a new complimentary key (Fig 3). The reduced
dynamic level and tonal resolution form musical closure [15].

4. CONCLUSION
By presenting the design of this musical soundtrack for a visit
to a sculpture park, we have offered some structural approaches
for composers of mobile location-based soundtracks for realworld experiences. Future work will consist of evaluating the
public’s   experience   of   this soundtrack experience. This will
assist in the formation of recommendations for the composition
of location based soundtracks, which can extend to other
settings, activities and also other composers.
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3.6.3 Engagements
Hazzard et al. [9] noted that when music of a high dynamic
level diminishes to a low dynamic level, many listeners
perceived the music as having ended. We took motivation from
this to compose engagements - the phase when visitors are
observing an exhibit - that present a continuation of the low
level of musical activity reached at the conclusion of the arrival
climax (for those exhibits treated with approaches). If no
approach zones preceded arrival then the underlying music
either remained unchanged (video 06:28 - 07:35sec), or
presented new themes with a lowered dynamic intensity (17:25
- 18:26sec), or had additional musical content introduced to
provide variation (05:24 - 06:00sec).

3.6.4 Departures
When considering how to accompany a departure from an
exhibit, the obvious process would be a reverse of the approach
phase – the visitor withdraws from the exhibit and the
soundtrack descends down the dynamic contour ascended
during the approach phase. However, as the dynamic level was
lowered during the arrival stage, a transition out from the
arrival zone back into the final approach zone (Fig. 3, z4 & z3)
would trigger a sudden and undesirable rise of the musical
intensity. Thus, we aimed to maintain the same dynamic level
presented at arrival zones upon departure from the exhibit (Fig.
3). This method necessitated the preparation of alternative
music for departures than were used for approaches. This, in
turn offered some creative options, such as variation to the
chord progressions, themes, motifs or instrumentation used –
allowing for a musical accompaniment on departure distinct
from the foreshadowed one presented during the approach
(video 07:36 – 09:00 sec).

3.6.5 Beginnings and Endings
When considering the beginning and ending of the soundtrack,
we were mindful that users would be unaware of the location of
their first zone of entry and last zone of exit. Therefore, we
incorporated a manually operated introduction and coda
sections. A start button on  the  app’s  UI  initiates an introduction
section, which would loop until the walker entered the first
zone. An end button would trigger a coda section, which guides
the soundtrack to a conclusion.

7. APPENDIX
The   soundtrack’s   zone map and accompanying video walkthrough is available at http://adrianhazzard.com/nime2014
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ABSTRACT

object-based production outside of the constraining channel-based
approach, we can clarify “what 3D audio objects are” at a higherlevel, for users, and alleviate current limitations with new methods
for designing appropriate controllers.

Recent technological improvements in audio reproduction systems
increased the possibilities to spatialize sources in a listening environment. The spatialization of reproduced audio is highly dependent on the recording technique, the rendering method, and the
loudspeaker configuration. While object-based audio production
reduces this dependency on loudspeaker configurations, related authoring tools are still difficult to interact with. In this paper, we
investigate the issues of spatialization techniques for object-based
audio production and introduce the Spatial Audio Design Spaces
framework (SpADS), which describes the spatial manipulation of
object-based audio. Based on interviews with professional sound
engineers, our morphological analysis clarifies the relationships
between recording and rendering techniques that define audio objects for 3D speaker configurations, allowing the analysis and the
design of advanced object-based controllers as well.

We first conducted informal interviews of sound engineers in
order to get insights into the way they interact with audio objects,
as well as the issues they encounter. We found that they interact
with audio objects along three main stages of 3D audio production:
Recording/Rendering, Mixing, and Monitoring.
1. The recording/rendering aspect focuses on how they capture
audio content through different microphone techniques and
how they are rendered to a speaker configuration, mostly relying on the channel-based approach;
2. The mixing aspect describes how they manipulate and control the recorded content in a 3D space;
3. Finally, monitoring is the method used to listen and analyze
the mix.
From the relationships between these steps and the corresponding
interaction methods, we define the Spatial Audio Design Spaces
(SpADS) conceptual framework that includes a morphological definition of audio objects as well as two design spaces for analyzing
both the audio objects and their control methods. Beyond its descriptive power, we expect SpADS to help the design of new 3D
object-based mixing methods that better suit the needs of professional sound engineers.

Keywords
Object-Based 3D Mixing, Design Space, Control Methods.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Multi-dimensional audio recording and rendering techniques make
it possible to capture sound scenes and to position sound sources
in a realistic manner in 3D speakers configurations. However, content creators need to account for the diversity of speaker configuration methods in order to make the listener experience consistent
across different audio spatialization formats. Technically, in current multi-channel audio production systems, achieving this spatial
consistency requires unique audio mixes and output files for each
speaker configuration. As an alternative, many higher-level objectbased file formats have been introduced to reduce the complexity
of creating several consistent audio mixes across different speaker
systems [6, 9, 11]. Full support for object-based mixing is however
still limited in current 3D audio authoring systems, thus reducing
the possibilities of manipulating audio objects in 3D spaces and
making complex 3D auditory designs difficult to achieve.

In the next section, we review related work before we discuss the
findings from our interviews of sound engineers. We describe our
morphological analysis of current 3D audio techniques and define
audio objects. We then introduce the SpADS framework made of
two design spaces: Audio Object Design Space and Audio Object
Controller Design Space. Finally, we discuss the use of SpADS
for analyzing an existing system before to conclude.

2.

RELATED WORK

Object-based audio mixing came into focus with the growth of
multi-dimensional diffusion systems. Very few commercial systems integrate support for this approach, which is still mostly built
on top of traditional channel-based solutions (e.g. Auro 11.11 and
Dolby Atmos2 ). As for research, audio objects were mainly investigated from a descriptive point of view (i.e. file format) [3, 9, 11,
20] rather than on how to interact with them. There are however
some notable exceptions.

The goal of our study is to identify the limiting factors of current
object-based 3D audio authoring techniques from a user’s point of
view. In fact, while many types of audio objects are well specified at the technical level [9, 13], they are vaguely defined at the
user level. As a result, low-level channel-based production systems are still the norm. We believe that by better understanding
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New Mixing Interfaces

Geier et al. proposed the SoundScape Renderer authoring method
[10] as a modular rendering system for localized sound sources,
with its associated file format: the Audio Scene Description Format [11]. While they compared the capabilities of their format to
1
2
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others, they did not report on any study of the interface and interaction techniques. Jang et al. [14] introduced a method to interact
with multiple types of audio objects through geometrical features
to represent sound sources (i.e. point, line, plane, or volume). They
also proposed several examples of audio-visual applications, but
did not conduct any evaluation of these techniques.

These general observations provided us with directions into the
areas of current production methods to focus on in our study. To
gather more details about the actual use of audio objects, we conducted informal interviews with two experienced sound engineers,
E1 and E2, at their place of work. E1 works at a concert venue
and has more than 10 years experience in 3D audio and acoustics.
We also observed one of his students working on a project. E2
works in a radio station and has been working in spatial audio for
over 5 years, but started working specifically on 3D audio within
the past year. We asked them what type of projects they were currently working on and what tools they use. Our goal was also to
observe them in situ and to assess what parts of channel-based systems are difficult to use when working with 3D audio techniques.
The key points extracted from these discussions highlighted details that were missing in previous work to ground our analysis of
object-based tools in channel-based systems.

2.2 Alternative Input Methods
Alternative input methods such as multi-touch or haptic feedback
have also been investigated. Carrascal and Jordà introduced a multitouch mixing interface [5] that they compared with a standard mixing console to achieve a predefined mixing task. Their results
showed that non-expert participants completed the tasks faster with
their design, suggesting that it eases the accessibility of objectbased mixing to casual users. However, there is no evidence that it
would be beneficial to expert users in a professional working environment. Melchior et al. compared the use of a haptic feedback
mixing technique against a standard mouse in a qualitative study
with experts [18]. The tasks consisted of controlling the 3D position, translation and trajectory of a sound source. While the haptic
device was preferred by the participants, the mouse was assessed
as being better for predictability and manageability. Gelineck et al.
also investigated the use of smart tangible objects as controllers on
a 2D surface [12]. The results of a qualitative study showed that
tangibles were preferred to typical controllers, but the participants
felt the system did not scale in terms of functionality.

E1 introduced us to his work in a concert venue that broadcasts
live shows with multi-channel and binaural playback. In their current projects, they have been experimenting with several types of
High Order Ambisonic (HOA) microphones and comparing their
use while mixing for multiple speaker configurations. They use
custom-built plug-ins within a traditional DAW to properly decode
the recordings for comparison. E1 presented this work with a student’s project where the recordings were decoded and mixed into
different buses to be played on four different loudspeaker configurations. Individual mixes are done in software with a standard
mouse and keyboard setup, and a MIDI controller to switch between speaker configurations for comparison.

Overall, several new object-based mixing interfaces were investigated but focused on very specific and low-level mixing tasks,
without a thorough analysis of 3D audio production as a whole. A
notable exception is the study conducted by Peters et al., which
consisted in an on-line questionnaire about the use of tools for
sound spatialization [21]. They identified issues in existing mixing
tools which, as we will see in more detail later, are in-line with our
analyses and also ground our study.

E2 discussed the same type of mixing setups for multiple outputs when he works on broadcasting shows in multi-channel and
binaural playback. He uses a traditional DAW with specific plugins and a standard channel mixer. This engineer only focused on
the mixing process, but said that he works closely with recording
engineers who provide him with detailed notes on how the audio
was recorded. One interesting observation he made is that there is
“no relationship of audio objects with output file-formats”, highlighting the inconsistent mapping between the recording methods
and output file-formats that are specific to speaker configurations.

2.3 HCI Methodologies
Our work also relates to the adaptation of Human-Computer Interaction methodologies for the design and evaluation of new musical instruments [17, 22]. Our approach was inspired by Wanderley
and Orio’s use of HCI tools for evaluating input devices for musical expression [24]. They analyzed common contexts found in
scenarios of interactive computer music to investigate the use of
input devices from a higher level of user interaction. While we
are not focusing on the formal evaluation of 3D audio production
systems, such methodologies can also help to better characterize
these systems and to inform their design. In particular, we adopted
Card et. al.’s morphological analysis approach [4] in order to better
define audio objects and characterize the related control methods
within our SpADS framework. Beyond its descriptive power, our
objective is also to provide designers with a tool with generative
power – i.e. “the ability to help designers create new designs” [2]
– for the exploration of new 3D object-based mixing methods.

3.

From these answers and previous work, summarized in Figure 1,
we identified common issues in 3D audio production: a need to
understand how the audio was recorded and will be rendered, the
lack of mixing controllers that are tailored to specific microphone
techniques, and a complicated bussing system to monitor. These
issues and needs are directly related to well-identified stages of
audio production: Recording/Rendering, Mixing, and Monitoring.
•

Previous study (Peter’s et. al)
•
•
•

•

•
•

E1
•
•

Previous studies highlighted general issues with tools for spatialization, and especially the use of low-level channel-based methods to manipulate the higher-level concept of audio object. As
reported in Peters et al.’s study [21], the bus architecture in Digital Audio Workstations is limiting and requires “[to develop] input
devices that are tailored to the specific needs of controlling spatialization” [21]. Similar concerns were raised at the FISM 2013
conference where invited speakers from a round table discussion
about 3D audio in cinema and broadcasting highlighted the need
to capture 3D content in a correct manner, but also that there is no
convenient data structure or tool for such content [19].

•

E2
•
•
•

•

Bussing architecture is limiting

“Input devices are tailored to speciﬁc needs of controlling spatialization”

FISM Conference 2013
•

INTERVIEWS WITH PROFESSIONAL
SOUND ENGINEERS

Multi-speaker tools for current software are too inﬂexible

Need to capture audio in a correct manner

No tool or representative data structure of the captured audio
Experimenting with different microphone techniques (High Order
Ambisonics)
Mixes the audio into different speaker formats using current DAW software
and compares the mixes
Not able to interact with audio objects within the whole of a DAW system
“No relationship of audio objects with the output ﬁle-formats”

There’s a need to know how the audio was recorded during mixing process

E1’s Student
•
•

Comparison of Ambisonic Recording techniques for the same audio content
for different speaker conﬁguration
Need different control over all speaker levels for different speaker
conﬁguration

Figure 1: The major issues of 3D object-based production in
channel based systems, from related work and our interviews.
(green for Mixing, red for Recording/Rendering, blue for Monitoring)
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3.1 Rendering/Recording

Recording/
Rendering

Understanding how the audio was recorded, and thus understanding “what is the audio object”, greatly influences how it will be
mixed. However, characterizations of audio objects are too vague
because of their numerous but limited definitions, as well as the
variety of recordings and rendering methods. This was especially
obvious in E1’s project where different types of HOA recordings
are used in the channel-based system. Each recording needs to be
considered individually and independently in the bussing architecture to be rendered correctly. Having clear details on the recorded
objects was also pointed out by E2 as a crucial part of the process.

Audio-Data

3.2 Mixing

3D Speaker
Conﬁguration

Mixing is done through plug-ins in DAWs that are typically controlled by a mouse (and sometimes standard faders and knobs). In
this channel-based approach, each mix is specific to a loudspeaker
configuration and the user has to restart the mixing process each
time he has to consider another type of output. We observed this
constraint in the need to decode the HOA recordings several times
for each speaker configuration in E1’s student’s project.

Mixing
Spatial Parameters
&
Render Method

Decoding &
Rendering

Monitoring

Figure 2: Block diagram showing the relationships between
three stages of object-based production (Recording/Rendering,
Mixing, Monitoring) .

3.3 Monitoring
Mixing for different speaker configurations is a common concern
for both E1 and E2, and this obviously implies that monitoring the
mix for each speaker configuration is important. For each speaker
configuration, outputs of the channel-based system must be accurately mapped to the speakers and need to be re-mapped when
changing among systems. Consistent knowledge of each speaker
and its relative position in each configuration is needed for the engineers to correctly create bussing paths and to switch among them
when monitoring.

goal is to define the relationships between audio data and rendering
methods, thus defining audio objects, their corresponding manipulable properties and their control methods.

4.1

Defining Audio Objects

To connect recording techniques with rendering methods, Geier
et al. distinguished between Data-Based and Model-Based audio
objects [11]. Data-Based rendered objects are audio captured with
a microphone technique that encodes spatial information into the
audio data. In model-based rendering, the recording technique is
modeled as virtual sound sources within the scene. This higherlevel representation is unlike many current systems whose audio
objects’ properties are closer to the technical aspects of the system.

These interviews revealed some previously unidentified issues
in 3D audio manipulation techniques within channel-based systems that cover the three stages of audio production. Analyzing their relationships from an object-based point of view shows
how the Recording/Rendering stage dictates the spatial capabilities of an audio object, that are in turn controlled through the Mixing stage. The Monitoring stage provides information about the
speaker locations that influences the spatial capabilities of audio
objects when the speaker configuration changes. Figure 2 summarizes how audio objects are related to each stage, as well as
their relationships. Additionally, the variety of techniques in the
Recording/Rendering stage leads to question what audio objects
are, making it difficult to assess which control methods are appropriate. In the next section, we address this issue of clearly defining audio objects by conducting a morphological analysis of current production tools for 3D audio in the Recording/Rendering and
Mixing stages from an object-based point of view.

4.

AudioObjects

Data/Model-Based
Rendering Type

4.1.1 Data-Based
One method to capture an acoustic space is to place microphones in
the same configuration as the speaker playback configuration, resulting in a one-to-one mapping between microphones and speakers that we call Direct Rendering. This method is commonly used
with microphone arrays to recreate the sound field that is traveling
based on Huygens’ Principle [1]. However, it is inflexible to other
speaker configurations and requires many microphones to achieve
high spatial resolution. A typical example is the Holophone H3-D
microphone, which captures a 2D space that is directly rendered
to a 5.1 Surround Sound speaker format [23]. Conversely, the
Spatially Encoded method uses the directivity and orientation of
multiple microphone capsules to encode a space within the audio data. Decoding audio data with different methods allows the
captured space to be rendered on any configuration. The Double
M/S microphone for instance is a spatially encoded technique that
can be decoded to Surround Sound or B-format for rendering on
any speaker configuration. This technique enables the control of
the characteristics of the microphone’s polar patterns, giving users
the ability to rotate the captured sound scene [25]. Another common spatially encoded technique is 1st order Ambisonic recording,
which captures a 3D sound scene that is decoded to B-format for
rendering on any speaker configuration [11]. The Ambisonic Studio plug-in allows manipulation of the spatial parameters of Ambisonic type recordings and renderings, such as orientation and directivity [7]. From a user’s point of view, these types of recordings
need to be treated collectively as one unit, to ensure spatial accuracy of the captured scene. Any type of manipulation must be done
with knowledge of how it will affect the scene during playback.

A MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
OF AUDIO OBJECTS

As we already pointed out, spatial audio recordings highly depend
on the recording techniques that were used and will thus be perceived differently by the listener. Sound engineers must be aware
of that fact when they spatially mix these recordings in order to
have a consistent perception of their spatial properties over different rendering systems. Audio objects could help to bridge this gap
between recording and rendering methods by providing a higherlevel and consistent abstraction, which the engineer would manipulate independently of the technologies that are used upstream
and downstream (see Figure 2). It would require however a better definition of these audio objects and of their possible control
methods due to the variety of current techniques. To this end,
we conducted a morphological analysis of the different tools in
the Recording/Rendering stage and how they are controlled in the
Mixing stage. By analyzing the functionalities of these tools, our
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4.1.2

Model-Based

Model-Based rendering methods include VBAP, WFS, and Ambisonic Panning [1, 11, 10]. Typical recordings with these techniques are mono, as in in the Dolby Atmos Authoring system [9].
Iosono’s Spatial Audio WorkStation 2 plug-in takes a different approach with two basic types of audio objects: Channel Objects
and Event Objects. Channel Objects are “sources of audio that
may contain one or more sounds mixed together [...] coming from
one location that may be moved around”, and Event Objects “ are
singular sounds [...] with specific start and end times in certain
location” [13]. From an objective point of view, the audio object
in these tools is a mono audio signal and spatial manipulations
are only 3D panning capabilities. This is limiting when considering the palette of possible spatial properties. An exception is the
IRCAM Spatialisateur [15], which considers audio objects as localized sound sources as well, but defines their spatial parameters
from their interaction within a room, thus allowing more spatial
manipulations such as orientation. However, Model-Based rendered audio does not have to be restricted to just mono recordings.
Linear or geometrical microphone arrays could be rendered this
way, each microphone being a point in a line or shape, creating
the same contexts that Jang et al. referred to [14]. While these
audio objects are more flexible in terms of the type of rendering to
use, the spatial capabilities of most tools are still restricted to 3D
positioning only.

4.1.3

Figure 3: An example of an analysis comparing different types
of audio objects using SpADS-A.
points. Increasing the number of point sources creates microphone
arrays, adding more capabilities in the spatial manipulations. It
seems that only model-based audio objects provide this ability,
but some encoded data-based renderers can provide the same spatial capabilities. For instance, the M/S recording technique is a
two-channel microphone technique that is decoded into stereo, allowing it to have the same parameters as the Stereo A/B method.
However, the need to decode the M/S technique categorizes it as
a data-based object rather than a model-based object [25]. Double M/S is an improvement over the M/S technique that captures
audio with 2D spatial qualities [25], and can only be translated in
one dimension, oriented, and area manipulated. This increase of
dimensionality provides different spatial capabilities from the perspective of the listener, which is situated at the center of the recreated area. Ambisonic recordings capture a 3D space and locate the
listener similarly but can only be oriented and not translated.

Spatial Parameters

Overall, model and data-based software only support subsets of
all the possible spatial parameters, which we define as Translation, Orientation, and Area/Volume. Translation (1D, 2D, and 3D)
refers to how many dimensions an audio object can move in. The
Orientation parameters (Pitch, Yaw, and Roll) refer to the direction of orientation of sound sources or sound scenes, depending
on the type of the object. Area/Volume parameters describe the
shapes an audio object can have, with Width, Height, and Depth.
These parameters are however perceived and thus manipulated differently by sound engineers, depending on whether they use a databased or model-based approach in the Monitoring stage. Common
data-based audio objects immerse listeners in the center of a sound
scene, whereas typical model-based audio objects are localized as
spatial sound sources [16]. This difference in perception creates
different contexts for manipulating the spatial parameters, which
are thus dependent on the type of audio object.

Overall, SpADS-A shows how audio objects can be rendered
and manipulated, highlighting similarities and differences among
them. Now, we can use these spatial parameters to explore how different input devices can be used to manipulate these objects during
the Mixing stage.

4.2.2 SpADS-C (Controllers)

4.2 Spatial Audio Design Spaces (SpADS)

Our study of controllers for audio objects is inspired by the use
of traditional mixing consoles in the three stages of production.
In this context, the audio data used in the Recording/Rendering
stage is a mono signal, and the typical Monitoring speaker configuration is stereo. The resulting audio object is rendered with
left/right equal power panning that positions it on the line between
the speakers. A simple one-dimensional potentiometer is normally
used as positioning input device, and its physical position gives
visual feedback of the audio object’s location. Additionally, multiple potentiometers can be controlled at once with two hands. Our
SpADS-C design space extends this analysis to 3D speaker configurations and classifies input devices according to their capabilities
for controlling the spatial parameters of audio objects (see Figure 4). The Input and Visual Feedback dimensions respectively
describe how the user controls the device and the produced visual
feedback. Input can be Single or Multiple, whether the user can
control one or several controllers at once, and have defined degrees
of freedom (i.e. how many parameters each input can control).
The Visual Feedback3 can be provided by the Physical position of
the controller or a Virtual representation within the software GUI,
which can have several dimensions (e.g. 2D vs 3D graphics).

From this analysis of the nature of audio objects and their spatial parameters in the Recording/Rendering and Mixing stages, we
define the dimensions of two design spaces for SpADS: Design
Space of Audio Objects (SpADS-A) and Design Space of Control
Methods (SpADS-C).

4.2.1

SpADS-A (Audio Objects)

SpADS-A defines and classifies audio objects as audio data along
two dimensions: their Rendering method and their Spatial Parameters. Various audio objects are then made of different combinations of audio data and rendering methods. As presented in Figure 3, SpADS-A helps gain a better understanding of how audio
objects of similar or different natures compare to each other.
SpADS-A allows quick identification of how recording techniques can be rendered, and the corresponding 3D mixing capabilities with spatial parameters. For example, a mono audio signal is
only used in Model-Based renderers, which can be translated up to
three dimensions and oriented in three directions. The Stereo A/B
recording is considered to be two point sources that are linked,
and differs slightly from mono recording. Stereo recording is a
two point source that can be translated together, oriented from an
anchor point, and increased/decreased in width between the two

3
While promising for 3D audio object manipulation, we do not consider
advanced feedback technology such as force-feedback since visual feedback is still the norm in professional audio production.
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Figure 4: An example of SpADS-C with some input devices for
controlling spatial parameters with different visual feedback.

Figure 5: SpADS-A analysis of possible audio objects that can
be used in the Dolby Atmos with the Neve DFC console.

As presented in Figure 4, SpADS-C helps to compare how some
input devices can be used to control spatial parameters. For example, a Haptic Device with 6 degrees of freedom can provide
integral control of multiple parameters, but can only control one
audio object at a time. However, a multi-touch tablet can provide
multiple inputs, but has only two degrees of freedom for each input. Also, virtual feedback can be coupled with different kinds of
controllers, but only some of them provide physical feedback: In
a typical mixing console for instance, faders and knobs provide
physical visualizations augmented with level meters that can be
considered as virtual feedback. For input devices without physical
feedback, such as a tablet, virtual visualization is often mandatory.
SpADS-C can categorize and compare different types of controllers but does not help to assess which are better suited for the
manipulation of specific audio objects and parameters. Such assessment will require further investigation and evaluation. However, this high-level design space of controllers already provides
valuable insights into the matching between the spatial capabilities of audio objects and the functionalities of current systems.

5.

Figure 6: SpADS-C analysis for Dolby Atmos with the Neve
DFC console which highlights missing controls for audio objects parameters.

DISCUSSION
be controlled with the mouse or the two joysticks on the console,
providing the user with both physical and virtual feedback [8].

The SpADS framework is a tool to explore the spatial capabilities
of audio objects and to compare and match controllers to their spatial parameters. As an example, we used SpADS to analyze the
Neve DFC console for the authoring of Dolby Atmos content [8].
We considered only the use of mono and surround sound recording
techniques and subsequent rendered audio objects that we placed
in SpADS-A and SpADS-C (see Figures 5 & 6).

The SpADS-A analysis highlights that some spatial properties
cannot be controlled with this production system (boxed out in
red in Figure 5). Once transposed to SpADS-C (boxed out in red
in Figure 6), it gives the opportunity to explore and increase the
functionality of the system in terms of spatial mixing capabilities.
For instance, a mouse with simple GUI controls could increase the
missing spatial capabilities, or a tablet could be used to control the
Area/Volume parameters for the Surround Sound object. These
examples illustrate how SpADS can help to describe existing systems for spatial mixing from an audio object based point of view,
and potentially improve them. Beyond its descriptive and generative powers, we believe that SpADS can be extended to support
the evaluation and comparison of control methods and input devices for the manipulation of audio objects [24, 4].

We analyzed three examples of recording and rendering techniques that can create Surround Sound objects: Double M/S, Holophone, and mono audio recordings. We assumed that the mono
audio recordings are rendered with VBAP, but another rendering
technique may be used. For the Holophone recording, the audio is
mapped out directly to the Surround Sound object through channel
configuration, but the Dolby Surround Sound [9] or Schoeps’ Double M/S plugin tools [25] could be used as well. Both plug-ins can
be controlled with a mouse, but the Dolby Surround Sound plugin can position mono audio objects with the joystick in the Neve
DFC Console (see Figure 6). Feedback is always virtual within
the plug-in, but the joystick also provides an additional virtual 2D
grid. It also gives physical visual feedback, but only during interaction, and it has to be re-aligned when changing between controlled audio objects [8]. Finally, the Dolby Atmos plug-in must
be used to manipulate 3D localized mono audio objects. They can

At a higher level, SpADS addresses the issue pointed out by
E2 in our preliminary study: there was “no relationship of audio
objects with output file-formats”. SpADS’ object-based approach
clearly defines the necessary relationship between the recording
and rendering techniques that define audio objects in a user-centered
approach. Using this relationship, designers can explore control
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methods for the spatial parameters of an audio object or a combination of audio objects, and design new authoring systems that can
render and mix a variety of audio objects together for 3D audio.
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CONCLUSION

The development of multi-channel mixing has provided sound engineers with the ability to spatially manipulate audio in 3D, but
from our interviews of content creators, we highlighted several issues of current object-based production systems. The vague definition of audio objects, the lack of well-suited controllers, and the
need to listen to multiple mixes led us to define the three stages
of 3D audio production to focus on: Recording/Rendering, Mixing, and Monitoring. Our morphological analysis of audio objects
allowed us to better define them as well as their spatial capabilities at a higher-level. The resulting Spatial Audio Design Spaces
(SpADS) conceptual framework introduces two design spaces for
analyzing the spatial parameters of audio objects (SpADS-A) and
the spatial parameters that an input device can control (SpADS-C).
This initial proposal of SpADS focuses on the Recording / Rendering and Mixing stages in audio production, and does not yet
include Monitoring. Extending SpADS to account for the Monitoring stage would enable the analysis of complete audio production systems. We also plan to conduct experiments to better
analyze the possible matchings between the spatial properties of
audio objects and several types of controllers/input devices. This
will complement the descriptive power of SpADS with comparative and generative capabilities [2], and ultimately make it possible
to explore and evaluate new audio production software focused on
the flexibility of fully object-based Recording/Rendering, Mixing,
and Monitoring.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the findings of two exploratory studies. In these
studies participants performed a series of image-sound association
and detection tasks. The aim of the studies was to investigate the
perceived similarity and the effectiveness of two multidimensional
mappings, each consisting of three audio-visual associations. The
purpose of the mappings is to enable visual control of corpus-based
concatenative synthesis. The stimuli in the first study was designed to
test the perceived similarity of six audio-visual associations, between
the two mappings using three corpora resulting in 18 audio-visual
stimuli. The corpora differ in terms of two sound characteristics:
harmonic content and continuity. Data analysis revealed no
significant differences in the participants' responses between the three
corpora, or between the two mappings. However significant
differences were revealed between the individual audio-visual
association pairs. The second study investigates the effects of the
mapping and the corpus in the ability of the participants to detect
which image out of three similar images was used to synthesise the
audio stimuli. Data analysis revealed significant differences in the
ability of the participants to detect the correct image depending on
which corpus was used. Less significant was the effect of the
mapping in the success rate of the participants' responses.

Keywords
Concatenative Synthesis, Audio-visual Correspondence, Multimodal
interaction, Embodied interaction

1. INTRODUCTION
Concatenative synthesis methods allow to synthesise sound
from pre-recorded audio that have been spliced into small
segments known as audio-units. Concatenative synthesis works
by recalling audio-units from a database using either distance or
similarity measures to find the best match between a stream of
n-dimensional feature vectors used as target and the feature
vectors of pre-analysed audio-units found in the database.
Sound synthesis is accomplished by combining the audio-units
that are retrieved from the database creating a new sound
sequence. The input data stream could derive from any source
including control devices, multimedia feature extraction
algorithms and sensor data. When audio feature vectors are
used as the target for querying the database, the question of
how to associate the feature dimensions between the target and
the audio-units of the corpus is easy to answer, as the same
features dimensions are available in both the target and the
database side. However when visual, gestural and/or haptic data
are used to query the database, it is harder to decide how the
feature dimensions involved in the query should be associated.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
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Recent research suggests that there are underlying
embodied principles based on which cross-modal associations
could be made [8], [12], [13], [17], [26]. Although we are still
at the early stages of exploration of multimodal perception and
cognition, we have adequate evidence to support that crossmodal binding and interactions between the different sensory
modalities occur. Moreover we know that humans use common
linguistic labels to express in semantic terms perceived
properties of stimuli that are received by the different sensory
organs [5], [6], [16], [20]. Cross-modal binding and conceptual
blending are undoubtedly central and prevalent in perceiving,
disambiguating, interpreting and interacting with the physical
environment [12], [11], [5]. Research findings have shown that
for a successful multimodal binding to occur, the causal
relationship between two modal objects and their attributes
must be plausible in terms of : (i) prior experience of similar
events and phenomena, (ii) in terms of time (i.e. synchrony),
and (iii) in terms of space (i.e. collocation) [13], [14], [21],
[26]. Furthermore it has been argued that when spatial and
temporal alignment and a plausible causal relationship exist
between an auditory and a visual object, then the two
phenomena collapse into a single percept (e.g. audio-visual
speech perception) [13], [14]. Plausible common cause is a
concept that deserves more consideration, as in our view it is of
great importance in the context of designing multimodal
interfaces, and information displays. Plausible common cause
implies that the phenomenon of binding can occur as long as
the association between two modal phenomena appears realistic
according to prior knowledge. Conversely, by enacting this
knowledge and applying it to digital multimodal mappings, it
should be possible to create intuitive associations, associations
that give the impression of collapse of numerosity between
modal objects and their attributes.
Research findings show that multimodal associations can
occur automatically when we are exposed to sensory stimuli,
[1], [6], [8]. Even when the cause or the source of the stimuli
cannot be attributed to any previously experienced cause or
source ( i.e. an action, an event and/or an object), similar causal
relationships experienced in the past are re-appropriated,
causing involuntarily associations to potential sources and/or
motor actions that could have caused the stimuli, [1], [17].
These re-appropriation of past experience is a form of
conceptual blending that enable us to interpret and understand
phenomena we have not perceived in the past in terms of
phenomena that have been previously experienced. Therefore
conceptual blending is central to the way humans think and
interact and enables the expression of abstract thought [5], [16].
However the underlying principles that mediate cross-modal
binding and congruency effects beyond spatio-temporal
integration are poorly understood. The aim of this research is to
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Table 1. Achromatic mapping

integrate and elaborate on current empirical evidence and
cognitive theories related to auditory and visual binding as well
as non-linguistic metaphoric congruency and utilise this
knowledge to inform digital constructed audio-visual
associations for creative sound and music practice.

Visual Features

Audio Feature

Size/Thickness

Loudness

2. RELATED WORK

Vertical position

Pitch

Texture granularity

Dissonance

Horizontal length

Duration

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the study of
cross-modal association in the context of sound and music
technology and practice [4], [9], [10], [11], [18], [23], [24],
[25]. These research efforts demonstrate the importance of
enacting prior embodied knowledge and deploying this
knowledge to represent, organise, and interact with sensory
representations and their parameters intuitively, and with
minimal training and learning. Previous studies that
investigated the perceived correlation between auditory and
visual features have shown that there is consistency in the
feature correlates which subjects perceive as a good match [3],
[7], [15], [19]. This consistency is rather encouraging as it
suggests that gathering more empirical evidence could help in
the formation of a framework for the association between visual
and aural structures. The present study was designed to
investigate the perceived similarity of two multidimensional
audiovisual mappings. The audio-visual associations in the
mappings were based on features associations that were highly
rated according to previous research. The present study extends
previous research by testing the perceived similarity of audiovisual associations in a multidimensional context and the
effects of the audio corpus in the similarity and detection
judgments obtained by subjects.

Table 2. Chromatic mapping
Visual Features

Audio Feature

Opacity & Size

Loudness

Color hue

Spectral centroid

Color variance

Dissonance

Horizontal length

Duration

Table 3. Mapping the distances between audio-visual feature
vectors and synthesis parameters

3. THE SYSTEM & THE MAPPINGS
This section presents the system and the mappings used to
create the audio stimuli which were used in the present studies.
In the context of this research, the inquiry about audio-visual
associations and how it could be approached in objective terms
began while designing Morpheme. Morpheme is a
multidimensional audio-visual interface that enables interaction
with a corpus-based concatenative synthesis [22]. Morpheme
extracts visual features from a sketch developed by a
practitioner and associates these to audio features for the
retrieval of audio -units, and the control of the synthesis
parameters. This research project considers that it is of
paramount importance to achieve an intuitive mapping in order
to enable interaction with concatenative synthesis for creative
purposes (e.g. sound design, electroacoustic composition). The
aim of the interface is to enable synthesis of sound and the
expression of compositional intention by providing
perceptually meaningful visual description of sound properties.
Two mappings have been developed for associating
auditory and visual features. The distinction between the two
mappings is that one is achromatic while the other is chromatic.
The first mapping is considered achromatic in the sense that the
visual features extracted from the sketch are estimated based on
volumetric and spatial attributes of the sketch (see table 1). The
second mapping could be considered as chromatic due to the
fact that all of the visual features extracted from the sketch are
estimated based on color attributes (see table 2). For more
detailed information about the visual features extraction please
follow the link that is provided in the Appendices section 9.
In the current implementation of Morpheme we can distinguish
two mapping layers. The first layer consists of a mapping between
visual and auditory features for the retrieval of audio units, shown in
table 1 and 2. The second layer consists of associations for mapping
the distances between target and selected feature vectors to the
synthesis parameters. Table 3 shows how the distances between
visual and their respective audio features shown in tables 1 and 2

Audio Feature

Synthesis parameters

Loudness

Amplitude

Spectral centroid, Pitch

Transposition

Dissonance

Transposition and audio-unit
selection standard deviation

are associated with the synthesis parameters. For example, if
the feature of size in the visual domain is mapped to loudness,
and the target requests a very loud sound but only quiet sounds
are stored in the database, then a quiet sound will be retrieved.
In this case the distances between the target values of loudness
(defined by the visual feature of the size) and the values of
loudness of the retrieved audio-units are mapped to control the
amplitude parameter of the sound synthesis. The aim is to
match the requested feature values as closely as possible.

4. STUDY 1
4.1 Research Questions & Hypothesis
Three primary research questions were investigated. First, will
participant responses reveal a consistent preference to any of
the two mappings (i.e. chromatic, achromatic)? Based on the
findings of previous research, which reveal that pitch to vertical
position is one of the strongest audio-visual correlates, we
predicted that the achromatic mapping will be preferred.
Second, are some audio-visual features associations
consistently perceived as a better match? If so which audiovisual associations are the best correlates? Based on previous
research, we predicted that some associations will be preferred
over others. Third, does the source audio that the corpus
consists of have a significant effect on the perceived similarity
of the mapping and/or the audio-visual feature associations
involved in each mapping? We predicted that the typology of
the corpus will have a significant effect on subjects' judgements
and similarity ratings because the source audio in the corpus
can affect the saliency of the audio-visual feature associations.
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4.4.2 Second Corpus

4.2 Procedures

The second corpus consists of audio units that have resulted
from the segmentation of a 60 seconds audio recording of wind.
The source audio in this corpus has relatively high spectral
flatness and low periodicity. Similar to the first audio corpus
the second corpus consists of audio material that is continuous
and sustained. However unlike the violin recording used in the
first corpus the wind sound is less periodic and it has a flatter
spectrum. For instance, string sound is closer to sine tone, while
wind sound is closer to white noise.

Subject responses were collected independently. In each
session a single participant completed the following tasks.
Participants were given a brief description of the task followed
by a short demonstration of the apparatus used for viewing the
stimuli and for capturing and storing their responses. Before
beginning the main experiment, each participant did a warm-up
trial consisting of four audio-visual examples to confirm their
understanding of the task, become familiar with the apparatus
and the response procedures. After the training session which
lasted no more than a few minutes, participants were asked to
watch and listen to a series of brief simultaneous auditory and
visual stimuli. After each individual audio-visual stimulus was
presented, subjects expressed if they felt that the auditory and
visual stimuli they experienced were similar or not. Subjects'
responses were expressed by selecting between two on-screen
button (i.e. labeled Not Similar – Similar) using a computer
mouse. After the first binary response, subjects also rated the
degree of similarity between the auditory and visual stimuli.
Subjects could indicate their responses by controlling an onscreen slider (i.e. numeric scale from 0 to 100). In total
participants were exposed to 18 audio-visual stimuli. Subjects
could playback the stimuli as many times as they wished. The
task takes approximately ten minutes to complete. The order in
which the stimuli were presented to each participant was
randomized to avoid effects on their responses due to biases.

4.4.3 Third Corpus
The third corpus consist of audio units that have resulted from
the segmentation of 93 audio recordings of impact sound events
such as smashing materials, shattering glass etc. The corpus has
been prepared using source audio that have low spectral
flatness, low periodicity and the sounds tend to be abrupt,
discontinuous and dissonant.

4.5 Visual Stimuli
Six visual stimuli were designed for this experiment. The main
criterion applied to design visual stimuli was that this study
aimed at testing a single audio-visual feature association per
audio-visual stimulus. For instance, in order to test the
relationship between size and loudness, the visual stimuli must
entail variations only in terms of size, while ensuring that all
the other visual feature values remain unchanged, see figure 1
below. However complete isolation of feature dimension was
not always possible. For example in the right visual stimulus
shown in figure 1, although we intend to manipulate only the
granularity of the texture, small amount of difference in size
will be detected by the respective visual extraction algorithm.
The visual stimuli were designed using a third party graphics
software.

4.3 Subject
Fifteen non-musician subjects took part in the study. Eight male and
seven female. Participants' age ranged from 24 to 56 years old. None
of the participants reported having any known auditory and/or visual
impairments which could affect the validity of their responses.

4.4 Audio Stimuli
Three audio corpora were prepared for the study. Segmentation
of the audio-units which each corpus consists of was set to 240
milliseconds. The decision to segment the sounds used in the
corpus to audio-units of 240 milliseconds duration was
primarily driven by the need to ensure that audio -units will
overlap to create a continuous sequence even when the audiounits are transposed to a much higher pitch; which results in a
reduction of the duration of the audio-units. For synthesis of the
audio stimuli, audio-units are requested from the database every
40 milliseconds. The width of the canvas from where the target
features are extracted is 100 pixels, this results in audio stimuli
with a duration of 4 seconds.
Each audio corpus was designed using sound recordings that
vary in terms of two characteristics: harmonic content and
continuity. For instance, the first corpus consists of audio-units
that are very harmonic and continuous. The second corpus
consists of audio-units that are moderately harmonic and
continuous. While the third corpus consists of audio-units that
are relatively dissonant, discontinuous and erratic such as
impact/percussive sounds. All stimuli cited in this paper are
available via the URL which can be found in the appendix,
please see section 9. Below follows a more detailed description
of the source sounds in each corpus that were used to generate
the audio stimuli for this experiment.

Figure 1. The three visual stimuli used in the first study for
testing the achromatic mapping.

4.6 Results
This section presents the results obtained from the first experiment.
Figure 2 and 3 display the results obtained for all the audio-visual
stimuli tested. More specifically figure 2 shows the statistics from the
subjects' binary responses (i.e. not similar / similar) for each audiovisual stimuli. While figure 3 shows the statistics from the subjects'
similarity ratings (i.e. 0 - 100) for each audio-visual stimuli. The
Audio-Visual Stimuli Indexes shown along the x axis in the figures 2
and 3 are explained in table 4. Also note that the audio-visual indexes
in table 4 are organized in groups of three as each audio-visual
association was tested using the three corpora (i.e. Impacts, Strings
and Wind). For instance indexes 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the first
audiovisual association size-loudness, indexes 4, 5 and 6 correspond
to the relationship between vertical position– pitch.
In contrary to our hypothesis, the effect of the corpus on the
perceived similarity of the audio-visual association was not strong,
nor do subjects' responses vary significant as a result of the mapping.
The two factor analysis of variance revealed no significant
differences due to the corpus (F (2, 264) = 1.92; p = .1486); or the
mapping (F (1, 264) =.62; p = .4328), and no significant interactions
were revealed between the variables mapping and corpus (F (2, 264) =
1.44; p = .2387). However highly significant differences were
revealed between the different audio-visual associations (F(5, 252) =
10.87; p < .0001), while no significant interactions between either the

4.4.1 First Corpus
The first corpus consists of audio units that have resulted from
the segmentation of a 14 seconds audio recording of a bowed
violin. The violin audio recording used in this corpus is very
harmonic, periodic, with relatively low spectral flatness. Other
characteristics of the source audio in this corpus include that
the sound is continuous, invariant and sustained.
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A/V associations and the corpora (F (10, 252) = 1.67; p < .0873), or
between A/V associations and the mapping (F(2, 252) = 2.03; p = .
0306). Figure 3 shows the results obtained from the second question
where subjects rated the degree of perceived similarity between the
audio-visual pairs. Similar to the results of the binary responses, data
analysis of the ratings revealed no significant differences as a result
of either the corpus (F(2, 252) = 2.16; p= .1177), or the two mappings
(F(1, 252) = 1.17; p = .2794), while no significant interactions were
revealed between the variables mapping and corpus (F (2, 252) = .65; p
= .5218). Significant differences were revealed between the
individual A/V feature associations (F(5, 252) = 9.64; p < .0001), while
no significant effect was observed due to the corpus (F(2, 252) = 2.55; p
= .0805), nor strong interaction between the A/V associations and the
corpus (F(10, 252) = 1.43; p = .1686).

5. STUDY 2
5.1 Research Questions & Hypothesis
Two primary research questions were investigated. First, does
the mapping affect subjects' ability to detect the correct image
used to generate each audio stimulus? We predicted that the
mapping will have an effect on subjects' success rate, because
of asymmetries in the efficacy of the individual audio-visual
associations involved in each mapping. Second, does the source
audio in the sound corpus has a significant effect on subjects'
ability to detect the correct image used to generate each audio
stimulus? We predicted that the typology of the audio-units that
the corpus consist of will have a significant effect on subjects'
success rate, because the sound properties of the source audio
can affect the salience of the individual audio-visual
associations. Reduction in the salience of the association was
expected to increase the level of difficulty of the task and as a
result the likelihood of failing to respond correctly is higher.

5.2 Procedures
Subject responses were collected independently. This
experiment was performed almost immediately after the first
experiment which was described in section 4. The two
experiments were very different, therefore there was no need to
randomise the order between the two experiments. Conversely,
due to the fact that the second task was difficult, the sequence
of the two experiments was appropriate. In each session a
single participant completed the following tasks. Participants
were given a brief description of the task followed by a short
demonstration of the apparatus used for viewing the stimuli,
and for capturing and storing their responses. Before beginning
the main experiment, each participant did a warm-up trial
consisting of three audio-visual examples to confirm their
understanding of the task, become familiar with the apparatus
and the response procedures. After the training session which
lasted no more than a few minutes, subjects were asked to
watch and listen to a series of auditory and visual stimuli. In
this study participants were presented with three images per
audio stimulus. Subjects were told during the training session
that only one of the three images displayed on the screen was
used to generate the sounds they would hear. By clicking an onscreen button using a computer mouse, subjects could playback
the audio files. After listening to each audio stimulus,
participants could use an on-screen radial button to indicate the
image they thought was used to generate the sound. Subjects
could playback the stimuli as many times as they wished. The
task takes approximately five minutes to complete. The order
that the stimuli was presented to each participants was
randomized to avoid effects on their responses due to biases.

Table 4. shows which Audio-Stimuli Index number corresponds
to which feature association. Moreover it provides information
about the corpora tested.

Index
1, 2, 3
4, 5, 6
7, 8, 9

Achromatic Mapping
Audio
Visual
Audio Corpus
feature
Feature
Loudness
Size
Impacts, String, Wind
Vertical
Pitch
Impacts, String, Wind
position
Texture
Dissonance
Impacts, String, Wind
granularity
Chromatic Mapping

Index

Audio
feature

10, 11, 12

Loudness

13, 14, 15

Spectral
centroid

Hue

Impacts, String, Wind

Dissonance

Color
variance

Impacts, String, Wind

16, 17, 18

Visual
Feature
Size &
Opacity

Audio Corpus
Impacts, String, Wind

5.3 Audio Stimuli
Six audio stimuli were synthesised for this study. Three audio stimuli
were tested for each mapping, i.e. three sounds per mapping,
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Table 5. shows which corpora was tested for each audio stimulus
across the two mappings. The column labeled correct answer
indicates which out of the three images was the image used to
generate each audio stimulus.

resulting in a total of six audio stimuli. Each sound was synthesized
using one of the three corpus which were described in detail in the
section 4.4 above. The resulting sounds used as stimuli have a
duration of 8 seconds.

5.4 Visual Stimuli

Achromatic Mapping
Audio
Correct
Index
Corpus
answer
1
String
2

Six visual stimuli were designed for this experiment. Unlike the first
study where the aim was to test one feature association at a time (i.e.
isolate features dimensions), here the aim is to test all the associations
used in the mapping and to manipulate multiple features values
simultaneously. Therefore these were the primary criteria used to
guide the design of the visual stimuli. As mentioned earlier in this
study, participants had to select one out of three images. The three
images presented for each audio stimuli have been designed to be
similar and vary only in some respects, see figure 5. This decision
aimed at increasing the level of difficulty, in order to challenge the
participants and put the mappings' efficacy to the test.

Chromatic Mapping
Audio
Correct
Index
Corpus
answer
4
String
2

2

Wind

1

5

Wind

1

3

Impacts

3

6

Impacts

3

6. CONCLUSIONS
The present paper proposes two methods for testing the
perceived similarity and the effectiveness of six audio-visual
feature associations in two mappings (i.e. 2x3). The primary
purpose of the two mappings tested in the present experiments
is to enable visual interaction with corpus based concatenative
synthesis for creative applications. Experimental results from
the first study revealed differences in the degree of similarity
reported by the subjects between the individual audio-visual
feature associations that were tested. However subjects'
responses did not vary significantly as a result of either the
mapping or the typological characteristics of the source audio
that the corpus consists of. The present study confirms the
results revealed by previous studies [7], [15], [19] which found
strong relationships between the audio-visual feature
associations of size – loudness, pitch – vertical position, and
weaker relationships between color – pitch, texture granularity
– sound dissonance and color complexity- sound dissonance.
The lowest rated audio-visual association was the texture
granularity – dissonance and color variance- sound dissonance.
These feature associations were rated very low particularly
when the wind corpus was used. A first interpretation of the
low ratings for these relationships when using the wind corpus,
is that the wind sound does not have a single fundamental
frequency and even harmonics therefore has little capacity to
exhibit dissonance.
The relationship between vertical position - pitch is the
most highly rated, while the relationship between color –
spectral centroid is weaker. It is worth noting that the
relationship between color – spectral centroid is more difficult
to define than the more metaphoric relationship of the vertical
position – pitch. This is because in the case of color – spectral
centroid, it is hard to determine which color scale is the most
appropriate and why. For example, Lipscomb et al. tested three
different magnitudes of change: small ranging from: dark blue–
blue- light blue, moderate: blue – indigo – violet, and large: red
– green – violet. They reported no significant effect of the
magnitude of change on subjects' responses. In this study, we
used a scale with large magnitude of change (i.e. blue- green –
yelow) which was different from the color scales that Lipscomb
et. al. had tested. However there was no significant difference
between the results reported by their study and the results
revealed by the present study. Further research will be required
to investigate which color scale is the most appropriate for the
relationship between color and pitch.
Experimental results from the second study revealed that
participants' success rate in detecting the correct image did not
vary significantly as a result of the mapping. However data
analysis revealed that the typology of the sounds which an
audio corpus consists of has significant effect in the subjects'
ability to detect the correct image used to synthesise the audio
stimuli. Contrary to the results from the first study, in the

Figure 5. The three visual stimuli used in the second study
for testing the achromatic mapping.

5.6 Results
The data analysis (i.e. 2-way anova) revealed statistically significant
differences in the ability of the participants to detect the correct image
depending on which corpus was used (F(2, 84) = 11.45; p < . 0001);
Figure 6 shows the effect of the typology of the audio corpus on
participants' detection success. Less significant was the effect of the
mapping in the success rate of the participants' responses (F (1, 84) =
3.8; p =.0547), and no significant interactions were revealed between
the variables mapping and corpus (F (2, 84) = 3.97; p = .0224). Figure 7
shows the distribution of the responses obtained by the subjects for
each audio stimulus. The Audio-Visual Stimuli Indexes shown in the
figures 7 are explained in table 5. Table 5. shows which Audio
Stimuli index from figure 7 corresponds to which audio corpus, and
it indicates which the correct answer was for each audio stimuli.
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context of the second study the typology of the source audio
which the audio corpus consists of appears to be important. A
first interpretation of the effect of the typology of the audio
corpus in the ability of the subjects to detect the correct image
is that when the sound corpus is not harmonic and continuous,
the resulting sounds can be noisy and lack clarity. This could
affect the effectiveness of the mapping by causing a reduction
in the salience of the audio-visual associations. This in turn
weakens the ability of the participants to pay attention to the
causal relationship between the image and the sound. However
further research will be necessary to support this claim.
Another interpretation of the conflicting results between
the two studies regarding the influence of the typology of the
audio corpus, is that in the first study the task was easier and
less demanding from a cognitive point of view. In the second
task, multiple audiovisual parameters were manipulated
simultaneously and the images were very similar and due to
these factors the decision which subjects were asked to make
was by far more complex in comparison to the first task. In the
second study there is a greater demand to detect subtle
differences, forcing the participant to actively seek for cues to
determine which image is the correct one. As a result, the
clarity of the sounds which the corpus consists of became an
important factor. So it could be argued that in the context of
corpus-based synthesis, the salience and efficacy of the crossmodal associations involved in a multidimensional mapping are
to a degree dependent on the typological features of the source
audio which the corpus consists of.
The next step in this research will be to use the findings
from the present experiments to inform the current mappings
and conduct another series of experiments with a larger sample
size. Alternative combinations for the audio – visual feature
associations that were not highly rated will be tested. More
studies will be conducted to evaluate the distance mapping
between target and selected feature vectors to the synthesis
parameters. Future studies will examine whether there are
interactions between participants' similarity ratings and the
statistical correlation of the audio-visual feature vectors of each
A/V stimuli across the feature dimensions of the mappings.
Moreover, further elaboration of visual extraction algorithms in
conjunction with empirical testing will be necessary,
particularly for testing the estimation of visual attributes of
texture such as repetitiveness, granularity and coarseness.
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ABSTRACT

with one another, and are subject to friction. The notion of
pairing a unit generator with an object and routing signals
based on proximity is also used in the popular reacTable [1],
which uses physical objects and computer vision to interact
with the audio system. Visual programming languages Pure
Data [2] and Max/MSP [3] also feature a convenient means
of rerouting effects, however, avoiding clicks and pops due
to discontinuities in the audio signal is the responsibility of
the user. In a later section, we discuss the rerouting scheme
for CollideFx, which uses crossfades to automatically eliminate these undesirable effects.
The graphical interface is shown in Figure 1. Here we see
a complex signal graph, and the connections between are
visualized by colored, partially transparent orbs that originate at source unit generators and flow through the graph
until they reach an output unit generator and vanish. Like
the discs, the orbs move with physics. Due to a combination of repulsive and attractive forces, similar to electrons
around a nucleus, the orbs form a cloud surrounding their
parent disc. Each type of source creates orbs of a unique
color scheme, allowing the path for any particular source to
be traced through the graph.

CollideFx is a real-time audio effects processor that integrates the physics of real objects into the parameter space
of the signal chain. Much like a traditional signal chain, the
user can choose a series of effects and offer realtime control
to their various parameters. In this work, we introduce a
means of creating tree-like signal graphs that dynamically
change their routing in response to changes in the location of
the unit generators in a virtual space. Signals are rerouted
using a crossfading scheme that avoids the harsh clicks and
pops associated with amplitude discontinuities. The unit
generators are easily controllable using a click and drag
interface that responds using familiar physics. CollideFx
brings the interactivity of a video game together with the
purpose of creating interesting and complex audio effects.
With little difficulty, users can craft custom effects, or alternatively, can fling a unit generator into a cluster of several
others to obtain more surprising results, letting the physics
engine do the decision making.

Keywords
digital signal processing, effects generator, dynamic routing,
physics

1.

INTRODUCTION

From guitar stompboxes to the effects chains in digital audio workstations, it is taken for granted that we can cascade
audio effects together and provide realtime control to some
subset of the effect parameters. A notable example of each
includes the wah-wah pedal and MIDI envelopes, the latter
of which can be either drawn into the software or controlled
via an external MIDI interface. Scrambling the order of the
effects in the signal chain on the fly, however, is a much less
conventional feature in an effects processor. The combinations of nonlinear audio effects, such as chorusing, distortion, or realtime granulation can produce interesting and
unexpected results when given this type of freedom. Additionally, we do not restrict our signal chains to a single path,
we allow tree-like graphs to be constructed, branching the
signal through an arbitrary number of paths. To encourage
exploration of this dynamic environment, we assign each
unit generator to a virtual object, a disc. These discs are
placed within a square world and given properties of real
objects; they move and rotate with realistic physics, collide
Figure 1: A screenshot of CollideFx. The Input,
Square, and Looper modules are connected to network of effects. The connectivity of the signal flow
graph is shown in the upper right corner. The edges
in the graph are represented by a stream of continuously flowing orbs that originate at sources and
travel along the path of the signal.
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to MIDI events, namely the Sine, Square, Tri, and Sawtooth waves. All classic waveforms (with the exception of
the sine wave) are generated using the first 15 terms of
their Fourier series representations. This is done to avoid
the harsh sound caused by sharp discontinuities in amplitude of their first derivative that are present in the ideal
waveforms.
The effect unit generators featured are the BitCrusher,
Chorus, Delay, Distortion, Filter, Granulator, Looper,
Ring Modulator, Reverb, and Tremolo. The Looper unit
generator that is routed like an effect while in Off/Recording
mode, but acts like a source once it is in Playback mode.
All unit generators have a state, which can be saved and
recalled at a later point in time. The state objects contain
every piece of information necessary to uniquely describe a
unit generator at a given point in time. Depending on the
type of unit generator, this can involve storing anywhere
from a couple of variables to an entire buffer of audio data.
For example, the Delay module must store a whole buffer,
but the Ring Modulator must only recall the phase and frequency of the modulating signal. As mentioned in the previous section, we avoid sharp discontinuities by crossfading
between graphs as the routing changes. It is for this reason
that we must store and recall states; the crossfades require
a buffer of audio from two different graphs, the previous
and the current graph, for the same set of samples.

Figure 2: System Diagram

2.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

CollideFx is implemented entirely in C++ and utilizes the
OpenGL libraries for the graphical interface and user interaction. A basic block diagram is shown in Figure 2. This
interface allows users to click and drag to create, move, and
delete discs with very little effort. Discs first enter the world
when they are dragged from their corresponding menu icon
onto the world. At this point, discs containing source unit
generators create a cloud of orbs and begin interacting with
the other unit generators via the signal graph. The mouse
click information is relayed through the graphical interface
to the discs. A clicked disc calculates a spring force between
itself and the mouse location as it is moved. Collisions between discs and against the boundaries of the world are
also handled within the physics engine, which updates the
discs positions inside of the graphics thread. The menu,
which can be seen in the Appendix, is also used to change
audio parameters and delete discs. The main interaction
with the audio thread is through the discs and their unit
generators. It is important to note that a disc is always
paired with a unit generator. While it is usually clear to
use the terms “disc” and “unit generator” synonymously, we
will reserve the term “disc” for the discussion the physical or
graphic properties of the object, and “unit generator” when
discussing the audio properties of the object.
The RtAudio/RtMIDI [4] framework is at the heart of the
audio system. Using RtAudio/RtMIDI callback functions,
MIDI events and buffers of audio input are sent to the signal graph. All audio and MIDI data are then passed to the
audio or MIDI source unit generators, if any currently exist.
The signal graph uses the positions of the discs and their
respective unit generators to build a graph of connections.
This graph passes these buffers between the unit generators for every audio buffer and sends the result to RtAudio.
Furthermore, if the connections of the graph have changed
since the previous buffer, the graph performs a crossfade between the previous graph topology and the current one. To
prevent multiple graph crossfades from occurring at once,
only one graph change is allowed per audio buffer. An audio
buffer size of 512 samples therefore produces a short crossfade of the same length. On a regular interval, any orbs that
are currently floating around a disc are passed downstream
to another disc.

2.1.2 Signal Graph
The signal graph is constructed based on the locations of
the discs to one another. A minimal spanning tree connecting the discs is computed using a modified version of Prim’s
Algorithm [5], an algorithm for creating a fully connected
graph with minimal edge lengths. This provides an intuitive looking graph, (i.e., the discs closest to each other are
connected). It also prevents the formation of cycles, which
would cause the system to possibly become unstable. The
algorithm is modified in three ways. First, we prevent two
source discs from being connected to each other. Next, we
do not allow edges to be created if the distance between
two discs, λ, exceeds some maximum distance, Lmax . This
may result in a disjoint graph. Because Prim’s algorithm
doesn’t terminate until the graph is no longer disjoint, we
include a final modification to allow the algorithm to terminate if the only remaining possible connections are greater
in length than Lmax . An additional complication involving
the Looper unit generator is that it switches from an effect
to a source once it is in Record mode; this causes the graph
to be rerouted. The sound that the Looper recorded will
then be repeated as its output.
Any unit generator at the end of a branch is implicitly
declared to be a sink and therefore sends its output to
RtAudio, as seen in Figure 2. Once the edges of the graph
have been established we must establish their directionality, which is done iteratively. We start by ensuring that any
discs labeled as sources are on the “from” end of the edge.
The discs on the “to” end of these edges must naturally be
upstream from any connected non-source discs. We iteratively change the directionality of edges from the beginning
to the ends of the chain to make sure that paths are leading
away from the sources.
Once the graph is computed, each disc stores its current
input and output connections in a data structure. In order
to obtain the audio output for the entire graph, we poll the
unit generators of the discs that have been designated to be
sinks for their audio buffer. We recursively work our way
from the sinks back to the sources and then apply each effect
on the return journey through the tree. At each step, we
use each disc and its inputs (which can be sources or other

2.1 Audio Processing and Dynamic Routing
2.1.1

Unit Generators

CollideFx features a diverse variety of unit generators, subdivided into two categories: source and effects. The source
unit generators include the Input, taken from the microphone or line in, and several classic waveforms that respond
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Figure 3: The wet/dry mix is computed based on
the proximity between two discs. The distance λ1
cannot exceed Lmax or the connection will not be
made. The Square Wave unit generator is shown
with a thick outline because it is a source.

Figure 4: An example of an audio input and a
Square Wave being fed into a Chorus effect. Each
input has its own mix level. The wet buffers are
summed together and processed by effect c(~
x[n]).
The processed output is summed with the dry
buffers as described by Equation 3. If there is not
another node in the graph, the output is sent to
RtAudio.

effects) to determine the wet/dry mix using Equations 1
and 2. Two touching discs have a mix level of 100%. As
we increase the distance, λ, between two discs to Lmax , we
reduce the mix level to 0%, at which point orbs no longer
flow between the two discs. For each of the inputs to any
particular unit generator, we create two N -sample buffers,
a wet and a dry buffer. We use buffer lengths of N = 512.
The summation of only the wet buffers is processed by the
unit generator and then recombined with the summation
of the dry buffers. Equation 3 generalizes the calculation of
the output for some effect, f (~x[n]), for M inputs, ~
xi [n]. Additionally, to maintain the perceived volume of the system
when the graph has many branches,
we scale down input
√
contributions by a factor of 1/ k, where k is the fanout of
the previous unit generator in the path.

Gwet (λ) =

1−

X
M
i



Lmax

(1)

λ
Lmax

(2)

 X
M
Gwet (λi )~
xi [n] +
Gdry (λi )~xi [n]

(3)

Gdry (λ) =

~
y [n] = f

λ

Figure 5: When the moving Chorus disc causes the
signal graph to change, we crossfade buffers to prevent discontinuities. Buffers colors are associated
with the discs that provided their audio data. (1)
First, all unit generators store their current state
and a copy of their incoming buffer. The delay is not
driven by anything and only contributes an empty
buffer (not shown for simplicity). (2) Then, the
states are recalled and the buffers are recomputed
using the new signal graph. (3) Prior to applying
an effect, we crossfade between the old incoming
buffer and the new one. The diagonal line through
the buffer symbolizes a crossfade.

i

For example, consider the system in Figure 3. The Square
~
Wave unit generator produces a signal S[n],
which is passed
to a Chorus effect. The discs are a distance λ1 apart. We
use Equations 1 and 2 to decompose the buffer into wet and
~wet [n] and S
~dry [n] respectively. Only the
dry components, S
wet mix is processed by the Chorus, c(~
x[n]). The output of
~wet [n]) + S
~dry [n]; this is the simple
the Chorus is then c(S
result of using Equation 3 for a single input. We introduce
an Input in Figure 4 to detail how a single effect can have
multiple sources.
We then check to see if the connections of the graph have
changed since the last iteration. For the case where no
changes have occurred, we ask each sink disc to compute
its audio buffer and sum them together, as previously detailed. When a change has been made, however, a crossfade
is necessary and the graph must be processed twice. Before
doing this, we store the state of each unit generator. As
the graph is processed the first time, we store the incoming
audio buffer for each unit generator. These stored buffers
will be used in the second processing step. Following this
operation, we recall the states of all of the unit generators
and proceed to reprocess the graph using the new, changed
set of edges. This time, we perform a crossfade using the
stored audio buffer from the first pass and the new incoming audio buffer prior to applying an effect. Computing the
crossfade on the incoming buffer keeps the internal effect
buffers (in the case of the Looper, Granulator, etc.) free of
discontinuities.

This process is illustrated in Figure 5. As we see in
this example, the Chorus unit generator stores its incoming buffer (from the Square Wave, shown in red). On the
second pass, it receives a buffer from the Delay (shown in
blue). Prior to processing the its effect, it crossfades between the old and new buffers (shown as a red buffer that
tapers off into the blue buffer). The Delay was not driven by
anything initially, so upon receiving the new Square Wave
input, it simply fades in to the buffer from the Square Wave
(shown as an empty, white buffer fading to the red buffer).

2.2

Physics

The translational and rotation motion of the discs is computed using numerical integration and is updated 20 times
for every refresh of the graphics (which is nominally 50fps).
20 iterations per frame was determined experimentally as
a compromise between choppy looking movement and excessive amounts of computation. We consider all external forces and torques from the individual discs and orbs.
This includes the spring force due to mouse dragging, the
forces that keep the orbs hovering around the discs, air drag,
and the damping torque that opposes the angular velocity
of discs. The instantaneous acceleration is obtained using
Newton’s second law. We update the translational velocities and positions of each object according to the formulae
~v (t + ∆t) = ~v (t) + ~a(t)∆t and ~s(t + ∆t) = ~s(t) + ~v (t)∆t,
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4.

respectively. Likewise, we recalculate the angular compo~
~ +
~ + ∆t) = θ(t)
nents, ω
~ (t + ∆t) = ω
~ (t) + α(t)∆t
and θ(t
~
ω(t)∆t.
Whenever the discs come close to the wall, or close to
another disc, a completely elastic collision occurs. In this
case, the velocity component normal to the collision changes
sign. Without going into the vector arithmetic, we use this
change in velocity to find the impulse of the collision. This
impulse, along with the component of the velocity tangential to the collision, is used to slow the disc down and to
cause it to rotate. This occurs because of friction between
the two colliding objects. In future versions, disc rotation
may be mapped to an audio parameter, but it is currently
only a feature of the physics engine.

3.

LINKS

The CollideFx homepage (with video demo):
http://www.chetgnegy.com/design/CollideFx.html
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CONCLUSIONS

CollideFx offers a simple and intuitive means of building
complex effects chains. Furthermore, it allows the user to
change order of the unit generators in real time without the
introduction of amplitude discontinuities. It is convenient
to build effects using multiple input sources and arbitrary
numbers of branches that would normally require more complex routing and the use of bus channels. This type of flexibility is not typically offered in effects processors and can
create very interesting and unexpected results.

APPENDIX

Two disjoint graphs, the leftmost being driven by the Looper, and the upper right graph being driven by
the Sine, Input, and Tri (triangle wave) unit generators. The Tri unit generator is currently selected. This
allows users to edit the Tri parameters using the lower half of the menu.
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ABSTRACT

harmonizing. One by one, participants from the Chapel are
invited to enter the private space we call “The Cocoon,”
and engage in a solo vocal experiment. A participant alone
in the Cocoon listens to a musical piece that they are instructed to follow with their voice. While they vocalize,
they experience an exteriorization of their voice through a
handheld device, the Oral Resonant Ball (the ORB), that
transforms the physical vibrations of their voice into vibrations in their hands.

Vocal Vibrations is a new project by the Opera of the Future group at the MIT Media Lab that seeks to engage
the public in thoughtful singing and vocalizing, while exploring the relationship between human physiology and the
resonant vibrations of the voice. This paper describes the
motivations, the technical implementation, and the experience design of the Vocal Vibrations public installation. This
installation consists of a space for reflective listening to a
vocal composition (the Chapel) and an interactive space for
personal vocal exploration (the Cocoon). In the interactive
experience, the participant also experiences a tangible exteriorization of his voice by holding the ORB, a handheld
device that translates his voice and singing into tactile vibrations. This installation encourages visitors to explore the
physicality and expressivity of their voices in a rich musical
context.

Keywords
Voice, Vibrations, Expressive Interfaces, Tod Machover, Public Installations, Tactile Interfaces

1.

INTRODUCTION : VOCAL VIBRATIONS

Figure 1: Vocal Vibrations installation

We all have an intimate experience with our own voice. The
voice is infinitely expressive and individually defining. However, many people do not pay close attention to their voice,
do not feel comfortable using their voice musically in public,
or imagine they could participate in a rich musical experience through their voice. To address this, we are developing
techniques to engage the public in the regular practice of
thoughtful singing and vocalizing, both as an individual experience and as part of a community. In Vocal Vibrations,
we aim to guide participants to experience and explore their
own voices through an interactive musical installation.
The Vocal Vibrations installation includes two contrasting but connected spaces: one public, and one private. On
arrival, participants enter the public space we call “The
Chapel.” In this space, the acoustics, layout and visual
aesthetics work together with a 10 channel surround sound
vocal composition arranged specially for the acoustics of the
space to create an environment for meditation, relaxing or

In this installation, we also seek to bring attention to
the nature of the voice as a physical instrument. The act
of singing and vocalizing creates vibrations throughout the
body. However, people are generally not aware of or focused
on these vibrations. The awareness of vocally-produced vibrations can be a source of meditative focus, as well as a
way for everyone from novices to trained singers to understand their instrument better. The focus provided by tactile
and physical feedback can help to give intimate, while still
objective, access to the voice. The ORB can help the user
to become more aware of the variation and range of vocal
expression by externalizing the vibration of his or her voice.
In exploring the relationships between human physiology
and the resonant vibrations of the voice, we seek to tackle
questions related to the voice and its connection with the
body as well as its influence on mental and physical health.

∗The three co-authors are presented in alphabetical order,
their contributions to the project are comparable

2. RELATED RESEARCH ON THE VOICE
2.1 Voice, Body, Mind, and Vibration
One of our principles in designing a compelling and unique
experience in this installation was inspired by the way people experience their voices in an everyday context. Most of
us do not pay attention to the complex physical processes
involved in producing a vocal signal, particularly one that is
expressive or emotional. Additionally, the use of our voice is
a goal-directed activity. All the complex psychomotor subprocesses are activated without conscious separation [13].
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
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Yet, neurological research supports the idea that the brain
dissociates voice from speech when processing vocal information [23]. By comparing the auditory cortical response to
voice in self-produced voiced sounds and in tape-recorded
voice, it has been shown that the brain’s response to selfproduced voiced sounds is weaker [8]. This result suggests
that during vocal production, there is an attenuation of the
sensitivity of the auditory cortex and that the brain modulates its activity as a function of the expected acoustic
feedback.
Because the voice requires a perfect psychomotor synchronization between many physical processes (such as the
breath, the tongue, the vocal tract muscles, the tension of
the vocal folds, and the lips), the study of the voice can
reveal details about a person’s health and mental state [1].
Mental and emotional states are often apparent through
the voice because the physical procedure is closely shaped
by emotions. Kenneth Stevens [21] describes those correlates in terms of vocal modification in situations of strong
arousal. For example, in the case of stress, variations in
muscle contraction and breathing patterns have a direct influence on the sound of the voice. Max Little implemented
a biologically and mechanically based model that has been
used in different clinical contexts from the evaluation of
speech pathology, breath and lung problems, neuronal malfunctions, or muscular control difficulties, to the detection
of early stages of Parkinson’s disease [16].
Not only can studying the voice reveal information about
physical, mental and emotional states, but using the voice
can also affect those states. In the subclinical domain, several studies have focused on the links between singing and
the physiological signs of wellbeing (heart rate, blood pressure, and stress level) [3, 6, 18]. Those studies generally
agree on the fundamental importance of breath control, induced by the use of the voice, as an important connection
between singing and physiology.
However, very little work has been done on the effects of
the vibrations produced in the body by singing, or on the relaxation and meditation potential of the voice. Many studies have shown that meditation training (especially mindfulness meditation) may be an effective component in treating
various disorders such as stress, anxiety, and chronic pain
[10, 4]. Despite the voice being a major part of several
meditation traditions, the effects of the voice in meditation
are mostly unexplored. In one study, medical imaging has
shown that cerebral blood flow changes during meditation
that incorporates chanting on resonant tones, in ways that
cannot be explained solely by breath control [11]. The Vocal Vibrations installation is inspired by the power of the
voice and meditation to affect our physiology and emotions.

Lucier’s “I Am Sitting in a Room” and Chowning’s “Phoné”
[17, 2] but not of an interactive vocal installation.
Prior work also explores the possibilities of rich aesthetic
experiences centered around vibration. Skinscape [7] is a
tool for composition in the tactile modality. Inspired by
knowing whether “the skin [is] capable of understanding
and ultimately appreciating complex aesthetic information,”
this work tackles the relatively uncharted field of tactile
composition. Our work to create vibration experiences derived from and driven by the voice is inspired by this research.

3.

THE VOCAL VIBRATIONS INSTALLATION

The Vocal Vibrations installation consists of two connected
spaces that encourage participants to experience and explore the singing voice, especially their own voices, in thoughtful ways. When a participant first arrives at the Vocal Vibrations installation, she enters a communal space designed
for close listening. In this space, which we call the Chapel,
the audio is a precomposed electroacoustic composition by
Tod Machover based on recordings of voices. At any time,
participants can vocally follow along with this composition
by singing a D. Headphones playing a pure D note, sung at
different octaves, are also available in the space to help the
participant to find a note that fits comfortably in her range.
Each participant is then approached individually by an assistant who brings him or her to the cocoon and prepares
him or her for the interactive vocal experience. This assistant instructs the participant to vocalize on the same D,
and helps the participant to put on a microphone and headphones. After being invited to sit, the participant is given
the vibrating ORB to hold, and left alone in the space. The
participant then has a six-minute solo experience guided
by a specially designed and shaped musical composition.
At the end of the solo experience, the user returns to the
Chapel, where she is free to stay and listen as long as she
wishes, as well as to vocally improvise along with the music
if she desires. All of the musical content in this installation
is new material composed by Tod Machover, based on vocal recordings of soprano Sara Heaton and the Blue Heron
Choir.

3.1

The Chapel: Focused Listening

When visitors first arrive at Vocal Vibrations, they enter
the outer chamber, the Chapel, intended for a quiet, meditative experience. Here, singing voices surround visitors
and gently envelop them in sound. Visitors can remain in
this space for as long or short as they desire, choosing to
join in through humming or vocalizing or simply to listen.
The composition in the Chapel has been assembled from
many layers of pre-recorded solo and choral vocal material, designed such that a D is almost always present in the
score. The installation is made up of 10 high-fidelity speakers on tripods that have been configured in a large oval
within the room. Each speaker plays different elements of
the composition providing a dynamic surround experience.
The musical material used in the composition comes from a
broad spectrum of vocal traditions including Tuvan throat
singing, early Renaissance choral music, and solo soprano
explorations.

2.2 Prior Vocal and Vibrational Experiences
Our work in Vocal Vibrations is part of a tradition of interactive vocal experiences. For example, in Messa di Voce,
Hidden Worlds, and RE:MARK [15], Levin and Lieberman
have incorporated graphics shaped by vocal production into
public installations. In these experiences, the amplitude
and spectral content of visitors’ voices were used to affect
projected graphics. Another public installation focusing on
the voice is Oliver’s Singing Tree [19], with which visitors
interacted through singing into a microphone. The “pitch,
noisiness, brightness, volume, and formant frequencies” of
their voices were measured, and these parameters were used
in real time to control a music generation engine and a video
generation system. All of these installations have a strong
playful component, with the goal of an interesting vocal experience. Focusing carefully on subtle variations of sound
has been a component of new music compositions, such as

3.2

The Cocoon: Interactive Vocal Experience

In the second portion of the installation, a private environment, the Cocoon, allows individual visitors to explore
new vocal sounds and the vibrations generated by their own
voice.
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From the Chapel, each participant is guided by an assistant into the interactive experience. A short “training”
session follows, in which the participant is encouraged to
take the first step into producing vocal sounds. The participant is asked to hold the D and is given the simple guidance
to explore a range of vocal variations on a single pitch, such
as different vowels, sounds, rhythms, textures, and timbres.
We seek to free participants to experiment with a wide range
of sounds.
We designed the system such that there is no “right” or
“wrong” way to use it. Whatever sound a participant produces does not degrade the musicality of the experience.
People are invited to vocally follow the music they hear, but
they barely hear their own voice through the headphones,
which enables them to feel more comfortable trying new
sounds.

device. The object can be held in the hands in any orientation and angle, with different positions varying the perceived vibrational effects on the hands and fingers. Because
ceramic-type materials have the microstructural property of
presenting no directional atomic order, the material offers
the beneficial properties of smoothly and blending the vibration from one transducer to another while keeping certain
localized effects. Those localized effects enable the signal to
naturally vibrate more at certain points on the object given
the frequency spectrum of the signal.

3.3.2 Behavior
The control system for the ORB consists of a Max/MSP
patch that processes the vocal input in real time, filters the
signal to prevent feedback and to optimize it to the tactile
sense and the hardware characteristics, before sending the
resulting signal to each of the 5 localized channels based on
a set of control parameters. The skin’s response to stimuli is not linear. When coding the behaviors of the ORB,
we have had to take into account that the signal sent to the
ORB is subjected to three serial, non-linear sources of physical alterations before being perceived: the transducers, the
material of the shell, and the skin of the user’s fingers and
palm. The nonlinearity of the transducers is resolved by
tuning them through applying a different gain to each of
the five signals. Additionally, the range of the vibrotactile
frequency response to which skin is sensitive is 20 - 1000 Hz.
This range is much narrower than the auditory frequency
range our ears can detect (20 - 20,000 Hz). The frequencies of signals sent to the ORB should differ from an audio
signal in order to be perceived through touch.
The user’s vocal signal is the primary input used for the
ORB. In addition, the behaviors of the ORB are also subtly
shaped by parameters of the individual’s vocal explorations.
A variety of computational features are extracted from the
voice and used as inputs to the Expressive Performance Extension System, a tool designed for flexible mapping of input
data streams to output control parameters [22, 9]. This system allows users to obtain raw input data, extract expressive features, define desired qualities of vocal and physical
performance, perform pattern recognition to identify those
qualities, and manually map information about these highlevel expressive parameter spaces to output control parameters of an interactive experience. In Vocal Vibrations, a
combination of analyzed vocal parameters are used to control the spatial vibration patterns of the ORB in real time.
These interactive modifications are fairly subtle so as to
keep the ORB’s vibration feeling directly connected to the
participant’s voice.

3.3 The ORB
For this project, we have built the Oral Resonance Ball
(ORB), a voice-activated device that allows people to feel
the physical vibrations of their voices in their hands. This
device provides awareness of the physical processes involved
in vocal production by giving feedback about and enhancing the vibrations produced in a person’s body. Fingertips contain more sensor receptors than our vocal vibrating
chamber [12, 14]; thus, the same vibrational signal sent into
the hands will be felt differently and with more detail than
when sent into the body. We have found that the hands
can detect many variations in vibration caused by amplitude, frequency, and timbre. Additionally, research on the
Tactaid (a tactile hearing aid that codes sound information
via a set of vibrators resting on the forearm) has shown
that vibration enhances lipreading performance in hearing
impaired individuals [5].

Figure 2: The ORB
Holding the ORB in one’s hands while vocalizing can give
one access in another medium to detailed elements from the
voice that often remain latent in one’s everyday experience
of voice. Additionally, making the vibration of the voice
something that can be experienced externally is intended to
connect people to their voice in a new way. We offer users a
tool to exteriorize their voice and experience another form
of connection with it, as well as to engage with their voice
as one engages with an external instrument.

3.3.1

4.

EVALUATION

Whether participants’ experiences in this installation were
meditative or explorative, these experiences were always
personal. Most participants reacted strongly to this novel
exploration of their own voices. To understand the potential impact of this type of vocal practice we collected data
from a subset of participants. We measured psychophysical
signals (electrodermal activity, heart rate, breathing rate)
and bio-acoustic signals (vocally generated vibrations at six
points on the face) from 35 participants. The objective of
this study is to investigate how vocal sounds, vocal vibrations, singing experience, and psychophysiological signals
interact. We also conducted a 15 minute long interview
and had a survey questionnaire. The data is currently being
analyzed and will be published in August 2014 in R Kleinberger’s thesis, work on which is undergoing. We present
here some preliminary results from the survey.

Hardware

In designing the ORB, we explored several prototypes of
sizes, materials, thicknesses, and shapes. The final shape is
the result of a collaboration with the Bold Design company
located in Paris. The ORB is an almost ovoid porcelain
shell measuring about 10 by 9 by 9 centimeters, with five
transducers attached on the inside wall. The materials and
precise settings are chosen to maximize the tactile feeling of
vibration while minimizing any audible resonance from the
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During the subsequent interview and survey questionnaires, participants reflected on their experience: 83% of
the participants reacted to the experience positively or very
positively, and 17% found it neutral. 0% judged the experience to have been negative. People often reacted in one of
two quite opposite ways. About two-thirds of the people reported that the experience helped them to calm down, relax
or meditate, which is confirmed by a decreasing EDA activity with little disturbance and supported by testimonies
such as, “It reminded me when, as a little girl, I would sit on
my mother’s lap and have my ear against her chest,” and “I
want one of those ORBs to help me relax when I am at work
or before going to bed.” A third reported having felt more
exploratory or free (among which 72% reported having discovered vocal sounds they never produced before). Overall,
83% of the population reported having felt that they were
part of the musical experience.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, we have described the Vocal Vibrations project
and the first public installation developed for the project, including a space for careful, meditative listening and a space
for personal vocal exploration. This initial installation premiered at Le Laboratoire in Paris in March 2014, and will
remain installed there through September 2014, after which
it will move to The Lab Cambridge (USA).
We also seek to expand our explorations of the vibrations
tied to the voice and methods for transforming a participant’s experience of those vibrations. In this effort, tools
built for the deaf community can also be an interesting
source of inspiration, such as the Tadoma method of “tactile
lip reading” [20], where a deaf person uses their hand to pick
up vibrations and movement from the speaker’s lips, jaw,
cheek, and throat. This use of alternative senses to get as
close as possible to the physical process of voice production
is inspirational because it also brings people closer to the
emotion and liveness of the voice.
Throughout our work with Vocal Vibrations, we hope to
encourage people to explore and pay thoughtful attention
to the range of their vocal sounds and vibrations, to have
rich musical experiences centered on their voices, and to
experience their voices in a new way.
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ABSTRACT

In a simple audio morph, the source (A), becomes the target (B).
All acoustic and timbral attributes are morphed. A 50% morph would
constitute a 6 dB attenuation before summing both source and target
sound. In a split morph, some of the attributes are morphed, either
through independent acoustic, or timbral control. This distinction is
further illustrated in Figure 1.

This paper presents an implementation of a near real-time timbre
morphing signal processing system, designed to facilitate an element
of ‘liveness’ and unpredictability in a musical installation. The timbre
morpher is a hybrid analysis and synthesis technique based on
Spectral Modeling Synthesis (an additive and subtractive modeling
technique). The musical installation forms an interactive soundtrack
in response to the series of Rosso Luana marble sculptures Shapes in
the Clouds, I, II, III, IV & V by artist Peter Randall-Page, exhibited at
the Peninsula Arts Gallery in Devon, UK, from 1 February to 29
March 2014.
The timbre morphing system is used to transform live input
captured at each sculpture with a discrete microphone array, by
morphing towards noisy source signals that have been associated
with each sculpture as part of a pre-determined musical structure. The
resulting morphed audio is then fed-back to the gallery via a fivechannel speaker array. Visitors are encouraged to walk freely through
the installation and interact with the sound world, creating unique
audio morphs based on their own movements, voices, and incidental
sounds.

Keywords
Timbre morphing, surround installation, live signal processing

1. INTRODUCTION
Timbre morphing is a relatively recent signal processing technique
that can be approached in a variety of ways [1]–[5]. In order to fully
explain the principles behind the system of timbre morphing used in
this paper an understanding of the distinction between timbre
morphing and general audio morphing (also referred to as acoustic
morphing) is necessary.
Audio morphing is a technique for creating a hybrid sound with
characteristics derived from both a source and target sound. In an
audio morpher, a source and target sound are analysed, and a
specification of some form of acoustic middle ground is then
determined. Typically, this specification is used as a feature set from
which a hybrid signal is synthesized. Audio morphing has
applications in speech and singing voice manipulation, broadcast and
DJ playback, and novel sound design.

Figure 1. Family tree illustrating different types of morph
and the characteristics over which they offer control
A prototype timbre morpher has been previously designed,
developed, and evaluated by listener testing and statistical analysis
[6]–[8]. This morpher is based on an existing audio morpher which
uses Spectral Modeling Synthesis (SMS) [9], [10] to analyse the
source and target sounds, interpolate their characteristics, and
synthesise a hybrid output. Various computer implementations of
cross-synthesis, audio morphing, and sound hybridization were
investigated in order to inform the selection of a suitable open-source
platform on which to base the prototype timbre morpher. SMS was
the most suitable of the available alternatives, partly as a result of its
fast processing speed due to its use of a stochastic process (rather
than multiple oscillators) to handle non-discrete spectral elements. A
routine for adapting the existing SMS audio morpher to timbral
control was proposed whereby specific modules are incorporated for
the extraction and interpolation of the known acoustic correlates of a
selected timbral attribute. A series of listening tests involving listener
evaluation of a hybrid stimulus set created by the prototype morpher
demonstrated that it was capable of morphing the timbre of a source
sound toward that of a target sound specifically in terms of its

By contrast, a timbre morpher is a system for audio morphing that is
adapted to allow the user to vary individual timbral characteristics (or
timbral attributes) between those of the source and target sounds. A
full timbre morpher should allow the user to create a new source
feature set with independent control over a range of discrete timbral
attributes without affecting unintended timbral or acoustic
characteristics from the source sound.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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brightness, softness, and/or warmth, independently from its other
perceptual attributes such as richness, noisiness, punch, et al.
Ultimately, this provides a novel tool for creative sound design and
composition.
This paper describes an implementation of this timbre morpher as a
compositional tool in the creation of a new musical installation,
Concord for Five Elements, commissioned by the Peninsula Arts
Contemporary Music Festival and first performed at the opening of
Peter Randall-Page’s New Sculpture and Works on Paper, in
response to his new sculpture series in Rosso Luana marble Shapes
in the Clouds, I, II, III, IV & V, which were exhibited at the Peninsula
Arts Gallery from 1 February to 29 March 2014. These sculptures
provided the seed material for the musical structure of the
installation.

Target: Live
input from
microphone
array (1-5)

Determine automatic
selection of timbral
attribute to be
manipulated from live
input

Spectral
analysis

FFT

Determine pitch
synchronous
frame size

Temporal
analysis

Time
frequency
array

Peak
picking

-

Extract control data for
% of morph from live
input

Residual
generation

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Live input from one of five small diaphragm condenser
microphones in the gallery is analysed by FFT for spectral and
temporal characteristics. These are used to generate control
signals for timbral attribute selection and to specify the amount
of morphing required. The live input is also used to generate
pitch vector and noise residuals as per a normal SMS analysis,
in which a peak picking phase selects pitch content to store as a
vector that is then subtracted from the input data to give a
‘noisy’ residual. The pitch vector and noise residual are then
stored as target data. The source data for the morph is a preexisting block of residual and pitch vector data that is then
hybridized towards the target data according to the extracted
control signals. The hybridized pitch and residual data is then
summed and synthesized by IFFT, before being routed to one
of the loudspeakers in the array. An overview of the timbre
morphing system is shown in Figure 2.
With any multi-attribute system, there is a possibility of
introducing unintended timbral change when manipulating a
single attribute, particularly if the attributes in question have
some overlapping acoustic correlations. Three ways of tackling
any undesirable timbral change that might occur as a byproduct of the morphing were devised.
Firstly, an automatic system was coded, whereby an inverse
morph of the overlapping attribute would be applied to the
output, returning the hybrid signal to the source value in the
unintended timbral attribute. Secondly, a lookup table of
acoustic correlates and their corresponding impact on each
timbral attribute was considered. In this instance, attributes
with some unique acoustic correlation could then be
compensated with an increase or decrease in the appropriate
correlate as necessary, though this would limit possible
attribute selection in the future. Thirdly, a non-correcting
’display-only’ system was suggested, such that the userinterface would simply indicate that if attribute a was adjusted
by x% then attribute b would alter by y% in sympathy. The
routines for discrete morphing of various specific timbral
attributes was previously evaluated in a series of perceptual
listening tests, quantifying the difference between morphs of
different attributes by means of perceptual scaling with a multidimensional scaling analysis in <4D, and quantifying perceived
changes with a verbal elicitation experiment and protocol
analysis. The final prototype morpher employs a combination
of these techniques, but for full details of the underlying timbral
compensation approaches taken with each attribute, the reader
is referred to [6-8].

control signals

Pitch
vector

Timbre morph source x%
towards target in selected
timbral attribute in pitch
vectors and residual
(see Figure 4)

Hybrid
pitch
vector

Source: Prestored FFT data
for noise signal
associated with
sculpture (1-5)

Time
frequency
array

Hybrid
residual

+

IFFT

Stream interpolated
synthesised audio
to loudspeaker
array (1-5)

Figure 2. Overview of system. A pre-stored array of pitch
vector and residual data is morphed towards pitch and
residual data from a live microphone input analysed by
FFT. The window size of the FFT carried out on the live
microphone feeds is pitch-synchronous to improve
time/frequency resolution.

3. SCULPTURES AND SOURCE SOUNDS
If these giant shapes could talk, what would they say to one
another? How different would their voices be? And, how might
they react with the audience in this fixed installation? Can the
shapes develop a shared prosody with their visitors by using
their own voices to mirror the sounds around them? These are
the driving inspirations behind the installation in Concord for
Five Elements.
In Concord for Five Elements, Peter Randall-Page’s five
“Shapes in the Clouds” are accompanied by a spatialised
speaker array creating an evolving soundfield within which the
audience is encouraged to move freely. Inside this soundfield,
each of the sculptures is represented by a unique acoustic voice
that is created by the near real-time timbre morphing routine,
morphing between the live target signal, and a series of existing
‘noisy’ source signal.
The sculptures themselves are based on the five platonic
solids (see Figure 3), hence, each sculpture is initially voiced
by a noisy sound derived from Plato’s Timaeus (fire with the
tetrahedron, earth the cube, air the octahedron, space the
dodecahedron, and water the icosahedron).
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Figure 4. Position of sculptures and corresponding
loudspeaker array in Peninsula Arts Gallery. The numbers
correspond with platonic structures and their associated
elements in Timaeus as follows: 1 = the dodecahedron
(space), 2 = the tetrahedron (fire), 3 = the cube (earth), 4 =
the octahedron (air) and 5 = the icosahedron (water)

Figure 3. Three of the “Shapes in the Clouds” sculptures,
showing differing arrangements of platonic solids.
Source material for fire, air, and water was recorded in and
around Dartmoor, the home of Randall-Page’s studio. Earth
was sourced from another location recording of the crunching
of footsteps on the moor. Perhaps (to modern ears at least) the
most cryptic element, Space, had a source derived from the
reverberant properties of each of the other elements combined.
These sounds were edited, processed, and looped to derive the
main source signals for the installation. The timbre morphing
routine is flexible enough that it can either run totally
independently or with a degree of user control. In the case of
Concord for Five Elements, some compositional structure was
imposed by fading noisy source signals in and out at given
points in the overall timeline. Thus, a combination of preprocessed and live sounds were used (with a fixed buffer of
2000ms used to handle the associated processing lag incurred
by the live morphing).

4. INSTALLATION, TARGET SOUNDS,
AND HYBRID OUTPUTS
Figure 4 shows the positioning of the sculptures and
loudspeaker array in the installation at the Peninsula Arts
Gallery, Devon, UK. Small diaphragm capacitor microphones
were placed above each sculpture and fed directly to an 8in,
8out audio interface. Each microphone feed was used to
provide the target signal for a channel of timbre morphing, the
output of which was then routed to the corresponding
loudspeakers. The morphed sounds themselves are played back
via the multichannel loudspeaker array as a contributory part of
the overall musical structure – some linear progression is
provided by additional synthesized instrumentation and
percussion voices.
As shown in Figure 2, the amount and type of timbre morph
is controlled by the spectral and temporal properties of the
input (target) signal. Signals with high rhythmic density and
large amplitudes result in greater degrees of morphing. Target
signals with larger spectral flux and higher spectral centroid
result in brightness and warmth morphs. Target signals with
low spectral flux trigger morphs in the temporal domain
(noisiness and hardness). Figures 6-8 show the progress of an
example morph.

Figure 6. Spectrogram of a short sample live input as a
target.

Figure 7. Spectrogram of an accompanying noise profile
used as a source sound in sample timbre morph.
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signals. A possible refinement to create more congruent outputs
across the range of morph types might be to daisy-chain the
output of these processes in the case of target sounds comprised
of speech, such that the sonified output still retains a sense of
the scale and composition of the physical objects in the
installation.
In future it would be useful to expand this timbre morpher by
the inclusion of additional attributes – the current prototype
only offers a limited number of timbral controls.
Computationally, the timbre morpher is fairly slow, at
approximately 3-6% of real time (a 10 second hybrid typically
takes between 0.3-0.6 seconds to process, but can take longer
depending on the amount of morphing and the complexity of
the input signals, hence a 2000ms buffer was used in this
installation to handle the corresponding processing lag). By
combining streamlined code, in particular the iterative
calculations involved when determining neutral spectral
centroid values as part of the brightness morphing routine, the
platform should ultimately aspire to totally real-time operation
when combined with look ahead and faster machine processing.
Figure 8. Spectrogram of a finished timbre morph with a
control signal of 50% in warmth attribute. Regions with
strong harmonic content are preserved with addition of
noisy partials, whilst an overall spectral tilt is applied to
neutralize subsequent changes in spectral centroid.
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The morphed output shown in Figure 9 maintains some of the
temporal information from the target signal, whilst most of the
harmonic content from the source signal remains unaffected by
the processing. In practice, the sonic output of the timbre
morpher varies quite radically depending on the amount and
type of perceptual attribute which is being manipulated, and of
course on the quality of the target signal captured from the
microphone array. For example, the movement of a noisy
source such as the air recordings (wind on Dartmoor) towards a
target sound of footsteps on the polished concrete floor within
the reverberant environment of the gallery yields morphs with
thick, percussive textures. Movement towards speech sounds,
as occasionally happens when gallery visitors make comments
or engage with the marble pieces, creates unusual vocoder-like
effects, though the results are often less obvious than those
produced by a traditional vocoding process. The overall
combination creates a sound-world which gives the audience
some degree of familiarity if it is absorbed unconsciously, but
some visitors reported that when the sounds are listened to
more carefully, the resulting timbres are quite alien.
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ABSTRACT

for the use in ILAA [10, 6, 15], notwithstanding the principle’s documented technical feasibility [17, 20]. In fact,
trawling the roughly 1100 NIME proceedings for ILAA using acoustic source localisation techniques for positioning,
none were found. The principle is conspicuous through its
rarity; analysing its performance in applications a moot
point.
Acoustic localisation is similar in principle and performance to Motion Capture (MoCap), which is predominantly
used in ILAA, but it can operate without the requirement
of line of sight between tracked object and camera. The
effects of an object obstructing the signal path between a
microphone and a speaker are a lot less detrimental to the
signal than obscuring a marker in a MoCap system, due to
the diffraction of sound around obstacles. Further, in our
previous work [17], we compared various positioning technologies as to their suitability for ILAA. It became clear that
besides well documented uses of optical tracking principles
like MoCap, acoustic localisation techniques can provide a
means to procure position data, particularly wherever airborne sound is part of an ILAA.
This paper shows that an acoustic positioning system
(APS) could provide competitive alternatives for many applications. Based on the known performance characteristics,
we evaluate for which ILAA presented at the NIME conferences from 2001 to 2013, APS could provide an equivalent
or possibly even preferable positioning system.
The paper firstly summarises our previous work on the
suitability of positioning systems for ILAA in general, secondly discuss early results of an ongoing online survey on
the topic, and thirdly, analyses relevant NIME proceedings
for comparison of positioning systems applied with the possibilities of APS. It is followed by a section on future work
and conclusive remarks.

This paper provides a rationale for choosing acoustic localisation techniques as an alternative to other principles to
provide spatial positions in interactive locative audio applications (ILAA). By comparing positioning technology in
existing ILAAs to the expected performance of acoustic positioning systems (APS), we can evaluate if APS would perform equivalently in a particular application. In this paper,
the titles of NIME conference proceedings from 2001 to 2013
were searched for presentations on ILAA using positioning
technology. Over 80 relevant articles were found. For each
of the systems we evaluated if and why APS would be a contender or not. The results showed that for over 73 percent
of the reviewed applications, APS could possibly provide
competitive alternatives and at very low cost.

Keywords
Acoustic Source Localization, Interactive Locative Audio
Applications

1.

INTRODUCTION

Music, ever since its origins, has arguably always been spatially interactive. From call and response practices to marching bands, interacting through space is part of many musical practices. The advent of multichannel recording technology provided new possibilities for spatial distribution.
Consequently the spatial and temporal relation between the
origin of a sound and the listener fundamentally changed.
Linked with the digital revolution this relation was further
abstracted and new ways of dealing with this relationship
became necessary and possible. The wide interest of researchers in computer human interaction and a large body
of work bears witness to this.
For spatial interaction in particular, the proceedings of
NIME 2001 - 2013 provide many examples of interactive
locative audio applications (ILAA) corroborating the importance of the field. The systems presented apply a range
of technologies to use spatial data as a a parameter in musical applications. Optical tracking principles like motion
caption and infrared technology, gyro and accelerometers
and hybrids of both are the largest groups of principles applied. However, to our knowledge, only very few positioning
systems using acoustic source localisation have been realised

2. POSITIONING SYSTEMS
2.1 A Short Overview
Broadly, positioning systems can be typed by Systems providing absolute data in relation to a reference grid, i.e. GPS
to longitude and latitude; relative data, i.e. the output of
an acceleration meter; or symbolic data, for example, the
fact that a mobile phone is within the reception range of a
receiving mobile mast, or the statement that somebody is
at home or at work.
Despite the summation of error in relative type positioning, hybrid systems using dead reckoning-principles like
gyro and accelerometers, often bring good results when combined with absolute data from, say, optical tracking devices.
Dead reckoning type devices require frequent updating with
absolute data to be of use, which predestines them for hybrid -, rather than stand-alone systems or systems where
only relative data is needed.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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Positioning systems using radio signals to triangulate positions, are almost ubiquitous due to WLAN technology.
Liu et al. state systems estimating positions by signal strength
measurements to rarely achieve accuracy bellow two metres.
Other systems which are more accurate are not as ubiquitously available, and lack robustness [9].
Acoustic source localisation techniques can be used for
positioning technology using time of arrival calculations by
digitally measuring the time delay of an acoustic signal between a loudspeaker and a receiving microphone. From the
time delay the distance can be calculated, as the speed of
sound through air is known a priori. By calculating this
distance from several loudspeakers to a microphone, the
microphones 3-D position can be obtained. These systems
provide accuracy in the low decimetre range at low latency,
in the milliseconds range. APS laid out as a one microphone
- multiple speaker system allows participant-performers to
decide if they want to be tracked or not, as they are in control of the signal receiver, the microphone. Latency issues
in APS depend on the necessary buffer sizes which are determined by the time sound takes to travel through air over
a distance of interest. In applications where intrinsic small
gestures akin to instrument control have to be tracked, a
smaller buffer size can be chosen as the distances to be measured are shorter. Thus, APS are scalable. The prerequisite
for APS is the presence of multiple loudspeakers and some
processor. All that needs to be introduced to the system is
a microphone, ideally wireless. Further, the signal which is
already part of an ILAA can be used directly as a measure
signal, necessitating masked or added measure signals for
silent moments only.
MoCap, despite being chosen by most developers, has a
considerable disadvantage to APS which is inherent to the
very nature of the camera and constitutes its limitation as
an interface to sample spatial data. That is, the camera
provides a 2-dimensional view of space and the further away
from the camera an object is, the less information we gain
about it. This provides contorted data. This contortion can
of course be rectified and calculated. But APS can provide
uncontorted data directly and in a much simpler set up.

2.2 User Requirements for ILAA
In our previous work, the suitability of positioning systems
for ILAA in general has been studied [17]. A summary of
this analysis is listed in Table 1.
In addition to analysing the suitability of the positioning
systems from an objective point of view, some answers were
gained through an ongoing online survey on the topic. [17].
The survey was developed in cooperation with a focus group
of professionals in the field at the Pervasive Media Studio,
Bristol, UK, and is aimed at developers and early adapters
and asks respondents about their experiences with and expectations on positioning systems for ILAA. Besides expectations on accuracy it also enquires about respondents’
opinions on cost, ubiquitousness in the sense of unobtrusiveness, implication on privacy and more. The survey has
yet to reach representative proportions but shows clearly
that beside optical tracking, acoustic localisation techniques
would meet most requirements.
In summary the survey’s answers so far suggest the preference for positioning technology to be ubiquitous, working
on existing technology, virtually everywhere, virtually invisibly, unobtrusive, hence requiring as little extra devices
or gadgets as possible. Thus, users would prefer not to
wear backpacks, hats and goggles as suggested in [4]. And
position technology should be cheap, provide accuracy in
decimetre range and low privacy intrusion, for example, in
public spaces.

Being tracked is a privacy-sensitive issue. Hence, having
an opt-in choice, is regarded as important by respondents.
This can easily be achieved with the one receiver - multiple
sender model, a principle Siegel describes as an inside-out
system in [18]. It means that a participant can opt in to be
tracked by being in control of the receiver, i.e. the microphone.
As the survey’s aim was originally to establish what any
positioning system would be required to do to be suitable
for ILAA, acoustic systems were just an option of several.
Thus to say that acoustic source localisation is an ideal solution from this survey alone, would be conjecture. From
the answers to questions regarding expectations on actual
specifications, accuracy, for example, it is clear that optical
tracking provides the best available solution, as APS were
not known to many respondents.
In discussions with the focus group it became clear that
new developments are expected to adhere to principles of
ubiquitous computing. According to Weiser, ubiquitous
computers must know where they are [21]. Also he proposes a computer to be invisible, the technology to stay out
of the way of the task [22]. It is self evident that this also
applies to interface design. In application to interface design for musical expression, this can in many way stand as a
defining difference between an interface and an instrument.

3.

INTERACTIVE LOCATIVE AUDIO APPLICATIONS AT NIME 2001 - 2013

1100 titles of proceedings items of NIME 2001-2013 and
full texts from 2001-2012 were searched for ILAA using
acoustic localisation principles, and none were found. In
lieu, we searched for paper titles on ILAA with the search
terms tracking, tracker, locative, localisation, positioning,
position, motion, mocap, gestural, gesture, 3D, space, spatial. The 80 relevant papers were filtered into sub-categories
of technical principles. These groups were then compared to
APS’ documented specifications on several criteria like precision, range, ubiquitousness, latency, cost and the presence
of multiple loudspeakers. Additionally, a full text search of
the proceedings 2001-2012 yielded another 51 possible contenders for APS, out of 250 relevant hits on top of the ones
form the title search. To keep the reference list short the
full sample is referenced, with brief comments, in a downloadable spreadsheet.1
Of the 80 ILAA, 28 applications use MoCap, 12 Dead
Reckoning and 10 hybrids of both, 6 use other principles,
one does not name a technology but discusses positioning
principles in general and 7 explicitly require a positioning system to enhance or realise proposed mappings, or
they present filters or other algorithmic processes, but do
not name a particular principle for positioning. The closest match to an APS ever presented at NIME 2001-2012
was only identified through the full text search. [8] applies
Doppler effect analysis on test signals, which, arguably, are
ultrasonic.

3.1

Discounted Applications

If an ILAA was in character more of an instrument than
an interface it was discounted from the list of 80 applications. The distinction here comes from the notion that an
instrument has an idiosyncratic character of which the positioning technology might be intrinsic part [19]. APS, in this
contrast, wants to be understood as an interface, ideally as
an invisible interface [22].
Eight presentations were on such actual idiosyncratic instruments or tools using positioning data, both absolute or
1
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Table 1: Positioning Systems Performance in Overview
Principle
RF

Inertial
Optical

Magnetic
Sonic

∗

System

Accuracy

Area

Cost to user

Availability

Ubi.

Cost to installer

Satelite navigation
Pseudolites
Ultra wide band
WLAN
Wireless sensor net
Bluetooth
Gyro/Accelerometer
Infrared, wii
MoCap hi-end
MoCap lo-end
Magnetic field
Induction
Ultrasonic
Acoustic Tracking

low
medium
high
low
medium-low
low
0.5% - 20%∗
medium
very high
medium
high
NA
high
high

global
local
indoors
local
scaleable
20 m
1-100 m
scaleable
scaleable
scaleable
1-20 m
NA
scaleable
scaleable

low
low
high
very low
low
very low
low
low
high
medium
medium
NA
medium
very low

market
planned
market
market
market/DIY
DIY
market/DIY
market/DIY
market
market
market
no
market
DIY

yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes

NA
high
medium
low
low
low
low
low
high
low
medium
NA
medium
low

No absolute measure. DIY:Do It Yourself. WLAN:Wireless Local Area Network, NA:Not available, Ubi.:ubiquitousness

relative. As an instrument, the idiomatic way of playing
with e.g., an optical interface [1] or floor pads [7], can be essential part of the instrument design, and using APS would
change the character completely. Systems with a clear haptic idiom, like [12], were also discounted, as APS can not
provide haptic feedback. Further, one system is excluded as
it applies positioning data primarily as a global or symbolic
parameter [11]. Three applications do not require positioning data at all, as they are spatialisation schemes where the
position data applied is not actually spatial.
Of the 28 systems using optical tracking, 7 can be discounted as their specification explicitly states, that the gestural tracking of movement is to happen without any sensors
attached to the body or fingers as in [5]. Similarly, where
the object to be tracked is a person passing by in a public
space [1], APS can not provide alternatives, as the activity of picking up a device can not implicitly be expected as
being part of passing by. Except when mobile phone technology is mentioned and its presence can be considered to
be ubiquitous, then APS is an option.
Two system which cover a table size area in 2D were considered to be not typical for ILAA, and [13] uses optical
sensors in mm scale for bow tracking for violin-family instruments. APS is not able to measure in necessary detail.
Systems of gestural control were included if the tracked
gesture could be expressed as a Cartesian position in space.
This excluded some systems where the gesture was more
symbolic in nature, similar to a fader or joystick movement.
For obvious reasons, systems tracking facial expressions and
contour tracking applications were excluded too.
Systems which use haptic information as integral part of
their workings were not included, as haptic feedback is intrinsically absent in APS. If an auxiliary positioning system
was explicitly mentioned as part of a haptic system, and its
performance could be improved by APS, it was included.

3.2

The most common principle of positioning applied in ILAA
is optical tracking and specifically MoCap. The larger part
of the applications in this group tracks performers in a room
or performers area, at a precision level in the low decimetre
range. Most MoCap systems use multiple cameras, 8 in the
case of [2]. In these ILAAs APS could possibly provide a
competitive alternative as it does not rely on line of sight
to the camera. And by replacing 8 digital cameras with
one analogue microphone the reduction both in processing
power and calibration effort will be reflected in the cost.
To provide alternatives for MoCap in applications were
a small area is being tracked APS can be scaled to higher
accuracy at the cost of range by shortening the buffer size.
Particularly conducting-type applications would profit, as
they mostly rely on single camera systems or handheld devices. Evidently a handheld microphone could easily replace
the IR functionality of a WiiMote as a baton [14].
The second largest group uses dead reckoning methods.
The group can be further split into systems using wearable
devices, wristbands or gloves, for example, and ones using
handheld devices. The fact that this group relies on a device
being on the performer means that replacing it with a small
microphone is certainly not a step back and an improvement
in precision can be achieved due to the availability of absolute position data.
In the group of hybrids are quite a few idiosyncratic tools
like data gloves which work very well for their intended purpose. In the nature of their multi modality, adding a small
mic would be rather in keeping. In many cases the camera depending part of a hybrid system, i.e. MoCap or infrared,
could be replaced with APS [16].

4.

FUTURE WORK

These findings inform our ongoing development and implementation of an APS for ILAA which uses the same airborne audio signal as the one which carries the content of
the application (Music, speech, sound) to measure the time
delays of the signal on one microphone in relation to multiple speakers. This development project is further iguided by
the notion of the invisible interface, and thus to use ready
available technology in the typical set-up of an audio application. No further technology like cameras or wearable
devices other than a microphone, which might already be
part of the ILAA, shall be introduced. [22]
Based on the broad and documented interest of the com-

APS provides alternatives

The above exceptions still leave us with 59 systems out of
80, (73.75 percent) wherein APS could provide comparable
performance. Including the additional yield from the full
text search, there are 110 contenders for APS out of 358
ILAA using positioning technology (30.72 percent). One
common factor to all 110 systems is that airborne sound is
explicitly part of the application, i.e. multiple loudspeakers
are already part of the system, mostly in form of surround
sound [3].
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munity of developers, musicians and performers in spatial
interactivity, we find it of utmost importance to include
early adapters in the development of this system. We are
implementing a workshop exploring musical spatial interaction to inform what the system needs to do, rather than
presenting users with a system asking them to do something
with it. The methodical implications of this approach shall
be disseminated in a future paper.
More short term, a prototype APS shall be presented,
implemented for use in a professional live - sound enforcement or recording environment, where musical performers’
position on a stage can be tracked. This position data can
then be used, for example, to automate the monitor mix
depending on the performers position on stage.

[6]

5.

[8]

[5]

[7]

CONCLUSION

The body of previous and related work shows clearly to
what specification various positioning systems perform and
give a clear notion of what these systems need to be able to
do to match user requirements in ILAA. As very little literature exists on how the principles of APS would perform
in ILAA, literature on existing ILAA using other principles was reviewed with the aim to identify the examples
for which APS could provide an alternative with comparable performance. The astonishing result of this review
is that none of the 1100 presentations, posters or papers
included in the NIME proceedings from 2001 to 2012 presented a system using acoustic localisation techniques, despite the ubiquitousness of multi-track speaker arrangement
in almost all of the 80 applications reviewed in detail. Peculiarly astonishing considering that the position data could
be gathered cost free in case of mobile phone based applications or at the price of a simple omni directional microphone
in others. Even for implementation in a professional audio environment using wireless microphone technology the
costs pale into insignificance compared to professional MoCap systems.
As to the question if APS can always provide alternatives
to optical tracking, the limitations are clear: APS can not
provide an alternative for face- or contour tracking, which
are typical visual interface tasks, nor can it track objects
onto which a microphone can not be attached.
But, given the presence of multiple loudspeakers, wherever a performer’s position needs to be tracked within a
performance space of room size dimensions, APS can provide similar or equivalent results to many systems currently
in use. APS are very easy to implement and use a modest
amount of processing power compared to other systems.
Last not least, due to the possibility of opt-in positioning, APS could provide an alternative to some public spaceinstallation where the presence of a camera might be perceived as an infliction on privacy issues.

6.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
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ABSTRACT
Moving new DMIs from the research lab to professional
artistic contexts places new demands on both their design
and manufacturing. Through a discussion of the Prosthetic
Instruments, a family of digital musical instruments we designed for use in an interactive dance performance, we discuss four different approaches to manufacturing – artisanal,
building block, rapid prototyping, and industrial. We discuss our use of these different approaches as we strove to
reconcile the many conflicting constraints placed upon the
instruments’ design due to their use as hypothetical prosthetic extensions to dancers’ bodies, as aesthetic objects,
and as instruments used in a professional touring context.
Experiences and lessons learned during the design and manufacturing process are discussed in relation both to these
manufacturing approaches as well as to Bill Buxton’s concept of artist-spec design.

Keywords
DMI, digital fabrication, manufacturing, dance

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Prosthetic Instruments are a family of digital musical instruments (DMIs) designed to be used for interactive
dance performance [1]. The Visor, Ribs, and Spine are able
to be worn as attachments to the body and can also be
detached and manipulated as handheld instruments. They
were developed during an interdisciplinary research project
whose participants were Sean Ferguson and Marcelo Wanderley at McGill University and Isabelle van Grimde and
her dance company Van Grimde Corps Secrets.
The instruments were created to be used within a professional artistic context, including a series of high-profile
performances. This placed numerous demands on the design of the instruments – they needed to be durable, usable
by technical staff with no specialized training, mechanically
and electronically dependable, and also created in sufficient
quantities so as to provide backup systems in case of emergency. These demands are unusual for instruments created

Figure 1: Violinist Marjolain Lambert plays the
Ribs on dancer Sophie Breton. Photo by Michael
Slobodian.

within the NIME community, and the Prosthetic Instruments provide an example of approaches to design and manufacturing suitable for small-scale manufacturing and professional artistic use.
This paper will discuss the Prosthetic Instruments’ mechanical and electronic construction as well as discuss design challenges and approaches. A more general overview
of the instrument’s development and design philosophy is
available in [1]. The instruments’ electronics draw from
previous research projects conducted in our lab, the Input
Devices and Music Interaction lab, and as much as possible earlier work was reutilized. However, over the course
of development nearly every aspect of the electronics was
modified and updated. The mechanical construction of the
instruments evolved from hand-crafted early prototypes to
small-scale production utilizing digital manufacturing techniques.
Working closely with dancers provided both our primary
constraint and a unique design opportunity. Forming the
instruments to complement the dancers’ bodies was one of

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2.2

Designing for Small Run Manufacturing

Once an instrument is ready to move from a prototype to a
stageworthy design there are many different approaches to
manufacturing. We compare and contrast here four generalized examples of mechanical construction, which we compare in terms of their pre-production time, post-production
time, and ease of recreation. It should be noted that many
instruments combine manufacturing approaches, which we
will see is true of the Prosthetic Instruments as well.

2.2.1 Artisanal
In the artisanal approach the materials used for construction of the instrument are shaped and assembled by hand.
This is the approach closest in spirit to prototyping and
it has many associations with traditional manufacturing of
musical instruments. Since it is common for small adjustments to be made to the parts of the instrument during
assembly this approach is tolerant of variations in materials or in the sub-assemblies. The primary benefit of the
artisanal approach is flexibility during manufacturing. The
ability to make adjustments during manufacturing means
the instrument’s specifications do not need to be precisely
defined ahead of time. The primary disadvantages are the
time it takes to manufacture an instrument as well as the
difficulty of precisely recreating an instrument.
A good example of this approach are the hand-formed
wooden objects which form the basis for the Digital Poplar
Consort, designed and built by Kevin Patton and Maria del
Carmen Montoya.1 The design of these instruments explicitly “recalls the aged art of musical instrument making and
takes this practice into the realm of experimental electroacoustic chamber music.”2

Figure 2: Dancer Sophie Breton lies downs next to
the Spine. Photo by Michael Slobodian.

the primary challenges during the design and construction
process, and one of the last aspects to be finalized. We
conceptualized the Prosthetic Instruments as ‘hypothetical’
prosthetics, not replacing a pre-existing limb or body part
but rather functioning as a potential new body part. To be
believable as hypothetical prosthetics required that the instruments integrate well into the aesthetics of the dancers’
bodies, move well with their existing limbs, and attach securely to the dancer’s bodies while also being detachable in
performance.

2.2.2 Building Block Approach

2.

In the building block approach pre-existing forms are reutilized as the basis for the design. In this approach the look
and mechanical construction of an instrument are often determined by the characteristics of the building block. One
example is the hemispherical speakers used by the Stanford
Laptop Orchestra, which are built using a wooden kitchen
bowl.3 Any instrument which attaches sensors to an existing product, such as Perry Cook’s PhISEM or TapShoe can
also be considered to utilize a building block approach [4].
The building block approach can substantially cut down
on manufacturing time and increase the ease of recreation.
However, if significant alterations to the pre-existing forms
are needed, in order to install electronics for example, these
benefits may not be as significant. The amount of work to fit
together pre-existing elements with custom elements makes
this approach closer in practice to artisanal approaches as
opposed to the CAD approaches described below.

MANUFACTURING DMIS

The best way to approach the design of a DMI depends upon
the instrument’s intended purpose. Many instruments fulfill
their purpose in research labs, demo sessions, and performances by their creators. However, numerous additional
demands are placed on an instrument’s design when it is
to be used by professional performers, including durability,
maintainability, ease-of-use, and reliability.

2.1 Manufacturing for Professional Use
An important consideration in DMI design is whether the
designer or a performer with a technical understanding of
the instrument will be available to support its use in performance, or whether the instrument needs to be ready for
use by performers with only a general understanding of the
technology involved. For the latter case any technical setup
needs to streamlined and reliable. This applies not only
to software, but also to hardware. How is the instrument
powered? If it is battery powered, what kind of battery is
used, how is it charged, how easy is it to change before or
during performance? How will the instrument be stored,
transported to performance, setup onstage? Are there mechanical or electronic weak spots, issues which may need
special consideration or explanation?
These questions go beyond the omnipresent issues of whether the electronics are reliable or the mechanical construction robust. Taking them into consideration in the design
process can help make an instrument a success once it enters the world outside of the research community. We will
discuss specific examples of this during the design of the
Prosthetic Instruments in Section 4.

2.2.3 Rapid Prototyping
The rapid prototyping approach utilizes the capabilities of
generally available computer-controlled manufacturing machines such as laser cutters, vinyl cutters, or CNC milling
machines. An excellent guide detailing one approach to
rapid prototyping is Charles Guan’s “How to Build Your
Everything Really Really Fast”.4 The benefits of this approach are the ability to manufacture precise duplications
1

vimeo.com/3015548, accessed February 4, 2014.
www.steim.org/steim/download/
DigPopConsortDocument.pdf,
accessed February 4,
2014.
3
ccrma.stanford.edu/~njb/research/slorkSpeaker/
4
www.instructables.com/id/
How-to-Build-your-Everything-Really-Really-Fast/,
accessed February 3, 2014.
2
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of instruments as well as a decrease in manufacturing time.
However, this approach demands considerably more time for
the creation of CAD models as well as a solid understanding of material tolerances. In addition, commonly available
rapid prototyping equipment can place limitations on the
characteristics of the parts they create. Most laser cutters cannot be used to cut metal foils or certain plastics
which contain chlorine, for example, while CNC machines
may have limitations on their manufacturing envelope and
cannot easily create sharp internal corners.
Additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, can be seen as a
special case of rapid prototyping which allows for the easy
creation of a wide variety of 3-dimensional forms which are
more typical of industrial manufacturing processes. The 3D
printers to which a research lab is likely to have access tend
to have significant drawbacks, including limited availability
of materials, high material cost, issues with material durability, and small build envelopes. However, these drawbacks
may be seen as inconsequential compared to their ease of
use, especially given the increasing availability of 3D printers which are both decent-quality and low-cost.

2.2.4

and Sophie Breton from the Montreal-based dance company
Van Grimde Corps Secrets 9 .
The project was based on an earlier collaboration between
the three teams which utilized the T-Stick, an instrument
designed at the IDMIL by the second author [6]. The original idea was to use the T-Stick as a conceptual model and
extrapolate characteristics drawn from it to new forms and
materials.

3.2

Industrial Manufacturing

The hallmark of this approach is the creation of singlepurpose manufacturing tools such as molds and jigs. Frequently the creation of these tools is more expensive and
time-consuming than the artisanal manufacture of a single
instrument. However, their use provides a flexibility in the
form and materials of the parts created, depending on the
process, as well as the rapid creation of multiple identical
parts. While this approach is typical for almost all commercial products it is less commonly used for NIME design
since the complexity and cost of designing manufacturing
processes is typically seen as uneconomical for the creation
of small quantities of instruments. One example of the use
of industrial manufacturing are Weinberg and Aimi’s Beatbugs [9], which were cast in clear urethane from rubber
molds.5

3.

The Instruments

There are currently three members of the family of Prosthetic Instruments: the Visor, the Ribs, and the Spine.
While their shapes, mounting, and electronics may differ
their visual aesthetics and conceptualization as hypothetical prosthetic additions to the body help to unify them as
a single family of instruments.
All three instruments utilize the 2.4 GHz XBee implementation of the ZigBee IEEE standard for wireless communication with a central computer, upon which additional
sensor signal processing and mapping to sound synthesis
take place. Software mapping tools developed in the IDMIL [5] were used for developing mappings from instrument
data to sound synthesis, while the sound synthesis itself was
designed using the CIRMMT Live Electronics Framework
[7].

3.3

The Visor and Rib

The Visor and Ribs were initially intended to be interchangeable and their electronics implementation is identical. However, during the course of their development the
evolution of their physical forms and their configuration on
the body diverged and they assumed independent identities.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROSTHETIC INSTRUMENTS

This section will give an overview of the Prosthetic Instruments as well as the project within which they were designed.

3.1 The “Gestes” Project
The development of the prosthetic instruments took place as
part of a project titled Les Gestes: une nouvelle génération
des instruments de musique numérique pour le contrôle de
la synthèse et le traitement de la musique en performance
par les musiciens et les danseurs 6 . In this collaborative
research-creation project three teams of artist-researchers
worked together for the creation of a choreography-concert.
The three teams consisted of ourselves, the instrument designers, working within the Input Devices and Music Interaction Lab in the Music Technology area of the Schulich
School of Music at McGill University7 ; composers Sean FerFigure 3: Dancer Sophie Breton wearing the Visor.
guson and Marlon Schumacher from the Digital CompoPhotograph by Michael Slobodian.
sition Studio, also at the Schulich School of Music8 ; and
choreographer Isabelle van Grimde and dancers Soula Trougakos

3.3.1 Electronics

5

R. Aimi, personal correspondence, April 29, 2014.
“Gestures: a new generation of digital musical instruments
for controlling synthesis and processing of live music by musicians and dancers.”
7
www.idmil.org
8
www.music.mcgill.ca/dcs/
6

Eight capacitive touch-sensing panels are located along the
length of the Visor and Ribs. The electronics are located
towards the rear of the instruments and consist of support
9
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for the capacitive sensing, LED driver circuitry, power regulation, 3.7v lithium-ion AAA batteries, and a 3D accelerometer and XBee implemented in a Sense/Stage MiniBee [2].
The touch panels consist of a polyester film which is silver/indium sputter coated and has a nominal resistance of
27 ohms/square inch. The film has an adhesive backing
applied, and is then laser cut to match the shape of the
instruments. Each instrument has 8 grooves etched into
its top surface which lead from the pcb location to holes
cut in both the instrument and the touch panels. 32 AWG
magnet wire is placed into each groove and a touch panel
is attached to the instrument’s surface, holding the magnet
wire in place. An aluminum rivet is then inserted into the
hole to make an electrical connection between the wire and
the touch panel; the other end of the wire is soldered to the
pcb.

3.3.2

the IMUs and XBee. Separate circuit boards and lithiumion AAA batteries allow for the control of the two LED
flashlights mounted near the sensors.

3.4.2 Mechanical Construction
The Spine is constructed of 1/4” thick triangular acrylic
vertebrae threaded onto two PVC hoses forming a truss-like
structure. The third rail of the truss consists of a narrower
flexible PET-G rod which fits loosely into the third corner
of the vertebrae, and which provides an overall shape to the
instrument. The PET-G rod is fixed both at the head and
the tail of the Spine, causing a curve at one end to force
an opposing curve in the other end of the instrument. The
Spine is mounted behind the head, in the same location as
the Visor’s rear mount, as well as at the bottom of the back.

4.

Mechanical Construction

DISCUSSION

In this section we will discuss lessons learned during the
design and manufacturing of the Prosthetic Instruments.

4.1

Building to Artist-Spec

In designing digital interfaces for artists Bill Buxton discovered that “artist-spec” can have more demanding standards
than standard- or military-spec [3]. We found that to be
an accurate description of our experience designing the instruments while working closely with artistic collaborators.
We especially found working with the dancers during the
design process was essential for the creation of instruments
that work well with the body. Below we describe some
examples of designing to artist-spec in the creation of the
Prosthetic Instruments.

4.1.1 Moving From Lab to Stage
Figure 4: Detail showing the laminate construction
of the Ribs, with the protrusion and clip for mounting visible on the right.

Many times we were forced to modify or radically redesign
the instruments due to feedback from the dancers regarding the way the instruments constrained their movements
or suggested new movements. An instance of this was in the
design of the mounts for the Ribs. An early approach used
magnets to secure the instruments inside a mount sewn to a
corset. These mounts consisted of plastic channels with an
array of 8 3/8” diameter neodymium magnets. The end of
the instruments were equipped with a similar array of magnets. The instruments were then inserted into the channels
where the magnets of both mount and instrument would
form a magnetic connection.
In lab tests this connection was reliable – however, once
the instruments were worn we encountered several problems. One was that the amount of rotational energy generated by the dancers’ movements were considerably more
than we expected, and threatened to overcome the magnetic connection. In addition, once the dancers began to
interact with the instruments they began to perform the
unexpected gesture of moving their arms between the Ribs
and their torso. During this gesture their arms would occasionally touch the Ribs and exert enough lateral pressure
to break the magnetic connections. Ultimately we chose to
replace the magnets with a clip in order to guarantee a solid
mechanical connection.

The Visor and Ribs are constructed primarily out of laminated layers of 1/8” clear acrylic. The Ribs contain two
layers of acrylic for their entire length, one layer consisting
of their primary form and the other consisting of a narrower support layer. The Visor is constructed of two parts
- the main body, which includes all of the electronics, and
a second panel which contains the mounting posts and a
clip. The two parts are shaped independently and fastened
together at the last stage of construction. The electronics
enclosure for both instruments consists of multiple layers of
laminated acrylic, with removable lids which attach via a
system of dowels and magnets.
The Ribs contain protrusions in their rear as well as a clip
just in front of the protrusion. These protrusions fit through
mounts sewn to the back of a corset-like garment. The
Visor’s mounting plate has two vertical protrusions which
fit into mounts located at the back of the head and just
in front of the left ear, and a single clip which secures the
Visor to the rear mount.

3.4 The Spine
3.4.1

Electronics

4.1.2 Engineering to Satisfy Aesthetic Constraints

The electronics for the Spine are based on two Mongoose
9DoF Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) boards, one located
at head and one at the tail. Custom firmware was written
for the Atmega processor on the Mongoose boards for sensor
fusion and communication with an XBee radio modem also
located in the tail. The location of these two IMUs provide
absolute orientation of the head and the tail, which then
provides the ability to detect twisting and bending of the
Spine. A rectangular 3.7v lithium-polymer battery drives

Aesthetic considerations frequently place severe constraints
upon the choice of materials, which can have extreme implications for design. Reconciling electronic, mechanical, and
aesthetic constraints in the shape of the Ribs provided one
of our greatest challenges. Our initial conception of the instruments was for the functional electronic components to
be plainly visible, and early prototypes used metallic touchpads for the capacitive sensing. As part of a series of tests
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dancers would unintentionally strike the instruments during certain choreographed movements. For the manufacturing of the final instruments, prototypes of each size of
Rib were selected and used as the basis for the creation of
wooden bending jigs which served to create a consistency of
curvature.
The use of bending jigs was always an intention. However, during the the development of the instruments, when
the shapes of the Ribs were changing constantly, it was impractical to create a new jig for each new prototype. It was
only once the final shapes of the Ribs were determined, at
the very end of their development, that building jigs was
seen as practical. We should note that we did not build
bending jigs for the Visors. The reasons for this are that
the Visor was easier to bend by hand due to its smaller and
simpler construction and that the shapes of the Visors were
less critical to the choreography.

4.2

Figure 5: The head of the Spine. Labelled are a) the
PET-G rod in its mount, b) the LED lighting with
its mount, c) the clip for attaching to the mount
on the back of the dancers headband, and d) the
enclosure for the head’s IMU.
of touchpad construction we created a prototype using clear
conductive plastic for the touchpads, following which our
collaborators and ourselves decided a completely clear construction of the Ribs was aesthetically desirable. After making this decision it became apparent that clear Ribs would
need to be physically larger in order to have the desired visual impact. As the size of the Ribs grew, their overall shape
changed and new opportunities for physical interaction were
created – the dancers began wrapping their legs around the
lower Rib, for example. These changes created additional
stresses upon the acrylic construction. These stresses made
it necessary for the Ribs to be stiffer along their length in
order to prevent to prevent excessive flexing, which was not
only aesthetically undesirable but also led to cracks. In addition, additional reinforcement was needed where the Ribs
interfaced with the mount. This point is a natural weak
spot due to the concentration of the cantilevered weight
of the instrument, leading both to cracks in the plastic as
well as causing the instrument to sag. In order to provide
additional stiffness while minimizing any additional weight
a second supporting layer in the form of a thin spine was
laminated to the length of the Rib and a third additional
layer was added to the protrusion for mounting. In order to
minimize sagging a layer of PET-G plastic was incorporated
into the dancer’s corsets. This flexible plastic allowed the
dancers to bend and twist their torsos while preventing the
mounts and the attached Ribs from rotating in respect to
the dancers’ torsos.

4.1.3

Evolution of the Manufacturing Process

During the course of the design process many factors caused
the instruments to assume more and more specific forms.
These factors included the evolution of the aesthetics, feedback from the dancers, and the demands of use in a professional context as described in Section 2.1. This in combination with the need to manufacture significant numbers of
instruments drove our adoption of a variety of manufacturing techniques.
While the initial prototypes were hand-crafted we attempted to adopt a building-block manufacturing approach
in the early stages as well. Early versions of the Spines utilized square extruded plastic tubing which were then cut
to form vertebrae. However, we found that as the instruments grew in specificity we had difficulty locating off-theshelf solutions for even the simplest problem. For example,
we attempted to source from an external vendor the clips
used to secure the instruments to the mounts attached to
the dancers’ costumes. However, we were unable to find
a ready-made clip which would work for our purposes and
were forced to design and manufacture our own, which varied over the course of the design process in length, width,
thickness, and shape.

4.2.1 Rapid Prototyping
We quickly moved to gain access to rapid prototyping equipment, including a laser cutter and 3D printer, and began
creating CAD models of the instruments. The use of these
digital fabrication techniques aided us greatly both during
the design process as well as during the fabrication of the
final instruments. We utilized a laser cutter extensively
for creating two dimensional shapes out of acrylic, which
formed the basis for all of the Prosthetic Instruments. The
laser cutter was also used to cut the conductive plastic
sheets used for touch sensing. In addition we utilized a
Stratasys uPrint 3D printer extensively during the design
and manufacture of the mounting system for the instruments (both the mounts attached to the dancers’ costumes
and the clips mounted on the instruments). The 3D printer
was so easy to use, flexible, and the parts created durable
and machinable, that it quickly became our go-to tool for
solving mechanical problems of all sizes. For example, the
final design for the Spine as seen in Figure 5 utilizes four
custom 3D printed parts.

Fitting Shapes to Bodies

Once the final form for the Ribs was determined and we
moved into the manufacturing of the final instruments, we
discovered the challenge of being able to precisely recreate
the curvature of the Ribs. The primary materials used in
the construction of the Ribs are lasercut 1/8” acrylic sheets.
These acrylic sheets are laminated together and then heated
and bent to their final curvature. For all of the prototypes
this heat-forming was done by hand utilizing a heat gun
and stainless steel bending straps. When working with the
final prototypes the dancers made it clear that in order to
integrate the instruments’ shapes into their proprioceptive
knowledge the final instruments would need to have consistent curvatures. If the curvature wasn’t consistent the

4.2.2 Final Manufacturing Techniques
Digital manufacturing techniques aided greatly in manufacturing designs which met all of our design constraints
as well as being relatively easy to assemble. Each Rib,
for example, consists of 13 lasercut acrylic parts and two
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artist-spec requirements.
While the design and manufacturing capabilities available
to designers depends upon the financial and institutional
infrastructure within which they work, the decreasing cost
and availability of digital manufacturing services place them
within the capability of even the most DIY instrument designer. We hope that knowledge of the manufacturing approaches described above will help make it easier to design
for artist-spec and help foster a greater adoption of NIMEs
by the professional artistic performance community.

6.

Figure 6: A collection of both prototype and final
production versions of the Prosthetic Instruments.

7.

3D-printed parts which all fit together to create a single
instrument which is lightweight, rigid, and durable, while
also integrating an electronics enclosure with removable lid,
battery compartment, and mounting clip.
The use of digital fabrication techniques also proved critical for the manufacturing of the quantity of final instruments which we needed to create. Nine different instruments were used in the final performances, and a full set of
backup instruments were constructed as well. In addition,
both non-functional and functional final prototypes were
created for use in rehearsals while the final instruments were
being fabricated.
The most time-consuming parts of the final manufacturing process were bending the Ribs, threading the Spine vertebrae onto the PVC tubing, and integrating the electronics
into the instruments, particularly the wiring. Wiring the capacitive pads of the Ribs, for example, consisted of running
the magnet wires neatly between the conductive pads and
the top of the Ribs, riveting the conductive pads and magnet wire together, and soldering the wires to the main PCB.
While this was time-consuming it became the case that we
didn’t have enough time to devise a faster process.
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CONCLUSIONS

Worn as hypothetical prosthetic extensions to the body the
Prosthetic Instruments present dancers with unique constraints and opportunities beyond those presented by typical interactive dance systems. It has been noted that a
highly specialized musical interface often takes months or
years for sophisticated use [8]. We were fortunate to work
with dedicated collaborators who took the time to develop
a deep understanding of the instruments as both artifacts
with which to interact physically as well as musical interfaces. The design of the instruments owes a great deal to
their embracing the challenges and opportunities created by
working with these new instruments.
The Prosthetic Instruments also highlight the challenges
faced by DMI designers when moving from the lab and demo
sessions to use in professional artistic contexts. Despite our
attempt to utilize existing hardware and software solutions,
extensive research was required both for the implementation
of sensors within these specific instruments as well as for
the instruments’ mechanical design. The use of different
manufacturing techniques as described in this paper were
instrumental in the ability of the instruments to meet their
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ABSTRACT

evident in the literature - approaches that often result in
instruments that involve the body in engaging and novel
ways - a more general movement-based design method has
not been proposed.
When playing an acoustic instrument the instrumentalist
must excite some element into vibration, and then possibly
manipulate it in some manner so as to control its vibration.
And, this excitation and manipulation is achieved through
bodily movement. Of course, the situation in the case of
DMIs di↵ers. With the replacement of a physically vibrating object (a string, membrane or column of air) with an
electronic sound engine (an electronic synthesiser or computer capable of generating sound) the requirement to supply excitation energy is removed and also the manner in
which the sonic result can be manipulated expands greatly.
A synthesiser or electronic sound engine may have dozens of
individually adjustable parameters. It becomes thus a challenge for the DMI designer, to conceive a coherent model for
the requirement of bodily movement on a technology-based
instrument.
Designers of DMIs have tended to side step this challenge.
Rather than designing movement explicitly, DMI development has more often utilised paradigms of interaction based
on established traditional artefacts, or moved through small
steps of incremental change toward new modes of interaction, guided by the opportunities o↵ered by technological
development. By focusing, for example, on technological
aspects such as sensor choice, the design space can be adequately constrained without the need to explicitly consider
the instrumentalist’s movement at any deeper level than an
acceptance that knobs are turned and sliders slid. And indeed ergonomic principals of ease-of-use and anthropometrics can aid in the layout of said controls. Further, existing
instruments or electronic equipment, e.g. piano keyboards
and mixing desk consoles, can be used as familiar templates
for design.
In this paper we examined how a designer can design
for performer movement explicitly. Our interest lay in examining how a focus on movement first and foremost might
drive the design process i.e. that all choices of material, size,
shape, sensing and sonic character would be based on the
desire to support specific movement in use. Our motivation
for this stance stems from the proposition that irrespective
of the theoretical background that prompts a greater consideration of the role of the body and physicality in musical
performance - be it an embodied approach to cognition, a
dissatisfaction with the styles of movement encouraged by
existing DMIs, or a recognition of the embodied nature of
musical skill - a designer must possess an ability to design
explicitly for specific qualities of movement in order to exploit this theoretical viewpoint in design.

In this paper we describe the application of a movementbased design process for digital musical instruments (DMIs)
which led to the development of a prototype DMI named
the Twister. The development is described in two parts.
Firstly, we consider the design of the interface or physical
controller. Following this we describe the development of
a specific sonic character, mapping approach and performance. In both these parts an explicit consideration of the
type of movement we would like the device to engender in
performance drove the design choices. By considering these
two parts separately we draw attention to two di↵erent levels at which movement might be considered in the design
of DMIs; at a general level of ranges of movement in the
creation of the controller and a more specific, but still quite
open, level in the creation of the final instrument and a
particular performance. In light of the results of this process the limitations of existing representations of movement
within the DMI design discourse is discussed. Further, the
utility of a movement focused design approach is discussed.

Keywords
Movement-based design, gesture, DMI performance, design

1.

INTRODUCTION

A central theme within the NIME literature is that of gesture and the manner in which new interfaces might engage
the body in performance. Prior examination of the role of
movement in DMI design has focused on the development of
descriptive models of gesture [4], the ‘expressive’ quality of
movement [5], and the notion of musician e↵ort [20]. Where
research has explicitly considered the design of movement
it has tended to be in relation to very specific applications
that make use of open-handed gesture [13], the sonification
of dance movement [25], or to situations where the design
space is first constrained by either a focus on some specific sensor technology or the augmentation of an existing
interaction style [6]. Although the role of the body and human movement in musical interaction has been the focus
of prior study, there has been comparatively little consideration of how insights gained from this work might inform
design practice. Though many idiosyncratic approaches are
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2.

BACKGROUND

on a table. In summary, the tangible interaction approach
allows for an expanded consideration of the possibilities for
the role of movement in interaction. It does not however
necessarily require the explicit consideration of the quality
or range of movement and further, does not necessarily lead
to a richer use of movement than in the case of say WIMP
based interfaces.

As with DMI design, product design research has focused on
the opportunities and challenges presented by the transition
from analogue mechanical control, toward the digitally mediated control of computation enabled devices. Electronics
and digital computation have enabled behaviour that requires a rethinking of how users interact with products. As
product designers integrate this technology, new challenges
arise in terms of designing the physical engagement.
Within the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
a similar development has occurred, albeit from a di↵erent
starting point. The movement of computing from the primarily PC centred paradigm toward what is termed ‘ubiquitous computing’ has resulted in the need to reconsider
at many levels the manner in which human and computer
interact [24]. Much work has focused on the social and
cognitive aspects of this new paradigm. Recently a greater
interest in the role of the body and physicality has emerged.
This is evident in the development of Tangible User Interface (TUI) and Tangible Interaction, approaches that have
influence on DMI and NIME design also [1]. Though several di↵erent emphases are evident within TUI research a
common thread is, ‘the desire to design ways of physically
interacting with computers that fit with our innate abilities’ [3]. Though the notion of innateness is problematic
[21][19], the statement denotes the dissatisfaction that developed around traditional methods of HCI, be that the
WIMP 1 model on PCs or the prevalence of simple button
pushing on digital devices. In contrast, it emphasises the
desire to explore a much wider notion of physicality that
goes beyond these approaches.
Interestingly however, although notions of physicality, human movement and action are intrinsic to the field of tangible interaction, there has until recently been little direct
reference to physical movement in much of the research
within this field. By ‘direct’ we mean that few researchers
have considered movement explicitly. This may partly be
explained by the originally data centred approach of TUI
research, which focused on the physical representation of
data [22] and lead to systems which, while involving the
movement of objects, rarely considered the quality of the
movement as important.
It also arguably reflects the tacit nature of movement
knowledge and the difficult nature of explicitly describing
and prescribing human movement. A designer will often
find that their tacit and embodied knowledge of movement
allows them to arrive at a solution without ever explicitly
considering the quality or type of movement that the interface will require. For example, in the development of the
TUI based musical device ‘music bottles’ [9] at no point do
the developers describe the movement of the user. The act
of lifting up a small bottle, removing the cork, and placing
it back on a table is one that does not benefit from a detailed description of the movement. However, in making use
of this style of interaction, the designers have relied upon
their tacit knowledge of movement.
The reacTable [14] is also noteworthy in this regard. Although it is presented as an example of a TUI by the authors
there is no explicit discussion of the interaction in terms of
the qualities of the user’s movement. The interface, consisting of pucks and a horizontal surface, defines the range of
movement in a manner that is easily understood by users
and designers alike without a need to attempt to analyse
in any detail the movements: we have all placed an object

Figure 1: The Twister

2.1

Movement Based Design

In recent years the term ‘movement based interaction’ has
been used to describe approaches to interaction that emphasise the role of human movement, irrespective of whether
that emphasis stems from an embodied, enactive, tangible, aesthetic or other viewpoint. In the introduction to
the special issue of Personal and Ubiquitous Computing on
movement based interaction, the editors called on designers
to ‘think further about the role of the body, and how bodily movement can and should be used in real use contexts’
[17]. A recurring theme within this field is the idea that
in order to exploit movement within design fully a designer
needs to have an embodied understanding of movement and
that the designer needs to move. Klooster emphasises the
view that designers need to be physically engaged in the act
of movement exploration as part of the design process [15].
Essentially, they argue that ‘the designers body needs to be
educated’.
Jensen et al. [11] present several design methods based
around an approach they term ‘designing actions before
product’. The authors cite the desire to be explicit about actions before linking them to physical design solutions. Their
approach takes observation of existing examples of rich human movement from craft traditions as a starting point.
The designer then seeks to isolate qualities of the actions
that might be of interest to, or applicable to, another context.

2.2

A Movement Based Design Process

A complete description of the various movement-based design approaches that have been described is beyond the
scope of this paper. However, in reviewing the work of
movement-based designers four activities can be seen to be
commonly used:
1. Observation and Analysis of existing movement

1

In human computer interaction, WIMP stands for ‘windows, icons, menus, pointer’ denoting a style of interaction
using these elements of the user interface.

2. Exploration of Movement
3. Devising Movement
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4. Product or System Actualisation

was then created in ABS plastic. Following this the metal
bearings, shaft, spring and keyways were fitted.

These activities fulfil specific requirements for movementbased design. Observation and analysis of movement lead
to an understanding of the qualities of movement that typify a situation, and can also highlight relationships between
an existing product and the movement style that it encourages. The exploration of movement exemplifies the embodied approach to understanding movement as argued for by
Hummels and others [8]. Activities Three and Four move
directly toward design and the creation of a system or object. The emphasis on movement is maintained by explicitly
attempting to design actions and movement before considering the product’s features. The features are then designed
to encourage or require the intended movement quality in
use.
Based on this observation we decided to explore movementbased design of a DMI using these four activities as the basis
of the design process. In order to support the observation
and exploration activities we chose to use Laban Movement
Analysis (LMA) [7] as a framework. Our decision to use
LMA was influenced by previous work within DMI development which explored the E↵ort and phrasing aspects of
the framework [2][23].

3.

4.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Twister interface consists of two flat cylindrical discs,
each with a smaller diameter raised cylindrical section that
acts as a handle and allows it to be gripped easily. The
two discs are attached to a shaft or axle which allows one
side to rotate freely with respect to the other. One of the
discs can also slide along the axle thereby varying the distance between the two discs between 18 mm and 0 mm.
A light spring maintains the distance of 18mm between the
discs when no force is applied. The movement suggested the
physical form for the Twister, and also the main elements
of the sensing system. An optical encoder was integrated to
sense the change in angular displacement between the two
sides of the device. A short-range infra-red sensor was used
to sense the distance between the two hemispheres. These
two sensors, coupled with the physical mechanism, allow for
the combined pressing and twisting movement which characterise the Carving action to be captured. Two buttons
were added as a simple way to exploit the fingers of the
hand that is gripping the disc. The associated circuitry was
integrated into the handle of the device. A cable exits from
the side to carry the sensor signals to an arduino.

THE TWISTER

In designing the Twister we began first by analyzing the
movement of several clips of violin and no-input-mixer performance using LMA. Our focus here was on the di↵erent
qualities of movement that were displayed and how the interfaces’ physical characteristics encouraged or constrained
movement qualities. From this analysis two movement qualities were chosen for further exploration.

5.

EVALUATION & REFINEMENT

A user study was carried out that explored the manner
in which naive users manipulate the device. In this study
the device was not connected to any sound generator. The
central question was whether it did in fact invite Carving
movement in use. The study showed that the interface did
naturally invite the Carving. Participants also suggested
possible sound mappings. Several unexpected actions were
suggested as possible music producing gestures. A recurring suggestion was the use of tilt and also shaking as a
control parameter. Based on these suggestions a three axis
accelerometer was added to the interface to enable the detection of these parameters.

• Carving. A specific quality of movement defined in
LMA as part of the Shape category. A Mode of Shape
Change that is environment motivated and molds with
the environment. It is adaptive, 3-dimensional, uses
rotary function. Both mover and environment (space,
other person, etc) are changed in Carving movement.
• Interfaces and physical boundaries: It was interesting
to note how certain interface elements set very definite constraints on the useful movement whilst others allow the limitations of the body to define the
constraints. e.g. a simple linear potentiometer with
120mm of travel versus a rotary encoder that can be
turned continuously.

6.

PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT

The Twister was used in a live performance viewable at
http://vimeo.com/75591098. Hereafter, we o↵er a description of the process behind the creation of the performance.
We will do this by trying to o↵er an insight of the mental processes that facilitated the development of the performance. This analysis is, however, not strictly made by using
tools borrowed from the field of musicology. Rather, we offer a framework for the analysis that focuses on justifying
the choices made according to either technical constraints
and/or aesthetic issues.

Following the selection of these two qualities the first author engaged in a physical exploration of di↵erent Shape
and carving actions using a range of di↵erent E↵orts and
scales. The hands-only approach of Jensen et al [11] was
found useful as part of this process.
This process of movement exploration, which led to the
definition of a two handed action with a range of E↵ort
variations, also generated very definite ideas as to the form
and features of the instrument. In order to encourage the
two hands to act simultaneously, the instrument needed to
be an object that was grasped and held in both hands. It
needed to allow the distance between the hands to vary
whilst keeping the palms facing each other and encouraging
the hands to rotate in opposite directions.
In order to explore the notion of challenging boundaries
it was decided that the limits of the rotational aspect of the
Carving movement should be set by the performer’s body,
and not by the interface. This suggested the rotation should
be continuous. The device was first sketched and then a 3D
model of the prototype was created. A physical prototype

6.1

Defining Affordances and Constraints

The first step towards the creation of the performance was
the study of the Twister interface’s characteristics. This
process was formalised in a process whereby the first author
interviewed and guided the second through the discovery of
the instrument’s features and capabilities. The intention
here was to place the emphasis on considering action first.
The first author asked the second to respond to the following:
• Please list o↵ and demonstrate as many di↵erent actions that you feel the device supports.
• Please perform two fast, energetic actions
• Please perform two long slow gradual actions.
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Table 1: List of a↵ordances for the Twister
Gesture
Sensor
clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation
optical encoder
two buttons
momentary switches
shaking
accelerometers
opening and closing of the discs
Infrared sensor
• Please perform two actions that combine a range of
sudden and gradual movements (about 20 seconds).

6.3

The number of useful gestures discovered represents the
starting point for the subsequent development of a musical gesture vocabulary. This vocabulary links gestures to
potential sounds by means of metaphors and it forms the
basis of what will be then used for the appropriate coding
of the mapping. The vocabulary is built by taking into account gestures but also combinations of gestures. The way
the data retrieved is manipulated enables the mapping between action and sound.
The software used for the data manipulation was MAX 6.
Sounds and e↵ects were generated and triggered in Ableton
Live. Hereafter is the list of actions described in terms of
metaphors and technical implementation & mapping.
Music Box : The continuous rotation speed of the disc
was mapped to the tempo of the random generator unit
connected to synth 1. The two discs must be in open position. The action providing this data resembles the movement required to act upon a music box for which the faster
you rotate its wheel the faster the notes are played.

6.2 Sonic Character

Sound Generation vs Event Controller

Before delving into the mapping problem (connecting gesturedata to sound output), it was useful to just play with the
device while imagining possible sounds. This simple, playful
and imaginative exercise helped in answering a more serious issue: should the device control parameters of a sound
generating mechanism (e.g. a carrier frequency, modulation
frequency and so on for an FM synth) or instead focus on the
triggering of pre-recorded loops, events etc? or both? The
answer is, of course, completely subjective but it is required
in order to progress in the development of the performance.
For the purpose of the performance presented here, the device was intended to be used primarily as a controller of
events.

6.2.2

Mapping

6.3.1 Creating a sound-to-gesture vocabulary

Using Norman’s words this process aimed at finding ‘the
perceived and actual properties of the thing, primarily those
fundamental properties that determine just how the thing
could possibly be used’ : the a↵ordances [18].
However, it is important to stress that the list of the
DMI’s a↵ordances was confined to those actions that were
felt would be useful for the purpose of the performance
and to which the device could respond, i.e. that could be
detected by the sensors. The list of these utilitarian affordances is therefore defined here by the combination of
gesture and actuators as presented in Table 1. It should
be noted that the list provided in the table includes highly
subjective a↵ordances of the Twister and that di↵erent performers could have expanded or reduced the provided list.
In particular the list includes actions that are limited to a
very defined section of the kinesphere surrounding the performer (i.e. hand movements close to the performer’s chest)
and that performers more inclined to ‘dancerly’ or open
movements could easily expand on the list o↵ered here.

6.2.1

to the pitch for the notes. The constrained movements that
the device a↵orded was thought to be insufficient for the
precise trigger of several individual notes. Therefore, it was
felt that the note generating process could be left to a random generator algorithm bounded to specific rules2 . The
closing and opening movement and the buttons were then
confined to the enabling of the start and stop function of
this algorithm.

Instrument(s) sound design

Having decided that the Twister will control events, the
next step involves deciding what kind of events. Two elements influenced the choice. On one hand, we have a
limited sets of actions (see Table 1). On the other hand,
the composer felt the urge to have control over multiple
sounds simultaneously in order to facilitate the creation
of a vertical/multi-layered dimension in the music performance (multi-voicing). The compromise between these two
elements was achieved by assigning to each button a synthesizer (synth 2 and 3) and a further synth (synth 1) to
the opening and closing action. The quality of the sounds
generated by these three synthesizer was influenced by the
quality of the movement that would trigger them. More
precisely the opening and closing movement suggested long
notes with amplitude curves reflecting the sound produced
by an accordion. Conversely, the action of pushing the two
buttons was suggesting amplitude curves of short notes as
originating from a kalimba.
Having defined the amplitude shape of the sound generated by each individual synthesizer, the attention moved on

Accordion: The distance between the discs controls the
volume for the Ableton channel strip hosting synth 1 and
continuously receiving midi notes from the random generator unit. A close position mutes the sound. The open
position maximises the volume of the channels strip. This
open and closing movement resembled the one used to play
an accordion.
Pointillism: The two buttons control the start/stop function for the random generator units connected to synth 2
and 3 respectively. The pushed position triggered the start
command. The released position triggered the stop command. These actions helped to add to the sonic palette.
The sonic attributes of these synth are in contrast with the
slow attack notes from synth 1 and work as ‘pointillistic’
decoration to the main melody lines built by synth 1.
Voices: By default, when opening the discs the random
generator units for synth 1, 2 and 3 generate random notes
from the Cm7 chord with random velocity. When closing
the discs, it is possible to rotate the two in opposite directions. The angle of this rotation is measured and mapped to
a fifth up or down every +/-15°of rotation as showed in Table 2. Thus, the sequence closing-rotating-opening triggers
the random notes from the selected chord.
Shaking: The data retrieved from the three axis accelerometer was converted to polar form and the magnitude used to
control the shaking e↵ect. The e↵ect is a combination of distortion and delay lines added in an auxiliary track in Ableton Live. The shaking movement controls the threshold parameter of the gate (input of the auxiliary) which opens and
2
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Figure 2: A stop-frame sequence of the carving gesture.
The performance presented in the video accompanying
this paper is improvised and it follows a ternary form ABA’.
This was possible due to the ‘Voices’ unit which allowed
to modulate to several key signatures. Sound intensity and
density followed a bell shape curve. The ‘Accordion’, ‘Music
Box’ and ‘Pointillism’ units are introduced gradually and
mixed throughout the performance. The apex of tension is
created in the central part of the performance by combining
shaking and carving.
All these units, which originated from a reasoning of the
links between action and sounds, were available to the performer who needs to present them in an structured manner at performance time. Thus, the structure is thought in
terms of gestures and sound at the same time and it could
be scored by displacing units vertically and across the temporal line (horizontal) to depict time of intervention. This
would then be a sort of graphical score or storyboard of the
kind of what illustrated , for example, in [16, p. 106-107].

Table 2: Angle to Chord Mapping.
Angle
Chord
0°< angle < 15°
Cm7
15°< angle < 30°
Gm7
30°< angle < 45°
Dm7
0°< angle < -15°
Fm7
-15°< angle < -30° Bbm7

closes itself according to the magnitude and thus creates a
distorted rattling e↵ect (a metaphor for the movement originating it). The mapping of the magnitude to the threshold
parameter is mediated by a physics emulator object (pmpd
library) which smoothes the oscillation between values with
a spring motion that reinforces the rattling metaphor.
Tilting: The Y axis accelerometer value was used to retrieve the inclination of the Twister over one axis only. This
function was enabled in order to discern in which mode the
data originating from the rotational movement of the discs
would be interpreted. The two modes were: ‘Voices’ (see
above) and ‘Carving’ (see below).

7.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The Twister interface was deliberately kept simple in order
for us to focus on the design process and examine whether it
was useful to target specific movement qualities as the basis
for design. Our experience suggests that this approach is
useful. The device did invite the movement quality that it
was intended to. Further, considering how the sound mapping might encourage certain actions was seen as a useful
starting point in the further development of the DMI.
Central to the design approach was the use of LMA as
a typology of terms that refer to specific aspects of movement. LMA is but one of many di↵erent framework for
movement description. Prior work has focused on the E↵ort
and Phrasing aspects of LMA [2]. Here we found it useful to
look at the Space and Shape elements and consider how the
di↵erent types of Shaping might suggest interaction. What
is apparent from our limited exploration of LMA however
is the need to familiarise ourselves better with the nuances
of this rich and detailed approach to movement description.
Being able to refer to aspects of movement explicitly defined
in a framework such as LMA, and to di↵erentiate between
various actions according to clearly defined qualities is essential if movement is to become a design material. The
interface described here is not what one might expect to
emerge from a movement centred design process. It does
not require large exaggerated ’dancerly’ movements. This
reflects our desire to explore design process and theory as
opposed to simply attempting to develop what we might
personally feel to be instruments that epitomise physicality.
The second author did not find it necessary to refer to
LMA in defining the actions that would underpin the de-

Carving: The carving movement is depicted in Figure 2
and it includes a combination of closing, tilting and rotating actions. The carving mode is enabled when the Y tilting
value is above 350°and the discs are closed. When the Y tilting is below 350°and discs are closed data is instead used for
the ‘Chord selection’. Once the tilting value is above the
given threshold, tilting data is used to control the gain of the
send faders of each synth connected to a dedicated auxiliary
track in Ableton Live. The auxiliary track include a combination of delay and grain e↵ects. These e↵ects are then
controlled by a macro parameter that has been mapped to
the angle of rotation performed. The resulting sonic output
is a gradual deformation of the ongoing music which now
seems to be squeeze and crashed. Similarly the body gradually contorts to force itself, and the Twister, in a carving
gesture.

6.4 Structuring and Sequencing
Each word in the previously described dictionary can be
considered as a unit with distinct characteristics. The ‘Accordion’ and ‘Pointillism’ provide a fairly large sound palette.
Their combined use allowed for the adding in complexity
and density. The ‘Shaking’ and ‘Carving’ allow for the
building of tension. The ‘Music Box’ allows for relentlessness. The ‘Voices’ unit allows for modulation to a di↵erent
key signature.
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velopment of the Twister as a complete DMI. We see here
the need for several di↵erent representations of movement
at di↵erent stages of the design process. LMA is beneficial in the initial stages of identifying ranges of movement,
in terms of body part usage, spatial aspects etc. Within
the NIME literature musicians’ movement has tended to be
most often considered in terms of a functional taxonomy
of gesture. This description however does not fully capture
the qualities of movement. It does not describe movement
in movement terms. Our work with LMA suggests that a
shift toward describing movement in terms of how the body
actually changes, its shape, use of space, and the dynamics
of this change, might better inform design.
In any approach where the aim is to design the actions before product the designer must note that it is never possible
to fully prescribe the movement that will be evident in performance. This of course is dependent upon the intentions
and preferences of the performer. However, as with Jensen
[10], we have found that an explicit focus on action is a
rich starting point for design. It forces the designer to consider how the interface will require and encourage certain
movement qualities whilst constraining or prohibiting others. Through repeated applications of a movement-based
design process we believe that a designer should develop a
clearer understanding of how to design for movement and
how design choices e↵ect possible movement. As stated earlier this approach appears beneficial both in the early stage
of considering the interfaces’s physical characteristics and
also in the development of action-sound coupling [12]. Here
we have attempted to add to the notion of action-sound coupling by considering what we see as the preceding problem
of action-interface coupling, an area that we feel has been
somewhat neglected in the NIME literature to this point.
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates appropriation and the emergence
of personal styles amongst performers of a simple digital
musical instrument (DMI). Building on the results of a
study by Gurevich et al. [6], ten musicians were given an
unfamiliar instrument with highly constrained sonic capabilities. Through a series of rehearsals, performances, questionnaires and interviews, we sought to achieve three goals:

This paper investigates the process of appropriation in digital musical instrument performance, examining the e↵ect of
instrument complexity on the emergence of personal playing styles. Ten musicians of varying background were given
a deliberately constrained musical instrument, a wooden
cube containing a touch/force sensor, speaker and embedded computer. Each cube was identical in construction,
but half the instruments were configured for two degrees
of freedom while the other half allowed only a single degree. Each musician practiced at home and presented two
performances, in which their techniques and reactions were
assessed through video, sensor data logs, questionnaires and
interviews. Results show that the addition of a second degree of freedom had the counterintuitive e↵ect of reducing
the exploration of the instrument’s a↵ordances; this suggested the presence of a dominant constraint in one of the
two configurations which strongly di↵erentiated the process
of appropriation across the two groups of participants.

1. To verify and extend the results of Gurevich et al. [6]
on the influence of constraints on musical style.
2. To study the role of dimensionality in how performers approach musical instruments. Specifically, we ask
whether an instrument with more dimensions of control produces a richer set of musical interactions.
3. To identify signs of appropriation and personalisation
in performers’ interactions with an instrument.

1.1

Constraints and Personal Style

Constraints can be a powerful motivator for musical creativity. Magnusson [10] observes that musicians encountering a
new instrument tend to explore its constraints rather than
engaging only with the designer’s intended a↵ordances, a
result which holds even for more complex augmented instruments which are partially familiar [11].
Gurevich et al. [6] conducted a study in which nine
performers were given a one-button instrument; the button produced a tone of fixed frequency and loudness. This
two-state device (tone or no tone) represents perhaps the
simplest possible electronic musical instrument, yet the performers developed a broad array of playing styles. In addition to rhythmic variations, many performers discovered
non-obvious playing techniques such as muting the speaker
with the hands or tapping on the box. Despite the simplicity, many performers felt that they had not achieved mastery of the instrument during the study period. Reflecting
on the diversity of styles, the authors proposed “that the
very fact that the instrument was so constrained helped to
make space for this personal element to emerge.”

Keywords
design, appropriation, interaction, mapping, embedded hardware

1. INTRODUCTION
Musicians often use instruments in unexpected ways. The
history of musical instruments is replete with examples of
performance practices which challenged the designer’s original intentions. Jazz saxophone playing overturned many of
the norms of classical technique. Distortion on the electric
guitar was an engineering limitation before it became the
sound of rock and roll. The turntable was a home playback
device before it became a tool of scratch DJs.
In these examples, the process of appropriation, in which
performers developed a (possibly idiosyncratic) working relationship with the instrument, came to define the instrument’s identity. While how best to design for appropriation has been studied in the human-computer interaction
literature [1], appropriation in musical instrument design
is less well understood. If a performer uses a new musical
interface in an unexpected way, should this be considered
a design success or failure? What characteristics of instrument design make a performer more or less likely to discover
personalised performance techniques?

1.1.1

Investigating Dependence on Context

One aim of the present paper is to attempt replication of
the results of [6] amongst a di↵erent group of musicians,
with a di↵erent instrument possessing more degrees of freedom. We ask whether the emergence of diverse and unusual
playing styles is a general feature of performer-instrument
interaction, or whether this is solely a reaction to a particular set of constraints.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1.2

Dimensionality, Mapping and Creativity

Mapping between sensor data and sound production has
been a central consideration of DMI design for over a decade
[7]. Many approaches to mapping design have been explored, including one-to-one and many-to-many relationships between sensors and sonic parameters, hierarchical
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approaches [3], and mappings based on physical or gestural
metaphors [13].
An important consideration is mapping dimensionality:
in how many independent dimensions can the performer
control the sound of the instrument? In DMI design, it is
a common assumption (though by no means unchallenged
[2]) that increasing the number of dimensions of control increases the expressive range of the instrument; accordingly,
many new instruments tend toward a large number of controls to maximise the instrument’s potential flexibility.
The cognitive and motor bandwidth of the performer
places an upper limit on the usable dimensionality of the
instrument [8], as do considerations of the learning curve
[14]. But in this paper, we ask a more basic question: for
even the simplest instruments (where there is no cognitive
or motor limitation), is higher dimensionality a help or a
hindrance to the performer’s creativity? In particular, is
appropriation more or less likely to occur on an instrument
with a larger number of control dimensions?

glance not deliberately ergonomic and not tied to any musical usage conventions. Given its geometry and its size
(the minimum size to hold all the components), the cubeinstrument can be either easily held in one hand or played
on a surface such as a table or stand.
One of the sides of the box mounts a loudspeaker, which
is almost fully exposed through laser-cut holes. On an adjacent face, two sensors are placed on top of each other: on
the bottom, a Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) and, on the
top, a 5cm x 2cm capacitive multitouch sensor (XY position; originally from [9]). Both are directly connected to the
GPIOs of the BBB using analog input and I2C, respectively.
An onboard battery allows use of the instrument without
a power supply cord. Battery life is about 2 hours; a small
hole on one of the sides of the cube exposes a USB connector
for recharging. It is possible to switch the instrument on and
o↵ pressing the battery power button. An LED next to the
switch lights when the BBB has booted and the instrument
is ready to be played. Unlike [6], and due to the digital
nature of our system, the charge level of the battery does not
interfere with the audio synthesis and amplification process.

2. INSTRUMENT DESIGN

2.2

One purpose of our study is to verify and extend the results included in [6] concerning the development of style in
relation to constraints. Gurevich et al. argue that a musical instrument characterised by a highly constrained design
leads performers to discover a diversity of style based on
unexpected usage. On the other hand, stylistic variations
flourish through the absence of strong externally imposed
constraints, such as conventions established by common performance practice.
Starting from these considerations, we created a new simple DMI. Any resemblance with familiar musical instruments was avoided, including both appearance and main
a↵ordances, while a new set of design constraints was introduced. At the same time, we tried to maintain most of the
fundamental design features of the one-button instrument
used in [6], while expanding its sonic and control capabilities
to assess the role of dimensionality on performers’ responses.
“I think it would be neat if it had some sort of velocity
sensitivity or something like that... I would make it
something in the touch... If touch controlled timbre... but
just with that one button.” — Participant of the
one-button instrument study [6]

2.1

Hardware

A self-contained instrument was necessary for the study,
since the reliance on additional devices would have dramatically influenced the approach to practice and the performance usage of the instrument itself. Even a simple external PA inevitably introduces a set of extended controls
over a system and makes available a track record of predefined possible interaction techniques (e.g., gain saturation,
amplitude modulation). To be able to combine all the necessary components into a whole system, a Beaglebone Black1
(BBB) was chosen as core of the instrument. The BBB is a
small yet powerful embedded Linux board, hosting a 1 GHz
ARM Cortex-A8 processor and equipped with a USB port
for data connection and power supply, a uSD card slot and
extensive General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO). To support audio output capabilities, we used a Beaglebone Audio
Cape2 , an add-on board featuring stereo input and output.
The board is carried inside a cubic wooden enclosure
15cm on a side. This configuration was selected since the
cube is an unconventional shape for an instrument, at first
1
2

Software and Mappings

An audio engine written in C++ and built upon the Advanced Linux Sound Architecture3 (ALSA) APIs was developed and compiled for the BBB’s native ARM processor.
The audio engine includes a FM synthesizer and a control
thread capable of accessing sensor data from the circuitry
attached to the GPIOs of the board.
The synthesizer generates 2 overlapping but distinct sounds,
a percussive hit resembling a snare and a sustained drone
sound. The mapping design consists of a direct many-tomany strategy. Both the sounds are triggered when the
touch sensor detects a touch hit; the percussive sound is
automatically released while the drone stops when all the
fingers are removed from the sensor. Whenever the touch
sensor is triggered, the FSR pressure values control the velocity of the percussive sound and the cut-o↵ frequency of
a low pass filter applied on the drone, allowing for a continuous modulation within a deliberately restricted range.
Measurements estimated that the worst case event audio latency for this configuration of the instrument is below
7ms. The actual mapping happens in the control thread,
which also logs all the retrieved sensor data onto a uSD
card connected to the BBB. Data are timestamped and include number of detected touches on the capacitive sensor,
X-Y touch positions, touch areas and maximum pressure;
although only the first touch hit is used to trigger the synthesizer, the positions of up to three touches can be detected
by the sensor, all of which are logged separately.

2.2.1

Two Parallel Mapping Implementations

Compared to the one-button instrument in [6], our instrument features a somewhat higher level of complexity. We
aim to assess whether performers still develop diverse and
unusual playing styles when the instrument is characterised
by a higher number of a↵ordances and di↵erent constraints.
Since we also aim to evaluate the role of dimensionality in
the appropriation process, we developed two versions of the
same instrument with identical hardware but slightly different mappings. The first version allows control of timbre
using pressure, as described in the preceding section. The
second encompasses all the capabilities of the first, but also
adds control of pitch (both percussive sound and drone) using the X (longer) axis of the touch sensor. The pitch range
is approximately 4 semitones. Such a small range was de-

http://beagleboard.org/
http://elinux.org/CircuitCo:Audio_Cape_RevA
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Figure 1: Pictures taken during the second performance, showing di↵erent ways of playing the instrument.
signed to discourage musicians from playing melodies on
the instrument. Conversely, the pitch range was continuous
rather than rounded to discrete semitones; this was done to
provide both pitch and timbre controls with similar sets of
degrees of freedom and constraints.
In both versions, multi-finger data and Y-axis touch position are not mapped to any control. For matter of clarity,
from now on we will refer to the 2 di↵erent versions of the instrument as 1 and 2 Degree-of-Freedom (DoF) instruments.

3. Degrees of freedom usage – whether they used all the
a↵ordances discovered, or just a subset of them.
4. Style and behaviour – how unconventionally they played
the instrument compared to what they expected other
performers to do.
Then, a structured interview was held, addressing areas of
interest similar to the ones featured in [6]:
1. Musical content of the performance – improvised or
structured, variations, range of material played.

3. USER STUDY

2. Physical interaction with the instrument – posture,
technique.

Ten cube-instruments were constructed; five of them had
one degree of freedom, and the other five had two degrees
of fredom. The software running on each board was set to
log sensor data as soon as the instrument was switched on,
generating a new log file for each session.

3.1

3. Impressions of the instrument – initial reactions, understanding of the interface, perception of a separated
components vs. a self-contained instrument, expectations, perceived features and limitations or problems,
previous experience with other similar instruments.

Participants

4. Rehearsal experience – frequency and duration, engagement, perceived improvement through practice and
skill self-assessment.

A total of 10 paid participants took part into the study,
and each received an instrument. Our call for participants
aimed at enrolling 2 di↵erent groups of musicians with specific features. Out of the many people who replied to our
advertisement, we selected: a first group of 5 musicians who
shared a certain experience with unconventional electronic
instruments and experimental approach. A second group
of 5 musicians who, though coming from di↵erent music
backgrounds (e.g., classic music, rock, folk), featured more
“standard” musical skills, mainly related to the capability of
playing an acoustic or electric instrument. Since no females
replied to our call, the study includes only male subjects.

3.2

Both the performance and the interview were audio and
video recorded, and logged data from the rehearsal period
and performance were saved. Before leaving, participants
were asked to prepare a second performance in two weeks,
under the same constraints, but this time fully structured
(repeatable). This would happen in front of a real audience.

3.3

Second Performance with Audience

All the participants were asked to come back and do the
second performance on the same day, in the same venue as
before. The event was publicly advertised, and an audience
of 31 people attended the show. This provided participants
with a more realistic performance scenario. Participants
went on stage one at a time and played their piece while
the rest of the group waited backstage (Figure 1). None of
them was allowed to attend other participants’ peformances,
even after the conclusion of their own; moreover, they were
asked to refrain from discussing about any topic related to
the cube-instrument while together.
After the conclusion of this second set of performances,
two questionnaires were distributed among the participants.
The first one was an identical copy of the Likert scale questionnaire filled in after the first performance. The second
one consisted of a written version of the structured interview, extended with some questions about di↵erences between the 2 performance experiences and suggestions for
further development of the instrument.
The audience was also asked to fill in a questionnaire.
This consisted of open-ended questions about the level of
mastery of the instrument and the diversity of style perceived throughout the 10 performances, as well as about
the general understanding of the instrument.
Performers were then asked to give an encore, exactly repeating the piece previously played. This time they had
the opportunity to attend the other participants’ performances. After this session, a group discussion concluded
their involvement in the study. This was meant to focus on
the perceived di↵erences between the instruments and between the di↵erent participants’ techniques, to leave space

Rehearsal and First Performance

We met each participant separately, and details about the
other enrolled musicians were not made known. This was
done to avoid them influencing each other in the way they
played the instrument. Instruments were handed out during
individual first meetings, such that both groups included
both types of instruments (1 DoF and 2 DoF). Participants
were unaware that two types of instrument existed.
Participants were first asked to prepare an unaccompanied performance using the instrument, 1 to 3 minutes long,
structured or totally improvised. Complete freedom was
given in terms of how to play the instrument, imposing no
constraints on posture or setup (e.g. sitting, standing, using
a table). They were asked to come back and perform after
a rehearsal period of 2 weeks.
The first set of performances took place in a small black
box theatre in the authors’ department, spread over 10 different days, again to prevent participants from meeting;
the audience was composed of the authors only. Each performance followed the same structure: performers were instructed to start playing the instrument when ready; once
finished, they were asked to complete a Likert scale questionnaire including 4 groups of sentences regarding their
perception of the instrument, covering:
1. General mastery – whether they had completely mastered the instrument or they needed more time to refine their technique.
2. A↵ordances’ discovery – to what extent they explored
the (hidden) capabilities of the instrument.
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for free comments and questions about the instrument or
study, and to elicit general inter-participant debate.
All the performances, including the encore, and the group
discussion were audio and video recorded.

A↵ordances
Push
Hits
Slides
Complete sensor coverage
Rubbing box sides*
Rubbing over sensor*
Tapping box*
Licking sensor*
Manual filtering*
Table filtering*
Fingernails hits*
Singing*
Touching speaker*
Objects on speaker*
Combined a↵ordances*

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, qualitative and quantitative data collected
throughout the study are combined to investigate how constraints and dimensionality a↵ect style and appropriation.

4.1

Diversity of Style

Musical Variations
Drone
Rhythmic drone modulation
Arhythmic drone modulation
Rhythmic hits
Arhythmic hits
Unpredictable timbre/pitch
Ri↵s
Glide
Vibrato
Rhythmic rubbing*
Arhythmic rubbing*
Rhythmic filtering*
Arhythmic filtering*
Rhythmic tapping*
Poliphony*
Distortion*
Rattling objects*

Postures
Sitting
Standing
Instrument between legs
Instrument on laps
On surface
Static
Flipping sides
Speaker towards audience
LED towards audience

Interaction Techniques
Fingers
Palms
Both hands
More than one sensor touch
Combined techniques

Table 1: Diversity of style. Marked with a star,
entries related to hidden a↵ordances; entries in light
grey are found in the 1DoF group only, entries in
dark grey are found in the 2DoF group only.

The 10 participants showed a significant diversity of styles
in their performances. Following the methods of [6], this
diversity was estimated by annotating the behaviours observed in the video recordings. Four main categories were
coded: A↵ordances, Musical Variations, Postures and Interaction Techniques. Although these categories partially
overlap with those of the one-button instrument study [6],
some grouping di↵erences were introduced to account for
the e↵ects of the more complex instrument metaphor.
In Table 1, A↵ordances lists all the actions that were
explored by participants to produce sounds and music (similar to the “ways of playing” category in the reference study).
Main a↵ordances relate to the use of the sensor to trigger
sounds and to modify the built-in timbre/pitch parameters.
Examples include hits and slides on the sensor. Hidden affordances (shown with a star in the table) are those which
were not intentionally built into the instrument, and not
directly perceivable from its design [4]. They rely on the
exploitation of features of the instrument not necessarily
connected to the sensor, such as rubbing on the wooden
sides of the box or touching the speaker.
Musical Variations lists how the discovered a↵ordances
were used musically. Entries in A↵ordances and Musical
Variations support many-to-many relationships: di↵erent
a↵ordances can be used to obtain the same musical variation (e.g., filtering the sound either using the hand or another surface); conversely, di↵erent musical variations can
capitalise on the same a↵ordance (e.g. a constant drone
or a rhythmically modulated sound can be both generated
pushing the finger on the sensor).
Postures includes both bodily positions and ways of
holding the instrument. Interaction Techniques refers to
the specific ways in which the actions suggested by a perceived a↵ordance were carried out. For example, the sensor
can be pushed (the a↵ordance) using both a single finger or
the entire palm (the interaction techniques), to generate a
drone (the musical variation).
Analysis of Table 1 suggests that the nature of the instrument elicited a remarkable variety of styles and behaviours.
Such a simple but important observation confirms the results of Gurevich et al. [6], highlighting that the emergence
of diverse and unusual ways of playing a DMI does not necessarily depend on one specific set of constraints.
A deeper analysis of the first two table columns (A↵ordances and Musical Variations) hints at why, for this instrument, style variety is even wider than [6]. In contrast
to the one-button instrument, style variations related to the
main a↵ordances of the cube-instrument (the non-star entries) are many and determine almost the 30% of the overall
diversity (13 out of a total 47 entries). Indeed, the cubeinstrument is characterised by a more complex metaphor
than the one-button device; more degrees of freedom seem
to have led to the exploration of a wider set of a↵ordances.
Despite of the degrees of freedom intrinsically available
within the instrument, comments from the interviews make
clear that participants perceived the device as very constrained. Interaction was defined as “limited”, “frustrating”

and artistic production was referred as “a challenge”. Performers’ reactions to these limitations consisted of searching
and finding novel and “interesting” solutions to play the instrument. As argued by Gedenryd [5], from this perspective
the presence of limiting design features is only apparently
negative, especially in creative fields where structure (i.e.,
constraints) mediates excessively wide ranges of options.
Performers apparently explored unconventional techniques
both because of and in spite of the perceived constraints.
Two examples of these parallel approaches are Participant
ID 0 (P0), who defined this process in these terms: “I found
that the subtlety which was within its limitations was where
something interesting musically could happen...”; as opposed
to P5, who said: “I found the normal interaction, I mean
the pad, a little limited. So, once I got a bit acquainted
with the pad itself, I looked for a way to extend the possibilities, to enrich sound and control.” These comments align
with the style diversity in Table 1. Style variations ascribable to hidden a↵ordance exploration (star entries in first
two columns) are copious; covering more than the 40% of
the table entries, they form the most diverse cluster. This
suggests that the number and the strength of the perceived
constraints stimulated the discovery of unconventional ways
of playing and the development of a personal style. Such
a result is in line with Schon’s general theory of reflectionin-action [12], according to which the clash between sought
goals and limitations stimulates critical inquiry, on-the-spot
experimentation and artistry.

4.2

The Role of Dimensionality

The preceding analysis combined data from all 1DoF and
2DoF groups. To investigate the role of dimensionality on
style and interaction techniques, we will next consider the
behaviour and reactions of each group separately.
In Table 1, entries observed only in the 1DoF group are
assigned a light grey background, while entries observed
only in the 2DoF group are given a dark grey background.
Entries with white backgrounds were found in both groups.
Overall, diversity of style is strongly present in both the
groups. However, the performers who played the 2DoF
instrument explored hidden a↵ordances and related musical variations in a more limited way. Out of the 19 hidden a↵ordance-related entries, only 11 were observed in the
2DoF group; conversely, variations of style found in the
1DoF group use 17 of the same 19 entries.
A comparative analysis of main a↵ordance exploration
reveals interesting and unexpected results. The number of
musical variations strictly based on pitch control introduced
by the 2DoF group is only two, glide and vibrato. Furthermore, main a↵ordance-related entries in the first and fourth
table columns (non-star; A↵ordances and Interaction Techniques) completely overlap between the groups. This suggests that no additional main a↵ordances were perceived by
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the 2DoF group and that the physical usage of the instrument was exactly the same.
This qualitative result is also supported by log data analysis. For each participant, mean and standard deviation
of the sensor activation during the performances were computed and compared across the two groups. Three dimensions were taken into account: pressure, X and Y position
of the first touch (the one which triggers the synth), all
normalised between 0 and 1. A two-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test indicated that the two clusters of sensor usage
data do come from the same continuous distribution, thus
showing no significant di↵erence between them.
The spatial distribution of touches over the sensor for the
two groups is in line with this result. The heatmap shown
in Figure 2 represents the number of touches detected by
the sensor, quantising its surface in 230 small squares. A
tendency to spend more time on the edges of the sensor is
noticeable in both the 1DoF instrument (left) and the 2DoF
instrument (right). Some traces of spatial exploration of the
sensor along both X and Y axes are also visible. While in
the 2DoF group, X-axis exploration can be connected to
the search for a desired pitch, extensive X-axis usage was
also found in the 1DoF group. P3 accounted for this spatial
exploration as follows: “Using two fingers in two di↵erent
places in the touch pad...I can trigger [notes] quicker than
using one finger.” The same technique was also used by
P4. Other participants from the same group used modulation techniques which combined changes of both pressure
and position, for example P8 and P3. P8 and P0 flipped
the instrument sideways, thus reaching the sensor from a
di↵erent angle, touching its edges rather than the centre.
These behaviours and the related quantitative data seem
to confirm previous speculations on style diversity across
the groups. Indeed, they clearly show how di↵erent ways
of playing the instrument (e.g., pitch-based or rhythmicbased) were based on the same a↵ordances and techniques
(e.g., touching the sensor in di↵erent spots), regardless of
the number of degrees of freedom of the instrument.

4.2.1

Figure 2: Heatmap representing the spatial density
of touches over the instrument’s sensor for the two
groups of participants. Density is normalised over
the total number of touches and goes from dark blue
(lowest density) to dark red (highest density).
a couple of octaves.” Conversely, P6 commented: “People
who had the other version were doing more experimental
stu↵... as soon as I realised it had a pitch...I concentrated on
that.” P7 had a 2DoF instrument, and he reacted strongly
when asked about the 1DoF version: “I already felt really
restricted by only having a minor third [the perceived pitch
range], I was already really angry about that! So, I think
if I’ve just had one pitch, I would have just been like...I’m
trying to be a musician darling! I can’t work with one note!”
These comments suggest that participants with the 2DoF
instrument not only tended to engage more with constraints
rather than a↵ordances, but specifically focused on a single, dominant constraint, limiting hidden a↵ordance exploration. An additional clue supports this hypothesis. While
suggestions for further development of the instrument were
diverse within the 1DoF group (only 1/5 mentioning di↵erent notes), 4 out of the 5 participants in the 2DoF group
asked for a wider pitch range, or for the extension of the
length of the sensor to cover more octaves.
In particular, quotes like the one from P7 (“I wanted to
play discrete notes, I found it more musical somehow...”)
might imply that the pitch is related to common musical
conventions; this would explain its dominant role in constraints. Probably, for the 2DoF group, the perception of
new a↵ordances (elicited by the new degree of freedom) was
counterbalanced by the perception of a strong constraint on
pitch range, resulting both in less evident unconventional
usage of the instrument and only a limited inclusion of new
techniques based on the pitch a↵ordances themselves.

Two Instruments, a Dominant Constraint

In accordance with both [6] and our own expectations, the
addition of a control dimension significantly changed the
perception of the instrument between groups. As previously
highlighted, many of the a↵ordances and musical variations
appeared in only one group (e.g. touching the speaker to
distort the sound or licking the sensor to have an infinitesustain drone).
The numerical questionnaire filled out by the performers
also shows a significant di↵erence in reaction (Figure 3). On
average, the two groups responded di↵erently to Sentence 4
(There are many other ways of using this instrument I still
have to explore), with the 2DoF group believing much more
than the 1DoF group that all the instrument’s features had
been explored. Sentence 6 (My performance was based on
a subset of the interactions I have explored) showed a high
level of disagreement within the 1DoF group, indicated by a
large variance, while almost all the 2DoF performers totally
agreed with the statement. Overall, this suggests that the
2DoF sees an instrument which is incapable of providing additional a↵ordances, while the 1DoF group see a richer and
more complex device which they have not fully explored.
The reason for the 2DoF group feeling more limited than
the 1DoF group is suggested by the participants’ comments.
In the final interview, 3 of 5 participants from the 2DoF
group strongly agreed that the limited pitch range was their
main concern. P2 expressed his frustration: “Even though
I had a couple of notes, I think I still found it a quietly
frustrating experience just to have those notes instead of

4.3

Appropriation and Cognitive Bandwidth

The appropriation process for any technology is strongly
dependent on its design [1]. The user takes personal ownership of the technology by two nonexclusive approaches:
the exploitation of the intended openness and interpretabil-

Figure 3: Mean and standard deviation of the Likert
scale evaluation of performers’ questionnaires.
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ity of the system, and the deliberate subversion of design
functions. Our user study shows how, for DMIs, these two
approaches are tightly connected to the degrees of freedom
and the constraints which together define the instrument.
We suggest that appropriation of a DMI can be measured partly by the number and extensiveness of the paths
explored through the a↵ordances of the instrument, as the
player understands them. In other words, a user who has
appropriated the instrument is likely to have found many
combinations of ways to engage with the instrument’s affordances (whether or not there might be other a↵ordances
the user is not aware of). This metric is related to the concept of style in [6], but it deals mainly with the usage of
a↵ordances to obtain musical output.
DMI appropriation is important, since the same instrument must often be reintrepeted to fit the needs and expectations of di↵erent musical situations, genres and audiences.
Furthermore, every player is di↵erent; a DMI which is capable of being appropriated is one on which each player
can build a personal style. The stylistic divergence of the
10 performances suggests that an appropration process was
underway with each participant.
During the final performance and encore, technical failures and dead batteries required 3 instruments to be exchanged. In each case, the player performed on another
instrument with identical degrees of freedom. Although
the instruments were nominally identical, each player expressed discomfort at using a di↵erent instrument (investigator: “Here is an equivalent box to play on”; performer:
“But this isn’t my box!”). All three a↵ected performers felt
their original instrument was superior, preferring its particular touch response. In some cases, performers had also
made their own marks and annotations on the box. These
signs strongly point to the instrument having been appropriated by the performer.
The notion of a dominant constraint (Section 4.2.1) shows
how dimensionality influences appropriation, even before
the development of style. [2] suggests that DMI interaction
and understanding of mappings will be influenced by the
varying skills of each performer. Similarly, we suggest that
the limited exploration of unexpected uses among the 2DoF
group may indicate the existence of a cognitive bandwidth
for appropriation. In other words, whenever a new degree
of freedom is made available on an instrument, the strength
of the constraints it brings with it determines to what extent a↵ordances will be explored. In our study, the addition
of a constrainted pitch parameter resulted in (on average)
less exploration of other a↵ordances and constraints of the
instrument. But depending on the performer’s cognitive
bandwidth for appropriation, he or she may nonetheless perceive many a↵ordances alongside the dominant constraints,
developing a personal style based on a thorough appropriation of the instrument.

adding a control dimension reduced the exploration of hidden a↵ordances, and that performers in the 1DoF group
thought that there were more features left to explore than
those in the 2DoF group. Use of the sensor pad was similar between groups even though touch location only carried
sonic meaning in the 2DoF group. We also found that the
addition of pitch produced a dominant constraint; performers with 2DoF found the narrow pitch range to be the primary limitation of the instrument, where performers with
1DoF did not miss the lack of pitch control.
Appropriation is a feature of many human-technology relationships; for DMIs, we suggest it strongly relates to how
the instrument’s a↵ordances (including hidden a↵ordances)
are used in musical practice. The diversity of styles amongst
participants, coupled with the strong reactions when performers were asked to change instruments, indicates that
appropriation took place across the study. The reduced exploration of a↵ordances in the 2DoF group suggests that
there may be cognitive limits to what any given performer
can explore at once. This question merits further investigation. Further work will also examine the perspective of the
audience and patterns of performer-instrument interaction
revealed by the sensor data.

6.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our study of 10 performers showed that a very
simple musical instrument gave rise to a wide variety of
musical styles. Confirming the results of the one-button
instrument study [6], use of hidden a↵ordances accounted
for a large portion of style variations between performers.
Though our instrument had more degrees of freedom than
[6] and a correspondingly greater variety of styles, performers nonetheless found it to be very constrained. Our results
suggest that the emergence of diverse and unusual playing
styles is a general feature of highly constrained instruments
rather than a reaction to one specific instrument design.
By comparing otherwise identical instruments with and
without pitch control (2DoF and 1DoF), we found that
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ABSTRACT

becomes available to visual perception.
Conscious deliberate control of the point-of-gaze is perhaps only
possible to the extent that a person can consciously and deliberately
pursue different specific visual-perceptual goals such as to bring a
white dot into high resolution vision or, in everyday terms, to simply
“look at” the dot. It is difficult, without practice, to not look at a dot
that consistently appears on a computer screen just to one side of the
point of gaze; there is a tendency to try to look at the dot, which
causes it to move, and it gets chased off the screen [3]. Eye
movements can only be controlled indirectly, by pursuing visual
goals. To build an eye-controlled musical system, the instrument
designer must create a set of visual-perceptual goals each of which
can be accomplished by the performer and uniquely detected and
mapped to a different musical outcome. The specific kinds of eye
movements that people can make to achieve visual perceptual goals
are discussed next.

Although new sensor devices and data streams are increasingly used
for musical expression, and although eye-tracking devices have
become increasingly cost-effective and prevalent in research and as a
means of communication for people with severe motor impairments,
eye-controlled musical expression nonetheless remains somewhat
elusive and minimally explored. This paper (a) identifies a number of
fundamental human eye movement capabilities and constraints
which determine in part what can and cannot be musically expressed
with eye movements, (b) reviews prior work on eye-controlled
musical expression, and (c) analyzes and provides a taxonomy of
what has been done, and what will need to be addressed in future
eye-controlled musical instruments. The fundamental human
constraints and processes that govern eye movements create a
challenge for eye-controlled music in that the instrument needs to be
designed to motivate or at least permit specific unique visual goals,
each of which when accomplished must then be mapped, using the
eye tracker and some sort of sound generator, to different musical
outcomes. The control of the musical instrument is less direct than if
it were played with muscles that can be controlled in a more direct
manner, such as the muscles in the hands.

1.2 How the Eyes Move
There are a limited number of distinct classes of eye movements that
people can make, and thus that could be mapped to direct musical
outcomes. These classes are summarized here, drawing from
Rosenbaum [8]. Each class of movements has evolved in humans to
support a different supporting role in visual perception.

Keywords
Eye-controlled interfaces, eye tracking, human performance, music,
musical expression, sensor interfaces.

Single point-of-gaze. Though we have two eyes, they typically point
together at the same location, producing a single point of gaze. This
assists visual perception by providing additional and redundant
sensory information as well as distance information.

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite a somewhat dramatic increase over the last few years in the
use of new sensor technologies for musical expression (such as with
the Kinect motion detector and the Wii Remote inertial measurement
unit), as evidenced by the nature of papers presented in recent years
at this conference, and even though eye tracking devices are getting
cheaper and better, there remains relatively little work done to
perform music with eye movements. There in fact appear to be only
six successful projects to date. This paper attempts to understand why
there has been such relatively little work in this area. The paper
discusses the human processes that are involved in moving the eyes,
summarizes the six prior eye-music projects, and characterizes the
fundamental constraints of eye-controlled musical expression.

Saccades and fixations. The most typical eye movements are quick
saccades that last on the order of 30 ms and which jump the point-ofgaze from one location to another. The gaze then typically stays at
that new location for a fixation that lasts roughly 100 to 400 ms. The
fixations permit high-resolution visual information to be collected for
an extended period and for new gaze destinations to be considered.
Smooth pursuits. In a smooth pursuit the eyeballs rotate at a steady
rate. This type of movement is typically produced only when there is
a steadily moving object to lock onto. This permits vision to gather
visual information from objects that are moving, or that are stationary
when the head is turning.

1.1 Why the Eyes Move

Blinks. Blinks occur to moisten the surface of the eye and to protect
the eye from approaching objects. Blinks have been used in some
eye-controlled interfaces but are not typically used in such interfaces
intended for people with severe motor impairments because many
such users cannot control their blinks.

The eyes are used primarily to take in visual information—to see the
world—and hence the muscular control that is required to rotate the
eyeballs in their sockets is primarily used to bring visual items that
are in the periphery into the high-resolution vision at the center of
vision, the “point of gaze.” A person’s introspective experience of his
or her eye movements is not that the eyeballs are rotating in their
sockets but rather that new high-resolution visual information

Jitter. During a fixation, the eyes do not hold perfectly still but
instead make very small random movements on the order of 0.1° of
visual angle. The jitter prevents receptor cells from becoming oversaturated and the image from fading.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not
made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME‘14, New Interfaces for Musical Expression, June 30 – July 03, 2014,
Goldsmiths, University of London, UK. Copyright remains with the author(s).

From among these classes of eye movements, fixations are the
primary behavioral phenomenon that are used to issue direct
commands to a computer because a fixation on or near an object is a
visual-perceptual goal that can be easily motivated on a visual display
and used to motivate an eye movement that can be detected by an eye
tracker in a relatively straightforward manner. However, all of the
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Second Run Data
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(x, y) data that are reported by the eye tracker can potentially be
mapped to musical outcomes, including the path of the eyes during
saccades, and even the jitter. Even though there is little evidence that
a performer has any direct or indirect control over these aspects of the
data stream, all of the data can of course be used in a composition.
Most eye trackers work by using specialized computer vision
algorithms to convert a video image of the eye into the (x, y)
coordinates of where a person is looking on a computer screen. The
(x, y) location is typically reported between 30 and 1,000 times per
second (30 to 1,000 Hz). In order to report the coordinates accurately,
the algorithms are necessarily complex and, for commercial eye
tracking companies, closely-guarded trade secrets.
One challenge when working with eye tracking technology is to
get accurate data [12]. Reasonably accurate commercial eye trackers,
such as by SensoMotoric Instruments (smivision.com) or L.C.
Technologies (eyegaze.com), can report where a person is looking
with reasonable accuracy, within roughly 1° of visual angle (which is
roughly half the width of your thumb at arm’s length). But these
commercial systems also tend to be somewhat expensive, on the
order of US$10,000. This presents a problem for computer musicians
who would like to explore eye-controlled music but do not have
access to accurate commercial devices. Cheaper commercial systems
that cost on the order of US$200 are currently being introduced to the
market but it remains to be seen how accurate and reliable these
devices will be. Some open source eye trackers are available, such as
the ITU Gaze Tracker (gazegroup.org), EyeWriter (eyewriter.org),
and openEyes (thirtysixthspan.com/openEyes/), with the ITU Gaze
Tracker perhaps the most advanced of the three. But these systems do
not yet appear to have the accuracy of a good commercial system.
The accuracy and reliability of an eye tracking system will directly
affect the extent to which it could be used to control a computer, such
as for musical performance.
The idiomatic interaction technique used in eye-controlled
interfaces is to present a user with oversized buttons that the user can
decisively select by looking at buttons for short periods of time. The
buttons need to be oversized to compensate for the jitter in the eye
movements and the error in the eye tracker. This interaction
technique is relatively easy to implement because all that needs to be
done to determine which buttons are pressed is to count the number
of consecutive gaze samples that occur within each button region.
Smooth pursuits are not typically used in eye-controlled interfaces
because it is not as straightforward to move objects around a display
such that the eyes could lock onto those distinct objects to issue
distinct commands, but this would be an interesting area to explore in
part because it would permit a range of aesthetically interesting visual
components in an eye-controlled interface.
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Figure 1. The percentage of successful tapping trials as a
function of the inter-onset interval between the beats, a
measure of an ability to tap a rhythm using eye movements.
saccade, such as when eye-typing, it appears as if eye-controlled
buttons can be selected no faster than one button every 600 ms [6].
Working within the human and technology constraints discussed
here, researchers and musicians have successfully developed a
number of eye-controlled systems for musical expression, which will
be discussed next.

2. A REVIEW OF EYE-CONTROLLED
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
To date, there appear to be just six published or publicized projects
that have successfully developed eye-controlled musical instruments,
compositions, or performances. This review captures the author’s
understanding of all such work based on reviewing the literature,
searching the web, and communicating with researchers and
practitioners. The projects are presented in an order that shows the
natural progression of the development of eye-controlled musical
expression.

2.1 Intuitive Ocusonics – Polli (1999)
The earliest work on eye-controlled music is the Intuitive Ocusonics
system, and compositions created using this system [7]. Figure 2
shows some of the software components, and Figure 3 shows a
performance using the system at SIGGRAPH in 2001. Intuitive
Ocusonics used Steim’s BigEye software as a low resolution video
analyzer to monitor the position of the dark pupil and iris in
comparison to the white of the eye, giving the composer roughly nine
unique pupil-and-iris positions to work with, each of which was used
to trigger different synthesized or sampled sounds. It appears that the
system was somewhat prone to error, and that the performer did not
have tightly-coupled control of the instrument and thus the sounds
that were played, but also that the compositions were designed to use
this error as a creative element. This is the only system discussed here
that did not work in some way with the x and y positions of the gaze
on the display, but instead directly interpreted the video stream of the
eye itself. Though this would understandably be more error-prone
and thus introduce more artifacts into the performance, Intuitive
Ocusonics is arguably the first attempt to create a DIY (do-ityourself) eye tracker and evidently the first attempt to use the eyes to
control a musical performance.

1.4 An Upper Limit on Eye-Controlled
Performance
Given the idiomatic interaction technique of using fixations to control
an interface with the eyes, we can establish an upper limit on the
number of discrete eye commands that a person can issue in a given
amount of time. In terms of how many fixations can be made per
second, there is strong evidence that, even with practice and in the
most optimal circumstances, such as simply moving the eyes back
and forth between two buttons, people can make at most four
specific, deliberate eye-controlled commands per second. Figure 1
shows the results of an experiment conducted in our lab in which
participants used their eyes (and three different eye-controlled trigger
methods) to tap along to a beat (alternating between eight beats of
taps and eight beats of rest), and we found that 50% accuracy is only
achievable for inter-beat intervals of 250 ms and higher, and that the
best performance requires inter-beat intervals of 300 ms and higher.
When the eyes are not simply bouncing back and forth between two
points but instead moving to new intended locations with each
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Figure 2. Andrea Polli’s Intuitive Ocusonics system used
Steim’s BigEye to extract data from video images of the
eyes and Max/MSP to convert these data into sound.
(Image from www.andreapolli.com. Used with permission.)

Figure 4. The staging for EyeMusic v1.0. The projection
(inset) is the same image that the performer viewed
to play the piece (though flipped horizontally).

Figure 3. A performance using the Intuitive
Ocusonics system in 2001. (Image from
www.andreapolli.com. Used with permission.)

2.2 Oculog – Kim et al. (2007)
Oculog [5] is another DIY eye-image tracker that, like Ocusonics,
works directly with the video image of the eye, though Oculog uses
computer vision algorithms to compute the relative horizontal and
vertical position of the pupil in the camera frame (with no calibration
to the computer’s display). Because the change in the position of the
pupil is relative to the camera, and the camera is fixed to goggles
worn by the performer, the performer must move his or her eyes
based on visual-perceptual goals that can be generated from the
performer’s immediate visual environment. This arrangement does
mean that smooth pursuit movements can be evoked quite easily by
simply fixating an object and then moving the head (though this
effectively relegates the eye tracker to a reverse head tracker). In a
composition entitled Saccadic Variations that was created using
Miller Puckette’s Pure Data software, the pupil coordinates are
mapped to a tone generator, with the note number mapped to the x
coordinate and the key velocity to the y coordinate. A progression
through segments of the composition is controlled based on which of
four quadrants (top left, top right, bottom left, or bottom right) the
pupil is reported in after a blink is detected.

Figure 5. The display components used in EyeMusic v1.0.
The audience and the performer each see a large view of the
control surface, and a small video feed of the eye image.
composition is designed so that the performer could pursue visualperceptual goals that are translated into a visual experience that is
controlled by the performer and shared with the audience. The
performer controls a small white dot, a gaze cursor, that corresponds
to where he or she is looking. The cursor is repositioned on the
display based on every (x, y) coordinate that is reported by the eye
tracker (60 times per s) and this data is also used to create a granular
synthesis of click-sounding samples that are spatialized to play near
the gazepoint on the display by using stereo panning. A secondary
display shows a video of the eye, permitting the audience to see and
hear that the eyes are moving the gaze cursor. Visual events, such as
the gaze cursor colliding with moving red balls, are mapped to
musical elements such that the audience can see how the eyes are
being used to play the instrument. The performer moves through
segments of the composition with eye blinks, each of which is
sonified as a sudden, loud, slamming sound. EyeMusic v1.0 was
performed at SEAMUS 2006 and NIME 2007.

2.3 EyeMusic v1.0 – Hornof et al. (2006)
The EyeMusic system [2] connected a commercial eye tracker to
computer music software, specifically a 60 Hz L.C. Technologies
Eyegaze system to Max/MSP. Custom Max objects were created
using C/C++ to make the eye tracking data available to Max/MSP in
real time. After a number of informal studies, the multimedia
composition EyeMusic v1.0 was produced [4]. Figure 4 shows the
stage setup for EyeMusic v1.0 and Figure 5 highlights the various
display components used in a performance. The multimedia
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2.4 The EyeHarp – Vamvakousis (2011)

augmentative communication equipment and software (Tobii eye
trackers running The Grid by Sensory Software) to configure eyecontrolled buttons so that the performers could use these buttons to
play sound files that the performers selected in advance from large
collections of sound files. Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the gazecontrolled musical palette that was used by the performers. The
arrows on the eye-controlled buttons serve as memory aides and as
visual targets for eye movements made from one side of the screen to
the other. Figure 9 shows Duet for Eyes being performed in 2008 at
Trinity College in Dublin. Performers included James Brosnan, Katie
Gillian, Colm O’Snodaigh, Eoin O’Brien, Robbie Perry, and others.
Mick Donegan and Lizbeth Goodman directed the project, with
Donegan providing eye tracking expertise [9].

EyeHarp [10] was developed using the EyeWriter open source eye
tracker (www.eyewriter.org) and then transitioned to use the ITU
Gaze Tracker (gazegroup.org) open source eye tracker [11], each of
which appears to report with reasonable accuracy the (x, y)
coordinate on the display where a person is looking. EyeHarp
presents the user with a complex interface with extensive
functionality, though numerous human factors considerations serve
to tame the complexity. For example, Figure 6 shows how rather than
laying out the buttons in the configuration of a piano keyboard,
which was demonstrated to be somewhat problematic for the eyes,
the buttons are arranged in a pie menu [1] with the center of the pie
the standby gaze location, and hence the eye-image status display is
at that location (though much smaller than the status display in the
center of the display for Duet for Eyes). Small white dots are
positioned in fixed locations across the visual control surface to help
create the visual-perceptual goals that are needed to move the eyes to
these locations, similar to [3]. Though EyeHarp was not designed in
collaboration with or specifically for people with disabilities, the
author did conduct an informal evaluation of EyeHarp with people
with cerebral palsy, as shown in Figure 7.

It is noteworthy that Duet for Eyes was developed in collaboration
with its intended end-users. In the screenshot shown in Figure 8, the
black rectangle with the two white dots shows the user where the two
eyes are currently positioned in the camera frame, and whether each
eye is currently being successfully tracked (the white dot for each eye
disappears if that eye is not being tracked). Providing tracking status
in a prominent part of the display is an example of how collaborating
directly with people with disabilities in the design of assistive
technology will likely lead to a more user-friendly design for that
population. This clear salient visual feedback permits self-monitoring
and assists with the of making compensatory voluntary head
movements to keep the eyes in range of the cameras, as is needed for
users with motor impairments who have involuntary head
movements that periodically move their eyes out of range.

2.5 Duet for Eyes – Donegan et al. (2007)
Perhaps the most exciting application of eye tracking for real-time
input to a computer is when eye tracking can be used to provide
people with severe motor impairments a means of operating a
computer and communicating with other people. In this role the
technology is referred to as assistive technology or augmentative
communication. Duet for Eyes is one of several musical
performances made possible by a collaboration of musicians,
performers with severe motor impairments, augmentative
communication experts, and others. The team used off-the-shelf

Figure 8. The gaze-controlled musical palette constructed
for Duet with Eyes by Donegan and collaborators using The
Grid from Sensory Software running on a Tobii eye
tracker. (Screenshot courtesy of Mick Donegan.)

Figure 6. One of the two control surfaces in the
EyeHarp interface [10]. The eyes are currently
playing a note on the bottom right of the wheel.

Figure 7. EyeHarp tested by users with cerebral palsy.
(Images from [10]. Used with permission.)

Figure 9. Duet for Eyes being performed in 2008. (Image
from illustriouscompany.co.uk. Used with permission.)
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2.6 Ableton-Live-adapted –
Margulies and Anderson (2012)

3. ANALYSIS
This paper will now provide a taxonomy of the work that has
been done to date to create eye-controlled musical instruments
and musical expression, and briefly ponder likely future
developments in this performance and design space.

Eye-controlled deejaying was successfully implemented by adapting
the music production software Ableton Live so that it could be used
via the eye-controlled mouse emulation that is built into the Tobii
CEye assistive technology eye tracker (discussed at
1blinkequalsyes.com).
This
integration
was
developed
collaboratively by Jon Margulies and David Anderson after David
became disabled by amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Figure 10
shows a screenshot with the eye-controlled mouse emulation palette
overlaid on top of Ableton Live. Figure 11 shows David using the
system to deejay a New Year’s Eve party at the end of 2011. Ableton
Live was adapted by identifying all of the musical tasks that a deejay
needs to do, such as launching a song or fading a song across eight
bars, and by creating a separate button for each task in Ableton
Live’s Session View, which can be populated with a grid of buttons,
with each button triggering a separate musical task. All actions were
quantized to start on the next bar. The key technical insight that made
this adaptation possible was that, although some of the tasks such as
launching a song were already implemented within Ableton Live,
others such as fading across eight bars could be accomplished by
launching MIDI events (that appeared to Ableton Live to be external
MIDI events) and which then sent the appropriate commands to
Ableton Live. This permitted all of the interactions such as adjusting
on-screen faders with a click-drag-click (which is difficult to do with
eye movements) to be converted into button presses which could be
issued with eye movements. (Jon Margulies, personal
communication.)

3.1 A Taxonomy of Eye-Controlled
Musical Performance
Eye-controlled musical instruments and compositions can be
classified by asking a number of questions about each project.
Dimension 1: What is the motivation for the project?
The projects discussed here had three motivations:
(a) To create avant garde music and multimedia, as in Intuitive
Ocusonics, EyeMusic v1.0, and EyeHarp.
(b) To explore the technical and practical possibilities with eyecontrolled music, as in Oculog and EyeHarp.
(c) To create and deliver a tested working interface to people
with disabilities, as in Duet for Eyes and Ableton-Liveadapted, the only two systems that were developed in
partnership with such target users.
Dimension 2: What are the visual objects on the control
surface that are used to motivate the visual-perceptual goals
that a performer will use to play the instrument?
The “control surface” is the screen that the performer looks at
to control the instrument. Recall that the eyes cannot be
controlled as directly as the hands, but are instead moved by
pursuing visual-perceptual goals, such as to look at specific objects.
These projects have three types of control surfaces:
(a) No control surface, as in Intuitive Ocusonics and Oculog.
(b) A screen of large stationary buttons that primarily serve a
functional role, as in EyeHarp, Duet for Eyes, and AbletonLive-adapted. Each button has a visual object at its center,
which creates a visual-perceptual goal. The targets are
words, symbols, pictures, or small white dots.
(c) Large visual objects that move on the screen in the context
of a time-based multimedia composition, as in EyeMusic
v1.0, in which the visual-perceptual goals are to move the
gaze cursor to explore a black screen, collide with red
circles, and create an audio-visual narrative.
Dimension 3: Is a gaze cursor displayed on the surface?
The gaze cursor is a small visual object that appears where the
eye tracker reports that a user is looking. It helps to show the
performer and possibly the audience how the eye tracking data
are driving the performance. Some implications for showing or
now showing a gaze cursor are discussed in Dimension 6(e).
Do these compositions use them?
(a) Yes. EyeMusic v1.0 and EyeHarp show a gaze cursor.
(b) No. Duet for Eyes and Ableton-Live-adapted do not appear to
show a gaze cursor.

Figure 10. The Tobii eye-controlled mouse emulation
buttons overlaid on top of Ableton Live.
(Image from http://1blinkequalsyes.com/)

Dimension 4: Can the control surfaces be shown to the
audience to help them understand that the eyes are
controlling the instrument?
In all projects, simply projecting a video of the performer’s
eyes will help to emphasize that the eyes are playing the
instrument. Intuitive Ocusonics and EyeMusic v1.0 both did
this. For the compositions that use control surfaces, could it
also be helpful to project these surfaces for the audience to see?
The answer is three shades of “yes”:
(a) Definitely yes. For EyeMusic v1.0, the control surface is an
integral component, and the gaze cursor shows the
performer playing the instrument.
(b) Probably yes. For EyeHarp, skillful playing on its
minimalist visual layout is compelling and captivating to
watch, especially when the gaze cursor is visible and
annotated with explanations of what each eye-command is

Figure 11. A deejay diagnosed with ALS uses an eye tracker
connected to Ableton Live to mix the music at a party.
(© 2013 Nityia Photography. Used with permission.)
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To not smooth the data is a sensible design decision given that
smoothing introduces a control delay, and in general a musician
wants his or her instrument to respond as quickly as possible.

doing. For Ableton-Live-adapted, it makes sense to show
the control surface but only in the vicinity of the deejay
booth, consistent with how deejay activities can typically be
observed in a nightclub but only near the deejay booth.
(c) Possibly yes. As Duet for Eyes was staged, the performer’s
faces were projected. A second projection of the control
surfaces alongside their faces could possibly make the
mappings from eye movements to sounds more clear to the
audience (especially if the control surfaces are flipped
horizontally to maintain left-to-right consistency between
the eyes and the surfaces from the audience’s perspective).

3.2 The Future of Eye-Controlled Music
Eye-controlled musical expression remains relatively unexplored
because of the numerous constraints imposed by how and why the
eyes move and because of the limits of eye tracking technology. It is
hoped that articulating these constraints and challenges, in the context
of the few successful projects that have been completed, will make it
easier to plan for the challenges in the design of future eye-controlled
musical instruments and compositions. As the cost of eye trackers
continues to drop and as consideration of eye tracker accuracy
continues to rise [12], it is becoming easier to explore the potential
for eye-controlled musical expression, and more exciting work will
certainly be done. We will likely see the development of software
libraries for connecting eye trackers to multimedia authoring toolkits,
for creating the visual-perceptual objects needed in eye-controlled
interfaces, and for automatically detecting when the performer
pursues these visual-perceptual goals to issue commands in the
context of eye-controlled musical expression.

Dimension 5: How does each composition deal with the
timing limitations of eye-controlled interfaces and yet still
create an interesting composition and performance?
Recall that the eyes can issue at most two to four decisive eyecontrolled commands per second.
(a) All of the eye-controlled compositions address this in part
by incorporating substantial pre-recorded or preprogrammed material into the composition such that these
musical elements could continue playing for a period of
time after each eye-command.
(b) EyeMusic v1.0 includes audio-visual components that
continue somewhat independently of the eye movements.
(c) The EyeHarp incorporates an eye-programmable sequencer
such that, over the course of the performance, the performer
can first program the sequencer to play a background
harmony, and then play the foreground melody directly.
(d) Duet for Eyes is played in concert with conventional
musicians who continue to play between eye-commands.
(e) Two of the compositions, Oculog and EyeMusic v1.0, use
the continuous flow of all of eye data, not just the data from
the performer-initiated eye commands, to generate sounds.
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Dimension 6: How does the system manage the error and
jitter that are inherent in eye tracking data?
Eye-controlled interfaces need to accommodate the error in eye
trackers, and the jitter in fixations. These compositions
accommodate it in five different ways:
(a) By moving the composition forward somewhat
independently of the eye movements. Intuitive Ocusonics
does this to the greatest extent, using the eye data to just
nudge the audio.
(b) By using the relative rather than the absolute position of the
eyes. Oculog does this.
(c) By creating oversized visual targets. All four of the systems
with control surfaces do this, as does Oculog.
(d) By sonifying all of the raw data such that the jitter creates a
musical texture of its own. Oculog and EyeMusic v1.0 both
do this. EyeMusic v1.0 uses the error and jitter as both an
audio and visual element, with the jitter bringing the gaze
cursor to audible and visible life, and the error creating
visible-narrative tension as the audience can see the
performer working to compensate for error.
(e) By showing the gaze cursor on the display. EyeMusic v1.0
and EyeHarp both do this. When a gaze cursor is displayed,
it is typically a short distance from the actual point of gaze
due to error in the eye tracking device. This permits a
performer to learn how to compensate for the error in real
time, such as by learning to look slightly next to a target.
That Duet for Eyes and Ableton-Live-adapted do not show a
gaze cursor makes the systems easier to user for novices who
would be distracted by the cursor, but may also prevent expert
users from learning how to anticipate and work with the error and
master an eye-controlled instrument.
None of the systems appear to reduce error by using smoothing,
which is to report, rather than the raw (x, y) data, a running
average of the last n samples, such as the last 0.25 s of samples.
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and The Music Room [20]). Other installations focus on thought
stimulation, self-regulation support and behavior change by means of
music (e.g. Sonic Cradle [28] and Piano Staircase). This concise
review attests that (i) the design space of musical interfaces is
complex, difficult to categorize and likely to be influenced by
personal interpretation; (ii) the player’s experience determines the
goals and the challenges of both DMIs and interactive installations.
In this paper we aim at framing a conceptual understanding of
musical interface design centered on the experience of the player.
This framework is supposed to provide a model for reducing the
complexity of the design space of different player experiences,
ranging from Disklavier pianists to visitors of the Music Room [20].
The outcome of this work is MINUET (Musical INterfaces for User
Experience Tracking), a design framework for the identification of
the elements involved in musical interface design, which can help
designers to position, shape and evaluate their systems. MINUET is
a design process structured into two stages, following each
other in a non-invertible sequence. The first stage analyzes the
goals of the interface, and the second stage specifies how designers
can actually achieve these goals.
MINUET can serve the following purposes: (i) reducing the
complexity of the design space of musical interfaces; (ii) specifying a
set of success criteria; and (iii) guiding evaluation procedures. Due to
space constraints, we are only focusing on the first point in this paper,
leaving the analysis of the other two points to our future works. To
achieve this goal, we grounded MINUET on related work (Section 2)
and delivered a design process to tackle the issue from the
perspectives of designer goal and specifications (Section 3). The
reliability of the framework is discussed by drawing parallels with
existing research (Section 4) and by testing it with a case study
(Section 5). The final part of the paper provides an insight into future
works.

This paper presents MINUET, a framework for musical interface
design grounded in the experience of the player. MINUET aims to
provide new perspectives on the design of musical interfaces,
referred to as a general term that comprises digital musical
instruments and interactive installations. The ultimate purpose is to
reduce the complexity of the design space emphasizing the
experience of the player. MINUET is structured as a design process
consisting of two stages: goal and specifications. The reliability of
MINUET is tested through a systematic comparison with the related
work and through a case study. To this end, we present the design
and prototyping of Hexagon, a new musical interface with learning
purposes.

Keywords
Framework, DMIs, interactive installations, user experience

1. INTRODUCTION
For several years, NIME and related communities have been coping
with the challenge of framing a design space for musical interfaces.
Framing a design space serves the purposes of designers, providing
them with concepts that systematize their thinking and stimulate
thought [13]. It can inspire design, reveal potential problems [1], and
act as a reference point for future studies on user experience [13].
A simple design space of musical interfaces can be described along
a continuum that stretches from Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs)
to interactive installations [4,31]. More articulated approaches have
mainly focused on DMIs by differentiating, for example, among
augmented traditional instruments, instrument-like controllers,
instrument-inspired controllers and alternate controllers [19]. This
categorization is device-oriented: while considering the similarity to
traditional instruments and the technology featured in the controller,
it fails to account for the profound variations affecting the experience
of the player. As an example, suffice it to consider the difference
between a violinist using an augmented bow [26] and a Reactable
player [17].
The other pole of the design space defines interactive installations,
i.e. those systems “that are only realized through a participant’s
actions, interpreted through computer software or electronics, and
those actions do not require special training or talent to perform”
[29]. Interactive installations have very different characters, scopes
and goals and they usually emphasise the user experience rather
than a set of musical activities performed on an instrument.
Several installations allow visitors to inspect multimodal spaces or
artifacts and provide them with aesthetic experiences (e.g. Iamascope
[11] and PebbleBox [22]). Some works, instead, specialize in
enabling visitors “to interactively operate on music content […]
while listening” [7] (e.g. The Brain Opera [25], Sync’n’move [27]

2. RELATED WORK
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Over the last few years the investigation of the design space of
musical interfaces has been arousing an increasing interest. Two
meta-reviews have attempted to suggest how to catalogue these
studies: [10] analyzes the different approaches to the definition,
classification and modeling of DMIs, while [18] surveys the
methodological approaches employed in the design of DMIs.
Most of the studies on the design space of musical interface
restricted their investigation to DMIs. [15] tackles the challenge
from the general perspective of the interaction modalities with
musical instruments differentiating between instrumental (the
musician has control over every aspect of the instrument), ornamental
(the system has control) and conversational (shared control).
Similarly, [16] centers the framework on the relation between player
and instrument, discussing issues of balance (between complexity
and simplicity), playability, learning curve and instrument efficiency.
[24] and [14] suggest two frameworks theorizing about the type of
possible gestures in this context. [24] distinguishes between
intuitiveness and perceptibility of gestures, and between ergotic
(gestures used to manipulate physical objects) and semiotic (gestures
used to communicate meaningful information, such as thumb up).
[14] analyses the strategies for mapping gestures onto synthesis
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this iteration, three sets of concepts emerged: Objective of
Interaction, Constraint and Context, that respectively answered to the
questions: what the goal of the interface is, how this should be
designed, where and when it should take place. The successive
version of the model was rearranged by the authors, who
redistributed the three sets of concepts into two stages of a design
process: goal and specifications. This change was then analyzed and
supported by some of the workshop participants. Lastly, a few minor
modifications to the framework were made during the analysis of the
case study, reported in this paper

parameters centered on cognitive modes (analytical vs. holistic). [30]
narrows the analysis to the musical instruments that inspire long-term
engagement and proposes seven heuristics that describe the qualities
of these instruments: incrementality, complexity, immediacy,
ownership, operational freedom, demonstrability and cooperation.
[23] addresses the issue of DMI evaluation from the perspective of
the different stakeholders (performers, composers, audience,
manufacturers and designers).
Only a few studies, such as [4], broaden the scope of the design
space of musical interfaces by considering also interactive
installations. Birnbaum and colleagues base this design space on
seven dimensions: required expertise, musical control, feedback
modalities, degrees of freedom, inter-actors, distribution in space and
role of sound [4]. [31] suggests taking inspiration from HCI
techniques for the evaluation of control and usability of musical
interfaces. In particular, this framework is based on learnability,
explorability, feature controllability and timing controllability. Blaine
and Fels [5] focus on collaborative musical experiences and propose
seven primary dimensions to be borne in mind when designing:
physical devices, type of interaction, learning curve, pathway to
expertise, level of physicality between players, directed interaction
and musical range. [9] presents a model for the design and evaluation
of musical interfaces concentrating on the modality of interaction: the
interface can employ a simple modality (visual or auditory), or
multiple modalities by integrating simple modalities.
The contribution of these works towards a better understanding of
the design space of musical interfaces is indisputable. Most of them,
however, have apparently failed to convince the community to adopt
any such frameworks. A possible reason is that the quality of a
framework should be based on how it helps designers by stimulating
creativity and allowing them to delve into the design process.
Furthermore, the increasing number of interactive installations
operating in the musical domain suggests that new research should be
done in this area.

3.2 Model
MINUET structures the designing of musical interfaces into a twostage process: the first stage, Goal, describes the objectives of the
interface, while the second stage, Specifications, help designing the
interaction in order to fulfill these objectives (Figure 1). Each stage is
composed of some entities that address design issues on a more
pragmatic level. To model these entities we drew up inspiration from
the influential work by [2], which defines a conceptual model for the
design of interactive systems. The PACT framework helps designers
to investigate the design process by means of a user-centered
technique based on People, Activities, Contexts and Technologies.
The four entities detail the objectives and the constraints of the
interface, and are specified by a series of directly applicable design
perspectives (the elements included in the inner circles in Figure 1).

GOAL

OP
PE LE

IVITIE
CT

S

Motivation
Collaboration
Learning Curve
Ownership

3. MINUET
MINUET offers a conceptual model for the understanding of the
elements involved in musical interface design, providing a frame to
bear on this complex design space. This frame can help designers (i)
to position their work in a structured design space, (ii) to elaborate
ideas and objectives when designing a new musical interface (iii) to
guide the evaluation process. The idea is to tackle this challenge by
clustering design elements from the point of view of the player’s
experience. Also, rather than providing a list of design metrics and
heuristics, MINUET integrates a temporal dimension into its
structure, consisting of two stages which can by no means inverted.

NTEXT
CO

S

A

Player
Audience

Music Style
Physical Env.
Social Env.

prototyping
evaluation

3.1 Method

ES

NOLOGI
CH

MINUET results from a synthesis of the related work and concepts
developed by the authors. The final structure has been developed
over the course of several iterations, including a workshop attended
by a selected group of three HCI researchers, a professional
musician, and an interactive artist. At first, the authors identified the
related work discussed in 2.1 by means of a meta-review process.
Related work was primarily collected in the basis of on the references
analyzed in [10,18], while remaining papers were chosen on the basis
of their relevance to the topic. Next, the selected works were
schematized in connection to the proposed dimensions (or heuristics)
and to the related category of musical interface (DMIs and interactive
installation). Later, we organized a one-day workshop: participants
were encouraged to discuss affinities and connections among these
works. The methodology adopted is affinity analysis [3]: guided by
one of the authors, participants explored connections, similarities and
differences among these works by using sticky notes and several A0
cardboards. They were then asked to propose and discuss a number
of dimensions that could correctly cluster the associated design
guidelines from the perspective of the experience of the user. From

TE

Control
Mapping
Operational Freedom
Embodied Facilitation
Input
Feedback

SPECIFICATIONS
Figure 1. MINUET framework.
The design process starts from the analysis of the designer goal,
which describes the purposes of interaction. This stage is articulated
in three parts: People, identifying the end-user (who) Activities,
specifying the kind of interactions the designer has in mind (what)
and Contexts detailing the specifications of the environment (where
and when). Once the interaction goals have been defined, designers
can move on to the Specifications stage by prototyping the interface.
This stage analyses how to design the interaction resembling the last
entity of PACT framework, Technologies. Unlike Benyon’s
“Technologies”, we focus on the identification of interaction
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the identification and the recognition of unique playing styles should
then be supported [30]. By contrast, when the interaction is not
centered on the actual production of a musical output, replicable
outcomes are to be expected. Ownership can also refer to the way
players interact with the interface if the system allows them to
configure the interface according to their own wishes.
Collaboration. Musical activities can be carried out alone or in a
social context. Designing collaborative experiences means
considering awareness of others, and factors such as synchronization
and coordination. Sometimes, musical interfaces can only be fully
exploited in collaborative contexts: in these cases, specific efforts
need to be made to ensure the expected social dynamics.

requirements rather than considering hardware and software
implementations. Lastly, designers can evaluate the proposed
specifications by referring back to the original goal.

3.3 Goal
The first stage of MINUET frames a conceptual model of the
interface goal, in the shape of a very high-level user story [8]. The
related concepts guide designers to reflect upon the kind of
experience they wish to offer. Players can use a musical interface for
a number of reasons: to perform, to compose, to control or to learn
music. The interface can provide players with a playful experience,
stimulate creativity and convey a meditative experience; also, it can
have an informative meaning, and it may or may not have
educational purposes. In order to cope with the diversity of
interactions, this design space is simplified detecting patterns and
suggesting insights that can assist designers’ reflections. In fact, they
are invited to look at their goal through the lenses of People,
Activities and Contexts. ‘People’ looks at the designer’s objectives
from the viewpoint of the targeted category of players and from the
role of the audience (who). ‘Activities’ questions what the envisioned
interaction is, by framing the type of musical interface. ‘Contexts’
investigates the environment and the set-up of the interface
(where/when). The relevance of these entities varies according to the
nature and the goals of the interface and the priority scale has to be
given by designers themselves.

3.3.3 Contexts
Contexts consider the environment in which the interaction takes
place, i.e. all those elements that can help the identification of the
interaction goals. This entity may not be very important for
traditional DMIs, yet it is particularly relevant for installations and
collaborative interactive systems. The associated concepts (music
style, physical environment and social environment), detail what
makes an application unique in relation to similar works.
Music style. In novel musical interfaces sound is produced by the
computer, so the associated musical style is not influenced by the
acoustic features of the instrument as in traditional music. This
feature opens up new horizons for designers, who can choose the
music style that better suits their goals, irrespective of the nature of
the device. Identifying a musical style is crucial when it comes to
targeting a specific population. For instance, when confronted with a
broad target population, designers should make use of a familiar
music language, such as tonal music [20]. On the other hand, when
targeting a community of experts or avant-garde musicians, the
music itself can be experimental. Addressing a specific musical style
genre can also be the primary objective of the interface (e.g. the
musical controllers for electronic music such as Korg Kaossilator).
Physical environment. When reflecting on the goals of the
interface, its own nature frames the importance of the space in which
it is going to take place. While traditional controllers do not require a
precise spatial configuration, it is important to consider the physical
environment hosting the installation. Some installations are designed
to be exhibited on the occasion of specific events while others are
hosted by museums for long periods.
Social environment. The social context and the proximity between
players mirror different kinds of interpersonal relations. Intimate
experiences need a small, secluded space, while provocative
installations can either be open to the greatest number of passers-by
or force individuals to interact with an object on a one-on-one basis.
Designers might want to draw the attention of museum visitors, or to
arouse the interest of people and of the media into a specific social
issue.

3.3.1 People
This entity specifies the subjects who will engage with the
interface, namely players and audience.
Player. A critical point when constructing specific experiences is
to define the target user. The interface could address professional or
amateur musicians, players that are quite familiar with music, or nonexperts. An augmented bow can be designed to enhance the playing
experience of professional cello players, or to ease access to the
instrument to newcomers.
Audience. In interactive systems the audience may not perceive
the interactions between the performer and the system, as they would
do with traditional instruments [12]. Designers that intend to allow
spectators to understand such interaction specifically target this
issue. The intelligibility or the ambiguousness of the performance
greatly depends on the performer’s capability of showing others how
action-reaction mechanisms work. In some interactive systems,
spectators can also actively take part in music creation.

3.3.2 Activities
The objective of interaction can be considered from the lens of
envisioned player activities. The associated concepts are: motivation,
music style, learning curve, ownership and collaboration.
Motivation. This concept provides insights into the motivations of
the players, analyzing the relevance of the sonic and musical medium
with respect to the user experience. In interactive installations, sound
often has an accessory goal, as it is supposed to guide the exploration
of the environment. Vice versa, the creation or the manipulation of
sounds is the primary goal of traditional DMIs and interactive
sonification systems, in which users explore particular information
conveyed into abstract musical form.
Learning curve. The learning curve provides information on the
time required to gain skills with an interface and/or to understand
how interaction works. Traditional complex interfaces requiring a
significant investment of time should preferably allow high ceiling,
as to ensure long-term engagement and enable players to develop
skills, as it is the case with traditional instruments. By contrast,
museum installations have to be experienced in a very short time, and
therefore they must be able to reveal how they work within seconds.
In this case the learning curve needs a low floor.
Ownership. Interfaces that specifically address the generation of
creative artifacts should aim at the uniqueness of musical expression.
When the musical output is a form of self-expression, the execution,

3.4 Specifications
The second stage of the design process collects the goal considered
by the previous issue and reflects on the interaction constraints
between the player(s) and the system. When designing for intuitive
experiences the amount of interaction possibilities should be
restricted, as to guarantee an easy access to the players. By contrast,
musical controllers should enable players to manage a multitude of
parameters, as to have full control on the generated music.
Specifications must be considered according to the level of control
and to the input and feedback modalities as well as to the presence of
human facilitators that might result in a loss of operational freedom.
Control. The degree to which the player controls the music varies
along a continuum which includes the different categories of
interfaces. For the sake of convenience, though, we will discretize
three categories: low, medium and high control. Low-level
controllers provide control on each note or on specific sonic
parameters, just like traditional instruments. They usually address an
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within it. In Table 1 the main dimensions of the related work are
associated with the elements proposed by MINUET.

expert population, as they rely on musical notations that are unknown
to non-experts. Mid-level controllers give access to higher musical
structures at bar-level or score-level such as rhythmic pattern, melody
direction, mode, musical processes and loops. Depending on their
closeness to note-level, they might be more or less accessible to non–
experts. High-level controllers operate outside the musical domain,
so they are generally open to everybody but do not allow any subtle
interaction with musical structures.
Mapping. The level of control influences the complexity of
mapping strategies. Low-level controllers require a convergent
mapping [14]: in order to produce a single pitch, a sequence of
physical tasks needs to be performed just as playing a note on the
guitar usually requires the synchronization of two or more fingers).
Vice versa, in interfaces controlling high-level musical elements, a
single mediated parameter affects many musical factors (divergent
mapping [14]). For instance, controlling mode influences two lowerlevel musical parameter, i.e. harmonic and melodic intervals.
Sometimes interface metaphors are needed to hide mask music
complexity from the player’s interaction space. Interface metaphors
indeed “allow users to readily make inferences about how to operate
unfamiliar user interfaces by mapping existing skills and knowledge
from some familiar source domain” [32]. In this case, a divergent
mapping is necessary: controlling the emotional character of a piece
will influence several musical parameters (e.g. mode, tempo, melodic
direction and volume).
Input. Players can interact with the musical interface through
symbolic, para-linguistic, involuntary and subconscious modalities
[6]. The production of sounds might require physical energy an
ergotic gesture. Alternatively, players could interact on a semantic
level, through visual, tactile or semiotic gestures.
Feedback. This concept focuses on the presence and the role of
feedback modalities (auditory, visual, tactile, or kinesthetic [4]).
Designers are invited to consider the effects related to different
feedback modalities. Adding multi-sensorial feedback can augment
the experience, but also distract a performer. In most cases, the visual
feedback is an accessory factor but sometimes it can become the
main focus of user experience [11].
Operational freedom. Operational freedom defines the potential of
players to express a creative interaction with the system and the
flexibility of the interaction. Designers seeking to stimulate creativity,
improvisation and adaptation should envision flexible and constraintfree interactions, while educational or training-oriented interfaces are
better achieved through rigid task-achievements procedures. A snare
drum has rather limited interaction possibilities, but offers endless
compositional options. Vice versa, The Music Room [20] does
permit players to creatively interact with the system, but the musical
control depends on the choice of the piece’s emotional tone.
Embodied facilitation. Embodied facilitation refers to the physical
configuration of the interface, as well as to the presence of human
facilitators. The design of the interface can impose limitations if it
“facilitates, prohibits and hinders some actions, allowing, directing,
and limiting behavior” [13]. In this case, the designer suggests a
particular strategy or interaction trajectory using constraints.
Interaction constraints could also be forced by human and virtual
facilitators that pilot the interaction. Facilitators can show players
how to interact with the interface and other players and how to
accomplish tasks. If needed, the spatial environment should support
the envisioned interaction. When designing collaborative
installations, the physical set-up should encourage players to
collaborate by constraining or facilitating their interaction, while a
round space where players have the same distance from the object of
the interaction would be appropriate for shared-control interfaces.

Table 1. MINUET compared to related work (the first letter
refers to the associated PACT entity).
Related work

Dimension
Required expertise

Birnbaum 2005

Wallis 2013

Musical control
Feedback modalities
Degrees of freedom
Inter-actors
Distribution in space
Role of sound
Incrementality
Complexity
Immediacy
Ownership
Operational Freedom
Demonstrability

Blaine 2000

Cooperation
Physical device
Player interaction
Learning curve
Pathway to expertise
Physicality between
players
Musical range
Media

Overholt 2009

Hunt 2000
Cumhur Erkut
2011
Johnston 2008

Wanderley
20002

Jordà 2004

Gestures
intuitiveness and
perceptibility
Mapping richness
Range of expression
Mapping strategies
Modality of
interaction
Modes of interaction
Learnability
Explorability
Feature
controllability
Timing
controllability
Balance
Instrument
efficiency
Playability
Learning curve

MINUET
P: Player
A: Learning Curve
T: Control
T: Feedback
T: Operational fr.
A: Collaboration
C: Physical env.
A: Motivation
A: Learning Curve
A: Ownership
T: Operational
Freedom
P: Audience
P: Player
A: Collaboration
T: Input
A: Learning curve
A: Ownership
A: Collaboration
T: Embodied fac.
T: Control
T: Feedback
A: Motivation
P: Player
T: Input
T: Mapping
T: Control
T: Mapping
T: Input
T: Input
A: Learning curve
T: Operational Fr.
T: Control
A: Learning Curve
T: Control
T: Operational Fr.
A: Learning curve

5. HEXAGON, A CASE STUDY
We are now going to examine here a case study to demonstrate the
prove the potential of MINUET for guiding designers throughout the
design process of musical interfaces. To this end, we introduce the
conceptual design of Hexagon, a tangible controller designed to train
music cognition. Consistently with the declared purposed of the
framework, we will focus on how to frame design challenges rather
than detailing technical implementation.

4. RELIABILITY OF THE FRAMEWORK
In order to argument the proposed framework, in this section we
show how previous frameworks and taxonomies are accommodated
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5.1 Goal

5.2.2 Performance behaviors
While the music is playing, the user can subtly intervene on
performance behaviors interacting with a multi-touch hexagon
(Control, Figure 3). Here players have direct access to sonic
features (direct Mapping). They can influence the timing,
volume and attack tapping on the hexagonal pad. Furthermore,
they can perform a number of behaviors such as vibrato
(through a gentle and fast movement of the fingers) and legato
(through a gesture which is reminiscent of the hammer-on
technique performed by guitarists). Figure 3 features the
example of a player who is tapping tempo with his right hand
while performing a vibrato with the left.

Hexagon is designed to give players an interactive hands-on
experience, which allows them to learn how to recognize the role of
the most relevant musical parameters in Western compositions, such
as mode, rhythm, harmony and tempo.
People. Hexagon targets amateurs and beginners (Player).
The role of spectators is not relevant (Audience).
Activities. Hexagon is designed to train their perception of musical
composition, i.e. to become aware of musical form and progression
(Motivation). Following a social-constructivist approach to learning,
cooperation among players is expected (Collaboration). Given the
educational purposes, the initial complexity needs to be kept under
control; a sufficient longevity, though, must be ensured in order to
keep players engaged (Learning curve).
Contexts. As music language we use tonal music, as it is broadly
known and complex enough to include the most important
parameters of Western music (Music style). The interface can be
experienced individually or collectively, at home or at school
(Social environment). Spatial elements are not crucial (Physical
environment).

5.2 Specifications
Once our goals have been outlined, this stage focuses on
prototyping possible design implementations. We want players
to learn the influence of a number of musical parameters by
means of physical interaction. This implies that they will
interact with tangible objects, each of which is associated with
a specific parameter. The music is generated by Robin, an
algorithm that automatically composes an original tonal music
[21]. Players can create music operating on compositional and
performance parameters. Compositional elements are usually
marked by the composer in the score, while performance
behaviors are left to performers’ interpretation during the
execution. Hexagon simulated the same distinction: players can
interact using one of two input modalities.

Figure 3. Interacting with the central hexagon influences
performance behaviors.
When interacting with performance elements, players have direct
access to the low-level control and therefore experience more
Operational Freedom then they do when interacting with
compositional ones. However, this privilege is counterbalanced by
the time required for mastering them (Learning curve). We argue that
dividing the musical creation process into two phases will help the
player to understand the distinction between the two sets of
parameters (Embodied facilitation).

5.2.1 Compositional Parameters.
Six squared flat boxes are associated with six compositional
parameters (i.e. mode, harmony, harmonic intervals, melodic
direction, melodic range, and melodic motion). Positioning the boxes
on the sides of a central hexagon, players define the desired values
for each parameter (Figure 2). These values feed the algorithmic
composer, which generates the music accordingly. While not directly
operating on low-level parameters, the interaction metaphor remains
in the musical domain (divergent Mapping). An example of
interaction is shown in Figure 2: the music is set in major mode,
consonant harmony and consonant harmonic interval, and the player
is attaching the block describing the melodic direction.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A general consensus suggests that a technology-oriented design well
suits musical controllers that resemble the physicality and the
objectives of acoustic instruments [19]. If we considered musical
interfaces as an umbrella term that also includes interactive
installations [4, 31], however, this approach may prove inconsistent,
due to the diversity and the complexity of this design space.
Designers working on this category of interfaces, indeed, tend to
focus on a particular user experience rather than a precise set of
musical activities. Performing formal design and evaluation strategy
might turn out to be very demanding.
Through a systematic review and a reinterpretation of related
design dimensions and heuristics, this study proposes a new
conceptual model that aims at tackling this issue. The fruit of this
research, MINUET, is meant to stimulate reflection on both an
abstract and a practical level when designing novel musical
interfaces. As well as incorporating all the varieties of musical
interfaces (addressing this design space and leaving behind the
somewhat artificial boundaries intrinsic to any definition), MINUET
offers two important contributions. First, it shifts the focus of
previous frameworks framing a design space of musical interfaces
centered on players’ experience. Second, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt to develop a framework with a
precise temporal unfolding rather than a set of heuristics.
This study laid the foundations for developing a framework for the
design and evaluation of musical interfaces. So far, we provided a
conceptual model that frames designer’s goals into a set of
specifications. The next step will be to investigate how these

Figure 2. Placing the boxes around the hexagon allows
controlling compositional parameters.
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specifications can be validated through a series of success criteria.
Afterwards, we will conduct a study to examine how to gather
empirical data on the basis of success criteria in their natural setting.
Due to the hedonic nature of the interfaces and due to the fact that
they are often used in non-controlled live conditions, most of the
traditional HCI techniques for evaluating users experiences cannot
indeed be applied to this design space.
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ABSTRACT

the sound production mechanism, technical features, and some
timbral and frequency characteristics of the instrument. Section
5 is dedicated to a discussion on the future works.

Over the past few decades, there has been an increasing
number of musical instruments and works of sound art that
incorporate robotics and mechatronics. This paper proposes a
new approach in classification of such works and focuses on
those whose ideological roots can be sought in Luigi Russolo’s
noise-intoners (intonarumori). It presents a discussion on
works in which mechatronics is used to investigate new––and
traditionally perceived as “extra-musical”––sonic territories,
and introduces Rasper: a new mechatronic noise-intoner that
features an electromechanical apparatus to create noise
physically, while regulating it rhythmically and timbrally.

2. MUSICAL ROBOTICS
Semantically, musical robotics is perhaps best explained via
automatophonics: a term used by Charles Fowler to describe
“mechanisms that replace the human performer, but not the
instrument itself” [1]. According to Fowler, the production of
these types of mechanical musical instruments––which are as
old as the water organ built in 875 C.E.––reached its climax
after the Industrial Revolution, the player piano being most
significant instrument within this domain. As Murphy argues,
since these early generations of automatic musical instruments
were primarily built as tools for the reproduction of music, they
gradually died out in the early 20th century with the advent of
the phonograph [2]. However, during what Murphy calls “the
1970s Renaissance” a new movement, which over the past
decade has been led by forerunners like Eric Singer, Gil
Weinberg, and Ajay Kapur, was resurrected. According to
Murphy, this movement was an effort to create “a reality
consisting of real world production of sounds, forgoing the
loudspeaker in favor of mechatronically facilitated actuation
techniques capable of truly localized sound”[2]. For instance,
the founder of the League of Musical Urban Robotics
(LEMUR), Eric Singer’s musical robotic works “focus on
augmented instruments and new instruments inspired by
existing designs” [2]. As Murphy describes, among LEMUR’s
numerous musical robotic projects[3], Singer’s “Guitarbot”[4]
is one of the most significant examples in the field. Other
examples can be found in Weinberg’s work. In his article
“Towards Robotic Musicianship”, he explains in details the
design and construction of his robotic percussionist “Haile”
from a musicianship perspective [5]. Furthermore, the Karmetik
Machine Orchestra––an ensemble of laptop performers and a
set of networked robotic idiophones and membranophones
designed by Ajay Kapur, Michael Darling, et al. [6]––is another
example of robotic instruments that are capable of performance
in areas (e.g. speed and precision) beyond human performers’
abilities.
In addition to the significant examples above, Phil Dadson’s
instruments1 (created in the 1980s), Jim Murphy’s recent works
on robotic guitars [7], and the other works described in Kapur’s
article “A History of Robotic Musical Instruments” [8] are
among numerous other examples of the musical robotics field;
one that was certainly inspired by groundbreaking works of
Godfried-Willem Raes and Trimpin whose diverse
contributions––from musical robotics and electroacoustic
instruments to kinetic soundsculptures and mechatronic soundobjects––are also responsible for blurring the boundary line

Keywords
Rasper, Noise-intoner, Mechatronic Soundsculpture

1. INTRODUCTION
From a conceptual perspective, it can be suggested that there
have been two different approaches towards the integration of
robotics, mechatronics, and automatic apparatuses in the design
and construction of new musical instruments. The first one is an
effort to replace the human performer with machines in order to
explore the full potential and push the boundaries of
conventional musical instruments, while the other tries to
investigate the machine itself not only as a performer, but also
as a source of new sounds. In other words, in the first scenario,
electromechanical machines have been used to create
augmented musical instruments with extended performative
capabilities, and in the other, they are used as extra-musical
sound-objects utilized in a musical context.
Although there is no rigid distinction between the two
approaches and the dividing line here is blurry, in the context of
this paper, such classifications help clarify the author’s
motivation in highlighting certain works and artists in the next
two sections. Therefore, while conceding that the terminology
is somewhat indistinct, these two strands it represents are useful
in clarifying differences between “musical robotics” and
“mechatronic sound-objects”.
A brief overview of musical robotics is presented in section
2, and––considering the focus of this paper–– mechatronic
sound-objects are discussed in more detail in Section 3, using a
number of examples. Section 4 introduces Rasper, discussing
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See “From Scratch” archive at www.sonicsfromscratch.co.nz
(Retrieved on September 2, 2013).
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between musical robotics and mechatronic sound-objects2.

Many such works involve reductionist sculptures that pare
sound-making elements down to their pure forms” [2]. By
simultaneous sonification of a large number of sound-objects
(i.e. small actuators attached to cardboard boxes, wires, cotton
balls, etc.), these artists immerse the space in a deep sonic sea
that gently moves through pulsating timbral waves.

3. MECHATRONIC SOUND-OBJECTS
It is reasonable to regard Luigi Russolo’s Art of Noises and his
intonarumori (noise-intoners) as the conceptual cornerstone of
the mechatronic sound-objects trend. In his Futurist Manifesto,
Russolo asserts that “the evolution of music is comparable with
the multiplication of machines” and calls for artistic
investigation of the noises of the machines in order to expand
the “limited variety of timbre” provided by the orchestra at the
time [10]. As first instances of the conventionally “extramusical” sounds of the machine integrated in a musical setting,
his intonarumori continue to influence the artists and musicians
in the realm of experimental and art music to this day. One of
the main precursors of the contemporary mechatronic sound art
and the founder of the Logos Foundation, Gottfried-Willem
Raes, openly expresses his fascination for Russolo’s
instruments [11]. Influenced by the anti-authoritarianism of the
day, Logos was founded in the late 1960s by Raes and a
number of other artists and instrument designers. Raes’ goal
was to defy what he regards as the authoritarianism of musicproduction industries by pushing the boundaries of music and
sound art through design and construction of new instruments
and integration of these instruments and electromechanical
technologies in his various works of sound art [11]. Another
key figure, whose contributions to the field of mechatronic
sound art, according to Murphy, “either directly or indirectly,
[…] significantly influence the majority of subsequent work in
the field”, is Trimpin [2]. Murphy describes Trimpin’s work as
a full “rejection of the loudspeaker through the use of physical
objects actuated mechatronically and placed throughout an
installation space”[2]. A selected number of Trimpin’s sound
art works are presented in Trimpin: Contraptions for Art and
Sound complied and edited by Anne Focke [12].
One of the main principles in Trimpin’s work has been the
sonic recycling of found objects and obsolete machines through
mechatronics in order to create kinetic soundsculptures.3 This
practice can be traced through works such as Gordon
Monahan’s Multiple Machine Matrix in addition to a number of
others cited in Murphy’s article [2]. Multiple Machine Matrix is
a “multi-functional performance and installation environment
of automated machine sculptures built from electronic surplus
and trash [in which] MIDI signals […] control the movement of
mechanical/robotic devices such as voltage modulated steel
sheets of various sizes, pulse-controlled bi-directional metal
sheet
Doppler
spinners,
and
percussion-activated
furniture”[14]. Peter Garland writes on this work––which was
also titled as Sounds and the Machines that Makes them––that
it is the sound that is “the source of amazement and pleasure”,
and gives life to the machine, not vice versa [15].
Remarkable examples of using mechatronics as the source of
sound itself can be found in works by the Swiss artists Zimoun
and Pe Lang. A significant majority of their solo works, as well
as those that they create in collaboration with one another, are
large-scale sound installations that comprise significant
numbers of what they refer to as “prepared DC motors or
actuators” as sound-objects (see Figure 1). According to
Murphy, “Zimoun’s and Lang’s works have much in common
with those of other artists who create their own instruments:

Figure 1. 450 prepared pendulum motors on the wall by
Zimoun and Pe Lang
A direct homage to Russolo’s instruments is La chambre des
machines: a project by a Canadian duo Nicolas Bernier and
Martin Messier in which “machines made of gears and cranks
are manipulated to produce a sound construction at the
crossroads of acoustics and electronics” [16]. The project is in
fact a live act consisting of the duo and their mechanical noise
instruments where “each performer approaches his apparatus
like a technician” [17] (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. La Chambre des machine by Nicolas Bernier and
Martin Messier
Both instruments are of course inspired by Russolo’s
intonarumori, and although they both generate sound physically
and mechanically, the exclusive use of autonomy and
mechatronics is not investigated here as it is in the artists’ solo
projects. Bernier’s award-winning Frequencies (a) “is a sound
performance combining the sound of mechanically triggered
tuning forks with pure digital sound waves. The performer is
triggering sequences from the computer, activating solenoids
that hit the tuning forks with high precision. Streams of light
burst in synchronicity with the forks, creating a not-quiteminimal sound and light composition” [18]. Similarly,
Messier’s Sewing Machine Orchestra (see Figure 3) is an
audiovisual performance in which “computer processing
transforms the functional sounds of eight 1940s Singer sewing
machines, mounted on stands, into a vivid, dancing weave of
hums, whirrs, and beats, accompanied by suitably pulsating
lights” [17]. The emphasis on the audiovisual expressivity in
these works is perhaps best explained by Fowler: “many of
these mechanical instruments are clever gadgets and novelties–

2

Sound sculptors such as Jean Tinguelly, Joe Jones, and Martin
Riches––whose works are discussed in Alan Licht’s Sound
Art [9]––could also fall into this liminal space.
3
In fact, as Jean Strouse writes, “He moved to the United
States largely because Americans throw out a lot of more of
the high-tech junk he uses in his work than Europeans do”
[13].
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4.1 Design

–jewel boxes and the like––intended for looks as much as for
sound” [1].

LED strip

Solenoid
Spring steel

Plastic disk

DC motor
Figure 4. Rasper’s 3-D model

Figure 3. Messier’s Sewing Machine Orchestra

As shown in Figure 4, Rasper is comprised of a DC motor, a
push solenoid, a 3D-printed plastic disk, a piece of spring steel,
and an LED strip. These components are all held together in an
open-faced enclosure made of clear acrylic (see Figure 5). As a
result, all the parts, components, and the entire soundgenerating mechanism are completely visible. In order to
further boost the audiovisual expressivity, Rasper uses an array
of LED strip, which corresponds to the sound-generating unit,
providing an immediate visual feedback to each aural event.
The enclosure was designed using CAD and rapid prototyping
workflow.

To summarize, even if we do draw a line to conceptually
differentiate between the “mechatronic sound-object” trend that
is rooted in Russolo’s The Art of Noises, and the one devoted to
the development of robotically augmented conventional
musical instruments, there still exists a strong connection
between the two. After all, it cannot be denied that many of the
technical developments of the “mechatronic sound-objects”
trend have been induced by the intensive research and
engineering that has been done on the works that, in the above
classification, would fit among the “musical robotics” trend.

4. RASPER
The mechatronic sound-objects discussed above perhaps share
an ideological ground with the modern laptop-based
noise/glitch music. Regardless of the different mediums they
employ, mechatronic sound-objects and glitch music both try––
in some way––to draw attention to the potential aesthetics of
the “extra-musical” phenomena associated with the
technologies they use, making “noise” accessible and part of
the signal again4. Mechatronic sound-objects accomplish this
by emphasizing the bodily effect and the physicality of the
noise production, using a significant degree of visual aid. On
the other hand, a substantial portion of laptop-based glitch
music uses pulse, beats, and grid-based rhythmic patterns as a
framework to achieve such accessibility [20]. Using a hybrid of
these two methodologies, Rasper is a new mechatronic noiseintoner that somehow bridges the gap between the physicallyproduced noise in works of mechatronic sound-object and the
pulse-based digital noise of laptop-produced glitch music. It
employs some basic mechatronic elements and converts their
electromechanical energy into a “rasping” sound that is
produced acoustically. The idea behind building Rasper was to
bring the ignored and unwanted noises of the machine back to
the domain of aural attention by regulating their irregularity
through a rhythmic grid of pulses and metric rhythms, while
preserving––and even highlighting––their physicality and
corporality. Therefore, mechatronics was chosen as the
tool/mechanism to achieve the above objectives, considering
that:
1.
2.

4

Figure 5. Rasper
The instrument’s sound-generation unit incorporates
mechatronics and microcontroller programming and the
instrument is capable of functioning both automatically and
interactively, i.e., with or without human real-time interference.
Nevertheless, the sound generating mechanism itself was–– to
some degree––inspired by the one used in several Russolo’s
noise-intoners (e.g. Crackler). The sound generating control
system implements the two main principles that were used by
his intonarumori:

Mechatronic machines are noisy in essence.
They are perfectly capable of creating pulsating and
recurring motions.

1. Controlling the speed of vibrations
2. Controlling the tension

In the eyes of information theory, noise is any information
that is extraneous to the transmitting message [19].
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In several of Russolo’s noise-intoners, the speed of vibrations
was changed using a crank that was attached to a spinning disk,
which was in contact with a string. The performer was in
charge of the speed of string’s vibrations by turning the crank,
while controlling the tension of the string by a lever, creating
different tones and timbres. In Rasper, the crank is replaced
with a DC motor, the vibrating material––i.e. the string––with a
small piece of spring steel, the lever with a solenoid, and the
system is automated through microcontroller programming.
The noise is produced when the spring steel makes contact with
the spinning 3D-printed disk that is attached to the DC motor:
as the solenoid pushes out and the sharp tip of the bent spring
steel touches the spinning disk, it vibrates rapidly and generates
a high frequency rasping sound (see Figure 6).

–is determined by solenoid movements. The amount of force
applied by the solenoid is the main factor in determining the
amplitude of each event, and modulation in the speed of
rotation creates a timbral range and introduces a subtle and
relative sense of variety to the pitch domain. The disk’s
revolutions are actuated by the rotary motion of the motor shaft,
and the LED strip lights up the entire unit once there is an event
(a contact between the spring steel and the disk). The
luminosity of the LED strip corresponds to the loudness of each
event. The solenoid, the motor, and the LED strip are all
controlled via a microcontroller (an Arduino board), driven by
a custom-designed PCB board that functions as an Arduino
shield (see Figure 8). The board is capable of driving up to 16
motors, solenoids, or LED strips once powered up by a 12V DC
power supply. The code is uploaded onto the Arduino board
using Arduino programming. It is possible to interact with the
instrument in two different modes:
1. Client Mode: Flashing the Arduino board to a MIDI
device using Hiduino firmware [21]: Receiving
MIDI messages from software/controller.
2. Autonomous Mode: Uploading serial data onto the
Arduino: Using generative algorithms to create
evolutionary patterns and generative compositions.

Figure 6. Noise-generating mechanism in Rasper (left)
contrasted to the one used in a recent model of Russolo’s
Crackler developed by New Music Co-op5 (right).

4.2 System Overview

Figure 8. Rasper’s driver board

4.3 Evaluation
The primary principle regarding the essence of sound
production in these mechatronic instruments is to avoid a
definite pitch and maintain the richness and noisiness of the
signal. This is demonstrated in the figure below, where FFT
analysis results of three different recordings of the instrument
have been collected. These recordings varied in terms of the
motor’s speed of rotation––i.e. the speed of vibrations––and are
ordered from a slow to a fast speed.
Figure 7. System Overview

dB
0

Figure 7 shows a flowchart of different parts of the system and
demonstrates the process of sound production. A 12V push
solenoid is used to switch the contact between the spring steel
and the spinning disk on and off. Therefore, system’s rhythmic
behavior––simple or sophisticated patterns, pulses, and pauses–
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Figure 9. Average FFT results of the recordings of Rasper
at a slow, a medium, and a fast speed.

See www.newmusiccoop.org/index.php (Retrieved on July
31, 2013).
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to create high amplitude vibrations, the sound of motor buzzing
becomes considerable itself––the number of zero-crossings is
limited within a relatively narrow band of high frequencies.
Although the audio signal is noisy and this number does not
represent an absolute pitch, the relatively unwavering number
of zero-crossings at higher speeds can be interpreted as a
“subtle sense of pitch” that fluctuates between 11kHz and
13kHz.

Figure 9 is of course a rough demonstration, extracted from
average FFT analyses of recordings of three different speeds, to
negate the presence of a dominant pitch and verify the noisiness
of the generated sound. Regardless of relatively different
spectral distribution, there does not appear to be any signs of
important peaks, periodicity, or harmonic distribution6.
In a more detailed series of tests, a number of key feature
extractions of the recordings of the instrument were complied
in order to study the frequency domain characteristics of the
instrument. During the recording process, in order to narrow
down the study to frequency related features, the contact force
between the vibrating spring steel and the spinning disk was
kept constant by applying the same amount of power to the
solenoid while changing the speed of the disk’s rotations.
Speed variation was achieved through applying different MIDI
velocities to the motor. MIDI velocities less that 71 did not
create a sufficient force to drive the motor as the solenoid’s
contact was applied. Therefore, 29 recordings of different
rotation speeds were collected by sweeping the MIDI velocities
every two steps from 71 to 127. A small diaphragm cardioid
condenser microphone (Neumann KM 184) was used to
provide the high-frequency response. Considering the relative
unpredictability and noisiness of the instrument, the feature
extraction tests were carried out on average FFT data of onesecond-long recordings, with the following specifications:
•
•
•

Figure 11. Number of Zero-Crossings

Sample Rate: 44100 sample/s
Window Function: Hanning
Window Size: 1024 samples

Lastly, the relative stability of the change of the audio signal in
higher speeds can also be extracted from the spectral flux graph
showed in Figure 12. As the speed goes higher, there can be
noticed a threshold where the wavering flux of the signal is
smoothed out. Therefore, for higher speeds, as the speed of the
motor changes, the numeric derivative of the change of the
audio signal becomes relatively consistent, i.e., the change is
linear and somehow predictable.

Each MIDI velocity value is therefore calculated as the average
of approximately 43 samples (44100/1024 ≅ 43).
As demonstrated in the Figure 10, the spectral centroid and
spectral roll-off graphs show the center of the mass and the
power distribution of the audio signal in the high frequency
domain. For the speeds extracted from MIDI velocities higher
than 90, these features are limited within a relatively narrow
band of high frequencies (approximately between 11kHz and
13kHz).

Figure 12. Spectral Flux
The information extracted from these graphs verifies that:
• Acoustically, the instrument is generating noise rather
than pitches7.
• The generated noise lies in the high frequency audio
domain––especially for higher speeds.
• Depending on the software settings specified by the
user, relatively consistent results could be achieved

Figure 10. Spectral Roll-Off and Spectral Centroid
The zero-crossing graph displayed in Figure 11 can deliver a
rough sense of the instrument’s pitch behavior. Again, except
for the lower speeds––where due to the inability of the system
6

7

Except for the local maxima in the middle of the slow graph,
which is possibly due to the fact that at slow speeds the noisegenerating unit is relatively quiet and the sound of the motor
buzzing becomes considerable.
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Hermann Helmholtz argues that the differences between
noises and musical tones are rooted in our aural perception,
stating that musical tones are perceived as periodic, and
noises are perceived as non-periodic motions [22].
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when working with MIDI velocities higher than a
certain threshold.
• Variations in the frequency of vibrations do not
correspond to a significant or meaningful pitch
behavior, but rather to a limited timbral variety.

[7]
[8]

Considering that Rasper is a new instrument, the information
provided by these kinds of analyses can be helpful for the
users/composers to acquire a better understanding of the
instrument.8

[9]

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS

[10]

This paper presents a new mechatronic noise-intoner built to
highlight the potential aesthetics of the mechanically produced
noise and make the “extra-musical” accessible. In order to
achieve this objective, an instrument was designed with the
following strategies in mind:

[11]
[12]

1. Structuring the noise rhythmically
2. Flaunting the noise-production mechanism

[13]

The instrument is a “noise” instrument and its pitch domain
behavior is not of great consideration. However, its restricted
variety of frequency range and timbre at higher speeds of
rotation––where the more consistent results are achieved––
might come as a limiting issue in certain compositional
contexts or live-performances. Therefore, with respect to future
works, the plan is to investigate the design and construction of
other iterations of this instrument in which different material
and/or different vibrating mechanisms are used. Combining
these different types of instruments will help broaden the
resulting timbre and frequency domains and enrich the
audiovisual expressivity. Considering the instruments’ inherent
autonomy, it will be feasible to simultaneously engage multiple
instruments in the format of an ensemble with relatively wide
timbral and frequency ranges: a mechatronic noise-ensemble
that can be utilized in both interactive and automatic––i.e.
performance and installation––modes.

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the Robotic Taishogoto, a new robotic
musical instrument for performance, musical installations,
and educational purposes. The primary goals of its creation are to provide an easy to use, cost effective, compact
and integrated acoustic instrument which is fully automated
and controllable via standard MIDI commands. This paper
describes the technical details of its design and implementation including the mechanics, electronics and firmware. It
also outlines various control methodologies and use cases for
the instrument.

Figure 1: The Robotic Taishogoto

1.1
Keywords
Musical Robotics, Japanese Instruments, Robotic Performance, Music Technology, Taishogoto

1.

The Taishogoto

The taishogoto, also sometimes called the Nagoya harp, is
a form of fretted Japanese zither instrument. It generally
has five strings, three tuned to the same note, one tuned an
octave lower, and the other tuned two octaves lower. Above
each fret is a lever which resembles a type-writer key, which
when pressed, will fret the first four strings at that note
leaving the lowest string open. In order to allow it to be
played in various keys without retuning, the open string in
this particular instrument was removed. The taishogoto is
traditionally played by strumming the strings with a pick in
the right hand, and using the left hand to control the notes
with the keys. Unlike most string-based instruments such
as guitars, the taishogoto already has a fretting mechanism
built-in, making it an ideal candidate for automation.

INTRODUCTION

Though the field of musical robotics has enjoyed accelerated development over the last few decades, in part due
to increases in power, affordability and accessibility of microcontroller technology, there are a number of obstacles
that prevent the area from gaining the ubiquity of fields
such as electronic music. With very few commercial products available, many students in the field have turned to
the creation of their own unique instruments and while this
can be artistically rewarding and sonically diverse, most of
these instruments are also complex, requiring a significant
investment of space and time to set up and learn. Cost of
parts and access to the required machinery are also significant factors which prevent many potential robot musicians
from realizing possible designs. This Robotic Taishogoto
design tries to address these problems by presenting a new
instrument that was built using tools commonly found in
university workshops and local maker spaces, easily obtainable and affordable materials, and is created by retrofitting
electronics inside an already existing instrument. To reduce
necessary setup time and learning curve in a similar way
to the Karmetik Notomoton outlined in [3], the Robotic
Taishogoto is fully integrated, requiring only a standard
power cable and USB or MIDI connection from the intended
controller or sequencer. It also features a magnetic pickup
with volume and tone controls for amplification.

2.

DESIGN

While to the author’s knowledge this is the first example of
a robotic taishogoto, there are a number of aspects of other
instrument designs that have aided in its invention. There
are four main sections of the physical design, the enclosure,
the picking mechanism, the array of fretting components,
and the damper. Each will be discussed in turn below.

2.1

The Enclosure

After some preliminary experiments with solenoids that are
small enough to fit inside the original instrument, it was
found that they were nowhere near strong enough to pull
down the levers with enough force to successfully fret the
strings. Noting that mounting the solenoids above the instrument would obstruct an audience’s view of it and prevent manual playing of the instrument, it was then decided
to expand the area underneath the instrument with an enclosure that could house the twenty three solenoids for the
notes, the damper solenoid, the power supply and all of the
control electronics.
The simple enclosure design as shown in the CAD drawings of Figure 2, was intended for laser-cut MDF wood, and
the roof of the enclosure doubles as a mounting board for
the solenoids.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
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Figure 2: CAD design of the enclosure

2.2

The Picking Mechanism
Figure 3: The picking mechanism

There are a number of different solutions that have been
invented to carry out the task of picking strings in automatic instruments. Trimpin’s sketches of designs for his ’If
VI was IX’, ’JackBox’ and ’KrautKontrol’ installations as
shown in [2], show a number of different motor and solenoid
based methods of plucking a string. Eric Singer’s GuitarBot in [6] uses an effective stepper-motor based mechanism,
and Dr. Godfried Willem Raes’s Expression Control in Automated Musical Instruments1 makes mention of stepping
motor, DC motor and rotary solenoid based methods. [7]
gives an analysis of the cost and performance of a number
of these techniques.
The relatively small form factor of the taishogoto and
limited area in which to mount a picking mechanism means
that the chosen method should be simple and compact, and
the goals of this project dictate that it should also be costeffective. After a double linear solenoid configuration was
trialed and found not to satisfy these requirements because
of size and mounting complexity, a rotary solenoid based
method was used. The rotary solenoid was mounted near
the sound hole with an aluminum bracket, and the pick was
attached to the plate of the solenoid with another aluminum
bracket as shown in Figure 3. The spring inside the device
was adjusted so that the initial stroke, which is powered by
the onset of a voltage, approximately matches the power of
the return stroke which is powered by the return spring.
Some automated string instruments such as the MechBass
in [4] implement velocity sensitivity in this mechanism by
allowing adjustment of the height of the pick by way of servo
motor or linear soft-shift solenoids. This taishogoto is relatively sensitive to small adjustments in pick height because
the pick must travel through four strings of two different
guages in a single stroke and in a position too low, the pick
will occasionally be blocked by one of the strings. Automated height adjustment would be a welcome addition in
the future of the instrument though, as in its current form,
the higher notes tend to suffer from reduced loudness due
to the fact that they are closer to the pick and are forcing
the string position lower. Pick selection also influences this
balance, so a relatively thin pick of 0.60mm was chosen for
its flexibility, making the pick less likely to be stopped by
the strings if the height is set low.

2.3

to its speed and quiet action, allowing very quick dampened
notes. The strength of the dampening was optimized using
a fixed power resistor to limit the current applied, as too
strong a push generates bending noise from the strings, and
too weak a push will not silence the strings quickly enough.
The opposite end of the plunger rests on a soft surface inside the instrument to prevent clicking upon release of the
damper.

2.4

The Fretters

Not only were the fretting solenoids too large to fit inside
the original instrument, they were also too large to be positioned in a single row underneath the levers and had to
be positioned in a staggered arrangement as can be seen by
the line of circles on the enclosure design in Figure 2.

Figure 4: A side view of the fretting mechanism
Though each solenoid plunger is placed in line with each
lever in one axis, for most of the notes there is still displacement on the other. To connect the plungers and the
levers, a set of 23 aluminum brackets were created by hand,
in various shapes to accommodate for this displacement and
the shape of the instrument. To account for the rotational
aspect of the movement of the levers, the brackets had to
be attached in a way as to allow both the solenoid side
and the lever side to rotate slightly, though this mechanical movement created a noticeable and distracting metallic
noise. To overcome this, rubber rings were added to separate the brackets from the levers. Though the pressing of
the levers naturally generates some noise that is a part of the
sound of the instrument, the abrupt nature of the solenoid
movement, accelerating as it reaches the end of its stroke is

The Damper

The damper mechanism is comparatively simple consisting
of a single small tubular push-type solenoid mounted near
the bridge of the instrument under the strings. It has a
felt pad attached to its plunger which is pressed against the
strings at will to silence them. Rather than using a servo
motor like the MechBass [4] which allows varying degrees of
pressure applied to the strings, a solenoid was chosen due
1
http://logosfoundation.org/g_texts/
expression-control.html
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the opposite of how human players play a note and creates
another extraneous clicking noise at the point of contact
between the levers and their own mounting pole. To reduce
this noise, a very thin layer of soft tape was added at this
point of contact. Pulsewidth modulation of the control signals to the solenoids may seem to be the natural solution to
the abrupt solenoid movement, but as Dr. Godfried Willem
Raes states “The trouble with PWM [...] is that it causes
audible artifacts from the solenoids. If you try to overcome
these by setting the fundamental frequency way above audio, however, you will run into trouble with the dissipation
and the electromagnetic radiation (EMC).”2

3.

ELECTRONICS

Figure 6: Fretting solenoid circuit (left) and picking solenoid circuit (right) Credit : Dr. GodfriedWillem Raes
potential to be charged for many seconds at a time, it is prudent to stick to their 24 volt rating to prevent overheating
and damage.

3.2

Figure 5: Inside the Robotic Taishogoto

3.1

Control Electronics

For this instrument, the AVR Atmega644p chip was chosen
as the main microcontroller because of its easy-to-integrate
40 pin DIP form factor, 2 UART peripherals, 32 GPIO pins
which are more than required for the number of solenoids
used, its low cost, and its compatibility with the convenient Arduino3 programming environment by way of the
Sanguino4 board definitions. The Atmega8u2 microcontroller was also mounted on a separate surface-mount breakout board dedicated to USB-MIDI communications and was
loaded with the open source HIDUINO firmware, which is
outlined in [1], recompiled to use an appropriate USB-MIDI
device name.
Even though the Atmega644p features dual UART peripherals and can accommodate simultaneous MIDI signals
coming from both the USB board and the MIDI input, because of the fact that there would be no need to use both
of these inputs at the same time, both of the connections
were routed to a single UART RX pin on the master chip
as shown in Figure 7. Taking away the requirement for the
firmware to poll both UARTs delivers a slight performance
increase and makes the firmware smaller and simpler.

The Power Subsystem

The power supply for the robot taishogoto had to fulfill a
number of requirements. Firstly, it had to fit in a relatively
small area inside the enclosure, secondly, it had to provide
enough current to drive the total of twenty five solenoids
and all of the control circuitry, and thirdly it had to provide
the appropriate voltages for each of these sets of electronics.
The above pictured switched-mode power supply was chosen
because it provides both a regulated 5 volt supply for the
logic level electronics and a 24 volt supply for the solenoids.
At certain current loads, it also emitted a very high-pitched,
penetrating tone which was eliminated by taking it apart
and applying hot glue to the inductor inside.
Though there are twenty five solenoids in total, twenty
three of them are along the fretboard, and since it is a monophonic instrument, almost never three, rarely two, and in
most cases just one fretboard solenoid will be activated at
any one time during operation. The damper solenoid needs
much less power than the fretboard solenoids to achieve its
purpose so a power resistor reduces its current requirements.
These solenoids were controlled using the left schematic
shown in Figure 6.
The picking rotary solenoid will have an average duty
cycle of fifty percent as it will be charged between every
second note. The power used and heat generated by this
situation is improved upon by implementing a pulse and
hold configuration as shown in Figure 6’s right schematic
which was used in the Logos Foundation player pianos. It
works by sending an initial short pulse at the higher current
for the attack and subsequently switches to a longer hold
signal which need only deliver enough current to keep the
solenoid in place for a length of time before release.
Though in some cases it may be beneficial to apply a
higher than rated voltage to a solenoid to achieve greater
power, since all of the solenoids in this instrument have the

Figure 7: MIDI signal mixing schematic

3.2.1 Pickup
Separate from the power and control circuits, the instrument was also retrofitted with a specialized taishogoto pickup
which is mounted in the sound-hole, and a circuit which includes volume and tone controls and a 3.5mm TS phono
jack audio output on the rear of the instrument.
3

2
http://logosfoundation.org/g_texts/
expression-control.html

4
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4.

CONTROL STRATEGIES

While there are certainly some performance techniques
which are not realizable on this instrument such as dynamic
control and picking individual strings of the set, it also
makes possible many different sounds and musical passages
that are not possible by playing in the traditional method.
For example, very quick scales, arpeggios and large jumps
are easily achieved. Quick, consistent picking and equally
fast, precision-timed damping are also made possible. As
with almost all musical robots, the fields of real-time algorithmic composition, interactive performance and usage in
installations are also opened up to the sound of this instrument through automation.

Many automatic instruments require just one mechanical
action per musical message received, but the robotic taishogoto is somewhat more involved. There are a number of control strategies ranging from completely manual, to highly
automatic. A manual operation strategy would mean that
each action on the instrument would be triggered by its
own MIDI message, with individual control over the fretting, picking and dampening mechanisms. This method is
clearly the most powerful, as it allows any manner of playing
that the instrument is capable of, but it would be rendered
highly difficult to undertake a live performance, and quite
laborious to compose music with it.
A highly automatic configuration would use as few MIDI
messages as possible to operate the instrument. For example, a single note-on command would first fret the string of
the desired note, then activate the picking mechanism while
taking note of its position, and wait for the corresponding
note-off command which would raise the damper and the
fretter to stop the note. This method would let a musician
quickly plug in the instrument for the first time and be able
to play intelligible music with ease. On the other hand,
this configuration has a lot less flexibility to create more
detailed compositions, lacking the ability to independently
control the damper, the pick, the fretters, and their time
relationships.
One possible method would be to write a number of different configurations and allow switching between them via
program change messages, though instead of that, the following configuration has been created which sits in between
the two extremes outlined above to attempt to be practical
for both compositional and live performance purposes.
The range of note-on messages which correspond to the
keys of the instrument, all trigger the desired note to be
fretted, and the strings are plucked soon after. The subsequent note-offs then release the fret. There is one exception
in that the lowest note plays the open strings with no fretting. Playing this lowest note while holding down another
note allows the player to repeat the same note without the
interruption of raising the lever between notes.
While keeping the convenience and playability of this automatic control, manual control capabilities are included
using sustain pedal and expression pedal continuous controllers, the former withholding note-offs from the fretboard
and the latter withholding the pick commands from newly
played notes. Independent control of the dampener is also
implemented by note-on and note-off signals from the note
one semitone lower than the lowest of the instrument.

5.

6.

CONCLUSION

The Robotic Taishogoto is a new robotic musical instrument which has proven itself in performances in concerts,
interactive musical installations, and in educational workshops. The use of rapid fabrication techniques and low
cost materials, along with simple circuits derived from open
hardware resources, and both pre-compiled and highly abstracted firmware from open-source software resources, allow the construction of instruments such as this to be created by students and musicians without engineering training in order to pursue their interests in the musical robotics
field. It is hoped that the details of this instrument’s design and construction presented in this paper will inspire
more musicians to undertake musical robotics projects and
contribute to the wider field of research.

7.
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PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

A slight inconsistency was observed in the picking mechanism where, although both directions of movement produce
similar volume levels, there is a small timing difference between the directions. This would become noticeable when a
line of evenly spaced notes were programmed in a sequence
and the timing of the resulting realization would be somewhat swung. To fix this, a slight delay was added in the
firmware to the quicker direction to create an even level of
latency. For tight synchronization with other instruments,
it is possible then to use the standard delay compensation
features of MIDI sequencing software.
Even with this extra latency added, there is a delay of
less than 50 milliseconds from when a control message is
sent until the note is sounded. While this does not compare
particularly favorably with most virtual instruments for example, it is more than playable and responsive enough for
both compositional purposes and live performance settings.
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dynamics of a performance and hence their use in real performances
remain limited. Our long term goal is to study these two aspects by
first analyzing human performances and imitating them through
mechanical actuation, and second by building an adaptive system that
has the capability of remaining in pace with a performance.
In this work we have focused on the first part of this long-term
goal. We are interested in studying percussion performance on a
snare drum and we present an imitation framework that can cater to
different mechanical constructions. The framework involves a
learning stage by which relevant parameters are optimized for the
given physical configuration of the electromechanical player. We
have constructed two actuator controlled drum sticks which operate
on the snare drum. In the reminder of the paper we describe the
refinement to the control mechanism of these kinds of systems
motivated by the shortcomings of simple trigger-based control
methods.
Professional human performers are able to seamlessly track tempo,
perform various patterns, and modify their individual strokes based
on a variety of different factors. Aside from a basic style where drum
sticks hit the drum head according to a simple rhythmic pattern, there
are several basic skills a drum player usually employs. These can be
classified into four parts: roll, diddle, flam and drag rudiments, each
of which contains several variations. In this work, we are interested in
classifying these rudiments to fit actuation capabilities of robotic
drumming systems. For example, we have explored the ways a drag
on a snare drum could be played to sound most like a human. We
assume that mixtures such as the ratamacue can be reduced to a drag
and stokes, and similarly the paradiddle and flam rudiments can be
reduced to combinations of regular strokes. We have excluded roll
variants from our study.
The ability to replicate actual drumming depends largely on the
mechanical setup of the machine performer. Our system uses heavy
duty pull-solenoids attached to drumsticks, which, when turned on,
bring the drumstick down to hit the snare drum with the necessary
speed. Large solenoids are needed to achieve loud sounds and good
dynamic range. Several problems in computer controlled
performance include the limited precision of force control that is
available, the force being unidirectional, and inertia. At the same
time, we are trying to test the feasibility of our system without
making it overly complicated by employing positional feedback from
the drumstick. Our goal for this paper is to integrate flam and drag
rudiments into a playback performance system which otherwise
tracks and recognizes regular stroke patterns autonomously.

ABSTRACT
We present a framework for imitation of percussion performances
with parameter-based learning for accurate reproduction. We
constructed a robotic setup involving pull-solenoids attached to drum
sticks which communicate with a computer through a
microcontroller. The imitation framework allows for parameter
adaptation to different mechanical constructions by learning the
capabilities of the overall system being used. For the rhythmic
vocabulary, we have considered regular stroke, flam and drag styles.
A learning and calibration system was developed to perform grace
notes for the drag rudiment as well as single strokes and the flam
rudiment. A second pre-performance process was introduced to
minimize the latency difference between individual drum sticks. We
also developed an off-line onset detection method to recognize onsets
from the microphone input. Once these pre-performance steps are
taken, our setup will then listen to a human drummer’s performance,
analyze for onsets, loudness, and rudiment pattern, and then play
back using the learned parameters for the particular system. We
conducted three different evaluations of our constructed system.

Keywords
Imitation, robotic percussion, calibration

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer assisted musical applications have become indispensible in
the lives of many performers. These applications are either in the
form of software that responds to and interacts with the user through
a display and speakers, or they can actually employ
electromechanical devices to accomplish tasks that the former type
cannot. We are interested in studying computer assisted music
performance systems, actual percussion systems in particular, within
this rapidly growing interdisciplinary field. Reasons for utilizing
physical systems instead of audio output from a computer are that
these systems can produce spatial sounds due to their sound radiation
pattern, are perceived as having better presence when they are in the
same room as the listener and usually have higher dynamic range
compared to CD quality reproduction systems. Another advantage of
these systems is that they can repeat drumming patterns with high
accuracy enabling one to study the effects of different performance
parameters such as tempo and loudness for the same pattern. Robotic
percussion systems also make possible a more realistic rendition of
the drumming sound compared to mixing isolated recorded sounds.
Our approach entails the analysis and imitation of human
performances in order to gain an understanding toward building
better real-time performance systems. With many drum machines on
the market, metronomic performance is usually easy to achieve but
there are discernible qualities present in musicians’ performances that
need to be captured to develop more compelling systems. Similar
shortcomings are present in non-parametric systems and sound
reproduction equipment in that they cannot respond to changing

2. RELATED WORK
Problems such as tempo tracking, onset detection, and pattern
analysis have been researched extensively and continue to be
researched. Researchers Hochenbaum and Kapur have discussed
various options for onset detection [7]. They ran an experiment to
differentiate onsets between performer’s individual hands using
accelerometers against a simple audio analysis similar to that of our
experiment. Similarly, Han et al. discussed various other methods to
find onsets directly from an audio input, using the Fourier Transform
and Spectral Flux analysis [6]. Their research ultimately used the
Spectral Flux analysis designed by Dixon [4]. Dixon explored five
different onset detection methods, including Spectral Flux, Phase
Deviation, Complex Domain, Weighted Phase Deviation, and
Rectified Complex Domain. Many of these techniques share similar
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approaches to that of Bello, et al. [1], who developed onset detection
systems that cater to a variety of different audio qualities. At the core
of all of these concepts lie three components: post-processing,
thresholding, and peak-picking. The use of phase and energy for
onset detection is a complex process according to Bello [2]. Here, the
researchers discuss phase-based onset detection as well as detection
in the complex domain. Input signals have also been analyzed by
Marchini and Purwins, who developed a system that recognizes
rhythmic patterns and tracks the tempo of percussive audio, and
replay variations using those parameters [8].
Derbinsky and Essl discuss many features of tempo tracking
needed for their Mobile Percussion Collaboration project [3]. Uhle
and Herre search for the tempo of a percussive performance through
bar length estimation, from which they extract the tempo of the
performance [10]. They use a combination of onset and tatum
estimation along with periodicity estimation to approximate bar
length and thus the time signal.
Researchers Murphy et al. elaborated on the challenges and
possible solutions on creating a more efficient drum system through
the use of calibration. They employed various search techniques in an
attempt to create a system which produces an approximately linear
force output based on a linear input. They used three different search
methods, including a pattern search which would decrease step size
the closer the calibration was to optimal. Their conclusion was that
this pattern search was the most efficient among the searches they
had considered [9].
The playback of a percussive performance relies on pattern
recognition in addition to simply onset recognition and imitation.
Gillet and Richard researched the patterns of drum loops specifically
and approaches to categorize them [5]. They enact Hidden Markov
Models and Support Vector Machines upon the drum audio entities
in a database and determine what instrument or combination of
instruments the audio file being analyzed contains.

actuation control - actuator subsystem loop. Mode 2 is specific to the
analysis of the incoming sound from the microphone. Mode 3 is
employed for the rendition of the drumming pattern produced by the
analysis subsystem and optionally to render drum patterns from
symbolic score-like representations.

3.2 Actuation Control & Actuation
We have constructed a two drumstick/snare system that uses heavy
duty solenoids. Each drumstick is attached to a solenoid via a
fulcrum dividing the drum stick with a particular leverage ratio. The
rear tip of the drumstick is connected to the frame via a spring or
elastic band which keeps the tip of the drum stick away from the
drum head by providing force in the opposing direction of the
solenoid actuation. Both solenoids are controlled with an Arduino
microcontroller connected to a computer running MATLAB. The
actuation system can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Drum stick/snare system constructed for this
study.
The electrical signals, controlled by the Arduino, are sent to the
solenoid which pulls the drumstick rapidly to hit the snare drum.
Each solenoid’s pull-strength is controlled using pulse-width
modulation (PWM) from the Arduino. The modulated output is
connected to a MOSFET transistor that in turn drives the solenoid.
This facilitates time varying force control on the solenoid during
operation. The solenoids are connected to independent power
supplies so that a current surge for one solenoid does not affect the
performance of the other.

3. THE SYSTEM
Control systems and the physical actuators that they control are
usually co-developed making them difficult to replace or tune the
mechanical components. This creates challenges in maintaining the
quality of the performance when the actuators need to be replaced,
components are changed, springs are replaced and even when the
system is transported and set up. One way to retain the quality of the
performance is through an automatic recalibration when the need
arises. Below we present the details of a framework for percussion
performance that allows for component replacements and tuning as
well as changes in the relative positions of components and musical
instruments.

3.3 Onsets & Analysis
A necessary component of a performance system is the ability to
detect and predict the onsets of a performance – whether it is the
original human performance or machine rendered performance. In
our single snare drum setup, audio is input through a microphone into
our processing system. The onset detection algorithm attempts to
detect all events for which a drum stick hits the drum. This algorithm
detects onsets based on the change of energies in a range of
frequencies in spectral domain. In our implementation, the sampling
rate is 22050 Hz. Heavily overlapped, Hanning-windowed 256 point
FFTs are calculated for the input audio – hop length is 1.1 msecs.
Only the FFT bins with center frequencies lower than 1.7 kHz. are
retained. This cut-off frequency has been empirically determined and
it corresponds to the range of frequencies that capture a significant
portion of the energies necessary for onset detection. For each FFT
output (frame), the amplitude spectrum is squared and summed over
the frequency range to give the frame-by-frame energies in sequence
b. These points are then smoothed using a 40 point Gaussian window
to form sequence c. The resulting sequence of points is then
differenced by subtracting the element at i from element at i+1 to
obtain the final sequence d. Sequence d is then analyzed for peaks
that exceed a certain threshold so that only prominent, non-noise
peaks are marked. Another condition for a peak to be marked is for it
to have significant energy in the corresponding audio at that point in
time. The energies are estimated with an energy function that returns
the sum of the squares of the input signal for a window of length 50
msecs. starting at the registration point. These are used as intensity
estimates or a measure of how fast the stick has hit the drum head

3.1 Interactive Imitation Framework
The imitation framework employs an audio analysis subsystem, an
actuation control subsystem and physical actuators as shown in
Figure 1.
Mic
Actuator Subsystem

Analysis
Subsystem
Recorded Onset
Patterns &
Parameter
Bank
Actuation Control
Subsystem

Figure 1. Components of the imitation framework.
There are three modes of operation: 1) Calibration and learning of
performance parameters 2) Analysis and pattern recognition 3)
Performance through imitation or database access. For example,
auto-calibration using mode 1 can be employed for a particular setup
configuration of the actuator subsystem with choice of springs,
height, position and angle of the drum. This mode uses the analysis -
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which are correlated with the loudness of the particular event that led
to the onset. Figure 3 shows an example of onset detection for three
flams in rapid succession. The circles on the peaks of sequence d in
the bottom plot represent the onset times. Note that the height of the
peak indicates the confidence or clarity of the onset rather than the
intensity, which is calculated separately with the energy function.

frequency) with varying parameters to the solenoid (via Arduino) and
determine the effectiveness of the set of parameters through analysis
of the sound produced by the actuation. We change the signal by
altering three components: the duty cycle (D), the period length (L)
of the square wave, and the average current channeled to the solenoid
(A) essentially given by the amplitude written to the Arduino.
Due to the manual nature of constructing these kinds of
performance machines, every machine must be calibrated
individually. The small differences in each machine’s construction
can affect performance in a significant way. It is important to
distinguish that each drum stick’s latency must also be calculated
individually. The exact relationship between the solenoid, drum stick,
and spring may vary from setup to setup, and the signal’s timing
must account for this. We created a secondary calibration system
which aims to find the exact latencies between two actuators such
that it is possible to hit the drum with both sticks simultanously. The
results of this calibration are then implemented in the performance of
the system to increase the accuracy of the playback timing.

Figure 3. Example of onset analysis for an input with three
consecutive flams. Spectrum (top), sequence b (middle), and
sequences c, d and onsets shown as circles (bottom).

3.4.1 Parameters for a Single Stroke
The learning of parameters for regular stroke activation involves only
loudness control in addition to the onset time. Our experiment mainly
deals with the range of durations during which the full current is
applied to control the speed of the hit. In other words, we are only
controlling the duration of a single pulse applied to the solenoid. This
duration is nonlinearly related to the intensity of the stroke. Hence, a
mapping function is learned by individually activating the solenoids
for a range of durations and measuring the energies with the same
method described in the onset detection section. Once all values are
recorded, we invert the function and interpolate to obtain the energy
to amplitude mapping function f. This mapping function is used to
convert the calculated energy (e) of the input stroke sound to the
actuation amplitude level. A, for an imitation: A=f (e). The learning is
done separately for each solenoid.

After all onsets in a given performance have been detected, the
algorithm must make the distinction between drags, flams and
strokes and label them accordingly. To do this, it examines the
relationship between the onsets and tests for patterns in a particular
order. For each onset, conditions for a drag are tested first. Drags,
containing 2 grace notes and one regular stroke, are detected by a
group of 3 onsets within a specific proximity to each other. An
additional condition for drag detection is that the average of the
energies of the two grace notes be lower than a percentage of the
energy of the stroke that follows them – 50 percent has worked well.
Next, if an onset does not pass the drag test it is checked against
conditions for a flam which are treated the same way, except in a set
of two and with a smaller time proximity. Finally, single strokes are
detected when single onsets exist separately from their adjacent
onsets along the timeline. The output of this stage is a sequence of
onset times, intensity estimates and rudiment labels. For playback,
this data is sent to the performance portion of our program governed
by the actuation control and actuation subsystems.
Knowing the type of rudiment and the initial onset time, the system
re-interprets the data in a format compatible with our physical setup
via Arduino. The methods by which the parameters are learned are
explained in the next section. It is worth noting that the grace notes
for a drag are notably distinct than the flam and the single strokes.
Therefore, a separate code is executed for drags. Now converted into
a symbolic representation, the pattern is stored for future use and
timed signals can be sent to the actuation subsystem at a later time.
These onsets are offset by a fixed amount of time to account for the
latency between the signal output on the computer and the actual
performance as calibrated previously.

3.4.2 Flams
The flam rudiment can be thought of as two single strokes played
with different drum sticks. In a flam, the first stick that hits the drum
head is usually much quieter than the second and this can be reflected
in the imitation through the stroke parameters. Unlike the drag that is
described below, flams are played with two sticks in succession and
therefore arbitrarily small time intervals between the hits can be
achieved during actuation.

3.4.3 Learning a Single Drag Rudiment
In this section, we will outline the parameter learning method for a
single drag and we will explain the generic drag calibration in the
next section. The learning is based again on a parameter search. The
input sound is analyzed for onset times and energy estimates. A
parameter search is then performed by rendering the imitation and
doing another analysis for onsets and energies on this rendition. The
degree of fit is estimated by the following distance function that uses
timing information as well as energy estimates:
 K
dist   rk  nk  corrR , N 
(1)
K k 1
Where rk is the rendered onset time, nk is the input onset time, R is the
vector of energy estimates calculated from the rendition, N is the
vector of energy estimates calculated from the input, β is a scaling
parameter that controls the balance of timing vs. energy sequence
similarity, and corr is the correlation function that calculates the
Pearson correlation coefficient between R and N. The parameter
search tries to minimize the distance function by systematically
applying parameters within the search space. Since the error surface
is not smooth we could not employ hill-climbing type of methods for
more efficient searching. Figure 4 shows the time signal and
corresponding spectra of the original input and its imitation rendition
for a set of parameters during the search process.

3.4 Drag & Stroke Calibration
In absence of position feedback it is hard to produce precisely
controlled force outputs from the solenoid; hence, dynamic force
control is possible but needs to be critically determined. These issues
usually plague solenoid-based setups. In our case, this is especially
problematic in the performance of drag rudiments because the grace
notes in a drag are significantly lighter and have inter-onset times that
may be smaller than the solenoid’s full swing time. That is, since
mainly the spring stiffness determines the recovery time of the drum
stick it may not be possible to complete two full swings of the drum
stick in the amount of time required to reproduce a drag (with the
same stick). To counter this inefficiency, we have developed a
calibration system which finds the optimal signal to send to the
solenoid that will best imitate the sound of drag grace notes. We send
a square wave (for force modulation – the PWM is at a much higher
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Figure 4. An example of spectra and time signals of the
input drag (top two) and the rendered drag (bottom two).

Figure 5. Visual evaluation using spectral displays.

3.4.4 Learning Generalized Drags

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The previous section explained how the parameters for a single drag
rudiment could be learned. However, the parameters from this
experiment cannot be used in a general imitation system. The drag
needs to be further parameterized so that the rate of the grace notes as
well as the loudness can be controlled. Similar to the stroke and
single drag parameter learning, a three parameter search is conducted.
For each point in the search space the corresponding inter-onset
interval and the average energy estimates of the rendition are
calculated. After inverting the mapping and applying interpolation,
the resulting mapping function, g, produces a three-tuple in response
to its arguments. The two inputs are the inter-onset time, t, of the
grace notes and the energy, e of the grace notes: (D,L,A)=g(t,e)

We have presented a percussion imitation framework that can learn
the necessary parameters to replicate a rhythmic pattern with
controlled onsets, intensities and specific gestures. The finesse in
obtaining parameters through learning which can most overcome the
hindrances from using large solenoids, software processing lag and
latency from a chain of digital circuitry has been discussed. The
learning portion enables the system to be general and rather
independent from the specific construction of the actuator setup. This
makes the overall imitation system adaptive to changes in position,
tuning, spring stiffness, drum stick type and other conditions.
Future work involves an extension to the current system to make it
interactive. We are working on utilizing a two-dimensional control
input to control high-level performance parameters such as tempo
and dynamics. This will allow drummers to record their
performances and experiment with performance parameters and
styles on an actual drum.

4. EVALUATION
We conducted three types of evaluations. The first was a qualitative
evaluation in which the drummer first played short rhythmic patterns
and then we listened to the playback performances. This allowed for
us to test the limits of the system and assess whether a reasonable
amount of information was passing through the system end-to-end.
While there were very few detection errors with slow rhythms, we
realized that the onset detection could not keep up with very fast
passages and started skipping some onsets.
The second evaluation was an automated comparative evaluation.
Each test consisted of the drummer performing a short sequence of
rudiments and then the system playing it back. Onset analysis was
performed on the input and the playback audio and the mean absolute
onset errors between corresponding events were recorded for each
sequence. Since the performance by the drummer and the system
rendition are back to back and not simultaneous, the onset times are
calculated with respect to a time reference at the beginning of
analysis recording, offset by the actuation latency as explained
earlier. The maximum absolute errors were also calculated for each
sequence. The drummer performed 15 sequences with the following
rudiments: single stroke four, single ratamacue, flam paradiddle,
single drag, drag and flamacue, each with 3 repetitions and at varying
tempi. The average of the mean absolute onset errors over all pieces
was 6.7 msecs. and the max absolute error was 18.3 msecs.
The third evaluation was based on comparing the original and
imitation sounds in the spectral domain. The product spectra with the
same resolution used for onset analysis were displayed along with the
individual spectra of the two sounds. This method serves more as
visual tool where the analyst can see the alignment through
reinforcement of overlapping energies in the product spectra, as a
result, bypassing the onset detection stage for evaluation. Figure 5
shows the visualization for a flam paradiddle routine. The spectra of
the input and the output audio can be seen in the top two images. The
third image shows the product of the two. The bottom image shows
all three of them individually collapsed by summing over frequencies
to obtain a single value for each time point. This provides a good
form of visualization for evaluating the system’s imitation
performance.
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ABSTRACT

and mechatronic instrument are part of a dynamic system in
which they mutually influence each other’s behavior. This
paper proposes a class of instruments that occupy a middle
ground between digitally controlled musical automata on
one hand, and essentially passive “controllers” on the other.

Drawing on concepts from systemics, cybernetics, and musical automata, this paper proposes a mechatronic, electroacoustic instrument that allows for shared control between programmed, mechanized motion and a human interactor. We suggest that such an instrument, situated
somewhere between a robotic musical instrument and a passive controller, will foster the emergence of new, complex,
and meaningful modes of musical interaction. Adopting a
practice-led research approach, the development and design
of one such instrument—Stringtrees—is described. The design process reflects the notion of ambiguity as a resource:
The instrument was endowed with a collection of sensors,
controls, and actuators without a highly specific or prescriptive model for how a musician would interact with it.

2.

2.1

Cybernetics

Usually associated with Norbert Wiener, cybernetics is a
suite of concepts that initially framed the interaction between humans and machines in terms of communication
and exchange of information. These principles were subsequently extended to other domains such as economics,
biology, ecology, and social science, and, especially due to
the contributions of Ashby, were simultaneously expanded
to broadly integrate the ideas of systemics [5]. The concept of complex, highly interconnected systems, especially
on biological and planetary scales, has become rather commonplace these days, but has roots in cybernetics.
Later authors, most notably Maturana and Varela, shifted
attention toward the abilities of systems to organize themselves [18]. This so-called “new cybernetics” represents in
part a philosophical rejection of the notions of control and
design in favor of those of emergence and self-production
[5]. That is to say, systems, including living biological ones,
cannot be autonomous unless their behaviors are produced
spontaneously from their internal dynamics and interaction
with other systems. The repercussions for robotics and
artificial intelligence are significant: it would be impossible to design an autonomous, intelligent system by exhaustively specifying sets of input-output rules or comprehensively enumerating all possible outcomes. Rather, a system
must be imbued with the possibility to dynamically generate its own knowledge, if not meanings.
A number of early (pre-NIME) authors considered the relationship between human performers and music controllers
in terms of first-generation (information processing) cybernetics, specifically examining the properties of controllers
that can facilitate effective control given the constraints of
human abilities [19, 23, 28]. Mulder [20], however, highlights limitations of a strictly cybernetic model of the humaninstrument relationship, suggesting that other representations—semiotic models or those involving energetic exchange—may be simultaneously valid. He argues that instrument designers must therefore consider these multiple
models and be able to effectively translate between them.

Keywords
robot, cybernetics, automata, ambiguity, interpretation

1.

HUMAN-INSTRUMENT RELATIONSHIPS

Our approach to a mechatronic instrument is situated through
a brief survey of perspectives on human-instrument relationships in NIME and allied disciplines.

INTRODUCTION

There has been substantial recent interest in mechatronic
music systems: instruments, devices, or assemblages that
integrate electronic controls, mechanical motion, and acoustic systems intended to create music. Most prominently,
these have taken the form of robotic instruments and ensembles thereof [12, 13, 16, 25, 26, 29]. Purely mechanical automatic musical instruments, or musical automata—
instruments that play preprogrammed music on their own
with negligible human intervention—date back at least to
9th century [14], and became quite fashionable beginning in
17th century Europe [8]. Perhaps the most familiar musical
automata, player pianos were among the first to successfully
integrate digital electronic control systems in the late 20th
century. Facilitated in part by the availability of accessible and affordable rapid fabrication systems, programmable
embedded computers, sensors, and actuators, a 21st century
resurgence of musical automata is undoubtedly underway.
Yet for all the deserved attention they have received, musical automata represent only a subset of possible paradigms
of mechatronic music systems. The focus of this paper is
specifically mechatronic music systems that are not wholly
automatic, that is, instruments that feature electronically
controlled mechanized motion but afford substantial human
involvement in the sound production process. Fundamental
to this investigation is the notion that the human performer
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.2

Haptics

Mulder’s “energetic exchange” model is consistent with
Cadoz’s concept of an “ergotic” human-machine relation-
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ship, which he sees as a prerequisite for “instrumental” interactions [3]. Cadoz argues that interactions with physical
devices having real-time influence over digital sound synthesis (i.e., “music controllers” to which I have previously referred as “passive”) are frequently not instrumental, because
there is no physically meaningful exchange of energy between the performer and the sound-producing mechanism.
That is, by not mechanically transmitting energy back to
the human performer in response to their gestures (as, say,
a piano or a violin does), the interface and synthesis system
do not reveal their physical or acoustic properties.
Cadoz and others propose that one way to overcome this
problem without abandoning the whole enterprise of realtime digital music is through active force-feedback or haptics (a comprehensive list of citations would be too long
to list, but see, e.g. [1, 2, 3, 22, 27]). Haptic systems
are generally mechatronic, but on a continuum of mechatronic music systems in terms of their degree of autonomy,
haptic systems would be at the opposite end as musical
automata. Haptics are seen as a way to promote tighter
and more meaningful coupling between a human performer
and a digital sound synthesis system, frequently—but not
always—by computationally modeling the forces exchanged
between real mechano-acoustic systems.

tual musical instrument—one that responds to acoustic input from a performer with dynamic behavior according to
a physical model [11]. The authors identify what they call
instrumental, ornamental, and conversational modes of interaction with the system, again suggesting a continuum
of possibly overlapping types of relationships. Although it
lacks a physical interface, Johnston’s system might be considered ergotic according to Cadoz’s criteria in that there
is a degree of proportional energetic exchange—acoustic inputs interact with a computational model of a physical dynamic system, which in turn provides multisensory (audio
and visual) feedback to the performer.
Perhaps the most significant feature of this system is that
its input, like that of the intelligent robotic instruments described above, is acoustic; but the virtual instrument in this
case does not model musical intelligence, it models a physical dynamic system. It is thus noteworthy that a model of
a virtual dynamic system could facilitate a conversational
interaction style, which would typically be associated with
symbolic communication. In one sense, we can consider this
an example of the transformations between representations
that Mulder describes [20].

2.3 Semiotics

As designers, the team behind Stringtrees was struck by the
fact that in [11], a single dynamic system—even a virtual
one—with physically meaningful behaviors could engender
such rich, diverse, and fluid modes of interaction. Other
authors, e.g., [4] have highlighted the utility of physically
meaningful metaphors in the design of musical interactions,
but we are interested specifically in systems the contain explicit, rather than metaphorical, representations of physical
dynamic systems. We are furthermore interested in systems
that “move at slower, ‘haptic’ rates (up to around 20 Hz)”
[11], as opposed to computational acoustic models used in
sound synthesis. However, instead of a virtual dynamic system, we sought to integrate concepts of cybernetics by employing real, physical motion and an acoustic sound source.
Our interest is in examining the potential for a mechatronic instrument to facilitate new modes of music making.
The underlying hypothesis is that bestowing the instrument
with dynamic behavior, while distributing real-time control
between a human performer and programmed automatic
motion, will allow for the emergence of rich and meaningful
musical interaction.
The concept of emergence is significant here, reflecting
the notion of self-organization from cybernetics, but also
concepts from design theory, specifically those of designing
for ambiguity and facilitating interpretation advocated by
Sengers and Gaver [6, 24]. These ideas suggest that systems
can be designed to afford multiple, heterogeneous interpretations, styles or modes or interaction, which may in turn
engender more rewarding and meaningful experiences for
their users. In our case, the specific ways that a performer
would interact with the instrument were not prescribed in
advance; rather we sought to equip the instrument with useful capabilities without excessively constraining a particular
way in which it would be used [24].
The approach in developing a hybrid mechatronic instrument falls under the umbrella practice-as-research [21]. The
design process was theoretically motivated, but this was
seen to be an instance which demanded exploration through
reflective practice with a “real,” functional instrument, as
opposed to experimentation in a laboratory setting or user
studies. Furthermore, approaching the design as a creative
exercise allowed for what we consider appropriate freedom
to make artistic judgments, given that the ultimate application of the design is a musical one.

3.

Mulder’s third representation of human-instrument relationships—a semiotic model—points explicitly to the fact many
digital music systems afford linguistic or symbolic interfaces. Significantly, tangible or physical interfaces to digital music systems may still be essentially semiotic, especially when generic inputs are mapped directly to symbolic
properties of the system, e.g., a tempo knob or a transposition button. Based on qualitative studies of performers
and spectators, recent authors have pointed to the potential
for multiple modes of engagement or skill development with
interactive music systems, specifically highlighting the predisposition of digital tools toward intellectual engagement
[7]. Magnusson takes a stronger position regarding semiotic
relationships, arguing that a digital musical instrument is
necessarily an epistemic tool —a device that encapsulates a
system of knowledge and thought in its own right [17].

2.3.1

Intelligent Systems

The impulse to endow computer-based music systems with
intelligence is as old as computer music itself [9]. A generation later, Lewis frames now-interactive and responsive
intelligent music systems explicitly in terms of “latter day
musical automata” [15]. Whereas Lewis’s work has been
confined to synthetic sounds and digitally-controlled player
pianos, others, most notably Weinberg, have developed responsive musical robots [10, 29]. Although aspects of their
behavior are automatic, these systems represent another interesting model of human-instrument relationship in that a
human can substantially affect the system’s response in realtime, but only indirectly and not entirely predictably. Furthermore, the interaction is through an abstract, high-level,
symbolic (“musical”) language. This is to say that unlike
digital musical automata, a performer cannot control the
mechanical motions of these intelligent systems directly; to
cause a particular note to be played at a particular time,
for instance. What’s more, the interface to these systems is
generally acoustic: it is the sonic quality of another instrumentalist’s performance that influences their behavior.

2.4 Dynamic Systems
In one of the most interesting recent qualitative studies of
performer-instrument relationships, Johnston et al. identify three different modes of interaction with a purely vir-
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4.

STRINGTREES

almost instantly picked up a nearby wrench and began using it like a guitar slide along the strings to change their
pitch. It appeared that the open-ended design would indeed facilitate multiple interpretations.

Below we describe the general design concept of Stringtrees,
and document its development into its current form. In
the spirit of practice-as-research, at each major stage of
the process the developing design was holistically evaluated
with regard to the goals laid out above. Those reflections
are presented here alongside the account of the design.
Stringtrees was initially conceived as a plucked string instrument in which a motorized central rotating plectrumarm would pluck strings circularly arranged around it. Following the “tree” metaphor, the central shaft would be the
“trunk” and the strings branches surrounding it. The initial shape was also inspired by the old practice of plucking
the rotating spokes of a bicycle wheel with a card attached
to the frame; in this case, the plectrum rotates instead of
the spokes. The most obvious inspiration from NIME is the
rotating plectrum from LEMUR’s GuitarBot [25].

4.2

Current Version

The current version of Stringtrees is smaller and lighter,
with a wooden, 18” square by 36” high frame and 1/4” shaft
(Figure 1a). It elaborates on the strictly tree-like shape by
replacing the array of individual strings around the base
with four equally-spaced rotating spindles supporting four
strings each. A spring-loaded mechanism locks each spindle
into place, with buttons on each of the 4 side panels to
release them (Figure 2a). This allows strings to be moved
into and out of the path of the arm easily, and without
altering their tuning as in the first version. The machinehead tuning attachments from the first version were reused
from the first prototype (Figure 1b).

4.1 First Prototype
The first prototype, developed in 2010, has an industrial
aesthetic. A 1” steel shaft supports a CNC-machined aluminum “crown,” from which guitar strings extend down to a
1m-diameter, circular Delrin base. The strings can be tuned
with standard guitar machine heads, which are mounted on
machined aluminum brackets that attach to the base with
a thumb screw. The crown supports up to 24 strings.
An industrial 12V motor drives a bearing-mounted arm
attached to the shaft via a v-belt and pulley. If the motor is
driven at a constant speed, the adjustable relative position
of the strings along the perimeter of the base allows for
continuously variable rhythmic pitch-sequence patterns as
the rotating arm plucks the strings.
The prototype was tested without a feedback-control system. A potentiometer connected to an analog input of an
Arduino modified the duty cycle of a PWM output connected to an H-bridge motor controller. Development of
this version of Stringtrees was suspended after initial testing due primarily to its size and weight; the motor torque
involved to operate it required substantial power. It was
determined that a smaller, lighter version would be a more
effective platform for investigation.

4.1.1

Figure 1: Stringtrees January 2014. a) Full instrument, b) Tuning mechanism, c) Multiple arms
This version uses a direct drive in which the shaft itself
rotates, with a 12V DC motor coupled directly to it. The
plectrum arm is made of threaded rod that screws into a
shaft collar. This simple and inexpensive mechanism allows
for the possibility of multiple plectrum arms (Figure 1c). At
the end of the arm, a laser-cut fitting allows for plectra of
different materials to be mounted and precisely positioned.

Reflections

Although development of this version was subsequently suspended, initial testing of the first prototype did offer beneficial results that offered some validation of our method
and informed the subsequent design. Among the design
evaluations, it became clear that spatially reconfiguring the
strings “on-the-fly” to achieve predictable rhythmic variation would be nearly impossible; even if it could be done,
the string tunings would be altered to a greater degree than
anticipated in the process of moving them.
The hub-and-spokes model didn’t appear to offer feasible rhythmic variation by the human performer. It could
be achieved by programming the motion of the arm: A
solenoid at the end of the arm could be programmed to retract or extend the plectrum to bypass or pluck strings as
desired. This of course would have deviated from our goal
of sharing control between human and automatic behaviors,
placing the instrument squarely in the realm of automata.
This would furthermore defeat the purpose of the tree-like
configuration which presents an attractive spatial mapping
of rhythm to points on a circle.
With regard to the design method, it was encouraging
to witness spontaneous, unanticipated interactions with the
prototype. Upon switching on the power for the first time
in the laboratory, a colleague who was uninvolved in the
project, and unaware of its aims or theoretical foundations,

Figure 2: Inner detail. a) Spindle Lock, b) Motor
mount and magnetic speed sensing system
A shaft-mounted collar made of laser-cut acrylic holds 8
equally-spaced neodymium magnets that pass a linear halleffect sensor as the shaft rotates (Figure 2b). This is currently used to calculate the rotation speed, shown on a numerical display on the front panel, which provides a means
of feedback the performer can use to modulate their control.
The speed-control potentiometer system is retained from
the first version. The magnetic rotation sensing system is
deliberately excessive for just displaying speed; in keeping
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with the design philosophy, we left open the possibility of
further automating the motion of the arm to explore the
distribution of control.

4.2.1
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Reflections

As with any instrument, our practice with Stringtrees will
evolve over time. Although we are only near the beginning
of our journey together, several important features are apparent. Moving individual strings to spindles provided the
ability to easily change the tuning of a note at a particular
rhythmic position (or stop it from playing) by rotating the
spindle. This has enabled more effective note-level control.
The spatial configuration around the shaft suggests a collaborative performance. With one person at each spindle, we
are able to create coordinated harmonic progressions. This
suggests a new dimension for the distribution of control—
among several performers and an automated system.
The speed control system needs to be more refined. This
is an instance where giving more control to the system will
be effective. Instead of having the potentiometer control
the PWM duty cycle of the motor driver directly, we are
working toward programming it to set a desired speed, and
using the speed sensing mechanism to regulate the motor
drive to achieve that speed. In the current configuration,
the dynamics of the motor drive require too much human
intervention to maintain a constant speed.
Perhaps the most significant musical discovery has been
that varying the motor speed can put Stringtrees into perceptually distinctive modes which suggest different styles of
interaction. At low speeds, the effect is that of looping pitch
sequences or arpeggios, which can be varied by rotating in
different notes. At high speeds, the sustained string sounds
create a more of a harmonic texture than a note sequence.
One observer compared it to a hyper-tanpura. With multiple plucking arms, the textural effect is amplified.
As with the distribution of control between the instrument and performer, we are finding the space in the middle—
where Stringtrees can be heard alternately as textural, harmonic, or melodic—to be the richest area for further exploration and musical development.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper I present a robotic device that offers new ways
of interaction for producing rhythmic patterns. The apparatus is placed on an overhead projector and a visual
presentation of these rhythmic patterns is delivered as a
shadow play. The rhythmic patterns can be manipulated
by modifying the environment of the robot, through direct
physical interaction with the robot, by rewiring the internal connectivity, and by adjusting internal parameters. The
theory of embodied cognition provides the theoretical basis
for this device. The core postulate of embodied cognition
is that biological behavior can only be understood through
an analysis of the real-time interactions of an organism’s
nervous system, the organism’s body and the environment.
The device illustrates this theory because the rhythmic patterns depend equally on the real-time interactions of the
electronics, the physical structure of the device and the environment.

Keywords
Analog Robots, Analog Electronics, Embodied Cognition

1.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: The rhythm apparatus on overhead. The
top image shows the robot’s body on the screen
and the projection, the bottom image shows the
controller.

The device I propose as a new interface for musical expression is an apparatus that produces rhythmical patterns
and that is placed on an overhead projector to also visualize these patterns. Unlike analog step sequencers or
drum machines it is not a programmable device, but behaves mostly autonomous. The core technology is based
on analog robotic walking machines as they have been developed by Mark W. Tilden [19]. The most interesting aspect of these analog robots is their organic and very much
lifelike behavior [9]. The electronic circuits that drive the
rhythmic patterns are inspired by the recurrent neuronal
networks in the cerebral spine of vertebrate animals. What
qualifies the apparatus as a new interface is based on the
complex interaction of the core electronic circuit and the
direct current gearbox motors that are driven by the circuitry. Through a direct back-coupling of the motors into
the electronics, the motors with attached legs modify the
internal patterns. Obstacles hit by the legs or variations of
torque during movement modify the timing of the rhythmic patterns. The motors become sensors and actors at the

same time. Within the apparatus the dividing line between
sensing and acting and control vanishes. This fact also renders the device interesting from a theoretical perspective. A
consequence of this vanishing division is that the rhythmic
patterns are in constant change, because the motors constantly feed back into the creation of rhythms. In turn the
motors are themselves again driven by the rhythmic pattern. Metaphorically one can say that the device is in a
constant dialogue with the outside world. The robots interface is this dialogue with the world. The inspiration and
theoretical background for the device comes from the theory
of embodied cognition.
The core claim of embodied cognition is that intelligent
behavior in biological systems results from real-time dynamics and interaction between nervous system, body and environment [12, 14, 18]. While computational approaches to
cognition focus on the brain as the central information processing device, the embodied cognition perspective denies
this single cause explanation. Historically this paradigmatic
shift in the understanding of cognition gained momentum
in the 1980s with a focus on explaining the cognitive aspects of movement [13, 17]. Recently the field has moved
to higher cognition explaining more complex behaviors such
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as spatial working memory [11], object recognition [7].
I consider the rhythm apparatus as philosophical toy because it makes some core concepts of embodied cognition
tangible [6]. The device especially demonstrates how behavior emerges from the interplay of a nervous system, the
body and the environment. In this paper I go beyond using
the device as a philosophical toy by showing that it can be
used to create complex rhythmical patterns.

2.

a biological neuron with two functional aspects: First a
neuron only produces a spiking output when stimulated to a
sufficient level [5]. Second, a neuron adapts to its input: on
constant input it stops producing output spikes. The latter
property we experience for example when we are exposed to
a bad smell: even though the concentration of the molecules
producing the odor is constant, after some time we do not
smell it anymore [4].

2.1.2 Network and Connectivity

THE ANALOG ROBOT

While a single unit does not do much, oscillatory patterns
emerge when the units are connected into a loop. Such
oscillatory behavior emerges also in neural networks with
very simple threshold models of integrate and fire neurons
[1, 20].
The simplest recurrent network with the basic units is a
loop of two units, also referred as bi-core [10]. In a bi-core
a single stable pattern emerges which is actually a traveling pulse (see Figure 3). Four units can also be connected
into a single loop, the quad-core. The quad-core allows two
complex pattern: A single traveling pulse or two traveling
pulses. Six units form a hex-core, that allows for three stable patterns: A single traveling pulse, two traveling pulses
or three traveling pulses. The patterns with the larger number of traveling pulses are the more stable ones. With a lot
of noise, for example coupling back from the motors, the
circuit will automatically switch into the more stable patterns. The other patterns, for example the single traveling
pulse, have to be enforced and are less stable. Sometime at
some random moment in time the circuit may just switch
to two or three traveling pulses.

The design of the analog robot is thoroughly minimalist.
The robot is build up from modules and can be assembled
and reconfigured on the fly. As the focus is to use the robot
itself as interface for audio-visual expression, its shape and
its design follow a different consideration than that of classical robot. As matter of fact it does not look like a robot
or any living organism but has strong graphical component.
The base structure is a triangle made of acrylic glass that
holds three motors. However because of the analog hardware and the specific couplings of the device the movements
even of abstract shapes look very organic and lively. One
could say that liveliness comes from within.

2.1 The Electronic Circuit
The pattern generating circuit consists of interconnected
threshold devices that have specific timing properties. These
are the basic units of the circuit. The smallest working configuration consist of two interconnected basic units.

2.1.1

The Basic Units

Each basic unit alone only acts as a change detector for
falling activation at its input. Only when there is significant change of the input voltage an output signal is produced and the duration of the output signal is independent
of the length of the input signal. Technically this behavior
is realized by combining a capacitor in series with a resistor,
and an inverter that is connected in between the capacitor
and the resistor (see Figure 2). The capacitor and the resistor form a differentiator or high pass filter. Through the
non-linearity of the inverter it only reacts on a falling edge of
the input. As the capacitor is being charged up again when
the input goes to zero, after some time it passes threshold
and the inverter switches back. The timing to switch back
depends on the charging time of the capacitor and not on
how long the input remains zero.
V

1

2
C

R

V( 1)

V( 2)

V
Inv1

C1
R1

out1

C2

V( out 1)

Inv2
R2
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t

Figure 3: The bi-core circuit: the left image shows
the schematic of the bi-core and the right plot shows
a spice simulation of the behavior in time.
Besides these single loop networks, it is also possible to
build two or three loops and to couple them mutually or
with unidirectional connection. For example when two bicores are connected with a wire between their outputs, both
oscillations will go in phase or in counterphase. A directional wiring is implemented using a diode that connects
the output of one loop to the node just in front of the inverter. With this directional wiring the two loops go into
a master-slave relationship [16]. The master loop turns the
oscillations of the slave loop on and off (see Figure 4).

V( 3)

3

Inv

2.2

t

The Robot’s Body

The robot’s body is constructed using a transparent frame
made of acrylic glass that is simply scotched onto the surface
of the overhead projector. This frame holds three motors.
To each motor different type of legs or other shapes may
be attached. The motors are directly connected to the outputs of the inverter. It is important to use very efficient dc
motors that need very little energy. This allows them to be
driven directly from the integrated circuit that can provide
up to 150mA. This is important because the motors are
electronically part of the whole circuit. When the motor is
for example freely spinning it creates a momentum in the

Figure 2: a) Schematic of the basic unit: a capacitor
(C) in series with a resistor (R) that is connected
to the positive potential. The inverter Inv is connected between Resistor and Capacitor. b) LtSpicesimulation of the temporal behavior of a basic unit:
given a periodic input signal at point 1, a positive
pulse is produced for every falling edge of the input
at point 3.
The behavior in time of such a basic unit is similar to
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Lonbarde [2]. It consists of brass sticks that can be connected with simple crocodile clips. The sticks provide access to the three nodes of a basic-unit, the input, the output
and the intermediate node. The different network configuration are quickly assembled, Figure 6 shows an example for
a bi-core hooked to a quad-core. As the connectivity can be
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Figure 4: A coupled bi-core circuit, The left plot
shows the schematic. The Top bi-core circuit has a
connection from its output to the intermediate node
in front of the inverter of the second bi-core. The
right plot shows a spice simulation of such a configuration. The second bi-core has a higher frequency
and only becomes active when the first bi-core’s output is inactive.
Figure 6: The picture shows three housings. The
two on the left are wired up to form a quad-core,
and the third on the right is configured as bi-core. A
wire between the quad-core and the bi-core couples
them.

direction of its rotation. This also induces a current into the
circuit that is strong enough to override the internal pattern.
When the internal pattern is fully overwritten, the motors
do not oscillate any more. Note however that the motors
will still reverse when they hit an obstacle. The degree of
feedback from the motors into the circuit can be adjusted
with an intermediate potentiometer between motor and the
circuit. The motors are attached to the circuit using minijacks, so that they can be easily swapped or reconfigured.

modified on the fly, it is possible to play with different phase
relations. Without a coupling cable the oscillating motors
will go out of phase. However just linking them with a cable
will force them to go in phase or counterphase.

3.2

Internal Parameters as Interface

The most straightforward interface, very similar to the knobs
on synthesizers, are the potentiometers to modify the timing properties of the basic units. But unlike the interface of
a synthesizer, the result of changing a parameter depends
on multiple factors. For example when the robot is wired
up as quad-core and runs in the stable pattern with a single
traveling pulse, lowering the resistance of basic unit number
one, will shorten the timing of this unit and the associated
motor movement will be shorter. If however the robot has
the stable pattern with two traveling pulses, this shorter
timing will also affect all other timings and the all motors
will make shorter movements.

3.3

Figure 5: The robots body: three motors are
mounted into a triangular frame.

3.

Interfacing with external devices

As the circuit is fully analog, interfacing it with other analog hardware is straightforward. For example the circuit
can be directly coupled to the instrument section of an old
analog drum machine, a rhythm ace fr-2l. Or they can be
hooked though an intermediate transistor stage to the control voltage input of a simple analog synthesizer. As the
connectors are all accessible on the bi-core units it is very
easy to try out connecting to all sorts of analog music making devices. The whole design is very much inspired by the
circuit bending [8] and hardware hacking approaches [3].

3.4

INTERFACES

The robot’s body as interface

The most innovative or new interface is the robot’s body
and its environment. As the motors are sensitive for the
environment, they reverse when they encounter an obstacle
during rotation. In a quad-core the motors seem to communicate with each other: only when both motors hit an
obstacle they will reverse direction. One way to play or interface with the robot is to use ones own fingers as obstacles.
When you constrain the legs’ movement space with your fingers, the frequency of the oscillations goes up because the
motors keep reversing. Instead of using your fingers it is
also possible to use piezo pick-up microphones as obstacles.
When a leg hits the piezo it reverses direction. When us-

The device offers various interfaces to modify its behavior.
It is possible to modify the connectivity on the fly, to create
different loops, motors may be plugged or unplugged, internal timing parameters may be tuned or the environment of
the robot may be modified.

3.1 Connectivity as Interface
The electronic circuits are housed in die-cast aluminum cases,
each case provides two basic-units. It offers an interface for
changing the network structure on the fly. The interface is
inspired by early instruments from Peter Blasser of Ciat-
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ing piezo elements as obstacles it is possible to directly use
them as sound source. Using different materials such as
felt or paper they can be tuned to sound either deeper or
higher. Making a leg heavier also has a direct effect on the
movement and the rhythmic patterns.
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PLAYING WITH THE APPARATUS

Playing with the apparatus using the various interfaces is
always an adventure because of the autonomy of the robot.
Small modifications in the environment may lead to different rhythmic structures. Sometimes changing internal
parameters leads to unforeseeable effects on the physical interaction of the robot with the world. The different patterns
that are for example possible with a hex-core have different degrees of stability. The pattern with a single pulse
is the least stable, the circuit can be forced to switch into
this regime, but it can jump back to other patterns with
more pulses at at any time. Because of this sometimes
unpredictable and autonomous behavior playing is a constant improvisation. On the other hand playing with the
robot is also a sort of dialogue, and an experiment in finding interesting beat structures, by arranging piezo pickups
as obstacles. Because of the open structure, adding other
analog instruments is lot of fun and gives a wider range
of musical expression. I have been developing this type of
instrument as part of a performance project called ray vibration [15]. With this setup I have performing since 2007
at diverse international media-art festivals and other venues
(see Figure 7 for an example).

Figure 7: Performance with ray vibration at the
Domicil, a jazz club in Dortmund.

5.

OUTLOOK

This paper presented how a network of only six basic units
coupled to three motors allows for creating a huge variety
of different behaviors and ever changing rhythmical structures. But of course adding more basic units gives even more
room to explore what is possible. Part of ongoing research
is how to introduce more complex phase relations into the
couplings. For example having a fixed delay between tapping motors, for example 30 degree phase difference. Such
couplings are possible by using delay lines in between different oscillators. Ultimately the question is whether it is
possible to create polyrhythmic and syncopated structures
with this approach while keeping the autonomy of the device and while keeping the sensitivity of the device for the
environment.
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interaction. The system has been designed to allow the development
of interactive audiovisual pieces and since it is network enabled, it
can also be used for network music performances.

This paper provides an overview of a proposed demonstration of
3DinMotion, a system using real time motion capture of one or
several subjects, which can be used in interactive audiovisual pieces
and network performances. The skeleton of a subject is analyzed in
real time and displayed as an abstract avatar as well as sonified based
on mappings and rules to make the interplay experience lively and
rewarding. A series of musical pieces have been composed for the
interface following cueing strategies. In addition a second display,
“the prompter” guides the users through the piece. 3DinMotion has
been developed from scratch and natively, leading to a system with a
very low latency, making it suitable for real time music interactions.
In addition, 3DinMotion is fully compatible with the
OpenSoundControl (OSC) protocol, allowing expansion to
commonly used musical and sound design applications.

2. Motion Capture
The system is compatible with a wide range of mocap devices
depending on the level of accuracy, capture volume and number of
users required. In this framework, the following motion capture
systems have been integrated: Vicon system (best accuracy, multiusers), Xsens MVN suit [6] (unlimited capture volume, single user)
and Microsoft Kinect (simplest to use, no suit, multi-users). When
using the first two motion capture devices, data is transferred to the
framework using network streaming and handled by a dedicated C++
class. For the Kinect, the Microsoft SDK [1] was directly integrated
into the application. The information retrieved from the various
devices is then processed to obtain positions of each joint of the body.
Additional C++ code was produced to correctly handle entry/exit
in/from the capture volume, multiples users, as well as missing
tracking data, which ensures application’s robustness and playability.
Eventually, the joint’s positions (x,y,z) of each user are formatted for
each frame (frequency: 30-120 Hz depending on the mocap system
used) as OSC messages and sent to the sonification application.

Keywords
Human computer interaction, mapping design, body as a musical
instrument, motion capture and music, audiovisual display,
sonification.

1. Introduction
This project uses motion capture (mocap) as a means for generating
visual data and music. 3DinMotion is a flexible framework
combining several types of technologies with the ultimate goal to
make interplays as lively and interactive as possible. The mocap part
uses state of the art algorithms to accurately grab information
emanating from motion analysis. The system has the advantage of
being compatible with several motion capture devices ranging from
simple Microsoft Kinect [1] to cutting edge professional technologies
such as Vicon systems [2]. The visual display part is able to
accurately display “avatars” on a screen. The avatars can be
modulated and transformed in real time on a 3D pane. The
sonification part relies on information sent by motion analysis. All
the x,y,z positions are automatically formatted as OSC messages [3].
An application, built with Max/Msp [4] receives the OSC messages
and sonifies the result of the motion analysis in a quad soundscape.
The audio application also relies on a pre-defined set of cues to guide
the users though the interplays [5].

3. Visual display
The visualization is integrated into the application processing
the motion capture data. The generation of 3D content is
performed thanks to the open-source C++ library Cinder [7]
which provides a powerful and intuitive toolbox for
programming graphics. All users of the system are displayed as
virtual avatars (Figure 1). Their joint positions are represented
as small spheres or markers. Each marker defines a particles
system and its position is the emitter. The particles have a
limited lifespan and change color with motion velocity. Their
other properties are customizable (eg: number of particles,
size). Another optional feature is the possibility to draw or
sculpt in 3D. This is achieved by tracking the trajectories of the
hands’ positions. These trajectories are displayed as 3D tubes
enabling to draw in the 3D space “traces” of ephemeral
duration. The 3D environment includes a reflective floor plane
lit by a spot light. Moreover, it is possible to easily modify the
visualization by adjusting the shaders’ parameters. An avatar
representation was chosen as the initial visual display. The
visual representation will be more customizable in future
versions.

The results of the cues are displayed on a prompter guiding the users
through the results emanating from their various body movements.
The rationale behind this project is to develop a framework which is
robust yet scalable enough to fit a wide variety of applications. The
aim is also to offer a system with low latency, so that users do not
notice time lags, which can potentially kill the immersive aspect of
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5. Cueing
For each piece, a cueing strategy is chosen based on the
following types of cues [5]:
Temporal: A type of cue that is sent out as information related
to timing. An example of such a cue would be a counter
indicating the time left in a cue, or a warning signal.
Behavioral: A type of cue that is sent with a certain scenario
attached to it. This can, for example, include the triggering of a
waveform, or the suggestion that a given node needs to play
certain notes only above the note C4.
Notational: A type of cue that is able to display content that
can be identified by the performers as being helpful in the good
running of the performance. This can include the display of a
cue number, a countdown or dynamic shapes that can be
activated by various factors in the performance. The cues are
forming a basis for the performance. The users of the system
through their actions within layers are modifying the cues
and/or triggering new ones.

Figure 1: Real time 3D visualization of 3DinMotion

4. Sonification
The sonification relies on a set of layers, which can be
superimposed depending on the desired effect. It is based on
gesture capture dimensions introduced by Bevilacqua et al.,
which include body posture, space and time [10]. The expected
sound design needs to be musical whilst keeping coherence and
clarity emanating from the movements and display of the users
interacting with the system. There are four types of layers,
which can be combined in any order or number:

6. Prompter
A prompter, separate from the display of the “avatars”, provide
crucial information to the users, including the type and
description of the layer and how to “play” it, which cue the
piece is in and suggestions for actions to take full advantage of
the functionalities offered. The prompter receives OSC
messages from the sonification application.

Underlay: A layer, which runs in the background, such as a
drone or a rhythm. User input is limited to slowing down or up,
or applying an effect such as adding reverberation or changing
the center frequency of a low pass filter. This layer is controlled
by one message at a time (eg: /right_hand/x).

7. Conclusions
The aim of this demonstration proposal is to offer an overview
of our 3DinMotion framework and how it can be considered as
a multi-user interface for musical expression. The system
provides a good basis for developing complex sonic
interactions. Its low latency and flexibility for customization
will allow for the development of other applications in the
future. Constant feedback is being gathered when presented to
music festivals and other events. This gives a good basis for
further developing the system both in terms of robustness and
musicality.

Melodic: A layer, which can be controlled accurately through,
for example, a hand elevation, controlling a melody with
distinct pitches or the frequency of a continuous signal. An
auxiliary input layer can be applied, for example with the right
hand’s position in the space to add effects such as pitch bend or
vibrato on the note being played. This layer is controlled by one
message at a time (eg: /right_hand/x).
Spot effect: This layer relies on the spot effects most
commonly found in sound design theory [9]. The idea here is to
allow users to trigger sonic events, which provide a break in the
musical sequence being performed. The spot effect can also
have attached rules, such as triggering a new section in the
musical sequence or giving up a specific role to another user
interacting with the system. This layer is controlled by one
message at a time (eg: /right_hand/x).
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Subtractive: This layer relies on a combination of messages to
achieve a desired result and is controlled by two or more
messages at a time (eg: if /right_hand/x == /left_hand/y then
trigger a new spot effect).
The design of each layer is based on a sonification design
method developed by Walker and Nees (2011) that considers
the following questions [8]:
- What do we want the user to accomplish?
- What part of the data is relevant to achieve a task?
- How much information is needed by the user to achieve
the task?
- How does the data need to be manipulated to make
sense musically?
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ABSTRACT

domain name (fbcdn.net) for pictures. However, some third
party sites can and do track users around the web, with the
collaboration of website owners. Sites such as ScoreCard
Research embed invisible images into third party web pages
and use cookies to track browsing habits[1]. These data are
used for advertising and audience analytics[3]. ComScore,
which owns ScoreCard, tracks two million users at a time[1].
Even websites that do not have advertising help gather information for big data. Many websites are concerned about
Search Engine Optimisation: they want to know which search
terms brought users to their website, so they install Google
Analytics[5]. It is within Google’s power just to share that
information with website owners. However, with Google
Analytics, website owners get a nice interface and can easily
buy things from Google to increase traffic, such as search
keywords[5] or to track repeat users and serve adverts to
them based on past visits[4]. This data-gathering appears
on many websites that do not serve adverts. Both IRCAM
and the University of Kent have Google tracking on their
websites[10, 6].
By design, this tracking is all invisible. The Lightbeam
plugin aims to make this visible by building a table that
users can view, or, more strikingly, a graph showing the interconnected network of trackers and sites that updates as
the user surfs (see Figure 1). While these data are educational to users and useful for researchers, users must divert
their attention to the plugin to see the data. Users do not
get an immediate sense of the constant growth of the graph.

Government spying on internet traffic has become ubiquitous. Not to be left out, the private sector tracks our online
footprint via web beacons and cookies. Web services such
as Google track our progress as we surf the net and click
on links. The Mozilla plugin, Lightbeam (formerly Collusion), shows the user a visual map of every site to which a
surfer’s data is sent. An interconnected web of advertisers
and other otherwise invisible data-gatherers quickly builds
during normal usage. We have modified this plugin so that
as the graph builds, its state is broadcast via OSC.
We will act as translational agents in a process of live data
sonification. The collected data is the material with which
we will develop a set of musical gestures based on patterns
we may discover. The findings of our data collection and
the developed music will be presented in the form of an
audiovisual live performance. Snippets of collected text and
URLs will both form the basis of our audio interpretation
and also be projected onto a screen, so an audience can
voyeuristically experience the activities of governments and
advertisers.

Keywords
big data, Lightbeam, privacy, sonfication

1.

BIG DATA

Our original goal in setting out was to create something
that was based on Open Source Software that engaged the
issue of surveillance. We became specifically interested in
big data because of the ”public/private surveillance partnership”[9] between big data and governmental bodies and
the collaboration this requires of the most popular websites. The Mozilla Foundation, who do activism around
issues of privacy and the open internet, publish a Firefox
plugin called Lightbeam. This tool, formerly called Collusion, tracks every server that a user visits. This includes
both the URLs that they purposefully click on or type into
the address bar of their browser and also websites that their
intended destination refers to, but that the user does not
connect to directly[8].
The additional connections embedded in a page can be
entirely benign. For example, Facebook uses a dedicated

2.

SONIFICATION

Our project builds on Lightbeam to provide a more powerful
illustration of tracking in real time. By sonifying ongoing
data, we give users a stronger sense of just how much tracking is going on. Even people who are concerned about the
privacy issues surrounding big data do not tend to have a
sense of just how many calls to third parties are made when
they click an advertising-supported website. With sonification, calls to tracking websites can be brought to the user’s
attention in real time.
We forked the Lightbeam plugin[2] to add support for
OSC messaging. Our version of the plugin uses node.js to
send OSC messages to the localhost on port 57120, which is
the default port for SuperCollider. The OSC message tags
are /visited and /unvisited, the latter of which are potentially tracking the user. Additional arguments are the site’s
url, the number of other sites it’s connected to, the number
of times visited, and the number of cookies attached.
The piece we are developing with this, called Soundbeam,
is therefore based on web surfing. Thus, in accord with the
old computer-musician joke, we are checking our email on
stage, but also Facebook, Buzzfeed or whatever other site
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URLs of tracking sites, and text from websites we intentionally visit.

Figure 1: A Lightbeam graph generated by visiting
some of this article’s references.

4.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

In addition to live performance, this technology could be
well-suited to to interactive installations. Users could be
encouraged to browse the web via a public kiosk. As they
browsed, sound events would alert them to big data companies tracking them. Additionally, the installation could
be fitted with several additional monitors which could display information about the tracking sites they encounter. If
a user hit a site with five trackers, such as the University
of Kent homepage[10], five extra monitors mounted around
the kiosk could display information about each tracker including the owner, their corporate logo, market penetration
and types of tracking employed. While this would be less
musical than a performance, it could potentially be more
educational and make a greater impression on the audience.

5.

CONCLUSION

Surreptitious data collection, including via tracking websites is one of the major privacy issues affecting web users
today. We hope that the Soundbeam piece described here
addresses these issues in a way that is both educational and
musical and that the code we develop finds other artistic
uses that engage these issues.
captures our fancy. While we surf, we sonify the third party
sites we hit. Additionally, to highlight both the ubiquitousness and interconnectedness of tracking, each user also announces to the LAN the third party sites they encounter.
When a user receives such a notification, if they have also
been tracked by the same site, they also sonify a match.
The score for the piece calls for this sound to be more in
the foreground than third party sites hit individually. The
presence of cookies, the number of connections and number
of times hit may also impact the timbre of the sound event.
In creating this piece, we have researched big data tracking companies and are building a table of regular expressions to match URLs. Matches are associated with known
big data companies.

6.

Listing 1: Regular Expressions that match Google
google [^ \ t \ r \ n \ v \ f \.]*\. com
google [^ \ t \ r \ n \ v \ f \.]*\. co \. uk
gstatic \. com
[^ \ t \ r \ n \ v \ f \.]*\. google [: word :]*\. com
[^ \ t \ r \ n \ v \ f \.]*\. googleapis . com
doubleclick . net
This is used to determine whether two players are being
tracked by the same company. Also, depending on how
benign we deem a third party site to be (e.g. Facebook’s
image serving site has no nefarious intentions that we know
of), this may change associated sound events.
As with all BiLE pieces, how sound is generated and
played is left up to each player[7]. In order to avoid interfering with web browsing, the score specifies that players
should have only minimal interaction with any musical GUI.
If players want more control over their gestures, therefore,
they will be empowered to use devices such as MIDI faders
to control aspects of their sounds.

3.
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VISUALISATIONS

Graphical projections will greatly increase the clarity of the
piece to audiences. This part of the piece is very much still
under development, but possible projections could include
the Lightbeam graphs generated by some of the players,
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a collaborative digital musical instrument that uses the ephemeral and physical properties of
soap bubbles to explore the complexity layers and oscillating parameters of electronic (bass) music. This instrument,
called Wubbles, aims at encouraging both individual and
collaborative musical manipulations.

Keywords
Wubbles, Ephemeral Interface, Sensabubble

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Context

Figure 1: Two users playing with Wubbles. The
bubble machine and Kinect-projector pair can be
seen on the top right.

Electronic music, and especially bass music such as dubstep,
strongly relies on the creation/manipulation of sound layers.
These layers may correspond to different frequency bands
(e.g. bass, kick or snare sounds) so as to be able to isolate
the processing of each layer. For example, bass sounds are
often composed of a basic sinusoid and a number of other
layers, each of them bandpass filtered at higher frequencies.
These higher layers can then be distorted or echoed without
degrading the sinusoid. The layers may also correspond to
levels of musical complexity. Basic but heavily compressed
kick/snare patterns are often enriched by lighter, more complex percussion rhythms, cymbals or sampled breaks. This
music genre also often relies on slow variations of parameters using low-frequency oscillators (LFO) in each layer. For
example, a wobbling bass is produced by applying LFOs to
different parameters of effects in different bass layers. As the
number of layers and parameters being used can be large,
these variations allow musicians to focus only on a subset of
musical manipulations during live performances, while the
other are automated.

serving as low frequency oscillators. Furthermore, the popping of bubbles provides an interesting metaphor for the
drops commonly used in the dubstep genre.

1.3

Related work

Wubbles is an ephemeral user interface, i.e. ”an interface
that contains at least one UI element that is intentionally
created to last for a limited time only” [2]. Our system
makes use of the chrono-sensory bubble machine introduced
in SensaBubble [4]. Instead of using the system for ambient notifications, we are interested in the unique properties
of bubbles that makes them interesting / appealing as a
collaborative musical interface.
Although other instruments have been based on ephemeral
interfaces, such as water, to our knowledge the Ephemeral
Melody installation [5] is the only other bubble-based musical instrument to have been built. This installation was
a jukebox that produced bubbles en-masse that would collide with pipes, each of which producing a different note.
Whereby this instrument used bubbles only for their aesthetic properties and did not afford the user any direct control, our system allows users to control the physical properties and location of the bubbles themselves.
Our instrument is close in its principle to collaborative
instruments with shareable objects, particularly those that
make use of object’s movements such as [3] [6]. However, in
our case, the shared objects are ephemeral and their number
is highly flexible.

1.2 Contribution
Our contribution is a collaborative musical instrument, called
Wubbles, that explores the layers of electronic (bass) music.
It relies on an ephemeral interface - soap bubbles. These
bubbles are used as metaphors for the various musical layers that users must preserve (prevent from popping) in order to increase musical complexity. The physical behavior
of the bubbles, such as changes in size and speed, is used
to control the oscillating parameters in the layers, therefore
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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2. WUBBLES
2.1 General approach
Wubbles consists of a software-controlled soap bubble machine and a sound engine developed in Pure Data. The
two communicate using OpenSoundControl messages. Soap
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bubbles are generated and filled with smoke. This enables
them to be both tracked using a depth camera and act as a
surface that can be projected on to. The creation, properties and deletion of bubbles are communicated to the sound
engine. When a new bubble is created, it is assigned to the
lowest of six musical layers that is not currently playing,
and identified by a projected color. Therefore the musical
complexity consistently grows from the base layer as the
number of bubbles increases. Wubbles is ephemeral so as
to encourage collaboration between users. In fact, it is impossible for a single user to keep all bubbles / layers alive.
Therefore they have to collaborate in order to increase the
overall musical complexity. In addition, the physical properties of the bubbles are hard to control accurately, they
rather slowly or rapidly oscillate when modified. As a result of this, they can be connected to musical parameters in
order to act as low frequency oscillators. One should note
that because many other genres rely on the concept of musical layers and slowly evolving or oscillating parameters,
Wubbles can be used as an interface for other genres than
electronic bass music.

In addition, every time a bubble is popped, the main
chord used in all layers is changed, advancing through a
predefined cyclic list of chords.
Refering to [1], Wubbles therefore allows for musical control at the timbral (LFOs), note (popping) and process (layers) levels.

2.4

Interaction and collaboration

Wubbles involves both manipulation of individual bubbles
and collaborative control of multiple bubbles as a dynamic
group. Soap bubbles can be moved by creating air flows
around them with the hands or by blowing on them, therefore affecting the continuous sound parameter of the associated layer. The bubbles can also be popped, ending the
corresponding layers with a single sound and generating a
change in the chord sequence. Finally, bubbles can be split
or merged, also influencing the layers.
On the collaboration side, we can distinguish a number of
techniques such as sending and exchanging bubbles. Musical cooperation resides in the decisions of popping bubbles
or of preserving them, resulting in changing musical complexity and progression in the sequence of chords. Finally
there can be concurrent manipulations when two users interact with the same bubble.
The purpose of this demonstration is also to investigate
what other interaction and collaboration techniques users
can develop.

2.2 Technical details
The implementation of our bubble machine is based on that
presented in Sensabubble [4]. As we are interested in producing singular/few bubbles at a time and controlling their
size, we developed a system of our own based on bellows,
with an air chamber designed to mimic the human lungs
and a funnel to act as the mouth. The top of the chamber is covered with an air tight fabric that is pushed/pulled
by a servo, thus mimicking the action of the diaphragm.
The bellow is rotated towards a pipe connected to the output of the smoke machine, the smoke is triggered, the diaphragm expands, and the bellows are filled. Next, they are
rotated downwards through a bubble solution and onwards
until horizontal. At this point, the diaphragm slowly contracts, forming a bubble at the end of the funnel. A quick
final ’burst’ contraction, releases the bubble. The bubble
falls into a fan stream, that blows it out into space. A
Kinect-projector pair are positioned to capture the bubbles
flight. The Kinect tracks the bubbles in 3D space through
the depth camera (the smoke enables the bubbles to be
seen). The smoke in the bubble acts as a diffuse surface,
dramatically increasing the visibility of the projection.

3.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Wubbles, a collaborative musical
instrument based on an ephemeral interface: soap bubbles.
Physical properties of these bubbles and collaboration between users allow for the exploration of layers of electronic
(bass) music.
We see three main follow-ups for this work. The first
is the improvement of the tracking system, so that we can
extract fast shape and movement variations of the soap bubbles. To that effect, we are currently investigating ways of
making bubbles IR reflective. With more accurate data captured on the bubbles, new interaction tools and techniques
can be designed to allow for manipulating the bubbles in
different ways, therefore increasing the musical expressiveness. Finally, the third follow-up is the in-depth study of
collaboration techniques developed by users, which we intend to investigate during this demonstration.

2.3 Mappings
Soap bubbles offer an interesting list of controllable physical
parameters that can be obtained using video tracking. Some
of these are continuous, such as 3D position, size/ratio,
shape, and speed. Other are discrete such as bubbles popping, bubbles collisions, and bubbles bouncing on a surface.
The position and size values of each bubble update a physical mass-spring-damper model of the bubble in PureData.
This allows us to ensure smoother musical controls, despite
the low framerate of the Kinect tracking that result in jump
in the values, and at the same time to somehow preserve the
physical oscillations of bubbles properties.
The PureData patches currently generate six layers. Each
layer is composed of a continuous sound with one or two
slowly changing parameters, mapped to either the speed or
size of the bubbles, and a discrete sound when the layer is
stopped, i.e. when the associated bubble is popped. Each
layer adds a level of musical complexity. For example, the
first layer is a bass layer with a sinusoid oscillator, a volume lfo and alternatively a base kick or snare sound when
popped. The fourth layer is a melodic granular synthesis
layer with a granular window size lfo and a melodic sound
with delay when popped.

4.
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ABSTRACT

munication would be driver-less and based on present networking infrastructure. A combination of distance-sensing
(theremin-like [10]) and position-sensing (trautonium-like
[8] and ribbon-like [6]) mechanisms served as archetypes for
a new digital offspring.
For its musicality, it would be highly sensitive and responsive, accomplished with fast responding sensors running at
high update rates (2-4kHz) and low latency (<1ms). We required it to be as expressive as the violin, the theremin and
the trautonium while seamlessly being integrable into todays schemes of digital audio synthesis. It would be playable
with fingers, as those are among the body parts that we have
a very fine grained control on and it would be touch-less and
thus circumvent complicating hardware manufacturing.
The design we have come up with that fulfilled all our
prerequisites is the Chimaera - the poly-magneto-phonic
theremin - an expressive touch-less hall-effect sensor array.
It is as sensor array that is excitable by an arbitrary number of manually actuated magnetic fields. Depending on
where the magnetic fields are located along the array and
how near they are to the latter, the device outputs continuous positional event signals which can flexibly be mapped to
expressive musical events on a host to drive sound synthesis.

The Chimaera is a touch-less, expressive, polyphonic and
electronic music controller based on magnetic field sensing.
An array of linear hall-effect sensors and their vicinity make
up a continuous 2D interaction space. The sensors are excited with Neodymium magnets worn on fingers. The device
continuously tracks position and vicinity of multiple present
magnets along the sensor array to produce event signals accordingly. Apart from the two positional signals, an event
also carries the magnetic field polarization, a unique identifier and group association. We like to think of it as a mixed
analog/digital offspring of theremin and trautonium. These
general-purpose event signals are transmitted and eventually translated to musical events according to custom mappings on a host system.
With its touch-less control (no friction), high update rates
(2-4kHz), its quasi-continuous spatial resolution and its lowlatency (<1 ms), the Chimaera can react to most subtle
motions instantaneously and allows for a highly dynamic
and expressive play. Its open source design additionally
gives the user all possibilities to further tune hardware and
firmware to his or her needs. The Chimaera is networkoriented and configured with and communicated by Open
Sound Control, which makes it straight-forward to integrate
into any setup.

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 Interaction
Up to 160 linear hall-effect sensors aligned on a straight
line form the sensory part of the device. Each sensor senses
its surrounding magnetic field and outputs a linearly corresponding analog signal [7]. Manually actuated permanent magnets (Neodymium) act as constant mobile magnetic field sources. In our design, each hall-effect sensor
thus acts as a miniature theremin and is used for distancesensing (Fig. 1). Alternative multi sensor theremin-like
instruments have previously been built, e.g. with infrared
sensors [2]. However, magnetic field sensing has advantages
over light and capacitive sensing as it is less susceptible to
the surrounding electromagnetic spectrum due to the shortranged action radius and relative strength of permanent
magnets. Linear hall-effect sensors have previously been
shown to be practical in building music controllers [3]. Contrasting to other touch-less motion-sensing controllers [11]
which are based on moving sensors in a stationary medium
(e.g. gravity), the Chimaera uses stationary sensors with
mobile actuators. As the sensors are narrowly spaced apart,
a single magnetic field source is sensed by several adjacent
sensors. With continuous tracking and inter-sensor interpolation, vicinity of the magnet to sensors and its exact
location along the array can be estimated to a high accu1
of inter-sensor distance). The device thus outracy (< 100
puts two positional signals for each magnetic field source:
position x and vicinity y. As sensors are sampled individually, multiple magnets can be tracked concurrently. With

Keywords
Chimaera, touch-less, polyphonic, hall-effect, theremin.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The main design goals of the Chimaera were to have a versatile, easy tunable and modifiable electronic music controller
that would give the player optimal control on musical expression. As a prerequisite for an expressive play there is
the need to have low-latency access to highly resolved modulation of pitch and timbre of generated sounds and their
temporal progression. Pitch and timbre thus would be controllable over continuous ranges with high temporal resolution. Pitch needing a finer control would require a higher
resolution and entail a linear controller design.
In its design phase, we required the music controller to be
fully hackable, designed for DIY production, entirely based
on and released as open source hardware. Setup and com-
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2.2.3 Enclosure

magnets worn on fingers (magnetic plectrum) as sources of
magnetic fields and varied in their position along and vicinity to the sensor array, the player has touch-less control
over a continuous 2D space eventually mapped to a musical
expression scheme.

−500

The enclosure (Fig. 3) was designed with different playing
styles in mind: it can be put flat on a table like a keyboard,
strapped around like a guitar or used standing upright like
a cello. For its fingered playing style we chose wood for
an agreeable touch. The circuitry is embedded in a base
rib construction wrapped with a kerf-bent plywood sheet
giving a robust, ultra-light construction with rounded edges.
The underlying sensors are marked with engravings to ease
visual orientation.

Figure 1: Raw hall-effect sensor dump: Response of two
differently polarized Neodymium magnets (144 sensors).

2.2 Hardware

Figure 3: Beech enclosure with guitar strap (128 sensors).

The hardware of the Chimaera consists of two types of
printed circuit boards and an enclosure. Multiple sensor
units are daisy-chained to form the sensor array and connected to a single digital signal processing (DSP) unit.

2.3

2.2.1

2.3.1 Distance - magnetic field relationship

Sensor unit

The strength of magnetic field B of a permanent magnet
along its magnetization axis decreases with increasing distance d and follows an inverse-cube relationship based on
an ideal dipole [7]. The decrease is non-linear dependent on
material and physical form.
As we are interested in how near the magnet is to a sensor,
we prefer the concept of vicinity (yn = 1 − d). Eqn. 1
adds room for deviations from an ideal dipole and defines
normalized vicinity yn based on normalized magnetic field
Bn . Vicinity is mapped continuously from [0 − 1]. y = 0
corresponds to threshold magnetic field Bmin , y = 1 in turn
to the maximal to expect magnetic field Bmax . Bn is the
measured absolute magnetic field B normalized in respect
to the two extremes (Eqn. 2).
The parameters of the relationship can vary considerably
for different types of permanent magnets. The Chimaera
therefore needs a first calibration step done with a five point
least squares fit (Fig. 4a) with points (0, 0), (b1 , y1 ), (b2 , y2 ),
(b3 , y3 ) and (1, 1) leading to an analytical solution for the
three function parameters c0 , c1 , c2 (Eqn. 3,4). The fitted
distance-function then is applied to the sampled magnetic
field strength to estimate the corresponding distance in realtime.

A single sensor unit consists of 16 linear hall-effect sensors
spaced 5mm apart and routed to a single output through a
16:1 multiplexer which is switched by the DSP unit. Downstream the multiplexer, the analog signal runs through an
amplification circuitry (Fig. 2). To create an equally responding continuous sensor array, all units need equal tuning at their trim potentiometers RV1 -RV3 .

Figure 2: Sensor unit amplification circuitry.

RV3 is a voltage divider to set reference voltage Vref from
Vee to Vcc . Sensors respond to both north and south polarized magnetic fields and output ∼ 12 of their input voltage
(quiescent output) in a zero magnetic field. In a south polarized magnetic field, voltage linearly approaches Vcc and
Vee in a north polarized one. Reference voltage Vref is set
to the mean quiescent voltage of all 16 sensors.
RV1 is a varistor and sets the amplification factor in conjunction with resistor R1 . The changeable amplification fac1
accommodates usage of different magnetic
tor A = 1 + RV
R1
field strengths.
RV2 attenuates the signal before handing it over to the
DSP unit, a necessity to talk to circuitry running at lower
voltages than the sensor unit.

2.2.2

Firmware

Digital signal processing (DSP) unit

The DSP unit is a mixed-signal board and handles sensor
read out, event detection and host communication. It is
based on an ARM Cortex M4 microcontroller in combination with a hardwired 100Mbit IPv4/PHY chip taking care
of all low-level networking protocols via UDP/TCP.
The boards analog part features 10 analog inputs providing connection points for the sensor units, leading to
a maximally possible array of 160 sensors. Those analog
inputs connect directly to three in parallel running 12bit
analog-to-digital converters.

2.3.2
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Sensor comparability

An ideal linear hall-effect sensor outputs a voltage Vs linearly dependent on its sensitivity S and magnetic field B
offset by quiescent voltage output Vq (Eqn. 5). However,
both Vq and S can vary considerably between sensors due to
manufacturing processes [7]. For a successful position and
distance interpolation along the sensor array, sensor values must be comparable. We thus need another calibration
across sensors to be applied in a normalization step after
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2.3.3 Blob event handling
A blob represents a recognized magnetic permanent magnet that is to be tracked over space and time. Blob event
handling is divided into the following stages:
Magnetic flux polarity Firstly, we discriminate between the polarities of the potentially present magnetic field
sources. For each raw sensor read out Vo we subtract its
previously calibrated quiescent value Voq . The sign of the
difference corresponds to the polarity, the absolute value
|Vo − Voq | in turn to the strength of the magnetic field.
Area of interest After each scan of the whole sensor
array, areas of interest are marked on the array where sensor
values exceed their threshold Bmin . The rest of the sensor
values are not of interest for further steps.
Blob detection A peak in the sensor read out marks
an individual magnetic field source and is located around a
sensor with an absolute value greater than the values of a
given number of adjacent sensors in the same area of interest
(Fig. 4b).
Blob interpolation As always more than one sensor is
excited by an individual magnetic field source, its real position can be deciphered by interpolation around the peak
sensor. We fit linear, quadratic, cubic or spline curves (Eqn.
15, Fig. 4b) through adjacent sensor values and find the current position Xn along the sensor array and vicinity Yn by
finding the cross point of the curve’s derivative (Eqn. 16).
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Figure 4: (a) Example distance magnetic field relationship
(points) and its least-squares fit (line). (b) Cubic interpolation of position xn and vicinity yn over four normalized
adjacent sensor values with Catmull-Rom splines [1].

sensor read out - a very important concept of Chimaera inner workings. Amplification of the voltage signal also needs
consideration as it varies across individual sensor units.
Amplified voltage output Vo depends on raw sensor voltage Vs , reference voltage Vr and amplification factor A (Eqn.
6, Fig. 2). Vo and magnet vicinity are the only variables we
can measure directly, all others have to be deduced in the
sensor comparability calibration routine. In the case of no
magnetic field (B = 0), we can measure amplified quiescent
voltage Voq (Eqn. 7) of each sensor from which we can solve
for Vq and rewrite Vo (Eqn. 8).

1,2,3

Vs

=

Vq + S · B

(5)

yn (xn ) =

Vo

=

Vr + (Vs − Vr ) · A

(6)

=
=

Vr + (Vq − Vr ) · A
Voq + A · S · B

(7)
(8)

yn (Xn ) = Yn

= Voq + AS · B1
= Voq + AS · B2
Voq · (Vo1 − Vo2 )
=
|B| · (Vo1 + Vo2 )

AS

(15)

,

∂yn (Xn )
=0
∂xn

(16)

Group association Each blob additionally gets affiliated to a group defined by a range [xmin − xmax ] on the
sensor array and magnetic field polarity south, north or
both. Only blobs with a position in the range of - and a
polarity corresponding to - a given group will be associated
with the latter. Groups may overlap but a given blob can
only be part of one group at a time.
Blob tracking To track blobs over time, we need to associate identified blobs in the current iteration step to blobs
found in previous iteration steps to decipher whether blobs
have newly appeared, need updating or have disappeared.
To link current blobs to previous blobs they are matched
by position on the sensor array across iteration steps. Each
new blob gets a unique ID, which persists over time as long
as the blobs position and field polarity can be linked to itself
in a previous iteration step.
Out of the blob tracking we get a stream of event signals:
When a new blob has appeared, an ON event is triggered.
When a blob was present in a previous iteration step, a SET
event is triggered to update the blobs position and vicinity.
When a blob has disappeared, an OF F event is triggered.
All event signals will be triggered with a complete set of
current blob parameters including polarity (south or north)
and group association.

We define a new single parameter AS = A · S which we
calculate over both field polarizations for a higher robustness. Output voltages Vo1 , Vo2 (Eqns. 9-10) are measured
for an arbitrary absolute magnetic field strength (|B| =
|B1| = |B2|), once south polarized and once north polarized (B2 = −B1 ). With measured Voq at B = 0 and Vo1 , Vo2
at the arbitrary |B|, we can estimate AS for each individual
sensor (Eqn. 11).

Vo2

xjn · mj

j=0

Voq
Vo

Vo1

X

(9)
(10)
(11)

|B| cannot be measured directly, instead we approximate
it numerically with the inverse of the previously calibrated
distance - magnetic field relationship (Eqn. 1, Fig. 4a). |B|
ultimately depends on three constants Voq , U (Eqn. 12) and
W (Eqn. 13). Voq and U are specific to each sensor, W is
constant for the whole sensor array. Thus we directly get
from raw sensor voltage output Vo over normalized magnetic
field strength Bn (Eqn. 14) to normalized vicinity yn (Eqn.
1). With vicinities being comparable over the whole sensor
array, only now we are able to interpolate position xn of the
magnets along the array.

2.4

Communication

Networking technology in a zero configuration setup [9] has
advantages in respect to long-distance transmission, operating system independence and inherent ability for network
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performances. We thus use the Open Sound Control (OSC)
specification [12] via UDP/TCP as low-level communication layer. UDP is preferable in simple setups due to its
better real-time performance, whereas we prefer TCP in
more complex and/or lossy (e.g. wireless) setups.
Depending on the robustness of the network connection
we provide different higher-level protocols built on top of
OSC. Those are implemented as output engines of the blobtracking procedure. An arbitrary amount of engines can be
active concurrently as they are aggregated into one single
timestamped OSC bundle after each iteration step. Time
synchronization to the host is based on the precision time
protocol [4]. The user can implement custom protocols if
the existing ones should not fit his or her needs. As main
protocol for lossy connections, we use the TUIO specification [5] because it is widely used and insusceptible to lost
network packets. Apart from a direct serialization of the
event stream and standard MIDI via OSC on lossless communication channels, the device also supports a raw sensor
dump for further manual processing.

muscles involved usually are not well trained. The absolute
positional signal of the second magnet thus is of minor use,
it makes more sense to use its position relative to the first
magnet instead. Two magnets on one hand can also be
combined to form a unit to decipher position, vicinity and
angle of the whole hand. Four concurrent plectra for a single
player with eight degrees of freedom are thus feasible with
the current design.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

The Chimaera is an open, expressive, electronic music controller combining both distance-sensing (theremin-like) and
touch-less position-sensing (trautonium-like) with a fully
digitized, portable, network-ready event output stream suitable for a dynamic and expressive play. By freely combining the polyphonic event signals, the player can create augmented, multi dimensional musical mappings.
Our design could be extended to a third dimension by
interpolating across at least three parallel sensor arrays to
gain an additional degree of freedom per plectrum.

2.5 Musicality

4.

The receiving host can reconstruct which blobs have appeared, disappeared or need updating. These polyphonic
event signals can be combined in any way possible, it is up
to the host to map them to musical events.
A trivial mapping approach e.g. is to steer one sound
unit per blob and initiate it at an ON event, update its
properties at each SET event and stop the unit at an OF F
event. Position having a higher resolution than vicinity is
predestined to map to pitch. The event stream thus can
directly be translated to MIDI using position mapped to
note and pitch bend and vicinity mapped to MIDI controller
events (volume, modulation, polyphonic after touch, . . . ).
The two continuous signals need not be mapped directly
to a control parameter though, we can additionally derive
velocity and acceleration signals to derive augmented mappings or feed gestural responders. By aggregating multiple
blobs into compounds, a single sound unit can be controlled
with multiple degrees of freedom, giving the player an even
more fine grained control on musical expression.
The high spatial and temporal resolution make it possible to play a subtle vibrato and tremolo and intermix a
percussive play with continuous (pitch) slides.
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2.6 Ergonomy
For an expressive and melodic play, we prefer to play touchless by hovering along and perpendicular to the sensor array
similar to the theremin play, just with an additional dimension and polyphony. When playing percussive, it helps to
have a haptic feedback. To better coordinate rhythmic play,
we thus tap on the surface and adjust magnet vicinity by
finger curvature. While tapping, due to the touch-less design, events and thus sound synthesis are triggered before
reaching the surface, but we did not find this to be distracting and barely noticeable as the effect is eventually offset
by network and audio delays.
The device needs some practice to master. The continuous scale demands a constant feedback between hearing and
positional micro adjustments. Muscle memory needs to be
trained like with fretless string instruments and coordination of multiple magnets even more so.
We consider two plectra as the maximum for one hand
and best to be worn on fingers not adjacent to each other
as magnets tend to stick together. Although both magnets
have two degrees of freedom, the second one will be reduced
in its freedom to move along the sensor array as fingers
can only be stretched apart for a fixed distance and the

APPENDIX
The Chimaera is open source hardware released under CERN
OHL v.1.2. http://open-music-kontrollers.ch/chimaera/
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ABSTRACT
We discuss live coding audio-visual worlds for large-scale
virtual reality environments. We describe Alive, an instrument allowing multiple users to develop sonic and visual
behaviors of agents in a virtual world, through a browserbased collaborative code interface, accessible while being
immersed through spatialized audio and stereoscopic display. The interface adds terse syntax for query-based precise or stochastic selections and declarative agent manipulations, lazily-evaluated expressions for synthesis and behavior, event handling, and flexible scheduling.
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Live coding, collaborative performance, immersive instrument, multi-agent system, worldmaking

1.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Fish-eye photograph of three performers
standing on the bridge of the AlloSphere and live
coding the world that surrounds them.

Over the last decade live musical practice has demonstrated
the value of run-time malleable code for improvisation, bringing concepts formerly associated with studio composition
and software development into the realm of live performance
[2]. We are inspired to extend this practice to collaboratively authoring virtual worlds on-the-fly within immersive
environments.
How can we code worlds while we are immersed within
them? What combinations of constraints and affordances
will best serve performers with mere minutes to bring forth
engaging worlds? To address these challenges we propose
and evaluate Alive, a multi-user browser-based editing interface presenting a multi-paradigm programming model.
We emphasize flexibility and terseness while manipulating
an agent-based simulation model with distributed spatial
audio and stereoscopic rendering.
The improvisatory nature of live coding calls for a dynamic approach to specification and modification of the
world. We use data-oriented concepts of entities (agents),
associations (tags), selections (queries) and behaviors (expressions) in code fragments that may be manually triggered or scheduled for future execution using coroutines.
The project is informed by our work as researchers in

the AlloSphere, a three-story, immersive, spherical virtual
reality environment at the University of California, Santa
Barbara [12]. Performers stand alongside the audience on
a bridge suspended through the center of the sphere that
can comfortably accommodate thirty people, surrounded by
over fifty loudspeakers and twenty-six stereoscopic projectors, to create a powerful immersive experience (Figure 1).
Although one specific venue inspired Alive’s development,
it is open-source1 and may be easily applied to other facilities.

2.

RELATED WORK

Computer music software has been variously extended [19]
or coupled with game engines [5] for immersive compositions and installations, but we have found little evidence of
live-coding immersive performance. The SmallTalk-derived
SuperCollider audio programming language is extensible via
SCGraph2 , which extends the unit generator concept to
modulate 3D OpenGL primitives. This could be used to
live code immersive systems.
Extempore3 and LuaAV [20] are general systems for authoring efficient audio-visual applications, and also support
live coding. Both have been used for networked interac-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1

github.com/AlloSphere-Research-Group/alive
github.com/scgraph/SCGraph
3
extempore.moso.com.au
2
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tive multi-display installations, such as Extempore in “The
Physics Playroom” [16], and LuaAV in “Artificial Nature”
[11]. In both cases live coding was used during design and
development, but not for improvised performance.
Fluxus is a graphics-oriented live coding environment and
“a 3D game engine for livecoding worlds into existence” [10].
Fluxus is extensible via the Fluxa4 module for audio synthesis and sequencing. In 2009, performance groups Slub and
Wrongheaded used Fluxus and other audio software to perform inside the Immersion Vision Theater, a former planetarium. Dave Griffiths mapped projections via a fisheye
lens to cover the planetarium’s screen5 , in what may have
been the world’s first immersive live coding performance.
Gibber [17] and Lich.js6 are browser-based platforms for
multi-user live coding that support both audio and graphics. LOLC [7] enables performers to share code snippets to
iterate ideas within an ensemble. Republic [4] players write
SuperCollider scripts to generate sounds distributed across
all machines, using a chat system for social intervention.

3.

fragments. A typical performance is a mixture of authoring,
invoking, modifying, and copying fragments.
To encourage collaborative interplay, each performer shares
the same global namespace and also sees and edits the same
live “document” of code. Edits sent to the server are merged
and updates sent back to clients. The shared document
thus collects all code produced by the group performance,
including potentially re-usable code fragments.
The interface also includes a console pane reporting commands executed (in white) and error messages (in red) from
the server. Another pane presents reference documentation
along with short copyable code fragments to assist rapid
experimentation.

3.2

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Audio decoder

Laptop/tablet

Laptop/tablet

Audio decoder

Code Editor
Server

Laptop/tablet
mDNS
HTTP
websockets

IPC
Virtual World
Simulator

The Virtual World

The principal elements or entities of the world are agents.
This term is variously defined in scientific simulation, computer science, robotics, artificial life and game design [23,
6], but general to most multi-agent systems is the concept
of mobile autonomous processes operating in parallel.
Our agents are transient, spatially-situated identities to
which users associate properties and behaviors. Easily constructed and destroyed, their properties can be manipulated directly by assignment or indirectly through the use
of “tags” and “queries” (described below). Properties of a
particular agent might include sonic and visual appearance
as well as behaviors of movement, morphology, and reactivity. Using an associative scheme side-steps constrictive
issues of categorization in favor of dynamic action of wide
applicability [21].
The world has a 3D Euclidean geometry, but is finite and
toroidal. Autonomous agents can easily navigate away off
into the distance, but a toroidal space ensures that movement is never limited nor activity too far away. It is implemented such that no edges to the world are ever perceived,
despite free navigation.

TCP
Renderer
Renderer

Figure 2: Architectural overview. Client browsers
on performers’ laptop or tablet devices (left) display code editors requested from a central server
(center). Edits to the code are sent to the server
and shared back to all clients. The server hosts a
virtual world simulator as a sub-process, to which
code edits are forwarded for execution. The simulator distributes virtual world updates to all audio
and visual rendering machines (right).

3.3

Audiovisual Rendering

The simulation engine implements a pragmatic approach to
spatial audio not dissimilar to [14] and [19]. The sounds of
each agent are processed to apply distance cues, and their
directional information is encoded using higher-order ambisonics. Ambisonic encoding/decoding supports scalability in distributed rendering: unlimited numbers of agent
sounds are encoded into just a handful of domain signals,
which can be more easily distributed to multiple decoders
with scalability up to hundreds of loudspeakers. A peragent delay, indexed proportionally to distance, simulates
Doppler shift. Sounds are also attenuated and filtered according to distance-dependent curves.
Distributed visual rendering (required to drive large numbers of projectors) depends on updating all visual rendering
machines with the minimal state to render the scene. Each
machine renders a stereoscopic view of the world properly
rotated and pre-distorted for its attached projectors, resulting in a coherent immersive world seamlessly spanning the
venue [12].

Performers use web browser clients to retrieve the livecoding interface from a server application on the local network. The server forwards all code fragments received from
clients to a simulation engine by interprocess communication. The simulation engine continuously updates a virtual world of mobile, audio-visual agents via subsystems of
movement, synthesis, collision, and event propagation, then
distributes the resulting world state to all audio and visual
rendering machines installed in the venue (Figure 2). (The
interface, server and simulator can also be run on a single
computer for solo practice.)

3.1 The Live-Coding Interface
The Alive code interface runs in any modern web browser,
communicating with the server application by websockets.
Performers can add code fragments to the editor pane, and
send the currently-selected code for execution by pressing
the Command+Enter keys or double-clicking. If no text is
selected, the whole paragraph containing the cursor is sent.
This makes it very easy to rapidly trigger prepared code

4.

LANGUAGE INTERFACE DESIGN

Best practices of language and interface design for live coding differ significantly from general software application development [1]. Typical application code is verbose and extensively commented since it is more often read than written
[9], but in a live scenario every keystroke counts. For creating whole worlds in real-time, low granularity of control
could easily be overwhelming.
Additionally, where application development uses constraints such as strong typing to ensure correctness, in live

4

en.flossmanuals.net/fluxus/ch027_fluxa/
www.listarc.bham.ac.uk/lists/sc-users-2009/
msg57333.html
6
github.com/ChadMcKinney/Lich.js
5
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performance it is better to interpret permissively than throw
errors; accidents can have creative value! Ephemeral live
coding values the multi-paradigm, ad-hoc, and in-place “hacks”
that application developers try to avoid [15, 3].
In line with these insights, our interface extends the Lua
programming language (featuring a highly flexible data structure, dynamic typing, re-entrancy, first-class functions, coroutines, and automatic memory management) with terse yet
flexible abstractions for live-coding agent-based worlds.

Q("spin"):pick(4).freq = 500
-- stop one randomly chosen agent from moving:
Q():pick():halt()

4.3

4.1 Properties and tags
Agents have various properties, represented using Lua’s associative dictionary tables. Some property names have specific built-in semantics for the simulation engine, including
amplitude (“amp”), forward and angular velocity (“move”
and “turn”), instantaneous forces (“push” and “twist”), color
and scale, visibility and presence (“visible” and “enable”),
as well as some read-only properties such as unit vectors of
the coordinate frame (“ux”, “uy”, “uz”) and nearest neighbor
(“nearest”). Users can add other arbitrary property names
and values as desired.
For managing multiple agents we drew inspiration from
HTML/CSS web technologies, which afford a sophisticated
system for declarative configuration of groups and individual document elements.7 Each agent can also be associated
with one or more “tags”, akin to the classes of CSS. Tags
are dynamically modifiable associative tables of properties.
Tags serve as templates for new agents: once a tag has properties defined, any new agents created with that tag will be
initialized with these properties. Tags can be added to and
removed from agents dynamically:8

-- construct an expression:
e = (Max(Random(10), Random(10)) + 2) * 100
-- assign to "mod" for all agents tagged "foo"
-- (each receives distinct evaluations of Random)
Q("foo").mod = e
Many common math operations and signal processing behaviors are provided as standard. Some expression constructors, such as oscillators and filters, evaluate to stateful behaviors (functions of time) rather than atomic values. A distinct instance of the behavior is created for each
agent property assignment, and invoked continuously until
replaced or destroyed. Behaviors thus bridge unit generator
and agent concepts with an easily composable model for live
programming that is terser than function definition.

-- create an agent associated with two tags:
a = Agent("foo", "bar")
-- modify the foo tag (and thus all "foo" agents):
Tag.foo.amp = 0.5
-- modify the tags the agent associates with:
a:untag("bar")
a:tag("baz")

4.4

Procedural Time and Events

In addition to immediate invocations, our instrument provides a means to schedule the execution of procedural code
via coroutines, largely borrowed from [20]. Coroutines are
akin to functions that may be paused in the middle and
later resumed at that point, allowing other coroutines to
run in between. We extend the yield/resume semantics
with sample-accurate scheduling and event handling. With
wait() a coroutine can yield for a specified time in seconds, or until a specified event occurs, identifed by a string
and triggered from anywhere via event(). (Agents can also
use the on() method to define callback handlers for asynchronous named events.) Coroutines can embed loops and
conditions to structure time and behavior, and return by
calling themselves or other functions to implement temporal recursion.

4.2 Queries
In addition to operating on individual agents and the various tags in play, performers can operate over arbitrary selections of active agents. Queries serve a role similar to
relational database queries or lenses and patterns in functional programming, and are partly inspired by the expressive jQuery9 web technology.
The Q() function constructs a query, with optional arguments indicating a set of tags to start filtering; if no tags are
given, all agents are included. Chained methods refine the
filter predicate, such as first() and last() to select the
earliest and most recent members of the collection, has()
to select members with specific property names or values,
and pick() to select random sub-collections. The result of
a query can be cached and re-used. Query results are used
to call methods or set properties on all members:

5.

PERFORMER EVALUATION

Several performers, all with prior experience in computer
music and immersive systems, reported on their experiences
with the instrument via questionnaire.
Performers described the system as playful or fun, and
commented positively on immediate “liveness”, one describing it as “the first time that I’ve felt that the coding wasn’t
getting too much in the way of the experience.” Several
players also described it as “stressful” or “frustrating,” commenting on the difficulties of realizing an imagined complex
behavior. All performers saw good potential and expected
that further practice would be very rewarding. Desirable
extensions mentioned included higher-level behaviors such
as physics simulation, and richer agent geometries, to combat the limited time available in a performance. Performers

-- set "amp" of the most recent foo-tagged agent:
Q("foo"):last().amp = 0.3
-- terminate all agents with a "chorus" property:
Q():has("chorus"):die()
-- set the frequency of about 50% of all agents:
Q():pick(0.5).freq = 200
-- set "freq" of four random "spin" agents:
7

See www.w3.org/TR/html5 and www.w3.org/TR/CSS.
If an agent has multiple tags with values for a property,
the last (most recent) tag applied determines the value.
9
jquery.com

Expression Objects

Our instrument supports a declarative form of function definition through objects similar to unit generators10 and LISP
M-expressions.
A declared expression object represents a computation to
be performed. This expression object can be assigned to
properties of agents, tags, and queries, as well as performing as a unit generator graph for sound synthesis (building
upon prior work in [20]). Our expression constructors can
accept numbers or expressions as arguments. They also accept strings, which are used to index properties of agents,
and utilize operator overloading to support a more readable
syntax:

8

10

Unit generators [13] essentially offer a practical, declarative form of single-valued function (or closure) definition.
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also suggested adding capabilities to the editor such as autocompletion and visual representations of active agent/tag
associations. However the most frequent request was the
provision for virtual interfaces and physical sensors for continuous control.
In contrast to live-coding systems such as Fluxus that
superpose the code visually over the animated graphical
content, the distributed nature of our system effectively
divides attention between the editor window and the surrounding immersive environment. Performers reported dividing attention fairly evenly between modes of observing
the world, authoring code, and observing/debugging code;
however maintaining focus in the transition between world
and editor was difficult. One performer concentrated on the
editor to develop an interesting algorithm first, then spent
more time observing the world while repeatedly triggering
small variations of this algorithm.

6.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]

DISCUSSION

The way in which an algorithm can be represented impacts its utility in live performance. Although Brown and
Sorensen suggest that agent-based systems are inappropriate for live coding due to description complexity, we propose
that our multi-paradigm system can overcome this barrier,
satisfying many of the beneficial characteristics of live coding languages they identified, including wide applicability
of primitives, efficiency, dynamism, and event scheduling,
while tersely expressed behaviors remain open to modification under human direction.11
Our agents and tags differ from HTML styles in that they
do not support nested hierarchical structures. Grouping
structures and hierarchies are conceivable, such as scenegraphs and prototype inheritance schema, or perhaps less
hierarchical agent-assemblages with more open-ended intermodulation or mutual influence.
Editing a virtual world while it runs occurs frequently
in the realm of game development [8], and recently the
use of Just-In-Time compilation has broadened the scope
of in-game code editing.12 The authors have been exploring similar techniques [18] and are certain that the future
of live-coding audio-visual immersive worlds has fascinating
unexplored potential.
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ABSTRACT

DMIs present an ensemble of characteristics that bring
new considerations in music. We will not focus on the separation between the sound control and sound generation
system, since this had already been treated extensively by
other authors [5],[24],[4]. From an overall review on the
literature on this subject, we understand that a DMI is presented, most of the times, as an hybrid object. On one hand,
DMIs appear as musical toys, musical gadgets or interfaces
on a sound installation, functions that require a straightforward strategy to allow everyone to be able to play them [6],
[12]. In several other situations DMIs are related to musical
instruments, with a great amount of expressivity, and consequently demanding a learning stage [6], [13]. Although this
characteristic does not need to be negative per se, since it
opens the music universe to unsuspected performers (music amateurs, public in general), it also introduces some
confusion in the definition of the roles of the performers,
instrument designers and composers.
The concept of DMI has been, in our view, strongly connected with performative music, where improvisation has
a marked position. Chadabe [6] refers that an interactive
instrument1 combines performance and composition. In
consequence of these mixed roles (performer - composer)
both Chadabe [6] and Toeplitz [23] support the idea that
no notation is needed. Toeplitz states that the computer
already uses a symbolic language, which makes musical notation pointless. The function of music sharing and preservation would be performed by the computer itself. This
presents some problems, especially with obsolete or discontinued software2 . Thus, musical notation still has a functionality on contemporary practices. We can, however, envisage new ways of notation, more suitable for composing
music with DMIs. A gestural notation where the idiomatic
gestures [14] [22] of the instrument would be represented,
can be a good solution. The existence of a gestural grammar reflects the creation of an instrumental technique that
is particular to the instrument and can be shared between
performers. It also makes it easy to learn the instrument,
and allows the organization of a community of performers
and composers.

Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) have difficulties establishing themselves after their creation. A huge number of
DMIs is presented every year and few of them actually
remain in use. Several causes could explain this reality,
among them the lack of a proper instrumental technique,
inadequacy of the traditional musical notation and the nonexistence of a repertoire dedicated to the instrument.
In this paper we present the case study of Entoa, the first
written music for Intonaspacio, a DMI we designed in our
research project. We propose a process of composition that
considers the design of the instrument as a required step
in order to start defining an instrumental technique. We
present an overview of the instrument and strategies for
mapping data from sensors to sound processing, in order to
accomplish an expressive performance.

Keywords
DMI, Music Composition, Gestural Acquisition, Mapping

Introduction
New musical instruments normally emerge from a necessity
of new sounds, and new musical paradigms. Over the last
few years we have been witnesses of a flourishing area of new
musical interfaces, evidenced by the continuous presentation
of new musical instruments every year. However, only few
of them have an historical continuity, i.e., a few number of
these digital musical instruments (DMIs) are still in use.
Nevertheless, this is not a common subject in conferences
as NIME. If we review the proceedings of the last editions,
a scarcely number of the presented papers refer to questions
related to the challenges DMIs have to face [12], [3], [20],
[13], [14]. We believe that the reasons for the short-life cycle
of most of the DMIs are essentially three: the lack of an instrumental technique dedicated to the musical instrument,
the necessity of a new form of musical notation more suitable for DMIs, and the non-existence of a repertoire. All of
this problems are interconnected.

1
The idea of interactive instrument for Chadabe relies on
the mutual reaction of the instrument to the performers
actions and vice-versa. The performer does not have the
total control over the instrument. However, not all DMIs
fall in this classification, interactive instruments would be
a particular case in the universe of the DMIs.
2
Digital conservation is one of the main issues on digital art
disciplines.
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The method we propose and exemplify below can be implemented using as a reference the study of instrumentation[1]. In this, the student learns the properties and resources of each instrument, as well as examples of its usage.
We propose a collaborative work between composers and instrument designer that will define an instrumentation and
patterns of notation for the new DMI.
We designed a DMI - Intonaspacio, in which we observed
the most common gestures performed with the instrument,
from an experiment with several participants. These will
make part of what we believe would be a gestural grammar
of Intonaspacio, allowing the construction of gesture based
scores. Finally, we collaborated with a composer, who wrote
Entoa, the first written piece for Intonaspacio. The final
goal is to create a repertoire for Intonaspacio and to establish a gestural grammar emerging from the experience with
several composers and performers.

helps in the learning process and to engage the performer.
The extracted features were calculated from the information retrieved from the sensors. These are not always
directly proportional to the sound control, i.e., the relation
between the sensed gesture and the sound reaction is not a
linearly one. Instead we use derivative (rate of change of a
variable) relations, as well as integration (how much time a
performer maintains the same action). It creates complex
relations and the performer, after a learning period, is able
to control Intonaspacio more accurately.

Entoa: relate sensors to sound
Entoa (2013) is the first musical work for Intonaspacio.
Composed especially to the instrument, the work explores
its built-in features and aims to create an expressive and
intuitive performance that emphasizes the spherical shape
of the instrument. The composition process started by the
definition of groups of sensors, based on range and measured action (distance, impact, and so on) associated to
each sensor. Groups of gestures were cataloged and associated to sound events, in order to establish action-reaction
couplings that could be recognized by the audience as intuitive [2] and expressive [15], [11]. Classification of sound
events was based on the spectral typologies of sounds and
its dynamic morphologies [21].
The sound design in Entoa explores a timber palette of
metallic sounds. Sound events are triggered and processed
in real-time, based on the interactions between performer
and instrument. Shape, size and speed of gesture control
sound features as sound intensity, superposition of sound
layers, variation of spectral content through sound processing and displacement of sound sources in spatial diffusion.

Intonaspacio
Intonaspacio [19] is a digital musical instrument, in which
sound ambiance is integrated on the process of sound generation, in real-time. It allows the creation of site-specific
sound, adding the room as an extra parameter in music
composition. The gestural interface is a sphere with an
ensemble of sensors that allow the control of the sound material, Figure 1. The sensors are: an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) with a three-axis accelerometer, gyroscope and
magnetometer that sense orientation and impact; two piezoelectric sensors with different sensibilities for detecting impact on the structure, an infrared (IR) sensor to measure
distance, and finally a wireless mic to capture and record
the sound ambiance of the room. The information collected
by the sensors is sent to a computer using an Xbee. Once
the instrument is completely wireless, the performer could
explore space restricted only by the range of the Xbee itself. We decided to use sensors with different sensibilities
in order to have different degrees of freedom and thus an
instrument with more expressive potentialities. Mapping

Notation of Entoa
The notation of Entoa comprises a text-based indicative
score, consisting of verbal signs suggesting how the work
can be performed. 3 .
The score of Entoa provides simple guidelines to gestures
and expressive possibilities to the performer (details about
velocity, size, duration or overlaying of gestures are purposely left to the responsibility of the performer). This option causes Entoa to become an indeterminate performance.
As they are, these instructions allow a large range of interactive possibilities with the instrument. Nevertheless, the
overall form of the composition, the articulation of its sections, dynamics and expressive possibilities, are bounded by
a set of specific indications set by the composer.

Finite-state machine model as formal structure
To organize the formal development of the music, we implemented a composition structured as a finite state-machine
model [9]. In this approach, each state in the music progression corresponds to a new section. Each section has an
independent group of procedural rules, which in our case
comprises different mapping designs for each section. Transition among states is established based on predefined rules
with schematic outlines that smooth these transitions.
The designed mappings provide a rigid structure for data
processing and have a limited range of interaction for selected sensors and sound events. This model introduces a
creative process grounded on bounded sections that have a
specific sound design, mapping and formal function inside
the work. Below, we present details on the mapping of all
sections.

Figure 1: Intonaspacio
was divided in two main layers, one corresponding to the
extracted features of the instrument, and the other to the
sound control of the instrument. This allow us to have a
first layer, immutable, which would correspond to the behavior of the instrument, and hand over the second layer the sound generation, to composers. Although Intonaspacio
has a variable voice, the gestural interaction is stable. This

3
Examples of this notation are the works of Steve Reich
Pendulum Music [17] and Clapping Music [18], or performance instructions used by some members of Fluxus [7]
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The state S of the work increases from 1 to 5, conditioned
by a fast sequential playing of piezos P 2 and P 1, in a time
span measured in milliseconds :
S = Si+1

if

0 < tP 2 − tP 1 < 500ms

response to movement. Direction of rotation for Roll φ controls the intensity of harmonizer effect for left hl and right
hr channels:
hl = |φ| if φ < 0
hr = φ if φ > 0

(1)

A three-dimensional model of sound spatialization is implemented in all states, and it is based on the rotation of the
instrument and the distance at which the instrument is from
the performer. The model uses a linear mapping for rotation
data, set after a number of experimental tests. This aims to
increase space control and make clear to audience the relation between gestures of rotation and sound diffusion. The
performer can control displacement of sound sources by rotating Intonaspacio around its vertical axis within a range
of 0 < θ < 360 degrees. Rotating around the horizontal axis
of the instrument will cause the sound sources to displace
vertically within a range of −90 < ϕ < 90 degrees. The spatialization model is based on a 3D Vector Based Amplitude
Panning. The IR sensor measures the distance between performer and instrument. The sensor tracks distances within
a range of 0 < d < 30 centimeters. The extracted distance is converted to a spatial distance ds within a range of
0 < ds < 5 meters. Different venues would ask for different
configuration of speakers in the patch, in order to correct
or simulate space in different rooms.

Mapping of hl and hr values considers that changes in higher
frequencies are more noticeable by audience due to masking
effects [8]. We progressively accentuate curves when mapping these values to higher frequencies of the harmonizer.

Section 3
Section 3 was conceived as the central apex for the work.
The previous section concludes in a mezzo-piano or in silence (according to the performer’s criteria) giving an expectation of continuity. The conceptual schema of this piece
expects a rupture induced by a strong interaction of the performer with the instrument. We expect a dynamic range
from forte to fortissimo. In this section, a track of sequenced sounds constituted by notes with an inharmonic
spectrum [21], is continuously played. An amplitude envelope controls the dynamics of the sound according to the
information retrieved from the gyroscope, in the x and y
axes. When the performer moves the instrument and the
angular velocity α surpasses a certain threshold u, it initiates the sound with an amplitude L, otherwise the sound is
muted, as follow:

0 if αk < uα
(4)
Lk =
αk if αk ≥ uα

Section 1
Section 1 uses recordings of singing bowls pre-processed
with ring modulation. This effect creates a sound environment composed by notes with an inharmonic spectrum and
an open attack-decay profile [21]. Dynamically, this section starts with a pianissimo, and progressively increases to
a mezzo-forte before reaching next section. Interaction in
this section consists on triggering sounds with both piezoelectric sensors and spatialization control. The dynamics
of the triggered sounds are retrieved from the analysis of
the acceleration time interval when the sensors are tapped.
Our model analyses time interval t in milliseconds between
crossing of a noise threshold n and an attack threshold a.
Amplitude values e are constant, settled according to a certain sensibility chosen by performers. This model relates
velocity of attack a to sound level:
a=

e
tn − ta

(3)

The envelope has a 10 milliseconds fade in and fade out to
smooth the appearance of sound. This is particularly useful
when the instrument is moved very fast.

Section 4
Section 4 combines sounds of singing bowls from Section 1
with a track of percussive sounds with node spectral typology and attack-impulse morphology [21]. In this section,
we return to the same idea of controlling sound events by
tapping on the piezoelectric sensors, while sound diffusion
is controlled with Yaw and Pitch angles, for both the continuous sound and the triggered sounds. Pitch also controls
a chorus effect, in a similar mapping to the one presented
in Equation 3 for Roll. Conceptually, at this moment of the
work, we expect a reduction of the sound level and gestural
interaction of the performer with Intonaspacio.

(2)

Since the distance between the sound source and the listener changes the perceived dynamics, we use this spatial
cognitive feature to control sound intensity between each
triggering. To make this feature credible, all sounds events
were slightly compressed, which increased the resonance intensity. Thus, the performer can continuously control presence, direction and intensity of sounds combining rotation
and distance of the instrument to his/her body.

Section 5
The last section of the work conducts a large crescendo that
concludes the work in a sforzando followed by a short coda.
The singing bowls of the previous section are still present,
together with a sound track constituted by sounds of nodal
spectrum and gradually continuous morphology. Jab gestures are introduced, that trigger brief inharmonic sounds
with low pitch, high amplitude and a sharp closed attackdecay morphology [21]. The sum of the accelerometer values for the three coordinate planes retrieves jab gestures.
In this section all sensors are used simultaneously. At this
point, the performer had explored, in previous sections, the
features of the instrument individually. Section five is when
the performer can explore the combination of all the expressive possibilities of Intonaspacio.

Section 2
In the second section, a track of sequenced sound events is
reproduced. This track contains sounds with closed attackdecay combinations and continuously graduated dynamic
morphologies, as well as sounds with spectral typologies
of both harmonic and inharmonic notes [21]. This track
is processed in real-time by an harmonizer. Interaction
with Intonaspacio controls the parameters of the harmonizer, changing the spectral content of sounds.
In section 2 we use the Roll descriptor to control the amplitude of the sound effect. For each sound channel we have
defined a different configuration for the harmonizer, increasing perception of space and preserving musical appeal by

Conclusion
DMIs face certain difficulties in order to have historical
continuity. Most of the novelties presented every year are
not able to arouse the attention of enough musicians or
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Figure 2: State 5: sensor’s activity
composers, which could prevent its disappearance. Several
causes could be pointed to explain this condition, including the idiosyncrasy of DMIs [16] [10] or their obsolescence.
In this paper, we point three important characteristics that
we believe contribute to the preservation of DMIs: the existence of a musical notation, the creation of an instrumental
technique for the musical instrument and finally, the creation of a dedicated repertoire. We focus especially in the
last one, presenting an example of a music written especially
for a DMI - Intonaspacio.
Traditional musical notation are not suitable for most of
these new instruments. Also, DMIs are more centered in
a performance and improvisation situation than the traditional composition. Most of DMIs don’t produce single
note entities which make it difficult to adapt to traditional
musical notation. Thus, we propose the construction of a
gestural grammar of the instrument that would be the basis for the formation of a new musical notation, focused in
gestures, and more suitable for DMIs.
We present our collaborative experience around the composition of Entoa as a case study that explains chosen strategies exploring the shape and resources of the instrument, a
gestural grammar resulting from composition and performance, as well as mapping configurations that implement
our usage of the sensors of Intonaspacio. We propose here
a process of composition that includes exploration and documentation, allowing in the future to establish a grammar
comprising the idiomatic usage of the instrument.
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ABSTRACT

Even if such uncertainty can be of artistic interest by
itself, we believe that a truly engaging performative experience asks for a deeper understanding on the dynamics of the
collective instrument being played. However, being able to
collectively drive an interdependent music system in a coordinated way may prove to be deceptively complex, even
for highly skilled and trained performers.
This paper presents the motivations and strategies to face
when implementing a software based conductor. It is intended as an assistant for performers to achieve a higher
degree of coherence and integration when playing with collective instruments. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a historical review of collective instruments
and how they have been conducted. Section 3 proposes criteria for the characterization of software-based conductors
for collective instruments. Finally, Section 4 presents and
evaluates a specific case study.

According to the tradition, music ensembles are usually lead
by a conductor who is the responsible to coordinate and
guide the group under a specific musical criteria.
Similarly, computer ensembles resort to a conductor to
keep the synchronization and structural coordination of the
performance, often with the assistance of software.
Achieving integration and coherence in a networked performance, however, can be challenging in certain scenarios.
This is the case for configurations with a high degree of
mutual interdependence and shared control.
This paper focuses on the design strategies for developing a software based conductor assistant for collective instruments. We propose a novel conductor dimension space
representation for collective instruments, which takes into
account both its social and structural features.
We present a case study of a collective instrument implementing a software conductor. Finally, we discuss the
implications of human and machine conduction schemes in
the context of the proposed dimension space.

2.

In this section, we present and review the most relevant
developments and theorizations of collective instruments,
we debate and show some examples about conducting computer ensembles and, finally, we propose characterization
criteria for software-based conduction of collective instruments based on a computer network.

Keywords
collaborative interface, music performance, conducting software, multiplayer, musical control, collective instrument,
network music, laptop orchestra

1.

NEW INSTRUMENTAL AND CONDUCTION PARADIGMS

2.1

INTRODUCTION

Collective Instruments

The concept of collective instruments using networked computers is not new. The League of Automatic Music Composers and later the Hub pioneered the genre of networked
music in the 70s up to the 90s. The very notion of The
Hub was both a band and an infrastructure to allow collaboration and interdependence between autonomous musical
devices[7, 3].
Weinberg’s Interconnected Musical Networks [14] is a conceptual framework which analyzes the broader field of networked musical devices. It gives a special emphasis to the
social implications of the structural topologies of the network.
Barbosa [2] suggests a time/space axis, more formally (a)synchronicity and (co-)location of the performers, to classify collaborative music systems.
Jorda [9] proposes a number of distinctive features from
the point of view of shared collective control in multi-user
instruments.
Finally, Hattwick and Wanderley [8] propose a dimension
space for collaborative musical performance systems which
we will use in the current study.

As opposed to the traditional conception of a musical instrument as an autonomous, individual entity, collective instruments are devices intended for multiple performers and
with some level of interdependence between their actions.
Collective instruments thus break away from the traditional
paradigm of music instruments (1 player → 1 instrument →
1 sound).
A natural environment to develop and perform with such
instruments is a computer network, which provides the required interconnection possibilities. Performers playing collective instruments must cope with a level of interdependence not previously encountered in musical ensembles. Because of their inherent complexity and lack of individuality,
playing collective instruments is often perceived by performers as playing with a sort of autonomous ”live entity” from
which they must learn to expect the unexpected [13].
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2.2

Conducting computer ensembles

In traditional instrumental music there exist well assumed
contexts for conductors to be accepted as necessary for a
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successful performance. Negotiation through auditory and
visual feedback (in chamber music) or informal turn-taking
and hierarchic schemes (in jazz) are typical examples of coordination without a conductor. However, it is accepted
that a larger ensemble benefits from having one. A similar
trend may be observed in computer ensembles: small ensembles can follow a chamber music approach, but when the
number of performers and their interdependence increases,
some kind of centralized conduction may be required.
Blaine [4] presents a survey on musical collaborative interfaces. He observes a number of idiosyncratic conducting
techniques such as distributed leadership and indirect direction through software constrains.
Reinecke’s ethnographic study[11] of the Princeton Laptop Orchestra illustrates some relevant challenges and design strategies for collective musical coordination in computer ensembles.

Figure 1: Our suggested Conductor Dimension
Space for Collective Instruments

2.3 Conducting collective instruments

Ultimately, it could take control over the performance.

According to the discussions presented above, we conclude
that collective instruments with some kind of interdependence cannot be conducted like an ensemble made of individual performers. In this latter scenario the ensemble
retains strong individual identities which can be addressed
much as when dealing with traditional instrumentalists. In
a collective instrument, however, this strict resource ownership becomes more diffuse. Mutual control and shared
resources blur single identities. A conductor may struggle
in finding who was responsible of what and in determining
who would best contribute to a desired result.
Aesthetic reasons may motivate the use of conductors in
networked performances. The League, for example, advocated for a radically democratic approach to computer ensemble performances, typically avoiding any consistent collective pre-planning or leadership [7]. In their performances
with The Hub, however, a number of conducted collective
instruments were developed [3]. Some of those exhibited the
simplest approach into an effective conduction of a collective
instrument: the direct control through a very salient, highlevel parameter, from which performers can derive their materials. High coherence and directionality could be achieved
thanks to this hierarchic one-way interaction.
Nevertheless, this approach may be unfeasible with a higher
degree of interdependence. Without the former top-down
design, a collective instrument will be driven by the multiple interaction between resources shared and manipulated
by the whole ensemble.

3.

CHARACTERIZATION OF SOFTWARE
CONDUCTORS FOR COLLECTIVE INSTRUMENTS

Depth: The level of the conduction. A conductor system may provide some accessory tools to help in the
coordination process. Otherwise, it can take advantage of a deeper understanding of the dynamics of that
precise performance system, possibly dealing with higher
level musical constructs.
Intrusiveness: How much to conduct. Much like in a
traditional conducting, our system can seek to perform
a permanent control, dealing with every fine minutiae
in the performance. Or it can deal with occasional,
less invasive actuations, leaving other performative decisions to performers.
Decision: Who makes the decisions. There are two distinct decision points in a conduction act: setting a target and then planning the actions required to achieve
it. We must decide to whom both decisions will belong: either to the software itself -pure software-based
conduction-, or deferring them to a human conductor
-computer mediated human conduction-..
Subject: Who/what is being conducted. Our conductor can address its commands directly to individual
performers or to the instrument itself, for example
modifying the mapping or the network topology to indirectly shape the performance. Shifting the controls
from performers to software (see below) will have profound impact on the performative experience.
Evaluation: Who evaluates. Being an advanced kind of
adaptive control system, musical conduction effectively
sets up a feedback loop in which the collective behavior is continuously evaluated to plan the forthcoming actions. This evaluation phase may be purely
software-based or may contain any degree of human
contribution.

In this section, we analyze the relevant dimensions to characterize a conducting software, putting them in the perspective of a conducted collective instrument.
Figure 1 shows our suggested conductor dimension space
for collective instruments. Clockwise, the first three dimensions (Depth, Intrusiveness, Authority) deal with the social
dynamics of the conduction process, whereas the last three
(Subject, Decision, Evaluation) describe the internal logic
of the conductor.

The suggested axes form a continuum from a purely non
intrusive, high-level human conduction style (low values)
to a completely automated and exhaustive software based
conduction (high values).

Authority: How does the control take place. Different
control strategies (or leadership styles) are possible
here from a social perspective, from gentle coaching to
absolute control and command schemes. Our conductor software can passively monitor the performance.
It can make as well active suggestions to performers.
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4.

A CASE STUDY

Conducting strategies for laptop ensembles are tightly dependent on the instrumental and performative paradigms
involved. The following conducting software, currently being developed by the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra1 , will
1

http://blo.cat
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Figure 3: A coordinated shift towards low frequencies.Live at MWC, Barcelona, 2013 (top). A
jagged timbrical evolution.Live at Sonar Festival,
Barcelona, 2013 (bottom).
Figure 2: A 60s excerpt from a La Roda performance. Top to down: audio recording, turnaveraged spectral centroid & rms, monitored user
activity. Birmingham Network Music Festival, 2012

hopefully exemplify the motivations, challenges and implications of the incorporation of an automated conduction
software into a collective instrument.

4.0.1

(a)

La Roda 2 is a collective instrument which the Barcelona
Laptop Orchestra has been performing with for the last four
years. It was conceived as a musical analogy to the popular
Chinese Whispers children’s game. La Roda consists of a
turn-based iterative sound processor, in which performers
gradually mutate a sound snipped with their custom made
effects. This configuration proved to be rather flexible, being played from electroacoustic venues to more mainstream
electronic music events.
Strong individuality is kept with very idiosyncratic processes tied to single performers. The high interdependence
between them comes from the fact that instruments are
linked in a loop configuration, with a single shared sound
stream flowing from one player to the next.
As La Roda is implemented centrally, we can capture and
analyze the relationship between performer’s actions and
timbrical evolution (see Fig. 2)
Conducting La Roda may be made explicitly or through
computer mediation. The most obvious automatable control parameters are the turn sequence, duration and player
order. Providing overall texture/gesture indications to players is usually done through verbal indications.
However, global directions can be easily disrupted because of the accumulative behaviour and heterogeneity of
processors involved in the instrument , leading irreversibly
to an unplanned timbrical evolution (see Fig. 3)

4.0.2

Figure 4: Two different Roda effects playing alone,
automatically driven to the same target. The green
dots are the training data.
A 30min random performance was generated. We then
extracted 30 2-second random audio slices, processing them
through each of the four effects. We sampled the control
parameters in 50 steps. For each file we extracted a number of low level audio descriptors, analyzing in 2048 sample
frames and 1024 sample hopsize and averaging the result.
All the previous training stages were performed offline.
The next steps take place during an actual performance.
We started with an initial set of descriptors (from the unprocessed audio file) and the desired target descriptors (as
requested by the conductor). Then we retrieved the most
suitable effect parameters on a turn by turn basis. A simple
K-Nearest Neighbor matching proved to be a good starting
point. As an example, see in Figs. 4(a)&4(b) two distinct
effects gradually mutating a sound file to the same target.
On a multiple player scenario, the system infers which
combination of effects and parameters better match the desired target descriptors. A closer match can be achieved
by predicting with some turns in advance. By injecting the
parameters into the system, we effectively put the whole
instrument under direct control of the conductor. One can
now dynamically set new targets, even on different descriptor spaces, as shown in Fig. 5.
A number of improvements are currently being worked
on: devising a better predictive model, dealing with intraturn gesturality and controlling the rate of convergence.

A conducted La Roda

A more formal approach was devised to better control the
individual effects and the ensemble as a whole. We turned
the instruments into globally controlled adaptive effects (see
[1, 12]).
Four simple effects were used for this preliminary study:
a gain, a frequency shifter, a notch/peaking filter and a
low/hi shelving filter. Each effect offered two distinct control parameters to the user. The procedure comprised a
training and a prediction, similar to those described in [5,
6]
2

(b)

La Roda

4.0.3 Preliminary evaluation
Some preliminary tests were carried out in order to evaluate the new conducted instrument with human players.
The conduction module could be activated at will, otherwise performers could play manually. Let’s compare the
Conduction Space for both configurations (see Fig. 6): the
Conducted La Roda allows for a greatly unified control at
the expense of individual performative choices. Indeed, we

henceforth removed for anonimity
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Figure 5: A collective, software driven Roda performance. The players follow different targets as
provided by the conductor. Targets are defined by
a pair of MFCC coefficients.
transformed a freely collective sound exploration into a deterministic combinational game in which performers only
have to blindly follow the indications.

Figure 6: La Roda and conducted La Roda, Conductor Dimension Space
In the original La Roda the human conductor provided
high level orientations. Players felt in complete control of
their actions, if not of the global outcome. Not surprisingly, the automated system proved to be a less engaging
experience.
Performers, when the automatic pilot was switched on,
adopted a passive role. If parameters were only suggested,
some tried to accurately follow it anyway. Creative interaction came unexpectedly from some players trying to defeat
the system by ignoring the suggested parameters and forcing
it to plan a new route. In both cases, collective awareness
was drastically reduced.

5.

REFERENCES

CONCLUSIONS

The former example shows how a software-driven conduction can be incorporated into a Collective Instrument. It is
just a proof of concept, not yet intended to be used in the
context of a real performance. Neither the fascination for
unexpected behaviours nor the fascination for super-human
coordination strategies are good receipts for engaging performative experiences.
A promising use of software conductors in Collective Instruments would be in initial rehearsals. They can be valuable to guide novices in the strategies of group collaboration and interdependence. As performers develop collective
awareness and strategic thinking, a more loosely monitored,
laissez-faire conduction style could be preferred [10].
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ABSTRACT
Through examining the presentation of a multi-media
instrument fabrication program to students, this paper seeks to
uncover practical elements of best practice and possible
improvements in science and music education. The Conductive
Music program incorporates public engagement principles,
open-source hardware, DIY ethos, contemporary composition
techniques, and educational activities for creative and analytical
thinking. These activities impart positive skills through multimedia content delivery for all learning types. The program
reviewed in this paper is designed to test practices for engaging
disadvantaged young people from urban areas in the
construction and performance of new electronic instruments.
The goal is to open up the world of electronic music
performance to a new generation of young digital artists and to
replace negative social behaviours with creative outlets for
expression through technology and performance. This paper
highlights the key elements designed to deliver the program’s
agenda and examines the ways in which these aims were
realised or tested in the classroom.

Keywords
Conductive Music, open source, musical interfaces, public
engagement, didactic techniques, youth, urban schools

1. INTRODUCTION
Conductive Music is an innovative international project linking
music, technology and science. We designed this project to
enable at-risk young people (Key Stage 4, ages 12-18) to gather
employability skills (soldering, coding, instrumental design,
sound design and composition) and gain interest in science and
music. We achieve these goals by teaching them how to create
electronic instruments out of everyday objects. To date, in
London, we have reached more than 150 students who have
built instrument interfaces using tinfoil, water, and kitchenware
such as ice cube trays. Conductive Music proposes to introduce
students to the community of do it yourself (DIY) musicians
and to link them to the world of open source software —
resources which will allow them to continue exploring music
technology in their own homes and in the long term.
Generous funding from the Arts Council of England, the PRS
Foundation, the Newham Music Trust, Community Links, the
European Cultural Foundation and the support of the London
Music Hackspace and JoyLabz (USA, the inventors of the
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Makey Makey) allowed us to host the Conductive Music project
in the borough of Newham. We have engaged in discussions
with our partners, the Newham Music Trust and various Heads
of Department in the areas of science, music and arts, to collate
the optimal combination of skills and ensure we reached the
correct target group.

2. REACHING OUR TARGET GROUPS
We propose music as the engagement medium and the end
product, reached through the academic learning framework of
science, electronics and music itself. Music and science
presented together in the educational curriculum ‘provide more
opportunities for students to theorise and evaluate competing
theories.’ (Monk & Poston, 1999) Conductive Music has liaised
with the Pupil Referral Unit, to engage with young people in
difficulty in education, as well as those in the Free School
Meals program, who are more likely to have limited access to
creative resources. We have decided to bring Conductive Music
to them, instead of setting up in a single venue, to ease potential
barriers of transportation and neighbourhood or gang-related
boundaries. Our target is young people in challenging
circumstances, who have daily obstacles to their educational
and personal success. They are failing in mainstream education,
at high risk or actually involved in crime, living in poverty, or
refugees and asylum seekers. Sixty per cent of these secondary
school students have English as an additional language (EAL)
and do not speak English at home. Furthermore, fifteen per cent
of our young participants were categorised as having Special
Educational Needs (SEN). We also especially targeted young
people who were enrolled in Pupil Referral Units for
behavioural issues such as petty crimes, gang involvement,
aggression, and other negative social behaviours.
We have also explored possibilities for diverse engagement by
creating different workshop schemes tailored to specific groups,
beyond our original target. For example, we approached over
200 Russian children (in groups ages 4-6, 6-9, 9-13) at the
Mariinsky theatre in short sessions of 45' each, using the Makey
Makey only with fruit and basic digital sounds. Whilst
presenting at the London Mini Maker Art Faire and Re:New
(Copenhagen), we encompassed in-depth sound design and
programming, since our audience was conference attendees
with prior technical knowledge.
Conductive Music engages with young students by showing the
creative possibilities that lie in the technology and objects that
surround us everyday, from tin foil to fruit. We also seek to
establish a transferrable blueprint for the new music education
that moves away from traditional music technology curricula. In
particular, we want the students to get inside the hardware and
software of new music technologies and understand musical
mechanisms through science.
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3. WORKSHOP STRUCTURE AND
MODULES
Conductive Music is composed of five skills-focused modules,
delivered through a variety of teaching methods. Students are
introduced to the Instrument Design, by familiarizing with the
new technology and creating their interfaces, to move on to the
software-based Sound Design. At the beginning of the second
day, they are exposed to different techniques in Composition and
Scoring, which culminate in the Rehearsal and Performance
section, where they get to showcase their artistic creation in front
of the class, plus other staff and student guests.

3.1 The first day
The two-day project starts with training in core technology
design and fabrication skills. We designed it around the Makey
Makey board, an Arduino-based open source hardware, which
generates keystrokes upon completion of a circuit. The Makey
Makey offers multiple didactic possibilities, with a variety of
levels of engagement: once plugged in on a USB port, the circuit
can be completed with skin contact, extended via alligator clips
or expanded via a basic strip-board with pin headers and extra
cables for more advanced uses. After the familiarisation with the
board, students are introduced to the coding module, during
which they learn how to modify the keystroke output through the
Arduino Graphic User Interface (GUI). The soldering module's
target is to create an expansion shield from strip-boards, pin
headers and cables, thereby giving the instrument more
interactive capabilities. During the connection and sourcing of
conductive material, part of the fabrication module, we challenge
the students to make cardboard, a string, or some paper, into a
conductive circuit element by using liquids or metallic pieces.
Once the students have completed their instruments, we teach
the principles of sound design, within an Ableton Live 9
environment. We decided to use this proprietary software
because of its cross-platform compatibility, even on low-end
computers, and its design as a live performance software, as
opposed to a production software. A student can, within a
minute, make the first sound with Ableton through her
MakeyMakey; we found this immediate result to be key to the
continued engagement of the pupils. At the same time, it offers a
continuous scope for improvement of knowledge and skills, to
the more advanced users, thanks to its integration with the
object-based programming environment of Max4Live.

3.2 ICT and Schools
As all the ICT installations in our partner schools are managed
by external companies, with teachers that have no or limited
administrator privileges, we had to weigh risks associated with
open source software such as last-minute upgrades or plug-ins,
that we would not have access to implement. Where it was
possible to implement open-source technologies with stability
and troubleshooting access, we integrated them into the program.
Based on lessons learned from Conductive Music, we have
decided to integrate a number of different proprietary pieces of
software in future projects, which are more likely to be preinstalled on ICT suites. For example, Logic Pro X is already part
of the secondary school curriculum and many students are
already familiar with it, allowing us to skip the initial setup
phase and dive further into sound design during the workshop.
Furthermore, students are much more likely to carry out
continuing work in the school’s ICT suite, where they have
powerful and familiar computers which they can access during

their break and lunch times, than to work at home where they
may not have a personal computer or the necessary space.

3.3 The Second Day
By the end of the first day, students have already acquired the
basic skills of coding, soldering, instrument design and sound
design, and are ready to start thinking about scoring and
performance. After an introductory lecture on notation and
composition, students are led in short realisations of graphic
scores with their newly built instruments. We encourage them
to create scores, not only to bridge the gap between composer
and performer, but also to be able to interact with other
musicians and reproduce their work.
As tutors, we suggest a number of strategies for composition,
avoiding the restrictions of ‘dot composition’ and embracing
graphic notations. With a mixture of classic scores such as
Michael Parsons’ Pentachordal Melody (1998) and Earle
Brown’s December 1952 (1954) and Cathy Berberian's
1

Stripsody (1966) and a few of our own compositions, we
encourage students to find their own solutions. Whether they
opt for open scores with elements of improvisation or more
detailed systems of numbers and colour-coding, the students
emerge with compositions that are not ‘covers’ or adaptations,
but instead two or three minutes of their own self-expression in
a multi-media performance. We also include brainstorming
activities through the Rory's Storycubes, a collection of dices
with actions, words, which, at every toss, create a section of a
story. Students are introduced to techniques that encourage
them to express their own creativity. In the compositions
presented, we include a range of personal styles, backgrounds,
and genders. Two of the host schools were female-only, and
female students formed at least 20% of all Conductive Music
cohorts in mixed schools. A lack of educational material on
women composers in mainstream education contributes to
misconceptions regarding the place of women in music, and
‘only furthers this presumption for another generation of
listeners and musicians, who may, in turn, educate the following
generations with the same neglect of women composers that
they were exposed to themselves.’ (Johnson, 2005) We strive to
display gender equally within the composition module,
including not only historic works but also works-in-progress by
the male and female instructors present and videos of male and
female students performing their own compositions from
previous sessions. Thereby, we both create an opportunity for
students to experience music in a gender-equal space and teach
the history of contemporary music with an inclusive view.
(Jezic, 1987)
The new, original instruments call for novel modes of
presentation and communication, both in performance and
composition, following in a rich heritage of musical innovation
driven by exploratory performance techniques and scoring. In
1964, composer Earle Brown gave a series of lectures in
Darmstadt, in which he described the necessary simultaneous
development of experimental composition methods and graphic
notations, alongside a deeper examination of the processes of
1

Berberian’s piece allows us to introduce the topic of women
composers. Whilst this is already a prominent area of study in the
contemporary music world, it has been even more important for us since
we deliver some sessions in female-only schools.
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performance (Brown, 1964). Three years earlier, Bruno
Bartolozzi and Brooks Shepard wrote about the “natural
evolution of musical languages” occurring alongside “new
techniques of composing” (1961).
These observations recorded the rise of graphic notations in
the 1960s, a development, which continues to influence
experiments with notation today. Alternative graphic notations
provide a wider frame for composing with new technologies
and extended techniques.
As the notation workshops introduce the basic principles of
graphic notation techniques, the students are encouraged to
develop systems communicate effectively, reflect their own
creative concepts and are specifically targeted for their
instruments. After working through realisations of scores like
Pentachordal Melody, the students start to brainstorm their own
compositional ideas. They are prompted to identify ways in
which their score design communicates (or leaves
indeterminate) performance technique, pitch, rhythm, and
ensemble interaction. By using simple illustrating techniques,
the students explore methods of effective and innovative visual
communication of musical ideas and performance instructions
to other participants. These included the use of colour in music
notation, indicating musical gesture through lines, and
symbolising performative actions through simple icons. For
example, one student performer (“Dr. Shoom”), used coloured
shapes keyed to specific pads on his drum-machine type
instrument. The shapes were written out in carefully spaced
rows, with numbers to indicate repetitions and timing.
As the compositional and performance ideas begin to solidify,
the groups move on to working in structured rehearsals. A
crucial part of musicianship is the ability to work as a team in
preparing and honing a performance. Working toward a
performance in a group also impacts their compositional ideas.
Some students decide to work together and collaborate on the
entire performance, while others divide tasks, such that one
student composes a score while another works on the sound
design, or one deals with the rhythm section, while the other
concentrates on harmony and melody.
In all cases, they adapt their instrument interfaces to
complement each other within a group. On the other hand,
students planning to perform solo, build instruments and
compositional sequences that they feel stand alone, whether
through complex textures or timbres. These performances are
more complicated because one person has to deal with many
musical elements at the same time. Nevertheless, the use of
arpeggiators, note generators and some backing tracks help
creating a more organic musical composition.
During this phase, we encourage them to engage in an
exploration of extended performance techniques at the levels of
both physical embodiment and software. Two facets become
central to the students' projects: the physical interactions
between objects and bodies in performance, and the selection of
the most adaptable sound design environment for each specific
instrument interface. For example, many students build
interfaces that physically mimic the patterns of traditional
orchestral instruments like drums, harps or pianos. If they wish
to expand the analogy through movement, they may fabricate
metallic drumsticks to trigger the sensors in a drumming
motion. Alternatively, a student may subvert expectations by
assigning an unexpected sound to another, less recognisable,
instrument shape, such as a violin sample assigned to a cup full
of water triggered by a straw. The digital instruments created,
‘allow for arbitrary new relationships to be created between
objects, actions and sounds’ (Jensenius, 2013). We answer
Jensenius’ pedagogical enquiry, by including the body in our
music-making process (the Makey Makey circuit), performing

with real-time devices whose sounds are programmed in real
time, accompanying every module with its relevant theoretical
background.

4. TEACHING METHODS
Throughout our modules, we employed multiple teaching
methods, and used feedback from school staff and students to
refine our teaching methods, reinforcing our responsive
program. Conductive Music created a positive learning
environment in which students developed a better
understanding of their own creativity and practiced key personal
development skills. We used Accelerated Learning techniques
to encourage direct involvement and teamwork, and the
participants saw their own creative projects through from
beginning to end in an overarching exercise in self-realisation.
They had the chance to bring their own experiences and identity
into the classroom, and found stimulation during independent
learning and team-oriented activities. Each module was
subdivided into the key stages of Accelerated Learning:
Preparation, based on vertical teaching, for core knowledge;
Connection, their first hands-on experience with the new
materials, hardware and software; Creative Presentation, when
newly-absorbed knowledge is put into practice in a creative
way, by transforming lifeless electronic components into
personalised tools for musical expression; Activation,
personalising the new concepts and skills by applying them to
their specific needs (different sounds, instrumental design,
notation systems, performance practices) and Evaluation, when
all participants in the project assess their own process and
feedback to the group about their experience.
All of our students were given the opportunity to pitch and
demo their findings and creations, developing public speaking
and self-confidence skills, by sharing their work with others.
They were able to perform collaboratively, thus boosting team
working and team leading, as well as communication skills,
regulating personal behaviour and reinforcing a social value
framework. When progressed through the program, students
will have clearer views of their own personal artistic potential
or career plan, with the goal effect of improved self-confidence
and self-esteem.
Conductive Music prioritized formative rather than summative
assessment, mixing cooperative and independent learning
strategies. For example, a little detail of setup and sound design
(what a specific button does, how to change the volume, etc.)
was given as a “hint” to one student, who was then encouraged
to teach it within his/her working group. This helped not only to
stimulate teamwork, where everyone is sharing ideas and
waiting for the next clue, but also to overcome the social
divides that we anticipated at a planning stage. The host schools
are in areas of great diversity and social challenges. We are
working with students from different ethnicities, religions, and
neighbourhood divisions. Creating an environment of shared
discovery encourages the students to talk about their
instruments and programming with each other.
They also enjoy learning tips, having 'insider knowledge', and
instructing other members of their peer group. Although we are
aware that the ‘spaces for peer discussion of work will not work
in the same ways for all pupils, because of the wider patterns of
peer relations [...]’ (Pryor and Lubisi, 2001), we also faced the
fact that most of our participants came from different classes
and different years within the school. The peer discussion space
became a way for the group to relate. Social and racial
discrimination could be disrupted by the new surroundings and
broken down by peer-to-peer knowledge-sharing processes.
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5. FEEDBACK
In structured feedback sessions, students are prompted to reflect
on the ways in which cooperating with peers on a performance
has influenced their creative process or the outcome of their
instrument. This project uses a mixed ethnographic method of
short semi-structured interviews, group discussions, and openended questionnaire forms to gather feedback from the
participating students (Rapley, 2004).
The interviews and group sessions were conducted on an optin basis and were less frequent, but all students returned
feedback forms with written answers to questions such as: “how
did today’s workshop relate to your interests?” and “what did
you learn today?”. We encouraged peer-and self-evaluation, to
boost critical reflective skills, often neglected even in higher
education settings (Daniels, 2001).
At the time of writing this paper, the project had not yet been
completed for the 2013-2014 academic year; thus we do not
have an in-depth analysis of the student feedback from the
program. In this section, we present an overview of the
feedback received thus far. Overall, students emphasised their
experience building the instruments and sound design.
Throughout the workshops and on the feedback forms, they
expressed enthusiasm about learning the principles of
electronics, “wiring and understanding the circuit” (Eastlea
Community School, Year 10). Several students have remarked
on the empowerment they feel when experiencing control over
computers and seeing their ideas come to life in the circuitry of
the instruments. Students also commented on the connection to
their own musical practice or interest: “I love music and
everything about it so I thought it was really cool that we can
make our own instruments” (Plashet School for Girls, Year 9).
Those from secondary schools with a focus on increasing
STEM involvement wrote about the crossover they observed
between music and science: “interesting to try out different
things and see how science and music relate a lot so it is very
interesting to see how they connect” (Plashet School for Girls,
Year 9).
When asked about what they had learned, the answers ranged
from activity lists, to general statements about personal growth.
“I learned to make a instrument out of everyday things, to
solder, to make friends” (Chobham Academy, Year 9).

6. THE
MUSIC

FUTURE

OF

CONDUCTIVE

The primary positive indicators of continuing involvement
within the project have been further requests from school staff,
relaying unprompted queries from students, and students
writing to us after the project. “The project was very fun and
shocking which is good because it grabbed my attention. It also
combined 2 lovely subjects. I would do more of this if I get the
chance” (Plashet School for Girls, Year 9). They have
repeatedly asked either to be enrolled for the first time, having
missed the first round of workshops and heard about it from
friends, or to join more advanced versions of the program, in
the form of courses or a weekly club. For example, at the end of
the workshop at Drew Primary School, the Year 4 students
requested a “club on every week Fridays just like this!”. In all
cases, students requested further opportunities within their
school environment and showed disappointment or lack of
interest in opportunities that involved travel outside of their
home neighbourhood and school. This confirms our strategy in
touring the workshop in schools and delivering during termtime. We have also provided the students with substantial tools
for continuation in their own time. Every workshop involved at

least one London Music Hackspace member, to assist with
soldering and programming modules and personally present the
students with various engagement opportunities. We also
awarded 80 MakeyMakey units to students who won the
performance competition in their workshop. Each student was
provided with a list of links to resources to help them continue
working (legal music downloads, samples libraries, music
freeware software, communities for uploading and sharing their
own music).
This positive interest has encouraged us to design a more
ambitious project for the upcoming academic year, including a
series of courses divided into an introductory session for
primary school students, a beginner session (based on
Conductive Music) and an advanced session, both for secondary
schools, based on augmented clothing, e-textiles, and other
wearables. These courses aim to equip students with knowledge
and a sense of empowerment for building their own creations
out of electronic components and the things that surround them
every day.
The students’ sense of wonder and excitement about electronic
interfaces and sound design is the heart of the Conductive
Music project. We have organised a programme that combines
multi-modal teaching/learning methods, simple experiments
with open-source hardware, basic sound design with a DAW,
composition and performance guidance, and varying levels of
structured feedback. This is calibrated to give students a variety
of opportunities to engage with the process of building an
electronic musical interface with the MakeyMakey board.
While expanding their musical experience and giving
confidence with computers, the workshop also aims to equip
students with some basic coding, design, and creative thinking
skills for the future.
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ABSTRACT

2.

In this paper we propose an empirical method to develop
mapping strategies between a gestural-based interface (the
Gloves) and physically based sound synthesis models. An
experiment was conducted to investigate which gestures listeners associate with sounds synthesised using physical models, corresponding to three categories of sound: sustained,
iterative and impulsive. The results of the experiment show
that listeners perform similar gestures when controlling sounds
from the different categories. We used such gestures in order to create the mapping strategy between the Gloves and
the physically based synthesis engine.

The relationship between gesture and sound, and specifically which kind of gestures listeners and performers associate with specific sounds, is an active field of research [9,
13, 8, 21].
When the connection between gestures and sound is not
predetermined, as is the case with digital musical systems,
Leman proposes that mappings should be chosen using an
approach based on embodied music cognition [15].
In [9], Godoy et al. document an experiment exploring
the associations that listeners have between gestures and
musical sounds. Listeners were asked to draw on an A4 Wacom tablet the gesture that they would ascribe to different
categories of sound. This preliminary study showed some
reoccurring gestures; for example, an ascending frequency
was often represented as an ascending line.
In a similar study, participants were asked to move a rod
in the air, pretending that the sound that could be heard
was produced by the rod [18]. Canonic correlation analysis
showed a strong correlation between vertical position and
frequency. In [5], the authors hypothesise that the gestural
response of participants was related to the ease with which
the sound could be identified. In two experiments, subjects
were exposed to sounds where the causing action was easily
identified, and sounds where such action was not identified.
It was found that gestures associated with causal sounds
resemble the causing action, while gesture associated with
non-causal sounds tended to follow the sound’s acoustic contours.
The importance of mapping between gestures and sound
is also an active field of research, especially in the new interfaces for musical expression community [23, 11, 22]. A
relatively new book covering several contributions to this
topic is [10].
Although bi-manuality is an important aspect of traditional musical instruments, the field of bi-manual coordination in new interfaces for musical expression has not been
widely investigated. Some exceptions exist in the work described in [14, 7].

Keywords
physical models, gloves, mapping, gestural control.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Several interfaces for musical expression and sound synthesis techniques have been developed in academia and industry. However, the issue of how to connect interfaces to sound
synthesis, the so-called mapping problem, is still open. In
this paper we are interested in understanding whether there
exist a set of common sound producing gestures that people
perform to control different physically based sound synthesis models. We are particularly interested in sound producing gestures which have been categorised by Cadoz into excitatory gestures, which are human movements made with
the intention of transferring energy from the body to an instrument, and modulatory gestures, which are gestures that
modify the resonant features of an instrument [4]. Classical
musical instruments incorporate both categories of gesture,
excitatory gestures such as hitting, blowing and bowing, as
well as modulatory gestures such as the motion of the left
hand of a bowed string instrument. In this paper we are
interested in excitatory and modulatory gestures produced
exclusively by both human hands.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

3.

RELATED WORK

THE GLOVES

Gloves embedded with sensors have been widely adopted
in the human-computer interaction and new interfaces for
musical expression communities [20, 3]. A known example
from the electronic music community are the gloves built
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by Laetitia Sonami in 1991.1 In this paper we use the ArduIMU gloves developed by the team responsible of the research presented in [16, 17]. Such gloves have one bend
sensor embedded in each finger, and are connected to one
ArduiMU sensor board in each hand, which comes equipped
with a MPU6000 combined triple-axis 2000 dps gyroscope
and 16 g accelerometer (see Figure 1).
The gloves can be connected to a computer either wirelessly through Bluetooth LE or through USB. A custom
software application called Glover receives the sensor data
from the gloves and encapsulates a number of signal conditioning and posture recognition algorithms summarised
in [17]. The resulting data are sent out as OSC messages,
which are received within Max 6.
Detailed instructions for building such gloves are presented here:
http://theglovesproject.com/category/diy/

act of plucking it. The control interface for the model is
shown in Figure 2. The model is controlled by the duration
of the excitation, the fundamental frequency of the string,
inharmonicity factor and damping factor of the string.

4.2

Sustained

For the sustained excitation we adopted a friction model as
described in [2], simulating continuous interaction between
rubbed dry surfaces. The model is used to simulate the act
of rubbing the rim of a tibetan singing bowl or bowing a
musical saw. The musical saw example is shown in Figure 3.
The interface includes control parameters for the resonating
object (fundamental frequency and damping factor) as well
as parameters for the exciter (in this case the bow), e.g.,
position, force and velocity of the bow.

4.3

Iterative

For the iterative excitation we implemented a physically
informed stochastic model (PhiSM) proposed originally in
[6]. This model is based on pseudo-random overlapping of
grains of sounds according to predetermined physical rules.
The control mechanism for such model is shown in Figure 4. The interface induces independent controls for five
resonators, although for the purpose of the experiment we
allowed only one of them to be modified; the others were
adjusted according to the frequency ratio implemented.

Figure 2: Control interface for the impulsive excitation model (plucked string).

Figure 1: A photograph of the Gloves used in this
paper.
Figure 3: Control interface for the sustained excitation model (musical saw).

4.

PHYSICAL MODELS

As with previous studies [9, 1], we considered the three categories of objects proposed by Schaeffer: impulsive, iterative
and sustained [19].
Based on those categories, we implemented several physics
based sound synthesis models as external objects for the
Max 6 environment.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The goal of this experiment is to investigate whether there
exists a recurring set of gestures that players would like
to use to control the different synthesis models; we would
then apply such gestures as mapping strategies between the
gloves and the physical models.
Seven participants (five professional musicians and two
non musicians) were asked to wear the gloves and listen to
different sound stimuli, produced using the physical models. Each participant was instructed to use their left hand
to control the parameters of the resonator, e.g., fundamental frequency and damping factor, and the right hand to
control the parameters of the excitation mechanism. After

4.1 Impulsive
For the categories of impulsive sonic objects, we implemented an extended plucked string Karplus-Strong physical
model as described in [12]. The model allows to interact
with a string with varying inharmonicity by simulating the
1
More details on Sonami’s gloves can be found here
here:http://www.sonami.net/lady_glove2.htm
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Figure 6: Video capture from the experiment. Controlling changes in frequency by moving vertically
the left hand.
corresponded to the duration of the plucked sound:
short damped pluck sounds were controlled by short
gestures, while longer sustained plucked sounds were
controlled by longer gestures.
Figure 4: Control interface for the iterative excitation model (physically informed stochastic model
(PhISM)).

• The same happened for the control of sustained sounds:
the right hand was used for starting and sustaining the
excitation, is a way similar to how bowed string players perform bow strokes. As in the case of an impulsive
excitation, the length of the gesture corresponded to
the duration of the sound.

listening to each stimulus, participants were asked to produce a gesture with both hands that would represent the
control strategy for the sound heard.
The test set was comprised from 11 sounds in total, which
included all categories of iterative, sustained and impulsive sounds. The experiment was video recorded for further
analysis.

• The iterative sounds represented by the physically informed stochastic model had a very specific control
gesture: six out of seven participants moved alternatively up and down the fingers of the right hand, at a
frequency corresponding to the variations of the particles.

5.1 Results

• The last participant was hitting on the table to control
the iterative sounds.
• For both sustained and impulsive sounds, all subjects
performed control gestures whose length was the same
as the amplitude envelope of the corresponding sound,
e.g., longer sounds were reproduced using longer arm
gestures, and shorter sounds were reproduced using
shorter hand gestures.
This preliminary experiment, despite the small number of
participants, showed that there exist some common gestures
that listeners associate with specific sounds. We therefore
adapted those gestures to create the mapping strategy between synthesis models and the Gloves, as described in the
following section.

5.4

Figure 5: Video capture from the experiment. Playing the PhISM algorithm.

Mapping strategies

The results of the experiment described in the previous section allowed us to design the mapping strategies between
the sound synthesis models and the Gloves.
For all models, we used the left hand to control the parameters of the resonator (e.g., fundamental frequency and
damping factor). As seen in the experiment, the vertical position of the left hand was used to control the fundamental
frequency. Specifically, a continuous upwards and downwards vertical motion of the left hand implied a continuous
increase and decrease of the fundamental frequency. This
position was tracked by integrating twice the value of the
accelerometer embedded in the left hand glove.
The right hand was used to control the parameters of
the excitation. For the impulsive and sustained gestures,
we used the accelerometer embedded in the glove to control the excitation. For the iterative excitation, the rate
of variations for the value of the bend sensors of the fingers
was used to control the physically based stochastic synthesis
algorithm.

The video recordings where analysed using qualitative observations by the authors of the paper. They revealed the
common control procedures described in the following.

5.2 Left hand
• Six out of seven participants used an up and down
movement of the left hand as frequency control. Specifically, participants responded to increases in frequency
by raising the left hand upwards, and viceversa (see
Figure 6).
• The last participant was moving the hand horizontally
to control the frequency.

5.3 Right hand
• During the control of impulsive sounds, the right hand
was simply used for hitting. The length of the gesture
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a preliminary experiment whose
goal was to investigate whether there exists some common
sound producing gestures that listeners perform when played
a range of musical sounds, from sustained, to iterative to
impulsive. We were particularly interested in investigating such gestures in the context of bi-manual control of
physically based sound synthesis models, by instructing listeners to control the parameters of the excitation with the
right hand and the parameters of the resonator with the left
hand. Despite the low number of participants, the experiment indicated that a common set of sound producing gestures might indeed exists. These common gestures allowed
us to empirically design the mapping strategy between the
Gloves and the different sound synthesis models.
Until now, the adopted mapping strategies have been informally tested by few performers that found it rather intuitive after some limited training. Further studies are needed
in order to assess the playability of the connection between
the Gloves and different sound synthesis models, in such a
way that they can be utilised in performances.

[15]
[16]
[17]

[18]

[19]
[20]
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ABSTRACT

The two main objectives that influenced design decisions
during the sponge’s development were (and still are):

This paper reviews the evolution of the mapping strategies
used for a cushion-like musical interface called the sponge.
It describes how suggestions from the literature were concretely implemented and used in performance, offering a
concrete example of a composer’s approach to mapping. It
also provides an example of a real world situation where no
single strategy constituted a solution to the issue of mapping. It concludes that musical composition requires the
use of a multitude of mapping strategies in parallel.

1.

1. To improve the interaction with an audience or other
musicians;
2. To make the creation and performance of electroacoustic music more playful.
These two goals could only be attained by establishing
a link between gesture and sound that felt as natural as
possible. To achieve this, mapping guidelines proposed by
various authors[4, 8] were followed and foam was chosen
because it is a material that naturally requires effort to be
bent or twisted.

INTRODUCTION

The question of mapping for electronic musical interfaces
has been researched and debated extensively in the literature. Many authors have proposed design guidelines[4, 8]
and mapping techniques[6, 3, 1]. This paper reviews how
these suggestions or recommendations were applied during
the development process of a musical interface called the
sponge, offering a concrete example of a composer’s approach to mapping.
The sponge is a musical interface that resembles a cushion. Its development started in 2007 and is ongoing. The
compositions, the mappings and the sponge itself were developed in parallel and, right from the beginning, some
sponge music was performed live.
It is assumed that performing using a musical interface
can be the core of a validation process of the mapping strategies used. How an audience responds and how a performer
feels hardly constitutes quantifiable data, but it can be very
revealing of how well the various aspects of a performance
work. . . or not.
After briefly describing the objectives of the research and
the musical interface itself, the numerous mapping strategies used in conjunction with the sponge will be reviewed.

2.

3.

DESCRIPTION

The sponge is approximately 19 cm × 5 cm × 28 cm in size.
Its 14 sensors are connected to an Arduino-based microcontroller (the fio); the data is sent to a computer wirelessly
using an XBee interface. Two force sensors detect when
the sponge is squeezed; ten push buttons can be used for
various purposes; and two three-dimension accelerometers
sense its orientation at two points and can be used to extract many features such as bend, twist and shake. Both the
mapping and the audio signal generation are implemented
in the SuperCollider environment.

GOALS AND ORIGINS

The sponge was designed for electroacoustic music performances. The vision was one of a performer standing on
stage and performing a music that is normally associated
with the acousmatic genre. The tradition in that field being to playback and spatialize prerecorded material on an
orchestra of loudspeakers, the sponge would bring more humanity to the concert in allowing live interpretation.

Figure 1: A picture of the sponge.

4.

MAPPING STRATEGIES

In this section, the mapping strategies associated with each
type of sensor are described.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Accelerometers
Sensing the deformations of the sponge always was at the
center of the project. Force sensors are used to detect the
squeeze, but they cannot detect twists or bends. For that
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Figure 2: Underneath the sponge: buttons.

Figure 4: The left hand side, underneath the
sponge. Two force sensors and an accelerometer can
be seen. The bottom force sensor is disconnected;
only two force sensors work on the device.
people. This probably has to do with the fact that this
mapping evokes the behavior of physical objects such as
the neck of a guitar or a bendable metal plate.
However, because of the limitations inherent to the use of
accelerometers, this mapping does not work in all contexts.
For example, if the sponge is held vertically, the acceleration
in x will not be affected by the bend gesture, and the value
of the bend feature will not change. Also, gestures such as
wiggling, tapping or scraping will cause unwanted changes
to the bend feature value. A good way to work around
these two issues is to make that mapping active only while
a button is pressed.
Experimental mappings in which twist was mapped to
sound granulation parameters like granulation index or
grain density were tried in the studio, but were never tried
on stage. Such mappings were effective, but the issues that
happened with the bend feature were also present and, in
this context, the aforementioned workaround did not work
as well. The timbre modulations were becoming too erratic
when the sponge was held vertically, but deactivating this
mapping using a button led to an unnatural feeling because
the timbre was suddenly becoming too stable. It is interesting to note that this observation is in agreement with the
recommendation that states that timbre should not be controlled directly [4]. Instead, an implicit mapping strategy
was developed to control timbre.

Figure 3: The right hand side, underneath the
sponge. The Arduino board, a force sensor, an
accelerometer, a battery and an antenna can be
seen. The Xbee module is hidden under the Arduino board.
purpose, accelerometers were favored over bend sensors because their shape is not altered and are therefore less prone
to breakage.1 Another advantage is that they can also be
used to sense orientation, shocks and shakes.

Twist, Bend and Other Features
Following the recommendations made by many researchers
and well summarized by Hunt et al.[5], a multilayer mapping strategy was adopted. For the sponge, the first layer’s
role is to extract features such as bend and twist. These
two are of particular interest because they constitute very
spongistic gestures. Bend can be obtained by differentiating
the pitch of the two accelerometers; twist can be obtained
by differentiating the roll. If the sensor values are scaled
between -1.0 and +1.0, bend can be calculated with:

bend = arctan

x2
z2




− arctan

x1
z1

Implicit Mapping
When mappings are explicit, their function’s complexity increases with the complexity of the mapping (when designing
many-to-many mappings, for example). It is generally admitted that complex mappings feel more natural and lead
to more expressive instruments [4]. However, employing a
strategy whose complexity will not grow indefinitely is probably a good idea.
Implicit mapping strategies are slightly more difficult to
grasp for a user, but their complexity remains the same even
if the mappings become more complex. Approaches that involve neural networks [6] or interpolation [3, 1] are probably
the most common. The author chose to develop a preset interpolation system for the SuperCollider environment [7].
That strategy makes the creation of many-to-many mappings much easier.
Using this method, all the six axes of the accelerometers
were mapped to more than 25 synthesis parameters (granulation and additive synthesis):



where x1 , z1 , x2 and z2 are the sensed accelerations in x
and z of accelerometers 1 and 2. Replacing the accelerations
in x by the accelerations in y will yield twist instead of bend.
It was observed that mapping the bend feature to the
pitchbend of a synthesizer was very effective. This mapping
is very engaging and, according to comments often made
by audience members, it is naturally understood by most
1
During the last six years, none of the accelerometers used
ever broke. On the other hand, many (more than ten) force
sensors had to be replaced. It is suspected that bend sensors
would have broken even more often.

• Granulation index (× 5);
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• Grain duration (× 5);

mutes the resonance of an artificial string. It is interesting
to note that Hunt and Wanderley4 recommend that ”energy should be required for amplitude”, while this mapping
implements the opposite: energy is required to stop or to
dampen the sound. This may seem contradictory, but both
mappings model the behavior of acoustic instruments and
both ideas are perfectly compatible. Mimicking the laws of
physics will likely lead to mappings that feel natural.

• Delta time between each grain (× 5);
• Grain envelope attack time (× 5);
• Grain pitch ratio (× 5);
• Sine wave frequency;
• Sine wave amplitude.

Buttons

The result is a very engaging mapping in which timbre
is controlled holistically. The performer can stop thinking
about parameters individually and can concentrate on musicality.

From the start, the author was reluctant to add buttons to
the sponge. Such binary sensors do not have much expressive potential and they could hardly be helpful to establish
a natural link between gesture and sound. It took four
years of development before it was acknowledged that buttons could have their use. They were added in 2011 and
are now an intrinsic part of the sponge. Because they are
very useful to control macro processes, performing without
them has become unthinkable. Here is a list of tasks that
buttons can accomplish very well:

Filters: To Smooth or Not to Smooth
It can be tempting to smooth out sensor signals with low
pass filters, especially during the development stage when it
is very useful to visualize the data. However, high frequency
control signal is not only noise, it also carries important
gestural information that can turn out to be very expressive. The author succumbed to the temptation of filtering
when he first attempted to design a mapping for the granular synthesizer. Sensor data was smoothed before being
fed to the preset interpolation system, which ensured that
all the granulation parameters would be moving smoothly.
In turn, the granulation index and the delta time between
grains would be randomized to avoid the metallic sounding artifacts that often appear in granulation processes. In
the end, high frequency control data was removed at the
mapping stage while, at the audio generation stage, high
frequency noise was added again to get rid of the unnatural
perfection of digital systems.
In a subsequent version, the smoothing filters and the
noise generators were simply removed and the result was
much more convincing:

• Start/stop a synthesis or processing algorithm;
• Start/stop the recording of audio or control signals;
• Start/stop the playback of audio or control signals;
• Reroute audio or control signals;
• Activate/deactivate mappings;
• Step to a subsequent part in a sequence;
• Any combination of the above.
As a piece grows in complexity, the number of tasks to be
accomplished by buttons can become very large. Depending
on the interface used and on the musical needs, a one button per task strategy can become impractical. At a certain
point while composing for the sponge, it became essential
to develop a strategy that would allow the same buttons to
be used for many different tasks. Such dynamic mappings
have to be used with care because they can break the link
between gesture and sound; but in this case, even though
the aforementioned tasks can play an important musical
role, they are not traditionally linked to any expressive gesture. The gesture of pushing a button is a generic one and
does not convey any specific meaning; the risk of breaking
a previously established convention is therefore very low.

• The latency inherent to smoothing filters was eliminated;
• There was less processing involved, making the whole
algorithm less CPU intensive;
• The high frequency imperfections were not random
anymore: they were related to gesture.
After that discovery, the importance of high frequency
sensor data was no longer underestimated. In fact, the idea
was pushed a step further and using a high pass filter on
accelerometer data was tried. The resulting bipolar signal is
very interesting because it can replace almost any random
generator in any synthesis algorithm. Using it to excite a
waveguide synthesizers is very effective because it ensures
that the energy of the gesture is transferred directly to the
energy of the sound. This is one of the most expressive
mappings on the sponge and happens to be a simple oneto-one correspondence.

Buttons to Control Pitch
Using buttons to control pitch is of particular interest because it has been employed by instrument makers for centuries. The valves of brasses, the buttons of accordions and
the keys of woodwinds or keyboards are good examples.
At first, a one-button-per-pitch-class approach was tried
with the sponge, but it was quickly dismissed because the
range was too limited. Inspired by the functioning principles
of the trumpet, a mapping that involved combining many
buttons was developed: the binary values of five buttons
were combined into an integer number that was mapped to
a transposition offset (in semitones). This extremely simple
idea turned out to have many advantages:

Force Sensors
The two force sensors on the sponge do very simple things.
The first one is mapped directly to the frequency of a resonant low pass filter. This one-to-one mapping is certainly
not the most expressive, but its simplicity makes it useful
for the performer. When noisy granulated clarinet sounds
go through that filter, modulating its frequency by squeezing the sponge can bring to mind the sound of wind or the
waves, which has a strong musical significance.
The other force sensor is used as a damper for the waveguide synthesizer. In other words, pressing it shortens or

• When using five buttons, the range is two octaves and
one fifth (32 semitones);
• Practicing scales or playing well-known melodies becomes possible and fun;
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6.

• A melodic virtuosity can be developed by a performer. Since the fingering is unique, the virtuosity
that emerges is idiomatic to the sponge;
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• Ornaments natural to human fingers are different from
the ornaments played on any other instruments and
are therefore spongistic.

Table 1: Using five buttons to control pitch. The
binary numbers in the first column describes the
fingering required to produce the pitch in the last
column.
Buttons Transposition Pitch
pushed
(semitones)
00000
0 C1
00001
1 C#1
00010
2 D1
00011
3 D#1
00100
4 E1
...
... ...
11111
31 G3

7.
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A similar use of buttons is found on the Tooka instrument
[2]. This kind of mapping contributes to the development
of a musicality that is idiomatic to digital instruments.

Implementation
Controlling pitches or macro-processes with buttons makes
perfect sense, but their layout needs to be clear, versatile
and memorizable. In the current implementation, the behavior of each of the ten buttons is defined by a mode. It
is possible to change to a different mode at any moment.
Within a mode each button is either a modifier or an executor. An executor simply does something. The modifiers
work like the shift, control or alt keys on computer keyboard: they change the behavior of executors.
An executor can do anything, including changing the
mode. Executors have many levels. If no modifiers are
held while an executor is pushed, it executes its level zero
function. If a modifier is held, executors will execute the
function that corresponds to that level.

5.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

TOWARDS MORE ARTICULATED
SPONGE MUSIC

This paper reviewed the evolution of the sponge’s mapping
strategies over the last seven years. It described how suggestions from the literature were implemented and used in
performance. The sponge is an example of a real world situation where no single strategy constituted a solution to the
issue of mapping. Using a multitude of approaches proved
to be more effective.
The interface is now mature: it is sturdy, the latency is
hardly perceivable and the wireless link is reliable. While
mapping strategies and hardware design will be developed
further, the research focus will shift away from technical aspects to more artistic questions. Future research will center
on practising, composing and defining what makes a music spongistic. Improvising with other musicians, especially
other spongists, will help develop a deeper understanding of
the interface and uncover its strengths and weaknesses. It
is hoped that the mappings described combined with new
strategies will eventually lead to the emergence of a musical
language that is idiomatic to the sponge.
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ABSTRACT

with and ambient sounding furniture. We try to understand how we
can compose dynamically changing music for many relations like
these. Music that motivates users to act and shift roles between those
relations. Something that according to our observations of families
interacting contribute to health and well-being.
We know that musical activities are good for health and wellbeing, based on the last 15 years of research [3, 12, 8], and on
practice in peoples everyday use of music as “soundtracks of our
lives” for regulating emotions and social relations (6) and in Music
Therapy. Music has a documented ability to evoke emotions, help
mastering tasks and situations such as playing instruments, and
managing the own body [12]. It further strengthens social relations
through singing in choirs, dancing and listening. Finally music
creates individual, cultural and social meaning and a sense of
coherence in life [2, 12]. We like to call this perspective a relational
and resource-oriented perspective emphasising what a person can do
rather than his or her weakness or illness [11, 12]. The concept of
relation is used by musicologist Christopher Small and is linked to
his term “musicking” [13]. He describes music, not as an aesthetic
object or work of Art, but as potential relations between persons,
their experiences of music, and activities of all sorts of music making.
Many traditional and electronic music technologies used for wellbeing have limitations and even show negative effects on well-being
and health. This is confirmed by Music Therapist and Music and
Health researchers [9, 5] working with assistive technologies like the
ultrasound sensor SoundBeam (http://www.soundbeam.co.uk) and
switch-based Paletto (http://www.kikre.com). In our view, the reason
for negative effects is a belief that users need to establish a causal
understanding of stimuli-response prior to that they can start creating
music, express relations and experience meaning. Even if the
intention may be good, the focus on a tool-oriented cause-and-effect
can make a physically or cognitively weak user experience fatigue
and disempowerment before being able to master actions like hitting
a particular sensor and create music [9, 5].
In previous papers we have showed an alternative strategy to
building interfaces based on tool-oriented cause-and-effect [1, 5].
Instead we have expanded the role of the traditional music instrument
[4]. As alternative we have designed computer based interactive
music interfaces building on the relational and resource-oriented
perspectives described above [13, 11, 12]. Interfaces that learn,
remember, and adapt their responses after diverse users’ abilities.
Interfaces that are rich tangible multimedia that change the sound
responses musically over time and with the user interaction. The
result is that persons interacting are motivated to create, strengthen
social relations, play and improvise, experience sense of coherence
and well-being.
Earlier studies of computer based music and assistive technologies
for persons with disabilities that follow a relational perspective are
rare to find. There are even fewer studies for this group investigating
practical-creative work with composition techniques and expressive
qualities of such computer based technologies. It makes our
preliminary findings [4, 5, 1] unique.

In this paper we explore how we compose sound for an interactive
tangible and mobile interface, where the goal is to improve health
and well-being for families with children with disabilities. We
describe the composition process of how we decompose a linear
beat-based and vocal sound material and recompose it with real-time
audio synthesis and composition rules into interactive Scenes. Scenes
that make it possible for the users to select, explore and recreate
different sound worlds. In order to recreate, the users interact with the
tangible interface in different ways, as instrument, play with it as a
friend, improvise and create music and relax with it as ambient
sounding furniture. We discuss composition techniques for mixing
sound, tangible-physical and lighting elements in the Scenes. Based
on observations we explore how a diverse audience in the family and
at school can recreate and improvise their own sound experience and
play together in open and non-therapeutic everyday situations. We
conclude by discussing the possible impact of our findings for the
NIME-community; how the techniques of decomposing,
recomposing and recreating sound, based on a relational perspective,
could contribute to the design of new instruments for musical
expression.

Keywords
decompose, recompose, recreate, mobile, tangible, well-being,
SuperCollider, Inclusive Design, Assistive Technologies, relational

1. INTRODUCTION
It is normal in many composition traditions to borrow musical
material from others. In classical, modern and popular music the
composer tends to borrow musical elements and structures. In
interactive computer based composition the focus normally is more
on the development of new instruments; either as tools for the
composition, but more often, as parts of the composition. A typical
“NIME-interface” often is a unique interpretation of how action
connects to sound, and "...understanding this interpretation can be as
aesthetically rewarding as listening to the sound itself." [10, p. 57]
Our experience, though, is that something else happens if you bring
the instruments out into the everyday world of amateurs. An interface
such as Reactable (www.reactable.com) is more than a tool and
composition. It has a physical presence. When Reactable is exhibited
at a museum where children play, it creates many relations to its
users. Yes, it becomes a tool for creating music, but also toys to play
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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The research question we like to explore in this paper is how one
can compose sound for an interactive mobile and tangible interface,
motivating and strengthening well-being for families with children
with severe disabilities.
Our practical example is the tangible interface Reflect, and our
suggestion for composition techniques is a process of decomposing,
recomposing and recreating. The composer decomposes linear music
consisting of strong musical elements such as riffs, jingles and
grooves or beats and recomposes and programs rules for them into
what we call Scenes. The music is recreated by users interacting with
the interface in real-time, creating relations to each other, the sounds
and the interface.

combined dynamically by the users over time. Our earlier findings (1,
4, 5, 14, 15) show that musical variation and change over time is
important for creating expectations and motivate persons on different
levels of mastery to continue to be active and create relations. Again
this is a complement to the tool-oriented focus on cause-and-effect
discussed above. Further, when recomposing rules for change over
time, the composer take into consideration both the musical
possibilities to create expectations and the users’ everyday stories in
relation to the particular piece. For instance expecting a guitar riff in
an up-coming chorus motivates the users to dance and mimic playing
the guitar. The composer therefore needs to consider movement,
visuals and lighting response that goes with the music, and get help to
design them into Scenes. A single sound, light or movement chunk
and its composition rules are designed so that they are possible to
change dynamically when the person interacting, changes his or her
relationship with the music. Consequently, it is not enough to attach a
static sounding sample to an interactive object. A user goes from
viewing the music as a tool, getting motivated by short accentuated
and repeated sounds, separating the sound events stressing the break
and the causal relation between action and sound, to dialogue. A
dialogue with the interactive tangible interface, considering it as a coplayer that answers back with over time varying sound and light.
We define recreation as the users’ activities to interpret and cocreate content with the system and other humans. It is possible if the
composer is doing an analysis of what activities the amateur users
find meaningful, in combination with creating the chunks so that they
are coherent with the character of the Scenes and the music.
In summary, the composer is looking for relations between the
original music, that he or she decomposes into parts, and over time
potentially motivating relations in the process of recomposing for
new situations, based on the understanding of the users
interpretations in the process of recreation

2. METHOD
2.1 The Multidisciplinary Rhyme Project
The context for this paper is the 5-year research project Rhyme
(http://www.rhyme.no) in the area of Internet-of-things, mobile
computing and social media for health. The goal is to improve
health and well-being for families with children with severe
disabilities in open, non-therapeutic everyday situations. We
have so far explored multimodal, tangible and mobile computer
based designs to motivate persons on different levels of musical
mastery, activity levels and with different abilities [14, 15, 5].
The design and research is multidisciplinary and made in a
group consisting of an industrial designer and interaction
designer, a musicologist and a composer and programmer. The
development is done in 4 generations of prototypes in
collaboration with users and experts in Music and Health and
Music Therapy. We have the advantage of continuous contact
with the same 8 individuals and their families over as long as 4
years time. That makes it possible to follow-up on design
choices and the users’ experiences that happened from one
week to the other and as long as three years back.
We and our colleagues in Music and Health research have
been writing about our findings in earlier texts for the NIME
community and elsewhere [1, 4, 14, 15].
The case focus on one family and discusses composition
based on a relational perspective of music and well-being.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Reflect

2.2 Decomposing, Recomposing, Recreating
When it comes to the practical work of adopting a relational
perspective [13] to composition, our suggestion is to divide the work
into three processes; decomposing, recomposing and recreating.
We define decomposing as the process of selecting and analysing
music, based on the music preferences [7] of individual children and
their families. The selection is based on an understanding of the
relations between musical elements, structures, genres, and songs, on
how the persons use the music and how it creates relations in their
cultural context. In order to build on already established relations, we
analyse music that is well known to the persons with disability and
shared with their families. It is therefore important that the selection
is based on the users’ individual preferences. A consequence is that
the selection can be wider or targeted to one genre, e.g. avant-garde,
contemporary music. If the selection is wider, it can for instance
consist of a mix of popular up-tempo grooves or rock-based songs,
combined with folk music, or soft lullabies and ambient music. In
order to understand and suggest potential use of the music, a person
who is decomposing also analyse non-musical elements, movements,
tangible and visual expressions that are relevant when appreciating
the music, e.g. disco dance movements, rock guitar playing, stroking
and hugging, etc.
We define recomposing as the act to, create potential relations
based on significant parameters and structures in the music and/or
vocal material, such as timbre, harmonic progressions, melodies,
beats, bridges, riffs and choruses. Further to recompose them into
sound chunks and program composition rules, so that they can be

Figure 1. Man holding Reflect’s belly and pointing its trunk
with RFID-reader against a RFID-tag playing beats
Reflect is a mobile and wireless interactive tangible installation. It
offers people possibilities to select and play with music and with
others, and thereby reflect on their actions. It consists of a lumber-like
soft thing that you can play with on the floor, hold in your arms, or
over the shoulder while dancing. Reflect's embedded sensors, such as
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character and differentiated it from the others; as the frog sound, lion
sound, monkey sound, etc.
For the persons that wanted to play with the dolls and develop
relations to them as friends or co-players, we added three voice
variations to each doll to toggle between to motivate dialogue.
We also created composition rules to vary the objects sounds
depending on the active Scene. For instance did all objects play a
four-note motive based on Mam-ma-Mi-a whenever a beat was
activated in Abba’s song. The rubber duck sounded Quack-quackQuack-quack. The bongo drum went Boing-boing-Boing-boing, etc.
In the song about the animals in Africa we created coherent
variations through relation between the animal doll and the matching
verse. Consequently, we created a composition rule that let the
animal a person interacted with select the matching beat, pitch range
and timbre from a verse about the same animal. When the user
selected another animal the sound changed on the first beat of the
next bar. The result was variation that followed the users choice and
still was coherent with the character in the story and the particular
animal the user had chosen.
In addition we used the Reflect lumber-like object’s tangible
qualities to motivate hugging and patting by adding star-like glowing
touch sensors to its body. The stars made squeaky high-pitched
synthetic sounds when pushed as contrast to the acoustic voices. A
bending sensor in one arm worked as guitar whammy, making noises
and changes in pitch to the playing sample. These things motivated
persons that wanted to dance and move to pick up Reflect and hold it
as if it was a guitar or a dance partner. During user tests we added a
strap so that persons could strap Reflect on to mimic a real guitar.

touchable glowing stars, its speakers and lighting makes it possible
for the user to create music and light.
Reflect uses a RFID-reader at the end of its trunk (see figure no. 1)
to collect and dynamically change music samples from any other
thing with RFID-tags in plastic key cards attached to them (see figure
no. 2), and touch and bend sensor to dynamically mix, manipulate
musically and play on and with the samples.
Technically the software in Reflect is written in the object oriented
programming language SuperCollider (http://supercollider.github.io)
and is running on an iPod Touch. The hardware is a mixture of
custom-built circuits for sensors and light, and standard mobile phone
technology like portable speaker and battery pack. It makes the
platform self-sufficient and wireless.

Figure 2. Maracas and Monkey with white RFID-tags
Apart from reading the plastic RFID-tags that can be attached to
things like toys, instruments and playback sound samples and trigger
lighting, the 2 digital bend sensors and 5 analogue touch sensors can
filter the sound and add effects and synthesized sounds.

3.4 Recreate Motivating Relations
Wendy, a teenage girl with Downs syndrome and her family entered
the music room at the school. Wendy was curious and exited of what
she was about to meet. She smiled when she saw Reflect. The bean
shaped object in soft velvet textile in huggable size was lying on a
mat on the floor. Spread around it was 20 hand sized toys and
instruments, such as rubber ducks, fluffy balls, small congas and
maracas. Wendy expected it to answer to her actions and her voice in
music and lighting. Her expectations were based on earlier
experiences, one and two years ago. As a participant in the 5-year
research project she had already tried similar interactive music
technologies. One of the researchers showed how Reflect worked.
Wendy threw herself on to the mat and started to hug Reflect. As she
hugged it she squeezed the body and activated the touch sensors
looking like stars. The stars immediately lit up and made highpitched whistle sounds as if Reflect where taking to her. She took a
grip around the neck and asked it back by talking into the trunk/nose
at the end as if it was a microphone: “Say taco”, Wendy said.
Nothing happened until she bent the neck and it made swoosh
sounds. Wendy’s father gave her one of the fuzzy balls in pink that
had a RFID tag attached. He asked her to hold the tag against the
nose containing a RFID reader. Wendy tried it out and Reflect started
to play a looping beat in the song Mamma Mia by Abba. Both she
and her mother immediately started to dance and moved their bodies
to the beat and sang along with the repeating text Mamma Mia.
Wendy picked up the rubber duck and held it against the nose all by
her self. Reflect played back a duck’s voice on the same melody and
four-syllable rhythm as Mam-ma-Mi-a: “Quack-quack-Quackquack”. The mother and Wendy echoed the phrase with the original
text, singing in consonant: “Mam-ma Mi-a” over and over again
while dancing. Wendy turned the beat off and signalled to the mother
that she wanted to rest and lie down on the mat and some cushions,
using Reflect as a blanket. Wendy invited the mother to lie down
beside her and started to cuddle with Reflect that lit up and made tiny
high-pitched sounds every time she hugged it and touched the stars.
The mother was lying down and together with her daughter created
an intimate and safe environment where the sounds from Reflect was
part of the ambience where they made small talk, caressing the

3.2 Decompose Children Songs, Disco,
Maracas, Rubber Ducks and Bongos
We interviewed 8 children with families and asked what songs they
would like to work with. Here we concentrate on one child and her
family consisting of child, mother, father and grandmother.
Their favourites were Abba’s Mamma Mia; and Gimme, Gimmie,
Gimme; Alexander Rybak’s Fairy Tale; children songs like the
Norwegian The Animals in Africa/Dyrene i Afrika by Torbjørn
Egner; and Captain Sabertooth/Kaptein Sabeltann by Terje Formoe;
Philly soul disco groove beats; and Claude Debussy’s Prelude to the
Afternoon of a Faun.
Apart from the music we looked for sounds for all sorts of playful
objects that a family with children could relate to, such as toys, toy
cars, dolls, rubber ducks, small music instruments like maracas and
bongo drums and soft cute or fury objects that could go well with
each song.
One example was the popular song text to the Animals in Africa,
where chattering monkeys, soprano frogs and baritone lions all had
their own choruses. These are animals that children are used to mimic
as they sing the song and therefore have a relation to. We found
matching dolls and sounds of monkeys, frogs and lions to go with
them (see figure 2). The beats in the song were cut in 2-4 bars, 8-15
seconds long chunks, synchronised to the pulse, so it was possible to
loop them. We also edited and selected a part of each song to become
a jingle.

3.3 Recompose Sounds Coherent with Scenes
Slowly the scenes took shape with tangible dolls and objects and
sounds to go with them. In order to make the scenes coherent with
the characters of each song and the objects in each scene; the sounds
also had to vary with the role and relation that the user wanted to take
in a certain situation.
For the person trying to master the dolls as instruments, it was
important that the dolls firstly had a sound; and secondly, a
characteristic sound that matched or added something to the physical
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findings show that music’s ability to change over time and create
content that is coherent is motivating for everybody involved, leading
to active persons, well-being and health.

Reflect while relaxing together. After a while Wendy started to talk
into Reflect’s nose again, talking to it as if Reflect was a person. On
her back she continued to explore the cushion’s form, materiality and
rubber band with her hands and feet.
The following week and the second time Wendy interacted with
the Reflect, she brought her mother and grandmother. The
grandmother sat down in a sofa facing her daughter and
granddaughter that danced and played with the toys. Wendy put the
Reflect cushion into the grandmothers lap, gave her two toys and
showed her how to hold the tags against the trunk. When the
grandmother didn’t manage to change the sound, Wendy showed her
one more time until she got impatient and took Reflect off the
grandmother’s lap and strapped it on to her own body, with a
bouncing rubber strap around her neck as if holding a guitar. The
mother still dancing made the association and asked: “Are you
playing the guitar?” Wendy swung her hand back and forth as if
playing on invisible strings while dancing and sharing together with
the mother and the grandmother, sitting in the sofa and moving her
feet to the musical pulse.

6. CONCLUSION
We have explored how to compose sound for the interactive tangible
and mobile interface Reflect, promoting health and well-being for
families with children with disabilities.
We have investigated the composition process from decomposing
a linear beat-based and vocal sound material. How a user can recreate
it with real-time audio synthesis into Scenes. Scenes that made it
possible for persons with diverse abilities to develop personal
relations to the music, each other and the tangible interface as an
instrument, improvise and play with it, hugging it as a friend and to
relax and use as ambient sounding furniture.
Based on observations we have explored how a family can recreate and play with Reflect.
We have discusses how NIME’s readers could go further by
working in all three phases of decomposing, recomposing and
recreating as part of their compositional and reflective practices.
NIME could make a difference in peoples lives and have impact on
health and well-being through improvisation in sound and music.

4. ANALYSIS
Reflect created different relations to its users, by changing its answer
depending on different musical Scenes and user activities. Reflect
took the role of a teddy bear and a friend. For instance as Wendy
talked to Reflect, asking it to “Say taco”, as if it was a person.
Further, Reflect took the role of a fellow improvising musician as
when the duck responded with a variation to the motive “Mam-ma
Mi-a” with “Quack-quack-Quack-quack”, strengthening the role of
Wendy and her mother as co-players. Or, the role of a tool to be
pushed when Wendy assumed a teacher’s role, teaching her
grandmother how to play. Or, the role of ambient landscape and
furniture for Wendy and the mother to lay down and feel safe in. A
furniture to play out an intimate relation, normally associated with a
home-environment, and not a public office.
The observations also show how Wendy from the very first minute
found it meaningful to start interacting, even if she then didn’t knew
how to make sounds and operate Reflect. Even if she at that point
didn’t understood the causality between her action and the sound
coming from Reflect, she was motivated by the sound and light while
she was hugging Reflect and continued to interact.
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5. DISCUSSION
From Wendy’s interaction and how she switched between roles and
relations in the different Scenes, and with her family, we believe that
computer based interactive tangibles can offer new possibilities
leading to well-being. Well-being as the possibility to master, create,
strengthen relations and sense-of-coherence based on a relational
perspective on musicking [13]. A future development could be to
offer Reflect on a 24/7 basis, and program even more dynamic rules
changing the music to be motivating for longer time. Another
possibility would be for users to add music on their own, in order to
extend users’ freedom and the possibilities to make decisions [13, 6].
To create computer based interactive tangibles that are meaningful
for amateurs, we believe designers and composers, need to work
relational and with all three processes from decomposing,
recomposing to recreating.
They need to take responsibility for doing the selecting and
decomposing of genres, songs and sounds, with an understanding of
the persons who should play and recreate with the music. In the
recomposing of the material and the writing of composition rules
they should not leave the interaction design to a person without
musical and aesthetical understanding and craftsmanship.
Finally, we need to upgrade the status of working with users of all
kinds. We call it recreation because it is creative; the material is
composed to exceed the initial ideas. The user is part of creating the
music. At the same time the composer is needed more than ever. Our
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network connection to a specific one provided, to type IP
address of mobile devices or to type a given session name
inside the downloaded app), which creates an additional
technical barrier for casual mobile phone users. Web-based
approach [13] requires less configuration effort for audience
(e.g. launching web browser, typing web address) but user
interfaces on the web browser are limited at the moment in a
way that it cannot take advantage of native functionalities of a
mobile phone (e.g. sound synthesis, sensors).
The use of IP spoofing has been proposed recently for the
purpose of content distribution to audience members [7]
although it requires that only one network router be present or
the audience be instructed how to connect to it. Ad-hoc
networking has previously been discussed in the context of
structuring networked mobile performance [5]. MANET is
more general than ZeroConf networking hence our work
expands the scope of the previous work as well.

Abstract
This work introduces a way to distribute mobile applications
using mobile ad-hoc network in the context of audience
participation. The goal is to minimize user configuration so
that the process is highly accessible for casual smartphone
users. The prototype mobile applications utilize WiFiDirect
and Service Discovery Protocol to distribute code. With the
aid of these two technologies, the prototype system requires
no infrastructure and minimum user configuration.

Keywords
audience participation, mobile music, ad-hoc network,
network music

1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s ubiquity of smartphones and proliferation of mobile
applications facilitate new forms of artistic expression
emphasizing audience participation. Hence it is important to
be able to distribute and manage interactivity of audience in
performance setting. In this paper we utilize mobile ad-hoc
network (MANET) for distributing mobile applications to a
group of people in a particular space so that the distributed
application can be used for audience participation.
Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) consists of voluntary
mobile hosts that communicate with each other without a
fixed infrastructure in the middle. In MANET, mobile devices
are the nodes of the network, and it allows seamless
communication at low cost [1]. Unfortunately, MANET has
limited scalability so that it is not ideal for general-purpose
networking. However, MANET can be useful for applications
which incorporate small-scale networks and are tolerant to
limited bandwidth. In [2], MANET was used for a text-based
personal communication system based on location profiles of
users.
Audience participation is one effective way to engage the
audience in the contexts of music performance [6],
presentation [10], and interactive classroom experience [12].
Often, performers hands out additional devices (e.g. light
sticks, clickers, paddles from above examples) to the audience
so that they can transmit interaction data to the presenter of
the event. The cost of devices is in proportion to the number
of participants, and they only allow limited types of
interaction (e.g. multiple choices for clickers). An alternative
is to utilize personal smartphones of the audience and use
mobile applications [3, 8, 9, 11]. However, this forces the
presenter to guide the audience to configure their mobile
phones (to download an app from an app store, to change

2. DISTRIBUTION ENVIRONMENTS
2.1. Target System and Data
In this work, we utilize urMus [4] which allows flexible
design of interactive mobile applications and is able to run a
mobile application by transmitting program code over
wireless network. A user can access the mobile phone from a
computer by typing IP address on a web browser. The mobile
phone, as a web server, provides a remote programming
environment so that a user can write a program and send it to
the mobile phone to run the code within urMus application.
However, the environment provides no easy method to
distribute program code to multiple mobile devices other than
to connect each mobile device one by one.
Given urMus can run mobile applications by transmitting
relatively small sized data (code text); a typical urMus
program is smaller than 10 KB and rarely exceed 20 KB. It
makes suitable for MANET transmit data in fairly short time.
Since the application distributed will be determined by code
text, it enables a wide range of interactions, from playing a
mobile music instrument to answering true/false questions.
The central observation why MANET is desirable for our
purposes is that no additional infrastructure is required other
than mobile devices that audience and the presenter already
have. A typical scenario where this system can be useful is a
Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) event or any public event
where most of people already have smartphones.

2.2. Design Goal

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30-July 3, 2014, Goldsmiths, London, U.K.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Since this network is utilized to organize audience
participatory event in a local setting where the presenter and
audience can communicate verbally, high latency is
acceptable given that data transmission will only happen
intermittently or once during the concert. However it is
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problematic if the total time distribution increases in
proportion to the size of the audience (e.g. 5 seconds per
person in case there are 100 people in the event, which is over
8 minutes). Ideally, the distribution process should not
increase linearly in time so that it is scalable in terms of total
time of dissemination.
One of the most important requirements of the system is
accessibility: it has to be easy to use (network configuration,
data transmission). Many systems rely on some type of user
configuration (typing IP address, typing URL, downloading
an app, changing network to a designated WiFi network, etc.).
Those actions are not always intuitive to general audience.
We wish to minimize the number of user actions as well as
reduce the complexity.

will require one extra user configuration but also because a
participant needs to know which device will have data to be
retrieved among many WiFiDirect enabled devices of other
audience members. Using service discovery, information of
state of a device such as whether it has (or needs) up-to-date
code can be incorporated in broadcasting a service.

3. CODE DISTRIBUTION METHOD

4.1. Data Transfer Iteration

4. CODE DISTRIBUTION DESIGN
For a prototype purpose, two mobile applications have been
implemented, one for the performer who has data to be
distributed (acting as server) and the other for audience who
has to receive data (client application). It is built on Android
platform. The following sections will cover our design of
code distribution procedure.

There are many possible options to realize the goal of
distributing data to people, from mobile ad-hoc network to
centralized web server structure. In Table 1, we review
possible options available today that are able to fulfill similar
requirements and compare them in terms of accessibility (user
configuration).

Forming MANET using WiFiDirect for this purpose is
challenging because MANET does not allow many nodes in
one connected network. The basic approach taken in this
work is to make one-to-one connection multiple times to
distribute code and close the connection immediately after
data transfer is made. For each connection, the device that has
code will find a device that needs the code using SDP, makes
the connection, transfer the code using WiFiDirect, close s the
connection and look for another peer.
In an actual performance, participants are instructed to
download an app from app store (Google Play Store or Apple
App Store) and launch the app. Once the app is launched, the
process of data transfer begins as stated in Figure 1. When a
participant launches the client application, it immediately
broadcasts a service. Whether a device of a participant
broadcast service or not will be an indicator that the device
has up-to-data code or not. Although it is more intuitive to
have the server application broadcast a service and the client
application to discover the service to retrieve the code, by
migrating broadcasting to audience device, we can guarantee
exactly one user action per user, which will be discussed in
the following section in detail.
In the meantime, the server application tries to discover a
service within the range of WiFiDirect covers (with ranges up
to 200 meters). Once the server finds a service, it picks one of
the devices that broadcasts a service and make connection
automatically. Note that there will be services as many as the
number of participants and the server application will pick the
first device discovered. Once the server application make a
connection request to a client application, a participant needs
to confirm the pairing by pressing accept button on the
screen, which is the only user action for the participant for
network configuration. After connection is established, the
server application sends data immediately to the client
application. When audience application receives data, it sends
an acknowledgement message to the server application. The
server application closes the connection with the client
application upon receipt of acknowledgement. Since the client
application received data of interest, it needs not to broadcast
a service any more. After closing the connection, the server
application tries to discover another peer that broadcast a
service again. Naturally, client peers that did not receive data
will have a chance to make connection to the server
application. Eventually, the server application can iterate the
process of making a connection and data transmission to all
peers until no peers broadcast services. Note that the only
user configuration required in the whole process is for a
participant to press “accept” button (other than downliading
and launching the app).

Table 1 Possible Networking methods for Distribution
Code Distribution
Methods
Server–
Client/Cloud
MANES1
Searching devices
over a WiFi
network
DNS-based
Service Discovery
AllJoyn
WiFi-Direct

Pros and Cons
+ straight Forward Concept
− additional Infrastructure
− requires user configuration (no proximity information)
− requires connectivity
+ can simulate proximity
+ support any types of connectivity (WiFi/Mobile)
− need to install one more mobile application
+ less user configuration
− devices needs to be connected to a same network.
− limited in searching devices
+ zero configuration in broadcasting /discovering
− devices needs to be connected to a same network.
+ high level API that supports many different platforms
− devices needs to be connected to a same network.
+ proximity based connection
+ wide coverage (no WiFi network /3G/4G needed)
− not scalable for a number of nodes
− supports only WiFi Direct certified devices.

We chose WiFiDirect and Service Discovery. WiFiDirect is
appropriate for the goal of achieving minimum user
configuration. WiFi-Direct is a way to enable peer-to-peer
communication between mobile devices. It does not require
any infrastructure so that the users do not need to change the
network configuration of the device (e.g. changing network,
typing IP address so on). In addition, WiFiDirect outperforms
other similar methods such as NFC or Bluetooth in terms of
coverage range or speed. However, one drawback of
WiFiDirect is that the network topology can only be one to
one or one to a few. The number of devices in the network is
expected to be “smaller than the number supported by
traditional standalone access points2.”
Further we utilize Service Discovery Protocol based on
WiFiDirect, which is available from Jelly Bean Operating
System (Android 4.1 or higher). Service Discovery Protocol
(SDP) is network protocols that allow automatic detection of
devices and services offered by the devices on a network.
Without Service Discovery, a participant needs to choose a
device to connect, which is not desirable not only because it
1

http://whispercomm.org/manes/

2

http://www.wi-fi.org/knowledge-center/faq/how-many-devices-canconnect
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Figure 1 the process of a server application (left)
transmitting code data to client application (right) for one
audience member.

4.2. Scalable Distribution
Although this iterative connection model described in the
previous section accomplishes minimum user configuration,
this model is not scalable. If there are n peers, the total time is
n times the duration of data transmission for one peer. The
time it takes to transmit data is instant but the time it takes to
initiate connection (discover/request/ negotiate) is not. It takes
several seconds to initiate a WiFiDirect connection. The total
time of data distribution may be reduced if transmissions
happen in parallel. However, WiFiDirect is not designed to
support multiple devices, it is hard to initiate connection to
large group of peers (even 3-4 devices are challenging). To
expedite the process, the client application will distribute the
code as well once it retrieves the code successfully. As soon
as a device received code, it will look for a device that did not
receive the code. In other words, the client application with
valid data will stop broadcasting and try to discover other
client application that is broadcasting a service to seek for
code distribution. Initially the only peer, which has code data,
is the server application, but once it transmits code to a peer,
the peer and the server application are able to transmit code to
two other client applications. The number of devices that can
distribute data then grows exponentially. Figure 2 shows the
example of the whole process in four iterations when there are
15 devices from the audience and one device that runs the
server application. The time it takes to distribute to whole
group will be O(log2N). For example if there are 1000
participants and if it takes 5 seconds to transmit to one peer, it
will take log21000(≈10) times 50 seconds (less than 1 minute)
which is much more scalable than one device transmitting to
all audience devices, which will take 1000 times five seconds.
In addition, since this network is weakly connected network
where devices are not always connected but share its state by
service discovery, it is completely fine for a node to join and
leave the network.
One important characteristic in the basic connection model
described in 5.1 is that client applications broadcast a service
and the server application makes a connection request
automatically when it discovers the service, which seems
counter-intuitive. Recall that the device that receives the
connection request will require a user to press “accept”
button. In this way, we can guarantee only one button press
per user, otherwise, some participants will have to keep
pressing “accept” button many times, which will interrupt the
participant’s interaction with the device with a modal
message dialog.

Figure 2 From upper left, it shows how one server
application distribute code to 15 different devices. See it
takes four iterations of connection procedure to distribute
mobile application code.

4.3. Updating Mobile Application
Once all devices received code, all devices will try to
discover a service but none will broadcast a service (the final
state in Figure 2). This state is problematic in a scenario when
the performer wants to distribute more than one application.
For instance, imagine there are two audience participation
pieces at a performance and the performer wants to change
the musical instruments for each music piece. Or if he or she
wants to update the nature of the musical instrument during a
music piece so that it will change the texture of the overall
sound. In this case, the final state (from Figure 2) where all
devices try to discover service makes it impossible to
distribute the code because server application can only
distribute code to the devices in broadcast mode. To distribute
the new code to all audience again, the network have to go
back to the initial state.
The approach we took to restore the initial state in this work
is to add a property of version in each service discovery and
service broadcast. Service Discovery Protocol allows a
programmer to add text data and any customized information
within the size constraint (less than 200 bytes). We embedded
the version of the app in the service so that both discovery
mode and broadcast mode is associated with an integer
number that indicates the version of the application to be
distributed. The modified procedure is exactly same with the
previous one except that the code will be distributed to the
device in broadcast mode only when the version is less than
or equal to the version of the device in discovery mode. In
addition, if a client application in discovery mode discover a
service that has version greater than the number it tries to
discover, the application is programmed to go back to
broadcast mode with updated version. This state transition
happens much faster than the code distribution procedure
because the client application only discovers broadcasted
service and does not need to make connection with other
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6. CONCLUSION

devices at all. In addition, the signal that new distribution will
be distributed go viral. If one of the client application
discover a service with greater version, it will go to broadcast
mode immediately with the updated version number which
again help other devices to discover the service and go back
to the broadcasting mode. This will change the whole
audience to go back to broadcast mode quickly again in
exponential manner. A few seconds later, the whole group
will reach the initial state and the server application can again
discover a service with version 2 like it did in the initial state.

This work introduces a way to distribute mobile applications
using mobile ad-hoc network in context of audience
participation. It utilizes WiFiDirect and Service Discovery
Protocol to distribute code. With the aid of these two
technologies, the system requires no infrastructure and
minimum user configuration in the procedure. It also
succeeds in mobile application distribution in a batch with
acceptable latency for a music performance. Currently we
have tested this system in small-scale but not yet in a real
music performance. We plan to make improvement in both
performance (time) and reliability on this method and realize
an audience particiaption music piece in the near future.
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Figure 3 The server application (A) broadcast a service to
make a device (B) go back to broadcast mode. Note that
the device that discovered the server application
broadcasted service (B) will again broadcast a service
with version 2 and signal other devices to go back to the
broadcast mode. The connection between (C) and (D) is
usual scenario that were modified with version
comparison so as to run the usual code distribution
described in section 5.2.

5. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
The server application is implemented as a simple mobile
application which contains code data and basic functionalities
such as discover / refresh / disconnect and broadcast with
version data. It prints out the current state of ongoing
connection and discovered services for monitoring purpose.
The client application is implemented on top of urMus
application. It does not have any user interface regarding the
code distribution other than a simple message on launching
screen which instructs to wait for code distribution and accept
incoming connection if any. The client application does not
run anything at all if there is no server application that
distributes the code.
We tested two applications to evaluate code distribution in a
lap setting. The system serves its function of distributing
mobile application successfully 3 . As designed, the code
distribution procedure is efficient in achieving the goal of
making it accessible to use. It requires no configuration other
than downloading the client application from app store,
launching the application and pressing a button to accept the
incoming connection. The time it takes to make one
connection between a pair of device is measured from
multiple trials. Most of the times, the iteration is complete
within nine seconds at most. Analytically, we can calculate
the estimated time of completion for large-scale audience. For
example, 90 seconds will allow ten iterations of connection
and cover about 1000 devices (210 = 1024).
3

Demo video is available at http://youtu.be/wGTe5w7DRl0
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ABSTRACT
The El-Lamellophone (El-La) is a Lamellophone hyperinstrument incorporating electronic sensors and integrated
DSP. An embedded Linux micro-computer supplants the
laptop. A piezo-electric pickup is mounted to the underside of the body of the instrument for direct audio acquisition providing a robust signal with little interference. The
signal is used for electric sound-reinforcement, creative signal processing and audio analysis developed in Puredata
(Pd). This signal inputs and outputs the micro-computer
via stereo 1/8th inch phono jacks. Sensors provide gesture recognition affording the performer a broader, more dynamic range of ”musical human-computer interaction” (MHCI)
over specific DSP functions. The instrument’s metal tines
(conventionally used for plucking- traditional lamellophone
sound production method) tines have been adapted to include capacitive touch in order to control a synthesizer. Initial investigations have been made into digitally-controlled
electromagnetic actuation of the acoustic tines, aiming to
allow performer control and sensation via both traditional
Lamellophone techniques, as well as extended playing techniques that incorporate shared human/computer control of
the resulting sound. The goal is to achieve this without compromising the traditional sound production methods of the
acoustic instrument while leveraging inherent performance
gestures with embedded continuous controller values essential to MHCI. The result is an intuitive, performer designed,
hybrid electro-acoustic instrument, idiomatic computer interface, and robotic acoustic instrument in one framework.

playing while allowing the performer to engage various specific sensors with broad or minute arm/hand gestures or
explicitly with the free fingers. The unused surface area of
the body is ideal for intuitive sensor placement, while direct
audio acquisition is simple and robust via a piezo transducer. Lamellophones are typically sheerly acoustic folk
instruments, however, augmentations, such as ours, equip
the instrument for contemporary settings where audio processing and sound reinforcement are commonplace as well
as offering experimental, novel sound design and interactive
multi-media performance practice capabilities.

Keywords
NIME, proceedings, LATEX, template

Figure 1: El-la: Tines are capacitive touch sensors

1.

Previous work in lamellophone hyperinstruments can be
reviewed in [9]. Our design is meant to be adaptable, easily replicable [5], and open-source so that any lamellophone
performer could render their own version with little engineering background. El-La utilizes relatively easily sourced,
low-cost components drawing from Konono No. 10 s [3] spirit
of using salvaged electronic components to develop new
electro-acoustic instruments, analog signal processing and
amplification systems for their neo-traditional lamellophone
based music.
The instrument in its native state is made from wood
which is hand carved with an effigy at the top for ornamentation. The tines are mounted to the body in the conventional method with a bridge. Additionally, small metal rings
have been added to the tines to create a desired sustaining
buzz when the tines are plucked. This is typical of many

INTRODUCTION

Lamellophones have a series of tines that are fixed at one
end and free on the other. The musical tone is produced by
depressing and releasing the free end with the thumb allowing the tine to freely vibrate. They are ideal instruments
for augmentation being handheld, compact and ergonomic.
The instruments design facilitates uninterrupted traditional
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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traditional African instruments [4]- which is interesting that
it is a type of acoustic distortion filter. The body has been
carved out on the inside creating a resonant chamber. The
instrument is tuned to a single diatonic scale. Since the
instrument is non-western, and therefore doesn’t conform
to the tempered chromatic scale, the suggestion of the octave is only relative to each preceding note when ascending
the scale. Meaning, the instrument is tuned by ear and not
by mathematically uniformed spaced intervals. The exact
frequencies of each tine can be reviewed in[9].

2.

chosen for the resistor in series with the Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) by connecting the FSR circuit to the gain CV
of an analog synthesizer while viewing the output voltage
on an oscilloscope. This value gave the best compromise
between music expressiveness and full-scale reading on the
oscilloscope. Also mounted on the back panel is one XY
resistive analog joystick accessible by the left middle finger. On the side panel one SoftPot resistive membrane is
mounted. The pushbuttons connect to the digital pins of
the Arduino board, while the rest of the components connect to the analog pins.

HARDWARE : SENSOR INTERFACE

El-La incorporates a capacitive touch sensor controller, a
three-axis gyroscope, a force sensitive resistor (FSR), 6 switches,
2 rotary Potentiometers, a membrane slider potentiometer,
an xy axis joystick, and LEDs for visual feedback. To facilitate easy sensor acquisition, all sensors interface with
an Arduino Nano. The capacitive touch sensor controller
interfaces with the Arduino using an I2C interface, while
the IMU outputs all sensors processed by its onboard ATmega328 via a serial stream (UART). All other sensors (butFigure 3: sensor interface (l) and Beaglebone (r)
tons, pots, joystick, and FSR) interface by way of the Arduino Nanos analog and digital inputs. The Nano plugs
directly into and is powered by the Beaglebone and com2.2.2 Capacitive Touch
municates via USB. The whole system is modular, easily
For
this implementation we use 20 AWG wire soldered to
removable and packs into a case for transport.
the eight (8) tines on the El-Lamellaphone as electrodes.
Each wire was then connected to the MPR121 Capacitive
Touch Sensor Controller2 from Freescale. This package is
capable of controlling twelve (12) electrodes and interfaces
via I2 C protocol. It also includes a three-level filtering process to eliminate any noise-induced detection. The maximum response time is 32 µsec and its output byte contains touch/release status for all tines. An advantage of
this package is that it allows simultaneous touch detection
of the eight tines- which in this case is used for polyphony.

2.2.3 9DOF
For the gyroscope implementation we use an InvenSense
ITG-3200 three-axis (X (roll), Y (pitch) and Z (yaw)) gyroscope with I2 C interface. This small package (4 × 4 ×
0.9 mm) digitally ouputs rotational data from any of the
three sensed axes at a rate of 20 msec. In the current
implementation the gyroscope is built into a 9DOF Razor
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)3 via I2 C protocol. The
IMU’s firmware scales the 16-bit output range of the gyroscope into a [−180.00, 180.00] range for each axis and then
transmits the rotational data to the host Arduino board
via the serial ports Tx and Rx, at a baudrate of 56700
bps. Figure 4 shows the direction of rotation of each of the
sensing axes, in reference to the El Lamellophone. In the
future we will use a cheaper platform for prototyping. This
model was readily available at no cost so we chose to use
it at the time. Lamellophone based gesture sensing using
an IMU builds on previous work that was sketched using a
Wiimote [9].

Figure 2: flow chart of modularity of componants

2.1 Piezo
A contact microphone, mounted on the body of the ElLamellophone, is connected straight to the 1/8” audio jack
of the Beaglebone board to acquire the audio signal. The
signal is then processed in Pure Data.

2.2 Arduino and Sensors - HCI
The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, and breadboardfriendly board based on the ATmega328 (Arduino Nano 3.0)
and works with a Mini-B USB cable 1 .

2.2.1

Switches, Pots, FSR, Joystick, Membrane

The HCI components of the El-Lamellophone are strategically located so that they don’t interfere with the performer’s playability of the instrument in the conventional
sense [8]. Six Pushbuttons and two (47k - the value chosen was arbitrary) rotary potentiometers are mounted on
the upper back panel- accessed by the left and right index
finger respectively. One Force Sensing Resistor (FSR) is located on the lower right front panel, below the tines, easily
reachable by the right middle finger. The value of 2kΩ was
1

2.3

LEDs

A 10-segment LED bar graph is used to provide state and
sensor feedback to the EL-lamellophone user. To economize the wiring footprint and then number of Arduino pins
needed, two 8-bit Shift Registers are used to control the
LED bar graph.
2
http://www.freescale.com/webapp/sps/site/prod_
summary.jsp?code=MPR121
3
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10736

http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardNano
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Figure 4: Axes of rotation of 9DOF

2.4 Firmware
The Arduino firmware is simple: each loop an output vector
of floating point numbers is populated with the measurement from each sensor, and then sent to Pure Data using
a serial connection. First, all analog sensors are read and
stored in the first section of the vector. The Capacitive
Touch Sensors states are stored in the next portion of the
output vector. Finally the IMUs serial stream is parsed and
stored at the end of the output vector. The output vector
is now fully populated and ready to be transmitted to Pure
Data. From the Arduinos perspective, transmission of the
output vector to Pure Data is accomplished by writing the
entire vector to the serial port one value at a time, with a
newline character signifying the end of the vector.

3. HOST COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE
3.1 Beaglebone
Significant previous work has been done by the authors using this autonomous music computing platform featuring
the Beaglebone. Technical specs (including the performance
of the DSP latency) can be seen in [6], which was a previous autonomous hyperinstrument platform developed by
the authors for the electric guitar.

Figure 5: complete mounted system (velcro straps)

4.

3.2 Puredata
The DSP environment is built in Puredata (Pd). We chose
Pd because it is free, widely supported, flexible, and robust.
Serial data is received from the Arduino and then scaled and
mapped to control specific effect parameters (delay length,
feedback level, filter frequency, etc.). This simple prototyping system is robust but offers a lot of flexibility and potential. The sensor data can also provide an intuitive control interface for synthesis applications including controlling oscillator frequency, filter frequency/bandwidth, MIDI
control/note attributes, and envelope values (attack, decay,
sustain, release). This application allows El-la to be used
as a versatile synthesizer controller while the lamellophone
can still be played as usual all housed in one unit.

3.2.1

comport and sensor data parsing

All of the sensor data is transmitted to Puredata by way of
a serial connection with the Arduino. The comport object
provides a serial port interface within Puredata, making all
sensor measurements available. The incoming ascii bytes
are then converted to numerical values.

3.2.2

ACTUATION

A system for actuating the tines of the instrument electromagnetically has been developed, but not yet integrated
into the existing instrument. This work is primarily based
on prior art by Berdahl [1], McPherson [7], and Britt [2].
Mcphersons Techniques and Circuits for Electromagnetic
Actuation outlines the possible methods that can be employed for this purpose, and our design derives from the
“Force on a Ferromagnetic Object” section of the paper.
Britt [5] suggest that the complexity of the circuits used
to drive both McPhersons and Berdahls electromagnetically
enhanced pianos can be reduced when the system is driving
an object without significant harmonic overtones. This is
possible because a simpler amplifier that lacks a linear response can be used, a square wave input will produce a sine
wave output on the physical vibrating body - the harmonic
overtones of the input signal are ignored by the vibrating
body. However, in that paper about electromagnetic actuation of a vibraphone, the large mass of the vibraphone
bar necessitates a powerful amplifier. Luckily, the use of a
polarized magnet affixed to the vibraphone allows for both
positive and negative actuation of the bars, both attracting
and repelling the bar. A +24V and -24V amplifier was used
for that system, and a 3-state waveform that had a positive
portion, a dead zone at GND, and a negative portion was
used to avoid shoot-through on the power supply.
In addition to sharing the same inharmonic overtone property as vibraphone bars, the lamellophone tines have added
advantages from their low mass and natural ferromagnetic
properties, which allow for even greater simplification of
this amplifier. The current amplifier design for EL-La uses
a single-ended 12V supply driving a single MOSFET transistor with a freewheeling diode in parallel. This configura-

Audio Analysis for Control Data

Audio analysis of the input signal is accomplished to provide an amplitude envelope tracking system. RMS energy
is thresholded to a usable range, and energy levels are displayed as they occur. This provides a simple means for
visualizing the rise and fall of the total signal energy, and
any further thresholding control can be added as needed.
This data can be used to create dynamic, audio responsive
control data for other devices.
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work includes designing a PCB and proper housing for the
interface and microcontroller that can easily mount onto
the instrument, while remaining easily removable. A custom Lamellophone design needs to be explored to ascertain whether or not a proprietary version with embedded
interface and controller would be more intuitive. A user
study is planned to gain valuable feedback about the instrument’s augmentations. Solar cells for power could potentially make the instrument truly autonomous and ready
for deployment in the field where collaboration with traditional instrumentalists could be established, merging the
innovation with a staple practice in order to forge new musical territory grounded in intrinsically socially binding and
culturally meaningful music.

6.
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ABSTRACT

ble candidate songs, such that two (or more) musical signals
can be seamlessly mixed together to create an interesting
listening experience [11]. To this end, a recent mashup system [5] used time-stretching and pitch-shifting to explore a
large search space of possible matches whereby songs were
not only beat-matched to enable temporal synchronisation,
but were also modulated in key to create harmonically compatible mixes for songs originally in different keys. Through
the use of phrase-level structural segmentation on the input
song, a multi-song mashup could be created by finding the
best match per phrase from a set of candidate songs, and
piecing the mashup together section by section.
In this work we seek to extend the creative musical possibilities available from the predictive aspect of the performance following system, by attempting to fuse automatic
accompaniment with music mashups. Our goal is to create
a new kind of musical interaction which we call “automashup
accompaniment”. Given a live musical input (e.g. from a
musician playing the guitar), we use the performance follower to predict the chroma (i.e. harmonic) content for the
next beat in the live input signal, and send this chroma
information to the mashup system to determine the best
matching beat slice from a set of candidate songs. Once the
beat slice with the highest compatibility has been found, the
corresponding audio content is played back in real-time to
accompany the live input. Proceeding in this way, beatby-beat, our system Improvasher, can create a real-time
mashup accompaniment for the live musician. An overview
of our real-time mashup concept is shown in Figure 1.
Within the field of computer music, our goal of automashup accompaniment can be considered similar to concatenative synthesis [10, 13] since we attempt to use some
properties of a input signal to drive the some other audio
content – in this case a matching of beat-synchronous harmonic content. The main distinction here is that we work
at a larger time-scale (i.e. at the beat level) rather than at
the frame-level of audio signals to allow the musical content comprising the real-time mashup to be recognisable
to the performer and to listeners. In this light, perhaps
the most closely related system to ours is Jehan’s crosssynthesis technique [7]. However, our approach is designed
to operate in a predictive real-time context, rather than offline. Furthermore, we require the matching content to be
played back to accompany the live input, as opposed to Jehan’s goal of approximate reconstruction of one song from
another.
Improvasher is implemented using Max for the perfor-

In this paper we present Improvasher a real-time musical accompaniment system which creates an automatic mashup to
accompany live musical input. Improvasher is built around
two music processing modules, the first, a performance following technique, makes beat-synchronous predictions of
chroma features from a live musical input. The second,
a music mashup system, determines the compatibility between beat-synchronous chromagrams from different pieces
of music. Through the combination of these two techniques,
a real-time predictive mashup can be generated towards a
new form of automatic accompaniment for interactive musical performance.

Keywords
Automatic accompaniment, music mashups, real-time musical interaction, Max.

1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the earliest research areas in music information retrieval (MIR) addressed the topic of automatic musical accompaniment [4] to enable computers to play along with
musicians in a live performance context. While much research in this area is built around a priori knowledge of
the input piece through access to the musical score [3], a
recent system [12] addressed the automatic accompaniment
problem for improvised music where no score exists. In
this so called “performance following” system, the output
of a real-time beat-synchronous chromagram was passed to
a dynamic programming search method to make a prediction of future chroma content based on analysis of repeated
structure from earlier in the live performance.
A related research topic which address the combination of
music signals, but in a different context, is music mashups.
The goal of computational systems which attempt to automate the music mashup creation process is to determine the
best match between a target song and some number of possiPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Figure 1: The concept of the real-time mashup system. Performance following analysis is used to predict the chroma content of the next beat of the live
input. The best matching chroma to this prediction
in a set of candidate songs is found, and played back
to accompany the input.

Figure 2: An example of the alignment matrix calculated using the long term (300 beat) and short
term (52 beats) histories. There are several points
of strong alignment, the strongest of which is indicated by the arrow.

mance following module, and a standalone C++ application for the mashup module, where the two are connected
via Open Sound Control (OSC).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we summarise the technical implementation of
Improvasher and highlight two possible usage scenarios. In
Section 3 we summarise the main contributions of the paper
and propose areas for future work.

2.

alignment is used as our prediction Ĉk+1 .

2.2

Mashup Module

The goal of the mashup module within Improvasher is to
determine the compatibility or so-called “mashability” between harmonic content from the input and some set of candidate songs which could form part of the real-time mashup.
The estimation of mashability is built around the measurement of cosine similarity between beat-synchronous chromagrams - in our case, between the live performance and
pre-calculated beat-synchronous chromagrams for the set
of candidate songs. In contrast to the mashup system in
[5] which measured mashability over phrase-level sections
(e.g. 16 or 32 beats) in the input signal, we perform the
matching over a much shorter time-scale, i.e. the one beat
at a time that the performance follower predicts on the fly.
We currently restrict the range of the prediction to a single
beat to ensure the highest reliability and consistency in the
predicted chroma content used.
The input to the mashup module is the predicted chroma
vector Ĉk+1 given by the performance follower module at
the onset of the ith beat bi in the music. To find the
best matching beat-slice from the set of N candidate songs,
we measure the cosine similarity, S, between Ĉk+1 and all
beats, p, of the beat-synchronous chromagrams C n across
all candidate songs,

IMPROVASHER

In this section we outline the main components which comprise Improvasher, beginning with the performance following module, after which we discuss the mashup module, the
overall system implementation and usage scenarios.

2.1 Performance following module
The live input processing module of the system is the “performance following” algorithm presented in [12]. As a front
end, using a click track or beat tracker, this algorithm calculates a real-time sequence of beat-synchronous chromagram features by summing frame-level chroma estimations
between beats. This means that at the ith beat bi , we have
the beat-synchronous chromagram Ck for the kth inter-beat
interval [bi−1 , bi ].
This information only tells us about what has just happened, and so in order to have some information on the
harmonic content of the current inter-beat interval, the
algorithm attempts to predict the next beat-synchronous
chroma vector Ĉk+1 , based upon the sequence of chromagram vectors observed to date in the live musical input.
The prediction process involves comparing the long term
history (e.g. the previous 150 beat-synchronous chroma vectors) to the short term history (e.g. the previous 16 beatsynchronous chroma vectors). The intention is to find an
example of a repetition (or partial repetition) of the short
term history at a previous point in the long term history.
If such an example can be found, we can then inspect the
beat-synchronous chromagram over the beats that follow
on from this point and use them as predictions of future
harmonic content.
In order to achieve this, an alignment matrix is calculated
between the long term and short term histories, as shown in
Figure 2. This is used to estimate the inter-beat interval in
the past where the short term history (i.e. what is currently
being played by the musician) best aligns with the long term
history. Finally, the chroma vector of the beat-synchronous
chromagram which immediately follows the point of best

Spn =

Ĉk+1 · Cpn
||Ĉk+1 || ||Cpn ||

.

(1)

Once this brute-force search has been completed across all
beat frames p and candidate songs n, the song, nmax , with
the highest cosine similarity is found as follows
nmax = argmax(max(Spn ))

(2)

n

and then the corresponding beat slice pmax is found from
nmax as
pmax = argmax(Spnmax ).

(3)

p

Having found the best matching beat frame, we then immediately playback the corresponding audio slice so that it is
beat-synchronised with the live input. At the onset of the
next beat, and hence the next predicted beat chroma vector,
the process repeats as before. To smooth out any potential
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Figure 3: An overview of the Improvasher architecture showing the inputs, outputs and interconnections
between components.
discontinuities which might arise from the concatenation of
non-consecutive beat slices of audio, we implement a crossfade over the first 10ms of each new beat.

2.3 Implementation
The Improvasher system comprises two main parts, the performance follower module and the mashup module. The
core of the Improvasher system is an extension of the performance follower Max patch from [12]. This handles the incoming audio stream, the creation of the beat-synchronous
chromagram and the prediction of future chroma vectors
at the onset of each new beat. The mashup module is implemented as a separate standalone C++ application built
using the Juce Library [9] which receives a chroma vector
as input, determines mashability and then triggers playback of the audio corresponding to the best matching beat
slice from the set of candidate songs. This transmission
of chroma vectors from the performance follower to the
mashup module happens via OSC (open sound control). An
overview of the complete Improvasher system is shown in
Figure 3. A corresponding screenshot of the Improvasher
Max patch is shown in Figure 4.
For this prototype implementation of Improvasher we impose three constraints to simplify the processing and reduce
the computational burden:

Figure 4: A screenshot of the Improvasher patch
for Max.
By constraining Improvasher in this way, we need only
retrieve the audio corresponding to the best matching beat
slice and commence playback without any additional processing, thus minimising the computational cost while maintaining the majority of the core functionality of the mashup
system in [5]. We revisit these constraints within future
work in Section 3.

• For all candidate songs, we pre-compute the beatsynchronous chromagram representation so this can
be pre-loaded into Improvasher prior to the start of
the live musical performance, thus negating the need
to analyse the set of candidate songs more than once.
• We force the tempo of the live input to be fixed by
having the musician play along with a metronome set
to 120 beats per minute (bpm). This removes the need
to include real-time beat tracking which could introduce errors, and allows us to time-stretch all candidate
songs to be at 120 bpm (i.e. exactly 500 ms per beat
slice) before run-time. For time-stretching and pitchshifting we use the open source Rubberband Library
[2].

2.4

Usage

Based on our initial experiments we have explored two main
usage scenarios for Improvasher. The first involves creating
a real-time mashup to accompany a live music performance,
e.g. from a guitar. As specified above, we simplify the creation of the real-time mashup accompaniment by restricting
the performer to play along to a metronome, thus eliminating the need for real-time automatic beat tracking. To exert
some control over how the mashup can sound, the musician
can specify a subset of the pre-analysed candidate songs, for
instance only using examples of solo bass playing, or only
music from a particular style (e.g. house music). Alternatively, the musician can choose to include all candidate
songs to create more experimental mashups.
The second usage scenario is a direct result of the pre-

• To reflect the ability of the mashup system in [5]
to find matches between songs in different keys, we
pre-compute the pitch-shifted versions of all candidate songs, over a range of ±3 semitones. These keyshifted versions effectively appear as different candidate songs, but this prevents the need perform pitchshifting at run time.
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computation of time-stretched versions of the candidate
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examples [6].
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In this paper we have presented Improvasher, a system for
creating real-time music mashups as accompaniment to a
live musical input. The main contribution of this work is
in the application of a predictive model of harmonic content to drive a real-time mashup accompaniment for live
musical input. Our initial experiences using Improvasher,
particularly with a live guitar input have shown that we can
use the musical performance to “guide” the selection of harmonically related beat segments by playing different chords.
While the output of the system can sound very different to
the input, it appears to exhibit some musical connection
with the live input.
In the current implementation of Improvasher we imposed
several constraints. In particular, we fixed the tempo of the
input using a metronome and pre-computed time-stretched
and pitch-shifted candidates for use in the the mashup accompaniment. To expand the flexibility for live musical
input – to allow for more expressive musical timing, our
main goal in future work will be to relax these constraints
and directly incorporate a real-time beat tracking front-end.
While this increases the complexity of the front-end analysis, and requires accurate estimation of beats in real-time, it
also generates the need to undertake time-stretching (and
potentially pitch-shifting) on the fly, which we consider a
significant technical challenge.
Beyond the inclusion of time-varying analysis into Improvasher, we intend to explore several further extensions.
We will examine the effect of extending the duration of
the prediction of harmonic content made by the performance following module. This could allow for real-time
bar-synchronous mashups, or the use of longer phrase-level
structure, and thereby make the components used in the
mashup more recognisable, potentially increasing the overall enjoyment of the musical result for listeners. Following
the techniques presented in the earGram system [1] for concatenative music composition, we will also investigate the
nature of the transitions between contiguous sections used
in the mashup towards imposing more structure and internal coherence. In addition, we plan to incorporate more features for estimating mashability, in particular those which
can capture timbral and rhythmic characteristics of the music to offer users more than just harmonic compatibility in
mashup creation.
Finally, we will address the interface, or possible interfaces of Improvasher. Within the context of the real-time
DJ mashup usage scenario, we plan to build a Max for Live
device for direct integration into Abelton Live, thus removing the need for separate Max and Juce applications. Furthermore, we believe that tangible interfaces (e.g. [8]) could
allow users to control and interact in different ways with the
content used in the real-time mashup. We believe that these
extensions will greatly enhance the creative possibilities of
Improvasher and the field of real-time mashups in general.
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ABSTRACT

More recently Scherer and Zentner [25] proposed to
differentiate between utilitarian and aesthetic emotions. They
describe utilitarian emotions as high-intensity emotions that tend to
make the individual prepare for action with their well-being or even
survival at stake, and denote aesthetic emotions to be more subtle in
nature and triggered in situations that make no immediate material
difference to the individual's well-being. Through a series of
interrelated studies they compiled a list of music-specific emotions
that participants most frequently claimed to experience in response to
music: wonder, transcendence, tenderness, peacefulness, nostalgia,
power, joyful entrainment, tension, and sadness. Scherer and
Zentner’s model is based on the discrete model of emotion with its
inherent flaws of leaving little space for different shades of emotion,
and remains vulnerable to lack of agreement on which emotions
ought to be included. The circumplex model of emotion can offer
space for many different emotions as (theoretically) all imaginable
emotions can be placed within the two dimensional plot. This may be
why in the past ten years the circumplex model of affect has
overtaken the model of discrete emotions in popularity in the area of
music and emotion research [7].
One of the exciting developments in music and emotion
research is its interdisciplinary. Advances in psychology, computing
and audio processing and technologies such as biosensors have all
contributed to the field. In comparison, in the field of the visual arts,
over the past few decades the debate on emotion and art has
remained largely philosophical and has focussed more on defining
what the aesthetic experience is than on how this might be measured.
An important exception to this statement would be Berlyne, who
proposed a ‘new experimental aesthetics’ that focussed on arousal as
a measurable emotional response to art. Berlyne suggested that four
elements were of particular importance in achieving optimum
arousal: complexity, novelty, ambiguity and ‘puzzlingness’. [3]. Over
the years Berlyne changed his mind about what the ultimate level of
arousal is [2,3] but his arousal theory is weakened by its emphasis on
arousal as the main indicator of an individual’s preference [26,27].
In current emotion psychology the theory of appraisal has
surpassed the above outlined arousal theory. The appraisal theory
proposes that not objects or events themselves but our appraisal of
them are the cause of our particular emotional experience [23]. This
is diagonally opposite to what upholders of a formalist view of art,
like Roger Fry, believe, namely that the formal components within
the artwork generate the aesthetic experience [6]. Whilst a thorough
discussion of the nature of aesthetic emotion is outside the remit of
this paper, it should be clear that as of yet there are no clear answers.
Interestingly though, neuroscience has taken an interest in the subject
matter and recent research suggests that the individuals' taste in art is
linked with their sense of identity [31].

In A State is a live performance system that detects emotion
from live audio (in this case a piano performance) and
generates visuals and electroacoustic music in response. This
paper discusses the continuing development of the system and
the backdrop of emotion in music and arts practice.

Keywords
Emotion models and detection, live performance, art, visualisation,
live electroacoustic agent

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper explores the basis for a new live performance system
incorporating elements of visualisation and electroacoustic music,
driven by computer-perceived emotion. Emotion is a complex
topic much studied in music and arguably equally central to the
visual arts [12] where this is usually referred to with the
overarching label of aesthetics. We begin by surveying existing
research and practice in the arts and emotion, with a particular view
to the assumptions underlying such systems and research. Models of
emotion are central to the ensuing performance system, and this
critical approach is part of the aesthetic goal of the project.
The first challenge in making work related to emotion is to
define emotion, and which underlying emotion model to choose.
There are two main models of emotion that are widely used: the
discrete and the dimensional model. The discrete model suggests that
there are certain basic universal emotions, where the list typically
includes anger, fear, enjoyment, disgust, surprise and sadness [10].
The dimensional model is also called the circumplex model of affect
and suggests that all emotions derive from two neurophysiological
systems, one related to arousal and the other to valence [24].
The term valence in this context relates to being attracted
(positive valence) or repulsed (negative valence) by a stimulus.
Arousal denotes intensity and can be more directly read with
physiological sensing: a basic GSR (Galvanic Skin response) sensor
can provide this information [18]. Whether an emotion is positive or
negative is much harder to establish with technology and generally
needs to be self-reported. As the circumplex model of affect uses a
sliding scale of emotion it leaves more space for different shades and
intensities of emotions than the discrete model.
When studying emotional response to music or art both models
have their problems as the emotional response in these specific
domains includes emotions of an aesthetic nature, over and above the
basic emotions of enjoyment, sadness and surprise. Art historian
Roger Fry contemplated in 1909 that aesthetic emotion is different
from other emotions in its lack of calling us to action: “Morality,
then, appreciates emotion by the standard of resultant action. Art
appreciates emotion in and for itself. “ [11]

2. ARTWORKS THAT TRACK EMOTION
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The technologies used to track emotion are diverse and
complex. As input, a combination of physiological signals
can be used, but facial recognition and voice analysis are also
popular candidates and gesture recognition is another
technique to obtain emotional content [17].
For a review of artworks that use physiological sensing to
obtain more information on the viewers’ internal state, see
[30, chapter 3]. A selection of artworks that track emotion via
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visualizer using a cartoon-style 2D emotion mapping from 5 acoustic
features [8]. The aim of such work is to create an ‘emotional
agent’ [1,4] that can detect the emotion expressed in music.
Such a system can be trained from annotated audio files and
then applied to live audio in a concert situation to give
decisions on observed emotional content.

other means are listed below; these works show a prevalence
for the model of discrete emotions. The non-live work Cheese
by Christian Moeller picks up on the authenticity of a smile.
The work consists of six flatbed monitors each showing a video
of a different actress who has been instructed to keep smiling
for an hour and a half. The smile is analysed by bespoke
software and judged on its sincerity. When a smile does not
pass the ‘sincerity threshold’, an alarm goes off and alerts the
actress to be more authentic [20].
Tina Gonsalves made a body of work based on emotion. One
work, Chameleon, is a collaboration with neuroscientists Chris
Frith and Hugo Critchley and uses facial recognition software
to assess the emotional state of the gallery visitor [13]. A
visitor’s emotion is mirrored back to them with the distortion
that the emotions of the people standing in front of the two
other screens are averaged with theirs. Gonsalves based her
system on the discrete model of the six basic emotions by Paul
Ekman, with the difference that she replaced fear with a neutral
state. This may be because of Ekman’s observation that the
difference between fear and surprise was not easily
distinguishable across different cultures [9].
Naoko Tosa, Joy Nicholson and Ryohei Nakatsu explored
the area of using emotional content in speech to control the
behaviour of virtual characters. They created an emotional
recognition algorithm by collecting a large speech database and
training a neural network using this database. They obtained
50% accuracy for speaker and content independent emotion
recognition. They worked with eight emotional states: anger,
sadness, happiness, fear, surprise, disgust, playfulness and
neutrality. They claimed they could develop realistic computer
characters with an ability for spontaneous interaction [21],
however, the level of accuracy left something to be desired.
Naoko Tosa applied this research to the ‘Network NeuroBaby with robotics hand’, which she classes not as an artwork,
but as an ‘automatic facial expression synthesizer that responds
to expressions of feelings in the human voice and handshake.’
This performance tool generates a baby face with facial
expressions that respond to the human voice. If the speaker’s
tone is gentle and soothing, the baby smiles and laughs. If the
speaker’s voice is low or threatening, the baby responds with a
sad or angry expression and voice. Loud, sudden or disproving
sounds will make the baby cry. The baby is programmed to
keep eye contact through the use of an Active Eye Sensing
System. A hand-shaking device gathers further information on
the emotional state of the interactant [29].

4. A PROTOTYPE DISCRETE EMOTION
DETECTION SYSTEM
As a step towards our emotion-aware system, we first
investigated the detection of perceived discrete emotions from
audio alone. Four acoustic piano improvisations of five and a
quarter minutes each for the emotional states of happiness,
anger, sadness and tenderness were recorded with two different
microphones (capacitor and dynamic) simultaneously. The
piano improvisations were created (improvised) by the second
author following the guide of Eerola [8] for the 'typical'
characteristics of these states combined with the pianist’s
personal opinion of what these emotions should sound like.
Eerola [8] suggests that ‘Anger…is characterized by a high
sound level, fast tempo, high pitch variability, high-frequency
energy content, and fast tone attacks’ [8, p.611]) and provides
similar data for the other three emotions. Training of a machine
learning algorithm took place offline on half the material, with
the other half used for testing of generalisation performance.
Implementation used the SCMIR Music Information Retrieval
Library for SuperCollider [5], which allows straightforward
translation from offline training to a live system.
The ten audio features were perceptual loudness, spectral
centroid, tempo, musical key clarity (the confidence in one key
over others in a key detector), musical key detected (especially
important for the major/minor distinction), attack slope (of
detected onsets, as an articulation cue), and four energy bands
split equally within 7 octaves (as a measure of registral area on
the piano). These features were selected on the basis of Eerola’s
study [8] concerning effective audio features used in an offline
study of affect in soundtracks, that linked themselves to the
four emotional states of happy, sad, angry, and tender. Features
were extracted based on a frame rate of approximately 43 per
second, with an overlap factor of 2 for windows of 2048
samples at 44100Hz sampling rate. Features were normalized
with respect to global minimum and maximum values extracted
from the corpus (the feature extraction stage including
normalization factors carries forwards to the live system).
After extraction, feature vectors were aggregated by means
within one-second windows, calculated with a hop size of 0.1
seconds. This hop size ensures that a larger number of training
and testing examples are created, and avoids biasing the system
to too gross a grid (robust generalisation was found to depend
on this step). The mean vectors were then aggregated further
into four one-second windows (spaced by one-second gaps),
covering the last four seconds with a bag of frames
combination of 40 features. A NeuralNet with 40 inputs, 40
hidden units and 4 outputs (one for each emotion class) was
then training on roughly half the data (12724 instances), and
tested on the other half (12728); presentation order of instances
was randomised to avoid class bias in training, and training was
over 1000 epochs (other parameters were explored empirically
without any increase in performance; the implementation was
the SuperCollider NeuralNet class).
The generalisation performance recorded was 64.9%
accuracy over the test set (8260 instances correctly classified
out of 12728), competitive with results for offline systems
reported in [15]. Training set accuracy was 100%, showing that
the neural net had perfectly attuned itself to the training
examples provided, but it is generalisation ability on the
separate test set that determines robustness for live

3. LIVE EMOTION SYSTEMS FOR MUSIC
Live performance systems in music based on emotion have mostly
been based on physiological sensing [16,22], attempting to access
inner emotional state. The emosynth project of Valery Vermeulen
[32], for instance, investigated audiovisual material control from
biosignals, with a training phase measuring a user’s response to
provided material, and a synthesis stage for new content.
There is a role too, however, for models of perceived emotion.
Here, the natural detection modality is to work on an audio signal
itself. Detection of emotion via audio content has been investigated
within the music information retrieval community [15,19]. The
majority of work has concentrated on the offline case, and a
commercial app such as MoodAgent relies on previously established
mood profiles on a company server deriving from hand-annotation
(http://www.moodagent.com/faq; the app in question here is
somewhat strange in listing tempo as an emotion!).
Thorogood and Pasquier [28], presented a soundscape affect
classifier system that uses two axes, one for arousal and one for
valence, with multiple linear regression; the evaluation presently
seems to have been conducted offline based on data from one expert
user. Tuomas Eerola has previously created a realtime emotion
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part of the interface, the arousal-valence data is mapped to
background colour, using the computers’ color wheel (see Figure 2).

performance. The confusion matrix appears in Table 1. We see
that the classifier spots the main categories, but that the classes
of tender and sad engender more confusion, probably due to the
signal characteristics of lower volume and more muted playing
in both cases (though minor/major should have been a
distinction for sad/tender, key is not a perfect discriminator).
Table 1 Confusion Matrix for Neural Net over test set

True
Class

Angry
Happy
Sad
Tender

Predicted Class
Angry
Happy
2473
575
333
2294
386
340
7
1

Sad
98
174
1366
1069

Tender
26
335
1124
2127

A live classifier was built simply by translating the offline
SCMIRAudioFile feature extractor to an SCMIRLive instance
with some appropriate feature aggregation code to match the
procedures detailed above; the NeuralNet had already been
saved and could be brought in ready to use in native
SuperCollider code. Once built, qualitative analysis of the
discrete emotional state based classifier indicated that it could
recognise emotional states, though with some momentary errors
in classification, and a reduced effectiveness in the condition of
novel input. We must be careful to admit that the machine is
most likely picking up on different playing styles associated
with certain emotional tags, via the audio feature data, and not
itself understanding emotion at a high level.
Hochenbaum et al. [14] suggest in multimodal musician
recognition that larger windows, in their case 15 seconds, assist
recognition (although such large windows may not be plausible
in human-like performance given the potential quick reactions
of human beings to musical stimuli within at least short-term
memory). We further tested using eight-second windows,
achieving a top accuracy over the test set of 71% (and a similar
confusion matrix), and reduced performance for shorter
windows. Nonetheless, the four second reacting system above
is the one used in a live prototype so far, providing a
compromise of performance and latency.

Figure 1 Arousal-valence collection GUI

5. IN A STATE PERFORMANCE
INTERFACE
As this performance projects aims to address some of the ambiguities
in emotion research we wanted to use multiple models of emotion.
We expanded the system to include an arousal-valence detection
system from piano input and are further developing capacity for the
computer to analyse its own electroacoustic output via discrete and
continuous models. For the piano-led arousal-valence detection
system, a GUI was built for the collection of arousal-valence data
(see Figure 1). This was used by the second author whilst listening to
old piano improvisations by himself (15 minutes worth), obtaining
continuous arousal and valence readings. Similar machine learning to
section 4 was applied. Training and test instances were created in a
50/50 split, based on a window size of four seconds for averaging
features and arousal-valence, with a hop size of 0.1 seconds. In order
to measure accuracy, we used a basic tolerance for the correct region
of detection; a predicted arousal-valence output from the neural net
was marked as a correct prediction if it was within a Euclidean
distance under 0.05 of the real value. Current performance is around
88% on training data, but 25% on test. For comparison, on test data
random choice of a point in arousal-valence space performs at
0.02%, and always choosing the centre (0,0) at 4%. Accuracy could
be improved in future by working with a larger corpus.
For the final concert system the two emotion detection systems
(discrete and continuous), are used alongside each other as inputs to
generate animated graphics created in Processing. For this artistic

Figure 2 Arousal-valence space by Russell (1980) with
added colour and emotion mapping
To give an idea of where different emotions fit roughly within
Russell’s [24] arousal-valence space, nine emotions and a theoretical
‘neutral’ state are layered on top. When the arousal-valence data is
used as main input, coming within a certain range of these positions
of the arousal-valence space can trigger different abstract animations
to visualise the nine emotions: excited, happy, tender, calm, sleepy,
bored, sad, annoyed or angry. The abstract animations are based on
digitised ink drawings by the first author and take up the majority of
the screen size. There are also smaller number boxes to display live
accuracy readings for the four previously mentioned discrete
emotional states and a small graphic display to show the detected
position within the arousal valence space. At certain parts these
models may compete for deciding the output.
There are two projection screens planned for the premiere
performance at NIME 2014. One visualises the perceived emotion in
the piano music and the other visualises the perceived emotion in the
electronic response from the computer agent. The computer’s
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sounding response is based on a set of scenes, each one a generative
system. Responses include live feature-led audio processing of audio,
synthesis of new gestures, and manipulation of sounds evocative of
particular emotional states. The scenes are themselves motivated by
musical emotion literature, and use available parameters of the
emotion models (e.g. the current discrete emotion and arousalvalence value). The pianist can use the visualisation of the computer
agent’s music to determine approaches to improvisation. A feedback
loop is established via multiple modalities; aural feedback of
musician to computer to musician and round again, with visual
feedback depicting tracked emotional state as a further channel. The
whole system becomes a complex audiovisual system mediated by
models of emotion.
The idea of using such an interface in the context of live
performance is to visualize emotion in multiple ways and to
highlight the problematic nature of emotion research with its
many ambiguities. As accuracies reported above suggest, the
computer will not always get it right when estimating the
emotions expressed in the music. This must not be viewed as a
shortcoming of the interface but rather as representative of how
far the field of emotion research has come and will still have to
travel. Artistic licence ensures the visual experience is
rewarding in its own right and goes beyond a bare scientific
representation.
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ABSTRACT

second basis, is created and evaluated in a small experimental study. The current system works offline, but special
attention has been given to using tools and methods that
make real-time processing possible.
The generation of new sounds is achieved by using corpusbased concatenative sound synthesis, which is a method for
matching a certain sequence of small sound units to create a
new sound [25]. In concatenative sound synthesis, the corpus is a database of sound units that includes the descriptors for each unit. The descriptors can be extracted from
the source signal, or external descriptors can be attributed
to the sounds. The selection for the synthesised sequence
of units is made by composing with the descriptors. The
unit selection algorithm is used to find the best match according to certain criteria, such as distance and continuity.
Using the regression output of this study as a composition
source for driving the unit selection algorithm, with a corpus of sounds analysed for the same musical information,
new sounds can be reconstructed as a representation of the
users physiology. The resulting sound is a recreation of the
physiological state of the subject, based on how sound has
affected the subject before.
In a musical context this creates an elegant feedback loop
– essentially the sound generated by the system expresses
the users physiological state, which in turn is affected by
the sound properties. Assuming that the model is imperfect and that factors external to the music can influence the
user, the non-stationary sound generated by this system is
an extension of the subjects involuntary expression as well
as a self-reinforcing loop that could have interesting properties for example for music therapy. The reconstruction
of sound and music can be approached in various ways in
the future by using different kinds of data to create the regression model with physiology. For example higher level
data, such as chords, harmonies and lyrics could be used,
as well as synthesis parameters of a specific synthesiser or
a sound-generating system.

In this paper an emotionally justified approach for controlling sound with physiology is presented. Measurements of
listeners’ physiology, while they are listening to recorded
music of their own choosing, are used to create a regression
model that predicts features extracted from music with the
help of the listeners’ physiological response patterns. This
information can be used as a control signal to drive musical composition and synthesis of new sounds – an approach
involving concatenative sound synthesis is suggested. An
evaluation study was conducted to test the feasibility of the
model. A multiple linear regression model and an artificial
neural network model were evaluated against a constant regressor, or dummy model. The dummy model outperformed
the other models in prediction accuracy, but the artificial
neural network model achieved significant correlations between predictions and target values for many acoustic features.

Keywords
music composition, biosignal, physiology, music information
retrieval, concatenative synthesis, psychoacoustics

1.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this study is to explore the link between music
and emotion through the effect that music has on the body
of the listener, and to use that as a basis for a justifiable representation of emotions through sound. By creating a statistical model between the listeners physiological responses
and the features of the sound, reconstruction of new sounds
can be achieved directly, without the need of explicitly assigning emotional meaning to sound features. Earlier attempts to generate emotionally relevant music with physiological measurements have used a somewhat arbitrary mapping between the biosignals and the generative composition
[6, 10]. Other approaches for music generation from biosignals, such as BioMuse [26], have treated the biosignals as
control data for synthesis.
In this study, a regression model to predict acoustically
analyzable musical information of songs from measurements
of the listeners physiology during listening, on a second-by-

2.

BACKGROUND

William James argued in an essay from 1884 that emotions
are separate from cognitive processes, and that the body
acts as a mediator between the cognitive and emotional
systems [11]. This theory was disputed, and the origins
of emotions have been a hot topic in affective science ever
since [4, 22, 17]. In any case, an idea first proposed by
James, that emotions exist in the human physiology as distinguishable patterns, has garnered substantial evidence [1,
9, 18]. Music is considered to be capable of influencing the
listener’s emotions [19, 12]. Because music influences emotions, and emotions are recognisable from physiology, the
assumption that a link exists between the content of music
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and the physiological responses of the listener is justifiable.
The range and causes of musical emotions are still under
debate, and musical emotions have been described both in
dimensional and categorical ways [23, 24, 27]. The field of
music emotion recognition is concerned with the automatic
detection of emotional content in music. A common way to
approach this problem is to predict the emotion perceived
and reported by the listener based on the content of a song
or segment of a song. Studies have been able to predict
emotional ratings of music from acoustic descriptors with
regression models [24, 7]. Other studies have successfully
predicted emotional content reported by the listener based
on physiological measurements during the listening [13, 21].

3.

RECREATING MUSIC WITH THE BODY

The purpose of the model explained in this section is to reconstruct sounds in a perceptually and emotionally meaningful way. The approach suggested here involves creating
a regression model between musical content and physiology,
so that new musical content can be predicted on the basis
of learned relationships between music and the users physiology (Figure 1). The prediction result can then be used
further to create a musical display of the psychophysiological state of the user.

and respiration inductance plethysmography (RIP). ECG
measures the electrical activity of the heart muscle, making accurate heart beat detection possible. EDA, or skin
conductance measures the activity of the sweat glands on
the palm, representing sympathetic nervous system activity
and the ”fight-or-flight” response. RIP is measured with a
band across the chest to quantify the subject’s breathing.
An open source tool for the real-time analysis of physiological data could not be identified, so a decision was made
to begin the development of a new software tool1 for this
purpose, using verified analysis algorithms found in literature [5, 2]. This tool is based on a modular structure, where
the data stream from the data gathering device driver is
buffered and piped to different analysis modules. The result is either stored to disk, visualised or sent to another
application as Open Sound Control (OSC) messages (Figure 2).
OSC message

Main application
Recording module
Buffer

a)

Analyzed data

Analysis module

Raw data

Data analysis

Device driver

Analysis module
Data analysis

Model
learning

Data stream

...
Analysis module
Data analysis

b)

Figure 2: The software tool for real-time analysis of
physiological data has a modular architecture.

Model
prediction

In this study, a total of ten different variables were extracted from the physiological signals. From the EDA signal, the electrodermal level (EDL), the amplitude and the
rise-time of the electrodermal response (EDR) were analysed. From the ECG signal, heart rate, the square root
of the mean squared differences (RMSSD) of the heart-rate
variability (HRV) time series, and the standard deviation of
the HRV time series were calculated. The RIP signal was
analysed for respiration rate and inhale and exhale durations.

Figure 1: The regression model functions in two
phases. a) The model learns the relationships between the listeners physiology and the musical information. b) The model reconstructs musical information based on the users physiology.
To approach the task of modelling the relationship between music and a listener’s physiological responses, finding solutions for the analysis of audio and physiological data
was necessary. The system was developed with the goal that
all the components can be run in real time. At this point,
the analysis itself was done offline, but the analysis methods afford for creating a fully online system. This required
certain qualities from the signal processing algorithms, especially the ability to analyse subsequent chunks of data as
they are measured, instead of the whole data set at once.
Physiological variables have typically a several-second lag
from the stimulus, and certain physiological components
need a longer time window to be analysable [24, 14]. A
compromise was made to analyse all the data with a sliding
10-second time window with a 1-second hop between subsequent data points, and 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 second lags for the
physiological variables. Continuous control data can still
be created by interpolating between the regression result of
subsequent seconds.

3.2

Music information retrieval

The automatic analysis of music information retrieval (MIR)
features was approached with an existing tool, MIRToolbox
developed by Olivier Lartillot [16]. The current version of
MIRToolbox does not support real-time analysis, but the
variables chosen for this study are all analysable in a realtime setting as well. Other tools can be used in the future
for real-time MIR analysis, such as Libxtract [3]. MIRToolbox was chosen at this point, as it runs in Matlab (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA), which was used also for regression modelling.
Eight variables were extracted from the audio signal. In
MIRToolbox, root mean square (RMS) is calculated directly
from the signal envelope. Fluctuation strength is calculated
from the Mel-scale spectrum. Key strength and mode are
estimated from the chromagram. Both the Mel-scale spectrum and chromagram are calculated from the frequency
data which is derived from the fast Fourier transform (FFT).

3.1 Real-time analysis of physiological data
The physiological measurements that were used in this study
are electrocardiogram (ECG), electrodermal activation (EDA)
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The FFT and signal envelope are used to calculate the spectral centroid. Tempo and pulse clarity are estimated in a
complex way using a filterbank, onset detection and auto
correlation. Structural novelty is assessed with a method
that operates without the need of future events for determining the novelty value at a given time. [16, 15]

bluetooth amplifier (MindMedia BV, Herten, Netherlands).
Four songs chosen by another subject were added to the
stack of stimuli, for a total of eight songs per subject. The
justification for this was that when more data has been gathered, group wise comparisons of the effect on model performance of familiar versus unfamiliar songs can be made.
Between the playback of each song, 2 minutes of silence
was inserted, as well as in the beginning and the end of the
measurement. The order of the songs was randomised.

3.3 Regression model
The prediction of a MIR descriptor with the help of several
physiological variables can be described as a many-to-one
mapping problem. Because the underlying relationships in
the data are for a large part unknown, it was decided that
two very different models would be evaluated and compared.
Multiple linear regression (MLR) is a simple algorithm
for regression with many input variables [20]. It solves a
linear polynomial equation by minimising a loss function,
such as the mean squared error. δ-values for the physiological variables were used with the MLR model, representing
the change between the current time window and the preceding time window of the same length. δ-values for the
MIR descriptors were evaluated as targets for both models.
MLR was chosen as a baseline model, to be compared
with a more complex model, in this case a non-linear autoregressive exogenous (NARX) neural network model [8].
This type of model is especially suited for the prediction of
longitudinal data, as it includes an autoregressive component. Both models were compared against a dummy model,
a constant linear regressor created from the learning data.

4.
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Figure 3: Prediction results for the NARX model.
a) Pulse clarity, subject 3 (song: Miguel - Adorn,
R2 : 0.17, p-value:1.5 · 10−09 ). b) RMS, subject 7
(song: Placebo - Without You I’m Nothing, R2 :
0.26, p-value: 2.2 · 10−16 ).

EVALUATION STUDY

A small evaluation study was conducted to test the system and the feasibility of the regression model. Six test
subjects participated in the experiment. Each participant
brought four songs to the experiment with the instruction:
”Choose four songs that you would like to listen to right
now”. Physiological data was recorded in a closed test room,
where the test subject was sitting alone. The subject could
choose to have the lights on or off, and whether they wanted
to listen through loudspeakers or headphones. Physiological data was measured with the Nexus-10 MkII wireless

The regression models were trained and tested individually for each subject. Feature selection was performed for
the MLR model, with a forward selection paradigm. Both
the MLR and the NARX models were trained with a ”leaveone-song-out” cross-validated paradigm, to avoid bias from
using the same song in both training and testing. All the
songs were truncated according to the length of the shortest
song in the data set, so that each song would have an equal
effect on the model.

Table 1: Comparison of constant (const), multiple linear regression) MLR and NARX artificial neural
network (ANN) models. The values that represents best performance in the different model evaluation
tests are underlined for each MIR target. The MIR targets are divided into absolute values and δ-values,
which represent the change in subsequent time windows. The model evaluation parameters are mean square
error (MSE), coefficient of determination (R2 ) and the probability that there is no correlation between the
prediction and the target value (p-value). Statistical significance (p-value < 0.05) is marked with a *.
MIR feature
MSE const MSE MLR MSE ANN R2 MLR R2 ANN p-value
p-value
MLR
ANN
RMS
2.50 · 10−5
2.61 · 10−5
3.60 · 10−5
0.0195
0.0293
0.051
0.010*
Fluctuation
1.98 · 104
1.98 · 104
3.83 · 104
0.0138
0.0917
0.079
0.000*
Tempo
175
191
440
0.0009
0.0399
0.677
0.003*
Pulse clarity
4.53 · 10−3
7.09 · 10−3
3.47 · 10−2
0.0164
0.1663
0.074
0.000*
Spectral centroid
1.54 · 103
3.32 · 103
1.626 · 103
0.0471
0.1010
0.002*
0.000*
Key strength
8.87 · 10−9
8.99 · 10−9
4.23 · 10−8
0.0014
0.0090
0.606
0.156
Mode
4.25 · 10−4
4.51 · 10−4
8.93 · 10−3
0.0118
0.0191
0.188
0.052
Novelty
0.850
0.985
1.82
0.0166
0.0180
0.054
0.104
δRMS
3.07 · 10−6
3.10 · 10−6
8.40 · 10−5
0.0147
0.0068
0.070
0.318
δFluctuation
5.79 · 103
5.19 · 103
7.05 · 103
0.0455
0.0071
0.001*
0.219
δTempo
87.5
87.7
984
0.0048
0.0076
0.401
0.203
δPulse clarity
2.01 · 10−3
3.07 · 10−3
3.29 · 10−2
0.0034
0.0178
0.483
0.046*
δSpectral centroid
3.79 · 102
7.21 · 102
2.15 · 103
0.0430
0.0120
0.011*
0.184
δKey strength
1.94 · 10−8
1.95 · 10−8
7.02 · 10−8
0.0004
0.0028
0.753
0.430
δMode
4.24 · 10−4
−
2.34 · 10−2
−
0.0544
−
0.000*
δNovelty
0.520
0.647
3.63
0.0028
0.0229
0.438
0.023*
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Median values for the mean squared prediction error and
the p-value for a pairwise correlation test were used to evaluate the performance of the models. The evaluation results
were mixed, as can be seen in Table 1. The dummy model
outperformed both models in prediction accuracy, but the
NARX model achieved significant correlations (p < 0.05) for
fluctuation, tempo, pulse clarity, spectral centroid, δ-pulse
clarity, δ-mode and δ-novelty. The MLR model achieved
significant correlations for spectral centroid, δ-fluctuation
and δ-spectral centroid. Examples of the NARX models
prediction can be seen in Figure 3.
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CONCLUSIONS

A new approach for mapping physiological signals to acoustical variables has been presented in this paper. A regression
model that learns in a music listening situation and predicts acoustical variables from physiological responses was
constructed and evaluated. Currently, acoustical variables
can be predicted with the regression model. The results of
the evaluation study were promising, especially the neural
network model achieved significant correlations for many of
the acoustical variables. This can be seen as an indicator
that non-linear models with autocorrelating capabilities are
feasible for future development. To further assess the performance and feasibility of the regression model, a larger
dataset needs to be collected.
Currently, individual models for each subject were created. In the future, the performance of individual models
can be evaluated against an inter-subject-model. Also the
effect of familiarity to the music listened to can be explored.
Regarding the sound generating strategy, a user study can
be made to collect the users’ own impressions of the relevance of the generated sound to their emotions. Will the
sounds and music created through regression be identifiable
to the user as an auditory display of their emotions?
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ABSTRACT

control, low latency and high bandwidth, reliability and portability. In
the very least we saw it as an opportunity to go beyond the
composer/performer/programmer model and start to write pieces
for DMIs that could be performed by others – repeatable and
shareable. This requires a stable, transmissible computer patch
environment, coherent mapping strategies and a concise yet readable
system of notation and scoring – notation being considered essential
in describing repeatable actions of sequences of control change[1]. It
not only involves starting to compose and collect a repertory of
pieces, but establishing certain performance practices, as well as the
methods and training techniques that go with them.
A new electronic chamber music ensemble, Fabrique Nomade,
became an exploration space for these ideas, seeking to reconnect
with the practice, the attentive listening and the intimate nature
of traditional chamber music. It commissions pieces for Karlax
and one to three acoustic instruments where the composer provides
the score and the computer programs (Max patches), but does NOT
perform. The ensemble’s Karlax performer then practices and
rehearses the piece as would any instrumental performer – both alone
and with the other musicians – true to the chamber music tradition.
The work on the compositions, DMIs and scores for the ensemble
was the impetus and the source of research behind this paper.

In this paper we expose the need to go beyond the
composer/performer model of electronic instrument design and
programming to encourage the transmission of compositions
and the creation of a repertory via notation of repeatable
performance practice. Drawing on 4 years of practice using the
Karlax controller (Da Fact) as a base for new digital musical
instruments, we present our notation system in detail and cite
some mapping strategies and examples from to pieces in a
growing repertory of chamber music compositions for
electronic and acoustic instruments.

Keywords
notation, mapping, composition, gesture, performance, Karlax,
instruments and electronics, digital musical instruments, DMI

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the years, we have focused much of our energy on live
performance of electronic music and intermedia. After programming
and performing with the Meta-instrument (created by Serge De
Laubier at Puce Muse1), Nintendo Wiimotes and camera-tracking
based interfaces, in 2010 we discovered the Karlax, created by Rémi
Dury of the French company Da Fact2.
The look, feel, weight, precision, solidity, dependability and
flexibility of the Karlax made it a good candidate for our DMI
development. It is a commercially available, industrially tooled
though hand-assembled wireless gestural device, combining
continuous controller keys, velocity pistons, switches and three axes
of accelerometers and gyroscopes. We considered that its potential to
become widely used warranted not only composing for it but
developing method, performance practice and notation in the creation
of a repertory. Could its malleability enable it to be used in the
creation of DMIs that could overcome the “split between interface
and sound engine” that Magnusson[4] refers to in his dream of a
better electronic instrument? Can it be expressive, virtuosic, and
intuitive enough to satisfy what Machover[3] refers to as the notion
of the inevitability of a successful instrument – not only for
composers and performers, but for the public as well? In considering
Wessel, Wright and Schott’s desired features for gestural
interfaces[5], the Karlax clearly attains them: the ability to detect
subtle as well as larger gestures, continuous as well as event based

2. BACKGROUND
In order to reflect on a system of notation, we organized think
tank meetings at the Conservatoire National Supérieur de
Musique de Paris in 2011 and 2012 called Karlax Ecritures3
around the idea of proposing coherent strategies for Karlax
notation and mapping to facilitate composition and
performance. There were several electroacoustic professors and
composition students in attendance such as Luis Naón and
Daniel Fígols-Cuevas, as well as outside composers and
musicians such as Rémi Dury, Lorenzo Bianchi and Laurent
Matheron. Many of the ideas that became the notation system
that we expose in this paper have their roots in these meetings,
and were often the result of collective effort and consensus.
Compositions stemming from these ideas include Kahla by
Daniel Fígols-Cuevas for large ensemble and Karlax-driven
electronics, two pieces for violin, cello and Karlax (Fogg by
Lorenzo Bianchi and Ripples Never Come Back by Michele
Tadini), The Well-Tempered Patch III for flute and Karlax by
Tom Mays, and Frottement, bourdon, craquement for cello and
Karlax by Francis Faber.

3. BASIC KARLAX NOTATION AND
SOME MAPPING NOTIONS

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1
2

In the chamber music context of the Fabrique Nomade
ensemble, the Karlax needed a precise, time-based notation
system in close relation to the writing for the acoustic
instruments. The notation needed to be detailed yet not clutter
the page with overly precise indications that would make it
unreadable – a condition described by Burtner[2] in his notation

Serge de Laubier / Puce Muse: http://www.pucemuse.com
Rémi Dury / Da Fact: http://www.dafact.com
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simplification strategies where too much detail makes
performance impractical.
We sought to develop notation and mapping strategies for the
Karlax, while creating DMIs involving the elements of “controller,
gesture, mappings, mapping metaphors, sound generator and sound
emission” as described in Wessel, Wright, Schott [5]. In doing this,
we understood that there are certain generalities implied from its
physical characteristics, outside of the design of any specific
computer-based instrument. We will look at each group of controller
functions and suggest some basic notation ideas that stem from those
physical and technical characteristics, along with some mapping
strategies that can be applied.

performer4. This make the first line on the lower staff correspond to
the left index finger or key 1, and so on. The little fingers can press
keys 4 and 5 (left) or keys 9 and 10 (right), individually or together.
Figure 2 shows this notation, the numbers relating to the image of
Figure 1.

3.1 The keys

If a velocity mapping paradigm is used for the keys, traditional
dynamics notation would be the most appropriate, but in the case of
pressing the keys slowly over time or only partially, we needed other
mechanisms. One possibility is to use silence to crescendo and
decrescendo to silence lines in front of and after the noteheads to
show when to begin or end the change of position. Figure 3 shows
an example of this notation, while also proposing a slashed notehead
to indicate a partial key press. It is taken from The Well-Tempered
Patch III by Tom Mays5.

Figure 2: Basic keys notation

The Karlax, held somewhat like a clarinet, contains ten keys, one for
each finger with two smaller keys for the each little finger (see
Figure 1). These are continuous controllers that send either MIDI or
OSC values.

Figure 1: Keys, pistons and rotation axis

Figure 3: Pressing and releasing keys

The most direct way of mapping the keys would be as a series of
faders that could be applied directly to various parameters of a sound
generator or other process – much like any common MIDI fader box.
This seems simple on the surface, but in practice it can quickly make
for very difficult and complicated performance. The keys are under
spring tension so it very difficult to maintain constant intermediate
positions, especially with several fingers at once. In addition,
achieving specific, accurate, pre-determined values is nearly
impossible since the physical distance of the movement is fairly
small and the only real point of reference is feel. Whatever precision
might be possible where only one finger is involved becomes
exponentially more difficult as more fingers are added. It is our
conclusion that it is better to not rely too heavily on the MIDI fader
paradigm and focus rather on the dynamic gestural possibilities that
the keys provide. In practice, this means establishing mappings that
allow a certain tolerance in terms of the positions of the different
keys. This could involve calculating the velocity of the key press or
applying smoothing techniques that depend more on the time that a
key is pressed rather than finding an exact position. The notation
should reflect this tolerance by not indicating position too precisely,
and by trying to focus more on dynamics, interpolation time and
duration.
A less precise position indication in the notation makes it more
important for the musician to respond to audible cues – hearing the
result and adjusting the position or velocity accordingly. This
underlines the interpretive quality of the performance and emphasizes
the musician’s need to hear what they play and not just execute
commands. We believe that a successful notation will balance
indications of action (tablature) and results (audible feedback).
We chose to keep the notation of the keys as simple and traditional
as possible so as to be easy to combine with instrumental writing. We
use two 5-line staves, one for each hand, and indicate each key on
consecutive lines with a normal notehead. We chose to put the lefthand staff on the bottom and the right-hand staff on the top for
reasons of a certain pianistic sensibility of the ensemble’s Karlax

In spite of the difficulty involved, Michele Tadini chose to
employ a key percentage technique in Ripples Never Come
Back6, as we can see in Figure 4. Upon closer inspection, we
can observe that he limits the key presses to 4 values: 25%,
50%, 75% and 100%, which is a reasonable compromise
between precision and simplicity.

Figure 4: Percentage technique for key presses

3.2 The Pistons
Positioned just in front of each key (or pairs of keys as is the
case with the smaller 4-5 pair on the left and the 9-10 pair on
the right), just under the base of each finger, at the level of the
proximal phalanges, are 8 velocity-sensitive pistons. These can
be directly mapped to synthesis notes or samples, or with a
threshold detector can be used to activate/deactivate processes
by pressing at any velocity greater than a defined threshold.
It makes sense to simply notate these as one would any MIDI
note instrument, though in order to fit them within the same
staff lines as the keys, we chose to notate them in the 4 spaces
using square noteheads. The pistons are numbered 1 to 8 and
are played starting with the left index and ending on the right
little finger (See Figure 5).
4

5

6
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A woodwinds approach could also be imagined which would
reverse the two staves and all of the lines, placing the left
hand on the upper staff and the right hand on the lower staff.
The Well-Tempered Patch III for flute, Karlax and live
electronics by Tom Mays, 2013. Commissioned by La
Grande Fabrique.
Ripples Never Come Back for violin, cello, Karlax and live
electronics by Michele Tadini, 2012. Commissioned by
Studio Art Zoyd.
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3.3.2 Axis rotation - method 2

Right hand

The second notation method for the axis rotation and bends
involves inserting a 3-line staff in between the left and right
hand keys/pistons staves – underlining the physical position of
the axis which is the middle of the instrument. The lines are
spaced 50% farther than normal in order to be able to place
noteheads at two different positions within the lines. In this
way, seven total positions can be notated (middle line for
center, just above middle line for 1/3 left, just below top line
for 2/3 left, top line for full left, and the same below the middle
line for the right (see Figure 9).

Left hand
Figure 5: Basic piston notation
Figure 6 shows another passage from The Well-Tempered
Patch III involving piston notation.

Figure 6: Musical example of piston notation

3.3 The axis rotation and bends
The two halves of the Karlax are joined together by a rotary
axis that is adjusted by turning either hand, or both hands in
contrary motion – although we prefer turning the left hand to
affect changes in axis position because turning the right hand
may alter acceleration/gyroscope values due to the fact that the
sensors are located in the bottom or right-hand section. At each
end of the axis movement is a spring-loaded bend, which feels
a bit like half of a keyboard bend wheel.
This makes for three distinct controller values: axis, bend left,
bend right. Throughout the different pieces of the ensemble’s
repertory, two different notation methods for the axis and bends
have developed – one involving symbols describing position,
and the other indicating position by noteheads on a 3-line staff.

Figure 9: Axis rotation on a 3-line staff
Square noteheads help the performer identify the relative
positions more quickly, and thick dotted lines show gradual
transition between two positions. The bends are identified by
noteheads above or below the top and bottom lines, with a
small arrow for clarification and ease of reading.
Figure 10 shows a musical example taken from The WellTempered Patch III where the axis goes progressively from
center to 2/3 left, to 1/3 left, to full left, then back to center.

Figure 10: Musical example of Axis notation

3.3.1 Axis rotation - method 1
The first method involves a one-line staff positioned above the
keys and pistons staves which is used for motion. The axis
rotation symbols are placed under the line, and orientation
symbols are placed above (See 3.4 The motion sensors).
Symbols representing the position of the axis are placed at the
appropriate time in the score. Dotted lines indicate gradual
change from one position to another. Figure 7a shows an
example of a very simple icon inspired by the 180° rotation of
the axis. To this we add a small curved arrow to indicate a free
movement and a thick curved arrow at the right and left
extremities to indicate the two benders (Figure 7b).

a.

3.4 The motion sensors
For motion detection, the Karlax contains three axes of
accelerometer and gyroscope sensors, sending derived x-tilt and
y-tilt
values
as
well.
Whether
using
direct
accelerometer/gyroscope data, tilts, or some other derived
values such as azimuth and distance, we opted for a notation
method indicting various spatial orientations of the Karlax
which can be starting or ending points for gradual or rapid
transitions.
We had initially experimented with a set of left-right, frontback indicators (shown in Figure 11), but these proved to be too
rigid as they considered each axis separately rather than
holistically, making it very difficult to indicate complex
movements.

b.

Figure 7: a. Basic axis notation, b. free movement and right
bend
Figure 8 shows a musical example from Frottement, bourdon,
craquement de Francis Faber7 that uses axis rotation, with a
gradual transition from left to right in the 4/4 measure, and a
free movement in the next measure. The staff below is for the
right-hand keys and pistons.

Figure 11: Initial symbol proposal for Karlax motion
We then designed a new system of icons that symbolically
represent the position of the Karlax as “seen from above” in a
polar format. This system tries to balance precision and
simplicity by giving approximate positions, with the
understanding that the performer will complete the missing
precision with audible feedback – adjusting the performance
based on the sound of the instrument, as would any
instrumental performer. Tested in at least two pieces up until
now, it has proven very easy to use.
There is an outer circle and an inner circle with a thick line
something like the hands of a clock stemming out from the
center. If the Karlax is in the neutral position (pointed up, or
else in a natural slightly off-center position compensated for by
zeroing the sensor data), we see two thinly drawn concentric

Figure 8: Musical example of axis rotation
7

Frottement, bourdon, craquement for cello, Karlax and live
electronics by Francis Faber, 2013. Commissioned by La
Grande Fabrique.
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circles and a thick dot in the center. As the Karlax is angled
outward, in any direction, we consider that it is at the first
distance level, drawing the stem out to the first circle which is
made bolder for emphasis. If the Karlax is positioned to lay
horizontally in any polar direction, we consider that it reaches
the second circle, the stem is lengthened and the second circle
is made bold (see Figure 12).

3.6.1 The pedals and switches staff line
In concerts by Fabrique Nomade, the Karlax performer is often
seated. In these case, we add two foot pedals, one switch for
triggering an event change within each composition, and one
continuous controller for main volume.
We create an
additional one-line staff to notate the event pedal as a triangular
notehead with an associated event number (to be verified with
the current number in the Max patch display that the performer
refers to from time to time on his computer screen), and the
continuous pedal with traditional dynamic markings,
crescendos., decrescendos (See Figure 15). We also place any
Karlax switches as described above.

Figure 12: Current "view from above" notation for Karlax
motion.
We determined that the right balance between simplicity and
precision requires eight positions for the inner circle (every 45
degrees), and 16 positions for the outer circle (every 22.5
degrees) – more precision being necessary in the outer circle.
This makes for a total of 25 symbols, including the neutral
position.
These symbols are placed in a dedicated motion staff (which
may share space with the axis rotation in some cases as
described in 3.3.1). The symbols are placed in specific temporal
positions in the score that indicate fixed position, point of
departure or point of arrival, while thick dotted lines show
interpolation between positions. In practice, this is fairly easy to
read and effective. Figure 13 shows a musical example taken
from The Well-Tempered Patch III involving motion, keypresses and axis rotation.

Figure 15: Pedals staff line

4. Conclusions
Our proposed notation system for Karlax has proven functional,
expressive and readable in several pieces written for and
performed by the Fabrique Nomade ensemble. There is still
room for improvement and the system will evolve with
subsequent pieces, but we have presented here what we
consider to be a solid base for future work.
This notation system can be considered more of a tablature
than a sound result-based notation, which, while it does not
indicate much about what is going on in the electronics, is very
useful for the performance, and as a training aid in learning
how to play the Karlax. One can easily add a staff or two to
notate the resulting electronics separately.
Notation is only a part of the equation of the idea of
transmission of a work created for a DMI. Not only should the
gestures indicated by the notation be repeatable, but the
program (patch) part of the DMI needs to be stable, portable,
expressive and intuitive. With this proposition to solve the
basic notation problems, a rich area of necessary development
will be a set of standard patches for performing expressive,
gestural-based sound with the Karlax. These patches, and
existing ones, combined with our notation, can be directly
applied to composition and the establishment of a repertory for
the Karlax controller.

Figure 13: Musical example of motion notation

3.5 Impulses
The Karlax sends fixed velocity note information relating to
impulse movement in any of the six spatial directions. These
are internal values derived from the accelerometer information.
These impulses have not yet found their way into compositions
for Fabrique Nomade, and so we do not have a tested, validated
notation technique. However, a simple arrow butting into a line
should suffice to indicate an impulse movement in a certain
direction – stopping suddenly (see Figure 14). These would
logically be placed on the motion staff.
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Figure 14: proposed symbols for impulses

3.6 The switches
The multiple finger switches on the front and back of the
Karlax can be used for triggering or for turning processes on
and off. These switches are not often used in our pieces, and
when they are, we tend to re-use our older symbols for switches
on the wiimote nunchucks. See Figure 15 for a front switch 1
(FS1) symbol located on an additional lower staff line for
pedals and switches. These switches serve more as actuators
than sources of gesture.
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ABSTRACT

the bowing stroke. The fretting mechanism is modeled on the
human hand, and has two fingers that can slide down the neck
the instrument. These fingers can push against the string to stop
them, controlling pitch content.

This paper details the creation, design, implementation and uses
of a series of new mechanically bowed string instruments.
These instruments have been designed with the objective of
allowing for multiple parameters of musical expressivity, as
well as including the physical and spatial features of the
instruments to be integral aspects of their perception as
instruments and sonic objects. This paper focuses on the
hardware design, software implementation, and present musical
uses of the ensemble.

A more recent instrument, which departs from the traditional
design model of human interaction with an existing instrument,
is Godfried-Willem Raes’s Hurdy [5], which is one of the vast
robotic instruments supported by the Logos Foundation. Hurdy
is a bowed bass instrument, which uses a rotating loop of bow
material that excites the string as it moves around it. The
bowing speed and pressure can be controlled, as well as the
direction of rotation.

Keywords
Robotic Bowed String Instrument, Sound Installation, Spatial
Instrument Design, Arduino, MIDI, Bow Wheel.

The name alludes to the Hurdy gurdy, the string instrument that
was popular in the renaissance period and uses a crank-turned
rosined wheel to act as a bow. A keyboard is used to stop the
strings at different nodes, and the bowing wheel rotates to
excite the strings. The concept of a bowing wheel is abstractly
implemented by Raes’s Hurdy, and similarly, by an ensemble
of human performers named The Bowed Piano Ensemble.
Nylon fishwire strands are rosined and then looped around each
string of a grand piano. The performers of the ensemble bow
notes by pulling one end of the looped fishwire, pulling it
around the string causing it to vibrate.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED
WORK
The history of mechanical bowing mechanism goes back to C.
V. Raman’s work, in 1920. With the aim of conducting detailed
research on the mechanical conditions necessary for obtaining a
steady tone, Raman developed a system of moving a violin at a
constant rate perpendicular to a fixed bow. With this system,
different bows could be tested and different parameters could
be isolated to show their effects on the resulting sound [1].

The design of the Polus instruments uses the abstract ideas of
the bowing wheel, but provides a new interaction between the
bowing wheel and a string through the movement of the wheel.
Important design motivations were the ability to have a range
of musical expression, from dynamics to different bowing
techniques. Additionally, it was important for the spatial and
visual elements of the instruments to be strongly related to the
sonic aspects, creating not only an instrument, but also an
interesting sonic, visual and physical object.

This system allowed for others to undertake qualitative research
on the differences between the sound and frequency response of
different violins. F. A. Saunders conducted multiple studies,
including using Raman’s system to examine the differences
between the frequency response of famous Stradivarius violins
and other violins, to examine what sounding characteristics
were responsible for the Stradivarius’ hallowed reputation [2].
Since this work, there have been many new systems built that
are driven for artistic purposes, rather than scientific research
purposes. Ajay Kapur gives a broad and comprehensive
overview of robotic string instruments [3], including Mubot [4],
a modular robotic system that is able to perform multiple
instruments, including the violin and cello. The performing
mechanism is split into two parts for the violin and cello
implementations: the bow operating mechanism, and the
fingering mechanism. The bow operating mechanism uses a
traditional bow, and the mechanism positions the bow so that it
can move between each string, and control the bow pressure of

2. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Bowing Mechanism
A prototyping stage was first conducted to explore which
system would allow for the most expressive behavior, as well
as be the most elegant implementation. Three models were
created, diagrammatically shown below.
The first method uses a traditional bow pivoting at a point off
center on a wheel. When the wheel is rotated by a motor, the
bow moves laterally, and is weighted down at one end to
reduce bouncing. Although this method has a strong visual
correlation between the movement of the mechanism and its
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sound production, its lack of control over dynamics meant that
it was very limited in terms of musical expressivity.

Fig. 3. Components and assembly of bowing mechanism.
counterpart if need be, and can be dissembled easily. At the
center of the mechanism, a mounting plate aligns all the parts in
plane, to ensure smooth rotation of the bowing arm.

2.2 Instrument Bodies

Fig. 1. Three methods of robotic bowing mechanisms,
numbered from top to bottom, left to right.

The instrument bodies were designed to directly correlate to the
pitch of the sound produced by the instrument. Each instrument
has a resonant box, which has three spatial dimensions. Each
dimension is based on the wavelength of a unique pitch, with
the dimensions of the whole ensemble creating a subset of the
G♮, A♮, and C♮ harmonic series. The figure below shows the
dimension to frequency relationship of the ensemble.

The second method, consisting of two spools, each powered by
a separate motor, allows for more expressive control, as the
pressure exerted on the string can be carefully controlled by the
relationship between the two motors. By rotating both motors
in the same direction at the same speed, an even tension can be
exerted on to the string. By rotating one motor faster than the
other, this force can be controlled as the length of the bow is
shortened. Although this method was able to produce a range of
dynamics, its shortcoming was the reliance on the bow string
always being in contact with the string, hindering resonance
and sustain.

x: 440mm- 780Hz
y: 300mm- 1144Hz
z: 875mm- 392Hz

z

x: 360mm- 954Hz
y: 250mm- 1372Hz
z: 655mm- 523Hz

z

y

The first instrument built was crafted by hand, and used a
bearing system to align the bowing wheel. The bowing arm is
rotated through a geared system. The first mechanism can be
seen below.

x: 346mm- 990Hz
y: 361mm- 951Hz
z: 583mm- 588Hz
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y

x: 348mm- 986Hz
y: 292mm- 1176Hz
z: 520mm- 660Hz
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x: 402mm- 854Hz
y: 374mm- 915Hz
z: 780mm- 440Hz
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The last method shown was the one ultimately pursued, using a
bowing wheel that is rotated by a motor to produce friction on a
string. The bowing wheel is attached to a rotating arm, which is
controlled by a motor to exert more pressure on to the string.
This allows for the force and also speed of bow to be controlled
by a performer. This method allows for the greatest range of
musical expressivity out of the three, and is also visually
communicative.

z

x

z
y

x

x: 312mm- 1100Hz
y: 194mm- 1770Hz
z: 438mm- 784Hz

Fig. 4. Dimension and frequency relationships for the ensemble
By creating structures that strongly reinforce certain notes, the
resonant bodies have a strong effect on the resulting sound.
Standing waves are created in the resonant cavity, and these
support the pitch of the instrument. The sonic result is that the
bodies reverberate the sound creating a rich and sonorous tone.

3. ELECTRONICS
3.1 Hardware
Each instrument uses the same set of hardware parts, to allow
for control over the behavior of the bowing mechanism. This
includes two motors, an Arduino with a motor driver, a custom
built PCB shield, and a hardware MIDI communication system.

Fig. 2. First bowing mechanism and instrument design
After the first implementation, we developed the design of the
bowing mechanism so that it could be easily reproduced, and
perform precisely. The minute imperfections of handcrafting
can create unevenness is the behavior of the bowing wheel, and
so a more stable method was devised.

3.1.1 Arduino
The electronic hardware comprises of three main components.
The heart of the electronics is controlled by an Arduino, which
allows for communication of data, as well as numerous digital
inputs and pulse-width modulating outputs.

To ensure that the bowing mechanisms are as precise as
possible, CNC routing was used to minimize measurement
error. The result is a series of interlocking parts, which can be
assembled without glue. This allows the mechanisms to be
extremely versatile, as each part can be swapped with a

Attached to the Arduino are two shields, which expand its
functionality. One of these shields, the Vicmoto, a motor shield
developed by Victoria University, Wellington, is responsible
for driving the motors. The Vicmoto is based on Sparkfun’s
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3.2.2 Communication System

Ardumoto, a motor shield that allows for the control of two DC
motors. The direction and speed of rotation of each motor can
be controlled independently through a L298 H-bridge.

Each instrument uses a MIDI IN and MIDI THRU connector to
connect each instrument to a common bus. MIDI data is
received from a central source, and each instrument has a
unique MIDI channel to receive on. By using MIDI, we are
easily able to expand the system in the future, as the output of
the central source is easily expanded. MIDI is also suited for
communication over long distances, crucial for the
spatialisation of these instruments.

The third shield is a custom made board, which supports an
encoder, hardware MIDI connectors, and various simple control
sensors.

3.3 User Control
Two different control systems have been implemented to
control the behavior of the bowing mechanism. The first
method allows the user to have direct control over each
parameter of movement. The second method provides the user
with a set of abstract behaviors, based on traditional bowing
techniques, which can be triggered and have a range of
parameters that can be dynamically controlled.

3.3.1 Direct Motor Control
In this mode, the user can map a MIDI control surface to
directly control the possible motor movement parameters. The
parameters to control for each bowing mechanism are direction
of each of the two motors, and speed of rotation of each of the
motor shafts. The resolution of the speed control is limited by
the 8-bit pulse width modulation resolution of the Arduino,
resulting in 255 discrete steps. This provides the user with four
parameters per bowing mechanism.

Fig. 5. Electronic components used on each instrument.

3.1.2 Motors and Encoder
Each instrument uses two 12V DC brushed gear motors, one
with an integrated quadrature Hall Effect encoder. The bow
wheel uses a 50:1 ratio gearbox, which allows for a good range
of dynamics and speed of direction change. The bowing arm
uses a slower motor, with a 67:1 gear ratio that provides more
torque. This motor also integrates an encoder, which is used in
a control feedback loop to inform the behavior of the bowing
arm.

A possible control method, easily implemented on a wide range
of MIDI control surfaces is using MIDI Note on and off
messages to control direction of motor rotation, and MIDI
control change messages for controlling the speed of the motor
rotation. Although this method allows the user to have precise
control over every parameter of the mechanisms movement,
control over multiple instruments at once can become complex
and difficult on traditional MIDI control surfaces.

3.2 Software Implementation
Each instrument includes an Arduino, which takes in MIDI data
from a master source, and then interprets this data accordingly.

MIDI
Source

Instrument
Control
Logic

Instrument
Control
Logic

Instrument
Control
Logic

Wheel
Motor

MIDI
In

Instrument
Selector

Instrument
Control
Logic

Instrument
Control
Logic

With this in mind, a hardware solution has been developed that
allows for the four parameters of each instrument to be
controlled with a single finger. The design is based off a
traditional keyboard, augmented with a slide potentiometer to
give multiple axis of control. The design concept can be seen
below.

Motor
Encoder

MIDI
Thru

Data
Interpretation
Control
Parameters

Swing Arm
Motor

Fig. 6. Signal flow of the communication system

3.2.1 Calibration
When the instruments are first powered, they wait in a
calibration mode, which is essential to the positioning system
of the bowing arm. The motors are disabled in this mode, and
the user manually moves the bowing arm to calibrate the home
position away from the string, and the limit position on the
string. To store these positions, a button can be pressed for each
position on the custom board, or a designated MIDI note can be
sent, and the encoder value will then be stored. This then gets
used in the implementation of the behaviors, which uses the
incoming encoder data to determine its movement. Only once
both positions have been stored does the instrument become
active, and ready to play.

Fig. 7. Design concept for a hardware interface controller.

3.3.2 Behavioral Motor Control
In this mode, the user can specify a range of mechanism
behaviors. These behaviors mirror some of the traditional
bowing techniques used by string players, as well as some
behaviors that embrace the uniqueness of the bowing
mechanism system.

3.3.2.1 Behaviors
A simple continuous tone can be produced with a variable
intensity. The intensity is controlled through the relationship of
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4. COMPOSITIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

the pressure imparted by the bowing arm, and the speed of the
bowing wheel. The two combine to control the dynamic of the
sound, however, the relationship between the two parameters
allows for more than just dynamics. A fast rotation of the
bowing wheel with only a small amount of pressure produces a
pure sound, similar to the technique of fluatando. Conversely,
strong pressure with a fast rotation of the bowing wheel
produces a loud, full-bodied sound.

The creation of these instruments has allowed for a great range
of exciting new sonic possibilities with installations and
performances in a range of contexts. A major design
consideration that is inherent to the Polus instruments is their
freedom to be positioned around a space. This portability
means the instruments spatial position can become an integral
aspect of a piece or sound experience, and most importantly,
allows for the spatial considerations of the instruments and
performing space to be explored.

During a held note, multiple behaviors can be performed. The
articulation of the note can be changed through a change of
direction of the bowing wheel. This subtle effect can be used as
a method of accenting rhythmic figures. Similarly, Tremolo
bowing can be specified, with the depth of each stroke, pressure
onto the string and speed of bowing arm controllable.

The sound palate created by the ensemble is quite unique, with
a rich diversity of timbres, from pure held tones, to dark,
grating scratch tones being able to be produced. With each
instrument having independent control, these sounds can be
blended throughout the ensemble, and throughout space.

The position of the bowing arm can be specified between a
home position, away from the string, and an on-the string
position. This serves the purpose of controlling the resonance
with the string, allowing for the string to ring out, and elongate
the resonance of the note. Alternatively, leaving the bowing
mechanism on the string dampens the resonance of the note.

The two existing software implementations allows for a range
of interactions, with live performance and installation contexts
strongly considered. The direct control method allows for an
experimental approach, where a performer can freely interact
with each parameter of control. This method has proven to be
valuable to learning what the instruments can do, and for
composing with the available sound palate. However, without
custom-built hardware, this system is more suited to control
over only a few instruments concurrently.

Swinging the bowing arm into the string allows for percussive
strikes. In this action, the bowing wheel can be spun to create a
louder strike, as well as the force of the strike controlled by
changing the speed of the arm onto the string.

3.3.2.2 Control Interface

The behavioral method is strongly suited to experimenting with
the relationships between instruments, as controlling multiple
instruments at once is well suited. This means that the spatial
and sonic relationships within the ensemble can be interacted
and explored.

This range of behaviors provides the user with a great range of
expressive music detail for each instrument, but also provides a
problem of how to control a great range of parameters
intuitively.
Extending the spatial concerns of the design of the instruments,
a spatially informed touch interface has been developed to
control the ensemble. The interface consists of a virtual space,
containing two types of moveable objects. Each instrument is
represented as a unique object and can be moved around the
space dynamically, and grouped together freely.

With the development of these control methods, we hope to
expand and explore the possibilities of this ensemble. With this
degree of control, the ensemble is capable of producing
interesting sonic works, which harness the uniqueness of the
interaction of this bowing mechanism with a string. However,
the sonic possibilities are only one element to be explored. An
important aspect of the future exploration will be the
relationship between the physical and visual aspects of the
instruments, and the space that they occupy. We aim to produce
a multi-sensorial experience, which integrates multiple
mediums of experience as integral aspects of an art work.

Behaviors are also displayed as objects and stored outside of
the space. When the user drags an object through the space, the
proximity of behavior object is calculated to all instrument
objects, and the controls various parameters of each behavior.
By dragging the held note in close proximity of one instrument
the necessary data is sent to the instrument to produce a held
note. The diagram below shows the design of this virtual space
with interactive visual elements.
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Fig. 8. Design expression for a software touch interface
controller. Relational data is leveraged from spatial proximity
between objects, which are then used as control data.
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ABSTRACT

Reunion2012 is a technologically and artistically updated
version of Cage’s work, with a revitalised artistic expression
and technology that ensures a higher degree of interaction
between the chess movements and the sound. Magnetic
sensors are mounted underneath each of the 64 squares on
the chessboard—effectively turning the board into a matrix that influences the artistic result of the performance.
Laptop musicians connected to the system are able to perform music based on the compositional framework defined
by the chess game. Put simply, the chessboard acts as the
conductor of the music.
In addition to the concert version described above, we also
developed an interactive installation version of Reunion2012.
Here, the electronic chessboard is a standalone musical instrument, where the game controls a sound engine generating compositions in real-time.

Reunion2012 is a work for electronically modified chessboard, chess players, and electronic instruments. The work
is based on—but also departs from—John Cage’s Reunion,
which premiered at the Sightsoundsystems Festival, Toronto,
1968. In the original performance, Cage and Marcel
Duchamp played chess on an electronic board constructed
by Lowell Cross. The board ‘conducted’ various electronic
sound sources played by Cross, Gordon Mumma, David Tudor, and David Behrman, using photoresistors fitted under
the squares [1]. Reunion2012, on the other hand, utilises
magnet sensors via an Arduino. Like in Cage’s Variations
V, this resulted in a musical situation where the improvising musicians had full control over their own sound, but
no control regarding when their sound may be heard. In
addition to a concert version, this paper also describes an
interactive installation based on the same hardware.

2.

Keywords

HARDWARE

In the original 1968 performance, a chessboard equipped
with light dependent resistors (LDRs) was used. This chessboard functioned as a mixing matrix feeding sound from
four live musicians into eight loudspeakers.
For
Reunion2012, there was a desire to get more information
from the chessboard, and to be able to use advanced sound
processing. The most straightforward way to accomplish
this was to detach the interface from the sound processing.
Thus, the chessboard now contains the interface only, and
all sound processing is done on one or several computers.
In fact, at the opening concert of Reunion2012, data was
sent as OSC broadcast to both a central computer acting
as a matrix, and to the collective of eight live musicians that
were acting as sound sources.
To read the position of the chess pieces, an array of 64 Hall
effect sensors was embedded underneath the board, and the
chess pieces were equipped with small magnets. To be able
to distinguish black and white, the polarity of the magnets
was reversed in the black pieces. This made it possible to
interpret the position on the board on a fairly low level,
without knowledge of the previous course of the game.
The hardware consists of eight identical custom-designed
Arduino shields, each incorporating eight Hall effect sensors (Allegro A1301LH) and one eight-channel 16bit A/D
converter (Texas Instruments ADS8344). The boards are
daisy-chained, with only digital lines and supply in between.
As a result, we get an array of 8x8 sensors with 5cm spacing. On one of the shields, an Arduino UNO is mounted.

Reunion, John Cage, Chess, Hall effect sensors, Arduino,
Max, Perl, OSC, UDP

1.

‡

Notto J. W. Thelle

INTRODUCTION

Reunion2012 was first presented as a work for electronically
modified chessboard, chess players, electronic instruments
and visual effects. The work bases itself on John Cage’s
Reunion from 1968. The idea behind Reunion was to reflect
the chess game’s flow and dynamics through sound by using
a chessboard equipped with sensors which would register
movements on the board, and which in turn would result in
various sonic results.
∗Software section
†Hardware section
‡Editor
§LAT X preparation
E
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Second, as a higher level of analysis, the actual moves are
analysed so that the positions of all individual pieces are
known during the course of the game. Events get triggered
when a piece is lifted, and when it is set down on another
square.

3. SOFTWARE
3.1 Software overview

Figure 1: The chess board, built from a standard
wooden board.
This reads out data from the A/D converters and sends the
results to a computer via USB.
The hardware is mounted underneath a standard
wooden chessboard (Figure 2), using non-magnetic screws.
The chessboard has a thickness of 12mm. As a consequence,
the magnetic field at some distance below the surface of the
board is measured, which allows for some misplacement of
the pieces. Still, because of the nature of magnetic bipoles,
the pieces must be placed near the centre of the squares to
produce a good reading. The receiving software is realised
Figure 3: An overview of the hardware and software
implementation in Reunion2012.
As Reunion2012 was going to be in two versions, a concert version and an interactive installation, we programmed
a common structure implemented in Cycling74’s Max and
Perl for both the versions: The pre-processing and ‘cooking’ of data received from the Arduino-driven chessboard,
the communication (OSC) scheme and the chess game logic.
However, the two versions differ in the direct sound generation and algorithms.
One of the main challenges was to make a stable chess
engine or logic, i.e identifying and tracking the chess pieces
moved, removed and so on. As we initially wanted to run
everything in a Max environment, we first opted for a custom chess engine written in javascript (JS). However, due
to less than optimal implementation of JS for these types of
tasks in Max, this was ultimately scrapped. The stable solution was to have the engine running as a Perl script with
bi-directional OSC communication internally to and from
Max. Using the OSC protocol also gave us a highly flexible
solution for both sending and receiving events occurring in
the game itself. Additionally, selected parameters based on
the magnetic sensors are broadcast to the musicians,1 which
enables them to freely map these as control data and events
for musical use in their own preferred setup. To further
simplify such use, we made a Max standalone app (Figure
4) that converts OSC to MIDI data and provides real-time
visualisation of the events happening on the chessboard.

Figure 2: Aurdino shields mounted underneath the
chess board.
with Max. After an automatic calibration, the data array
represents the magnetic field strength and polarity over each
of the squares of the chessboard. As the values in principle
are analogue, there is also a smooth transition during the
move from one pattern to another. This information is now
analysed on different levels:
First, physical aspects of the pattern of black and white
pieces are calculated: the centre of masses on the chess
board, the total energy captured in the constellation of magnets, and the attractive (or repelling) force that each piece
is experiencing from surrounding pieces. These values are
agnostic to the actual rules of the game, but can be used as
slowly varying parameters in live electronics.

3.2

Algorithms and sound generation

In the concert version, each of the eight musicians’ (four
on white, four on black) outputs are connected to a central
computer. The computer acts as a matrix mixer outputting
the musicians’ sound into the eight-speaker circle, spatialising the signals using the Vector Base Amplitude Panning
1
OSC data has also been used to control an RME audio
interface for setting amount of overall reverb on the output
based on certain events in the game
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Figure 4: Standalone application for mapping
events and sensor data to Midi.

Figure 5: Screenshot of the interactive installation.

(VBAP) algorithm [2]. Depending on which type of piece,
from-to position, and colour that has been moved, a semirandom process controls how many and which musicians are
to be heard at all times. More specifically, the from-to position on the eight rows 1-8 determines how many (it can also
be one or none) are to be let through dependent on colour
moved, and the from-to position on the eight columns A-H
corresponds to the eight VBAP-panned outputs to the eight
speakers.
In the interactive installation version, the sound generation is more complex. Here, sound is generated from a sample bank containing sounds designed in such a way that each
type of piece has a certain salient timbral quality—its own
leitmotif. The from-to position on the columns A-H also
corresponds to the VBAP-panned outputs as in the concert version. The OSC parameters that in the concert version are sent out to the musicians for mapping to their own
sounds, are instead mapped to transform the audio samples
in various ways. This is in some cases fixed, for instance;
playback speed/pitch is determined by the position on the
board (1-64), where in other cases a semi-random process
controls how much of certain effects such as reverb is applied. Certain types of movements or shifts, like castling or
win, changes timbral factors and even introduces additional
sounds in the case of a piece defeated. Furthermore, sensor
data such as magnetic energy, balance and magnetic attraction is used to control and add types of modulation to the
sound such as ring modulation and FM. Such sensor data
is also interesting, because magnetic attraction may tell us
if a piece is surrounded by the opposing players pieces—
something which could lead to a heightened sense of drama
in the music. If the system registers game over via checkmate, it automatically turns off all audio.

4.

PERFORMANCES/APPEARANCES

Reunion2012 was originally planned as a one-time event at
Ultima Oslo Contemporary Music Festival in 2012. Opening
as a concert for eight laptop musicians and two high-profile
chess players, the setup was re-rigged immediately after the
concert, and stood as an interactive installation for a week—
the remaining period of the festival. The location was in
the foyer of the main library at the University of Oslo, and
the audience could view the concert/installation from several perspectives: at close range within the speaker circle, or
from flights of stairs or even from upper floors looking down
into the large open space. Apart from during the concert,
any visitors could obtain chess pieces from the library reception and play games of their own—simultaneously composing music generated by the sound engine.
Both the concert version and the interactive installation
garnered media attention and received positive reviews. Subsequently, the installation has made several appearances in
various formats since the premiere. It has been used as an
artistic interlude at a leadership conference, assumedly to
demonstrate how a well-composed framework may ensure
more autonomous organisation and less need for micromanagement. In 2013, the installation was exhibited at the annual Oslo Maker Faire at Norwegian Museum of Science and
Technology, where several hundred people got an opportunity to try a hand at chess-induced musicking. In 2014,
both the concert and the installation will be featured at
several events, including a visual arts biennale and possibly
at the opening ceremony of the upcoming Chess Olympics
in Tromsø, Norway.
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5.

FUTURE WORK

initiating this project was a conviction that all attempts we
are aware of (Cage’s original included) have not succeeded
seen from an artistic point of view. In this paper, we have
presented two possible ways of sonifying the game of chess:
a concert version and an interactive installation. We have
made both hardware and software open-source, and we invite anyone interested to embark upon their own projects
with specifications for Reunion2012 as a vantage point.

Our goal for making Reunion2012 was to have a correlation between the chess game itself and the sound producing
events. However, we needed a stable system and setup in
the first place, so decisions were made to achieve this, and
that meant that we had to temporarily leave out a fullscale and a more intelligent chess engine that could analyse the movement and report back in real-time. In a chess
game there are several hundred different variants considered
standard from just the opening phase of the game (in chess
terms called ‘The Book’). Chess is a highly complex game
and it is formidable task to sonify a game on certain levels. In order to simplify, we must look at the overall feel
of the game from what we can divide in three parts; the
opening phase, the middle phase and the end game phase.
Conversations with the acclaimed chess players that performed at the Reunion2012 concerts, and advice from our
collaborators in the Norwegian Chess Federation (NSF) revealed that in a normal-timed game situation the three different phases mentioned above are often driven by a certain
tempo. Whereas the opening is quite fast, the game usually slows down to a more stasis-like phase (middle phase to
endgame). The endgame is usually quite fast again. In musical terms, a standard three-part form could mimic these
game dynamics.
Our future work is to correlate this tempo change to both
the sound-material and overall feel of the music, especially
in the installation version. The need to have a proper chess
engine is also high in priority, as the real-time analysis of the
game can provide insight for us. This could help us improve
the correlation on higher and lower levels of control and
events, thus creating a truly interactive music environment
created and controlled by the game of chess.
We think that Reunion2012 is interesting not only for
exploring the connection between chess and music, but also
in terms of using it as a novel controller for music on a
more general basis. The 64 Hall effect sensors with continuous read-outs from each square constitutes quite a sensitive
controller that for experimental musicians could be an interesting and creative tool for exploring new music, ideas
of control and performing music. Therefore, we have opted
to make both the hardware with schematics (PCB Eagle
Cad files) and software open source under a Creative Commons license (CC- BY-SA). We would like to invite people
to make their own interpretations of Reunion2012 or to
come up with ideas for new ways of using the interactive
chessboard to control music.
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CONCLUSIONS

The sustained interest in Reunion2012 may possibly reflect the truly universal appeal of the game of chess—while
often considered as a game of intellect and skill, it also
stirs up primitive emotions related to war, death, sacrifice and class struggle. Chess terminology certainly reflects this, and upon comparison, music terminology reveals
that mapping chess events to music may potentially be anything but arbitrary. The key to a successful integration of
chess game dynamics and musical form is manyfold: wellcalibrated hardware, a stable software environment, and—
perhaps most importantly—a twin passion for, and understanding of, chess and music in order to create intuitive
mapping systems and ingenious sound design.
We cannot honestly state that Reunion2012 represents
the ultimate marriage of game and music—we have merely
picked up an old idea which we think is worth pursuing. Although not strictly a novel musical interface, chessboards as
musical controllers are surprisingly rare, and one reason for
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ABSTRACT

in order to fully exploit their potential for repeatability and
precision, closed-loop self-tuning systems can be employed,
allowing for automated tuning and on-the-fly musical tuning scheme changes. Such automated tuning systems allow
for both long-term installation with minimal human intervention and for rapid calibration prior to performances.
This work was motivated by the aforementioned problem
of human intervention in an otherwise automated system.
It was undertaken with three main beliefs about the functionality of a successful robotic self-tuning system: first,
the automated tuning approach should work for any robotic
chordophone capable of continuous variation of pitch; the
tuning system should not be restricted to a single type of
actuation, pitch shifting, or transduction approach. Secondly, the automatic tuning procedure should be designed
such that it requires relatively little time to complete: a system capable of tuning a string with the data received by a
single pick or pluck is preferred. Finally, a good self-tuning
system should be able to not only tune the string’s tonic
pitch but to automatically assign virtual “fret” locations to
various positions along the string; these frets could then be
reassigned on the fly.

This paper presents a method for a self-tuning procedure for
musical robots capable of continuous pitch-shifting. Such a
technique is useful for robots consisting of many strings: the
ability to self-tune allows for long-term installation without human intervention as well as on-the-fly tuning scheme
changes. The presented method consists of comparing a detuned string’s pitch at runtime to a pre-compiled table of
string responses at varying tensions. The behavior of the
current detuned string is interpolated from the two nearest
pre-characterized neighbors, and the desired virtual fret positions are added to the interpolated model. This method
allows for rapid tuning at runtime, requiring only a single
string actuation to determine the pitch.

Keywords
Musical Robotics, Mechatronics, Tuning, Automation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Musical robots allow human performers and composers to
explore physical music-making with the use of new instruments that afford the composers with a degree of precision
and accuracy that is unusual for non-synthetic instruments.
As physical objects, though, these instruments require adjustments prior to use. Indeed, without specialized calibration routines, the instruments often require time-consuming
human intervention in order to behave as expected in a performance or installation context. Automated closed-loop
calibration for musical robotics offers a solution: a musical robot capable of adjusting its future output based upon
an analysis of its current and past outputs can be quickly
prepared for performance and remain reliable in long-term
installation scenarios.
The work presented in this paper focuses upon self-tuning
for robotic guitars and bass guitars. Robotic stringed instruments are an active sub-discipline of musical robotics (a
more thorough history of which can be found in [4] and [7]);

2.

AUTOMATIC TUNING: RELATED WORK

The idea of a self-tuning chordophone has interested researchers and inventers for decades. While early examples
focused upon piano tuning schemes [3], the contemporary
examples discussed below are applied predominantly to guitars. The majority of the existent techniques have been developed to augment a human-played instrument, freeing a
human player from the need to tune his or her instrument.

2.1

Fretted Instrument Self-Tuning

There exist several self-tuning systems developed for humanplayed and robotic fretted guitars. The patent literature
features different methods developed to aid human players
in tuning instruments. The technique most closely matching the approach described in this paper is employed on
guitars built by AxCent Tuning Systems [12] and Transperformance LLC [9]. These systems adjust the strings’ tension by tightening or loosening it with the aid of an array
of small motors. As described in [12], the strings’ characteristics are stored in a calibration table, allowing for rapid
comparisons between a string’s current performance and its
desired tuned behavior. Notably, this approach is limited to
a single string thickness: string gauge changes require exten-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 3, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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sive offline mechanical and electronic recalibration. Similar
to this approach is that used by the commercial humanplayed Gibson Robot Guitar1 .
While the aforementioned systems are commercial and
designed to augment human-played instruments, the Logos Foundation musical robotic collective (described in [5]
and [10]) has shared the design for a fretted mechatronic
chordophone tuning system designed for musical robotics
applications. The Logos Foundation’s approach appears to
be similar to the proprietary approach used on the Gibson
Robot Guitar2 .
Finally, sound artist Trimpin employs a self-tuning setup
on his long-term sculpture If VI Was IX [2]. This system uses a modified commercial guitar tuner whose output
controls a DC servomotor, and is described in more detail
in [1]. If VI Was IX represents an ideal usage scenario for
self-tuning guitars: as a long-term installation mounted in a
difficult-to-access manner, the self-tuning capabilities of the
guitars results in greatly simplified long-term maintenance.

2.2

of pitch shift events. The online detune correction stage
compares the open string’s frequency with the pre-recorded
characterization tables, allowing the string’s deviation from
the ideal to be corrected.

Fretter Position

Fretless Instrument Self-Tuning

There exist fewer examples of self-tuning systems for fretless instruments. A notable example is Zhen J. Wang and
Cesar Ortega-Sanchez’s Electronic Assisting Violin Tuner
[13], which augments a traditional violin with a motorized
tailpiece for string tensioning and a piezo-based pickup system.
Self-tuning fretless instruments allow for a further degree
of flexibility over fretted systems: after tuning, arbitrary
notes can be played along the string’s length. For humanplayed systems, this requires the player to possess the musical skill to play without the aid of frets. For mechatronic
systems the lack of frets increases the instrument’s flexibility
by allowing for the use of “virtual fret” lookup tables, which
allow for a very wide variety of tuning schemes and intonation styles to be employed. These “virtual fret” lookup
tables are simply arrays of motor setpoints, instructing the
pitch shifter to move to a particular position.

2.3

Figure 1: An illustration of the string characterization curves: each dark dotted line represents a differently detuned fundemental frequency and its resultant response to different fretter positions. The
light dot-dash line represents an interpolated detune correction curve.
The self-tuning approach described in this paper aims
not only to set the string to the correct fundamental frequency but also to allow the robot’s pitch shifting mechanism to repeatably travel to any attainable frequency along
the string’s length. To determine the relationship between
the robot’s pitch shifter (fretter) position and the string’s
vibratory frequency, the string’s response to various fretter
positions must be characterized.
To characterize the string’s response to various fretter
positions, the fretter is instructed to move to a number of
points along the string. At each point, the string is actuated and the resultant frequency is measured. The process
is repeated incrementally along the string, with each value
(and the corresponding position value sent to the fretter)
stored in a table. After the string has been characterized at
one open string frequency, the string is retuned and the process repeated (as illustrated in Figure 1). By repeating the
string characterization procedure at numerous open string
frequencies, an overall view of the string’s response can be
formed.

Tension-based and Pitch-based Tuning

Strings are typically tuned based either upon a reading of
the string’s tension or it’s vibratory frequency. To tune
a string based upon the string’s tension, a transducer is
mounted to the string. The transducer’s output corresponds
to the string’s current tension. Coupled with a knowledge
of the string’s gauge, length, and material, the approximate
tune of the string can be determined. An example of such
a tension-based approach can be found in [6].
A more popular technique (used in the AxCent systems,
as well as [11] and [13]) is to extract string frequency information from the output of the instrument’s pickup. This
approach is used in the work presented in this paper. An
advantage of this approach over tension-based systems is
that it typically requires no retrofitting of the instrument.

3.2

The technique presented in this paper has been developed
for musical robots capable of relatively fine control over
string length or tension. This section presents an overview
of the technique, while the next section focuses upon the
implementation of this method on a robotic chordophone.
This self-tuning approach consists of two parts: a string
characterization stage and a string detune correction stage.
The string characterization stage is performed offline and
results in the population of the string’s response to a range
2

Detune Correction

Once the string has been characterized at a variety of different fundamental frequencies, the string’s behavior at a
frequency between two of the characterized frequencies can
be inferred by interpolating between the upper and lower
neighboring response curves.
This is performed first by actuating the string and measuring the string’s frequency. The string’s current fundamental frequency is then compared with the previouslyperformed string characterization tables. The behavior of
the fretter in relation to the string at the current frequency
can then be determined along the whole string length by interpolating between each of the two nearest characterization
tables (as represented by the dot-dash line in Figure 1).
After the robot’s fretter actuator position in relation to
different string frequencies is known, the virtual “frets” can
be placed along the string length by populating another table with the fretter positions that correspond to the desired

3. TECHNIQUE OVERVIEW

1

String Characterization

String Frequency

3.1

http://www.gibson.com/robotguitar
See logosfoundation.org/instrum gwr/synchrochord
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Table 1: Characterization Fundamental Pitches
Swivel Unit Freq. 1 (Hz) Freq. 2 (Hz) Freq. 3 (Hz)
1
70.2
80.6
90.6
96.4
106
116
2
3
130
140
150
4
175
187
200
5
226
246
267
6
306
326
349

1

x

2

x

application is used to self-tune the strings. The application,
dubbed SwivelAutotune, was built with the Juce C++ library. The application behaves in a manner illustrated in
Figure 3.
SwivelAutotune instructs the robot to move the fretter
clear of the string and, after a small delay, to pick the string.
The string’s pitch is determined by an FFT-based pitch extractor built into SwivelAutotune (implemented using the
FFTW library). After determining the pitch, SwivelAutotune compares the pitch to the pre-populated string characterization tables (which are stored as XML-format data
files). After the detuned string’s behavior is interpolated
from the characterization tables, the MIDI pitchbend values corresponding to the desired fret frequencies are determined, and a “fret location” table is populated. At this
stage, the string has been tuned and its “virtual fret” intervals set. The user can then instruct the software to enter
its running mode, where MIDI messages from the DAW are
routed through SwivelAutotune.

3

x

Fretter Position

Figure 2: An illustration of the string tuning and
fret assignment process. In 1, the x represents the
measured frequency of the detuned string in relation to the precompiled string characterization tables. In 2, the detuned string’s behavior is interpolated from the characterization tables. Finally, in
3, the virtual frets (represented by circles along the
plot) are assigned.
frequencies, a process illustrated in Figure 2.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

The self-tuning procedure described in this paper is implemented on Swivel 2, a six-stringed robotic slide guitar [8].
Each of the six Swivel 2 modules conduct pitch-shift events
by rotating a servo-mounted fretter arm along the string. To
change the fundamental frequency of the string, the “home”
position of the fretter arm is changed.

5.

RESULTS AND EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of the automated tuning scheme,
the full procedure was tested on Swivel 2. The string was
characterized and subsequently detuned. The detuned strings
were then retuned using the SwivelAutoTune application.

4.1 Characterizing Swivel

5.1

To characterize the six strings of Swivel 2, a series of MIDI
pitchbend commands are sent to each string. The pitchbend
command instructs the fretter arm to rotate to a desired
angle, after which the fretter arm clamps against the string
and string is picked. The string’s vibrations are transduced
by the magnetic pickup on each Swivel 2 module; the pitch
is extracted from this signal. If the pitch lies within an
expected range, it and its accompanying MIDI pitchbend
value are stored in the string’s characterization table. After
the string has been characterized at a particular fundamental frequency, the string is retuned and the process repeated.

The string characterizer was run on the six Swivel 2 string
modules, taking 25 measurements along each string. The 25
measurements were predicted to produce an output curve
of acceptable resolution, lying within the lower resolution of
the servomotors; on a robot with higher actuator resolution,
more string measurements may be taken. The characterizer’s output was recorded and used to populate the string
characterization lookup tables used in the automated tuning application. To obtain the measurements used in the
characterization, each string was tuned to three different
pitches. These pitches, shown in Table 1, were expected to
be similar enough to allow for reliable linear interpolation
between each adjacent tuning.

4.2 Self-Tuning and Fret Assignment

5.2

Move fretter clear of string

Perform pitch extraction
Compare string pitch to
characterization tables
Interpolate from tables to
characterize current string
Populate fret location table,
enter running mode
Convert MIDI to appropriate
MIDI pitchbend value

Self-tuning

Two assumptions were made in characterizing Swivel 2’s
string: that 25 measurements along each string are sufficient
to produce a smooth-sounding characterization curve and
that characterizing the string at three different pitches is
enough to allow for smooth interpolation between them.
To evaluate these assumptions, the SwivelAutoTune application was run with such data sets. After tuning the
string, the robot modules were instructed to play 12-tone
equal temperament chromatic scales; the output frequency
was then measured and compared to a desired frequency.
Figure 4 illustrates the results of the test on Swivel 2’s A
and B strings. The test consists of an instruction to move
the fretter from a home position clear of the string to a position corresponding to SwivelAutoTune’s interpolated D3
position. The string is then picked and its frequency mea-

Pick string

MIDI
NoteOn
from DAW
(or other
MIDI
device)

Characterization

MIDI out to
robot

Figure 3: The Self-Tuning Procedure.
Once the robot’s strings are characterized, a custom-built
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Swivel 2 B String Self-Tune Test

Swivel 2 A String Self-Tune Test

7.

520

The self-tuning technique described herein compliments an
underlying theme in much of the authors’ work on musical robotics: that of using feedback and characterization to
increase the musical expressivity of relatively complicated
musical robots.
The self-tuning scheme has been tested on two robots but
can likely be extended to work on any pitched instrument
capable of continuous pitch adjustment: self-tuning robotic
tom-toms, pianos, and bowed chordophones should be possible with minor changes to the procedure.
This work affords many opportunities for future improvements. To improve on the string characterization procedure, additional variables such as ambient humidity, temperature, and string gauge can be accounted for. Further,
the string characterization procedure should be further automated: currently, it is a partially manual process. Finally,
the on-line fret assignment system can be improved with a
larger library of intonation schemes, allowing composers to
pick from a wider pool of virtual fret layouts including various just intonation schemes and atonal approaches.

285
470

265

420

245
225

370

205
320

185
165

270

145
125

220

D3 D#3 E3 F3 F#3 G3 G#3 A3 A#3 B3 C4 C#4 D4

Target Note

Target Note

Figure 4: Recorded string pitches compared to
target frequences on Swivel’s B string (left) and
A string (right). The dark points represent target pitches; the light points represent the average
recorded output.
sured. The fretter is then instructed to move to and pick the
next highest chromatic note along the string. This process
is repeated three times; the average results are shown, with
the results’ standard deviation represented by the plot’s error bars. To demonstrate the scheme’s effectiveness, arbitrary pitches were chosen on two of Swivel’s strings and the
results were logged.
The results of the tests show that the automatic tuning
scheme produces a result that lies quite close to the desired
pitches. On the A string, an average deviation from the
target pitches of 0.7 Hz (with an average of all of the standard deviations of 1.1 Hz) was observed. On the B string,
an average deviation of the target pitches of 2.2 Hz (with
an average standard deviation from the targets of 1.2 Hz)
was observed. These deviations lie both above and below
the target, indicating that the errors are due not to interpolation error but more likely to to mechanical actuator
resolution, placement, and jitter: the table size of 25 target pitches across three characterization curves is therefore
deemed sufficient for Swivel 2.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8.
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PERFORMANCE APPLICATIONS

Parametrically-complicated musical robots require many instructions to reach a desired state. The work presented
in this paper (and in the authors’ accompanying ongoing
research) aims to reduce the amount of low-level control
required by a human performer, musician, or installation
artist. Without the aid of SwivelAutoTune, the string must
be tuned by hand, and each pitch shift event must be manually directed by sending a human-derived MIDI pitchbend
command, followed by clamping, picking, and damping instructions [8]. This self-tuning approach, then, allows for
tuned compositions to be made rapidly and by those less
familiar with the robot’s interface.
To allow for daily self-tuning in long-term installation setups, the SwivelAutoTune application must be configured
to run automatically upon startup. While Swivel has yet to
be tested in such an environment, the increased ease of use
will allow galleries and other installation venues to display
the instrument with little need for human maintenance.
In performance scenarios requiring musician-control over
all of Swivel’s parameters, a complicated musical robot’s
manual operation may be desirable, allowing for flexible
human-in-the-loop exploration of the instrument’s string
behavior. However, for more traditional performances, the
automatic tuning method described in this paper will be
employed.
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ABSTRACT

The use of sketching as means of communication can be
traced all the way back to prehistoric times [13]. It has
been shown that sketching positively a↵ects the idea generation process [19], as well as facilitating problem solving [5].
Considered as an efficient way to convey and record physical
information, sketching has been explored as means of computer input [17]. It has been used in many areas including
design, architecture, user interface creation [6], mechanical engineering [3] and UML(unified modelling language)
class diagrams [16]. In the field of music, sketching is also
widely used by composers in the creative phase to plan out
the wider shape of the work. Indeed, research has found
that even highly computer-literate composers tend to begin
their creative process by expressing their musical ideas on
paper [9].
Systems such as DrawSound [11], Drawdio [14] and Sonic
Wire Sculptor [15] have explored the spatial information of
sketches for sound creation. Synthesized sounds in these
systems are generated by mapping audible frequencies to
the position of a drawn element in relation to the origin
of a drawing. Graphical scoring programs such as Hyperscore [8] have also used spatial information in a similar fashion, mapping time to one axis and pitch to the other.
Some systems such as Music Sketcher [2, 1] and Tunetrace [10], generate sounds by interpreting the structural
information of a drawing. In Music Sketcher, the user can
define their own parameters for a two dimensional space
where sketches are to be mapped. In Tunetrace the structure of a rasterised image is analysed and turned into a connected graph. This graph is then treated as a program for
a simple synthesis process to run; the complexity of the image directly influencing the complexity of the output soundscape.
Other image based music systems such as Monalisa [12]
use image and data sonification techniques to generate music. Sonification using sketches has become a popular art
form in recent years [20], however we would contend that
this technique is not particularly suited to music composition in the strictest sense because the output of a sonified
sketch can be difficult for the user to predict.
All the projects mentioned here so far have used sketches
or images as input. The input for these systems is usually in
the form of rasterised images or wave-like hand-drawn lines.
Little attention has been paid to the meaning of sketched
objects in the images although it is precisely this information that humans take from the images. In the Illusio system [4], players are required to draw objects and associate
sounds with those objects. The project explores the connection of shapes and music by associating a sketch with
live loops. The sketched objects in Illusio act as marks for
storage spaces while the shapes themselves have no direct
connection with sound loops and the feature of sound loops
can not be inferred from the sketch.

Sketching is a natural way for one person to convey their
thoughts and intentions to another. With the recent rise of
tablet-based computing, the use of sketching as a control
and interaction paradigm is one that deserves exploration.
In this paper we present an interactive sketch-based music
composition and performance system called Drawchestra.
The aim of the system is to give users an intuitive way to
convey their musical ideas to a computer system with the
minimum of technical training thus enabling them to focus
on the creative tasks of composition and performance.
The system provides the user with a canvas upon which
they may create their own instruments by sketching shapes
on a touch screen. The system recognises a certain set
of shapes which it treats as virtual instruments or e↵ects.
Once recognised, these instruments can then be played by
the user in real time. The size of a sketched instrument
shape is used to control certain parameters of the sound so
the user can build complex orchestras containing many different shapes of di↵erent sizes. The sketched shapes may
also be moved and resized as desired making it possible to
customise and edit the virtual orchestra as the user goes
along.
The system has been implemented in Python and user
tests conducted using an iPad as the control surface. We
report the results of the user study at the end of the paper
before briefly discussing the outcome and outlining the next
steps for the system design.

Keywords
Creativity, Sketch, Design Exploration, Composer

1. INTRODUCTION
A lack of adequate technical literacy can potentially be a
barrier between the user and computer-based music creation
software systems. Powerful music software may be too complex to learn quickly while simple, easy to learn software
may constrain the user in what they can create. To address
this issue, we present here a sketch-based composition and
performance system, Drawchestra, that is designed from the
outset to be intuitive and easy to learn while at the same
time allowing the user as much control as possible over what
is created.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Table 1: Shapes recognised by Drawchestra along
with their associated sounds and control parameters.

Figure 1: The user interacts with a touch screen
display and a keyboard to draw new shapes on
to the screen and manipulate existing ones. New
shapes are processed by the shape recognition module that identifies what type of instrument or e↵ect
the sketch represents. Once an object’s type has
been decided, it can be played, moved, resized or
deleted by the user. The musical synthesis engine
generates the sound associated with an object when
it is tapped.

recognition algorithm analyses the size and angle of each
turn in a pen stroke. This is a simple and e↵ective way of
categorising sketched shapes but it requires that the user
finish each shape with a single stroke. After being recognized, a shape can be played when it is tapped by the user.
The current system does not sequence objects in time, but
it is considered to be employed in future development.
The system can recognise seven di↵erent types of shape
which have a defined instrument type or e↵ect associated
with them (a list of the shapes and associated sounds is
given in Table 1). Although the mappings are arbitrary, the
instrument sounds and the shapes were matched where possible to reflect objects in nature that make similar sounds
i.e. a straight line represents a string, a circle represents a
drum etc. The size of a given shape is also used as a control
parameter for the generated sound; the choice of parameter
depending on the shape type. For example, pitched sounds
from objects such as lines or rectangles derive their pitch
parameter from the size; large objects mapping to lower
pitches to match the physics of resonant bodies in nature.
The sound synthesis module uses MIDI to generate the output sounds with instrument pitches mapped into the pitch
range G2 to F5.
When a shape is being drawn, the line colour is black.
After a shape is completed and recognised, the system will
change the colour of the line to reflect which type of object it is, helping the user to spot any recognition errors.
To maximize feedback, the system not only provides an audible response to playing of an instrument but also visual
feedback in the form of animation. When a user plays a
shape by tapping it, the shape will be animated while the
sound output is generated. Again, the animation depends
on the type of shape with lines flexing in the middle like a
plucked string or a triangle spinning on its centre in the case
of the orchestra hit object. When sound e↵ect objects are
triggered, blue sparkles appear inside the e↵ect object. In
addition, where a sketched object is not a recognised shape,
the outline slowly decays and becomes fuzzy to inform a
user that this shape is not in the “instrument library”.

An interactive paper space is developed in the InkSplorer
project [9], aimed at enhancing and refining composers’
computer-based exploration phase of music composition.
InkSplorer needs to be integrated to existing tools, OpenMusic and Max/MSP so a level of proficiency with these
systems is prerequisite in order to use it.
In terms of interaction with sketched objects, Drawchestra is perhaps most closely related to Freepad [7]. The researchers developed a musical interface using a webcam and
computer vision techniques to detect the free hand drawings
of a user on paper and transform these into MIDI notes.
The system captures the empty paper image and then any
shapes drawn subsequently can be detected by calculating a
di↵erence page between the empty paper and the new state.
A user can draw new shapes with a pen and then interact
with the objects they have created by tapping them with
their finger or pen, acting like a drum stick. The features
of the shape which is drawn do not contribute to the MIDI
note output. In the Freepad system, the velocity of the
user’s finger striking an object can be detected using the
frame di↵erence, whereas capturing this type of velocity information is not yet possible with commercially available
capacitive touch screen devices. This feature, as well as the
immediacy and ease of use of the Freepad system are great
advantages but the use of paper and live video also has some
potential drawbacks: With a paper and pen based system,
the user cannot change the sketched objects they have created. The use of a webcam and video processing software
also makes the system computationally expensive since each
frame needs to be processed. More importantly, such a system is unable to provide direct visual feedback. Thiebaut
et. al. [18] point out that program and paper have di↵erent
a↵ordance; the action and reaction that a computer program can o↵er cannot be matched by traditional sketching
on paper. For this reason the Freepad system is more like
a drawing board with sound feature than a fully interactive
musical interface.

3.

USER STUDY

To validate the usability of the application, a user study
was conducted involving 10 participants, half of whom were
trained musicians while the rest had no previous music training.
Our prototype system was developed using the python
Pygame library to deal with graphics and capture mouse
events. For the user study we connected an iPad as a slave
touch screen control device; this set up did not support
multi-touch, so we used a keyboard to control the mode of
user interaction.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system is programmed in Python using Pygame and
wxPython for the user interface with Mingus and pyFluidSynth modules for sound production.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the system architecture,
showing how the touch screen interface works with the shape
recognition and sound synthesis modules. The current shape
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Figure 3: User feedback on the ease of interaction
with di↵erent shapes. Dark grey bars represent
users viewing a shape as intuitive, light grey represents users who reported a shape as being nonintuitive.

Figure 2: The user interface for Drawchestra comprises an iPad and a keyboard. The iPad is employed as a slave touch screen through which user
can draw and manipulate shapes. The keyboard,
which is labelled for the convenience of the participants, is used to switch between the modes of user
interaction due to the current system does not support multi-touch.

3.1

shape at the pitch that they wanted than the novices do.
The participants voted for the instruments (shapes) that
they felt were most or least intuitive to interact with. The
summarized votes are illustrated in Figure 3. As shown in
the bar graph, 7 out of 10 participants thought that straight
lines (a guitar string sound) was very intuitive. The reasons
provided included the shape of line being similar to that
of a real string, good sound feedback, ease of control and
the fact that a shape is easy to draw. Of all of these, the
fact the shape is similar to the instrument it represents was
mentioned the most frequently. In fact, this same feedback
is often the reason for participants giving positive feedbacks
on any sound source.
The two resonant elements (delay and chorus) were considered the least intuitive to work with because some users
were not sure how to use them. Some participants expected
to use them in ways other than the design of the system allowed for. In one case this was due to a miss-understanding
of the meaning of the sketch symbol that was chosen because the user thought the half circle and half square shapes
looked like parentheses and tried to enclose other shapes between a pair of them.
Looking at the videos of each session, we observed that
users interacted with the application vary in di↵erent ways.
In the exploring phase, some players tended to try all the
instruments before they applied sound e↵ects, while some
others preferred to draw an instrument then resize and apply sound e↵ects on it to explore the variation of produced
sounds. Generally, the second type of users tended to use
more sound e↵ects when performing, and the combination
of shapes they used was more diverse.
During the preforming phase, users also interacted with
the system in di↵erent ways. Some used more types of
shapes than others; some tried to organise the instruments
well before playing. Figure 4 shows six screen shots taken
from di↵erent user performances. As we can see, players
A, B and C arranged their shape in a more organised way.
They tend to arrange the same instruments all together.
In contrast, the instruments of the other three players are
less ordered. We found that players D, E and F were more
adventurous in their use of the creative space.
Seven of the ten participants expressed their interest in
the application and said they actively forward to trying future versions of it. The freehand drawing was the main
reason people they liked the application; quotes from par-

Setup and task design

Since the application is an interactive surface, at this early
stage, we are concerned more with the control and usability
experience of the interface rather than aesthetic factors of
the music that was produced. In this study, all of the participants were required to act as both composer and performer
by creating a short piece of music with the system. The
complete user interface as seen by the participants is shown
in Figure 2, comprised an iPad for display and touch gesture
capture along with a keyboard with buttons to select the
actions draw, move, resize and remove (the default action
when no buttons are pressed is to play the instrument).
Before starting, an information sheet introducing the application and its controls was provided to participants to
help them gain a general understanding of the application.
The experiment had two main parts: To begin with the
participant was given 5-10 mins of unstructured time to familiarise themselves with the interface then they would be
given a further 5 minutes to create their short piece of music, performing it at the end.

3.2

Measurement

During the test, the screen and audio output was recorded
through video capture software to provide us an overview
of how people use the application and sketch in real time.
Observing the way people sketch in the context is extremely
useful for future improvement of the system. In addition,
post-test questionnaires were given to participants to gather
their feedback regarding the usability of the application.
Information about the musical training and composing history of the participants was collected along with a five-point
Likert scale questionnaire to gather general feedback. The
questionnaire concluded with some open questions to collect
the participants personal thoughts on the experience.

3.3

Results

Overall, the participants found the application is easy to
use, but found the building and composition of their piece
more easy than performing it. According to the questionnaires, we found musicians thought it was easier to draw a
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Figure 4: Captured screen shots from users’ performances
ticipants included: “It is fun to draw ‘instruments’ on a canvas and arrange them according to how you want to play
them or just for aesthetics purposes.”, “Very natural way to
compose music.”, “Moving the shapes around to organise a
piece of music is interesting.”. Generally the participants
considered the whole application easy to use and facilitated
self-learning.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented Drawchestra, a novel sketching interface for composing and performing music. A small
scale user study has demonstrated that Drawchestra is easy
to use and its sketch based features were found compelling
by participants. Through the study, we have identified
many features of this first prototype system that can be
developed further. In the next stage, we intend to add
more shapes to support a greater diversity of input and
output. The consensus of user feedback prompts us to consider deeper relations between shapes and the sounds that
they represent. Users found shapes that related obviously to
physical objects that produced a particular sound (e.g. lines
representing plucked strings) were most intuitive to use and
this relationship between the visual semantics of a sketched
shape and a physical object should be investigated further.
Due to the similarity of some sounds (for example guitar
and bass guitar are both strings) we believe that allowing
the specific sound for a particular object to be chosen by
the user from a sound family may extend the facility of the
system while maintaining the interface’s inherent simplicity.
The current system is a single user arrangement but there
is no reason why multiple users should not be able to share
a common canvas. If several users can join a networked
version of the application with a shared canvas this will give
the possibility of user interaction and facilitate collaborative
composition and performance in real time.
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Using just one hand is a handicap when it comes to recognizing all
gestures involved in conducting. However, using Radio-Baton is not a
similar way to practice real conducting. Conductor’s cueing must have
a directional information to command more than 200 orchestra
members. Our study uses directional informations with gyroscope to
make a realistic situation of practice.
Pinocchio is a virtual symphony orchestra system that enables the
user to experience conducting using a baton with a computer camera.
It also develops and applies multiple beats, orchestration setups, and
audio effect setups. Orchestration practice is the focus of our study.
Pinocchio has an administration mode that can move each user
anywhere on the screen. Adding a face recognition conducting system
was suggested as a future task [3]. However, until now, studies have
considered only conducting gestures, not cueing. It is similar to our
study using as a learning tool for children. However, our study is
focused on conducting practice for musicians.
The Nintendo Company in Japan recently developed a program
called Wii Music. It is a virtual game that enables the user to play
various instruments using the motion plus system, which has three
accelerometer axes from the Wii remote controller, as well as two
more axes from the Wii Fit Balance Board. The orchestra-conducting
category uses the Wii remote controller as a baton, which allows the
user to conduct a virtual orchestra on the monitor by following the beat.
One program that is similar to Wii Music’s orchestra conducting
game is the UBS Virtual Maestro: An Interactive Conducting System.
This also uses the Wii remote controller as a baton to conduct a virtual
orchestra, and uses a method that changes the music tempo. Using a
motion sensor to change tempo is a similar to the method used in our
study [4].
These Wii-based conducting systems include visual information to
recognize and sense the presence of a live orchestra. They are
considerably similar to the vMaestro program used in our study, but
we have added a cueing system in order to identify and develop
conducting practice. Both the Wii remote control and smartphones
have gyroscope-based downbeat detection.
Lijuan Peng’s study used an infrared camera installed in a Wii
remote controller to read users’ hand movements. This made the
conducting of 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time possible [5].
That study focused on detecting various time signatures. The focus
of our study was different; however, we did use conducting gestures
as a controlling method in our study.

ABSTRACT
This study introduces vMaestro, a smartphone interface for music
conducting. Powered by the device’s gyroscope, vMaestro analyzes
conducting motions, allowing the user to not only control the tempo
but also to simulate cueing for different instruments. The results of user
tests show that, despite certain ergonomic problems, conducting
practice with vMaestro is more satisfactory than traditional methods
and has a strong potential as a conducting practice tool.

Keywords
smartphone, conducting, practice, orchestra

1. INTRODUCTION
It takes a considerable amount of practice to play music well. In
particular, to become masters of music, conductors require sufficient
practice time. However, it is impossible to gather more than 200
orchestra members for daily practice. Therefore, a conducting major
generally has only few chances to conduct a real orchestra. Conducting
majors usually practice with music whose speed is unchangeable, such
as CDs or MP3s. Further, students study with pianos as much as
possible to make up for what they lack in live music practice. They
quickly translate the full score of the orchestra to piano music. This
practice helps them to learn about tempo, instrumentation, and melody
line. Yet, there remains a significant lack of necessary practice.
Therefore, the conductor cannot expect to have a good interaction with
an orchestra in a short duration, as he would with an individual musical
instrument. Significant experience can help someone master the
technique of conducting.
vMaestro is a handheld digital musical interface that can be used
by students majoring in music in order to practice orchestral
conducting. vMaestro gathers several scattered conducting practices
–tempo and cueing- into one realistic practice, using smartphone
gyroscopes and computers to help students practice conducting.
Students can learn about tempo, instrumentation, and melody line
through conducting gestures and cueing directions.

2. RELATED WORK
Many research studies on virtual music conducting programs have
been carried out in the past. The first was Radio-Baton, which was
invented by Max Mathews. It is a system that allows conductors and
composers to play orchestral scores through electronic methods, and it
is still in use today [2]. Its computer-generated MIDI player controlling
concept is similar to that of vMaestro. Using both hands to control the
dynamics and other musical signals is very similar to real conducting.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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3. DOWNBEAT AND CUEING

Figure 1. Four-beat and six-beat conducting styles.
Figure 3. Screen shot of vMaestro iOS app.

. have to know about conducting.
To measure conducting motions, we
Every conducting motion has an up-and-down direction. We call this
the upbeat and the downbeat. The downbeat is a particularly important
factor in calculating the music’s tempo. In one bar, the relative strength

The sensor gathers the information on tempo and direction. This
information is tied to an Open Sound Control (OSC) message, which
is transformed within the computer, which generates a musical and
graphical order. Music is generated from a sequencer program and
played through the speakers. The current direction of the conductor is
displayed on a screen to guide the direction of each instrument in the
orchestra (see Figure 4).

of each beat is “①Strong-②Weak-③Middle Strong-④Weak” in 4/4
time, while in fast 6/8 time—in which one downbeat is counted per
three beats—the strength of each beat changes as follows: “①Strong② Weak- ③ Weak- ④ Middle Strong- ⑤ Weak- ⑥ Weak” to “ ①
Strong-②Middle Strong” (see Figure 1) [6].

Figure 2. Example of 4/4 time conducting analysis [7].
Before the music starts, the conductor makes a weak accent to
demonstrate the tempo and cue the start of the music. Usually, a weak
accent is a half or full conducting gesture. While conducting,
conductors change the direction of their gestures to make signs. The
indication of entries—when a performer should begin playing—is
called cueing. There is no special method for cueing: a conductor can
use a hand gesture, a facial expression, and so on. The most important
thing is the direction in which the conductor is facing. For example, if
the violin section, located on the left side of the orchestra, has to start
the main melody, the conductor must stand to the left and give a cue
to that section immediately. An incorrect direction could cause a
mistake to be played in a classical orchestra concert (see Figure 2).

Figure 4. vMaestro operation process.
. were selected according to the
In this study, well-known pieces
method used by music colleges in Germany. In general, each selected
piece has a different style and tempo. The samples used in this study
were Ave Verum Corpus by W.A. Mozart—slow choral music in 4/4
time—and Jazz Suite, Waltz No. 2 by D. Shostakovich—fast
orchestral music in 6/8 time.

4.1 Conducting Interface
The vMaestro conducting system is an iOS7-based application that
can be used on the iPhone. The basic concept of this application is
created using MOMU [8] and KAMPO [9] [10].

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Some details of vMaestro are as follows. First, the user inputs an IP
address and a port number in order to connect with the server computer.
Then, the user presses Start button to activate the sensor on the
smartphone. Then, he/she begins the conducting practice. The user’s
current position will be shown as a bar number and a directional angle
slider (see Figure 3).
The conducting procedure is similar to a natural conducting method.
The user starts with a weak accent to set the tempo and then makes
conducting gestures and cueing directions to control the music
smoothly.
Further, the user can enter the number of the bar in which he/she
wants to start, or reset a directional angle to fix an incorrect direction.

Figure 5. Rotation degrees for each of the three axes.
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The gyroscope is the main sensor that detects conducting motions.
We used Apple CMAttitude to access this data, which includes the
rotation degrees for each of the three axes in Figure 5. The conducting
movement can be calculated via the pitch-axis of the gyroscope.
The smartphone motion sensor makes a random noise at the
downbeat point. This noise causes the music to have an abnormal
tempo. Slow, small conducting movements create considerable
irregular noise. We therefore set the sensor’s rotation rate at two
rad/s for activation.
Filtering can identify abnormal data in order to create a
suitable conducting method for practice. In the situation shown
in Figure 6 the hand movement have to show stop at the lowest
point from around 0.4 s to 0.7 s. A raw sensor shows unstable
movement, but filtered sensor stop detecting at the moment.

The computer runs a program called Pure Data that receives OSC
signals—including direction, tempo, play commands, bar numbers,
and volume information—from a Wi-Fi-connected smartphone. This
musical information is sent to Ableton Live, which controls and plays
the music with virtual instruments. Every beat signal from the
smartphone will trigger a TAP in the control bar on Ableton Live in
order to calculate tempo. Horizontal separation and vertical separation
are bar and instrument (see Figure 7).
Directional data is compared with original conducting
information, and whether the conductor’s direction is right is
calculated in Pure Data. This decision data will control the volume of
the orchestra sections in Ableton Live (see the bottom of Figure 7).
Visual data are displayed on the screen to indicate the orchestra and
directional marks, in order for the conductor to recognize information
about cueing. Conductor have to change his direction follow the
instructions in the score. If conductor is in the correct direction, music
will play normally. If not, main melody will cut off (see Figure 8).

Figure 6. Comparison of raw and filtered sensor
data.
We set up very strong beats to play the music. A bar-divided
MIDI file plays on the strong beats. Further, there is a weak
accent before the music starts or restarts. Two beats are set for
both 4/4 and 6/8 time, similar to a real conducting.
Bars are counted in order to recognize where the user is in the
music. The user can skip to any bar in the music by inputting the
bar number into the text box in the application.
Cueing systems are made by the smartphone gyroscope’s yaw
axis, sending direction data via OSC. vMaestro catches the
direction of the conductor’s smartphone and compares it with a
given moment in the music. The direction ranges from -90 to 90
degrees and the conductor can point to four divided spaces. A
wrong direction will result in a volume down signal, allowing
the user to recognize the mistake.

Figure 8. Direction of conductor in 1st bar of Ave
Verum Corpus
.

5. EVALUATION
We tested five professional conductors and five professional music
players. The reason for this grouping was to evaluate the usability and
effects of the program for both conductors and non-conductors. First,
both groups were given a short duration to preview the score in order
to understand the music. Then, they tried the vMaestro program. A
short explanation on how to activate vMaestro was provided before
the practice session. During the session, we let each user have his/her
turn. Both sessions performed the same orchestral score. Two tests
were conducted, with an interval of one week in between. This was
similar to the conditions for a real lesson setting.
The participants were not allowed to use the application except
during the two tests because we did not have to measure the
application’s adaptability, only the relative improvement of the
participants’ conducting feelings.
After the second practice, the participants were surveyed about
vMaestro. The survey inquired about their interest and concentration
during the vMaestro practice. It also measured how similar their
vMaestro experience was to their existing conducting practice and skill
improvement. Each question was answered on a scale of 1 to 5: very
negative (1), negative (2), normal (3), positive (4), and very positive
(5).

4.2 Sound Engine

Table 1. Survey items
vMaestro is more interesting than traditional
conducting practice.
vMaestro let you concentrate more on conducting
practice.
vMaestro practice is similar to real orchestral
conducting motion.
vMeastro is an effective way of conducting practice.

Figure 7. Ableton Live setting [11].
.
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We expected that this simple method to practice conducting an
orchestra would yield positive feelings. Further, an increased interest
in smartphones could enhance the rate of participation in this
program.

This study faced two main limits. The first was the weight of the
smartphones. When conductors are conducting, they generally use a
baton weighing just 10 g, but sometimes they do not use a baton at all.
In contrast, a smartphone weights about 137 g, which is 13 times
heavier than a conducting baton. During the study, eight users said that
they experienced wrist pain after practicing with vMaestro.
The second issue is the difference in grip. Since conductors use small
batons or their empty hands, the experience of conducting is
completely different when using a smartphone. Schmidt used a
wristband as his conducting device. An armband may prove to be a
solution to the aforementioned wrist pain and difference in grip.

Table 2. Survey ratings by category
Conductors

Non-conductors

Interest

3.8

4.0

Concentration

4.2

4.2

Motion

3

3.8

Effect

3.8

2.4
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Most participants answered the first question about interest in a
positive way, which was the result that we expected before the tests.
They also gave both “positive” and “very positive” ratings in the
concentration category. This shows that if a program is interesting,
users will concentrate more. The professional conductors group was
particularly excited about this new learning environment.
Another rating category was the recognition of conducting motion
in vMaestro. Both groups gave it ratings of “normal” and “positive.”
The reason why the professional conductors group rated their
satisfaction as “normal” was that they each have their own conducting
motions that do not match perfectly with the textbook method of
conducting. On the other hand, the non-conductors group rated it as
“positive” because they are only used to making textbook conducting
motions.
There was a significant difference between the two groups in the
category of effects. The non-conductors group believed in the effects
of existing practice methods. They only had complete faith in
traditional practice methods and thought neither smartphones nor any
other electronic device could replace those methods. In contrast, the
professional conductors group expressed the desire to have a more
reasonable way of conducting an orchestra. They said that, even if the
conducting motions do not exactly match, vMaestro can still be a good
practice tool for conducting majors.
We will hold a vMaestro demo session during a classical concert at
the Ai One Arts Center in Seoul, Korea on February 15th.
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6. CONCLUSION
vMaestro is a system through which a conductor can freely control
tempo and supplement cueing—that cannot be carried out in
traditional conducting practice—using a smartphone. The results of
such practice will allow more conductors to acquire conducting ability
through a simple, low-cost method.
Conducting is a major aspect of music performance. This means that
conducting is a high-quality musical activity. Basic knowledge of
music is not the only qualification for becoming a conductor. Every
musician must experience many musical activities. vMaestro can
make this happen not only via solo training, but also via training with
a virtual orchestra.
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ABSTRACT

2. THE CITY AS INTERFACE

Street art opens a new, broad research field in the context of
urban communication and sound aesthetics in public space.
The primary focus of this article is the relevance and effects
of using sound technologies and audio devices to shape urban
landscape and soundscape.

In connection with the project presented here, the city can be
viewed as an interface. Within the context of city research, the
term interface describes how individual citizens in collective
rhythms and practices, with their urban environment instill or
changing it. According to Manuel Castell, cities have always
been an interface between individual and collective identities
and shared social representations. The city operates as an
interface as collective practices and values are embedded
physically in the city and its social context. If this existing
and well-established practice and structure is modified by
interactions, it also changes the city. [1] All urban experiences
require interpretations, reactions and impulses to be translated
into a variety of interactions. City Human Interaction (CHI) is
based on how humans interact with questions in the city, and
raises questions as to how artistic strategies circumvent
limitations in urban space, and open up methods of rethinking
the concept of urban space. [2] The city as experimental and
field research is of increasing interest for artists. They are
leaving their protected institutions, proving their concepts in
public space and confronting a broad audience. As a physical
interface, the city provides a built infrastructure and
established ways of using it creatively. [3] New media has
changed urban areas, and in spite of some negative effects
such as light pollution or electrosmog, there still is great
potential in their creative application and use as
communication channels to establish a new urban public.

This paper examines the process of developing an alternative
type of street art that uses sound as its medium. It represents
multiple audio device prototypes, which encourage new
chances for street artists and activists to contribute their
messages and signs in public spaces. Furthermore, it
documents different approaches to establishing this alternative
urban practice within the street art and new media art field.
The findings also expose a research space for sound and
technical interventions in the context of street art.

Keywords
SOUND TOSSING, audio devices, street art, sound
interventions, urban sound

1. INTRODUCTION
A new phenomenon of recent years is street art created by the
use of electronic devices and digital media. These
developments appear to be an adequate means of increasing
critical thinking and encouraging discussion of public space
and its problems. Activists from different disciplines are
transforming urban environments into a lively scene,
constantly developing new forms of expression with
technological interventions.

3. RELATED WORKS

This paper and the practical project provide a further
contribution to electronic street art, with particular interest
given to the use of sound as a medium in this area. Different
prototypes for these practices and their concept applications
are presented. Based on the performed actions, exhibitions,
workshops, and the feedback we received, we discuss the
opportunities and problems arising from the application of
Sound Tossing. Furthermore, we answer the question of how
this is of interest to the public, street artists, media artists, and
urban thinkers.
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Of particular relevance and interest in this study is the direct
and creative use of electronic equipment for the development
of new street art techniques. Technical devices and their
systems can shift from being tools for reproduction to creative
tools and aesthetic design elements of the works. This is done
through the direct use of electronic devices and components
or the use of the visual characteristics of these technologies as
a source material for artwork. New protagonist from the new
media art scene joined the field of street art and implement
their knowledge and concepts in urban space. Starting
research on interventions with electronic equipment,
components and projections in the context of street art in the
city, we quickly come to the Graffiti Research Lab, or GRL
for short. Evan Roth and James Powderly founded the GRL
during a research fellowship at Eyebeam in 2005. T h e
purpose of the project was to rethink how people make and
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stuck to a wall and then painted over, and can play
individually with modified head tape recordings. In the
context of street art, the use of cassette tapes as a medium is
particularly attractive and interesting due to its long tradition
in hip-hop culture. In reading an audio bomb tag, the reader is
put in the same position as a traditional graffiti writer instead
of being a traditional (i.e. passive) audience. The reader needs
to actively engage with the content to receive the content of
the tag. [4]

look at graffiti and street art, not only by making things, but
by developing tools that graffiti writers could potentially use.1
They experimented with various technologies for recapturing
public space, put many of their new methods of selfexpression into practice in cities all around the world and
documented these activities with short videos. As part of the
open-source movement, they followed the philosophy of idea
sharing and made their developments, documentation and
detailed building instructions available for free on the GRL
website as well as various DIY platforms. With the aim of
addressing a broad audience and removing the negative
connotations of street art, the GRL projects are often easily
and cheaply recreated and are generally not considered to be
vandalism. The projects range from complex computer
programs for analyzing graffiti tags to a variety of digital and
mobile projection techniques such as Laser Tag or the famous
LED-based art project known as LED Throwies.

4. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The development of mobile audio units for urban
interventions and their contextualizing with street art and
open design technology will require fundamental design
considerations. The general guidelines for the implementation
of the different prototypes are discussed below.

4.1 Sculptural Layer

For the project Urban Parasites, Vincent Van Uffelen
developed several prototypes for electronic street art. Van
Uffelen references the content of the GRL LED Throwie
project, and pursues similar goals. Urban Parasites aims
mainly at the critical exploration of technology used in urban
space by making use of artistic methods to reveal
inconsistencies and/or alternative uses for the ubiquitous
technological devices surrounding us.2 A particularly
interesting approach Van Uffelen pursued was the use and
modulation of radio waves. His concept for the R a d i o
Modulator Parasite provided the following functions: the
receiving of radio waves, the modulation of these waves by
means of audio filters, and the sending of these waves
modulated by a transmitter.

The visual design of the audio units follows the visual codes
of Shoe Tossing. This means a visual approach to the
traditional practices in the context of street art and includes
certain brand recognition in the public domain. The Shoe
Tossing objects, two shoes whose shoelaces have been tied
together, are also templates for Sound Tossing audio units
mainly because of its practical application as missiles. The
transformation of the visual codes of Shoe Tossing onto
Sound Tossing appears as two boxes that are connected by a
cable. This form allows and encourages hooking up and
twisting the audio units on overhead wires, trees, sculptures
and other objects in urban areas. In order to illustrate on a
visual level that it is a sound object, the audio units are
primarily built by using small speaker cases.

Benjamin Gaulon is also known as Recyclism – his work the
Light to Sound Device, or L.S.D. for short, uses light as a
stimulus for sound generators. Gaulon reclaims LED displays
and neon signs that increasingly shape our present day. L.S.D.
feeds on light via two light sensitive resistors mounted on a
suction cup, allowing the sensors to be mounted on any screen
surface. An analog synthesizer converts the light input into
sound waves. This device can be used in many different
configurations, and can feed from any light source. Even if
L.S.D. can be controlled by any light source, its design is
aimed at screen reading/listening.3

4.2 Outdoor Devices
The audio units are designed to be thrown or hung on street
furniture in public spaces. It’s possible that a device misses its
target and falls to the ground. To avoid the audio unit being
broken after just one impact, the most rugged yet lightweight
housing is used during assembly. In outdoor space, the
devices are also subject to environmental factors such as wind
and rain. To maintain a long lifetime, the electronic
components of the audio units are made to be water resistant.
Another important aspect to be considered is how to route
power to the devices in public spaces. The use of batteries
proved to be unsatisfactory due to their short lifespan and
environmental impact. As the energy produced by solar cell is
not enough to power the audio unit at night, a combination of
solar cells and storage batteries were used. Another
consideration was the use of the existing city power supply by
tapping into the lines or by induction in a coil, but this
alternative was not further investigated.

In 2011 the British artist Mr. Underwood was invited to
develop Sonic Graffiti for a project in Birmingham. The eight
devices included various interactive sound generators that
could be played by users. By pushing a button or by
simultaneously touching two metal contacts, the audio players
were activated. Mr. Underwood has installed equipment in
cracks in walls and other objects in public spaces. The
playback of the sounds either came from installed speakers or
by headphones brought by the visitors. In addition, Mr.
Underwood identified his Sonic Graffiti units with markers in
the form of small round buttons.

4.3 Sound Diversity
Sound Tossing works primarily with sound as an artistic
medium. The various audio units covered support many
acoustic modes of expression for interventions in public
space. For example, voice messages or sounds are recorded,
electronic circuits generate sounds, or non-audible
frequencies are transformed into the audible range. The audio
units are designed for subtle intervention in urban areas. The
sound is meant to lead to the discovery of the devices and
should not be primarily perceived as a nuisance. Compared to
the perceived sound, the visual appearance of the audio units
remains in the background. Public sound art, as an unusual
element in the environment, must be particularly sensitive to

The project Audio Bombing: Magnetic Cassette Tape Graffiti
was developed in 2007 by students Mike Flemming, Kang
Chang and Kyle Millns from the University of Illinois. The
group used the already successful random access method
work by Nam June Paik from 1963, where one audiotape is
1

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/25/arts.html 26.07.2012

2

http://vincentvanuffelen.com/urbanparasites/ 26.07.2012

3

http://www.recyclism.com/lsd_sonicgraffiti.php 26.07.2012
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5.2 Sniffer Devices

both noise levels and qualities of sound to avoid becoming a
source of distraction or annoyance for the public. [5]

The Sniffer Devices transforms inaudible frequencies into the
audible range perceptible to the human ear. With the help of
these audio units electromagnetic and ultrasonic waves can be
detected and played back in urban space. An interesting
aspect of this is to make audible the various urban frequencies
that are normally not heard everyday life. The Sniffer Devices
expand our field of perception, generating sounds and linking
us with hidden frequencies that pulsate to the rhythm of the
city. The prototypes of the Sniffer Devices can be divided into
two groups. One group is used to detect electromagnetic
frequencies, and the other ultrasound. The Sniffer Device with
bat detector module can be used to detect mosquito devices,
which are designed to keep young people away by using
extremely high frequencies. The Sniffer Device spots the
mosquito devices. It transforms the high frequencies of the
mosquito devices into audible frequencies. It therefore makes
an acoustic attack by these mosquito devices on young people
into an attack on all. This intervention is a call to end this
targeted act of “shooting with sound”.

4.4 Open Design
The project uses an open design strategy and provides easy
access to technology and procedures. The audio units can be
built with a few simple electronic components. To keep the
cost of the individual devices as low as possible, a large part
of the necessary electronic components on all the modules can
be removed from old electronic equipment. Basically, all the
parts and materials used are inexpensive and easy to get. The
proposed audio units can be adapted to individual needs by
relatively simple modifications and extensions. By
experimenting with different components and their sizes,
good results can be achieved. The controls of each audio unit
are very simple, and have been reduced to the essentials. This
allows for the simple and intuitive use of the devices. Sound
Tossing was developed as an open design project with the
goal of easing the entrance requirements to working with
audio electronics and to reach as large an audience as
possible. This procedure became a competitive advantage in
the distribution of this alternative type of street art and
motivated participants around the world. The disadvantage of
this approach is that there is only limited influence on the
artistic work, which is carried out by others.

5.3 Urban Crickets
The Urban Crickets are small, solar-powered sound
generators made from simple electronic circuits. They are
very easy to make, and are long lasting. These prototypes
meet most of the design considerations, which apply to a
broader application for sound interventions in the context of
street art. Followed by intense experimentation with different
circuits and components, the sound more and more imitated a
lively cricket. The development and distribution of the
different prototypes of the Urban Cricket has been promoted
through various activities such as illegal street art campaigns,
organization of workshops and active participation in media
art festivals. The sound of crickets has many positive
connotations. This makes the Urban Cricket device an
interesting tool for interventions in urban space and attempts
to set free positive feelings in those passing by. At the same
time, they should cause some irritation because the Urban
Crickets are located in urban areas, a place where you rarely
hear crickets.

Figure 1. Building instruction for Urban Cricket

5. PROTOTYPES
The development and testing process of several prototypes for
sound interventions, in the context of street art, took place
over a period of two years. The experimental work was done
under different conditions: in the studio, in public space, in
mediation work in workshops, and as part of active
participation in media arts festivals. The developed prototypes
can be divided roughly into three different groups of devices.

5.1 Sampler Devices
The Sampler Devices, a group of mobile audio units, can be
described as tools that integrate customize messages and
noises in the public sphere. With these units, any type of
audio sound can be recorded and played. The units can be
equipped with different sensors or a timer, or a combination
thereof, to play back the sounds, directed toward targets and
plan the timing. The addition of individual sound messages to
the dynamic city interface means a more proactive approach
to the urban environment. The aim is to make it a personal
issue to the public through subtle interventions and messages.

Figure 2. Urban Cricket

6. Field Work
The Urban Crickets can be used to carry out subtle and
sometimes provocative sound interventions in urban spaces.
The degree of irritation depends on the location and the
method used for intervention. The basic idea is an invasion of
artificial crickets as subtle signs of recapturing the acoustic
space of the cities. Urban Crickets are a change in the
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In recent years, an increase in interventions that use sound as
a medium in connection with emerging new technologies
within street art has been recorded. The project Sound Tossing
is in the tradition of these projects, questioning public space
with sound. It deals with the perception of sound
interventions in urban space and any resulting problems and
opportunities.

auditory environment that reinforces the perception of our
everyday life.
The use of the Urban Crickets in public spaces has been
going on since November 2010, primarily through illegal
interventions in public space in which the devices are either
thrown or hung with a long pole onto overhead power lines,
trees and other street fixtures. Depending on the location and
the time of execution, and of course the number of active
participants, Sound Tossing action can grow into a kind of
performance with many viewers.

A major problem with the Sound Tossing actions was that
they were easy to ignore or to overlook in urban areas. This is
due to the general subtleness of the intervention of the Urban
Crickets, but above all it is affected by the dominance of our
visual perception. Compared to conventional street art, Sound
Tossing is difficult to discover in the city. Particular emphasis
was therefore given to a strategy for placement of the audio
units. We cannot simply place art works in public and expect
everyone to use, understand and appreciate them. Studying
public space and how inhabitants use the space is key to a
successful art installation in that context. [6]

The decision about where the Urban Crickets were placed in
urban areas was based on several considerations. To position
the practice of Sound Tossing not only conceptually but also
spatially within the context of street art, the actions took
places in areas where there is a high density of street art.
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Basically, it was thought that residents would not directly be
affected by the sound interventions. The use of audio units
was dispensed with in close proximity to residential areas as
much as possible. In certain places, such as in parks, several
Urban Crickets were simultaneously set free. Overlays of
chirps generated a summer- like cricket concert. In order for
the Urban Crickets to stay active during the night, they were
positioned in the immediate vicinity of streetlights.

7. CONCLUSION
In the course of this paper, an overview has been given on
different forms of artistic expression and their development in
the hotly contested area of the public space. In this context,
the role of street art and its heterogeneous techniques were
investigated and explained with examples to improve
understanding. The practical research project Sound Tossing
is an attempt to establish sound interventions in the context of
street art. At the same time, it also puts an emphasis on
current issues in public spaces, in particular in relation to the
prevailing situation, to attract attention to urban sounds.
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bases for connections between pitch, spatialization and creative
sound processing. We suggest that practice–led investigations of
embodied concepts in music will allow us to advance performance
gesture ecologies that provide unifying frameworks for connecting
individual performance gestures and musical macrostructure,
facilitating intuitive engagement with complex performance systems.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the design, theoretical underpinnings and
development of a hyperinstrumental performance system driven by
gestural data obtained from an electric guitar. The system combines a
multichannel audio feed (parsed for its pitch contour, spectral content
and note inter–onset time data) with motion tracking of the
performer’s larger–scale bodily movements using a Microsoft Xbox
Kinect sensor. These gestural materials provide the basis for the
system’s musical mapping strategies, informed by an integration of
embodied cognitive models with electroacoustic/electronic music
theory (specifically, Smalley’s spectromorphology). The
performance system’s sound processing is further animated using the
boids flocking algorithm by Reynolds. This provides an
embodied/ecological base for connecting Lerdahl’s spatial and
syntactical models of tonal harmony with sound spatialization and
textural processing. Through this work, we aim to advance broadly
applicable performance gesture ecologies, providing typologies that
facilitate creative (but still coherent) mappings from physical and
figurative performance gestures to spatial and textural structures.

2. EMBODIED COGNITION AND
GESTURAL TYPOLOGIES AS A BASIS
FOR SPATIAL MUSIC PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS DESIGN
2.1 Familiar Gestural Affordances in
Performance Systems Design
Our performance system consists of a hyperinstrumental
expansion of an electric guitar. It uses a multichannel pickup on
the guitar to facilitate (a) the tracking of musical event data
from the guitar, and (b) the separate processing and
spatialization of different voices from the guitar’s (channel–
per–string) audio feed (see Figure 1). The tracking and
processing parts of the system are implemented in Pure Data
(Pd).

Keywords
Gesture, embodied, schemas, boids, flocking, spatialization, mapping

1. INTRODUCTION
Investigations concerning the form, role and meaning of ‘gesture’
preoccupy multiple academic domains, permeating technical design,
philosophy and experimental investigations into human cognition,
action and experience. In the music sphere, this interest is manifested
in the use of embodied cognition to interrogate theoretical models
within musicology [1,2]. Furthermore, researchers in the field of
musical interaction design continue to explore the practical
implications of gestural models, exploiting concepts of affordances
and embodied models in systems design [3,4]. This paper will
discuss the design features in an early iteration of a spatial music
performance system whose constituent mappings and control
structures adopt bodily bases, supporting the exploration of
relationships between spatiotemporal performance gestures on both
physical and figurative [3] (perceptual integration of individual
sounded acts) planes. (See also Smalley’s [5] discussion of gestural
surrogates for a similar concept within the field of electroacoustic
music theory.)
We propose that through the use of bodily–driven models in
systems design, a computer music performer (or
hyperinstrumentalist) may creatively explore compatible embodied

Figure 1: Basic system hardware configuration:
multichannel audio pickup facilitates parsing and
spatialization of voices
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The central rationale behind the system’s initial design was
that it should provide the musician with the opportunity to
easily derive control of spatialization from familiar
performance gestures. Therefore, we based our system on an
electric guitar whose physical affordances were essentially
unmodified: there were no ‘bolt–ons’ of additional control
surfaces or sensors [6]. Our perspective was that deviating from
instrumental norms would impose additional cognitive loads
when learning a complex spatial music performance system. In
addition, they may undermine a performer’s established
technical strengths, due to emerging issues of control
complexity and fragmentation.
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structures may occupy distinct levels for tonal ‘distance’ within
a hierarchically–divided cone structure (a basic space for tonal
relations). These distance factors are thus available for mapping
to the ambisonic distance parameter, connecting tonal center–
periphery with spatial dynamics.
In terms of the embodied associations of this configuration,
pc0 is treated as stable: centered/grounded/resolved. Deviations
from this pitch–class are conceptualized as increasing
hierarchical (and functional) distance, with associated greater
instability. As a result, pitch materials closer to tonal center
(octaves, fifths, triads with respect to pc0) are spatialized
towards the center; materials which are more tonally distant
(chromatic level) are spatialized towards the periphery. The
tonally distant materials (commonly judged to be more
‘dissonant’) are ‘contained’ at the periphery. The materials
closer to pc0 reinforce a sense of a grounding center. Thus,
spatial ideas implicit within pitch structures are reified in our
spatialization strategy. This may facilitate the performer’s
exploration of gestural narratives between pitch contours and
the system’s embodied–ecological response.

As a result, the multichannel audio feed becomes our primary
source of control data through the extraction of note–gesture
(event) information, including pitch–class, spectral content and
note inter–onset data for each voice. This atomistic data is
integrated to provide gestural macrostructures (i.e. figurative
gestures [3]) such as pitch contours and average note inter–
onset time that can then be directly applied to musical
mappings.

2.2 Mapping, Macrostructure and Coherence
2.2.1 Pitch contour as gestural data
The system’s core design philosophy is that coherence and
accessibility is facilitated through the use of broadly isomorphic
embodied models at its various levels, from input event parsing to its
output audio processing. Figurative instrumental data is extracted
in Pure Data (Pd), including pitch (frequency Hz), note (attack)
inter-onset time (ms), amplitude (dB), macro–melodic contours
(and computation of syntactical relationships such as melodic
tension). Initial developments concentrated on applying pitch–
contour data to the control of first–order ambisonic
spatialization azimuth direction and distance parameters. The
system’s pitch–tracking (via the monophonic channel–per–
string audio feeds) was implemented using the time-domain,
‘Specially Normalized AutoCorrelation’ or SNAC–based
[helmholtz~] object for Pd [7]. This was then parsed into
pitch–class data (for twelve pitch–class divisions, pc0–pc11, in
relation to a user–defined tonal center, pc0).
In our first version, pc0 to pc11 were mapped to a 360–
degree rotation on the azimuth plane (clockwise from front
center). Its spatial dynamics were reinforced by our distance
mapping, which is derived from cognitive models of tonal
hierarchies (see Figure 2).

2.2.2 Dynamic mappings: embodied forces and
performative frames
In addition to their application to basic contour mappings,
pitch–class profiles form the basis of more sophisticated
mapping strategies based on Lerdahl’s dynamic models of tonal
relations [9,10]. Although Lerdahl’s primary influence is that of
‘traditional’ cognitive psychology [8], his theories can also be
viewed as implicitly embodied. His dynamic models treat
musical syntax dynamics as forces, including an explicit
invocation of gravitation via an inverse–square law [9,10]. This
use of embodied concepts provides the potential for integration
with more explicitly embodied approaches. Following this lead,
dynamic melodic syntax data (such as attraction and inertia
values) from Lerdahl’s models were mapped to in–kind
parameters (namely, attraction and inertia) of a boids flocking
algorithm, controlling dynamic spatialization [11,12,13,14]
relative to a specified central point within two–dimensional
Cartesian space.
Although this algorithm has previously been applied to
spatialization [13], our innovation [14] lies in its integration
with embodied force–dynamic metaphors which we identify as
common to Lerdahl’s [9,10] model and the boids algorithm.
Resulting sound structures are animated spatially using boids
[11] as an embodied metaphor for melodic syntax. Each boid
controls the movement of a single voice from the multichannel
instrument output, with strength of tonal attraction reflected in
the overall flock’s centricity or peripherality (see Figure 3).
Spatial dynamics are thus subject to control via an
embodied/environmental
metaphor,
with
individual
spatialization parameters consolidated within a holistic model
connecting tonality with embodied spatial associations. These
parametric mappings could therefore be viewed as a practical
implementation of Johnson’s embodied cognitive theory of
common practice musical structures: his music–as–moving–
force metaphor [15]. The mapping of tonal attraction values to
flocking centricity is illustrated in our first video example:
[video example 1: 11’05–16’21].1 In addition, Lerdahl’s
implicative denial (denial of potentially more attractive pitch–
class candidates) [9,10] can be observed to be associated with
more vigorous flocking behaviors, such as greater acceleration
and avoidance values for the boids (and, hence, the spatialized
voices).

Figure 2: the initial system’s mapping from a spatial model
of tonality––after Lerdahl [9]––to spatialization (center–
periphery and angle of rotation)

1

Music cognition research [8] and cognitively–informed music
theory [9] suggests that different intervals within tonal
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Figure 4: physical motion connected with musical motion
(integration of figurative and ancillary gesture)
An example application of ancillary bodily movements may
be seen in [video example 2].2 In this example, the velocity of
larger–scale movements are applied to various parameters of
granular processing corresponding to a rate–effort–to–density
dynamic. Movements are mapped as follows:
(1) The velocity of the left hand (at the head stock of the
guitar) controls the flocking speed
(2) The velocity of the right hand (picking hand) is mapped
to the following granular parameters: feedback, buffer
position, grain reveal and time variation
(3) Other bodily accompaniment gestures (higher–
amplitude ‘waving’ gestures with the picking hand, tracked
via skeletal velocity) are used to instantiate more dynamic
spatial movements around the central attraction flocking
point, that is determined by the torso position of the
performer.
In addition, figurative gestural materials also articulate the
rate–effort–to–density approach via the mapping of average
note–inter–onset to granular density and grain size.
Fundamentally, this mode of interaction can be seen as
relational: functional dynamics of engagement with the
environment are embodied within performance gestures.
Johnson [15] has proposed a typology of qualitative dimensions
of movement:
tension, projection and linearity. These
dimensions deal with the connection between the manner of the
movement’s initiation and the form of the resulting gesture. We
believe it is significant that this typology bears a striking
resemblance to Smalley’s [5] account of energy–motion
profiles in electroacoustic music see table 1, below.

Figure 3: boids mappings resolve tonal center to spatial
center (providing ‘spatial closure’)

3. GESTURAL QUALITIES AND
BODILY BASES FOR EXTENDED
MAPPING STRATEGIES
3.1 Ancillary/Accompaniment Gestures and
Embodied Functional Associations
The first iteration of the system is thus based on facilitating
accessible connections between figurative gestures and spatial
metaphors via tonal hierarchy models. Connections between
musical structures and embodied spatial domains may be
further explored and strengthened through the extraction and
mapping of additional gesture data, specifically indirect
ancillary/accompaniment gestures [3]. These are bodily
movements that a performer may consciously or unconsciously
execute alongside sounded performance gestures. They may be
conceptualized as embodied accompaniments to musical
structures. Although such usage entails the presence of
additional input controls, we consider the application of such
gestures to mappings to be broadly compatible with our initial
aim of maintaining clear connections with familiar performance
gestures. In addition, such gestures are already broadly
accessible as by–products of established performance practice.
They are therefore less likely to be experienced by the
performer as contributing to fragmented control and impeding
their musical execution.
Structures based on accompaniment gestures are obtained
using a combination of the Xbox Kinect and the third-party
application, Synapse [16]. This provides skeletal point–based
data, including values for velocity and acceleration. The result
of this extension is that we are now able to access a
combination of gestural types––(1) physically small–scale
sounding gestures (either as individual note articulations and
composite figurative gestures) alongside (2) more expansive
bodily accompaniment/ancillary gestures––facilitating more
holistic interpretations and mappings via force metaphors (see
Figure 4).

Table 1. Comparison of Johnson’s dimensions of movement with
Smalley’s energy–motion profiles and embodied associations
Johnson
Tension
Projection
Linearity

Embodied Association
Rate–effort=>overcoming
inertia
Sudden rate-change
/ transient movement
Coherence of path

Smalley
Motion
rootedness
Motion
launching
Contour
energy/inflection

Tension and motion–rootedness are correlated with an
embodied expectation (force–dynamic) of the effort required to
overcome inertia: the persistence of a system’s grounded/stable
state (in our case, primarily associated with tonal and spatial

2
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center). Projection/motion–launching implies the significant
rate–effort may instantiate a larger–scale dynamic movement,
the degree of which may dictate the form that the continuing
gesture’s linearity/contour–energy takes (more coherent or
incoherent path away from or back to its initial resting state).
Given the broad correspondence between these two theories,
they may be seen as contributing a shared performance gesture
ecology for mappings connecting physical gesture with musical
macrostructures ranging from common practice tonal syntaxes
[15] to textural and electroacoustic approaches [5].

extension [9,10]. Furthermore, the correspondence between
Johnson’s typology of qualitative dimensions of movement and
Smalley’s energy–motion profiles may fruitfully inform the
investigation of embodied perspectives on gestural mapping
strategies. Future work will see the continued exploration of how
embodied schemas and dynamics may provide coherent mappings
via the exploitation of in–kind and isomorphic relationships between
a performance’s physical and figurative domains.

3.2 Ancillary/Accompaniment Gestures and
Integrated Mappings
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[Video example 3]3 adopts the presented typology to integrate
input modalities and output domains. In part I, the
presence/absence of attack transients may be conceptualized as
mapping via projection (see Figure 5) to spatial trajectory.

Figure 5: Guitar pluck (attack profile) causes sound object
to be projected spatially
Rapid rates of change (clearly detected attack transients)
overcome the implied ‘grounding’ (gravitational) dynamics of
current states/positions. In this example, the clear articulation
of a note will reset the voices to the central location, whilst the
sustain phase will instantiate spatial diffusion processes (along
with some additional tonal–textural processing). In Part II, we
see a boids mapping in which the movement of the guitar head
stock controls the speed of flocking behaviors and the picking
hand’s ancillary motion controls inertia and avoidance
parameters. In such a mapping, the detection of a new note–onset
(increasing gesture–energy) will center the instrument’s output in the
spatial array and present it with tonal/textural clarity. The continuant
phase of each note event will see the note–gesture(s) being moved
progressively towards a peripheral location, based on a metaphor of
lower–energy articulations being assigned to the periphery. Thus, a
synthesis of Johnson’s and Smalley’s theories may be seen as
informing the use of audio analysis techniques (such as note–
attack detection, envelope following and spectral analysis tools)
as source structures for integrated embodied mappings
alongside ancillary/accompaniment gestures.

4. CONCLUSION
By advancing a unifying framework (performance gesture
ecology) that links together figurative, accompaniment and
physical sounded gesture, we provide an intuitive means of
integrating familiar performance gestures and metaphors into
the design of complex spatial music performance system. We
recognize that there are some inherent limitations in creating
such schemas as fixed models. For example, our choice of
reflecting tonal center–periphery directly in the spatial structure
is, from one perspective, an aesthetic decision, and alternate
mappings are certainly conceivable. However, the present
version of our center–consonant and peripheral/distant–
dissonant mapping is consistent with cognitive studies carried
out by Krumhansl [8], in addition to Lerdahl’s theoretical
3

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxWBDaSSX2w
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ABSTRACT

handful of boutique controllers, such as the Morrison Digital
Trumpet3 , the Synthaphone4 , and the Eigenharp5 .

The Birl is an electronic wind instrument developed by the
authors, which uses artificial neural nets for the mapping
of fingering systems and embouchure position. The design
features of the instrument are described, and the selected
machine-learning mapping strategy is discussed.

3.2

Experimental Wind Controllers

In addition to the established commercial instruments, the
NIME research community has also been working on windstyle control of electronic music for decades. Several important papers have pushed the field in new directions. Perry
Cook’s HIRN controller[3] is the most directly related to
our project. Cook focuses on increasing the amount of sensing data that is collected from the controller and foreshadows our work in the last paragraph by suggesting machinelearning techniques as a possible solution to the difficulties
of mapping multidimensional sensor data to synthesis parameters. Gary Scavone’s PIPE [11] is also related, as well
as the wealth of other wind control research he has generated over the years[13]. Duncan Menzies’s work on the
P-bROCK digital bagpipes[7] explores similar issues of low
latency wind control, in developing a teaching and practice tool. Tomás Henriques impressive Double Slide Controller [5] builds on the field of trombone-inspired controllers
that was paved by Nic Collins’s Trombone Propelled Electronics[1] and Perry Cook’s TBone[2]. More distantly related, but important in terms of sensing strategies, are instruments such as Palacio-Quintin’s Hyperflute[9] or Ystad
and Vioner’s Virtually Real Flute[15] that fit existing wind
instruments with sensors to increase control possibilities.

Keywords
Wind, controller, instrument, machine learning, neural net,
capacitive sensing, embouchure, fingering, breath, physical
modeling

1. INTRODUCTION
Although the keyboard paradigm has dominated electronic
music interfaces since the 1960s, researchers have designed
many alternative musical interfaces. Researchers have explored wind controllers, developing several experimental designs in an e↵ort to harness the expressive potential of wind
players for electronic music. The development of the Birl
seeks to add to that exploration through the creation of a
new electronic wind instrument that uses artificial neural
networks (ANNs) for musical parameter mapping.

2. GOALS
The primary goal of this research project was to design an
electronic wind instrument that is more expressive that that
of currently available commercial instruments. In particular, we were interested in developing an instrument that
presents the performer with a larger space of pitch possibilities by enabling half holing and alternate fingerings. We
were also interested in increasing timbre control through
embouchure sensing and in creating an instrument with an
attractive and classic look and feel.

3.3

Other Related Research

Outside of the wind controller paradigm, there are several
areas of research that are significantly connected to this
work. In particular, this project was informed by research
on machine learning in HCI problems and musical instrument design. The Wekinator software[4], developed by Rebecca Fiebrink, has been invaluable to the rapid prototyping of the Birl. Other related research focuses on parameter
mapping strategies in general[6] or sensing techniques[10].

3. RELATED WORK
3.1 Commercial Wind Controllers
There are several commercially available wind controllers
on the market. The most well known are the Akai EWI
and EVI series1 , and the Yamaha WX series2 . There are a

Figure 1: Top view of Birl prototype

1

http://www.akaipro.com/category/ewi-series
http://usa.yamaha.com/products/musicproduction/midi-controllers/wx5/
2

4. THE INSTRUMENT
4.1 Fingering System

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Commercial electronic wind instruments have switch-like
keys, and the pitch is determined by matching a digital
3

http://www.digitaltrumpet.com.au/
http://www.synthophone.info/
5
http://www.eigenlabs.com/
4
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word created by scanning these keys to values in a lookup
table of known key combinations. If a match is found, the
proper pitch value is output. The first version of the Birl,
used in the piece Concerning the Nature of Things (2009)
[14], was designed this way. With this simple mapping, if
the player performs a key combination that does not exist in the lookup table, a problem arises — the instrument
must either maintain the current pitch or cut o↵ the sound,
neither of which make sense musically. Many experimental
designs in the NIME community have explored wind controllers with continuous sensing of the fingering keys[3, 9,
11, 15]. However, with this increased depth of input data
there are mapping problems. Assuming that the designer is
interested in using continuous fingering sensors in a traditional manner (i.e. to determine the pitch of the synthesis
output), how does one choose a pitch to output when the
input space contails all possible key (2N ) combinations? A
simple lookup model is not possible. One option is to use
numerical models of tone hole acoustics to determine the
e↵ective length of the tube. Scavone and Cook used this
approach[12], and it is particularly intriguing. We intend
to explore it in the future.
In the prototype, we evaluated an alternative approach
based on machine learning techniques. Using Fiebrink’s
Wekinator[4] as a rapid prototyping platform, we experimented training ANNs with input from the fingering sensors. After training an ANN on a set of known input values
(i.e. fingering example 1 = pitch D), the network allows the
performer to interpolate between these values in an intuitive fashion. Therefore, every possible finger combination
results in a pitch output. Even if some pitches are strange
or unexpected, the behavior is something like an acoustic
instrument, where alternate fingerings may produce slightly
out-of-tune pitches or in-between tones. This permits both
the use of half-holing techniques for bending notes and of
the discovery of serendipitous “extended techniques” — microtones without the need for exhaustive scale design.
The fingering sensors on the current prototype are aluminum stando↵s connected to plated holes in the PCB with
screws. They are scanned sequentially using Cypress Semiconductor’s CSD capacitive sensing library. A single scan of
the 12 finger sensors takes about 5 ms with the current settings, achieving 12-bit resolution and acceptable noise immunity. A new prototype currently in fabrication includes
optical reflectance sensing, which has been shown by Menzies[8] to be e↵ective in sensing open-hole wind instrument
fingering on his electronic bagpipes and may o↵er a reduction of the scan time by half.

4.2

perflute[9]. Our machine learning approach opens up more
possibilities for embouchure sensing and is an exciting area
in the development of this instrument. The current prototype uses three copper pieces near the lips as capacitive
proximity sensors. A user trains a neural net on several different embouchures (i.e. tightened lips, dropped jaw, bottom lip drawn back) and then maps these embouchure positions to synthesis parameters. This allows for the detection
of various embouchure positions without explicit mappings
of those particular positions, adding a desirable layer of flexibility. We are currently investigating the use of the Swept
Frequency Capacitive Sensing (SFCS) technique developed
by Munehiko Sato et al[10], which could theoretically detect
many di↵erent embouchure positions through the use of a
single metal mouthpiece or a mouthpiece with a conductive
coating.

4.4

Figure 2: Internal view of Birl prototype

Breath Control

4.5

Commercial experimental electronic wind instruments typically measure breath pressure the same way. Scavone’s
PIPE[11] is an exception in which the player to maintains
a static pressure rather than a continuous air steam. Because we are interested in harnessing the skill of trained
musicians, we implemented the well-accepted continuous
airstream measurement system. A Freescale MPXV5004GP
gauge pressure sensor is connected to the mouthpiece via
flexible silicone tubing. The current synthesis system uses
the standard mapping of breath pressure to amplitude.

4.3

The Brain

There are three microcontrollers (MCU) on the birl prototype. A Cypress Programmable System On Chip (PSOC)
8-bit MCU runs at 24MHz and handles the fingering sensor
input. Another PSOC is dedicated to the proximity sensing
in the mouthpiece. The primary brain, an Atmel AVR32
UC3A 32-bit microcontroller, runs at 66MHz. The brain
retrieves the fingering and mouthpiece sensor data from the
PSOC MCUs and the breath sensor data from an AD7680
analog-to-digital converter. The brain processes this data
and communicates with a computer via UDP network packets in OSC format. The Birl transmits communication over
a standard Ethernet CAT5 cable. Once neural nets for the
fingering and embouchure sensors is trained, the nets are
exported as an array of weights and loaded into the primary brain MCU. The neural net can be used in real-time
by the instrument without connection to a computer. The
AVR32 can handle some light audio DSP and includes a
16-bit digital-to-analog converter, so we have designed a differential audio amplifier and a 3.5mm audio jack onto the
brain PCB. Onboard synthesis has not yet been tested. In
the current prototyping stage, a multimedia computer receiving control data over OSC handles the audio synthesis.

Case Design

The current Birl prototype case is 3D printed in nylon. It is
a clamshell layout, designed for milling in wood on a 3-axis
CNC mill. When the structure is finalized, we intend to mill
the case out of a hardwood such as maple or walnut. The
current mouthpiece is a repurposed vacuum cleaner attachment for cleaning computer keyboards. This is attached
to the main body of the instrument with a piece of copper
plumbing tubing at 135 , which positions the mouthpiece
toward the mouth and puts the hands in a comfortable position. The unusually long and thin mouthpiece was chosen
to discourage visual comparison to a soprano saxophone,
which the commercially available Akai and Yamaha controllers resemble. In the updated prototype currently in
fabrication, the mouthpiece is 3D printed in nylon and designed with better integration of the capacitive sensors. We
intend for the finished case to have a classic feel, subtly
recalling Renaissance or Medieval wind instruments.

Embouchure Sensing

Most commercial electronic wind instruments enhance the
mouthpiece with an additional “bite” sensor, which measures something akin to the performer “biting the reed”.
Some experimental instruments add other sensor systems,
such as the myoelectric sensors in Cook’s HIRN controller[3]
and the ultrasonic distance sensors in Palacio-Quintin’s Hy-
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4.6

Artificial Neural Net

The neural nets were trained on this data, and then the user
experimented with the instrument for a few hours.

Based on tests with the Wekinator system, we determined
that a single-layer neural network was sufficient to achieve
desirable parameter mappings. We tested the prototype
with all sensors as input values and with the following outputs: a floating-point pitch output, an amplitude, and six
variable timbre parameters. The ANN output calculation
takes around 1ms on the current 32-bit brain microcontroller — fast enough to be incorporated into the firmware
loop without slowing down the sensor scan rate.
It is important to note that the Birl does not perform any
time-based gesture following or prediction. The machine
learning is strictly used to provide an instantaneous output
state based on the current sensor input.

5.3

Feedback Regarding Machine Learning

All of the performers found the ANN to be useful and to perform surprisingly well. The transition between two trained
fingerings often displayed a linear pitch change, “smooth
bends”. For instance, when moving from a trained C to a
trained D, a user opens the lowest finger hole sensor. If the
user opens the capacitance fingering hole gradually, the rise
from C to D is noticeably smooth. Many (though not all)
transitions between trained pitches exhibit this characteristic. Each of the performers found the ability for smooth
bends between pitches to be both interesting and musical.
When trained on a chromatic scale, two-fold cross validation showed that the neural net had an RMS error of zero.
Thus all explicit mappings perform as expected.
Performers agreed that untrained fingering combinations
produced interesting output, but we expect tone-hole modeling would likely produce output that is more intuitive.
Random fingering combinations produce various “in between”
and out-of-tune pitches, which could be interesting for an
experimental musician because they are repeatable within
a neural net configuration.

5. EVALUATION
5.1 Overview of Evaluation with Expert Users
No formal user studies have been conducted. However, the
instrument has been tested informally with four expert saxophonists. The primary goal of these informal user tests
was to test the hypothesis that ANNs are an e↵ective tool
for handling parameter mapping on a wind instrument with
continuous sensing. The secondary goal was to gather feedback about the instrument design, so that we can improve
the instrument’s usability in subsequent prototypes.
During testing, OSC data from the birl was sent to a laptop computer running OS X. On the computer, the training
and running of ANNs were handled by the Wekinator software, which then sent parameter data to a Max/MSP patch
for audio synthesis. A small bu↵er size of 64 samples was
used to keep audible latency to a minimum. Two synthesis
methods were tested — a simple triangle wave with variable
FM and a physical model patch, the “blotar”, from PeRColate6 by Dan Trueman and Luke Dubois.

5.4

5.4.1

Feedback Regarding Specific Details
Fingering System

All of the users reported that the finger holes felt too small,
presumably because they were all saxophonists used to larger
keys. We expect this to be di↵erent for players used to
recorder or bagpipes, but it was significant enough for us to
reconsider the design of the keys. We are considering alternatives, such as countersinking the case around the holes or
using larger surfaces for the sensors.
The users liked the “open holed” style capacitive sensors
for the finger keys, but they found the continuous sensing
and the lack of haptic feedback frustrating for the thumb
keys. They found the thumb keys harder to avoid touching
by accident. The users also wanted the left hand thumb key
mapped to octave. To address this feedback, the next revision utilizes mechanical momentary pushbuttons instead of
capacitive sensors for the thumb keys.

5.4.2

Pinky Keys

Much like the C# and C keys on a flute, there are three holes
for the right pinky (smallest finger). All users declined to
use the pinky keys, because they were too small and close
together. The next prototype will only have two right hand
pinky keys that are larger and farther apart.

5.4.3
Figure 3: Experts testing Birl protoype

5.2

Evaluation Procedure

Each user first built training examples correlating fingerings
with the pitches of the chromatic scale, usually about 30 examples per note. Then each user trained three embouchure
positions and correlated them with particular synthesis parameters by describing to us the timbre that each position
should map to. The input data was a set of 17 floatingpoint features — the 13 fingering keys, the pressure sensor,
and the three capacitive sensors on the mouthpiece. The
output parameters were a single floating point MIDI value
for pitch, an amplitude value, and three timbre parameters.
6

Case Shape

The shape of the case was successful. All users commented
that they liked how it positioned their hands and mouth.
We recommended a technique of placing the base of the
instrument on the left leg while seated. This posture was
found to be comfortable for all users. Use of the instrument
with a strap while standing has yet to be evaluated.

5.4.4

Speed of Response

All users commented that the speed of the response was excellent and that they could perceive no delay whatsoever.
The brain microcontroller was sending breath data to the
computer every 2 ms and fingering/embouchure data to the
computer every 5 ms. In fact, the extended technique of
flutter tonguing turned out to be possible because the rate
of data capture and transfer was fast enough to capture
that speed of breath pressure variation. The 2 ms breath
sensor data transfer rate could theoretically capture the 500

http://music.columbia.edu/percolate/
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Hz maximum of the mechanical frequency response of the
pressure sensor according to the data sheet, which suggests
the possibility of “simultaneous singing and playing” multiphonics. This has not yet been tested.

5.4.5

ble to parameters of wind controller design such as fingering
systems and embouchure detection. While there is much
room for improvement on the instrument, the experiments
so far are promising and encouraging for further exploration.

Embouchure Sensing

8.

All users were excited by the possibilities of the trained embouchure sensing. Tests verified that the technique shows
significant promise although the reliability of the embouchure
sensing on the current prototype su↵ered from several problems. The capacitive sensors on the mouthpiece gave rather
noisy signals, probably due to the free-hanging wires connecting the sensors. The motion of these wires could alter
the fields. The sensors were attached to the mouthpiece
with wire ties so they would slowly drift in position. The
trained system only worked for a few minutes before the
sensor outputs would change too much to classify correctly.
These issues will be addressed by integrating the sensors
into the mouthpiece itself and by experimenting with SFCS.

5.4.6
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Synthesis

Of the synthesis methods tested, simple FM and physical
modeling, the users enjoyed experimenting with both. The
physical model allowed for some very interesting possibilities with embouchure sensor training. The users especially
liked getting the “blotar” model to squeal by adjusting their
embouchure. While other synthesis methods (i.e. granular,
concantenative) are possible, we found that there was much
to be explored in the two tested synthesis types. Additionally, they are both algorithmically efficient such that it will
be possible to implement them in real-time on the AVR32.
Thus we are currently focusing on these two methods.

6. FUTURE WORK
Circuit boards for the next prototype are currently in fabrication, and an adjusted case design is being developed to
be CNC milled in wood. Features to be explored in this upcoming hardware prototype include the evaluation of SFCS
for embouchure capture, countersunk case holes for easier
tactile fingering feedback, and integration of an LCD screen
and controls for adjustment of parameters and loading of
presets directly on the device. The substitution of IR reflectance sensing for the finger holes is also being evaluated.
The current training system was unwieldy for the testers
because the Wekinator platform is designed for flexible and
broad applications. We are working developing our own
training GUI in OpenFrameworks that is customized for
an end user to train fingering, breath, and embouchure
classification. When this interface is completed, we will
work on transferring the generated ANN to the Birl without firmware reprogramming. Instead, we intend to store
and load training presets in the instrument itself via onboard EEPROM. The goal is to require a computer only
for training, after which the instrument may be unplugged
and run from a 12V Li-ion battery, calculating the interpolated output parameters from the neural net and generating
the audio synthesis onboard the 32-bit microcontroller.
After these next steps, we will conduct a more formal
user study. Five examples of the instrument will be given
to professional performing musicians for extended periods of
time, soliciting formal feedback from them. An evaluation
with non-expert players is not planned, since the goals of
the instrument do not include ease of use by non-experts.

7. CONCLUSION
The Birl, an experimental electronic wind instrument, has
demonstrated that machine-learning techniques are applica-
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The new Manipuller II (MP2) proposes important interface
changes aimed to provide a more engaging user experience, and also
the challenge of a further hardware and software integration towards
a stand-alone system, able to run completely without the need of an
external laptop computer.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new prototype of the Manipuller, a novel
gestural controller for live music performance based on strings and
force sensors.
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Some relevant examples of musical interfaces related to this
research topic are The Web [8], The Soundnet [10], The Pullka
[5], or The Strimidilator [2]. Certainly both the Manipuller I and II
have the strongest similarities with The Web, first presented by M.
Waisvisz in 1989.
While the MP1 used isolated force sensing channels of
independent strings, the MP2 uses a ring with a net, a configuration
of interconnected strings similar to The Web. The difference is that in
the MP2 just one hand is enough to actuate over the entire net,
pulling its different string segments and registering simple or
combined forces.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Manipuller was conceived as a musical interface which
combined strings and force sensors [7] in order to achieve
higher grades of feedback and expressivity during live music
performance [3]. Force sensors register the dynamic effort of
the performance, transmitting effectively its expressivity [11],
and strings, besides being common items of our daily life since
ancient times, have intrinsic expressive qualities.
Originally inspired by the singular performance expressivity
transmitted by blues and rock guitar players when bending the
strings, the Manipuller exploits the very low frequency range of
strings manipulation to produce deterministic musical outputs.

3. THE MANIPULLER II
The structure of the Manipuller II was originally inspired by
the net configuration of ancient dream catchers. The first
challenge was to adapt the technology of the existing prototype
MP1 into a ring structure with an interlaced string. For the MP2
we modified the structure of a bodhrán (traditional Irish drum) to
accommodate the strings net within the ring structure and four
force sensors distributed equally around the ring.

Figure 1. The Manipuller I, four parallel strings
The first prototype of the Manipuller (Fig. 1) disposed four parallel
strings in square formation with force sensors on each string end.
Hence the sensing hardware of the Manipuller I (MP1) consisted of
four pairs of Force Sensing Resistors (FSRs) [6] placed at top and
bottom of a semi-open wooden frame, a custom made sensors
linearization board, and an Arduino Mega2560 development
platform [1]. The sensed data is streamed in real-time to a computer
running the gesture tracking algorithms and the different musical
applications under MaxMSP [4].
One disadvantage in the MP1 was that the structure felt oversized
for a comfortable hand manipulation, resulting too often in
unnecessary gestures and excessive physical effort to operate over the
full interface range. Also its body appearance was not aesthetically
pleasing; perhaps rather sinister.
Figure 2. The Manipuller II, strings within a bodhrán
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30-July 3, 2014, Goldsmith, University of London, UK.
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The complex net pattern showed in Figure 2 gives an idea of
the multiple possibilities to configure the string segments
within the ring. However, for better clarity, we will be using a
simplified pattern to display the force sensing action lines and
examples of how the user may interact over the interface.
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the rail supply (3.3V), which accommodates the output voltage
to the full ADC input range of the LPC1768. The gradient of
the ramp (sensitivity) is adjusted with potentiometer R21 and
the capacitor C6 sets the low pass cutoff frequency around
100Hz, which should be enough to register gesture variations of
up to 50Hz.
There are also dedicated LEDs which provide visual feedback of
the tension sensed at each sensor. For instance, a LED brightness that
no longer increases with applied force indicates that the voltage
output has saturated, whilst no brightness would indicate absence of
external manipulation. This is very useful for adjusting the offset and
sensitivity of each sensor.

3.1 The Ring Interface
In the MP2 the whole hand is involved in the manipulation and all
fingers can play a role within the net, which improves user control
during performance. In the MP1, the manipulation was more a
grabbing gesture and the fingertips did not play a practical role. In
essence we may say that the manipulation of single strings happen in
1D (only hand), while the action over a net occurs in 2D (hand and
fingers).

Figure 5. Single FSR linearization circuit
The force sensors chosen for MP II have a significantly
smaller force range (1lbs vs. 25lbs), resulting in smaller
resistance values at full scale. This allows the use of lower
resistor values in the feedback loop of the linearization circuit,
improving its noise immunity.
A micro-SD memory card (placed on the bottom layer)
provides external memory to store the audio files required for
applications of sound manipulation. Furthermore this storage
media may also be used as a large audio buffer for extra
computing memory to implement certain sound effects, such as
reverb or delay. This memory card is accessed via high speed
SPI bus permitting data transfer operations above 10MB/s.

Figure 3. Force Sensing Directions
For this smaller frame we have reduced the number of FSRs
sensors used from eight down to four. These sensors and their
mechanical actuators are placed at the outside of the ring and
connected to the strings via drilled holes. Figure 3 shows the resulting
force sensing hot lines, which determine the direction of maximum
pulling force sensitivity.

3.2 Hardware
The hardware has been redesigned and all electronic blocks
have been integrated in one single printed circuit board,
reducing drastically the wiring between sensor’s and microcontroller boards. The MP2 uses a much more powerful
processor than its predecessor, along with added peripherals
such as an audio DAC, a µSD memory or a display.
The challenge is to make the Manipuller II independent of an
external computer to run its own integrated musical applications.
However the use of an external computer is still possible, since the
system streams each sensor reading in real time via its USB-serial
port. This still allows the interface customization with the use of third
party software tools.

Figure 6. The MP II Board with NXP mbed LTC1768

3.3 Firmware

Figure 4. The Manipuller II Hardware Block Diagram

All the on-board hardware control is carried out by the mbed NXP
platform [9]. It provides a powerful processor with all the necessary
ADC inputs, PWM outputs, digital I/O pins and communication
busses to drive all the on-board peripherals, such as the LCD display,
the micro-SD memory card and the audio DAC.

The sensors signal conditioning is carried out by the
linearization circuit shown in Figure 7. This circuit
configuration provides a ramp output between ground (0V) and
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time. Hence there are four different statuses for each sensor:
gradient is positive, status is pulling; gradient is negative, status
is releasing; gradient is zero and sensor reading is non zero,
status is on hold; gradient is zero and the sensor reading is zero,
status is standby.
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4.2 Twisting and Combined Pulling

microSD
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By grabbing the central knot and twisting left or right we
simultaneously actuate over opposite sensing lines. Similarly, by
pulling over the square lines we may actuate over adjacent sensors.
Single sensor actuation may be achieved by pulling over any of the
four square corners nearest to the ring. There are many possibilities
for shaping the net; the simplified pattern displayed in this
paper felt effective and may be complemented with extra string
segments.

sample
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sample
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Mixer

Encoder
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Line Out
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Figure 7. Main Firmware Flow Diagram
Figure 7 shows the flow diagram of the main firmware routine.
After initialization, if the AD conversion is enabled, the four analog
inputs corresponding to each force sensor are read and, if applicable,
their standby offset is compensated. The standby offset is the residual
voltage with the absence of external manipulation. The converted
data is then processed to determine gesture tracking parameters such
as string status or the associated spatial coordinates.
The gesture tracking parameters are fed into the application control
and then routed to the corresponding musical mapping algorithm,
which calculates and outputs one sample. This single sample is
passed to the encoder, which produces the corresponding clock, data
and latch signals that the audio DAC needs to turn the numerical
sample into a voltage. To keep a minimum output sampling
frequency of 44.1 KHz at the audio DAC outputs this main loop
must be executed in no more than 22.68µs, although this
specification is not critical at this stage and may be relaxed if
necessary.
Figure 8. Twisting and Combined Pulling in the MP2

4. GESTURES TRACKING

4.3 Vector Position in 2D

Although the strings are interconnected it is possible to actuate over
single force sensors without affecting the rest. In this section we
analyze the different gestures tracking options implemented in
the Manipuller II.

The original reason to implement spatial vector positioning was
to carry out a gestural control of sound spatialization. Hence in
the MP1 each of the four strings was assigned to a 3D base
position vector. Coordinates (x, y) were scaled by the
corresponding averaged top-bottom force sensing values to map
the four quadrants of the horizontal plane, while the differential

4.1 Pulling Status
It is possible to detect whether the force registered by a given
sensor is pulling or releasing by calculating the gradient over
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top-bottom determined the relative azimuth (z). In the MP2 the
position estimation has been simplified and only the horizontal
plane is taken into account.

advantages versus a more simplified interface with USB-Serial
port capabilities, which may be connected to a laptop computer
running third party music software.
The three musical applications presented are simple and offer a
general view of the wider range of mapping possibilities. Possibly the
most successful application is sound manipulation, for the perceived
sense of manipulation over an existing sound, as if we pulled the
strings within its own waveform.

7. CONCLUSION
The configured strings within the ring set a qualitative
improvement in the way the manipulation is transmitted in the
Manipuller II. The result is a more responsive and meaningful
gesture tracking and a more engaging user experience.
The development of the Manipuller II continues to date and further
improvement considerations are continuously taken into account.
Special emphasis is being put towards the improvement of the
structure for a more reliable and simpler instrument setup.
The immediate challenge for MP2 is to successfully complete the
transfer of the existing gestural control and musical applications from
the laptop computer to the embedded platform. The task ahead is
considerable and some applications are still in the early
implementation stage. The ultimate goal is to leave behind the
prototyping stages and move towards a more defined end product,
which would offer a different approach to live music performance
and may inspire other research works.

Figure 9. Coordinates in the MP1 and MP2
Table 2. Coordinates estimation in the MP2 and the MP1
(X, Y), Z=0
(X, Y, Z)
MP2
MP1
FSR_1
(1, 0)
String 1
(1, 1, z1)
FSR_2
(0, 1)
String 2
(-1, 1, z2)
FSR_3
(-1, 0)
String 3
(-1, -1, z3)
FSR_4
(0, -1)
String 4
(1, -1, z4)

5. MUSICAL APPLICATIONS
At this early stage it is still difficult to determine which musical
applications or mapping strategies would work better in the
Manipuller II. Hence it makes sense to use a reduced but
versatile group of musical mapping strategies to evaluate this
prototype: synthesis, sound manipulation, and pitch mapping.
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5.1 Sound Synthesis: Modulations
To carry out a Frequency Modulation synthesis, the carrier
frequency is given by FSR1, the modulation index by (FSR2 FSR4)*10, and the harmonicity ratio by FSR1/FSR3. To obtain
meaningful sound FSR1 and FSR3 were rescaled from [0, 1] to
[100, 3500] Hz. Similar type of combinations and procedures
were used for other synthesis methods, such as Amplitude and
Ring Modulation.

5.2 Sound Manipulation: Sampler
This application maps the string status to sound file playback
control, where pulling the string plays the sound forward, and
releasing it does it backwards. The average value registered by
the force sensors control the ratio of the playback speed. On
hold, the playback direction corresponds to the previous state.
For instance, if the string is being released and then set on hold,
the playback would continue backwards. In the practical
implementation we used threshold values for the hold status
condition and the minimum gradient variation. The twisting
gesture is also used here to playback a single sound file.
Similarly to a turntable, the direction and magnitude of the
gesture determines the sound sample indexing sign and speed.

5.3 Polyphonic Pitch Mapping
The values of each force sensor can be mapped to portions of a
given pitch scale. The first FSR is mapped to the lower pitches;
the second to the low-mid pitches; the third to the mid-high;
and the fourth to the higher pitches. Therefore, when the net is
manipulated, it generates a chord of separated pitches. The
strings status algorithm determines the trigger, the hold time
and the release of each generated pitch.

6. DISCUSSION
So far the preliminary tests on both hardware and firmware are
promising and the minimum technical specifications are being
met. Perhaps there may be questions about whether the strategy
of integrating on-board musical applications has true practical
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ABSTRACT

microphones and speakers positioned inside the piano, as well as
computer generated electronic sounds. The piece aims to explore and
influence the emotional connection between both parties; performer
and audience member.
Emotion has long been considered an intangible condicio sine qua
non for human interactions with music, be it whilst listening,
performing, or composing. Mood induction in a multimodal
environment is not a straightforward task, with a wide range of
influential factors to take into account. The affective influence of
music when combined with visual stimuli (for example, as signifiers
and cues for emotion in film), suggest that utilising multimodality
can increase affective responses in the listener [3]. Furthermore, there
is some evidence that the range of affective responses in existing
EEG/BCI (Brain-Computer Interface) systems can be increased by
utilising multimodal stimuli [17]. The Space Between Us uses the
medium of live performance with emphasis on emotional
communication and induction through music and text alongside stage
production dramaturgy.
Using brainwave control outside of laboratory environments in
performance settings has become more feasible in recent years,
helped by low-cost EEG 1 headsets that can interface with consumergrade computers. Brainwaves have been used for a range of musical
applications including therapeutic uses [19], collaborative
composition [11] and real-time performance [5].
In 1962 Joe Kamaya reported that it was possible to train subjects
to perform voluntary control over alpha waves (8-13Hz) with 100%
accuracy [13]. The most common method of control was relaxing
and activating mental processes (which can be considered basic
meditative emotional descriptors within EEG patterns). The
subsequent piece Music for Solo Performer (1965) by Alvin Lucier
pioneered this approach of alpha control [18]..
In 2013 Giraldo and Ramirez conducted experiments using an
EEG based system for mapping valence and arousal (the emotional
indicators within EEG) to synthesise parameters providing emotional
feedback through music [9]. In the same year Kirke and Miranda
report on a system that composes generative music in response to
subjects’ emotional levels that were recorded whilst listening to
emotionally charged music [14]. The system for The Space Between
Us uses affective response to arrange a composition in real-time, but
aims to add an additional dimension; employing an adaptive
feedback loop for affective induction to manipulate musical
parameters. In turn, this creates a new compositional arrangement
with every performance. By incorporating both the audience
member’s and the performer’s emotional perspective the system also

The Space Between Us is a performance piece for vocals, piano and
live electronics using a Brain-Computer Music Interface system
currently in development. The brainwaves of one performer and one
audience member are measured throughout the performance and the
system generates a real-time score mapped to emotional features
associated with the brain signals. The system not only aims to portray
emotional states through music but also to direct and induce
emotional states through the real-time generation of the score,
highlighting the potential of direct neural-emotional manipulation by
live performance. Two accepted emotional descriptors, valence and
arousal, are measured via electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings
and the two-dimensional correlates of averaged windows are then
mapped to musical phrases. These pre-composed phrases contain
associated emotional content based on the KTH Performance Rules
System (Director Musices). The piece is in three movements, the first
two are led by the emotions of each subject respectively, whilst the
third movement interpolates the combined response of the performer
and audience member. The system not only aims to reflect the
individuals’ emotional states but also attempts to induce a shared
emotional experience by drawing the two responses together. This
work highlights the potential available in effecting neural-emotional
manipulation within live performance and demonstrates a new
approach to real-time, affectively-driven composition.

Keywords
NIME, BCI, brain-computer music interfacing, live performance,
real-time composition, affective states, emotions and music.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Space Between Us is an 18-minute long live performance for a
singer and pianist, and with electronic sounds generated by a
computer. During the performance both the singer and an audience
member who is positioned in the front of the auditorium wear a brain
cap. The caps are connected to the system and are fitted with
electrodes that detect emotional readings in their brain signals. At
regular intervals during the performance the system measures the
emotions of the performer and audience member and uses these
readings to select the next musical phrase. An electronic score is
presented to the singer and pianist via computer screens and the
system also controls a processed piano feedback system with
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The electroencephalogram (EEG) is the measurement of
electrical activity in the brain by electrodes placed on the
scalp.
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at a frequency of 256Hz and pre-processed using a notch filter to
reduce mains power interference. To handle interference from
blinking, muscle activity or movement related artifacts we adopt
Tenke and Kaysers method of segmenting incoming EEG into
epochs of 1 second (50% overlap; Hanning window) and rejecting
those that are clipped above a threshold of +100 µv [25]. The raw
EEG passes through butterworth bandpass filters to isolate the
spectral power of each frequency band. Mean values of spectral
power are normalised across the last 20 seconds of one and a half
minute windows to gauge subjects’ response to the previously
selected window of music. This method is designed to account for
the previously documented effect of diminishing arousal over time as
subjects familiarise themselves with the stimulus set and the test
environment [4]. This would also be present in any additional biosensors we may add to the system in the future to help improve
measuring affective responses [7]. We are then able to extract values
for the four quadrants of the 2-Dimensional arousal/valence model,
broadly speaking; joy (positive valence and high arousal), anger
(negative valence and high arousal), sadness (negative valence and
low arousal) and relaxation (positive valence and low arousal)
through the equations shown below.

provides a platform for observing and analysing embodied emotional
relationships between the two

2. PASSIVE BRAINWAVE CONTROL
BCI control for music commonly falls under one of two categories,
those with active or passive control. Active systems are designed for
explicit user control of brainwaves mapped to musical parameters
[10, 21]. Passive systems utilise implicit control of brainwaves where
control is not governed by user decision-making [8]. Natural shifts of
emotion are not generally achieved through explicit choice and the
system is designed to feedback the changes in affective states to the
participants through music. It is hoped this may help reflect the
uncontrollable emotional interactions people encounter when
engaged in active listening, re-enforcing these through live
performance (Figure 1). However, as the system listens to the
emotions of the users it adapts to the responses based on certain
mapping rules. For example, we hypothesise that it is possible to
produce music for enhancing a specific mood or to maintain a state,
such as ‘relaxed’. This could be extended to provide therapeutic
benefits or to help design more complex emotional ‘experiences’
within performances and other real-time applications such as
composing or collaborating.

Arousal =

Valence =

The resulting emotional trajectory is plotted across 2
dimensions on Russell’s [23] circumplex model of affect. The
model is further bisected to create 12 regions of emotional
intensity with associated values (e-values) used for mapping to
the musical engine of the system (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the performance

3. Measuring emotion in EEG
Research is still in in the early stages of interpreting emotional
language within EEG, and the information that can be detected is at
best generalised descriptors of complex phenomena. Russell’s model
of affect [23] provides a way of parameterising emotional responses
to musical stimuli in two dimensions: valence (positivity) and arousal
(energy or activation). Other models of music and emotion have been
used in the past but the 2-dimensional model was implemented in
this work as it has been well documented in respect to music and to
neurophysical measurement by means of EEG [9, 24]. There are a
number of known methods reported to measure levels of valence
(scale of attraction) and arousal (alertness) within EEG. Aftanas and
Golocheikine have measured levels of theta and alpha bands across
the scalp to successfully determine synchronicity in the brain. This
symmetry across the hemispheres of the brain, observed during
meditation, is associated with positive emotions and can be used to
provide a scale for valence [1]. In 2001 Schmitt and Trainor proposed
a means of categorising emotional responses to music in EEG
through measuring levels of valence and arousal in the alpha band via
electrodes places on the frontal lobe. Here the level of arousal
correlates to the spectral power of the band [23]. Their experiments
indicated that during active listening (attentive focusing or feeling the
music) music with known emotional qualities can induce predictive
EEG patterns. In 2010 Lin et al. [16] monitored levels across three
bands, delta (1 - 3Hz), beta (4 – 7Hz), alpha and gamma (31 – 50Hz)
to discern relative levels of emotion recorded in response to music
listening between self-reported emotions from subjects.
To measure brainwaves unobtrusively in a live performance
environment a minimal number of electrodes is appropriate. The
system presented here adopts Ramirez and Vamvakuosis’ approach
of measuring valence and arousal across the alpha and beta bands at
the AF3, AF4, A3 and A4 electrode positions [22]. EEG is sampled

Figure 2. Russell's 2-d model of valence and arousal [19]
combined with e-values (a1, j1 and so on) of emotional
feature and intensity.

3.1 System design
In the past developing musical systems with brainwave control has
been a costly endeavour. In the current climate of more affordable
EEG headsets we are looking to design systems using more
accessible platforms. Unfortunately with cheaper components comes
a trade-off in signal quality; a major concern when measuring and
interpreting brain wave signals in real-time, especially in noisy and
unpredictable environments away from the laboratory. With this in
mind The Space Between Us provides an interoperable platform for
format agnostic BCI hardware. In a bid to incorporate open source
platforms calibrated EEG Signals from other proprietary or open
source hardware can be connected to the performance software, as
long as the pre-processed data can be sent via the OSC protocol. The
system has been designed and tested with g.tec Sahara electrodes and
MOBIlab+ amplifiers.
There are two elements to the system for The Space Between Us
(Figure 3). The first element (made up of grey boxes) handles the
incoming raw EEG signal before passing the pre-processed signal to
the second element (made up of the white boxes), a musical engine
that extracts the emotional features used as a control signal to
generate the musical score and live electronic control. The music is
comprised of phrases of pre-composed notation for voice and piano,
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represent a scale of emotional feature and intensity. The performance
is split into twelve 90 second windows and the calculated e-value of
each window is used to determine the outcome of the musical
mapping for the next window. The e-value is derived from the last 20
seconds of the window in order to capture the effect of the previous
musical phrase. An added offset is used to present the beginning of
the next phrase to the musicians before the current has ended, akin to
reading a traditional musical score. Each window has an associated
12 element array of pre-composed musical scores for each part, and
these are categorised by corresponding e-values. In total there are 48
possible musical variations for each element (voice, piano,
electronics) over each movement (12 e-values x 4 windows).
Movement 1 records the initial emotional state of the performer and
attempts to direct their emotion towards the opposing e-value in the
2-d plane. The score for window 1 is selected at random and the
resulting 2-d coordinate (x = v, y = a) recorded at the end of the
window is saved as the initial state. A target coordinate is determined
from:

and adaptable live electronics including real-time control over a live
piano feedback processing unit.
The EEG of one performer (the singer) and one audience member
is sent wirelessly from the amplifiers to nearby laptop computers. A
third laptop receives the pre-processed signal over a network
connection. Once the emotional features are extracted a mapping
algorithm selects the next musical phrase. This is sent to the
electronic music processing algorithm and presented as a score on
computer monitors to both the pianist and vocalist who are
synchronised via a visual metronome.

which reflects the opposite emotion within the plane. Multiplying the
target co-ordinate by 0.33, 0.63 and 1 respectively sets a trajectory
across the next three windows. Associated e-values are selected that
span the projected path and select the corresponding musical phrase
from the array. Movement 2 then follows a similar procedure for the
audience member. The mapping for movement 3 uses the
coordinates of each subject from the fourth window of movement 2
as initial values, p (performer) and a (audience member). The
difference between each individuals’ emotional sate, calculated as:

Figure 3. System overview.

4. EEG CLASSIFICATION
In order to obtain accurate measurements of valence and arousal
classification of the incoming EEG is required. Popular methods used
to determine a meaningful hyperplane to distinguish values of
valence and arousal include SVM [17] and CSP [15], but both
require an involved course of training unsuitable for live performance
environments. Therefore the musical phrases need to be built such
that they elicit the desired emotional responses, using classification,
in both the performer and the audience member for the system to
function as desired. Matching music to one individual’s affective
response is challenging – however, initial tests have indicated that
profiles can be matched to achieve an approximately level playing
field across a subset of listeners. This highlights a particular issue
with a system of this kind, (creating music that can elicit similar
affective responses across individuals) which should be the subject
for further investigation.
As levels of valence and arousal differ for each individual our
system adopts a simplified approach to determine basic calibration
prior to performance. Previous studies have demonstrated that it is
possible to measure affective responses to music in EEG [16, 24],
and initial system tests have shown that the system is capable of
reflecting states in subjects’ response to previously heard music.
There are a number of factors that make eliciting desired affective
states on–the-fly extremely difficult to achieve. Initial tests have
indicated that individuals can elicit unpredictable responses to music,
especially across a high-resolution model. This is likely to be
dependent on a range of factors including mood, taste, age, as well as
social and cultural interpretations. Where standardised libraries such
as the Affective Digitized Sounds database (IADS) of audio stimuli
for emotion induction [2] exist to form a baseline against a range of
subjects, it is clear that the calibration of a system should be relative
to the stimuli itself to make sure that stimuli can elicit the desired
states during performance.
We determine valence as a relative ratio of asymmetry in the
frontal region for which no training is necessary, but which we
calibrate against the pre-composed musical phrases. [6].

becomes the target value for movement 3’s third window, again with
multiplication factors of 0.33, 0.66 for the preceding two windows,
plotting a trajectory. The final window in movement 3 selects a target
value of positive valence, at the closest e-value to the difference
between p and a to induce a positive emotional ending to the
performance experience.

6. MUSICAL PARAMETERS
The Director Musices system [7] is a well established model for
deriving emotional features in music. Changes in mode, tempo,
dynamics and articulation are known qualitative factors for
influencing the emotional state. For example, it is widely accepted
that a change from a major key to a minor key is well correlated to
a change in perceived mood [18]. Additional factors, scales of
lyrical content and performative dramaturgy, have been constructed.
The lyrics are adapted from the (public domain) prose of the
romantic poet Percy Bysshe Shelley, a writer well known for his
emotional language. For the text to be communicated clearly to the
audience, it is projected at the rear of the stage.
Secondly, we have designed, through pre-production rehearsals, a
key representing the 12 e-values which are presented on screen to
each performer. Varying the intensity of the score’s background
colours provides a symbolic prompt for each performer to add their
own interpretation of feeling to the performance. Facial expressions,
physical gesture and subtle performance deliveries are semiimprovised by each performer in response, which help provide a
more humanised input to the otherwise automated system.

5. MAPPING EMOTIONS TO MUSIC
The piece is performed in three movements, the first two are led by
the emotions of each subject in turn, and the third movement is based
on the correlated response of both subjects.
The calculated 2-D coordinate values are converted to e-values
based upon their location within the 2-D space. The e-values

7. DISCUSSION
As an artistic application of real-time composition using affective
states this system demonstrates a work in progress proof of concept.
The system and associated performance touch upon a wide range of
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areas that are open for deeper investigation, crucially the
psychological effects of EEG mood induction and emotional
perception in multimodal environments.
The system aims to highlight the potentials of mapping affective
states to associated music with a simple method for plotting
trajectories to move an individual from one state to another, as well
as drawing the affective states of towards each other across a 2dimensional model.
This is, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first time such a
system has been proposed; specifically for emotion-based
collaborative real-time composition in a performance setting,
although sonifying emotional characteristics of EEG and measuring
brain responses to music are areas investigated by a number of
researchers over the last ten or so years [12, 22].
From a technical perspective we acknowledge that greater
resolution in converting emotional features into musical mappings
could be higher and more expressive. An automated generative
musical system may be more suitable for this, or a more complex
hybrid of this with our approach, but our wish was to integrate
known emotion based features with human composition. We
acknowledge the need for more user testing in order to understand
the process of shifting a user’s state as this process is currently under
researched.
Currently EEG is extremely problematic to measure during
physical activities. In order to bypass the inherent artefacts created by
the act of singing and performing EEG is recorded for 20 seconds at
the end of each 1 minute 30 second window whilst the singer is
instructed to remain still and focus on their emotions at that time in
response to the previous window’s music. Until this issue is resolved
our approach appears to be a simple and effective solution.
The importance of examining the outcomes of performance as
experimental data should not be overlooked, both in terms of EEG
readings and user experience. We hope to use the information
recorded from upcoming performances to feed into future work.
Work towards manipulating emotions through a responsive
musical system, as well as the synchronisation of the emotional levels
of more than one person engaged in acts of music making, is an
exciting prospect. This concept has further potential in a wider range
of interactive media applications where designers, composers and
artists who wish to explore emotional links to develop shared
emotional experiences in response to art have a working foundation
upon which to build.
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ABSTRACT

instruments are meant to mimic traditional drum set and
hand percussion performance practices and are well-suited
to triggering audio samples; however, they are not wellsuited to capturing percussionists nuanced control of timbre, do not allow for the incorporation of found objects into
performance, and are not compatible with most extended
performance techniques. The Spectrasurface was designed
specifically to address these issues.
Unsounding Objects is an interdisciplinary research project
whose team consists of a digital musical instrument designer, a composer, and a performer. An important part
of this project has been the joint development of new musical instruments, performance practices, and compositional
approaches, and especially how these three research areas
inform each other. While one of the driving goals of our
research is the application of scientific approaches to audio
feature extraction and mapping strategies to the expansion
of performance practice and composition for percussion instruments, we are aware that in order for the development
of a new musical instrument to result in a real contribution
to the musical community it must incorporate the contribution of the performers who play it and the composers who
write for it. The technical details of the instrument design
which is described in this paper was heavily influenced by
the collaboration of the research team in regular workshops
and our experience using the instrument in concert.

This paper presents results from the development of a digital musical instrument which uses audio feature extraction
for the control of sound synthesis. Our implementation
utilizes multi-band audio analysis to generate control signals. This technique is well-suited to instruments for which
the gestural interface is intentionally weakly defined. We
present a percussion instrument utilizing this technique in
which the timbral characteristics of found objects are the
primary source of audio for analysis.

Keywords
digital musical instrument, audio feature extraction, percussion, interdisciplinary

1.

INTRODUCTION

Unsounding Objects is a project involving the creation of
digital musical instruments [?] which use audio feature extraction for the control of sound synthesis. The instrument
presented here, the SpectraSurface, is a percussion instrument which allows the use of found objects as input devices.
Percussionists are accustomed to intimate control of timbre
using a wide variety of performance techniques, and the
SpectraSurface leverages this expert technique in order to
allow for the intuitive control of a digital percussion instrument.
Most existing digital percussion controllers create control
signals consisting of discrete events which are based upon
the velocity of a hand or stick striking a membrane.1 These

2.

RELATED WORK

Audio feature extraction is commonly used within the Music
Information Retrieval community for the automatic classification of music recordings [?]. It also has a long history
of use for the generation of data structures for composition
and music performance [?] [?]. Many different audio features are able to be extracted, such as brightness, spectral
centroid, harmonic flux, noisiness, etc. For the purposes of
this paper, we consider an audio feature to be a numerical representation of some perceptual aspect of the spectral
content of an audio signal.
There are two main approaches taken to the use of audio features for control of synthesis. In the first approach
audio signals are analyzed for specific characteristics such

1
This includes commercial instruments such as the Roland
V-Drum as well as instruments within the NIME community.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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be based on his earlier work implementing gesture following
techniques using Hidden Markov Models [?].

2.2

Relation to Direct and Indirect Gesture
Acquisition

Direct acquisition of performer gesture through sensor data
is the most common approach to digital musical instrument
design [?]. Indirect gesture acquisition uses audio analysis to extract information about a performer’s gestures,
which is then used to control sound synthesis. Both of these
methods depend upon the explicit definition of correct performance gestures, and are relatively intolerant of gestures
which do not fit this definition. While you can strum the
strings of a Yamaha Disklavier directly, you cannot use this
gesture for the control of sound synthesis.
Audio feature extraction has the benefit that any sound
created on the instrument will be analyzed, regardless of
performer gesture, as long as an emphasis on predefined
models isn’t built into its algorithm. In practice, the algorithms, mappings, and synthesis techniques will be chosen
based on the instrument’s expected use, thus limiting the
expressive potential of arbitrary gestures. However, there
is still the potential for extended techniques in the sense of
gestures outside the expected norm.

Figure 1: The SpectraSurface showing the four surfaces as used in the composition Unsounding Objects
#1.

as spectral centroid or harmonicity, which are then mapped
directly to parameters of sound synthesis [?]. In the second
approach, machine learning techniques are used to classify
and correlate spectral information to pre-analyzed spectral
templates [?, ?]. Machine learning techniques are wellsuited to analyzing large numbers of frequency components,
such as those provided by FFTs; however, they also tend to
be slower to respond to transients, and we found them to be
less effective with complex spectra such as those which occur at note onsets. A typical use would be the classification
of performance techniques as seen in Tindale et al [?].

3.

DESIGN GOALS FOR THE SPECTRASURFACE

In creating the SpectraSurface our primary goal was the
creation of a digital percussion instrument whose interface
can be any found object, played with any performance technique. We took the approach of using surfaces upon which
arbitrary objects can be placed. A piezo contact microphone is attached to this surface. When a performer interacts with objects placed upon the surface the sound produced is captured by the microphone and sent to a computer
for analysis. The implementation described here consists of
four surfaces thus equipped, mounted into a suitcase. A
dedicated 4-channel preamp was created whose output is
sent directly to the line inputs on a multi-channel audio interface. A fixed-gain preamp (powered by a DC adaptor)
and ADC were found to be preferable in order to assure
consistent audio input levels.
Different surfaces including metal pans, metal sheets, foam
board, cardboard, corrugated plastic sheets, solid plastic
sheets, and wooden boards were tested for frequency response. While we had initial concerns regarding high-frequency damping in plastic materials and uneven frequency
responses overall, in practice we found that any sufficiently
rigid and hard surface performed adequately. The surfaces
used in the implementation pictured are a metal pan, plastic
turntable lid, and plywood panels.
Audio analysis and sound synthesis takes place in Max/
MSP. The Zsa.Descriptors library for Max/MSP was used
to calculate Bark coefficients for one of the analyses [?];
the remainder of the analyses and sound syntheses were
programmed by the authors.

2.1 Audio Feature Extraction in DMI Design
Audio feature extraction has been applied to digital musical instrument design in many ways. Jehan proposed a
timbre model which uses pitch, loudness, and brightness
to control sound synthesis; this model was then embedded
into the design of the Hyperviolin [?]. Shiraishi presented
a timbre tracking model in which an input timbre space is
constructed which is a representation of the actual range of
timbres which an acoustic instrument can create. In performance, an input sample frame is analyzed and then its
location within this timbre space is determined. The input
timbre space is then projected onto a target timbre space
which controls sound synthesis [?]. O’Modhrain and Essl’s
Pebblebox uses onset detection, amplitude measurement,
and spectral content to allow the manipulation of pebbles
to control granular synthesis [?]. Their approach is noteworthy for the correlation of selected audio features and
synthesis method. The impulses generated by large quantities of pebbles striking each other, for example, bear a direct relationship to the triggering of clouds of audio events
in granular synthesis. Further related works are Settel and
Lippe’s implementations of FFT analysis and re-synthesis
[?] and Puckette’s use of spectral envelopes for parameter
mapping [?].
Two related instruments have also been recently developed at IRCAM. Lorenzo Pagliei’s Geecos use machine learning techniques to identify specific performance techniques as
well as using perceptual audio features to directly control
synthesis parameters.2 Bruno Zamberlin’s MoGees3 utilize
piezo sensors to detect audio signals which are then processed using a mobile phone application which appears to

3.1

Performance Techniques

Two compositions for the SpectraSurface have been written,
focusing on two different performance techniques. The first
composition utilizes different sized metal bowls which are
placed on the four surfaces. For the beginning of the composition marbles are thrown into the bowls in such a way
that they spin around the bowls’ diameter. The spinning of
the marbles generates a self-sustaining process which drives
the sound synthesis. Later in the composition quantities of
rice are placed in the bowl, either gradually or suddenly,

2
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Si2Y9Sm4AE, accessed January 29, 2013.
3
www.brunozamborlin.com/mogees/, accessed February 4,
2014.
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which the performer then manipulates with his hands.
In the second composition metal pots and cymbals are
placed on the surfaces. A light pair of wooden sticks are
used to strike these objects as well as the surfaces themselves.

4.

spectral bands. Spectral tilt is theoretically amplitude independent – however, the fact that frequency spectrum of an
instrumental sound is highly amplitude and time dependent
causes spectral tilt to generally follow amplitude changes.
For an instrument which is capable of generating sustained
timbres spectral tilt can be a relatively constant value. One
of the challenges of analyzing percussion instruments, however, is that their amplitude and therefore spectra changes
quickly over time. The spectra produced is also complex,
inharmonic, and highly variable – especially during transients. As the values from any two spectral bands change,
their relative amplitudes can change to an even greater degree. This makes it difficult to derive discrete, static, or
slow moving control signals – all of the values for spectral
tilt tend to look like amplitude envelopes. A lowpass filter
on each filter bands’ amplitude can help to mitigate sudden
jumps but will have an impact on responsivity.
It is necessary therefore to find a way to react quickly
to these changes while minimizing the jitter resulting from
these natural fluctuations in spectral content. Care can be
taken during control signal processing and mapping to make
a clear difference between the results of actual amplitude
envelope following and the spectral information, especially
since it is natural to map the amplitude envelope from the
control signal to the amplitude of the synthesized audio.
Another approach is to use envelope followers with different attack and decay speeds for amplitude envelope versus
spectral tilt values.

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Two analysis algorithms were implemented, each with their
own approach both to analysis and also to mapping to sound
synthesis. These algorithms are described below while details regarding sound synthesis will be provided in future
publications.

4.1 Fuzzy
Fuzzy was designed to have a fast transient response and
analyzes only four wide frequency bands. The center frequency of each band is set to 200, 500, 1000, and 2000
Hz. The first derivative of the amplitude of each frequency
band is taken and run through an averaging filter and then
an envelope follower with a fast attack and medium decay.
The four output signals are then made available to mapping to synthesis parameters. An additional set of signals
are created by generating four bands of spectral tilt through
comparing the amplitude of neighbouring bands as well as
the amplitudes of the first and fourth band.
These analysis signals are mapped to synthesis using a
dual-stage preset system. The first stage consists of making direct mappings between synthesis parameters and control signals. The second stage consists of interpolating between multiple mapping presets in a two-dimensional space.
The standard Max/MSP object Nodes was used to implement this second stage. This system allows for dramatic
changes in timbre as the frequency content of the input
signal changes, as well as allowing for the positioning of
mapping presets within a specified timbral range.

5.1.2 Frequency Band Selection
The selection of frequency bands plays a large part on the
responsivity of an instrument based on multiband audio feature extraction. Two approaches were described above, the
first of which uses four unequally spaced frequency bands
which were determined heuristically while the second used
25 frequency bands which were based on Bark coefficients.
Since Bark coefficients are based on human perceptual characteristics utilizing them for audio feature extraction has
the benefit of making an intuitive correlation between the
perception of a sound and the control signals generated by
the sound. However, there is no reason why the frequency
content of a sound will map in an optimal way to the frequency bands generated by Bark coefficients.
In our first approach we found that as few as four frequency bands provide a reasonable amount of variation between the amplitude of consecutive frequency bands. To facilitate frequency band selection for different sound sources
it may help to implement a learning stage in which an adaptive algorithm is used to determine frequency bands with
relatively equal amplitude responses.

4.2 Cat’s Eye
For Cat’s Eye, the incoming audio was processed with an
initial high-shelf filter giving a wide 16db boost at 500hz.
A hipass filter at 25hz was also applied. The audio signal
was then analyzed using the zsa.energy and zsa.bark externals in order to get a list of 25 Bark coefficients. The
coefficients are then analyzed to find the local maximum;
the other coefficients are divided by this maximum to generate a list of relative amplitudes. The square root of each
value of this list is taken in order to compress the overall
amplitude range. The value of each item in the list is then
fed through an envelope follower whose attack and decay
times are exposed for mapping. The resulting list of values
contains the relative amplitude of 25 consecutive frequency
bands.

5.

5.1.3 Secondary Sound Interference
On the hardware side, our use of a surface equipped with
contact mics to pick up the audio from objects placed on top
of the surface has several shortcomings. The primary one
is that the surface acts to attenuate the audio coming from
the object as it moves towards the microphone, requiring
significant preamplification which increases the noise floor.
This also causes sympathetic vibrations induced in the surface to be relatively prominent in relation to the sound from
the objects. In addition, the audio resulting from the coupling of objects to the surface they are placed upon is often
very different from the sound perceived by the performer
through the air. This can cause the performer’s perception
of the control signal to be different from the actual control
signal.
One constant of audio feature extraction is the inability
to distinguish intentional and unintentional sound input.

OBSERVATIONS

In this section we will share our observations regarding the
use of audio feature extraction for control of sound synthesis as well as integration with direct sensing of performer
gesture.

5.1 Characteristics of Audio Feature Extraction
The audio feature extraction algorithms described above
share certain characteristics with implications for the control of sound synthesis.

5.1.1

Spectral Tilt

The two analysis methods described above produce values
which represent spectral tilt, or relative amplitudes between
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9.

The use of direct sensing to supplement audio feature extraction may help in, for example, wind instruments where
the audio input to the algorithm is muted when the mouth
is taken away from the mouthpiece. However, it may be
that sympathetic resonances and secondary sounds can be
seen as either tolerable or even desirable. As on an acoustic instrument expert performance and programming may
mitigate the problem of background sound to a sufficient
extent. Certainly this also opens the possibility of performance techniques which may not have been foreseen by the
instrument designer.
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5.2 Integration with Direct Sensing
Finally, as noted above, the supplementation of audio feature extraction with direct sensing of performer gesture may
create a best-of-both-worlds situation, in which the intuitive control of timbre provided by audio feature extraction is augmented with the ability for control of discrete
events provided by direct sensing. One problem with this
approach is the relative difficulty of implementing audio feature extraction on the microcontroller platforms which are
frequently used in direct sensing. One characteristic of the
algorithms described above which may make implementation easier is the fact that the audio and analysis resolution
may be relatively low-quality. For example, if a large part
of the spectral content of a sound is below 1k there is no
need for typical audio sampling frequencies. In addition,
relatively small FFT sizes may be used as accurate reproduction of the source signal is not required.

6.

FUTURE WORK

The work described above represents the first implementation of Unsounding Objects. Implementations utilizing
breath controllers as well as vibrating strings for audio input
have been created in order to explore the generalizability of
the algorithms described above.
A constant concern has been CPU load of the analysis algorithms, which can be significant even on modern PCs. As
described above we plan on implementing audio feature extraction using low-fidelity ADC conversion. We also plan on
creating implementations directly on microcontrollers, leading to possibilities for the use of large arrays of audio signals
as well as the use of direct gesture acquisition combined with
audio feature extraction within the same instrument.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

The research presented in this paper demonstrates an approach utilizing multi-band audio feature extraction for the
control of sound synthesis in a digital percussion instrument. While the control signals produced by audio feature
extraction are more difficult to work with than those produced by direct sensing of performance gesture, audio feature extraction is more tolerant of extended performance
techniques and may not require the performer to learn tightly
defined performance gestures. These qualities make it an effective alternative and complement to direct sensing for the
control of sound synthesis.
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ABSTRACT

easily accessible and are being employed in both academic
research and artistic practice. In musical contexts, there
is a long and prolific tradition of electronic interfaces that
exploit gestures and motion as means of control of musical parameters [19]. As Miranda and Wanderley also note,
adopting an effective mapping strategy is crucial for the expressiveness of the interface, being the relationship between
gestural variables and musical parameters often far from obvious. Mapping has therefore become a key topic in digital
musical instrument research and several approaches have
been documented in the proceedings of NIME conferences
through the years.
Within this context – where a considerable cross-disciplinary theoretical apparatus has come of age while continuously developing and motion sensing technologies have become ubiquitous – this work aims at giving an account of
approaching gesture mapping in a performance with a traditional musical instrument and live electronics, taking into
consideration recent theories of embodied cognition and musical gesture and employing multiple motion-sensing technologies.

This work describes a new approach to gesture mapping in a
performance with a traditional musical instrument and live
electronics inspired by theories of embodied music cognition
(EMC) and musical gestures. Considerations on EMC and
how gestures affect the experience of music inform different
mapping strategies. Our intent is to enhance the expressiveness and the liveness of performance by tracking gestures
via a multimodal motion capture system and to use motion data to control several features of the music. We then
describe an application of such approach to a performance
with electric guitar and live electronics, focusing both on
aspects of meaning formation and motion capturing.

Keywords
NIME, gesture, multimodal, mapping, embodied music cognition, gesture recognition, liveness, expressiveness, guitar.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, the study of music and gesture has
been subject to increasing cross-disciplinary interest, moving away from a primarily musicological context and engaging multiple disciplinary fields. Extensive interdisciplinary
research has recently been carried out [9, 10, 11] giving rise
to new paradigms for the understanding of gesture in music.
In particular, insights from research on embodied music cognition [13] inspired new viewpoints that required a rethink
of the foundations of musical gestures. Within this theoretic
framework, music perception is embodied (i.e. closely linked
with bodily experience) and multimodal, in the sense that
music is perceived not only through sound but additionally
with the help of both visual cues and sensations of motion,
effort and dynamics [8]. Hence gestures become a core notion as they act as a bridge between bodily movement and
meaning formation.
Concurrently, motion sensing technologies have considerably developed and become pervasive as an increasing
number of consumer-grade electronics employ motion data
for accomplishing different functions. Such technologies are

2.

GESTURES AND EMBODIED MUSIC
COGNITION

The concept of gesture is used across multiple disciplines
and contexts and its definition is quite broad and sometimes
vague. Jensenius et al. [12] give a comprehensive look at
the term and its uses in music research in order to present
a clearer overview. While initially problematic to pinpoint,
the notion of gesture has considerable potential in modern
music research as it works as a bridge between movement
and meaning and, consequently, bypasses the boundary between physical world and mental experiences. This is at the
core of the embodied music cognition paradigm [13]. In this
context, “musical gestures can be described in an objective
way as movement of body parts, but they have an important experiential component that is related to intentions,
goals, and expressions” [15]. The body is thereby understood as a mediator between the physical environment (e.g.
music as sound waves moving in the air) and the subjective
musical experience (e.g. one’s feelings in response to that
music). By acting as a mediator, the body will build up
a repertoire of gestures and gesture/action consequences,
or what Leman calls a gesture/action-oriented ontology[15].
This repertoire can be considered as a collection of movements made to achieve a particular goal (actions) linked
with the experiences and sensations resulting from such actions. Musical gestures are at the core of this repertoire.
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The coupling of actions and perceived sensations forms an
engine that guides our understanding of music. Through
this mechanism, the listener is able to relate physical aspects of movement in space to expressive qualities, intentions and inner feelings. Conversely, perceived patterns of
musical expression recall previously learned knowledge of
the corresponding body movement. This continuous twoway mirroring process allows the listener not only to attribute intentions and feelings to music but also to predict
the outcomes of actions and project them onto the music
[17]. This is what Leman calls action-perception coupling
system; it forms the basis of musical intentional communication and expressiveness, which then elicits several social
phenomena such as empathy and social bonding [13, 14, 15].
Overall, being at the core of embodied music cognition,
we could say that gestures are a vehicle for the construction of musical meaning. This means not only that music
perception is embodied, but that it is also multimodal in
the sense that we perceive it using multiple senses; through
sound but also with the help of visual images and feelings
of motion, such as kinaesthetic sensations and kinematic
images [8].
From the perspective of embodiment, it is clear that gestures play an important role in how we perceive and attribute meaning to music and how we express ourselves
through music. To better understand the functions of musical gestures in performance, Jensenius et al. [12] identify
four functional categories; sound-producing gestures, soundfacilitating gestures, sound-accompanying gestures and communicative gestures. While their boundaries are usually
blurry – mostly because in actual musical performances gestures naturally tend to have multiple functions – functional
categories are a useful starting point for making sense of the
role a gesture may have in a performance. Further practiceled research may bring more detailed insights on the functions gestures may have in performances with a particular
instrument or within different musical contexts.

3.

Figure 1: Multimodal motion capture setup featuring optical motion capture and wearable sensors.

4.

APPLYING THE THEORY TO A CASE
STUDY: THE ELECTRIC GUITAR

Given this background scenario, it is clear that gestures
have a significant influence on how music is experienced
and traditional musical instruments are a rich repository
of shared gestural information. In recent years, there have
been applications of EMC within interactive multimedia environments [2] and singing performance [16].
Here, we are proposing an initial approach to the development of a performance with electric guitar and live
electronics involving multiple motion capture technologies,
namely flex sensors and accelerometers located on hands
and wrists of the guitarist and a Microsoft Kinect to monitor full-body movements. The choice of placing sensors
on the performer’s hands is motivated by the need to have
more accurate and detailed data of hand movements since
sound-producing gestures of guitar playing – as with many
other instruments – typically involve hands and arms and
such gestures are the most readily noticed by an observer
[3]. This was done using flex sensors and 3-axis accelerometers mounted on custom wristbands together with a custom Arduino-based board equipped with an XBee wireless
chip1 . Conjointly, the Kinect allows the extraction of full
body movements in different lighting situations, which is desirable in a staged context. On the other hand, a drawback
of such technology, is that the quality of the skeleton tracking depends on factors like camera position and occlusion
of body parts. Indeed, the presence of a musical instrument
normally affects the accuracy of the skeleton tracking algorithm. Another limit of this sensor is its low frame rate (30
fps), which may be a problem for real time audio processing. In this case, employing a multimodal motion capture
system allows to use the more stable signal of the wearable sensors to capture the subtle movements of hands and
wrists while the Kinect data, even at low frame rates or with
jittery joint tracking, allows for the interpretation of more
complex gestures from distinct parts of the body, enabling
the recognition of high-level expressive movements.
Parameter mappings are arranged in a layered conceptual
framework (low-level and high-level), reflecting the layered
approach to musical meaning formation as described by Leman [14].

TRADITIONAL MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

In this context, the term traditional musical instrument
(henceforth TMI), is used to define instruments that have
a rich idiomatic repertoire that ranges across both popular music and classical music. Examples include electric
guitar, violin, electronic keyboards, etc. Such a term is preferred to acoustic instrument because it refers to the use
and repertoire rather than to technological aspects. The
choice of focusing on TMI performance is motivated by the
vast knowledge that listeners have of the gestural and sound
aspects of each instrument, which is learnt through experience. This can be summarised as the ecological knowledge [8] of an instrument; listeners have, and in some cases
share, a repertoire of sound-producing gestures. TMIs also
have fairly explicit and known affordances [6] that can delineate action relationships between the instrument and the
musician, inform expectations in the listeners and be used,
along with sound affordances, to devise mapping strategies
for controlling electronic aspects of the performance. Using
embodied music cognition terminology, instruments have a
rich action/gesture repertoire that the listeners can recognise during the performance. With this in mind, using the
instrumentalist’s gestures may have a considerable expressive potential in performance as well as in composition as
composers would be able to draw from a gestural palette of
the instrument when writing a piece.

5.

MAPPINGS: LOW-LEVEL LAYER

These are low level mappings related to low-level characteristics of the movement and they are tracked using single skeleton points captured by the Kinect and the output
values of the accelerometers and flex sensors. This layer
1
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1.6

comprises the use of one-to-one and one-to-many mapping
strategies [19] relating a single gesture to sonic events in a
transparent fashion. The motion data goes through simple signal processing – including rescaling, smoothing and
compression – using OSC and MIDI in a data routing application2 . The processed data is then used to control various DSP patches. These mappings are devised using functional categories of gestures in order to reinforce and play
around the meaning and expectations associated to each
gesture. For example, turning the palm of the strumming
hand upwards and therefore interrupting one of the most
evident sound-producing gestures (string plucking) triggers
a granular sampler controlled via the wearable sensors that
freezes and sustains the sound of the guitar, reflecting the
suspension in the performance. Sound-facilitating phrasing
gestures, like the movement of the head to express entrainment and follow features of the music, are instead captured
via the Kinect and mapped onto parameters of a ring modulator which modify the overall timbre of the instrument.

6.
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Figure 2: Gesture recognition task. The dashed and solid
lines show the DTW distance from each gesture template.
The dashed horizontal line shows the classification threshold. In this case, gesture 1 and gesture 2 were detected at
frame 567 and at frame 2396, respectively.

MAPPINGS: HIGH-LEVEL LAYER
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Figure 3: Contraction Index variation (solid line) of performer’s body along a recorded time sequence. Skeletons
(on top) illustrate the posture on each time stamp (marks).
• Contraction Index - CI: This measure is the sum
of the distances between the skeleton barycenter and
each skeleton point and provides information about
the contraction and expansion of the body.
• Quantity of Motion - QoM: The QoM is proportional to the distance of movement, that is, it gives
high values when the skeleton body is moving fast and
low values when the it is more stationary.

Context (social, semiotic)

As noted by Leman [14], social context contributes indirectly to musical meaning formation. In live guitar performance, playing seated is a typical feature of acoustic
performances while playing standing is usually associated
with jazz and rock contexts where a more engaged performance body is expected [21]. Playing standing or seated
has a meaning for the audience that relies upon previously
learned social and aesthetic aspects. This mapping underlines these aspects by varying the overall timbre of both the
guitar and the electronic parts according to the posture of
the performer.
Neither a direct low level mapping nor the gesture recognition procedure are appropriate to interpret the posture of
the performer. For a better mapping in this situation, two
measures were used by Fenza et al. [4]:
2

0.6

0.2

Specific gesture trajectories are recognised and are useful
for controlling structural features of the performance, such
as the introduction of loops and samples and other more
complex parts of the piece. In addition, gesture trajectories are employed to assign low-level gestures to other musical parameters, allowing the performer to control different features later in the piece. In this case, the skeleton
joints tracked with Kinect are used to define a set of NDimensional temporal features, which are then evaluated in
real time to map gestures. To realise this task, temporal
classification algorithms like the Dynamic Time Warping
- DTW [20] and Hidden Markov Models-HMM [5, 1] were
extensively studied and experimented.
An implementation based on the N-Dimensional DTW
technique described by Gillian et al. [7] was used in this
work. As a result, the proposed system can learn specific
gestures through a machine learning system and recognise
them during the performance. Figure 2 illustrates an example where two different types of gestures are recognised.

6.2

1
0.8

0.4

This layer contains mapping strategies relating more complex gestures to structural changes in the arrangement of
the electronic parts of the piece and in the global sound.
Motion data is therefore used to recognise gesture trajectories and semantic and cultural aspects of the performance
are also taken in consideration.

6.1

gesture 1
gesture 2
threshold

1.4

These two values, measuring the contraction/expansion
and the quantity of motion of the body, can be used to control structural features of the piece being performed. For
example, intense physical engagement can trigger new sampled parts of the piece or assign the low-level gestures to a
new set of musical parameters.
To illustrate this, Figure 3 shows a time-sequence during
which the performer changes its posture, from standing up
(frame 185) to sitting down (frame 280) and finally with the
arms wide open (frame 650). The line shows the respective
Contraction Index along the time.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paradigm of embodied music cognition provides interesting insights on musical gestures and their role in our experience and understanding of music. The assumption that
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music is based on a tight relationship between sounds and
experiences that are mediated by the body have many significant implications. From this perspective, gesture is not
subordinated to sound by simply acting as a means of control, but rather it contributes to the formation of meaning,
acting on the same level of sound.
If we take into account that the action/perception coupling is at the core of embodied music cognition, mapping
can even more be considered as a translation layer that must
be carefully designed. An effective mapping strategy is in
fact pivotal to obtain good results in terms of expressiveness
and liveness of performance and it can also be said that it
constitutes an integral part of composition, as gestures convey meaning analogously to sounds.
Within this context, it is evident that technology plays an
important role. However, different systems can be employed
to reach the same expressive result working on the same
gesture/sound relations, showing that the approach is to
some extent hardware-agnostic.
Future work may be done to explore the gestural repertoire of other instruments. Functional categories are a good
starting point for understanding the role of individual gestures. However, their boundaries are very blurry due to
the multi-functional nature of gestures, therefore the development of more precise tools for semantic analysis may be
helpful.
Embodied music cognition is still a relatively young research field and new contributions to the understanding of
some of its inner mechanisms – such as mirroring, common coding and enaction – have been recently published
[17, 18]. In addition, there are few examples of practical
applications outside academic research (e.g. [16]). Gathering more empirical evidence about the formation of embodied musical meaning through academic experimentation
may result in new notable insights. Nonetheless, intuitions
from more practice-led, artistic environments may give considerable contributions to the research.
As Godøy notes in [8] Western musical thought has not
been well equipped for thinking the inclusion of musical elements within the context of a gesture. Further research
into gestural and embodied aspects of music and practice
of a more gesture-aware music might bring about unprecedented insights and perhaps lead to the emergence of new
aesthetic categories.
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ABSTRACT

one of the most widely used type of visualization is displaying the controller of the interface. By filming the performer
gestures or displaying the panel of controllers, it amplifies
the manipulation but does not add any information. To
that end, some choose to represent the controllers parameters. An example is the drawing on a graphical tablet used
to control a sequencer [12].
These visualizations enhance the understanding on the
performer’s actions, but does not relate it to the sound production. Deeper in the mapping chain, a representation of
intermediate parameters shows the musical intention of the
performer and facilitate the understanding of sound production. The Voicer [8] visualizes the related-to-gesture
parameters to help the performer himself controlling the instrument correctly. In case of complex mappings, the latter
can be visually simplified representing direct connections
between controllers and sound components to show the effect of the user interactions [3]. Some DMIs provide an
interactive visual representation, where the controllers, the
sound components and the link between them are represented at the same time [7].
These different representations help to understand mostly
the interaction of the user with the interface, mainly focused
on the control and gesture parameters. However, few visualizations have been done highlighting the musical parameters or the sound features (related-to-sound parameters)
although it helps to focus on some features (timbre, pitch,
loudness) [10]. Moreover, a whole sequence can be displayed
entirely [2] keeping tracks of the previous moments. These
examples of sound visualizations underline the importance
of the representation of the musical parameters or sound
features. However they have been realized in a context of
a speech production, and were not applied during performances with DMIs.

Conceiving digital musical instruments might be challenging
in terms of spectator accessibility. Depending on the interface and the complexity of the software used as a transition
between the controller and sound, a musician performance
can be totally opaque for the audience and lose part of its
interest. This paper examines the possibility of adding a
visual feedback to help the public understanding, and add
expressivity to the performance. It explores the various
mapping organizations between controller and sound, giving different spaces of representation for the visual feedback.
It can be either an amplification of the controller parameters, or a representation of the related musical parameters.
Different examples of visualization are presented and evaluated, taking the Cantor Digitalis as a support. It appears
the representation of musical parameters, little used compared to the representation of controllers, received a good
opinion from the audience, highlighting the musical intention of the performers.

Keywords
Visualization, DMI, Performance, Gesture

1.

INTRODUCTION

Two aspects are essential in an artistic performance when
using a computer: the manipulation of the interface along
with complementary gestures completed by the performer,
and the effects ensuing this manipulation. Depending on
which elements are shown or hidden to the spectators, a
taxonomy has been established to describe a performance
[11]. Whereas a magical performance with a hidden manipulation could sometimes be exciting, an expressive performance with revealed manipulation is often preferred in a
musical context. Indeed, the decreasing intuitiveness of the
relationship between one controller and its auditory effects
may reduce the performance interest. Introducing visual
feedbacks in the mapping process could benefit both to the
performer and the spectator to better identify the functioning of the DMI. The experimentation of visual feedbacks on
a virtual choir is presented in this paper.

This paper aims at using the Chorus Digitalis [5] as a
support to explore the possibilities of visual feedbacks depending on their location on the mapping chain. This DMI
takes advantage of strong analogies between drawing and
singing [4] for making music. Hand gestures and vocal
melodic motions seems to have comparable kinematics. In
the present work, another aspect of this analogy is studied,
i.e. hand gestures and visual patterns drawing, or visualization of hand motions for displaying musical motions. The
latter have been proved efficient in audience understanding and have been few represented in performances with
DMIs. Each visualization is evaluated on two aspects: the
extra information brought to the audience, and its aesthetic
quality. Section 2 presents the detailed mapping chain of
the Cantor Digitalis. Several visuals are explored for each
mapping layer in section 3. Discussions and conclusions are
presented in section 4.

Various visualizations have been implemented in the literature, at different locations of the mapping chain. Firstly,
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Figure 1: Evolution of gesture parameters through the different mapping layers of the Cantor Digitalis to
control the glottal source and the vocal tract of a voice synthesizer with a graphic tablet.

2. CANTOR DIGITALIS
2.1 Cantor Digitalis and Chorus Digitalis

side [1], [6]. This leads to a more complex control of the
instrument which provides more expressivity and playing
possibilities. The Cantor Digitalis has been built following
this principle. A description of the mapping chain is detailed, to apply examples of visual feedbacks on different
types of parameters. Figure 1 displays the different parameters of the Cantor Digitalis and how they are related
through the different mappings. Four blocs are visible: the
controller parameters measured by the graphic tablet; the
related-to-gesture parameters, which are high level values
representative of the user gestures; related-to-sound parameters which are high level musical values to be controlled,
and the synthesizer parameters, which are low-level values
to feed the synthesizer. Two chains are observed, the upper
chain concerns the parameters related to the glottal source,
and the lower chain concerns the vocal tract. The glottal
source is controlled by the stylus on the tablet, using its
X and Y position, and its pressure. After a first step of
normalization, they are mapped to the pitch and the vocal
effort which are the two variables controlled by the source.
Then these values are mapped to the synthesizer parameters which defines the properties of the vocal fold vibration:
the fundamental frequency, and other parameters detailed
in [5]. Simultaneously, the vocal tract is controlled by a
finger touching the tablet in a small area in the top left
corner. The X and Y position of the finger are measured.
They are normalized to remove the effect of the area on
the tablet. In voice production, the three main movements
of the mouth to produce the buccal french vowels are the
mouth opening, the tongue position, and the lips opening.
Therefore, the normalized position of the finger is mapped
to these three high level parameters for articulation. Then
it appears these three parameters are highly correlated with
the center frequency of the three first resonators of the vocal
tract called formants. A mapping is applied between them.

Voice synthesis has been improved considerably for the past
30 years, and has become an attractive medium for the
conception of DMIs. Different interfaces of control were
used such as mouse and keyboard, smart gloves, or graphic
tablets. The latter proposes a wide range of possible gestures (stylus position, stylus tilt, stylus pressure, finger touch
position, ...) and takes advantage of the expert gesture of
writing or drawing. This make this interface both rich in
terms of possibilities and easy to use, without the need of
a consequent learning process. It has been used extensively
in the past decades for controlling DMIs.
The instrument used in our study is the Cantor Digitalis [5]. It is based on a source+filter model, where the
source models the vibration of the vocal folds using the
RT-CALM model. The filters stand for the resonances of
the vocal tract, modeled with parallel filters. Source and
filter are modeled and controlled separately both with a
graphic tablet. A Wacom Intuosr 5 touch tablet1 is used,
which detects both the stylus and the fingers on the surface of the tablet. The synthesizer is implemented with the
Max real-time programming environment2 , and the patch
s2m.wacom 3 is used to get the tablet data. Two hands are
used to play with the tablet. The preferred hand holds the
stylus, and the non-preferred hand touches directly the surface of the tablet. The stylus is used to control the glottal
source: the melody (pitch) and the vocal effort. The fingers
are used to control the articulation: the vowels. Details of
the mapping are presented in section 2.2.
To test intensively this instrument, an ensemble of Cantor
Digitalis was initiated, named the Chorus Digitalis [9]. It
is a virtual choir where each of the 4 to 8 musician controls
a single voice with a graphic tablet. Created in 2010, it had
the opportunity to give around ten performances until now.
The stage organization evolved to musicians seated behind
tables to musicians seated on the floor with their tablet lying on a 20 cm-high support in front of them. However the
surface of the tablet remains small to be observed from a
certain distance. Then a visual feedback was added to make
the gestures even more accessible, on a computer screen in
front of the musicians, and projected on a wide screen behind the musicians for the audience.

3.

VISUALIZING THE CANTOR DIGITALIS

From the point of view of the controller, the stylus gestures
on a graphic tablet are easily assimilated to a drawing or
writing. In the musical space, including the pitch and vocal
effort, the gestures have a musical meaning. These parameters are essential components of a musical performance.
Therefore it is possible to represent the gestures either in
a graphical space taking the related-to-gesture values, or
in a musical space taking the related-to-sound values. The
visual feedback consists in the visualization in real-time of
our gestures on the tablet. Including the time variable T,
each gestural representation (graphical and musical space)
is characterized by 4 dimensions. Although very complete
and sometimes aesthetic, a visual four-dimension representation is heavy both visually and in terms of computation.
This is why we focus on simpler representations, keeping up
to 3 variables each time.

2.2 Cantor Digitalis organization
A relevant mapping for a digital musical instrument has
to contain successive layers, decoupling the gestural control on one side, and the sound production on the other
1

http://www.wacom.com/en/gb/creative/intuos-pro-m
http://cycling74.com
3
http://metason.cnrs-mrs.fr/Resultats/MaxMSP/
2
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3.1 Representation in the graphical space

senting the vowels in a 2D plan: tongue position vs mouth
opening. The lips opening variable is projected on this plan.
This representation is also closely related to the related-tosound and synthesizer’s parameters. The visual representation consists in displaying this vocalic triangle with the
position of exact vowels, and the current articulation by a
disc associated to each musician on this plan, either matching a specific vowel or in intermediary positions. Unlike
the pitch trajectories, the articulation tends to vary less in
time. The most important information is the position of the
finger, related to a particular vowel. The bottom of figure
2 shows an example of visualization. Each color represents
a musician.

The simplest way to represent the musician’s gestures in
the graphical space is displaying a shape (a dot, a circle, a
stain) on the screen corresponding to the state of the stylus
(resp. finger): the normalized X and Y position of the stylus
(resp. finger) are mapped to the X and Y position of the
shape on the screen, and the normalized stylus pressure is
mapped to the size of the shape (resp. a unique size for the
finger). This is similar to freehand painting applications.
Depending on the control, several context are imagined.

3.2

Representation in the musical space

The graphical space visualization only brings forward the
gesture on the tablet and is not related with the musical
production. To help the user understanding how the control
of the sound is made, i.e. to highlight which sound features
are driven by the performer, it is also possible to display
the musical or related-to-sound parameters.

Figure 2: Visual feedbacks of the related-to-gesture
parameters. The source control is represented on
the top (state of the stylus), and the vocal tract
control on the bottom (state of the finger)

3.1.1

Source

The stylus is used to control the source. The X-position
is essential because it controls directly the pitch. The Yposition is let free to the user, as a mean of expressivity.
Therefore, the performer can either draw straight horizontal lines to target pitch values, or draw different contours
with more natural movements. The top of figure 2 shows
an example of such a visualization where each color corresponds to a musician. For the audience, this representation
of the gesture is in some way an amplification of the tablet
gesture. However, contrary to a simple camera placed above
the tablet, this adds some information not visible on the
tablet, such as the overlapping of the musician trajectories.
It is a calligraphic metaphor which reflects the musicians
ability to draw shapes in a space. This gives a multimodal
mean of expressivity, mixing drawing or painting and music.

3.1.2

Figure 3: Visual feedbacks of the related-to-sound
parameters. The lines represent the pitch versus
the time, linearly on the top, and circularly on the
bottom. The avatars represent the articulation control. Each color corresponds to a musician.

3.2.1 Source
In the Cantor Digitalis, the source is controlled among others with the pitch and the vocal effort. Moreover, although
in a drawing context the time parameters have less importance, time governs music. This is why we choose to represent the pitch versus the time on the visual feedback. The
current time is fixed to a position on the screen, so as the
representation scrolls giving a continuous pitch trace, one
for each musician. The vocal effort is mapped to the width
of the trace. The time can be either represented linearly,
scrolling from right to left as shown on the top of figure 3,

Vocal tract

The control of the vocal tract to produce vowels is done with
two parameters, the X and Y position of the finger on the
tablet. The representation of the normalized finger position
on the screen is inspired from the vocalic triangle repre-
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or circularly, imitating the time on a clock [2] and scrolling
clockwise. It is represented on the bottom of figure 3. To
help the audience to identify who is actually playing and
what they are playing, the color of the pitch trace is associated to the color of the musician’s shirt.

3.2.2

spaces of representation: the controller space, and the musical space. We mainly focused on the musical space, as it
is little represented compared to the controller space. Visual representation was designed using the Cantor Digitalis
and the ensemble Chorus Digitalis as a support. Several examples of representation both in graphical space (controller
space) and musical space were given. The representation of
musical space was well received by the audience and proved
helpful the understanding of the performance.
To complete the visualization of parameters at every step
of the mapping chain, the representation of synthesizer parameters such as formant frequencies for instance might be
explored in future work. Moreover, a more dedicated platform of programming for graphics representation could be
preferred to extend the aesthetic possibility of the visual.

Vocal tract

While the vocalic triangle is related to signal analysis, the
related-to-sound parameters are more meaningful as for the
articulation. They represent the implicit physical gesture
one have to make to produce a vowel with its real voice. The
representation of these parameters is a physical metaphor of
the mouth opening, tongue position and lips opening using
avatars. For each musician, spheres are used to represent
head and eyes, and ellipses for the mouth and the tongue.
This gives a simple avatar articulating the vowels played by
the user. These avatars are visible on figure 3. The colors
of the avatars are also associated to the musician shirts, to
keep coherence with the pitch representation.

4.

5.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

To evaluate the relevance of our visual representations as for
the enlightenment of the instrument control, questionnaires
were given during a performance of the Chorus Digitalis 4 .
The first 15min were played without visual, then the linear
and circular visuals of the related-to-sound parameters were
displayed alternatively during the last 30 min. All the questions had to be rated with a note between 1 (not at all) and
5 (clearly). The questions were: Did you understand how
the voices were controlled; Could you distinguished who was
controlling each voice before projection; Could you distinguished who was controlling each voice after projection. 18
persons took time to answer the questionnaire. The average age was 38 years. Only 4 persons had already been to
a Chorus Digitalis performance, although the visual projection was new to this concert. 8 subjects were musicians, 2 of
whom were singers and 5 were familiar with voice synthesis.
The main impact brought by the visual feedback was the
identification of the musicians. Two thirds of the audience
could not distinguish decently the different players before
the visual was applied, and 44% could not at all. Nevertheless, when applying the visual, all but two subjects could
differentiate decently the players. It must be noted that the
relationship between the trace color and the musicians color
were not told before the show.
Our usual use of visualization is to add extra information and expressivity to a musical content. However, one
can imagine a reverse process with a performance based
on “drawing” on the visual feedback, whereas the music is
added afterwards to add expressivity. It is all the more
constraining so as the performance has to remain musically
meaningful. Thus the visual composition needs to be created thinking of the musical rendering. An example of visual composition was experimented during the same performance. The main feedback was that it was too short,
that the performers should have played more with the visual. This shows the interest of the public in this new way
of creating music. Finally, 4 subjects found the visual the
most noteworthy part of the performance, while the main
purpose was the singing synthesis.
To conclude, the visualization of mapping parameters
aims at improving the audience understanding of a digital musical instrument during a performance. The decomposition of the mapping chain of a DMI enables to target
4
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ABSTRACT

very moment of a performance, interacting with the instrument and usually following some prior musical plan. For
Chadabe [5] this practice transforms the act of composition into an interactive process that depends deeply on the
system response. In these cases, the musical result can be
completely different at every instance of a performance.
In this diversity of approaches to the problem of composing for new digital instruments, the traditional relations between composer, composition and performer are mediated
by the composed nature of the instrument. In this paper
we describe first the inherent compositional aspects of our
digital instruments and their influence on the musical practice. Later, we extend the concept of inherent score to the
physical layer of the interface, proposing a new family of
instruments called Tangible Scores.

Tangible Scores are a new paradigm for musical instrument
design with a physical configuration inspired by graphic
scores. In this paper we will focus on the design aspects
of this new interface as well as on some of the related technical details. Creating an intuitive, modular and expressive instrument for textural music was the primary driving
force. Following these criteria, we literally incorporated a
musical score onto the surface of the instrument as a way
of continuously controlling several parameters of the sound
synthesis. Tangible Scores are played with both hands and
they can adopt multiple physical forms. Complex and expressive sound textures can be easily played over a variety
of timbres, enabling precise control in a natural manner.

Keywords
NIME, Scores, Notation, Composition, Tangible Interface,
Acoustic Interface.

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the development process of a new digital instrument
it is necessary to define an a priori set of musical applications and practices where performers can use it. This will
determine many characteristics of the musical interface e.g.
its gestural vocabulary, functionalities, ergonomics, visual
aspect, etc.
Many NIMEs are not limited to a particular musical practice although some types of music will be more difficult to be
played than others. For example, playing a classical music
piece with a Reactable [10] can be quite tedious independently from the difficulty of the score. Other NIMEs are
designed to constrain the playable musical elements at multiple levels. Max Mathews’ Radio Baton [14] uses a complementary program called Conductor to automatize the
selection of notes on a predefined score. Laurie Spiegel’s
Music Mouse [7] allowed only to interact with the ranges
of change on the selection of frequencies. In both cases,
the instruments require a predefined musical score. Therefore a NIME designer often also tends to develop a notation
system for the new digital instrument and its performance
practice.
Frequently we see performers who don’t use scores because they prefer to improvise the composition during the

Figure 1: Playing a Tangible Score.

2. INHERENT INSTRUMENT SCORE
2.1 Composers and Digital Instruments
Composing for digital music instruments can be quite challenging. The decoupling between interface and the synthesized sound influences the whole process of composition.
During the age of traditional acoustic musical instruments,
the role of a composer was the encoding of musical ideas into
standard musical notations. Reading those scores, players
were able to decode the notation into physical movements,
allowing the same music to be played with different instruments. But after the conception of electronic musical instruments, a composition often was not finished until the
relation between sound and gesture was defined. And the
definition of that relation can become a very complex process.
For the comprehension of this problem it is important to
understand the origins of our contemporary practice with
digital instruments. Nowadays composers are generally used
to deal with gesture-based music. Many compositions after
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the 50s and 60s were increasingly understood as describing
gestural information for the performer, rather than being
notations of pitch organized in time [13]. We can say that
during this period, the traditional notation system lost its
predominant position since it was not able to embrace and
reflect the new ideas of composers. The same problem later
applied to the case of the more recent graphic scores, which
often provided a rather subjective musical notation system.
A graphic score is often generated from the need of a notation of sonic-facts that the performer will recreate in his
imagination, an approach that anticipates the process of
composing for electronic musical instruments.
But notably the last revolution in transforming the role
of a score was achieved through the use of electronic circuits in musical language. Alvin Lucier [12] explains how
within many of the works produced by the Sonic Arts Union
”there were no scores to follow; the scores were inherent in
the circuitry”. Lucier describes the suppression of notation
in its traditional form, where printed symbolic or graphic
scores leave the stage to a new kind of inherent score. Circuits are configured in a specific way for their artistic use,
containing enough structural elements to be used in a musical situation. The role of the composer, at an equidistant
point among designers, composers and performers, starts
with the configuration of the technical system behind the
actual instrument. Performing became the creative exploration in freedom of the musical affordances, musical reactions or acoustic relations to the physical space performed,
without the need of any kind of musical notation. It is important to remark that this historical moment is a bridge
between the old traditional vision of the composer, and a
new role that is more connected to the current practices
with electronic instruments.
Now some decades later, our study field stays at the
continuation of the cultural and technical evolution of all
those pioneering works, developing a variety of alternative
approaches [4] to composition, notation and performance.
In the following section we discuss two compositional approaches for electronic musical instruments.

ated from the inherent scores that can be found in the structural elements of a particular electronic configuration. This
concept carries an extraordinary rendition: the acceptance
that an electronic instrument is an entity that can display
itself without the need of a composer or a composition.
Tudor’s aesthetic of ”composing inside electronics” anticipated the concepts found withing the contemporary practice
of circuit bending, DIY builders and sound hackers. But
more importantly, he founded the principles of a new musical practice that was continued up to the contemporary use
of digital instruments and interfaces. Like in Bandoneon!,
we should understand our contemporary digital music instruments as a more or less complex set of circuitry, software, logics and spatial relationships, exposing an inherent
score that configures its nature, the source of inspiration for
performing with them.
John Fulleman, a frequent collaborator of John Cage, attributes Tudor an ”ability to assert just enough control over
the equipment to get through a concert”. The same methodology of composition can be advised to the composers of
digital instruments. Navigating along the field of characteristics one could read from the instrument, not only as
a mere catalog of potentials or affordances, but as an inherent score, that defines the sonic and musical possibilities
that can be chosen by a performer every moment when it is
played in real time.
Cook’s principle [6] about musical controller design ”better to make a piece, not an instrument”, reinforces this vision of composing inherent scores. According to this, the
design of a new instrument should be starting with a composition in mind. But just like in any traditional composition, many cultural, personal and idiosyncratic elements of
the builder’s personality impregnate each digital instrument
design. Or as it is explained by Wanderley [22], if a composer decides to build or take part in the design of a certain
instrument, the vocabulary of gestures of an instrument is
often created with a subjective artistic reason in mind.

2.2 Composed & Self-Composed Instruments

3. TANGIBLE SCORES
3.1 A Physical Layer for Musical Notation

The concept of an inherent score is important for understanding the mediated relationship between composers, performers and their instruments. In this section we introduce
the phenomenological approach on performing with them.
Twelve years ago Schnell and Battier introduced the concept of composed instruments [17]. This term serves to explain that our digital instruments equally ”carry the notion
of an instrument as that of a score”, in the sense of determining various aspects of a musical work itself. During
the technical implementation of the instrument we often incorporate many ideas of composition into the programmed
system.
In 1966, during the ”Nine Evenings of Experiments in
Art and Technology” the first composition of David Tudor
was performed, marking his transition from a performer of
many of John Cage’s works to his new role of a composer. It
was the premiere of Bandoneon!, a combine of programmed
audio circuits, moving loudspeakers, TV images, and lighting, all controlled through the live sound of a bandoneon
played by Tudor. From the program notes we read that
Bandoneon! uses no compositional means, since it ”composes itself out of its own composite instrumental nature”.
Kuivilar [11] asserts that we were in fact facing a new way
of understanding instrumentality. In these self-composed
instruments, Tudor acts as the interpreter and performer of
a composition that composes itself out of these constituent
parts. Or using Lucier’s arguments, the composition is cre-

Inspired by the mediated relation between musician, instrument and musical performance, we decided to design a new
instrument that emphasizes the inherent scores. Hence our
objective was the extension of the concept of inherent score
and creating a new digital instrument that could incorporate some kind of musical notation within its very physical
configuration. Our final goal is to study if we could conduct the way an instrument is played by adding a score to
its physical layer, in addition to the overall affordances and
functionalities that it offers. As a proof of concept we decided to build a tangible instrument that we called Tangible
Score.
We define a tangible score as the physical layer that is
incorporated into the configuration of a digital instrument
with the intention of conducting the tactile gestures and
movements. A composer could then conceive a musical idea
and incorporate it to the instrument body encoding it in
a physical manner. A performer can explore the tangible
score and navigate through its materials as another element
of the inherent score that it contains. A tangible score determines only the gestural constraints and as such does not
define any sonic results. Therefore equally as a traditional
score, it encodes a musical intention and delegates the decoding part to other agents. A tangible score can make use
of any material and can extend to two- or three-dimensional
artifacts.
In a tangible score the musical composition and its repre-
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sentation is integrated into the instrument at the physical
layer. Making use of a physical score we can:

Although our current implementations are therefore physical representations of graphic scores, this approach has to
be understood as the further evolution of one possible score
concept into the physical domain. Future implementations
may extend to the idea of sculptural scores.

• Represent a compositional idea or a musical process
to inspire or conduct a musical performance. As it is
incorporated physically within the body of the instrument, a performer can be intimately inspired, conducted or constrained without looking at any other
score.

4.

• Define the gestures through the affordances of the instrument as a physical object. The instrumentalist
will approach the performance in different ways depending on the physical configuration of the instrument.
• Modulate and design the control signal that feeds the
sound synthesis. The tactile activity will be used as
the expressive input for sound synthesis. The material
qualities of the interface will define and modulate this
flow of information.
On a technical level a tangible score can make use of
different processes for the analysis of gestural behaviors of
a performer. Although in our current implementation we
took the approach of acoustic analysis of the gestural impact
on the instruments surface, other additional or alternative
techniques, such as computer vision, capacitive sensing and
further sensing modalities may be incorporated.

3.2

PHYSICAL EMBODIMENT

One of the core features within the genre of Tangible User
Interfaces is the embodiment of digital information within
physical artifacts, which can be shaped through the direct
manipulation of the interactive object itself [9]. Our design
approach for Tangible Scores borrows several concepts from
this field and merges them with ideas from Graphic Scores
and musical instrument design. As Verplank [21] has suggested an inverse relationship between Piaget’s development
psychology and the history of human computer interaction,
we can equally observe a similar development in the history
of musical score systems.
While a traditional score defines a highly symbolic notation language for the description of a musical system, a
contemporary graphic score relies mainly on an iconic language that couples a rather versatile visual representation
language with an according musical expression.
Therefore the analogy of a Tangible Score or a physical
representation of a musical piece and performance practice
seems to provide an appropriate method for an embodied
musical encoding. This unification of score and instrument
provides the representation and control within a single musical artifact, fully concentrating the performer’s attention
on the interaction with the musical composition in a physical form.

Graphic Scores

During the process of finding a physical design language for
a tangible score we got inspired by graphic scores. Graphic
scores appeared in the musical avant-garde as a way to release composers from the constraints of writing their music
using the notation of a traditional score. Consequently the
representation of a musical idea opened to the personal and
subjective selection of graphic figures that inspire new and
imaginative ways of interpretation.
In the world of improvisation, graphic scores are often
used for structuring the evolution of the performance. They
are also useful for the analysis of electroacoustic music and
as a parallel notation for composers. We can thus consider
that graphic scores are living in the same musical environment as our new interfaces for musical expression. Graphic
scores are useful when traditional notation fails, like complex or novel musical ideas including indetermination or extreme parameterization of the musical variables.
The importance of graphic scores is that we can sometimes have a closer approach to the original ideas or aesthetic intentions, although other representations are as well
possible like using texts and symbols or even electronic circuits, as we have seen in previous sections. Graphic scores
have been traditionally hand written or painted by their
composers so we can extract valuable information about
the work, just like from traditional music manuscripts. It is
interesting to note that graphic scores can adopt any form
and any dimension, although historically almost all of them
have been published on paper, in an inexplicable conceptual analogy to the traditional format of the score. We had
to wait until the advent of digital interfaces to see musical notations that can be interactive, dynamic, fragmented
or non linear. Examples include the animated scores of
Miyashita [15] or the Reactable’s physical sound programming environment, and few three-dimensional scores such
as in Berghaus [2].
With the aim of exploring and creatively extending the
field of graphic scores, we decided to use them extensively
in our first conceptual experiments towards tangible scores.

5.

DESIGN ASPECTS

In order to facilitate the design process, we have established
some prior constraints to our definition of Tangible Scores.
• Diversity. A Tangible Score design should promote a
diversity of forms and materials. There is no unique
identity for Tangible Scores and they can be designed
in any color, form and material.
• Replicability. A Tangible Score should be easy to
share, copy and replicate, transform or adapt. This
suggests the use of rapid prototyping technologies such
as 3D printers, CNC machines or Laser Cutters.
• Modularity. Traditional scores are modular, in order
to allow to use them in parts. Tangible Scores should
offer the possibility of being extended or reduced.
• Embodiment. The musical idea should be embodied
into the instrument as its physical representation It
should be defined through its materiality but not affected by the used technology.
• Discrete and Continuous Control. Our instrument
should incorporate the qualities of an acoustic instrument, with discrete and continuous dimensions.
• Intimate Expression. The instrument design should
promote an expressive performance, allowing a big dynamic range of gestures, from subtle tactile interactions to more energetic behaviors.

6.

THE TANGIBLE SCORE INSTRUMENT

For the initial implementations of Tangible Scores we decided to create some ad-hoc surfaces and two-dimensional
forms that could function as interfaces for tangible interaction and incorporate a physical score in its configuration.
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This first set of instruments should be the proof of concept
of our hypothesis of the physical representation of musical
scores.
We chose wood as material since it is easy to manipulate
and affordable, and is more importantly used commonly for
the design of many acoustic instruments.

the input signal and the user defines the maximum number
of audio snippets to be used in the synthesis.
The interest of using concatenative synthesis in digital
music instruments was explained and discussed by Schwarz
[19]. Playing a CBCS instrument consists in navigating
along the space of descriptors, or in other words, projecting
the input data on the multidimensional space of the descriptors. In theory, it is possible to pick single or multiple grains
and play them back for creating different sonic gestures.
Schwarz introduced a taxonomy of controllers for concatenative synthesis: positional control, audio driven or multifader controllers. The first and third categories show a disconnection between physical gesture and sonic response. On
the contrary, live audio control appears as a more natural
way of creating sound gestures. As it is discussed in [16] using a live sound signal as input ”the final objective seems to
be the re-encounter of the acoustic energy of an excited surface with the synthesized sound generated”. In other words,
we can assume causal effects between tangible interaction
and sound produced.
According to the online concatenative synthesis survey
[20] we see that CBCS in combination with live input has
not been explored enough. This motivates our present use
of concatenative synthesis for the design of tangible acoustic
interfaces, in particular after the promising results obtained
in combination with acoustic interfaces [16] and scratch input [8].

Figure 2: Engraved score used as a acoustic interface
Our first idea was the incorporation of a graphical design,
therefore we were using a laser cutter to engrave graphic
scores into the surface of the wood. This also allows the
systematic production and easy replication of our designs.
For interfacing to the synthesis layer we decided to interpret these surfaces as tangible acoustic interfaces. The tangible interaction with the tactile footprint of the engraved
score will produce vibrations on the surface that can be
acquired through contact microphones. The variety of produced sounds provides an enormous vocabulary of signals
that can be used for the direct sound synthesis and for extracting information that can be used for discrete or continuous control.
According to Crevoisser [16] tangible acoustic interfaces
have the characteristic of recovering a clear correspondence
between a physical gesture and the sound response produced
by it. It is as well possible to conceive the interface according to a desired gesture instead of adapting the gesture to
a given interface.

6.2

An Engraved Graphic Score as Controller

Engraving the graphic score on the surface of a wooden
panel, was influenced by artistic wood-carving techniques,
known as xilography, where an image is carved into the
surface of a wooden block. In our case this accomplishes
the following feature set:
• It provides a direct representation of a musical score.
• It influences the quality of the input sound that feeds
the synthesis. Tactile interaction on dedicated parts of
the engraved surface produces different sounds and reinforces specific components of the control signal spectrum.
• It conducts and constrains the gestures of the player.
Performers follow intuitively the visual contours of the
engraved forms.

6.1 Sound Synthesis

Therefore, the engraved score is designed to have an acoustic impact. It will determine the sound signal used in the
concatenative synthesis. For example, if we scratch an engraved parallel line pattern, it will create a vibration with a
component that depends on the distance between the lines.
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the engraved notches define
different spectral envelopes of the signal for different parts
of the surface. Thus, we can think of our engraved tangible score as a kind of complex Idiophone. Since it is played
with our hands, these scratches and finger attacks are generally imperceptible outside of the material but can be easily
acquired with contact microphones. We decided to make
an exhaustive analysis of the sound signals produced in the
wooden material. The first observation is the spectrum for
each of the wooden pieces, was always centered around the
same frequency, the actual resonant frequency of that particular piece of wood.
From another point of view, the spectral components are
quite diverse, and different envelopes are easily observed.
Therefore, in our synthesis we were going to listen always
textures with grains centered in the same frequency, constraint that should be considered for the musical practice.

After evaluating different types of synthesis, we decided
to implement Corpus Based Concatenative Synthesis [18]
(CBCS), since our objective was to facilitate creative musical expression. When CBCS is applied to a live input
signal, it creates a very intimate relationship between the
physical gesture created and the sonic gesture perceived.
As Tanaka explained in [1] for the design of sonic affordances for new digital instruments, it is important to consider the tendency by audiences to describe sound production in terms of causality.
CBCS is a type of granular synthesis with the goal of imitating an input signal. Generally CBCS involves two processes. First the mathematical classification of a database
of samples, extracting specific descriptors during small windows of time or grains. The objective of this first step is
building what it is known as the space of sound characteristics, a comparative representation of descriptor values in
the database. Second, for creating the synthesized sound,
an input signal is analyzed with the same procedure and the
grains of the corpus with similar descriptors are selected and
concatenated. Usually there are multiple grains matching
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Figure 4: Frequency analysis for each of the areas

Figure 3: Engraved areas analyzed

the database of samples and the engraved design, which
also indicates a future investigation on alternative surface
materials.
In a final design step we decided to include additional
samples into our database, in order to reflect specific sound
gestures that were not responding as expected in the initial
synthesis experiments.

Different solutions can be worked out, like using the rest of
the spectrum to create spectral music or developing mechanisms for shifting the frequency detected.
With a standard laser cutter we were able to create surface patterns with depths ranging from microns to 1mm.
Once the first scores were engraved, we discovered that the
physical gestures over the surface were naturally induced by
the visual design that we had drawn and cut. After informally testing these engraved designs with several lab members, we noticed that almost all had a tendency to follow
the printed design, through exploration with their fingertips. Although it needs to be studied more accurately in
the future, our design triggered a kind of tangible attraction, which indicates an additional layer of tactile information apart from its visual content.

6.3

6.4

Performance Aspects

After having implemented a CBCS for our Tangible Scores
we obtained the following subjective conclusions:
• In terms of expression, the produced sonic gestures
are recognizable and suggest a causal relationship to
the tactile input gestures. The instrument reacts to
very subtle interactions, which makes the performance
process very expressive and intimate.
• The sensation of playing was generally fluid. Latency
is not an issue, since we chose an adequate buffer value
of 32 samples. No glitches or dropouts were observed,
the CPU was not used above 65 percent.

Technical Implementation

Our first series of instruments were built using 30x20 cm
flat plywood panels with an attached piezo microphone. A
preamplifier improved the audio signal sampled at 48KHz
by an RME Fireface UCX. We programmed the system on
a 2.3 GHz MacMini running OS X 10.8.5. After considering
various CBCS implementations, we decided to use William
Brent’s library timbreID [3] for Pure Data (PD).
An important consideration with concatenative synthesis
is the selection of the mathematical descriptor for the analysis. As Harrison explains in [8], natural gestures such as a
fingernail dragged on a surface produce a specific spectral
profile, while percussive gestures also contain significant information in a lower part of the spectrum. After analyzing
the spectral components of multiple gestures, we decided
to use the descriptor Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC), which represents the spectral envelope of the live
input signal through a bank of filters distributed along the
spectrum. In particular we decided to use a version called
Bark Frequency Cepstral Coefficients through the PD object bfcc∼ where the separation among the bank of filters is
the Bark weighting parameter. Since it emphasizes the low
frequency components, it achieves a better discrimination
of percussive gestures.
As a starting point we engraved a series of seven designs:
four generative based on parallel lines and another three
graphic scores composed by one of the authors. We soon
discovered that the sonic relation between the live input signal and its result is highly mediated by the selection of the
sound corpus. Thus, some negotiation was needed between

Those results show how using concatenative synthesis in
combination with physical scores, is a promising way of creating expressive instruments. The main constraint of the
acoustic nature of the interface is that the spectrum of the
control signal is usually centered around the resonance frequency of the used material. Therefore we have assumed
this sound characteristic, creating performances and compositions of spectral music, making use of the multiple parameters that concatenative synthesis offers to modulate sound,
such as the range of the used corpus and the grain size.

6.5

Tangible Scores as a Discrete Controller

After having implemented Tangible Scores as an instrument
for concatenative synthesis, we decided to complement its
features using the same interface as a discrete controller.
The objective was extracting specific information contained
in the sound input for interpreting it as discrete parameters.
We decided to implement some simple machine learning
system, with the objective of recognizing six percussive timbres in real time. For that we also used the timbreID library
for Pure Data implementing the same descriptor, the Barkfrequency Cepstrum with an audio window of 2048 samples.
The PD object bfcc∼ outputs a vector with 47 spectral components but only the first 20 were analyzed after noticing
that our percussive gestures did not contain differentiable
components above the spectral middle.
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9.

The process of selecting six candidates for robust recognition was more difficult than expected. Initially six different percussive hand gestures were chosen through listening,
and the system was trained playing the same gesture twenty
times. The extracted descriptors were later clustered in 6
sets. After testing the trained system only 40 percent were
really robustly recognized. Therefore, we recorded around
20 different percussive gestures that were analyzed with the
bark descriptor. From this process we extracted another
six candidates with significant differences to all the others.
Finally after another similar training process, the rate of
recognition was higher than 90
As every engraved score reacts sonically different to the
same physical gesture, we cannot interpolate our results to
other surfaces. This fact makes the process of training the
system quite tedious and indicates the need of a more systematic procedure.

7.

EVALUATION IN LIVE PERFORMANCE

The first evaluation in a concert situation took place at the
Linux Audio Conference 2013 in Graz. The performance,
called ”with intent to defraud” was an homage to Aaron
Swartz. It was an improvisation for two performers of the
ensemble Endphase, one playing a Tangible Score.
Therefore, we prepared an instrument with a specific design: an engraved text with a part of Aaron Swartz’s indictment. The sound corpora for the synthesis were three
recordings of English native speakers reading Swartz’s indictment. The system was trained to recognize four percussive gestures that were used for changing parameters of
the synthesis. Those recognized values were sent via OpenSoundControl (OSC) to the second performer, driving the
algorithms in charge of creating a sonic counterpoint to the
Tangible Score interface. All the sounds were spatialized in
a studio equipped with an ambisonics dome of 24 speakers.
In this concert situation, playing the Tangible Score instrument was very intuitive, offering many expressive possibilities. The intimate connection between gesture and sound
inspired the musical flow during the performance. It was
quite easy to achieve a large dynamic range, from delicate
grains to loud and dense textures. The rate of recognition
of discrete gestures decreased to around 70 percent during
the concert because the on-stage situation influenced the
performer, who was not able to exactly repeat the trained
gestures. Nevertheless the false detections didn’t disturb
the musical plan, since we prepared the improvisation for
embracing that anticipated situation.

8.

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH

We have studied the mediated relation between composers
and new digital instruments, proposing methodologies of
work and approaches to the issues of composing for them.
We have built a first series of instruments based on engraved designs and explained the possibilities of using these
surfaces as acoustic interfaces. We have explored the perspectives that these intuitive, modular and expressive instruments can provide in combination with concatenative
synthesis and machine learning. After having implemented
and evaluated the instrument in a concert situation, several
research questions emerged:
• What are the aesthetic, cultural and musical implications of using sculptural objects as scores?
• Which materials and shapes are most suitable for the
design of Tangible Score instruments?
• Which other sensor and synthesis technologies can be
used for the technical realization of Tangible Scores?
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ABSTRACT
The Striso is a new expressive music instrument with an
acoustic feel, which is designed to be intuitive to play and
playable everywhere. The sound of every note can be precisely controlled using the direction and pressure sensitive
buttons, combined with instrument motion like tilting or
shaking. It works standalone, with an internal speaker and
battery, and is meant as a self contained instrument with
its own distinct sound, but can also be connected to a computer to control other synthesizers.
The notes are arranged in an easy and systematic way,
according to the new DCompose note layout that is also
presented in this paper. The DCompose note layout is designed to be compact, ergonomic, easy to learn, and closely
bound to the harmonic properties of the notes.

Keywords
new instrument, isomorphic, 3D note control, accelerometer, DIY, open source, perceived pitch height, tuning invariant

1.

Figure 1: The Striso, with for the right hand the
DCompose note layout and for the left hand a reduced size note layout for accompaniment.

INTRODUCTION

I have been playing instruments since I was young, and
while the reason to switch from piano to accordion was
mainly to play something more portable, another aspect
caught my fascination: because the buttons on the bass
side are arranged like the circle of fifths (or more general
spiral of fifths, a basis in the theory of harmonic properties), it was easier to feel what happened in the music. My
right hand, which still played the piano keyboard, needed
my brain much more to get its job done. Ever since then I
have been fascinated by instruments which have their notes
arranged based on their harmonic properties, instead of only
their pitch height.
When I started building musical instruments, I started
thinking about ways to create new instruments with their
notes arranged following the circle of fifths. This resulted in
the DCompose note layout, a 2D button layout where both
the circle of fifths and pitch height play an important role.
This turns out to be an isomorphic layout, which means
that each type of interval or chord you play has the same
shape. I will elaborate on this further in section 3.
After several acoustical instrument designs which were

difficult to build, a friend explained how to work with microcontrollers, and so the plan for making an electronic instrument was born. The goal still was to make a real instrument, with its own sound and the expressiveness of an
acoustic instrument, not an interface for mimicking other
instruments. This resulted in the Striso (see figure 1), an
instrument with the benefits of an electronic instrument,
yet an acoustic sound and feel. In section 4 you can find
the details of the Striso.
The bass side uses the intriguing auditory illusion of pitch
circularity to play music which tricks your ears. You will
see what that means after reading section 5.
In making these ideas reality there is a lot of technology
involved, and thanks to a big DIY community and FabLabs
the possibilities for creating complicated technology on a
small scale have greatly improved. Section 6 focuses on the
technology and construction of the electronics, the hardware, and the software for the synthesizer and its parameter
mapping.
But first, in the next section, there is a bit about the history of other work in the fields of note layouts and musical
expression.
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2. PRIOR WORK
2.1 Note layouts

velocity sensing which is now very common on keyboards.
Later continuous pressure sensing, also called aftertouch,
has been implemented on keyboards and new button based
controllers.
More recently research has been done on 3D note control,
by adding direction sensitivity per button in addition to
pressure sensitivity, such as in the Eigenharp [1] or Seaboard
[7]. Or even by blurring the borders of buttons to a continuous field, such as the Haken Continuum [4], Madrona
Soundplane [6] or Linnstrument [8].
Additionally there are many ways of adding expression
to the whole instrument instead of per button, like pedals, breath controllers, strip controllers and motion sensors.
Nice examples are thumb controllers plus motion sensors in
the Thummer4 , and strip controllers plus breath controller
in the Eigenharp, in addition to its 3D button sensitivity.

In the past centuries many people have attempted to create
alternative note layouts which are based on harmonic properties of notes, in contrast with the note layouts based on
the physical properties of instruments.
Using harmonic properties to build a note layout quickly
leads to isomorphic note layouts. On an isomorphic note
layout the notes are located in such a way that each musical interval always has the same shape. So for example
a minor third always has the same direction and distance.
This makes the layout transpose invariant: every interval,
chord, scale or melody has the same geometrical shape and
fingering when it played in a different key. This means that
the musician needs to learn scales and chords only once,
and also that music theory becomes much more intuitive
and attractive to experiment with.
Another property that helps a lot in this aspect, is tuning
invariance, which means that in different tunings the shape
and fingering of intervals and chord is the same [10]. Even
when using only the default tuning of western music, the
12-et tuning1 , this facilitates better understanding of music
theory, such as the difference between d] and e[, which different in other tunings than 12-et. It also makes it a small
step for musicians to explore different tunings, such as the
meantone or 31-et tunings that have been popular until the
18th century [14].
For many instruments the note layout is closely tied to the
physical shape, like guitar and violin. For others it is most
practical for the construction to stick to a linear layout,
like piano and harp. Instruments where the position of the
buttons is more or less free, like on organs and accordions,
attracted experiments, and the development of electronic
interfaces and synthesizers made experimenting a lot easier.
The first and most used isochromatic note layout dates
back from 1850, when the first chromatic button accordion
was made [5]. This layout however is not tuning invariant, and as such less useful for learning music theory. In
1872, Bosanquet created his generalized keyboard [2], while
searching for an alternative to the piano keyboard that
works for different tunings, and as such is the first tuning invariant keyboard. In 1896 a very compact note layout
was patented by Wicki [17], and later reinvented by Hayden,
with which a series of concertinas was made. It was mainly
focussed on 12-et instruments, but is tuning invariant.
A great attempt to launch a new instrument using the
Wicki layout has been done with the Thummer, which ceased
development due to funding issues [13]. This created some
follow-up in the DIY scene2 .
Also multi-touch apps for tablets incorporating Wicki and
other hexagonal layouts have been created3 .
For teaching music and for beginning musicians a nice
property that can be found in the Wicki layout is that the
area with learned notes can be gradually increased: the
pentatonic scale is one connected and compact area, which
can be extended to the diatonic scale, and finally to all other
notes [12].
The developments around the Wicki layout lay a firm
basis for the DCompose layout.

3.

DCOMPOSE, A NEW NOTE LAYOUT

The name DCompose has several origins. It refers to the
mathematical term decompose, the layout is an orthogonal
decomposition of the pitch height and the circle of fifths.
There is the D, the D is the central note in the circle of
fifths, and as such the central note on the layout. At last
there is the musical meaning of compose.
The goal of the DCompose note layout is a note arrangement which is compact, ergonomic, easy to learn, and closely
bound to the harmonic properties of the notes.
For the construction of the layout, the circle of fifths is
put on the horizontal axis, while the pitch height is on the
vertical axis. Every note can now be placed on the field
based on these two properties, see figure 2.
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Figure 2: In the DCompose note layout notes are
positioned based on their pitch and their position
in the circle of fifths. To create an even spacing the
vertical octave spacing a is 2.268 times the horizontal second spacing b. For the Striso b = 18mm.
The result is the DCompose layout. It is both compact
and ergonomic to play with four fingers, which keeps the
thumb available for other controls, stabilizing the instrument or helping with difficult passages. It is based on the
first two harmonics, the octave and the fifth, and these are
both located close to each other. The different octaves are
placed vertically aligned above each other, while the circle
of fifths is in the horizontal direction. This makes it easy to
play in any single key, and also to deliberately play notes
that are out of key, which are located just a bit further away.
It is also tuning invariant, which helps in understanding music theory and encourages players to explore other tunings,
such as Pythagorean, meantone or 31-et.

2.2 Musical expression
Several ways of adding expression to digital button or key
based instruments have been developed, starting with key
1
12 equal temperament tuning: the octave is divided in 12
equal steps, which is the most used tuning in western music.
2
see http://www.altkeyboards.com
3
iMusix for iOS, and Hexiano for Android

4
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Thummer demo video at http://youtu.be/lWK1d9fzlVQ
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Since it is an isomorphic layout it has all the related properties, e.g. chords always have the same shape, and transposing is a matter of moving your hand. Some chord shapes
are shown in figure 3.

but since the major seconds are not adjacent it is less intuitive to play.
All in all the DCompose layout is a compact isomorphic
layout where harmonic notes are located close to each other.
It can be learned quickly as it is isomorphic, all chords have
the same shape and transposing is as easy as moving your
hand. Also major, minor, and other scales are easy to remember and have straightforward fingering. The pitch axis
is clear, which is not the case on some other isomorphic
layouts. Because of its compactness even a small hand can
easily span three octaves, and even though less harmonic
intervals are further away – where you expect them – they
are still comfortable to reach.
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STRISO, THE INSTRUMENT

The name Striso contains iso, from the isomorphic layout,
also tri is found, for the 3D expression control in each button. The first syllable also refers to ‘string’, as an inspiration
for the variety of sounds and expression it can make.
The Striso is built around the DCompose note layout,
which fulfills an important part of the goal of being intuitive to play. Furthermore the goals were set to make an
instrument which

Csus4

Figure 3: The shape of a chord is alway the same in
an isomorphic layout. Here some common chords
are shown for the DCompose layout, put the shape
of a chord somewhere on figure 2 to get the chord
for another note.

• is distinct and recognisable both in sound and appearance,

The buttons can be coloured for visual guidance. Since
the piano layout is so well known, the easiest way to get
people familiar is to use the same colouring, white for the
C major scale, black for the rest. For tactile orientation
the D’s, which are the central notes, can be marked with a
texture.
To get a nicely filled surface the spacings of the second
and the fourth should be equal. To get this the vertical
spacing of the octave should be 2.268 times the horizontal
spacing of the second (see figure 2). After testing with different hand sizes, a practical value for the horizontal spacing
of the second of 18 mm is found, giving an octave spacing
of 40.82 mm. For a button array of three octaves with 17
buttons per octave this gives a buttonboard of 16 x 16 cm,
which can be used on a very portable instrument. Combined with transpose buttons to shift octaves and key this
gives enough range for a most music (for one hand), but
also a bigger board with more octaves or more notes per
octave can be used.

• allows both hands to play, melody and accompaniment,
• is freely movable, to add expression using instrument
motion,
• is small enough to easily take with you,
• has space for a reasonable speaker.
The result of this fits in a box of 20x20x20 cm, with the
sides angled for comfortable playing (see figure 1). On the
right side is a three octave DCompose buttonboard for the
right hand. The right hand can move freely around the
buttonboard, so its focus can be on playing notes, although
the palm or thumb can also be used to stabilize or shake
the instrument. The left hand holds the instrument using a
thumb strap, as is used on certain concertinas. This way it
has direct contact with the instrument and its movement.
To reduce strain for the left hand there is an attachment for
a neck strap on the top. For the left hand there is a special reduced size button board for playing accompaniment,
which is described in more detail in the next section.
The Striso is designed to work standalone, using the internal speaker it can be used for small performances or campfire music. Using the headphone plug you can practise everywhere in silence, or connect an amplifier on stage. For
recording, composition, or controlling other synthesizers, it
can be connected to a computer.
The goal of this project is to create a real instrument,
with its own distinct and versatile sound. As such there is
only one main operating mode, which is versatile enough to
create different sounds by playing in different ways. This
means that there should be many expression possibilities.
The next part will elaborate on this subject.

3.1 Comparison to existing note layouts
The DCompose layout is very close to the Wicki layout. The
difference is that the Wicki layout doesn’t have the simple
relationship between pitch height and location on the note
layout [10]. Other properties are shared with the DCompose
layout, so existing learning material can be used or easily
changed, and Wicki players can easily switch.
Another layout which is closely related it the Bosanquet
generalized keyboard. This layout also has the pitch height
and the circle of fifths on the axes, only the scaling is different and pitch height is horizontal and the circle of fifths is
vertical. Compared to the DCompose layout the octaves are
put further apart and the circle of fifths is made narrower.
This makes it closer to the piano layout, even the same
fingering can be used, which is a benefit for piano players.
However, it is less compact, and hence less practical for use
on a compact portable instrument.
The note layout of the Array mbira [16] also follows the
same pattern of the pitch height vertical and the circle of
fifths horizontal, only this time scaled so the octaves are
closer to each other and the circle of fifths wider. Here
octaves are close enough to each other to be played with
a single finger, which gives interesting playing possibilities,

4.1

Musical expression and sound

To put as much control as possible in every note the buttons have 3D note control: continuous pressure and direction sensing on each button. This way for each note the
volume, pitch bend and some timbre related parameter can
be controlled independently.
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Additionally a motion sensor (accelerometer) lets instrument motion like tilting or shaking be used to add more
expression and sound effects.
The buttons are shaped in a way that the position where
a finger is placed on a button has little influence, only the
pressure and the direction of pressure matter. This way
precise finger placement is less important.
The top of the buttons has a linear shape, which helps
with feeling the orientation of the button, and also of the
note layout, when playing without looking. This shape give
precise control over the note, and also makes it possible to
pluck the buttons, like plucking a string (see figure 4).

output power

0.5

0

Pp

log frequency

Figure 5: The method for generating notes with
an arbitrary perceived pitch height. Three notes
in succeeding octaves are played, while their output power is based on the distance to the requested
perceived pitch height Pp as in this graph. In the
graph this is shown for two notes, C with a solid
line and D with a dotted line.
play perceived pitch height glissandos, or change the inversion of a chord smoothly. To help your imagination, listen
to some of the audio samples5 .

Figure 4: The shape of the buttons, top view and
side views. The buttons are sensitive in all three
directions. The directionality of the top helps with
feeling orientation and makes plucking like a string
possible.

5.1

Perceived pitch height modulation

The perceived pitch height modulation is implemented in
a relatively simple way, which in principle can be applied
on any sound. If instead of playing one note, the same
note is played in three succeeding octaves, the perceived
pitch height is similar to the middle note played alone. By
changing the relative volume of the three notes this perceived pitch height can go up or down, while still playing
the same note. The three notes that are chosen are the note
closest to the requested perceived pitch height Pp and the
note one octave higher and lower. The output power An of
each note is calculated with the formula


if ∆P ≤ 0.5
0.5,
(1)
An = 0.5 · (1.5 − ∆P ), if 0.5 < ∆P <= 1.5

0,
otherwise

The sound of the Striso is inspired by a string, where you
can both have natural decay, when plucking or hammering,
or a sustained note, with other actuation like bowing or
resonating with an amplifier.
The Striso is supposed to sound like an acoustic instrument, and as such it is important that there is a clear match
between the sound and the look and feel, and that each action has a believable influence on the sound. Still it must
be possible to touch or even cross the border of a believable
acoustic instrument.

5.

octave

SPECIFICITIES OF THE BASS SIDE

where

The left side, or bass side, is mainly meant for accompaniment, and as such different aspects are important.
For accompaniment, it is more important which chord is
played than in which octave or which inversion. This can
be combined with the intriguing auditory illusion of pitch
circularity, which makes it possible to change the perceived
pitch height independent of the pitch class of the note that
is played [15][3]. This is also used on the bass side of accordions, where all bass notes have the same perceived pitch
height, and all bass chords have a slightly higher perceived
pitch height.
Using pitch circularity, only one octave of notes is necessary, as the notes never get higher anyway. This is convenient when it isn’t important that the note is played in a
specific octave, as it is when playing chords. Think of a guitar, the player often only knows the chord, and not exactly
which notes or which inversion.
A new implementation of pitch circularity is introduced
here, called ‘perceived pitch height modulation’, which makes
it possible to change the perceived pitch height of every note
while playing. As the buttons are direction sensitive, one
axis can be mapped to perceived pitch height, which introduces the possibility of playing any note at any pitch height.
In the next part the details are explained.
This creates many creative possibilities, for example imagine playing a C major scale upwards, while ending on the
same C without any jumps. Or even end an octave lower,

∆P = |Pn − Pp |
Pn is note pitch
Pp is requested perceived pitch height
and pitch is expressed in octaves:
pitch = log2 (frequency)
This way the total output power of the three notes always
is 1. This is illustrated in figure 5. Now the perceived
pitch height can be changed independent of the note that
is played. In practice the perceived pitch height is different
per person, and is also influenced by the audio equipment
[3]. For this instrument this is no concern, as the musician
can adjust the requested perceived pitch height by ear.
Using perceived pitch height modulation also has implications for the button layout, as is explained in the next
part.

5.2

Button layout of the bass side

Using perceived pitch height modulation only buttons for
one octave are needed, where the perceived pitch height
is controlled by the direction sensitive buttons. Because
there is not really an increasing pitch height in the notes,
5
Audio samples can be found at http://www.toverlamp.
org/nime/perceived_pitch
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a straight Wicki layout is used. While one octave would be
enough, it is important to keep the isomorphic properties,
so three rows of buttons are available, where the top row is
a copy of the bottom row.
D♯
A♯

C♯
G♯

D♯

B

C♯

B

G
D

A

G

E♭

F
C

B♭
F

C

G♭
D♭

D

A

C

D♭
A♭

E♭

D

G
E

A
E

F♯

each octave to a single analog input, while all buttons with
the same pitch class are sharing a digital output. This way
the only crosstalk that is possible is between the same notes
in different octaves, which isn’t much of a problem in music.
The pads are sampled by microcontroller, which then
sends those signals to the internal synthesizer or to a computer. The first prototype used an AVR microcontroller,
which is the basis for the Arduino platform. However it became apparent quickly that something more powerful was
needed, with more digital outputs and a faster ADC. One of
the most powerful microcontrollers around is the STM32F4,
a 168 MHz ARM processor with three very fast ADCs and
up to 140 input/output pins. Also a floating point unit
is included, which gives it enough power to run a synthesizer. A prototype board for this microcontroller is available
under the name STM32F4-DISCOVERY, and includes an
accelerometer and audio codec, which makes it a perfect
choice for prototyping new instruments.
The firmware is developed using ChibiOS6 , an open source
real-time operating system which provides a hardware abstraction layer and fast multithreading.

F
Dm

B

G

F

G7

Figure 6: The mirrored Wicki note layout as it is
used on the bass side, and some common chord
shapes. Thanks to the perceived pitch height modulation it doesn’t matter which chord inversion is
played, so the inversion with the easiest fingering is
chosen.
The layout is mirrored, so on both sides the same direction for sharp and flat are used: pinky direction for sharp
and thumb direction for flat. The layout and the shapes of
some chords are shown in figure 6.
On the Striso the left hand has restricted movement freedom, so the buttons are smaller and spaced closer than on
the right side. The spacing is equal to the bass side of an
accordion. For accordion players the spacing should feel familiar, just as the order based on the circle of fifths. Only
there are way fewer buttons and way more possibilities.

6.

6.2

Synthesizer and mapping

The synthesizer is written in the functional audio programming language Faust7 , which combines a functional and a
flow based language, and is specifically designed for realtime signal processing and synthesis. There are libraries
with common functions included, and there are good examples available [9].
The Faust compiler generates C++ code, which can be
compiled to a large variety of targets, including plugins for
popular software or standalone programs controlled by open
sound control (OSC). In order to run the synthesizer on the
microcontroller in the Striso a new target is developed for
embedded use. The source code including an example for
the STM32F4-DISCOVERY board will be available on the
website of the author8 .
In order to quickly try new ideas and fine-tune the parameter mapping the synthesizer is run on the computer, while
a small program converts the messages from the Striso to
OSC messages controlling the Faust synthesizer.

TECHNOLOGY

The design of such an instrument is one thing, the technology to really create a well functioning device is another.
The setup of a production line is even yet another thing.
However, in these times of rapid prototyping and customized
manufacturing, they all tend to get closer to each other.
The first working prototype has been made with little
more than an Arduino, a transparency sheet, aluminium
tape, some pressure sensitive foil and a piece of silicone tube.
While it did work and was more or less playable, the sensitivity was far from constant. A couple of prototypes later
the aluminium tape was replaced by gold plated contacts,
and the Arduino with one of the fastest microcontrollers
available, and the silicone tube by molded silicone.
This section will explain more about the technology used
to create the prototypes.

6

http://www.chibios.org/
http://faust.grame.fr/
8
http://www.toverlamp.org/nime/
7

6.1 Electronics
The core of each pressure and direction sensitive button is
formed by three pressure sensitive pads. Using three pads
the pressure and direction of the pressure can be measured.
Since there are many buttons the sensors need to be cheap
and small. Luckily Velostat or Linqstat, the black antistatic
foil in which electronic components often are shipped, has
a pressure dependent resistance, and is used for pressure
sensors by the DIY community [11]. The pads are placed
between a flexible circuit board on one side, and a rigid
circuit board on the other side (figure 7). The easiest way to
connect all the pads is using a matrix without any additional
components per pad. The downside of this method is that
there is crosstalk possible between pads when multiple pads
are pressed. Since it is a big benefit that no additional
components are needed, the matrix is designed such that
the impact of crosstalk is low. This is done by connecting

Figure 7: Circuit board with all the pressure sensitive pads.
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7.

EXPERIENCES AND FUTURE WORK

With the DCompose note layout a compact isomorphic layout is created, based on the circle of fifths and pitch, which
is easy to learn and helps understanding music theory.
With the Striso an expressive instrument is made with 3D
sensitive buttons and motion sensing. It uses the DCompose
note layout, and has a built-in speaker, battery and synthesizer, and a special bass side which features perceived pitch
height modulation, which is also introduced in this paper.
In the current state the Striso is a prototype, and has been
tested informally by several people. The general response
is very positive, and the layout is quickly understood, especially since the black and white colouring is added. For
some people not having the minor seconds close to each
other feels strange, but adaptation is generally quick when
noticing that when the index finger is on a certain note, the
pinky is very close to a minor second higher or lower. Also
using the left hand for accompaniment doesn’t always feel
natural, especially using a different layout. Hence ideas for
adding a stronger connection between both hands are being
researched.
Additional experience with the DCompose layout is obtained with a modified accordion (figure 8), which is being
used with great pleasure by the author.
The note layout is very easy to play in any key, especially when playing blind and guidance by the colours is
not needed. The layout makes it easy to jam in a certain
key, but also attracts experimenting with out of key notes
and other scales such as blues or gypsy scales, since the
relation with other notes can be felt well. Fingering is generally smooth and goes almost automatically for melodies,
for polyphonous pieces more thinking ahead is needed to
play smoothly. For me as an accordion player the separation between the two hands feels natural, though the bass
side gives much more freedom than the bass side of an accordion.
The goal of making in acoustic like instruments have already proven successful, more than one was surprised to
find out it is electronic.
Since people have different taste and musical ideas the
intent is to make parts available for custom instruments, if
there is enough interest. The software and firmware will be
open source.
Progress of the development of the Striso can be followed
on the website9 .

8.

Figure 8: The accordion of the author modified to
the DCompose layout. It has four octaves with 21
buttons per octave.
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experience”. Both of these ideas, rooted in HCI research informed the
design process of the OWL, as the authors wanted to address a
perceived disconnect between performer / instrument and performer /
audience that has developed alongside the desire to use bespoke
audio programming for music performance and the use of generalpurpose computers onstage. By providing a programmable,
embedded computing platform for audio processing in the shape of a
guitar effects pedal, the project aims to address this issue by making
it possible for performers to write their own code and run it on a
dedicated and unobtrusive audio hardware device designed around an
established music performance paradigm.

This paper introduces the OWL stage effects pedal and aims to
present the device within the context of Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) research.
The OWL is a dedicated, programmable audio device designed
to provide an alternative to the use of laptop computers for
bespoke audio processing on stage for music performance. By
creating a software framework that allows the user to program
their own code for the hardware in C++, the OWL project
makes it possible to use homemade audio processing on stage
without the need for a laptop running a computer music
environment such as Pure Data or Supercollider. Moving away
from the general-purpose computer to a dedicated audio device
means that some of the potential problems and technical
complexity of performing with a laptop computer onstage can
be avoided, allowing the user to focus more of their attention
on the musical performance. Within the format of a traditional
guitar ‘stomp box’, the OWL aims to integrate seamlessly into
a guitarist’s existing pedal board setup, and in this way presents
as an example of a ubiquitous and tangible computing device –
a programmable computer designed to fit into an existing mode
of musical performance whilst being transparent in use.

2. MOTIVATION
Many gigs now feature performers using laptop computers as
musical instruments and sound processors onstage, and there
are arguments against this mode of live performance relating to
how well the performer is able to interact with the instrument
they are playing and the audience observing the performance.
Patten et al. [10] note that in the late 1990’s, “the transition to laptop
performance created a rift between the performer and the audience as
there was almost no stage presence to latch onto”. This could be
ascribed to a combination of the performer having to visually interact
with a computer screen, diverting attention, [13], and the limitations
of gestural expression afforded by the interface.
Godoy and Leman [4], in a study of musical gestures cite
Kurtenbach and Hulteen [8] defining gesture as “A motion of
the body that conveys information”, and going on to say that
“…pressing a key on a keyboard is not a gesture because the
motion of the finger on the way to pressing the key is neither
observed nor significant. All that matters is which key was
pressed”. As well as offering a definition of gesture this also
highlights the shortcomings of the keyboard as an interface for
real-time musical expression in performance. The mouse fares
little better in terms of expressive potential; as the main nondiscrete means of input, it only allows for movement in two
directions, whereas in interaction with traditional musical
instruments, performers are capable of a wider variety of more
complex gestures.
Drawing a distinction between control and communication
gestures in music, Godoy and Leman describe control gestures
as conveying information through physical contact (i.e. with a
musical instrument), and communication gestures as doing so
without physical contact (a nod or motion to a band mate as a
cue, perhaps). Later on in the study, when discussing soundrelated gestures this category is sub-divided into soundproducing and sound-accompanying gestures, noting that there
is some crossover between them – for instance a guitarist may
exaggerate a strumming action in a chorus, which could be a
combination of: responding to the musical dynamics of fellow
performers, intentionally changing the sound from the guitar,
and using it as a “theatrical gesture to the audience”.

Keywords
HCI, embedded computing, Digital Signal Processing, effects pedal,
effects patch, Open Source

1. INTRODUCTION
In HCI research, there are a number of areas of discussion related to
the design and use of computers in specific contexts, as opposed to
relying on general-purpose computers to accomplish particular tasks.
Ubiquitous computing relates to the discrete proliferation of
computers throughout society – Weiser [14] talks about enhancing
computer use by making them available throughout the physical
environment, but effectively invisible to the user. This idea could
apply to many devices from microwave ovens to digital alarm clocks
equally as well as to a variety of digital sound synthesizers and
effects units for music performance. Dourish [2] describes tangible
computing as an exploration of getting the computer out of the way
to “provide people with a much more direct – tangible – interaction

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Playing a musical instrument like the guitar also involves
physical feedback between the performer and instrument,
facilitating a tactile, intuitive and constant refining of the sound
being produced. This is a level of physical interaction that is
difficult to achieve, and although many laptop performers use
external MIDI controllers or re-purpose built-in laptop devices
(such as webcams) to add expressive control [3] to the
computer, “most of these lack sufficient (visual and) haptic
feedback” [1].
Dobrian and Koppelman [1] also discuss playing technique,
describing virtuosity as “having complete mastery of an
instrument such that s/he can call upon all the capabilities of
that instrument with relative ease”, and expand upon how this
facilitates expression. With less well–established performance
instruments and interfaces, there is less potential for virtuosity,
as it would be difficult to quickly develop a tradition of
virtuoso playing as rich as those of traditional instruments.
Designing a computer system to work alongside a traditional
instrument rather than replacing it maximizes the expressive
potential of experienced players.
It’s arguable then that computer interaction for music
performance is still unable to match the level of refined gesture
and detail of instantaneous expression possible with traditional
musical instruments. In light of the ideas presented above, a strong
motivation for this project was to design a programmable computing
platform for music performance that works alongside a traditional
instrument, thereby allowing players to exercise their previously
acquired virtuosity in combination with an audio computing
device placed firmly in the background, keeping the emphasis on
performance and expression.

‘Spin’ and a low-level assembly language. Some advantages
and potential uses of this embedded platform are described by
Nagashima [15]. Although Open Source [11] in theory,
programming the device requires proprietary software from
Parallax, unlike the OWL project which has an Open Source
tool chain not dependent on third party activity. Since the
development of the OpenStomp project, Parallax has developed
a Propeller system that is programmable in C.
Snazzy FX’s Ardcore 5 Eurorack 6 format module for modular
synthesizer systems is based around an Arduino 7 compatible
chipset, which is programmable in C using the Arduino
Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The Ardcore is
able to do some limited audio processing, but only has an 8-bit
converter, which is not high enough resolution for good quality
audio applications - the OWL, in comparison has a 24-bit
converter better suited for audio processing 8. The Ardcore
module is really only useful for low fidelity audio, or less
resolution dependent functions such as controlling the behavior
of other synthesizer modules by generating and manipulating
Control Voltages 9. For instance, the module could become a
bespoke sequencer, LFO or envelope function for a modular
system.
Gonçalves [5], also describes a embedded voltage controlled
computer developed for modular systems based on the Arduino
platform, presenting the microcontroller as no longer acting as
a bridge between the computer and the real world, but instead
providing autonomy and computational power for a specific
musical system. Amongst future planned work, the author
mentions plans for increasing processor speed by upgrading to
an ARM series microcontroller, and re-programming the
platform in C. These were also concerns for OWL project and
as a result the project is implemented around an ARM
processor and C++ tool chain.

3. BACKGROUND
It’s arguable that any one of a number of digital guitar multi-effects
pedals can be examples of ubiquitous and tangible computing
devices for the performing guitarist. As a fully programmable device,
however, the OWL better fits the expectations of the modern
musician as to what should be possible with computing technology.
The authors are aware of several existing devices that also aim to
place programmable computing power inside dedicated hardware
designed for specific musical applications.
The Line6 ToneCore pedal range 1 is comprised of one of a
range of interchangeable hardware effect modules that plug in
to a base unit containing a Freescale Symphony DSP chip 2,
which runs the program from the plug-in module. Various
modules are available covering a range of different audio
effects. More closely related to the OWL project is the
ToneCore developer kit, which has a special base unit with a
USB socket and a programmable module. This system allows
the user to program an effects patch on an external computer,
and upload the code onto the MCU residing in the
programmable module. Effects are programmed in assembly
language specific to the Freescale Symphony chip, making it
difficult to program for many users. The OWL pedal, in
contrast, aims to make programming the device more accessible
by providing a C++ interface, a more widely used programming
language [12].
The OpenStomp guitar pedal 3 a project that began in 2007, is
designed around a Propeller Parallax microcontroller 4, can be
programmed using a high-level byte coded language called

1

4. DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
When discussing ubiquitous computing, Dourish [2] notes that the
difference between a general purpose PC and devices such as
microwaves and televisions is that the latter kind of device is
organized around human needs and functions and this was a key
criterion when designing the OWL. A possible cause of some of
the difficulties associated with peripheral computer controllers
may lie in the fact that many are designed to fit the performer
into the general-purpose computer paradigm, rather than fitting
the computer into the performers environment. The authors were
therefore conscious of designing a computing platform for a specific
purpose, and for it to readily fit in to an existing model of musical
performance without it adding complexity to a live situation. In this
way the pedal enables guitarists to benefit from the advantages of
running their own DSP code, but without compromising the potential
energy or interaction of a live performance.
Guitar pedals were considered a good target hardware type for the
project as these are an established element of any serious guitarists
stage setup [6], and are designed with particular requirements for the
sort of situations that they are likely to be used in. The guitarist’s
‘stomp box’ has to have a very high input impedance to carry the
signal without degradation from the guitar pickups high impedance
output, be sturdy and able to withstand the rigors of stage use, and
should be able to be easily switched in and out of a signal chain with
a bypass footswitch. In this way, the OWL stage effects pedal is
designed with the purpose of integrating into the guitarist’s normal

http://line6.com/tcddk/

5

2

http://www.freescale.com/webapp/sps/site/homepage.jsp?code
=563XXGPDSP&tid=prodlib
3

http://howleraudio.com/frontpage/

4

http://www.parallax.com/catalog/microcontrollers/propeller

6

http://snazzyfx.com/ardcore.html

http://electronicmusic.wikia.com/wiki/Eurorack
http://arduino.cc/
8
http://hoxtonowl.com/hardware/specification/
9
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CV/Gate
7
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stage setup and the performance requires no adaptation in order to
benefit from its use. Figure 1 shows the final version of the OWL
stage effects pedal, with front panel knobs, bi-colour LED
pushbutton, and true bypass footswitch.

The microprocessor can be programmed using a simplified, crossplatform C++ API that allows the user to focus on audio
programming without having to worry about the software
framework. Effects patches consist of a single .hpp file that inherits
simple functions from a parent Patch class. An example of perhaps
the most basic patch for the OWL pedal, a volume control,
implemented in code is shown in Figure 3.
By providing an API which allows the user to program the device
when connected to an external general-purpose computer, bespoke
DSP routines can be set up before a gig and modified (if necessary)
during a performance via the potentiometers on the surface of the
pedal or via a device connected to the expression pedal input.
Connection to an external computer is made via micro-USB on the
rear of the pedal, and using the USB On-The-Go 11 protocol, it is
possible for the device to act as host or peripheral, allowing for the
connection of external MIDI controllers.
Patches are written in C++ and complied using an IDE such as
XCode or Visual Studio within ready-made projects, or from
the Terminal using the Gnu Compiler Collection (GCC). At the
time of writing, new patches are loaded by updating the firmware on
the pedal, and this can done using the OwlNest GUI application or
with a couple of simple commands executed in the Terminal.

Figure 1. The OWL stage effects pedal
Amongst many reasons for the rise of the laptop computer onstage is
the degree to which the user can tailor musical applications for
generating, controlling and processing sound. Having the flexibility
to program the pedal in order to configure audio processing for
specific requirements was of paramount importance in designing the
OWL, as this is something which most digital stage effects pedals are
only able to achieve within the parameters of ready-made effects
patches.
OWL stands for Open Ware Laboratory, and this acronym reflects an
important design consideration in that the hardware and software for
the project are Open Source, and freely available under the Gnu
General Public License (GPL) 10. This allows for an iterative design
process [13], where users or groups of users in the project community
are able to actively contribute to the design and future development
of the project by creating new hardware and/or software designs
based on the device framework.
Found within mobile phones and other devices, an ARM Cortex
(M4) processor provides the computing power inside the pedal, and
this is powerful enough for most uses of a stomp box device. Also
inside is a 24-bit codec, suitable for high quality AD/DA audio
conversion and 1Mb external SRAM. Figure 2 shows the digital
circuit board containing the Surface Mount Technology (SMT)
components listed above, with header pins for attachment to the
counterpart analogue circuit board containing the pots, jacks,
pushbutton and footswitch. In this way, modified designs for an
alternative analogue circuit board based on this format could be
attached, allowing for the development of other types of audio
hardware device for specific musical applications.

5. PATCH LIBRARY

There is already a reasonably sized online patch library 12 consisting
of approximately 40 effects patches that users can freely download.
Highlights of the library include a reverb based on the work of JeanMarc Jot [7], ports of effects from the mda 13 plugin collection and
the Open Source reverb, Freeverb 14, a phasing algorithm from the
Music-DSP Source Code Archive 15, by Ross Bencina 16, and ring
modulation, flanging and octave effects from Marek Bareza 17. Oli
Larkin 18 and Charles Verron 19 have provided interesting and
original examples of synthesis patches for the OWL platform with
their Dronebox and DubSiren patches, illustrating the potential for
using the OWL platform in different musical applications. There are
also filters & EQ’s, compression, overdrive & distortion, modulation
patches, delays and many of the standard effects that you would
expect to find on a guitarists pedal board. All of these effects patches
can be uploaded onto the pedal via a simple GUI interface 20 by a
user with no prior programming knowledge; or alternatively could be
used as a basis for creating a more complete guitar signal processing
chain, involving combinations of several patches.
Due to the Open Source nature of the project, the authors hope to
encourage code sharing amongst the user base, and that the patch
library will continue to grow as a result. By providing resources for
novices wanting to experiment and learn about audio DSP
programming in C++, we aim to encourage textual coding and
knowledge sharing in audio DSP generally.

11

http://www.usb.org/developers/onthego/
https://github.com/pingdynasty/OwlPatches
13
http://mda.smartelectronix.com/
14
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Freeverb.html
15
http://www.musicdsp.org/index.php
16
http://www.rossbencina.com/
17
http://www.mazbox.com/
18
http://www.olilarkin.co.uk/
19
http://www.charlesverron.com/
20
http://hoxtonowl.com/software/owlnest/
12

Figure 2. OWL digital circuit board
10

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html
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such as Faust 22 and Pure Data in order to develop a system that
would allow users to create patches within an external computer
music environment and then export those patches as C++ code so
that they will run on the OWL platform.
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Figure 3. C++ code for a volume control patch

6. SUMMARY & FUTURE WORK
Overall, the authors feel that the OWL project has achieved its goal
of offering an alternative to the general-purpose laptop onstage by
providing guitarists and performing musicians with a truly
programmable computer dedicated to audio processing that fits into
an existing mode of live performance.
The project was developed over the course of eight months last year
and funded by a Kickstarter crowd-funding [9] campaign 21. Enough
money was raised to make an initial production run of one-hundred
and eighty pre-ordered pedals, which shows that the concept of the
project has resonated with the target demographic of guitarists with
an interest in programming, audio DSP and hardware hacking. We
also now have users actively contributing to the online effects patch
library, demonstrating not only some of the benefits of an Open
Source approach, but also that people are using the device in the way
it was intended by developing their own audio DSP code for the
pedal.
In addition, the project has developed an Open Source, embedded
computing platform that is designed to be modifiable and can be
made to fit into a variety of different hardware housings and hacked /
repurposed to fit the needs of the user. In this way, other generic uses
for an onstage computer such as sequencers and synthesizers could
be realized using the same tool chain with similar hardware designs
and potentially utilizing more powerful chips such as the ARM Aseries.
After evaluating feedback about the project, it’s evident that potential
users can be discouraged by the idea of programming in C++, and
feel the API could be further simplified. The authors agree that there
is potential for improvement in this area – either with the
development of a GUI / visual programming interface or a simplified
IDE for coding patches (in the same vein as Processing or Arduino).
It’s been noted that one of the major challenges for people beginning
to program in C++ is navigating and learning to use complex IDEs
such as XCode and Visual Studio, and finding a solution for this
problem to better engage novice programmers is one of the future
challenges for the project. Currently we are looking at potential
collaborations with existing computer music development platforms

21
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24
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25
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ABSTRACT
Physical computing platforms such as the Arduino have
significantly simplified developing physical musical interfaces. However, those platforms typically target everyday programmers rather than composers and media artists.
On the other hand, tangible user interface (TUI) toolkits, which provide an integrated, easy-to-use solution only
support a limited set of compatible sensors. We propose
a concept that hybridizes physical computing and TUI
toolkit approaches. This helps to tackle typical TUI toolkit
weaknesses, namely quick sensor obsolescence and limited
choices. We developed a physical realization based on the
idea of “universal pins”, which can be configured to perform
a variety of duties, making it possible to connect different
sensor breakouts and modules. We evaluated our prototype by making performance measurements and conducting
a user study demonstrating the feasibility of our approach.

Figure 1: The SPINE with its 12 universal pins.
The pins are spaced the standard 0.1” (2.54 mm)
apart and can be configured to perform a variety of
duties, thus making it possible to connect a large
variety of sensor breakouts and modules.
TUI toolkits: TUI toolkits are non-programmable, integrated sensor solutions. They are typically composed of a
master (or measurement) unit to which the user may connect a variety of sensor units. Both master and sensor units
are provided by the same vendor, making it simple to integrate everything into an easy-to-use product. TUI toolkits
are therefore well suited for inexperienced users, such as everyday composers and media artists. A drawback of TUI
toolkits is that the users are constrained to a limited set of
compatible sensors provided by a single vendor.
Contribution: We propose a concept for bridging physical computing and TUI toolkit communities, connecting
everyday programmers and composers. The SPINE (see
Figure 1) is our physical realization of a platform for that
concept. It is based on the observation that today there are
various manufacturers that produce breakout boards even
for the latest sensor technologies available on the market.
Most of those boards have an identical connector spacing
of 0.1” (2.54 mm). While the physical pin layout is de facto
standardized, little else is. With our idea of “universal pins”,
it is possible to connect a large variety of breakout boards to
the SPINE. Our approach might help to alleviate the problems connected to current TUI toolkit solutions (especially
quick obsolescence of sensors and limited choices) and even
benefit experienced firmware developers by encouraging a
higher degree of code reuse.

Keywords
TUI Toolkits, Physical Computing, sensors, Arduino,
Max/MSP, SuperCollider

1.

INTRODUCTION

Computer-based sound synthesis has greatly enriched the
possibilities that are available to today’s composers and musicians. In contrast to traditional instruments, the sound
is not generated by direct physical interaction with the instrument but by comparatively abstract computational processes. Although renderings of acousmatic music in concert
halls with an empty stage are not uncommon, there is a
strong desire to include an element of performance and interactivity. One way to do this is to let performers control
the synthesis processes on stage with a physical interface.
The entry barrier for developing such physical musical interfaces has been significantly lowered by the advent of physical
computing platforms such as the Arduino.
Physical Computing: While the Arduino has empowered everyday programmers to develop physical interfaces,
there is still a considerable gap to be bridged before reaching out to everyday composers and media artists. While
they may be proficient in graphical programming languages
such as Max/MSP, they usually lack the text-based programming background that is necessary in order to use the
Arduino platform successfully.

2.

RELATED WORK

Related work generally falls into two categories: physical
computing platforms and TUI toolkits. The SPINE, however, includes both those facets in one system.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’14, June 30 – July 03, 2014, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.1

Physical Computing Platforms

Physical computing platforms make hardware prototyping
accessible to everyday programmers. To accomplish this,
these platforms provide IDEs, standardized libraries, and
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high-level language support that allow the programming experience to resemble “ordinary” application programming.
The Arduino platform [13] is currently among the most popular physical computing platforms. It was preceded by the
rather similar Wiring platform [2].
The popularity of the Arduino has led to a multitude
of shields that can be attached to an Arduino and provide
additional functionality (e.g., WiFi, connections to sensors
and actuators, etc.). Furthermore, the Fritzing project has
greatly reduced the “prototyping barrier” [10] and has simplified the process of designing such shields oneself [10].
There are specialized shield-and-connector solutions that allow connecting various devices to the Arduino. One example is the GROVE by Seeedstudio [15]. It features a significant number of modules that can be easily connected to an
Arduino. The CUI32Stem, a physical computing platform
based on the PIC microcontroller, also provides support for
the GROVE prototyping system [14].
The Raspberry Pi is an ARM-processor based, fullfledged Linux system that can be used as a physical computing platform [16]. The Satellite software distribution has
made the Raspberry Pi more accessible for musical physical
computing applications, providing special support for interactive music creation, graphics, and media playback [3].

Upload

Download
Download

Physical
Computing
Users

3.

Board
Company
Sensor Module Market

Figure 2: An overview of the concept
TUI toolkits. Due to the dynamic nature of the breakout
board and sensor module market, obsolescence is not an issue when using the SPINE: Users will usually be able to find
a recent version of their desired sensor type. Furthermore,
the users are not restricted by the limited choices that the
TUI toolkit vendor provides but can choose their preferred
sensor freely.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the concept. TUI toolkit
users and physical computing users are both using the
SPINE. The TUI toolkit users buy sensor modules from
various board manufacturing companies. They then download the documentation, software, and firmware from the
(future) SPINE community platform and they are ready to
go. Physical computing users may do the same with their
SPINE (thus reusing someone else’s code) but may also decide to write a new firmware and upload it to the SPINE
community platform. Furthermore, since the SPINE can
both be used as a TUI toolkit and a physical computing
platform, there is a “natural” learning path connecting the
two communities of users.
In the following we present two use cases: one where the
SPINE is used as a TUI toolkit and another one where the
SPINE is used as a physical computing platform.

3.1

Table 1: Overview of TUI toolkits and sensor interface platforms used for musical applications

Hollinger & Wanderley [9]
Eobody [6]

Buy

Board
Company

TUI toolkits hide the low-level programming tasks completely, providing an easy-to-use black box implementation.
Most systems are modular, composed of a master unit and
several modules that can be attached to it. E.g., in the
Phidgets system, most sensors are provided as modules,
which output an analog voltage [7, 12]. This voltage is
measured and converted to digital by the master unit while
some advanced sensors are provided as standalone solutions
[7, 12]. A similar approach is used in the d.tools system
[8]. Here, the input/output units are all equipped with separate microcontrollers, communicating with the master via
I2 C [8]. An overview of TUI systems and sensor interface
platforms that have been used in the musical domain are
listed in Table 1.

TOASTER
and
KROONDE [5]
d.tools [8]

TUI Toolkit
Users

Learn
Buy

2.2 TUI Toolkits

System
Phidgets [7, 12]

spine
Community
Platform

SPINE as a TUI Toolkit

Alice is a modern music composer. For her live concerts,
she likes to work with graphical programming environments
such as Max/MSP. In her most recent project, Alice wants
to use inertial movement sensing to control her sounds.
She owns a SPINE, which can connect a large variety of
sensor breakout boards to her programming environment.
Scrolling through a list of supported boards, she finds an
appropriate one and orders it from the manufacturer.
A few days later the breakout board arrives. Alice solders
a small connector to her new sensor and attaches the device to the SPINE. After uploading the provided firmware
to the SPINE with just a few clicks, a Max/MSP object
immediately lets her use the sensor values.

Description
Large collection of sensors and actuators, commercially available
A/D conversion and transmission over
WiFi
Communication via I2 C to input/output units
Sensing of optical signals
Support of many different musicrelated protocols MIDI, DMX, etc.

CONCEPT

3.2

Today there are many companies that produce and/or sell
breakout boards and modules (Adafruit, Seeed, Sparkfun,
etc.). Most of these boards can easily be connected to pins
spaced of 0.1” (2.54 mm) apart, which is the same spacing used on prototyping breadboards all around the world.
Based on the idea of universal pins (see Section 4), these
modules can be connected to a common platform: the
SPINE. In TUI toolkits, the vendor provides both the master (or measurement) unit and the sensor units. In our
concept, the master unit is the SPINE and the sensor units
are the sensor breakouts and modules, manufactured not by
a single vendor but by different vendors all over the world.
This avoids the vendor lock-in that is present in today’s

SPINE as a Physical Computing Platform

Bob wants to use a particular sensor breakout board for
his project. Unfortunately, this breakout board is currently
not supported by the SPINE. Being experienced with the
Arduino platform, Bob decides to write his own firmware.
Bob likes the idea of an open community and submits the
source code of his firmware to the SPINE community platform. Next time anyone wants to use this specific sensor,
no firmware programming is necessary.

4.

UNIVERSAL PINS

While the physical connector layout of sensor breakouts and
modules is de facto standardized (0.1” spacing), little else
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is. Breakout boards vary in the number of connectors, the
function of each connector, which ones are used for power
supply, what voltage they require, which ones provide analog output (if any), which ones are used for serial communication (I2 C, SPI, UART) with the sensor, etc. To ensure
wide compatibility with sensor breakouts we need each of
the 12 pins of the SPINE to be universal. A pin is “universal” if it can be configured to do any of the following things:

values are integer numbers and are coded in a binary data
format, which also unambiguously defines message boundaries in the byte stream that is transmitted over a serial
interface (virtual RS-232 over USB).
Arduino: For firmware programmers, the SPINE offers
an Arduino-style programming experience. The user installs
SPINE-specific extensions, which implement the universal
pin functionality (see Section 4) as well as the encoding
and serial communication functionality (see above). After
the installation, the SPINE can be programmed with the
Arduino IDE and language.
Max/MSP & SuperCollider: TUI toolkit users can
access sensor values in Max/MSP in an easy manner without text-based programming skills (see Figure 3, top). An
interface class for SuperCollider is provided as well (see Figure 3, bottom), making the SPINE utilizable for the two
most commonly used musical programming environments.

• It can provide supply voltage (VCC) or a connection
to ground (GND).
• It can do analog/digital conversion.
• It can assume the role of any line in the most common
microcontroller/sensor communication protocols: I2 C
(SDA and SCL lines), SPI (MOSI, MISO, SCLK and
SS lines), and UART (RX and TX lines).
Configurable Power Supply: The microcontroller on
the SPINE (the ATmega644PA) can switch each of the 12
pins to VCC or GND. Furthermore, we have provided a
mechanism for switching between 5 and 3.3 V on the entire
SPINE circuit for compatibility with 3.3 or 5 V breakout
boards. The user controls this by closing or opening a connection through a jumper. 3.3 respectively 5 V are provided
by the LT1372 configurable DC-DC converter [11].
A/D Conversion: The ATmega644P microcontroller
offers 8 analog-to-digital converters inputs. Therefore, an
additional multiplexer is used to enable A/D conversion on
all 12 pins. The multiplexer configuration is handled by the
firmware core library in the background so the programmer
is provided with usual Arduino syntax. Short switching
times allow measuring analog values on all 12 SPINE pins
almost simultaneously.
Bit Banging: To provide I2 C, SPI, and UART connectivity on any pin, we implemented (bit banged) the protocols in software. Based on this, any pin can assume the
function of any line in those protocols. E.g., one can configure a certain pin to take to role of SDA in the I2 C protocol. To implement this efficiently, we needed to make sure
that the microcontroller could receive logic level change interrupts on every pin. The ATmega644PA microcontroller
provides such interrupts on each input. Our performance
measurements show that handling such communication in
software is unproblematic (see Section 6.1).

5.

6.

EVALUATION

To evaluate the feasibility of our approach, we measured
the performance that can be obtained with our bit banging
approach (see Section 4) and performed a user study to test
whether the SPINE would be usable as a TUI toolkit. Since
the SPINE is a full-fledged Arduino programmed with the
well-tested Arduino IDE and language, a quantitative evaluation of the SPINE’s physical computing facet was deemed
unnecessary.

6.1

Performance

We used a typical SPINE setup, attaching a breakout board
that features the InvenSense MPU-9150 inertial sensor. The
SPINE was programmed to ask the sensor chip continuously for new values via I2 C and forward all values to the
computer. We measured the throughput in two conditions:
(1) normal operation, where the actual values were read
via software-I2 C from the sensors and forwarded, and (2)
max. serial operation, where an arbitrary string was repeatedly sent out. In condition 2, we measured a throughput of
11,561 bytes/s (theoretical value = 11520 bytes/s).1 There
was no measurable difference between condition 2 and condition 1, showing that the RS-232 communication is the
bottleneck and that the assembler-based implementation of
software-I2 C is very efficient. In the experiment sensor values were packed in 4-byte sized messages, making it possible
to transmit a sensor stream with a rate of 2890 Hz.

LANGUAGE INTEGRATION

6.2

The SPINE transmits data in packages. Each package contains the actual sensor value and a sensor stream ID (e.g.,
identifying the x-axis signal of a 3D accelerometer). Both

User Study

Design of the study: To evaluate whether the SPINE is
usable as TUI toolkit, a user study was performed with
six students (4m, 2f) of our university. To assess their
level of experience in related areas, we prepared a questionnaire where the users would rate their own experience on
a scale ranging from “no knowledge” (0 points) to “expert”
(6 points) (see Figure 4, top).
The users had to perform the following tasks: install a
driver to enable serial communication, install the SPINE
software, upload the correct firmware to the SPINE using a
provided GUI tool, attach the breakout board to the SPINE,
open an example patch, and modify this patch so that it uses
sensor data to control the frequency of a sine generator.
The documentation provided consisted of general SPINE
documentation and specific documentation for 10 different
breakout boards. After the task, which took about 30 minutes, the participants filled out the System Usability Scale

~spine = Spine.new("/dev/tty.whatever");
~spine.register({
arg ssensorID, data;
if (sensorID == 3, {
data.postln;
});
});

1
The 0.3% discrepancy between the theoretical and the actual value can be explained by inaccuracies in generating
the baud rate signal from the crystal frequency.

Figure 3: Example for the integration of the SPINE
with Max/MSP (top) and SuperCollider (bottom)
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sufficient to get the breakout up and running.
We plan to make the SPINE a HID in order to improve
its usability (see Section 6.2). This would also remove the
driver installation step since HIDs are natively supported in
modern operating systems. Furthermore, we want to provide XBee-based wireless transmission support to enable colocated interactive performances, e.g., a performance with
dancers, wearable sensors, and live electronics.
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Figure 4: Experience levels of the users (top) and
the overall SUS score (bottom) (avg. & std.-dev.)

(SUS) questionnaire [4]. Empirical evaluation has shown
that the SUS is a “highly robust and versatile tool” [1] for
usability testing. The users were encouraged to bring their
own computers to have a more realistic experience.
Quantitative results:2 The results of our questionnaire
are shown in Figure 4. Most users had some background
in programming but in general the self-reported programming experience was relatively low, with the averages ranging from 0 to 2.3 on a 7-point scale ranging from 0 to 6.
This corresponds well with the intended user group for the
SPINE, which are users with some previous experience but
lacking the skills for full-scale hardware hacking. The average of the user SUS score ratings is 74. According to the
interpretation by Bangor et al. [1], this makes the SPINE a
system with “good usability”.
Interview results: In general the users were enthusiastic about the system. Suggestions for improvement were
due to (sometimes significant) usability problems that were
caused by the use of RS-232 via USB. This is a very common
design, which is also used throughout the Arduino platform
[13]. However, our target users were very uncomfortable using serial interfaces. Problems were the cryptic naming of
the serial ports and communication problems that occurred
when opening the same port more than once.

7.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The SPINE is a hybrid between a physical computing platform and a TUI toolkit. Its 12 universal pins make it possible to connect a large variety of sensor breakouts and modules as long as they can be physically mounted. Since the
connectors to most breakout boards and sensor modules are
spaced 0.1” (2.54 mm) apart, this is usually not an issue.
The flexibility of the SPINE allows the user to connect to
a multitude of devices. The SPINE can even “cannibalize”
sensor modules from existing TUI toolkits (such as a large
portion of the sensor units from Phidgets [7, 12]) and connector solutions (such as a large portion of the GROVE
sensor units [15]). For the physical computing toolkit user,
the SPINE is usable as a full-fledged Arduino system, making it possible to use the Arduino IDE and language.
SPINE users do not experience vendor lock-in present in
other TUI toolkit solutions. Therefore, sensor obsolescence
is not an issue and the user is not limited to the relatively
few choices that the vendor provides. The advantage for
the physical computing user is that it gets easier to reuse
existing firmware code since the code does not depend on a
particular wiring of the sensor component with the SPINE,
just sticking it to the SPINE in the SPINE-standard way is
2
In one instance a technical problem, presumedly a failed
serial driver installation, made it impossible for the user to
connect to the SPINE and use the system. Thus we report
quantitative results only for the five other users.
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ABSTRACT
We present Andante, a representation of music as animated
characters walking along the piano keyboard that appear to
play the physical keys with each step. Based on a view of
music pedagogy that emphasizes expressive, full-body communication early in the learning process, Andante promotes
an understanding of music rooted in the body, taking advantage of walking as one of the most fundamental human
rhythms. We describe three example visualizations on a
preliminary prototype as well as applications extending our
examples for practice feedback, improvisation and composition. Through our project, we reflect on some high level
considerations for the NIME community.

Keywords
Piano, Augmented Reality, Yamaha Disklavier, Visualization, Learning, Embodiment

1.

INTRODUCTION
“Music is sound in motion.”
— John de Lancie, oboist and pedagogue

To many musicians, a profound sense of motion lies at the
heart of every masterful performance. The performer must
first understand how the music flows and then translate that
understanding into bodily movements that render sound in
the physical world [9].
Piano pedagogue Abby Whiteside describes the concept
of “basic rhythm” which coordinates both the flow of music and the whole body engagement of a performance [18].
Rhythm is not meant in the sense of metrics, or the regular
succession of beats and accents but rather as the long line
that holds together a musical statement, a sentiment echoed
by composer Edgard Varèse [16].
People naturally attune to basic rhythm while listening
to music—swaying their bodies, tapping their feet [6]. But
when learning to play music, the sense of basic rhythm too
often goes by the wayside [18]. Eager to avoid mistakes, the
student focuses on producing correct sequences of notes, losing sight of lines holding the notes together. Rather than
channeling long, expressive lines with the whole body, attention narrows on mechanisms to sound individual notes.
We introduce Andante, a graphical representation of music as animated figures projected on the fallboard of a player

Figure 1: Visualization of a canon with one figure
as each voice (top); A duet with virtual accompaniment (bottom)

piano. Stepping along the keyboard, the virtual figures appear to “play” the physical keys. As walking is one of the
most fundamental human rhythms, we use it to promote an
understanding of line, rhythm and characterization rooted
in the body.
This paper articulates two views of music learning while
situating our work among prior projects. We then explain
our design rationale and frame a space of applications using
a series of prototyped examples.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Music Tutorial Systems
The vast majority of music learning systems have been designed with an understanding of the learning process where
the primary focus is training the student to play correctly.
Typical systems for piano learning use lights and colored
shapes to point out the correct sequence and timing of notes,
usually derived from a written score [15]. Examples range
from electronic keyboards with light up keys to visualizations similar to the Guitar Hero model where blocks representing notes descend onto virtual or physical keyboards
augmented with projection [4, 1, 2, 24]. Some systems auto-
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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permission and/or a fee.
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mate feedback on a variety of criteria to notify and penalize
students of mistakes [12].
Consideration for the physicality of playing is generally
limited to technical problems. In the case of piano, several systems have been designed to convey proper fingering,
both haptically and visually. Haptic systems involve tactile
feedback units attached to fingers [5]. Visual representations range from abstract to literal, such as elaborations of
block graphics colored to represent fingering, virtual hand
models for demonstration, and video of full-scaled physical
hands shown in situ at the keyboard [17, 8, 21].
Many learning systems claim to support the beginner
and discount developing natural expression as beyond the
target scope. When considered, expression is approached
intellectually—decomposed into elements such as timing,
articulation and dynamics, each analyzed and scored for
correctness along with notes.
While the conventional view among designers of pedagogical tools isolates the intellectual, physical and emotional
aspects of music, the three are seen as inextricably linked
for many who perform and teach at the highest levels of
musicianship.

with the body has vast potential for teaching the expression
and physicality of music.

3.

DESIGN

Rather than initially focusing on correctness of notes and
mechanism, we aim to establish a “basic rhythm” in the
body right from the start. The design goal is then about
how to convey this sense, not just an intellectual understanding but a visceral one [13]. Instead carefully counting
time while playing; we want to feel the flow of time.
Fortunately, most people already have a basic rhythm engrained in the body—from walking around everyday. Moreover, we already have a keen understanding of expression in
a walk. We can intuit from afar details of people’s identity
and mood just from their gait [19]. The art of animation
takes advantage of this understanding, crafting vivid characters in our imagination through the movement of lines
and shapes.
We envision a visualization system for the piano, Andante, where animated figures walk along the keyboard play
the music, appearing to physically press a key with each
step. The figures give visual form to musical phrases, encouraging thinking beyond individual key strikes by connecting notes in lines of motion. As walks inherently communicate affect, the figures convey at once both the notes
and the expression of a musical line through where and how
they step.
We built our prototype on a Yamaha Disklavier grand
piano with a replacement fallboard to enable projection [23].
A short throw projector is mounted 7.5ft overhead the piano
bench based on [22]’s setup. A custom Java program runs
the animations and drives the MIDI input and output from
the player piano. Animation frames, which show various
characters in silhouette, were made using traditional handdrawn techniques and Adobe Photoshop.

2.2 Alternate View of Learning
Bassist Victor Wooten offers the analogy of an infant babbling when beginning to speak, learning words and muscular
control at once while all the time constantly expressing [20].
It seems absurd to impose correct pronunciation and rules
of grammar onto the infant at the outset, even more so to
inflict penalties for every mistake in the process.
Bassoonist David McGill extends the analogy between
language and music, arguing that both written language
with its associated grammatical rules and musical notation
are artificial, external systems designed to permanently capture aural traditions that previously vanished in time [9].
While an infant learning to speak desires communication over correctness, the two are often reversed for the
fledgling musician, who learns to play and read at once in
the beginning—memorizing vocabulary without learning to
speak with ease and expression.
Ease and expression in playing are often seen either as
elusive things to be coaxed out from years of rigorous, unavoidably unpleasant discipline or as the gift of a talented
few that cannot be taught [18]. However, notable pedagogues argue that expressive playing can and must be systematically but enjoyably taught from the beginning, and
it must not be isolated from learning notes [14, 18, 9]. Our
work explores the role technology can play in this view of
music pedagogy.

4.

INTERACTION EXAMPLES

Andante is not meant to be a stand-alone self-teaching system, neither in its current iteration nor as a concept. We
intend it to be one way to present and to interact with music that could supplement the learning process. To demonstrate potential usage, we describe three example applications, generalizing interactions from each. For generalizability of the type of music walking figures can effectively
visualize, please see the Appendix.

4.1

Scaling the Keys

A single walking figure can visualize the motion of one musical line. We built a set of examples where characters traverse the keyboard playing scales to explore visualization of
linear motion. An essential component of the musical vocabulary, scales are used to construct melodies and are often
included as daily practice for students of all levels, though
often treated as a mindless exercises devoid of musicality.
We prototyped the C major, pentatonic and chromatic
scales, ascending and descending with adjustable tempo.
To show variations in scalar exercises, we made animations
with multiple figures playing the C major scale in contrary
motion and harmonized in thirds.
We also experimented with changing the characters’ appearance and gait, animating a fat man, a tip-toe sneak, and
an ostrich for the basic C major scale. Initial observations
from viewers seem to suggest differences in how figures look
and move noticeably altered the way a scale is perceived,
even with MIDI playback lacking in dynamics of our current
prototype.
Andante could encourage students to play scales with

2.3 Artistic Inspirations
For inspiration, we look to more artistic works that give
form to musical gestures and motion through elegant blends
of the digital and physical.
Messa di Voce transforms the speech and songs of two virtuoso vocalists into highly nuanced and expressive graphics
projected onto the space behind them [7]. Rouages augments electronic music performances using a mixed-reality
3D visualization of gears whose movement responds to the
performer’s gestures [3]. Our own earlier work MirrorFugue
plays back recorded performances on a player piano augmented with projected video, making visible subtleties in
the performer’s musical embodiment such as breathing and
posture [22].
Across disparate genres of music, these pieces visualize
the intricate link between gesture of the body and of sound.
While none were explicitly designed to tutor music, enhancing sense of motion within the sound and tying that sense
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Figure 2: Changing the look of characters—fat man (left), tip-toe sneak (middle), ostrich (right)

more shape and expression, imitating the movement of various characters. Particular characters could also be assigned
to scales as a way of helping students remember by association.
By adding user input, we can provide feedback on expressive playing. A pianist can play a phrase, which is then repeated by a procedurally generated virtual character, with
nuances in timing, dynamics and articulation reflected in its
movement to visually reinforce expressive dimensions of the
phrase [11]. We can also render the same phrase with different characters, adjusting emotional parameters such as
“sadness” or “excitement” to experiment with different ways
of phrasing. This way, a relative beginner can explore the
expressive dimensions of a melody and then learn to play
by imitating the character.

We can also use Andante as a composition tool, building
pieces through layers represented by figures. A composer
can record one layer at a time, keeping track of layers and
their interactions through the visualization. Representing
voices as characters can also help the composer create a
narrative throughout the piece.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Through a series of early prototypes, we have introduced
an idea for representing music using animated figures walking on piano keys, situated our approach within a pedagogical perspective, and illustrated a space of applications.
We are currently planning the next iteration of software,
which will procedurally generate character animations in
real time, thereby allowing us to more quickly build new
visualizations. With the new software, we plan to build a
new set of examples, which we will evaluate for effectiveness
in promoting expressive playing.

4.2 Walking Bass
Walking figures can also establish steady rhythm, especially
useful in bass accompaniments. In fact, the “walking bass
line” is a common pattern in both Baroque and Jazz style,
which evokes the rhythm of alternating steps. We prototyped a boogie woogie vamp, an iconic example of walking
bass in blues piano.
Though our prototype uses a fairly neutral figure, the distinctive character of various rhythmic styles, such as samba
and swing, can be accentuated with characters with corresponding appearance and movement. Playing along with
these characters could teach the feeling of rhythms that are
difficult to convey only as abstract concepts.
A student can also play against a character, focusing on
melodic improvisation while offloading the accompaniment.
The animation acts as the rhythm section of an ensemble,
helping the player get into a groove.

6.

CODA

We offer some final reflections, facets of larger ideas reflected
by our individual project for the community to consider.

6.1

Visualizing Information

Despite many very evocative visualizations of music, the
convention in visually presenting musical information tends
toward the symbolic to be perceived purely intellectually.
Expression is either abstracted into more symbols (e.g. sheet
music) or abstracted away entirely (e.g. the Guitar Hero
model). Andante proposes an approach for visualizing musical information that retains a visceral sense of expression at
its core with symbolic representational information layered
on top. For example, both the conventional abstract blocks
and our characters can be colored to represent harmonies.
In the conventional case, the entire representation of colored blocks is abstract and symbolic. Andante combines a
symbolic representation with an inherently expressive one.
Though a piece of music contains vast amounts of information, we experience it more as expressive statement than
intellectualized information. We posit that our approach is
more consistent with how people perceive music.

4.3 Canon Perpetuus
Multiple figures can break down more complex compositions into separate voices. We prototyped a visualization
for Canon BWV 10731 by J.S. Bach, a perpetual canon
that can be infinitely looped as its ending wraps back to
the opening. Our visualization assigns a differently colored
figure to each of the canon’s four voices and allows the user
to turn each character on and off.
A student can learn a piece with more attention on compositional structure, inspecting the shape of each voice, interaction between pairs of voices, and how all voices fit together. Isolating subsets of voices can reveal compositional
techniques such as imitation, echo, and inversion through
the characters’ motion. The student can learn the piece one
voice at a time from each figure and practice while accompanied by the rest of the characters for a global perspective
early in the learning process

6.2

Expressive Experience

Our current prototype is very limited, especially in expression. With the exception of the canon, all notes are programmed to be played exactly the same way by the Disklavier,
with no variation whatsoever in dynamics, articulation and
timing. Even the animation is made from canned sequences
with no nuanced reactions to phrasing. Nonetheless, people still perceive “expression” when confronted by Andante
in action. This raises the question of what makes people
perceive a musical experience as expressive.
From observing our examples, we hypothesize two key

1
http://imslp.org/wiki/Canon_in_A_minor,_BWV_1073_
(Bach,_Johann_Sebastian)
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conditions: feeling the music through the body and feeling
a sense of direction within the music, which harken back
to Whiteside’s ideas of “basic rhythm” and full body engagement. Though we cannot generalize from anecdotal
observation, these points merit further investigation.

[13]

[14]

6.3 Sensory Dimensions
That we are able to perceive expression within Andante
even with the most mechanistically reproduced notes suggests that the experience of music goes beyond the hearing
of sound alone [10]. The contemporary Western musical
tradition holds dear the notion of “purity” of musical ideas
within the sonic realm, but before the invention of the audio recording (and even today in certain societies), music
had always been enjoyed through many senses. We conclude with a call to action for the community: to design for
deeper experiences of music, multi-sensory and multidimensional.
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APPENDIX
We address some elements of piano music that may seem
problematic to visualize on Andante. Though there is no
doubt a limit on the space of visualizable music, we hope
to demonstrate significant variety within the space beyond
our limited examples.
1. Rests: All our examples feature continuous streams
of notes with no rests. For voices with breaks during
or between phrases, figures can fade in and out or decrease in brightness to maintain presence based on the
structure of the line.
2. Large Leaps In pianistic music, large leaps within a
melodic line are relatively rare. Animated figures can
actually enhance the perception of leaps as it visually
reinforces effort to make the jump as demonstrated in
our canon example. More frequent leaps are often better understood when heard as two distinct voices which
we would visualize as two distinct figures.
3. Harmonies While we often think of harmonies vertically, a crucial aspect of harmony is the horizontal
movement of component parts [9]. The Canon example highlights horizontal motion as each figure is assigned a different color. Alternatively, figures in the
same same example can be colored according to underlying chord changes to show harmonic progression
(e.g. red for tonic, yellow for dominant)
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